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Customer Experience
Because HP products are functionally interrelated, the exchange of
ideas throughout the company is continuous. A technological achievement in
one product area often contributes to improved capabilities in other
products and systems. Similarly, the wide range of customer needs improves
HP's sensitivity and response. HP considers customer comments and suggestions
essential to its continuing efforts to improve product quality and usefulness.

Worldwide Support
All HP products come with complete documentation, including instructions
for their most effective and efficient operation. Wherever they are sold,
worldwide, HP products are supported by customer training programs, by
system analyst and customer engineer assistance where required, and by a
worldwide network of parts and repair centers for maintenance and service.
To locate the HP office nearest you, please see the listing on pages 749-760.
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PRODUCT SECTIONS:
Analytical Instruments for Chemistry.
Amplifiers.
Analog Voltmeters. .
Cabinets; Transit, Operating &
Combining Cases.
Cathode-Ray Tube Displays. .
Circuit Test Systems.
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~ Identifies products having the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB) capability.
~ HP-IB is our implementation of the IEEE Standard 488 and the identical ANSI Standard
MCl.1, "Digital interface for programmable instrumentation:'
For the complete story, see pages 22-37.

e

Identifies newly introduced products or capabilities. New products are also indicated
by boldface listings in the Model Number Index.
Specifications describe the product's warranted performance.
Parameters that are described as typical, nominal, or approximately

(~ ) are
non-warranted supplemental characteristics intended to provide information useful
to applying the product.
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A

AC
Digital Voltmeter .. ,
, .,. '
,,
,78-107
Divider Probe .,
,
,
, .. , .. ,
106
Probes
, .. ,
, .. , ,
106
Resistance Meter
73, 84-107
True RMS Voltmeters
,
76,90-95, 100-104
Accessories
Cables/Connectors
,
,
,
712
Camera
'
231
Connectors, Adapters ,
,
,.713
Graphics Software
,
694
Modular Enclosures (System II)
714
Logic Analyzer
,
188-193
Oscilloscope
,
,
224-233
Overhead Transparency Kit
'
694
Pulse & Data Generators
,
367, 711
Signal Generator
,
420
SLMS
,
624-628,631
Spectrum Analyzer
,
, .. 535, 557-567
Transit Cases
,
722
Voltmeter
,
82
AC to DC Converter
,
298
AC/DC Meter Calibrator
,
710
Active Probes
,
, .. 330, 499, 631
Adapters
50-75 n
.420, 451, 495, 499, 557, 713
Cables/Connectors
,
,.712
Data Link "
,
,
,
672
Detector
'
.473
Noise Source
,
455
Quasi-Peak
,
535
Slotted Line Sweep ,
466
471
Air Line Extensions
,
Alphanumeric LED Displays
,
727
AM/FM Signal Generators
,
404
AM/FMJrPM Modulation Analyzer
568,570,578
AM/FMJrPM Signal Generator
, .. , .400
AM/FM Test Source
580
Amplifiers
Broadband Preamp
"
67
Distribution ,
,
313
Plug-Ins for Oscillographic Recorder
294, 297-299
Power Supply
,
277
RF/Microwave
,
,
, .68
', .143
Analog Circuit Test System
Analog-to-Digital Converter
,
29, 78-107
Cards, Multiprogrammer
High Speed
55
Low Level
"
,
55
Analog Voltmeters,
,
,
,
69-77
Analyzers
Accuracy Enhancement Program for 8409
,
511
Audio
'
,
,
581
Audio Spectrum
,
548, 568, 570
Automatic Network
476,483-485,496, 511, 570
,
520-534, 560-567, 570
Automatic Spectrum
Baseband
,.,
,
639
Correlation
568, 570

Data Line _
_
597
Digital Signal
,
140-143, 568, 570
Distortion
_,
574-577, 568, 570, 581
Fourier (FFT)
_
_
560, 568, 570
Frequency Stability .. _
_
'
572
Gain-Phase '" _
483, 486, 568
HP-IB
_
,
_,.191
Logic _
'
_
,
160-193
Low Frequency Impedance .. ,
560, 565
Low Frequency Spectrum
548, 568, 570
Mechanical Impedance
,
568,570
Microwave Link
633, 634
Modal _
,
568, 570
Modulation
,
,. _
568, 570, 578
Network
,., .478-511
Power Spectrum
,
_
_
_
,568, 570
Primary Multiplex
,
_
584
RF Impedance
_
_
114, 478
RF Signal Modulation " _.. _. ,
,
578
Selective Level
_
,._
_.. , .618
Serial Data
,
'
_.. 568, 570
Spectrum _
,,
_
_.. 520-567, 570
Signature
_
152, 153, 558-560
Structural Dynamics
_. ,
,568
Telephone Line,
,
,
596
Timing, Logic
_
,
,
170
Transfer Function
_
_
568, 570
Vibration
,
558, 568, 570
Wave
_
__
_
_523, 577
Applications Manual, Optoelectronics
,
,
726
Application Notes .,. _
734
APC-7® Series Adapters
_
_
.471, 507, 713
Assembler ROM ,
,
656
Atomic Clock/Frequency Standard
304
Attenuators
75-0hm General Purpose . __
_
_
,
634
600-0hm Balanced & Unbalanced
,
36, 131
Coaxial, Fixed
_
_
458
Coaxial, Microwave, OEM .. _
_
,
457
High Power Microwave .. ,
,.,
,
458
HP-IB Driven
,,
.457, 460
Coaxial Step
_
_
,457, 460
Waveguide
_
'
,
,.,
457, 508
Automatic
Audio Distortion Analyzer
,_
581
Calibration DMM .,
,
,
, .. 104
Capacitance Bridge
_
_
_
129
Data Acquisition Systems . ,
_
, .38-54
Data Logger . _. ,
_
_
.46
LCR Meter
"
,
, . 110
Modulation Analyzer
, .. "
570, 578
Pair Identifier .. ,
,
,
614
Test Systems
,
, .. 38-52,66,476,496, 534, 642
Network Analyzer
,.483, 476, 496, 511
Selective Level Meter . _
,
628
Synthesizer . _
382-389, 396, 398, 400, 415
Spectrum Analyzer . _
_,
520, 534, 560-567, 570
Test Equipment
_
,
66
Transceiver Test System
, .. 642
, Aregistered trademark of the Bunker Ramo Corporaton
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B
Balanced 2/4 Wire Audio Channel Selector
Bar Code Wand, Digital
Bar Graph Array, LED
Baseband Analyzer
Baseband Analyzer System Software
Battery Operated
Calculators
Counters
DMM
Microwave Power Meter
Strip Chart Recorder
Beam Lead Diode
Bit Error Rate Tester
BNC Series Adapters
Board Tester, Analog
Board Tester, Digital
Breadboard Cards, Multiprogrammer
Bridge, Directional
Broadband Phase Comparator
Business Computers
Broadband Sampling Voltmeter

585
726
727
639
641
646-650
338-346
84-90, 345
.449, 452
293
729
612
713
143
142
57, 60
.474, 494, 499
309
667
77

c
C Meter
125
Cabinet Identification
714
Cabinet Accessories
714-721
Cabinets, System II
714-719
360
Cabinets, System II, 1/2-width Adapter
Cable Assemblies
712
Cables/Connectors
192, 712
30
Cables, HP-lB
Calculators & Peripherals
Advanced Scientific Programmable
648
Alphanumeric Programmable (441 bytes)
649
Alphanumeric Programmable (2,233 bytes)
649
Business
646
Card Reader
650
Financial Programmable
646
Financial Programmable Slim-Line
646
Fully Programmable
648
Fully Programmable Printing
648
Memory Modules
649
Optical Wand
650
Printer/Plotter
650
Scientific
647
Scientific Programmable
647
Scientific Programmable Slim- Line
647
Surveying
700
Calibration Data, Attenuators
458, 460
Calibrators
AC/DC Meter Calibrator
710
AM/FM (8901A)
580
Laser
705
Power Meter Calibrator for 432 Series
Power Meters
453
Range Calibrator for 435A Power Meter
449
Peak Power
453
Capacitance Bridges; Meters
120-123, 125
Capacitors, Decade
130
Card Reader for 1600A
187

Carriage, Slotted Section
466
Carrier Preamplifiers
297
Carrier Testing
616
Cases, Combining
720
Cavity Frequency Meters
465
308
Cesium Beam Frequency Standard
Circuit Test Systems
140-143
Circuit Testers, Digital
144
Civil Engineering Products
700-703
148
Clips, Logic
Clock, Atomic
308
29
Clock, Digital
Clock, Thermal Printer
303
Coaxial Instrumentation
Accessories
713
Adapters
470, 507, 713
471
Air Lines
Attenuators
457,458,460
Crystal Detectors
464
474,494, 499
Directional Bridge
Directional Couplers
462
Directional Detectors
.463, 637
Dual Directional Coupler
462
Fixed Attenuators
458
346,420,468,475
Filters
Frequency Meters
465
Harmonic Mixer
468
High Pass Filter
'"
475
Low-Pass Filters
346,420,468,475
Noise Sources
455
Pad Attenuators
458
Power Sensors
450, 453
Power Splitter
.467, 474, 489, 500
Shorts
467
Sliding Load
467
466
Slotted Line Carriage
Slotted Line
466
Slotted Section
466
Step Attenuators
457, 460
Swept Slotted Line Systems
466
Switches
469
Terminations
.467
Thermistor Mounts
453
Thermocouple Mounts
450
Waveguide Adapters
470
Comb Generator
557
Combining Cases
720
Communications Test Equipment
583-641
Communications Test Set
598
Comparator, Logic
149
Comparator, Phase
309
Component Measurement
108-139
Components
726-729
Solid State
Component Oscillators
306, 376
Component Testers
Digital IC Tester
136
,
"
136
Digital IC Tester Interface Kit
133, 138, 142
Digital IC Test System
Computer-based Network Analyzer
476, 496, 511, 570

Computer-based Spectrum Analyzer
520-522, 534
Computer (Desktop) Controlled
Instrument Systems
511
Computer Supplies
695
Computer System Test
142
Computers & Peripherals
644-699
Automatic Test Systems
66
Business Oriented Computer Systems
653-657, 677
Computer Support
696
673
Data Capture Terminals
Desktop
34, 658-662
Disc Drives
654, 674, 678, 679
Disc/Tape Drives
680
668
Display Terminals, CRT
Graphics Tablet
36, 243, 654, 684, 692
Line Printer
655
Modular Computer
659
Multipoint Data Link
672
Personal
653
Plotters
654, 685-693
Plotter/Printers
693
Printers, Printer Terminal
655, 677
Series 80 Software
657
Supplies, Accessories, Software
695
Tape Drive
682
Technical Computers
34, 653-657, 658-662
Thermal Graphics Printers
655,675
Printing Terminals
677
Connector Adapters
713
Connectors, Microwave Precision
713
Converters
A-to-D
29, 55
D-to-A
28, 55
DC to DC
55
Serial-to-Parallel
28, 187
Counters, Electronic
Counter/Timer
315-321, 327-346
550
Counter/Tracking Generator
Digital Multimeter /Counter
153,345
DVM
331,335,345
F&T Data Acquisition System
327
Low Cost
341, 347
Microwave
321-326
Plug-In Adapters
321
Portable, Battery Operated
338-346
321-322
Pulsed RF
Reciprocal
318, 328, 331, 338
Time Interval 318,320,321,327,328,331, 334, 338, 341
Time Interval Probes
330
Universal
315-321, 328-346
Coordinate Determination System
702
Counter/Totalizer Card
60
462,463
Couplers, Directional (Coax and Waveguide)
CRT Displays
234
Graphics Tablet
36, 234, 243, 654, 684, 692
CRT Terminals
668-671
Crystal Detectors
463-465
Crystal Oscillators
306
Current Probe
71, 82
Current Tracer, Digital
147

D

D/ A Converter
28
D/A Converter Cards, Multiprogrammer
57, 60
Data
Acquisition Systems
38-54, 327
Capture Printer
677
Capture Terminals
673
Communications
594
Coupler
673
Generators
365-370, 592
Line Analyzers
597
Link Adapter
672
Logger
46, 92
Stimuli
365-370
Transmission Test Set
594, 598
, .603
Voice Channel Test Set
DC
Milliammeters
71-73, 84-89, 96
Nullmeter
70
Voltage Source
131
Voltmeters
69-107
DC-to-DC Converters
280
DC Power Supplies
250-281
Amplifier/Power Supply
277
Autoranging
260, 266, 268
Condensed Listing
251
Constant-Current Sources
274
Digitally Controlled
266-271
Dual Tracking
272
General Information
250
General Purpose: 10-30 W Output
255
258, 260
General Purpose: 25-200 W Output
General Purpose: 100-2000 W
Output
260, 262
General Purpose: 300-11,000 W
Output
,
264
High Voltage
273
HP-IB Programmable
266-271
Microprocessor
280
Modular, DC-to-DC Converters
280
Modular, Single Output, Series
Regulated
280
Modular, Dual Output, Series
Regulated
280
Modular, 200-600 W, Switching
Regulated
280
Modular, 110 W Switching
Regulated
280
Modular, Triple-Output Switching
280
Options
278
Precision Voltage Sources
274
Programmable
266-271
Specifications Definitions
254
Decade Capacitors and Attenuators
130
Degausser for 5061 A Frequency Standard
309
Desktop Computers and Peripherals .. 34, 653-657, 658-662
16-bit Parallel Interface
35
BCD Input Interface
35,656
Computer Support
696
Desktop Computers
34, 652, 658-662

o
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Digitizer
692
Disc Interface
35
Flexible Disc Drives
654, 674
General Interface
35, 656, 688
HP-IB Interface
34, 35,656,685-693
Incremental Plotter Interface
35
I/O Expander
675
35
Intelligent Datacomm Interface
Interfacing Summary
666
Multiprogrammer: I/O Expander & Converter
55
Plotters, Graphics
654, 685-691
Plotter/Printers
685-693
Plotter (Incremental) Interface
35
Real Time Clock Interface
35
Serial Interface
35, 656, 685-691, 693
RS-232-C Serial Interface
35, 656, 685-691, 693
Tape Degausser
301
Tape Punch
675
Thermal Printers
303, 675, 693
Two Channel Interface
35
X-Y Plotters
282-289
Detectors
Adapter
.473
Coaxial, Microwave, OEM
464, 637
Crystal, Coaxial and Waveguide
464
Directional
463
Error
592
Error (Bell Compatible)
589
ERROR (CEPT and CCITT compatible)
588
Slotted Line
466
Development Station
166
Development Systems, Logic
166-169
Digital
AC Voltmeters
78-107
Analyzer, Logic
160-193
Analyzer, Signature
152, 558-567, 570
Board Tester
140-143
Circuit Test
140-144
147
Current Tracer
DC Voltmeters
78-107
Education Course
158
IC Tester
136
IC Tester, Interface Kit
136
IC Test System
138
Impedance Meter
120-125
LCR Meter
110-113, 120-124, 127
Microprocessor Troubleshooting
'.140-144
Multimeter
84-107
Multimeter, Signature
153
Oscillator
371-376
PC Board Test System
142
Power Meters
448
Pressure Gauge
706
Programmable Power Supplies
266-271
Signal Analyzers
512-582
Signal Generators
,
396, 398, 415
Signature Analyzer
152, 153, 570
Spectrum Analyzers
520-537, 558-570
State Analyzer
160
Stimuli
365-367
Storage Unit
.493, 501

Test Sets, Digital Logic
150
Thermocouple Card, Multiprogrammer
5.5
Thermometer
708
To Analog Current Converter Card
55
To Analog Voltage Converter Card
5.5
Troubleshooting
144
Troubleshooting (Video Tape)
743
Vibration Controller
571
Voltmeters
78-107
5S
Digital Input/Analog Comparator Card
Digital Input Card, Multiprogrammer
Common Ground
55
Isolated Input
55
Digital-to-Analog Converters
28, 55
Digital Output Card, Multiprogrammer
55
Digitizer
692
Dimensional Inspection Equipment
702
Diode Tester
84, 93
Diodes
728, 729
Directional Bridge
.474, 494, 499
Directional Detectors
.463, 637
Disc Drives
654,674,678,679
Disc/Tape Drives
680
Displays, Cathode-ray Tube
234
Computer Graphics
243
Display System
36, 243, 684
243
Graphics Generator (HP-IB Interface)
Imaging
246
Instrumentation
232
LED
727
Distortion Analyzers
568, 574-577, 581
Distance Meters
700
Distribution Amplifier
313
Double Balanced Mixer
.420
Doublers, Frequency
399,411,420
Down Converter (1.7-14.5 GHz to 70/140 MHz)
636
Drafting Plotter
690
DSN /Data Link
672
Dual Tracking, Power Supply
272
Dynamics Analyzer, Structural
568

E

EIA Registered Visible Light
Eight Channel Bank Amplifiers
299
Eight-pen Plotters
686, 690
Emitters/Detectors
726
Optical Reflective Sensor
726
Electronic Counters
315-347
Electronic Distance Meters
700
Electronic Total Station
700
EMI Measurement Accessory
535
168
Emulators
Error Measuring Set (I kb/s-50 Mb/s)
587
592
Error Measuring Set (I kb/s-150 Mb/s)
Error Measuring Set (Bell Compatible)
589
Error Measuring Set (CEPT & CCITT Compatible)
588
Error Rate Measurements
586-589, 592
Exerciser, Microprocessor
156
Extenders, HP-IB
32

F

Faxitron@ X-Ray Systems
709
FDM/Carrier Systems Testing
616
Fiber Optics
726
Filters
Bandpass
.420
Coaxial and Waveguide
.420, 468, 475
High Pass
475
Low Pass
346,468,475, 544
Fourier Analyzer
568, 570
FM Modulation Analyzer
578
FM Signal Generators
396, 398, 404
Frame Alignment Monitor & Error Detector
586
Frequency
Counters
315-347
Counter/Tracking Generator
550
Doublers
399, 411, 420
Meters, Coaxial and Waveguide
465
Response Test Set
472
Stability Analyzer
572
415
Synthesizer, Microwave
Frequency Reference Card, Multiprogrammer
55
Frequency Standards
304
Cesium
308
Distribution Amplifier
313
General Information
304
Quartz
307
Rubidium
308
Standby Power Supplies
314
Frequency and Time Standards
304
Frequency Selective Meter and
Tracking Oscillator
624
Frequency Stability Analyzer
572
384-396, 398, 400, 415, 416
Frequency Synthesizers
Function Generators
353-355, 359, 377-381
Functional Tester. . . . . . . . .
.
143
Fuseholder, RF
420
G
Gas Chromatographs
730
GC/Mass Spectrometer Systems
731
General Purpose Interface
Bus Controllers
35
General Purpose Integrator Preamp
298
Generators
Data
592
377-381
Function
HP-IB Timing
29
Jitter
590
Noise
455
Pattern
587
Pattern (Bell Compatible)
589
Pattern (CEPT & CCITT Compatible)
588
Pulse
142, 379-382, 418
Signal
393-417
Square Wave
379, 382

Sweep

382, 398, 400, 421-445, 637

Tracking
388, 538, 542, 548, 550, 552, 555
Graphics
Generator (HP-IB Interface for displays) ... 36, 243, 684

Plotters
Plotter /Printers
Printers
High-Speed Desktop
Software
Tablet
Group Delay (Network Analyzer)
Guarded Digital Multimeter

654, 685-691
693
655,676,677
675
657, 694
36, 243, 654, 684, 692
490, 511
100-107

H
Harmonic Mixer (Coaxial and
Waveguide)
.468
Hewlett-Packard Interface
Bus (HP-IB)
22-37,656
High Gain DC Preamplifier
297
High Power Attenuators
458
High Power Sensors
450
High Resistance Meter
128
High Speed A/D Converter Card, Multiprogrammer
55
High Speed System Voltmeter
98, 100
How to Solder (Video Tape)
745
How to Use an Oscilloscope (Video Tape)
745
HP-IB
Analog-to-digital converter
29
Analyzers
191, 160
ASCII-to-parallel converter
28
Cables
30
Controlled Attenuator /Switch Driver
460
Controlled Channel Selector
585
Controllers
35
Digital Clock
29
Digital-to-Analog Converter
28
Extenders
32
General Information
22-37
Graphics Tablet
36, 243, 684, 692
Relay Actuator
28, 29
Timing Generator
29
VH F Switch
28
I

IC Tester, Digital
IC Test System, Digital
Impedance Analyzer
Impedance Meter
Impedance Transformers (50-75 fl)
In-circuit Functional Tester
Industrial Distance Meter
Instrument Cart
Insulation Resistance Meter
Insulation Test
Integrators, Reporting
Interface Bus (HP-IB)
Interface Cards for Desktop Computers
Interface Kits
Logic Analyzer
Multiprogrammer
Interfacing Summary for Desktop Computers
Interferometer
Laser
Interrupt Card, Multiprogrammer

136,140
138
.
114-117
118, 130
499, 557
143
70 I
631
100, 128
128
731
22-37, 656
34, 35,656
190-191
55
666
705
55

GJ
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J
Jitter Generator & Receiver
K
Kits, Rack MO\lnting

590
278, 714-721

L
Laboratory Automation Systems
730
282, 290-293
Laboratory Strip Chart Recorders
Laboratory X- Y Recorders
282-289
Laser Measurement
705
Laser Printing System
682
LCR Meter
110-113, 120-124, 127
LED Displays
727
727
Light Bar Modules, LED
Light Emitting Diodes
726
Limiter
323, 557
731
Liquid Chromatographs
Log Level Preamp
298
Logging Multimeter
92
Logic
Analyzer, Development System
166
Analyzers
160-187
Analyzer Accessories
188-193
Analyzer Interface Kits
190-191
Clip
148
Current Tracer
147
Comparator
149
Development System
166-169
Probes
145
Pulser
146
Signal Sources
348-370
Troubleshooting Kits
150
Low Distortion Generator
382, 581
Low Distortion Measurement Set
574, 581
Low Frequency Impedance Analyzer
116
Low Frequency Spectrum Analyzer
548, 568, 570
294, 297
Low Gain Preamplifier
Low Level AjD Converter Card,Multiprogrammer ..... 55
Low Resistance Meter
100, 104, 127
M
Machinery Analyzer
Magnetic Tape Recorders, Analog
Marker Generator
Mass Spectrometers
Measurement and Control System
Mechanical Impedance Analyzer
Medical Instrumentation
Medium Gain Preamplifier
Medium Range Distance Meter
Medium Range Total Station
Memory Card, Multiprogrammer
Meters
AC
AC Resistance
Capacitance
Conductance
Digital Multimeter
Distortion
Frequency
Impedance
" .110-118,

568, 570
300-302
445
731
64, 568, 570
568, 570
732
294, 297
700
700
55
72-107
72
120-123,125
120-123, 125
78-107
581
465
120-124, 130

LCR
Milliammeter, AC
Milliammeter, DC
Milliohmmeter
Modulation
Multifunction
Noise Figure
Ohmmeter
Peak Power
Power (RFjMicrowave)
Signature M ultimeter
Standing-Wave-Ratio (SWR)
Susceptance
True RMS
Vector Impedance
Microprocessor Exerciser
Microprocessor Power Supplies
Microprocessor Troubleshooting
Microprocessor Training
Microwave
Counters
Diodes
Link Analyzers
Network Analyzers
Power Measuring Equipment
Radio Testing
Signal Generators
Spectrum Analyzers
Sweep Oscillators
Synthesizers
Test Equipment
Transistors
Milliohmmeter
Mixers, Double-balanced
Mixers, Coaxial and Waveguide
Modal Analysis
Modem, Short Haul
Modular Computer
Modular Power Supplies
Modulation Analyzer
Modulator jDemodulator
Modulators, Absorptive
Modulators, PIN
Modulation Test Source
Multi-frequency LCR Meter
Multimeter
Multimeter, Signature
Multiplex (Primary) Analyzer
Multiprogrammers
Input and Output Cards
Mainframes and Extenders

110-113,120-124
71,711
72, 86-97
~ 86-107, 127
578
73,84-107
.454
72, 84-105
453
.448, 449, 452, 575
153
.477
127-129,110-115
76,90,92, 100-104
118, 130
156
280
144, 160-187
159
321-326
728
633
.476, 503, 509, 511
448, 449, 452
632
.409-417
526, 531, 538, 544, 554
421-445
416
.456, 472-477
728
86-107, 127
420
557
568, 571
683
659
279
478
638
.418
418
580
110-113,120-124,127
73,88-107
153
584
55
57, 60
55, 58

N

N-Series Adapters
713
Network Analysis, General Information
478
Network Analyzers
,
.472-511
Accuracy Enhancement Program for 8409C
511
Automatic
'"
'" . .476, 496,510,511
Automatic Scalar
.476
Scalar
.472, 476

Noise
Analyzer, Acoustic
Analyzer/ Modulation
Figure Meter
Generator
Source (IF, UHF, VHF and
Waveguide)
Normalizer, Data
Null meter

568, 571
478
454
455
455
493, 50 I
70

o
OEM
Component Oscillators
306
Computers
653
Displays, CRT
234
Graphics Plotters
654, 685-691
Graphics Plotter/Printers
693
Instrumentation Tape Recorders
300-302
Microwave Attenuators
457
Microwave Components
728
Microwave Crystal Detectors
.464
Microwave Switches
469
Power Supplies
279
Series 80 Assembler Package
656
Strip Chart Recorders
282, 290-293
X-Y Recorders
282-289
Ohmmeters
73, 84-107, 127
Operating & Transit Cases
722-725
Optical Shaft Encoder
726
Optocouplers
726
Optoelectronics
726, 727
Oscillators
Audio
372, 581
Function
377-383
General Information
371
Low Distortion
373
Low Frequency
382
Pulse
379
Quartz Component
306
Sinewave
374
Squarewave
374, 379, 381, 382
Sweep
382, 421-445
Telephone Test
388
Test
375
Tracking
388
Oscillographic Recorders
282, 294-299
Oscilloscopes
194-233
Accessories
224
Camera
231
Contrast Filters
229
Digital Waveform Storage
198
Digitizing
198
Measurement System
198
100 M Hz Third-channel Trigger View
204
Time Interval Averaging
204
Delta Time
204
Fast Variable Persistence Storage
204
Variable Persistence Storage
,
204
200 MHz Delta Time Measurements
211
275 MHz Delta Time Measurements
211

275 MHz Delta Time Measurements
with Microprocessor
211
275 MHz Fast Variable Persistence Storage
211
General Information
194
Inverter Power Supply for 1700
Series Oscilloscopes
230
Large Screen Mainframe
216
Light Shields
229
Low Frequency
220, 222
Plug-In, 180 series
216
Rack Mount Slides and Adapters
229
Spectrum Analyzer Plug-In
540, 542, 544
Testmobiles
232
Variable Persistence Storage
204, 211
Viewing Hoods
229
Outside Plant Cable Test Equipment
613
Automatic Pair Identifiers
614
Cable Fault Locator
,
614
Conductor Fault Locators
614
Open/Split Locators
614
Pressurized Cable Leak Locators
614
Overhead Transparency Kit
694
P
pA Meter
132
Pad, Coaxial Attenuator
458
Pattern Generator/Error Detector
587-589
PC Board Testers
140-143
PCM Test Equipment
583-593
PCM Test Systems
585
Peak Power Calibrator
453
Peak Power Meter, Analog
453
Personal Calculators
646-652
Personal Computers
653
Personality Modules
688
Phase Comparator
309
Phase Meters
331, 488, 490, 498, 500, 560
Phase Modulation Analyzer
568, 570, 578
Phase Modulation, Signal Generator
403
Phase Noise Measurement
572
Phase Sensitive Demodulator
_
_. 298
Physical & Optical Measurements
_
704
PIN Modulators, Microwave
.418
PIN Photodiodes
726
Plotter, Drafting
690
Plotter, Graphics
654, 685-691
Plotter/Printers
693
Accessories and Supplies
695
Plotters, X-Y
282-289
Portable
Counters
338, 341, 342
Desktop Computers
34, 653, 658-662
Oscilloscope
204
Signal Generators
408
Strip Chart Recorders
282, 290-293
Voltmeter
84-86, 88-90
X-Ray Systems
_
709
Positioning Equipment
70 I
Power Meters, RF & Microwave
448, 452
Power MOS FET .,
728

o
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Power Sensors
RF & Microwave
450, 453
Power Meter Calibrators
449,453
Power Meter/Modulation Analyzer
578
Power Splitter
.474, 489, 500
Power Supplies
Amplifier/Power Supplies
277
Atomic Clock
314
Condensed Listing
251
Constant Current Sources
276
Digitally Controlled
266-271
Dual Tracking
272
Frequency Standards
314
HP-IB Programmable
266-271
Laboratory
252
Microprocessor
279
Modular, DC to DC Converters
280
Modular, Series Regulated
280
Modular/Switching Regulated
280
Precision Voltage Sources
274
Programmable
266-271
Specifications Definitions
254
Standby
314
Power Supply/Amplifier
277
Practical Transistors (Video Tape)
744
Preamplifiers
67, 292-295, 298-299
Precision Coaxial Connectors
713
Precision Frequency Source
304
Precision Oscillator
307
Precision Voltage Sources
274
Preselector
555
Preset C Meter
125
706
Pressure Gauge, Quartz
Pressure Recording System
707
Primary Multiplex Analyzer
584
Primary Multiplex Analyzer Systems
585
Printer, Graphics
655, 676, 677
Printer, Line
655, 682
676, 677
Printer/Printer Terminal
Printers, Thermal Graphics
655,675,676
Printer, Thermal Instrumentation
303
Probes
Accessories
82-83, 330
Active
330, 499, 557, 631
Cable Assembly
228
Current
71
Digital Multimeter
82-83, 85
High Frequency
108,127-129
Logic
144, 145
Logic Analyzer
188
Miniature
224
Slotted Line
466
Temperature
83, 708
Trigger, Digital
188
Time Interval
330
85,225
Voltage Divider
Programmable Modulation Analyzer
578
Programmable ROM Drawer
656
Programmable Signal Source
396, 398, 400, 415, 416
PROM Programmer
169, 416
Pulse Adder, Splitter, Inverter
711

Pulse and Data Generators
Accessories
Pulse/Function Generators
Pulse Generators
Pulsers, Logic

348-370
367, 711
353, 355, 359
348-364
146

Q

Q- Meter
Quartz Component Oscillator
Quartz Frequency Standard
Quasi-Peak Adapter
Quartz Pressure Gauge
Quartz Thermometer
R
Rack Mount Kits
Power Supply
Range Calibrator (for 435A Power Meter)
Readers, Card
Recorders
Oscillographic
Instrumentation Tape
Strip Chart

x-y

Reflection/Transmission Test Sets
Reflectometer Bridge
Relay Actuator (HP-IB)
Relay Output Card, Multiprogrammer
Resistance Meter
Resistor Lamps, LED
Retrofit, Signature Analysis
Return Loss Kit
RF Impedance Analyzer
RF Vector Impedance Meter
RF Voltmeter
RMS Voltmeter
Rotary Air Line, Coaxial
Rotary Joint, Coaxial
Rotary Vane Attenuators, Waveguide
Rubidium Frequency Standard

126
306
307
535
706
708

193, 714-721
278
449
187
282, 294-299
300-302
282, 290-293
282-289
474, 476, 489,
494,499,505
474
28, 460
55
72-73,84-107
727
156
631
114
118, 130
77
76,90-95,97-104
471
471
457
308

S
S-Parameter Test Sets
489, 494, 504, 506
Scalar Network Analyzer
.472, 476
Selective Level Measuring Set
618
523,628
Selective Level Voltmeters
Selective Voltmeter
602,624
Self-Test Digital Multimeter
100-107
Semiconductor/Component Test System
133, 511
Sensors, Microwave Power
450, 453
Serial-to-parallel Converter
187
Series 80 ROM's
656
Short Haul Modem
683
Shorts, Coaxial
.467, 507
Shorts, Waveguide
467
Signal Analyzers
512-582
Audio
568, 570, 581
Automatic Spectrum
534, 565, 570
Digital
568, 570
Distortion
568, 570

General Information
Modulation
Spectrum
Signal Conditioners
Signal Coupler Preamp
Signal Generators
Accessories
Avionics
General Information
HF, VHF, UHF, SHF
Microwave
Programmable
Pulse Modulator
Synthesized
Signal Sources
Signal Sources, Programmable

512-519
568, 570, 574, 576, 578
520-522, 526-567
568-571
298
420
.407
394
396-417
409-417
396-400, 415, 416
.4 18
396-400, 416
348-370, 401, 415
350-355, 367-370,
396-400,415,416
144, 558-564, 570
156
152, 570
153
466
467
622
713
726
694

Signature Analysis
Signature Analysis Stimulus
Signature Analyzer, Digital
Signature Multimeter, Digital
Slotted Lines (Coax.ial and Waveguide)
Sliding Load (Coax.ial and Waveguide)
SLMS System Software
SMA, 5MB, SMC Series Adapters
Snap-in Fiber Optic Link
Software, Graphics
Solid State
Displays/Lamps
727
Diodes, Transistors, Integrated Products
728
Source, AM/FM Test
580
Source, Signal
40 I, 415
Spectrophotometer, UVI/VIS
730
Spectrum Analyzers, General Information
512-519
Spectrum Analyzers
520-522, 526-571, 639
Spectrum Analyzer Preselector
555
Stability Analyzer, Frequency
572
Standards: Frequency and Time
304
Standing Wave Ratio (SWR) Meter
.477
Stepping Motor Control
55
Step Attenuators, Coaxial
457, 460
Storage-Normalizer
.493,501
Strip Chart Recorders
282, 290-293
Structural Dynamics
568
Surveying Calculators
700
Surveying Equipment
700
Sweep Oscillators, General Information
.421-423
Sweep Oscillators
374-376, 421-445, 637
Sweep Signal Generator
398, 400
Sweeper Synthesizer
398, 400
Swept Slotted Line
466
Switch Controller, HP-IB . . . . . . .
.
460, 620
Switches
Access, Distribution and Bi-directional
620
Automatic Test
66
HP-IB Driver
.460
Coaxial, Microwave OEM
'"
469
SPST
469
VHF Switch, HP-IB
28
Swivel Adapter
471

382
Synthesized Function Generator
Synthesized Signal Generators
398-400, 416
Synthesized Signal Sources
40 I, 415, 570
Synthesizer, Time
356
Synthesizers, Automatic
382-389, 396-403, 415, 416
Synthesizers, Frequency
384, 401, 415
System, Logic Development
166-169
System I, System II Cabinets
714-719
System Digital LCR Meter
124
System Digital Voltmeter
98-107
System Monitor
656
System Software, Baseband Analyzer
641
T
Tablet, Graphics
36, 243, 654, 684, 692
Tape Cartridge Unit
166
Tape Degausser
301
Tape Recorders, Analog Magnetic
300-302
Technical Computers
34, 653, 658-662
I/O Summary
666
Telecommunications Test Equipment
583-641
Access Switch
620
Amplifier, Error Detector Input .. .
587
Amplifier-I F
460, 634
Attenuator-75 Q General Purpose
634
Audio Channel Selector: HP-IB Controlled
585
Balanced 2/4-wire Audio Channel Selector
585
Baseband Analyzer
639, 641
Baseband Analyzer System Software
641
Bi-directional Switch
620
Cable/Conductor Fault Locators
614
Cable Maintenance and Construction
Test Equipment
613
Carrier Testing
616
Controller: Switch
620
Converter, 75 Q Unbal/IIO Q Bal
587
Data Generator
592
Data Line Analyzers
597
Detector, Error
588, 589, 592
Down Converter
636
Error Measuring Set (I kb/s-50 Mb/s)
587
Error Measuring Set (I kb/s-150 Mb/s)
592
Error Measuring Set (Bell Compatible)
589
Error Measuring Set (CEPT and
CCITT compatible)
588
Error Rate Measurements
586-589, 592
FD M Measurements
616-631
Frame Alignment Monitor & Error Detector
586
HP-IB Controlled Channel Selector
585
Isolator, PCM Test Equipment
587
Jitter Generator & Receiver
590
Microwave Link Analyzers
633-634
Microwave Network Analyzer
503
Microwave Radio Testing
632
Modulation Analyzer
578
Modulator/ Demodulator
638
Pair Identifier
614
Pattern Generator/Error Detector
587-589
PCM Test Systems
585
PCM Testing
583
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Primary Multiplex Analyzer
584
Remote Automatic Surveillance Systems
622
Selective Level Measuring Set
618, 639
Selective Level Meter
618, 624-629
SLMS Accessories
631
Spectrum Analyzer
639
Switch: Access
620
Switch Controller
620
Telephone Line Analyzer
596
Transmission Impairment Measuring Set
604-607
Voice & Data Testing
594
White Noise Testing
"
639
Telephone Test Oscillators
601
Temperature Measurement
83, 230, 708
Terminal, Data Capture
673
Termination Panel, Multiprogrammer
55
Terminations, Coaxial and Waveguide
.467
Testmobiles, Oscilloscope
232
Test Oscillators
375
Test Sets, Digital Logic
150
Test Sets, Transmission
598, 606
Thermal Plotter/Printers
693
Thermal Printers
303, 655, 675, 676
Thermistor Sensors, Coaxial and Waveguide
.453
Thermocouple Power Meters
.448, 449
Thermocouple Power Sensors
.450
Thermocouple Scanning Card, Multiprogrammer
55
Thermometer
708
Thermometer, Quartz
708
Time Base
285
Time Standard
304
Time Synthesizer
356
Timer/ Pacer Card, Multiprogrammer
55
Timing Analyzer, Logic
170-172
Timing Generator, HP-IB
29
Total Station
700
Touch- Hold Probe
82
Trager, Current
147
Tracking Generators
386-389, 536, 538, 542, 548,
550, 552, 555
Training/Computer Software
696
158
Training/Logic
Train, Microprocessor
159
Training/Video Tapes
742-745
Transceiver Modulation Analyzer
578
Transceiver Test System
642
Transducers, Laser
705
Transfer Function Analyzer
560
Transmission Impairment Measuring Set
604
Transistor Bias Supply
507
Transistor Test Fixtures
504, 506
Transistors
Bipolar
728
GaAs Field Effect
728
Power MOS Field Effect
728
Transit Cases
722
Troubleshooting, Digital
144
True RMS Voltmeter
76,90-92, 100, 104
Tuners, Microwave
468

Two-Channel Real Time
Spectrum Analyzer
Type N Series Adapters
TypeNShort

568-571
713
467

U

UHF Signal Generators
Ultrasonic Leak Detector
Understanding Microprocessors (Video Tape)
Universal Bridge
Upconverter Simulator for Microwave
Link Analyzer

V
Vector Impedance Meters
Vector Network Analyzer
Vector Voltmeter
VHF Generator
Vibration Analyzer
Video Tapes
Voice/Data Testing
Voltmeters
Analog
Digital
RF
'
Vector

396-404
614
742
129
637

118, 130
488, 490, 496, 498,503
500
.404
568-571
742
594
69-77
78-107, 331, 3)'4, 345
77,578
110,500

W

Waveform Analyzer, Fourier
Waveguide
Attenuators
Coaxial Adapters
Crystal Detectors
Directional Couplers
Frequency Meters
Harmonic Mixer
Holder
Low-Pass Filters
Movable Shorts
Reflection/Transmission Test Sets
Shorting Switch
Slide Screw Tuners
Sliding Loads
Sliding Shorts
Slotted Section
Stand
Terminations
Thermistor Mounts
Variable Attenuators
Waveguide-Waveguide Adapters
White Noise Test Set

568-571
457
.470
465
463
465
468
.471
468
467
508
467
468
467
467
466
471
467
453
457
470
639

X
X-Ray Systems, Scientific & Industrial
709
234-249
X-Y CRT Displays
X-V Plotters/Recorders
282·289, 685-691, 693
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HP-HC Slim-Line Advanced Programmable
with Continuous Memory
647
HP-12C Slim-Line Financial Programmable with
Continuous Memory and Special Functions
646
HP-32E Scientific Calculator with Statistics
647
HP-33C Programmable Scientific Calculator
with Continuous Memory
647
HP-34C Advanced Programmable Scientific Calculator
with Continuous Memory (Aug. 1980)
648
HP-37E Business Calculator
646
HP-38C Advanced Financial Programmable Calculator
with Continuous Memory
646
HP-4IC Alphanumeric Full Performance
Programmable Calculator with Continuous
Memory (441 bytes) (Mar. 1980, Jan 1981)
649
HP-41CV Alphanumeric Full Performance Programmable
Calculator with Continuous Memory (2,233 bytes)
649
HP-67 Handheld Fully Programmable Calculator
648
DTS-70 Digital Test Systems
142
HP-83A Personal Computer
653
HP-85A Personal Computer (July, Aug. 1980;
July 1981)
653
HP-97 Fully Programmable Printing Calculator
648
Hp·97S I/O Calculator
662

100
105A/ B Quartz Frequency Standards
307
140T Spectrum Analyzer Mainframe
547
141 T System Spectrum Analyzers
536
141 T Spectrum Analyzer Mainframe
547
180 series Plug-in Oscilloscopes
216
180C, D High Writing Speed
Oscilloscope Mainframes
216
180TR Rack-mount Display Mainframe
540, 542, 544
181A,AR, Variable Persistence Storage Mainframes .. 216
181 T, TR Variable Persistence/Storage Display
Mainframes
540, 542, 544
182C Large Screen Oscilloscope Mainframe
216
182T Large Screen Display Mainframe
540, 542, 544
231
197B Oscilloscope Camera

375 series Waveguide Variable Attenuators
.457
382 series Waveguide Precision Variable Attenuators . .457
393A Coaxial Variable Attenuator
457
394A Coaxial Variable Attenuator
457

400
400E & EL AC Voltmeters
400F & FL AC Voltmeter
400 GL AC Voltmeter
403B AC Voltmeter
410C Voltmeter
415E SWR Meter
,
419A DC Null Voltmeter
420C Coaxial Crystal Detector
422A series Waveguide Crystal Detectors
423A/B Coaxial Crystal Detectors
424A series Waveguide Crystal Detectors
427 A Voltmeter
428B Clip-on DC Milliammeter
432 series Power Meters
435B Power Meter
436A Power Meter
440A Detector Mount
442B Slotted Line R F Probe
444A Slotted Line Untuned Probe
447B Slotted Line Detector Probe
448B Slotted Line Sweep Adapter Probes
478A Coaxial Thermistor Mount
486A series Waveguide Thermistor Mounts
489A TWT Amplifier
491C TWT Amplifier
493A TWT Amplifier
495A TWT Amplifier

75
75
75
74
73
477
70
464
465
464
465
72
71
452
449
448
466
466
466
466
466
453
453
68
68
68
68

500
532 series Waveguide Frequency Meters
536A Coaxial Frequency Meter
537A Coaxial Frequency Meter
545A Logic Probe
546A Logic Pulser
547A Current Tracer
548A Logic Clip

465
465
.465
145
146
147
148
.410
.410
41 I
411
375
375
375
290

200
200CD Wide Range Oscillator
20 IC Audio Oscillator
204C Oscillator
204D Oscillator
209A Oscillator
214B Pulse Generator
236A Telephone Test Oscillator
239A Low Distortion Oscillat~
HP 250 Business Computer System
281 series Coaxial-Waveguide Adapters
292 series Waveguide-Waveguide Adapters

372
372
374
374
374
357
601
373
667
470
470

600
618C SH F Signal Generator
620B SH F Signal Generator
626A S H F Signal Genera tor
628A SH F Signal Generator
651 B Test Oscillator
652A Test Oscillator
654A Test Oscillator
680 Strip Chart Recorder

300
HP 300 Business Computer System
331 A Distortion Analyzer
333A Distortion Analyzer
334A Distortion Analyzer
339A Distortion Measuring Set
343A VH F Noise Source
346B Noise Source
347 A series Noise Sources
350D Attenuator Set
355 series Coaxial Step Attenuators
360 series Coaxial Low-pass Filters
362A series Waveguide Low-pass Filters

667
576
576
576
574
455
455
455
83
460
468
468

700
752 series Waveguide Directional Couplers
774D Coaxial Dual Directional Coupler
775D Coaxial Dual Directional Coupler
776D Coaxial Dual Directional Coupler
777D Coaxial Dual Directional Coupler
778 D Coaxial Dual Directional Coupler
779D Coaxial Directional Coupler
786D Coaxial Directional Detector
787D Coaxial Directional Detector
,
788C Coaxial Directional Detector
789C Coaxial Directional Detector
796D Coaxial Directional Coupler

,

-A monthly pubhcatlon of techmcal mformatlon "om the HP Laboratones.

"

463
462
462
462
462
462
462
463
463
463
463
462

~~
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797D Coaxial Directional Coupler
798C Coaxial Directional Coupler

462
462

800
805C Coaxial Slotted Line
809C Slotted Line Carriage
810B series Waveguide Slotted Sections
816A Coaxial Slotted Section
817B Coaxial Swept Slotted Line System
870A series Waveguide Slide Screw Tuners
895A General Purpose Power Supply

466
466
466
.466
466
468
262

900
905A Coaxial Sliding Load
907A Coaxial Sliding Load
908A Coaxial 50-Ohm Termination
909A Coaxial 50-Ohm Termination
910 series Waveguide Terminations
911A/C Coaxial Sliding Loads
914 series Waveguide Sliding Loads
920 series Waveguide Moving Shorts
923A Waveguide Sliding Short
930A Waveguide Shorting Switch
932A Waveguide Harmonic Mixer
934A Coaxial Harmonic Mixer
938A Frequency Doubler Set
940A Frequency Doubler Set
1000
HP 1000 Computers and Systems (July 1981)
1006A Testmobile
1007A Testmobile
I008A Testmobile
1051A & 1052A Combining Cases
1081B Liquid Chromatograph
1084B Liquid Chromatograph
II lOB Current Probe
11II A AC Current Amplifier
1112A Inverter Power Supply
1117B Testmobile, Oscilloscope
1120A 500 MHz Active Probe
1121A AC Probe
1122A Probe Power Supply
1124A 100 M Hz Active Probe
1200B Dual Channel Oscilloscope,
100 p.V/div
120 I B Dual Channel Storage Oscilloscope,
100 p.V/div
1205B Dual Channel Oscilloscope,
5 mV /div
1220A Dual Channel Oscilloscope, 15 MHz
1222A Dual Channel, Delay Line Oscilloscope,
15 MHz
1304A 32 cm (13 in.) Display
1310B 48.3 cm (19 in.) Display
1311B 35.6 cm (14 in.) Display
1317A 43.2 cm (17 in.) Display
1321853.3 cm (21 in.) Display
1332A Small Screen Display
1333A Small Screen Display
1335A Small Screen Display
1336S Small Screen Display
1340A Display Module
1345A Digital Display
1351A Graphics Generator

467
467
467
467
.467
467
.467
.467
467
.467
468
468
.411
411

663
232
232
232
720
731
731
226
226
230
233
227
.499
226
226
220
220
220
222
222
236, 239
236,245
236, 245
236, 245
236, 245
236, 246
236, 246
236, 246
236, 246
236, 246
238, 241
36, 243

1351S Computer Graphics Display System
36, 243,
1600A 16 Bit Logic State Analyzer
1600S Logic State Analyzer
1602A 16 Bit Logic State Analyzer
'"
1607A 16 Bit Logic State Analyzer
1610A/B Logic State Analyzer (May 1980)
1611 A Logic State Analyzer (May 1980)
I 615A Logic Analyzer
1640B Serial Data Analyzer
1645A Data Error Analyzer
1645S Data Transmission Test Set
1700 series Oscilloscopes
17 I 5A 200 MHz tlTime Oscilloscope
1722B 275 MHz tlTime Oscilloscope, with
Microprocessor
1725A 275 MHz tlTime Oscilloscope
1727A 275 MHz Oscilloscope
1740A 100 MHz Oscilloscope, Third-Channel Trigger
View
1741 A 100 MHz Oscilloscope, Variable Persistence
Storage, Third-Channel Trigger View
1742A 100 MHz tlT Oscilloscope, Trigger View
1743A 100 MHz Crystal tlTime Oscilloscope,
Third Channel Trigger View
1744A 100 MHz Oscilloscope, Fast Variable
Persistence Storage, Trigger View
180lA Dual Channel Vertical Amplifier, 50 MHz
1805A Dual Channel Vertical Amplifier,
100 MHz
1809A Four Channel Vertical Amplifier,
100 MHz
1821 A Time Base/ Delay Generator
1825A Time Base and Delay Generator
1950A Two Channel Expansion Module
1980A/8 Oscilloscope Measurement System
2000
2103 LK Computer
2109EK Computer
2I II F Computer
2113E Computer
2117 F Computer
2142A Microsystem Processor Unit
2176C/D System Processor Unit
2177C/D System Processor Unit
2240A Measurement & Control Processor
2250 Measurement & Control Processor
2382A Office Display Terminal
2608A Line Printer
2621 A Interactive Display Terminal
2621 P Interactive Display Terminal
2622A Display Terminal
2623A Graphics Terminal
26248 Display Terminal
2626A Display Station (Mar. 1981)
2631B Printer
2631G #200 Factory Data Printer
2631 G Graphics Printer
2635B Printer Terminal
2642A Display Station
2645A Display Station
2647A Intelligent Graphics Terminal
2648A Graphics Terminal
2671A Printer
2671G Graphics Printer
"

684
185
185
177
185
173
18 I
170
608
612
612
204
211
21 I
211
211
204
204
204
204
204
217
217
218
218
219
198
198

665
665
665
665
665
664
, .664
664
64
62
668
682
668
668
669
669
670
670
655, 677
677
677
677
671
671
671
671
655,676
655, 676

2673A Intelligent Graphics Printer
2680 Laser Printing System
2804A Quartz Thermometer
2813B Quartz Pressure Probe
2816A Pressure Signal Processor
2820A Pressure Recording System

655, 676
682
708
706
706
707

3000
HP 3000 Series 44, & Series 30 Business
Computer Systems
667
3040A Network Analyzer
483
3042A Network Analyzer
484
3044A/3045A Spectrum Analyzers
565
3046A/B Selective Level Measuring System
628
3054A Automatic Data Acquisition/Control
42
System (July 1981)
3054C Automatic Data Acquisition/Control System
45
3054DL Automatic Data Logger
46
3060A Circuit Test System
143
3074A/M Data Link Adapter
672
3075A Desktop Data Capture Terminal .. ,
673
3076A Wall-Mounted Data Capture Terminal
673
3077A Wall-Mounted Time Reporting Terminal
673
3078A Data Coupler
673
3310A Function Generator
379
3310B Function Generator
379
3311 A Function Generator
380
3312A Function Generator
381
3320B Frequency Synthesizer
384
3325A Function Generator/Frequency
Synthesizer/Sweeper
382
3330B Automatic Synthesizer
385
3335A Frequency Synthesizer
386, 630
3336A/B/C Synthesizer/Level
Generator (May 1980)
388, 626
3350 series Laboratory Automation Systems
730
3388A Reporting Integrator
731
3390A Reporting Integrator
731
3400A RMS Voltmeter
76
3403C True RMS Voltmeter
94
3406A Broadband Sampling Voltmeter
77
3435A Digital Voltmeter
86
3437 A High Speed Digital Voltmeter
98
3438A 5-Function DMM; HP-IB
96
3455A 6V2 Digit DMM
104
3456A Systems DV M (Apr. 1981)
100
3465A 4 112 Digit DMM
88
3465B Digital Multimeter
88
3466A 4V2 Digit Autoranging DMM
90
3467A Logging DMM
92
3476A/B )1/2 Digit DMM
84
3490A Multimeter
106
3495A Scanner
53
3497A Data Acquisition/Control Unit (July 1981)
48
3529A Magnetometer Probe
71
3550B Communications Test Set
603
598
3551 A Transmission Test Set
3552A Transmission Test Set
598
3555B Transmission & Noise Measuring Set
600
3556A Psophometer
600
3575A Gain/Phase Meter
.486
3580A Spectrum Analyzer
558
3581 A Wave Analyzer
577
3581 C Selective Voltmeter
602

3582A Spectrum Analyzer
560
3585A Spectrum Analyzer
520
3586A/B Selective Level Meter (May 1980)
624
3586C Wave Analyzer (May 1980)
523
3702B IF/BB Receiver (70 MHz IF)
634
3707 A BB + Sweep Generator
633
3710A IF/BB Transmitter (70 MHz IF)
634
3711A IF/BB Transmitter (70/140 MHz IF)
634
3712A IF/BB Receiver (70/140 MHz IF)
634
3717A 70 MHz Modulator/Demodulator
638
3724A Baseband Analyzer
639
3725A Display
639
3726A Filter Mainframe
639
3730B Down Converter: RF to IF
,
636
3736B RF Module (1.7 to 4.2 GHz)
636
636
3737B RF Module (3.7 to 8.5 GHz)
3738B RF Module (5.9 to 11.7 GHz) "
, .. '"
636
3739B RF Module (10.7 to 14.5 GHz)
636
3743A IF Amplifier
634
3746A Selective Level Measuring Set (32 MHz)
618
3747A/B Selective Level Measuring Set (90 MHz)
618
3750A Attenuator: 75 n
634
3754A Access Switch
,
620
3755A Switch Controller
620
3756A 90 MHz Bi-directional Switch. ,
620
3757A 8.5 MHz Access Switch
620
3762A Data Generator
592
3763A Error Detector
,
592
3770B Telephone Line Analyzer
596
377IA Data Line Analyzer (CCITT)
597
377IB Data Line Analyzer (BELL)
597
3777A HP-IB-controlled Channel Selector
585
3779C Primary Multiplex Analyzer (CEPT)
584
3779D Primary Multiplex Analyzer (Bell)
584
3780A Pattern Generator/Error Detector .. "
587
3781A Pattern Generator (CEPT and
CCITT Compatible)
588
3781 B Pattern Generator (BELL Compatible)
589
3782A Error Detector (CEPT and CCITT Compatible) .. 588
3782B Error Detector (BELL Compatible)
589
3783A Frame Alignment Monitor & Error Detector
586
590
3785A Jitter Generator & Receiver (CEPT)
3785B Jitter Generator & Receiver (Bell)
590
3808A Medium Range Distance Meter
700
3810B Medium Range Total Station
700
3820A Electronic Total Station (Sept. 1980)
700
3822A Coordinate Determination System (Sept. 1980) .. 702
3850A Industrial Distance Meter (Jun. 1980)
701
3964A Instrumentation Tape Recorder
289
3968A Instrumentation Tape Recorder
289

4000
4061 A Semiconductor/Component Test System
4140B pA Meter/DC Voltage Source
4191 A RF Impedance Analyzer (Jan. 1980)
4192A LF Impedance Analyzer (Sept. 1981)
4193A Low Frequency Impedance Analyzer
4204A Oscillator
,
4260A Universal Bridge
4261A Digital LCR Meter
,
4262A Digital LCR Meter
,
,
4265B Universal Bridge
,
4271BComponentTest I MHz
Digital LCR Meter
,
4272A I MHz Preset Capacitance Meter
°A monthly publication of techmcal inlormallon from the HP Laboratories
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376
129
120
122
129
124
125
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4273A I kHz Preset C Meter
4274A LCR Meter
4275A LCR Meter
4328A Milliohmmeter
4329A High Resistance Meter
4332A LCR Meter
4342A Q Meter
4436A Attenuator
4437A Attenuator
44408 Decade Capacitor
4800A Vector Impedance Meter
4815A Vector Impedance Meter
4904A Cable Fault Locator
4905A Ultrasonic Leak Detector
4910G Open and Split Locator
4930A Conductor Fault Locator
4935A Transmission Impairment Test Set
4936A Transmission Impairment Measuring Set
4940A Transmission Impairment Measuring Set
4943A Transmission Impairment Measuring Set
4944A Transmission Impairment Measuring Set
4960/4961 Automatic Pair Identifier

125
110
110
127
128
127
126
131
131
131
130
130
614
614
614
614
606
607
604
605
605
614

5000
500 IA Microprocessor Exerciser (6800)
5001C Microprocessor Exerciser (8085)
5001D Microprocessor Exerciser (Z80j
5004A Signature Analyzer
5005A Signature MuUimeter
50lIT Logic Troubleshooting Kit
5015T Logic Troubleshooting Kit
5021 A Logic Troubleshooting Kit
5022A Logic Troubleshooting Kit
5023A Logic Troubleshooting Kit
5024A Logic Troubleshooting Kit
5035A 8asic Logic Lab
5035T Logic Lab
5036A Microprocessor Lab
5045A Digital IC Tester
5046A Digital IC Test System
5060 series Cooling Kits
5060 series Control Panel Covers
5060 series Filler Panels
5060 series Rack Adapter Frames
5060 series Rack Mounting Kits
K02·5060A Standby Power Supply
5061 A Cesium 8eam Frequency Standard
5061 A with Option 004 Tube
E21-5061 A Flying Clock (Cesium)
506 I-series System II Accessories
5065A Rubidium Frequency Standard
E21-5065A Portable Rubidium Time Standard
5085A Standby Power Supply
5087 A Distribution Amplifier
5150A Thermal Printer
5300A Counter Mainframe
53008 Counter Mainframe
530lA 10 MHz Counter Module
5302A 50 MHz Universal Counter Module
53038 500 MHz Counter Module
5304A Timer/Counter Module
53058 1300 MHz Counter Module
5306A Digital Multimeter/Counter
5307 A Frequency Counter Module
5308A Timer Counter Module
53 lOA 8attery Pack Module

156
156
156
152
153
150
150
150
150
150
I SO
158
158
159
136
138
725
725
724
724
724
314
308
308
309
718, 719
308
310
314
313
303
343
343
344
344
344
344
345
345
345
345
346

53118 Digital-to-Analog Converter
5312A HP-IB Interface Module
5314A Universal Counter
5315A & 53158 Universal Counters
5316A Universal Counter (Sept. 1980)
5328A Universal Counter
5335A Universal Counter (Sept. 1980)
5340A Microwave Frequency Counter
5342A Microwave Frequency Counter
5343A Microwave Frequency Counter (Apr. 1980)
5345A Electronic Counter (Apr. 1980)
5353A Channel C: Plug-in for 5345A
5354A 4 G Hz Frequency Converter
5355A Automatic Frequency Converter (Apr. 1980)
5356A & 53568 Frequency Converter
Heads (Apr. 1980)
5356C Frequency Converter Head (Apr. 1980)
5359A Time Synthesizer
53638 Time Interval Probes
5370A Universal Counter
5381 A Frequency Counter
5382A Frequency Counter
5383A Frequency Counter
5390A Frequency Stability Analyzer
5391A Frequency and Time Data
Acquisition System
5420A Digital Signal Analyzer
5423A Structural Dynamics Analyzer
5427 A Digital Vibration Control System
5451 C Fourier Analyzer
5501A Laser Transducer
5526A Laser Measurement
5700 series Gas Chromatographs
5840A Gas Chromatograph
5880A Gas Chromatograph
5986A GC/Mass Spectrometer
5992 series GC/ Mass Spectrometers
59938 series GC/Mass Spectrometers
5995A GC/Mass Spectrometer

346
346
341
338
338
334
331
326
324
324
318
321
321
.. 322
322
322
356
330
328
347
347
347
572
327
568
568
571
570
705
705
730
730
730
731
731
731
731

6000
6002A Extended Range DC Power Supply
268
6111A-6116A Precision DC Power Supplies
274
6012A Autoranging Power Supply (Aug. 1981)
260
6024A Autoranging DC Power Supply (Aug. 1981)
260
266
6034A 200 Watt Autoranging System Power Supply
6129C-6131 C Digitally Controlled Voltage
Sources
270
6140A Digital Current Source
270
6177C Precision DC Current Source
274
6181 C Precision DC Current Source
274
6186C Precision DC Current Source
274
62008·62098 DC Power Supplies
255-257
6212A-6218A DC Power Supplies
255-257
62248 DC Power Supply
258-259
62268 DC Power Supply
258-259
62278 Dual Tracking DC Power Supply
272
62288 Dual Tracking DC Power Supply
272
6234A Dual Output Power Supply
255-257
256, 257
6235A Triple Output Power Supply
62368 Triple Output DC Power Supply
256, 257
256, 257
62378 Triple Output DC Power Supply
6253A Dual Output DC Power Supply
258, 259
6255A Dual Output DC Power Supply
258, 259
62598 DC Power Supply
262
62608 DC Power Supply
262

6261 B DC Power Supply
6263B DC Power Supply
6264B DC Power Supply
6265B DC Power Supply
6266B DC Power Supply
6267B DC Power Supply
6268B DC Power Supply
6269B DC Power Supply
6271 B DC Power Supply
6274B DC Power Supply
6281 A DC Power Supply
6282A DC Power Supply
6284A DC Power Supply
6286A DC Power Supply
6289A DC Power Supply
6291A DC Power Supply
6294A DC Power Supply
6296A DC Power Supply
6299A DC Power Supply
6384A DC Power Supply
6428B DC Power Supply
6433B DC Power Supply
6434B DC Power Supply
6438B DC Power Supply
6439B DC Power Supply
6443B DC Power Supply
6448B DC Power Supply
6453A DC Power Supply
6456B DC Power Supply
6459A DC Power Supply
6464C DC Power Supply
6466C DC Power Supply
6469C DC Power Supply
6472C DC Power Supply
6475C DC Power Supply
6477C DC Power Supply
6479C DC Power Supply
6483C DC Power Supply
6515A High Voltage DC Power Supply
6516A High Voltage DC Power Supply
6521A High Voltage DC Power Supply
6522A High Voltage DC Power Supply
6525A High Voltage DC Power Supply
6824A DC Power Supply/Amplifier
6825A DC Power Supply/Amplifier
6826A DC Power Supply / Amplifier
6827 A DC Power Supply/Amplifier
6920B AC/DC Meter Calibrator
6940B Multiprogrammer
6941B Multiprogrammer Extender
6942A Multiprogrammer
6943A Multiprogrammer Extender

7000
7004B X-V
7010B X-V
7015B X-V
7034A X-V
7035B X-Y

Recorder
Recorder
Recorder
Recorder
Recorder
7044B X-V Recorder
7045B X-V Recorder
7046B X-V Recorder
7047A X-V Recorder

,

262
262
262
262
262
262
262
262
262
262
258
258
258
258
258
258
258
258
258
255-257
264
264
264
264
264
264
264
264
264
264
264
264
264
264
264
264
264
264
273
273
273
273
273
277
277
277
277
710
55, 61
55, 61
58, 61
58,61

288
284
284
288
285
286
286
286
286

7130A Strip Chart Recorder, 2 Pen
7131A Strip Chart Recorder, I Pen
7132A Strip Chart Recorder, 2 Pen
7133A Strip Chart Recorder, 1 Pen
7155B Portable Strip Chart Recorder
7220C 8-Pen Graphics Plotter
7220T 8-Pen Plotter/Paper Advance
7221C 8-Pen Graphics Plotter
722lT 8-Pen Plotter/Paper Advance
72258 Graphics Plotter
7240A Thermal Plotter/Printer
7245B Plotter/Printer
7402A 2-Channel Oscillographic Recorder
7404A 4-Channel Oscillographic Recorder
7414A 4-Channel Oscillographic Recorder
7418A 6 to 8 Channel Oscillographic Recorder
7580A 8-Pen Drafting Plotter
7906 Disc Drive
7908 Disc/Tape Drive
7910 Fixed Disc Drive
7925 Disc Drive
7976A Tape Drive

291
291
292
292
293
686
686
686
686
654, 688
693
693
294
294
296
296
690
678
680, 681
679
678
682

8000
8005B Pulse Generator
358
8007B Pulse Generator
362
801lA Pulse Generator
358
80 12B Pulse Generator
360
8013B Pulse Generator
360
361
8015A Pulse Generator
8016A Word Generator
370
8018A Serial Data Generator
367
8080A Mainframe
364-366
364-366
8081A Repetition Rate Generator, 300 MHz
363
8082A Pulse Generator
8083A Output Amplifier, 300 MHz
364-366
8084A Word Generator, 300 MHz
364-366
364-366
8091A Repetition Rate Generator, I GHz
8092A Delay Generator/Freq. Divider
364-366
364-366
8093A Output Amplifier, 1 GHz
359
8111A I Hz-20 MHz Pulse/Function Generator
8116A Pulse/Function Generator
353
8160A Programmable Pulse Generator
350
816lA Programmable Pulse Generator (Sept. 1981)
350
8165A Programmable Signal Source
355
8170A Logic Pattern Generator
368
8350A Sweep Oscillator
,
426, 427
8403A Modulator
418
8405A Vector Voltmeter
500
8406A Comb Generator
557
8407A Network Analyzer
498
8408A Automatic Network Analyzer
510
511
8409C Automatic Network Analyzer
8410B Network Analyzer Mainframe
502
8410S series Network Analyzers
509
8411A Harmonic Frequency Converter
503
8412A Phase-Magnitude Display
.498, 503
8413A Phase Gain Indicator
508
8414A Polar Display
498, 503
8418A Auxiliary Power Supply
503
8443A Tracking Generator-Counter
550
8444A Tracking Generator
552
·A monthly publication of technical Information from the HP Laboratories.
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8444A Option 059 Tracking
Generator
536, 538,
8445B Automatic Preselector
8447 series Amplifiers
8450A UV /VIS Spectrophotometer (Feb. 1980)
8470A/B Coaxial Crystal Detectors
8471 A Coaxial Crystal Detector
8472A Coaxial Crystal Detector
8473B/C Coaxial Crystal Detectors
8477A Power Meter Calibrator
8478B Coaxial Thermistor Mount
8481 A/ H Power Sensors
8481 B Power Sensor
8482A/H Power Sensors
8482B Power Sensor
8483A Power Sensor
8484A Power Sensor
8485A Power Sensor
8491A/B Coaxial Fixed Attenuators
8492A Coaxial Fixed Attenuator
8493A/B series Coaxial Fixed Attenuators
8494A/B/G/H series Coaxial Step Attenuators
8495A/B/D/G/H/K series Coaxial
Step Attenuators
8496A/B/G/H series Coaxial
Step Attenuators
8498A Coaxial Fixed Attenuator
8501 A Storage-Normalizer
8502A & B Rellection Transmission Bridges
8503A & B S-Parameter Test Sets
8505A Network Analyzer
8507B/C Automatic Network Analyzers
8552A Spectrum Analyzer-I F Section
8552B Spectrum Analyzer-I F Section
8553B Spectrum Analyzer, Tuning Section
8554B Spectrum Analyzer, Tuning Section
8555A Spectrum Analyzer, Tuning Section
8556A Spectrum Analyzer, Tuning Section
8557 A Spectrum Analyzer
8558B Spectrum Analyzer
8559A Spectrum Analyzer (Mar. 1980)
8565A Spectrum Analyzer
8566A Spectrum Analyzer
8568A Spectrum Analyzer
8569A Spectrum Analyzer
858] 8 Automatic Spectrum Analyzer
85828 Automatic Spectrum Analyzer
8600A Digital Marker
860 IA Generator/Sweeper
8614A Signal Generator
8616A Signal Genera tor
8620 system Sweep Oscillators
8620C Sweeper Mainframe
8640A,B AM/FM Signal Generators
8640B Option 004, Avionics Signal Generator
8654A Signal Generator
8654B Signal Generator
8656A Signal Generator
8660A Synthesized Signal Generator
8660C Synthesized Signal Generator
8662A Synthesized Signal Generator (Feb. 1981)
8671 A Microwave Frequency Synthesizer
8672A Synthesized Signal Generator
8683A/8 Signal Generators
8684A/ 8 Signal Generators

542, 555
555
67
730
.464
.464
464
464
453
453
450
450
450
450
450
450
450
.458
458
458
460
460
460
458
.493
489, 494
494
.490
496
547
547
550
552
554
548
.540
542
544
538
526, 531
526, 528
536
534
534
499
.499
.409
409
435, 499
436, 499
.404
407
408
408
396
400
400
398
415
416
.412
.412

8690B Sweep Oscillator
442
8691 B-8695B RF Units (PIN leveled BWO)
443,444
for 8690B
8691A-8697A RF Units (Grid Leveled BWO)
for 8690B
443,444
8698B, 8699B Solid State RF Units for 8690B .. .443, 444
8709A Phase-lock Synchronizer
443
8717B Transistor Bias Supply
507
8721 A Coaxial Directional Bridge
.499
8731-8735 series PIN Modulators
.418
8743B Rellection/Transmission Test Unit
505
8745A S-Parameter Test Set
504
506
8746B S-Parameter Test Set
8747A Waveguide series
Rellection/Transmission Test Units
508
8748A S-Parameter Test Set
489
8750A Storage-Normalizer
, .. .473, 498, 501, 557
8754A Network Analyzer
488
8755C Frequency Response Test Set Plug-in
'" .473
8755P Automatic Scalar Network Analyzer
476
8755S Frequency Response Test Sets
.472
8761 A & B Coaxial Switches
469
880 IA Low Gain Preamplifier
297
8802A Medium Gain Preamplifier
297
8803A High Gain Preamplifier
297
8805A Carrier Preamplifier
297
8805B Carrier Preamplifier
297
8806B Phase Sensitive Demodulator
298
8807A AC/DC Converter
298
8808A Logarithmic Preamplifier
298
8809A Signal Coupler
298
8815A General Purpose Integrator
298
8820A DC Bank Amplifier
299
8821 A DC Bank Amplifier
299
8900B Peak Power Calibrator
453
890 IA Modulation Analyzer
578
8903A Audio Analyzer (Aug. 1980)
581
8903A-E85 Semi-Automatic Transceiver Test Set
643
8903A-K52 Combining Cases (for 8903A-E85)
643
8903A-K85 Switching Module (for 8903A-E85)
643
8950B Automatic Transceiver Test System
642
8970A Noise Figure Meter
454

9000
9030 Measurement and Control System
64
9111A Graphics Tablet (Jan. 1981)
653, 692
9]]]A Option 050 Graphics Tablet
36, 244, 684, 692
9411 A Switch Controller
66
9412A Modular Switch
66
9413A VHF Switch
'"
66
9414A Matrix Switch
66
9815S Desktop Computer
662
9825B, T Desktop Computer
662
9826 Computer System
658
9835A, B Desktop Computer
660
9845B, C, T Desktop Computer (Dec. 1980)
661
9872C 8-Pen Graphics Plotter
686
9872T 8-Pen Plotter/Paper Advance
,
686
9874A Digitizer
692
9876A Thermal Graphics Printer (Nov. 1980)
675
9878A I/O Expander
675
9885M/S Flexible Disc Drive
675
9895A Flexible Disc Memory
653, 674
99]5A Modular Computer (July 1981)
659

10000

1000 IA 10: I Divider Probe
225
225
1000 I B 10: I Divider Probe
10002A 50: I Divider Probe
225
10002B 50: I Divider Probe
225
225
10003A 10: I Divider Probe
100040 10: I Divider Probe
225
100050 10: I Divider Probe
225
100060 10: I Divider Probe
225
10007B I: I Probe
82, 225
10008 B I: I Probe
82, 225
1001lB BNC Adapter Tip
229
225
10013A 10:1 Divider Probe
225
10014A 10: I Divider Probe
,
225
10016B 10:1 Divider Probe
10017A Miniature Divider Probe
224
10018A Miniature Divider Probe
224
10019A Cable Assembly
228
10020A Resistance Divider Probe
225
10021 A Miniature I: I Probe
224
10022A Miniature I: I Probe
224
83. 230
10023A Temperature Probe (Mar. 1981)
10024A IC Test Clip
228
224
10026A Miniature 1:1 Probe (50 n)
224
10027A Miniature 1:1 Probe (50 n)
10028A Jumper Cable
228
10034A Probe Ground Lead Kit
227
10035A Probe Tip Kit
227
227
10036B Probe Tip Kit
227
10037B Probe Tip Kit
,
, .. ,
224
10040A 10: I Miniature Divider Probe
224
10041 A 10: I Miniature Divider Probe
224
10042A 10: I Miniature Divider Probe
180
10050A HP-IB Adapter (1602A)
10051 A Test Probe (1602A)
180
180
10059A HP-IB Interface (I602A)
191
10066A HP-IB Probe Interface
;
10069A HP-IB Interface (1615A)
191
10080A Miniature 10:1 Probe
224
10081A Miniature 10:1 Probe
224
10082A Miniature 10:1 Probe
,
,
224
224
10083A Miniature 1:1 Probe
224
10084A Miniature 1:1 Probe
10100C 50 ohm Feedthrough Termination
229
10 IOOB 100 ohm Feedthrough Termination
229
713
10110B BNC Male to Dual Banana Plug
10 III A Shielded Banana Plug to BNC Female
713
10 113A Triple Banana Plug to Dual BNC Female
713
10 116A Light Shield for 1220 Series
Oscilloscopes
229
10117A Panel Cover for 1220 Series Oscilloscopes
223
10 119A Rack Mount Kit for 1220 Series
Oscilloscopes
223
10 140A Viewing Hood for 1700 Series Oscilloscopes .. 229
229
10166A Front Panel Cover (I80A, 181A, 184A)
10173A R FI Filter and Contrast Screen for 1700 Series
Oscilloscopes
229
10176A Viewing Hood for 12.7 cm (5 in.) RecL CRT .. 229
10178A Metal Mesh Contrast Screen
'
for 181 and 184 series Oscilloscopes
229
.
10183A Light Shield HP for small screen displays
I022IA 50 Ohm Probing Tee
227
229
10229A Retractable Hook Tip Adapter
188
10230C Clock Probe, Logic Analyzer
1023lC Data Probe, Logic Analyzer
188

10233A Cable, 1645A to 5055A or 5150A
612
10235A Interface Cover for 1645A
612
192
10236A Trigger Bus Cable (I600S)
10237A Data Cable (l600S)
192
188
10247A Clock Probe
10248C Data Probe
188
10250A TTL Trigger Probe
223
187
10253A Card Reader for 1600A
10254A Serial-to-Parallel Converter
187
10257B Personality Module for 1611A (6800 /lP)
182
183
10258B Personality Module for 1611A (8080 /lP)
10259A Personality Module for 1611 A (OF8 /lP)
183
10260A Personality Module for 1611 A (Z80 /lP)
183
10261A Personality Module for 1611A (6502 /lP)
183
10262A Personality Module for 1611 A (1802 /lP)
184
183
10263A Personality Module for 1611 A (8085 /lP)
10264A GP Personality Module for 1611A (May 1980) 182
182
10266A Personality Module for 161lA (6809 /lP)
190
1027SA PDP-II UN IBUS Interface
190
10276A LSI-II Interface
10277A,B,C General Purpose Interface
189
190
10278A HP 1000 series Interface
190
10279A NOV A 3 Interface
10280A microN OVA Interface
190
10285A L-Series Logic Analyzer Interface
190
681
10281A HP-IB Interface (1640A)
10299A Rack Mount Adapter
193
10380A OEM Horizontal Frame for HP Small
Screen Displays
249
10382A Bench Hardware Kit for 10380A
249
10386A OEM Vertical Frame for HP Small
Screen Displays
249
612
10387A Interface, Type 303 Modems (I645A) .. ,
612
10388A Interface, CCITT V35 (1645A)
10389A Interface, Breakout Box (RS-232C)
(1645A)
612
10407B Plug-in Extender (180 system)
229
10475A 3 in. Drawer for 1I17B
233
233
10476A 8 in. Drawer for 1I17B
10491B Rack Mount Adapter, 1700 series,
1600A
193. 229
176
10494A HP-IB Interface (I610A)
176
10495A HP-IB Interface (I610A)
10496A HP-IB Interface (1610B) "
, .. 176
176
10499A Field Retrofit Kit (I 61 OA)
1050lA Cable Assembly
712
10502A Cable Assembly
'"
712
10503A Cable Assembly
712
10514A Double-balanced Mixer
, .. 420
I0519A Cable Assembly
712
145
10525T & 10525E Logic Probes
10526T Logic Pulser
146
148
10528A Logic Clip
,
10529A Logic Comparator
149
10533A BCD Interface Cable (5150A, 5300A)
343
10534A Double-balanced Mixer
,
" .420
10541 A Reference Boards
149
10541 B Preprogrammed Reference Boards
149
10548A Service Support Package
343
10638A Degausser
309
158
10656A 5035A Texts & Lab Workbooks
10657 A 5035A Component & Wire Kit
158
10811A/B Crystal Oscillators (Mar. 1981)
306
343
I0819A Leather Carrying Case (5300A/B)
30
10833 A/B/C/D HP-IB Cables
~A
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10844A Programming Interface Kit (5045A)
10845A Program Card (5045A)
10846A Program Card Coupon Book
10847A 5045A Service Kit
1085IA/52A/53A/54A Rack Mount Kits
(5300A/B)
10855A Broadband Preamplifier
10856A Low Pass Filter Kit
11000
IIOOOA Cable Assembly
IIOOIA Cable Assembly
1I002A Test Leads
1I003A Test Leads .,
1I035A Cable Assembly
1I036A AC Probe for 410C
1I068A Soft Carrying Case
1I075A & 1I076A Instrument Cases
"
1I096B High Frequency Probe
II 143A Cable Assembly
11170A/B/C Cable Assembly
I 131 OA Card Reader
11473A-11476A Balancing Transformers
11500A/B Cable Assembly
1150lA Cable Assembly
11509A Fuseholder
11511A Coaxial Short
11512A Coaxial Short
11515A Waveguide Adapter
11516A Waveguide Adapter
11517A Mixer
11518A-11520A Waveguide Taper Sections
11524A APC-7 to N (female) Adapter
11525A APC-7 to N (male) Adapter
11533A APC-7 to SMA (male) Adapter
11534A APC-7 to SMA (female) Adapter
11536A Probe Tee for 8405A
I I 540A Waveguide Stand
I 1542A-I1548A Waveguide Holders
11549A Power Splitter for 8405A
11565A Coaxial Short
11566A Air Line E~tension
11567A Air Line Extension
11570A Accessory Kit for 8405A
11581 A Attenuator Set
11582A Attenuator Set
11583A Attenuator Set
11588A Swivel Adapter
11589A & I I590A Bias Networks
11599A Quick-Connect Adapter for 8745A
11600B Transistor Fixture
11602B Transistor Fixture
11604A Universal Extension for 8745A
11605A Flexible Arm for 8743A
11606A Rotary Air Line
11607A Small Signal Adapter for 8745A
11608A Transistor Fixture
11609A Cable Kit for 8410S
11610B Test Port Extension Cable
11650A Accessory Kit for 841 OS
11652A Reflection/Transmission Kit for 8407A
11661B Frequency Extension Module
11664A Detector for 8755
11664B Detector for 8755
11664C Detector Adapter for 8755
"

139
139
139
139
343
336
346
712
712
712
712
712
73
82
725
82
712
712
.
711
712
712
.420
.467
467
.471
.471
557
557
471, 713
471, 713
.471, 713
471, 713
500
471
471
500
.467
.471
.471
500
458
458
458
.471
507
508
504
504
504
508
.471
508
506
507
505
507
.499
401
473
.473
473

11665B Modulator for 8755
474
11666A Reflectometer Bridge for 8755
.474
11667A DC-18 GHz Power Splitter
474
11668A 50 MHz High Pass Filter for 8755
475
.403
11672A Service Accessory Kit for 8660A/C
11675B Leveling Cable Assembly for 784C
637
.475
11678A Low Pass Filter Kit
11679A/B Extension Cables for 8755
" .475
11683A Range Calibrator
449
11684/5/6/8/9A Low Pass Filters
475
11687A Adapter, 50 to 75 n
.420
I I 690A Frequency Doubler
420
.462
11691 D Coaxial Directional Coupler
11692D Coaxial Dual Directional Coupler
462
11693A Limiter
557
557
11694A Matching Transformer, 50-75 n
11697A/B/C Bandpass Filters
'"
420
403
11707A Test Plug-in for 8660A/C
.450
11708A Attenuator (for Calibrating 8484A)
11710B Down Converter
419
11711 A Noise Source Adapter
455
11712A Service Support Kit (for 8671A, 8672A)
415
.460
11713A Attenuator /Switch Driver
11714A Service Support Kit (for 8662A)
399
580
11715A AM/FM Test Source
11716A, B Interconnection Kits
460
11720A Pulse Modulator
.419
399,420
1172IA Frequency Doubler
11723A Applications Pac (for 8903A-E8S)
643
.489, 494
11850A & B Power Splitters
11851 A RF Cable Kit for 8505A
489, 495
11852A 50-75 n Minimum Loss Pad
.495
11853A 50 n Type N Accessory Kit
495
11854A 50 n BNC Accessory Kit
495
.495
11855A 75 n Type N Accessory Kit
11856A 75 n BNC Accessory Kit
.495
11857A/B Test Port Extension Cables
489, 495
for 8503A & B
11858A Rigid Interconnect Adapter
495
11863E/F Accuracy Enhancement Program
for the 8409B
511
11866A APC- 7 Calibration Kit
507
11867A R F Limiter
557
11869A Adapter for 86200 Series Plug-ins
434
11870A Low Pass Filter
544
12000
120028 Memory Card, Sl2kb
12009A L-Series HP-IB Interface
12030A L-Series IO-slot card cage
12032A L-Series 5-slot card cage
12035A L-Series Computer Power Module
12539C Time Base Generator
12791A Firmware Expansion Module
12897B Dual-Channel Interface
I2944B Power Fail Recovery System
12979B HP 1000 Computer I/0 Extender
I2990B Memory Extender
12991 B Power Fai I Recovery System

665
35
665
665
665
665
665
665
665
665
665
665

13000
13064A
13047A
13197A
13306A
13264A

30 I
665
665
665
672

Tape Degausser
User Control Store
Writable Control Store
E-Series Fast FORTRAN Processor
Data Link Adapter

14000
14513A Rack Kit (for one unit, 31f2"H)
278
14515A Rack Kit (for one unit, 5!4"H)
278
14521A Rack Kit (for 8ench Series)
278
14523A Rack Kit (for two units, 3W'H)
278
14525A Rack Kit (for two units, 5!4"H)
278
271
145338 Pocket Programmer
14534A Pocket Programmer Cable
271
14535A Interface Kit, DCPS-to-HP 1000
271
Computers
14536A DCPS Chaining Cable
271
14539A Cable Assembly, DCPS
to HP 1000 Computers
271
14540A 1000 Cable Assembly, Multiprogrammer-to
HP 1000 Computers
57
14541A Chaining Cable, 69408
or 69418 to 69418
57
14SSOC Interface Kit, MuItiprogrammer-toHP 1000 Computers
57
14551A MuItiprogrammer Service Kit
61
14555A Multiprogrammer Card Connector
57
14558A Termination Panel
57
I4560A Cable Assembly
57
14561A Cable Assembly
57
14562A Cable Assembly
57
14700A/ 1470 IA Extender Interface Kits
58, 663
14702A Chaining Cable
58
14703A Spare Card Connector
58
15000
15104A Pulse Adder/Splitter
15115A Pulse Splitter/Inverter
15116A Pulse Inverter
15179A Rack Adapter Frame
15263A Card Reader
15452A-15458A 8170A Accessories
I 5506A Frame Alignment Generator
15507A Isolator
155088 Impedance Converter
15508C Converter (75 n Unbal. - 120 n 8al.)
I 5509A Amplifier
15510A 75 n Cable Accessory
15511 A 120 n Cable Accessory
15512A Cable
15513A Cable
15514A Transit Case
155158 Loop Holding Unit
15575A-H Equalizers
15580A 20 MHz High-Impedance Active Probe
155818 25 MHz High-Impedance Passive Probe
15582A Return Loss Kit
15584A Transit Case
15585A Diagnostic Kit
15589A Instrument Cart
I 5600A Isolator (3.7 to 4.2 GHz)
1560lA Isolator (5.9 t06.5 GHz)
15602A Isolator (7.1 to 8.1 GHz)
I 5603A Isolator (10.7 to 11.7 GHz)
I5609A Remote Extender Cable

711
711
711
360
367
369
593
593
593
593
593
593
593
593
593
593
593
631
631
631
631
631
631
631
636
636
636
636
636

16000

16008A Resistivity Cell

128

160 14A Series Loss Test Adapter
16380A Decade Capacitors
I6470A/8/C Reference Inductors

126
131
126

17000
170128 Point Plotter
170 12C Point Plotter
17055A Overhead Transparency Kit
17108A Time 8ase
17170A DC Coupler
17171 A DC Preamplifier
17172A Time 8ase
17173A Null Detector
171748 DC Offset
17175A Filter
17176A Scanner
17178A DC Attenuator
17400A High Gain Preamplifier
1740lA Medium Gain Preamplifier
I7402A Low Gain Preamplifier
17403A AC Carrier Preamplifier
17S8OA ISPP Software
I7600A General I/O Interface for 72258
1760lA HP-IB Interface for 72258
17602A 8,12, 16-8it Interface for 72258
17603A RS-232-C Type Interface for 72258
I7604A RS-232-C Interface for 72258
18000
18107A External Oscillator (2804A)
18108A Line Amplifier (2804A)
18109A Diagnostic Kit (2804A)
18110A Laboratory Probe and Cal Module,
26 mm (I") (2804A)
18111A Laboratory Probe and Cal Module,
232 mm (9.1") (2804A)
18112A Laboratory Probe and Cal Module,
486 mm (19.1") (2804A)
18115A Heavy Duty Probe and Cal Module,
29 mm (1.1") (2804A)
18116A Heavy Duty Probe and Cal Module,
129 mm (5.1") (2804A)
18117A Heavy Duty Probe and Cal Module,
179 mm (7.1") (2804A)

288
288
694
285
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
294
294
294
294
694
688
688
689
689
689

708
708
708
708
708
708
708
708
708

19000
19810A Sequence ROM
19811A Plot/Sequence ROM
19860A Digital Waveform Storage

198
198
198

30000
33300 series Coaxial Step Attenuators
333118/C Coaxial Switches
33320 series Coaxial Step Attenuators
333308, C Coaxial Crystal Detectors
34110A Carrying Case
34111 A High Voltage Probe
34112A Touch-Hold Probe
35030A Power Line Conditioner
37013A System Software
370 14A System Software
37018A Baseband Analyzer System Software
37201A HP-18 Extender
37203A HP-18 Extender
37203L HP-IB Extender (Plug-In Card)
37230A Short Haul Modem
37264A 8and Defining Filter (for 3726A)

457
469
457
464
82
82
82
699
622
622
641
32
33
33
683
639
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37265A
37266A
37267A
37268A
37269A

Band Stop Filter (for 3726A)
Band Stop Filter (for 3726A)
Adapter Case (for 3726A)
Dummy Plug-in (for 3726A)
Front Panel Input Connector (for 3726A)

40000
43804 X-Ray System
43805 X-Ray System
43807 X-Ray System

639
639
639
639
639

709
709
709

50000
5930lA ASCII-Parallel Converter
28
59303A Digital-to-Analog Converter
28
59306A HP-IB Relay Actuator
28
59307A HP-IB VHF Switch
28
59308A HP-IB Timing Generator
29
59309A HP-IB Digital Clock
29
59310B HP-IB Computer Interface
35
59313A HP-IB Analog-to-Digital Converter
29
5940 IA Bus System Analyzer
30
31
59403A HP-IB Common Carrier Interface
59500A Multiprogrammer HP-IB Interface
57
5950lA HP-IB Power Supply Programmer
269
K70-59992 Rack Mount Adapter Kit (5342A, 5343A) .325
K34-59991 A Broadband Linear Phase Comparator .... 309
60000
61000 Modular Power Supplies (OEM)
61005C DC-to- DC Converter
(single output)
.
61 3 I 50 DC-to- DC Converter
(triple output)
62000 & 63000 Modular Power Supplies (OEM)
62005A-62048G Modular Power Supplies
62212A-62215G Dual Output Modular Supplies
62410A Modular Supply Rack Mounting Tray
62411A Rack Tray Blank Front Panel
62412A Rack Tray Blank Rear Panel
62413A Rack Tray Cooling Unit (45 cfm)
62414A Rack Slide Kit (for standard cabinets)
62415A Rack Tray AC Distribution Panel
62416A Rack Tray Cooling Unit (160 cfm)
62605L, 62605M, 62615M 300-600 W Switching
Power Supplies
63005C 110 W Switching Power Supply
63300F Modular Power Supplies
633150 Triple Output
Switching Power Supply
64000 Logic Development System (Oct. 1980)
6400 IS Logic Development System
64030A Development Station Cart
64100A Development Station (Oct. 1980)
64200A Emulator, 8080/8085
64210A Emulator, 6800
64250A Emulator, 280
64300A Logic Analyzer (Oct. 1980)
64500A PROM Programmer (Oct. 1980)
64940A Tape Cartridge Drive
651 05A-65612A 50 Watt Modular Switching
Power Supplies
69322A Quad 0/ A Voltage
Converter Card
69330A Relay Output Card
69331 A Digital Output Card

279
280
280
280
280
280
281
281
281
281
281
281
281
280
280
280
280
166
166
193
167
168
168
168
168
168
168
279-281
57
57
57

69332A Open Collector Output Card
69335A Stepping Motor Control Card
69336B Scanner Card
69351 B Voltage Regulator Card
69370A 0/ A Current Converter Card
69380A Breadboard Output Card
69422A High Speed A/D Converter Card
69423A Low Level A/D Converter Card
69430A Isolated Digital Input Card
69431A Digital Input Card
69433A Relay Output With Readback Card
69434A Event Sense Card
69435A Pulse Counter Card
69436A Process Interrupt Card
69480A Breadboard Input Card
69500A Unloaded Resistance Output Card
69501A-69513A Power Supply Control Cards
69700A-69706A Resistance Output Card
69720A Digital-to-Analog Voltage
Converter Card
69721 A Digital-to-Analog Current
Converter Card
69730A Relay Output Card
69731 A Digital Output Card
69735A Pulse Train Output/Stepping Motor
Control Card
69736A Timer/Pacer Card
69751 A Analog-to-Digital Converter Card
69770A Isolated Digital Input Card
69771 A Digital Input/Analog Comparator Card
69775A Counter/Totalizer Card
69776A Interrupt Card
69790A Memory Card
69793A Breadboard Card

70000
n021C HP-Plot/21 Software

57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

694

80000
82104A Card Reader (4IC/CV) (Mar. 1980)
650
649
82106A Memory Module (4IC/CV) (Mar. 1980)
650
82143A Printer/Plotter (4IC/CV) (Mar. 1980)
650
82153A Optical Wand (4IC/CV)
649
82170A Quad Memory Module (4IC/CV)
651
82500A Custom Modules
82500B Custom Modules
651
82505A Custom Magnetic Cards
651
8290lM Flexible Disc Memory
653, 674
82902M Flexible Disc Memory
653, 674
82903A 16K Memory Module
(Series 80 Computers)
653
82905A Printer
655
82928A System Monitor
656
656
82929A Programmable ROM Drawer
655
82936A ROM Drawer
82949A Printer Interface
656
34, 655
82937A HP-IB Interface Card (Jul. 1980)
35,655
82939A Serial Interface Card
82940A GPIO Interface Card
35,655
82941A BCD Interface Card
35, 655
430
83522A 0.01-2.4 GHz RF Plug-In for 8350A
430
83525A 0.01-8.4 GHz RF Plug-In for 8350A
.432
83540A 2-8.4 GHz RF Plug-In for 8350A . . . .
83545A 5.9-12.4 GHz RF Plug-In for 8350A
432

83570A 18-26.5 GHz RF Plug-In for 8350A
.432
83590A 2-20 GHz RF Plug-In for 8350A
428
.428
83592A 0.01-20 GHz RF Plug-In for 8350A
428
83594A 2-26.5 GHz RF Plug-In for 8350A
83595A 0.01-26.5 GHz RF Plug-In for 8350A
428
85010B Basic Measurement Program Pac
for 8501A/8505A & 9825T
.497
85030B Applications Pac for 8507B-9825T
.497
85030C Applications Pac for 8507C-9845T
497
85031A APC-7 Calibration and Verification
Kit for 8507B
.497
497, 507
85032A 50 fl Type-N Calibration Kit
85033A SMA Calibration Kit
.497, 507
85033B APC-3.5 Calibration Kit
507
85036A 75 fl Type N Calibration Kit
for 8507B
497
85650A Quasi-Peak Adapter
535
85860A Software Pac for
8568A/9825/9866B Opt. 025/98034A
534
858608 Software Pac for
8568A/9825T/9876A/980348
534
85861 A Software Pac for
8566A/9825/9866B Opt. 025/98034A
534
858618 Software Pac for
8566A/9825T/9876A/980348
534
86200 series Sweeper Plug-ins for 8620C
440
437
86222A & B Sweeper Plug-ins for 8620C
86240A/B/C Sweeper Plug-ins for 8620C
.439
86290A, 86290B & 86290C Broadband Sweeper
Plug-ins for 8620C
438
86600 series RF Section Plug-ins
for 8660A & C
401
86630 series Modulation Section Plug-ins
for 8660 A & C
403

90000
90 IOOD Practical Transistor Series (Video Tape)
744
90301 RD Understanding Microprocessors (Video Tape) 742
90420D Digital Troubleshooting (Video Tape)
743
35
98032A 16-bit Parallel Interface
98033A BCD Input Interface
35
98034B HP-IB Interface
34
98035A Real Time Clock Interface
35
98036A Serial Interface
35
98040A Incremental Plotter Interface
35
98041A Disc Interface
35
980468 Intelligent Datacomm Interface
35
98620A Two Channel Interface
35
98622A 16-8it Interface
35
98623A 8CD Interface
35
98624A HP-IB Interface
34
98626A Serial Interface
35
0960-0054 SMA-female short (50 ohm)
467
0960-0055 SMA-male short (50 ohm)
.467
1250-007690° BNC Male-Female
713
1250-0077 Type N Female to BN C Male
713
1250-0080 BNC Female to Female
713
1250-0082 Type N Male to BNC Male
713
1250-0176 Type N Male to Type N Female 90°
713
713
1250-0216 BNC Male to Male
1250-0559 Type N Tee, I Male, 2 Female
713
451
1250-0597 Adapter, 50 to 75-0hm (for 8483A)
1250-0777 Type N Female to Female
713
1250-0778 Type N Male to Male
713
713
1250-0780 Type N Male to BNC Female

1250-0781 BNC Tee I Male, 2 Female
713
713
1250-0831 SMC Male to BNC Male
1250-0832 SMC Female to BNC Female
713
1250-0846 Type N Tee, 3 Female
713
713
1250-1158 SMA Female to Female
1250-1159 SMA Male to Male
713
1250-1236 5MB Female to BNC Female
713
713
1250-1250 N Male to SMA Female
1250-1263 BNC Male to Single Banana Plug
713
1250-1264 BNC Male to Dual Banana Plug
713
1250-1286 Right Angle BNC (female)
713
1250-1287 BNC (female) to (female)
713
1250-1288 BNC (male) to (male)
713
1250-1454 BN C Adapter Tip for HP Miniature Probes 713
1250-1472 N (f) to N (f) Precision (50 fl) .. ,
713
713
1250-1473 N (m) to BNC (m) Precision (50 fl)
1250-1474 N (f) to BNC (f) Precision (50 fl)
713
713
1250-1475 N (m) to N (m) Precision (50 fl)
1250-1476 N (m) to BNC (f) Precision (50 fl)
713
1250-1477 N (f) to BNC (m) Precision (50 fl)
713
713
1250-1528 N (male to male) (75 fl)
1250-1529 N (f) to N (f) (75 fl)
713
.467
1250-1530 N-Male Short (75 n)
.467
1250-1531 N-Female Short (75 fl)
1250-1533 N (m) to BNC (m) (75 n)
713
713
1250-1534 N (f) to BNC (m) (75 fl)
713
1250-1535 N (m) to BNC (f) (75 fl)
713
1250-1536 N (f) to BNC (f) (75 n)
1251-2277 Dual Banana plug to BNC Female
713
1251-2816 Dual Banana plug (for cable)
713
5060-0789 Cooling Kit
721
5060-0796 Cooling Kit
721
00085-15001 Mass Storage ROM
656
656
00085-15002 Plotter/Printer ROM
00085-15003 I/O ROM
656
00085-15004 Matrix ROM
656
00085-15005 Advanced Programming ROM
656
00085-15007 Assembler ROM
656
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HEWLETT-PACKARD INTERFACE BUS
Versatile Interconnect System for Instruments and Controllers
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• A versatile interconnect system that
links instruments, desktop computers, minicomputers, and peripheral
devices into automated measurement systems
• Very broad selection of Hp·IB compatible instruments and accessory
devices

• Wide choice of computers for the
reduction, analysis, storage and
management of measurement systems and resulting data
• The hardware, documentation and
support that delivers the shortest
path to a measurement system

tion", first published in 1975 and again
published in 1978 with minor. editorial
changes as IEEE Standard 488-1978. The
IEEE standard is also fully compatible with
the HP-IB. In January 1976, the American
National Standards Institute adopted the
IEEE Standard and published it as ANSI
Standard MC 1.1.
The standardized interface concept is now
well accepted. More than 1000 products, including more than 190 from HP, that use the
HP-IB concepts articulated in IEEE 488 are
today available from more than 170 manufacturers. As additional instrumentation interface standards evolve from the HP- IB, we
will clearly indicate the relationship of the
Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus to those
standards-just as we have done with IEEE
Standard 488, ANSI Standard MC 1.1 and
IEC Publication 625-1.

Why the HP Interface Bus Name?
As the list of HP products available with
the "new digital interface" grew, our customers sought a convenient way to identify those
products having the interface capability. In
response, in 1974 we adopted the name
"Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus" or simply
"HP-IB". We will continue to use the identifying name and this symbol:
SYSTEMS

There are many applications where the
measurement power of interactive instruments can be further enhanced by coupling
them to desktop or minicomputers. Operating in a remote mode can provide more exact,
error-corrected results as compared with
conventional manual operation techniques.
Presently, three major parameters combine
to reduce significantly the engineering development costs of configuring measurement
systems:
I) The Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus,
also known as "HP-IB";
2) Distributed computing through the
growing number of "smart" instruments with internal microprocessors;
3) The broad choice of computers, ranging from "friendly" easy-to-program
desktop computers to more sophisticated computer systems capable of
managing multi-station instrument
clusters and complex data bases.

Relationship Between Hp·IB and
Other Interface Standards
Hewlett-Packard historically has been
committed to the overall advancement of
measurement technology, and has for some
time been working on the problems of simplifying and standardizing means of instrumentation interfacing. An example of such an
effort is the intimate involvement with the
HP-IB from its conception at HP to its pre-

sent status as a world instrumentation interface standard (IEEE 488-1978 and IEC 625I).
In mid-l 972, Hewlett-Packard began to
participate in various international standardization bodies. The U.S. Advisory Committee, composed of diverse interests represented by both users and manufacturers,
first established initial goals-and then
adopted the interface concept utilized by the
HP Interface Bus as an appropriate starting
point. A draft document was subsequently
written and evaluated by members of the
Committee, and then submitted as the U.S.
Proposal to the IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) Working Group in
the autumn of 1972. Since then, the interface
definition has undergone a number of minor
changes to accommodate various needs at the
international level.
In September 1974, the parent technical
committee, IEC TC76, approved the main
interface draft document for a formal ballot
among the member nations of the lEe. Balloting took place in 1976, and IEC recommendation 625-1 was adopted. The IEC
recommendation, using a different connector, is totally compatible with the present
definition of the HP- lB.
Meanwhile, the IEEE Standards Board
approved IEEE Standard 488-1975 "Digital
Interface for Programmable Instrumenta-

Both will be used with appropriate HP products so that their interface capabilities may
be readily identified.
The Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus fully
complies with IEEE Standard 488. As such,
it incorporates the mechanical, electrical and
functional specifications of the Standard. A
fourth and vital element of any interface system is the operational aspect of a product at
both the human-machine interface and machine-machine interface at the HP-IB port.
HP-IB capability provides additional user
benefits that are beyond the scope of IEEE
Standard 488. Typical user conveniences
such as underscored program codes on the
front panel of the instruments for easy programming, convenient data output formats,
designed-in "Learn Mode" capabilities, complete support documentation in the form of
programming and interfacing guides, application notes and operation manuals illustrate
the added benefits for users of products with
HP-IB capability.

Single Source Systems Approach
The decision to use a "system" instead of
conventional manual methods must be based
on an engineering evaluation of benefits versus costs. Among the many benefits associated with a systems approach:
• More consistent results in repeated measurements-a system is not subject to
opera tor fatigue.
• Greater throughput because systems are
generally faster.
• More thorough testing because system
speed allows more parameters to be measured in a shorter time.
• Results expressed in engineering or scientific units, since many systems controllers
are capable of on-line data manipulation.

HEWLETT-PACKARD INTERFACE BUS
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• Greater accuracy because system errors
can be measured automatically, stored and
accounted for in the results.
• "Adaptive" data acquisition wherein a system can be programmed to branch to other
measurements to help pinpoint when it
senses an abnormal condition.
• Measurement results can be stored in computer memory or on hard copy.
It is our objective to facilitate the integration of instrumentation systems by providing
users with instruments and computers designed for systems applications. Computers
are designed with HP-IB options that allow
easy hook-up to the bus and incorporate
easy-to-use bus commands in their software.
HP's policy when designing HP-IB compatible instruments is to eliminate interfacing
ambiguities associated with controllers and
instruments operating per the IEEE, ANSI
and IEC standards by adopting consistent interface design guidelines.
Proper training on system components is
very important for efficient utilization of any
interface sytem. Therefore, we offer training
at sales and service offices worldwide on HP
desktop computers, computer systems and
instruments as they relate to the HP-IB. (Refer to HP-IB Training, Page 27). In the area
of HP-IB support documentation, we offer
general interface technical descri ptions, Operating and Service Manuals with programming information, Instrument/Controller
Introductory Operating Guides, Quick Reference Guides and Application Notes. Technical assistance during system development
is available from resident systems engineers
specialized in desktop computers, computer
systems and instruments at most local sales
and service offices.

talking to a printer, for semi-automatic data
logging).
The full flexibility and power of the HP-IB
become more apparent, however, when one
device which can serve as CONTROLLER/
TALKER/LISTENER (e.g., calculator or
computer) is interconnected with other devices which may be either TALKERS or
LISTENERS, or both (e.g., frequency synthesizers, counters, power meters, relay actuators, displays, printers, etc.), depending on
the application. An HP-IB controller participates in the measurement by being programmed to schedule measurement tasks, set
up individual devices so that they can perform these tasks, monitor the progress of the
measurement as it proceeds, and interpret
the results of the measurement. HP offers
controllers which can be programmed in
higher level languages such as BASIC, FORTRAN, HPL, and PASCAL.

HP-IB Connections and Structure
The HP-IB has a party line structure
where all devices on the bus are connected in
parallel. The 16 signal lines within the passive interconnecting HP-IB cable are
grouped into three clusters according to their
function as follows:
I) Data Bus (8 signal lines)
2) Data Byte Transfer Control Bus
(3 signal lines)
3) General Interface Management Bus
(5 signal lines)

~
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DEVICE A ABLE TO TALI(.
LISTEN. AND CONTROL

le.g. controlled

How the HP Interface Bus Operates
All active interface circuitry is contained
within the various H P- IB devices, and the interconnecting cable (containing 16 signal
lines) is entirely passive. The cable's role is
limited to that of interconnecting all devices
in parallel, whereby anyone device may
transfer data to one or more other participating devices.
Every participating device (instrument,
controller, accessory module) must be able to
perform at least one of the roles of T ALKER, LISTENER or CONTROLLER. A
TALKER can transmit data to other devices
via the bus, and a LISTENER can receive
data from other devices via the bus. Some devices can perform both roles (e.g., a programmable instrument can LISTEN to
receive its control instructions and TALK to
send its measurement).
A CONTROLLER manages the operation
of the bus system primarily by designating
which devices are to send and receive data,
and it may also command specific actions
within other devices.
A minimum HP-IB system configuration
consists of one TALKER and LISTENER,
without a CONTROLLER. In this configuration, data transfer is limited to direct transfer between one device manually set to "talk
only" and one or more devices manually set
to "listen only" (e.g., a measuring instrument

~
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DEVICE B ABLE TO TALI(
AND LISTEN (e.g. frequency

~

DEVICE C ONLY ABLE TO
LISTEN (e.g. signal generator)
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counter)

DEVICE D ONLY ABLE TO
TALK (e.g. thermometer)

DATA
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0101
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DATA BYTE TRANSFER CONTROL'
oAV
NRFD
NDAC
GEN'L INTERFACE MANAGEMENT
IFC
ATN
SRO
REN
Eol

Interface connections and bus structure.

Rear panel switches are set so instrument
will either be addressable by controller in
a multi-device system, or will simply "talk
only" to another device such as a printer.

The DATA BUS consists of eight signal
lines which carry data in bit parallel, byte
serial format across the interface. These signallines carry addresses, program data, measurement data, universal commands and
status bytes to and from devices interconnected in a system. Identification of the type
of data present on the DIO signal lines is indicated by the ATN (attention) signal.
When the ATN signal is true (asserted) either addresses or universal commands are
present on the data bus and all connected devices are required to monitor the DIO lines.
When the ATN message is false, then device
dependent data (e.g., programming data) is
carried between devices previously addressed
to talk and listen.
Transfer of each byte on the Data Bus is
accomplished via a set of three signal lines:
DAV (data valid), NRFD (not ready for
data), and NDAC (not data accepted).
These signals operate in an interlocked handshake mode. Two signal lines, NRFD and
NDAC, are each connected in a logical AND
(wired OR) to all devices connected to the interface. The DA V signal is sent by the talker
and received by potential listeners whereas
the NRFD and NDAC signals are sent by
potential listeners and received by the talker.
The General Interface Management Lines
manage the bus to effect an orderly flow of
messages. The IFC (interface clear) message
places the interface sytem in a known quiescent state. SRQ (service request) is used by a
device to indicate the need for attention or
service and to request an interruption of the
current sequence of events. REN (remote enable) is used to select between two alternate
sources of device program data. EOI (end or
identify) is used to indicate the end of a multiple byte transfer sequence or, in conjunction with ATN, to execute a polling
sequence.
It is not possible in this limited space to go
into detail on each signal line's role. But you
should note that every HP-I B device need not
be able to respond to all the lines. As a practical and cost-effective matter, each HP-IB device will usually be designed to respond only
to those lines that are pertinent to its typical
function on the bus. (Details appear in each
device's operation manual.)
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Individual Hewlett-Packard Products Available With Hp·IB Capability
Products
related to
Control and
Computation

Model
83A
85A/F
9815S
9825B/T
9826A
9835A/B
9845B/T
9915A
HPlooO E-series
HP 1000 F-series
HPI000 L-series
3075A
3076A

Stimulus

3320B Option 007
3325A
3330B
3335A
3336A/B/C
4140B
5359A
6002A Option 001
6034A
6129C OptIOn J99
6l30C Option J99
6131C Option J99
6140A Option J99
6940B
6942A
8016A Option 001
8018A Option DOl
8116A
8160A
8161A
8165A
8170A
8350A
8620C Option OIl
8656A
8660A. COption 005
8662A
867lA
8672A

Measurement

436A Option 022
1602A Option 001
1610A/B Option 003
1615A Option 001
1640B Op\lon 001
1980A/B
1980A/B Option 860
2240A
2250
2804A Option 010
3040A
3044A
3437A
3438A
3455A
3456A
3582A
3585A
3586A/B/C
3717A
3724/25/26A
3746A
3747A
3747B
3771 AOption 005
3771 BOption 005
3779C
37790
3781A/3782A
3781B/3782B
3785A
3785B
3850A
4140B
4191A
4192A
4193A
4262A Option 101
4271B Option 101
4274A
4275A
4943A Option 010
4944A Option 010
5312A
5316A
5328A Option OIl
5335A

Product name/characteristics
Personal Computer
Personal Computer (uses 82937A Interface)
Desktop Computer (uses 98135A Interface)
Desktop Computer (uses 98034B Interface)
Desktop Computer
Desktop Computer (uses 98034B Interface)
Desktop Computer System 45 (uses 98034B Interface)
Modular Computer
Computers (2109E &2113E; use 59310B Interface)
High-performance computers (2111F and 2117F use 59310B Interface)
Low cost computer (2103L uses 12oo9A Interface)
Desktop Data Capture Terminal
Wall Mounted Data Capture Terminal
Frequency Synthesizer 0.01 Hz to 13 MHz
Synthesizer/Function Generator/Sweeper: 1 ~Hz to 21 MHz
Automatic Synthesizer/Sweeper: 0.1 Hz to 13 MHz
Synthesizer/Level Generator: 200 Hz to 80 MHz
Synthesizer/Level Generator: 10 Hz to 20.9 MHz
PA Meter/DC Voltage Source
Time Synthesizer: I ns accuracy: 50 ps Increments, 100 ps Jitter
DC Power Supply: 200 Wautoranging. Listen only
System Power Supply: 200 WAutoranging w/ status-readback
Digital Voltage Sources: ± 50 Vdc at 5A(requires 5930lA Converter)
Digital Voltage Source: ±50 Vdc at IA (requires 5930lA Converter)
Digital Voltage Source: ± 100 Vdc at 0.5 A(requires 59301A Converter)
Digital Current Source: ±100 lOA at 100 Vdc (requires 5930lA Converter)
Multiprogrammer (requires 59500A interface)
Multlprogrammer
Word Generator: 9 x32 bit. Listen only
Senal Data Generator: 50 MHz, 2048-blt memory. Listen only
Programmable Pulse/Function Generator: 110Hz to 50 MHz
Programmable Pulse Generator: 20 ns to 999 loS period
Programmable Pulse Generator: 10 ns to 980 loS period
Programmable Signal Source: 0.001 Hz to 50 MHz
Logic Pattern Generator: 8x 1024/16 x512 bit
Sweep Oscillator: 10 MHz to 265 GHz
Sweep Oscillator: 10 MHz to 22 GHz
Signal Generator: 0.1 to 990 MHz
Synthesized Signal Generators: 10 kHz to 2.6 GHz listen only
Synthesized Signal Generator: 10 kHz to 1280 MHz.
Microwave Frequency Synthesizer: 2to 6.2 GHz
Synthesized Signal Generator: 2to 18 GHz
Power Meter: -70 dBm to +44 dBm. to 26.5 GHz
Logic State Analyzer: 64 x 16 bit memory
Logic State Analyzer: 64 x32 bit memory
LogiC Analyzer: 256 x24 bit memory
Senal Data Analyzer: 2048 bit memory
Oscilloscope Measurement System: dc to 100 MHz
Digital Waveform Storage
Measurement &Control Subsystem
Measurement &Control System
Quartz Thermometer: 0.05'C accuracy
Network Analyzer: 50 Hz to 13 MHz
Spectrum Analyzer: 10 Hz to 13 MHz
System Digital Voltmeter: high speed, 3'!, digits
Digital Voltmeter: low-cost, 3V, digits
Digital Voltmeter: 5';' or 6'/, digits, auto calibration
Digital Voltmeter: 3 ;, to 6V, digit voltmeter I nV sensitivity
'
2-channel Real Time (FFT) Spectrum Analyzer: 2010Hz to 25.6 kHz
Swept Spectrum Analyzer: 20 Hz to 40 MHz. 3 Hz BW, 0.4 dB amplitude accuracy
Selective Level Meter: 50 Hz to 32.5 MHz
Wldeband 70 MHz modem
Baseband Analyzer
32.5 MHz Selective Level Measuring Set: ccm and Bell FDM Systems
90 MHz SelectIVe Level Measunng Set. CCIIT FDM systems
90 MHz Selective Level Measuring Set: Bell FDM systems
Data Line Analyzer: CCIIT measurement standards
Data Line Analyzer: Bell measurement standards
Primary Multiplex Analyzer: CEPT 2 Mb/s PCM systems
Pnmary Multiplex Analyzer: Bell 1.5 Mb / sPCM systems
Pattern Generator/Error Detector! CEPT and CCIIT PCM/TOM systems
Pattern Generator /Error Detector: Bell PCM/TOM systems
Jitter Generator and Receiver: CEPT PCM/TOM systems
Jitter Generator and Receiver: Bell PCM /TDM systems
Industrial Distance Meter
PA Meter/ DC Voltage Source
RF Impedance Analyzer
LF Impedance Analyzer
Vector Impedance Meter
Automatic LCR Meter
1MHz Digital LCR Meter
MUltlfrequency LCR Meter: 10 steps, 100 Hz to 100 kHz
Multifrequency LCR Meter: 10 steps, 10 kHz to 10 MHz
Transmission Impatrment Measurement System (TIMS)
TransmiSSIOn Impairment Measurement System (TIMS)
HP-IB Interface (Talker) for 5300B Counter System
UnIVersal Counter: 0-100 MHz
Universal Counter: to 512 MHz, 10 ns time interval
Automatic Universal Counter: 200 MHz/1.3 GHz. 2ns Time Interval

See page
653
653
662
662
658
660
661
659
663
663
663
673
673
384
382
385
386,630
388,626
132
356
268
266
270
270
270
270
55
58
370
367
353
350
350
355
368
424
436
396
400
398
415
416
448
177-180
173-176
170-172
608-611
198
198
64
62
708
483
565
98
96
104
100
560
520
523,625
638
639
618
618
618
597
597
584
584
588
589
590
590
701
132
114
116
118
122
124
110
110
605
605
346
338
334
332
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Individual Hewlett-Packard Products Available with HP-IB Capability (Cont.)
Products
related to

Model
5340A Option 0II
5342A Option Oil
5343A Option 0II
5345A Option 01l,012
5353A Option 0II
5354A Option Oil
5355A
5363B
5370A
5420A
5423A
550lA Option 251
6940B
6942A
850lA
8503A &8503B
8505A
8566A
8568A
8569A
8755P
8901A
8903A
85650A

Automatic Microwave Counter: 10 Hz to 18 GHz
Automatic Microwave Counter: 10 Hz to 18 GHz
Microwave Frequency Counter: 10 Hz to 26.5 GHz
General Purpose Plug-In Counter
Channel CPlug·in for 5345A
4 GHz Frequency Converter for 5345A/5356A
Automatic Frequency Converter plug·in for 5345A
Time Interval Probes
Time Interval Counter: ±20 ps single-shot resolution
Digital Signal Analyzer
Structural DynamiCs Analyzer
Laser Transducer: for accurate positioning measurements
Multlprogrammer (requires 59500 interface)
Mult,programmer II (no interface required)
Storage Normalizer for 8505A RF network analyzer
S-Parameter Test Set: 50 or 75 Ohm. for 8505A
RF Network Analyzer: 500 kHz to 1.3 GHz
Spectrum Analyzer: 100 Hz to 40 GHz
Spectrum Analyzer: 100 Hz to 1.5 GHz
Spectrum Analyzer: 10 MHz to 40 GHz
Automatic Scaler Network Analyzer: 40 MHz 10 18 GHz
Modulation Analyzer: 150 kHz to 1.3 GHz
Audio Analyzer: 20 Hz to 100 KHz
Quasi-Peak Adapter

2240A
2250
3495A
3497A
3754A
3756A
3757A
3777A
6940B
6942A
9411A
9412A
9413A
9414A
1l713A
37201A
37203A/L
59301A
59303A
59306A
59307 A
59308A
59309A
59313A
59403A
59501A

Measurement and Control Subsystem
Measurement and Control SUbsystem
Scanner: to 80 channels, low thermal; (up to 40 relay channels)
Data Acquistion Control Unit
25 MHz Access Switch (requires 3755A switch controller)
90 MHz Switch (reqUIres 3755A)
8.5 MHz Access Switch (requires 3755A)
Telecommunications Channel Selector: up to 30 channels: de to 110 kHz
Mulliprogrammer (requires 59500A interface)
MUltiprogrammer (no interface required)
Switch Controller
Modular SWitch (requires 9411A switch controller)
VHF SWitch (reqUires 9411A)
Matrix Switch (requires 9411A)
Attenuator /Switch Driver (controls coax switches and step attenuators)
HP-IB Extender Twisted-Pair or Modems
HP·IB Extender: Coax and Fiber Optics
ASCII-to-Paraliel Converter: string to 16 characters
Digital·to-Analog Converter
Relay Actuator: for programmable switches. attenuators
VHF Switch: two 50 Ohm, bidirectional, dc to 500 MHz
Timing Generator
Digital Clock: month, day. hour, minute, second
Analog-to-Digital Converter
HP-IB Common Carrier Interface: RS232C or CClIT V.24
Power Supply Programmer: isolated D·to·A converter ± 10 Vdc at 10 mA

Storage

3964A Option 007
3968A Option 007
9895A
82901M

Data Entry,
Displays

1350S, 1351S
2608A
2631B
2631G
2671A
2671G
2673A
5150A Option 001
9871A Option 001
7225B
7245B
9lllA
7580A
9872C,9872T
9874A
9876A

Instrumentation Tape Recorder: 4 channel Listen only
Instrumentation Tape Recorder: 8channel Listen only
FleXible D,sc Memory (8'): up to 2.36 Mbytes ot mass storage
FleXible Disc Memory (5'/.): up to 540 Kbytes ot random access storage
GraphiCS Display Systems
Line Printer: 400 lines/minute dot matrix
Alphanumeric Dot MatriX Impact Printer: 132 columns
GraphiCS Dot MatriX Impact Printer: 132 columns
Alphanumeric Thermal Printer: 80 columns
GraphiCS Thermal Printer: 80 columns
Intelligent Graphics Printer: 80 columns
Alphanumeric Thermal Printer: 20 Columns. Listen only
Character-Impact Printer: 132 columns
Graphic Plotter: ISO A4 and 8'1, X II inch chart size
Thermal Plotter /Printer: Vector graphiCS, matrix printing
Graphics Tablet: graphics input
Large Format Drafting Plotter
Graphics Plotter: multicolor (4 colors) programmable
Digitizer: simplifies digitizing maps, drawings, other graphics
Thermal Graphics printer: 480 Iines-per-minute

Interface
Cabling

10833A
10833B
10833C
10833D
10834A

HP-IB Interconnection Cable: I m (33 ft)
HP-IB Interconnection Cable: 2 m(6.6 tt)
HP-IB Interconnection Cable: 4 m(13.2 tt)
HP·IB Interconnection Cable: 0.5 m(1.6 ft)
HP·IB Interconnection Cable Adapter: 23 em (.91 in)

30
30
30
30
30

HP·IB
Extension

37201A
37203A/L
59403A

HP-IB Extender: Twisted Pair or modems
Hp·IB Extender: Coaxial or Fiber Optic Cable
HP-IB Common Carner Interface

32
33
31

Design and
Servicing

l0050A
l0051A
l0066A
59401A

HP-IB adapter for 1602A Logic State Analyzer
Test Probe for 1602A Logic State Analyzer
Probe Interface for 1610A/B and 1615 ALogiC State Analyzers
Bus System Analyzer

179
179
191
30

Measurement
(Con!.)

Switching
Scanning
Translation
or Timing

Product name/characteristics

See page
326
324
324
318
318
318

322
330
328
568
568
705
31
31
493
494
490
526, 531
526, 528
536
476
578
581
535
64
62
53
48
620
620
620
585
55
58
665
665
665
665
460
32
33
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
31
29,269
301
301
674
674
243
682
677
677
676
676
676
303
675
688
693
656,692
690
686
692
675
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Standard Hp·IB Measurement
Systems
Many application requirements can be satisfied with a standard HP-IB measurement
system - a system assembled, tested, and

documented by Hewlett-Packard. Preconfigured systems save you design and setup
time, and HP guarantees overall specified

system performance. Installation and service
contracts are available from your local HP
Sales and Service Office.

Standard HP-IB Measurement Systems (HP Built)
Application

Data Logging,
Acquisition,
and Control

Model

Controller

3054A

85/9825/9826
9835/9845

3054C
3054DL
5391A

1000
85
9825

9030

9825/35/45

3042A

9825

8408A
8409C

9845/9826

85078/C/D

982519826/9845

8755P

85

3045A

9825

85818

9825

85828

9825

5390A

System name/characteristic
Fast, flexible, and precise data acquisition
system with awide choice of controllers
Computer based automatic data acquisition 1control system
Complete data logger
Frequency and Time Data Acquisition Systems:
over 50,000 four-digit frequency and time interval
measurements per second
Measurement and Control System: Fully configured,
self-contained, and easy to use portable laboratory or
production system for computational measurement and control

See page
42
45
46
327
64

Automatic Network Analyzer: complete amplitude and phase characterization,
50 Hz to 13 MHz. Group delay optional.
Automatic Network Analyzer: 500 MHz to 18 GHz
Automatic Microwave Analyzer: measures transmission and reflection parameters, 110 MHz to 18 GHz.
Automatic RF Network Analyzers: measures complex impedance,
transfer functions, group delay: 500 kHz to 1.3 GHz.
Automatic Scalar Network Analyzer: measures insertion and return loss,
40 MHz to 18 GHz

484

Automatic Spectrum Analyzer: same as 3044A, and includes
the faster 9825 as computing controller.
Automatic Spectrum Analyzer: covers 100 Hz to 1.5 GHz;
exceptional frequency tuning accuracy and resolution.
Automatic Spectrum Analyzer: covers 100Hz
to 22 GHz: exceptional frequency tuning
accuracy and resolution.

565

9825

Frequency Stability Analyzer: short and long-term characterization of precision frequency sources, 500 kHz
to 18 GHz.

572

89508

9825

642

8903A-E85

85

Automatic Transceiver Test System: for AM and FM
transceivers, to 1000 MHz, transmitters to 100 W.
Semi-Automatic Transceiver Test Set. For AM and FM transceivers,
150 kHz to 990 MHz.

DTS-70

1000

3060A

9825

5046A

9825

FDM Network
Surveillance

3046A/8

85

Semiconductor1
Component
Testing

4061A

9835145

Pressure
Recording

28208

Dimensional
Inspection

3822A

Network
Analysis

Spectrum
Analysis

Frequency
Stability
Analysis
Transceiver
Testing

Circuit
Testing

85

498
511
496

472

534
534

643

Digital Test System: fast, accurate fault location
on loaded printed circuit boards.
Analog and Digital Test System: Fast, accurate fault location
on loaded printed circuit boards. Option 100 test microprocessors

142

DigitallC Test System: Reduces production
costs through the isolation of faulty components
prior to printed circuit board loading.

138

Frequency Division Multiplex (FDM) network surveillance system:
automatic capability based on HP-85

628

Semiconductor IComponent Test System: evaluation
of fundamental characteristics of semiconductor and
electronic components (I-V, HF, C-V, +quasi static C-V)

133

9825

Pressure recording system: displays, prints,
and records pressure test data from oil and gas wells.
Used with the 28138 Quartz Pressure Probe.

707

9845

Coordinate Determination System
for dimensioning large objects
in industrial environments

702

DigitallC Testing

1000

143
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HP-IB Training and Support
Available from Hewlett-Packard

Service and Warranty
Considerations

Hewlett-Packard has field sales people
trained in electronic instruments, desktop
computers and computer systems to assist
you in configuring HP-IB measurement systems. Also available for technical consultation are computing controller systems
engineers and H P- IB instrumentation
specialists.

Hewlett-Packard has dedicated measurement system service people who perform onsite maintenance on both customer configured systems as well as HP configured systems, irrespective of whether an HP desktop
or minicomputer is used. Service contract
coverage is available to meet your specific
measurement system service needs and can
be tailored to include extended warranty,
calibration and extended hours of coverage.
Contact your local sales and service office for
further information on HP-IB service contract information.
Every HP-IB device and HP configured
system carries a standard Hewlett-Packard
warranty appropriate to that product. The
warranty period for each product will be provided on request at the time of sale and is
specified in documentation supplied with the
product. H P takes responsibility for standard
HP-IB systems performing as specified.
However, software or interfacing which has
not been provided by Hewlett-Packard as
part of a standard system delivered by HP is
not covered by this warranty.

HP-IB training courses on HP-IB controllers and instruments are listed below.
Courses are conducted at selected HewlettPackard locations. For specific information
on schedules and locations, contact your
nearest HP office.
Computer Systems
Course Name
• Instrument Interface
with HP-IB

Duration
4 days

Desktop Computer Systems
Course Name
Duration
• BASIC Language Pr'ogram4 days
ming for Desktop Computers
5 days
• 9825 Operating and Programming
4 days
• 9825 I/O Programming
5 days
• 9835 Assembly Language
Programming
5 days
• 9845 Operating and Programming
4 days
• 9845 BASIC Language I/O
Programming
5 days
• 9845 Image Data Base
Management
• 9845 Color Graphics Operating
5 days
and Programming

In all cases, overall operational responsibility for those HP-IB systems assembled by a
customer from individual HP-IB devices
shall rest with the customer.

HP-IB Specifications Summary
Interconnect Devices
Up to 15 maximum on one contiguous bus.
Interconnection Path
Star or linear bus network; total transmission
path length 2 metres times number of devices
or 20 metres, whichever is less. Operating
distances can be extended; see pages 31, 32,
and 33.

Message Transfer Scheme
Byte-serial, bit-parallel asynchronous data
transfer using locked 3-wire handshake
technique.
Data Rate
One megabyte per second maximum over
limited distance; 250-500 kilobytes per second typical over full transmission path (actual data rate depends on individual device
characteristics).
Address Capability
Primary addresses, 31 TALK and 31 LISTEN; secondary (2-byte) addresses, 961
TALK and 961 LISTEN. Maximum of I
TALKER and up to 14 LISTENERS at a
time.
Control Shift
In systems with more than one controller,
only one can be active at a time. A currently
active controller can pass control to another,
but only designated system controller can assume control over others.
Interface Circuits
Driver and receiver circuits are TTLcompatible.

Connector Lock Screw
Compatibility
HP-I B products delivered now and in recent years are equipped with connectors having ISO metric-threaded lock screws, and
stud mounts. (Very early HP-IB products
have non-metric parts, but are readily distinguished from the metric by color: metric
threaded parts are black and stamped with
the letter "M" whereas non-metric parts
have a shiny nickel finish). HP-I B Metric
Conversion Kit (P/N 5060-0138) is available to convert these early instruments.
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59303A

59306A

59301A

59307A

HP-IB Accessory Modules
Modules in the HP 59300, 59400 and 59500-series are ideal building blocks for use with instruments to extend measurement capabilities. Modules listed here can be interconnected via the H P- I B to H P
measuring instruments, signal sources and recording devices capable
of operating directly on the HP-IB. In addition, these modules frequently serve as useful ways to interconnect with devices which are
not themselves capable of direct HP-IB operation.
Instrument requirements differ. Some only output or accept data
on the HP-IB. Others can be remotely programmed by ASCII characters sent along the H P-I B. These modules can work with instruments on any of these levels with or without a controller. Each module
having controls can be operated stand-alone from its front panel, or it
can be placed in automatic operation under program control.
Module provision for stand-alone, local operation also has important system benefits. The operator can set up and check out the system under manual control, avoiding otherwise complex and time
consuming error tracing. Each module has status indicator lights that
make it easy to monitor operation.

59301A ASCII-to-Parallel Converter
Accepts byte-serial ASCI I characters from the H P-I B and converts
them to parallel output. In operation, ASCII characters transmitted
serially along the bus are converted into 4-bit characters with the first
ASCI I character received being interpreted as the most significant
digit. A string of up to 16 characters terminated by linefeed is converted and placed upon the output lines. The linefeed character
causes the 5930lA to output a print command (strobe).
With the 59301A, instruments controlled via BCD can be operated
using HP-IB. For example, the 5930lA can be used with HP 6129C
through 6131 C and 6140A (Option J99) digitally-controlled power
supplies for H P-I B programmable voltage and current. The 5930 IA
can additionally be used to control other functions using its hexadecimal format.

General
Size: 101.6 mm H' x 212.9 mm W x 294.6 mm D (4" x 8.38" x 11.6")
Weight: Net 1.70 kg (3.78 lb), Shipping 2.33 kg (5.16 Ib)

59301A ASCII-to-Parallel Converter

$675

59303A Digital-to-Analog Converter
Accepts a string of serial ASC II characters and converts any three
consecutive input digits to an analog output voltage, accurate to 0.1 %
in 30 !LS. Fully programmable via the HP-IB or manually operated
from the front panel. A concentric control on the front panel makes it
easy to select the digit group for conversion and the output mode. The
'Height include. feet. Wilh 'eel removed heighl i. BB.l mm (3.45").

conversion switch is used to select the three digits of the character
string that the DAC will change into analog voltage. The three output
modes (NORMAL, OFFSET, and PLUS/MINUS) make the converter convenient for use directly with a variety of data logging devices, avoiding the need for auxiliary equipment to shift zero level or
change polarity.
A primary application for the H P 59303A is to present on a logging
device the data points being taken with a measuring instrument (like
a frequency counter). A controller is not required for operation. Compatible logging devices include strip chart recorders, X- Y plotters,
and displays.

General
Size: 101.6 mm H' x 105.9 mm W x 294.6 mm D (4" x 4.17" x 11.6")
Weight: Net 2.61 kg (5.80 lb), Shipping 3.17 kg (7.04lb)

59303A Digital-To-Analog Converter

$1300

59306A Relay Actuator
Has six Form-C relays that provide for control of external devices
either manually from front panel push buttons or remotely from the
HP-IB. Relay contacts are specified to switch 24 V dc or 115 V ac at
0.5 A. Each relay can be programmed independently or multiple relays can be switched together. Front panel push buttons light to indicate the state of each relay.
The 59306A is ideal for providing control of microwave coaxial
switches (HP 8761 A/B) as well as control of microwave programmable step attenuators (HP 8494 through 8496 G/H) using external dc
power supplies.

General
Size: 101.6 mm H' x 212.9 mm W x 294.6 mm D (4" x 8.38" x 11.6")
Weight: Net 2.64 kg (5.87 lb), Shipping 3.23 kg (7.18 Ib)

59306A Relay Actuator

$875

59307 A Dual VHF Switch
This module provides two single throw 4-pole switches controlled
from front panel push buttons or remotely from the HP-IB. The
59307 A is a dc to 500 MHz 50 n switch designed to maintain fast
pulse transition times. The switches are independent and bidirectional
for optimum use in multiplexing 50 n signal lines into measuring instruments. The 59307 A is ideal to switch a standard delay, frequency,
or voltage into a measurement loop for purposes of system calibration.

General
Size: 101.6 mm H' x 212.9 mm W x 294.6 mm D (4" x 8.38" x 11.6")
Weight: Net 2.64 kg (5.87 lb), Shipping 3.23 kg (7.18 Ib)

59307 A VHF Switch

$900
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59313A

59309A

•

•
59308A

• •

59501A

59308A Timing Generator

59313A Analog-to-Digital Converter

Provides a timing reference as either a Timer (digital delay generator) or a Pacer (precision time marker generator). In the Timer
mode, a timing pulse is provided at a specified interval after a trigger
is received. In the Pacer mode, a train of timing pulses of a specified
period is provided on and after the receipt of a trigger.
The timing pulses are output on rear-panel BNC connectors and
signal the HP-IB with appropriate signals. The timing can be set via
the front panel thumbwheel switches, or via HP-IB. Times from I itS
to more than a day are available. Trigger inputs are available via HPIB commands and rear panel connector. Outputs are available from
both TTL and ECL levels, with switch selection of a squarewave or
pulse output positive- or negative-going edge. Output pulses are 500
ns ± 100 ns wide, and rise time is <50 ns into 50 fl.

Four channel converter allows analog data with a full scale range of
up to ± 10V dc to be digitized and transmitted via HP-IB to a computing controller.
On command from the controller, the instrument can be programmed to perform a single conversion or a series of internallypaced conversions in six selectable rates of up to 200 per second on
one channel, or up to 50 per second on each of four channels. Sampling can also be initiated externally by a TTL transition or contact
closure to ground. Included is a program-controlled reverse channel
capable of driving small lamps, relays or TTL devices.

General
Size: 101.6 mm HI x 105.9 mm W x 294.6 mm D (4" x 4.17" x 11.6")

Weight: Net 5.45 kg (12.0 lb), Shipping 6.36 kg (14.0 lb)

Weight: Net 1.70 kg (3.78 lb), Shipping 2.84 kg (6.31 Ib)

59308A Timing Generator
59309A HP-IB Digital Clock

$1325

Displays month, day, hour, minute, and second, and upon command
will output time via the interface bus. Time can be set into the clock
by local control, or by remote commands received from the HP-IB.
The clock accepts a small internal battery which can provide more
than a day's standby in case of short power interruptions. Additionally, an auxiliary power supply such as the KIO-59992 can sustain the
clock for up to one year.

General
Size: 101.6 mm HI x 212.9 mm W x 345.4 mm D (4" x 8.38" x 13.6")
59313A Analog-to-Digital Converter

$2150

59501A Power Supply Programmer (Isolated DAC)
This single-channel digital-to-analog converter can control a wide
range of power supplies (output voltage, or current), as well as other
analog programmable devices. It may also be used as a low level signal source, depending on the speed of the controller. It has two output
ranges (0-1 and 0-1 OV dc in unipolar mode; -I to + I and -10 to
+ 10 V dc in bipolar mode), as well as photo-isolators which electrically separate HP-IB control and data lines from power supply circuitry by up to 600 V dc. (Additional details on page 269)

General
Size: 101.6 mm HI x 105.9 mm W x 294.6 mm D (4" x 4.17" x 11.6")

General
Size: 101.6 mm HI x 212.9 mm W x 194.6 mm D (4" x 8.38" x 11.6")

Weight: Net 1.70 kg (3.78 Ib), Shipping 2.84 kg (6.31Ib)

Weight: Net 2.61 kg (5.80 Ib), Shipping 3.17 kg (7.04Ib)

59309A HP-IB Digital Clock
'Height include. feet. Wilh feel removed height i. ea.1 mm (3.45").

Model
59301A
59303A
59306A
59307A
59308A
59309A

59313A
59401A
59403A
59501 A

Description
ASCII-to-Parallel Converter
Digital-to-Analog Converter
Relay Actuator
VHF Switch
Timing Generator
HP-IB Digital Clock
Analog-to-Digital Converter
Bus System Analyzer
HP-IB/Common Carrier Interface
Power Supply Programmer

B

$1200

59501A Power Supply Programmer

Dimensions-max. height xwidth xdepth
mm (inches)
101.6 x 212.9 x 294.6 (4 x 8.38 x 11.6)
101.6 x 105.9 x 294.6 (4 x4.17 x 11.6)
101.6 x 212.9 x 294.6 (4 x8.38 x 11.6)
101.6 x212.9 x294.6 (4 x8.38 x 11.6)
101.6 x212.9 x294.6 (4 x8.38 x 11.6)
101.6 x 105.9 x294.6 (4 x4.17 x 11.6)
101.6 x 212.9 x345.4 (4 x8.38 x 13.6)
1455 x2051 x495.3 (5.73 x8.08 x 19.5)
101.6 x212.9 x430.0 (4 x8.38 x 16.9)
101.6 x212.9 x294.6 (4 x8.38 x 11.6)

Net Weight
kg (Ib)
170 (3.78)
2.61 (5.80)
2.64 (5.87)
2.64 (5.87)
2.10 (4.67)
170 (3.78)
545 (12.0)
5.64 (12.44)
4.50 (10.0)
2.61 (5.80)

Shipping Weight
kg (Ib)
2.32 (5.16)
3.17 (7.04)
3.23 (7.18)
3.23 (7.18)
3.83 (8.51)
2.84 (6.31)
6.36 (14.0)
9.1 (20)
6.10 (13.5)
3.17 (7.04)

$700

Price
$ 675
$1300
$ 875
$ 900
$1325
$1200
$2150
$3100
$2100
$ 700

B
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HEWLETT-PACKARD INTERFACE BUS
Versatile Interconnect System for Instruments and Controllers

59401A

10833A/B/C/D

59401 A Bus System Analyzer
The HP-IB (IEEE 488) concept has greatly simplified many of
those things which have in the past made instrument interfacing a
burdensome task. Even so, software errors can occur if the system
designer does not completely understand the bus system or the capabilities of the instruments and other devices being interfaced. Hardware problems can occur if the instruments/devices are not
functioning properly, or if they are not completely compatible with
the bus standard.
The 59401 Bus System Analyzer is especially useful in design and
service work. It simplifies and speeds up the diagnosis of software and
hardware problems by allowing the user to see the status of all bus
lines, including the actual characters on the bus data lines. Because
the 5940 I A can also drive all bus lines, it can completely exercise
another Talker, Listener or Controller-which is especially useful in
verifying compatibility of new or user-designed products with the
HP-IB.
There are several choices of analyzer operating speed. It may be
operated at one character at a time (useful for software debugging),
at 2 characters per second, or at regular bus speed. It may also be
operated at a variable rate as determined by the external clock input.
The analyzer's 32 character memory can be used to store bus characters in the Listen mode, or to output characters to the bus in the
Talk mode. When the analyzer is in the Compare mode, a stream of
bus traffic may be stopped on a pre-selected character-and at that
time, a trigger pulse is available, which is very useful when analyzing
transient or timing problems related to the bus.

59401 A Specifications
Display: monitors all bus lines. Represents data lines, any memory
location, or 010 front panel switch settings; in octal code and ASCII
character.
Listen mode: stores up to 32 characters of bus traffic in memory for
real time and repetitive testing. In Compare mode, halts bus traffic
when a selected character is present, and user can display anyone of
the previous 31 characters stored in memory.
Timing: accept <750 ns; ready <750 ns.
Talk mode: bus lines can be driven directly from front panel switches; memory can be loaded from front panel switches for driving bus
with a 32 character sequence.
Timing: (I) data changed> 500 ns before DA V pulled low; (2)
ATN driven low> I lois before DA V pulled low; (3) DAV driven
high <700 ns after NDAC is false; (4) DAV driven low <700 ns
after NRFD is false, if conditions I and 2 are met.
Operating speeds: one character at a time, 2 characters per second,
regular bus speed, or variable rate determined by external clock input; in either Listen or Talk mode.
External clock input: I standard power TTL gate input; ~ 10 MHz
repetitIon rate.

10834A

Compare output: provides I standard power TTL gate output
(LOW TRUE) sync pulse when bus character is same as front panel
switches.
Hp·IB load: I bus load (capable of driving 14 other bus devices).

General
Temperature ranges: operating, 0 to 50°C; storage, -40 to +75°C.
Humidity: 95% relative, 0 to 40°C.
Power requirements: 100, 120, 220, or 240 V + 5%, -10%; 48 to 66
Hz; ~42 VA.
Size: 145.5 H, 205.1 W, 495.3 mm 0 (5.730" x 8.075" x 19.500")
Weight: net, 5.64 kg (12.44 Ib).
Options and Accessories
5061-0089 front handle kit
10631B 2 m (6.6 ft) bus cable, furnished
59401A Bus System Analyzer

Price
$32
N/C
$3300

HP-IB Interconnection Cables
Cables for interconnecting HP-IB devices are available in four different lengths. The connector block at both ends of each HP-IB cable
(photo above) has a plug on one side and a matching receptacle on the
other, so that several cables may be conveniently connected in parallel, thus simplifying system interconnection. Lock screws provide for
secure mounting of each connector block to an HP-IB instrument, or
to another cable connector block.
SPECIAL NOTE: HP-IB cables are not always included with individual HP-IB devices, particularly those that normally connect directly to an HP computing controller. (The HP-IB interface for HP
computing controllers contains the necessary cable and connector).
Product listings in this catalog should be checked to see if HP-IB
cables are furnished.
The 10833 series of cables feature an improved shielding design to
help improve RFllevels in systems. This series of cables, with the RFI
shielding, exhibits significantly lower radiated emissions than previous HP-IB cables. They are also completely compatible with the
10631 cable series.
The 10834A adapter is a shielded HP-IB to HP-IB adapter. It provides additional clearance between the HP-IB cable and the rear panel of the instrument. This allows easier access to switches, cables, and
other connectors that may be in close proximity to the HP-IB connector.

Ordering Information
10833A HP-IB Cable, 1m (3.3 ft)
10833B HP-IB Cable, 2m (6.6 ft)
10833C HP-IB Cable, 4m (13.2 ft)
10833D HP-IB Cable, 0.5m (1.6 ft)
10834A Adapter

Price
$70
$75
$85
$70
$20

HEWLETT-PACKARD INTERFACE BUS
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Versatile Interconnect System for Instruments and Controllers (h~
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With a Multiprogrammer
Your HP Desktop or Minicomputer Becomes a Reliable
Easy-to-use Automatic Test or Control System

59403A

HP-IB Operating Range
A fundamental limitation which applies to all devices designed to
comply with IEEE Standard 488 is that the maximum cumulative
length of HP-IB cable in any system should not exceed 2 metres of
cable per device, or 20 metres, whichever is less.
However, for many applications, there is a requirement to interconnect HP-IB devices at sites separated by several hundred metres or
even thousands of miles. Hewlett-Packard has developed several products which allow the HP-IB operating range to be extended, using
twisted pair cable, coaxial cable, fiber optics or the telephone network.

59403A Common
Carrier Interface

37201A HP·IB
Extender

Applicalion

General purpose:
Inter/Intra facility

General purpose;
Inter/Intra facility

Fast;
intra facility

Transmission
Medium

Dual tWisted pair
or modem link

Dual tWisted pair
or modem link

Single coax or dual
fiber optiC cable

Operating
Range

TWisted pair:
1000 metres.
Modem link'
unlimited

TWisted pair;
1000 metres:
Modem link:
unlimited

1000 metres

Modem Data
Rates

Asynchronous;
110/300/
1200 bits/s

Asynchronous;
150/300/600/
1200 blts/s
Synchronous; up to
19200 bils/s

Hardwired
Speed

1760 bytes/s

775 byles/s

Up to 50k bytes/s

Error
Checking

Panty only, no
retransmisSion

Block check with
auto retransmission

Cyclic redundancy
check

Balanced coupling
on hardwired links

Fiber optiC or
opto-Isolated coax

Yes, except Parallel
Poll and Pass
Control

Yes, including
Parallel Poll
and Pass Control

Programming
Transparency

-

No

SYSTEMS

MULTIPROGRAMMER

(

37203A Hp·IB
Exlender

Product

Electncal
NOise
Isolation

. .~
ESIGNEDFOR

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

-

tions.)
$2250

•
•
•
•

AID
Analog Comparators
Pulse Counting
Frequency Measurement
Time Interval Measurement
Event I Alarm Sensing
Scanning
Digital Input
Memory Input

l

59403A HP-IB/Common Carrier Interface
Provides a way to extend the separation of component parts in an
HP-IB system by more than the 20-metre maximum transmission
path length specified in various interface standards, and it is especially useful for production or remote site applications. Distances up to
1000 metres are possible by using two 59403A modules (one at each
location) interconnected by a dedicated and shielded two-twisted-pair
cable. And even longer distances can be achieved by using a telephone
line (with appropriate modems) instead of the dedicated cable.
The recommended dedicated cable is available from HP as Part
Number 8120-1197 (Belden type 8723). The 59403A is designed to
operate with 110, 300, and 1200 baud asynchronous or synchronous
full duplex modems which are EIA RS 232C or CCITT V.24 compatible. In the U.S., Bell 103A modems with "soft carrier turn-off'
are recommended for the direct dial (DOD) network. (Check your
local telephone authorities regarding data communication regula-

59403A HP-IB/Common Carrier Interface

Stimulus

Response

Voltage & Current 0/ A
Stepping Motor Control
Power Supply Control
Pulse Output

• Time Base Reference
•
•
•
•
YOUR TEST
OR
PROCESS

Digital Output
Resistance Output
Relay Switching
Memory Output

)
.....
._--

Benefit from the Multiprogrammer
Functional Card System
You can quickly design and implement a control system using the
HP-IB and one of the HP Multiprogrammers. Choose from the wide
selection of functional plug-in cards and assemble them into a Multiprogrammer mainframe to economically interface your analog and
digital input/output signals. The Multiprogrammer provides the interface between your HP-IB controller and the physical world. Thousands of Multiprogrammers are in everyday use as the nucleus of user
defined and assembled systems for production testing and control,
data acquisition, process monitoring, laboratory experiment control,
life testing, quality control, and component evaluation.
Start building your system with one of the HP Multiprogrammers
combined via the HP-IB with a computing controller. To help you,
HP offers a variety of proven design aids. These include the Multiprogrammer Technical Brochures complete with capabilities, typical
system layouts, specifications, and more; ... A User's Guide that
gives you sample programs, test routines, and I/O interface data for
all 38 Multiprogrammer plug-in cards, .. There is also a Utility Cartridge with a recorded program ready to use in the HP 9825,9835 and
9845 computing controllers, to aid in writing your own application
... and a System Throughput Analysis that allows you to accurately
determine the measurement and control speed you can expect before
you build your system.
Refer to pages 55 & 61 for more details on the HP 6940B and
6942A Multiprogrammers and how they are used with the HP-IB.
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HEWLETT-PACKARD INTERFACE BUS

Fh:tll Versatile Interconnect System for Instruments and Controllers
~~ Model 37201A
• Transparent extension of HP-IB systems
• Operation over twin-pair cable or modems
• Automatic error detection and correction

• High immunity to electrical interference
• Multi-point (multi-drop) capability
• Auto-dialler interface

37201A HP·IB EXTENDER
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The 37201A HP-IB Extender overcomes the limited range available with direct HP-IB cable interconnections. Each 37201A converts parallel data from the interface bus into a serial bit stream,
suitable for transmission to a remote site, and reconverts incoming
serial data to bit-parallel HP-IB format. An HP-IB system can there"
fore be split into two or more discrete parts separated by HP-IB Extenders and a serial data link. A range of 1000 metres is obtainable if
twin-pair cable is used for the transmission path, and virtually unlimited range is available if a modem link is used. Communication between Extenders is full duplex, allowing information to flow in both
directions simultaneously.

~

;,:~

I

TWIN-P~:C'.LE

1- TELEPHONE CHANNEL

1E
[:fE}
Point-to-point connection using twin twisted pair cable or full duplex modem link.
A pair of H P-I B Extenders provides a transparent interface between local and remote H P-I B devices. Program control of the
37201A is seldom necessary. Consequently, HP-IB Extenders can be
added to an HP-IB system usually without any modification of software and without writing special routines to control the Extenders.
The 3720 IA supports the full range of H P-I B functions with the exception of Parallel Poll and Pass Control.

Integrity of HP-IB data and control signals is assured by an automatic error-checking protocol, which retransmits any data corrupted
in transmission. The 37201 A is in general compliance with each of
the following standards and supports their major capabilities:
• IEEE Standard 488-1978
• ANSI Standard MCl.I
• IEC Standard 625-1

Twin-Pair Cable Operation
Twin twisted-pair cable provides a simple inexpensive transmission
medium for distances up to 1000 metres. The serial data rate is nominally 20 kbit/s. Suitable cable is available as an accessory (HP Part
Number 8120-1187). Transformer coupling within the 37201 A gives
a high degree of immunity from the effects of common mode signals.
This, combined with the automatic error correction capability, makes
the 3720 IA suitable for use in an electrically hostile environment.

Modem Link Operation
The 37201 A is designed to operate with a wide range of synchronous and asynchronous modems over private lines, leased lines, or the
public switched (dial-up) telephone network. The data interface is
compatible with EIA RS-232C and CC ITT V.24 and V.28 standards.
Asynchronous data rates provided are: 150,300,600, and 1200 bit/so
For synchronous modems, operation at any bit rate up to 19.2 kbit/s
is possible. Besides operating in point-to-point mode, the 3720 IA can
be used with modems in a multi-point (multi-drop) leased line configuration involving up to 31 remote sites. When operating over the
public switched telephone network, connections may be dialled manually. Alternatively, an external auto-dialler may be used to make
connections under program control. The 3720 IA has an RS366/V.25 interface to permit operation with an auto-dialler.
The error checking/correcting communications protocol used in
the 37201A protects against errors introduced by poor quality data
circuits. It even provides immunity to major interruptions in the data
link, such as dropouts, line breaks and modem sync loss, and recovers
automatically without loss of data.

3720'JA HP-IB E)(te,ider
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HEWLETT-PACKARD INTERFACE BUS
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Versatile Interconnect System for Instruments and Controllers rh~
Models 37203A, 37203L
• Transparent HP-IB extension up to 1000 metres
• HP-IB Transfer rate up to 50 k bytes / s
• Supports all HP-IB functions including Pass Control and
Parallel Poll

•

• Electrical isolation plus error detection and correction
protect HP-IB fom transmission errors
• Transmission over single low-cost coaxial cable or, with
Option 001, dual optical fiber

•

•

o
37203L

37203A

37203A HP-IB Extender

Parallel Poll Operation

The 37203A HP-IB Extender overcomes the range limitations imposed by the cabling rules of the Interface Bus and provides highspeed, low-cost extension up to 1000 metres.
37203A's are used in pairs: each Extender serialises the normally
parallel HP-I B information and transmits it to the other Extender
where it is reconverted back to its original format. The transmission
medium can be a single low-cost coaxial cable for both directions of
transmision or, when Option 001 is fitted, dual optical fiber.
The 37203A is in general compliance with each of the following
standards and supports their major capabilities
• IEEE Standard 488-1978
• ANSI Standard MCI.I
• IEC Standard 625-1

The 37203A supports the Parallel Poll function but because of the
absolute transmission delay, a guaranteed response cannot be delivered within 200 ns, as required by IEEE 488. Instead, the response
from distant devices is returned as rapidly as possible to the polling
controller.

37203L HP-IB Extender

Transmission Over Coaxial Cable

The 37203L is a repackaged version of the 37203A on an L-series
computer card specifically designed for installation in the HP 2250A
Measurement and Control Processor and HP 1000 L-series Computer. It operates in conjunction with a 37203A or another 37203L at the
other end of the link. The transmission media and distances are the
same as for the 37203A. The 37203L is supplied as a single circuit
card together with two cable assemblies. Power is supplied from the
2250A or Computer mainframe. Operating characteristics are identical to those of the 37203A.

The standard serial link between Extenders is a single coaxial cable
which is used for transmission in both directions. Coaxial cable was
chosen for this link because it is relatively inexpensive, easy to handle,
and easy to obtain. The use of Belden type 9248B cable (or equivalent) is recommended.

Operating Characteristics (37203A/ L)
Speed/Range
The table below shows the trade-off between maximum byte transfer rate and distance for coaxial cable and optical fiber.
Table 1. Nominal HP-IB Transfer Rates and Response Times

Coaxial Cable
Short" (at normal speed)
250m (max range at normal
speed)
500m (max range at V, speed)
1000m (max range at '/16 speed)

Max HP·IB
byte transfer
rate (kbytesjsec)

Max SRQ
propagation
delay (~s)

Max Parallel
Poll response
time (~s)

50

14

20

40
14.2
2.75

18
55
200

25
75
270

Fiber Optics (opt 00 I)

Short"

50

14

250m
39
20
1000m
25
30
"For distances <250m, interpolate between Short and 250m.

20
25
40

Error Detection and Correction
Data is transmitted across the link in frames. Each frame includes a
cyclic redundancy check code which is rechecked when the frame is
received. Any transmission errors which are detected cause the frame
to be rejected. Data integrity is maintained by automatic retransmission of the rejected data frame. The presence of errors in the received
data causes the DATA ERRORS indicator on the 37203A front panel to be illuminated.

Transmission Over Optical Fiber
Option 001 of the 37203AjL provides the capability of operation
over duplex optical fiber as a user-selectable alternative to coaxial
cable. The use of optical fiber removes the metallic path between the
Extenders and, therefore, eliminates all risk of electromagnetic pickup on the link. Option 00 I is recommended for use in severe electrical
environments or where the use of electrical signalling is not acceptable. A further advantage of optical fiber is that it enables a higher
byte transfer rate to be attained for transmission distances greater
than 250m than is possible with coaxial cable (see Table I).

39200 Series Fiber Optic Cables
Operating temperature: -20 to 70°C.
Storage temperature: -40 to 85°C.
Relative humidity: 95% at 70°C (max).
Max. tensile force on cable: 300N.
Max. tensile force on connector/cable: lOON.
Min. bend radius: 7 mm (0.3 in).
Flexing: 50000 cycles (180° bending at min bend radius).
Crush load: 20 kg (44 lb).

Options (37203A/l)
001: Fiber Optic Interface
301: Rack Mount Adaptor (37203A only)
302: Dual Rack Mount Adaptor (37203 only)

Price
add $470
add $30
add $50

Ordering Information
37203A HP-IB Extender
37203L HP-IB Extender

$1295
$1030

~~
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HEWLETT-PACKARD INTERFACE BUS
Versatility in Connecting Instruments to Controllers

e

e

HP 9915A Modular Computer (HP 98264A Interface)

HP 9825 Desktop Computer (HP 980348 Interface)

Role of a Controller
A controller performs a variety of functions, the most obvious being
information management over the bus. In measurement systems, the
controller schedules tasks, sets up each device to perform the desired
task, monitors measurement progress and interprets results.
In addition, HP controllers can provide access to a variety of computer peripherals, i.e., displays, printers, and disc and tape storage
units. These controllers also provide such program development tools
as editors, debugging aids, and the means for storing and recalling
programs and/or results.

Controller and Interface Selection
Hewlett-Packard offers a wide selection of HP-IB (lEEE-488) controllers. Using HP-IB allows any of these computers to control up to
14 HP-IB compatible devices per interface.
For engineering design, testing and other single-user applications,
desktop models such as the HP-85, 9915, 9825, 9826, 9835 or 9845
may be preferred. But for testing at multiple locations and for multiple users, the choice might be one of the HP 1000 computer models.
A brief description of these computers is provided here. For detailed
information on HP computers, please see pages 658 through 666.
Controllers Working Together
The fact that HP offers controllers of various sizes, costs, features
and capabilities to meet specified needs has another advantage. Establishing cooperation between two or more of these computers
merges their relative strengths to form a system with more efficiency
and versatility. For example, desktops offer excellent local control,
friendliness and computational power. Passing programs and data between an HP 1000 and desktops reduces wear on the desktops, provides for central data reduction and storage, and allows for some
central control.
HP-85A and 9915 with 82937 A HP-IB Interface
The HP-85A is a complete BASIC language computer with up to
32K bytes of read/write memory, up to 80K of read-only memory, a
built-in CRT display, and a quiet, built-in, bidirectional thermal
printer. Configured with the I/O ROM and the 82937A HP-IB Interface, the HP-85A is an economical HP-IB controller.

HP 9826 Desktop Computer (HP 980348 Interface)

The 9915 Modular Computer is the functional equivalent of the
HP-85 with peripherals deleted. It is designed for integration into instrument systems, including rack mounting. A simplified operator's
panel reduces user errors.

9826 Computer System
The HP 9826 is Hewlett-Packard's newest desktop computer. Its
fast I/O and computation speeds make it an ideal controller. An integrated system, it incorporates a new microprocessor, up to 512K bytes
of read/write memory, multiple languages (BASIC, HPL and Pascal), 7-inch CRT, typewriter-like keyboard, CRT-labeled softkeys
and flexible disc drive. The 9826 has a built-in HP-IB interface, display graphics and a rotary knob for analog program control. A second
HP-IB interface, product number 98264A, can be added.
HP 9825, 9835 and 9845 Computer Systems and the
98034B HP-IB Interface
The 9825 uses HPL, a high-level programming language that provides for subroutine nesting and flags. It includes a two-level interrupt
capability. The 9825 has a 32-character alphanumeric display, a 16character printer and a high-performance tape drive. Three slots are
available for a range of interfaces.
The 9835A/B offers user read/write memory from 64K to 256K
bytes, built-in tape drive, optional thermal printer and a range of interfacing capabilities, plus 15 levels of priority interrupt. The 9835A
has a 12-inch CRT display, while the 9835B has a single-line display.
The standard programming language is BASIC, with Assembly Language available for specialized applications.
The 9845 computer systems excel in applications demanding advanced graphics and computational capability. They provide 15 levels
of priority interrupt, and include a CRT display, an optional thermal
line printer, enhanced BASIC language and tape drive. The 9845 offers sophisticated color graphics (optional) to enhance data presentation, and a CRT capable of displaying up to 4913 colors.
These computers require the HP 98034B Interface for HP-IB applications. I/O ROM's are built into the 9825 for HP-IB control,
while the 9835A/B requires an optional General I/O ROM; the 9845
has complete HP-IB capability when combined with the Option 312
I/O ROM. Multiple interfaces can be plugged in, and the 9878A I/O
expander is available.

HP 1000 Computer System (HP 593108 (or 12009A for L Series)

HP 9845 Computer System (HP 980348 Interface)

Interface)

HP 1000 and 12009A and 59310B HP·IB Interfaces
The HP 1000 computer system is well suited for broad measurement and data management requirements. With Real Time Executive Software, the HP 1000 can concurrently control multiple clusters
of HP-IB test and measuring equipment, which may be organized
into separate physical or functional groupings. Each grouping may
have up to 14 HP-IB devices per cluster.
Each separate bus cluster connected to the HP 1000 requires one
59310B Interface. The 59310B is supported by a driver, utility
software and a manual supporting operation in HP's RTE-II and
RTE-IV Real Time Executive systems. A diagnostic routine for
quickly confirming correct operation is included with the interface.
Compatibilities among various HP computer systems, computers and
operating systems are shown below. Note that the 5931 OB interface
may also be used with HP 2100A/S computers.
HP 1000

HP 210SA

HP 2176AjB
2177AjB

RTE·II

yes

RTE·IV

yes

no
no

yes
yes

HP 2100AjS
yes
no

Other Interfaces
HP offers all the above HP-IB interface cards, plus others designed
for customers who want to build custom, computer-controlled instrumentation systems.
HP-85 and 9915 Interface Cards
- 82939A Serial Interface - provides RS-232-C compatible I/O for
communication with devices such as printers and terminals.
- 82940A GPIO Interface - general purpose 16-bit interface for
connection to TTL-type signal levels.
- 82941 A BCD Interface - 1I digit input or output capability for
binary coded decimal instruments.
19826 Interface Cards
- 98620A two channel interface - two channel DMA for highI speed I/O.
- 98622A 16-bit Interface -latched 16-bit input/output for bidi\ rectional information transfer.
- 98623A BCD Interface - connects with bit-parallel, digit-parallel
\ and binary-coded decimal devices.
- 98626A Serial Interface - provides bit-serial communication to
asynchronous EIA RS-232-C (CCITT V.28/V.24) devices.

I

9825, 9835 and 9845 Interface Cards
- 98032A 16-bit Parallel Interface -latched 16-bit input/output
for bidirectional information transfer.
- 98033A BCD Input Interface - connects the 9825 with bit-parallel, digit-parallel BCD devices.
- 98035A Real Time Clock - adds real time reference and timerelated control capabilities to the 9825, 9835 and 9845.
- 98036A Serial Interface - provides bit serial communication between the desktop computers and asynchronous EIA RS-232-C devices such as data terminals and modems.
- 98040A Incremental Plotter Interface - allows the 9845 to access
large flatbed and drum incremental plotters.
- 98041A Disc Interface - allows the 9845 to access large capacity,
high-speed disc peripherals.
- 98046B Intelligent Datacomm Interface - provides bit-serial
communication between 9835 or 9845 and asynchronous/synchronous EIA RS-232-C devices. Baud rates programmable to
9600 bps.
Ordering Information
12009A HP-IB (IEEE-488-1978) Interface for HP
1000 L-series
593108 Interface, RTE-II/IV for HP 1000
82937A HP-IB (IEEE-488-1978) Interface
82939A Serial Interface
82940A GPIO Interface
82941A BCD Interface
98032A 16-bit Parallel Interface
98033A BCD Input Interface
980348 HP-IB (IEEE-488-1978) Interface
98035A Real Time Clock Interface
98036A Serial Interface
98040A Incremental Plotter Interface
98041A Disc Interface
980468 Intelligent Datacomm Interface
98620A 2-channel DMA Interface
98622A 16-bit Parallel Interface
98623A BCD Interface
98624A HP-IB (IEEE-488-1978) Interface
98626A Serial Interface

Price
$895
710
395
395
495
495
525
525
600
630
735
630
3000
1000
425
275
275
325
275
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HEWLETT-PACKARD INTERFACE BUS
Versatile Interconnect System for Instruments, Computers, and Controllers

~~ Model1351S

High Speed Graphics
The digital memory of the 1351 S can be addressed in random fashion. Thus, any number of vectors or characters can be entered without
erasing or rewriting all 8192 memory locations. For example, one
curve on a graph can be updated while other picture elements remain
unchanged. Random-access memory also increases the speed at
which the graphics portion of a system can be operated. The 1351 S is
ideally suited for real time applications.

Versatile Operation
Up to 64 files are available for storing text, graticules, or other segments of the picture. A file can be repetitively flashed to alert an oper·
ator to abnormal system operation such as an out-of-tolerance
measurement. File Management capability allows the 1351 S to display different information on up to three additional CRT's.

Software Graphics Library
A 10 184B Software Graphics Library option simplifies programming the 1351 S when it is used with the 9825 Desktop Computer. It
uses most of the same program commands as the 9872 or 9862 plotters. Additional commands are provided to blank and view individual
files as well as flash segments of the picture. The 10184B program
resides in 9825B memory, occupying 3806 bytes.

RS-232-C Interface Option
An RS-232-C interface option (001) can be substituted for the
standard HP-IB interface. Option 001 is a teletypewriter interface
(standard EIA RS-232.C/CCITTV-24).
Option 001 operates in an asynchronous, receive only mode. It provides a system clock at standard baud rates from 110 to 9600 that can
be used to clock the teletypewriter interface in the controller or computer.

16-Bit Parallel Interface Option

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High resolution, high speed large screen display
Advanced low power electrostatic deflection
Optional screen sizes, phosphors
8k vector/character generator
64 addressable memory files
Intensity highlighting
Selective erase/update
Directed beam vector/character stroking

Description
Model 1351 S is a high performance computer graphics display system for generating vectors and alphanumerics on large screen high
resolution H P displays. It provides the fast information throughput,
rapid picture manipulation, and complex vector drawing capability
needed in interactive computer graphics for computer-aided design/
computer-aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) systems, and radar/
simulation.
The system consists of a 1351A Graphics Generator, an interconnecting cable, and an H P 1311 B 14-inch directed beam electrostatic
display with tilt stand. Optional display sizes of 17, 19, and 21 inches
are available. A complete highly interactive graphics system can be
assembled with the addition of a compatible computer, and HP peripherals such as a tablet and plotter.
Digital information is received by the graphics generator from the
standard H P-I B interface or an optional RS-232C or 16-bit parallel
interface bus and stored in internal refresh memory. Analog outputs
in the form of vectors and characters are then generated and sent to
the display where uniformly bright, sharp lines and alphanumerics
are produced at high writing speeds. The display is continuously refreshed by the 1351 A, freeing the host computer or controller to collect or process other data. The Graphics Generator can address and
display 1020 x 1020 points on the CRT display.

A 16-bit parallel binary interface option (002) is also available in
lieu of the standard HP-I B interface. This option allows the 1351 A to
receive data from a 16-bit computer or controller configured to output 16-bit bytes at very high data rate. The data transfer rate is 500k
16-bit bytes/sec, or up to approximately 250k vectors/sec.

NOTES
For complete description and specifications, request technical data
sheets for the 1351S Display System, the 1311 B Display, and the
1351A Graphics Translator. An HP-IB cable is not supplied with the
1351 S, and must be ordered separately.

Options
001: RS-232-C interface with selectable baud rates,
replaces HP-IB interface
002: 16-Bit parallel interface replaces HP-IB interface
010: Short tilt stand for 1311 B only, replaces tall tilt
stand
011: Short tilt stand for 1310B only, replaces tall tilt
stand
024: Model 52124A 10-metre interconnecting cable
replaces Model 52 J 25A I-metre cable
184: Model 10184B Software Graphics Library
(1351 A/9825)
510: Modell310B 19 in. display replaces 1311B
517'; Model 1317A 17 in. display replaces 1311 B
521': Model 1321 B 21 in. display replaces 1311 B
604: P-4 phosphor replaces P-31
639: P-39 phosphor replaces P-31
908: Rack mounting parts for 1311 Band 1351 A, deletes tilt stand from 1311 B
909: Rack mounting parts for 1310B and 1351 A, deletes tilt stand from 1310B

Price
Add $300

N/C
N/C
N/C
Add $75
Add $150
Add $600
Less $400
Less $200
Add $30
Add $30
Less $230
Less $230

'Includ•• Di.play Option 057 (Z·axi. control 01 brightn•••)

Ordering Information
Model 1351S Display System

Price
$IO.X50

HEWLETT-PACKARD INTERFACE BUS
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Fully Programmable Digitizing Oscilloscope rh~
Mode11980/19860A
Hewlett-Packard's measurement and computation technologies
are combined in a powerful, programmable Oscilloscope Measurement System, the 1980. Its capabilities include full programmability
of front panel setup, including variable functions (e.g., deflection factors, sweep speeds, etc.) and the ability to send these settings back to a
computer. With the 19860A Digital Waveform Storage option added, complete waveform data can be digitized and sent or received over
the HP-IB interface.
The 1980/ 19860A combination greatly reduces measurement time
while improving accuracy and repeatability by eliminating operator
involvement with completely automatic operation. Repetitive events
to 100 M Hz or single-shot events to 5 kHz (10 points per period) can
be captured, displayed, and sent to a computer via HP-IB for analysis. This programmable measurement capability offers fully automatic data acquisition for fast, reliable solutions to complex or timeconsuming measurements while dramatically improving productivity.
All of the Model 19860A's capabilities can be automatically controlled through the HP-IB interface by an external computer, adding
a new dimension to time domain measurements. The 19860A uses the
1980A/B's HP-IB port so there is only one HP-IB address for the
system. Program codes are simple three-letter mnemonics with one or
two integers to define program code parameters. Each 19860A mnemonic has the letters "DG" for the digitizer to simplify identification
of 19860A commands from t980A/B commands. For example,
"DGS I" stores a signal in memory one.
Model 19860A provides the choice of ASCII or Binary format for
transferring waveform data over HP-IB. This allows data transfer
and computation time to be optimized for different controllers. ASCII transfer requires six bytes per point (four digits for the point and
CR LF) where Binary transfer only requires two bytes per point.

fined to control the adjustment of another instrument as directed by
instructions on the CRT. In a similar fashion, the soft keys can be
redefined with the appropriate instruction to control the modes of
other instruments.

Automatic Test Systems

Bench Operation

The 1980/ 19860A system can greatly improve the efficiency of test
systems by completely automating time domain measurements. This
fully programmable system can be automatically set up to acquire a
signal, digitize it, and transfer it to a computer to provide complete
answers without operator intervention. A series of standard signals
may be digitized and stored in a computer to build a library of references for automatic testing.

Semiautomatic Testing
In applications where operator interaction is required, such as circuit setup, calibration, or troubleshooting, the programmable system
capabilities improve productivity by eliminating operator setup time.
A controller can set up the front panel and write a reference waveform with text on the CRT to direct an operator through a calibration
sequence. The operator only has to make circuit adjustments so that a
real time trace is positioned between two reference waveforms.
Furthermore, the 1980 front panel controls can be redefined in a
programmable station. For example, the rotary control could be rede-

In bench applications with a controller. engineers can quickly develop and maintain a data base to log the results of design changes. Combined with other programmable instruments, long tests can be
automatically accomplished over night or weekends to provide circuit
characterization. With a plotter, graphs of waveforms can be easily
maintained to record any changes in circuit response with design
changes. Also, with the appropriate controller software, answers to
frequent measurements can be obtained with the press of one of the
1980 soft keys.
Without a controller, the t 980/ 19860A can be used as a traditional
oscilloscope with the added benefits of the easy-to-use front panel and
software features. The Auto-Scope capability automatically scales a
signal with the press of one key which reduces the time for initial
instrument setup. Frequently used front panel setups can be saved in
eight local registers and quickly recalled to reduce measurement
time.
For ordering information refer to 1980A/B page 203.

In semiautomatic applications, text and waveforms written on the CRT by a computer guide operators through measurements or
adjustments.

~~
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General Information

2250A

Hewlett-Packard's automatic data acquisition and control equipment serves an evergrowing role as the world's industry strives to
increase its productivity. More and more industries are discovering that automation is
the key to remaining competitive and profitable. This section will outline some of the
points that should be considered when evaluating automation solutions.
Industrial automation applications can be
organized into three ideal types. Each type
has a different focus and characteristics. The
three types are Test, Measurement, and Control.

Test
The approach to industrial automation described as Test represents a situation where a
product or device is being checked to its design standards. The varia bles to be measured
and the requirements for accuracy and precision are well known. As an example of the
Test philosophy, consider battery testing. A
definite set of variables are measured (output
voltage, voltage under load, output current
charge capacity, etc.). Expected values and
allowable tolerances for all inputs are known
in a test application.

Measurement
A measurement approach to industrial automation includes applications that evaluate
or research a device, design or phenomenon.
Unlike the Test approach, the measurement
model is not known, in fact the quantities
may not be understood. Measurement is the
gathering of the data to construct a model of
the unknown. As an example, scientists are
researching ways to maximize food production by optimizing plant watering methods.
These scientists might adopt a Measurement
philosophy by attempting to characterize the
response of crops to various watering strategies. Quantities they might need to measure
include plant weight, growth, leaf temperature, etc. It is very likely that as they develop
a model of how a plant reacts to different
watering strategies they will want to measure
other things, Le., they will seek to improve
their model.

Control
A Control type of application is similar to a
Test application in that the model or process
is well understood. A Control system would

make a series of events take place and make
measurements that are necessary to insure
that the events take place and to guide further events. As an example, consider the sequence of events in a metal casting and curing operation. Because the parts may be used
in aircraft, careful control and documentation of the process will be needed. For example, the controls on the curing oven will be set
according to the particular part being produced. In addition, to comply with the documentation requirements the temperature of
the curing oven and the part itself may be
needed. To insure against costly rework or
scrap, the control operation needs to sense
other critical events and to take appropriate
action.
The three classes of industrial automation
described above are ideal and any real world
application would probably be a composite of
all three. However, the three ideal classes
emphasize certain requirements and will help
in recognizing what set of equipment is best
suited to fit a specific automation application. The following sections will analyze test,
measurement and control applications in regard to instrument and computer features.

6942A

Measurement Speed
Maximizing measurement speed is often a
characteristic of test and control applications
where throughput and production efficiency
are of great concern. As a general rule there
is a trade-off between speed and accuracythe longer something is measured, the more
accurately it is measured. Or conversely, the
faster an input is measured, the less accurate
the measurement.

Comparison of Analog
Measurement Speed

3497A

Resolution

Maximum Readings/
Second

120.000
12,000
1,200
1part 1.200,000
1 part 120,000
1part 12,000
1part 1,200
12 bit
12 bit
12 bit
12 bit
14 bit
12 bit

50
200
300
48
210
330
5,000
7 (integrating converter)
20.000
33,000
20.000
50,000
55,000

1part

1 part
1 part

3054A/C

69408
6942A
2240A
2250A
loool
M/C Cards

Accuracy
High accuracy, wide dynamic range and
good resolution are the requirements for
measurement applications. In these situations the input signal is frequently small and
high accuracy is needed to aid in developing
the most accurate model possible. In contrast, in control and production test applications the input is well characterized and
therefore the demands of accuracy and resolution may not be as stringent.

Comparison of Analog
Measurement Performance
Sensitivity

3497A

1 ~V

3054A/C

69408

100 nV
10 ~V

6942A
2240A
2250A
1000l
MIC Cards

50 ~V
10 ~V
1.56 ~V
625 ~V

50~V

Resolution

1 part in 120,000
1part In L200,000
12 bit
12 bit

12 bit
12 bit
l4 bit
12 bit

Accuracy

007%
.0032%
20%
.15%
.2%
.5%
.05%
.l%

3497A
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Reconfiguration
Measurement applications often require
frequent reconfiguration of the measurement
system. Test and control applications may remain in the same configuration for years
(after initial set up) and therefore, do not
need to be designed for frequent reconfiguration. Instruments designed with front panel
displays and controls will in general be easier
to reconfigure.

Products Having Front Panel
Control & Display

Reading
Storage

Program
Storage

3497A

low

Yes

3054A/C
69408

low
low

Yes
No
Yes

No
No

6942A
2240A
2250A
1000l
M/C Cards

Yes
Yes
Limited
No
No
No

3497A
3054A/C
69408
6942A
2240A
2250A

Environment

Relative Rating of
Standalone Product
Intelligence (doesn't
include computer)

Moderate
Moderate
High
N.A.

No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

NA

NA

Consideration of the operating environment is a very im portant step in choosing a
measurement, test or control system. Any application can require that a test, measure or
control system operate in hot, dusty and corrosive environments. In addition, the electrical environment should also be considered in
regard to the amount of electrical noise (both
common and normal mode) present in the
area.
While all Hewlett-Packard instruments
are designed to operate in moderately harsh
environments, the 2250A Measurement and
Control Processor has been specially designed to tolerate more harsh industrial conditions. This includes elevated temperatures
and high common mode voltages. Refer to
the 2250A literature for additional information.

Integrated Systems

Control Features

69408

In addition to providing the individual instruments and computers needed for automation, Hewlett-Packard also provides
dedicated SYSTEMS that combine instruments, computers, and software with rack
mounting and integration. Systems range
from the 3054DL Data Logger which provides an easy to use software package for the
first time user to the 3054A/C systems
which provide utility subprograms that the
customer can use to build his own program.
Systems have the advantage of providing a
more complete solution and allowing the user
to concentrate more on his automation task.

All the Hewlett-Packard products considered in this section have capability to sense
digital inputs, count pulse trains, close relays
and provide programmable voltage and current outputs. Consider each product in regard to your particular application.
Pro8r1mPulse
Oilital Ac:tu.· mabieTrain
to, Iv·,leae & Counter
Input/
Input Timer Output
Inltrument Interrupt Output Current

3497A

X

X

X

X

-

3054A/C
6940B

X

X

X

X

X

-

X

X

X

X

X

X

6942A
2240A

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

2250A
lOooL
MIG Cards

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

-

-

-

-

X

"i
I
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Instrument Intelligence
Applications differ in how much they will
require instruments to do independently of a
computer.
Measurement applications are usually
closely coupled to the computer and place
few demands on the instrument. Test and
control applications may have higher instrument intelligence requirements. In Test applications the instrument may operate stand
alone from the computer and only report exceptions to the test limits. In Control applications it may be desirable for the instrument
to operate separately from the computer to
protect against computer or I/O link failure.
Some products rely on more powerful microprocessors that can operate independently of
the main computer. Other products, specifically the 6940 and 6942, rely on card to card
cabling to provide additional capability.

3054DL

Base Instrument

System

3497A
3497A/3456A/
3437A

3054DL Data Logger
3054C Autorratlc D,ta
AcqUis lion/Control Systerr
3054A Automatic Data
Acquisition/Control Systerr
Software Available
Software Avai able
9030 Syslem
So!twa'e and Integration AVailable

3497A/3456~

69408
6942A
2240A
2250A

Choosing the Right Computer
A central feature of an automation application is a computer. Hewlett-Packard offers
a wide range of computers that can be used to
control your automation equipment. In reference to the three ideal types of automation
application, measurement applications often
require significant evaluation of the data and
frequent program changes. For these situa.
lions
an HPd esktop computer t h at 0 ~ers a
CRT (perhaps with graphics capability),
printer, keyboard and mass storage is a good
solution in a single package. Some test and
control applications do not require an operalor interface nearby and may require additional capabilities like distributed operation
and simultaneous execution of several pro-

Customized system integration is also
available using the ATSjlOOO system integration service. This service combines customer specified meaurement and control
equipment with HP 1000 computers. Integration ranges from simple racking and cabling to installation of the system and writing
of software. (See page 663.)
For further information on these products,
please refer to the following catalog pages.
Separate technical brochures are also available on each product.

grams. One of the HP 1000 series of computers is more suited for these applications.
In general, you should consider an H P 85,
9825, 9826, 9835 or 9845 desktop computer
if any of the following points are key to your
application:
• Easiest program development
• Single station application
• First-time computer user
Remote Instrument contro ler reporting
to a cen tral compu ter
• Portability
In general you should consider an HP 1000
series computer if any of the following points
are key to your application:
• Simultaneous execution of multiple
programs

•

Automation
Hardware

Catalog
Page

Technical
Brochure #

3497A
3054A
3054C
3054DL
69408
6942A
2240A
2250A
1000 L
M/C Cards

48
42
45
46
55
58
64
62
663

5952·8830
5952-8835
5952·8865
5952·8848
5952·4025
5952-4034
5953-4230
5953-4288
5953-4260

• Multiple terminals and users
• Multiple computer languages
same computer

on

the

For further information on these products,
please refer to the following catalog pages.
Separate technical brochures are also available.

Instrument

Catalog Page

Data Sheet

HP 85
9825
9826
9835
9845
HP 1000
HP lOooL

654
662
658
660
661
663
663

5953-1939
5953-4517
5953-4576
5953-1099
5953-4501
5953-4200
5953-4228

~
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Fh:W Automatic Data Acquisition/Control System
Ii:~ Model 3054A

•
•
•
•
•

Improve productivity in research and manufacturing
Low cost data acquisition
Precision transducer measurements and analysis
1000 analog channels and 1360 digital points
Control functions for closed-loop applications

The 3054A system provides a very powerful, yet economical
solution for transducer measurements and production control
development.

System Configuration
The 3054A System includes:

Description
The 3054A is a computer-based automatic data acquisition and
control system. The 3054A combines speed, precision and a variety of
control functions with full computation and analysis capabilities. The
3054A offers flexibility, convenience, and performance to solve many
data acquisition applications.
The system has the flexibility to make a wide variety of measurements, including outputs of thermocouples, strain gages, RTO's, flow
meters, and other transducers. The 3054A also has digital inputs and
outputs, voltage and current 0/ A converters for precision closed-loop
control.
The 3054A offers the convenience of using instrumentation that is
designed as a system. To help the user get started fast, the measuring
system is rack-mounted and pre-tested. System specifications represent the summation of all instrument errors. An Introductory User's
Guide is part of the system documentation package which enables the
user to quickly learn how to use the system for his or her application.
The 3054A system performs by combining speed, accuracy and
computational power. Measurement rates from 4500 readings/second to 48 readings/second are possible with resolutions from 3th digits to 6th digits. OC measurements of low level transducers can be
made with 100 nanovolt resolution with greater than 150 dB of noise
rejection. An HP desktop computer or mini-computer will automate
the system, store data, linearize transducers, and provide computation and analysis.

3497A Data Acquisition/Control Unit with a front panel display
and keyboard, real time clock and HP-IB programming. Optional
assemblies and 3498A Extenders may be added as needed to solve
your application.
3456A Digital Voltmeter with OC volts, True RMS AC volts, ohms,
and ratio measurement capability with HP-IB programming.
3437A System Voltmeter with HP-IB programming
30" Cabinet with filler panels, fan and power outlets
System Documentation and Software includes Introductory
Guide, System Operating and Programming Manual, pre-recorded
system programming routines, operational verification programs for
instruments, application programs and service manuals.
One of four computer configuratIons is needed to complete the
system. You should choose one of the following configurations depending upon the specific requirements of your application.
(1) 85F Computer
82903A Memory Expansion Module
(2) 9826A Computer
Opt. 001 BASIC
Opt. 004 HPL
(3) 9835A Computer
98034B HP-IB Interface
98332A I/O ROM
(4) 9845T Computer
98034B HP-IB Interface
98412A I/O ROM

DATA ACQUISITION, TEST & CONTROL SYSTEMS
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Model 3054A (Con't)

(6~

85F
Desktop Computer

e

9826A
Desktop Computer

9835A
Desktop Computer

9845T
Desktop Computer

Measurement and Control
The 3497A Data Acquisition/Control Unit is the instrument that
provides the analog multiplexing, digital monitoring, and control
functions using plug-in assemblies. The 20 Channel Reed Relay Assembly provides low level guarded switching with <2 JlV of thermal
offset. An isothermal connector is provided as an option to this assembly for thermocouple compensation. Digital input and output assemblies are available for monitoring and control. And you get
specialized measurement and control using the Reciprocal Counter
Assembly and the programmable D/A Converter Assemblies. Up to
five of these optional plug-in assemblies can be contained in the
3497A mainframe. Expansion to more than five assemblies is provided by the 3498A Extender. Each 3498A can hold ten more assemblies. A total of thirteen extenders can be supported by one 3497A
mainframe, giving a maximum of 1000 analog channels and 1360
digital channels.
System timing is accomplished through the non-volatile real time
clock in the 3497A. Besides providing calendar and time of day information, this quartz-based clock has interrupt capability and elapsed
time.
The two digital voltmeters in the 3054A System provide a very
flexible measurement solution for various data acquisition applications, but the optional DVM assembly for the 3497A is an alternate
choice. This plug-in DVM has I Jl V sensitivity, 51/2 digit resolution,
integration, and guarding--<:apability previously available only on
stand-alone system DVMs. (Refer to page 48.)
The 3456A Digital Voltmeter is a 31/2 to 61/2 digit integrating voltmeter with high accuracy, 100 nanovolt sensitivity, and speed to 330
readings/second. Its DC and True RMS AC voltage and resistance
measurement capability reduce the amount of signal conditioning
necessary. The 3456A can detect 100 nanovolt changes in 100 mV
signals at speeds of 48 readings/second. This capability is necessary
for measuring thermocouples with the 3054A system to better than
0.01 °C resolution.
The 3456A has selectable integration times from 0.01 up to 100
power line cycles. At 0.01 power line cycles of integration, the reading
rate of the 3456A is 330 readings/second with 4 1h digits of resolution.
With 100 power line cycles of integration plus guarding, the 3456A
has greater than 140 dB of effective common mode rejection. The
excellent noise rejection and stability make the 3054A system particularly suited for repeatable low level measurements in the presence
of noise.
The analog input filter and digital averaging are two more ways the
3456A can eliminate the effects of noise.
The built-in memory of the 3456A can store both readings and sequences of measurement commands. The 3456A can store internally
up to 350 readings or up to 1400 ASCll programming characters or
combinations of both readings and programming characters.
A scanner advance signal and a voltmeter reading complete signal
provide the necessary synchronization between the 3456A and 3497A
to achieve analog scanning rates to 300 channels/second. (Refer to
page 100.)
The 3437A System Voltmeter is a high speed 3\h digit DC voltmeter which provides precisely timed sample and hold readings. It
can perform a variety of tasks from scanning DC inputs to AC waveform analysis. The high speed scanning is provided by a hardware
synchronization between the 3437A and 3497A. Repetitive signals
with frequency components up to I MHz and low frequency transients longer than I ms can be rapidly digitized and analyzed. Parameters like RMS value, residual DC, harmonic content, and peak
values can be automatically determined in only a fraction of the time
required by conventional methods. (Refer to page 98.)
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Racks and Cabinets
Other cabinets may be chosen besides the standard 30" rack for the
3054A. A 16" case is offered as a compact and portable package for
the 3054A. A desk provides rack space for the instrument and a table
top for software development. The 56" cabinet provides space for additional equipment and future expansion.
For more information on the 3054A, contact the local H P Field
Engineer or nearest H P Sales Office.

System Options

Price

Input Assemblies for the 3497 A
010: 20 Channel, Low Thermal Relay Multiplexer
Assembly
020: Relay Multiplexer Assembly with Thermocouple
Compensation
050: 16 Channel, Isolated, Digital Input/Interrupt
Assembly
060: Reciprocal Counter Assembly
070: 10 Channel, l2011 Strain Gage/Bridge Assembly
071: 10 Channel, 35011 Strain Gage/Bridge Assembly

Output Assemblies for the 3497 A
itO: 16 Channel Actuator/Digital Output Assembly

The variety of cabinet options with the 3054A can be configured
to fit a wide range of applications.

Power and Performance in Desktop Computers
The choice of four computers with the 3054A provides a wide range
of capability and performance for automating data acquisition applications. The desktop computers supported with the 3054A are the HP
85F, 9826A, 9835A and 9845T. The computers automate the system
by controlling the instruments and gathering the data over HP-IB.
All four computers offer easy interaction to greatly simplify the writing and editing of programs. The friendly languages of the computers
and the 3054A software package make it easy to get started. The presentation of data is very versatile when using a computer and external
peripherals. Transducer data can be converted to engineering units,
statistical analyses of the data can be performed and graphical representations of the data can be produced. The individual capabilities of
each computer such as speed, memory size, and output devices should
be considered for the different data acquisition applications.

Software and Documentation
The system software is an integral part of the 3054A Automatic
Data Acquisition/Control System. Specially written software and
documentation packages are supplied for each of the four computers.
This complete software package greatly simplifies programming and
enables the user to get started fast.
The complete software and documentation package supplied with
the 3054A includes:
• operational verification programs
• system sub-programming routines
• typical application programs
The system verification/diagnostic programs can be used to verify
that the system is in operating condition at the time of installation.
The programming of the 3054A is most effectively accomplished by
combining the system sub-program with other system operations.
Sample application programs are also provided for assistance in developing functional software.

1t5: 8 Channel High Voltage Actuator
120: ± 10V Dual D/A Converter Assembly
130: 0 to 20 mA or 4 to 20 mA Dual D/ A Converter
Assembly
230: U.S. Clock Format for the 3497 A (Month:Day:
Hours: M in:Sec)
231: European Clock Format for the 3497 A (Day:
Month: Hours: Min:Sec)
260: Delete Keyboard and Display on 3497A
261: Delete 3437A SVM and HP-IB cable
262: Delete 3456A DVM and HP-IB cable
280: Add 5'/2 digit DVM and current source for the
3497A. NOTE: Only one DVM may be deleted from
system, unless optional 3497A DV M assembly is
added.
298: Add 3498A Extender and connecting cables

$575

POO
$525
$500
$800
$800
$650
$475
$950
$900
N/C
N/C
less $350
less $2,820
less $3,770
$1.575

$1,800

Cabinet Options
400: Delete 30" cabinet; rack-mounting hardware
supplied
416: Add 16" combining case with power strip; delete
30" cabinet
456: Add 56" cabinet with fan and power strip; delete
30" cabinet
490: Add 44530A systems desk with fan, power strip,
and 23" rack space; delete 30" cabinet
496: Add locking drawer, 8" high, for 85A
498: Add locking drawer, 18" high, for 9835A

less $1.500
less $1,000
$200
$800
S350
$400

Software and Documentation Options
841: Complete 3054A System Documentation-85A
842: Complete 3054A System Documentation-9825B
843: Complete 3054A System Documentation-9835A
844: Complete 3054A System Documentation-9845T
*801: Complete 3054A System Documentation9826A (BASIC)
*804: Complete 3054A System Documentation9826A (HPL)

Basic 3054A System
"Available 1st Qtr. t982

'/C

N/C
N/C
N/C

N/C
N/C

$11,680
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Automatic Data Acquisition / Control System rh~
Model 3054C .:~
• Precise measurement and analysis
• Execute multiple programs simultaneously
• Communicate to other computers in a distributed
network

e

Description
The 3054C Automatic Data Acquistion/Control System combines
precise instrumentation with the power and versatility of HP 1000
computers. The 3054C is similar to the 3054A system except that the
3054C supports software compatible with the H P 1000 series of computers. The 1000 series of computers give you increased analysis capabilities and can be used to create multitasking, distributed, data
acquisition and control networks. Distributed systems allow you to
control instruments with one computer while another computer in the
network analyzes or processes the data. The multitasking capability
of the HP 1000 allows any computer in the network to simultaneously
control instruments with one program while another program performs other, possibly unrelated, tasks.

Instrumentation
The 3054C consists of a 3497A Data Acquisition/Control Unit and
a 3456A Digital Voltmeter. The 3497A is a card cage instrument that
can be custom configured to meet your needs. Assemblies are available for A/D conversion, multiplexing, strain gage/bridge completion, digital inputs/interrupts, counting, actuator outputs, and
voltage and current D/ A outputs. The 3456A is a very precise voltmeter and has the resolution and noise rejection required for measuring low levels in a noisy system environment.
Computers
The 3054C software package is compatible with the HP 1000 L, M,
E, and F series of computers. These computers allow you to configure
or expand your system as needed. The HP 1000 L series computers
are well suited to control the 3054C due to their moderate cost and
their intelligent high speed I/O. The HP 1000 M/E/F series are good
choices where additional computing power is required and are good
choices as host computers in a distributed system.

Software
The 3054C software package consists of over 35 subroutines that
can be used as building blocks to create a useful measurement program. The subroutines allow the user to write sophisticated programs
without knowing instrument programming codes. Included in the
3054C software package are linearization programs for most thermocouples, 120 and 350 Ohm strain gages, thermistors and RTD's. The
routines include error trapping to locate and identify system
problems.

System Configuration
The 3054C consists of the following. The computer, other computer
peripherals and computer operating systems are ordered separately.

3054C
Instruments:
3497A Data Acquisition/Control Unit
3456A Digital Voltmeter
Software and Documentation
3054C Software package consisting of measurement, conversion,
utility and HELP routines.
Rack / Integration
30" Rack (shown) is standard. Other racks are available. Integration includes HP-1B cables, instrument connecting cables and test
assem blies.
Verification / Installation
The 3054C is installed and tested with the H P 1000 computer at the
customer's site.

Ordering Information
Basic 3054C Automatic Data Acquisition/
Control System

Price
$10,000

B
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Data Loggers
~~ Model 3054DL
• 5 '/2 Digit Measurement

• Data Analysis
• Graduated Software

• Graphics

.:
~
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Description
The 3054DL consists of a precise measurement unit housed inside
an attractive locking cabinet. When you add the computational capability of the 85F scientific computer, the combination becomes more
than just a data logger-it becomes a complete scientific measurement station with data and program storage, graphics and excellent
measurement performance.
The Measurement Unit contains a 5!!' digit digital voltmeter with a
dc current source for ohms measurements as well as a 5-slot mainframe for optional plug-in assemblies. Each slot accepts either a
counter, a low-thermal multiplexer, a thermocouple multiplexer, a
digital input card or a digital output (alarm relay) card. Advanced
noise-rejection techniques such as Multi-Slope Integration and Tree
Switching compliment the I microvolt sensitivity of the voltmeter.
The 85F Computer is not only a system controller, it is a full function BASIC language scientific computer with data analysis capabilitites, graphics CRT and printer, and a built-in tape cartridge for both
data and program storage.
Temperature Measurements, whether made with thermocouples,
RTD's or thermistors, are all specified in terms of total system accuracy. The thermocouple reference junction is located on the connector
block and is read automatically via the data logger software.
Resistance can be measured in a 4-wire configuration to eliminate
the effects of lead wire resistance.
The Reciprocal Counter accepts logic-level inputs and can operate
in either a period measurement mode or a totalize mode.
Digital Inputs and Digital (alarm relay) Outputs are available for
monitoring switch positions and controlling external devices.
Graduated Software
The program, or "software" that instructs the measurement unit is
stored on a magnetic tape cartridge in the 85F computer. This software flexibility allows you to choose anyone of the three programming methods that fits your need best:

Levell: Menu entry ... no programming language required

Level 2: Line entry ... no computer language required ... just enter data logger information

1

e

Ruse I

SUBPROGRAM

I
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re ....

DC Voltmeter (Use Option 010 or 020):
Ranging: Auto or fixed range
AID Technique: Integrating
Maximum Input Voltage: Hi to Lo: ± 120 V peak
Lo to Guard: ± 170 V peak
Any terminal to Chassis: ± 170 V peak
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Subroutine ... enter a short BASIC program that uses prewritten
subprograms
Levell

Level 2

X

X

Level 3
X

X

X

X

dc Volts. k ohms
J. K, TThermocouples

£. R. SThermocouples

X

X
X

B. Nn Thermocouples
385 Platinum RTD
2252 Thermistor
X

Labels
Limits, Alarms
Log 30 Channels
Log up to 100 Channels

X

Frequency, Totalize
Histograms, Graphs
Strip Chart
User Definable Functions

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

ad b
aebx
a+ blnx
axb

Custom Programming, Up to
42 Functions
X

Customer Programs

Graphic Presentation is the key to understanding the data. From
the graphic display to the program flexibility to the precise measure·
ment capability, the 3054DL is the complete data logger.

Graphical Plotting-It Tells the Whole Story
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Accuracy
(90 days)
(%Rdg.+Counts)

Resolution
Range
,007 + 5
.IV
1 ~V
1V
006 + 2
10 ~V
10 V
.006 + 1
100 ~V
1mV
100V •
.006 + 1
For >90 days, add 10 ppm/month to accuracy
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Maximum
Reading
,119999
1.19999
11.9999
119,999
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3054DL Specifications
The following specifications include all contact resistances, contact
voltages and dvm errors. Accuracy specifications apply when the
3054DL is in an ambient environment of 23°C ± 5°, <85% R.H.
Temperature coefficients are applied when the ambient temperature
is 0 to 18°C or 28 to 50°C.

Temperature
Coefficient
(%Rdg.+Counts)/'C
,00025 +15
.0002 + .02
0002 + ,01
.00025 + ,03

lin
>10"
>10"
>10'°
10 MG ±0,5%

Normal Mode Rejection: 60 dB (50 or 60 Hz ± .1 %)
Effective Common Mode ReJection:
ac: 150 dB (50 or 60 Hz ± .1%)
de: 104 dB (100 Channels)
Ohmmeter (Use Option 010 or 020):
Type: 2-wire or 4-wire
Current Source: Floating
Current
Through
Maximum
1Count
Range
Reading
Resolution
Unknown
100G
119.999
1mG
ImA
1kG
1.19999
10ma
100 ~A
10 kG
11.9999
lOOma
10 ~A
100 kG
119999
1G
10 ~A
For >90 days. add 20 ppm/month to baSIC accuracy

Accurlcy
(90 days)
(%Rdg.+Counts)
.032 + 5
.032 + 5
,032 + 5
.031 + 2

Temperature
Coefficient
(%Rdg.+Countsl/'C
0028+.15
0028 + .15
0028+15
0027 + ,02

Options:
30S4DL: Includes 5V2 digit DVM, current source, real
time clock, HP·IB interface, sliding drawer and cabinet, software Levels 1 & 2, and pre-initialized data tape
Option # (Choose up to 5 total option cards3054DL capacity Is 5 slots)
010: 20 channel guarded input relay card
020: 19 channel guarded input relay card with thermocouple compensation. Measures JKERST thermocouples or dc volts
050: 16 channel optically isolaled digital input
060: Frequency counter, totalizer
110: 16 channel digital output actuator relay card
230: Clock format: Mo:Day:Hr:Min:Sec
231: Clock format: Day:Mo:Hr:Min:Sec
260: Delete scanner display and controls
Choose one power line option:
315: 100 Volts; 50 Hz
316: 100 Volts; 60 Hz
325: 120 Volts; 50 Hz
326: 220 Volts; 50 Hz
335: 220 Volts; 60 Hz
336: 220 Volts; 60 Hz
345: 240 Volts; 50 Hz
346: 240 Volts; 60 Hz
400: Delete locking cabinet with sliding drawer
841: Add Level 3 software for custom data acquisition
programs
910: Extra set of Level I & 2 software (one set comes
with 3054DL at no charge)
Computer (Order both items to complete the 3054DL)
85F: Computer with CRT, printer, keyboard, graphics, '
magnetic tape drive, 82937A HP-IB I/O card, 0008515003 I/O ROM, 82936A ROM Drawer
82903A: 16K Memory Module

Price
$5300

$575
$700
$525
$500
$650

N/C
N/C
-$350

N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C

N/C
N/C
-$850
$400
$200
$3985
$295
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Data Acquisition/Control Unit
Model 3497A
• Relay Multiplexing
• DVM
• Real Time Clock
• Bridge Completion

•
•
•
•

Digital Inputs I Outputs
Counter
Programmable D I A's
Optional RS 232C Interface

3497A

Description
The 3497A Data Acquisition/Control Unit combines the capabilities of several instruments and is a basic building block of an automatic data acquisition and control system. The 3497 A will be used in
an HP-IB automated system and can be viewed as a precision measurement and control computer peripheral.
The 3497A has been designed to be a very versatile and very powerful instr'ument. A basic 3497 A corisists of a mainframe that includes a
front panel keyboard and display, a non-volatile real time clock, and
an H P-I B interface. Available as an option is a 51j2 digit integrating
digital voltmeter and current source that occupies a dedicated slot in
the 3497 A chassis. Capability is added to the 3497 A by using any
combination of plug-in assemblies. Available plug-in assemblies are:
-Relay Multiplexers with or without thermocouple compensation
-Digital Input/ Interrupt
-Counters
-Strain gage/bridge completion
-Actuators
-Programmable voltage and current D/ A's
Up to 5 assemblies can be added to a 3497A and the 3498A Extender chassis can hold up to 10 more plug-in assemblies.

High Performance
The 3497A DV M can resolve I microvolt signals and is ideal for the
precise measurement of the outputs of thermocouples, strain gauges
and other transducers. Included on the DVM is a programmable current source that allows four terminal resistance measurements. The
multiplexer assemblies switch 3 wires (Hi, Lo, and Guard) and add
less than 2 microvolts of thermal offset to the measured signal.

Flexible Hardware Configuration
The 3497A card cage can hold 5 of any combination of the plug-in
assemblies. This allows the multiplexing of up to 100 3-wire inputs to
the DVM in a single 3497A or a single 3497A might contain 60 mul-

tiplexer channels, 16 digital inputs, 16 actuator outputs, and a DV M.
By using the 3498A Extender, up to 1000 analog channels and 1360
digital channels can be controlled, all at a single bus address.

Ease of Use
The 3497A keyboard and display make the 3497A very easy to use
and makes debugging of a 3497 A-based system easy. The calibration
adjustments for the 3497A DVM are located behind a hinged front
panel; this allows complete calibration of the DVM without removing
it from the test rack. Connections to all of the 3497A assemblies are
made using screw terminals, therefore eliminating the need for
soldering.

Automatic Data Acquisition and Control Systems
The 3497A is an integral part of the 3054A/C Automatic Data
Acquisition and Control Systems. The 3054A consists of a 3456A
Digital Voltmeter for high accuracy measurements, a 3437 A Systems
Voltmeter for high speed measurements and a 3497A for multiplexing, digital I/0 and control. The 3054A includes software compatible
with the H P 85, 9825, 9835 or 9845 computers. The 3054C is similar
to the 3054A but it does not include the 3437A and the software is
compatible with the H P 1000 series of computers. The 3497A is also a
part of the 3054 DL data logger.

, =, '-I '-'1 • =, -,
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Real Time Clock
The 3497A mainframe includes a quartz referenced non-volatile
real time clock. In addition to providing timing data, the clock can
measure elapsed time, interrupt at a pre-settable time, and output a
programmable pulse train.
Clock Format:
Month: Day:Hours: Minutes:Seconds (U .S. Format)
Day:Month:Hours:Minutes:Seconds (European Format)
Modes
Real Time Mode:
Elapsed Time Mode:
Time Alarm Mode:
Time Interval Mode:
Timer Output Mode:

Max. Time Resolution
I year
I second
106 seconds I second
24 hours
I second
24 hours
I second
I second
100 ~s

Accuracy
±(.005% of time +.1 s)
±(.005% of time +.1 s)
±(.005% of time +.1 s)
±(,005% of time +.1 s)
±,02% of time

Voltmeter Measurement Accuracy
± (% of reading + Number of Counts)
Auto zero on:
90 Days: 23°C ± SoC
Digits Displayed
Range
5';' Digits
4% Digits
,01 + I
.10V
,007 + 3
1.00 V
006 + 1
01 + I
,01 + I
10.00 V
.006 + I
,01 + I
100.00 V
,006 + I
Input Impedance
High to Low (in parallel
with 120 pF at 1 MHz)
.1 Vto 10 VRange
100 VRange

25 'C, <85% R.H.
40 'C, <60% R.H.

40 'C, <95% R.H.
>109
10 MQ ± .5%

>10'0
10 MQ ± ,5%

Maximum Input Voltage
High to low: 120 V peak
Low to guard: 170 V peak
Guard to chassis: 170 V peak
Current source
Accuracy: 90 days
Range
10 ~A
100 ~A
I mA

3% Digits
.1 + I
.1 + I
.1 + I
I +I

23'C -+5'C
2,5 nA
25.0 nA
250 nA

Compliance: > + 15 volts
Isolation voltage: 170 volts peak
Output resistance: > 10 10 11

General Information
Maximum reading rate: (readings/second)

Option 001-5% Digit DVM and Current Source
The 3497A DVM assembly is a systems quality, 5'12 digit, I microvolt sensitive DC Voltmeter. The DVM is fully guarded and uses an
integrating A/D conversion technique; this yields excellent common
and normal mode noise rejection.
Included on the DVM assembly is a three level programmable current source. The current source. when used simultaneously with the
DVM, can be used to make high accuracy four terminal resistance
measurements with I milliohm resolution.
The 3497 A DV M assembly is fully programmable and can be configured to meet almost any measurement configuration. The 3497A
DVM can be programmed for increased reading rates, obtaining a
maximum of 50 readings per second in 51/2 digit mode and 300 readings in 3 Y2 digit mode. The number of readings per trigger and the
delay between readings are programmable. Included on the DVM assembly is memory storage of up to sixty 5Y, digit readings.

Voltmeter Ranges/Resolution
5'/, Digit
4% Digit
Range Max. Display Resolution
Resolution
.10 V
±,119999
I ~V
10 ~V
1.0 V
±1.19999
10 ~V
100 ~V
10.0 V ±11.9999
I mV
100 ~V
100.0 V ±119.999
I mV
10mV

3% Digit
Resolution
100 ~V
I mV
10 mV
100 mV

I

I

Auto Zero
ON
OFF

60 Hz Operation
Digits Displayed
5';'
3'/,
4%
25
100
150
50
200
300

50 Hz Operation
Digits Displayed
4%
3';'
5%
20
125
83
40
166
250

Delay: 0 to 99.9999 sec. in 100 /lsec. steps
Buffer size: packed format: 100 readings; ASCII format: 60
readings
Number of readings per trigger: I to 999
Measurement Speeds
For the 3497A DV M and the relay multiplexer. speeds are given for
measurements on random channels (using software channel selection) and sequential channels (using external hardware increment).
Speeds include I/O times to the indicated computers.
60 Hz operation

Max. Input
Voltage

Sequential
Channels

Voltmeter
Digits Displayed
5'1,
4'/,
3'1,

120 V
peak

Random
Channels

5'1,
4'1,

3'/,

85A

16
22
23

39
97
116

9825T 9835A 9845T HPI000
(Measurement/second)
40
40
40
30
100
100
100
88
120
120
107
120
31
58
65

20
30
31

20
30
31

21
31
33
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Data Acquisition / Control Unit
~~ Model 3497A

Input signal characteristics:

Input Level
5V
12 V
24 V

Option 010-20 Channel Relay Multiplexer
This assembly uses reed relays to multiplex signals to the DVM or
other instruments. Each assembly switches 20 channels, each channel
consists of HI, Lo, and Guard lines. Two channels may be closed per
assembly and relays may be closed in a random sequence or incremented between programmable limits. The low thermal offset of the
relays make it suitable for measuring the outputs of strain gauges and
other transducers. Each channel can be configured with a filter or
current shunt for additional flexibility.
Input Characteristics
Maximum Input voltage: < 170 V peak between any two input terminals
Maximum current: 50 mA per channel non-inductive
Maximum power: I VA per channel
Thermal offset: Direct Switched: < I jJ.V Differential, Tree
Switched: <2 jJ.V Differential
Closed channel resistance:
In series: 100 fl ± 10% in High, Lo and Guard
Relays contacts only: < I fl
Open channel Isolation: > 10 10 fl (Hi to Lo, 40°C, <60% R.H.)
Maximum switch rate: Random Channels: 38/second (using
9835A Computer); 475/second (using hardware increment)
Rated switch life at 1 VA: 10' operatons
All relays are break-before-make
Option 020-Relay Multiplexer with Thermocouple
Compensation
The option 020 assembly uses the same relay multiplexer as option
010 but incorporates a special isothermal connector block to allow
thermocouple compensation. Two types of compensation (selectable
by the user) are available. A temperature-dependent voltage is generated for software compensation; this voltage is then used in a computer program to compensate the thermocouple voltage. Hardware
compensation involves inserting a voltage in the measurement circuit
that automatically compensates the thermocouple voltage.
Reference Junction Compensation Comparison
Compensation Type
Software
Hardware
One
of
the following
Any
mixture
Compatible Thermocouples
types: B,E,J,K,R,S,T
Measurement channels available
per assembly
Reference junction compensation
accuracy (23 0 C ± 50 C)

19

20
1°C

Option 050-16 Channel Isolated Digital
Input/Interrupt
The option 050 assembly can sense up to 16 channels of digital data.
The first 8 channels can also be used as interrupt lines to detect transient signals. The assembly can accept a wide range of input levels
and all functions and masks are fully programmable. A five volt supply is provided for driving external contact closures and open collector
outputs.

Low Voltage
Maximum
0.8 V
3.0 V
6.0 V

Maximum Input
High Voltage
Voltage Between
MInimum High &Low Terminals
2.4 V
30 V
7.0 V
42 V
13.0 V
42 V

Minimum
Input
Current
400 ~A
I mA
2mA

MaxImum voltage between any terminal and chassis: ± 170 V
peak
Logic polarity: Positive True (Negative True is Jumper Selectable)
Handshake:
Gate handshake line is isolated, open collector output.
Flag handshake line is isolated, 5 V, 12 V, or 24 V input
Interrupt Mode (Bits 0-7)
MinImum pulse width: 100 microseconds
Triggering: Each interrupt line is individually programmable for
positive or negative edge triggering.
Masking: Each interrupt line may be enabled or disabled using a
programmable mask.

Option 060-100 kHz Reciprocal Counter
This option can be used to measure mechanical and low frequency
electronic signals. The counter can measure the period of signals up to
100 kHz and the pulse width of signals down to 18 jJ.S. The counter
can also count up or down from a programmable start point. It can
accept a wide variety of input signals including CMOS, open collector
TTL and passive contact closures.
The counter is very flexible and can be configured for many measurement configurations, Some features are:
-Programmable Edge Triggering
-Isolated or Non-isolated Input
-Hardware and Software Interrupts
-5 Volt Supply for sensing contact closures
-Programmable Pulse Output
All counter functions, interrupts and trigger modes are fully programmable. The counter can be reading during a measurement or can
be programmed to respond when a measurement is complete.
Input Signal Characteristics:
Input Levels:
Input
Level
Range
5V
12V
24V

V(Lo)
(Maximum)
Isolated
Non-iso
1.0V
1.0V
1.8V
2.7V
2.6V
6.0V

V(Hi)
(Minimum)
Isolated
Non·iso
4.2V
4.2V
10.3V
8.0V
18.4V
16.5V

(5V level is standard. 12 and 24 volt levels are jumper selectsble. Other voltages can be accepted
uaing customer supplied resistors.)

Input Circuit: Switch selection of optically isolated or non-isolated
input. Non-isolated input has 19.5 kQ minimum input impedance.
Non-isolated mode is standard.
Maximum Isolation Voltage: 170 V peak between any terminal and
ground. Isolated mode only.

Period Mode:
Input Signal Characteristics:
Maximum Input Frequency: 100 kHz
Minimum On Time: 5 /lS
Minimum Off Time: 5 /lS
Range Characteristics:
Least Significant Digit (LSD)
Hp·IB
Display
Range

9999.999 s
99.99999 s
0.9999999 s
09999999 s

1ms
10ms
100 ns
10 ns

10ms
100 ~s
I ~s
I ~s

Accuracy: ± (.01 % of reading + 2 LSDs + Trigger Error)
Trigger Error: Maximum Transition Time for input voltage to go
from V(lo) to V (Hi) or V(Hi) to V(Lo)
Pulse Width:
Input Signal Characteristics:
Minimum Start to Stop time: (Pulse Width): 18 /lS
Minimum Stop to Start Time: 18 /lS
Range Characteristics:

Range

Least Significant Digit (LSD)
Hp·IB
Display

9999.999 s
99.99999 s
0.999999 s
.099999 s

I ms
10 ~s
Ijls
Ijls

10ms
100 jlS
I ~s
Ijls

Accuracy: ± (0.1 % of reading + Trigger Error + (2 LSDs or 18 /lS,
whichever is greater)).
Trigger Error: Maximum Transition Time for input voltage to go
from V(Lo) to V(Hi) + V(Hi) to V(Lo)
Totalize/Down Count Mode:
Input Signal Characteristics:
Maximum Input Frequency: 100 kHz
Minimum Pulse Width: 5 /lS
Range: 0 to 999,999

Adjustment and calculation of the bridge equation are done in the
system controller. Specific software to support the use of the assembly is supplied with the 3054A/C systems. Option 070 completes 120
ohms bridges while option 071 completes 350 ohm bridges.

Specifications
Sensitivity: (with excitation voltage at 5 volts)

Bridge Type

3497A DVM

3456A DVM

Range at Best Resolution

v,

.4 ~E

.04 ~E

42400 ~E

V,

.2 ~E

.02 ~E

21200 ~E

Full

.1

~E

.01

9500 ~E

~E

Accuracy: These specifications include all system-related errors:
bridge resistor tolerance and drift, thermal offsets of bridge, scanner
and voltmeter, voltmeter accuracy, injected currents, self-heating of
bridge resistors and system noise. The only exceptions are lead wire
mismatch and the accuracy of the gage itself. Specifications are valid
for either the 3456A and the 3497 DVM with one line cycle integration. The specifications assume a gage factor of 2. (All specifications
are ± the value shown and assume an excitation voltage of + 5 V.)

Bridge Type

24 Hour
23°C ± IOC

90 Day
23°C ± 5°C

~90 Days
23°C ± 5°C

1/,

7 ~E

25jlE

180 ~E/Mo.

v,

4 ~E

5 ~E

40 jlE/Mo.

Full

I ~E

IjlE

04jlE/Mo.

Excitation Supply Requirements:
V max: 5.4 Vdc
I (out): 250 mA per) 0 channels (120 ohm gages)

Option 110 16 Channel Actuator
Option 115 B Channel High Voltage Actuator
There are two actuator assemblies that can be used in 3497 A based
systems to switch control signals and voltages:
Option 110 consists of 16 mercury wetted form C (single pole-double throw) relays. Each relay can be individually closed and can
switch one amp at 100 volts. The actuator assembly can be used to
switch test fixture power or to actuate alarm bells. This tlexibility of
this assembly allows it to be used as a digital output or matrix switch.
Option 115 is an 8 channel high voltage actuator assembly. This
assembly will be used to switch voltages up to 252 VRMS and currents up to 2 amperes. This capability makes the Option 115 assembly
ideal for switching power line voltages to small motors, alarm bells
and lights, motor starters and solenoids.

Option 110 and 115 Specifications

Option 110
Option 070-120 Ohm Strain Gage/Bridge Completion
Assembly
Option 071 - 350 Ohm Strain Gage / Bridge Completion
Assembly
The option 070/071 assemblies may be used to provide bridge completion for measuring strain gages, RTD's pressure sensors and load
cells. Each card uses an internal shared half bridge and can complete
10 channels of 1,4 and V, and full bridges in any combination. When
used with a +5V excitation supply (such as the HP 6214A) and the
3497A DVM, the assembly provides .1/lE sensitivity with I/lE accuracy. Provisions are made for shunt calibration and checking gage
leakage and lead resistance.

Switch Form
Contact Type
Number of channels
5 Volt Pullup for
digital output
Maximum Voltage

C
Mercury Wetted
16
Yes

Maximum Current
Maximum Power

lamp
100 VA

Isolation Voltage

100 V Peak

170 V Peak

Option 115
A
Dry
8
No
252 VRMS
48 VDC
2 ARMS or DC
500 VA AC
60 VA DC
400 V Peak input to
output
1500 VRMS to chassis
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Option 120-Dual Voltage O/A
Option 130-Dual Current D/A
Option 120 consists of two 0 to ± I 10V programmable voltage
sources. These sources can be used to provide a programmable test
stimulus or to control voltage programmed devices like power supplies and VCO's. The output voltage can be remotely sensed to compensate for voltage drop in the leads.
Option 130 consists of two 0 to 20 rnA or 4 to 20 rnA programmable
current sources. These sources, especially when using the 4 to 20 rnA
range, can be used as transmitters in industrial current loops and can
drive up to 600 ohms of total loop resistance.
Each voltage and current source is isolated from the other and
ground. Isolation breaks possible ground loops and permits control of
devices that are floated up to 170 volts above ground.
Option 120 Specifications:
Output: 13 bits including polarity
Least Significant Bit: 2.5 mV
Output Range: -10.2375 V to +10.2375 V
Accuracy: (using remote sense)
24 Hours: 23°C ± 1°C: ± .025% of programmed value ± 2.5 mV
90 Days: 23°C ± 5DC: ± .070% of programmed value ± 4.0 mV
Temperature Coefficient: (0 to 18°C, 28 to 50°C) ± .0045% of
programmed value/oC ± 100 IlV /oC
Ripple and Noise: 2.5 mV rms. 20 Hz to 250 kHz into I kfl
Load Regulation: 600 Il V (0 to 15 rnA)
Maximum Output Current: 15 rnA (output within specifications)
Option 130 Specifications:
Output: 12 bits
Least Significant Bit: 5 IlA (0 to 20 rnA range)
4 IlA (4 to 20 rnA range)
Output Range: 0 to 20.475 rnA to 20.380 rnA (each source jumper
selectable)
Accuracy:
24 Hours: 23°C ± 1°C: ± 0.03% of programmed value ± 5.5 IlA
90 Days: 23°C ± 5°C: ± 0.07% of programmed value ± 10.0 IlA
Temperature Coefficient (0 to 18°C, 28 to 50°C): ± .0075%/oC
or programmed value ± 650 nA/oC
Ripple and Noise: 5 IlA rms, 20 Hz to 250 kHz into 100 ohms
Compliance Voltage: 12.0 volts
Load Regulation: ± 2.0 IlA (2.0 V to 12.0 V)
Option 232 RS232C Interface
Option 232 to the 3497A deletes the standard HP-IB interface and
adds an RS232C (CCITT/V.24) compatible interface. The option
232 interface is also compatible with the new RS423 (CCITT /V.IO)
version of the RS449 interace.
The option 232 interface allows you to remotely locate the 3497A.
When used with an RS423 compatible computer the 3497A can be
located up to 1200 meters away from the computer. When used with
full duplex asychronous MODEMs the 3497A can be located anywhere there are available telephone lines. Option 232 provides 8 data
rates from 110 to 19,200 BPS with even or odd parity and a 7 or 8 bit
character length. HP technical brochure part number 5952-8884 contains additional information on 3497A option 232.
Option 29S-349SA E .\tender
The 3498A Extender chassis allows low cost expansion of 3497Abased systems. Each 3498A can hold up to ten 3497A plug-in assemblies. Use of one or more 3498A's requires a 3497 A (for control); all
required connecting cables are supplied with the 3498A.

Number of slots per 3498A: 10
Maximum number of added analog multiplexer channels (options 010,020,030,040): 900 channels (45 assemblies)
Maximum number of added non-analog acquisition assemblies
(options 050,060, 110, 120, 130): 85 assemblies
.
Maximum number of 3498A's per 3497A: 13

General
Size (3497A or 3498A): 190.5 mm H x 428.6 mm W x 520.7 mm D
(71h" x 16Ys" x 20Y2"). Additional 2" in depth should be allowed for
wiring.
Net weight: 3497A, 20.4 kg (45 Ibs.) and 3498A, 20.4 kg (45 Ibs.)
with assemblies in all slots.
Shipping weight: 3497A and 3498A maximum with assemblies in
all slots are 26.3 kg (26.3 Ibs.)
Environmental (3497A or 3498A):
Operating temperature: O°C to 55°C
Non-operating temperature: -40°C to 75°C
Humidity: to 95% at 40°C except as noted
Operating power: switch selection of 110, 120, 220 and 240 volts
± 10%, 48-66 Hz, 150 VA 3497 A and 3498A.

Ordering Information
Opt 001 5Y2 digit DVM and Current Source
To field install, order 44420A kit
Opt 010 20 channel Relay Multiplexer Assembly
To field install, order 44421A kit
Opt 020 Relay Multiplexer Assembly with thermocouple compensation; to field install, order 44422A kit
Opt 05016 channel isolated Digital Input/Interrupt
Assembly; to field install, order 44425A kit
Opt 060 100 kHz Reciprocal Counter; to field install,
order 44426A kit
Opt 070 120 Ohm Strain Gage/Bridge Completion
Assembly; to field install, order 44427A kit
Opt 071 350 Ohm Strain Gage/Bridge Completion
Assembly; to field install, order 44427B kit
Opt 110 16 channel Actuator/Digital Output Assembly; to field install, order 44428A kit
Opt 1158 Channel High Voltage Actuator Assembly;
to field install, order 44431 A Kit
Opt 120 Dual Output 0 to ± 10V D/ A Converter Assembly; to field install, order 44429A kit
Opt 130 Dual Output 0 to 20/4 to 20 rnA D/A Converter Assembly; to field install, order 44430A kit
Opt 230 Clock Format (Month:Day:Hours:Min:Sec)
Opt 231 Clock Format (Day:Month:Hours:Min:Sec)
Opt 232 Delete HP-IB Interface, add RS232C Interface
Opt 260 Delete Keyboard and Display
Opt 298 Add 3498A Extender & connecting cables; to
field install, order as a 3498A, not as a 3497A Opt 298
Opt 315-346 Power and Frequency Options:
Opt 907 Front Handle Kit (5061-0090)
Opt 908 Rack Flange Kit (5061-0078)
Opt 909 Rack Flange & Front Handle Kit (50610084)
Opt 910 Extra Set of 3497A/3498A Documentation
3497A Data Acquisition/Control Unit

Price
$1575
$575
$700
$525
$500
$800
$800
$650
$475
$950
$900
N/C

.... /e
$159
less $350
$1700
N/C
$40
$30
$65
S60

$2750
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Multiplexer Scanner rh~
Model 3495A ~~
• Low level switching
• Multichannel closure

• Switched guard
• Relay actuation

.:
~
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3495A

SYSTEMS

Description
General
The 3495A Scanner switches analog input signals to an appropriate
measuring device (voltmeter). It can also control external devices
with relay actuator closures. Ideal for many data logging and data
acquisition applications, the scanner can be used for sequential or
random scanning. Any Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB) compatible controller can be used to operate the Scanner. Any combination of four relay assemblies (discussed below) can be used per
scanner mainframe. More than four assemblies requires additional
scanner mainframes.
Five optional relay assemblies are available with the scanner, four
low thermal assemblies and one actuator assembly.

to 230V peak. A separate guard relay for each channel minimizes the
effects of common mode voltage on low level measurements. A breakbefore-make feature ensures that only one channel at a time is closed,
which prevents connecting two inputs simultaneously.
Maximum contact ratings: Voltage: 200V peak; Current: 200 rnA
(non-inductive); Maximum input voltage: 230V peak: Thermal
Offset: <21lV differential EMF; Isolation: > 101"\!; Switching
Time: 10 ms max.

OPTION 004

OPTION 001

Low Thermal Relay Assemblies
Applications: low level dc measurements; dc volts and resistance
scanning.
Transducer sensing: thermocouples, thermistors, strain gauges,
pH meters.
1. Ten Channel Low Thermal Relay Assembly (Opt. 001): This
assembly provides ten 3-wire input channels for switching voltages up

2. Twenty Channel Low Thermal Relay Assembly (Opt. 004):
Designed for switching voltages below 42V peak, this assembly contains twenty 3-pole input channels. Very low thermal offset voltages
are maintained in the assembly for low level switching. When used in
conjunction with the High Speed Controller Board (Opt. 100) and
the 3437A System Voltmeter, switching speeds of up to 1000 channels/s with 100llV resolution can be obtained.
Maximum contact ratings: Voltage: 42V peak; Current: 40mA
(non-inductive); Maximum input voltage: 42V peak; Thermal
Offset: <1 IlV differential EMF; Isolation: > 10'\!; Switching
Time: I ms max.
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Option 003

Option 100

3. Nine Channel Reference Assembly with Thermocouple Compensation (Opt. 003): An isothermal block, which replaces the standard terminal connector, acts as a reference junction for up to nine
thermocouples. The remaining channel measures the temperature of
the reference junction with a built-in thermistor. This temperature
information is used for thermocouple reference junction compensation.
Maximum contact ratings: Voltage: 42V peak; Current: 200mA
(non-inductive); Maximum input voltage: 42V peak; Thermal
offset: <2J,LV differential EMF; Isolation: > 10'[1; Switching
Time: 10 ms max.

cuits fused at 2 amperes or less and less than 200 VA).
High Speed Control Board (Opt. 100): Replacing the standard
control board with the High Speed Control Board adds high speed
capability to the 3495A Scanner. When Opt. 004 or Opt. 005 low
thermal assemblies are used in conjunction with an external triggering device, such as a 3437 A System Voltmeter, speeds of up to 1000
channels/s with 100 J,LV resolution can be obtained. The High Speed
Control Board is compatible with other relay assemblies, but no speed
improvements are achieved.

General
Operating temperature: O°C to +55°C
Humidity range: 95% R.H., O°C to +40°C
Power: 100/120/220/240 +5%, -10%
48 to 66 Hz line operation, < 100VA
Size: 190.5 H x 428.6 W x 520.7 mm D (7.5" x 16.87" x 20.5").
Weight: Depends on options. Net: 18 kg (39.6 Ibs.) maximum with
four relay assemblies. Shipping: 22 kg (48.4 Ibs.) maximum.
Options, accessories and field installation kits
Order one or more optional relay assemblies to obtain desired number
of channels. Up to a total of four assemblies may be used in any combination in each scanner mainframe.

Option 005
4. Nineteen Channel Reference Assembly with Thermocouple
Compensation (Opt. 005): similar in operation to Option 003 exceptthere are nineteen low thermal channels instead of nine channels.
When used in conjunction with Option 100 and the 3437A SVM,
switching speeds of up to 1000 channels/s with 100 J,LV resolution can
be achieved.
Maximum contact ratings: Voltage: 42V peak; Current: 40 rnA
(non-inductive): Maximum input voltage: 42V peak; Thermal offset
<IJ,LV differential EMF; Isolation: >10'[1; Switching time: I ms
max.

Option 002

Relay Actuator Assembly
Applications: process control, actuate visual or audio indicators,
control high current relays, up to 2 X 5 X 2 Matrix switching.
Ten Channel Relay Actuator Assembly: This relay actuator assembly provides ten independently programmable 2-wire closures for
controlling high current relays, distributing low current dc or ac voltages, or external control function. Each two-pole relay can switch
currents up to 2 A rms. Any combination of channels on this assembly
may be closed or opened simultaneously.
Maximum contact ratings: voltage: 100V rms; Current: 2 Arms;
Maximum input voltage: 230V peak; Thermal offset: < 30 J,LV differential EMF; Switching time: 40 ms max. (Caution: For use in cir-

Option
001: Ten Channel Low Thermal Relay Assembly
002: Ten Channel Relay Actuator Assembly
003: Nine Channel Reference Assembly With Thermocouple Compensation
004: Twenty Channel Low Thermal Relay Assembly
005: Nineteen Channel Reference Assembly With
Thermocouple Compensation
100: High Speed Control Board
Field Installation Kits
44401A Ten Channel Low Thermal Relay Assembly
44402A Ten Channel Relay Actuator Assembly
44403A Nine Channel Reference Assembly With
Thermocouple Compensation
44404A Twenty Channel Low Thermal Relay Assembly
4440SA Nineteen Channel Reference Assembly With
Thermocouple Compensation
44413A High Speed Control Board
In addition, options 00 I or 004 can be field modified to
include thermocouple compensation by ordering the appropriate terminal connectors.
Additional terminal connectors for:
Ten Channel Low Thermal Relay Assembly 0349564101
Ten Channel Relay Actuator Assembly 03495-64104
Nine Channel Thermocouple Reference Assembly
03495-64103
Twenty Channel Low Thermal Relay Assembly
03495A-64114
Nineteen Channel Thermocouple Reference Assembly
03495-64115

3495A Scanner

Price
+$750
+$525
+$850
+$850
+$950
+$375
+~750

+$525
+$850
+$850
+$950
H375

+$145
HR2.50
+$330
HI75
+1220

$1750
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Multiprogrammer: Versatile Data Acquisition and Control rh~
Models 69408 and 6942A

Use the MULTIPROGRAMMER to get exactly what you want when building your own Automatic System.

First, Select your HP Controller
and Interface Kit ... Use
either a Desktop or
Minicomputer ...
HP Minicomputer

HP Desktop Computer

Then select from a wide range of these

..

(

II

Analog Input,

Analog 0

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Voltage
Current
Reslatance
Frequency
Time

,1

ply Control
DC Powe
Voltage
Current
Resistance
Frequency Reletence

Digital Inputs

•
•
•
•
•

6, 12,24. & 48 V Logic
Contact Closures
Totalizing
Interrupt/Event Sense
User-Defined
(Breadboatd)

... and assemble them, along with
your software to control. . .
.... .I---------~

YOUR PROCESS

Introduction
The Multiprogrammer is the vital link between a Hewlett-Packard
Desktop Computer or Minicomputer and your test or process. The
Multiprogrammer provides the interface between the controller and
the physical world. Thousands of Multiprogrammers are in use now
as part of user defined and assembled systems for production testing
and control, data acquisition, process monitoring, life testing, quality
control. and component evaluation.
The Multiprogrammer Family gives you the choice of two mainframes: The 69408 or the 6942A. The 69408 is the lower cost solution and can give the more advanced programmer maximum I/0
speed. The 6942A is the latest addition to the family and offers simplified programming and some new, powerful I/O cards. The next
five pages will give you more details to help you decide which of these
two mainframes is the right one for your application.

Complete Technical Data
If you would like additional information on Multiprogrammer products wc have a free, 60-page brochure on the 69408 and one on the

6942A. The brochures include detailed specifications. applications,
programming, interfacing, and ordering information. Ask your H P
Field Engineer for publication 5952-4025 (for the 69408) or 59524034 (for the 6942A), or use the card at the rear of this catalog.

Ii:~
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~~ Model 69408

•
•
•
•

Stimulus
Measurement
Control
Data acquisition
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Applications
The output voltage (up to lOOV) and current (up to 1000A) of thirty-seven dlfferent HP power supplies can be programmed to provide bias in automatic test
systems or control of electromechanical process equipment.

Resistance
Output
69501A-69513A
69520A

Digital-to Analog
Conversion

Twelve bit voltage and current DAC's for strip chart. x-yo and analog tape recordings as well as control of analog programmable Instruments and process
control devices with 0-5 volt or 4-20 mA inputs.

Quad DAC, 69322A:
Voltage DAC
693218: Current DAC.
69370A: Regulator
693518

Time and
Frequency
Reference

One-shot timing pulses, programmable from 1~s to 40 days. and crystal-controlled pulse trains in fixed frequencies of 1. 10, 100, 1K. 10 K, and 100 kHz
serve as time base references for control, measurement, and data aquisition.

Timer /Pacer
69602A

Voltage, Current
and Resistance
Measurements

Measure voltages in the presence of 100 Vof common mode noise. Connecting
aresistor across the input permits current measurements tor 4-20 mA current
loops used in process control. Combine voltage monitor and current DAC cards
for resistance measurements

High Speed A/D,
69422A: Low Level
A/ D, 69423A: Current
DAC, 69370A:
Regulator 693518

Frequency
Measurements

The pulse counter card accumulates counts over aprecise time interval when a
programmable timer card is connected to the enable line of the counter. The
program divides the count by the time interval to measure the frequencies
from 200 kHz to 0.001 Hz.

Pulse Counter,
69435A. Timer /
Pacer 69602A

Pulse Counting
Preset
Up/Down

Counter may be preset to any value within count range of 0 to 4095. The program Can examine the counter without disturbing the counting process (readon-the-fly).

Pulse Counter,
69435A.

Time Interval
Measurement

Elapsed time between two events can be measured in the range of 10 ~s to 1
hour by counting aknown frequency over the unknown interval. The program
divides the accumulated count by the known frequency to determine the
interval.

Pulse Counter.
69435A: Timer /
Pacer 69602A

Stepping
Motor
Control

One output word to card produces from 1to 2047 square-wave pulses at either
of two outputs (CW or CCW) to control motor translators. Output pulses are
also used for pulse train update of supervisory control stations.

Stepping Motor
Control. 69335A.

Digital Output
and SWitching

Twelve bits of data ,n TIL, open collector, or SPST relay-contact form provide
digital control of instruments. indicators, and solid-state AC relays.

TIL. 69331A: Open
Collector. 69332A:
Relay Out. 69330A:
Relay Out/Readback,
69434A.

Scanning and
Input
Multiplexing

The High Speed Scanner Card acts as an Input multiplexer for the High Speed
A/D. Single-ended or differential voltages can be read at rates of up to 20,000
channels per second.

High Speed
Scanner Card
69336B.

Event
Sensing

It is often necessary for asystem to respond quiCkly to alarm conditions, operator intervention or other requests for Immediate service. This service request
is made via aprogram interrupt generated by either an event sense or aprocess interrupt card.

Event Sense. 69434A;
Process Interrupt.
69436A.

D,gitallnpul

D,gltallnput cards accept 12 bits of data from digital measuring Instruments,
push buttons, switches. relays. and other digital devices in the form of logic
levels or contact closures. Dlgltai data sources with more than 12 bits of data
use several digital input cards.

Digital Input. 69431A:
Isolated Digital
Input. 69430A.

OUT

I

I

Cards Used

Programmable
DC Voltage
and
Current

New MUltlprogrammer plug-in cards are being developed. Ask your HP Field Sales Engineer for the latest technical data describing all Multiprogrammer products.
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Model 69408 (Cont.)

Desktop Computer-Based Multiprogrammers

Condensed Specifications

Unless your automatic system requires the high-speed execution of
a computer, there's a good chance you can take advantage of the
economy, flexibility, and ease-of-programming offered by a desktop
computer-based Multiprogrammer. The heart of the Multiprogrammer approach to real-time system design is the HP Desktop Computing Controller.
9826 BASIC and HPL desktop computer: offers a choice of two
powerful languages, HP-enhanced BASIC or high-level HPL, both
suitable for test and control applications. Features include a CRT display, built in mini-floppy disk drive up to 512k bytes of read-write
memory, graphics capability and high speed.
9835 BASIC language desktop computer: features a powerful
version of the BASIC programming language plus assembly language
and up to 246K bytes of user read-write memory. The CRT display
greatly simplified program entry and editing.
9845 BASIC language desktop computer: provides the same capabilities of the 9835 plus graphics. All three controllers may be interfaced with the 6940B via 16-bit duplex or HP-IB.
A basic system includes an HP desktop computing controller, a
6940B Multiprogrammer, from one to fifteen plug-in I/O cards, and
the interfacing accessories of your choice. Model 6941 B Extender
mainframes and additional I/O cards can be used to further expand
the system.

6940B/6941 B Common Specifications
Input I output card positions: Maximum of 15 plug-in input or output cards per mainframe. Hinged front panel provides access.
Mainframe data connectors: Two 50-contact, ribbon connectors.
Data transfer rate: up to 20,000 words/second.
Maximum data resolution: 12 bits per plug-in card.
Accessories furnished: Data Input Plug, PC Board Extender Card.
Cooling: Natural convection.
Temperature: O°C to 55°C operating, -40°C to +75°C storage.
Size: 172.2 H x 425.4 W x 539.8 mm 0 (6.78" x 16.75" x 21.25").
Power: 100/120/220/240 VAC selectable, 48-440 Hz, 230 watts.

HP-IB Interfacing Accessories
For HP-IB systems, a 59500A Multiprogrammer Interface unit is
required, together with the HP-I B interface card associated with your
computing controller (98034A card for 9825A controllers).
Multiprogrammer Cabling Accessories
Computing controller-to-59500A Interface unit: One HP-IB cable is supplied with the controller interface card. Additional 10833, B
or C cables can be ordered separately in I, 2, or 4 metre lengths.
59500A-to-6940B: Standard 18-inch (0.46 m) chaining cable Model 14541 A, supplied with 59500A.
6940B-to-6941B: Standard 18-inch (0.46 m) chaining cable Model
14541A, purchased separately. Lengths up to 100 ft (30 m) are available on special order.
14558A Termination Panel facilitates field wiring to the I/O cards.
Used in conjunction with the 14560A, 14561 A and 14562A cables, it
brings the edge connections of the I/O cards out to a 19-inch rack
mounting screw terminal barrier strip.
Plug-In card-to-users device: 14555A connector provided with
most Multiprogramer plug-in cards for user to fabricate own cable.
16-Bit Duplex Interface
The Multiprogammer may also be interfaced directly to a 9825,
9835 or 9845 computing controller using the 98032A option 040 for
the 9825, or 98032A option 340. The 98032A option 040/340/440
comes with the interface card, a book, and a cable ready to connect to
the 6940B mainframe. Sixteen-bit interfaces are also available for
models 9826, 9825, and 9915 computers.
Documentation Package
A complete documentation package is supplied with each purchase,
including a User's Guide for the selected desktop computer, a Multiprogrammer User's Guide, and Operating and Service Manuals for
the various Multiprogrammer mainframes, plug-in cards, and accessories.

Minicomputer-Based Multiprogrammers
Hewlett-Packard computers are interfaced to most Multiprogrammers with HP Interface Kit 14550C. The kit contains the HP computer-to-6940B cable, verification and driver software, and plug-in
cards and cable.

14550C Interface Kit for HP Minicomputers
This kit provides all the equipment necessary to install, verify, and
operate a Multiprogrammer with HP 1000 series computers.

6940B Specifications
Front panel controls: Power ON /OFF switch and indicator lamp, REMOTE/LOCAL switch for selecting
computer or manual control, 19 switches for manual
data entry and control.
Weight: net, 15.9 kg (35Ib). Shipping, 19.5 kg (43 Ib).
6941 B Specifications
Front panel controls: Power ON/OFF switch and indicator lamp.
Weight: net, 15.2 kg (33.5 Ib). Shipping, 18.3 kg (40.3
Ib).

Price
$1900

$1700

Programmable Plug-In Cards
Output Cards
69500A-69506A Resistance Output Cards:
69510A-69513A Resistance Output Cards:
69520A Power Supply Programming Card:
69321B Voltage D/A Converter Card:
69322A Quad 01 A Voltage Converter Card:
69330A Relay Output Card:
69433A Relay OutputlReadback Card:
69331A Digital Output Card:
69332A Open Collector Output Card:
69335A Stepping Motor Control Card:
69380A Breadboard Output Card:
69602A TimerlPacer Card:
Input Cards
69336B High Speed Scanner Card:
69422A High Speed AID Converter Card:
69423A Low Level AID Converter Card:
69431A Digital Input Card:
69430A Isolated Digital Input Card:
69434A Event Sense Card:
69435A Pulse Counter Card:
69436A Process Interrupt Card:
69480A Breadboard Input Card:

$350-$400
$400
$450
$400
$600
$330
$300
$210
$130
$200
$150
$400
$400
$700
$700
$210
$250
$400
$200
$400
$125

59500A Interface Unit Specifications
$975
Converts the serial ASCII alphanumerics of the HP-IB to the \6bit parallel format required by the 6940B/6941 B Multiprogrammer.
The 59500A design is optimized for ease of programming the
6940B/6941B.
Front panel controls: Power ON /OFF switch and indicator. LED's
indicate mode and gate/flag status between HP-IB and the Multiprogram mer for system check-out and maintenance.
Cooling: Natural convection.
Temperature: O°C to 55°C operating; -40°C to +75°C storage.
Size: 82.6 H x 425.4 W x 463.6 mm 0 (3.25" x 16.75" x 18.25").
Weight: 5.4 kg (12 Ib).
Power: 100/120/220/240 VAC (selectable) 48-440 Hz, 15 W.
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Multiprogrammer: Versatile Data Acquisition and Control
Model 6942A
• Action-Oriented Instructions
• Isolated Analog Inputs and Outputs
• Built-in Self Test

6942A

• Overlapped Input and Output
• Internal or External Pacing
• Easy to Configure

14701A Intermediate extender kit: When more than two mainframes are in a chain, the card in this kit must be used in each intermediate extender mainframe.
14702A chaining cable: This is the cable which chains together the
master and extender mainframes. One cable is required for each extender mainframe.
14703A card edge connector: Extra connectors for the I/O cards
may be ordered in addition to the one supplied with each I/O card.

The MUltiprogrammer Performs Operations in Parallel

Which is the Right MUltiprogrammer For You?

With this one instrument you can control several processes at once.
And, while you are controlling the processes, the Multiprogrammer
can also be watching for interrupt conditions. The internal microprocessor manages all the parallel operations and monitors the alarm
lines; when the operations have completed or if an alarm condition
occurs, the Multiprogrammer interrupts the controller.

The 6942A is the right choice when you require the easiest to program solution and can sacrifice programming speed to achieve this.
While the 6942A is far from slow, it cannot match the 20,000 words
per second throughput rate of the 6940B. In applications where only
bursts of high speed are required, the Memory card, 69790A may be
used with he 6942A to obtain high speeds (up to 33,000 words per
second) for limited amounts of data (up to 4096 readings).
The 6940B offers maximum continuous throughput especially important in certain real-time control applications. For the less complex
application, the 6940B also offers the lower hardware cost. Either
way, there is no wrong choice when you choose a Multiprogrammer
as your interface.

How does the 6942A Connect With Your Controller?
The 6942A Multiprogrammer interfaces with your controller
(desktop or minicomputer) using the HP-IB, Hewlett-Packard's implementation of IEEE Standard 488 and the identical ANSI Standard MC 1.1. Data and status readback make use of the extended bus
addressing features of the HP-IB.

Documentation Package
The complete documentation package supplied with each mainframe includes a User's Guide, with programming examples for all
the desktop computer controllers, a utility program tape, operating
and service manuals, and a binder to hold all this material.

Programming Flexibility
Mnemonic, action-oriented instructions make the 6942A Multiprogrammer simple to learn and use. For instance, the output instruction
"OP" works with all output cards. When you send an instruction, the
internal microprocessor checks which type of card you are addressing
and automatically converts the data to the proper format for that
card. You select the units with which you want to program each card.
Whether you want to use volts, millivolts, amps, degrees, feet, or any
other units, the Multiprogrammer does the converting for you.

Mainframe Memory Unburdens The Controller
The mainframe memory of the 6942A will accept up to 76 instructions from the controller at one time. This leaves your controller free
for other processing activities while the Multiprogrammer works on
the I/O operations. This mainframe memory may also be used to collect up to 1440 data readings and hold them until the controller is free
to take them. For even more data storage, 4K Memory Cards,
69790A, may be used to store 4096 16-bit words of input or output
data.

Real Time Clock
Built-in real-time clock gives you time-of-day readings and pacing
of measurements. The clock detects which power line frequency you
are using, 50 Hz, or 60 Hz, and automatically synchronizes itself to
this frequency. The range of the clock is 65,534 days, with resolution
to a tenth of a second.

Accessories
14700A extender kit: This kit contains the transmission boards
which go into the master mainframe (6942A) and the last extender
mainframe in the chain.

6942A/6943A Specifications
Plug-In I/O card positions: maximum of 16 plug-in output or input
cards per mainframe. Removable rear cover provides access to card
slots.
Computer Interface (6942A only): the Multiprogrammer is connected to a controller via the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HPIB), Hewlett-Packard's implementation of IEEE Std. 488.
Real time clock (6942A only): the built-in real time clock is automatically synchronized with the 50/60 Hz ac power line frequency.
The clock is read and set with data in the form of days, hours, minutes
and seconds with a resolution of 0.1 seconds.
Extender Interface kits (6943A only): each 6943A Extender requires one 14700A or 1470lA Interface Kit and one 14702A Chaining Cable for operation with the 6942A.
Maximum number of mainframes per chain: up to seven 6943A
Multiprogrammer Extenders may be placed in a chain with one
6942A Multiprogrammer.
Maximum chain length: a chain of mainframes can be up to 152
meters (500 feet) long. This maximum length is the sum of the
lengths of all I4702A Chaining Cables used in one chain.
Power supplies: all power supplies for up to 16 I/O cards are builtin including three ± 18 V supplies isolated from each otller and from
the ground.
Cooling: built-in forced air cooling draws air in through the front
panel and exhausts air through the ventilated rear cover.
Front panel Indicators: five light emitting diodes on the front panel
indicate power supply and self-test status.
Operating temperature range: O°C to 55°C.
Power: 100/120/220/240 VAC (selectable), +5%, -10%, 47 to 63
Hz, 600 VA.
Dimensions: 177.0 mm high x 425.5 wide x 597.0 mm deep, (6.969
in. high x 16.250 in. wide x 23.500 in. deep).
Weight (without I/O cards): net, 20 kg. (45 Ibs); shipping, 27 kg.
(60Ibs).
Accessories furnished: PC board Extender Card (HP Part No.
5060-2792).

6942A I/O Card Functions
For a complete description of the 6942A Multiprogrammer, ask for publication 5952-4034
Applications

Functions
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Programmable
DC Voltage
and Current

The output voltage (up to 250V) and current (up to 1OOOA) of forty
different HP power supplies can be programmed to provide bias In
automatic test systems or control of electromechanical process
equipment.

Cards Used
Resistance Output.
69700A-69706A.
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Dlgital-to-Analog
Conversion

Voltage DAC.
69720A; Current
DAC.69721A.
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Twelve-bit voltage DAC's provide outputs for strip chart. x-yo and
analog lape recorders as well as control of analog programmable
instruments and stimulus of units under test. Control process
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Analog
Waveform
Synthesis

The Memory card can continually supply pre-loaded data to the
D/A card at rates of up to 100kHz Special waveforms may be
loaded into the Memory card lorm the computer and used as
stimuli for test and processes

Memory card.
69790B; Voltage
DAC. 69720A. or
Current DAC.
69721A

Voltage. Current.
and Resistance
Measurements

AID converters may be used to measure voltages from ± 50/,V to
± 100V in the presence ot 250V of common-mode noise Connecting a resistor across the input permits current measurements for
4-20mA current loops used in process control. Combine the A/D
with the current DAC for resistance measurements.

High Speed ADC.
69751A

Frequency
Measurements

The Pulse Counter card accumulates counts over a precise time interval when a Timer card is connected to the enable line of the
Counter. The program divides the count by the time interval to
measure frequencies from 1 MHz to less than O.OOIHz.

Counter, 69775A;
Timer. 69736A.
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The Counter may be preset to any value within the count range of 0
Counter. 69775A.
U
OUT
Preset and
to 65.535 and can cause an interrupt when it rolls over. The
J'1..
WN
UP/Down
Counter may be enabled and disable by pulses or levels The com-
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puter may read the count without disturbing the counting process.
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Offline Analog
Acquisition

Differential or single-ended signals may be digitized at rates up to
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High Speed ADC.
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take place independent of other Multiprogrammer activity.
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Time Interval
Measurement

Elapsed time between two events can be measured in the range of
1O/'S to 65.000 days. The Counter card counts a known frequency
over the unknown interval. This count is divided by the known trequency to determine the interval. For resolution of .1 sec, the
built-in real time clock alone may be used. This real time clock
provides time-of-day readings.

Counter, 69775A;
Timer / Pacer,
69736A

Digital Output
and Switching

Sixteen-bits of data in TTL, open collector, or SPST relay-contact
form prOVide digital control of instruments, indicators, and solidstate AC relays.

Digital Output,
69731A; Relay
Output, 69730A

Digital Input

Digital Input cards accept 16-blts of data from digital measuring
instruments, push-buttons, SWitches, relays, and other digital
devices in the form of logic levels or contact closures. Digital data
sources with more than 16-bits of data use several digital input
cards.

Digital Input.
69771A; Isolated
Digital Input,
69770A.

Stepping Motor
Control

The Stepping Motor card can produce from 1 to 32767 pulses at
either of two outputs (CW or CCW) to control motor translators.
Output pulses are also used for pulse-train update of supervisory
control stations. The pulse rate (motor speed) is also programmable.

Pulse Train/Stepping Motor,
69735A.

Time and
Frequency
Reference

Crystal controlled timing pulses, programmable from l/'s to 18
hours. may be used as a time-base reference for control, measurement. and data acquisition. Period. duty cycle, and number of
pulses are all programmable.

Timer. 69736A or
Pulse Train
69735A

Level Detecti ng

When signals cross preset levels, the Digital Input card can trigger
the interrupt card to interrupt the computer The alarm trigger
levels can be programmed with the 0/ A or fixed with resistors

Digital Input
69771A;
Interrupt card.
69776A
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Event Sensing
A digital word may be used to trigger quick computer response
Interrupt card,
IN
M
with the interrupt card. The computer responds to the interrupt
69776A
FULL

~

0-:-
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OUT

with a software routine. The interrupt may also cause immediate
local response by triggering a preloaded output card.
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Fh;1l Multiprogrammer: Versatile Data Acquisition & Control
~~ Model S942A (Cont.)

6942A Applications
Product Testing
Electronic Subassembly Testing
The digital and analog inputs and outputs of the Multiprogrammer are connected through fixtures to
printed circuits modules, cables, and other assemblies such as D/ A and A/D converters, filters, and
oscillators for incoming inspection, production, calibration, and troubleshooting. During the test, 6970lA
Resistance Output cards control the outputs of DC Power Supplies that bias the subassembly.
Adjustment of critical circuits is performed by a 69735A Stepping Motor control card that operates a
motor translator and flexible shaft as an automatic screwdriver. Multiconductor cables are tested for
continuity with 69731 A Digital Output and 69771 A Digital Input cards.
Electromechanical Component Testing
A wide variety of tests on relays and solenoids are performed with Multiprogrammers, including
operational test in which the 69731 A Digital Output card applies power to the coil, and 69771 A Digital
Input cards check for proper contact action. Hysteresis in the relay is often measured by generating a
staircase function from a programmable power supply under the control of a 69701 A Resistance Output
card. Time delays are measured with the 69775A Counter card 69736A Timer/Pacer card. Contact and
coil resistance at various current levels are measured by using a 69721 A Current DAC or Constant
Current DC Power Supply and the 69751A High Speed A/D card. Production tests of other
electromechanical devices such as process control valves, f1owmeters, tachometers, gauges, switches, and
detectors are performed with Multiprogrammer-based automatic systems.
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Research and Development
Environmental Testing
Multiprogrammer I/O cards are not only capable of operating analog and digital instruments under
environmental test and measuring their performance, but are also well suited to control environmental
chamber parameters such as temperature, pressure and humidity during the test cycle. In other types of
environmental testing such as operation of shake tables for small structures, and control of hydraulic
rams for large structures and vehicles, 69720A Voltage DAC cards are programmed to synthesize the
waveforms that simulate actual transportation and shock conditions. Designers can alter parameters
during the lab test to analyze the effect of severe stresses and abusive treatment.
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Monitoring and Control
Data Acquisition and Signal Distribution
Data acquisition systems employ the 69751 A High Speed ADC card for measurement and the 69790A
Memory card for storage of up to 4096 of the measurements. Digital signals may be stored directly on
the 69790B Memory card or the 69771 A Digital Input card may be used when local storage is not
required. Optical isolators on the 69770A Isolated Digital Input card may be used for monitoring 115 or
230 V ac signals. Control signals up to 100 V dc or ac rms are distributed directly to the process with
69730A Relay Output cards, while the 69731 A Digital Output cards control solid-state ac or dc relays
for controlling voltages above 100 volts. The Multiprogrammer mainframe can be separated by up to
500 feet (150 meters), so that proper location of mainframes used for scanning and distribution
significantly reduce cabling costs to sensors and indicators.

Ordering Information
6942A Multiprogrammer
Option 910 Extra Manual
Option 908 Rack Mount Kit
6943A Multiprogrammer Extender
Option 908 Rack Mount Kit
10833A HP-IB Cable, 1m (3.3 ft)
108338 HP-IB Cable, 2m (6.6 ft.)
10833C HP-IB Cable, 4m (13.2 ft)
10833D HP-IB Cable, 0.5m (1.6 ft)
14700A Extender Kit
14701A Intermediate Extender Kit
14702A Chaining Cable
14703A Card Edge Connector

Price
$3900
$30
$30
$3000
$30
$70
$75
$85
$70
$450
$300
$250
$40

--~

Programmable Plug-In Cards
69700A-69706A Resistance Output cards
69720A D/ A Voltage Converter card
69721A D/ A Current Converter card
69730A Relay Output card
69731A Digital Output card
6973SA Pulse Train output/Stepping Motor
Control card
69736A Timer/Pacer card
697S1A A/D Converter card
69770A Isolated Digital Input Card
69771A Digital Input/Analog comparator card
6977SA Counter/Totalizer card
69776A Interrupt card
697908 Memory card
69793A Breadboard card

0--

0

$600
$700
$900
$550
$400
$500
$500
$950
$650
$600
$725
$550
$1500
$150
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Multiprogrammer Software, Training and Support

(h~

Multiprogrammer Training Course

Software Library

The fastest way to learn to use the 6940B or 6942A Multiprogrammer is to enroll in the Multiprogrammer Training Course, given at
various sites around the country. At the Multiprogrammer School
you will receive three days of in-depth training from Multiprogrammer experts. The school also gives you the chance to ask the experts
questions regarding your particular application. The school offers a
hand-on approach to get you programming the multiprogrammer
fast.

The 14556A Software Library offers 9825 users a simplified way to
operate the Multiprogrammer. Simply select from the 40 high level
routines, those which you would like to use. The Autoloader will load
these from the Library tape and append them to your program ready
for your use.
To read analog voltages, the program will look like this:
0: cll'Analog Input" [5,X]
I: prt X
2: end
The voltage from the A/D Card in slot 5 of the Multiprogrammer is
printed as a decimal value.
The Library tape contains routines for both HP-IB and 16-bit duplex systems. It comes complete with an easy-to-use manual with step
by step instructions on the tape's use.

fllrf"
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User's Guide
User's Guides are provided with the 6940B and 6942A to help you
get started on your own. Examples are given showing how to use each
Multiprogrammer plug-in card. Chapters are included dealing with
high speed input and output as well as number theory and subprogram writing.

Throughput Analysis
To find out how much time is required for all various 6940B Multiprogrammer operations with a 9825A computer, ask your HP Field
Engineer for a copy of AN 282-1, "System Throughput Analysis".
This application note will tell you what throughput rates you will encounter, whether you are using HP-1B or 16·bit duplex. Also included
in AN 282-1 are the throughput rates when using the 14556A Software Library.
This information is similar to the timing analysis of the 6942A included in the 6942A data sheet.

Service Kit
The HP Model1455lA Multiprogrammer Service Kit is a diagnostic and service aid for the Hewlett-Packard Model 6940A/B Multiprogrammer subsystems. It is used by users with a need for the
shortest possible down time.
Like the Multiprogrammer itself, the standard kit is flexible and
can be specifically configured to meet each user's needs. The 14551 A
contains a selection of the most frequently needed replacement assemblies and spare parts, and documentation for trouble isolation. It
allows Multiprogrammer users to make most repairs on-site, with resulting minimum down time.
The 14551A is designed to be used with an H P computer in the HP
1000 series, a 9825A desktop computer, or by the 6940B operating
alone in the LOCAL mode.
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Measurement and Control Processor

II:~ HP 2250M, HP 2250N, HP 2250R

e
HP 2250M Measurement & Control Processor (shown with HP 9845 Desktop
Computer)

e
HP 2250N Measurement & Control Processor (Enclosed in NEMA-12 cabinet)

Function/Applications
The HP 2250 Measurement and Control Processor is the nucleus of
a new family of HP automation systems that provide powerful capabilities for laboratory and industrial automation applications. The
HP 2250's modular hardware structure gives you the versatility of
selecting only the product you need for a cost-effective solution to
your specific automation problem-yet you have the flexibility to expand your capabilities as your automation needs grow.
The HP 2250 operates in conjunction with a HP 1000 or HP 9800
series computer via the HP-IB, Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus, our
implementaton of IEEE Standard 488-1978 and identical ANSI
Standard MC!.!. A single HP-IB cable connection is all that is required to link your computer to the HP 2250, creating a high-performance automation system. For those applications that require the
2250 to be remotely located, a coaxial cable or fiber optic HP-IB extender is available to extend the computer/2250 link up to 1000
metres.
The HP 2250 has a built-in LSI microcomputer and MCL/50 firmware, a software command set comprised of over 100 applications oriented mnemonic commands that can be used in many combinations to
optimize measurement and control operations. MCL/50 Measurement and Control language software is easy to learn and use, allowing
a user who is not a computer scientist to program his applications and
control all 2250 function cards without tying up or intervention from
the host computer. This decoupled operation facilitates a simpler and
faster implementation of your automation solution, and results in
more predictable and repeatable performance.
Measurement and control application exist in many different environments-and the modular HP 2250 hardware is designed with the
flexibility to meet the diverse requirements of these applications. A
comprehensive set of high performance analog and digital function
cards are available to interface to the broad range of sensors and actu-

HP 2250R Measurement & Control Processor (shown with HP 1000 Computer
System)

ators commonly found in laboratory and industrial environments today. Additionally, most function cards include provisions for onboard signal conditioning modules that permit accurate and reliable
interfacing in demanding industrial applications. The appropriate
function cards selected for your applications are installed into one of
three available HP 2250 Measurement and Control Processor packages. Convenient industrialized field wiring assemblies accommodating up to 10 AWG wire are available for these packages.
• UP 22S0M-an M &C processor packaged in a mobile 36-inch
high cabinet that interfaces up to 240 analog/digital points. Combined with any HP 9800 series desktop computer or small HP 1000
computer, this configuration is ideal for laboratory experiments
and small light manufacturing applications.
• UP 22S0N-an M&C processor packaged in a NEMA-12 steel
enclosure that interfaces up to 480 analog/digital points. This rugged industrial cabinet is suitable for harsh manufacturing or outdoor environments and is sealed against dirt, oil, water. This
configuration is designed for use with the HP 1000 L-Series computer and can either be remoted from the computer over the HP-IB
optic cable or made part of a distributed plant network by plugging
in the HP 1000L microcomputer.
• UP 22S0R-in this configuration, the M&C processor is installed
in a 56-inch high two bay cabinet that interfaces up to 480 analog/
digital points. Up to two additional 56 inch cabinets can be added
to extend the total interface capability up to 2032 analog/digital
points. The HP 2250R can be used with all HP 1000 series computers as a high-performance automation system. Typical applications
are large laboratory facilities, complex electromechanical product
test or supervisory control systems.
In addition to the configured M&C processor packages above, the
HP 2250 products are available in panel and rack mount versions for
installation in your own cabinets.

Specifications
Performance Specifications
Anllog Inputs

A/D ConYer!er High leYel MUX low level MUX

ReilY MUX

32

16

Number of Differential
Channels

16

Input Signals

32

High·level voltages or current loop sensing from transmitters,
sensors or equipment
Thermocouples or other millivolt
sensors
±J.25V
±10V

± J.25V
±10V

± 12.5mV
±10V

± 12.5mV
±100V

Conversation Rate on
Channel (samples/sec)

50,000

50,000

50,000

10,000

Scanning Rate
(samples/ sec)

50,000

50,000

20,000

1,000

±10V

±lOV

±IOV

±300V

Voltage Range

min.
max.

Max. Common Mode
Voltage·
·slgnsl + em.

Analog Output: 12 bits. ± 10V or 0-20 rnA, all 4 channels isolated
from each other and ground.
Digitllinput

Multi·function

Counter

Number of Channels

32

16

4A/B pairs

Input Signals

Switches, actuator monitoring, logic levels.

Event Scale Prescale Range

1

to 256

to 32767

Totalize Range

N/A

to 256

to 2X 109 or 32767

Frequency

N/A

N/A

to 500 kHz

Period

N/A

N/A

0.2 ~sec to 50 min

Input Ranges with removable contact
debounce tilter

Isolated 5·120 Vdc or 16·230 Vac Non-isolated
5-12 Vdc contact sense.

Digitllinputs

Tachometers, flowmeters

Digitll Outputs
Number ot
Channels
Control of
Devices

Digitll Output

Multi·function

ReilY Output

Pulle Output

32 de
16 ac

16 de
Bac

16 NO/NC
pairs

4A/B pairs
8 limits in

Valves, solenoids, logic levels
Lamps, displays

Stepper motors,
setpoints

60 VDC with
Output Ranges to 60 Vdc or 42 Vac with optional pul!up to 230 Vac or 30 Vdc
and isolation or 120 VAC isolated
with arc suppression pul!up and isolation

HP-IB Input/Output Rate: 500 Kbytes/sec

Operating Specifications
Operating temperature range: 0 to 50°C (HP 2250N), 0° to 40°C
(HP2250M/R)
Storage temperature range: -40°C to +75°C
RelatIve humidity: 10% to 95% non-condensing @ 40°C
Physical Specifications
Size: HP 2250M: 927.lmm H x 737mm W x 813mm D (36.5 x 29 x
32")
HP 2250N: 1829mm H x 1219mm W x 508mm D (72 x 48 x 20")
HP 2250R: 1622mm H x 533mm W x 762mm D (64.3 x 21 x 30")
HP 2251AN: M&C Unit: 540mm H x 367mm D x 394mm (21.25 x
14.5 x 15.5")

Net weight: HP 22S0M: 87.54k, (l931bs)
HP
HP
HP
HP

2250N: 204.12kg (405 Ibs)
2250R: I 54.22kg (340 lbs)
2251AN M&C Unit: 34kg (15 Ibs)
2104AN Processor Unit: 37kg (17 Ibs)

Special Features
• High-performance analog measurement capability includes
• 14-bit resolution and 17-bit dynamic range
• 0.08% accuracy from 0 to 50°C
• 50,000 samples per second average throughput to disc
• 45,000 samples per sec paced throughput to disc
• 350 Volt common mode protection
• isolated voltage and current outputs
• Wide range of function cards are available, with 42 separate, plugon signal conditioning modules.
• HP MCL/50 high level command set enables real-time task delegation and decoupled controller operation.
• Solid state output relay digital design is ruggedized to enable mechanical relay replacement.
• All I/O points can be floated or isolated.
• Rack and panel mount hardware is available.
Installation Requirements / Factors
Power Requirements
Voltage: 115/230 VAC, +10%, -25%, single-phase, 47 to 66 Hz
Current: 7A max @ 115 Vac, 3A max. @ 230 Vac
Power: 525 watts max.
Ordering Information and Related Products
Price
$10,000
• HP 2250M Mobile Measurement and Control
Processor
$12,000
• HP 2250N NEMA-Mounted Measurement and
Control Processor
$12,000
• HP 2250R Rack-Mounted Measurement and
Control Processor
$2,000
• HP 225IAN/AR Measurement and Control Unit
$7,000
• HP 2104AN/ AR Processor Unit
$2,500
• HP 25501A 16-Channel High Speed Analog Input
Card
$1,250
• HP 25502A 32-Channel High Level Multiplexer
Card
$2,000
• HP 25503A 32-Channel Low Level Multiplexer
Card
$1,650
• HP 25504A 16-Channel Relay Multiplexer Card
$],340
• HP 25510A 4-Channel Isolated Voltage/Current
Analog Output Card
$570
• HP 25511A 32-Channel Digital Input Card
To be announced
• HP 25512A 4-Channel Counter Card
$550
• HP 25513A 32-Channel Digital Output Card
$780
• HP 25514A l6-Channel Relay Output Card
To be announced
• HP 25515A 4-Channel Pulse Generator Card
$800
• HP 25516A 16-Point In/16-Point Out Digital Multifunction Card
$410
• HP 25594A Thermocouple Reference Connector
$20
• HP 25531/ 25535B, C, D, E, K, L I.Point/4.Point
Non-Isolated Digital Input Signal
Conditioning Modules
$25
• HP 25533 B. C, D, E, F, G, H, J /HP25537P, Q, R, S.
T, U, V, W I-Point/4.Point Isolated
Digital Input Signal Conditioning
Modules
• HP 25539 A, E, G, H. J 4-Point Relay Arc Suppres- $20 to $150
sion Signal Conditioning Modules
• HP 25540 A. B, C, D 8-Channel Analog Input Signal $15 to $170
Conditioning Modules
$65
• HP 25543 N 4-Channel Isolated Output Signal Conditioning Module
$65
• HP 25544A, B, C 4-Channel Non-Isolated Output
Signal Conditioning Modules
$65
• HP 25545P 2-Channel Solid State Relay AC Output
Signal Conditioning Modules
The HP 2250 Measurement and Control Processor may be used with
the following HP computing controllers:
• HP 1000 Computers and Systems, all series
• HP 9800 Series Desktop Computers
For more information on the HP 2250 Measurement and Control
Processor, I/O function cards, signal conditioning modules and accessories, contact your local HP Sales Representative, see page 749.
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Measurement and Control Computer Interface
.:~ Model 2240A and System 9030

A variety of measurement and control function cards is available
for the 2240A/224IA:
• 22900A Analog Input Card
$1,840
32 single-ended or 16 differential channels, ± 10 V,
12 bits including sign, 20 kHz sample/scan rate.
Auto correction for gain and offset temperature drift.
• 2290lA Analog Output Card
$1,050
4 channels, 0 to 10 V or -10 V to + 10 V output, 10
bits with dual level storage. Auto read back from first
level, 4-lead remote sense (Kelvin) connections.
• 2290lB Analog Output Card
$1,385
4 channels, 4 to 20 mA current output, 0 to 10 V, or
-10 V to + 10 V output, 12 bits resolution with dual
level storage. Four-lead remote sense (Kelvin) connections.
• 22902A Digital Input Card
$370
32 channels, TTL or CMOS levels.
• 22903A Common Interrupt Card
$515
16 channels, TTL or CMOS levels, individual channel enable and transition direction, interrupt test.
• 22904A Digital Output Card
$580
32 channels, TTL or CMOS, open-collector output,
dual level storage, auto read back, level or pulse outputs.
• 22905A Counter/Stepper Motor Card
$945
4 channels for event counting, frequency or period
measurement, or stepper drive output. Internal selftest clock, TTL compatible.
System 9030

Signal Conditioning Cards
System 9030
The HP 2240 can be installed in a roll-around cabinet with plug
connectors for portable use. Adding a controller (HP 9825, 9835, or
9845) and available exercising software, the preconfigured combination is called the HP System 9030. Contact your local HP office for
information about specific ordering constraints.

2240/2241A Measurement and Control Processor
The microprocessor-based HP 2240A Measurement and Control
Processor provides 128 channels of both analog and digital input/output signals, with interrupt handling for complete measurement and
control capability in one unit. The HP 2241 A Extender adds up to
128 channels to extend the capability to a total of 256 I/O points. The
2240A executes computer-independent, real-time tasks delegated
from the controller. A powerful command set, tailored for measurement and control applications, is built into the 2240A to simplify and
reduce programming. Programming can be done in BASIC, FORTRAN, HP Assembly or HPL languages via the HP-IB.
The 2240A can be used with a HP 9825, 9830A, or 9845A Desktop
Computer or with the HP 1000 Computer System. Multiple 2240A
test stands can be added via the HP-IB as part of a distributed measurement and control network. You can remote the 2240A up to 1000
meters over a single twisted pair of wires, or delegate tasks over phone
lines with the HP 59403A HP-IB/Common Carrier Interface and
industry standard modems.
The 2240A option 00 I, Extended Throughput ROM, increases the
speed of continuous data acquisition severalfold by providing additional commands, larger buffer size, and binary data transmission instead of ASCII data transmission.

The Signal Conditioning cards provide maximum isolation for the
2240A Measurement and Control Processor from high voltage inputs
and electrical noise. Signal conditioning cards have provision for field
wiring (14-22 A WG) connection to 56 screw terminal connectors.
Signal conditioning cards available for the 2240 are:
$685
• 22912C Relay Output Card
16 channels, 2 amperes, 125 VAC/DC, 60 VA rating, Form-C (SPDT) hermetically sealed relays.
• 22913C Isolated Digital Input Card
$805
16 channels, 5 to 120 VDC and 16 to 230 VAC with
selectable response times and overload fuses.
• 22914A General Purpose Breadboard Card
$135
16 channels for analog/digital, input/output signal
conditioning. Pad layouts for user-installed signal
conditioning components such as amplifiers, relays,
filters, fuses, resistors and voltage regulators.
• 22915C Low Level Analog Input Card
$1,640
16 differential channels, amplifier-per-channel,
jumper selectable gains ±20 mV, ±50 mV, ± 100
mV, ± 500 mY, ± 10 V. Pads for filters, current loop
and open thermocouple detection resistors.

Ordering Information

Price

2240A Measurement and Control Processor
2240A-00I Extended Throughput ROM
2240A Opt 501 Cabinets & Assembly
09835-102009835/9845 Software
09825-102009825 Software
2241A Extender

$3,150
$265
$3,465
$500
$500
$ !,7 35
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L-Series Measurement & Control Cards (h~

e
12060A

12061A

12061 A 32 Channel Analog Input Expansion Card
The 12061 A provides 32 additional differential inputs for the
12060A card. The 12061 A card fastens directly onto the 12060A
card, creating a two-board unit that occupies two I/O slots in an
HP 1000 L-series computer. Programming information is passed
from the 12060A directly to the 12061 A; analog signals on the additional 32 channels are in turn passed back to the 12060A for digitizing. The 12061 A includes removable plug-in headers so the user can
add current sense resistors for current loop measurements. These
headers allow the board to be adapted to the specific application without soldering components directly on the board and are easily removable for repair purposes.
12062A 4 Channel Analog Output Card
The 12062A Analog Output Card provides 4 independent bipolar
voltage outputs. Remote sensing per channel provides accurate output voltages to compensate for long distances of field wiring. Undedicated digital outputs may be used in pen up/down control, CRT
display, or X- Y plotters. DMA compatability provides fast analog
updates on a per channel basis or between channels. Programmable
time delay between DMA updates provides signal reconstruction capability with a full power bandwidth of 20 kHz.
12063A 32 Channel Digital Multifunction Card

12062A

12063A

Description
The 12060A, 12061 A, 12062A, and 12063A are plug-in cards for
HP 1000 L-Series Computers. They provide low cost, high performance, analog and digital I/O for use in distributed measurement
and control applications. The L-series product in which these cards
are used must have a 25 kHz power supply. Hood connectors with
each card allow the user to build cables for connection to his application.
12060A 8 Channel Analog Digital Converter Card
The 12060A is capable of acquiring up to 55,000 readings per second with 12-bit resolution. Auto scanning or single-channel sampling
is possible to 55 kHz. Provisions for external pacing/triggering of
sampling and scanning is provided. The 12060A includes four programmable full scale ranges from plus or minus 1.28 Y to plus or
minus 10.24 Y. Maximum resolution is 0.625 mY on the 10.24 Y
range. A separate "zero reference" on the card allows the user to measure actual offset due to temperature drift, and correct readings on all
channels for higher accuracy.

Input Characteristics
The 12063A provides 16 fully isolated digital inputs via voltage
threshold opto-couplers. Input voltage levels are selectable by the user
for each channel by installing the appropriately valued resistors on
removable plug-in headers (8 resistors per header = 8 channels).
These headers allow the board to be adapted to the specific application without soldering components directly on the board, and are easily removed for repair purposes. Plug-in opto-couplers (supplied)
allow user selection of ac or dc coupling for each channel by merely
installing the opto-coupler in the ac position or dc position. For ac
coupling, a plug-on jumper is provided for each channel to select 60
Hz ac filtering of the rectified input if desired.
Event Detection
In addition to status, any input may be user programmed to function as an interrupt to be generated on the rising edge or falling edge
of the input or both (whichever occurs first). This capability is easily
activated by the user via loading the appropriate pattern into the
three registers. The on-card microprocessor takes over to cause the
interrupt to be generated when that event occurs. User programming
is required to service the interrupt.
Debounce Delay
The same microprocessor also provides the user programmable debounce delay up to 246 msec on any input when monitoring contact
closures, and may be used in both status mode and event sense mode.
Output Characteristics
Sixteen form C (SPDT) relay outputs are provided on the same
card. Both the normally open (NO) and normally closed (NC) contacts are available to users. Two removable headers allow for arc suppression devices to be added by the user for each channel without
soldering directly to the board. Each header handles 8 output channels. Plug-on jumpers select the arc suppression across the NO or NC
contacts. An on-card isolated power supply derived from the 25 kHz
ac supply in the L-Series processor provides coil power for the relays.
This technique minimizes any coupling of relay contact noise in the
computer itself. For ease of servicing, plug-in relays are used.
Ordering Information
I0260A 8 Channel Analog/Digital Converter
12061A 32 Channel Analog Input Expansion
12062A 4 Channel Digital/Analog Converter
12063A 32 Channel Digital Multifunction Card

Price
$1850.00
950.00
1800.00
1800.00
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DATA ACQUISITION, TEST & CONTROL SYSTEMS
Automatic Test Systems
Integration Services and 9400 Switches

Switches for Automatic Test
HP-IB switch products used in HP automatic test systems are available individually for HP 1000 system users who manufacture their
systems in-house or those who have complex switching requirements
in their HP 1000-based automated test setups. These switches provide
a commercially-available solution to connecting the system to the
unit-under-test (UUT). Three types of switching units are available,
all controlled by a single 9411 A Switch Controller that provides micro-processor control of multiple switch mainframes.
• 9411 A Switch Controller

Customized automatic test systems,
integrated by Hewlett-Packard

The 9411 A is for use on HP 1000 Computer Systems
and is controlled via the H pol B. It provides control
logic and relay power for the switch mainframes. Performs comprehensive self-test and fault isolation of
all signal relays in the 9412A and 9414A switching
units.
• 9412A Modular Switch
Provides high-density, multi-function switching of
signals up to 10 MHz. A built-in 1768-pin (34 x 52)
matrix interface panel improves signal performance
and eliminates "spider web" cabling. The 9412A accommodates five types of switchcards in any combination up to a total of 25 cards.
• 9413A VHF Switch
Provides modular, flexible high-frequency switching
of pulse and video signals up to 500 MHz. The 9413A
accommodates up to 12 coaxial switch modules.
• 9414A Matrix Switch
Provides maximum flexibility in switching signals up
to 10 MHz. Designed for high-density, high-performance switching, the 9414A allows any UUT pin to
be switched to any instrument in the system. The 16input matrix can be configured in 30-pin increments
(UUT pins) up to 120 pins. A distribution bus allows
several instruments to share four of the 16 matrix inputs, thus minimizing switching requirements.

ATSI 1000 Integration Services
Previously, when building an automatic test system, users had only
two choices: purchase an already-assembled "turn-key" system or
purchase computer and instruments separately and assemble them on
your own. As a result of our experience with more than 1000 HP
automatic test system installations worldwide, HP offers two categories of system-building assistance, called ATS/IOOO Integration
Services.
An automatic test system can be purchased at various levels of completion, depending on how much help the user desires. At the lowest
level, Racking and Cabling Service, HP consolidates the equipment,
designs cabinet layout and power distribution, then installs the equipment in cabinets. The user assumes responsibility for software configuration and testing.
With the highest level of service, Configuration/System Test, the
user receives a fully-installed, fully-integrated system, ready to solve
problems. HP consolidates the equipment, installs it in cabinets, configures the operating software, and checks out the system on-site.
Integration service prices vary depending on the complexity and
size of the system. A typical system that contains $100,000 of instrumentation would require $30,000 to $40,000 of integration services to
be fully configured and tested.

Ordering Information
93283A ATS Racking and Cabling Service
93284A ATS Configuration/System Test Service

HP 9411A
Switch

Controller

HP 9413A

VHF
Switch

HP 9412A

Modular
Switch

. ..

DESII,NEO FOR

SYSTEMS

$4,200

$10,000
to $35,000

$2800
to $7000
$7000
to $35,000

AMPLIFIERS
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Wide Band Amplifiers rh~
Models 8447A/C/D/E/F .:~
• Wide band
• Flat response
• Low noise

Broadband Frequency Coverage
The 8447 series offers an amplifier for nearly every application in
the 100 kHz to 1.3 G Hz frequency range. The wide bandwidths are
compatible with other wideband instruments and accommodate wideband spectra.

Options
A variety of options are available: a 7511 impedance model (Option
002) for applications such as television/ FM broadcasting and CATV;
Option 001 and Option 011 dual channel versions with BNC and
Type N connectors respectively for operation with dual channel systems such as oscilloscopes or network analyzers (or the channels may
be cascaded for increased gain); Type N connectors rather than the
standard BNC connectors (Option 0 I0).

General
Weight: net, 1.56 kg (3.4lb). Shipping, 2.30 kg (5.1 Ib).
Size: 85.8 H x 130 W x 216 mm D (3.4" x 5.1" x 8.5").
Power requirements: 110 or 230 V ac ± 10%,48-440 Hz, 15 watts.

8447D

The HP 8447 series of general purpose amplifiers combines high reliability and convenience.

High Performance

Ordering Information

Price

The performance of these amplifiers qualifies them for a number of
uses: to improve the sensitivity of counters, spectrum analyzers, RF
voltmeters, EM I meters, power meters and other devices without distortion or degradation of amplitude accuracy; to increase the maximum power available from a signal generator or sweeper.

8447A Preamp
8447C Power Amp
8447D Preamp
8447E Power Amp
8447F Preamp-Power Amp

$975
$1200
$1000
$1100
$1675

Specifications
8447A Preamp

8447C Power Amp

8447D Preamp

8447E Power Amp

8447F Preamp-Power Amp

Frequency Range

01-400 MHz

30-300 MHz

100 kHz-13 GHz

100 kHz-13 GHz

100 kHz-13 GHz

Typical 3 dB
Bandwidth

50 kHz-700 MHz

10-400 MHz

50 kHz-14 GHz

50 kHz-14 GHz

50 kHz-14 GHz

Gain (Mean)

20 dB ~05 dB
at 10 MHz

30dB ±1 dB

26 dB ±1.5 dB
(20'C-30'C)

22 dB ± 15 dB
(20'C-30'C)

Gain Flatness
Across Full
Frequency Range

±05 dB

±1dB

±1.5 dB

±1.5 dB

Noise Figure

<5 dB

<11 dB

<85 dB

< 11 dB typical

Output Power
for 1dB Gain
Compression

>+6 dBm

>+17 dBm

>+7 dBm
typical

>+15 dBm

HarmOniC
Distorlion

-32 dB for 0dBm
output

-30 dB for 0 dBm
output (typical)

-30 dB for +10
dBm output

Typical Output
for <-60 dB
HarmOniC
Distortion

-25 dBm

-35 dB for +10 dBm
output
-15 dBm

-30 dBm

-20 dBm

VSWR

<17

<20

<2.0 input
<2.2 output
1-1300 MHz

<2.2
1-1300 MHz
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Impedance

50U

50n

50P.

50n

Reverse Isolation

>30 dB

>35 dB

>40 dB

>40 dB

Maximum DC
Voltage Input

±10 V

±IOV

±IOV

Options Available
Option Prices

001
add $600

002
add $30

001,010.011
add $650, $100, $850

~

C>

i

10 V

010
add $100

010
add $325

8
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AMPLIFIERS
Microwave Power Amplifiers
Models 489A, 491 C, 493A & 495A

489A

Microwave TWT Amplifiers

489A-495A Specifications

Amplification of frequencies from I to 12.4 GHz is accomplished in
four ranges by the Hewlett-Packard medium-power, microwa\le amplifiers. Each delivers at least I watt for a I-milliwatt input~a gain
of at least 30 dB.
All four TWT amplifiers have provision for amplitude modulation,
and since the internal modulation amplifier is dc-coupled, remote
programming and power leveling are possible. Sensitivity is high for
large output power changes from relatively small modulation signals,
obviating the need for an external modulation amplifier.
The dc amplifier has a gain of 20 dB and exhibits a passband from
dc to 500 kHz when the modulation index is in the neighborhood of I
dB, as might be encountered in RF leveling. When the modulating
levels are high, in the region of 20 volts, the passband will be a minimum of 100 kHz: a 20-volt change at the MOD INPUT produces a
minimum of 20 dB on/off ratio.
Cathode current in the TWT is monitored by a front panel meter
and can be conveniently controlled by the GAIN adjustment for rated
power output, or for reducing tube current to extend tube life when
full output power is not required. The helix, collector, and anode current can be measured at an easily accessible test point board. Combined with the 8350, 8620 or 8690 Sweep Oscillator they make an
excellent high power swept source.

Output power: I watt for an input of s I mW.
Gain: 30 dB at rated output.
Input/output: impedance, 50fl; connectors, type N female.
Noise figure: s30 dB.
Amplitude modulation:
Sensitivity: modulation input of >-20 V peak reduces RF output
by s20 dB from dc to 50 kHz.
Frequency response: dc to 500 kHz (3 dB).
Pulse response: < I IlS rise and fall times.
Size: 140 H X 426 W X 467 mm, (5.5" x 16.75" x 18.38").
Weight: net, 14.9 kg (33 lb). Shipping, 18.0 kg (40 Ib).

Frequency
range (GHz)
Gain variation with freq.
at rated output:
small signal'
across any 10% of band
across full band

489A

491C

493A

495A

1-2

2-4

4-8

7-12.4

:<:6 dB

:<:6 dB

:<:6 dB

:<:6 dB

:0:5 dB

:<:5 dB

:<:5 dB

:<:]0 dB

:<:10 dB

:<:10 dB

:<:5 dB
for 300 MHz
<10 dB

Advantages
DC coupled modulation circuitry allows power leveling and remote
programming.
Periodic-permanent-magnet focusing means fewer alignment problems.

Applications
Antenna efficiency and pattern measurements.
Extends attenuation measuring systems capability by at least 30
dB.
R FI susceptibility tests.

Ordering Information
489A I to 2 GHz TWT Amplifier
491C 2 to 4 GHz TWT Amplifier
493A 4 to 8 GHz TWT Amplifier
49SA 7 to 12.4 G Hz TWT Amplifier
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit (for all models)

Price
$6300
$6300
$6600
$6600
add $22

ANALOG VOLTMETERS
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General Information [h~

Analog Voltmeter Considerations
Accuracy-Before we can discuss meter
accuracy, we must have a familiarity with
the various meter scales available. Many instruments have meter scales marked in both
volts and decibel (dB) units. It should be noted that dB and voltage are complements of
each other. That is, if a voltage scale is made
linear, the dB scale on the same meter face
will be logarithmic or nonlinear. Likewise, if
the dB scale is made linear, the voltage scale
becomes nonlinear. The term "linear-log
scale" is applied to an instrument that has a
linear dB scale and, therefore, a nonlinear
voltage scale. Several different types of meter faces are illustrated in Figure 1.
Analog meters usually have nonlinearities
and/or offsets present in the attenuators and
amplifiers. The meter movement itself can
have nonlinearities even with individually
calibrated meter scales. Nonlinearities cause
percent of reading errors, and offsets cause
percent of full scale errors.
Looking at instrument specification sheets,
accuracy specifications are usually expressed
in one of three ways: I. percent of the fullscale value, 2. percent of the reading, 3. (percent of reading + percent of full-scale). The
first is probably the most commonly used accuracy specification. The second (percent of
reading) is more commonly applied to meters
having a logarithmic scale. The last method
has been used more recently to obtain a
tighter accuracy specification on a linearscale instrument.

Hewlett-Packard uses the two-part accuracy specification to take advantage of the upper-scale accuracy and yet maintain a
reasonable specification for the lower portion
of the scale.

Selecting an Analog Voltmeter
1. For measurements involving dc applications, select the instrument with the broadest
capability meeting your requirements. 2. For
ac measurements involving sine waves with
only modest amounts of distortion « 10%),
the average-responding voltmeter can perform over a bandwidth extending to several
megahertz. 3. For high-frequency measurements (> 10 MHz), the peak-responding
voltmeter with the diode-probe input is the
most economical choice. Peak-responding
circuits are acceptable if inaccuracies caused
by distortion in the input waveform can be
tolerated. 4. For measurements where it is
important to determine the effective power of
waveforms that depart from a true sinusoidal
form, the True RMS-responding voltmeter is
the appropriate choice.

lal
R.M.S. VOL TS

~./

Ibl

lei

R.M.S. VOLTS

Idl

Figure 1. Four different types of meter
scales available. (a) Linear 0-3 V and 010 V scales plus a dB scale. (b) Linear dB
scale plus non-linear (logarithmic) voltage
scales. (c) dB scale placed on larger arc
for greater resolution. (d) Linear -20 to 0
dB scale useful for acoustical and communications applications.

Analog Voltmeter Selection Chart
Model

DC VOLTMETERS

Frequency Range; Accuracy at FS'

Page
70

Voltage Range
1mV to 300V (12 ranges)

de
±(2'10 + 0.1 pV)
Frequency Range; Typical Accuracy
5 Hz to 2MHz; ±2% to ±5%

100 pV to 300 V; -90 dB to +52 dB

20 Hz to 4 MHz;±I% to ±4'10

75

HIGH ACCURACY dB VOLTMETER 20 dB log scale (0 dB = 1V)

-100 dB to +60 dB (8 ranges)
1mV to 300 V;
-70 dB to +52 dB

20 Hz to 4 MHz; ±0.2 dB to 0.4 dB
10 Hz to 10 MHz

75

HIGH ACCURACY AC VOLTMETER has de output (±0.5%) for
driving recorder

±1% ±5%

75

3400A

RMS VOLTMETER provides rms readings of complex signals
Has de output for driving DVM's or recorders

1mV to 300 V
(12 ranges)

10 Hz to 10 MHz
+ 1% to +5%

76

3406A

SAMPLING RF VOLTMETER provides True RMS measurements
when used with 3400A. Many accessories

1mV to 3 V(8 ranges)

Model
427A

MULTI·FUNCTION METERS
BATIERY-OPERATED MULTI-FUNCTION METER has 10
mG de mput impedance and lOMGj20 pF ac input impedance

10 kHz to >1.2GHz
±3%to ±13%
Resistance Range (Accuracy)
lOG to 10 Mil mid-scale ±5%; from 0.3
to 3on the meter scale (7 ranges)

410C

VERSATILE VOLTMETER has 100 MG de input Impedance
and 10 Mllj1.5 pF ac Impedance

419A

DC NULL VOLTMETER

Model
403B

AC VOLTMETERS
RECHARGEABLE BATIERY AC VOLTMETER

400F
400 FL

FAST-RESPONSE AC VOLTMETER 100 kHz low-pass filter ac amplifier

400GL
400E
400 EL

Model

CURRENT METERS

DC MILLIAMMETER with clip-on probe eliminates direct connection
428B
For oxoct occurocy ro'or to pogo do.,gnotod.

Voltage Range
±3pV to ± 1kV end scale
0.1 pV resolution (18 ranges)

Voltage Range (Accuracy)
DC; ±100mVtol000V(±2%)9ranges
AC: 10 mV to 300 V10 Hz to 1MHz
(± 2%) 10 ranges

Page
74

77
Page

72

DC: ±15 mV to ±1500 V(±2'10) 11 ranges
AC; 0.5 Vto 300 V20 Hz to >700 MHz
(± 3% at 400 Hz) 7ranges

lOll to 10 MG (center scale) 0 to midscale;
±5% or ±2% of midscale (whichever
IS greater) 7 ranges current: DC: ±1.5 pA to
±150mA(±3%)

73

Current Range

Frequency Range

1mA to 10 AFS (9 ranges)

de to 400 Hz

Page
71
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ANALOG VOLTMETERS
DC Null Volt-Ammeter
Model419A

Response time: 3 s to within 95% of final reading on 3 J.lV range; I s
to within 95% of final reading on 10 J.l V to 1000 V ranges.
Noise: <0.3 J.lV pop, input shorted. Noise amplitude approximates
Gaussian distribution. RMS value (standard deviation) is <0.075
J.lV, pop noise value is <0.3 J.lV 95% of the time.

Input Characteristics
At null: infinite resistance on 3 J.l V through 300 mV ranges in set null
mode. Negative input terminal can be floated to ± 500 V dc from
power line ground.
Off null

419A .. OC NULL VOLTMETER

-

OFF

.-

oN

Input resistance

3~V-3m~

100 Hl
I Mil
10 Mil
100 Mll

10 mV - 30 mV
100 mV - 300 mV

•
ZERO

flOWER

Voltage range

I V-IOOOV

----------J
Description
Eighteen voltage ranges with 0.1 J.lV resolution on the lowest range.
Accuracy of this rechargeable battery-operated instrument is ± 2%
of end scale ± 0.1 J.l V on all ranges. Noise is less than 0.3 J.l V pop, and
drift is less than 0.5 J.lV jday.
An internal nulling voltage allows input voltages up to 300 mV to be
nulled giving an infinite input impedance. Input impedance above 300
mV range is 100 megohms.
Seven push buttons allow rapid function selection. This dc null voltmeter operates from an ac line or from internal rechargeable batteries. During operation from ac line, batteries are trickle-charged. A
fast-charge pushbutton is provided to increase the charging rate, recharging batteries in approximately 16 hours. Battery voltage may be
checked with the battery-test pushbutton. The zero pushbutton allows compensation for any internal offsets before measurement.
When this pushbutton is depressed, the positive leg of the voltmeter is
disconnected from the positive input terminal.
When the voltmeter pushbutton is depressed, H P 419A functions as
a zero-center scale 3 J.l V to 1000 V dc voltmeter.
When the A M pushbutton is depressed, HP 419A functions as a
zero-center scale 30 pA to 30 nA ammeter.

Specifications
DC Null Voltmeter
Ranges: ±3 J.lV to ± 1000 V dc in 18 zero-center ranges.
Accuracy: ± (2% of range +0.1 J.lV).
Zero control range: > ± 15 J.lV.
Zero drift: <0.5 J.lV jday after 30 min warm-up.
Zero temperature coefficient: <0.05 J.lV

re.

Negative input terminal can be floated up to ± 500 V dc from powerline ground.
AC normal mode rejection: ac voltages 50 Hz and above and 80 dB
greater than end scale affect reading <2%. Peak ac voltage not to
exceed maximum overload voltage.

DC Ammeter
Ranges: ± 30 pA to ± 30 nA in 7 zero-center ranges.
Accuracy: ± (3% of range + I pA).
Zero control range: > ± 150 pA.
Zero drift: <5 pAjday after 30 min warm-up.
Zero temperature coefficient: <0.5 pAj°e.
Noise: <3 pA pop, input shorted.
Input resistance: 100 kQ on all ranges.

Amplifier
Gain: 110 dB on 3 J.lV range, decreases 10 dB per range.
Output: 0 to ± I Vat I mA maximum for end-scale reading. Output
level adjustable for convenience when used with recorders.
Output resistance: depends on setting of output level control. < 35Q
when output control is set to maximum.
Noise: 0.01 Hz to 5 Hz: same as voltmeter (referred to input). >5
Hz: < 10 mV RMS (referred to output).

General
Overload protection: the following voltages can be applied without
damage to instrument.
1 V to 1000 V range: 1200 V dc.
10 mV to 300 mV range: 500 V dc.
3 J.lV to 300 mV range: 50 V dc.
Operating temperature: instrument will operate within specifications from oGe to 50°e.
Operating humidity: <70% R.H.
Storage temperature: -20 o e to +50°e.
Power: 115 V or 230 V ± 10%, 48 Hz to 440 Hz, 2 VA max. or 4
internal rechargeable batteries (furnished). 30-hr operation per recharge. Operation from ac line permissible during recharge.
Size: 156 mm H (without removable feet), 197 mm W, 203 mm D
(6.1" x 7.75" x 8").
Weight: net, 3.7 kg (8.3 Ib). Shipping, 5.4 kg (12 Ib).

419A DC Null Volt-Ammeter

$1550

ANALOG VOLTMETERS
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1 mA to 10 A Clip-On de Milliammeter rh~
Model 4288
• No circuit interruption
• No circuit loading

3529A

4288

Description
Direct current from I milliampere to 10 amperes full scale can be
measured without interrupting your measured circuit or producing
loading errors. With the HP Model 428B Clip-on Milliammeter, cutting wires for insertion of current meters and calculating current from
voltage and resistance readings are eliminated. All that is required for
fast, accurate readings is to clip around the wire and select the proper
current range.
The 428B measures current by utilizing a clip-on transducer that
converts the magnetic field around the conductor to an ac voltage
proportional to de current. This voltage is detected and displayed as
direct current on the 428B's meter. Since there is no direct contact
with the circuit being measured, complete de isolation is assured.
The meter responds to de current only and is therefore not susceptible to common mode currents. However, low frequency currents up
to 400 Hz can be measured by connecting an oscilloscope or voltmeter
to the convenient front panel output; or this output can be used to
drive a strip chart recorder for permanent long term records.
For even greater sensitivity, several loops of the measured conductor can be put through the probe, increasing sensitivity by the same
factor as the number of turns used.

Specifications
DC current range: I rnA to lOA full scale, nine ranges.
Accuracy: ± 3% of full scale ± O.IS rnA, from O°C to SsoC (when
instrument is calibrated to probe).
Probe inductance: <O.S IlH.
Probe inducted voltage: < IS mY p (worst case at 20 kHz and
harmonics).
Output: variable linear output level with switch position for calibrated I Y into open circuit (corresponds to full scale deflection). I.S Y

max. into open circuit in uncalibrated position. 0.73 ±.O I Y into I Hl
in calibrated position.
Noise: I rnA range, < IS mY rms across I kQ; 3 rnA range, < S mY
rms across I H!; lOrnA through lOA ranges, <2 mY rms across
1 kQ.
Frequency range: de to 400 Hz (3 dB point).
AC rejection: signals> S Hz with pk value <full scale affect meter
accuracy <2% (except at 40 kHz carrier frequency and its harmonics). On the lOA range, ac pk value is limited to 4 A.
Power: liS or 230 Y ± 10%, SO to 60 Hz, approx. 7S Y A max.
Operating temperature range: -20°C to +SS°c.
Storage temperature: -40°C to +6S o C.
Probe insulation: 300 Y maximum.
Probe tip size: ",,0.S"(12.7mm) by 0.66" (16.67mm) aperture diameter 0.16"(3.97mm).
Size: cabinet: 292 H x 191 W x 368 mm D (11.5" x 7.S" x 14.S").
Weight: net, 8.6 kg (19 Ib). Shipping, 10.9 kg (24 Ib).

Accessories Available
3529A Magnetometer Probe: this probe measures magnetic field
strength and direction. The component of magnetic field sensed is
parallel to the cylindrical axis of the probe. Applications include the
testing of magnetic materials for air shipment.
Range: 1 mG to lOG full scale, nine ranges.
1 mG = I rnA conversion factor.
Accuracy: ±3% of full scale (O°C to +SS°C) after calibration.
Frequency range: de to 80 Hz (3 dB point).
Weight: net OA5 kg (lIb). Shipping 0.91 kg (2Ib).

Ordering Information
3529A Magnetometer Probe

4288 Analog Milliammeter (cabinet)

Price
$200

$1675
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ANALOG VOLTMETERS
Low-Cost Multi-Function Meter
Model 427A
Overload protection: 1200 V dc.

AC Voltmeter
Ranges: 10 mV to 300 V in 10 ranges in 10 dB steps.
Frequency range: 10 Hz to I MHz.
Response: responds to average value, calibrated in rms.
Accuracy:
Frequency

Range
0.01 V to 30 V

10 Hz to 100 kHz
100 kHz to 1 MHz

2% 01 range

100 Vto 300 V

2% of range

Input impedance: 10mV to I V range, 10 Mfl shunted by <40 pF; 3
V to 300 V range, 10 Mfl shunted by <20 pF.
Overload protection: 300 V rms momentarily, I V range and below;
425 V rms max above I V range.

Ohmmeter
Ranges: 10fl to 10 Mfl center scale in 7 decade ranges.
Accuracy: ± 5% of reading (from 0.3 to 3 on scale)
Source current (ohms terminal positive)

427A

Range

Open circuit
Voltage

Short circuit
Current
lamA

XIO

0.1 V

x100

0.1 V

1mA

Xl k

IV

1mA

X10 k

1V

100 ~A

X100 K

1V

10 ~A

X1M

1V

X10 M

1V

1 ~A
0.1

~A

General
Input: may be noated up to ± 500 V dc above chassis ground. Ohms
input open in any function except ohms. Volts input open when instrument is off.
Operating temperature: O°C to 50°C.
Power: >300 hr operation per battery.
HP 427A. 22.5 V dry cell battery, Eveready No. 763 or RCA VS I02.
HP 427A Option 001: battery operation or ac line operation, selectable on rear panel. 115 V or 230 V ± 20%, 48 Hz to 440 Hz, 2 VA max.
Size: (standard I!.J module): 159 mm H (without removable feet), 130
mm W, 203 mm D (6.25" x 5.13" x 8").
Weight: net, 2.4 kg (5.3 Ib). Shipping, 3.6 kg (8 Ib).
110966

Description
Hewlett-Packard's Model 427A is a portable, versatile, low cost
multi-function meter which is valuable in any laboratory, production
line, service department, or in the field. It is capable of measuring dc
voltages from 100 mV to I kV full scale; ac voltage from 10 mV to
300 V full scale at frequencies up to I MHz (>500 MHz with the
110968 High Frequency Probe); and resistance from 10fl to 10 Mfl
center scale.
The 427 A will operate continuously for more than 300 hours on its
internal 22.5 V dry cell battery. AC line and battery operation is
available with option 00 I.

Specifications
DC Voltmeter
Ranges: ± 100 mV to ± 1000V in 9 ranges in 10 dB steps.
Accuracy: ± 2% of range.
Input resistance: 10 Mfl.
AC normal mode rejection (ACNMR): ACNMR is the ratio of the
normal mode signal to the resultant error in readout. 50 Hz and
above: >80 dB.

Accessories Available
HP 110968 High Frequency AC Probe extends range to > 500 MHz.
With the 110968, you can measure 0.25 to 30 V rms signals out to
500 MHz with better than ± I d8 accuracy. Usable relative measurements can be made up to I GHz (3 dB point at 700 MHz). The
II 096B is a peak-responding detector calibrated to produce a dc output proportional to the rms value of a sine wave input. Input impedance is 4 Mfl shunted by 2 pF.
Options and Accessories
11075A High Impact Case. A rugged case for carrying, storing and operating the 427 A
110968 High Frequency AC probe
11001A 45" test lead, dual banana plug to male 8NC
11002A 60" test lead, dual banana plug to alligator
clips
11003A 60" test lead, dual banana plug to pencil probe
and alligator clip.
10111A BNC female to dual banana adapter
Ordering Information
427A Multi-function Meter (includes batteries)
427A Option 001 AC power supply & battery

Price
$200
$120
$20
$17
$15
$25
$850
add $60
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General Purpose Multi-Function Voltmeter rh~
Model410C a:~

410C with 11036A

Description
HP's Model 410C is a versatile general purpose instrument for use
anywhere electrical measurements are made. This instrument measures dc voltages from IS mV to 1500 V, dc current from 1.5 p.A to
150 rnA, and resistance from 0.2f! to 500 Mf!. With a standard plugin probe, ac voltages at 20 Hz to 700 MHz from 50 mV to 300 V and
comparative indications to 3 G Hz are attainable.

Specifications
DC Voltmeter
Voltage ranges: ± 15 mV to ± 1500 V full scale in 15,50 sequence
(11 ranges).
Accuracy: ± 2% of full scale on any range.
Input resistance: 100 Mf! ± I% on 500 mV range and above, 10 Mf!
± 3% on 150 mV range and below.
AC Voltmeter
Voltage ranges: 0.5 V to 300 V full scale in 0.5, 1.5, 5 sequence (7
ranges)
Frequency range: 20 Hz to 700 MHz.
Accuracy: ± 3% of full scale at 400 Hz for sinusoidal voltages from
0.5 V-300 V rms. The ac probe responds to the positive peak-aboveaverage value of the applied signal. The meter is calibrated in rms.
Frequency response: ±2% from 100 Hz to 50 MHz (400 Hz ref.);
o to -4% from 50 MHz to 100 MHz; ± 10% from 20 Hz to 100 Hz
and ± 1.5 dB from 100 MHz to 700 MHz.
Input Impedance: input capacitance 1.5 pF, input resistance> 10
Mf! at low frequencies. At high frequencies, impedance drops off due
to dielectric loss.
Safety: the probe body is grounded to chassis at all times for safety.
All ac measurements are referenced to chassis ground.
DC Ammeter
Current ranges: ± 1.5 p.A to ± 150 rnA full scale in 1.5, 5 sequence
(11 ranges).
Accuracy: ± 3% of full scale on any range.
Input resistance: decreasing from 9 kf! on 1.5 p.A range to approxi-

mately O.3n on the 150 rnA range.
Special current ranges: ± 1.5, ± 5 and ± 15 nA may be measured
on the IS, 50 and 150 mV ranges using the dc voltmeter probe, with
± 5% accuracy and 10 Mf! input resistance.

Ohmmeter
Resistance range: resistance from 10f! to 10 Mf! center scale (7
ranges).
Accuracy: zero to midscale: ± 5% of reading or ± 2% of midscale,
whichever is greater; ± 7% from midscale to scale value of 2; ± 8%
from scale value of 2 to 3; ± 9% from scale value of 3 to 5; ± 10%
from scale value of 5 to 10.
Amplifier
Voltage gain: 100 maximum.
AC rejection: 3 dB at 0.5 Hz; approximately 66 dB at 50 Hz and
higher frequencies for signals < 1600 V P or 30 times full scale,
whichever is smaller.
Isolation: impedance between common and chassis is > 10 Mf! in
parallel with 0.1 p.F. Common may be floated up to 400 V dc above
chassis for dc and resistance measurements.
Output: proportional to meter indications; 1.5 V dc at full scale,
maximum current, I rnA.
Output Impedance: <3f! at DC.
Noise: <0.5% of full scale/on any range (p-p).
DC drift: <0.5% of full scale/yr at constant temperature. <0.02% of
full scale/oC.
Oyerload recovery: recovers from 100: 1 overload in <3 s.
General
Maximum input: (see overload recovery). DC: 100 V on 15,50 and
150 mV ranges, 500 V on 0.5 to 15 V ranges, 1600 V on higher
ranges. AC: 100 times full scale or 450 V P whichever is less.
Power: 115 V or 230 V ± 10%,48 Hz to 440 Hz, 13 VA (20 VA with
11 036A ac probe).
Size: 165 mm H (without removable feet), x 130.2 mm W x 280 mm
D (6V2" X 5'/8" x 11 ") behind panel.
Weight: net, 4 kg (8 lb). Shipping, 5.44 kg (12 Ib).
Accessories furnished: detachable power cord, II 036A AC probe.
Accessories available: see page 82.
Ordering Information
410C with HP 11036A Detachable AC probe
410C Option 002 (less ac probe)

Price
$1600
less $60
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5 Hz to 2 MHz AC Solid-State Voltmeters
~~ Model 4038

Description
The Hewlett-Packard 403B AC Voltmeter is a versatile, general
purpose instrument for laboratory and production work, yet is ideal
for use in the field since it is solid-state, battery operated, and portable.
It measures from 100 microvolts to 300 volts, covering 5 Hz to 2
MHz. It operates from internal batteries and thus may be completely
isolated from the power line and external grounds, permitting accurate measurements at power line frequency and its harmonics without
concern for beat effects. Isolation from external ground also permits
use where ground loops are troublesome. Turnover effect and waveform errors are minimized because the meter responds to the average

value of the input signal.
The 403B operates from an AC line as well as from the internal
battery pack, and batteries recharge during AC operation. Battery
charge may be easily checked with a front-panel switch to assure reliable measurements. Normally, about 60 hours of AC operation recharges the batteries; but an internal adjustment is provided which
nearly doubles the charging rate. The Model 403B can be used while
its batteries charge. A sturdy taut-band meter eliminates friction and
provides greater precision and repeatability.
For improved resolution in dB measurements, the 403B Option 001
is available. This version spreads out the dB scale by making it the top
scale of the meter.

Specifications
Range
Meter
Frequency
Range
Accuracy

0.001 to 300 Vrms full scale, 12 ranges, in a1, 3,10 sequence.
-60 dB to +50 dB in 12 ranges with 10 dB steps.
Responds to average value of input waveform, calibrated in the rms value of asine wave.
5 Hz to 2 MHz
Within ±2% (± 0.2 dB) of full scale from 10 Hz to 1MHz:
within ±5% (±0.4 dB) of full scale from 5 to 10 Hz and from 1to 2 MHz, except ±10% (±O.S dB) from
1 to 2 MHz on the 300 Vrange (0 to 50·C).·

Input
Impedance
Maximum
Input

2Mil: shunted by <60 pF, 0.001 to 0.03 Vranges:
<30 pF, 0.1 to 300 Vranges.
Fuse protected (signal ground can be ±500 VDC from chassis).

Power

Size

4 rechargeable batteries, 40 hr. operation per recharge,
up to 500 recharging cycles: self-contained recharging
circuit functions during operation from AC line.
159 mm H(without removable feet) x 130 mm Wx 203 mm D(6.25' x 5.13' xS').

Weight

net, 2.9 kg (6.5Ib). Shipping, 3.6 kg (Sib).

Price

4038 $800

Opt 001 add $50

'Uae l0001A 10:1 Divider and 10111A Adapter to retein ±5'1b (±0.4 dB) eccurecy while meeauring up to 425 V rma from 1 to 2101Hz.
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AC Voltmeter, 10 Hz to 10 MHz Fh:'
Models 400E, EL, F, FL, GL

400F

400GL

Specifications
Voltage range
Frequency range
Input impedance

Accuracy'

400£/EL•
1mV to 300 VF.S. 12 ranges
10 Hz-IO MHz
10 MU on all ranges
<25 pF to <12 pF depending
on ranges
±(% reading + %range)
3 mV-300 Vranges
10 Hz-40 Hz; ±(2.5 + 2.5)
40 Hz-2 MHz; ±(l + 0)
2 MHz-4 MHz; ±(1.5 + 1.5)
4 MHz-l0 MHz
3 mV range: ±(2.5 + 2.5)
10 mV-3V range: ±(3.0 + 2.0) for 4 MHz to 6MHz
±(3.75 + 375) for 6MHz to 10 MHz
10 V-30 V: ±(3.5 +3.5)
1 mV range
10 Hz-4O Hz; ±(2.5 + 2.5)
40 Hz-500 kHz; ±(l +0)
500 kHz-4 MHz: ±(2.5 + 2.5)

Recovery
Overload

400F/Fl·
100 ~V to 300 VF.S. 14 ranges
20 Hz-4MHz
10 MU on all ranges
<30 pF to < 15 pF depending
on ranges
(% reading + %range)
300 ~V-300 Vranges
20 Hz-40 Hz; ±(2 + 2)
40 Hz-lOO Hz; ±(I + I)
100 Hz-I MHz; ±('I, + Ii,)
I MHz-2 MHz; ±(l + 1)
2 MHz-4 MHz; ±(2 + 2)

100 ~V range
30 Hz-60 Hz; ±(2 + 2)
60Hz-100kHz: ±(l + 1)
100kHz-500kHz; ±(l +(+0,-7)

20 Hz-4 MHz
10 MU on all ranges
<30 pF to < 15 pF depending
on ranges
+60 dB range
20 Hz-40 kHz; ±0.4 dB
40 kHz-IOO kHz; ±0.2 dB
-60 dB thru + 40 dB ranges
20 Hz-40 Hz; ±0.4 dB
40 Hz-500 kHz; ±0.2 dB
500 kHz-2 MHz; ±0.4 dB
2 MHz-4 MHz; +0.2, -08 dB
-80 dB range
30 Hz-60 Hz: ±0.4 dB
60 Hz-100 kHz; ±0.2 dB
100 kHz-500 kHz; + 0.2, -0.8 dB

<2 sfor 80 dB overload

Calibralion

"500 Vrms ac, 300 Vde

"1200 Vrms max. input
1000 Vde max. Input

Scale -10 to +2 dB between ranges, 100 dIViSions on 0 to I scale.
The dB scale reads -10 to +2 dB; 10 dB between ranges.

Linear dB scale, 100 divisions
from -20 to 0 dB. Long voltage
scale 0 dB = IV.

Weight

Net, 27 kg (6 Ib). Shipping, 4.1 kg (9Ib)

Size
Power

159 mm H(Without removable feet) x 130 mm Wx 279 mm D(6.25" x5.13" x II')
AC; 115 or 230 V+10%,48 to 440 Hz, 6 VA max.
DC: External batteries: + and - voltages between 35 Vand 55 V

Plice:
400E, $825: 400 EL $850
• NOTE: 400 EL •• m. II 400E, .nd 400FL •• m••• 400F, exc.pt for c.hbr.lIon. LIn••r dB .c.'.
-10 dB to +2 dB, 10 dB b.tw••nr.ng••, Log voll.g••c.i•• 0,310 t .ndO.Bto 3, 120divi.ion.
from -10 dB +2 dB. 400 FL .ccur.cy i. % of 'llding in dB only,
.. AC o,,"o.d

400 Gl

-80 dB \0 +60 dB F. S. 8 ranges

vo~.g. d.cr•••••

with incr•••ing k.qu.ncy

400F, $825: 400 FL, $850

400 GL, $850
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10 Hz to 10 MHz True RMS Voltmeter

• 10 MHz bandwidth
• High crest factor for accurate pulse measurements
• Stable, linear DC output

• 1 mV full-scale sensitivity
• 10 MQ input impedance
• Taut-band individually calibrated meter

Specifications
Voltage range: I mV to 300 V full scale, 12 ranges.
DB range: -72 to +52 dBm (0 dBm = I mW into 600n).
Frequency range: 10 Hz to 10 MHz.
Response: responds to rms value (heating value) of the input signal
for all waveforms.
Meter accuracy: % of full scale (20°C to 30°C)*
10Hz

50Hz

lMHz

±l%

±5'10

2MHz

±2%

3MHz
+3%

10MHz

±5%

AC-to-DC converter accuracy: % of full scale (20°C to 30°C)*
10Hz

50Hz

±5%

lMHz

±0.75%

2MHz

±2%

3MHz

±3%

10MHz
+5%

• TC: ±O.1'lb Irom O'C to 20'C and 3O'C to 55'C.

Crest factor: (ratio of peak to rms amplitude of input signal): 10 to I
at full scale (except where limited by maximum input) inversely proportional to meter deflection (e.g., 20 to I at half-scale, 100 to I at
tenth scale).
_
Maximum continuous Input voltage: 500 V ac peak at I kHz on all
ranges; 600 V dc on all ranges.
Input Impedance: from 0.001 V to 0.3 V range: 10 Mn shunted by
<50 pF. From 1.0 V to 300 V range: 10 Mn shunted by <20 pF.
AC coupled input.
Response time: for a step function, <5 s to final value.
AC overload: 30 dB above full scale or 800 V p, whichever is less, on
each range.
Output: negative I V dc into open circuit at full-scale deflection, proportional to meter deflection from 10-100% of full scale. I rnA maximum; nominal source impedance is Iooon. Output noise < I mV rms.
Power: lIS or 230 V ± 10%, 48 to 66 Hz, 15 VA max.
Size: 159 H (without removable feet) x 130 W x 279 mm 0 (6.25" x
5.1" x II "); III module.
Weight: net, 3.3 kg (7.3 Ib). Shipping, 4.5 kg (10 Ib).
Accessories furnished: 10110A Adapter, BNC to dual banana
jack.

Description
The Hewlett-Packard Model 3400A is a true root-mean-square
(rms) voltmeter, providing a meter indication proportional to the dc
heating power of the input waveform.
Six-decade frequency coverage makes the 3400A extremely flexible
for all audio and most RF measurements and permits the measurement of broadband noise and fast-rise pulses.
Pulses or other non-sinusoids with crest factors (ratio of peak to
rms) up to 10:1 can be measured full scale. Crest factor is inversely
proportional to meter deflection, permitting up to 100: I crest factor
at 10% of full scale.
Permanent plots of measured data and higher resolution measurements can be obtained by connecting an X- Y plotter, strip chart recorder or digital voltmeter to the convenient rear-panel dc output.
The dc output provides a linear 0 to I volt drive proportional to meter
deflection.

Accessories Available
11001A Cable, 45 in. long, male BNC to dual banana
plug
11170A Cable, 12 in., male BNC connectors
11170B Cable, 24 in., male BNC connectors
11170C Cable, 48 in., male BN C connectors
11002A Test lead, dual banana plug to alligator clips
11003A Test Leads, dual banana plug to probe and
alligator clip
11076A Carrying Case
Ordering Information
3400A Opt 001 spreads out the dB scale by making it
the top scale of the meter.
Rear terminals in parallel with front panel terminals
and linear log scale uppermost on the meter face are
available on special order.
3400A RMS Voltmeter

Price
$17
$17
$17
$20
$15
$12
$200
add $30

$1275
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10kHz to 1.2 GHz RF Voltmeter Fh:'
Model 3406A a:~

Description
High frequency voltages can be measured easily with HP's 3406A
Sampling Voltmeter. Employing sampling techniques, the HP 3406A
has extremely wide bandwidth (10kHz to 1.2 G Hz) with high input
impedance. Signals as small as 50 /JoV can be resolved. Full scale sensitivity from I mV to 3 V is selected in eight 10 dB steps and may be
read directly from -62 dBm to + 23 dBm. Accessory probe tips convert the H P 3406A for voltage measurements in applications such as
receivers, amplifiers and coaxial transmission lines.
Measurement can be retained on the 3406A meter by depressing a
pushbutton located on the pen-type probe. This is useful when measurements are made in awkward positions where the operator cannot
observe the meter indication and probe placement at the same time.

Specifications
Voltage range: I mV to 3 V full scale in 8 ranges; decibels from -50
to +20 dBm (0 dBm = I mW into SOn); average-responding instrument calibrated to rms value of sine wave.
Frequency range: 10kHz to 1.2 G Hz; useful sensitivity from I kHz
to beyond 2 G Hz.
Full-scale accuracy (%) with appropriate accessory (after probe
is properly calibrated)
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I
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I
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Input impedance: input capacity and resistance will depend upon
accessory tip used. 100,00012 shunted by <2.1 pF at 100 kHz with
bare probe; < I0 pF with IlOnA isolator tip supplied.
Sample Hold Output
Provides ac signal whose unclamped portion has statistics that are
narrowly distributed about the statistics of the input, inverted in sign

(operating into> 200 kn load with < 1000 pF). Output is 0.316 V at
f.s. on any range.
.
Noise: < 175 /JoV rms referred to input.
Accuracy (after calibration): 0.0 I V range and above: same as full
scale accuracy of instrument. 0.00 I V to 0.003 V range: value of input
signal can be computed by taking into account the residual noise of
the instrument. Jitter: meter indicates within ± 2% pk of reading 95%
of time (as measured with HP 3400A True RMS Voltmeter).
RMScrestfactor:O.OOI VtoO.3V,20dB; I V, 13dB;3V,3dB.
Meter
Meter scales: linear voltage, 0 to I and 0 to 3; decibel, -12 to + 3.
Individually calibrated taut-band meter.
Response time: Indicates within specified accuracy in <3 s.
Jitter: ± I% peak (of reading).
General
DC recorder output: adjustable from 0 to 1.2 rnA into 1000 ohms at
full scale, proportional to meter deflection.
Overload recovery time: meter indicates within specified accuracy
in <5 0 s (30 V pop max.).
Maximum input: ± 100 V dc, 30 V pop.
RFI: conducted and radiated leakage limits are below those specified
in MIL-618ID and MIL-I-16910C except for pulses emitted from
probe. Spectral intensity of these pulses is nominally 50 nV / V Hz;
spectrum, extends beyond 2 G Hz.
Temperature range: Instrument, O°C to +55°C; probe, + 10°C to
+40°C.
Power: 115 or 230 V ± 10%, 48 Hz to 66 Hz, 25 VA max.
Size: 159 mm H (without removable feet), x 197 mm W x 279 mm D
(6.25" x 7.75" x II "); '/2 module.
Weight: net, 5.4 kg (12 Ib). Shipping, 6.8 kg (15 Ib).
Accessories: refer to data sheet.

3406A RF Voltmeter

$2250
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DIGITAL VOLTMETERS
General Information

DVM's have historically been optimized
for either a systems environment where speed
is important or for bench applications where
users want high accuracy, high resolution
and low noise. HP's new 3456A Digital Voltmeter is able to function equally well in both
application areas (see page 68) using a new
multi-slope AID conversion technique.
There is the classical trade-off between speed
and resolution. For quiet, stable readings
with high normal mode noise rejection an integrating technique is the best approach. The
speed of most integration techniques is limited by certain constraints. If a final reading
can be developed during the measurement
cycle, measurement speed can be increased.
This explains why the successive approximation AID technique is fast because the final
reading is developed one digit at a time so
that no final tally of counts is necessary at
the end of the measurement. The trade-off,
using the successive approximation technique, is to sacrifice noise rejection for speed.

New HP Multi-slope AID Conversion
Technique
A second speed limitation lies in the fact
that microprocessors add and subtract a lot
faster than they multiply. In HP's new multislope AID technique, timing errors and leakage errors become offset errors which are
removed quickly by microprocessor addition
or subtraction.
The easiest way to understand HP's new
AID conversion technique is to look at the
classical dual slope integration in Fig. I. The
input is applied to an integrator during runup for a period related to the power line frequency. Measurement of the input is made

by applying a reference voltage of opposite
polarity to the integrator. The time required
for run-down until its zero crossing is proportional to the input voltage. Not until this final zero crossing is made is the magnitude of
the input known.

The run-down portion of HP's Multi-slope
\I technique is illustrated in Fig. 2. A steep
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""Determlnallon 01 Reading"

Counts dLHHlg run down proportlOriai to
Input

~ollage

Figure 1 The classical dual-slope inlegration technique IS liml[ed In speed \0
how last the zero crossing can be deleclet:1 accurately. In addilion, the final
readmg IS not known unlll rundown has been completed Nole that the
VOltage remaining on the integrator's capacitor is proportional 10 inpu\level

The voltage left on the integrator's capacitor at the end of the integration period varies
directly as a function of input level. For small
inputs, noise becomes a problem and for
large inputs, the dielectric absorption of the
capacitor becomes a problem. The run-down
speed could be improved by application of a
steeper slope (reference voltage of larger
magnitude, incorporating high speed logic).
The basic design contributions of HP's new
multi-slope AID technique are: I) speed, 2)
elimination of high speed logic in the zero
comparator, 3) keeping the run-up slopes
steep to effectively extend· the range of the
comparator, 4) completion of AID conver·
sion during the measurement and 5) conversion of gain errors and timing errors into
offset errors where they can be subtracted
out.

Figure 2. The Multi-slope'll technique used in the 3456A Digital Voltmeter
emplOys a lour· slope rundown to successively establish the value 01 the lour
least significant digltS in the final reading, Nole that the final zero crossi~g
which determines the least significant digits is done with the shallowest
slope

run-down is applied initially and a finite
amount of overshoot is allowed intentionally.
The next slope applied is exactly a decade
less in steepness and opposite in polarity.
After its zero crossing (with a a finite
amount of overshoot), a third slope a decade
again less in steepness is applied. Then after
its zero crossing, a fourth slope is applied
which turns out to be one one-thousandth as
steep as the initial slope.
The residual charge remaining on the integrator's capacitor after the conclusion of
each slope represents what is left to digitize.
At the beginning of each slope, a clock is
started, then stopped at the zero crossing for
that slope. The mathematics of the technique
are such that the four least significant digits
are developed sequentially during run-down
from the stored counts for each of the four
slopes.
Note that the steepest slope and the most
poorly defined zero crossing is the least

DIGITAL VOLTMETERS
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General Information (Con't) (h~

critical in terms of the final reading. The
usable sensitivity of the DV M is to a large
degree determined by the final zero crossing
for the least significant digit. This is determined by using the shallowest zero crossing
having the greatest precision. Thus, HP's
Multi-slope" technique develops the final
reading during run-down rather than after
run-down.
Looking next at run-up where integration
is accomplished, Multi-slope " also makes
its contribution. When the operator selects
100, 10 or 1 power line cycles of integration
from the front panel of HP's 3456A DVM,
the instrument is able to resolve six full digits
with the first two established during run-up.
If 0.1 power line cycles is selected, only five
digit resolution is practical with the first
(most significant) digit established during
run-up and the remaining four determined
during run-down. At 33G readings per second
and 0.01 line cycles of integration, the HP
3456A has 4'/2 digit resolution. At this speed,
the integration period looks similar to dual
slope as illustrated in Fig. I.

Integration Period

Inpu! ramp for
a large Input

Inpu! voltage alone

Reference voltage
+ Input voltage

voltage

'-.

One source of errors is variations in switching time, and if there is a lot of switching of
the input and reference voltages, these errors
can be considerable. In Fig. 4 the number of
switching points during run-up using the
multi-slope technique varies as a function of
the magnitude of the input voltage. Full scale
inputs produce the maximum number of
switching points. With Multi-slope II these
errors are removed because the number of
transitions is held constant irrespective of the
magnitude of the input voltage. Potential
timing errors are then converted into offset
errors which are removed. Fig. 4 illustrates
how Multi-slope II handles a full scale input
and a tenth of full scale input.

Easy Calibration
Another contribution of HP's multi-slope
technique is the use of a single reference voltage to simplify calibration and lower cost.
Due to the auto zero technique, both positive
and negative ramps can be generated. Fig.
5a, b, and c show a simplified schematic to
illustrate how this works. As shown in Fig.
5a, when both S+4 and S-4 are switched to
ground, the current (I) nowing from the
+ l2V supply will pass through the summing
node and out to the integrator capacitor (C).
Due to operational amplifier action, the summing node is a virtual ground. This generates
a negative going ramp at the output of the
integrator.

/

+ 12 V

/

counts

Inpu~--+--'l-1-

+

R.,

Figure 3. In multi-slope integration, 1M final voltage across the InlegralQr
capacitor was left at a fairly high level althe end althe integration period. In
addition, the number of switch transitions varied greatly as a function of the

figure 4. Multi·slope II as applied to HP's 3456A Digital Voltmeter uses a
runup broken into rixed periods which do not vary no mailer what the input
level is. In addition. the average vollage on the integrator capacitor tends to
be lower Ihan with previous leChniques, thus reducing lhe errors created by
dielectric absorption. When resol'Jing six lull digits. the first two digits are
establisned during this rlJnup period.
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Dual slope uses linear run-up where the input voltage is applied and allowed to ramp.
Dual slope does not fully exploit the dynamic
range of the integrator. In a multi-slope technique a sawtooth approach is used to keep the
integrator charging at a fast rate. This was
achieved by periodically switching in a reference of opposite polarity to ramp down as
shown in Fig. 3. In this technique, the larger
the input voltage, the larger the average voltage on the integrator capacitor and the more
sensitive accuracy is to dielectric absorption.
HP's Multi-slope" keeps the average voltage after run-up as low as practical. It, however, uses the sawtooth approach to maintain
a high charging rate.
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switch (Sa) is opened and the voltage (e/2)
held on the auto zero capacitor elevates the
positive input to the operational amplifier.
Any error in absolute magnitude of the
+ 12V supply is removed and the supply need
only have good short term stability. Any error in the + 12V supply is converted to an offset and subtracted during the measurement.
Small differences in R+4 and R-4 can be
averaged out by alternating between the two
during auto zero cycles. This, in effect, converts a potential gain error into an offset error removable during the auto zero cycle.
Resistors R+4 and R-4 have a tolerance of
0.01%, but due to this technique, are effectively matched to within I ppm.
Zero comparators have some hysteresis.
Not only are the switch transistors kept constant during run-down, but also the ramping
is arranged so that the final and most critical
zero crossing is made from the same direction. The application of both the S-4 and
S+4 slopes are made for both the rundown of
a positive voltage as well as a negative voltage on the integrator capacitor. This is illustrated in Fig. 6. Note also that the number of
ramps which are required is limited to S-4,
S+4, S-3, S+2 and S_I.

,'s
I
I

Figure 6. The artiliclal introduction 01 an extra S _ 4 slope during rundown
Keeps the SWitch lransltions balanced belween negative and posi!i'Je inputs
and also mak.es Ihe final zero crossing from the same direction.
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Offset Compensated Ohms
OUlpu1

e/2 Slored on aulO zelo cap

-12V + 12 V
ReI
ReI

This abbre'Jiated schematic 01 the integrator is shown lor three dillerent con·
ditions: 5a) (he generation or a negative-going ramp, 5b) the generation ot a
posili'Je-going ramp and 5c) the conditions during analog auto zero

When both S+4 and S':"4 are closed to the
-12 V reference as illustrated in Fig. 5b, current is sucked away from the summing node
at twice that supplied by the + 12V supply.
The balance of current required to achieve
equilibrium in the node is removed from the
integrator capacitor, generating a positive
ramp on the output of the integrator.
Between measurement cycles, there is an
analog auto zero performed. The cycle is
shown in Fig. 5c, where S+4 is closed to the
-12V reference but S-4 is switched to
ground. Since the resistors (R) are of approximately equal value, any error in voltage
from the + 12V supply (e) will appear as e/2
at the summing node. With Sa closed, e/2 is
stored on the auto zero capacitor.
During ramp generation, the auto zero

The ohms converter incorporated in HP's
3456A DVM uses a new technique called
Offset Compensated Ohms. Thermal offsets
generated by bimetallic junctions are a
source of error in ohms measurements. When
the ohms function is selected in H P's 3456A,
the instrument first makes a normal ohms
measurement and stores the result in memory. The constant current source is switched
off next and a conventional voltage reading is
made. Offsets detected during the voltage
reading are subtracted from the voltage measured with the constant current source applied. The result is an offset compensated
ohms measurement. The ohms converter
capitalizes on the low noise, high accuracy,
multi-slope A/D converter in the 3456A.
In summary, the design emphasis of H P's
3456A DVM provides the operator with a
smart DMM to allow the operator to choose
the performance level required, whether it is
high resolution, high accuracy bench application or high speed systems use. The DMM
Selection Chart on the next page can help
you to select a DV M for your bench or systems application.
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DIGITAL VOLTMETERS

~~ General Information

DVM SELECTION GUIDE

3467A
3435A

3476A/B

BENCH DVM'S

de Volts

DVM's
3476A/B
3', digit
p 84
3435A
3', digit
P86
3465A/B
41/, digit
P88
3466A
41" digit
p90
3467A
41, digit
p 92

Features

Max.
Input

Rdgs/

Resistance

ac Volts
Sensi·
tivity

Set

Ranges

100~V

• Low cost
• Autorange

1000 V

3

lOOmV
to
1000 V

• Accuracy
.10mllliO

1200 V

4)

lOOmV
to
1200 V

lOO~V

• I ~V sensitivity
• Bench/ Field

1000 V

2.5

10mV
to
1000 V

• Autorange
• True RMS
• 1 ~V sensitivity

1200V

4.7

10mV
to
1200V

I

• Temperature
• Printer /Timer
• 4 channels

350V

4.5

20mV
to
350 V

Basic
Accuracy

Band·
width

Ranges

Current

General

Sensitivity

Open
Circuit
Voltage

ac

de

Ranging

Overrange

1n

Other

Price

10kHz

1kn
to
10 MO

<4V

Yes

Yes

Auto/Hold

10%

Battery Power
3476B

$300/350

+1count)

100 kHz

Ion
10 milh 0 <5V
to
lOMn

Yes

Yes

Auto/Manual

100%

Battery Power
Opt 002

$525

1 ~V

!(02% Rdg.
+1count)

20 kHz

1000
to
10miliin <5V
10 Mn

Yes

Yes

Manual

100%

Battery Power
3465B

$650/625

~V

±(03% Rdg.
+1count)

100 kHz
True rms

100
to
10MU

Yes

Auto/Manual

100%

Battery Power
Trms/ac or dc

$775

1 ~V

!(.03% Rdg
+ 1count)

100 kHz
True rms

2000
lOmilliU
to
20 MO

Auto/Hold

100%

Total Measurement Station

$2600

~(.3'10

Rdg.

~(.l%

Rdg.

+ 1count)

I miliiO

Yes
<5V True rms
< 5V

DVM SELECTION GUIDE

3438A

3455A

3497A

SYSTEM DVM'S

ac Volts

de Volts

DVM's
3438A
31;, digit
p96
3437A
3',2 digit
p98
3455A
5"2,6', digit
p 104

Features
• HP·IB
• Low Cost
• Hp·IB
• High speed
Sample/Hold

Max.
Input

Rdgs/

Sec

Ranges

Sensi·
tlvlty

Basic
Accuracy

Band·
width

1200 V

4.7

200mV
to
1200 V

lOO~V

±(.l% Rdg.
+ 1count)

100 kHz

20V

5700

lOOmV
to
10V

lOO~V

±(.03% Rdg.
+2counts)

1000 V

24

lOOmV
to
1000 V

Resistance

Rang"

Sensl·
tivlty

Ion
lOmillin
to
lOMn

Current

General

Open
Circuit
Voltage

ac

de

Ranging

Over·
range

<5V

Yes

Yes

Auto /Manual

100%

Manual

100%

±(.002% Rdg. 1MHz
+ 1count) True rms

lOOn
to
lOMn

1milhn

< 5V

Auto / Manual

50%

3456A
330
• High Pertor·
100mV
±(.0008% Rdg. 250 kHz
3"2,4"2,51f2,
mance
1000 V (48wllh
to
100 nV
61f,
6", digit
+2counts) True rms
• Selective
1000 V
integration time
digits)
p 100

loon
to'
I Gn

loo~n

< 9.5V

Auto/Manual

20%

Aulo/Manual

20%

3497A
3 2,4",,5"2
"
digit
p48

• HP·IB
• AutoCal

300

• Selectable
# of digits

• BUllt'ln
memory

120V

(50 with
5'/,
digits)

0.1 v
to
100V

I

I

~V

~V

±(.002% Rdg.
+ 1count)

Program.
current
source
tor ohms

Other
Five function
HP·IB

Price
$1.050

HP·IB In!. timer
Sample/Hold
Hold
HP·IB, guarded,
4 terminals,
Math
HP·IB, guarded,
Statistics,
Pass/Fail,
Offset. %error

$4.250

HP·IB, Guarded
Built·in memo
Program, current
source

3497
Opt 001
$2.750

$2.750

$3.700

B DIGITAL VOLTMETERS
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Voltmeter Accessories

a:~ Probes, Dividers, Carrying Cases

>~~r:#""~''''t,

100078 Straight-thru probe

110968
High frequency probe

34111A
Hi-voltage probe

---~
34110A Soft vinyl carrying case

34112A
Touch-hold probe

100078, 100088 Probe
The 10007B and 10008B are straight-thru BNC probes with a retractable hook tip and 20 cm (8 in.) ground lead with alligator tip.

10007B
10008B

Peak
Voltage
600 V
600 V

Shunt
Capacitance

40 pF
60 pF

34110A
Carrying case for '/2 rack size instruments. Inside dimensions of
25.4 cm x 22.9 cm x 10.2 cm or 10" deep x 9" wide x 4" thick. Zipper
nip top lid and zippered accessory pouch. Has shoulder carrying
strap.

LenRth
11 m (3.5 ft.)
L8 m (6 tt)

11068A
Soft carrying case for 3476A and B DMM. Has shoulder strap and
zippered opening for instrument and accessory pouch.

110968 High Frequency Probe
Converts dc voltmeter with 10 M!1 input to high-frequency ac voltmeter. Works with any dc voltmeter with 10 M!1 input impedance.

110968 Specifications
Voltage range: 0.25 to 30 V rms.
Transfer accuracy (when used with 10 M!1 ± 10% dc voltmeter)
tlO'C to t30'C

10,:...0:::,kH:::.z_ _.,....,--,---_-=.IO:..:.O,:...M:..:.Hz=--! 0.5 dB
Down 3 dB allO kHz and 700 MHz

I

Accessories available: HP 10218A BNC Adapter; HP 10219A
Type 874 Adapter; HP 11063A 50!1 Tee.

..:..:,500 MHz
! 12 dB

I

Response: peak responding. Calibrated to read rms value of sine
wave.
Input Impedance: 4 M!1 shunted by 2 pF.
Maximum input: 30 V rms ac; 200 V dc.
Cable length: 4' long (1219 mm).
Accessories furnished: High-Frequency Adapter; Straight tip;
Hook Tip; Ground Lead.

34111A DC Hi-Voltage Probe
1000:1 divider will accept up to 40 kV. Input Z = 10"!1. Divider
accuracy meets specifications when connected to 10 M!1 input resistance instrument.
Division ratio accuracy:
0-20 kV
<4%
30-40 kV
Divider has interchangea ble hook
and pointed tip.
20-30 kV
<2%

34112A Touch-Hold Probe
Allows user to hold DMM display by depressing button on probe
body. Both AC and DC voltage up to 1200 V max. DC or AC RMS
may be measured and held. Usable on the 3435A, 3438A, 3465A/B,
and 3466A.

Ordering Information
100078
100088
11068A
110968
34110A
34111A
34112A

Probe
Probe
Soft Carrying Case for 3476A and B DMM
High Frequency Probe
Carrying Case for '12 Rack Size Instruments
DC Hi-Voltage Probe
Touch-Hold Probe

Price
$50
$50
$30
$120
$40
$150
$65

DIGITAL VOLTMETERS
Voltmeter Accessories
Models 10023A & 3500

10023A

n

10023A Temperature Probe
The Modell0023A Temperature Probe provides the fast, accurate
temperature measurements needed in a wide variety of thermal design, diagnostic, and testing applications. Surface temperature measurements are read directly in degrees Celsius on general purpose
digital multimeters having an input impedance of ~ 10 megohms. A pencil-like probe tip easily accesses small components and a
press-to-read switch makes measurements easy.
The probe is a self-contained temperature-to-voltage transducer
with a forward-biased diode chip providing calibrated linear output of
I mV /0C. The entire electronics assembly, including integrated circuits and battery is packaged in the probe barrel.
A standard dual banana plug output connector provides universal
connection to digital voltmeters.

10023A Speclfication8
Electrical
Measurement range: -55°C to + 150°C.
Output: I mV;cC.
Short term repeatability: ±0.3°C (minimum of 48 hrs).
Accuracy: ± 2°C from O°C to 100°C, decreasing linearly to +2°C,
-4°C at -55°C and +4°C, -2°C at +150°C.
Maximum voltage at tip: 600 V (dc + peak ac).
Tip capacitance to ground: approx 0.5 pF.
Thermal response: <3s to settle within 2°C of final reading (liquid
measurement) for a lOO°C temperature change.
DMM Input R: ~ 10 Mfl.

350D

General
Operating environment (probe tip to approx 13 mm (0.5 In.)
from probe tip: temperature, -55°C to + 150°C; altitude, to 4600 m
(15 000 ft); vibration, vibrated in three planes for 15 min. each with
0.38 mm (0.015 in.) excursion, 10 to 55 Hz.
Operating environment (probe body): temperature, O°C to 60°C
(battery limitation); humidity (non-condensing), to 95% relative humidity at +40°C, altitude and vibration same as those for probe tip.
Overall length: approx 1.4 m (53 in.).
Weight: net, 85 g (3 oz); shipping, 312 g (11 oz).
Battery life: approx 50 hr (varies with ambient temperature).
Low Battery Indication: probe output indicates approx -70°C on
DMM. First indication of a low battery condition is a decreasing indication of I ° to 2°C/minute with probe tip at a constant temperature.
Accessories supplied: one replacement battery (1420-0256), one
sliding lock collar (10023-23201), and one probe tip cover (0054740005).
Replacement batteries: batteries may be purchased locally using
the following part numbers, RA Y-O- VAC®I, RS 312-G or T-312-G;
DURACELL®2 I0L125; or batteries with similar specifications.
®IRA Y -0- VAC is registered trademark of ESB, Inc.
®2DURACELL is a registered trademark of P. R. Mallory & Co.

Ordering Information
10023A Temperature Probe
10023-60001 Replacement Tip, includes pre-calibrated
tip and matching compensation network

Price
$150
$75

3500 Description
Two 600 fl unbalanced attenuator sections make up the HewlettPackard 350D Attenuator. One section is a 100 dB attenuator, adjustable in 10 dB steps. The other is a 10 dB attenuator, adjustable in
I dB step.

3500 Specifications
Attenuation: 0 to 110 dB, I dB and 10 dB steps.
Power capacity: 5 W (55 Vdc or rms) max, continuous duty.
DC Isolation: signal ground may be ± 500 Vdc from chassis.
Accuracy: dB at any step listed below.
10 dB Section

odB

100 dB Section

10 dB

70 dB

100 dB

de to 100 kHz
100 kHz to I MHz
Size: standard HP 1/3 module (system I) 159 mm H x 130 mm W x
203 mm D (6Y4" x 5W' x 8").
Weight: net, 1.8 kg (4 lb.). Shipping, 2.7 kg (6 lb.).

Ordering Information

Price

461A Amplifier
465A Amplifier
467A Power Amplifier/Supply
350D Attenuator

$600
$500
$1325
$400
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DIGITAL VOLTMETERS
Low-Cost Autoranging 3 Y2 Digit DMM
Mode13476A/B

3476A/B specifications
DC Voltmeter
Ranges: O.IIOOV
1.100 V
11.00 V
110.0 V
1100 V

Maximum display: ±0.1098 V
± 1.098V
± 10.98 V
±109.8V
± 1000 V

Description
If you measure current, voltage or resistance, you can use the
3476A/B to make these measurements faster and with fewer reading
errors. This versatile instrument incorporates autorange to let you
concentrate on your measurement, not the range or range multiplier.
With autorange, readings always have the same multiplier: voltage
always in volts, current in amps, and resistance in kilohms. In addition to autorange the 3476A/ B has auto-zero and auto-polarity.
Auto-zero eliminates the need to zero the instrument prior to a test,
and auto-polarity lets you measure both positive and negative voltages without the inconvenience of reversing test leads.
The 3476A/B saves you time by combining the five most common
measurements in one instrument. It measures AC voltage, DC voltage, AC current, DC current and resistance. In addition to these five
basic measurements, the 3476A/B has additional features to save you
time and effort. For example, there are two units to choose from. The
lower cost 3476A operates on AC for your bench measurements. The
3476B will operate on either AC or nickel-cadmium batteries. Under
battery operation you can break ground loops resulting in quieter
readings or make measurements in remote locations. The 3476B will
give you eight hours of continuous service before a recharge is required. Keep it plugged in and it will charge overnight and be ready
for your next trip.
Convenience
An instrument designed to make your most common measurements
should be convenient to use. The 3476A/B was designed to be convenient. An example is the replacement of the input protection fuses.
Replacement is easy-no disassembly or re-calibration is necessarysimply slide back the input terminal cover plate to expose the defective fuse. Convenience means attention to design detail. A multiposition bail allows convenient positioning. There is even a vertical detent
for viewing from above. Another convenient detail is the shape of the
case. Small instruments with push buttons have trouble staying put
when the buttons are pressed. The 3476A/B solves this problem with
a finger grip ridge allowing one-handed operation.

Maximum input: 1000 V (DC + Peak AC).
Accuracy: (20°C to 30 D C).
Range

Accuracy

0.1100 V

±(0.3% 01 reading + 2 counts)

1.100 V
11.00 V

±(0.3% of reading

+ 1 count)

1100 V
1100V

±(04% of reading

+ 1 count)

'90 day cal. cycle. Add (0.2% of raading) for ona yaar cal. cycle.

Common mode rejection: (I kQ unbalance) > 100 dB @ 50 Hz, 60
Hz.
Input resistance: 10 MQ ± 5%.
Input protection: < II 00 V peak.
Temperature coefficient: ± (0.05% of reading +0.2 count);aC.
AC Voltmeter
Ranges: 0.1100 V
1.100 V
11.00 V
110.0 V
1100 V

Maximum display: 0.1098 V
1.098 V
10.98 V
109.8 V
700 V

Maximum input: 700 V rms.
Accuracy: converter is average responding calibrated in rms (20 D C
to 30°C)·
Ranges"
1.100 Vto
1100 V
01100 V

45 Hz to 2 kHz
±(1.5% of reading

+4 counts)

±(2% of reading

+6 counts)

'90 day cal. cycla. Add (0.2% of reading

2 kHz to 5 kHz
±(3% of reading

+6 counls)
:!: (5%

of reading

+6 counts)

5 kHz to 10 kHz
±(8% of reading

+ 10 counts)
:!: (18%

+ 1 count) for ona year cal. cycle

• "Ranges usable from 3% of range to full scale.

01 reading

+ 10 counts)

Common mode rejection: (\ kfl unbalance» 80 d8 @ 50 Hz, 60
Hz.
Input resistance: 10 Mfl ± 5%.
Input capacitance: <30 pf.
Input protection: < 1100 V peak.
Temperature coefficient. ± (0.05% of reading +0.5 count)/Co.
DC Ammeter
Ranges: 0.110 A
1.100 A

Max. display:

Batteries: 4 rechargeable Nickel Cadmium Sub C size. Typical continuous operating time using fully charged batteries: 8 hours at 25°C.
Typical battery charging time: 14 hours at 25°C with instrument
turned off. Trickle charge with instrument on.
Weight: 3476A - net, 0.77 kg (1.7 lb); shipping, 1.68 kg (3.7 Ib)
34768 - net, 0.97 kg (2.13 Ib); shipping, 1.88 kg (4.13 Ib).
Size: 3476A/8: 58 H x 168 W x 206 mm D (2.3" x 6.6" x 8.1").

±0.109 A
± 1.098 A

Accuracy: (20°C to 30°C) ± (0.8% of reading +2 counts).·
Impedance: 1-1.5 ohm constant.
Current protected: 1.5 A fuse.
Temperature coefficient: ± (0.05% of reading +0.2 count) / 0C.
'90 day cal. cycla. Add (0.2'11> of raading) for on. yaar cal. cycla.

AC Ammeter
Ranges: 0.110 A
1.100 A

Max. display:

1.100 A

45 Hz to 2kHz
±(2% of reading
+4 counts)

+6 counts)

0110 A

±(2.5% of reading

±(5.5'10 of reading

+6 counts)

+6 counts)

Ranges"

0.109 A
1.098 A

2kHz to 5kHz
±(3.5% of reading

'90 day cal. cycl•. Add (0.2'11> 01 raading + 1count) lor on. y.ar cal. cycla.
, 'Rangaa uaabla from 3'11> of rang. to lull rang.

Impedance: 1-1.5 ohm constant.
Current protected: 1.5 A fuse.
Temperature coefficient: ± (0.05% of reading +0.5 count)/"C.
Ohmmeter
Ranges:

1.100 kfl
11.00 kfl
110.0 kfl
1100 kfl
11000 kfl

Max. display:

Ranges

Accuracy

110.0 kfl, 1100 kll

±(0.3% of reading + 1 count)
±(05% of reading +I count)

11000 kfl, 1.100 kfl
11 kfl

11068 A

1.098 kfl
10.98 kfl
109.8 kfl
1098 kfl
10980 kfl

'90 day cal. cycla. Add (0.2% 01 raad,ng) for ona yaar cal. cycla.

Open circuit voltage: <4 V.
Input voltage protection: <30 V rms continuous, fuse protected
from 30 V to 250 V rms.
Temperature coefficient: ± (0.05% of reading + 0.2 count) / °C.
General
Ranging: Automatic, Range Hold.
Common to ground. <500 V (peak).
Sample rate: ",,3/second.
Overload Indication: horizontal bars.
Operating environmental conditions
Temperature range: O°C to 55 DC (3476A); ODC to 40°C
(34768).
Humidity: <95% RH at 40°C.
Power: 3476A AC line, 34768 AC line and batteries, <6 VA
Standard, 104-127 V ac; 54-66 Hz
Option 00 I, 86-106 V ac; 54-66 Hz
Option 002, 86-106 V ac; 48-54 Hz
Option 003, 190-230 V ac; 48-54 Hz
Option 004, 208-250 V ac; 48-54 Hz.
Option 006, 208-250 V ac; 54-66 Hz
Note: No charge for options 001 through 004 and 006. Power options may be changed in field by re-arranging jumpers. See manual
for details.

11096 B

Accessories
11096B RF probe 10 kHz to 700 MHz (with adaptors)
11068A Soft Carrying Case
34111A High-voltage probe 40 kV DC.
1oo23A Temperature Probe
Ordering Information
Opt 005 3476A/8, Test Lead Kit, and Soft Carrying
Case
3476A Digital Voltmeter (includes pair of test leads)
34768 Digital Voltmeter (includes pair of test leads)

Price
$120
$30
$150
$150'
add $40
$300
$350
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3 Y2 Digit, High Accuracy DMM
.:~ Model 3435A

DC Current

Description
The 3435A is a 3 112 digit multi meter providing five functions of
ACV, DCV, ACI, DCI and fl. It is available with rechargeable batteries or AC line power only. The 34112A Touch-Hold probe provides
"eyes-on" probing of AC and DC voltages by holding the 3435A display using a button on the probe. The 3435A case is rugged with a
detent position carrying handle which is used also as a tilt stand.

Specifications
DC Voltmeter
Ranges:

Maximum display:

200 mV
2V
20 V
200 V
1200 V

±
±
±
±
±

199.9 mV
1.999 V
19.99 V
199.9 V
1199 V

Maximum input: 1200 V (DC + Peak AC).
Ranging: automatic or manual.
Sensitivity: 100 J.lV on 200 mV range.
Polarity: automatically sensed and displayed.
Accuracy: I year, 15 to 30 u C.
Range
200 mV
2 V to 1200 V

200 J.lA
2 rnA
20 rnA
200 rnA
2000 rnA

Maximum display:

± 199.9 J.lA
± 1.999 rnA
± 19.99 rnA
± 199.9 rnA
±1999mA

Maximum input: current: 2 amp (fuse protected). Voltage: 250 V.
Ranging: manual only.
Sensitivity: 100 nA on 200 J.lA range.
Polarity: automatically sensed and displayed.
Accuracy: 1 year, 15 to 30°C.
Range
200 ~A to 200 mA
2000 mA

Specification,
1

(0.3% of reading

± (0.6% of reading

+2counts)
+2counts)

Temperature coefficient: (0 to 15°C and 30 to 55°C) ±(0.028%
of reading +0.1 count)/°C.
Voltage Burden

Specification,
± (0.1 %01 reading

Ranges:

+2 counts)

Range

Maximum Burden
at Full Scale

200 ~A to 20 mA
200 mA

<240 mV

2000 mA

<400 mV

± (0.1 % ot reading + 1 count).

Temperature coefficient: (0 to 15°C and 30 to 55°C) ± (0.015%
of reading + 0.1 count)/°C.
Input resistance: 10 Mfl ± 1%.
Input type: floating, 500 V maximum com. to ground.
Normal mode rejection: >40 dB at 50 Hz/60 Hz ±O.I %.
Response time: <0.7 second to within 1 count of final value on one
range. Add I second for each range change.
Effective common mode rejection: (I kfl unbalance) > 120 dB at
50/60 Hz ± 0.1 %.

<220 mV

Response time: <0.7 second on any range to within I count of final
value.

AC Voltmeter
AC converter: avg. responding rms calibrated.
Ranges: 200 mV
Maximum display:
2V
20 V
200 V
1200 V

199.9 mV
1.999 V
19.99 V
199.9 V
1199 V

Maximum Input: 1700 V (DC + Peak AC), 10' volt-Hz max.
Ranging: automatic or manual.
Sensitivity: 100 IJ,V on 200 mV range.
Accuracy: (with display of ~20 counts) I year, 15 to 30°C.
Range
30 Hz-50 Hz

AC Current
Ranges: 200 IJ,A
2mA
20 rnA
200 rnA
2000 rnA

Maximum display: 199.91J,A
1.999 rnA
19.99 rnA
199.9 rnA
1999 rnA

Maximum Input: current: 2 amp (fuse protected). Voltage: 250 V.
Ranging: manual only.
Sensitivity: 100 nA on 200 IJ,A range.
Accuracy: (with display of ~20 counts)-I year, 15 to 30°C.
2000mA

±(2% 0\ reading
+5 counts)

±(l.2% of reading
+5 counts)

200 mA
To

±(1.7% of reading
+5 counts)

±(0.9% of reading
+5 counts)

200~A

30 Hz

50Hz
Frequency of Input Signal

10 kHz

Temperature coefficient: (0 to 15°C and 30 to 55°C) ± (0.05% of
reading +0.2 count)/oC
Voltage burden
Range
200 ~A to 20 mA
200 mA range
2000 mA range

Maximum Burden
at Full Scale
<220 mV rms
<240 mV rms
<400 mV rms

Response time: < 1.6 seconds on any range to within 3 counts of
final value.
Input type: floating, 500 V maximum com. to ground.
Ohmmeter
Ranges:

Specifications
±(0.04% of reading +0.2 count)/'C

20 MO

±(O.l8% of reading +0.2 count)/'C

±(1.5% of reading +10 counts)

Temperature coefficient: (0 to 15°C and 30 to 55°C) ± (0.04% of
reading +0.2 count)/oC.
Input Impedance: resistance: 5 Mfl. Shunt capacitance: <50 pF.
Response time: < 1.6 seconds to within 3 counts of final value on
one range. Add 1.2 seconds for each range change.
Input type: floating, 500 V maximum com. to ground.

Range

Range
200-2000 kn

Specification
±(1.5% of reading +3 counts)
±(O.3% of reading +3 counts)

50 Hz-20 kHz
20 kHz-100kHz

Current

Temperature coefficient: (0 to 15°C and 30 to 55°C)

20fl
200fl
2 kfl
20 kf!
200 kfl
2000 kfl
20 Mfl

Maximum display: 19.99fl
I99.9fl
1.999 kfl
19.99 kfl
199.9 kfl
1999 kf!
19.99 Mfl

Input protection: 250 V rms.
Ranging: automatic or manual.
Sensitivity: 10 milliohm on 20fl range.
Accuracy: I year, 15 to 30°C.
Range

Specifications

200

±(0.5% of reading +12 counts)

2000-2000 k!l
20M!l

±(0.2% of reading + 2 counts)
±(0.8% of reading + 2counts)

General
Calibration: data sheet specifications guaranteed for I year.
Display: 7 segment red 0.3 inch high LED's. Function and range annunciation.
Reading rate: 2.4 - 4.7/s depending on input level.
A-D conversion: dual slope.
Integration time: 100 ms.
Ranging: automatic or manual on ACV, DCV and ohms. Manual
only on AC & DC current.
Storage temperature: AC line power only, -40 to +75°C; with
batteries, -40 to +65°C.
Operating temperature: 0 to 55°C.
Humidity: 95% RH, + 15 to +40°C.
Power: AC line: 48-440 Hz; 86-250 V (see Ordering Information).
Battery: rechargeable lead-acid 10 hours minimum continuous operation with full charge. Recharge time: 16 hours operating, 12 hours
nonoperating. Batteries and charger available separately; consult operating manual. Total instrument power dissipated: AC only; 3 watts;
with charger; 8 watts.
Size:

3435A

3435A Option 002

2381 cm (94") Wide
9.84 cm (3.9") high

20.96 cm (8.25') wide
8.57 cm (3.4") high

27.62 cm (10.9") long

26.67 cm (10.5') long

Weights: 3435A 2.41 kg (5.3 lb.)
3435AOpt.0011.84kg(4.llb)
3435A Opt. 002 1.81 kg (4Ib)
Accessories Furnished: 2 test probes
Accessories
11000A Test leads, dual banana both ends.
11oo2A Test leads, dual banana to dual alligator.
11oo3A Test leads, dual banana to probe and alligator.
110968 RF Probe, 10 kHz to 700 MHz.
34110A Soft vinyl carrying/operating case.
34111A High-voltage probe 40 kV DC.
34112A Touch-Hold Probe.
5061-0072 'I, Module rack mount kit. (Available on
Opt 002 only).
1oo23A Temperature Probe
Ordering Information
3435A streamlined portable case with handle, AC line
power. Batteries and charger included.
3435A Opt. 001, streamlined portable case, AC line
power only.
3435A Opt. 002, Rack and Stack case, AC line power
only. (Rack mount kit not included.)
All orders must include one of the power options: 86106 V Opt. 100; 190-233 V Opt. 210; 104-127 V Opt.
115; 208-250 V Opt. 230.

Price
$20
$17
$15
$120
$40
$150
$55
$35
$150

$525
less $65
less $35

N/C

B
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DIGIT A~ yOL T~~TERS .

1 /-LV Sensitivity, 4Y2-Dlglt, 5-Functlon Multimeter
Ii:~ Models 3465A/B Digital Multimeters

34658
3465A

Description
The 3465A and Bare 4'/2 digit multimeters providing five functions
of ACY, DCY, ACI, DCI and n. They feature both portability and
bench applications by offering a choice of line and battery power options. The 3465A is offered in the half-module rack and stack case.
The 3465B is offered in the rugged streamlined synthetic case with a
carrying handle. Both units accept the 34l12A touch-hold probe for
"eyes-on" measurements of AC and DC voltage.

Specifications

Maximum input: 2A from <250 Y source (fuse protected).
Sensitivity: 10 nA on lowest range.
Polarity: automatically sensed and displayed.
Accuracy: (I year, 23°C ± 5°C)
Range

Specifications

200 ~A. 2mA

,(007% of reading + 1count)

20 mA

+(011 %of reading

200 mA. 2000 mA

,(06% of reading

+ 1count)
+ 1count)

Temperature coefficient: (O°C to 50°C)

DC Voltmeter
Ranges: 20.000 mY Maximum display: ±
200.00 mY
±
2.0000 Y
±
20.000 Y
±
200.00 Y
±
1000.0 Y
±
Maximum input: 1000 YDC and peak AC.
Sensitivity: 1 microvolt on lowest range.
Polarity: automatically sensed and displayed.
Accuracy: (I year, 23°C ±5°C)

19.999
199.99
1.9999
19.999
199.99
1000.0

Range

Specifications

200 ~A

+0.006% of readlngj'C

2mA, 20 mA

,0004% of readlngj'C

200 mA
2000 mA

±0.01 %of readlngj'C

Voltage Burden
2000mA ranQe: <700 mY at full scale.
All other ranges: <250 mY at full scale.

Ohmmeter
Range

Specifications

20mV

,(0.0301 reading + 2counts)

thru 200 V
1000 V

+(0.02% of reading + 1count)
+(0.025% of reading

+ 1count)

Temperature coefficient: (O°C to 50°C) ± 0.003% of reading/DC.
Input resistance:
Range

Ranges: 200,00 n
Maximum Display: 19.999
2.0000 kn
1.9999
20.000 kn
19.999
199.99
200.00 kn
2000.0 kn
1999.9
20,000 Mn
19.999
Protection: 350 Y (DC + peak AC); 250 Y rms.
Sensitivity: 10 milliohm on lowest range.
Accuracy: (1 year, 23°C ± 5°C)

Specifications

20 mV thru 2 V

>10"11

20V thru 1000 V

10 M!I, 1%

Normal mode rejection: >60 dB at 50/60 Hz ±O.I%.
Effective common mode rejection: (I kn unbalanced) AC: > 120
dB at 50/60 Hz ± 0.1 %.

Range

Specifications

200!1

±(0.02 of reading + 2counts)

2 k!l thru 2 M!I

±(0.02% of reading + 1count)

20M!l

+(0.1 %of reading + 1count)

Temperature coefficient: (O°C to 50°C)

DC Current
Ranges: 200.00 JlA Maximum display: ± 199.99
2.0000 rnA
± 1.9999
20.000 rnA
± 19.999
200.00 rnA
± 19.999
± 199.99
200.00 rnA
±1999.9
2000.0 rnA

Range

Specifications

200!l thru 2 M!l

±0.0015% of readingj'C

20M!l

+0.004% of readingj'C

Configuration: 2 wire.

Overload Indication: display blanks, except for overrange "I" and
decimal point.
Humidity range: 95% RH at 40°C.
Operating temperature: O°C to +55°C. (Nickel Cadmium Batteries O°C to +40°C).
Storage temperature: -40°C to +75 0C. (Nickel Cadmium Batteries -40°C to +40°C).
Size:
3465A 85.7 H X 209.6 W X 266.7 mm D (3.4" X 8.25" X 10.5")
3465B 98.4 H X 238.1 W X 276.2 mm D (3.9" X 9.4" X 10.9")
Weights: net, 2 kg (4.5 Ibs). Shipping, 4.5 kg (10 Ibs).

Open circuit voltage: <5 V max.
Current Through Unknown
Range

1

2000
2kU
20 kU
200 kU
2000 kU
20 MU

1mA
I mA
1O~

10 ~A

l~
O.l~

AC Voltmeter
Ranges: 200.00 mV
Maximum display: 199.99
2.0000 V
1.9999
20.000 V
19.999
200.00 V
199.99
500 V
500.00
Maximum Input: full scale to 10 kHz decreasing linearly to 50% of
full scale at 20 kHz; except on 500 V range, 2 kHz.
Overload protection: 600 V DC max.
500 V AC rms
800 V peak.
Sensitivity: 10 IJ,V on lowest range.
Accuracy: converter is average responding calibrated to rms (I year,
+ 23°C ±5°C)

Accessories:
34112A Touch- hold Probe
34111 A High Voltage Probe
The 34111A, 100 to I DC High Voltage Divider
Probe, lets you measure up to 40,000 volts.
11096B RF Probe
The 1I096B RF Probe detects AC voltage up to 700
MHz.
11DOOA Test Leads, dual banana both ends
11002A Test Leads, dual banana to dual alligator
11003A Test Leads, dual banana to probe and
alligator
34110A Soft Vinyl Carrying/operating case
10023A Temperature Probe
For 3465A only:
5061-0072 Rack Mount Kit
82001B Nickel Cadmium battery pack (2 required)
82002A Battery Eliminator (hand-held calculator
charger)
1420-0024 Type "D" Alkaline cell in U.S.A. equal
to U-2 in Europe (4 required)
For 3465B only
82033A: Nickel Cadmium battery pack (I required)

20kHz
±(0.5% reading +15 counts)
10kHz
±(O.l5% readmg +5 counts)
Voltaae
Inpllt
Frequency

2kHz

±(0.5% reading
+5 counts)

1kHz
40Hz

200mV

I

2V

I

20V

T

200V

500V

Voltaae range

$120.00
$20.00
$17.00
$\5.00
$40.00
$150.00
$35.00
ea. $12.50
$20.00
ea. $3.30
$18.00

Options:
$600
Standard 3465A DVM
Includes test leads, AC line power, batteries, and battery charger.
AC line: 87-127 V; 48-440 Hz or 176-250 V; 48-440
Hz (switch selectable)
Batteries: 2 rechargeable Nickel Cadmium packs
(model 82001A) 6 hours continuous operation.
Opt 001: AC line power only. Batteries not included; less $20.00
battery charger is provided. AC line: 87-127 V; 48-440
Hz or 176-250 V; 48-440 Hz (switch selectable)
Opt 002: 4 type D Alkaline dry cells (U-2 cells in less $100.00
Europe). These non-rechargeable batteries provide 60
hours continuous use at 23 °C. Includes receptacle to
use 82002A battery eliminator which provides power
from AC line (82002A not included).

Temperature coefficient: (O°C to 50°C) ± (0.005% of reading +
0.2 count) °C.
Input Impedance: resistance: I Mn, < 100 pF shunt.
AC Current
Ranges: 200.00 IJ,A
2.0000 rnA
20.000 rnA
200.00 rnA
2000.0 rnA

Price
$65.00
$150.00

Maximum display: 199.99
1.9999
19.999
199.99
1999.9

Maximum Input: 2 A from < 250 V source (fuse protected). Full
scale to 10 kHz decreasing linearly to 50% of full scale at 20 kHz on
lowest 4 ranges; I kHz max on 2000 rnA range.
Sensitivity: 10 nA on lowest range.
Accuracy: (I year, + 23°C ± 5°C)
20kHz
Current
Input
Frequency

±(0.6% reading +15 counts)

Standard 3465B DMM

$575.00

10kHz
+(0.25% reading +5 counts)

±(0.65% read·
ing +4 counts)

1kHz
±(04% reading +5 counts)
40Hz

2oo~A

2mA

20mA

±(0.8% reading +5 counts)
200mA

2000mA

Current range

Temperature coefficient: (O°C to 50°C): ± 0.0 I% of reading rC.
Voltage burden:
200 mA range: <700 mV FS.
All other ranges: <250 mV FS.
General
Integration time: 100 ms.
Reading rate: 2'4 readings per second.
Display: light-emitting diodes.

I
I

Includes test leads, AC line power, batteries, and battery charger.
AC line: One of the following no-charge power options must be specified for the 3465A:
Opt 100: 86-106 V AC; 48-440 Hz
Opt 115: 104-127 V AC; 48-440 Hz
Opt 210: 190-230 V AC; 48-440 Hz
Opt 230: 208-250 V AC; 48-440 Hz
Batteries: One rechargeable Nickel Cadmium battery pack (model 82033A) provides 6 hours continuous
operation. Recharge time is 8 hours with instrument
off. Trickle charge with instrument on.

N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C

Ordering Information (including test leads)
3465A DMM with 2 8200lA's, AC line, batteries &
charger
3465B DMM with battery, AC line, and charger

$650.00
$625.00
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DIGITAL VOLTMETERS
4 Y:! Digit Autoranging DMM
Model 3466A

• True-Rms (DC
• Diode Test

• 1 11 V dc sensitivity
• 1 milliohm sensitivity

+ AC)

Description
The 3466A is a 4'1, digit Multimeter with autoranging volts and
ohms. Functional capability includes ACY, DCY, (AC + DC) Y,
ACI, DCI, (AC + DC) I, fl, and diode test. AC measurements are
True-RMS with selectable AC or DC coupling. Available with rechargeable batteries or AC power only, it has I IlY DC and I mfl
sensitivity with zero adjustment on lowest ranges to compensate for
external offsets.

Input resistance: 10 meg fl ± 0.5% all ranges.
Normal mode rejection: ~ 60 dB @ 50/60 Hz ± 0.1 %.
Effective common mode rejection (1 Kfl unbalance): ~ 120 dB
@ 50/60 Hz ± 0.1%; ~ 140 dB @ DC
Input type: floating, 500 Y maximum common to ground.

Specifications
DC Voltmeter
Voltage Range
20 mY
200 mY
2Y
20 Y
200 Y
1200 Y

Maximum Display
± 19.999 mY
± 199.99 mY
± 1.9999 Y
± 19.999 Y
± 199.99 Y
± 1199.9 Y

Maximum input: ± 1200 Y maximum DC and peak AC.
Ranging: automatic or manual.
Sensitivity: I IlY on 20 mY range.
Accuracy: (1 yr., 18 to 28°C assuming rear panel zero adjustment on lowest two ranges)
Specification
± (% of reading + # of counts)
Range
(.05 + 3)
20 mY
(.04 + 2)
200 mY
(.03 + 1)
2 Y ~ 200 Y
(.035 + I)
1200 Y

DC Current
Current Range
200 IlA
2 rnA
20 rnA
200 rnA
2000 rnA

Maximum Display
± 199.99 IlA
± 1.9999 rnA
± 19.999 rnA
± 199.99 rnA
± 1999.9 rnA

Maximum input: 2 amp from < 250 Y source (fuse protected).
Ranging: manual only.
Sensitivity: 10 nA on 200 IlA range.
Accuracy (1 yr., 18 to 28°C):
Specification
Range
± (% reading + # of counts)
200 IlA through 20 rnA
(.07 + 2)
200 rnA
(0.15+2)
2000 rnA
(0.5 + 2)
Input type: floating 500 Y maximum Common to ground.

AC Voltmeter
AC Converter: True-RMS Responding True-RMS Calibrated
Range
Maximum Display
200 m V
199.99 mV
2V
1.9999 V
20 V
19.999 V
200 V
199.99 V
1200 V
1199.9 V
Maximum Input: (AC + DC): ± 1200 V DC; ± 1700 V (DC + Peak
AC), 10' V • Hz, AC: ±600 V DC; 1700 V (Peak AC + DC), 10'
V • Hz.
Ranging: automatic or manual.
Sensitivity: 10 IlV on 200 mV range.
Crest factor: 4: I at Full Scale.
Accuracy (with display of :2=.10% of range): I yr., 18 to 28°C sinusoid waveform.
AC TRMS: (20 Hz to 100 kHz)
Specification
± (% of reading + # of counts)
Frequency Range
(2 + 50)
20 Hz to 30 Hz
30 Hz to 50 Hz
(I + 30)
(0.3 + 20)
50 Hz to 10 kHz
10 kHz to 20 kHz
(I + 40)
(2 + 150)
20 kHz to 100 kHz
DC + AC TRMS: DC + (20 Hz to 100 kHz).
(Accuracy applies after \0 minute warmup)
DC + Frequency Range
DC, 20 Hz to 50 kHz
50 kHz to 100 kHz

±

Specification
+ # of counts)
(I + 80)
(2 + 200)

(% of reading

Input impedance: resistance 2 Mfl, ± 1.5%.
Shunt capacitance <75 pF.
Input type: Floating, 500 V Maximum common to ground.

AC Current
Current Range
200llA
2 rnA
20 rnA
200 rnA
2000 rnA

Maximum Display
199.991lA
1.9999 rnA
19.999 rnA
199.99 rnA
1999.9 rnA

Detector: True RMS.
Crest factor: 4: I at Full Scale
Maximum input: 2 Amp RMS from <250 V source (fuse protected).
Ranging: manual only.
Sensitivity: 10 nA on 200 IlA range.
Accuracy: (with display:2=. 10% of range) I yr., 18°C to 28 DC, sinusoid waveform.
AC TRMS: 20 Hz to 10 kHz.
Specification
± (% of reading +
Range
Frequency
# of counts)
200 IlA-200 rnA
20 Hz-30 Hz
2 + 50
30 Hz-IO kHz
0.9 + 35
2000 rnA
20 Hz-30 Hz
2 + 50
30 Hz-IO kHz
1.2 + 20

(DC

+ AC) TRMS:

DC

+ (20 Hz to 10 kHz).

(Accuracy applies after 10 minute warmup)

All ranges: 20 Hz to 10kHz, ± (1.5% of reading + 80 counts).
Input type: floating, 500 V maximum common to ground.

Ohms
Range
20 fl
200 fl
2kfl
20 kfl
200 kfl
2000 kfl
20 Mfl

Maximum Display
19.999fl
199.99 fl
1.9999 kfl
19.999 kfl
199.99 kfl
\999.9 kfl
19.999 Mfl

Accuracy: I yr., 18 to 28°C (assuming use of front panel zero on
lowest two ranges).
Specification
± (% of reading + # of counts)
Range
20 fl-200 fl
.08 + 2
.03 + I
2 kfl-200 kfl
2000 kfl
.04 + I
20 Mfl
.15 + 1
Input protection: 250 V RMS or 350 V (DC + peak AC).
Ranging: automatic or manual.
Sensitivity: I milliohm on 20 ohm range.
Configuration: 2 wire.
Zero adjustment: range of 700 mfl. Use on 20fl, and 200fl ranges.
Open circuit voltage: <5 V maximum.
Current through unknown:
20ll.

2oog,

2 kg.

20 kg.

5 mA,

5mA.

1mAo

100 ~A

200 kg,

2000 kg,

20Mg
100 nA

Diode Test
Function: -1+- (kfl).
Range: -1+- (2kfl).
Current source: I rnA ± 1.5%.
Diode voltage drop displayed in volts: 1.9999 volts maximum.
Open circuit voltage: <5 volts maximum.
Overload protection: 350 V (DC + peak AC).

General
Display: 7 segments red 0.3 in high LED. Function and range annunciated.
Reading rate: 2.4 to 4.7 jsec. depending on input level.
Remote trigger: shorting COM to A stops sampling in Volts functions.
Storage temperature: AC only, -55°C to +75°C; with batteries,
-55°C to +65°C.
Operating temperature: (0 to 55)°C.
Humidity: 95% RH at +40°C.
Power: AC line; 48-440 Hz; 86-250 V.
Battery: rechargeable lead-acid 8 hours maximum continuous operation with full charge. Recharge time: 16 hours operating, 12 hours
non-operating. Batteries and charger available separately, consult operating manual. Total power dissipated: AC only, 4 watts; with charger, 9 watts.
Size: 3466A: 98.4 mm H x 238.1 mm W x 276.2 mm D (3.88" x 9.38"
x 10.88"). 3466A Opt. 002: 81 mm H x 215 mm W x 279 mm D
(3.13" x 8.38" x 10.88")
Weight: 3466A: 2.9 kg (6.31 Ib).
3466A Opt 001: 2 kg (4.41 Ib).
3466A Opt. 002: 2.6 kg (5.73 Ib).

Ordering Information
Configuration: 3466A streamlined portable case with handle, AC
line power, batteries and charger included; 3466A Opt 001, eliminate
battery and charger, AC line power only. Opt 002 Rack and Stack
case, AC line power only (rack mount kit not included). All orders
must include one of these line power options: Opt 100,86-106 V; Opt
115,104-127 V; Opt 210,190-233 V; Opt 230, 208-250 V.

Options
Opt 001
Opt 002
Opt 100, 115, 210, 230

3466A Digital Multimeter

less $75
less 35
NjC

$775
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4 Y2 Digit Logging Multimeter

Model 3467A
• DC voltmeter, true-rms voltmeter, ohmmeter

• Math functions

• Digital thermometer

• Printer & timer

• Four channel scanner

• Diode test

3467A

Description
Hewlett-Packard's 3467A Logging DMM is a total measurement
station, doing jobs that used to require several instruments. The HP
3467A combines a high performance 4Yl digit DMM, four channel
scanner, digital thermometer, math functions, and printer with timer
in a single instrument. It simplifies setups and measurements and
gives you a record of data in the units you need (Oe, dB, etc.) ... unattended or manually.
The 3467A can be used to measure DC volts, resistance, true-rms
Ae volts, or temperature. Temperature can be measured simultaneously with voltage or resistance to allow convenient analysis of temperature dependent parameters. Using thermistors, the temperature
measurements can be made directly in °e or ° F. Other built-in math
functions can be performed on the first three channels with respect to
a measured input on the fourth channel or a manually entered constant.

Specifications
DC Voltmeter
Range
20mV
200mV
2V
20V
200V
350V

Maximum input: ± 350 V from any terminal to ground and between
any two terminals
Ranging: Automatic or Hold/Step
Sensitivity: I It V on 20 mV range
Polarity: Automatically sensed and displayed
Zero adjustment: Front panel pushbutton compensated for up to
± 2 mV offset for each channel
Accuracy: 6 months, 18°C to 28°C (Assuming 30 minute warmup
and use of zero adjustment):
Range
20mV
200mV
2V - 200V, 350V

± (% of Reading + Number of Counts)
0.05 + 10
0.04 + 2
0.03 + I

Temperature coefficient: (0° to 18°C, 28° to 50°C): ±(.003% of
reading + 0.15 counts);Ce
Input resistance: 10 Mfl ± 5% on all ranges

Maximum Reading
± 19.999mV
± 199.99mV
± 1.9999V
± 19.999V
± 199.99V
± 349.9V

Normal mode rejection:

> 60 dB at 50/60 Hz ±0.1%

Effective common mode rejection (1 Kfl unbalance):
at 50/60 Hz ±O.l%

> 120 dB

Single channel response time (no print): < 0.7 seconds to within
1 count of final value on one range. Add 0.8 seconds for each range
change.

Ohmmeter
Range
Maximum Reading

Current Through
Unknown
200Q
199.99Q
5 mA
2KQ
1.9999Q
I mA
20KQ
19.999KQ
100 JlA
200KQ
199.99KQ
10 JlA
2MQ
1.9999MQ
I JlA
20MQ
19.999MQ
100nA
Input Protection: 250 V RMS or 350 V (DC + peak AC)
Ranging: Automatic or Hold/Step
Sensitivity: 10 mQ on 200Q range
Configuration: 2 wire with front panel pushbutton zero adjustment.
Lead resistance of up to 20Q can be nulled out for each channel
Accuracy: 6 months, 18°C to 28 °C (Assuming use of zero adjustment on 200Q range):
± (% of Reading + Number of Counts)
Range
200Q
0.08 + 10
2KQ
0.03 + 3
20KQ-200KQ
0.03 + I
2MQ
0.04 + I
20MQ
0.15 + 1
Temperature coefficient: (O°C to 18°C, 28°C to 50°C)
Range
200Q
± (0.002% of reading + I count)/oC
2KQ-2MQ
± (0.002% of reading + 0.1 count);aC
20MQ
±(0.01% of reading + 0.1 count)/oC
Open circuit voltage: <5V
Single channel response time (no print): < 1.1 seconds to within I
count of final value on one range. Add 0.8 seconds for each range
change.
Diode Test
Function: (kQ) -+fRange:2KQ
Current source: ImA ± 4%
Diode voltage drop displayed in volts: 1.9999 volts maximum
measurable voltage
AC Voltmeter
AC converter: True R MS Responding and calibrated in True RMS;
AC coupled
Range
Maximum Reading
200mV
199.99mV
2V
1.9999V
20V
19.999V
200V
199.99V
250V
249.9V
M~ximum input: ± 350V (DC + peak AC), 107 V· Hz from any termInal to ground and between any two terminals
Ranging: Automatic or Hold/Step
Sensitivity: 10 JlV on 200 mV range
Crest factor: 4: I at full scale
Accuracy: Accuracy applies with readings of ~9% of full scale
(~1800 counts on 250 V range): 6 months, 18°C to 28°C: sinusoidal
waveform
Frequency
± (% of Reading + Number of Counts)
45 Hz-IOO Hz
1+40
100Hz-10kHz
0.2 + 40
10 kHz-20 kHz
1+40
20 kHz-IOO kHz
2 + 200
Temperature coefficient: (O°C to 18°C, 28°C to 50°C)
Frequency
45 Hz-IOO Hz
± (0.05% of reading + 2 counts)/oC
100 Hz-IO kHz
± (0.03% of reading + 2 counts)/oC
10 kHz-20 kHz
± (0.05% of reading + 2 counts)/oC

20 k.Hz-1 00 k.Hz

± (0.05% of reading

Temperature Measurement
Technique: Temperature measurements using thermistors can be
made directly in °c or ° F, selectable by an internal switch.
Thermistor linearization is included for the following thermistors: YS144007, OMEGA 44007, FENWAL UUA 35JI or equivalent. (One thermistor is furnished with each 3467A).
Accuracy: The accuracy specification includes ohmmeter accuracy,
thermistor curve fit accuracy, and thermistor self-heating:
-80°C to + 80°C: ± OYC
HO°C to + llOoC: ± OYC
+llOoC to +150°C: ±IYC
Fou~ChannelScanner

Type: One 2-pole low thermal dry reed relay per channel.
Inputs: Floating inputs. Any combination of four channels may be
selected to measure one of these functions: DC volts, True-RMS AC
volts, resistance or temperature. Measurements of temperature on
channels I and 2, and either DC volts, AC volts, or resistance on
channels 3 and 4 can also be made.
Channel-to-Channel Isolation:
Up to 100 kHz
Source Impedance
UP to 1 kHz
600Q
>IOOdB
>60dB
10 KQ
> 80 dB
>40dB
Printer and Timer
Type: Thermal Printer
Print modes: Manual: Initiates a printout of selected input channels;
Automatic: Scans, measures and prints selected input channels at
preset time intervals
Time Interval': 1,3,6, 10, 18,30,60, or 180 seconds/minutes interval selectable via front panel push buttons
Timer: Internal 24-hour crystal controlled interval timer. Timer
starts at 00:00:00 (HH:MM:SS). A time offset can be manually entered to synchronize the timer with the time of day.
Timer accuracy: Within I minute in 24 hours
Power failure protection: Should a momentary power failure occur
(up to 5 seconds), the 3467A will retain the math constant, elapsed
time, zero offsets, and ranges.
"Time intervals .:510 seconds may be shorter Iher. lhe actual tima required to completely measure
and print the selected channals.

General
Reading rate: Depends on input signal level. 2 to 4'1, readings/
second.
Operating temperature: O°C to +50°C
Storage temperature: -40°C to +55°C without thermal paper
Thermal paper storage temperature: -40°C to + 30°C
Humidity: 95% R.H., +40°C without thermal paper
60% R.H., +30°C with thermal paper
Power: 100/120/220/240 +5%, -10%
48 to 440 Hz line operation, <25 VA
Size: 190.5mm H X 212.9mm W X 304.8mm D (7.5" X 8.4" X 12")
Weight: Net: 4.77 kg (10.5 Ibs.); Shipping: 5.44 kg (12Ibs.)

Accessories
5061-2003 Carrying Handle Kit (44416A is also re-

quired with this accessory)
44416A Rear Panel Support and Cord Wrap Kit
44414A Four Thermistor Pack
82045A Six Rolls of Thermal Paper

Price
$39
$30
$50
$6

+ 15 counts);oC

Input Impedance: 2MQ ± 5% in parallel with < 100 pF
Single channel response time (no print): <2 seconds to within 4
counts of final value on one range. Add 1.2 seconds for each range
change.

3467A logging Multimeter (includes I roll of
thermal paper and a thermistor)

$2600
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Fh:tl True RMS Voltmeter
~~ Model 3403C
• DC and 2 Hz to 100 MHz
• 3% digit

Description
The Model 3403C is usable from dc to 100 MHz. True rms is especially valuable for measurements of noise, multiplexed signals, modulated waves and signals with high harmonic content.

dB Display
The dB display option provides readings directly in dB, a major convenience to ac users. The dB reference to which the measurement is
made is conveniently adjustable from the front panel to provide referenced dB measurements, or to provide a convenient means to offset
the reading by as much as 13 dB for unreferenced measurements.

Specifications
Ranges
Full range display: 10.00 mY (ac only); 100.0 mY; 1.000 Y; 10.00
Y; 100.0 Y; 1000 Y.
Overrange: >90% on all ranges except as limited by max input voltage.
Ranging information: front panel annunciators indicate overrange
(approximately 190% of full range), or underrange(approximately
17% of full range) conditions.

Performance
AC Frequency Range
Slow response: 2 Hz to 100 MHz.
Fast response: 25 Hz to 100 MHz.

Response Time
Fast response: 1 s.
Slow response: IDs.
Instrument reads final reading ± 0.1 % of input change in stated response time.
Display Rate
Fast response: 4 readings per s.
Slow response: 2 readings per s.

~~~~I~:CY = ± (% OF RANGE +

%OF READING)"
rr---Ofo-O-F-R-EA-D-I-N-G-(V-O-L-T-S-)-----.,

RANGE I-'-=--=..:-...,.:.:::....::..:..::;::::.:.:..:~
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xx CAUTION: frequencies and ranges in this area may result
o
in invalid readings without ranging indication.
• DC

100 MHz

+AC function and slow response time only

•• %of reading specification is representative of typical flatness.

Functions
DC: responds to dc component of input signal.
AC: responds to true rms value of ac coupled input signal.
AC+ DC: responds to true rms value of dc and ac input signal; reading is
y(dc)' + (ac rms)'
Temperature coefficient: ± (0.1 x reading accuracy·
outside
the 2SoC ±soC temperature range.

rC)

dB recorder output: output voltage: 200 mV for 20 dB. Output resistance: I krl ± SOO rl.
Accuracy: 90 days (2S0C +S°C, <9S% RH).
READING
ACCURACY

:+: (dB

+

:+: dB)""

•Data from accuracy charts.

Accuracy: 90 days (2S0C + SoC, <9S% RH; 17% of range to 190%
of range).

Input Characteristics
Input impedance: « 10 MHz):
1 V to 1000 V range: 10 Mrl ± 10% shunted by 24 pF ± 10%.
10 mV and 100 mV range: 20 Mrl ± 10% shunted by 20 pF ± 10%.
10 MHz to 100 MHz: the following table gives maximum loading due
to input shunt impedance across a terminated source.

RANGE

(source and load)

Frequency
10 MHz

100 MHz

50n

1%

10%

75n

2%

20%

I

t J
DC

1000Y • •

•

dB

2 Hz

25 Hz

100 KHz 1 MHz

10 MHz

100 MHz

I'.'·~~I

~
II• •II.~.~

100Y • • • • • •
lOY • •
1V

System impedance

f-----,----i

• •

100myIIII

II• •II.III~

1I11.1~!I!

10mY.~ L.III~
~

Crest factor
2Hzto25Hz

2: I at lull range input

>25 Hz

10: 1at lull range Input

CAUTION: frequencies and ranges in this area may result
In Invalid readings without ranging indication.
" DC +AC function and slow response time only

"" specification is representative of typical flatness.

Maximum Input Voltage
High to low: 1000 V rms, ISOO peak or 10' V-Hz on any range. Maximum dc voltage in ac mode: SOO V dc.
Low to chassis: ± SOO V dc, when floated with special banana to
BNC adapter.
Options:
Autoranging (3403C option 001)
Automatic ranging: uprange at approximately 190% of full range;
down ranges at approximately \ 7% of full range.
Autorange time: fast response: \ s per range change. Slow response: lOs per range change.
Remote control + digital output + autoranging (3403C option
003): Provides remote control of all front panel functions, ranges,
digital output and autoranging.
dB display (3403C option 006)
Measurement range: 108 dB (-48 dBV to +60dBV).
Calibrated dB reference: dB= 1.000 V; reference level may be
set for 0 dBm (600rl) by adjusting front panel dB calibration adjustment.
Variable dB reference: reference level may be shifted downward
from calibrated position> 13 dB.

a

General
Operating Conditions
Temperature range: O°C to SO°c.
Humidity: <9S% RH.
Recorder Output
Output voltage: I V dc open circuit for full range input.
Output resistance: I kQ ± 10%.
Power: liS V or 230 V ± 10%, 48 Hz to 440 Hz, 3S VA max. (including all options).
Input terminals: BNC front panel connector standard for low to high
terminals: rear panel connector available by internally reversing position of ac converter module.
Weight: including all options: net, S kg (I lIb). Shipping, including
all options: Net, 7.2 kg (16 Ib).
Size: 127 H x 234.9 W x 196.8 mm D (S" x 9.2S" x 7.7S").
Accessories furnished: floating adapter-banana to BNC.
3403C True RMS Voltmeter
Opt 001 autoranging
'Opt 003 remote control + digital output + autoranging
'Opt 006 dB display
'Options 003 snd 006 ara availabla only .. faclory instaned oplions.

$3675
add $170
add $370
add $330
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HP-IB 5 Function DMM

~~ Model 3438A

Effective common mode rejection: (I kfl unbalance) > 120 dB at
50/60 Hz ±O.I%.

Description
The 3438A is an autoranging 3V2 digit Multimeter with 5 functions
of ACY, DCY, ACI, DCI, and fl. It interfaces to the HP-IB providing
both addressable and talk-only modes.
The addressable mode allows triggering either from the Calculating
Controller (remote) or internally (local). Function and range are selected manually on the front panel with autoranging of volts and
ohms.

Specifications
DC Voltmeter
Ranges: 200 mY
2Y
20 Y
200 Y
1200 Y

Maximum displaY: ±
±
±
±
±

199.9 mY
1.999 Y
19.99 Y
199.9Y
1199 Y

Maximum Input: 1200 Y (DC + peak AC).
Ranging: Automatic or manual.
Sensitivity: IOO/LY on 200 mY range.
Polarity: Automatically sensed and displayed.
Accuracy: (I year, 15 to 30°C)
Range
Specifications
200 mY
± (0.1 % of reading + 2 counts)
2 Y to 1200 Y
± (0.1 % of reading + I count)
Temperature coefficient: (0 to 15°C and 30 to 55°C) ± (.015%
reading + 0.1 count) / ° C.
Input resistance: 10 meg fl ± 1%.
Input Type: noating, 500 Y maximum com. to ground.
Normal Mode ReJection: >40 dB at 50 Hz and 60 Hz ± 0.1%
Response time: <0.7 seconds to within I count of final value on one
range. Add I second for each range change.

DC Current
Ranges: 200/LA
2 rnA
20 rnA
200 rnA
2000 rnA

Maximum display: ±199.9/LA
± 1.999 rnA
± 19.99 rnA
± 199.9 rnA
± 1999 rnA

Maximum input: current: 2 amp (fuse protected); voltage: 250 Y
Ranging: manual only.
Sensitivity: 100 nA on 200 /LA range.
Polarity: automatically sensed and displayed.
Accuracy: (I year, 15 to 30°C)
Range
Specifications
200 /LA to 200 rnA
± (0.3% of reading + 2 counts)
2000 rnA
± (0.6% of reading + 2 counts)
Temperature coefficient: (0 to 15°C and 30 to 55°C) ± (.028% of
reading + 0.1 counts) / ° C.
Voltage burden:
Maximum Burden
at Full Scale
Range
< 220 mY
200 /LA to 20 rnA
< 240 mY
200 rnA
<400 mY
2000 rnA
Response time: <0.7 seconds on any range to within 1 count of
final value.
AC Voltmeter
AC Converter: (average responding RMS calibrated)
Ranges: 200 mY
Maximum display: 199.9 mY
2Y
1.999 Y
20Y
19.99Y
200Y
199.9Y
1200 Y
1199 Y

Maximum input: 1700 V (DC + Peak AC), 10' Volt-Hz max.
Ranging: Automatic or manual.
Sensitivity: 100 /.LV on 200 mV range.
Accuracy (with display of 2:20 counts) I year, 15 to 30°C
Frequency
Specifications
30 Hz-50 Hz
±(1.5% of reading + 3 counts)
50 Hz-20 kHz
± (0.3% of reading + 3 counts)
20 kHz-IOO kHz
± (1.5% of reading + 10 counts)
Temperature coefficient: (0 to 15°C and 30 to 55 0C) ± (0.04% of
reading +0.2 count)/°C.
Input impedance: resistance: 5 meg 11 ± 5%; shunt capacitance:
< 100 pf.
Response time: < 1.6 seconds to within 3 counts of final value on
one range. Add 1.2 seconds for each range change.
Input type: floating, 500 V maximum com. to ground.

AC Current
Ranges:

Maximum display: 199.9/.LA
1.999 rnA
19.99 rnA
199.9 rnA
1999 rnA

200 /.LA
2mA
20 rnA
200 rnA
2000 rnA

Maximum input: current: 2 amp (fuse protected) voltage: 250 V.
Ranging: Manual only.
Sensitivity: 100 nA on 200 /.LA range.
Accuracy (With display of 2:20 counts) I year, 15 to 30°C

Current
Range

2000 mA

±(2% of
reading
+5 count,)

±(1.2% of reading
+5 count,)

200mA
to
200 ~A

±(1.7% of
reading
+5 count,)

±(09% of reading
+5 count,)

30 Hz

50 Hz
Frequency of Input Signal

10 kHz

Temperature coefficient: (0 to 15°C and 30 to 55 °C) ± (0.05% of
reading +0.2 counts)/°C.
Voltage burden
Maximum Burden
Range
at Full Scale
200 /.LA to 20 rnA
<220 mV RMS
200 rnA range
<240 mV RMS
<400 mV RMS
2000 rnA range
Response time: 1.6 seconds on any range to within 3 counts of final
value.
Input type: floating, 500 V maximum com. to ground.

Ohmmeter
Ranges:

20 11
20011
Hf!
20 kf!
200 HI
2000 kl1
20 Mf!

Maximum display

19.99 f!
199.9 f!
1.999 kl1
19.99 kf!
199.9 kf!
1999 kf!
19.99 Mf!

Input protection: 250 V RMS.
Ranging: automatic or manual.
Sensitivity: 10 milliohm on 20f! range.
Accuracy (I year, 15 to 30°C)
Range
Specifications
2011
± (0.5% of reading + 12 counts)
200 11 to 2 Mf!
± (0.2% of reading + 2 counts)
20 Mf!
± (0.8% of reading + 2 counts)

Temperature coefficient (0 to 15°C and 30 to 55°C)
Range
Specifications
2011-2 MI1
± (0.04% of reading + 0.2 counts);oC
20 MI1
±(.18% of reading + 0.2 counts)/oC

HP-IB
Data output format:
± X.XXX
E ± X,

Fn

CR LF (13 byte, fixed)

DISPLA Y EXPONENT FUNCTION
Function Code: DCV, I; ACV, 2; DCI, 3; ACI, 4; 11,5
Overload Indication: ± I.XXX E + 9
Talk Modes (Selected by internal switch)
Addressed to Talk
local: continuously sampling input; outputs on Bus when addressed to talk.
Remote: samples input only on command from controller.
Talk only (used without controller)
Input: switch selectable, front or rear.
Reading rate: is function of input level and ranging (2.5 to 4.7 /sec.
if in proper range).
With Range Change
ACV, ACI: add 1.2 seconds for each range change. After arrival on
proper range, the first six readings are always discarded. The seventh reading is output on Bus. Allow 1.6 seconds additional for first
reading on Bus.
DCV, DCI, kl1: Add I second for each range change. After arrival
on proper range, the first reading is always discarded. Allow 310 ms
additional for first reading on Bus.

General
Calibration: data sheet specifications guaranteed for I year.
Display: 7 segment red 0.3 inch high LED's. Function, range, HB-IB
status and annunciation.
Reading rate: 2.4-4.7/sec. depending on input level.
A-D Conversion: dual slope.
Integration time: 100 msec.
Ranging: automatic or manual on ACV, DCV, and ohms. Manual
only on AC & DC current.
Storage temperature: -40 to +75°C.
Operating temperature: (0 to 55)°C.
Humidity: 95% RH at +40°C.
Power: 48-440 Hz, 12 watts; 86-106 V Opt 100; 104-127 V Opt 115;
190-233 V Opt 210; 208-250 V Opt 230.
Size: 85.7 mm H x 209.6 mm W x 282.2 mm D (3.4" x 8.25" x 11.5").
Weight: 2.8 kg (6.2 Ib).
Ordering Information
IIOOOA Test leads, dual banana both ends
1I002A Test leads. dual banana to dual alligator
1I003A Test leads, dual banana to probe and alligator
110968 RF Probe 10 kHz to 700 MHz
34110A Soft vinyl carrying/operating case
34111A High-voltage Probe 40 kV DC
34112A Touch-Hold Probe
5061-0072 'll module rackmount kit
10631A HP-IB Cable I m (39.4")
106318 HP-IB Cable 2 m (78.7")
10631C HP-IB Cable 4 m (157.5")
10631D HP-IB Cable 'll m (19.7")
3438A Digital Multimeter
Opt 100, 115, 210, or 230 (specify one)

Price
$20
$17
$15
$120
$40
$150
$65
$50
$60
$80
$90
$75
$1050
N/C
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Description
The Hewlett-Packard 3437A System Voltmeter has been designed
to be used in systems. It is a 3V, digit high speed dc voltmeter with
sample and hold. The standard unit measures DC volts, provides trigger delay, burst reading capability and Hewlett-Packard Interface
Bus (HP-IB).
There are three DC floating input ranges: 0.1 V. l.OV and 10.OV
full scale with a maximum display of "1999." Sample and Hold allows the 3437A to be an instantaneous reading voltmeter. The trigger
delay can be set from O.ll1s to 1.0 second and the number of readings
can be set from 0 to 9999 readings.

Typical Operation
Example: set Delay to I ms and Number of Readings is set to 1000.
The 3437 A will now take 1000 readings spaced 1 ms apart upon receiving one trigger.
Data Output
All front panel switches are programmable from the HP-IB. Two
data output formats are available: (I) ASCII output (Serial ASCII
characters) and (2) Packed output (two 8-bit bytes on the HP-IB to
send the complete reading).

High Speed
The Packed output mode allows more data to bc stored in the calculator or computer as well as increasing the maximum reading rate
from 3000 readings/second to greater than 5000 readings/second.
Systems Capability
The user may select the mode for which the voltmeter requests servicc from the controller. Request Service can be programmed manually or automatically to request service for: (I) Data Ready, (2)
Trigger Ignore. or (3) Invalid Program. Any combination of these
three can be selected.
Applications
Waveform analysis- The 3437A can be used to analyze a wide
variety of waveforms. The delay and burst reading capability allows
frequency, positive or negative peak values, RMS value and harmonic
distortion to be measured. The accuracy of these measurements is
comparable to more traditional measurement techniques.
Transient signal analysis- The 3437A is capable of measuring
transient signals because of the wide bandwidth input (> I MHz),
high measuring speed and sample-and-hold.
Fast AC measurements-Sinusoidal signals of known frequency
can be measured in less than one cycle of the signal. Very low frequency measurements can be made more quickly than with conventional techniques.
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Input Characteristics
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10 V range: R = I Mfl ± 20%; C <75 pF.
1 V range: R > 10'fl; C <75 pF.
0.1 V range: R > 10'fl; C <75 pF.
Maximum input voltage high to low on all ranges: < ± 30 V peak.
Maximum voltage low to chassis: ± 42 V peak.
Number of Readings (N Readings): 0 to 9,999.
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Readings are nol internally stored.
For N = 0 the 3437 operetes in delay mode only.
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Maximum reading rate (Remote, N Rdgs. > 1, and a zero delay
listener')
ASCII: 3600 Readings/s.
Packed: 5700 Readings/s.
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ASCII:-----

Figure 1 shows the performance of a 3437 A when used to measure J type thermocouples. The 3437 A can be used to measure
multiple thermocouples at up to 4800 channels per second. Thermocouple linearization routines are provided in the 3054A Data
Acquisition and Control System software.
High speed scanning: multiple input measurement applications
can be satisfied with the 3437 A and the HP 3497 A Data Acquisition/
Control Unit. Reading rates of up to 4800 channels/second can be
attained.
Bench measurements: in addition to systems applications, the
3437 A can be used to improve oscilloscope amplitude and measurement accuracy.
Data-Sheeted Systems
The 3437 A is a component of the 3054A Automatic Data Acquisition and Control System. The 3054A includes the 3437 A for high
speed measurements, the 3456A Digital Voltmeter for high accuracy
measurements and the 3497A Data Acquisition/Control Unit for
multiplexing and control outputs. The 3054A includes an extensive
software package to support the 3437 A when used for thermocouple
measurements, high speed scanning, and waveform digitization. The
3437 A is also a component of the 3052A Data Acquisition System.

Specifications
DC Volts
Ranges
10 V
1V
O.lV

Max. Display
! 1998
! 1998
! .1998

Actual Reading Rate is given by
3600 (listen rate)

Overload Reading
!99.99
±9999
!9999

Ranging: Manual or Remote.
Performance
Static accuracy (90 days, 23°C ± SOC)
10 V range: ± (0.05% of reading + 1.6 counts.)
1 V range: ± (0.03% of reading + 1.6 counts.)
0.1 V range: ± (0.06% of reading + 1.8 counts.)
Static accuracy (1 year, 23°C +SOC)
10 V range: ± (0.05% of reading +2 counts.)

1 V range: ± (0.03% of reading +2 counts.)

0.1 V range: ± (0.06% of reading +2.2 counts.)
Static accuracy tempe·rature coefficient (O°C-SO°C): ± (0.002%
reading +0.05 counts) ;OC.

3600 + listen rate
Listen rate is the maximum speed at which the listener can accept 7 data bytes.
5700 (listen rate)

PACKED:
5700 + listen rate
Listen rate is the maximum speed at which the listener can accept 2 data bytes.

Delay
N Rdgs. = 0 or 1
DELAY (setting): 0 to 0.999 999 9 sec. in 0.1 /lS steps.
N Rdgs. > 1 (Remote and a zero delay listener)
ASCII: 0.0002778 s:S DELA Y :s 0.9999999 s.
PACKED: 0.0001754 s :s DELA Y :s 0.9999999 s.
Minimum delay is a function of listener delay related by:
ASCII: 277.8 /lS + listener delay.
PACKED: 175.4 /lS + listener delay.
Accuracy (EXT. TRIG to DELAY OUT, ooe to SO°C)
Delay offset: 100 ns ±25 ns (with <150 pFcable capacitance)
Delay accuracy: ± 0.008% DELA Y Setting + Delay offset.
Delay repeatability (jitter) for N Rdgs = 0 or I
DELA Y of 0 or 0.1 /lS: 2 ns
DELA Y of 0.2 /lS to 50 ms: IOns + 0.0002% DELA Y setting.
DELAY of >50 ms: ± 110 ns.
Input bandwidth (3 dB)
10 V range: 1.0 MHz.
1 V range: 1.\ MHz.
0.1 V range: 40 kHz.
Settling Time:
10 V range: 10 V Range with 10 V step input:
Reading settles to within 30 mV of final value in 7.5 /lS or to within
200 mV of final value in 700 ns.
1 V range: I V Range with I V step input:
Reading settles to within 3 mV of final value in 1.5 /lS or to within 20
mV of final value in 700 ns.
0.1 V range: 0.1 V Range with .1 V step input
Reading settles to within 200 /lV of final value in 25 /lS.
General
Operating temperature: 0 to 55°C.
Storage temperature: -40°C to 75°C.
Humidity range: <95% R.H., O°C to 40°C.
Power: 100 V, 120 V, 220 V, 240 V +5%, -10%,48 Hz to 440 Hz
line operation, <42 VA with all options.
Size: &&.9 mm H x 212.7 mm W x 527.1 mm D (31/2" x 8W' x 20W').
Weight: net, 5.6 kg (12 Ib 4 ozl. Shipping, 7.6 kg (16 Ib 12 oz).

3437 A System Voltmeter

$2750

DIGITAL VOLTMETERS
3% to 6% Digit DVM for Bench/System Applications
Model 3456A
• Up to 330 rdgs I sec
• 100 nanovolt resolution
• Transfer standard performance

• 100 micro-ohm to 1.0 gigaohm measurement capability
• Offset Compensated Ohms (OC
• Fast AC
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Description
This new microprocessor-based, fully guarded, integrating Digital
Multimeter is designed for bench or systems use. Called the HP Model 3456A, the instrument measures dc, true RMS ac voltage and
resistance.
Five full scale dc ranges from 0.1 volt to 1000 volts are provided.
Measurement speed and accuracy can be enhanced for a specific application, using the HP 3456A's selectable integration time (up to
100 power line cycles) and settling time. An operator can select up to
330 readings/second for high speed bursts or one reading every fifteen minutes for periodic measurements. Resolution of 100 nanovolts
at 48 readings/second (6 112 digits) to 10 microvolt resolution at 330
readings per second (3 1/2 or 4Y2 digits) can be selected.
Because the HP 3456A uses an integration technique with new features such as "Program Memory" and "Reading Store", the operator
can obtain the fastest possible reading rate with the most noise rejection. The first reading is correct, every time. The HP 3456A built-in
memory is divided into two parts (Program and Reading Store). This
feature lets the operator choose the length of program and the number of readings to be stored. For example, one could store an instrument command string 8 bytes long in program memory with room for
348 stored readings. The size of the HP 3456A memory is 1400 bytes
long.
Transfer standard performance is assured with the HP 3456A.
With good repeatability and 100 nanovolt sensitivity, accuracy on the
ten volt range is ± 0.0008% + 2 counts over a 24-hour period at 23°C
± 1°C.
Four full-scale, true TRMS ac voltage ranges are provided, with
reading speeds up to 12 per second speed over a 20 Hz to 250 kHz
frequency range with 1 microvolt resolution (6 digits). Best accuracy
is 0.05%. Crest factor is greater than seven at full scale.

New Ohms Technique
A technique called Offset Compensated Ohms is incorporated in
the 3456A. The DMM compensates for any resistance inaccuracies
that may be caused from thermally produced offset voltages in the
circuit under test. In the ohms function, the instrument first measures
the voltage drop across the circuit under test. The voltage measured is
stored in the DMM. Simultaneously, the DMM supplies a fixed current through the circuit under test and measures the voltage drop.
Since the thermal error first stored in in the DMM's memory, it is
automatically eliminated from the measurement.
The measurement range is from 1 mQ to 1.2 OQ, using either 2 or 4
wire connections.
System DMM
Standard on the 3456A is an isolated HP-IB (lEEE-488) I/O for
the systems operation. The front panel indicators on the 3456A display range, function and HP-IB status during remote operation. Also
on the front panel is a SRQ (Service Request) button which can be

used to flag or interrupt a computer. With the 3456A's program
memory and reading storage capability, system programmers and operators can use only one desktop or minicomputer to control numerous test stations, each containing a 3456A. By depressing the 3456A
numerical entry keys and SRQ, the computer can be instructed to
transfer a measurement sequence to the 3456A. The 3456A can take
measurements and store them while a computer continues its operation as before the SRQ interrupt.
Another system feature of the 3456A is its hardware scanner advance capability for scanned or multiplexed system applications. As
soon as the 3456A's measurement cycle is complete, a TTL signal is
available to trigger an HP 3495A Scanner or 3497A Acquisition/
Control Unit to advance to their next channel. Up to 330 channels can
be scanned per second without computer interaction.

Bench DMM
With a 2 ppm stability, the HP 3456A is a true transfer standard
offering either 100 nanovolt sensitivity or 0.001 % accuracy. Other
standard features include fast autorange and easy-to-use math functions. The user can scale, limit test, null and make measurements in
percent error, dB and dBm, as well as themistor compensation in degrees F and C. A statistics function key (STAT) enables the operator
to improve the 3456A's sensitivity, resolution and accuracy by averaging. Averaging reduces random noise fluctuations and improves
sensitivity by a factor of the square root of the number of measurements. For example, for low level signals after 100 measurements, the
actual sensitivity of the 3456A is approximately 10 nanovolts instead
of 100 nanovolts. In addition, STAT enables the operator to recall the
maximum (upper), minimum (lower), and variance.
Calibration of the HP 3456A is fast and convenient since all routine
adjustments are accessible from a concealed door in the front panel.
Should service be necessary, built-in diagnostics and PC Board modules make the HP 3456A easy to service.

Specifications
DC Voltage
Input characteristics:

RANGE

MAXIMUM
READING
(5~' digit)

0.1 V
10V
10.0V
100.0 V
10000 V

.119999 V
119999 V
119999 V
119.999 V
1000.00 V

6\\ digit

100 nV
I ~V
1O~V
l00~V

I mV

RESOLUTION
5\\ digit

1 ~V
10 ~V
100 ~V
I mV
10mV

Guard to chassis: ±400 V peak
Guard to low: ± 200 V peak

4\\ digit

10 ~V
l00~V

I mV
10mV
100mV

INPUT
IMPEDANCE

>10"0
>10"0
>10"0
10 MO ±.5%
10 MO ±.5%

MAXIMUM
INPUT
VOLTAGE

±1000 V
peak

Measurement Accuracy: ± (% of Reading
Auto-zero on and filter off.

+ Number of Counts).

24 hour: 23'C ±1'C

90 day: 23'C ±5'C

RANGE 6% digit (2:10 PLC)'
0.1 v
.0022 + 24
1.0 V 0.0009 + 4
10.0 V 0.0008 + 2
100.0 V 0.0011 + 3
0.0011 + 2
10000 V'
'Add .02

6V, digit (1 PLC)

5V, digit (.l PLC)

4% digit (.01 PLC)

0.0024 +32
0.0012 + 5
0.0011 + 3
0.0014 + 4
00013 + 3

0007 + 14
0.007 + 3
0.007 + 2
0007 + 2
0.007 + 2

006 +3
006 + 2
006 + 2
0.06 + 2
0.06 + 2

RANGE 6% digit (> 10 PLC)'
0.0034 + 24
O.lV
1.0 V 00024 + 4
10.0 V 00023 + 2
100.0 V 0.0026 + 3
1000.0 V'
0.0024 + 2

'IntogrsllOn T,mo In Powsr Line Cyclos (PLC). For 511 dlgl'., mUlllply count. by 0.1. For 411 digit.,
multiply count. by 0.01.

>90 days: 23'C ± 5'C
Add ± .0006% of Reading/month to 90 day accuracy.
Temperature coefficient: ± (% of Reading

+

MAXIMUM READING RATES (RDGS/S)

Number of

Remote

Counts/oC

1.0Y
00002
+002

10.0Y
.0002
+.002

100.OY
0.0002
+0.02

1000.0Y
00002
+0.02

For ell digit., multiply counl. by 10. For 411 digit., multiply count. by .1

NOISE REJECTION (dB) (1 kQ unbalance in La)
.01 PLC or .1 PLC
2:1 PLC
2: 1 PLC with filter
'For 50,

eo Hz (dapandlng on opllOn)

AC'
ECMR
90
150
160

DC
ECMR
140
140
140

± .09%

Measurement Accuracy: ± (% of Reading + Number of Counts).
Auto-zero on, > I % of scale, and DC component < 10% of AC
component.

24 hour: 23'C ±1'C
Filter OFF
Filter ON
6V, digit (2:1 PLC)'
5'/' digit (.1 PLC)
4'/' digit (01 PLC)
'Fraquancia.

6V, digit

Bench
50 Hz
290
180
40

60 Hz
200
150
46

50 Hz
167
125
38

For more detail, see "Reading Rates"

AC RMS Voltage (ae, ae
Input characteristics

Auto-zero OFF: (5V2 digit). For a stable environment ± 1°C, add 10
counts for 0.1 V range, I count for I V and 100 ranges, and .1 count
for 10 V and 1000 V ranges. For 6V2 digits, multiply counts by 10. For
4V2 digits, multiply counts for .1.
Filter ON: Rejection is >60 dB at 50 Hz. Add 2 jJ.V for.1 V, 1.0 V
and 10 V range and 200 jJ.V for 100 V and 1000 V range.
Response time:
Filter off: for preprogrammed settling times (0.0 seconds), error is
<.005% of input voltage step.
Filter On: for preprogrammed settling times (.65 seconds), error is
< .01 % of input voltage step.

AC'
NMR
0
60
120

60 Hz
330
210
48

4V, d'glt
5V, digit

5% Digit Display
O.1Y
00002
+0.2

Temp Coel.

4% digit (.01 PLC)
006 +3
0.06 + 2
0.06 + 2
0.06 + 2
006 + 2
..

Inpul Voltaga '
1000
% to % of raading.

RANGE

5% digit (.1 PLC)
0008+ 14
0007 + 3
0.007 + 2
0.007 + 2
0.007 + 2

6% digil (1 PLC~
00035 +32
00025 + 5
0.0024 + 3
0.0027 + 4
0.0025 + 3

RANGE
1.0 V
10.0 V
100.00 V
1000.0 V

MAXIMUM
READING
(5% digit)
1.19999 V
11.9999 V
119.999 V
70000 V

6% digit
1 ~V
10 ~V
100 ~V
1mV

+ de)

RESOLUTION
5v, digit
10 ~V
100 ~V
1mV
10 mV

4% digit
100 ~V
1mV
lOmV
100mV

INPUT
IMPEDANCE
1 M~ ±.5%
shunted by
<90 pF

MAXIMUM
INPUT
YOLTAGE
±1000 V
peak
(700 Vrms)
10' VHZ

Guard to Chassis: ± 500 V peak
Guard to Low: ± 200 V peak
Temperature coefficient: ± (% of Reading + Number of
Counts);oC. (5V2 digit) ±(.008 + 6);oC for DC component <10%
AC component. Otherwise add ± (.008 + 12);oC. For 6V2 digit, multiply counts by 10. For 4Y2 digit, multiply counts by .1.
DC Component > 10% of AC Component: (5\4 digit) Add
± (.05% of Reading + SO counts) to accuracy. For 6V2 digit, multiply
counts by 10. For 4Y2 digit, multiply counts by. I. For signals with no
ac component, use the I kHz ac spec.
Crest factor: > 7: I at full scale.
Common mode rejection (1 kf! unbalance in Lo): >90dB dc to 60
Hz.
Auto-zero OFF: For stable environment ± 1°C no accuracy change.
Response time: for preprogrammed settling times, error is <.1 % of
input voltage step.
Filter OFF: 0.06 seconds
Filter ON: .80 seconds

90 day: 23'C ±5'C'

20 to 30
33 + 300
34 + 33
.39 + 5

400·20k
30·20k
.05 + 440
.06 + 44
.11 + 6

> 100 kHz ara specified for

FREQUENCY IN HZ
20k to 50k 50k to lOOk 'lOOk to 250k
20k to 50k 50k 10 lOOk 'lOOk to 250k
15 + 1500 .53 + 2700
50 +6300
.16 + 150 .54 + 270 50 + 630
.21 + 17 .59 + 29
51+ 65

Filter OFF
Filter ON
6V, digit (2: 1PLCF
5V, digit (.l PLC)
4'/' digit (01 PLC)

20 to 30
35 + 500
36 + 53
.41+ 7

400·20k
30·20k
.07 + 700
.08 + 73
.13+ 9

FREQUENCY IN HZ
20k to 50k 50k to lOOk 'lOOk to 250k
20k to 50k 50k to lOOk 'lOOk to 250k
.17+1700 .55 + 2900
5.0 +6500
.18 + 173 .56 + 293 5.0 + 653
23+ 19 .61 + 31
5.1 + 67

1.0 V and 10 V rsngas only.

>90 days: 23'C ±5'C (5% digit)

+

Add ± (.004% of Reading 12 counts)/month to 90 day eccuracy. For ell digit, multiply counls by
10. For 411 digil, mulliply counls by .1.

'Inlegralion Time in Powor Line Cyclos (PLC). For 511 digits, multiply counls by 0.1. For 411 digits,
mUltiply count. by 0.01.

DIGITAL VOLTMETERS
3 Y2 to 6 Y2 Digit DVM for Bench / System Applications
Model 3456A

Resistance (2 Wrfl, 4 WrOCfl, 4 WrOCfl)
Input characteristics:

RANGE

MAXIMUM
READING
(5% digit)

1000
1 kO
10 kO
100 kO
1 Mil
10MO
100 Mil
1GO

119.9990
1199990
11.9999 kO
119999 kO
1199.99 kil
11.9999 Mil
119.999 Mil
1000.00 MO

10hme source 18 a 500 nA current source

In

6% digit

RESOLUTION
5% digit

4\1, digit

100 ~O
1 mO
10mO
100mO
1il
100
1000
1 kO

1 mO
10mO
1OOmO
10
100
1000
1kO
10 kO

10 mO
100 mO
10
100
1000
1 kO
10 kO
100 kO

MAXIMUM
VALID READING
VOLTAGE

MAXIMUM
OPEN CIRCUIT
VOLTAGE

1 mA
1 mA

.l2V
1.2 V
1.2 V
6V
6V
6V
5V
5V

5.5 V
5.5 V
5.5 V
9.5 V
9.5 v
9.5 v
5.5 V
5.5 V

100~A

50 ~A
5 ~A
500 nA
,;500 nA'
,;500 nA'

parallel with 8 10 un resistance.

Non-destructive overload: 350 V peak
Measurement accuracy: ± (% of Reading
Auto-zero on, filter off, and 4-wire ohms.

+ Number of Counts).
90 day: 23'C ±5'C

24 hour: 23'C ±1'C
RANGE 6\1 digit (~10 PLC)'

1000
1 kO
10 kO
100 kO
1 MO
10 Mil
100 MO
1GO

CURRENT
THROUGH
UNKNOWN

0003 + 24
0.002 + 4
0002 + 4
0.002 + 2
0006 + 2
0041 + 2
1.3 + 1
11+ 1

6'12 digit (1 PLC)

5'/, digit (.1 PLC)

0.003 + 32
0.003 + 5
0003 + 5
0.003 + 3
0.006 + 3
0.041 + 3
1.3 + 1
11 + 1

0.009 + 14
0.008 + 3
0.008 + 3
0.008 + 2
0.012 + 2
0.07 + 2
1.5 + 1
13+ 1

4'/, digit (.01 PLC)
0.07 + 3
0.07 + 2
007 + 2
007 + 2
007 + 2
0.12 +2
1.5 + 1
13+ 1

RANGE 6'1z digit (dO PLC)'
lOOn
0004 + 24
1 kn
0003 + 4

10 kn
100 kn
1 Mn
10 Mn
100 Mil
1GO

0003 +
0.003 +
0007 +
0042 +
1.8 +
16 +

4
2
2
2
1
1

6'12 digit (1 PLC)'
0.004 + 32

0.004 +
0.004 +
0.004 +
0007 +
0042 +
1.8 +
16 +

5V, digit (.1 PLC)

41h digit (.01 PLC)

0.01 + 14
0.009 + 3
0.009 + 3
0009 + 2
0.013 + 2
007 + 2
20 + 1
18 + 1

007 + 3
0.07 + 2
0.07 + 2
0.07 + 2
0.07 + 2
0012 + 2
2.0 + 1
18 + 1

5
5
3
3
3
1
1

'Integrallon Time In Power LIne Cycles (PLC). For 5\1 digits multiply counts by 0.1. For 4\1 dlgila
multiply counts by 0.0 1.

>90 days: 23'C ± 5'C
Add ± .0006% of Reading/month to 90 day accuracy.
2-Wire Ohms Accuracy: Same as 4-wire ohms except add a maximum of .2 ohm offset.
Auto-Zero OFF Accuracy: (5\12 digit). For a stable environment
± 1°C, add 10 counts for 100 fl range, I count for I kfl and 10 kfl
range, and .2 counts for 2: 100 kfl range. Changes in lead resistance
are not corrected in 4-wire ohms. For 4\12 digit, multiply counts by .1.
For 6\12 digit, multiply counts by 10.

MAXIMUM READING RATES (RDGSjS)
(100 TO 10 kll RANGES)
Remote

4';, digit
5V, digit
6';, digit

60 H,
330
210
48

Bench

50 Hz
290
180
40

60 Hz
200
150
46

50 Hz
167
125
38

For more detsll, see "Reading Rates"

RANGE

MAXIMUM LEAD
RESISTANCE FOR
4·WIRE OHMS

MAXIMUM OFFSET
VOLTAGE FOR OFFSET
COMPENSATED OHMS

PREPROGRAMMED
SETTLING TIME
IN SECONDS

1000
1 kO
10 kO
100 kO
1 MO
10 Mil
100 MO
1Gn

100
1000
10000
10000
10000
10000
l000n
1000il

.01 V
.1 V
.1 V
.5V

0
0
0
.0008
008
.08
.08
.08

Offset compensated ohms accuracy: same as 2-wire and 4-wire
except maximum reading may be reduced by 9% for large offset
voltages.
Response time: with pre programmed settling time and <200 pF of
capacitance, first reading is in specification.
Filter is not operational in ohms.
Temperature coefficient: (5\12 digits) ± (% of Reading + Number
of Counts);oC

lkn

RANGE

1000

10 kO

Temp Coef.

0004
+.2

0004
+.02

1 MO
.0004
+.004

10 Mn
0010
+.004

100 Mn
.16
+0

1 GO
1.6
+0

4\1, digit: multiply counts by .1; 6\1, digit: multiply counts by 10.

Ratio

Type: DC/DC, AC/DC, or (AC + DC)/DC
Method: 4-wire with Volts Lo input common

.
Signal Voltage
RatIO = Ref. Hi Voltage-Ref. Lo Voltage
Signal Measurement: Same as DC Volts, AC Volts, or AC + DC
Volts
Reference Measurement: Automatically selects .1 V, IV, or 10 V
DC. Volts range and a 0.0 msec. settling time. Filter is off.
Maximum reference voltages:
Ref. Hi: ± 12 V
Ref. Lo: ±9% of Ref. Hi
Ref. Hi-Ref. Lo: ± 11.9999 V
Protection: ± 350 V peak
Accuracy: Total % signal error + total % reference error (same as
.1 V, I V, or 10 V DC volts)

Reading Rate
Reading rates are with autorange, math, display and filter off. Output is to internal memory using internal trigger and packed mode.
Packed output in place of internal memory adds .35 ms; ASCII output adds 2.3 ms.
Rates vs. integration time and Auto-Zero: DC volts and 100 fl
thru 10 kfl ranges with preprogrammed settling times (-0.0 sec.).
Also, AC or AC + DC Volts and 100 kfl thru 10 kfl ranges with 0.0
sec. delay.

RATES
Auto Zero
OFF
60 Hz
50 Hz
330
290
210
180

INTEGRATION
TIME IN POWER
LINE CYCLES (PLC)
0.01 (4 112 digit)
0.10 (5V, digit)
100 (6\\ digit)
10.00 (6V, digit)
100.00 (6V, digit)

120
25
29
.29

40
40
.47

48
58
.57

Maximum execution time: 50 ms
Null: X - XI (X, is the first valid reading taken after enabling null
and is stored in the Z register).
Maximum execution time: 15 ms

Aula Zero
ON
60 Hz
50 Hz
210
180

100
20
2.4
24

dBm(R): 10 log

Memory
Reading Store: Can store up to 350 readings.
Can be recalled from H P-I B interface orJront panel
Program memory: Can execute an internal program which controls
instrument configuration am:! measurement sequence. Program is input from the HP-IB interface with up to 1400 ASCII characters.
Memory size: Total size is 1400 bytes. Memory used IS 1 byte per
ASCII character + 4 bytes per reading stored.

Math Function Specifications

.

.

General: Math function specifications do not include error In X (Instrument reading) or in entered values (R, L, U, Y, Z). Range of
values input or output is 0.000000 x 10-" to ± 1999999 + 10". Out of
range values send "OL" to display and + 1999999 x 10" to HP-IB.
Pass/Fail: Displays "HI" for values upper limit (U), ''LO'' for values lower limit (L), and X for values between the limits, with no introduced error. SRQ mask can be programmed to respond to out-oflimit conditions.
Maximum execution time: 20 ms
Statistics:

Mean (M)

Xl +

.L

(X,-XJl

C i= 1
C

Variance (V)

~

~

(X,-X l ) 2

-

1
C

i= 1

C-I
Maximum (U) and Minimum (L) arc the most positive and negative
instrument readings, respectively. X is displayed during calculation of
sta tistics.
X, is the first reading taken after enabling statistics and is stored in
the Z register. The number of readings taken (C) is stored in the
count register.

Accuracy of Mean:

< + C(U-L)

Accuracy of Variance:

-

1011

+ 1 LSD

< + C(U-L)2
+
8
-

10

x'/R
ImW

I

R is the user-entered impedance.

Output range: - 280 to + 340 d Bm
Accuracy: ± .001 dBm
Maximum execution time: 150 ms
Thermistor (F): Converts resistance of thermistor HP0837-0164,
YSI 44007, Omega UUA35J3, and Fenwal UUA35Jl to temperature in F.
Output range: -I 12 to 30Y' F
Accuracy: -103 sT s+266°F: ±.ll°F max.
-112 sT s+302°F: ±.27°Fmax.
Accuracy specification does not include any inaccuracies in the actual
thermistor used.
Maximum execution time: 100 ms
Scale: (X-Z)/Y
Accuracy: ± I LSD
Maximum execution time: 60 ms
X
dB: 20 log y
C

Output Range: -620 to +620 dB
Accuracy: .001 dB
Maximum execution time: 100 ms
% Error: 100 x (X-Y)/Y
Accuracy: ± I LSD
Maximum execution time: 60 ms

General
Operating Temperature: 0 to 50 n C
Warmup time: one hour to meet all specifications
Humidity range: 95% R.H., 0 to 40°C
Storage temperature: -40 to +75"C
Power: 100/120/240 V +5%, -10%,48 Hz to 66 Hz line operation,
60 VA; 220 V ± 10%.48 Hz to 66 Hz line operation, 60 VA.
Size: 88.9 mm H x 425.5 mm W x 527.1 mm D (3W' x 16V." x 20-%")
Weight: Net, 10.49 kg (23.13 Ibs.); Shipping, 13.35 kg (29.38 Ibs.)

C

L:

I

1 LSD

Ordering Information
10631A: 1 Meter (39.37 in.) HP-IB Cable
106318: 2 Meter (78.74 in.) HP-IB Cable
10631C: 4 Meter (157.48 in.) HP-IB Cable
106310: 0.5 Meter (19.69 in.) H P-IB Cable
03456-90001: Operating information supplement

Price
$60
$65
$75
$60
$2.50

(one furnished with 3456A)
11000A: Test Leads, dual banana both ends
11002A: Test Leads, dual banana to probe and alligator
34111A: High Voltage Probe, 40 kV
Opt 050: Noise rejection for 50 Hz
Opt 060: Noise rejection for 60 Hz
Front Handle Kit (Opt 907) PI. #5061-0088
Rack Mount Kit (Opt 908) PI. #5061-0074
Rack Mount Kit (Opt 909) PI. #506\-0075
Extra Operating and Service Manual (Opt 910)

H21.50

Model 3456A Digital Voltmeter

$3700

$17
$12
$150
N/C
N/C

H28
Hi5
$41

DIGITAL VOLTMETERS
5Y2/6Y2-Digit DVM with Auto Cal
Model 3455A

• AutoCai
• Self test
• Bench / system

• AC/DC/OHMS
• High speed
• Removable reference

. ..
'

lEA:

STORE

~
3455A

Description

Serviceability

Hewlett-Packard's 3455A Digital Voltmeter is a microprocessor
controlled 51/2- or 61/2-digit integrating voltmeter for bench or systems
applications. The standard instrument measures DC volts, AC volts,
and resistance. H P-I B I/O for systems applications is also standard.

Routine maintenance and calibration has been simplified with the
removable reference assembly. Calibration of DC and ohms functions
can be done by replacing the reference assembly with a recently calibrated one. Extra reference assemblies are available as HP accessory
number 11177A. A spare assembly is ideal for one or more 3455A's.
Calibrate DC and ohms in a 3455A without removing it from the
bench or system. Just return the extra reference assembly to the cal
lab or HP for calibration and have it back in time to calibrate the
3455A next time.
The self-test feature is used to aid in troubleshooting as well as verifying operation of the 3455A. Test verifies proper operation of the
DC measuring circuits by comparing their parameters against predetermined limits. If a problem is found, the display is used to assist in
finding the problem area by indicating which parameter is in error.
Detailed troubleshooting can then be used to quickly isolate the
problem.

Measuring Speed
The 3455A is fully guarded and has greater than 60 dB normal
mode noise rejection at reading rates of up to 24 readings per second
on all DC ranges. Ohms reading rates are up to 12 readings/second
and an AC fast mode gives reading rates of up to 13 readings/second
at frequencies above 300 Hz. (Readings/seconds given for 60 Hz operation and high resolution ofL)

Performance
DC measurements can be made with up to IIlV sensitivity. Ohms
measurements are made with either a 2-wire and 4-wire mode. The
High Resolution (61/2-digit) mode gives DC and Ohms measurements
with greater than I part per million resolution.

Specifications
Ranges

True rms

0.1
1
10
100
1000

The standard true rms converter gives AC measurements from 30
Hz to I MHz. Complex signals with crest factors of up to 7:1 at full
scale can be measured.

Math
The math functions provide computational capability. The Scale
mode ( x;,v ) allows the user to offset, take ratios, or scale readings to
give readouts in physical units. The % Error mode (x;,v x 100%)
converts readings into percentage change from Y which is entered as
a reference. For the math functions X is the present reading. Y and Z
are previously entered readings or numbers entered from the front
panel or by remote program.

Maximum Display
±0.149999 V
! 149999 V
! 14.9999 V
± 149999 V
± 1000.00 V

-

1
10
100
1000

-

±1499999 V
± 1499999 V
± 1499999 V
±1000000 V

Performance
(High Resolution Off)
Accuracy +
- (% of reading
24 hrs: 23'C

!

+ counts)

1'C

Range

High Resolution Off

High Resolution On

0.lV
1V

0004 + 4
0003 + 1
0.002 + 1
0.004 + 1

0003 + 4
0.002 + 3
0.004 + 3

High Resolution Off

High Resolution On

0007 + 4
0006 + 1
0005 + 1
0007 + I

0006 + 4
0005 + 3
0007 + 3

lOY
100 & 1000 V

Auto Cal

90 days: 23'C ± 5'C

The auto cal feature gives the user accurate DC volts and ohms
measurements and simplifies calibration of these functions. The DC
and ohms operating circuits are checked against internal references
and any errors are corrected digitally. All dc and ohms adjustments
are in a removable reference assembly.

Range
0.1 V
1V
10 V
100& 1000 V

-

-

Input Characteristics
Input resistance: 0.1 V through 10 V range: > 10lO ohms. 100 V and
1000 V range: 10 megohm ±O.I% with Auto Cal. "off."
Maximum input voltage
High to low input terminals: ± 1000 V peak.
Guard to chassis: ± 500 V peak.
Guard to low terminal: ± 200 V peak.
Normal mode rejection (NMR): NMR is the ratio of the peak normal-mode voltage to the peak error voltage in the reading.
NMR at 50 or 60 Hz ± 0.1%: >60 dB.
Effective common mode rejection (ECMR): ECMR is the ratio of
the peak common-mode voltage to the resultant peak error voltage in
the reading.
ECMR with 1 kQ unbalance in low lead at
DC: >140 dB.
50 Hz or 60 Hz ±0.1%: > 160 db.
AC Voltage (rms Converter)
(High Resolution On or Off)
Ranges: 1.00000 V
Maximum Display: 1.49999 V
10.0000 V
14.9999 V
100.000 V
149.999 V
1000.00 V
1000.00 V
Range selection: Manual, Automatic or Remote.
Function selection: ACV or Fast ACV.

Performance (rms Converter)
Accuracy: ± [% of reading + counts]' (AC Coupled)'

ACV

30 Hz to
20 kHz

20 kHz
to
100 kHz

100 kHz
to
250 kHz

250 kHz
to
500 kHz

500 kHz
to
1 MHz

24 hours
23'C ± 1'C

0.04 +40

0.40 +80

1.80 + 200

40 +400

5.00 + 2600

90 days
23'C ± 5'C

0.05 + 50

0.50 + 100

200 + 250

5.00 +500

600 +3100

lGuard must be connected to low. Specifications are only lor input levele above 1% of range.
For AC coupled inputs < 1% 01 lull scale: add 20 counls 10 abo.e accuracy lable, excepl lor AC
coupled inputs abo.e 50 kHz and <5% 01 'ull scale: sdd 170 counts to abo.e accurscy table. See

footnota 2 lor ACfDC coupled inputs.
'For any ACf DC coupled input: add (0.05% of reading +20 counts) to abo.a accuracy table, except
lor an AC/DC coupled input abo.e 50 kHz and <5% 01 lull scale: add 170 counts to abo.e accuracy
table.
3Frequenciss of greater than 100 kHz are specified lor the 1 V and 10 V ranges only.

'Accuracy ia notspaciliad it the .olt·h. product exceads 10'. For inputs> 500 Y, multiply tha abo.e
tabled accuracy by 15~O~ Vm

Ohms
Ranges
High
Resolution
Off
0.100000 kll
1.00000 kll
10.0000 k\1
100.000 kll
1000 00 kll
100000 kll

High
Resolution
On
-

1.000000 k\1
10.00000 kll
100.0000 kll
1000000 kll
10000.00 kll

Maximum Display
High
High
Resolution
ResolutIOn
Off
On
0.149999 kll
1.49999 k\1
1.499999 k\1
14.9999 k\1
14.99999 kll
149999 kll
1499999 k\1
1499999 k\1
149999 kll
14999.9 kll
1499999 kU

Range selection: Manual, Automatic, or Remote,

High Resolution Off
0.003 + 4
0003 + 1
0.005 + 2
0002 + 2
0.012 + 5
0.10 +5

High Resolution On

High Resolution Off
0.005 +5
0.005 + 1
0.007 + 2
0.004 + 2
0.014 +5
0.100 +5

High Resolution On

-

0.0025 + 4
00045 +4
0.0020 +5
0.0120 +4
0.1000 +4

-

0.0035 +5
0.0060 +5
0.0035 +6
00135 +5
0.1000 +5

2·,.ira kll: all accuracy specilications are the same as 4·,.ire kll except add 0.0004 kll to all

Response Time
ACV and FAST ACV
First reading to <0.1 % of step size when triggered coincident with
step change when on correct range (for AC signals with no DC component).

300 Hz to
20 kHz

24 hours: 23'C ± I'C
Range
0.1 k\1
I k\l
10 kll
100 kll
1000 kll
10.000 kll
90 days: 23'C ± 5'C
Range
0.1 kll
I k\l
10 kll
100 kll
loookll
10,000 kll
readings.

Input Characteristics
Input impedance
Front terminals: 2 MQ ± I % shunted by less than 100 pf.
Rear terminals: 2 MQ ± I % shunted by less than 75 pf.
Maximum input voltage
High to low terminals: ± 1000 volts peak.
Subject to a \0' volts-Hz limitation.
Guard to chassis: ± 500 V peak.
Guard to low terminal: ± 200 V peak.

Fast ACV

Performance
Function selection: 2-wire kQ or 4-wire kQ.
Accuracy ± (% of reading + counts) 4-wire kQ

Input Characteristics
Maximum voltage generated across unknown: <5 volts for open
circuit; <4.7 volts for valid reading.
Signal source driving unknown (nominal): 0.\ kQ, I kQ & 10 kQ
ranges.
Overload Protection
Non-destruction: ± 350 V peak.
Maximum reading rates for remote operations.
(Readings/Sec)
High Resolution ON
Function

High Resolution OFF

50 Hz

60 Hz

50 Hz

60 Hz

DCV

5

6

22

24

Ohms

25

3

11

12

11

1.3

ACV(rms)
Fast ACV (rms)

12

13

ACV (Ave)

11

1.3

Fast ACV (Ave)

12

13

Math
Scale ( x;z): X is present reading. Y and Z are previously entered
readings, or numbers entered from the front panel or by external program,
Maximum number (entered or displayed): ± 199,999.9.
Accuracy: ± (Accuracy of X reading ± I digit of displayed answer).
This assumes no "Y" or "z" error.
%Error (x;z X 100%): X is present reading, Y is a previously entered reading, or number entered from the front panel or by external
program.
Maximum number (entered or displayed): ± 199,999.9.
Accuracy: ± (Accuracy of X reading ± I digit of displayed answer),
This assumes no "Y" error.
How to enter numbers in "Y" or "z"
From a current displayed reading: press STORE "Y" or "Z".
From front panel: Press ENTER "Y" or "Z". The front panel is
now set for numerical entry. These numbers are in blue next to the
keys. Enter number and press STORE "Y" or "Z".
By remote program: send program codes for equivalent front panel operations.
General
Power: 100 V, 120 V, 240 V +5% -10%, 48 Hz to 400 Hz line operation; <60 VA with all options.
Size: 88.9 H x 425.5 W x 527.1 mm D (3.5" x 16.75" x 20.75").
Weight: net, 9.38 kg (20.7 lb). Shipping, 11.8 kg (26 Ib).
Options
001: Average converter

Price
less $200

3455A Digital Voltmeter

$4,250

DIGITAL VOLTMETERS
Five-Digit Digital Multimeter with Self Test
Model 3490A

Description

Serviceability

Hewlett-Packard's Model 3490A Multimeter is a five-digit integrating digital voltmeter. The basic instrument measures dc voltages,
ac voltages, and resistances. Additional measurement capability is
achieved by the addition of low cost options.
HP's 3490A uses a dual slope integrating technique and is fully
guarded, providing excellent noise immunity at five readings per second on all dc ranges. Ranging is automatic over all ranges on all functions. DC measurements can be made with IILV resolution on the 100
mV range. AC voltage measurements can be made from 20 Hz to 250
kHz in four ranges. The 1 V range provides lOllV of ac voltage resolution. Resistance measurements are made with the 4-wire conversion
technique, eliminating errors caused by test lead resistances. Six
ranges, including the 10012 range, are provided in the ohms functions.

HP's 3490A has been "designed for serviceability." Inside, the
3490's low parts density provides easy access for servicing. Test points
and jumpers are keyed to detailed diagnostics.

Specifications
DC Voltage Ranges
Full range display: ±.I 00000 V, ± 1.00000 V, ± 10.0000 V,
± 100.000 V, ± 1000.00 V.
Overrange: 20% on all ranges except 1000 V range.
Range selection: manual, automatic, or remote (optional).

DC Voltage Performance
Accuracy ± (% of reading

Self-Test
At the nip of a switch, Hewlett-Packard's 3490A Digital Multimeter sequences itself through 10 tests that check timing signals and
autoranging circuits, validate the performance of most logic-circuit
IC's and check the six-digit LED display. These tests, and six others
provided by six additional front-panel switches, cut calibration costs
and ensure the DMM is ready to make accurate measurements.

DC Functions
The standard 3490A includes five ranges of dc measurement capability from 100 mV to 1000 V. Measurements are made from the
front panel at precise five readings/s, and at slower rates, using digitally controlled sampled rate selector. High input resistance, > 10 1012
on 100 mY, I V, and 10 V range, assures accurate measurement of
high impedance sources.

AC Functions
Four ranges of ac measurements are provided. The average ac value
is accurately detected, and the rms value is displayed with five digits
of resolution. Full autoranging, wide frequency response, and 20%
overranging are designed-in features to permit easy operation.

Ohms
Six ohms ranges are standard, and all ranges provide true four-wire
ohms measurement capability. Maximum current through the unknown is approximately I mAo Over-voltage protection for ohms
sensing terminals insures maximum protection against inadvertent
application of a high voltage to ohms terminals. Over-voltage protection is provided to 250 V and fuse protection to 1000 V.

24 hrs
30 days
90 days
6 months
I year

(23'C
(23'C
(23'C
(23'C
(23'C

± 1'C)
± 5'C)
± 5'C)
± 5'C)
± 5'C)

+ % of range)
0.1 VRange

1 Vto 1000 VRange

%rdg.
%rng.
±(0005 +0001)
±(001 +0005)
±(0.01 +0005)
±(0013 +0005)
±(0.015 +0.005)

%rdg.
%rng.
±(0.004 +0.001)
±(0.008 +0.002)
±(0.01 +0.002)
±(0.013 +0002)
±(0015 +0002)

Notes:
I. On the 1000 V range, add 0.04 ppm/volt to the % of reading specification.
2. Thermal EMF's generated external to the DVM may be compensated to achieve the % of range accuracy specified by utilizing the
rear panel zero adjust provided in the 3490A.
DC voltage input characteristics: fully guarded with 140 dB
ECMR at dc and 60 Hz ± 0.1 % with 1 kn imbalance between guard
and low.
Maximum Input Voltage
0.1 V to 1000 V ranges: ± 1500 V peak.
Guard to chassis: ± 500 V peak.
Guard to low: ± 200 V peak.
Input Resistance
0.1 V to 10 V ranges: >2 x 10 10 12. «70% R.H.).
100 V and 1000 V ranges: 10 Mn ±0.15%.
Maximum reading rate: 5 readings/so
Normal mode rejection ratio: 50 Hz ± 0.1 %; 60 Hz ± 0.1 %; > 50
dB.

AC Voltage Ranges
Full range display: 1.00000 V, 10.0000 V, 100.000 V, 1000.00 V.
Overrange: 20% on all ranges except 1000 V range.
Range selection: manual, automatic, or remote (optional).

DIGITAL VOLTMETERS
Five-Digit Digital Multimeter with Self-Test
Model 3490A (Cont).

AC Voltage Performance
Accuracy ± (% of reading + % of range)
24 hrs
30 days
90 days
6 months
1year

(23'C
(23'C
(23'C
(23'C
(23'C

±1'C)
± 5'C)
±5'C)
±5'C)
± 5'C)

20 Hz-50 Hz

50 Hz-100 kHz

100 kHz-250 kHz

±(0.32 + 005)
±(0.35 + 0.05)
±(0.35 + 0.05)
±(0.40 + 0.06)
±(0.45 + 0.07)

±(009 + 0.025)
±(O.l + 0025)
±(Ol + 0.025)
±(0.1 + 0.03)
±(012 + 0.035)

±(0.7 +0.06)
±(0.75 + 006)
±(0.75 + 0.06)
±(0.75 + 0.07)
±(0.75 + 0.08)

Notes:
I. Guard must be connected to low.
2. On the 1000 V range, add 0.01 ppm/(volt-kHz).
3. Frequencies> 100 kHz specified on I Vand 10 V ranges only.
4. Specifications are for input levels above 1/IOOth of full scale.

Remote Control, Option 022
The remote control option uses a low true logic (BCD type) code.
Required voltage levels for input signal and output signal levels are
listed below.
BCD and Remote Terminals

AC Voltage Input Impedance
Without rear terminals: 2 M!1 ± I % shunted by < 65 pF.
With rear terminals: 2 M!1 ± I % shunted by <90% pF.
AC voltage maximum reading rate: I reading/so
AC voltage response time: < I s to within rated accuracy for a step
input applied coincident with encoder trigger.
AC maximum Input voltage: 1000 V rms; ± 1500 V peak.

High Level
+3.9 V ± 1.5 V,
100~A max
+3.9 V ±l.5 V,
400 ~A max

DVM Inputs
DVM Outputs

Low Level
+0.3 ±0.3 V,
2 mA max
+0.3 V ±O.3V,
15 mA max

Operating temperature: O°C to 50°C.
Warm-up time: one hour warm-up required to meet all specifications
on the 0.1 V range and the 0.1 k!1 range. Thirty minutes warm-up
required to meet all other specifications.
Humidity range: <95% R.H., O°C to 40°C.

Ohms Ranges
Full range display: .100000 k!1, 1.00000 k!1, 10.0000 k!1, 100.000
k!1, 1000.00 k!1, 10000.0 k!1.
Overrange: 20% on all ranges.
Range selection: manual, automatic, or remote (optional).

Ohms Performance
Accuracy: ± (% of reading + % of range)
Note: Thermal EMF's generated external to the DVM may be compensated to achieve the %of range accuracy specified by utilizing the rear panel
zero adjust provided in HP's 3490A.

O.lkO

%rdg.
24 hrs
30 days
90 days
6 months
1year

(23'C± 1'C)
(23'C± 5'C)
(23'C ±5'C)
(23'C ±5'C)
(23'C±5'C)

aO-100 kO

%rng.

%rdg.

±(0.006 + 0.001)
±(0.012 + 0.005)
±(0012 + 0.005)
±(0.015 + 0.005)
±(0.018 + 0.005)

%rng.

±(0.005 + 0.001)
±(0.010 + 0.002)
±(0.012 + 0.002)
±(0.015 + 0.002)
±(0.018 + 0.002)

1000 kO

%rdg.

10,000 kO

%rng.

±(0.007 + 0.001)
±(0.012 + 0.002)
±(0015 + 0.002)
±(0.020 + 0.002)
±(0.025 + 0.002)

%rdg.

%rng.

±(0025 + 0.001)
±(0.035 + 0.002)
±(0.035 + 0.002)
±(0040 + 0.002)
±(0.050 + 0.002)

Ohms Terminal CharacterIstics
Maximum voltage generated across unknown: 20 V for overload;
13 V for valid reading.
Ohms current thru unknown
0.1 k!1 to 10 k!1 range: I rnA.
100 k!1 to 1000 k!1 range: IOILA.
10,000 k!1 range: lILA.
Ohms overload protection
Nondestructive: 250 V rms.
Fuse destructive: ± 1000 V peak.
Ohms maximum reading rate
0.1 k!1 to 100 k!1 range: 5 reading/ S.
1000 k!1 range: 4 reading/so
10,000 k!1 range: 2 reading/so

Power: 100 V, 120 V, 220 V, 240 V +5%, -10%,48 Hz to 400 Hz
line operation s60 VA with all options.
Size: 85.7 mm H x 425.4 mm W x 466.7 mm D (3.4" x 16.75" x
18.4").
Weight: net, 9.38 kg (20.7 Ib). Shipping, 11.79 kg (26 Ib).

General

3490A Digital Multlmeter (includes ac, dc, &
ohms)

Data Output (BCD), Option 021
Data output is 1-2-4-8 TTL output which is compatible with HP
5050B, and 5055A Digital Recorders. Either high true or low true
logic code can be selected with an internal switch.
Storage temperature: -40°C to +75°C.

Options
020: BCD/remote expand, includes rear terminals in
parallel
021: BCD·-full parallel, 1-2-4-8 code
022: Remote·-full parallel, 1-2-4-8 code
030: HP-IB remote control and data output. For cables
see page 30.
040: Sample-and-hold·
045: Sample-and-hold (without Opt 020 or 030)
050 or 060: 50 Hz or 60 Hz operation
080: Three-wire ratio
908: Rack mounting kit

Opt 050: Noise Rejection for 50 Hz
Opt 060: Noise Rejection for 60 Hz
'These options require BCD/Remote Expend Option 020 or Hp·IB Opt 030.
Note: Rack mounting requires support in reaf of instrument

Price
$400
$375
$325
$1,300
$650
$800
N/C
$325
$25
$3,600
N/C
N/C

COMPONENT MEASUREMENT
General Information
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Impedance Iz I,

e, C, R, L, 0 & Q
Hewlett Packard's family of component
measurement instruments covers the impedance range from less than one milliohm to
greater than 10 16 ohms. Instruments range
from the traditional manual null measurement technique to the completely automatic,
microprocessor controlled, systems oriented
type.
The basic characteristics of each instrument are summarized in the selection guide
on the preceding page. This guide is convenient for selecting the most suitable instrument for a particular application or for
considering trade-offs of key characteristics.
Impedance Considerations
Impedance measuring instruments can be
categorized, according to the technique used,
into the bridge, voltage/current and Q methods. In the bridge technique, circuit conditioning required to achieve a balance or null
condition is detected and processed to indicate the measured value. The voltage/current method essentially uses Ohm's Law in
that a constant voltage or current is applied
to the unknown and the converse current or
voltage is indicative of the unknown value.
The Q method utilizes unique characteristics
of the series resonant circuit to determine Q,
and indirectly L, C and R.
Traditionally, the bridge has been the most
accurate measurement technique. Two examples are the low-cost, manual HP 4265B
Universal Bridge and the semi-automatic HP
4260A Universal Bridge. Today's technology
yields automatic, digital readout bridges
with accuracy exceeding the less sophisticated manual bridges.
Several fully automatic digital bridges are
available from Hewlett-Packard, each with
special features. The HP 4271 B I MHz LCR
Me'er uses a state-of-the-art four terminal
pair arrangement to eliminate the mutual inductance of the test leads-a principle consideration at I MHz. The HP 4272A I MHz
Preset C Meter has an internal comparator
for automatic sorting.
In the past, the voltage/current technique
utilized analog meter readouts for speed and
convenience, but offered less accuracy than
the bridge method. With recent advances in
technology, this is no longer the case. The
new fully automatic digital instruments using the voltage/current method offer accuracy exceeding all but the most sophisticated
manual bridges.
The first of these instruments introduced
by Hewlett-Packard was the 4261 A. It offers
fully automatic L, C, Rand D measurements
at two test frequencies with excellent accuracy. The HP 4262A is the first of a new
generation of microprocessor-based instruments, featuring three test frequencies and
automatic self-test capability.

New Generation Component
Measurements
Many of these measurements have been either not practical, very difficult, or very cost-

ly to make with earlier instruments that were
designed to make measurements only under
relatively limited test conditions. However,
Hewlett-Packard now offers a new generation of instruments to change the measuring
concept of evaluating electronic components,
devices and circuits-that is, "testing and
evalua ting under actual working conditions."
The addition of the HP 4274A and 4275A
will allow the user to test components under
actual operating conditions. Both instruments feature variable test signal levels, ten
spot frequencies, self test capability, digital
offset to compensate for test leads and fixtures, and vector/phase angle measurements.
Impedance analysis and network analysis
can be performed accurately and efficiently
using the HP Model4191A RF.Impendence
Analyzer and the new HP Model 4192A LF
Impendance Analyzer.
In the frequency range of I MHz to 1000
MHz, the 4191 A measures 14 parameters including IZI,IY I, e, R, X, G, B, L, C, D, and
Q, reflection coefficient 1r I, Irx I, and Iry I
plus deviation ~ and ~% for all parameters.
The 4192A measures all the preceding parameters plus Group Delay in the frequency
range from 5 Hz to 13 MHz.
Both 4191 A and 4192A have built-in frequency synthesizers and dc bias sources, including internal sweep of both frequency and
bias voltage. Basic measuring accuracy for
the 4191A (I MHz to 1000 MHz) is I%. Basic accuracy for the 4192A (5 Hz to 13
MHz) is 0.3%.
The addition of the HP 4193A enables
in-circuit measurements of impedance magnitude and phase. The 4l93A features a
built-in 4 digit synthesizer, sweepable from
400 kHz to 110 MHz. This also offers in-circuit and component impedance evaluation at
actual operating frequencies.

Integration into Hp·IB System
Adding the HP-IB option to a component
measuring instrument enables the instrument to be incorporated into an HP-IB system. This permits high speed measurement
of many components along with arithmetic
processing of the data and allows a remarkable efficiency increase to be realized in the
production line testing of discrete components, in quality assurance tests, or in laboratory evaluations.
For more comprehensive semiconductor
measurement, Hewlett-Packard has recently
introduced the Model 4061A Semiconductor/Component Test System. The 4061A is a
dedicated HP-IB system that performs efficient, automatic evaluation of the fundamental characteristics of semiconductor and
electronic components. The 4061 A is especially useful for new component/material
development, quality control, and in the early
stages of semiconductor manufacture,
for monitoring and controlling the wafer
process.
A wide range of characteristics measurements can be done, including doping profile,
surface charge, density, minority carrier lifetime and threshold voltage. The 4061 A can
also perform analysis of more conventional
impedance characteristics of electronic components. Software for seven typical applications are provided with the system.
The 4061 A employs a unique switching
sub-system that controls DUT connection
between the LCR meter and pA Meter. This
insures that both impedance and current
characteristics can be measured without
changing the system set-up. The 4061 A is
flexible enough in both hardware and software to allow expansion and increased data
processing capabilities.

Semiconductor Measurements
The 4140B pA Meter/DC Voltage Source
is the latest addition to the new generation of
component measuring instruments for doing
basic DC characteristics measurements such
as leakage current, current-voltage characteristics, quasi-static C-V measurements and
those others especially required by the semiconductor industry for new device development and for improvement of production
yields.
The 4140B is also usable for making measurements on electric components and equipment such as for measuring leakage current
or insulation resistance to improve product
reliability.
Generally, in low current measurements,
there have been many problems-noise,
drift, measuring speed and accuracy which
have been preventing reliable results.
The 4140B consists of a very stable picoampere meter with a synchronized, dual
programmable DC voltage supply-VA and
V B (VA includes staircase capability and
ramp voltage generation). The instrument is
designed to solve the measurement problems
described above and specifically to facilitate
making them more easily.

Summary
To assist in the selection of an impedance
meter suitable for your needs, the following
guidelines may be used:
(I) Choose an instrument which measures
the device under test (DUT) under the
identical conditions (frequency, signal
level, bias, ... ) as its intended use.
(2) Consider the environmental parameters
(lead resistance and inductance, stray
capacitance, temperature variations,
... ) that will affect your measurement
and choose a measurement technique
that will tend to counteract them.
(3) Then select the instrument with the
broadest
measurement
capability
within accuracy and cost constraints.
Hewlett-Packard's impedance measuring
instruments have been used in numerous diverse applications. If you have an unusual application or need assistance, contact your
nearest Hewlett-Packard sales office for
information.

COMPONENT MEASUREMENT
Multi-Frequency LCR Meters
Models 4274A & 4275A
• Test frequencies - 100 Hz to 100 kHz
• Test signal level - 1 mV to 5 Vrms
• High Resolution - 5% digit: D=0.00001

• Measure LlC - D/Q/ESR/G; IZI - (-),
R-X/B/LlC; .lLCRZ, .l%
• 0.1% basic accuracy

4274A

Description

Multi-Parameter Measurements

The 4274A and 4275A Multi-frequency LCR Meters are the most
recent additions to Hewlett-Packard's new generation of microprocessor-based impedance measuring instrumentation. Both instruments offer a new measuring concept for the evaluation of LCR
components, complex components, electronic circuits "tested under
actual working conditions", and semiconductor materials. A measurement under conditions similar to the intended use contributes to
the improvements in quality and reliability of electronic components,
devices and circuits.

The 4274A and 4275A measure equivalent series resistance (ESR).
impedance (I Z I). phase angle (0), reactance (X), susceptance (B),
and conductance (G), in addition to the conventional L,C,R,D and Q
parameters in certain combinations with a dual 5'12 digit display, and
an HP-IB option for systems integration.
This wide selection of II parameters provides for more accurate
evaluation of electronic materials or components with high measurement speed for most needed combined parameters; for example. the
CoG measurement of semiconductors, an R-X measurement in circuit
design, or the C-ESR or IZ
measurement of tantalum capacitors.
In addition, a deviation measurement capability (J.,J.%) for the
L.C.R. and IZ Ifunctions displays the difference between the actual
value and a stored reference, either as a difference value or in percent.
Deviation applications include, for example, a temperature dependence measurement of devices in environmental tests.

Multi-Frequency Capability
To insure the high reliability in circuits and devices, it is most important that they be tested and evaluated at test signals similar to
those of actual operating conditions.
The 4274A covers the wide frequency range of 100 Hz to 100 kHz
in II spot frequencies and the 4275A has 10 spot frequencies from 10
kHz to 10 MHz, in 1·2·4 step sequence with 1-3-5 as an option. This
feature produces the frequency characteristics of components or devices. In addition, two optional special frequencies (for example: 455
kH1.and 10.7 MHz) are available within the frequency range of each
instrument. This wide frequency range selection offers evaluation of
circuit design with a continuously variable test signal over the range
of I mV to 5 Vrms (to 1 Vrm for the 4275A), and with internal dc
bias optionally available with 1 mV maximum resolution. The test
voltage or current values can be monitored on the 3-digit display for
accurately setting the actual conditions under which the device-under-test will operate.

1-0

Reliable Measurements With 512 Digit Resolution
The 4274A and 4275A measure only the value of the component
and/or device under test. with 5'12 resolution and 0.1 % basic accuracy
by reducing the possibility of errors due to self or mutual inductance,
stray capacitance and/or residual inductance in the test leads or test
fixture used. This measurement is obtained by a state-of-the-art four
terminal pair configuration and a built-in automatic ZERO-offset capability to compensate for these errors.

COMPONENT MEASUREMENT
Multi-Frequency LeR Meters
Models 4274A & 4275A
• High Resolution - 5 Y2 digit; 0=0.00001
• Measure L / C - 0/ Q / ESR / G; IZI - (~),

• Test frequencies - 10kHz to 10 MHz
• Test signal level - 1 mV to 1 Vrms
• 0.1% basic accuracy
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4275A

The fast measurement speed, high resolution, and high accuracy
can make major contributions for the component manufacturer and
user who is concerned about reducing his costs, improving quality,
and throughput efficiency. In these areas, the 4274A and the 4275A
are ideal for O-measurements of film capacitors or insulation material (with the high resolution of 0.00001), the CoG measurements of
semiconductors (with maximum resolutions of 0.00\ pF, 0.1 nS, respectively), and for the low impedance measurement of aluminum
electrolytic capacitors (with a maximum resolution of 0.00\ mil).

Automatic Semiconductor and Component Measurements With HP-IB

and 4275A, (with C resolution of 0.001 pF and G resolution of 0.1
nS), their two programmable bias sources (maximum resolution 1
mY) and their continuously variable test signal levels (from I
mYrms).
Of significant use is the evaluation of the doping process and the
measurement of the characteristics of MOS or bipolar semiconductor
materials which employ a C or G measurement with varying dc bias
voltage.
A sample plot of a semiconductor measurement is shown in the figure below. Such measurements at high speed can offer high reliability
and high throughput efficiency in the semiconductor manufacturing
processes.

Integrating the 4274A and the 4275A intoan HP-IB controlled system is an excellent method for improving efficiency and cost savings
both in the laboratory and on the production line. These automatic
measurement systems are assembled by connecting the HP-IB cables
between the instruments to be utilized for a specific task.
A system built around the 4274A and/or 4275A allows the user to
obtain useful data for many diverse applications. For example, the
evaluation of semiconductors based on the frequency dependence of
its Coy characteristics that requires a wide range and fast measurement speeds is easily accomplished with these instruments. The fourterminal pair input configuration and the automatic zero offset capability insures that the measured data is accurate, even in a systems
environment.

Sample Applications
Semiconductor Measurements
The evaluation of a semiconductor can be done with a C- Y or G- Y
measurement with the multi-spot frequencies featured in the 4274A

10"'-_-:'--:_-'--_--O-_-,-1.,---..".L-----:"-::------'
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COMPONENT MEASUREMENT
Multi-Frequency LeR Meters
Models 4274A & 4275A (Cant.)

Common Specifications (4274A & 4275A)

Displays: Dual SII,-digit and single 3-digit; maximum display
199999 (full scale and overrange in high resolution mode), and 4Y2digit: maximum display 19999 in normal mode. (Number of digits
depends on measurement frequency, test level, and range).
Circuit modes:
~
Series equivalent circuit and
~
parallel equivalent circuit. Automatic selection available in AUTO mode.
Deviation measurement: Difference between recallable stored reference and displayed is deviation value (count or percent).
Display range: -199999 to + 199999 counts in AUTO range.
-19999 to + 199999 counts in MANUAL range (the sample should
be measurable at the selected range). % Display range: -199.99%
to + 199.99%
Ranging: AUTO or MANUAL (UP/DOWN)
Trigger: Internal, External or Manual.
Measurement terminals: Four-terminal pair with guard.
Auto zero adjustment: Automatic normalization of the readout offset due to residuals of the test fixture by pushbutton operation.
Normalization range: C < 20 pF, L < 2000 nH, R < O.Sf!,
G < SitS.
Self test: Automatic operational verification check indicates pass or
fail condition.
HP-IB data output and remote control: Standard.
Memory back-up for storing measurement conditions: Standard.

Parameters measured:

L: inductance
C: capacitance

El: phase angle
~: deviation for L, C,
R, I,
~ %: %of deviation
Test frequency
Test signal level
(voltage or current)

Q=I/D
ESR: equivalent series
resistance
G: conductance
X: reactance
B: susceptance

R: resistance
I: impedance
D: dissipation factor

Parameter combinations:

Display B

Display A
~

~

L
C

D/ Q/ ESR

D/Q/G

R

X/L

B/C
El

III

Measurement fre.quencies, test signal levels, and full scale
range:
.

MODEL

4274A

4275A

Measurement frequencies

100Hz-100kHz, 11 spots (100Hz, 120Hz, 200Hz,
400Hz, 1kHz, 2kHz, 4kHz, 10kHz, 20kHz,
40kHz, 100kHz; ±001%)

IOkHz-I0MHz, 10 spots (lOkHz, 20kHz, 40kHz, 100kHz,
200kHz, 400kHz, IMHz, 2MHz, 4MHz, 10MHz; ±0.01 %)

Test signal levels

4-ranges (l mVrms-5 Vrms)
continuously variable

3-ranges (l mVrms-1 Vrms)
continuously variable

Full scale range

100.00nH
1.0000pF
10000mll
000001
0.01

L
C
R,Iz.1 ESR. &X
D
Q(l/D)
G&B
El

1.0000~S

-

o-

Accuracy (4274A only): Typical C-D, L-D. R--X and
surement accuracy values are given below.

Iz 1-0 mea-

1000.0H
1.00F
10.000MIl
99999
9900
100.00S
± 180'

1.0000~S

-

o-

10.00H
10000~F

10.000MIl
9.9999
9900
1O.00S
± 180'

Range: full scale range. accuracy: % of reading
cy: % of reading + absolute D value + count)

R-X

L-D/Q

C-D/Q

100.00nH
1.0000pF
1.00001l
0.00001
. 001

+ counts (D: accuraIzl-8

FREQUENCY
RANGE

D-range 000001-9.9999
Q-range: 0,01-9900 (=l/D)
(C & Daccuracies apply only
when C: full scale and D: :S 0.1)

D-range: 000001-9.9999
Q-range 0.01-9900 (= 1/ D)
(L & 0 accuracies apply only
when L full scale and D: :S 0.1)

(R accuracies apply only
when R: full scale)
(X accuracies apply only
when R: 1/10 of full scale
and X: full scale)

8-range: -180' - +180.00'
(iz I& El accuracies apply
only when II I full scale)

100Hz
120Hz

C: 1000pF-I000mF, 0.1 %+ 3
D: 0.33% +0.0008 + 1

L: 100~H-lOkH, 0.1 %+ 3
D: 0.33% +0.0013 + I

R: 100mll-l0MIl, 0.1 %+ 3
X: 100mll-l0MIl, 0.1 % + 13

Ill: 100mll-IOMIl, 0.1%
El: ±O.l'

200Hz

C: 1000pF-I000mF, 0.1%
D 0.32% +0.0007 + 1

+2

L: 100~H-I0kH, 0.1 %+ 3
D: 0.32% +0.0012 + I

R: 100mll-l0MIl, 0.1 %+ 3
X: 100mll-lOMQ, 0.1 % + 13

Ill: 100m!J-IOMIl, 0.1 %+ 3
El ±O.1'

400Hz

C 100pF-I00mF, 0.14%
D: 0.34% +0.0013 + 1

L 100~H-I0kH. 0.1 %+ 3
D: 0.31% +0.0011 + I

R: 100mQ-I0MIl, 0,1 % + 3
X: 100mll-l0MIl, 0.1 % + 13

Ill: 100m!!-lOMIl, 01%
El: ±O.l'

+1

+3

+3

1kHz

C 100pF-I00mF, 0.1 % + 3
D; 0.33% +0.0008 + 1

L 1O~H-I000H, 0.1 %+ 3
D: 0.33% +0.0013 + I

R: 100mll-l0MIl, 0.1 %+ 3
X: 100mll-IOMQ, 0.1 % + 13

Ill: 100mll-IOMIl, 0.1 %+ 3
8: ±0.1 '

2kHz

C 100pF-I00mF, 0.1 %+ 2
D: 0.32% +0.0007 + 1

L: lO~H-IOOOH, 0.1 % + 3
D: 0.32% +0.0012 + I

R: 100mQ-lOMIl, 0.1 %+ 3
X: 100mll-IOMll, 0.1 % + 13

Ill: 100mll-IOMIl, 0.1 %+ 3
El: ±O.l'

4kHz

C: 10pF-I0mF, 0.14% + I
D: 0.34% +0.0013 + 1

L 1O~H-I000H, 0.1 %+ 3
D: 0.31% +0.0011 + I

R 100mQ-I0MIl, 0.1 %+ 3
X: 100mQ-I0MIl, 0.1 %+ 13

Ill: 100mll-l0Mll, 0.1%
El ±0.1'

+3

10kHz

C: 10pF-I0mF, 0.1 %+ 3
D 0.33% +0.0008 + 1

L: l~H-lOOH, 0.1 % + 3
D: 0.33% +0.0013 + I

R: 100mll-l0MIl, 0.1 % +3
X: 100mll-IOMll, 0.1 %+ 13

Ill: 100mll-l0MIl, 0.1%
El: ±O.1'

+3

20kHz

C IOpF-I0mF, 0.1% + 2
D: 0.32% +0.0007 + 1

L I~H-IOOH, 0.1 %+ 3
o 0.32% +0.0012 + 1

R: 100mll-l0MIl, 0.1 %+ 3
X: 100mll-l0MIl, 0.1 % + 13

Ill: 100mQ-I0MQ, 0.1%
El: ±O.1'

+3

40kHz

C: IpF-lOOO~F, 0.14% + I
D: 0.34% +0.0013 + 1

L: I~H-IOOH, 0.1 %+ 3
D: 0.31% +00011 + I

R: 100mll-l0MQ, 0.1 % + 3
X: 100mll-IOMIl, 0.1% + 13

IIII00mQ-I0MQ. 0.1%
El: ±O.l'

+3

100kHz

C IpF-IOOO~F. 0.1 %+ 3
D: 0.33% + 00008 + 1

L: 100nH-I0H, 0.1 % +3
D: 0.33% +0.0013 + I

R: 100mll-l0MQ, 0.1 %+ 3
X: 100mll-l0Mll, 0.1% + 13

II I: 100mll-l0MIl, 0.1 % + 3
El: ±O.1'

(Conditions: Warm-up time ~ 30 minutes, environment temperature. 23 C

±

5 C) Refer to technical data sheet for accuracy details.

Accuracy (4725A only): Typical CoD, L-D, R-X and
surement accuracy values are given below.

Izl-8 mea-

Range: full scale range, accuracy: % of reading
cy: % of reading + absolute D value + count)
R-X

L-D/Q

C-D/Q

+ counts (D accura-

IZ\-8
8-range: -180.00' - +180.00'

D-range: 0.ססOO1 - 9.9999
Q-range: 001·9900 (= I/D)
(C & Daccuracies apply only
when C: fUll scale and D: ';0.1)

D·range: 0.ססOO1 - 9.9999
Q·range: 0.01 = 9900 (= I/D)
(L & Daccuracies apply only
when L: full scale and D: ,;0.1)

(R accuracies apply only
when R: full scale)
(X accuracies apply only
when R: 1/ 10 of full scale
and X: full scale)

10 kHz

C: 10 pF - 100 ~F, 0.1 %+ 3
D: 0.33% + 0.008 + I

L: 10~H-looH,O.1%+3
D: 0.33% + 0.0013 + I

R: 1000 mO - 10 MO, 0.1 %+ 3
X: 1000 mO - 10 MO, 0.1 %+ 13

II!I: 1OOOMO-10mO,0.1%+3

20 kHz

C: 10 pF -100 ~F, 0.1 %+ 2
D: 0.32% + 0.0007 + 1

L: 10 ~H - 100 H, 0.1 %+ 3
D: 0.32% + 0.0012 + I

R: 1000 mO -10 MO, 0.1% + 3
X: 1000 mO -10 MO, 0.1% + 13

I ~I:

40 kHz

C: 1 pF -10~F, 0.14% + I
D: 0.34% + 0.0009 + 1

L: lO~H-looH,O.1% +3
D: 0.31 % + 0.0011 + I

R: 1000 mO - 10 MO, 0.1% + 3
X: 1000 mO -10 MO, 0.1% +13

1000 MO-10 mO, 0.1% + 3
8: ± 0.1'

100 kHz

C: 1 pF - 10 ~F, 01 %+ 3
D: 0.33% + 0.0008 + 1

L: I ~H - 10 H, 0.1 % + 3
D: 0.33% + 0.0013 + 1

R: 1000 mO -IOMO, 0.1% + 3
X: 1000 mO -10 MO, 0.1% + 13

~I: 1000 MO -10 mO, 0.1% + 3
8: ± 0.1'

200 kHz

C: 10 pF -10 ~F, 0.1% + 2
D: 0.32% + 0.0007 + I

L: 1 ~H - 1000 mH, 0.2% + 3
D: 0.53% + 0.0023 + 1

R: 1000 mO - 1 MO, 0.2% + 3
X: 1000 mO - 1 MO, 0.2% + 13

I~I: 1000 MO -I mO, 0.2% + 3
8: ± 0.1'

400 kHz

C: 1pF - 1000 nF, 014% + 1
D: 0.34% + 0.0009 + 1

L: 1 ~H - 1000 mH, 0.2% + 3
D: 0.51% + 0.0021 + 1

R: 1000 mO - 1 MO, 0.2% + 3
X: 1000 mO - 1 MO, 0.2% + 13

I!I: 1000 MO -I mO, 0.2% + 3

1 MHz

C: 1 pF -1000 nF, 0.1% + 3
D: 0.33% + 0.0008 + I

L: 100 nH - 100 mH, 0.2% + 3
D: 0.55% + 0.0025 + 1

R: 1000 mO - 1 MO, 0.2% + 3
X: 1000 mO - I MO, 0.2% + 13

I!I: 1000 MO -I mO, 0.2% + 3

2 MHz

C: 10 pF - 100 nF, 0.3% + 3
D: 0.55% + 0.0025 + 1

L: 1 ~H - 10 mH, 0.5% + 5
D: 1.0% + 0.0033 + 1

R: 100- 100 kO, 0.5% + 5
X: 100 -100 kO, 0.5% + 15

~I: 100-1ookO,0.5%+5

4 MHz

C: I pF - 10 nF, 1% + 20 + 0.002 pF
D: 3.3% +
+1

L: I ~H - 10 mH, 1%+ 5
D: 2.0% + 0.0063 + 1

R: 10 il - 100 kQ. 2% + 7
X: 100-lookO,2%+ 105

II!I: 100 -100 kil, 2% + 7

10 MHz

C: I pf - 10 nF, 2% + 20 + 0.002 pF
D: 4% +0.011 + 1

L: 100 nH - I mH, 2% + 7
D: 3.1% + 0.002 + 1

R: 100-100 kil, 2% + 7

I~ I:

Frequency
Ringe

om

(Conditions: Warm-up time

~

(Z & 8 accuracies apply
only when Z: full scale)

X: 100-100 kO, 2% + 105

8: ± 0.1'

1000 MO-IOmO, 0.1% + 3
8: ± 0.1'

zl:

8: ± 0.1'
8: ± 0.1'

8: ± 0.2'
8: ± 0.8'

10 0 - 100 kO, 2% + 7
8: ± 0.8'

30 mlnutss, environment temperature: 23°C ± 5°C) Refer to technical data sheet for accuracy detsils.

General Information
Test signal level monitor:
Ringe

Model

Accuracy

Voltage

Current

4274A

0.001 V
- 5.00 Vrms

0001 mA
- 100 mArms

± (3% of reading + 1 count)

4275A

0.001 V
- 1.00 Vrms

0.001 mA
- 10.0 mArms

± (3% of reading + 1count)

at < 1 MHz
± 00% of reading + 2 counts)

at:>: 1 MHz

Measurement time: (typical) 140-180 ms (>1 kHz); 140-210 ms
::S I kHz (Measurement time depends on range, sample value and offset adjustment value).
Z - e measurement time: 170-210 ms > I kHz; 170-240 ms ::S 1
kHz.
High resolution mode: Approximately 8 times the normal measurement time.
Auto ranging time: 100 ms - 300 ms per range change.

Options
Opt 001: 0 to ± 35 internal dc bias
Range

Steps

Accuracy

± (.000 ·999) V
± (1.00·9.99)
± 00.0·35.0)

1mV
10mV
0.1 V

± (0.5% of reading + 1 mY)
± (0.5% of reading + 2 mY)
± (0.5% of reading + 20 mY)

Control: 16023B DC Bias Controller or remote control with HPIB (opt 101)
Opt 002: 0 - ±99.9 V internal dc bias (for C ::S O.liLF)
Range: ± (00.0 - 99.9) V, 0.1 V steps
Accuracy: ± (2% of reading + 40 mY)
Control: Same as Opt 001
External de bias: ± 200 V maximum.
Bias monitor: Rear panel BNC connector monitors internal or external input bias.
Opt 004: Frequency steps in I -3-5 sequence.

Special options: Up to two additional test frequencies can be added
in the frequency range of the 4274A (100 Hz to 100 kHz) or 4275A
(10 kHz to 10.7 MHz). The following special test frequencies are
available and others are available on request:
Option number

Frequency

Option number

Frequency

FOI
F02
F03
F04
F05
F06
FlI
F13

15.7 kHz
32.8 kHz
455 kHz
3.58 MHz
4.19 MHz
10.7 MHz
15.75 KHz
62.5 kHz

Ft4
F15
Ft6
Ft7
Fl8
Fl9
F21
F25

25.2 kHz
79.6 kHz
252 kHz
796 kHz
2.52 MHz
7.96 MHz
15.625 kHz
63.18 kHz

Accessories
16047A: Direct coupled test fixture. Furnished accessory with the 4274A and 4275A.
160238: DC Bias Controller, for control of dc bias
Opt 001 or 002 Internal Bias Supply when HP-IB option is not installed. Control range 0 to ± 99.9 V by setting thumbwheel switch.
160348: Test Fixture for chip components
160478: Test Fixture with Safety Cover
16047C: Test Fixture for high frequencies
16048A: Test leads, BNC
160488: Test leads, RF miniature
16048C: Test leads with Alligator Clips
16380A: Standard Air Capacitor Set, includes I pF,
J0 pF, 100 pF and 1000 pF standard capacitors usable
to 10 MHz.

Price
N/C
$320

$340
$640
$280
$275
$275
$3:'0
$2660

Options
Opt 001: 0 to ± 35 internal dc bias, max resolution; I
mV steps
Opt 002: 0 to ± 99.9 V internal dc bias, resolution:
100 m V steps.
Opt 004: Frequency steps in 1-3-5 sequence
Opt F01-F27: Special test frequencies (each)

$745
$6<t0

N/C
$460

Ordering Information

Price

4274A 100 Hz - 100 kHz Multi-Frequency LCR Meter
4275A 10 kHz- 10 MHz Multi-Frequency LCR Meter

$8525
$9310

COMPONENT MEASUREMENT
RF Impedance Analyzer
Model 4191A
e 1-1000

MHz variable test frequency with
capability
e Direct reading of 1Z I - 0, i y I - (-), I, 1'1 - (-);
Lee - ReGeDeQ
R - X, G - S, rx - l'y

sweep

e High resolution--4'2 digit max
e Wide measuring range- 1 mIl -

100 k\l

(! Z I)

e Versatile easy-to-use test fixtures

.
..
~

4191 A (Shown with Opt 907 Handles)

SYSTEM;

Description

Specifications

The HP Model 419\A RF Impedance Analyzer measures 14 parameters with a maximum resolution of 4'/2 digits. The internal synthesizer provides variable frequencies from 1 MHz through 1000
MHz covering the UH F, YH F and video bands with automatic sweep
capability. An internal dc bias supply with auto sweep function covers
the voltage range of ±40 Yin 10 mY steps.
The 4191 A permits reliable measurements over a wide measuring
range. Its outstanding repeatability, frequency response and accuracy
are made possible by unique error correction capability and specially
designed test fixtures. These features allow the 4191 A to be used in
evaluation of electronic materials, components and circuitry.
The internal synthesizer provides a maximum resolution of 100 Hz
(Opt 002) with an accuracy of 3 ppm, allowing small changes in the
resonant frequency of the device under test to be easily detected. The
swept frequency capability aids in the analysis of frequency characteristics of the device.
Two complete front panel settings (parameter selection and the
sweep control) can be stored in a non-volatile memory and recalled at
any time with a single key operation. This, together with the standard
HP-IB interface, makes the 4191A extremely efficient either as a
stand-alone or systems instrument.
These unique features permit very wide applications in: (I) semiconductor testing such as surface state evaluation at high frequencies
(C-Y /G-Y and conductance (G/w-w) characteristics), and the input/
output impedance evaluation of diodes and transistors, (2) resonator,
filter, and magnetic and dielectric materials testing. (3) evaluation of
LCR components such as high frequency chip and leaded components, and (4) testing of communications related components such as
cables, connectors, etc.

Parameter measured:

Iz 1- 8,1 Y 1- 8, If 1- 8
R-X, G-B, fx-fy

L-R e G e De Q, C-R e G e De Q

Display: 4'12 digit, max display 19999 counts
Deviation measurement (deviation from stored reference):
tl.: -19999 to + 19999 counts
tl.%: -1999.9 to + 1999.9%
Measuring signal (23 ± 5°C):
Frequency range: I MHz to 1000 MHz
Frequency step: Standard: 100 kHz, 1-500 MHz
200 kHz, 500-1000 MHz
Opt 002: 100 Hz, 1-500 MHz
200 Hz, 500-1000 MHz
Frequency accuracy: ± 3 ppm
Signal level (into 5011): - 20 ± 3 dBm
Frequency control: spot and swept
Measuring mode:
Spot measurement: at specific frequency (or dc bias)
Swept measurement: manual or automatic sweep from start to
stop frequency (or dc bias) at step frequency (or dc bias) rate in
linear or logarithmic form.
Auto calibration:
Automatic error compensation referenced to connected terminations (0 n, 50 !!, 0 S)
Calibration frequency: 51 frequencies between start and stop
frequencies.
Electrical length compensation: automatic compensation for electrical length of test fixtures.

Compen8atlng range: 0 to 99.99 em.
DC Bias:
Internal DC Bla8
Voltage range: -40 to +40 V, 10 mV step
Setting accuracy: 0.1 % of setting + 10mV
Bla8 control: spot and swept
External DC Bla8
Voltage range: -40 to +40 V
Max allowable current: 100 mA
Key 8tatu8 memory: 2 sets of measuring conditions can be stored
and recalled at any time. These conditions are kept in storage even
when LINE is turned off.
Ranging: Auto/Range hold
Trigger: Internal, External or Manual
Self-Te8t: Automatic internal program test
HP-IB Data output and remote control: Standard
Measuring Range, Resolution and Accuracy:
Specified at APC·7 UNKNOWN connector for reflect coefficient
measurement at measuring frequency and ambient temperature (0 55°C) where calibration is performed after the warm-up time of 40
minutes. Refer to General Information for temperature coefficient
and typical measuring range/resolution and accuracies of other measuring parameters (see data sheet for detailed specifications).
Irl- 8/rx - ry Measurement
Mea8urlng range:
Ir I, rx, ry: 0.000 I to 1.0000
0: 0° to ± 180.00 (0 to ± 1r rad.)
rl' rx, ry re80lutlon: 0.0001
r , rx, ry Accuracy (8ee graph below):
0
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General
Temperature coefficient for Ir I, rx. and ry: O.OOOl;aC (23 ±
5°C)
Mea8Uring time: 800 ms or 250 ms (high speed mode)
Frequency 8witching time: ::5 200 ms
Temperature: 0 - 55°C, < 95% RH
Power: 100, 120,220 V ± 10%,240 V + 10% - 5%,48 - 66 Hz, 150
VA max.
Size: 425.5 mm (W) x 230 (H) x 574 (0) mm (16.75" x 9" )( 22.6")
Weight: Approx. 24 Kg. (52.8 lbs.)
Accessories furnished: accessory case (with reference terminations included).
Accessories Available
Price
16091 A Coaxial Fixture Set
$460
16092A Spring Clip Fixture
$450
16093A Binding Post Fixture
$165
16093B Binding Post Fixture
$170
16094A Probe Fixture
$145
Options
002: 100 Hz/200 Hz resolution synthesizer
$1,650
004: Recorder Outputs
$445
4191A RF Impedance Analyzer

$14,260

COMPONENT MEASUREMENT
LF Impedance Analyzer (5 Hz to 13 MHz)
Model 4192A
- 5 Hz to 13 MHz Variable Measuring Frequency
- Gain-Phase Measurement: Amplitude, Phase and Delay
- Floating or Grounded Devices

c

- Impedance Measurement: IZI-lvl-e-R-X-GB-L-C-D-Q-.l-.l%
- Standard HP-IB
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Description

The 4192A LF Impedance Analyzer performs both network analysis and impedance analysis on devices such as telecommunication filters, audio/video electronic circuits, and basic electronic components.
Both floating and grounded devices can be tested.

HP-IB data output and remote control: standard
Self-test: automatic introspective testing
Trigger: internal, external or manual

Automatic Swept Frequency Measurement of
All Impedance Parameters

Parameter measured: relative amplitude B-A (dB) and phase 0
(degrees or radians), B-A and group delay, absolute amplitude A
(dBm or dBY) or B (dBm or dBY), and deviation (~, ~%) of all parameters
Reference amplitude: 0 dBY = I Yrms, 0 dBm = I mW (with 501l
termination)
OSC output resistance: 501l
Channels A and B: input impedance: I Mil ± 2%, shunt capacitance: 25 pF ± 5 pF
Display range and resolution:
B-A: 0 to ± 100 dB*, 0.001 dB (0 to ±20 dB), 0.01 dB (±20 to
± 100 dB)
0: 0 to ± 180°, 0.01 °
Group delay: 0.1 ns to 19 s, max. resolution 4'/2 digits
AorB: +0.8to-100dBY*,O.001 dB(>-20dB),O.01 dB«-20
dB), +13.8 to -86 dBm, 0.001 dB (>-7 dBm), 0.01 dB «-7
dBm)
Measuring accuracy (23 ± 5°C): Specified at BNC unknown terminals after 30 minute warmup (test speed: normal or average)
B-A (Relative Amplitude) and 0 (Phase) Measurement:
Determined by sum of channel A and B accuracies given below (accuracy of each channel changes according to absolute input level)

The 4 I92A can measure 11 impedance parameters ( Iz 1,1 V I, 0, R,
X, G, B, L, C, D, Q) over a wIde rangel Z I: 0.1 mil to I Mil; IV I: I nS
to IS).
The built-in frequency synthesizer can be set from 5 Hz to 13 MHz
with a maximum resolution of I mHz. This feature allows accurate
characterization of high Q devices such as crystals. Test signal level is
variable from 5 mY to 1.1 Y with 1 mY resolution. Also, an internal
dc bias voltage source provides ± 35 Y at 10m Y increments. Thus,
the 4192A can evaluate components and entire circuits near actual
operating conditions.
Specifications (Complete specifications on data sheet)
Measuring signal (23 ± 5°C)
Frequency range: 5 Hz to 13 MHz
Frequency step: 0.001 Hz (5 Hz to 10 kHz), 0.01 Hz (10 kHz to
100kHz),O.1 Hz(IOOkHzto I MHz), I Hz(1 MHzto 13 MHz).
Frequency accuracy: ± 50 ppm
OSC level: 5 mY to 1.1 Yrms variable into 501l (amplitude-phase
measurement) or open circuit (impedance measurement).
OSC level step: I mY (5 mY to 100 mY), 5 mY (100 mY to 1.1 Y)
OCS level accuracy: 5 Hz to I MHz: ± (5 + 10/f)% of setting
± 2 mY where fis in Hz. I MHz to 13 MHz: ±(4 + 1.5 X F)% of
setting ± 2 mY where F is in MHz.
Level monitor (impedance measurement): Current through or
voltage across sample can be monitored
Control: spot and sweep via front panel or HP-IB
Measuring Mode
Spot measurement: at specific frequency (or dc bias)
Swept measurement: manual or automatic sweep from START
to STOP frequency (or dc bias) at selected STEP frequency (or dc
bias) rate
Sweep Mode: linear or logarithmic (frequency only)
Recorder outputs: output dc voltage proportional to each measured
value, and frequency or dc bias.
Maximum output voltage: ± I Y
Output voltage accuracy: ± 0.5% of voltage ± 20 mY
Key status memory: 5 sets of measuring conditions can be stored
and recalled at any time.

Amplitude - Phase Measurement

• A.ccuracy of relative and absolute gain measurements is specified from 0 dB to ± 80 dB.
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Impedance Measurement

lOS

Parameter measured: I Z 1 - H, 1 Y I - e, R-X, G-B, L-D • Q • R
• G, C - D • Q • R • G and deviation (.i, .i(Jr,) of all parameters
Display: 4'/, digits, max. display 12999 counts
Circuit mode: Series equivalent circuit (~) and parallel
equivalent circuit ( ~ ). Automatic selection availablc.
Auto ZERO adjustment: Automatic normalization of the readout
offset due to residuals of thc test fixture by pushbutton operation (at
spot frequency)
Measuring range and accuracy (23 ± SOC): Specified at BNC unknown terminals after 30 minute warmup when OSC level is more
than 0.3 Y and whcn auto ZERO adjust is performed (test speed:
normal or average). Accuracy given below is only valid when the measured value is eljual to full scale of each range.
IZ I - e, R - X Measurement: Range: 1z I, R, X: 0.1 mil to 1.2999
Mil; e: -180.00 to + \ 80.00'. Accuracy: R accuracy (D 2: 10); X
accuracy (D :s 0.1)
0

MEASURING FREaUU'o;;y (HI)

FIGURE 6 PHASE ACCURACY WHEN MEASURfNG 'YI

L - D • Q, C - D • Q Measurement: (automatically calculated from
measured Z/Y values)
Parameter
L
C
Dil/Q)

Measuring Range'
001 nH to 1000 H
OlfF to 199':" mF
00001 to 19999

Basic ~ccuracy
0.27"0
0.15'0
0001 (C·measurement)
0.003ILmeasurement)

'Vanes with measuring frequency eKcept for D(1/0)
•• Accuracy of C ranges over 100 mF is not specified.

lkn, iOkrll(JlJklJ

J

\ 10

~
'00

Internal DC Bias: Standard (Impedance Measurement only)
Voltage range: -35 Y to +35 Y. 10 mY step
Setting accuracy (23 ± 5 "C): 0.5% of setting +5 mY
Bias control: spot and swept, front panel H P-I B

'00
100D

'OK

MEASURING FREQUENC- 'H!l
FIGUAE31Z1 R,XACCURAC'l'

General
Measuring time (high speed mode):
B-A and e, A or B: 113 to 127 ms (:2: 400 Hz)
Impedance parameters: 58 to 91 ms (2: I kHz)
Test level monitor range (impedance measurement):
Voltage: 5 mY to 1.1 Y
Current: I /lA to 1I mA
Operating Temperature: 0 to 55"c' :s 95(Jr RH at 40'C
Power: 100, 120, 220 V ± 10%, 240 V + 5% to -I O~';, 48 to 66 Hz
Size: 425.5mrn (W) x 230mm (H) x 574mm (D) (16.75" x 9" x
22.6")
Weight: Approx. 19 kg (41.9 Ibs.)
Furnished accessories and parts: 16047 A test fixture, 50n reed
thru terminations (2 ea.). power splitter, BNC cables (2 ca.), BNC
adapter

Accessories available:

Price
$450
$850
$1550
$280
5275
$350

1Y I - H, G - B Measurement: Range: IY I. G, B: I nS to 12.999 S;
e: -\80.00° to +180.00 . Accuracy: G accuracy (D 2: 10); B accu-

16095A Probe Fixture
16096A 2-port Component Test Fixture
16097A Accessory Kit
16047C 2-terminal Test Fixture
160488 Test Leads (miniature connector)
16048C Test Leads with alligator clip
4274A/4275A's test fixtures/leads are usable with
4192A

racy (D:s 0.1).

4192A LF Impedance Analyzer

MFASUR:NG FREllIJE~CY (Kzi
flliUHf 4: P"ASE ACCUR"l:~ 'lll'HEN MEASURING ,2

$11,550

COMPONENT MEASUREMENT
Vector Impedance Meter (400 kHz to 110 MHz)
Model 4193A
• 400 kHz to 110 MHz Spot or Swept Frequency
• Measure Impedance Magnitude (10 mrl to 120.0 krl)
and Phase (-180.0 0 to +180.0°)

• Fixtures Include Low-grounded Probe, Spring Clip
Fixture and Binding Post Fixture
• Standard HP-IB and Analog Outputs

• Test Components In-Circuit and Out-of·Circuit

e

•
Description
The HP Model4193A Vector Impedance Meter measures impedance magnitude and phase. An internal oscillator provides test signals
from 400 kHz to 110.0 MHz. The test signal is constant current between 10 /lA and 100 /lA, depending on IZ I range.

Reliable and Accurate Impedance Measurement
The 4193A can measure and display impedance magnitudes from
10 mfl to 120.0 kfl. Impedance phase is displayed from + 180.0° to
-180.0°. Accuracy is as good as 3.0% of reading (magnitude) and
3.2° (phase).
Also, the 4193A's 3'/2 digit resolution makes it easy to see small
changes in measurement results during adjustment procedures, for
example.

ing. The 16099A Test Fixture Adapter and three associated fixtures
help connect to out-of-circuit devices of various sizes and shapes.

Easy to Use-Both Manually and Under Hp·IB Control
The 4193A front panel is amazingly simple. In just a few minutes
you can become an expert operator. This is a big time saver over most
other impedance meters which are usually much more difficult to operate. Plus, the 4193A has standard HP-I B, making it a good choice
for automated testing in R&D, incoming inspection, production and
product assurance.

Frequency Sweep for Complex Component Testing

Specifications

When testing complex components like ceramic resonators, it is
useful (I) to sweep frequency to get the big picture and (2) identify
critical impedance points like series resonant point. This requires both
swept measurement and measurements at individual "spot" frequencies. The 4193A can do both.
The 4193A can be tuned to any individual frequency from 400 kHz
to 110.0 MHz with maximum resolution of I kHz. If greater frequency resolution is required, it can be provided by connecting an external
synthesized source like the H P 3335A or 8656A to the 4193A EXT
OSC input.
Flexible internal frequency sweep is an exciting 4193A feature.
Frequency can be swept linearly over any portion of the 4193A frequency range---or swept logarithmically over the entire 400 kHz to
110.0 MHz range.

Test Signal Output Specifications:

Test In-CIrcuit and Out-of-Clrcult Components
Several test fixtures help adapt the 4193A to your device under test.
For example, the handy L-ground probe is useful for in-circuit test-

test signal is output from the furnished low·ground probe.
Frequency range: 400 kHz to 110.0 MHz
Frequency resolution:
400 kHz to 9.999 MHz: I kHz resolution
10.00 MHz to 99.99 MHz: 10kHz resolution
100.0 MHz to 110.0 MHz: 100 kHz resolution
Frequency accuracy: ± 0.01 % of setting after calibration.
Frequency stability: ± 100 ppm per month (0 to 55 C)
Frequency control:
Spot: spot frequency is set using coarse, medium and fine controls
Full sweep: logarithmic sweep at 43 points over full range of 400
kHz to 110 MHz
Partial sweep: linear sweep from selected START to STOP frequency. Number of steps is selected as 100, 1000 or "HIGH
RESOLN". When "HIGH RESOLN" steps is selected, the operator must also select "coarse", "medium" or "fine" resolution.
Q

Recorder output: dc voltage proportional to measured Iz I, 0 and
measurement frequency.
Output voltage: accuracy specification for all recorder output volta~es is ± (I % + 20 mVdc)
IZ I: 0 Vdc (0000 display counts) to + 1 Vdc (1999 display counts)
8: -I Vdc (-180.0°) to +1 Vdc (+180.0°)
Frequency:
Full sweep: 0 Vdc (400 kHz) to +1 Vdc (I 10 MHz), log sweep
Partial sweep: 0 Vdc (START frequency) to + I Vdc (STOP frequency), linear sweep
HP-IB remote control and data output: standard
Self·test: standard

EXT OSC: Increase frequency resolution by connecting an external
frequency synthesizer like the HP 3335A or 8656A.
Input signal level: 0 dBm to +5 dBm
Input Impedance: 50 ohms ± 10%
Frequency range: 400 kHz to 110 MHz
Test level: constant current source
Voltage' Across
Current in
DUT in IlVrms
IlA -+20%
IZ\Range
I
100
10 II
10
100
100 II
100
100
1 kll
500
10 kll
50
1000
10
100 kll

General Information
Test Signal Output
Frequency settling time: 5 ms to 300 ms. Best case is when
(-¥)% is less than 10% (below 10 MHz) and less than I% (above 10
MHz).
Signal purity:
SpurIous: -60 dBc (dBc is dB below carrier)
Harmonics: -30 dBc
ResIdual FM: measured in a 100 Hz band centered on the carrier
400 kHz to 1 MHz: 40 Hz p-pFM
1 MHz to 110 MHz: 100 Hz p-pFM
Impedance Measurement
Measuring speed: assumes range is fixed; recorder output is OFF
HI SPEED: approximately 150 msec per measurement
NORMAL: approximately I sec per measurement
Ranging time: approximately 400 msec per range plus one measuring interval (e.g., I sec in normal mode)
Temperature coefficient at 23°C ± 5°C
Izl: 2 mfl;CC
8: 0.02°;CC

'vonlgl Icr088 OUT dlplndl on Iz Iot OUT. Thl vonlgl shown i. IcrOOI liz 101 rlngl vllul. For
lumpll, , Vrml would Ippllr Icrolliz lot 1011 on thl 1011 rlngl.

Impedance Measurement Specifications:
Input Configuration: low-grounded probe (furnished)
Residual Impedance of probe (at probe tip)
Resistance: <0.55 fl
Inductance: «4.9 + 10/f) nH where f is measuring frequency in
MHz
CapacItance: <0.11 pF
DigItal display of Impedance: 3Yz digits
Izl: 0 to 1999 counts (0 to 1200 counts on 100 kfl range)
0: -1800 to + 1800 counts
Measurement trigger: internal, external, and manual
Measurement range control: auto, hold, and manual
Measurement range:
IZ I: Five decade ranges: 10 fl, 100 fl, Ikfl, 10 kfl, 100 kfl
minimum Iz I (sensitivity): 10 mfl
maximum IZ I: 120.0 kfl
e: One range: -180.0° to + 180.0°
Iz 1and 0 Measurement Accuracy: in the Table below, "f" is in MHz

e Accuracy

±(1.7+ 1.8/1+

Iz IAccuracy

e Accuracy

±(1.5+19/f+ IZle 0:nt,)deg

IZI Accuracy

±[(3.2 + 0.56/1)% rdg +
4 counts]

100 P. Range

±(1.6 + 1.8/f+

Iz I Accuracy

e Accuracy
IZI Accuracy

±(2.1 + 1.9/f+ Ille 0:nts)deg

10 kQ Range

e Accuracy

±(3.0% rdg +
4 counts)

±[(2.6 +00371)% rdg +
4 counts!
35

±(3.3 +0.0351 + Illeounts) deg
±(37'10 rdg +
4 counts)

IZle~:nt,)deg

±[(29 + .56/1)% rdg +
4counts]

±[(4.5 + 0.181)% rdg +
4 countsl

±(3.3+0.201+ Ille~:nts)deg

3

1kP. Range

100 kP. Range

IZle~:nt,)deg

±[(24 +056/1)% rdg +
4 counts]

e Accuracy

±(6.3'10 rdg +
6 counts)

±[(57 + 0.56/1)% rdg +
9 counts[

IZI Accuracy
10 P. Range

±[(2.7 +O.llf)% rdg +
4 countsl

±(3.3+0.llf+ Ille~:nts)deg

3

±[(3.2% +0291)% rdg +
4 counts]

±[(.74 + .531)% rdg +
4counts!

±(3.1 + 0.531 + Ille~:nlS) deg

±(8.3+0lf + Ille 0: nl,) deg

3

±[(33 +0.56/1)% rdg +
4 counts!
3
±(3.0+ 1.9/1+ Ille 0:nt,)deg

Not specified
1

10

40

110

Measuring Frequency in Megahertz

Guideline for use of the Iz Iand e Accuracy Table
I. "r' is in MHz.
2. "rdg" is display reading, for example, 50.0 ohms.
3. "counts" is display counts in the Iz Idisplay.
4. "deg" is degrees of arc.
Example: Calculate the Iz Iand e accuracy for a device which gives
4193A readings ofl Z I= 50.0 fl and e = -45.0°. Assume an 0.9 MHz
test frequency 100 fl range, and normal measuring node.

IZ I = 50.0 fl
IZ 1= 50.0 fl
Iz I = 50.0 fl

e=
e=
e=

± [(2.4 +3(6) % of rdg + 4 counts]
± [(2.4 +396) • ~?,o~ + .4 fl]

± 1.91 fl

-45.0° ± (1.5 + ¥+ IZI~unts) deg
-45.0° ± (1.5 + ':+ 33~) deg
-45.0° ± 3.68°

Operating temperature/humidity: 0 to 55°C, 95% RH @ 40°C.
Note that measurement error in O°C to 55°C temperature range is
typically double the error in the 23°C ± 5DC range.
Power: 100/120/220 V ± 10%, 240 V -10% to +5%, 48 to 66 Hz,
Max 150 VA
Size: 426 mm (W) X 178 mm (H) X 498 mm (0), (16.75" X 7" X
19.6")
Weight: 18 kg (40 Ibs.)
Accessories furnished: low-ground probe kit includes probe,
spare pins, spare clips, BNC adapter, component mounting adapter,
probe socket and accessory case.
Accessories Available
Price
$280
16099A Test Fixture Adapter: (used with 16092A, and
16093A/B)
$450
16092A Spring Clip Fixture: (used with 16099A)
$165
16093A Binding Post Fixture: (used with 16099A)
$170
160938 Binding Post Fixture: (used with 16099A)
4193A Vector Impedance Meter
$7,350

COMPONENT MEASUREMENT
Digital L.CR Meter
Model 4261A

• Fully automatic-autoranging
• Wide range C = 0.1 pF to 19 mF, L
R = 1 mil to 19 Mil
• Low cost with high performance
• Versatile accessories / options
• High reliability

= 0.1

IlH to 1900 H,

used to measure the capacitance of an electrolytic capacitor, the inductance of transformer or the internal resistance of a dry cell. The
three-terminal input is appropriate for semiconductor junction capacitance or cable capacitance measurements. To fit these needs,
three kinds of optional test leads and fixtures are available. The
4261 A can easily measure parameters of pulse transformers, filter
coils and electrolytes in addition to ordinary LCR components.
Expanded use features of this highly reliable instrument include optionally available digital output and remote control which enable a
wide range of applications from the research laboratory to the production line.

Specifications
Parameter measured: CoD (Capacitance & Dissipation Factor),
L-D (Inductance & Dissipation Factor), and R (Resistance).
Display: 3'/, digits, max. display 1900.
Circuit mode: Auto, Parallel and Series.
Measuring circuit: 5-terminal method.
Range mode: Auto or Range Hold.
Measurement frequencies: 120 Hz ± 3% and I kHz ± 3%.
Trigger: Internal. Manual or External.
Measurement ranges, measurement accuracies & test signal
levels: see tables on next page for CoD, L-D, and R measurements.
Accuracy applies over a temperature range of 23°C ± 5°C (at O°C to
55 "C, error doubles).

DC Bias
Internal source: 1.5 V, 2.2 V, 6 V (selectable on front panel).
Accuracy: ± 5%.
External source: provision for external DC bias voltage of +30 V
maximum at binding posts on rear panel.
General
Measuring time: typical for approx. 1000 counts on fixed range for
low loss measurements. Specific data follows:
1 kHz: C / L 220-260 ms, R 120-160 ms.
120 Hz: C/L 900 ms, R 700 ms.
When auto range is selected, a range selection time of 180 ms at I
kHz and a range step time 670 ms at 120 Hz is added to the above
typical times.
Reading rate: internal trigger-approx. 30 ms between end of measurement and start of next cycle; External trigger-measurement cycle is initiated by remote trigger input.
Data format: + 1-2-4-8 BCD, TTL logic level. "I" (high level).
Operating temperature: O°C to 55°C.
Humidity: to 95% RH at 40°C.
Voltage requirements: 100/120/220/240 V ± 10%, 48 to 66 Hz.
Power consumption: ::::;25 VA with any option.
Altitude: 15,240 m (50,000 ft.).
Size: 132.6 H x 213 W x 422 mm 0 (5\4" x 8%" x 16%").
Weight: approx. 7.5 kg (16.5 Ib).

Description
The Model 4261A Digital LCR Meter is a new, fully automatic
instrument that satisfies many of today's user requirements in the
LCR measurement field.
The 4261 A features high speed, accurate measurements. The devices under test need only be connected and the function L, C, or R
selected. The instrument automatically displays the desired parameter. Tedious balancing operations typically used in conventional
manual bridges are completely eliminated. Measurement circuit
mode (series or parallel) is also automatically selected.
Complementing its wide LCR measurement range, HP's 426\ A
has other features such as high accuracy (basically 0.2% of reading),
high speed measurement (typically 4 per second), 120 Hz or I kHz
measurement frequencies, I V or 50 mV test signal levels, internal
bias sources and parallel or series equivalent circuit modes.
Measurements are taken using the five-terminal method, which
easily converts to four, three or two terminals to meet most LCR measurement applications. For example. the four-terminal input could be

R Measurement
RANGE

120Hzor
1kHz

1000 mO

I

I

10.000

100.00

Test
Signal
level
Note 1

R
Accuracy
Note 2

~

AUTO

I

I

70 mA

10mA

AUTO
1. Typical data. varies with number of counts.

10000

I

10.00 kO

I

I

I

0.2%

+2counts

Same as ~ Mode
2. ± (% 01

reading + counls).

10 ~A

\

1000 kO

I

Same as
0.3%

II

I

10.00 MO

I

I

II

Same as ~ Mode

100.0 kO
1V

loo~A

I mA

v-~

~

I
I

.-r-~~~

~

Mode

I
Same as

[-:~,

I
I

+2counts
Mode

I

CoD Measurement

RANGE

1000 pF
100.0 pF

120 Hz
1kHz

C

10.00 nF
1000 pF

I

I

100.0 nF
10.00 nF

~

I

I

c.c:--

Same as

100.0 ~F
10.00 ~F

I

I

1000 ~F
100.0 ~F

I

II

II

0.3% + 2counts

I
.{ ..;:,::--.-r"-

Same as

I

~

I

10.00 mF
1000 ~F

II

I

AUTO

\

(Test signal level; 50 mV)

I1

Mode

II

0.5% +
2counts

Ir

Same as

I
1% + (5 +
Cx/SOO)
counts

II

\

I

Mode

o-1l----'VV'--<>

I
I

1% + \
2 counts f

Mode

o-1l----'VV'--<>

0.3% + (2 + Cx/SOO) counts

I
c.::::y

Same as

(Test signal level; 1V)

I (Test signal level; 1V)
I (Test signal level; 50 mV)

0.3% + (2 + lOOO/CX) counts

o-1l----'VV'--<>

70 mA

Mode

I

Same as

0.2% + (2 + 200/Cx) counts

0

lOmA

o-1l----'VV'--<>

0.3% + 2 counts

Mode

I

I rnA

Same as

0.2% + I count + 0.2 pF
0.5%+
3counts

I

AUTO

lOO~

1O~

Mode

o-1l----'VV'--<>

Accuracy
Note 2

I
I

I

~

Note 2

10.00 ~F
1000 nF

I Vor 50 rnV

o-1l----'VV'--<>

AUTO

C
Accuracy
Note 2

I

1000 nF
100.0 nF

0.001 to 1.900, common to all Cranges.

0
Test Signal Level
Note 1

I

1. Typical data, varies with vslue of 0 snd number ot counts.
2. ± (% of reading + counts + Ill, ex is capacitance readout in counts.

* (S% + 2 counts) s' 1 kHz.

L-D Measurement
RANGE

1000 ~H
100.0 ~H

120 Hz
1kHz

L

0
Test Signal Level
Note 1

LAccuracy
Note 2

o--dJD-o

I

AUTO

I

~

AUTO

oAccuracy
Note 2

o--dJD-o
~

AUTO

10.00 mH
1000 ~H

I

100.0 mH
10.00 mH

1000 mH
10.00 H
100.0 mH
1000 mH
0.001 to 1.900, common to all Lranges.

I

I

I

~

o--dJD-o

I

70 rnA

I
I
I
I

10mA
Same as

~

II

Mode

I

0.3% + 2counts

~

II

Mode

I

0.3% + (3 + Lx/SOO) counts

~

Mode

1000 H
100.0 H

I

I
Same as

II

--r~

I
I

Mode

1% + 2 counts

Same as

II

,{"moo,",

Mode

11% + (3 + Lx/SOC) counts

I
I

I

0.2% + (3 + 200/Lx) counts
Same as

I

I

0.2% + 2counts + 0.2 ~H
Same as

100.0 H
10.00 H

1V
10 ~A

100 ~A

1mA

I

11

Same as

'r:ms

Mode

I

1. Typical data, varies with value of 0 and number of counts.
2. ± (% of reading + counts + 0). Lx is inductance readout in counts.

Accessories Available
16061A: Test Fixture (direct coupled type), 5-terminal
16062A: Test Leads with alligator clips, 4-terminal
(for low impedance measurements)
16063A: Test Leads with alligator clips, 3-terminal
(for high impedance measurements)
Options Available
Opt 001: BCD Output of C/L/R and D (simultaneous)
Opt 002: BCD Output of C/D, L/D and R (alternately)

Opt 003: BCD Remote Control (except for DC bias
function)
Ordering Information
16061A Test Fixture
16062A Test Leads
16063A Test Leads
Opt 001: BCD Output (Simultaneous)
Opt 002: BCD Output (Alternately)
Opt 003: BCD Remote Control
Opt 910: Extra Manual
4261A Digital LCR Meter

Price
$\60
$gS
$85

add $\ g5
add $160
add $80
add $23

$2410

COMPONENT MEASUREMENT
Digital LeR Meter
Model 4262A
• Automatic balancing, ranging & circuit mode selection
• Test frequencies of 120 (100) Hz, 1 kHz and 10 kHz

• HP-IB, BCD and Comparator options available
• Microprocessor control features self test and deviation
measurement capabilities

The HP 42621\ is a 3'/2 digit microprocessor based Digital LCR
Meter that meets today's requirements for component measurements
in the lab, on the production line, and in the QA inspection area. The
4262A features fully automatic operation over a wide range of measurements. Simply select the function and loss parameters, one of
three test frequencies, and insert the device to be measured. The instrument does the rest-automatically selecting the proper measurement range and equivalent circuit mode.
In addition to automatic measurements and wide range, the 4262A
features high accuracy (as good as 0.2% of reading), 120 (100) Hz, 1
kHz, and 10kHz measurement frequencies, I V test signal level (1 V
or 50 mV in Cp mode), three internal DC bias levels (plus external)
and series and parallel equivalent circuit modes. The microprocessor
control allows other features such as an automatic self test capability
and deviation measurements. These features make the 4262A capable of meeting the measurement needs of the diversified electronics

industry by measuring such things as the parameters of semiconductors, pulse transformers, filter coils, electrolytic and film capacitors,
or determining the internal resistance of a dry cell.
The arrangement of the front panel keyboard switches insure maximum operating convenience and error-free operation. When the instrument is turned on, the microprocessor automatically selects
capacitance, dissipation factor, I kHz test signal, autorange, auto circuit mode selection, internal trigger and normal test voltage mode of
operation. Individually LED lighted keys allow the user to easily determine the selected functions at a glance.
Several options are available for the user that needs systems capability. A BCD output of LCR and DQ data is available for use with a
printer or calculator. If both data output and remote control are required, HP-IB compatibility is available. A comparator option (for
both LCR and DQ data) is also available.

Specifications
Accuracy: All accuracies apply over a temperature range of 23°C ± 5°C (at DoC to 55°C, error doubles)

CoD and C-O Measurement
C
Ringe

120 (100) Hz
1kHz
10 kHz
1

1000 pF
100.0 pF
10.00 pF

D

Q
Till
Slgnl'
Levi'
'2

I

10.00 nF
1000 pF
100.0 pF

100.0 nF
10.00 nF
1000 pF

I

1000 nF
10.00 .F
100.0 nF
1000 nF
10.00 nF
100.0 nF
.001 19.9 (2 Ranges)
.050-1000 (4 Ranges)

100.0.F
10.00 .F
1000 nF

I

I rnA

I

'I

10.00 mF
1000 .F
100.0.F

I Vor 50mV

10"A
Same as

AUTO

~,

0.2% + I count
0.5%
+ 3 Counts

C
Acc.,lCy
'3

I

lOO"A

Same as

I

Mode

0.3% + 2 counts

At 10 kHz

I

0.5% +
2 counts
1% +
2 counts
Same as -If--'--o> Mode

40 rnA

1% + 2

counts· 4
5% +
2 counls

At 120 (100) Hz, I kHz
(Tesl signal level: I V)
At 10 kHz

0,5% + (2 + 200/Cx) counts
0.3% + (2 + lDOO/Cx) counls

I
I

D(l/Ql
Acc.,lCy
'3

~ " }- Mode
0.2% + (2+ 200/Cx) counts

I

(Test signal level: 50 my)
0.3% + 2 counts

Same as

lOrnA
Mode

(Test signal level: I V)

At 120 (100) Hz, 1 kHz

AUTO

I
<>-l~

At 120 (100) Hz, I kHz
(Test signal level: 50 my)
AIIO kHz

1.0% + (2 + lDOO/Cx) counts

At 120 (100) Hz, I kHz

1% +(5+
Cx/500)

0.3% + (2 + Cx/500) counls

counts
At 10 kHz

1% +(5+
Cx/500)

0.5% + (2 + Cx/500) counts

counts

AUTO
·1. Calculeted from 0 value 88 8 reciprocal number.

•2, Typicel dete, veries with velue of Dend number of counts.

Same as -{

:J--

Mode

I
·3. ± (% of reading

Same as

~

5% + (5+
Cx/500)
counts

Mode

+ counts) ex 18 capacitance readout In counts. AccuraCies In thiS table apply

when D < 1.999.
•4. 5% + 2 counts st 1 kHz.

L-D and L·a Measurement
C
Range

1000 ~H
100.0 ~H
10.00 ~H

120 (100) Hz
1kHz
10 kHz

I

D
Q

10.00 mH
1000 ~H
100.0 ~H

I

100.0mH
10.00mH
1000 ~H

I

1000 mH
100.0 mH
10.00 mH
,001-19.9 (2 Ranges)

I

100.0 H
10.00 H
1000 mH

10.00 H
1000 mH
100.0 mH

,050-1000 (4 Ranges)

'[

o--C'r

Test
Signal
Leve'82

IV
40mA

~

I

I

IOmA
Sameas

AUTO

~

I
I

lOO~

1mA
Mode

At 120 (100) Hz. 1kHz
At 10 kHz

--c::r

10~

--c::r Mode

Same as

1% + 2 counts

0.3% + 2 counts

1% +
5% +
2counts
2 counts
At 120 (100) Hz, 1kHz

I

0.2% + 2 counts

LAccuracy

13

~

0.3% +
2 counts

AUTO

o--C'r

At 10 kHz

0.2% + 2counts

I

~

Sameas

I

Mode

At 120 (100) Hz, I kHz
D(l/Q)

I

1000 H
100.0 H
10.00 H

Mode
1%+(3+
Lx/500) counts

1%+(3+
Lx/500)
counts

0.5% + (3 +
Lx/500) counts

At 10 kHz

Accuracy
83

o--C'r

Same as

0.3% + (3 +
Lx/500) counts

0,2% + (3 + 200/Lx) counts
~

At 120 (100) Hz. 1kHz

0,5% + (3 + 200/Lx) counts

AUTO

Same as

'I Calculated from 0 value 00 a reciprocal number
'2 Typical data variea with value of 0 and number of counta

~

At 10 kHz

I

Mode

'3 ± (% of reading

I

5% + (5+
Lx/500)
counts

Same as

o--C'r

Mode

+ counta) Lx ia inductance readout in counta. Accuraciaa in thia table apply whan 0 < 1.999.

R/ESR" Measurement
Range

Test
Signal
Level
'I
Accuracy

120 (100) Hz
1kHz
10 kHz

1000 mQ

-{~
-l~~

I

100.0 Q

1000Q

[ mA

100~

\

I

AUTO

10mA
Same as

I
-If--w'--o>
~

Mode

~
-If--w'--o>

10.00 kQ

I

AUTO

I
I

10 ~A

I

100.0 kQ

Same as

I
-LoJ--

1000 kQ

I

10.00 MQ

Mode

0.3% + 2 counts '3
0,2% + I counts
Same as ~ Mode

1 Typical data, varies with number of counts
'2 ± (% of reeding + counta)
'3 :t (5% + 2 counta) on 10.00 Mll range at 10 kHz teat frequency.

Parameters measured: CoD or C-Q (I/D), L-D or L-Q (I/D), R
(ESR).
Display: dual 3'1, digit, maximum display of 1999. For D value greater than 10, maximum D display is 199.
Measurement terminals: 5-terminal configuration.
Measurement circuit modes: auto, parallel and series.
Test frequencies: 120 (100) Hz, I kHz and 10 kHz ± 3 %.
Range mode: LCR-Auto and manual (up-down), D/Q Auto and
manual (step).
Trigger: internal, external or manual.
Deviation measurement: when the D.LCR switch is depressed, the
measurement value is stored in memory as a reference value. At the
same time, the range is set to "Manual" and the display is offset to
zero. Deviation is displayed as the difference between a stored value
and subsequent measurement data. Deviation is in counts from -999
to 1999.
Offset adjustments: front panel adjustments to compensate for
stray capacitance and residual inductance of the test fixtures.
C:OtoIOpF_
L:OtoII-lH.
Self test indicators: when the SELF TEST function is selected, the
results of the test are displayed in the LCR and DQ window. Results
are indicated by PASS, FAIL I, FAIL 2 or FAIL 3.
DC bias: internal: 1.5 Y, 2.2 Y and 6 Y (selectable on front panel).
Accuracy ± 5%; external: Provision for external DC bias (0 to
HOY).

General
Measurement time (typical) for a 1000 count measurement on a
low loss component on a fixed range;
I kHz, 10 kHz: C/L 220-260 ms, R 120-160 ms

120 (100) Hz:

I
1V

40mA

~

'2

10.00 Q

ell 900 ms, R 700 ms

When autorange is selected, the following times per range step must
be added to the above time:
I kHz, 10kHz: 45 ms/ ISO ms per range step

..

I

I
Same as-C::J-e Mode

The maaauramant ranga for ESR 10 from 1 mll to 19 kll (typocal). Thaaa valua. vary dependIOg
on the series capacitance or inductsnce value of the device under test.

120 (100) Hz: 150 ms/670 ms per range step
When the uncal lamp is lit, the faster ranging time is selected.
Reading rate: INT (Internal Trigger) approximately 30 ms between
the end of a measurement cycle and the start of the next cycle. EXT
(External Trigger) measurement cycle is initiated by a remote trigger
input.
Operating temperature and humidity: O°C to 55°C; to 40°C at
95% RH.
Power requirements: 100/120/220 YAC ± 10%,240 Yac +5%10%; 48-66 Hz.
Power consumption: s55 YA with any option.
Size: 147 mm H x 426 mm W x 345 mm D (5Jf4' x 16Jf4' x 13Jf4').
Weight: Approximately 8 kg (17.5 Ibs).
Accessories available: 16061 A: test fixture, direct coupled, 5-terminal; 16062A: test leads with alligator clips, 4-terminal (for low impedance measurements); 16063A: test leads with alligator clips, 3terminal (for high impedance measurements).
Options available: Opt 001: BCD data output of LCR and DQ data.
Opt 004: Digital comparator for LCR and DQ data. Comparison output (HIGH, IN, LOW): visual, relay contact closure and TTL level.
Not compatible with Opt 101. Opt 101: HP-IB Data Output and Remote Control. Not compatible with Opt 00 I and 004.

Options and Accessories
001: BCD Output
004: Digital Comparator
010: 100 Hz Test Frequency
101: HP-IB Interface
908: Rack Flange Kit
910: Extra Manual
16061A Test Fixture
16062A Test Cables
16063A Test Cables

Price

4262A Digital LeR Meter

$3225

$340
$S10
N/C
$545
$25
$29
$160
$S5
$S5

COMPONENT MEASUREMENT
1 MHz Digital LCR Meter
Model 42718

Description
The HP 4271 B I MHz lCR Meter meets the requirements of the
lab, manufacturing and where automatic high speed and accuracy
measurements are essential. The four-pair measurement technique

has the advantage of reducing errors due to residual inductance, stray
capacitance, and electromagnetic coupling of leads. Offset adjustments are provided to cancel the residuals of the test fixtures.
Typical applications include microcircuit measurements, C- V characteristics of semiconductor devices and passive component tests.

Specifications
Full scale ranges and accuracy: (When conductance reading is less than 100 counts and resistance reading is less than 1000 counts.)
Accuracy listed in the following table applies over a temperature range of 23°C ± 5°C.
Capacitance and conductance/dissipation factor: using parallel equivalent circuit.
Range

Capacltlnce: (Overrange 90%)

Tesl
Sig
Level

Full Scale
Display

LOW

10.000 pF

0.2 + 8

100.00 pF

0.1 + 3
0.2 + 4

LOW
HIGH

Dlssipallon Faclor·: (Overrange 60%)
Accuracy"

01 + 7

HIGH

2

Full Scale
Display

Accuracy··

HIGH

1

Conduclance: (Overrange 90%)

Full Scale
Display

0.2+ (7 + Ne/looo)
100.00 ~S

0.3 + (7 + 2 Ne/ 1000)

10000

0.2 + (3 + Ne/looo)
1000.0 ~S

0.3 + (3 + 2 Ne/ tooo)

10 + (1S + 3OOO0/Ne)
10 + (10 + looo0/Ne)

10000

10 + (15 + 2oooo/Ne)

12 + (2 + 2 Ne/lOOO)

0.1 + 2

Accuracy"
10 + (10 + 20000/Ne)

10 + (10 + l0000/Ne)

3

LOW

1000.0 pF

0.2 + 3

10.000 mS

12 + (2 + 2 Nej1ooo)

10000

10 + (15 + 2oooo/Ne)

4"·

LOW

10.000 nF

0.4 + 3

lOO.OOmS

12 + (2+ 2 Ne/looo)

10000

10 + (15 + 3OOOO/Ne)

Inductance and resistance/dissipation factor: using series equivalent circuit.
Range

1"·

LOW

Full Scale
Display

1000.0 nH

Accuracy"

Accuracy"

Full Scale
Display

Accuracy"

10+ 15

JOooo 0

12 + (8 + 2 NL/ 1000)

10000

10 + (20 + 30000/NL)

10000 ~H

LOW

12 + (2 + 2 NL/looo)

0.2 + 4
100.00 ~H

LOW

1000.00

0.5 + (2 + 2NL/lOOO)

0.2 + 4
1000.0 ~H

LOW

10.000 kO

0.3 + 6

0.5 + (2 + 2NL/l000)

L measurement

LOW

I---

2

~
4

0.5 Vrms ± 10%
20 mV rms ±20%

20mVrms ±10%
20 mV rms ±20%

10000

1.0 + (20 + 30000/NL)

•• "Test Level is low on range 4 for C and range 1 for L measurements.

Cmeasuremenl
HIGH

10 + (20 + 2oooo/NL)
10 + (15 + 20000/NL)

•• ± (% of reading + counts), Nc and NL are capacitance and inductance readouts in count.

Test frequency: I MHz + 0.01 %
Test signal level:

1

10 + (20 + 20000/NL)
10 + (15 + loooo/NL)

1.0000

0.3 + (2 + 2 NL/lOOO)

•When reading of L or C is more than 1500 counts.

RANGE

10 + (15 + lOOOO/NL)
10000

0.3 + (2 + 2NL/1ooo)

0.3 + 6

HIGH

4

12 + (2 + 2 NL/looo)
100.000

0.6 + 6

HIGH

3

Dissipation Faclor·: (Overrange 90%)

Full Scale
Display

0.6 + 4

HIGH

2

Reilslance: (Overrange 90%)

Inducllnce: (Overrlnge 90%)

Tesl
Sig
Level

HIGH

LOW

2 mA rms ±20%

2 mA rms +20%

5mArms:,:10%

200 ~A. rms ± 10%

500 ~A rms ± 10%

20 ~A rms

50 ~A rms

+ 10%

!

10%

2 pA rms ± 10%

Display: dual 4 1/2 digit lED displays.
Ranging: automatic and manual. Remote control with Opt 101.
Measurement terminals: four-terminal pair construction.
Offset adjustment ranges: capacitance ::S I pF. conductance
::S I ~S, inductance ::S 100 nH, resistance ::S 100 ml!.
DC bias (optional)
Internal source: available; Opt 00 1,00.0 V to 39.9 V, 0.1 V steps.
External source: ± 200 V max to BNC connector.
General
Measuring Speed
Fixed range: 100 ms to 250 ms for C-G and l-R measurement.
160 ms to 400 ms for C-D and l-D measurements.
Autorange: 100 ms/range step added to above values.
Power: 100/120/220 V ± 10%, 240 V + 5% - 10%,48-66 Hz, 80
VA max.

Size: 88 mm H x 425 mm W x 496 mm D (3"'/,," x 16"/." x 19"~,;").
Weight: I 0 kg (22 Ib).
Accessory furnished: 16038A Test Fixture for radial and axial lead
components.
Ordering Information'
Price
16021A Calibration Test Fixture (GR900 connector)
$765
16022A General Purpose Test Fixture
$625
$665
16023A DC Bias Voltage Controller (used with Opt
001 )
16032A Test leads (BNC)
$265
16033A Test leads with miniature coaxial connectors
$290
16034A Test Fixture for chip capacitor measurement
$550
16039A Test Fixture with "D" offset.
$385
Opt 001: DC Bias supply: 0.0 V to 39.9 V
add $330
Opt 002: C/l BCD output; may be used with Opt 003
add $165
for simultaneous outputs +8421 Code
Opt 003: G/R/D BCD output. +8421 Code (see Opt
add $165
002)
Opt 004: Parameter Serial BCD output
add $300
Opt 101: HP-IB Data Output and Remote Control
add $945
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
add $25.00
add $40
Opt 910: Extra manual
42718 1 MHz Digital LCR Meter
$6735
'HP·IB cable not supplied. See page 30

COMPONENT MEASUREMENT
Preset C Meter
Model 4272A (1 MHz), Model 4273A (1 kHz)
• High speed measurements

• Simultaneous go/no go check on production line

4272A
1 MHz

PRESET
C METER

4273A
1 kHz

ii

PRESET
C METER

resolution) to 1000 pF full scale (maximum display 1900 pFj, and the
4273A measures capacitance from 100.0 pF full scale (0.01 pF resolution) to 10 J.LF full scale.
With their comparator capabilities, the instruments can be set to
high and low limits with the built-in thumbwheel switches. Limit indications include panel lamp display, relay contact and TTL outputs for
H I, IN and LO comparisons. TTL outputs are provided on the rear
panel connector for use with an automatic sorter and BCD output of
measurement data is also provided. For higher sorting speeds, a high
speed version Opt HOI is available.

Hewlett-Packard's 4272A and 4273A are Preset C Meters which
measure capacitance at I MHz and at 1 kHz, respectively, and which,
combined with a 5 digit "in-house" comparator, provide GO/NO GO
information for high speed measurements up to 8 per second (4272A)
or 6 per second (4273A) with high reliability and accuracy. A basic
accuracy of 0.1 % is achieved by the four-terminal-pair method and an
offset adjustment to reduce measurement error due to test fixture
configuration. This provides high efficiency for production line testing or incoming inspection.
The 4272A measures capacitance from 10 pF full scale (0.001 pF

Specifications
Model

Capacitance-equIValent parallel CirCUit by four terminal pair method

Parameter measured

Range

10.000 pF

I

Digit & overrange
Accuracy'

1 kHz: 1Vrms and 300 mVrms

1MHz: 1 Vrms

Test signal frequency & level

Range &
accuracy

4273A

4272A

10000 pF

I

4 digit. overrange 20%

4 digit. overrange 90%
0.1

+7

I

Conditions

0.1

+3

I

0.1

+2

23'C:<: 5'CatD <01.

01+3

'+ (% of reading +counts)

Compares measured value with HI and LO LIMIT settings and
prOVides HI. IN and LO comparison outputs

Comparator function
HI and LOW LIMIT setting ranges

00000 - 19999 at each limit sWitch

Comparison output

00000 . 11999 at each limit sWitch

Lamp. relay contacts and TTL outputs

Digital output

BCD 1-2-4-8 data parallelloptlon)

Remote programming

BCD 1-2-4-8 data parallel (furnished)
TTL and contact closure

<120 ms, (high speed option: <50 ms
4 digit display, 0.2% accuracy)

MeaSUring time
Power
General

100.00 pF . 10000 ~F

10000 pF

SIZe
Weight

Options Available
002: BCD and Decision Outputs
006: BCD Remote Control
H03: High Speed Version (4 Digit Display,

< 50 ms)
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit

4272A 1 MHz Preset C Meter

< 150 ms. (high speed option: <75 ms
3 digit display. 02% accuracy)

100/120/220/240 V:<: 10% 48-66Hz <: 60 VA

100/120/220/240 V:<: 10% 48-66 Hz <: 25 VA

88 mm H X 426 mm Wx 467 mm D(3'\:' x 16 ,," x 19 're.")

147 mm H X 426 mm WX 349 mm D(5'," X 16'," X 13>,")

ApprOXimately 10 kg (22 Ibs)

ApprOXimately 8 kg (17.5 Ibs)

add $105
add $155
Price on
Request
add $25

$6035

Options Available (4273A)
Opt 006: BCD Remote Control
Opt H01: Hi Speed Version (3 digit display,
< 75 msj

$100
Price on
Request

4273A 1 kHz Preset C Meter

$3665

COMPONENT MEASUREMENT
Q Meter
Model 4342A

• Frequency range: 22 kHz to 70 MHz
• Q range: 5 to 1000

Inductance Measurement Characteristics

Description
The direct-reading expanded scale of the 4342A permits measurement of Q from 5 to 1000 and readings of very small changes in Q
resulting from variation in test parameters. The 4342A is solid state
with the elimination of specially matched, fragile thermocouple components.
The 4342A will measure dissipation factor and dielectric constant
of insulating materials. The Q meter can measure coefficient of coupling, mutual inductance, and frequency response of transformers.
RF resistance, reactance, and Q of resistors and capacitors can also
be determined.
Push button operation of frequency range and Q/ IlQ range selection provides straightforward measurement. Automatic indication of
meter scales, frequency dials and frequency multipliers are featured,
adding to simplicity and reading speed.

Specifications
RF Characteristics
RF range: 22 kHz to 70 MHz in 7 bands: 22 to 70 kHz, 70 to 220
kHz, 220 to 700 kHz, 700 to 2200 kHz, 2.2 to 7 MHz, 7 to 22 MHz,
22 to 70 MHz.
4342A Opt 001: 10 kHz to 32 MHz in 7 bands: 10 to 32 kHz, 32 to
100 kHz, 100 to 320 kHz, 320 to 1000 kHz, I to 3.2 MHz, 3.2 to 10
MHz, 10 to 32 MHz.
RF accuracy: ± 1.5% from 22 kHz to 22 MHz: ± 2% from 22 MHz
to 70 MHz: ± I % at "L" point on frequency dial.
4342A Opt 001: ± 1.5% from 10 kHz to 10 MHz: ±2% from 10
MHz to 32 MHz; ± 1% at "L" point on frequency dial.
RF increments: approximately I % resolution.

a Measurement Characteristics
Orange: 5 to 1000 in 4 ranges: 5 to 30, 20 to 100, 50 to 300, 200 to
1000.
o accuracy' % of indicated value' (at 25°C)
4342A &4342A Opt. 001

4342A

22 kHz-30M Hz

30 MHz-70 MHz

±)

-10

300-600

~10

± 15

600-1000

± 15

±20

Q_____Freq.
5-300

o increments:

upper scale: I from 20 to 100; lower scale: 0.5 from 5
to 30.
IlO range: 0 to 100 in 4 ranges: 0 to 3, 0 to 10, 0 to 30, 0 to 100.
IlO accuracy: ± 10% of full scale.
IlO increments: upper scale: 0.1 from 0 to 10; lower scale: 0.05 from
o to 3.

L range: 0.09 ~H to 1.2 H, direct reading at 7 specific frequencies.
L accuracy: ± 3% after substitution of residuals (approx. 10 nH).

Resonating Capacitor Characteristics
Capacitor range: main dial: 25 to 470 pF; vernier dial -5 to +5pF.
Capacitor accuracy: main dial: ± I % or 1 pF, whichever is greater;
vernier dial ±0.1 pF.
Capacitor increments: main dial: I pF from 25 to 30 pF; 2 pF from
30 to 200 pF; 5 pF from 200 to 470 pF; vernier dial: 0.1 pF.

General
Rear Panel Outputs
Frequency monitor: 170 mV rms min. into 50n.
o analog output: 0 to 1 V ± 50 mV dc after 15 minutes warmup,
proportional to meter deflection. Output impedance approximately
1 kn.
Over limit signal output: contact closure at the rear panel. Relay
contact capacity 0.5 A/ 15 VA.
Over limit display time: selectable, I s or continuously on, after
limit exceeded.
Temperature range: O°C to 50°C.
Power: 115 or 230 V ± 10%, 50-400 Hz, 25 VA max.
Size: 129 mm H x 425 mm W x 414 mm D (5'~,," x 16"/," x 16r.~,,")
Weight: net, 14 kg (31 Ib). Shipping, 18.45 kg (4 lib).
Accessories available:
HP 16014A: Series Loss Test Adaptor is designed for measuring lowvalue inductors and resistors and high-value capacitors.
HP 16462A: Auxiliary Capacitor is designed to extend the Q and L
measurement capability of the 4342A Q Meter. It is especially useful
for measuring small inductors at low frequencies.
HP 16470A Reference Inductors: A range or 20 inductors (any of
which can be supplied separately) which can be used with the 4342A
Q Meter when measuring the RF characteristics of capacitors, resistors, or insulating materials.
HP'I6470B Stable Inductors: A set of 4 inductors (any of which are
separately available) Which can be used to compensate indicated Q
values and/or instrumental variation in the maintenance of the
4342A Q Meter. They are useable over a range of 800 kHz to 50
MHz with excellent long-term temperature stability.

Options and Accessories
Opt 001: Frequency Range
Opt 910: Extra Manual
16014A Series Loss Test Adaptor
16462A Auxiliary Capacitor
16470A Reference Inductors, set of 20
164708 Stable Inductors, set of 4
16470C Complete set of 24 Inductors (16470A +
16470B)

4342A

a Meter

Price
add $240
add $21
$90
$440
$1200
$810
$2000

$4100

COMPONENT MEASUREMENT
Milliohmmeter ILCR Meter
Model 4328A/4332A
• Touch and read operation
• Low test voltage
• Guarded measurement

• 20 !lS2 resolution on 1 mn range
• Four terminal measurement
• Low test voltage

...

.~

I

"

4332A

Description

Hewlett-Packard's Model 4332A LCR Meter measures inductance, capacitance, and resistance with speed and accuracy. The instrument provides direct-readings of L, C, and R with linear meter
scales. The 4332A is extremely useful for measurements of both linear and non-linear components such as semiconductor capacitor values and inductance of coils with ferrite core.

4328A

Description
HP's 4328A Milliohmmeter is a high sensitivity portable instrument for measurement of low resistances. The I mQ to 100 Q measuring range and 20 !L Q resolution make the 4328A ideal for measuring
the contact resistance of switches, relays, and connectors and the resistivity of conductors and semiconductors. Series reactances of up to
twice the full scale resistance will not affect the accuracy. The maximum voltage across a sample, with the instrument at the proper
range, is less than 200 !LV peak. Even at incorrect range settings, the
voltage across the sample will not exceed 20 mV peak.
The special probes that allow four-terminal measurement in two
probes are furnished with the 4328A.
The basic 4328A is line operated but Opt 00 I permits operation
from rechargeable batteries for 15 continuous hours.

Specifications
Function

Inductance
(series)

Capacitance
(parallel)

Full Scale
Range
3~

to

1000~H

3m to 1000mH

lkHz± 5%
<1.5mVrms

3p to 1000pf

100kHz±5%
",70mVrms

3n to 1000nF

lkHz± 5%
",70mVrms

3Q to IMQ

lkHz±5%
<lmVrms

Specifications
Range: 0.00 I to 100 ohms full scale in aI, 3 sequence.
Accuracy: ± 2% of full scale. No additional error is caused by series
reactance of samples up to two times full scale.
Measuring frequency: 1000 Hz ± 100 Hz.
Voltage across sample: 200 !LV peak at full scale.
Maximum voltage across sample: 20 mV peak.
Superimposed dc: 150 V de maximum (external source).
Recorder output: 0.1 V de output at full scale, output resistance
approx. I kQ.
Applied current (mA): Constant by range, 150/ (full scale value in
milliohms).

General
Power requirements: 115/230 V ± 10%,50 to 60 Hz, 1.5 VA.
Weight: 3.2 kg (7 Ib).
Size: 155mm H x 130 mm W x 279 mm D (6%," x 5'1(' x 11 ").
Accessories furnished: Model 16005A Probe, 16006A Probe and
16007A/B Test Leads. 16143A Probe Cable.

Resistance

Test
Signal
IOOkHz± 5%
<1.5mVrms

Accuracy (meter reading)
at 25°C

+[1 %reading +(1.5
full scale +O.Q3~H]

+3/Q)%

± [1 %reading +(1.5
full scale +0.03pF]

+3/Q)%

± [0.5'/0 reading +2% full
scale +0.03Q]"

•Add 0.5"10 reading In 100 kll and 1 Mil ranges.

Analog output: 1.0 V de or 0.3 V de full scale.
Output impedance: approximately SOOQ.
Accuracy: better than meter reading accuracy by 0.5% full scale.

General
Response time: typically 0.25 s for analog outputs. Typically 1.0 s
for meter.
Operating temperature: O°C to 50°C.
DC bias: 100 V de maximum can be applied from external source.
Power: 115 V/230 V ± 10%,48 Hz to 66 Hz, 8V A.
Size: 130 mm W x 155 mm H x 279 mm D (5 '/." x 6 "1,," xiI").
Weight: net, 3.5 kg (7 Ib II oz).
Accessories furnished: 16138A Test Leads, Power Cord 81201348.

Ordering Information

Price

Ordering Information

4328A Milliohmmeter

$1465

Accessories available: 16019A Test Fixture

Opt 001:Rechargeable battery operation
Opt 910: extra manual

$90
$ 1500

4332A LCR Meter
Opt 910: extra manual

Price
$145
$1820
$1· .00

COMPONENT MEASUREMENT
High Resistance Meter
Model 4329A
• Wide range: 500 k\l to 2 x 10 16 \1

• Selectable test voltages: 10 V to 1000

\j

Current Measurement
Range: 5 x 10- 1' to 2 x 10- 5 A in 8 ranges.
Meter scale: 0 to 20 in 40 linear divisions.
Input resistance: 10' to IO ll fl ± I%, depending on range.
Accuracy: ± 5% of full scale deflection (there can be an additional
± 3% error at the top decade).

General
Recorder output: 0 to 100 m V dc, proportional to meter deflection;
I kfl output resistance.
Power: 115/230 V ± 10%, 50-60 Hz, approximately 3 VA.
Size: 166 mm H, \98 mm W, 224 mm D (6 1/," x 1"'(1," x 8'%,").
Weight: 3.5 kg (7.7 Ib).
Accessory furnished: HP 16117A Low Noise Test Leads.
Accessory available: Model 16008A Resistivity Cell.

Description
The HP 4329A is a solid-state insulation resistance meter designed
for easy, accurate and direct readings of the very high resistance values typically found in synthetic resins, porcelain, insulating oils and
similar materials. It is also useful for measurements in electrical components like capacitors, transformers, switches and cables. Seven fully regulated dc test voltages (between 10 and 1000 V) are provided as
test sources.
Selected scales are identified by illuminated indicators on the meter
face. Selected resistance or current multiplying factors are also illuminated for rapid, error-free measurement. Three resistance scales
and one current scale are provided. The HP 4329A is instantly convertible from ungrounded-to-grounded-sample operation via a simple
relocation of the front panel ground strap from "guard" to "+" position. The instrument cabinet itself is always at ground potential. Test
voltage shorts or sample breakdown currents will not damage instrument circuitry.
The HP 4329A also has a current measurement capability. Minute
currents as low as 0.05 pA can be readily measured. The standard
instrument package includes H P 161 17A Low Noise Test Leads;
these are used in most types of measurement.
Use of the HP 16008A Resistivity cell alters the HP 4329A's measurement accuracy. However, the measurement error is consistent
and repeatable. This is true as long as the measurement set-up is not
changed.

4329A Specifications
Resistance Measurement
Range: 500 kfl to 2 x 10"fl.
Accuracy: total accuracy is determined by test voltage and range
used. At low resistance end of each scale, accuracy is ± 3%, near center scale ± 5%, and near the specified upper limit on the meter scale
(see table below), accuracy is ± 10%. Accuracy is not specified above
these limits. On all voltage ranges, if multiplier is set to Rmax., an
additional ± 3% is included.

Test voltage

16008A Description
The HP 16008A can safely, rapidly and conveniently measure the
volume and surface resistivity of sheet insulation materials. Conversion from volume to surface resistivity measurement requires operation of one switch only; no lead interchange or disconnection is
necessary. Designed for use with the HP 4329A Resistance Meter
(other voltage supplies and picoammeters may be used), the complete
system allows direct measurement of volume resistivity up to approximately 4 x IOl'fl com (on samples 0.1 em thick)-and surface resistivity up to approximately 4 x I017fl. Test voltages up to 1000 V may be
used.

16008A Specifications
Inner electrode: 50 mm diam.
Guard electrode: 70 mm diam.
Auxiliary electrode: 100 mm x 120 mm.
Maximum sample size: 125 mm x 125 mm x 7 mm.
Maximum test voltage: 1000 V de.
Size: 49 mm H. 198 mm W, 152 mm D (2" x 7 1"1,," X 6 1/:').
Weight: 1.8 kg (4 Ib).

Ordering Information

Price

Si,n

16008A Resistivity cell
4329A High resistance meter
Opt 910: extra manual

~

1 n-~.'

10 V

25 V

50 V

100 V

250 V

500 V

1000 V

5 x IOsQ
to 2x 10"Q

1.25x10'Q
to 5x 10"Q

2.5 x 106Q
to I x 10,sQ

5 x 10' Q
t02x10 15 Q

1.25 X 10' Q
to 5 x 1015Q

2.5 x 10'Q
to I x 10lsQ

5 x 10' Q
to 2 x 1016Q

Meter scale

.5 to 20

.125 to 5

.25 to 10

.5 to 20

125 to 5

.25 to 10

5 to 20

Upper limit

5

1.25

2.5

5

1.25

2.5

5

Available resistance
readings

• Accuracy 01 lest voltage is

< ± 3%

:"

adrl $15

COMPONENT MEASUREMENT
Universal Bridge
Models 4260A, 42658

.. ...

..

4260A

42658

4260A Description

42658 Description

Measurements of C, R, L, D and Q are easily made with HewlettPackard's Model 4260A Universal Semi-Automatic Impedance
Bridge.
Nulling is easily accomplished with a unique auto-balance circuit.
Illuminated pointers «CRL» automatically indicate whether a
null is up- or down-scale. Both range and CRL controls can be set
watching these pointers.
Components may be biased by connecting a battery to rear terminals. An external oscillator and detector can be used for measurements in the 20 Hz-20 kHz range.

Hewlett-Packard's Model 4265B Universal Bridge provides an economical way to make precision measurements of L, C, or Rand D or
Q. Components can be measured in ranges of 0.1 I'H to 1111 H in
inductance, 0.1 pF to I I II I'F in capacitance and 0.1 mll to 1.111 Mll
in resistance with a basic measurement accuracy of 0.2% of reading
for L, C, and R.
Measurement frequency range is 50 Hz to 10kHz with an external
oscillator, and I kHz with internal oscillator.

Specifications
4260A

Model
Full scale
ranges
Range

42658

C

1000 pF to 1000 ~F, 7 ranges

1000.0 pF to 1000.0 ~F, 7 ranges
1000.0 ~H to 1000.0 H, 7 ranges

L

1000 ~H to 1000 H, 7 ranges

R

10 a to 10 Ma, 7 ranges

C

1pF to 1 nF

1nF to 100 ~F

100 ~F to 1000 ~F

all ranges except _

1000.0 ~F range only

L

1 ~H to 1 mH

1mH to 100 H

100 Hto 1000 H

all ranges except _

1000.0 ~H range only

R

10mato lOa

lOll to 1 Ma

1 Mato 10 Ma

all ranges except -

1000.0 ma range only

±(2% + I digit)

±(0.2% of reading
+ 0.01 %of F.S.)

±(0.4% of reading
+ 001 %of F.5)

Accuracy
(% of reading)

±(2% + 1digit)

Range
Accuracy

HIGH 0 (parallel C)

series C

parallel C

0.001 to 0.12
2

0.05 to 20
+(100 of reading + 4)%

0001 to 1

0.1 to 1000

±(5% of reading +
2 minor diVisions)

±(5% of rdg + 2 minor
divisions) for 1/0

±

Range

Q

%

vD of reading

-(lOyD of reading + 2)%

LOW Q(series L)

HIGH Q(parallel L)

series L

parallel L

0.05 to 20

8 to 1000

0001 to 10

1to 1000

±2vQ of reading %

±(5% of reading +
2 minor divisions)

±(5% of rdg + 2 minor
divisions) for I/Q

+(lOIQ of reading + 4)%

Accuracy

DC bias

±(l %+ 1digit)

LOW 0 (senes C)

D

Oscillator

1000.0 ma to 1.0000 Mil. 7 ranges

-(lO!VQ of reading + 2)%
internal: 1kHz ±2%, 100 mV rms ± 20%
external: 20 Hz to 20 kHz, ::;2 Vrms

internal: 1kHz ± 15 Hz, ::;0.4 Vrms
external: 50 Hz to 10kHz or dc for R-measurement ::;4 Vrms

Voltage ::;6 V, current ::;10 mA

Voltage ::;250 V. current::; 10 mA

General (4260A)

General (4265B)

Power: \ 15 or 230 volts ± 10%, 50-60 Hz, approx. 7 VA.
Size: 166 mm H x 198 mm W x 279 mm D (6.5" x 7.8" x II").
Weight: Net,S kg (II Ib). Shipping, 6.8 kg (15 lb).

Power: 100/120/200/240 V ± 10%; 48 to 440 Hz,S VA.
Size: 376 mm H x 393 mm W x 115 mm D (14.8" x 15.5" x 4.5").
Weight: Net, 5.5 kg (12.1 Ib). Shipping, 7.1 kg (15.7Ib).

Options

Price

Ordering Information

Price

Opt 910: Extra Manual

add $11

16029A Test Fixture
Opt 910: Extra Manual

$160
add $11

4260A Universal Bridge

$1780

42658 Universal Bridge

$1725

COMPONENT MEASUREMENT
Vector Impedance Meters
Models 4800A, 4815A

4800A

Model 4800A

Model 4815A

HP's 4800A measures the vector impedance of components, complex networks, and other two-terminal devices. Besides measuring
vector impedance, the 4800A measures component values. At frequencies that are decade multiples of \/211", as marked on the frequency
dial, L and I /C are read directly if the phase is approximately ± 90°,
respectively. R is equal to the impedance magnitude at frequencies
where the phase is approximately 0°. The vector impedance meter
also yields Q and inductor values by using either fo/~, RP/w L or the
wL/Rs technique.
The unit is equipped with ana-l,og outputs for three parameters: impedance magnitude, impedance phase, and frequency. The rear panel
provision for an external oscillator input makes possible swept frequency characterization of "unknown." The impedance meter can be
swept over any decade range of frequency and impedance within the
range of the instrument.

The RF Vector Impedance Meter offers these significant advantages:
• Direct reading of impedance and phase
• Convenient probe for in-circuit measurements
• Self calibration check provides measurement confidence
• Analog outputs for data recording
• Low-level test signal minimizes circuit disturbance
The HP 4815A RF Vector Impedance Meter provides all of the
convenience of "probe and read" measurements. In use, the probe is
connected directly into the circuit to be evaluated, frequency is selected, and complex impedance is read. This type measurement allows a
straightforward adaptation to various jigs and fixtures for special
measurements. Where only component values are to be determined, a
quick-mount adapter is provided to allow rapid measurements. For
critical component applications, the unit to be evaluated may be
mounted directly in its working circuit and its value determined in its
actual environment, at the frequency of interest.

Specifications
Frequency

Specifications
Frequency Characteristics
Range: 5 Hz to 500 kHz in five bands: 5 to 50 Hz, 50 to 500 Hz, 0.5
to 5 kHz, 5 to 50 kHz, 50 to 500 kHz .
Accuracy: ± 2%,50 Hz to 500 kHz; ± 4%,5 to 50 Hz; ± I% at 15.92
on frequency dial from 159.2 Hz to 159.2 kHz; ± 2% at 15.92 Hz.
Impedance measurement characteristics: I ohm to 10 megohms
in seven decade ranges from X I to X 10M. Accuracy is ± 5% of reading.
Phase angle measurement characteristics: 0° to ± 90° in 5°
increments. Accuracy is ± 6°.
Direct capacitance measurement capabilities: 0.1 pF to 10,000
uF direct reading at decade multiples of 15.92 Hz. Accuracy ± 7% of
reading for D less than 0.1 at 159.2 Hz to 159.2 kHz, ± 8% of reading
for D less than 0.1 at 15.92 Hz.
Direct Inductance measurement capabilities: I uH to 100,000 H
direct reading at decade multiples of 15.92 Hz. Accuracy is ± 7% of
reading for Q greater than 10 from 159.2 Hz to 159.2 kHz: ± 8% of
reading for Q greater than 10 at 15.92 Hz.
Measuring terminal characteristics: both terminals above ground,
ground terminals provided for shielding convenience; binding posts
space J/.I" at centers.
Waveshape: sinusoidal.
External oscillator requirements: 0.9 V ± 20% into 20 kf!

Recorder Outputs
Frequency: level: 0 to V nom.: source impedance: 0 to I kf! nom.;
proportional to frequency dial rotation.
Impedance: level: 0 to I V nom.; source impedance: I kf! nom.
Phase angle: level: 0 ± 0.9 V nom,; source impedance: I kf! nom.
Accessories furnished: 13525A Calibration Resistor, 00610A Terminal Shield, Vector Impedance Calculator.
Size: 426 mm W x 133 mm H x 467 mm D (16W' x 5 1/.1" x 18W').
Weight: net, 10.8 kg (24 Ib); shipping, 13.5 kg (30 Ib).
Power: 115 or 230 V ± 10%, 48 to 440 Hz, 29.7 VA.

Range: 500 kHz to 108 MHz in five bands: 500 kHz to 1.5 MHz, 1.5
to 4.5 MHz, 4.5 to 14 MHz, 14 to 35 MHz, 35 to 108 MHz.
Accuracy: ± 2% of reading; ± I% of reading at 1.592 and 15.92
MHz.
RF monitor output: 150 mV minimum into 50 ohms.

Impedance Magnitude Measurement
Range: I ohm to 100 kf!; full-scale ranges: 10,30, 100,300, I K,3 K,
10K, 30 K, 100 kf!.
Accuracy: ± 4% of full scale ± (f/30 MHz + Z/25 kf!)% of reading, where f = frequency in MHz and Z is in ohms.
Calibration: linear meter scale with increments 2% of full scale.

Phase Angle Measurement
Range: 0 to 360° in two ranges: 0 ± 90°, 180° ± 90°.
Accuracy: ± (3 + f/30 MHz + Z/50 kf!) degrees where f = frequency in MHz and Z is in ohms.
Calibration: increments of 2°.
Adjustments: screwdriver adj. for Magnitude and Phase Zero.

Recorder Outputs
Frequency: 0 to I V from 0 to 1 kf! source, proportional to setting.
Impedance magnitude: 0 to I volt from 1 kf! source.
Phase angle: 0 ± 0.9 volt from I kf! source.
Size: 426 mm W, 185 mm H, 476 mm D (l6W' x 7\/4" x 18W').
Weight: 17.6 kg (net 39 Ib), shipping 24.8 kg (55 Ib).
Power: 105 to 125 V or 210 to 250 V, 50 to 400 Hz, 50 W.
Accessories furnished:
00600A Probe Socket Accessory Kit: contains BNC Type "N" adapter. Probe Socket, 00601 A Component Mounting Adapter, 2 probe
center pins, probe ground assembly.

Options
908: Rack Flange Kit

Price
Add $22.50

Model Number and Name
4815A RF vector impedance meter
4800A Vector impedance meter

$6500
$3900

COMPONENT MEASUREMENT
Decade Capacitors and Attenuators
Models 44408, 4436A, 4437A, 16380A

4436A /4437 A Description
The Hewlett-Packard Models 4436A/4437A Attenuators provide
accurate steps of attenuation with 0.1 dB resolution.

4436A Specifications
Maximum attenuation: 119.9 dB.
Attenuation increments: 0.1 dB.
Input! output Impedance: 6001l, balanced.
Frequency range: dc to 1.0 MHz, usable to 1.5 MHz; dc to 1.5
MHz (0 to 110 dB); dc to) MHz (0 to 119.9 dB).
Accuracy:

44408

Attenuation
oto 60 dB
60t090dB
90 to 110 dB
110 to 119.9 dB

100 kHz

1MHz

1.5MHz·

dB
±0.1 dB
±0.2 dB
~03 dB

002 dB
±03 dB
~0.5 dB
:t 10dB

±0.2 dB
±O 3 dB
~0.5 dB

~0.1

-Typical value

Maximum input power: +30 dBm (24.5 V max).

4437A Specifications
The Model 4437 A is a 600 ohms unbalanced type, and its specifications are identical to the 4436A.
DC isolation: signal ground may be ± 300 V dc from external
chassis.
Size: 76 mm H x 198 mm W x 177 mm D (3" x 7 "i," x 6 %").
Weight: net, 1.7 kg (3'1" Ib). Shipping, 2.9 kg (6 If, Ibs).
4437A

16380A Description
The HP 16380A is a set of four air-dielectric four-terminal pair
configuration capacitors with values of I, 10, 100 and 1000 picofarads.

16380A Specifications
16381A
Capacitance

.1 pF

(at I kHz, 23 ± SoC)

I
I

16382A
10 pF

Accuracy

.....

;"

1000pF ±O.l%

16380A

16384A

I 1000 pF

100 pF

:s0.0001

Dimensions
tOOpF to.l%

I

16383A

±0.1%

Dissipation Factor

A

I
I

112 mm (H) 142 mm (W) x 88 mm (D)

Weight

1.4 kg each. Case: 8.6 kg

General
Frequency Characteristics

44408 Description
The Hewlett-Packard 4440B Decade Capacitor is a high accuracy
instrument providing usable capacitances from 40 pF to 1.2 /LF. Its
0.25% accuracy makes it an ideal aid for circuit design or as a working standard.
The use of silvered-mica capacitors in all four decades provides
higher accuracy, lower dissipation factor and good temperature coefficient. An air capacitor vernier provides 100 pF (from 40 pF to 140
pF) with resolution of I pF. Capacitors are housed in a double shield
in such a way that increased capacitance from two terminals to three
terminals is held to I pF.

44408 Specifications
Capacitance: 40 pF to 1.2 /LF in steps of 100 pF with a 40 pF to 140
pF variable air capacitor providing continuous adjustment to better
than 2 pF between steps.
Direct reading accuracy: ± (0.25% + 3 pF) at I kHz for three-terminal connection.
Resonant frequency: typical values of the resonant frequency are
450 kHz at I /LF, 4 MHz at 0.01 /LF and 40 MHz at 100 pF
Dissipation factor: for C > 1040 pF, 0.001 MAX at I kHz.
for C < 1040 pF, 0.005 MAX at 1 kHz.
Temperature coefficient: < +70 ppm/DC.
Insulation resistance: 5 Gil minimum, after 5 minutes at 500 V de.
Maximum voltage: 500 V peak.
Weight: net 2.5 kg (5 1/, Ib); shipping 3.6 kg (8 Ib).
Size: 76 mm H x 264 mm W x 152 mm D (3" x II" x 6").
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Frequency (MHz)

Temperature coefficient (typ.): +40 ppm;oC (I pF), + 30 ppm/DC
(lOp, lOOp, 1000pF)
Calibration accuracy: ± 0.01 % (certification at I kHz supplied).
Stability: 300 ppm/YR (at I kHz and 23 ± SOC)

Ordering Information

Price

44408 Decade Capacitor
4436A Attenuator
4437A Attenuator
16380A Standard Air Capacitor Set

$920
$1205
$815
$2660

COMPONENT MEASUREMENT
pA Meter/DC Voltage Source
Model 4140B
• 3 basic semiconductor measurements:
I, I-V and Quasi-Static C-V measurements
• Two programmable voltage sources

Description
The 4140B pA Meter/DC Voltage Source is another in HewlettPackard's new generation of Component Measurement instrumentation. It consists of an extremely stable picoampere meter and two programmable dc voltage sources, one of which operates as a ramp and
staircase generator as well as a dc source. These features make the
4140B ideal for making dc characteristic measurements such as leakage current, current-voltage characteristics and quasi-static C-V
measurements required by the semiconductor industry for new product development and for improving production yields. It is equally
useful in measurements of electronic components and materials to determine leakage currents or insulation resistances.
The 4140B can contribute to the development, production and quality control of semiconductor devices and to the improvement in the
reliability of electronic components and equipment.

Stable pA Measurements
Stable picoampere measurements can be made with the 4140B with
a maximum resolution of 10-"'A. This is made possible by a new measurement technique in conjuction with an offset current capability,
low noise test leads, and an electrostatic and light shielded test fixture. These features provide both stable and fast picoampere measurements.
This measurement technique is very useful in making small leakage
current measurements and determining dc parameters of semiconductor devices or measuring the insulation resistance and leakage
current for dielectric absorption measurements necessary in the
analysis of capacitors or insulation materials.

Synchronized I-V Measurements
The 4140B makes automatic, synchronized current-voltage measurements that have required a large instrumentation system in the
past.
The two voltage sources in the 4140B operate over a range of -100
V to + 100 V with a maximum resolution of 10 mY. One operates only
as a stable dc source while the other generates a staircase voltage, a
precise ramp or a stable dc level.
By adding precise, programmable timing capability, we can now
make fast, accurate 1- V and C- V measurements. Device stabilization
times, (time between the applied voltage and the subsequent current

• Basic accuracy: 0.5%
• High resolution: 1.000 x 10- 12
• HP-IB Standard

measurement) c~n now be programmed from the front panel of the
4140B or via the HP-IB bus.

Quasi-static C-V Measurements
Automatic quasi-static C-V measurements are easily accomplished
by the ramp voltage capability of the 4140B. This measurement is
highly significant in evaluating basic semiconductor characteristics.
The 4140B operates over a capacitance range of 0.1 pF to 1999 pF
with a dc voltage ramp rate of I mV /s to I V/s in I mV./s increments.
Capacitance, which is calculated from the measured current divided
by the ramp rate, can also be provided as a percent of the capacitance
of the oxide film (Cox) over a range of 0.0 to 199.9%. By providing
the output voltage at each capacitance measurement point, we have
the dc (quasi-static) C-V characteristics of the device under test.

HP-IB Capability
Interfacing the 4140B to an HP-IB system improves measurement
efficiency and takes advantage of its high speed (approx 5 ms) measurement rate. Such a system will minimize measurement time of dc
parameters of semiconductors and the insulation resistance and leakage current of electric components and materials. This allows rapid
feedback to production for fast evaluation of a new device in the development stage.

Specifications
Measurement functions: I, I-V and C-V
Voltage sources: two separate sources (V A and V 0)
VA: ± 100 V programmable source/function generator
VB: ± 100 V programmable DC voltage source
Measurement Function/Source Selection:

I
I-V

c-v

VB

VA

Function

fA
fA
fA

/~

/~

-- -- (DC)
- --

(DC)

133

1

1

[hpJ
Voltage sweep: auto or manual (pause)
Current measurements:
Displays: current, 3'/2 digits with 2 digit annunciator. Voltage. 3'/2
digits.
Measurement range: ± 1.000 x IO-"A to 1.000 x 10-'A full scale in
II ranges.
Overrange capability: 99.9% on all ranges.
Range selection: auto (lowest current range is selectable), and
manual
Measurement accuracy Iintegration time:
Range
10- 1 -

10

Accuracy'
± (% of rdg. + counts)
0.5 + 2
2+2
5+3
5+S

to '
10

10 "
10- 12

Inlegralion Time" (ml)
Long
Short
Medium
20

SO

320

SO
160

320
640

12S0
2560

• Accuracy for long integration time. 23°C ± SoC. humidity :s 70%. For short and medium integration time, see reference data section.
•• Integration times specified at 50 Hz. For 60 Hz operation, multiple time by '16'

Zero offset: cancels leakage current of test leads or test fixtures.
Offset range: 0 to ± 100 x 10-"A.
Trigger: INT. EXT and HOLD/MAN
Input terminal: triaxial
Capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurement
Measurement ranges: 0.0 pF - 100.0 pF and 200 pF - 1000 pF F.S.
in two ranges; 99.9% overrange
Ranging: auto
%C: capacitance change of device under test is displayed as a percent
of the set value of the oxide capacitance (Cox = 100%)
%C range: 0.0% - 199.9%
Cox setting ranges (2 ranges): 0.1 pF - 199.9 pF and 200 pF1999 pF
Capacitance calculation accuracy: accuracy is dependent on accuracy of both the current measurement and ramp voltage.
Zero offset: cancels stray capacitances of test fixtures and test leads.
Offset range: 0 to 100 pF
High speed I data output: available with HP-IB interface only.
Outputs current measurement data at 4 ms intervals (max rate).

I

I-V

c-v

Va

VA

fA
fA
fA

Range
10 1-10 •
10 '

to- 1O
10 "
10 12
, ± ('II> of rdg,

Inlegrallon Time
Short
0.5 + 3
0.5 + 3
2+4
5 + 10
5 + 20

Medium
0.5 + 2
0.5 + 3
2+3
5+4
5 + 10

+ counls). 23'C

Current ranging times': 21 ms to 3.8 sec. (longer ranging time needed for large changes in input signal level, especially on lowest current
ranges).
•When FtLTEA is on, current ranging time increases 60 ma (50 Hz power line) or 50 ma (60 Hz power

line)

Warm-up time: 2: I hour
Common mode rejection ratio: 2: 120 dB (s2 counts)
Analog Output I, C and VA
Accuracy: ±(0.5% + 20 mY)
Low pass filter: 3 position: OFF, 0.22 s ± 20% and Is ± 20% applied
to both VA and I/C data outputs
Pen lift output: TTL low level (sO.8V) during sweep period in I-V
and C- V functions
Recorder output scaling: pushbutton scaling of lower left and upper right limits of X- Y recorder
HP-IB Interface'
Remote controlled functions: measurement function, current
range, integration time, I data output trigger, voltage sweep controls,
current limit, VA and VB voltages, zero (offset), self test and parameter settings (voltages, sweep/hold/delay times)
Data output:
Measured data (I, C and VA),
Voltage setting (VA and VB),
Parameter settings
'HP-IB ceblee not supplied; eee page 30.

DC voltage sources
Output modes, VA:
Va:
Function

Reference Data
Current Measurement
Current measurement accuracy'

/~
/~

=-=-=

(DC)

-- --

(DC)

Voltage ranges (VA and Va): 0 to ± 10.00 V and 0 to ± 100.0 V in 2
ranges, auto range only.
Maximum current: lOrnA, both sources.
Voltage sweep: auto and man (Pause), up/down step in manual
(Pause) mode. Sweep abort standard
Operating parameter setting ranges:
Start voltage and stop voltage: 0 - ± 10.00 V, 0.01 V steps; 0± 100.0 V, 0.1 V steps
Step voltage: 0 - ± 10.00 V, 0.01 V steps; 0 - ± 100.0 V, 0.1 V
steps
Hold time: 0 - 199.9 seconds in 0.1 s increments; 0- 1999 seconds
in 1.0s increments
Step delay time: 0 - 10.00 seconds in 0.01 s increments; 0 - 100.0
seconds in 0.1 s increments
Ramp rate (dV /dt): 0.001 V/s - 1.000 V/s in 0.00 I V/s increments
Accuracy (at 23°C ± 5°C):
Output voltage: ±IOY, ±(O.07%+ II mY); ±lOOY, ±(0.09%
+ II0mV)
Ramp rate: typically 0.5%, 0 - ± 10 V; <5 %, > 10 V.
Current limit: 100 /lA. I rnA and lOrnA, ± 10% (VA and VB)
Output terminals: BNC; L-GND

General Information
Power: 100, 120,220, V ± 10%, 240 V +5% - 10%; 48-66 Hz, 135
VA max with any option
Size: 426 mm W x 177 mm H x 498 mm D (16.5" x 7" x 19.6")
Weight: 14.4 kg (31.7 Ibs.)
Accessories Furnished
16053A test leads: Consists of one triaxial cable. two each BNCBNC cables and one connection plate with mating female panelmount connectors. Cables are one meter in length.
16055A test fixture: for general device measurements. Provides
electrostatic and light shielding for stable pA measurements.
Accessories Available
16054A connection selector: provides a simple method to select
appropriate connection of low lead for the pA meter section.
16056A current divider (10:1): for use only on the 10 rnA range to
extend the measurement capability to 100 rnA.
Ordering Information
Accessories
16053A Test Leads (furnished)
16054A Connection Selector
16055A Test Fixture (furnished)
16056A Current Divider (10: 1)
Options
Opt 907 Front Handle Kit (P /N 5061-0090)
Opt 908 Rack Flange Kit (P/N 5061-0078)
Opt 909 Rack & Handle Kit (P/N 5061-0084)
Opt 910 Extra Manual
4140B pA MeterlDC Voltage Source

Price
N/C
$340
N/C
$150
add $40
add $30
add $65
add $40
$7920

COMPONENT MEASUREMENT
Semiconductor / Component Test System
Model4061A
• Ready to use-supplied with 7 turn-key application pacs
• Reliable impedance and current measurements with one
probing
• Productivity improvement through accurate and fast
measurement over wide range

The 4275A offers up to 5Y2 digit resolution, wide measurement range
(0.01 fF to 199.999 ",F) basic accuracy of 0.1 % over a 10 kHz to 10
MHz frequency range.

Current Measurement
The 4140B pA Meter/DC Voltage Source offers stable current
from 0.001 pA to 20 mAo Two programmable ± 100 VDC voltage
sources are also built in. Fast, accurate 1- V characterization of FETS
and diodes are made easy using microprocessor timing control between the voltage sources and pico-ammeter. The 4140B also performs reliable quasi-static C-V measurement with high sensitivity
and stability by using a highly linear ramp biasing technique.

SWitching Subsystem
The switching subsystem remotely changes DUT connection between the 4275A and 41408. Thus, with one probing, the measurement cabling is automatically controlled and wide measurement
range for both impedance measurements, up to I MHz, and current
measurements, down to 0.001 pA are guaranteed.
This switching subsystem includes an 8 bit data I/O function with 2
bit interrupt input for interface versatility. Non-HP-IB products such
as IC probers, temperature controls, or component handlers can be
interfaced through this 8 bit I/O. Of course, other HP-IB compatible
products can be interfaced, allowing greater flexibility in both measurement and data processing.

Controller

Description
The 4061 A Semiconductor/Component Test System is a dedicated
system for making efficient, automatic evaluation of the fundamental
characteristics of semiconductor and electronic components required
in R&D and production areas. This system employs reliable, accurate measurements and high speed data processing to perform more
reliable evaluations with speed and less manpower. The 4061 A is supplied with 7 sophisticated applications programs and is flexible in
both software and hardware. Thus, the system can output measurement results in nearly any required data format.
The switching subsystem, designed especially for use with the
4061 A, allows both impedance and current measurement without
changing DUT connection. Using this new switching subsystem, and
by making impedance measurements, the 4061 A performs evaluation
of Doping profile, Oxide capacitance, Flat band condition, Threshold
voltage, Surface charge, and Minority carrier life time/surface generation velocity. The 4061 A also measures leakage current and reverse/forward current-voltage characteristics. Surface state density
evaluation, using both high (e.g., I MHz) and low frequency (Quasistatic) C- V measurements and data processing are also possible by
making modifications to system software.
The system offers significant improvement in both yield and quality
in production through fast and reliable measurements and evaluations. It is also a valuable evaluation tool for the development of new
materials and devices. The 4061 A provides the flexibility to meet the
future measurement requirements of the electronics industry.

System Configuration
The 4061A consists of the following:
4140B pA Meter/DC Voltage Source
4275A Multi-frequency LCR Meter
Switching Subsystem
9835A System Controller
98034A H P-I B Card
98035A Real Time Clock
29402B 56-inch Rack Cabinet

The standard System controller is the HP 9835A with basic 64 k
byte memory. The 9835A controls measurements and performs complex data manipulation. The derivation of the semiconductor characterization parameters and general data analysis such as statistical
evaluation of the measurement result can be obtained immediately
after measurement.

System Software
System software consists of 7 turn-key application programs, 28
system subroutines, and 4 diagnostics. The application software is
ready to use to perform basic semiconductor characterizations and
component impedance evaluations. System subroutines are usable as
major program subroutines to expand system measurement and data
processing capabilities. The diagnostics isolate parts of the system not
operating properly and can be used to verify system operation before
making measurements.

Furnished Application Software
Semiconductor high/low frequency C/V characteristics, I-V characteristics, Cot characteristics and Zerbst analysis, Impedance Frequency/ Bias characteristics, Ideal C- V curve.

Semiconductor Applications
C-Y IG-Y Analysis

The 4061 A measures the C- V characteristics of M IS structures.
Both high frequency C-V (10 kHz to I MHz) and low frequency C-V
(quasi-static) characteristics are easily measured.
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Impedance Measurement
The 4275A Multi-frequency LCR Meter offers excellent flexibility
in measuring the impedance characteristics of semiconductors, LCR
components and electronic materials. The 4275A's flexibility enables
tests to be performed at test frequencies, test signal levels and DC
bias voltage equivalent to, or very near actual operating conditions.

Conductance is simultaneously measured with capacitance so that
the G- V characteristics are available for the Nicollian-Goetzberger
surface state density analysis [(Gp/w) - w].

COMPONENT MEASUREMENT
Semiconductor /Comp. Test Sys.
Model4061A

I-V and DC Characteristics
Total synchronization between the application of the voltage and
the current measurement is automatically accomplished by the
4061A. This permits the accurate (0.5%) and high speed (35 ms on
the I nA range) measurements necessary to measure small leakage
currents in MOS structures, FET's, and diode static characteristics.
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Current measurement:
Display: J112 digit
Range: ± 0.001 x 1O- l2 A to 1.999 X 10-' A
Basic Accuracy: ± 0.5%
Measurement Time: approximately 5 ms to 9 s
DC Voltage sources: VA and VB

/

./

Output mode: VA; J
~ =-=-= VB; =-=-=
Range: Both sources, 0 to ± 10 V in 10m V steps; 0 to ± 100 V in
100 mV steps; Ramp Rate, (V A only), 0.001 V/s to I V/s
Capacitance-Voltage (C-V Measurement)
Measurement ranges: 0.0 pF to 199.9 pF and 200.0 pF to 1999 pF
F.S. in two ranges; 99.9% overrange.
Switching Subsystem
The switching subsystem consists of a switch control module and
switching module with interconnecting cables.
Function: Switches connection from DUT to either Multi-frequency
LCR Meter or the pA Meter/DC Voltage source.
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4061 A System Library

Specifications
For detailed specifications on each of the instruments used in the
4061 A, refer to the individual data sheets.
Impedance Measuring Section (4275A)
These specifications are for the 4275A connected directly to the
device-under-test (DUT).
Display: 4\12 digits; 5'12 digits in high resolution mode
Frequency: 10 kHz to 10 MHz; 10 spot frequencies in a 1-2-4 step
sequence.
Oscillator level: 1 mVrms continuously variable into open circuit.
Output impedance approximately 100 ohms.
Measurement parameters: C-D'Q'ESR'G, L-D·Q·ESR·G,
R-X·B·L·C,\zl-(I
Measurement ranges:
C: 0.0 I fF to 199.99 /IF
L: I pH to 19.999 H
Izl, R, X: 0.01 mn to 19.999 Mn
G,B: 0.01 nS to 19.999 S
D: 0.0001 to 9.9999
Q: 0.0 I to 9900
Basic accuracy: ± 0.1 %
Measurement time: Approximately 140 ms to 210 ms
DC Bias (4275A Option 001): 0 to ±35 V, I mV maximum resolution.
Current Measurement Section (4140B)

These specifications are for the 41408 connected directly to the device-under-test.
Measurement functions: I, I-V, and CoY. Synchronized measurements of Current-Voltage (I-V) and Quasi-Static (C-V) are automatically performed.

System Measurement Range (Only deviations from individual
instrument specifications are listed.)
Impedance measurements (4275A)
Frequency range: I MHz
Measurement parameters: CoG
Capacitance: :s200 pF (With D:sO.I)
Accuracy: (Accuracy of 4275A) x 1.5 + ,K (at 25C + 5°C).
..iC = 1.4 x I O-"Cxf' (pF) + 5 counts
Conductance: :S 12 mS (D :sO. I)
*Accuracy: (Accuracy of 4275A) x 1.5 + ..iG (at 25C +S"C)
..iG = 6 x I O-'Cxf(S) + 5 counts
*After I hour warmup and at DUT terminal of switching module f:
frequency in M H7
Cx: Measured capacitance value in pF
At 5°C to 40°C, ~C and ~G doubles (Example: Assume Cx =
1000 pFand f= I MHz). C = (1.4 x 10- 3 .103 '(1)') pF + 5 counts =
1.4 pF + 5 counts
Current Measurements (4140B)
Accuracy: (Accuracy of 4140B) x 1.5 + 5 counts
After one-hour warmup and at DUT terminal of switching module
Controller (9835A)
Internal storage: 64k bytes
Dynamic range: 10"" to 10-'''', 0, -10-"" to -10''''
Internal calcUlation range: \ 0'01' to 10-:"', 0, -10-:01 ' to -10:'"
CRT display: 80 characters per line; 25 lines
Data cartridge capacity: 217k bytes
Available Options
Option 001: ± 100 V internal dc bias; 4275A internal bias is
changed to ± 100 V with 0.1 V resolution
Option 002: 1-3-5 frequency step; 4275A frequency steps arc in a
1-3-5 sequencc
Option 030: European date format; 98035A output format is
changed to (day, month, hour, minutes, seconds)
General Information
Operating temperature: 5C to 40"C
Relative humidity: 70% at 40'C
Power: 100, 120, 220, and 240 V, +5% to 10%, 48 to 66 Hz, 690 VA
Max (520 VA without the 9835A)
Size: Rack Cabinet, 535 mm (W) x 1635 mm (H) x 770 mm (D)
(21" x 64.4" x 30.3"); 9835A: 384 mm (W) x 358 mm (H) x 496 mm
(D) (15" x 14" x 19.5")
Weight: Rack Cabinet, approximatcly 125 kg (275 Ibs.): 9835A, approximately 22.3 kg (49 Ibs.J; Standard System, approximately 190
kg (417 Ibs.)
Ordering Information
Option 001: ± 100 Y dc Bias for 4275A
Option 002: 1-3-5 Frequency Steps for 4275A
Option 030: European Date Format
4061 A Semiconductor / Component Test
System

Price

N/C
N/C
N/C
$44,100
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COMPONENT MEASUREMENT
DigitallC Tester
Models 5045A, 5046A
• Tests CMOS, ECl, TTL, DTl
• Printed record of IC failures

• Magnetic card programmable
• Tests IC's to 16 pins-24 pins optional

5045A DigitallC Tester

new program cards. The nominal cost of these cards means that you
don't have to be satisfied with testing a small fraction of your circuit
types. You can keep your program library complete - and still stay
within your budget.

The HP Model 5045A is a processor controlled, microprogrammed
digital IC Tester. Well suited for high volume incoming inspection as
well as engineering evaluation and failure analysis, it's simple enough
to be used by an unskilled operator yet it includes capabilities usually
found only in large, computer-based test systems. To test a device, all
that's required is a preprogrammed magnetic card. Insert the card
into the front panel slot, and the tester is ready to provide complete
DC parametric and functional verification of one of the many devices
listed in our comprehensive program catalog.
To provide a permanent record of individual IC failures as the test
is being made, the quiet HP thermal printer has been included in the
5045A to record detailed failure information for every bad Ie. Your
operator just keeps on testing-the record is automatically kept and
can be reviewed later or returned with the bad lC's to the manufacturer.

Tests All These Families
ECL, CMOS, TTL, HTL, DTL
The universal pin electronics in the 5045A let each pin act as power
supply, input, output, or open circuit. This provides the great nexibility and capability needed to test circuits all the way from basic gates
to arithmetic logic units, and ROM's. Devices with power supply voltages up to 15 volts or both positive and negative voltages up to 7.5
volts may be tested. As your testing requirements expand to new devices, your 5045A can be easily and inexpensively updated by adding

DC Parametric and Functional Tests
The 5045A thoroughly tests devices both functionally and parametrically to ensure that those expensive failures don't get loaded into
your PC boards. Functional tests check the ability of the device to
correctly operate according to its truth table as the appropriate input
stimulus is applied. DC parametric tests check the voltages and currents on device inputs and outputs under various conditions specified
by the manufacturer. These tests eliminate almost all defective devices and avoid the expense of finding and replacing bad circuits once
they have been soldered into PC boards and perhaps become part of a
complex system.

Unique Test Technique
To provide the accuracy of direct comparison testing without expensive performance or reference boards, the 5045A uses a unique IC
simulation technique. The correct functional operation of the device
under test is simulated and this simulation is used as a reference. As
both the device under test and simulator are driven with the same
inputs, their outputs are compared on a step-by-step basis. If a failure
occurs, the 5045A can indicate exactly where it happened by printed
message or can stop on the failure so the fault can be investigated in
more detail.

Economical ROM Testing
To test the many different truth tables which may be programmed
in ROM's of the same generic type, it is not necessary to buy a card
for each one. A single card containing stimulus information for the
generic ROM type is loaded into the S04SA and the unique truth
table of a known good ROM is "memorized" by the S04SA. The complete program is then recorded on a blank card for future use. Duplicates of any card may be made from the original by programming the
S04SA, pressing "write", and then inserting a blank card.

Automatic IC Handlers
The S04SA was designed to work with automatic IC handlers needed for high volume testing. The special circuits which generate the
fast rise and fall times for testing digital circuits are in a removable
test deck which can be placed within inches of the IC being tested.
Problems caused by long cables between handler and tester-ringing,
oscillation, slow rise/fall times-are eliminated.
HP in cooperation with major automatic handler manufacturers,
has designed custom interface kits for popular handlers, So, interfacing the S04SA and a handler requires nothing more than plugging the
two together.

Test Pattern Generation
Test patterns derived using algorithmic techniques or from stored
truth tables; tests individually tailored to each IC

Universal Pin Drivers
Same circuit drives or monitors each pin whether an input, output,
power supply, clock or open. Voltages and currents individually programmable for each pin. No external test fixtures required.
Voltage applied to the device under test (Supply Voltage, Input
Voltage, and Output Voltage)
Range (15 Volts)
-7.5 Vsto<-1.875 V
-1.875 Vstos t 1.875 V
t 1.875 V<tost7.5 V

Current applied to the device under test (Supply Current, Input
Current, and Output Current)
Range
-200 mA SI0<-2.5 mA
-2.5 mA 0510-;;2.5 mA
2.5 mA <1005200 mA

Printer Gives Permanent Copy of Test Results
A built-in thermal printer provides useful test information: a) it
tells whether a program is loaded correctly and what program it is, b)
it records the number of failed and passed lC's, and c) it provides
failure analysis information for each failed IC
In its failure analysis modes, the printer can provide very detailed
information; a special voltage/current printout, for example. This
makes the printer a digital multi meter PLUS!

Self Test Feature
In an incoming inspection or production environment it is important to know your equipment is operating as it should. The tester has
self-test cards to automatically exercise all major circuitry (the drivers and receivers for all pins, the central processor, the memory, and
associated circuits). This way, you know every day that the tester is
functioning correctly and that none of those bad lC's are getting into
your production run, and cutting into your company's profits. Also
included are diagnostic cards.

Accuracy
±25 mV
±15mV
±25 mV

'whichever

IS

Accuracy'
±0.4 mA or ±6%
± IO~A or ±6%
!0.4 mA or !6%

greater

Slew rate: 2:: 33.3 Volts/I's.
Rear panel outputs
Automatic handler interface: 14 pin Amphenol connector provides +S V @<IOO rnA, "End of Test", "Pass", "Fail", and "Fail
Continuity" signals, accepts "Start Test". All signals are negative
true TTL levels.

General
Power: 100/120/200/240 V (+5%, -10%),48-66 Hz, 240 VA.
Size: 19 H x 42.S W x S8 cm D (7.S" x 16.7" x 22.8").
Shipping weight: 27.7 kg (61 lb.)
Operating temperature: ODC to sonc
Relative humidity: 80%.
Prices
See page I 39.

Ordering the Pre-programmed Magnetic Cards
The S04SA is programmed by pre-recorded magnetic cards available from HP. These cards, covering most common device types, are
listed in our IC PROGRAM CATALOG. This catalog contains a
wide variety of logic families and includes the majority of common
device types. When additional programs are needed after the original
purchase, they may be ordered through your local HP sales office or
by mail with a prepaid coupon.
Each IC program ordered comes complete with both PASS/FAIL
and DIAGNOSTIC test cards and includes duplicates of each. The
PASS/FAil test is used for the majority of testing since it is complete and fast (typical test time for MSI sequential devices is 300 ms).
The DIAGNOSTIC test provides extra information by supplementing the PASS /F A I l card, Data sheets containing test descriptions
and all parameters are included for both PASS/FAil and DIAGNOSTIC cards.

5046A DigitallC Test System
PROGRAM
CARDS

-

MAG CARD ~ MEMORY
RECORDER

to software-generated IC simulator (or, stored truth table for some
circuits).
Parametric test: DC parameters tested to IC device manufacturers
data sheet specs, except where limited by 5045A capabilities. Test
limits indicated on sheet sent with each program card.
ContinUity test: verit'ies pin contact by checking current /low in or
out of active pins; test failure shown by front panel indicator.
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Test Set-up Method

Test Structure
Functional test: truth table verified by comparing device under test

HP-IB
I/O CARD

5045A

Condensed Specifications
Test conditions including parametric information, input stimuli and
output data contained on magnetic card; program verified when
loaded.
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5046A DigitallC Test System Functional
Block Diagram

COMPONENT MEASUREMENT
DigitallC Test System
Models 5045A, 5046A (cont)
• Modify existing device programs
• Generate one-of-a-kind device programs

• Change test parameters quickly, simply
• In-house programming-on your own schedule

Description

system prior to shipment. For easy on-site installation and verification, full hardw.are and software manuals are provided. The operating
and programming manual, for example, is written to three different
le~els, each progessively deeper, to enable easy start-up and operatIOn, qUick comprehensIOn of the operating system and its hardware,
and complete self-instruction on the system software.
Each system requires a printer for operation: the 5046A includes a
Model 9876A Thermal Printer as standard equipment, and the Model 9871 A Impact Printer is also available as an option (Opt 00 I). Other RS-232 compatible printers, supplied by the user, can be interfaced
to the system in lieu of the 9876A by ordering the HP-IB to RS-232
interface (opt 002).

The HP 5046A Digital IC Test System gives you capability previously available only at the factory: the ability to write or change Ie
test programs to meet your special needs. Also, the 5046A consists of
the same equipment used at the factory to generate all of the standard
device programs listed in our IC Program Catalog.
Built around the 5045A IC Tester, 9825B Desktop Computer and
9876A Printer, the system allows you to program proprietary devices,
change parameters, write your own special programs, or modify existing device programs to meet special testing needs. This helps you to
keep information about proprietary devices confidential, it saves time
by allowing in-house programming capability, and it allows you to
evaluate devices, all by use of an HP-IB based, fully programmable
system.
In incoming QA inspection departments, quality control is a key
concern. New Ie's need to be tested to assure conformance to design
requirements-bad or marginal Ie's can generate great costs if installed in production equipment, and sometimes IC specifications can
change overnight.
The 5046A provides nexibility in these areas because device programs can be changed quickly and simply by a few keystrokes. The
user simply loads in the device program, using either a magnetic card
or a tape cassette, lists the program, keys in the changes and generates a new program.
The 5046A system is a complete system consisting of hardware and
software-it is fully integrated, Jpecified, documented and tested as a

Software
The 5046A system software is stored on one standard 9825S tape
cassette. The programs are accessible using the special function keys
on the desktop computer. The software package consists of the following programs:
The Editor provides the capability to:
I. Enter IC test programs from the 9825B keyboard.
2. Read in source program from the 9825B cartridges.
3. Modify source programs.
4. Store source programs on 9825B cartridges.
5. Provide on-line editing.
6. Print-out listing of source programs.
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5046A Digital Ie Test System Software
Organization

The Compiler provides the capability to:
I. Do syntax checking on source program statement.
2. Convert the source program into an object (machine code) program.
3. Output the object program to the 5045A IC Tester.
The Decompiler provides the capability to:
I. Read an object program from the 5045A IC Tester.
2. Generate the corresponding source program.

Options and Accessories, 5045A/5046A

Price

Opt 024: expands 5045A capability to 24 pins
Opt 025: Flat-Pack adapter for 14, 16 and 24 pin IC
05045·90003: Card Holder, One Each
05045·90027: Card Holder 50 ea of 05045-90003
5952-7616: Program Catalog
9164-0071: blank magnetic PASS/FAIL program

$2,400
$225
$0.75
$35
N/C
$2.80

card
9164-0072: blank magnetic DIAGNOSTIC program

card
9281-0401: 250 foot roll of thermal printer paper for
5045A (minimum order, six rolls)
10845A: preprogrammed magnetic card for any device listed in the Program Catalog (HP Publication
Number 5952-7616) (min. order, 10 programs)
10846A: book containing ten coupons, each redeemable for one IC program listed in the IC Program Catalog (HP Publication Number 5952-7616). Coupons are
mailed to factory, programs sent by return mail. Coupons expire after two years
10847A Service Kit: allows fault isolation and rapid
repair of the 5045A through board replacement thereby
reducing downtime. The kit includes: all CPU boards,
two pin-drivers, card reader and interface, printer interface and solenoid, front panel control, diagnostic program card kit and accessories, and carrying case.
Service agreements for the 5045A and 5046A as well
as HP's rebuilt board exchange program are available.
Contact your nearest H P office for details.
Opt 004:1:: interface package for IPT Model 806 auto-

The Failure Statistics program provides the following:
I. Printout of failure by pin for each specific test failed.
2. Summary of failure and failure percentage for each test in the program.
The Data Log and Histogram programs provide detailed pin-by-pin
voltage and current performance characteristics on IC devices. This
provides the ability to carefully evaluate an Ie's characteristics and
design margins for usability in a company's products. Data is readily
available on the 5046A's System printer in a large, readable format.
The Failure State Monitor program interacts with the 5045A while
an IC is being tested. When a failure is encountered, it displays the
state in which the IC failed.
The Operating and Programming Manual provides detailed information and modular program examples that enable the user to quickly and easily learn the 5046A programming language (it isn't necessary to learn the 9825B HPL language in order to generate IC test
programs).
To generate an original IC test program, the user need only understand the IC technology of the device under test (DUT) and be able to
design simple logic circuits using Boolean techniques.
The manual provides step-by-step instruction for programming. In
addition, individual chapters in the manual cover the HP test philosophy and testing techniques used with the TTL, ECL, CMOS and
DTL technologies.

5045A Digital IC Tester: standard 16-pin version; includes self-check and diagnostic cards, 16 and 24 pin
dummy Ie's and socket adapter.

$28,200

$2.70
$2.67 ea.

$25 ea.
$250

$4,500

Automatic Handler Options, 5045A/5046A

The Program Analyzer is used for error checking and debugging
source program. It interrogates the 5045A processor as it is run
through a completed test program, then prints the following:
I. Listing of actual test sequence.
2. Programmed test parameters for each pin in each test.
3. The "I" and "0" logic state for each pin in each test.

Ordering Information

5046A Digital IC Tester System: basic system includes
5045A IC Tester, 9825B Desk Top computer, 98034A
HP-IB Interface Model 9876A, Option 025 Thermal
Printer, I0833B HP-I B Cable, a Programming Manual
and 40 blank magnetic program cards.

Price
$12,250

matic IC handler
Opt 005:1:: interface package for Sym-Tek model
7191 N D automatic IC handler and other related
models
Opt 006:1:: interface package for Daymarc 952/3 automatic IC handler
Opt 007:1:: interface package for Micro Component
Technology Model 2604/8 automatic IC handler
Opt 008:1:: interface package for Delta Model 8040
ambient naked DI P handler
Opt 009:1:: interface package for Contrel Model H 31 0
automatic IC handler
Opt 010:1:: interface package for PAE Model 3033LP
naked DIP handler
Opt 013:1:: interface package for TRIGON Model
T2000 multi-size Ambient Test Handler

$1,600

$1,600
$1,600
$1,600
$1,600
$1,600
$1,600

*: All interface packages include a test head extender cable, an interface board
unique to the perliculer hendler, end e ceble to eupply control signals to the
hendler.

Options and Accessories, 5045A Only

Price

10844A: programming interface retrofit kit; contains

$2,475

all necessary parts, cables, interface board, and instructions to modify the 5045A for use in the 5046A Digital
IC Test System. Programming manual and 40 blank
magnetic program cards included.

Options and Accessories, 5046A Only
Opt 001: Substitute Model 9871 impact printer for

9876A and 10833B
Opt 002: Substitute 98036 HP-IB to RS-232 interface
for 9876A and 10833B
Opt 125#: Delete Model 9825 desk top computer,
98034A
Opt 145#: Delete Model 5045A IC Tester from
system
Opt 176: Delete Model 9876A, Option 025. and
10833B HP-IB Cable
# Only one ot these options can be on anyone order.

-$475
-$4,140
-$8,625
-$12,256
-$4,875

CIRCUIT TEST SYSTEMS
Production Testing of Electronic Printed Circuit Board Assemblies

Is automatic testing a panacea? With today's PC volume and complexity, it's not so
much a panacea as it is a necessity. But to
implement a test solution requires a thorough
understanding of the available test systems
and your production environment.

When to Test?
That's as important as how. The cost of
fault identification increases dramatically
with each production step. Thus, you want to
catch faults as early in the production process as possible, but it doesn't necessarily follow that extensive incoming parts inspection
is the answer. Your real goal is high turn-on
rates in final test. That demands high-yield
PC boards. And as the diagram below shows,
several factors other than good parts go into
high-yield PC boards.

A new set of problems must be dealt with
at the board assembly level and cannot be
eliminated by 100% incoming inspection.
Some of these typical problems are handling
breakage, misloaded parts, incorrect parts
loaded, soldering problems, PC board problems such as shorted traces, and heat damage
to the parts as they are being assembled. It is
mainly this factor that determines the
amount of cost and manpower that should be
devoted to incoming parts inspection.
The objective of these activities is to maximize the probability of system turn-on. Good
parts and PC test reduce the problem level at
final product test.
A PC board assembly process will produce
anywhere from 20% to 80% good boards. A
typical number is 60%. Of the faulty boards,
a fault spectrum might look like this:

Good Parts

Good Boards

Good Workmanship

Proper Handling

High
Yield
P.e.
Boards

Boards
From
Assembly

Process

BL
EJ

Spectrum

Operational
Components

ten units would fail. This makes board level a
good place for thorough testing, for this is the
first opportunity to locate faults across the
entire fault spectrum. But which tester is for
you?

Choosing a Circuit Board Tester
There are no simple answers to selecting an
automatic circuit test system. But, from our
experience, we know that these are some of
the factors involved: Production yield, test
yield, fault spectrum, PC volume, board
type, and anticipated new products.
Will the system test for the spectrum of
faults that you will encounter? Will it generate component level diagnostic information?
Will it test present and future board types
and do it fast? Is it easy to expand and adapt
to changing requirements?
What are the true costs? How much time
and effort is involved in programming, debugging, fixturing and training? And will
you get prompt, competent service if you
need it?

Misloaded Parts

Over Two Million Boards Worth of
Experience

Wrong Parts

HP's new Automatic Circuit Test Systems
are the result of our extensive in-house experience with automatic circuit testing.
In fact, we were spending such large sums
on dedicated equipment and manual test stations that back in 1970 we developed an automatic circuit test system called Optest I. This
system, along with its more recent companion, Optest II, is still in operation today.

Shorts

With a good board yield of 60(4, and no PC
board testing, even a simple product with five
boards would overload final test. Nine out of

Optest I and Optest II are now testing over
100,000 printed circuit boards annually. Our
new circuit test system is, in reality, a thirdgeneration product, which originated from
over eight years' experience in actual in-use
operation. Today, H P is using 75 of these
new automatic test systems within our own
plants.

Balanced Testing
One hundred percent testing at all stages in
the production process is expensive and inefficient. A balanced test strategy must be
tailored to individual problems and requirements.
Thoughtful consideration of testing requirements will improve product yield and at
the same time reduce costs. Other benefits
are a smoother production line and lower test
and troubleshooting times.
H P's electronic manufacturing experience
has led to the development of two major
automatic board test products, the H P
3060A and the DTS-70. Each system approaches the problem of PCB testing differently, focusing upon the different types of
boards being manufactured. The HP 3060A
is a combined in-circuit and functional analog/digital board test system, and the DTS70 is a simulator based digital board test
system.

since the cost of fault detection increases dramatically with each production step.

What Is Advanced In-Circuit
Testing?
In-circuit testers contact each PC board
node through a bed-of-nails fixture. The system switches from component to component
and "inspects" for value, placement, etc. Today, the wide diversity of component values,
tolerances, components, and interconnections, means that conventional in-circuit
techniques often leave some parameters
untested.
The 3060A utilizes advanced techniques
that allow component isolation in commonly
found but difficult circuit configurations.
For example, a .0 I IlF capacitor can be measured to an accuracy of 4% even when it is
shunted by a 1000 Ohm resistor. The key to
this measurement is a phase synchronous detector. This is a valuable tool for measuring
components and circuits with significant real
and reactive characteristics.
HP's ADVANCED IN-CIRCUIT TESTING

The Case for In-Circuit Plus
Functional Testing
The marketplace has many potential test
solutions. You can choose from simple shorts
testers to completely automated systems or
from testers that measure components incircuit to functional test systems that verify
dynamic performance of complete circuits.
HP's new 3060A Board Test System is an
advanced system that combines the latest incircuit technology with functional testing. It
includes a comprehensive software package
for fast program development. It is a proven
package, which combines ease of use with
flexibility to handle tough test problems.

Leverage Product Yield
In-circuit testing is a powerful test approach. But today's complex products require more than in-circuit testing. Higher
and higher PC board yields are required to
maintain an acceptable product yield in final
testing.
The addition of advanced in-circuit test
techniques adds that extra increment to your
PC board yield as shown below.

Functional Testing Makes the
Difference
The standard HP 3060A also has a useful
set of analog and digital testing tools. It incorporates board level stimulus/response
testing in order that components such as
operational amplifiers, DAC's and optoelectric devices can be tested. This functional
testing permits circuit parameters, such as
frequency and period, to be measured and
circuit adjustments made. The 3060A's functional testing capability extends to digital
pattern, analog and combined circuits. For
example, the 3060A, can be used to test a
D/ A converter by applying digital patterns
and then monitoring the analog output
voltage.
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For example, in a five PC board product,
increasing thc PC board yield from 75% to
98'f" will leverage product yield from 23% to
90%. This can result in substantial savings,

Digital Test Effectiveness
Some boards, such as large complex logic
boards, will benefit from the use of H P's
DTS-70 Digital PC Board Test System. This
simulator-based tester tells you how effective
your test programs are and identifies the portion of the circuit not completely tested. This
is important feed-back permitting better program development. A useful tool in R&D,
the DTS-70 can model your designs and help
you produce better products. Your test engineer will appreciate its ability to model feedback loops, find open traces and identify
intermittent faults.
Just as important, the DTS-70's power and
flexibility comes from its controller, the H P
1000 Computer System. Using a Real-Time
Executive operating system, you can simultaneously test PC boards and develop new programs. As your testing needs expand, two
more test stations and several programming
terminals can be added without the expense
of additional computer power. The operating
system is compatible with data-base management software to keep track of your test data
and help you better manage your production.
The DTS-70 will easily fit into your long
range computer network plans providing distributed processing and communication to
your data processing center.
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mal signatures. Under test, the bit stream
signature at each circuit node is compared to
the expected value, making it easy to locate
nodes with faulty signatures. This data compression technique makes microprocessorboard testing manageable. HP's signature
analysis technique is the right solution to
testing microprocessor boards.

The big news in PC board testing is the microprocessor. Conventional digital testers do
not have the massive data storage required to
test microprocessors. But the H P 3060A uses
an HP-developed technique called Signature
Analysis to test these microprocessor boards
at operating speed. The 3060A collects
lengthy bit streams at circuit nodes and converts them to short, four-character hexadeci-

Can automated PC board test equipment
save you money? Again, there are no simple
answers. But it has saved us money and
chances are it will save you money, too, if any
of these conditions exist in your plant: high
PC volume, complex boards, production testing backlog, low turn-on rates of complete
systems, high in-process inventory costs and
high warranty costs.
Your production operation is unique, but
we can help you characterize it by comparing
the cost of testing, or not testing, at each level
to arrive at your best test resource allocaton.
Let us help you answer these key test
questions.

CIRCUIT TEST SYSTEMS
Digital PC Board Test System
Model DTS-70
• High Speed, High Volume Digital Testing
• Isolate Faults Quickly and Easily
• Eliminate Production Bottlenecks

Eliminate Production Bottlenecks
The DTS-70 can test those complex boards that are so hard to
troubleshoot at your final product test station and which hold up your
shipments. The DTS- 70 is capable of testing complex boards with
over 200 MSI components.

How Effective Is Your Test?
Only a simulator-based tester such as the DTS-70 can tell you how
effective your tests are. Testing of complex digital assemblies is difficult and ordinarily does not provide this kind of feedback to the test
programmer. As a result, the test programmer does not know when to
stop test development. The DTS-70 not only tells you how effective
your test is, but also which nodes on the board need further attention.
This has improved test quality over manual test generation methods
by factors of two or more.

Worldwide Service
The DTS-70 Digital Test System is designed and manufactured by
Hewlett-Packard and is backed up by HP worldwide support. HP recognizes that in a high volume production environment, each hour of
operation affects a large portion of your profit dollars. When you take
delivery of a DTS-70 system, the following support is available to you,
worldwide, to keep your system working for you.

Model Your Designs in R&D

Description
The DTS-70 Digital Printed Circuit Board Test System can solve
your digital board testing needs. The DTS-70 can test your boards
and isolate faulty components in seconds. Typical tests take only a
few seconds and isolation of the failed component typically takes less
than a minute. All this testing is performed to a known level of test
effectiveness. The TESTAID board simulation software, provided
with the system, enables you to model and test the largest and most
complex of your digital printed circuit boards and to determine the
overall effectiveness of your testing process, a benefit not possible on
hardware comparison testers. The FASTRACE fault isolation software guides your test operator to probe for the faulty component
quickly and easily, all but eliminating costly manual troubleshooting.
The DTS-70 System is a complete system consisting of the 9571A
Test Station, the HP System 1000 computer and a complete software
package. The 9571A Test Station comes complete with digital test
unit, programmable power for your board under test, and fault isolation probe. The test station is expandable to do added analog testing
that may be required. The field proven HP Sytem 1000 includes the
21 MX Series E computer and 7906A disc. The HP System 1000 provides both testing and software test generation expandability through
the Real Time Executive operating system. The TESTAID simulator
software and FASTRACE fault isolation software provide powerful
test generation capability and advanced fault isolation which even enables you to isolate intermittent faults.
The DTS-70 is a test system with the capability, expandability, and
reliability you expect from HP.

No More Production Down-Time to Develop Test
Programs
The multi-terminal capability of the DTS-70 allows you to generate
test programs without shutting down testing on your production line.
No longer do you have to choose between production shut downs and
spending tens of thousands of dollars for off-line test generation capability. All you need is a relatively inexpensive terminal. Need more
programming capability to keep up with new boards? Add up to six
terminals to the DTS-70 for use as programming stations.

Catch costly design and testability problems before they become
designed-in problems. The DTS-70 TESTAI D simulator software
models the behavior of your designs, points out testing trouble spots,
and predicts race and hazard conditions to your designers. Simulation
at the design stage can prevent marginal designs and designed-in
problems from reaching your end-users, preventing high warranty
costs or costly on-site repairs.

Installation
Installation services will be provided with each purchase of a DTS70 Test System. These services consist of site preparation data in advance of system delivery and installation when your system arrives.

Warranty
A complete warranty program covers the complete DTS-70 system
for 90 days beyond the system installation date. This warranty provides complete repair service during the warranty period.

Customer Assistance Agreements
For system support beyond the warranty period, Customer Assistance Agreements are offered for hardware support and software support. You may select these services together or you may tailor a
service program to match your individual needs. With the exception
of extremely remote areas, these support programs are available
throughout HP's worldwide service organization.

Training
A digital test programming course is included for customer personnel responsible for developing test programs. This 10-day course
teaches system operation, FASTRACE fault isolation and emphasizes use of TESTAID to generate digital test programs. Two enrollments are provided with the purchase of a DTS-70 system.

Documentation
Every DTS-70 System is delivered with a complete set of operating
and service documentation. The documentation set includes system
level manuals, instrument level manuals, software manuals and quick
reference guides.

High Speed, High Volume Digital Testing

Field Support Package

Test complex boards in only seconds compared to the minutes or
even hours necessary for manual test and fault isolation. The DTS-70
is capable of testing tens of thousands of PC assemblies a month for
high through-put requirements.

For those DTS-70 users who choose to do their own servicing, HP
offers special field support packages in the form of service kits that
contain replacements assemblies. These service kits are designed to
allow a user to support his DTS- 70 system. For more information on
these field support packages, contact your local HP field engineer.

Isolate Faults Quickly and Easily
Troubleshooting and isolation of faulty components is done automatically. The computer instructs your test operator to isolate the
fault in seconds using the guided probe. Avoid time-consuming manual fault diagnosis and reduce the need for highly skilled technicians.

Ordering Information
DTS-70
(Depends Upon Test Configuration)

Price
Starts At
$90,000

CIRCUIT TEST SYSTEMS
In-Circuit/Functional Test System
Model3060A
• Tests Microprocessor Based Boards
• Increase PCB yields
• Advanced in-circuit testing

• Board level analog I digital functional testing
• Reduce production costs

3060A

Description
The 3060A Board Best System combines powerful in-circuit fault
isolation with wide range analog and digital functional test capability
to maximize P.C. board yields. This system incorporates state-of-theart measurement processing and interface technology combined with
years of internal experience in board testing.
The 3060A combines advanced in-circuit component tests and
board level functional stimulus/response tests. This new dimension in
testing efficiency allows the testing of Printed Circuit Boards to a
higher level of confidence than previously possible in a single operation. Not only is the board handling minimized, but the added expense of two test systems is eliminated. The 3060A provides broad
functional testing in its standard configuration. For example, the
3060A can perform functional tests on a digital-to-analog converter
using the standard analog and digital functions.

Testing Power
Components and component configurations, which were previously
not testable, can now be tested with HP's 3060A. The addition of
extended guarding, phase-synchronous detection, and accuracy enhancement make this level of testing possible.
Functional testing is accomplished on the same fixture used to perform in-circuit component measurements. Increased productivity results since boards are handled only once for all tests. Flexibility in
analog testing allows the use of standard sources and detectors in the
H P 3060A or the addition of external instrumentation for special test
requirements. A "bed-of-nails" interface provides direct hardware
connection to each node of the board under test. This approach not
only provides the necessary visibility for component in-circuit measurements, but simplifies digital testing as well. The response of the
circuit to digital stimuli is available at these nodes.

Board Test Sequence
The HP 3060A follows a logical testing sequence which minimizes
testing time and reports specific faults. Since the majority of board
problems may be detected by shorts and in-circuit testing, these tests
are performed first, before power is applied to the board. Thus, cata-

strophic failures caused by applying power to a defective board are
avoided. When passive in-circuit faults have been screened and repaired, 3060A test tools may be applied to test analog, digital or hybrid signal processing functions.

The High Speed Digital Fuctional Test Option
The 3060A High Speed Digital Functional Test Option is designed
specifically for testing the latest board designs employing LSI microprocessor and memory technologies. The 3060A provides a programmable dynamic stimulus for data rates up to 2 MHz. Or the 3060A
can activate board resident stimulus functions and measure the response of the board under test at rates up to 10 MHz. Board response
is evaluated using signature analysis within a unique automated system con text.
The flexible, low cost dynamic test hardware is closely coupled to a
powerful digital functional test (DFT) software package designed to
simplify the development of stimulus and response measurement procedures. The DFT software provides automatic backtracing via incircuit visibility on the basis of a topological description of the board.
If a failure is detected, the fault-isolation software traces the failure
to its source and prints a failure message to speed the repair process.

Fast Programming
HP 3060A test programs are written in a powerful, high level language called "BTL". As a further aid, the 3060A provides an in-circuit program generator which automatically converts list of
components on the board under test into an editable test program
written in BTL. This program generator, called "I PG", automatically
applies the 3060A's advanced in-circuit test capability to produce a
high quality test with minimum programming time. The "DFT" software, described above, completes the package providing highly automated BTL program generation for complex digital functional
testing.
The system controller is the HP Model 9825T. Its high level language, combined with the board test software, produces a totally interactive programming and debugging environment.

3060A Board Test System
(Depends on test configuration)

$92,500

DIGITAL CIRCUIT TESTERS
Signature Analysis, Ie Troubleshooters, Digital Education

Testability-A Growing Problem
Microprocessors have revolutionized many
product lines. Products are now smarter, faster, friendlier and more competitive because
they take advantage of microprocessor-based
control and computation. They are also harder to build, test and troubleshoot. The need to
enhance the testability and serviceability of
digital products is acute.
Addressing this need, Hewlett-Packard
has developed a line of digital circuit test instruments and training tools. Each product
complements the other for complete troubleshooting, testing and training solutions. For
example, by using Signature Analysis, simplified production test and field service procedures can be provided to isolate digital
failures to the exact node. Then the IC
Troubleshooters are used to pinpoint the
component or process fault causing the problem, making repairs faster and easier. Finally, the Logic Lab and Microprocessor Lab
are used to bring production and service personnel up to speed on the latest digital
technologies.

Signature Analysis-Finds the
Faulty Node
Signature Analysis (SA) is a technique for
component-level troubleshooting. A Signature Analyzer detects and displays the
unique digital signatures associated with the
data at nodes in a circuit under test. By comparing these actual signatures to the correct
ones, a troubleshooter can quickly back-trace
to a faulty node.
By adding SA capability to the digital portion of a product, manufacturing and depot
level service can benefit from the increased
speed of troubleshooting individual PC
boards or assembled products containing
many boards. Experience shows that Signature Analysis reduces the time spent in

troubleshooting the digital portion of a product by at least 2: I. With this reduction in
time comes a significant reduction in production and service labor costs. HP offers an extensive Application Note Series 222
outlining the technique and benefits of Signature Analysis.

Signature Analysis Stimulus
There are two ways to provide Signature
Analysis stimulus for a product. One way is
to add some test features to the product so
that it exercises itself. The other way is to
provide some source of stimulus that is external to the product.
HP's 5001 series of Microprocessor Exercisers allow products not designed with SA
self-stimulus in mind to economically take
advantage of the SA technique. These microprocessor exercisers provide a source of external test stimuli for microprocessor-based
products.

Signature Analysis Response
The 5004A Signature Analyzer is a compact instrument for troubleshooting microprocessor-based TTL logic systems with
Signature Analysis, at speeds up to 10 MHz.
HP's 5005 Signature Multimeter has extended signature analyzer performance
along with analog measurement capabilities
useful in troubleshooting digital systems.
Signature analysis enhancements include
variable threshold for multiple logic families,
qualified clocking, and 20 MHz operation. A
counter, digital multi meter, and dynamic
voltage level measurement capability offer a
measurement tool optimized for digital
trou bleshooting.

The IC Troubleshooters-Find the
Faulty Component
The IC Troubleshooters have become the
"digital screwdrivers" of today's laboratories, production lines, service facilities and

electronic classrooms. They are low-cost,
hand-held and have proven very effective in
the functional testing and troubleshooting of
digital circuits. HP Application Note 163-2,
Techniques of Digital Troubleshooting, can
help put the IC Troubleshooters to work for
you.
Logic comparator: the Model 10529A Logic Comparator utilizes comparison techniques to identify faulty nodes in a digital
circuit. It tests an IC dynamically, in-circuit,
by comparing output responses to those of a
known-good IC which is plugged into the
Comparator.
Logic probes: detect logic levels at any circuit point and display them via a light at the
probe tip. A logic high is indicated by a
bright light. A logic low extinguishes the
light. A bad level causes a dim light.
Logic clips: are multi pin state indicators
which clip directly onto rcs. The logic state
of each pin is displayed by an individual
LED, enabling the user to check the device's
truth table.
Logic pulser: pulse stimulation is essential
in checking digital logic circuits. Logic
pulsers inject digital pulses between gates,
without requiring unsoldering of components. They automatically drive low nodes
high, or high nodes low, with substantial
override current.
Current tracer: often a bad node is identified, but the specific device causing the fault
can only be isolated by cutting traces, or replacing circuit elements. The 547A Current
Tracer eliminates just such "shotgun" techniques by showing exactly where digital current pulses are flowing in the circuit. Use of
current tracing techniques solves the most
vexing troubleshooting problems: stuck data
buses, solder-bridges, stuck nodes containing
many circuit elements, and the wired-AND
gate.
Stimulus-response testing: the Pulser j
Probe or Pulser jTracer combination helps
the user to identify the faulty circuits causing
a system malfunction. These instruments
permit signal injection and readout between
gates.
Troubleshooting kits: a variety of kits is
available, combining IC Troubleshooters for
stimulus-response testing. Each kit includes
a carrying case, and offers a price saving over
the individual instruments.
Education: HP's 5035 Logic Labs and
5036A Microprocessor Lab meet the need
for thorough training in digital electronics.
Both models are comprehensive hardware,
software and hands-on troubleshooting
courses.

DIGITAL CIRCUIT TESTERS
Logic Probes
Models 545A, 10525T, & 10525E
• Dynamic multi-family logic indicators
• Pulse stretching for narrow pulses
• Bad level/open circuit detection

• One lamp, finger-tip display
• Pulse memory capability
• Overload protected
Input maximum pulse repetition frequency:
TTL, 80 MHz. CMOS, 40 MHz.
Input overload protection: ± 120 V continuous (dc to I KHz);
± 250 for 15 seconds (dc to 1 kHz).
Pulse memory: indicates first entry into valid logic level: also indicates return to initial valid level from bad level for pulse ~ 1 JlS wide.
Power Requirements
TTL: 4.5 to 15 V dc·.
CMOS: 3 to I8 V dc.
Maximum current: 70 rnA.
Overload protection: ± 25 V dc for one minute.
Accessory included: Ground Clip (HP Part No. 00545-60105).

10525T logic Probe
The Model I 0525T Logic Probe provides TTL/DTL trouble-shooting at low cost. Ideally suited to 5 volt logic applications, the 10525T
has high input impedance, overload protection, and 50 MHz data rate
capability.

10525T Specifications
logic Probes
Logic Probes greatly simplify tracing logic levels and pulses in IC
circuits to find nodes stuck HIGH or LOW, intermittent pulse activity, and normal pulse activity. That's because they instantly show
whether the node probed is high, low, bad level, open circuited, or
pulsing.
Logic Probes require a simple connection to the circuit under test's
power supply, and they're ready to use. The strain-relieved power
co.rd, .and li.ne-voltage protected tip insure long life and durability.
HIgh Input Impedance protects against circuit loading, not just in the
HIGH state, but for logic LOWs as well.
545A TTL/CMOS logic Probe
The HP Model 545A Logic Probe contains all the features built
into other HP probes, plus switch-selectable, multi-family operation
and built-in pulse memory. Employing the same straightforward onelamp display as our other probes, the 545A operates from 3 to 18 volts
in CMOS applications or from 4.5 to 15 V dc supplies in the TTL
mode while maintaining standard TTL thresholds.
The probe's independent, built-in pulse memory and LED display
help you capture hard to see, intermittent pulses. Just connect the
probe tip to a circuit point, reset the memory, and wait for the probe
to catch those hard to find glitches. The memory captures and retains
a pulse until reset.
The hand-held 545A is light, rugged, overload protected, and very
fast: 80 MHz in TTL, 40 MHz in CMOS. It also employs handy
power supply connectors that enable you to easily hook up to supply
voltage almost anywhere in the unit under test.

545A Specifications
Input current: :::; 15 JlA (source or sink).
Input capacitance: :::; 15 pF.
Logic thresholds
'TTL: Logic one 2.0 + 0.4, -0.2 V dc. Logic zero 0.8 + 0.2, -0.4 V
dc.
CMOS: 3-10 V dc supply
Logic one: 0.7 x V,"PP1Y ±0.5 V dc.
Logic zero: 0.3 x V,"PplY ± 0.5 V dc.
CMOS: ~10-18 V dc supply.
Logic ONE: 0.7 x V,"PPly ± 1.0 V dc.
Logic ZERO: 0.3 x Vsupply ± 1.0 V de.
Input minimum pulse width: IOns using ground lead (typically 20
ns without ground lead).
'tS± 10% v de power supply; useble to tiS V de with slightly increased logic low threshold.

Input impedance: > 25 kQ in both the high and low state ( < I low
power TTL load).
Logic one threshold: 2.0 V +0.4, -0.2 V.
Logic zero threshold: 0.8 V +0.2 V, -0.4 V
Input minimum pulse width: IOns.
Input maximum pulse repetition frequency: 50 MHz.
Input overload protection: ± 70 volts continuous, ± 200 volts intermittent, 120 V ac for 30 seconds, 240 V ac for 10 seconds.
Power requirements: 5 V + 10%, -5% at 60 rnA, internal overload
protection for voltages from +7 to -15 volts. Includes power lead
reversal protection.
Accessories included: BNC to alligator clips; ground clip.

ECl logic Probe
The HP Model 10525E logic Probe extends time-proven, cost-saving logic probe troubleshooting techniques to high-speed ECL logic.
Operation of the ECl probe is analogous to that of the 10525T
except the 10525E's high speed circuitry stretches single shot phenomena so that single pulses as narrow as 5 nanoseconds may be observed.
The 10525E may be powered directly from any -5.2 volt source
and its high input impedance minimizes circuit loading.

10525E Specifications
Input impedance: 12 kQ in both the high and low state.
Logic one threshold: -1.1 V ± 0.1 V.
Logic zero threshold: -1.5 V ± 0.1 V.
Input minimum pulse width: 5 ns.
Input maximum pulse repetition frequency: 50 MHz (typically
100 MHz at 50% duty cycle).
Input overload protection: ± 70 volts continuous, 200 volts intermittent, 120 V ac for 30 seconds.
Po~er requirements: - 5.2 V ± 10% at 80 rnA; supply overload protectIOn for voltages from -7 to +400 volts.
Accessories included: BNC to alligator clips, ground clip.

Accessories Available
00545-60104 Tip Kit for 545A Probe
10525-60012 Tip Kit for I0525T Probe, I 0526T Pulser
10525-60015 Pulse Memory for 10525T Probe

Price
$50
$60
$240

Ordering Information
545A Logic Probe
I0525T logic Probe
I0525E Logic Probe

$125
$90
$220

DIGITAL CIRCUIT TESTERS
Logic Pulsers
Models 546A & 10526T
• In-circuit stimulation without unsoldering
• Greatly simplifies digital troubleshooting
• High current, low duty cycle output

• Automatic pulse width
• Automatic pulse amplitude
• Automatic pulse polarity

Logic Pulser

546A Specifications

The Logic Pulser solves the problem of how to pulse ICs in digital
circuits for designers and troubleshooters. Merely touch the Pulser to
the circuit under test, press the pulse button and all circuits connected
to the node (outputs as well as inputs) are briefly driven to their opposite state. No unsoldering of IC outputs is required. Pulse injection is
automatic so the user need not concern himself whether the test node
is in the high or low state; high nodes are pulsed low and low nodes,
high, each time the button is pressed.
The Pulser is essentially a pulse generator with high output current
capability packed in a convenient, easy-to-use probe. Ability to source
or sink up to 0.65 Amperes insures sufficient current to override IC
outputs in either the high or low state. Output pulse width is limited
so the amount of energy delivered to the device under test is never
excessive. Additionally, the Pulser output is three-state so that the
circuit under test is unaffected until the Pulser is activated.
Combining in-circuit pulse injection with the unique detection capabilities of Logic Probes, Logic Clips, and the 547A Current Tracer
helps to focus new power on solving the problems of fault isolation.
Pulser / Probe, Pulser/Clip, and Pulser /Tracer combinations enable
the digital designer or troubleshooter to hold complete stimulus-response capability at his finger tips.
Gate operation is tested using the Pulser to drive the input while the
probe monitors transmitted pulses at the output. When pulses are not
received, place the Pulser and Probe on the same pin to detect if the
failure is due to a short to ground or V".
Testing sequential circuits is the domain of the Logic Clip and Logic Pulser. The Clip simultaneously monitors all output states while
the Pulser applies clock and reset pulses to the device. Improper operation, if present is immediately obvious since the IC will not go
through its prescribed truth table.
Finally, when Pulsers are used with the 547A Current Tracer, the
Pulser acts as a current pulse source to find the exact location of
faulty gates on a node, solder bridges, or stuck devices on bus structures.

Output
Family

nL/DTL
CMOS

Typical Output Voltage
HIGH
lOW

Output Current
~650 mA

Pulse Width

2:0.5 ~s

>3 Vde

~08

Vde

~IOOmA

2:5.0 ~s

V(supply) -I Vde

~0.5

Vde

Power supply requirements: TTL; 4.5 to 5.5 V dc at 35 rnA,
CMOS; 3 to 18 V dc at 35 rnA, protected to 25 V dc for I min.
10526T Logic Pulser
The economical 10526T provides dependable single-shot operation
in TTL/DTL applications. Just press the pulse button, and the pulser
delivers a single powerful pulse of the correct pulse width, polarity
and amplitude.

10526T Specifications
Output high pulse voltage: > 2 V at 0.65 A (I A typical at V ps =
5V,25°C).
Output low pulse voltage: <0.8 V at 0.65 A (I A typical at V ps =
5 V, 25°C).
Output impedance, active state: <2 ohms.
Output impedance, off state: > 1 Megohm.
Pulse width: 0.3 IlS nominal.
Input overload protection: ± 50 volts continuous.
Power supply input protection: ± 7 volts (includes power lead reversal protection).
Power requirements: 5V ± 10% at 25 rnA.
Accessories included: BNC to alligator clips, ground clip.

546A Logic Pulser
Automatic polarity pulse output, pulse width, and amplitude make
for easy multi-family operation when you use the 546A Logic Pulser.
But, the real surprise comes when you code in one of its six ROMprogrammable output patterns (single pulses; pulse streams of either
I, 10, or 100 Hz; or bursts of 10 or 100 pulses). This feature allows
you to continually pulse a circuit when necessary, or it also provides
an easy means to put an exact number of pulses into counters and
shift registers. Used with our multi-family IC Troubleshooters, the
546A acts as both a voltage and current source in digital troubleshooting applications.

Accessories Available
00545-60104: Tip Kit for 546A Pulser, 545A Probe
10525-60012: Tip Kit for 10526T Pulser, 10525T
Probe
10526-60002: Multi-Pin Stimulus Kit

Price
$50
$60
$60

Ordering Information
546A Logic Pulser
I0526T Logic Pulser

$195
$140

DIGITAL CIRCUIT TESTERS
Digital Current Tracer
Model 547A
• Troubleshoots three-state buses
• Solves the "Wired-AND" problem
• Displays in-circuit digital current flow

• Pinpoints supply-to-ground shorts
• All family: 1 mA to 1A
• Finger-tip indicator

The 547 A Current Tracer precisely locates low-impedance faults in
digital circuits by locating current sources or sinks. On a shorted
node, all points are stuck in one state by the short. Many similar
troubleshooting problems such as shorted wired-AND/OR configurations, result in wasted time and excessive costs: several ICs have to
be removed before finding the bad one, and in the process the circuit
board may be damaged. Now, the 547 A exactly pinpoints the one
faulty point on a node, even on multilayer boards. In addition, the
Tracer locates hairline solder bridges that manage to pass unnoticed
until a circuit is operated for the first time.
Constructed as a hand-held probe, the Tracer is a sophisticated instrument designed to troubleshoot circuits carrying fast rise-time current pulses. The Tracer senses the magnetic field generated by these
signals in the circuit (or, provided by a Logic Pulser). and displays
transitions, single pulses, and pulse trains using a simple one-light
indicator. Because it is not voltage sensitive, the Tracer operates on
all logic families having current pulses exceeding I rnA, and repetition rates less than 10 MHz, including CMOS, where even lightly
loaded outputs can have up to 2 to 3 rnA of instantaneous charging
current.
Prior to introduction of the 547 A, logic state indicators were limited to displaying voltage information. A node was HIGH, LOW. open,
or pulsing. When a node is stuck, however, it may be trying to change
state but isn't able to cross threshold levels. Use of the Current Tracer
adds the final bit of information necessary to pinpoint just such logic
faults on bad nodes. For example, on a bad node the Tracer can verify
that the driver is functioning and also show where the problem is by

tracing current now to the source or sink causing the node to be stuck.
To use the Tracer, simply align the dot on its tip at a reference
point, usually the output of a node driver. Set the sensitivity control to
indicate the presence of AC current activity. Then, trace the circuit to
see where current is nowing. As you probe from point to point or follow traces, the lamp will change intensity, and when you find the fault
the Tracer will indicate the same brightness found at the reference
point.

547A Specifications
Input
Sensitivity: I rnA to I A.
Frequency response: light indicates single-step current transitions; single pulses 2::50 ns in width; pulse trains to 10 MHz (typically 20 MHz for current pulses 2:: 10 rnA).
Risetime: light indicates current transitions with risetime .::s200 ns
at I rnA.
Power Supply Requirements
Voltage: 4.5 to 18 V dc.
Input current: .::s75 rnA.
Maximum ripple: ± 500 mV above 5 V de.
Overvoltage protection: ± 25 Vdc for one minute.

547A Digital Current Tracer

$400

DIGITAL CIRCUIT TESTERS
Logic Clips
Models 548A & 10528A
• Displays Ie logic states at a glance
• Self-powered. self-contained

• See up to 16 pins at a glance
• Easily verifies device truth table

Logic Clips
The Logic Clip is an extremely handy service and design tool which
clips onto dual-in-Iine-package (DIP) ICs, instantly displaying the
states of up to 16 pins. Each of the clip's 16 LEDs independently follows level changes at its associated pin. Lit diodes are logic High,
extinguished diodes are Low.
The Logic Clip's real value is in its ease of use. It has no controls to
set, needs no power connections, and requires practically no explanation as to how it is used. The clip has its own gating logic for locating
ground and Vee pins and its buffered inputs reduce circuit loading.
The Logic Clip is much easier to use than either an oscilloscope or a
voltmeter when you are interested in whether a circuit is in the high or
low state, rather than its actual voltage. The Clip, in effect, is 16 binary voltmeters, and the user does not have to shift his eyes away from
his circuit to make the readings.
The intuitive relationship of the input to the output-lighted diodes
corresponding to high logic states-greatly simplifies the troubleshooting procedure. The user is free to concentrate his attention on
his circuits, rather than on measurement techniques. Also, timing relationships become especially apparent when clock rates can be
slowed to about I pulse per second.
When used in conjunction with the Logic Pulser, the Logic Clip
offers unparalleled analysis capability for troubleshooting sequential
circuits. The Clip attaches to the IC to be tested: the Pulser is then
used to inject pulses between gates allowing it to supply signals to the
IC under test absolutely independent of gates connected to the Ie. All
outputs may then be observed simultaneously on the Logic Clip. Deviations from expected results are immediately apparent as the Pulser
steps the IC through its truth table.

the HP line of IC Troubleshooters. The Clip can be externally
powered, if desired, using a simple power connector.

548A Specifications
Input threshold: (2:0.4 ± 0.06 x Supply Voltage) = Logic High.
Input impedance: I CMOS load per input.
Input protection: 30 V dc for I minute.
Supply voltage: 4-18 V dc across any two pins.
Auxiliary supply input: 4.5 to 20 V dc applied via connector. Supply
must be 2: 1.5 V dc more positive than any pin of IC under test.
Supply current: <55 rnA.

10528A Logic Clip
Protection to +7 V dc, automatic operation, and low circuit loading
in TTL/DTL applications helps make the I0528A a valuable replacement for more expensive test equipment like scopes and voltmeters.
The clip is, in effect, like 16 binary voltmeters, allowing the user to
look at the circuit rather than having to shift his attention toward test
equipment.

10528A Specifications
Input threshold: 1.4 ± 0.6 V; TTL or DTL compatible (except gates
with expander inputs).
Input impedance: one TTL load (-1.2 rnA typical) per input.
Input protection: voltages < -I V or > 7 V must be current limited
to 10 rnA.
Supply voltage: 5 V ± 10% across any two or more inputs.
Maximum current consumption: 120 rnA.

548 Multi-family Logic Clip

Ordering Information

Fully automatic, protected to 30 V dc, and employing bright individual LEDs in its display, the 548A brings multi-family operation to

548A Logic Clip
I0528A Logic Clip

Price
$200
$145

DIGITAL CIRCUIT TESTERS
Logic Comparator
Model 10529A

• Finds faulty nodes
• Dramatically cuts troubleshooting time
• Performs in-circuit IC testing with no unsoldering

The Model I 0529A Logic Comparator checks the operation of dozens of ICs in less than a minute per IC. The Comparator clips onto
powered TTL or DTL ICs and detects functional failures by comparing the in-circuit test IC with a known good reference IC inserted in
the Comparator. Any logic state difference between the test IC and
reference IC is identified to the specific pin(s) on 14- or 16-pin dual
in-line packages on the Comparator's display. A lighted LED corresponds to a logic difference. The Logic Comparator can save considerable time in locating a faulty Ie. There are no controls to be set and
no power connections.
The procedure is very simple. First the IC to be tested is identified.
An IC of the same type is placed in the Comparator's IC socket, or a
reference board with an IC of the same type is inserted in the Comparator. The Comparator is clipped onto the test IC, and an immediate
indication is given if the test IC operates differently from the reference IC. Even very brief dynamic errors are detected, stretched, and
displayed.
The 10529A operates by connecting the test and reference IC inputs in parallel; thus the reference IC is exercised by input signals
identical to those of the test Ie. The outputs of the two Ie's are compared; any differences in outputs are detected, and LEDs corresponding to the particular pin are lit on the Comparator's display.
Intermittent errors as short as 300 nanoseconds (using the socket
board) are detected, and the error indication on the Comparator's
display is stretched for a visual indication. A failure on an input pin,
such as an internal short, will appear as a failure on the IC driving the
failed IC; thus a failure indication actually pinpoints a malfunctioning node.
Programming for the specific IC is easily accomplished by two different methods. First, the socket board included with the Comparator
is inserted in the Comparator drawer. Outputs of the particular IC to
be tested are selected via 16 miniature switches which tell the Comparator which pins of the reference IC are inputs and which are outputs.
The reference IC is then inserted into the socket and locked into
place. An IC may be set up in seconds. Alternatively, if specific IC
types are to be tested repeatedly, the reference IC may be soldered
into one of the 10 reference boards provided with the Comparator.
The reference board is programmed by opening the connections between the tests and reference ICs outputs and solder-bridging Vee and
ground.

• Easy-to-use comparison technique
• Versatile "socket board" included for seldom-tested
IC's

When troubleshooting you want to know that the tester is operating
properly. A test board is supplied with the Logic Comparator for this
purpose. When inserted in the comparator the test board exercises all
of the circuitry, test leads, and display elements to verify proper operation.
The Logic Comparator's ease of use and small size make it an invaluable addition to the troubleshooter's test gear either in the field or
in the factory. With TTL and DTL failures that are functionally related, the Comparator can find bad nodes many times faster than
conventional signal tracing techniques. At its low price, the Logic
Comparator can pay for itself in days.
10541A: twenty additional blank reference boards; identical to the
10 boards provided with the Logic Comparator, they allow additional
ICs to be programmed for Comparator testing.
10541 B: twenty preprogrammed reference boards; 20 of the most
common TTL ICs already programmed and ready for use with the
Logic Comparator. The 10541 B includes the following ICs: 7400
Quad 2-input NAND; 7402 Quad 2-input NOR; 7404 Hex inverter;
7408 Quad 2-input AND; 7410 Triple 3-input NAND; 7420 Dual 4input NAND; 7430 8-input NAND; 7440 Dual4-input NAND buffer; 7451 Dual 2-wide, 2-input AND-OR-INVERT; 7454 4-wide, 2input AND-OR-INVERT; 7473 Dual J-K master-slave flip-flop;
7474 Dual D flip-flop; 7475 Quad bistable D latch; 7476 Dual J-K
flip-flop with preset and clear; 7483 4-bit binary full adder; 7486
Quad 2-input exclusive-OR; 7490 Decade counter; 7493 4-bit binary
counter; 74121 Monostable multivibrator; 960 I Monostable multivibrator, retriggerable.

10529A Specifications
Input threshold: 1.4 V nominal (1.8 V nominal with socket board),
TTL or DTL compatible.
Test Ie loading: outputs driving Test IC inputs are loaded by 5 lowpower TTL loads plus input of Reference Ie. Test IC outputs are
loaded by 2 low-power TTL loads.
Input protection: voltages < -I V or > 7 V must be current limited
to 10 mAo
Supply voltage: 5 V ± 5%, at 300 mAo
Supply protection: supply voltage must be limited to 7 V.
Maximum current consumption: 300 mAo
Sensitivity
Error sensitivity: 200 ns with reference board or 300 ns with socket
board. Errors greater than this are detected and stretched to at least
0.1 seconds.
Delayed variation immunity: 50 ns. Errors shorter than this value
are considered spurious and ignored.
Frequency range: maximum operational frequency varies with duty
cycle. An error existing for a full clock cycle will be detected if the
cycle rate is less than 3 MHz.
Accessories Included: I test board; 10 blank reference boards;
programmable socket board; I carrying case.

Accessories Available
I054IA: Twenty Blank Reference Boards for the Logic

Price
$100

Comparator
105418: Twenty Pre-programmed Boards for the Logic
Comparator

$195

10529A Logic Comparator

$575
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Logic Troubleshooting Kits
Models 5011T, 5015T, 5021A, 5022A, 5023A & 5024A
• Complete multi-family kits
• Stimulus-Response capability
• In-circuit fault finding

10529A

• In-circuit analysis
• Dynamic and static testing
• Multi-pin testing

Used individually, each of HP's IC Troubleshooters provide their
own unique and important troubleshooting function. Together they
become invaluable stimulus-response testing partners that help pinpoint faults and ensure fast non-destructive repair of digital circuits.
To help you take advantage of the usefulness of the IC Troubleshooters, HP has packaged them into kits which offer both ordering
convenience, and cost savings. Also, applications information is available, such as AN 163-2, "New Techniques of Digital Troubleshooting", to help users derive maximum benefit from these instruments.
The table below shows a series of typical node and gate faults and
the combination of tools used to troubleshoot the circuit. As with all
sophisticated measuring instruments, operator skill and circuit
knowledge are key factors once the various clues, or "bits" of information are obtained using the IC Troubleshooters.
To accomplish troubleshooting at the node and gate level, both
stimulus (Pulser) and response (Probe, Tracer, Clip and Comparator) instruments are needed. Moreover, instruments with both voltage
and current troubleshooting capability help isolate electrical faults
where the precise physical location is hard to identify.
The 547 A Current Tracer, the latest and most sophisticated of
these troubleshooters, lets you "see" current flow on nodes and buses
that otherwise appear stuck at one voltage level. Used with the 546A
Pulser, stimulus-response testing is now also possible in the current
domain.

547A/546A
FAULT

Pulser'

Current Tracer

Stuck Data Bus

Pulser'

CurrentTracer

Pulser

Probe.
CurrentTracer

Supply to Ground
Short

Pulser

Current Tracer

Internally
Open IC

Pulser'

Probe

Solder Bridge

Pulser'

Current Tracer

Sequential Logic
Fault in Counter
or Shift Register

548A/546A

RESPONSE

Shorted Node'

Signal Line Short
to Vcc or Ground

545A/546A

STIMULUS

Pulser

Clip

TEST METHOD
• Pulse shorted node
• Follow current pulses to
short
• Pulse bus line(s)
• Trace current to device
holding the bus in a
stuck condition
• Pulse and probe test point
simultaneously
• Short to Vcc or Ground
cannot be overridden by
pulsing
• Pulse test point. and
follow current pulses to
the short
• Remove power from circuit
under test
• Disconnect electrolytic
bypass capacitors
• Pulse across Vce and ground
uSing accessory connectors
prOVided
• Trace current to fault
• Pulse device input(s)
• Probe output for response
• Pulse suspect line(s)
• Trace current pulses to
the fault
• Light goes out when solder
bridge passed
• Circuit clock de·activated
• Use Pulser to enter desired
number of pulses
• Place Clip on counter or
shift register and verify
device truth table

1. A node is an interconnection between two or more IC's.
2. Use the Pulser to provide stimulus or use normal circuit signals, whichever is most convenient.

5022A
5011T

•

-

10526-60002

J

10525-60012

Ie Troubleshooter Kits Selection Guide
545A

105418

Ordering Information
S021A TTL/CMOS Troubleshooting Kit
Includes:
545A Logic Probe
546A Logic Pulser
548A Logic Clip
Size: 64 H x 146 W x 298 mm D (2.5" x 5.75" x 11.75").
Weight: net, 0.51 kg (lib 2 oz). Shipping, 0.62 kg (lib
6oz).

Price
$505

S022A TTL/CMOS Troubleshooting Kit
Includes:
545A Logic Probe
546A Logic Pulser
547A Current Tracer
548A Logic Clip
Size: 64 H x 146 W x 298 mm D (2.5" x 5.75" x 11.75").
Weight: net, 0.65 kg (lib 7 oz). Shipping 0.76 kg (lib
II oz).

$890

S023A TTL/CMOS Troubleshooting Kit
Includes:
545A Logic Probe
546A Logic Pulser
547A Current Tracer
548A Logic Clip
10529A Logic Comparator
Size: 225 H x 200 W x 337 mm D (8.875" x 7.875" x
13.25").
Weight: net, 1.63 kg (JIb 10 oz). Shipping, 2.19 kg (4
Ib 14 oz).

$1450

5024A TTL/CMOS Troubleshooting Kit
Includes:
545A Logic Probe
546A Logic Pulser

547A Current Tracer
Size: 64 H x 146 W x 298 mm D (2.5" x 5.75" x 11.75").
Weight: net, 0.60 kg (lib 5 oz). Shipping, 0.71 kg (lib
90z).

546A

547A

I0525T

I0526T

I0528A

TTL

TTL

TTL

TTL

Probe

Pulser

Clip

ComPlrator

501 IT Kit

X

X

X

X

5015T Kit

X

X

X

548A

TTL/CMOS TTL/CMOS TTL/CMOS TTL/CMOS
Clip
Probe
Pulser
Cumnt

10541A

$700

I0529A

Tracer

5021A Kit

X

X

5022A Kit

X

X

X

X

5023A Kit

X

X

x

X

5024A Kit

X

X

X

X

SOIIT TTL Troubleshooting Kit
Includes:
10525T Logic Probe
10526T Logic Pulser
10528A Logic Clip
10529A Logic Comparator
Size: 82.6 H x 203 W x 311 mm D (3.25" x 8" x 12.25").
Weight: net, 1.49 kg (31b 5 oz). Shipping, 2.11 kg (41b
II oz).
S015T TTL Troubleshooting Kit
Includes:
Model 10525T Logic Probe
Model 10526T Logic Pulser
Model 10528A Logic Clip
Size: 64 H x 133 W x 286 mm D (2.5" x 5.25" x 11.25").
Weight: net, 0.63 kg (lIb 6 oz). Shipping, 0.74 kg (lib
10oz).
Accessories Available
00545-60104: Tip Kit for 545A Probe, and 546A
Pulser
10525-60012: Tip Kit for 10525T Probe, 10526T
Pulser
10525-60015: Pulse Memory for 10525T Probe
10526-60002: Multi-pin Stimulus Kit for Logic Pulsers
10529-60006: External Reference Kit for 10529A
Comparator
l0541A: Twenty blank reference boards for 10529A
Comparator
105418: Twenty pre-programmed reference boards for
10529A Comparator

X

$920

$365

Price
$50
$60
$240
$60
$370
$100
$195
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Signature Analyzer, A Digital Troubleshooting Tool
Model5004A
• Full at speed testing of digital products
• Reduced skill level necessary to troubleshoot
microprocessor-based products to component level

• High confidence testing (>99.998%)
• Reduce warranty and service support costs

The Product

Minimum gate length: I clock cycle (I data bit) between START
and STOP.
Maximum gate length: no limit.
Minimum timing between gates: I clock cycle between STOP and
START.
Data probe tip: Acts as high-speed logic probe. Lamp indicates high,
low, bad-level and pulsing states. Minimum detected pulse width is 10
ns.
Data probe timing:
Setup time: 15 ns (data to be valid at least 15 ns before selected
clock edge.)
Hold time: 0 ns (data to be held until occurrence of selected clock
edge.)
START, STOP timing:
Setup time: 25 ns (signals to be valid at least 25 ns before selected
clock edge.)
Hold time: 0 ns (signals to be held until occurrence of selected
clock edge.)
CLOCK timing:
Maximum clock frequency: 10 MHz.
Minimum pulse width: 50 ns in high or low state.
Logic thresholds:
Data Input: Logic one: 2.0 V, + .1-.4
Logic zero: .8 V, +.4-0
START, STOP,CLOCK inputs: Single threshold, 1.4 V ± .6 (.1 V
Hysteresis).
Input impedance: All inputs, 50 kQ to 1.4 V, shunted by 7 pF.
Overload protection: All inputs: ± 150V continuous. ± 250 V intermittent. 250 V AC for I minute.
Operating environment: Temperature: 0-55°C. Humidity: 95%
RH at 40°C.
Power: 25 VA max. See options below for power line voltage and
frequency.
Weight: Net: 2.5 kg, 5.5 Ibs. Shipping: 5 kg, II lbs.
Size: 90 mm high x 215 mm wide x 300 mm deep (3'12 in. x 8'/2 in. x 12
in.), excluding handle.
Supplemental characteristics:
Front panel indicators: Flashing GATE light indicates detection of
valid START, STOP, CLOCK conditions. Flashing UNSTABLE
light indicates a difference between 2 successive signatures, and possible intermittent faults.

The HP5004A Signature Analyzer is a tool for production and service troubleshooting of complex logic circuits. It recognizes and displays unique digital signatures associated with data nodes in a circuit
under test. By comparing these actual signatures to the correct ones, a
technician can back-trace to a faulty node. In microprocessors and
high speed digital state machines, where data streams are long and
complex, the 5004A Signature Analyzer, unlike conventional measurement tools, allows full at-speed component-level troubleshooting.

The Technique
HP's patented Signature Analysis technique enables the 5004A to
display a compressed, four-digit "fingerprint" of the data stream present at a node. This signature is generated from a linear feedback
shift register in the 5004A, and is unique for a specific good node.
Any fault associated with a device on that node will force a change in
the data stream and, therefore, result in an erroneous signature.
Troubleshooting requires only the skill to follow a test procedure
comparing measured signatures in a circuit to correct signatures noted within the product documentation. (The resulting probability of
detecting an erroneous data stream is 99.998%, the probability of detecting a single-bit error in a data stream is 100%.) Signature Analysis also detects time-related faults, such as mid-cycle displaced bits,
which are not detectable by traditional transition and ones counting
techniques.

The Application
For a product which has been setup for Signature Analysis, troubleshooting typically consists of:
• Switching the product to be tested into a test mode of operation.
• Attaching the 5004A's START, STOP, CLOCK and GND leads
to the test points of the product to be tested (no board or component
removal required).
• Probing circuit nodes and observing the signatures displayed on the
5004A.
• Comparing them to correct signatures preprinted on a schematic or
troubleshooting procedure for the product under test.
• Isolating a faulty node by observing an erroneous signature.
• Tracing signatures back through gates and memory elements, until
an element with correct inputs and faulty outputs is isolated.
• Replacing only the faulty component.
These steps can be performed quickly on-site, at a field service facility, or on a production line.
Additional information on Signature Analysis is available in the
HP Application Note Series 222.

5004A Specifications
Display: 4 digits. Characters 0-9, ACFHPU.
Fault detection accuracy: 100% probability of detecting single-bit
errors; 99.998% probability of detecting multiple-bit errors.

Ordering Information
S004A Signature Analyzer:
$1100.00
11.50
Option 910 Additional Manual:
Orders must specify one of these power line options
Option 100: 100 V AC line, + 5%, -10%, 48-440 Hz
NjC
Option 120: 120 V AC line, +5%, -10%,48-440 Hz
NjC
Option 220: 220 V AC line, +5%, -10%, 48-66 Hz
NjC
Option 240: 240 V AC line, +5%, -10%, 48-66 Hz
NjC

DIGITAL CIRCUIT TESTERS
Signature Multimeter, Combines Counter and Multimeter Functions with Signature Analysis
ModelSOOSA
• Digital and Analog Measurement Capability Optimized
for Digital Troubleshooting
• Easy to Use Single Probe Measurement of Logic
Signals, Voltage, and Frequency

• 20 MHz, Multiple Logic Family Signature Analysis
with Qualified Clocking Mode
• Compact and Portable

Description

Digital Multimeter

In the time since its 1977 introduction, Signature Analysis has
proven an essential tool for fast, reliable digital troubleshooting.
However, total checkout of a digital system often requires additional
instruments; a digital multi meter for checking power supplies and circuit board integrity, a universal counter to measure clock frequencies
and time intervals, and an oscilloscope to verify logic levels under dynamic conditions. The HP 5005A now offers the following functions,
in a compact portable instrument:

Certain digital problems result from analog circuitry failures: a low
power supply voltage, an open shorted or high resistance circuit path,
a faulty AjD or Dj A converter. Each may contribute to a system
failure. The HP 5005A contains a 4'/2 digit DC voltmeter, ohmmeter,
and differential voltage function each with performance geared toward analog measurements necessary in digital troubleshooting.
Checking analog signals with the HP 5005A requires simple moving the logic probe to the proper analog node, pressing the appropriate
function button (DCV or kfl), and reading the displayed value. Pressing the proper signature analyzer function button (NORM or
QUAL) returns the probe to its logic measurement mode.

•
•
•
•

Field proven signature analysis (for all logic families)
Digital multimeter (DC volts, resistance and differential voltage)
Counter (frequency, totalize, time interval)
Voltage threshold (upper voltage peak, lower voltage peak)
Optimizing troubleshooting through incorporating several measurement functions within a single instrument occurs only if each
function proves convenient to use. The HP 5005 signature multimeter
offers simple single button selection of function with measurement
results shown on a common display. More importantly, most measurements (i.e., signature analysis, voltage threshold, frequency, etc.)
can be made, during the course of troubleshooting, through the logic
probe without requiring instrument setup changes. The HP 5005A
speeds system checkout by providing a function set optimized for digital troubleshooting, not just a pile of conventional instruments.

Signature Analysis
HP's patented Signature Analysis technique enables the HP 5005A
to display a compressed, four digit "fingerprint" or signature of the
digital data stream at a logic node. Any fault associated with a device
connected through the node will force a change in the data stream and
consequently produce an erroneous signature. A more in-depth discussion of Signature Analysis can be found in the HP Application
Note Series 222.
Specific features of the 5005A Signature Analyzer mode include:
• Multiple logic family compatibility-preset threshold levels for
TTL, CMOS, and ECL with front panel adjustability (+ 12.5V to
-12.5V) assures coverage of a wide range of logic device types.
• 20 MHz clock frequency-extends Signature Analysis to high
speed circuits, such as CRT displays.

• Qualified signature mode-speeds fault isolation in complex products by windowing signature collection to specific modules or devices without requiring major test setup changes. This simplifies
the engineering involvement in hardware and software testability
and accelerates test procedure preparation.

Voltage Threshold
Logic level degradation is a common and troublesome malfunction
in digital products. Isolating this failure typically requires displaying
the signal and interpreting a waveform. The 5005A provides a simple,
direct method to measure logic high and logic low voltage of dynamic
signals.
The peak voltage measurement mode allows the 5005A to read and
display either the highest (positive peak) or lowest (negative peak)
voltage measured at the probe. Selection of either positive peak or
negative peak voltage mode displays the appropriate threshold for
comparison against the specifications of the logic family being measured.
Differential voltage measurement (measurement of voltage differences between two points) can be made by measuring the voltage reference point, pressing the differential voltage key (tJ. V), then
measuring the second point. The display indicates the difference in
voltage between the two probed points without requiring the burdensome task of isolating the voltmeter from ground. Voltage changes in
components and power supplies are made quickly, easily and safely.

Counter
The counter within the 5005A provides totalizing and frequency
measurement to 50 MHz, and time interval measurement to 100 nanosecond resolution. Intended to extend the digital troubleshooting capability of the 5005A beyond strictly synchronous measurement
(signature analysis), the counter functions provide the ability to characterize one shots and timers through time interval measurement; test
interrupt lines, reset lines and asynchronous communication (RS232)
interfaces through totalizing and verify clock and clock divider circuitry through frequency measurement.

DIGITAL CIRCUIT TESTERS
Signature Multimeter, Combines Counter and Multimeter Function with Signature Analysis
Model 5005A (Cont.)

5005A Specifications
Signature
Display: 4 digits. Characters 0-9, ACFHPU.
Fault detection accuracy: 100% probability of detecting single-bit

errors: 99.998% probability of detecting multiple-bit errors.
Minimum gate length: I clock cycle (I data bit) between START
and STOP.
Maximum gate length: no limit.
Minimum timing between gates: I clock cycle between STOP and
START.
Data probe timing:
Setup time: IOns (data to be valid at least IOns before selected

clock edge.)
Hold time: 0 ns (data to be held until occurrence of selected clock

edge.)
START, STOP, QUAL timing:
Setup time: 20 ns (signals to be valid at least 20 ns before selected

clock edge.)
Hold time: 0 ns (signals to be held until occurrence of selected clock
edge.)
CLOCK timing:
Maximum clock frequency: 20 MHz.
Minimum pulse width: 15 ns in high or low state.
Qualify mode: allows data clock qualification by an external signal.

DATA probe input impedance "",50 kll to the average value of "0"
and "I" threshold settings (± 6V max); 10 pF.
START, STOP, CLOCK, QUAL input impedance"'" 100 kll; 10 pF.
Front panel indicators: Flashing GATE light indicates detection of
valid START, STOP, CLOCK conditions. Flashing UNSTABLE
light indicates a difference between 2 successive signatures, and possible intermittent faults.
Frequency
Display: 5 digits.
Ranges: 100 kHz, I MHz, 10 MHz, 50 MHz, autoranged.
Resolution: I LSD (I Hz on 100 kHz range).
Accuracy: ± 0.0 I% of reading ± I count.

Minimum pulse width"", IOns in high or low state.
Gate time"'" I s, fixed.
Imput impedance "",50 kll to the average value of "0" and "I" threshold settings (± 6V max); 10 pF.
Totalizing
Display: 5 digits.
Range: 0-99,999 counts.
Resolution: I count.
Accuracy: ± I count.

ACCURACY
±0.1 %of reading ± 2mV
± 0.25% of reading ± 20mV
± 0.25% of reading + 20mV

RANGE
25V
250V (< 100V)
250V (> 100V)

RESOLUTION
ImV
10mV
100mV

Input impedance"", I0 Mil.
Differential Voltage
Reading: Reads input voltage present at the probe and displays dif-

ference between it and voltage at the time 6 V key was depressed.
Specifications: Same as for DCV, above. Voltage range is deter-

mined by larger of 2 compared voltages. Accuracy is valid for I minute after 6 V key depression.
Peak Voltage
Display: 3\.-2 digits.
Range: O-± 12Vp.
Resolution: 50mV.
Accuracy: ± 2% of reading ± 5% of POp signal ± 100mV.

Minimum peak duration"'" 10 ns.
Maximum time between peaks "",50 ms.
Input impedance"", 100 kll; 10 pF.
Signature Analyzer Logic Thresholds

Preset thresholds: (All levels ± 0.2V).
FAMILY
TIL
ECl
CMOS

DATA '1"
2.0V
-l.lV
3.5V

DATA '0"
O.BV
-1.5V
1.5V

CLOCK·ST·SP·QL
1.4V
-1.3V
2.5V

Adjustable thresholds: each preset threshold can be adjusted.
Range: ± 12.5V, in 50mV steps.
Accuracy: ± 2% of setting, ± .2V

Logic threshold circuitry is operative during NORM, QUAL, kHz,
TOTLZ and ms measurements.

Maximum input frequency "",50 MHz, with a minimum pulse width
of IOns, and minimum pulse separation of IOns.
Minimum START/STOP pulse width "",20 ns.
DATA input impedance "",50 kll to the average value of "0" and "I"
threshold settings (+6V max); 10 pF.
START, STOP input impedance "",100 kll; 10 pF.
Time Interval
Display: 5 digits.
Ranges: 10 ms, 100 ms, I s, lOs, 100 s, autoranged.
Resolution: I count (100 ns on 10 ms range).
Accuracy ± 0.0 I% of reading 2:: I count.

QUAL, kHz and TOTLZ modes. Lamp indicates high, low, bad-level
and pulsing states.
Minimum detected pulse width is IOns.
Data probe protection:
Continuous overload:
DCV, 6V, kll modes only: ±250V AC/DC.
All other modes: ± 150V AC/DC, 20V rms at input frequencies

>2 MHz.

Resistance
Display: 4 or 5 digits, depending on range.
Ranges: 30 kll, 300 kll, I MIl,3 Mil, 10 Mil, autoranged.
Accuracy: (at 15°C-30°C).

ACCURACY
±1%of reading ±2!l
±1%of reading
±1%of reading
±10% or reading
±10% of reading

General
Data probe tip: acts as high-speed logic probe in the NORM,

Intermittent overload: ± 250V AC/DC, up to I min, for all

Minimum START/STOP pulse width ",,20 ns.
DATA input impedance =50 kll to the average value of "0" and "I"
threshold settings (± 6V max); 10 pF.
START, STOP input impedance "",100 kll; 10 pF.

FULL SCALE
RANGE
29999 k!l
30 k!l
300 kQ
29999 kll
1 MQ
9999 kll
3MQ
2999kll
10000 kll
10 Mil
Input impedance ",20 kll to ±2V

DC Voltage
Display: 41/2 digits.
Ranges: ± 25V, ± 250V, autoranged; referenced to earth ground.
Accuracy: (at 15°C-30°C).

DISPLAY
RESOLUTION
1Q
10 Q
1001l
1 kQ
10 kQ

modes.
Timing pod protection:
Continuous overload: ± 100V AC/DC, 20V rms at input fre-

quencies >2 MHz.
Intermittent overload: ± 140V AC/DC, up to I min.
Auxiliary power supply: Three rear-panel connectors supply 5V at

0.7 A total for pulser, current tracer or microprocessor exerciser.
Operating temperature: O°C to +55°C.
Operating humidity: 95% RH at +40°C, except as specified otherwise for DCV, 6 V and kll modes.
Power: Selectable 100V, 120V, 220V or 240V AC line (+5%10%),48-440 Hz, 35 VA maximum.
Weight: Net: 3.5 kg, 8.0 Ibs. Shipping: 10 kg, 22.5 Ibs.
Size: 90 mm high x 215 mm wide x 410 mm deep (31f2in x 81f2in x
16in), excluding handle.
SOOSA Signature Multimeter
Option 910 Additional Manual:

$2500.00
$25.00

Application Notes-An aid in evaluating testability
Hewlett-Packard has compiled, from our internal experience and
the experiences of our customers, a set of application notes addressing
the technical and economic aspects of Signature Analysis. This literature, available at no cost, augments the extensive factory and field
based support engineering staffs available to assist you in implementing testability.

AN 222
A Designer's Guide to Signature Analysis.
(HP Publication 02-5952-7465)
Describes fundamental concepts of SA and a Signature Analyzer,
how to design product for testability and serviceability, general SA
design guidelines for various classes of circuits, and documentation
techniques.

AN 222-1
Implementing Signature Analysis for Production Testing.
(HP Publication 5952-8785)
Shows how to test ROMs and combinatorial circuits, sequential circuits, and microprocessor-based boards with SA using the HP 3060A
Board Test System. Shows how to FREERUN several microprocessors. Gives examples of SA stimulus test programs for RAM and
ROM as well as an example of a board test program.

AN 222-2
Application Articles on Signature Analysis.
(HP Publication 02-5952-7542)
A collection of eight technical articles on SA applications. Includes
a discussion of the Signature Analyzer's accuracy of error detection.
Includes an article on FREERUN fixtures for retrofitting SA.

AN 222-4
Guidelines for Signature Analysis. Understanding the Signature
Measurement.
(HP Publication 02-5952-7595)
Shows how a signature is taken by a Signature Analyzer. Contains
guidelines for controlling the measurement cycle, or GATE, through
the START, STOP, and CLOCK inputs. Also shows how three-state
nodes are trea ted, and more.

AN 222-10
A Signature Analysis Case Study of a Z80-Based Personal
Computer.
(HP Publication 02-5952-7591)
Shows the details of retrofitting SA into a personal computer for
testing of ROM, RAM and I/O in terms of hardware, software and
test connections. Includes circuit exercise program now charts and
listings. Shows START, STOP and CLOCK connections and waveforms.
AN 222-11
A Signature Analysis Case Study of a 6800-Based Display
Terminal.
(HP Publication 02-5952-7622)
Describes how SA was retrofit into the 6800-based Memorex 1377
Display Terminal using the HP 500lA Microprocessor Exerciser.
Shows how the 500lA preprogrammed tests exercise the 6800, the
address and data buses, program ROM, scratchpad RAM, display
RAM, and clock and timing circuits. Includes a listing of the custom
program for testing PIAs. Describes the custom program for testing
display refresh circuits. Shows how the asynchronous communications interface (IBM 3270 protocol) is tested. Gives results of circuit
coverage and test effectiveness.

AN 222·3
A Manager's Guide to Signature Analysis.

(HP Publication 02-5952-7592)
Shows how to calculate the cost reductions that can be expected in
production test and field service by implementing SA. Suggests simplified rules of thumb for estimating the costs, savings, and feasibility
of SA. Concludes with ROI calculations for a sample product.

When you consider testability. look to Hewlett-Packard for stateof-the-art products and in-depth applications support.

DIGITAL CIRCUIT TESTERS
Microprocessor Exerciser, 6800, 8085 and 2-80 Support
Model 5001A, C, and D
• External Stimulus for Signature Analysis
Troubleshooting
• 51 Preprogrammed Tests

• Full I/O Wraparound Testing
• Support for the 6800, 8085 and Z-80 Microprocessors
• Unique Memory Overlay for Preprogrammed Tests

Description

Memory Overlay

The HP 5001 series of Microprocessor Exercisers offers a new alternative to add enhanced testability, in microprocessor-based products. Used in conjunction with a Signature Analyzer, the HP 5001
provides an external source of either preprogrammed or custom test
stimulus to the microprocessor or input ports of a system. The operator simply removes the microprocessor from the system under test,
connects the HP 5001 Microprocessor Exerciser, and utilizing the
three button front panel, selects the test program to execute.

A unique memory overlay scheme makes all preprogrammed tests
and custom ROM programs independent of the system under test
memory map. A product may use its entire memory space without
reserving ROM space for test programs. Additionally, this feature
allows all programs to run independently of memory faults in the system under test.

Preprogrammed Test Stimuli
Front panel switches on the 500 I allow selection of over 50 preprogrammed tests which are stored in its ROM. These test stimuli include:
• A test of the microprocessor instruction set and interrupts.
• A free-run test for address and data bus integrity.
• ROM read tests.
• RA M read-write tests.
• Output port pattern tests.
• Input port pattern tests.
The 5001 utilizes the microprocessor of the product under test to repetitively execute preprogrammed stimuli.

Custom Test Stimuli
The 5001 can be utilized to run custom programs for those portions
of the product under test which require stimulus beyond that provided
by the preprogrammed routines. It has a socket which allows instructions to be executed from a custom programmed ROM. The user
writes stimulus programs, generates a PROM containing the appropriate microprocessor code and places it into the 500 I A to execute up
to 2K bytes of external stimulus. Typical custom tests could include:
• Configuration and stimulus for PIA's.
• Pattern stimuli for sequential logic outboard of output ports.
• Go/no go functional tests.

Single Signature Tests
Certain preprogrammed stimuli are designed to provide pass/fail
information on the microprocessor, RAM and ROM through a single
signature. For example, to save troubleshooting time a particular
RAM test requires collecting only a single signature to verify a RAM
rather than collecting signatures of all RAM pins.

Qualified Stimuli
Some stimuli utilize a "qualify" line to optimize testing by dynamically modifying the effective address range of the preprogrammed
test. For example, the output port tests call for the qualify line to be
connected to the chip-enable pin of the port to be tested. The microprocessor searches its address field until that chip is enabled (and the
qualify line asserted) then writes all possible patterns to that port,
repetitively.

Bus Signatures
The 5001 can read data from the product under test, as well as write
patterns into it. Certain stimuli utilize this feature to read bus data,
serialize it, and output a single bit stream. This "bus signature" saves
time and reduces the potential errors in probing several separate
points on a bus.

Input Port Stimuli
The 500 I has eight output lines under microprocessor control.
These can be used to stimulate input ports or circuitry within the
product under test without requiring additional equipment, connectors, or fixtures. Reading the results into the 5001 allows full wraparound testing of the product under test.
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• 8085 Microprocessor Support

SA Interface
A signature analyzer port on the 500 I allows quick and easy connection of START, STOP, CLOCK, and ground. Full control of
these signals through either preprogrammed tests or through the custom test ROM saves time by reducing equipment setup changes.

5OO1C Specifications-(SOS5)
Main interface to product under test (ribbon cable).
Clock frequency with CLOCK switch set to:
Ext (External Crystal on X1, X2): 6.25 MHz max.
CLK Out: 3.125 M Hz max.
INT (Internal Crystal on X1, X2): 4.00 MHz.
CLK Out: 2.00 MHz.
Minimum frequency as specified by 8085 manufacturer.
ROM specifications.
ROM Type: Intel 2716 EPROM or equivalent.
ROM specifications (for maximum clock frequency):
Maximum address to output delay (tacc):
557 nsec NOMINAL.
Maximum chip select to output delay (tco):
256 nsec NOMINAL.

5001A Speclfications-(6S00)
Main interface to product under test (ribbon cable).
Clock frequency with ROM switch set to:
EXT (External ROM): 2.0 MHz max.
INT (Internal programmed ROM): 1.5 MHz max.
Minimum frequency: 100 kHz.
ROM specifications.
ROM Type: Intel 2716 EPROM or equivalent.
ROM specifications (for maximum clock frequency):
Maximum address to output delay (tacc):
250 nsec NOMINAL.
Maximum chip select to output delay (tco):
190 nsec NOMINAL.
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• Z-80 Microprocessor Support

50010 Specifications-(Z-SO)
Main interface to product under test (ribbon cable).
Clock frequency with ROM switch set to:
EXT (External ROM): 4 MHz max.
INT (Internal programmed ROM): 4 MHz max.
Minimum frequency as specified by Z-80 manufacturer.
ROM Specifications.
ROM Type: Intel 2716 EPROM or equivalent.
ROM specifications (for maximum clock frequency):
Maximum address to output delay (tacc):
355 nsec NOMINAL.
Maximum chip select to output delay (tco):
245 nsec NOMINAL.

General Specifications
Operating Temperature: 0-55°C.
Power Requirements: +5 V DC ± 5%
5001A: 550 mA Nominal.
5001C: 500 rnA Nominal.
5001D: 550 mA Nominal.
Excluding the microprocessor and external custom ROM.
Shipping Weight: 1.36 kg (3 Ibs).
Dimensions: 235 mm long x 140 mm wide x 26 mm high
(9'4" x 5'12" xl").
Ordering Information:
5001A Microprocessor Exerciser for 6800 Systems
5001C Microprocessor Exerciser for 8085 Systems
50010 Microprocessor Exerciser for l-80 Systems
Option 910: Extra Manual

$900
$900
$1075
$18

Accessories include: microprocessor interface ribbon cable, external
stimulus port cable, external power cable, II test point grabbers, protective carrying case, and operating and programming manual.

DIGITAL CIRCUIT TESTERS
Digital Education Courses
Models 5035A, 5035T Logic Labs

50351 Complete Logic Lab
Learn logic. " the practical way. HP's Model5035T Logic Lab combines theory and lab so you'll learn digital logic quickly, enjoyably,
and memorably. Start by building simple circuits and work up to
complete numerical readout clocks. Adopted by schools, industrial
firms and individuals who want to keep up with the changing world of
electronics, and enjoy doing it.

50351 Logic Lab Ordering Information
Includes
5035A Mainframe with removable breadboard (see below)

"Practical Digital Electronics"-An Introductory Course
• Complete textbook
• 26 Experiment Workbook

TIL/DTL Test Instruments
• I0525T Logic Probe
• 10526T Logic Pulser
• 10528A Logic Clip

Wire and Component Kit
•
•
•
•

32 TTL, MSI, LSI ICs
285 Pre-stripped Wires
4 Large LED numerical displays
IC Remover

Accessories Available
1258-0121: Additional Breadboard Assembly
10656A: Set of 10 "Practical Digital Electronics" An
Introductory Course-Texts and Lab Workbooks
10657A: Additional Component and Wire Kit

5035T Logic Lab

Price
$65
$150
$150

$900

5035A Logic Lab Mainframe
The 5035A Logic Lab Mainframe brings convenience and flexibility to breadboarding by allowing solderless connection of new circuit
ideas. Fully self-contained, the mainframe has a 5-volt I-amp power
supply, two clocks, four LED indicators, six data switches, two 5-volt
BNC connectors, and a handy removable breadboard. To use it, just
connect up circuits using standard 24-gauge wire, then power up either one or several breadboards to quickly and easily verify new circuits ideas before incurring expensive PC board layout and rework
charges.

5035A Mainframe Ordering Information

---------. ...
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Power supply: 5 vol ts ± 5%, over 0-1 Amp range; 10mV rms ripple
maximum. Continuous short circuit protection.
Data switches: 6 bounceless slide switches for TTL high/low outputs.
LED indicators: 4 high/low indicators.
Clocks: 2 independent; I Hz and 100 kHz.
Breadboard assembly (HP part number 1258-0121): removable.
Interconnections: all power supply, data switch, LED indicator,
and component contact points may be interconnected by standard 24gauge hook-up wire.
Power requirements: 100/120/220/240 V ac +5, -10% 50 or 60
Hz line frequency; 30 watts max; 0°C-55°C.
Size: mainframe, 311 H x 89 W x 267 mm D (3'1," x 12'/," x 10'/,").
Breadboard assembly: 165 H x 114 W x 13 mm D (6'/," x 4'1," x '1,").
Weight: net, 5.9 kg (13Ib). Shipping, 6.9 kg (15.13Ib).

Accessories Available
1258-0121: Additional breadboard assembly
1540-0258: Heavy duty, padded vinyl carrying case
05035-60006: Wire interconnect kit (258 prestripped,
assorted length and color, 24 gauge hook-up wires)

5035A Logic Lab

Price
$65
$75
$35

$475

DIGITAL CIRCUIT TESTERS
Microprocessor Lab
Model5036A

• Covers hardware, software and troubleshooting in one
course.
• A practical, hands-on course for the general technical
community.

Staying Current with Technology
The microprocessor represents an extension of electronics technology into areas previously dominated by mechanical devices, older
electronic or electrical means, or even hydraulics. This means more
versatile, less expensive electronic tools are rapidly replacing older
less efficient equipment. However, repair of microprocessor-based
systems by engineers, scientists and technicians trained on older
equipment is a problem area ignored until now.
The microprocessor presents a repair problem due to its complexity,
and because it is used in so many diverse products. Repair of these
microprocessor products is currently a challenge to manufacturers.
Little imagination is required to anticipate field repair problems with
great quantities of microprocessor-based products like the following:
- Traffic Controller
- Pipeline Control System
- Typesetter
- Medical Instrumentation
- POS Terminal
- Telephone Exchange
- Tire Balancer
- Taxi Meter
- Photo Finisher
- Oceanographic Telemeter
- Test Instruments
- Elevator Control System
There are great numbers of scientists and engineers who can contribute to solving this problem by learning about both the hardware
and software in microprocessor systems, and there is a virtual army of
technicians who need to learn to troubleshoot them. The 5036A Microprocessor Lab provides both the hardware and software basics and
vital troubleshooting information needed to solve the microprocessor
puzzle.
To help fully understand how to repair faulty microcomputer systems, a user should understand both software and hardware. The
5036A course book, Practical Microprocessors, covers both areas in
detail in separate chapters containing summaries, hands-on experiments and quizzes. Once these chapters are completed. the course
builds up to a series of troubleshooting experiments employing recommended accessory troubleshooting instruments that challenge the
user and reinforce major microprocessor operating concepts.
[n addition to microcomputer basics, the book contains information
on the use of oscilloscopes, signature analyzers, logic analyzers, logic
probes and many other topics.
A practical hands-on course, Practical Microprocessors, removes
the mystery from this exciting area and helps the user become current
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• Textbooks are available in English, German,
French and Italian editions.

in a subject bound to be required knowledge in most engineering, scientific and technical disciplines for years to come. The course book
supplied is in English, but German, French and Italian editions are
available; please contact only the H P sales offices in those countries
regarding procurement.

5036A Major Features
• Multi-colored block diagram PC board graphics illustrate system
organization to enhance learning.
• Multiple-experiment troubleshooting chapter highlights IC Troubleshooters such as 545A Probe, 546A Pulser, 547 A Current Tracer
and 5004A Signature Analyzer.
• Plug-in jumpers create real hardware faults that allow realistic
troubleshooting practice.
• Complete resident software.
- Easy program entry and modification.
- Program debugging aids.
- Interesting demonstration programs.
- Built-in signature analysis and self-test routines.
- I K-Byte of user program space.
• Large, easy-to-read displays.
• Dual 5- Volt power supplies, plus edge connectors for expandability.
• Software-controlled speaker.
• LED monitors on all data, address, status and output lines.

Ordering Information
5036A Microprocessor Lab and Power Supply mounted in briefcase, plus Practicai j.ficroprocessors text and
lab book, in English (to purchase books in German,
French or Italian, please conta~t only the HP sales offices in those countries).

Price
$900

Recommended Accessories for
Troubleshooting Experiments:
5024A Logic Troubleshooting Kit; includes 545A
Probe, 546A Pulser, 547 A Current Tracer and vinyl
case.
5004A Signature Analyzer

$700

$1,100
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LOGIC ANALYZERS
Real-Time Analysis of Digital Systems

Introduction

The Electronic Bench

Continuing Evolution
in the Data Domain

The many people who design, manufacture, and service HP products also use these
same instruments in their day-to-day work.
This situation creates a loop of constant and
immediate feedback which results in innovative answers to measurement problems.
Frequently, new measurement features are
the end result of a designer at one work bench
providing a solution for a problem of a designer at the next bench.
A basic understanding of measurements
needed for logic systems is reflected in such
functional analysis concepts as cross-bus
analysis and glitch triggers. An awareness of
how instruments are actually used led to the
development of operator interfaces that meet
the needs of the experts while still serving the
novices. Menu-driven instrument control
simplified the operation of second-generation
logic analyzers in 1976.
Syntax-driven soft keys were introduced in
1979 with the logic development system,
greatly simplifying both learning and use of a
powerful operating system for software development. Major steps have been taken towards the "electronic bench" of the future,
which will accommodate a wide variety of
design, development, and troubleshooting
tasks on a multistation configuration sharing
a common data base with other electronic
benches.

In a seemingly overnight conversion, electronics of the 70's switched primary allegiance from analog to digital design. Now
there is an equally rapid adoption of processor-based designs for the majority of these
digital implementations. New disciplines are
appearing, which in turn require new tools.
By necessity, the new tools lag behind the
need, but the frequency of appearances of
"the latest answer to your measurement
needs" is so great that the task of "keeping
up" is becoming a formidable task for electronics engineers and digital designers.
The evolutionary pressure which created
the need for new answers is felt by the instrument designers as well as the users. HewlettPackard continues to be one of the leaders in
developing new tools to meet the ever-changing needs of the electronics industry. In 1973,
HP introduced a Logic State Analyzer to
provide a growing population of digital designers with a window on the parallel flow of
binary data. Today, HP has a family of logic
analyzers and a universal logic development
system which cover a wide spectrum of measurement capabilities to serve users engaged
in design, production, and service of digital
products.

Analysis Tools for
Logic Systems
Logic systems are built from two basic elements: hardware and software. If you were to
design and build a logic-based unit "from the
ground up", the sequence of steps you would
take are likely to be those shown in figure 1.
Ideally, you would complete each step in
turn, but practically, you will have to return
to an earlier process and retrace your steps
many times. For instance, a malfunction at
the point of integrating hardware and software could send you back to check the control lines or to verify that the data lines, the
controlled circuits, are transmitting the state
flow properly. Different analysis instruments
are optimal for different phases in development of a logic system. Digital volt meters
(DVMs) and oscilloscopes are useful in the
initial steps of creating the hardware base, to
assure that the circuits do indeed work, and
within the limits you prescribe for timing and
other electrical parameters.
As the system becomes more fully defined,
you need analysis tools that give you a greater overview of system performan\:e. You have
verified that each separate line functions, but
now you must concern yourself with many
lines operating together. A logic timing analyzer is now the optimal tool, to view activity
on circuits operating concurrently, asynchronously and synchronously.
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Figure 1. There are eight major functions in constructing a logic system. Different measurement instruments are appropriate for various
stages, and no single instrument meets all measurement needs. Each function must be accomplished once, but, in most cases, it is
necessary to return to an earlier step several times.
You now must generate code to be used
with your hardware. The logic development
system is the tool for software design; and, if
your logic system employs a microprocessor,
you can emulate your final logic system even
when no hardware exists. With the initial
software completed, the logic state analyzer
is the optimal instrument for checking the
state now, the sequence of states on parallel,
synchronous data and address lines. The logic state analyzer serves as a diagnostic tool,
as any functional problem in a digital system
is eventually renected in an error in the state
now.
The job is not yet completed. Once hardware and software function adequately as a
single unit, it is time to check out the highlevel software performance, and to fine tune
the system. Either the logic development
system or a performance analysis system
consisting of a logic analyzer with a HewlettPackard Interface Bus (HP-IB) capability, a
computer or controller and a printer/plotter,
enable you to make complex measurements
on efficiency and effectiveness of your logic
system.
As a final step, if your system is to be part
of a larger logic system and the tie to that
system is a serial transmission interface, such
as the RS-232-C (V24) interface, then the
serial data analyzer is the proper analysis
instrument.

each of the two tools. Logic analyzers have
an advantage of greater portability and a
more sophisticated feature set focused on a
specific measurement and analysis sphere:
timing, state, or serial analysis. The logic development system becomes economically advantageous for larger scale logic system
development projects, and greatly facilitates
the team approach through a multistation
configuration sharing a common data base.

Choosing the best analysis and development instruments for your needs is a function
of your applications. Before selecting instruments, first determine what measurements
and capabilities you need to accomplish your
major functions. Then familiarize yourself
with the measurements and capabilities
available with each class of instrument.
Compare the relative value of each to your
applications, both today and tomorrow.
FUNCTIONAL
DESCRIPTION

Team Approach
The one designer-one system approach to
development of logic products is becoming
less common. Competitive time pressures,
complexity of the product, and the magnitude of the development process make it necessary to use teams of designers and
developers.
Ordinarily, two teams are used, a hardware
team and a software team. As shown in figure 2, logic analyzers and the logic development system have overlapping applications,
but there are applications that are unique to

LOGIC

ANALYZERS
Figure 2. In the typical development cycle for digital systems, the Logic Development
System is the proper tool for earlier design phases of creating and debugging software,
while logic analyzers contribute sophisticated analysis capabiity to all phases of the
development cycle beyond initial code generation and circuit building.

LOGIC ANALVZERS
Real-Time Analysis for Digital Systems

Figure 3. Timing display of a logic timing analyzer shows the
state, high or low, of each of the eight lines monitored at each
occurrence of an internal clock. Reference point for data collection, the trigger event, is indicated by the small tick mark.

Timing Analysis
The logic timing analyzer is often called
the hardware designer's tool. A primary
function of the timing analyzer is providing a
display of the functional timing relations between signals on the logic circuits.
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Figure 5. Two common forms of capturing
glitches result in very different displays.
The latch, or stretcher, circuit shows the
same display whether the glitch occurs
two clock periods ahead, one clock period
ahead, or one clock period after the data
transition. A glitch in the same clock period as the data transition is not registered
by the latch circuit.

Figure 4. This timing analyzer display shows glitches as brightened vertical bars. Triggering data collection at the occurrence of
a glitch on selected control lines and a Boolean pattern is a convenient feature for many troubleshooting applications.

Timing analyzers do not replace DVMs
and oscilloscopes; they provide a different
measure. DVMs are used early in the design
cycle (see figure I) to check continuity and
voltage levels, to assure that there will be no
catastrophic failure when the system is
turned on initially. Oscilloscopes are then
used to check static and dynamic conditions
of the control lines; e.g., is the reset in the
correct state? Is the clock phasing proper?
Once the initial design restraints are met, the
hardware designer turns to the logic timing
analyzer to check the control lines that are
active, and subsequently, the controlled
lines-the data and address lines.
Uniqueness of the measurement set of a
logic timing analyzer is due to several features. A timing analyzer can trace the
activity on multiple channels simultaneously.
Unlike the logic state analyzer, the timing
analyzer can collect information asynchronously as well as synchronously. A time filter
distinguishes valid data from random
activity. Unlike the oscilloscope, the timing
analyzer can collect data in negative time;
i.e., the analyzer will display the timing
traces of line activity that occurred prior to
the selected reference point, the trigger.
Time interval measurements can be made,
and data collection can be delayed beyond
the trigger point by time or event counts. Perhaps the most valued feature to the hardware
designer is the glitch detection circuit of the
Hewlett-Packard Logic Analzyer, which
captures a glitch, stores it separately, and
displays it uniquely. Glitches can be used in
trigger conditions.

Functional Timing Measurements
Displays of timing information are in the
idealized form which describes two states,
high or low (figure 3). The search for
glitches, inappropriate timing intervals, and
signals occurring in the wrong sequence is a
large part of the hardware engineer's work,
in design, production, or maintenance.
Triggers are the reference points from
which data is collected, either as an end point

or an initial point. Using a time filter,
which uses the same identifying time interval
as the system being observed, makes the trigger truly asynchronous. The timing analyzer
will not trigger on events that are transient
and would not cause a response in the target
system, nor will the analyzer miss any set of
signals that would be accepted as valid.
Glitch Detection
Two forms of glitch detection are common.
The latch method captures glitches and displays each glitch as a data bit, one sample·
period wide. Glitch detection for Hewlett·
Packard logic analyzers defines a glitch as
more than one transition across the voltage
threshold within a single clock period.
Glitches are stored in a separate memory,
and displayed uniquely on the timing diagram (figure 4).
The disadvantages of the glitch-latch approach can be seen in figure 5. Using a latch
method to capture glitches results in the
same display whether the glitch occurred two
sample periods or one sample period before
the data transition, or one sample period following the data transition. Glitches that occur in the same sample period as a data
transition are not detected at all with the
latch method; unfortunately, these can be
some of the most troublesome of all glitches.
The Hewelett-Packard glitch.detection
method uses twin, overlapping continuous
monitors to identify glitches, and stores this
information in a separate memory. Glitches
on specified control lines can be used as part
of trigger conditions, separately, or logically
ANDed with synchronous or asynchronous
triggers.
Simultaneous State and Timing
Analysis
Module integration and verification of the
hardware/software interface are tasks usually best accomplished through state analysis.
The hardware is operational and the sequence of states are defined, and errors or
problems with either hardware or software
will show up as disruptions in the state flow.

However, this is the phase at which the designer frequently finds it necessary to return
to earlier work to find one more overlooked
glitch or alter a timing relation that was reasonable when it was built into the hardware,
but simply doesn't execute well with the software. A convenient tool at this time is a logic
analyzer which will monitor state flow and
timing conditions simultaneously. For example, a sequence of events on asynchronous
logic circuits can be investigated at a particular point in program execution. By triggering
on a glitch and collecting state flow in negative time, an analysis can be made of system
performance preceding the glitch.

State Analysis
Logic state analyzers capture and display
the flow of events occurring synchronously in
a logic system. They present a real-time window on the operating system by transparently monitoring activity on address, data, and
control buses. State flow is clocked (strobed)
into the analyzer with the clock signal(s) that
indicate data on the lines are valid. To collect
accurate information, the logic state analyzer must meet the same criteria for selecting
valid signals as the logic system observed.
Set-up times for the analyzer must be minimal and a zero hold time is essential to avoid
interpreting transitional states as valid states
(figure 6).
The operator's view of system activity is
the state list shown on the analyzer's display.
Display formats vary. Simpler logic state
analyzers offer 16 lines, sufficient to monitor
only addresses, without the accompanying
data. More sophisticated analyzers offer 24
to 36 parallel inputs (figure 7), which accommodate state flow from 16-bit microprocessors or additional control-line information.
Format for the display also varies. The simplest logic state analyzer lists 1's and O's
grouped in three- or four-bit sets. Secondgeneration analyzers, which are themselves
microprocessor-driven, offer more complex
displays. Inputs can be selectively grouped
under labels (e.g., A for address, D for data,

E for control lines) and translated to convenient numerical bases: binary, decimal, octal,
hexadecimal. Analyzers dedicated to use
with specific microprocessors can reassemble
the machine language to the mnemonics used
by programmers (figure 8), a convenience for
comparing what did happen to what should
have happened. Another specialized analyzer, the serial data analyzer, monitors serially
transmitted data, translates the data into the
code in use, and displays both transmitted
and received data.
Logic state analyzers are an example of a
"next-bench" solution. Less than a decade
ago, the engineers working with electronic
instruments found themselves increasingly
involved in the data domain, and software designers began to appear. The oscilloscope, an
analog tool, did not meet the needs of designers and troubleshooters who needed to see a
number of timing lines simultaneously. In
fact, it soon became apparent that even the
timing lines were an inefficient form of information when the pertinent data was the state
of each line at each successive clock signal.
Consequently, the first logic state analyzers,
and all subsequent logic analyzers, are optimized for the functions of trou bleshooting
logic systems. Triggering and selective tracing are key features for effective analysis of
state flow.

or more points can be specified to occur in
sequence before "making a trace" (data collection). If a count of trigger events is available, each sequence term can be specified to
occur a given number of times. In systems
with frequent use of nested loops, a convenient trigger feature is a sequence restart
term. If the prescribed sequence is not found
by the time the sequence restart term appears, the search for the entire sequence is
begun again from the first term. avoiding a
situation in which sequence terms are found
in different passes through a loop. One analyzer permits a trace to be taken of states
within a stated range of addresses. The serial
data analyzer offers triggers suitable for serial transmission: pattern, protocol, parity, or
time intervals. All logic state analyzers permit data collection in "negative time", i.e.,
before the trigger event; and permit a delay
beyond the trigger point to allow a trace far
removed from a convenient "landmark."
Logic state analyzers also have an output signal which will trigger other instruments, such
as an oscilloscope.
Triggers determine where to collect data;
qualification determines what data is collected (figure 9). The result of qualification is a
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Triggering and Selective Tracing
In most logic systems, many algorithmic
tasks are performed repetitively, and much
of the system actively is devoted to scanning
routines. Collecting all of the state flow
would be cumbersome and impractical, and
would bury those key areas relating to a suspected problem under a mass of detail. Logic
state analyzers allow the user to pinpoint the
area to be observed with methods to define a
starting point for data collection (triggers)
and to select (qualify) the particular kind of
data to be strobed into the analyzer memory.
The simplest trigger is a single state which
is set to define the initial or final point of data
collection. On more complex analyzers, two

Figure 7. A state list as displayed on a logic state analyzer is the
sequence of events occurring at the clock signals of the system
under test. Modern logic analyzers allow grouping 24-36 inputs
under labels, with appropriate numerical bases for each group.
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Figure 6. Data captured by a logic state
analyzer may be ambiguous if the hold
time is greater than zero. With a positive
hold time, the analyzer may read the state
of the lines in a transitional period.

Figure 8. Logic state analyzers dedicated to specific microprocessors can reassemble machine language into the programming mnemonics for easier comparison of the program as written
to the program in execution on the user's system.
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Figure 9. ATrace Specification menu for a modern logic state analyzer allows a user to set very complex conditions for initiating a
state list trace and selecting specific classes of events for inclusion in the state list.

selective trace, a trace which contains only
specified categories of states. There are four
general ways to achieve the end of an "edited" trace: (I) tracing only trigger events; (2)
tracing events independent of trigger events;
(3) using clock qualifiers to collect data on
the buses only when a combination of signals
indicates the buses are carrying the target
data type; or (4) using a dedicated or general
purpose interface which is programmed to
select data types. Triggering and qualification greatly reduce the amount of memory
space required, and, more importantly, they
save analysis time by eliminating extraneous
information.

Performance Measures and
Displays
Simple measures, such as counting elapsed
time or number of events between two critical points in program execution, are excellent
diagnostic techniques for evaluating system
performance. One or both measures are
available on the second-generation logic analyzers, for use in fine-tuning and optimizing a
logic system.
For a quick overview, a map or a graph describe system activity pictorially. A map
plots the most significant half of each word
against the least significant half, and operators learn quickly to distinguish atypical system behavior patterns. The graph plots word
magnitude against sequence, and it offers the
additional convenience of presenting a more
global view by sampling every nth state rather than all states in the system operation.

Connection to Target System
Connecting the logic analyzer to the system under test may be done directly with
small pincer-type probes which come from
each multinodal probe assembly. For repeated measurements, circuit-mounted ribbon
cables simplify the connection. A general

Figure 10. The eight syntax keys of the Logic Development Station are directly below the display, and the function of each key is
shown on the display immediately above the key. These "soft"
keys are syntax-driven. The choices shown are those on-screen
at power up.

purpose probe interface is available for easier
connections and preprocessing of data flow
on a wire-wrap board in the interface pod.
For some of the popular minicomputers,
dedicated interfaces are available which further simplify connections, as well as providing access to the minicomputer buses. Each
interface also provides further preprocessing
and qualifiers.

Serial Data Analysis
The serial data analyzer is a special type of
logic state analyzer. While the information is
passed one bit at a time, typically across an
RS-232-C (V24) interface, many inputs are
required for the control signals. The serial
data analyzer is a transparent monitor in
synchronous or asynchronous networks and
decodes data in common character sets used
with link-level protocols. As an aid to locating faulty network components, this analyzer
can also simulate a CPU, a terminal,
or a modem. Refer to pages 608-61 I.

Logic Development System
Hewlett-Packard Model 64000 Logic Development System is a universal system for
designing and developing microprocessorbased logic systems. A multistation system
which shares a common data base on hard
disc, the 64000 meets the needs of today's design teams without compromising its adequacy for tomorrow's innovations. Software
engineers compose, edit, assemble, and link
their routines, and may use the optional Pascal compilers and logic analysis units for effective programming and debugging.
Syntax-driven soft keys make the system
easy to learn and use (figure 10). Simultaneously, for selected popular microprocessors, hardware engineers can use one of the
emulator options to exercise their modules
even when only part of the software and
hardware exist.

Minicomputer Performance
The host operating system has the processing power of a minicomputer. Each 64000
cluster has up to six development stations
used with a single hard disc and printer. A
16-bit HP host processor with an independent 64k memory resides in each development station. Development stations may be
configured to serve the purposes of the existing design program with a variety of options
today, and reconfigured or upgraded tomorrow to match a new program in logic development. Options presently available include
emulators for common microprocessors, logic analysis, PROM programmers, linkers and
assemblers, and Pascal compilers. An emulation subsystem is available to add the 64000
emulation capabilities to in-house development systems already established on large,
mainframe computers.
Architecture of the Logic Development
System reflects Hewlett-Packard's commitment to the concept of the "electronic
bench." An open-ended design, the Logic Development System architecture provides a
solid base for future compatible innovations.

HP-IB Expanded
Measurements
The sophisticated feature sets of standalone logic analyzers can be enhanced with
an optional HP-IB Interface to provide automated operation, hard-copy records, or a performance analysis system. Refer to pages 22
to 27 for a complete list of HP-l B compatible
instruments produced by Hewlett-Packard.
Combined with a printer or plotter/
printer, permanent documentation and records can be made of logic analyzer traces,
timing diagrams, and setups. Detailed analysis work can be done off-line in production

and long-term evaluations. Field personnel
can take the logic analyzer to remote sites
and send hard copy back to a central facility
for detailed statistical studies and trend
analyses.
Adding a controller to a logic analyzer
through the HP-IB creates a powerful test
system for many settings. In production, operator prompts and automatic setups for
analysis reduce training costs while assuring
uniform test procedures. Repetitive tests,
complicated measurement routines, and continuous system monitoring can be accomplished with little operator involvement.
Preventative maintenance can be improved
by using the automated logic analyzer to flag
borderline system performance, before the
entire system comes down. In the laboratory,
the "intelligent" logic analyzer is an excellent
instrument for performance analysis.

Performance Analysis
The logic analyzer, controller, printer/
plotter combination possible with HP-IB is
an economical, effective system-for a performance evaluation of a logic system. Data acquired by the logic analyzer can be processed
by the controller to produce histograms, software execution profiles, matrices of branching probabilities, and other user-designed
statistical tests and displays (figure II). Performance analysis with the "intelligent" logic
analyzer is valuable for optimizing software
and dynamic monitoring to fine-tune logic
systems.

Focus on Quality
Hewlett-Packard takes the time and effort
required to build in the extras that often
make the difference in finding efficient solutions to logic design and development problems. The care and concern in building
quality instruments is, in part, due to a com-

pany-wide charter to serve customers well,
but it also follows naturally because HP people build instruments they themselves use by
choice, in design, development, production,
and service.

Dependable Performance
Because HP engineers use the instruments
they design and build, you are assured that
the HP instrument you use has the dependability and careful design you need, too.
Consider the zero hold time feature of the
logic state analyzers. This one feature requires additional design effort and accommodation, but it is included because HP
engineers recognized the importance of obtaining a reliable signal from the system under test every time, not just "most of the
time" or "with most systems." Since you use
a logic analyzer with a variety of digital systems with varying specifications, the zero
hold time feature completely eliminates a potential problem of acquiring transitional
states which have the appearance of valid
data.
A second example of the care taken to provide effective solutions is the emulator function of the Logic Development System. The
designers chose to optimize "functional
transparency" by constructing an emulator
that makes a minimum intrusion into the target system. This decision was implemented
by separating the host memory and buses
from the emulator memory and buses. When
you run your system with the emulator, you
don't have to use processor memory space for
emulation activity, and no interrupts are
needed for the operating system activity.
This results in fewer surprises when you replace the emulator with your processor.

Reliability and Service
All Hewlett-Packard logic analyzers and
logic development systems are thoroughly

Figure 11. A logic analysis system composed of a logic analyzer,
controller, and printer/plotter on HP-IB can be programmed for
performance analysis. Histograms such as this are useful in evaluating program efficiency.

tested before shipment. Performance verification is imbedded in each instrument so you
can check to make sure your instrument is
performing properly each time you use it
(figure 12). Because serviceability is part of
an HP instrument from the very first design
concepts, downtime for servicing is held to a
minimum.

Friendly Interface
An instrument that is easy to use reduces
training time and allows the user to focus on
the design task rather than the intricacies of
the design-aid tool. Logic analyzers were
made simpler to operate by using an interactive menu for entering test parameters and
setting up measurements. The Logic Development System introduced a new human interface concept: guided syntax and "soft"
keys. Eight keys for operating the varied and
complex functions of the 64000 are on the development station directly below the display.
The function for each key is software-driven,
and the function in current use is named on
the display above the key. As a function is
changed, the key functions change and new
labels are shown on the display. Operators
are able to begin using the Logic Development System ilJ1mediately, not after extended study and repeated reference to a
manual.

Summary
Your first step in selecting measurement
tools is a thorough understanding of your
measurement applications and environments. There is a large variety of products
available, but if you know what features and
measures best suit your needs, the choice is
narrowed quickly. Then, apply the other
rules and considerations you use in making a
wise purchase.

Figure 12. One form of performance verification is built into each
analyzer, the self-test. At power-on, or with a rear-panel pushbutton, a series of self tests are performed by the logic analyzer to
verify that the analyzer is operating correctly.
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Introduction
The introduction of the microprocessor has created a revolution in
the design lab. Hewlett-Packard Model 64000 Logic Development
System meets the needs growing out of a new design philosophy. As
the cost and complexity of developing microprocessor-based products
spiral upwards, there are corresponding increases in cost and complexity of the design tools. Software development is a significant, and
often a major, factor in producing new processor products. Good design tools increase the efficiency and effectiveness of designers, with a
consequence of a real economic benefit through decreased development time. As well as making more efficient use of the designer's time
and skill, the 64000 Logic Development System gets the product to
market earlier, resulting in increased revenues from the added mature
sales period. For a comprehensive discussion of cost benefits and
worth analyses related to development systems, refer to "Economics
of Capital Equipment and Logic Development Systems," HP publication 5953·2737D, available from any HP Field Engineer.
Model 64000 Logic Development System is a multistation, harddisc based system which combines the hardware and software design
aids necessary for developing microprocessor-based products. The operating system uses an HP-proprietary 16-bit microprocessor for
minicomputer-like power. Emulators are available for the most commonly used microprocessors. An open-ended architecture provides
maximal flexibility for configuration today and for future expansion.
Directed syntax and softkeys give the 64000 a "friendly" system, easy
to learn and comfortable to use.
Two basic configurations of the 64000 System are Model 6400 IS
Logic Development System and Model 64005S Emulation Terminal
System. The emulation system, HP 64005S, in combination with an
existing development system on a mainframe computer, supports
emulation for 6800/6802, 8080/8085, and Z80 microprocessors. Users with an in-house software development system can retain the familiar processes and add the HP 64000 emulation function to create
an even more powerful set of design tools. The Development Station

performs as a stand-along emulation station and as an extra ASCI
terminal.
A 64000LS System consists of a Model 641 OOA Development Station with a Model 64940A tape cartridge drive installed and a compatible disc and printer. Expansion from this configuration can be
made in several dimensions. Hard-disc memory can be altered by using a different compatible disc, with 12M, 20M, 50M or 120M byte
capacities. One of two printers may be used, with speeds of 180 cps or
400 lpm. Development stations can be added, to a maximum of six
development stations sharing a disc and printer. Each development
station may have a tape cartridge drive and a full complement of optional functions: emulation, emulation memory, logic analysis, and
PROM programming.
The system bus connecting up to six development stations, disc, and
printer has a maximum interconnection distance of 20 metres. Using
a Model 37203A Extender, this distance can be as long as 250 metres.
An RS-232-C (V24) or current loop interface in each development
station provides asynchronous serial communication to serial-transmission devices, such as a teletype for tape and punch operations.
These serial interfaces are convenient means for downloading software from another system, transmitting ROM masters, and creating
or reading a paper tape.
It is the unique combination of features and architecture that sets
the Model 64000 apart. The Logic Development Station combines all
of the components needed to support a product design from definition
to production.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Supports wide range of microprocessors
Real-time emulation and analysis
Exceptionally friendly user interface
Integral universal PROM programmer
Tape cartridge for file transfer and backup
Multiuser
Wide range of disc and printer options
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Figure 1. Model 641 DDA Development Station card cage reserves the first three slots for the host system. and the remaining ten slots are
available for system options. If an emulation function is added, a separate, high-speed bus is used for the emulator.

System Overview
Designing with microprocessors, especially for those systems using
ROM, is best accomplished if the development team has available
three key capabilities: software development tools, target system
emulation, and logic analysis. Due to the favorable economics and
competitive pressures, many new companies are entering into processor-based design. More software specialists are graduating from colleges today, but for many designers, software design represents a new
discipline. These factors, together with inherent complexities of processor-based design, have sent the cost of software development per
line of code to new highs every year. Common sense dictates that
these design teams have available the tools and performance aids that
allow them to apply their efforts and skills effectively and efficiently.
Model 64000 Logic Development System provides the tools these
teams need for software development, emulation, and logic analysis.

Development Station
Model 641 OOA Development Station is the fundamental element of
the Logic Development System (figure 1). It provides the interface
between the user and the powerful operating system. Each development station contains:
• Host processor with 16k bytes of ROM, 64k bytes of RAM, and
control for display and I/O
• Modular power supply
• Console with integral 12" CRT
• Full ASCII keyboard and cursor control field
• Eight softkeys that are labeled by the software
• Optional tape cartridge drive
• Card cage with ten slots available for option cards
• Optional PROM programmer
• RS-232-C (V24) interface
The development station is easy to use. The interactive display with
softkeys and directed syntax lead the user through complex and powerful procedures without the need for memorizing long lists of commands and syntax or making frequent references to a manual. At
each decision point. the softkey labels list all the choices available for
the next step in creating a command structure. A flashing cursor
identifies data entry or editing position, and it is moved with the cursor keys to change entry or control areas.

Each development station can be fully configured, or more generally, selected development stations in a cluster are optimized for specific design tasks. For example, a software designer may choose a basic
station with an emulator function while a hardware designer is more
likely to add logic analysis and PROM programming functions.

Hard-Disc Drives
Hard discs give the 64000 System depth and speed. The depth allows a complex, powerful operating system while still keeping an
abundance of memory space free for work space. The speed makes
possible a smooth coordination of all active development stations in
the cluster. Together with the host processor and host memory, the
fast mass storage of a hard disc facilitates good design discipline. A
common, and troublesome, programming error occurs when a troubleshooter patches or fixes software in the object code, but fails to
alter the source code to reflect the revision. But the 64000 System
permits any keyboard command or entry to be automated directly
into the command files. A change in a 2000-line program can be processed through edit, assemble, link as well as emulation, configuration and logic analysis in less than three minutes; and, the change is
documented at the source code level.

Software Development
Software designers compose, revise and test code for the processor
product. They need tools for language translation, source text revision, and a medium to check program execution (figure 2). Standard
software for the Logic Development System includes a display-optimized editor, an "intelligent" file manager, and a linker to link relocatable code generated with optional assemblers and compilers.
Command files can be created to reduce complex operations to a simple call. Test and analysis can be conducted with the addition of the
emulation subsystem and the optional logic analyzer.
Relocating macroassemblers and linkers are available for each
emulator subsystem. Assemblers and linkers are also available for
many of the other common microprocessors, as well as an assembler
which accommodates user-generated assembly programs.
Pascal/64000 is an implementation of the block-structured programming language, Pascal, for use with Model 64000 Logic Development System. There are Pascal compilers for the 8080. 8085, Z80,
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Figure 2. The 64000 Logic Development System has a powerful
editor function for ease in preparing software for processorbased products. Labels for the eight "soft" syntax keys are
shown at the bottom of the display.

Figure 3. The emulation function in Model 64000 uses a separate
bus for emulation control and memory. logic analysis and interface to the target system. This enhances the functional transparency of the emulator.

6800, 6802, 6809, 68000, Z800 I, Z8002, 8086, and 8088 microprocessors. Other Pascal compilers are in preparation; an HP Field
Engineer or Logic Development System Specialist will have a current
list of available compilers.

these two modes, and program memory is mapped to both memories,
and program execution is switched between host and emulation memory as specified by the memory assignment map. Real-time operation
is possible in all three modes. Fast-access memory chips are used to
minimize memory board access time. Model 64000 Logic Development System allows the user to interleave host and target memories in
noncontiguous Ik byte blocks.
The emulator is an important link between the development phase
and the final product. As a rule, most of the program for a microprocessor-based product is stored in ROM. In the absence of any
other tools, EPROMs are used during development, but even simple
changes can involve a long process. Downloading to the RAM of the
emulator is automatic in the 64000 system, and a great time-saver in
developing software which will finally reside on the processor ROM.
Address space can be allocated to emulation RAM, emulation ROM,
target RAM, target ROM, and an illegal address space. Error messages are displayed any time the target processor executes an illegal
operation, such as a write to ROM or a reference to an illegal address.
The emulator allows mapping in lk byte blocks for 8-bit emulators,
and Ik or 4k blocks for 16-bit emulators. Any set of defined blocks
can be mapped, in any order, from target address space into available
emulation memory. Even if all the program is transferred to the target ROM, and one more bug is found, the suspected area can be
mapped back to the emulator, revised, and checked without removing
the target ROM from the circuit.
Emulators and logic analysis functions of the 64000 System can be
added to existing mainframe development systems with HP 64005S
Emulation Terminal System. Consisting of a Development Station,
64000 emulation hardware and software, the system can be used as a
stand-alone emulator and an ASCII terminal for the host mainframe.

Emulation
Emulation is an effective means to check how the software modules
work with the target microprocessor and hardware. The emulation
environment is valuable for debugging hardware and software at interim states. It provides download function, a RAM environment, and
run controls with easy set-up.
Emulation in the Logic Development System is controlled by the
host processor across a medium-speed bus. The target microprocessor
in the emulation pod and emulation control cards, and emulation
memory in the development stations card cage, use a separate, highfrequency bus (figure 3). The high-speed emulation memory uses 8k,
16k, 32k, or 64k of static RAM for 8-bit emulation, with additional
options of 96k or 128k RAM for 16-bit emulation. Emulators for 8bit microprocessors support 8080/8085, 6800/6802, Z80, 8048, and
6809 processors. For 16-bit microprocessors, emulators include
68000, Z8001 / Z8002, and 8086/8088 units.
Ideally, emulation would be functionally and electrically transparent to the target system. With functional transparency, the emulator
would impose no demands on the target system, such as reserved address space, interrupt inputs, or direct memory access.. An emu.l~tor
with electrical transparency would not alter the electrIcal specIfIcations of the target system, such as drive capability, capacitance, timing, clock speeds, and thresholds. Practically, one form of
transparency is achieved at the expense of the other form, and tradeoffs must be made. In Model 64000, functional transparency has been
given primacy. All emulators have a mode which is functionally
transparent to the target system. However, placing the prototype target processor in the emulation pod introduces some electrical changes
in the target system; processor drive, logic levels, and loading are altered by the buffers, and the bus cables introduce some capacitance.
Some electrical transparency was sacrificed to gain a better functional transparency.
A necessary condition to achieve functional transparency is the isolation of emulation buses and memory from the operating system
buses and memory. A major benefit gained by functional transparency is real-time emulation. This means the target system and microprocessor run at operational speeds without inserting wait states.
There are three possible modes of emulation. When all program
memory is assigned to the target system, only the microprocessor activity is emulated. All execution may be perform.ed from the em~la
tion memory of the development system. A third mode combines

Programming Aids
Logic Analyzer
The optional logic analyzer transparently monitors the emulator
bus for a real-time view of activity on address, data, status and control
lines of the target microprocessor. Logic analysis is a valuable tool for
debugging and sorting out answers to the questions: "What happened?" "Why did that happen?" The logic analyzer occupies a slot
in the development station card cage and requires no separate
connections.
A major asset of a logic analyzer is a feature which allows the user to
"window" a particular piece of system activity or a particular kind of
information status. Triggers are used to locate the window. The logic
analyzer of the 64000 system can be commanded to trigger (begin or
end gathering data) upon the occurrence of one of two conditions, a
range of addresses, or after the multiple occurrence of a given state.
Once trigger conditions are met, the data can be qualified further by

Figure 4. The logic analyzer function of Model 64000 transparently monitors the lines of the emulator bus. When state flow on the
target system matches the trigger conditions, a trace is made of
the system activity, which may be translated into programming
mnemonics. The time elapsed after the trigger point is shown with
each state in the right-hand column.

Figure 5. Model 64100A Development Station is the basic unit of
the 64000 System. The development station houses all the system options, and is the interface between the user and the Logic
Development System. Up to six development stations can be
used with a printer and one or more hard discs.

collecting only states that satisfy specified criteria, e.g., writes only,
writes to a specified address range, etc. The same trigger parameters
can be used to trigger external instruments, most commonly an oscilloscope, using the trigger output port.
As an aid to initial performance analysis, each state can be timestamped by time measured from the trigger event or between traced
states. This provides a bench-mark measure for comparing relative
efficiency of alternate routines, checking execution time, or identifying a problem by finding anomalies in interevent time intervals.
Since the trigger conditions are "recognized" in hardware, execution speeds remain at real time. Displays are translated into the microprocessor mnemonics for convenience in interpreting the state flow
(figure 4). The displays may also be shown in an appropriate numerical base.

translated into an intermediate data structure, and then to relocatable files which are, in turn, linked to form absolute files. The compilers give software designers the advantages of this modern, blockstructured language.

PROM Programmer
The PROM programming system combines hardware and software
to provide simple and efficient programming for most PROMs in use
today. The universal PROM programming control card is installed in
the card cage of the development station, and the appropriate personality module is mounted in the front panel. Then, programming of the
PROMs is automatic, and all conventions for the selected PROM
family are observed.
Model 64502A (Model 6400lS Option 502) PROM Programmer
contains the personality module for 2716 PROMs and the performance verification routines for the control card. This module is included with all PROM programmer options to provide the self-test
module. A current list of PROM personality modules can be obtained
from any HP Field Engineer.
System Software
Relocating macro assemblers and linkers are included with the appropriate emulator option. Assembler/linkers are also available for
microprocessors not presently supported by an emulator option.
Pascal compilers are available currently for several microprocessors. These compilers use Pascali 64000, a modification of the "standard" Pascal language developed by Nicklaus Wirth, with extensions
to facilitate separate compilation by modules and to better serve typical byte-oriented microprocessors. In two passes, source files are first

Reliability and Maintainability
Extensive performance verification software and signature analysis
documentation provide component-level troubleshooting for the
Logic Development System. Service contracts are available and supported by the worldwide HP service staff. All major units of the
64000 System are manufactured by Hewlett-Packard and adhere to a
uniform set of quality standards (figure 5). Software update service
can be purchased for one-time updates for selected options or for an
entire system for onc year. The total software update service is available at a reduced price when included in a service contract.

Selecting a Logic Development System
Model 64000 Logic Development System is a complex system and,
further, in most situations, it represents a major investm·ent. It is recommended that you contact an HP Field Engineer or Logic Development System Specialist for suggested configuration for your design
and development applications. Prices for some typical options are listed below.

Ordering Information
640018 Logic Development System for configuration
Opt 040 Cartridge Tape Drive
Opt 100 Development Station
Opt 153 16k Byte Emulation Memory System
Opt 2XX Emulation System, 8-bit ~P
Opt 2XX Emulation System, 16-bit ~P
Opt 300 Logic Analyzer
Opt 302 48-Channel Logic Analyzer
Opt 502 PROM Programmer, 2716
Opt 81X Pascal Compiler, 8-bit ~P
Opt 81X Pascal Compiler, 16-bit /lP
Opt 8XX Assembler/Linker, 8-bit /lP
Opt 8XX Assembler/Linker, I6-bit /lP
640058 Emulation Terminal System

Price
$24,560
to $130,000
$1,800
$9,600
$2,300
$3,000
$5,500
$1,800
$2,500
$700
$2,000
$3,000
$500
$1,050
from $16,700
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1615A

1615A Description
Hewlett-Packard's Model 1615A Logic Analyzer is two instruments in one, a timing analyzer and a state analyzer, for design and
troubleshooting of digital systems. With Model 16l5A, you can make
timing measurements, state measurements, or both simultaneously.
Using simple keyboard entries, the l615A can be configured as an
8-bit timing analyzer, a combined 8-bit timing and 16-bit state analyzer, or 24-bit state analyzer, each with a memory 256 words deep.
Powerful triggering capability, synchronous and asynchronous data
capture modes, six clock qualifiers, and sophisticated delay functions
assure that the timing and data information you need is collected.
The menu system simplifies measurement setups and eliminates the
need for a complex, crowded keyboard. Mode of operation, state,
time, or dual, is set with the Format Specification menu, and the test
parameters are set with the Trace Specification menu. Each menu is
an interactive display and parameters are either selected from a defined set or entered directly from the keyboard.

Asynchronous Measurements
The 1615A makes asynchronous measurements in the time mode of
operation, the 8-bit mode. This mode is selected on the Format Specification menu, and clock source, clock slope, labels, logic polarity, and
numerical base are also defined on the same menu. Then the Trace
Specification menu is used to enter trace parameters. The trace point
(trigger) may be placed at the beginning or end of the trace list, so
you can view activity either preceding or following the point you
specify. Either an external or internal clock may be selected. Up to
three ORed trigger states can be entered, or using ON NOT as a
trigger condition, any condition other than the one named will act as a
trace point. NOT triggering is convenient for monitoring a status
word for change, or, with a "don't care" trigger state in end mode, and
an external clock, a system crash results in capture of the 256 events
preceding the crash. A time or clock delay can be added to trigger
conditions.
The 8-bit mode is truly asynchronous in pattern recognition. The
pattern duration may be set from 15 to 2000 ns, and when a specified
pattern exists for the duration selected, it will be registered by the
analyzer even if it was not true when the clock occurred. This feature
always produces positive triggering, even with narrow patterns or

The Trace Specifications menu shows the label assigned to the
timing lines (E) and the numerical base in which to enter data. This
Trace Specification causes the 1615A to use a 100 ns internal
clock and begin data collection when anyone of the three ORed
8-bit pallerns occurs AND a glitch appears on channel 4.
very slow clocks. Glitches are treated as separate parameters, stored
in a separate memory, and displayed uniquely, even when they occur
at data transitions. ~:i1itches can be added to trigger conditions.
Tracing in the 8-bit mode produces an eight-line timing diagram.
Short, vertical bars between the timing lines indicate the location of
the trace point. A few quick keystrokes arrange the channels in any
order you wish and channels not needed can be turned off. Glitches
are recognized by the l615A any time multiple transitions across
threshold occur more than 5 ns apart between sampling pulses. When
the glitch display is turned on, glitches are shown as bright vertical
bars or as brightened edges if they occur at a data transition. Any part
of the display may be selected to be magnified by a factor of ten for a
better display resolution. The expand indicator serves a dual purpose
as it is also used to display readout of the time between any two selected points of the display.

end of the 256-word trace list; any bits not required for the trigger
word may be set to X for "don't care." Six clock qualifiers may be
used and are set to I, 0, or X from the keyboard in one or two ORed
fields. Delays to 999 999 may be entered for number of states or number of trigger occurrences. The display is either a sequential list of
monitored states or only trigger words. Fifteen lines are visible on the
display at any time, and the left column is the location of each line in
the analyzer's memory. Other portions of the trace list are viewed by
using the roll keys or entering the memory location number. The tr1gger word is shown in inverse video.

HP-IB Interface Bus for Measurement Systems Applications (Opt 001)

The 1615A displays timing information for up to eight lines and
glitches which are displayed as vertical bars or brightened edges
when they occur at a transition. A trigger point is indicated by a
short vertical bar on each timing line, and is shown at the far left of
this display. In addition, the sampling clock period and time per
division are displayed.

Simultaneous Timing and State Measurements
Model 1615A captures asynchronous and synchronous activity simultaneously. Consequently, timing information can be traced relative to the occurrence of a specific state, or state flow can be
monitored relative to a specific timing condition. Now you can monitor those critical "ripple through" paths and relate activity directly to
program execution, or watch activity on both sides of an asynchronous I/O port. The l615A dual mode of operation is the
16-bit and 8-bit mode, selected on the Format menu. Four interactive
modes are offered on the Trace Specifications menu: 8-Bit
Triggers/ Arms 16-Bit and 16-Bit Triggers/ Arms 8-Bit.
Timing Analyzer Registers Synchronous Data Collection
To observe state flow related to a timing event, either 8-Bit Triggers
16-Bit mode or 8-Bit Arms l6-Bit mode may be used. In trigger
mode, the 16 t 5A collects synchronous data as soon as the asynchronous trigger condition is met. Now you can observe state flow directly
related to time events, such as activity on a data bus when an interrupt or glitch occurs. If you choose the arms mode, the 16l5A will
first find the asynchronous trigger, and only then search for specified
point in the data flow. In this way you can view program activity, e.g.,
an output routine, only after a particular timing event occurs, such as
a service req uest.
State Analyzer Registers Asynchronous Data Collection
Frequently it is necessary to check timing conditions preceding or
following a specific point in program execution. In these situations,
the l6-bit state analyzer portion of the 1615A sets conditions for displaying a timing diagram, using either the 16-Bit Triggers 8-Bit mode
or 16-Bit Arms 8-Bit mode. A typical application is viewing activity
on status or data lines to an input port shortly before reading data at
that port. This is accomplished simply by monitoring state flow until
the address of that port appears; then in End trace, 16-Bit Triggers 8Bit, the display would be a timing diagram of activity on the control
lines for the period just prior to addressing the port.

Synchronous Measurements
The quickest way to find faults in a state machine is monitoring
program execution, because any malfunction in the machine is reflected by a corresponding deviation in program sequence. Model
1615A is a powerful state analyzer in the 24-bit mode of operation.
The 24 lines may be grouped by up to three labels, and each label
group is then treated as a separate variable. Logic polarity and nu·
merical base (hexadecimal, decimal, octal, or binary) is assigned to
each label set. The 24-bit trigger may be placed at the beginning or

Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB) is HP's implementation of
IEEE Standard 488-1978. An HP-I B configuration is available for
Model 1615A on initial order as Option 00 I, or can be installed at a
later date with Model 10069A HP-IB Interface Field Kit. With
HP-IB, the 1615A can be configured for automatic functional testing
of digital systems. Combined with a controller, such as HP Model
9825A, data captured by the logic analyzer can be transferred to the
controller for automatic analysis. Hard copy of menus, data lists and
timing diagrams can be produced by a variety of HP-IB compatible
printers and plotters. In the laboratory, the speed and ease with which
data is accumulated, summarized, and documented in hard copy lets
you spend more time on analysis and design and less time in data
collection. In production, automated testing reduces time and cost for
making extensive tests on systems and subassemblies. Test programs
with built-in operator instructions decrease testing costs even further
by cutting training costs and providing uniform test procedures.
The primary advantage of computer control is the execution of
complex, time-consuming measurement routines with minimal operator involvement. Trace parameters can be set and the data can be
read, stored and compared. Branching decisions can be programmed
which are based on the data collected by the l615A. Data can be
translated from assembler code to mnemonic code, or used for statistical computations. Operator prompts and computational results can
be displayed on the 1615A CRT. Documentation can be collected directly with hard copy from a printer or plotter.
Many measurements not possible with stand-alone instruments become practical with the HP-IB interface. In the laboratory, a controller operated system can present statistical results graphically, as with

TRACE LIST
LINE
NO.

0l1li
001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009

010
011
012
013
014

..
A
HEX

03E4
03El
03E2
03E3
03E4
03El
03E2
03E3
03E4
03El
03E2
03E3
03E4
03El

TRACE-COMPLETE
C
HEX
@II

133
10
C2
El
03
10
C2
El
03
10
C2
El
03
10

A trace list of synchronous activity in the 24-bit mode of operation
can be grouped under any of four labels, with a separate numerical base for each label group. In this trace two labels are used,
both in hexadecimal base, and only addresses of the form
03EX 16 are captured for display.
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a bar graph or cumulative curve of the number of calls to a subroutine
or interrupt hits. Continuous monitoring routines can compare data
acquired by the 1615A to stored data and then branch to restart a
sequence or to collect other data. For better maintenance, particular
control lines or subroutines can be monitored automatically and signals output when marginal operating conditions indicate a need for
service (e.g., service a tape drive as a function of rewrite activity or
parity check errors). In production, automated measurements are
made more consistently and can be performed more quickly for better
quality control and greater throughput.

Probes
Input data are sensed through 24 high impedance probes at rates to
20 M Hz. The data probes are in three 8-bit pods for easier connection
to the system under test. The fourth pod contains the clock probe, six
qualifiers, and an external trigger. Threshold level is set on the front
panel for TTL level, or adjusted in a range from -I OV to + IOV. It is
possible to set one threshold for 16 data lines, a second threshold for
the other eight data lines, and a third threshold for the clock pod,
allowing you to make simultaneous measurements on systems comprised of several logic families, ECl, TTL, MOS, etc.
The front section of each probe may be disconnected from its pod,
permitting individual leads to be wired into connectors for particular
systems. Additional probe lead kits, probe tips, and minicomputer interfaces are available to simplify set up and connection. Refer to the
logic Analyzer Accessories, pages 188 to 193.

Trigger Outputs
Once you have delineated a problem area with the 1615A logic
Analyzer, you may want to use other measurement instruments for
further investigation, e.g., an oscilloscope for more detailed timing
analysis. The logic analyzer's state trigger output is stable with respect to the system clock, and provides a reliable reference point for
triggering other instruments. The timing trigger output is based on
the pattern recognition trigger at the probe, and can be used in the
same manner as a state trigger point. A trace point output is also
available to generate interrupt signals or "clock stopper" circuits in
other parts of the system under test.

Self Test
Self-test capability confirms the proper operation of the 1615A.
During turn-on, a self-test to check ROM/RAM is performed automatically and a message on the analyzer display indicates completion
of this test. Keyboard, data acquisition and two data stream analysis
self-tests can be initiated from the keyboard if desired.

1615A Specifications
Operating Modes
24 Bit (State): for asynchronous monitoring of one or more buses
with combined width up to 24 bits.
8 Bit (Time): for asynchronous monitoring of control line activity or
any asynchronous data lines.
16 Bit & 8 Bit (simultaneous State and Time)
16 Bit Triggers 8 Bit: 16-bit state trigger point is reference point
for acquisition of 8-bit timing data.
16 Bit Arms 8 Bit: sequential trigger, 16-bit state trigger point initiates search for 8-bit timing trigger.
8 Bit Triggers 16 Bit: 8-bit timing trigger is reference point for
acquisition of 16-bit state data.
8 Bit Arms 16 Bit: sequential trigger, 8-bit timing trigger point
initiates search for 16-bit state trigger.

Clock, Qualifier, and Data Inputs
Repetition rate: to 20 MHz.
Input RC: 100 krl shunted by ::;5 pF at probe body.
Input threshold: TTL, fixed, "'" +1.4 V; variable ± 10 Vdc.
Maximum input: -40 V to +40 V.
Dynamic range: -15 V to + 15 V.
Minimum Input
Swing: 0.6 V
Clock pulse width: 20 ns at threshold level.
Setup time: data must be present 20 ns prior to clock transition.
Hold time: time data must be present after clock transition, zero.

Synchronous Operation
Trigger delay: to 999 999 clocks.
Trigger occurrence: to 999 999.

Asynchronous Operation
Sample rate: 2 Hz to 20 MHz.
Data skew: 9 ns max.
Minimum detectable glitch: 5 ns with 30% peak overdrive or 250
mY, whichever is greater.
Glitch trigger: on any selected channel(s), if a glitch is captured, the
glitch is ANDed with the asynchronous pattern trigger.
External trigger pulse width: 5 ns min with 30% peak overdrive or
250 mY, whichever is greater.
Pattern trigger: any 8-bit pattern. Trigger duration required is selectable 15,50. 100,200,500, 1000, or 2000 ns ± IS ns or 15%,
whichever is grea ter.
Delay time: to I 048 575 x sample period.

Trigger Outputs (Rear Panel)
16/24 Bit Trigger Output
Level: high, 2:2 V into 50rl; low, ::;0.4 V into 50rl.
Pulse duration: "'" 25 ns.
Delay from input clock: "",85 ns.
16/24 Bit Trace Point Output
Level: high, 2:2 V into 50rl; low, ::;0.4 V into 50rl.
Pulse duration: starts at beginning of trace and ends at trigger
point (pattern trigger plus delay).
Delay from input clock: "",85 ns.
8 Bit Pattern Output
Level: high 2:2 V into 50rl; low ::;0.4 V into 50rl.
Pulse duration: pattern duration minus asynchronous trigger duration width.
Delay from pattern at probe: "'" 75 ns plus synchronous trigger
duration width.

General
Memory depth: 256 data transactions (in timing display mode, 249
samples are displayed).
Power: 100, 120, 220, 240 Vac; -10% to + 5%; 48 to 66 Hz; 230 VA
max.
Size: 189 H x 426 W x 664 cm D (7 7~6" x 16 ';''' x 26 11,").
Operating Environment
Temperature: O°C to +55°C.
Humidity: up to 95% relative humidity at +40°C.
Altitude: to 4600 m (15000 ft).
Vibration: vibrated in three planes for 15 min. each with 0.3 mm
(0.015 in.) excursions, 10 to 55 Hz.
Weight: net, 19.1 kg (42Ib); shipping, 23.6 kg (52Ib).
Accessories supplied: three 8-bit Model 10248C data probes and
one Model 10248C clock probe with probe leads and tips (three
probes for data and one probe for clock, qualifiers, and external trigger), one 2.3 m (7.5 ft) power cord, and one Operating and Service
Manual.

Ordering Information
1615A Logic Analyzer
Opt 001:
Opt 002:
Opt 003:
Opt 004:
Opt 005:
Opt 006:
Opt 007:
Opt 008:
Opt 009:
Opt 010:

HP-IB Interface
add 10277 B Opt 00 I G P Probe Interface
add 10275A UNIBUS Interface and
10277B Opt 001
add 10276A Q-Bus Interface and
10277B Opt 001
add 10278A HP 1000 M/E/FSeries'lnterface and 10277B Opt 001
add 10279A NOV A 3 Interface and
10277B Opt 001
add 10280A microNOV A Interface and
10277B Opt 001
add 10285A HP 1000 l Series Interface
and 10277B Opt 001
add 52126A Multibus Interface and
10277B Opt 001
add 10066A HP-IB Probe Interface

Price

$7500
add $500
add $400
add $700
add $77 5
add $1050
add $900
add $900
add $750
add $700
add $300
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1610B

1610A and 16108 Description
Hewlett-Packard Models l610A and l610B Logic State Analyzers
offer general purpose measurements i~ ~icr~pro~essor-based systems, minicomputers, or virtually any digital circuits. Model 1610B
includes the feature set of Model 1610A, and other features, most
notably the addition of multiple clocks and clock qualifiers for direct
monitoring of multiplexed data flows. The 1610 performs synchronous real-time traces at speeds to 10 MHz with an extensive triggering capability on as many as seven sequential words, each as ",:,ide as
32 bits. A simple, functionally organized keyboard togethe~ wIth the
interactive display are combined in the menu concept, allowmg you to
focus your analysis work, capturing only pertinent data.
Measurements of system activity are displayed on the analyzer's
CRT screen in selectable hexadecimal, octal, binary, or decimal
codes. Setup for a measurement is aided with the Format and Trace
specification menus which indicate the test parameters you are to
enter. Data is strobed into Model l610A with the selected edge of the
analyzer clock, while Model 1610B uses a combination of edges and
qualifiers of three clocks. The events and activity that ar~ .captured
and displayed from the system are gathered at clock transitIOns after
the 1610 locates the specified trace position and then captures 64
words of data. The displayed trace may be a simple breakpoint with
the trace position at the beginning, end, or center of the captured
data; or, in a state sequence where one to seven words must be found
in a specified order before data is captured. This state sequence permits you to directly locate sections of branched, looped, or nested
loops of state flow. A selective trace of from one to seven words may
be OR specified which allows only the words of interest to be captured
and eliminates data that is not necessary for your measurement.
A count measurement capability allows you to perform a time or
state count on all 64 traced states in either absolute or relative modes.
With the count measurement you can determine how much time a
program spends in loops, servicing interr~pts, as well a.s the time between program steps. This measurement IS performed Simultaneously
with the trace and all 64 words traced are assigned a count record
which is displayed as positive or negative time in relation to the loca-

tion of the trace position (absolute mode), or in relation to the previously acquired state (relative mode)."
..
One complete measurement, including Format and Trace SpeCifIcations, may be internally stored to be recalled at a later tl~e or for
use in a trace compare mode. When a trace compare mode IS called,
the display presents an exclusive OR tabular listing of the differences
between the current and stored measurements. The trace compare
mode may be also used to direct the Analyzer to continuously rerun a
measurement until the current and stored measurements are equal, or
not equal, and the 1610 automatically halts and retains the current
measurement.
The 1610 includes a Trace Graph to provide a display of data magnitude versus time sequence for all 64 words in memory. Each dot
representing a word is given a vertical displa~ement corresp?nding to
its magnitude and is positioned horizontally 10 the order of ItS occurrence. The result is a graph that offers a quick overview of program
operation.
For increased confidence of the instrument's operation, there are
self-tests for the keyboard, ROM/RAM, display, a trace test which
includes all probe pods, an interrupt test, and a printer test.
Hard copy of both the Format and Trace specifications as well as
the Trace List and Trace Compare can be obtained by adding a Hewlett-Packard printer (Model 9876A). Rear panel printer outputs are
included in the 1610 for direct interfacing.
With Option 003 or a field installation kit, both models can be used
with any of the family of HP-IB instruments. HP-IB is Hewlett-Packard's implementation of IEEE Standard 488-1978 interface bus.
With the HP-IB capability, a controller such as HP Model 9825A
Desktop Computer can be added for automated analysis, data reduction, and test procedures.

Data Entry
Entries are made in inverse video fields with the entry location indicated by a blinking cursor. Entry fields (enclosed with brackets) are
multiple choice with the desired test parameter selected by usi~~ the
Field Select key (e.g. positive or negative edge of clock tranSitIOn).

~1II
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Trace specifications are entered through the keyboard directly in octal, hexadecimal, binary, or decimal notation which permits working
in a familiar format without worrying about base conversions.

Menu
The displays which are called up by keyboard commands are referred to as menus because they include the selections for setting up
test parameters and labeling of test results. These menus include Format Specification, Trace Specification, Trace List, Trace Compare,
and Trace Graph.

Trace Specification
After the Format Specifications have been defined, the Trace
Specification menu is called up and the measurement parameters are
entered. The Trace measurement may be defined as a single word or
may be in a sequence of from one to seven words which must be found
in the specified order. The ability to select a sequence of words allows

Typical trace specification for defining a test sequence that will
capture a nested loop as well as only selected states in the loop.
Format specification menu of Model 1610A lets you define which
group of bits will act as a unit by assigning labels which may be
separately defined as to numerical base and polarity. The allowed
selections are defined on-screen to minimize front panel controls.

Format Specification
The formatting capabilities allow you to separate the 32 input data
channels into the desired test parameters. This allows those data bits
which act as a unit to be assigned to one of six labels (e.g. 16 bits of
address bus assigned as "A" and 8 bits of data bus assigned as "D").
This labeling capability then permits all trace specifications to be assigned as a unit rather than on individual lines. Each assigned label
may be independently defined in positive or negative logic as well as
different bases of binary, octal, decimal, or hexadecimal. Another
feature of this menu is that active channels are shown as exclamation
marks (!) for a quick overview of system activity.
Model 1610B offers multi phased, qualified clocking. The three
clocks can be set in three modes: 32-bit, 16-16 bit or 16-8-8 bit. In the
32-bit mode, all data present on the four data pods are clocked into
the logic analyzer simultaneously on all selected active edges of the
ORed combination of clocks J, K, and L. For each clock there are
four choices for the active edge: positive edge (+), negative edge (-),
both edges (+ / -), or off. For each clock used, there are up to four
qualifier minterms. A minterm bit may be set to I, 0, or X (don't
care). In the 16-16 bit mode, data from pods 4 and 3 are strobed into
the logic analyzer with clock J, and data from pods 2 and I are

you to locate sections of branched, looped, or nested loops during
machine operation. To further qualify the sequence, each word in a
sequence may be specified to occur from I to 65536 times so you can
capture the nth pass of a loop beginning at a given word.
A Sequence Protect function is included with Model 161 OB. When
Sequence Protect function is ON, data acquisition is accomplished in
the same manner as with Model 1610A. No data but the sequence
terms are stored until after the last sequence term is found. When the
Sequence Protect function is OFF, data is stored immediately after
the beginning of the trace and is displayed relative to the trace point
position. Rather than listing the sequence terms, the display shows
only SEQUENCE FOUND. When the trace is centered or placed in
end trace mode, the sequence terms which are a part of the trace are
not labeled as sequence terms.
.

When the Sequence Protect function of Model 16108 is off, the
logic analyzer begins data storage immediately at the beginning
of the trace. Rather than showing the sequence words separately, the remarks SEQUENCE FOUND is displayed. Sequence terms
are not labeled.

Trace List

Model 16108 offers up to three clocks, used independently or in
ORed combinations. For active clocks, either or both edges can
be used to strobe data into holding registers on the current list,
and each clock can be qualified with up to four minterms.
strobed in with the ORed combination of clocks K and L. The master
clock, J or K +L, is set on the menu, and is the last to occur in the
sequence of events monitored. Data from the other c1ock(s) are put in
a holding register and transferred to the trace list with the edge of the
master clock. In the 16-8-8 bit mode, all three clocks are used independently with data on pods 4 and 3 strobed in by clock J, data from
pod 2 strobed in by clock K, and data on pod I strobed in by clock L.

When the Trace key is pressed, the 1610 searches for the word sequence defined in the Trace Specification. As the data is captured it is
displayed on the CRT along with a line number and alphabetically
formatted into the assigned labels and in their numerical base. The
display contains 20 words, and Roll keys permit you to view the entire
64 word listing. To make it easier to locate the Trace position, which
may be selected to start, be in the center, or end a trace, Start is
spelled out on the display. Any count information is also presented
adjacent to each word.
The count measurement may be specified to be either Time or State
(word) count for all 64 words in memory and may be in either absolute mode or relative mode. The absolute mode gives you the time
or count between the trace position and a selected word, while the
relative mode presents the time or count between each consecutively
acquired state. This allows you to directly determine the time spent in
loops, interrupts, or program time between steps.
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Trace list displays the label and numerical bases, as well as the
sequence requirements and resulting state flow. This example
also shows time in the relative mode which is the elapsed real
time between each state and the previously acquired state.
Model 1610B offers two additional features for ease of operation.
Pressing the Default key after rolling the display returns the listing to
the initial trace point. A memory retrieval function has been added
and is entered by holding down the Stop key for two or three seconds.
This is useful when a clock has failed or trigger conditions were not
met. The trace is aborted and up to 63 states of the most recent transaction in memory are displayed with a remark, either HISTORY AT
STOP or NO HISTORY AVAILABLE.

HP-IB Interface
HP-I B Interface may be added initially with Model 1610A or
1610B as Option 003 or installed later with a field kit. With the
HP-IB interface, you can combine the 1610 with any instrument that
is HP-IB compatible, such as printers, plotters, external memories,
and computing controllers.
The most common configuration is the addition of a computing controller, such as 9825A Desktop Computer, and a printer and/or piotter for automatic operating modes. In the laboratory, data can be
accumulated, summarized, and documented quickly. Statistical computations can be completed automatically, with results displayed on
the logic analyzer and hard copy. Making your analyzer "programmable" drastically reduces time and cost of making production tests
by reducing, and sometimes eliminating, the need for constant surveillance by highly skilled operators. Testing becomes standardized,
and operator prompts can be built-in, simplifying training and decreasing the number of operator errors. Babysitting (continuous,
long-term monitoring) can be done unattended, with branching
instructions and resetting done by the controller. Maintenance of a
digital system is streamlined and focused on prevention rather than
repair by using the analyzer/controller combination to flag marginal
operation in subunits of software and hardware.

Trace Graph
Trace Graph is a presentation of data magnitude versus time sequence which provides a display of all 64 words in memory. This
graph allows you to see at a glance in which part of a program the
machine under test is operating. Each word is displaced vertically according to its magnitude and positioned horizontally in order of its
occurrence. The data to be graphed is selected by label with its base
displayed on screen.
The trace graph mode is the same for both models with the exception that the graph display of Model 1610B indicates whether the
graph is generated from current trace or a stored trace.

A trace graph may be selected to give you a view of all 64 states
in the analyzer's memory. Each dot's vertical position is determined by its numerical value and its horizontal position is determined by its time sequence of occurrence.
Trace Compare
One complete trace measurement including format and specification may be stored internally which allows comparison between a current and stored measurement. The current and stored measurement
may also be interchanged which allows you to quickly review the
stored measurement as well as its specifications.
Trace Compare presents an exclusive OR tabular listing of the differences between the current and stored measu rements. The listing is
formatted and rolled as a trace list with identical bits displayed as
zeros and different bits displayed as non zeros. For example, in the
octal base, 03 is equivalent to a binary 000 Oil which means that the
least significant bits are different in the two measurements. A compared Trace mode is also available which directs the 1610 to continuously rerun a measurement until the current and stored
measurements are either equal or not equal which makes it much
easier to capture intermittent problems.

When the HP-IB Interface is used with a controller, data collected
by the analyzer and user-defined menus are transferred to the
controller. In this example, the controller counts the events occurring in each address range, and displays the results, with percentages, as a histogram on the 1610 CRT.
Probes
Input data is sensed through 32 high impedance probes at rates to
10 MHz. Data probes are separated into four 8-bit pods for easier
connection to a system, with a fifth probe pod for connecting to a
clock source. To make it easier for connecting to different systems,
the front section of each probe may be disconnected from its pod. This
allows the individual probe leads for each probe pod to be wired to
connectors for specific systems. Additional probe lead kits as well as
probe tips are available separately as accessories.
~--
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The trace compare mode offers an exclusive OR comparison of
stored versus active data. In this example, the 1610 stopped data
acquisition when the active data was not equal to the stored data
at state +06.

LOGIC ANALYZERS
Models 1610A and 16108 (Cont.)

1610A and 16108 Specifications
Clock and Data Inputs
Repetition rate: to 10 MHz.
Input RC: 100 kfl shunted by approx 5 pF at probe body.
Input threshold: TTL, fixed at "'" + 1.5 V; variable, ± 10 Vdc.
Max Input: -40 V to +40 V.
Dynamic range: -15 V to +15 V.
Min Input
Swing: 0.6 V.
Clock pulse width: 20 ns at threshold level.
Edge-to-edge timing: (161 OB) master active edge to master active
edge, 100 ns; master active edge to next slave active edge, 20 ns;
slave active edge to slave active edge, zero.
Data setup time: time data must be present prior to clock transition, 20 ns.
Hold time: time data must be present after clock transition, zero.

Trigger and Meas Enable Outputs
Trigger output (rear panel): a 50 ns ± IOns positive TTL level trigger pulse is generated each time the trace position is recognized. If the
trace position includes a word sequence, the pulse occurs when the
last word is found. Trigger outputs continue until a new specification
is traced or the Stop key is pressed. Pulse rep-rate is 0 to 10 MHz
depending on input data rates. In continuous or compared trace
modes, the internal display process blanks out pulses for 1001's at
rep-rates of <20 Hz.
Measurement enable output (rear panel): (l610A, serial number
prefix 1812 or below) the positive TTL level measurement enable output goes high and remains high when the 161 OA is looking for a trace
position and goes low when a trace position is recognized or if the
Stop key is pressed. In continuous or compared trace modes the transitions repeat each time the 1610A makes a new measurement.
(l610A, serial number prefix 1822 or above, and 1610B) two BNC
rear panel outputs for TTL-level measurement enable. One BNC outputs a signal which goes high and remains high when the analyzer is
looking for a trace position and goes low when a trace position is recognized or Stop key is pressed. Other BNC goes low and remains low
when the analyzer is looking for a trace position and goes high when a
trace position is recognized or Stop key is pressed.
Delay from Input clock: .:5150 ns.

General
Memory depth: 64 data transactions; 20 transactions are displayed
on screen, roll keys permit viewing all 64 data transactions.
Time Interval: resolution, 100 ns; accuracy, 0.01%. Maximum time,
429.4 seconds.
Events count: 0 to 2" -I events.
CURRENT MEASUREMENT
DISPLAY

ENTRY

Power: 100, 120, 220, 240 Vac; -10% to + 5%; 48 to 63 Hz; 260 VA
max.
Rear panel BNC output: 5 V, 100 rnA output for logic probe or other
accessories.
Size: 230 H x 425 W x 752 mm D (9'~6" x 16';." x 29%").
Operating Environment
Temperature: O°C to +55°C (+32°F to +132°F).
Humidity: up to 95% relative humidity at +40°C (+ 104° F)
Altitude: to 4600 m (15000 ft).
Vibration: vibrated in three planes for 15 min. each with 0.25 mm
(0.010 in.) excursions.
Weight: (l610A) net, 26.5 kg (58.5 Ib) shipping, 32.2 kg (71 Ib).
(1610B) net, 23.8 kg (52.5 Ib); shipping, 29.4 kg (65 Ib).
Accessories supplied: four 10248C data probes and one 10247A
clock probe for 161 OA; five I0248C da ta probes for 161 OB; one 2.3 m
(7.5 ft) power cord, one Operating manual, and one Service manual.

Ordering Information

Price

1610A Logic State Analyzer
1610B Logic State Analyzer
Opt 003 (l610A) HP-IB Interface
Opt 003 (l610B) HP-IB Interface
Opt 004 adds 9876A Thermal Printer
Opt 005 adds 10277A/B Opt 001 GP Probe Interface
Opt 006 adds 10275A UNIBUS Interface and
10277A/B Opt 001
Opt 007 adds 10276A-Q-Bus Interface and 10277A/B
Opt 001
Opt 008 adds 10278A HP 1000 M/E/F Series Interface and 10277A/B Opt 001
Opt 009 adds 10279A NOVA 3 Interface and
10277A/B Opt 001
Opt 010 adds 10280A microNOV A Interface and
10277A/B Opt 001
Opt 011 adds 10285A HP 1000 L Series Interface and
10277A/B Opt 001
Opt 012 adds 52126A Multibus Interface and
10277A/B Opt 001
Opt 015 adds 10066A HP-IB Probe Interface
l0494A HP-IB Interface Kit for 1610A Serial Number Prefix 1812A and below
l049SA HP-IB Interface Kit for 1610A Serial Number
Prefix 1822A and above
l0496A HP-IB Interface Kit for 1610B
l0499A Field Retrofit Kit to upgrade 1610A
(Serial Number Prefix 1940A and above) to 1610B

EDIT

$11,000
$12,500
add $800
add $700
add $3950
add $400
add $700
add $775
add $1050
add $900
add $900
add $750
add $700
add $300
$1200
$900
$800
$1800
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Logically arranged Logic State Analyzer keyboard, divided into functional blocks, and an interactive display, allow entry of complex
measurements with a minimum of controls.
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LOGIC ANALYZERS
General Purpose Logic Analysis, Automated Testing, HP-IB Debugging
Model 1602A
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1602A Description
Hewlett-Packard's easy-to-use low-cost Model 1602A keyboard
controlled Logic State Analyzer is for use in the design and troubleshooting of digital systems. The 16-bit wide and 64-word deep memory operates at clock speeds to 10 MHz allowing the instrument to
capture virtually any 64-word sequence in a system. The data may be
registered with versatile pattern recognition trigger and digital delay.
Measurements of system activity are displayed on the Analyzer's
LED readout in hexadecimal, octal, or binary format, which eliminates the need for base conversions by the operator. Keyboard entry
of the desired trigger is in the same base as selected for the display.
A Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus option (HP's implementation of
IEEE Standard 488) allows you to make automated functional tests

of digital systems. This means more consistent and repeatable measurements as well as more thorough testing because the test speed of
the automated system allows more measurements in a shorter time in
both production and service environments.

Ease of Use
The 1602's keyboard with its key-per-function layout is basically
self-teaching. Entry of triggering and display conditions is a series of
self-explanatory keystrokes with all entries displayed as they are entered enabling you to check their accuracy every step of the way.

Data Probe
The simplicity of the Analyzer starts with the probe which is a single pod containing all 16 data lines, clock, qualifier, and ground. At
the front of the pod is a standard edge connector which allows you to
quickly move the test connection from an address bus to the data bus,
control lines, or I/O structures. You need only incorporate a few simple mating printed circuit board connectors in your system.

Tracing Data Flow
Capturing data flow is also easy and only requires a logical sequence of key strokes. The first item to define is the Logic Polarity of
your system by pressing the Logic Polarity key. The panel LED's indicate your selection, positive for high true and negative for low true.
Next select the clock edge on which you want to gather data which is
also indicated by panel LED's.
Now select the display format that you want to use for the test. If
you are running tests on an address or data bus, you would most likely
select either hexadecimal or octal display format. However, if the test
is on an I/O bus with numerical data, decimal may be preferred. For
activity on control lines, binary is a meaningful base. In all cases the
display indicates the selected format with a base (b) notation on the
right. Many times all of the input lines are not used and if you want to
blank the more significant bits, just press the Word Width key and
enter the number of bits to be displayed from 2 to 16.

LOGIC ANALYZERS
Model 1602A (Cont.)
The desired data window is entered from the Trace Specification
section of the keyboard. If you want to view data after the desired
trigger point, press Trigger Plus Delay Starts Trace which directs the
1602A to start collecting data as soon as the Trace Specification is
satisfied. If you are more interested in data preceding the trigger
point, select Trigger Plus Delay Ends Trace. For either mode, Start or
End, an LED indicates the selected mode.
To define a trigger point, press the Trigger = key and enter the
desired trigger point, e.g. 2805, in the same format previously selected for the display. The trigger word is displayed for verification.

der test. The rear panel outputs can also be used to cascade l602A's
or other analyzers.
And, for those occasions where the data being gathered are mixtures of information from buses and control lines, a mixed mode of
binary and either hex, decimal, or octal bases can be easily entered
with a few keystrokes. Pressing Word Width = 16 and Hex 8 gives
the display shown.
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The resulting trace then displays the captured data in the format
most convenient for analysis.
To enter a delay that will position the start or stop of data collection
a specific number of clock pulses from the trigger word, press the
Delay = key and enter the number of desired clock pulses. The delay
count is entered and displayed in decimal format. Delays of up to 65
535 clock pulses after the trigger point may be entered and used to
either start or end data collection.
The trace specification is now complete and the 1602A is ready to
capture data. Pressing the Trace key instructs the Analyzer to start
looking for the trigger word. Once the trigger word is recognized, the
Analyzer captures and stores 64 words in memory as defined by the
preset trace specifications.
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Two words are normally displayed in the viewing window. The number at the far left (0 in this example) is the memory location of the
word 2805\,. The word on the far right is in the next higher location of
the Analyzer's memory.
The data in the Analyzer's memory may be viewed on the display
using the four keys in the display block. The Prior Word and Next
Word keys permit you to view the memory contents one word at a
time, or if you hold a key, the memory contents will sequence rapidly
through the display. The Word Number = key allows you to quickly
address any memory location and the At Trigger Word key automatically restores the display to the trigger point.

Measurement Flexibility
This Analyzer, with all its operating simplicity, has the power required to capture more than basic data lists. For example, to determine if a data line is stuck in one state, a Trace Continuous mode
permits the suspected line to be monitored for activity. The mode is
entered by pressing TRACE followed by C and may be used with any
number base.
To capture data on the nth pass of a loop, a Delay By Events mode is
available. Delay By Events is entered by pressing in sequence Delay
=, E, and then entering in decimal format the desired number of
events to 65 535. The display then shows that the Analyzer is set to
Delay By Events with an E, and also the selected number of events,
352. When Trace is pressed the 1602A will count the selected number
of Events (trigger points) before capturing data.
For viewing consecutive occurrences at specific points, such as data
being sent to a peripheral, a Trace Events Mode is provided. This
mode is entered by pressing Trace followed by E which directs the
1602A to capture only the data that is described by the current trace
specification trigger word plus delay.
When additional qualification is needed for data collection, such as
restricting the data to only reads, writes, or outputs, the rear panel
trigger and clock qualifiers are available. These inputs are compatible
with the H P Model I0250A TTL trigger probe allowing expansion to
four qualifier inputs.
Once a functional fault is located in execution of the program, another form of analysis instrument, usually an oscilloscope, is frequently desired to pinpoint the problem. The Analyzer's trigger
output is stable with the system clock which allows an oscilloscope to
be used for critical timing measurements.
A Trace Point Output is available for generating interrupt signals
or for added "clock stopper" circuits in other parts of the system un-
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The Analyzer also interacts with message codes which assist the
operator in gathering and sorting data. The definitions of these message codes are included inside the storage compartment top cover for
easy reference.
For increased confidence of the Analyzer's operation, it performs a
self-test during turn-on and indicates the results on the display. In
addition, there is a multilevel diagnostic software which allows the
Analyzer to identify virtually any internal fault.

Automatic Testing
In addition to stand-alone operation the Analyzer can be configured for use with the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (IEEE 488)
family of interactive instruments. An optional HP-IB interface is
available which when combined with a computing controller and suitable stimulus allows the data captured by the programmable l602A
to be transferred to the controller for analysis, providing fast, easily
repeatable checkout and troubleshooting in production and service
environments. Now, the engineer who designs a system can establish
proper vs improper operating characteristics and provide an automatic test sequence which will functionally check the system. By developing the tests in an HP-IB configuration, he can print out a complete
data record for each test, greatly simplifying documentation of test
procedures.
The greatest benefit of automated testing is that each instrument is
tested identically; a QA inspector can functionally test the system
with the same parameters used in final test. System failures that occur during testing can be readily defined and documented, and since
they are stored in an automated test routine, the failure test conditions can be duplicated at will. Libraries of faults can be rapidly generated using these automated test procedures, with each fault
documented and stored in a data cartridge file for use in automated
debugging in production or field service.
Programming

A learn mode fe...ture provides an easy way for a designer to program the Analyzer with an HP Model 9825A Computing Controller
without using the formal HPL language. A few special function keys
are all that is needed for most test programs, and the procedure for
using them is also easy. Just make the measurement once manually
using the 1602A and then press LEARN on the Computing Controller. The system will then become conversational and ask for the test
number, number of words of 1602A memory to be compared, desired
measurement time limit, and which test to go to if the present te'st
passes or fails. The Computing Controller then automatically reads
the Analyzer's keyboard and memory and transfers this data to its
cassette. The first test of the "test procedure" is now completed and
documented. A complete test procedure can be rapidly generated and
documented by using this method. To use the test procedure, simply
connect to the system or device under test and press the special function "Run" key on the Computing Controller. Your "Automated" test
system then sets up the first test in the procedure, compares the data
collected to the reference data stored on the cassette, and automatically branches (based on the data comparison) to either a new test or
a comment. This means that all your devices can be functionally tested in minutes, automatically, with identical procedures eliminating
variations due to differences between operators.

Debugging HP-IB (IEEE 488) Systems

1602A Specifications

Hewlett-Packard's Models 100SOA and 100SIA HP-IB Adapter
and Test Probe offer a convenient method of Monitoring HP-IB
(IEEE 488) lines with a 1602A Logic State Analyzer. These accessories connect directly to the interface bus, do not interfere with normal
system operation, and are capable of monitoring activity at full operating speeds. The 1602A's mixed display mode allows decoding of bus
information to match the bus format of eight data, and eight control
and handshake lines. With a few keystrokes, the display may be
configured with eight lines in binary and the remaining eight in either
hexadecimal, octal, or decimal format.

Probe Inputs
Repetition rates: to 10 MHz.
Input load: one low power Schottky gate «400 !-LA source).
Input threshold: TTL, fixed at = I.S V.
Max input: <+S.S V.
Min Input
Level: >-O.S V.
SWing: from :5+0.4 V (low) to ~+2.4 V (high).
Clock pulse width: ~2S ns at threshold.
Data setup time: time data must be present prior to a clock transi-

tion, 3S ns at threshold.
Hold time: time data must be present after a clock transition, zero.

Trigger and Clock Qualifier Inputs (Rear Panel)

HP·IB Adapter

For basic monitoring of an Hp·IB system, the Model 100SOA
Adapter is quickly connected to the 1602A probe and HP-IB piggyback connector. There are no time consuming problems of connecting
individual probe leads to an HP-IB connector.
Hp·IB Test Probe

More complete tests of an HP-IB system can be performed using
Model 100SIA Test Probe in conjunction with the 100SOA Adapter.
Connection to the system under test is accomplished by plugging in
the test probe, adapter, and connecting to the HP-IB connector.
With the IOOSI A, you automatically check for protocol violations
on three handshake wires. If any of the six legal states occur out of
sequence or one of the two illegal states is accessed, the LED on the
probe flashes to indicate a possible problem and also supplies a pulse
for triggering the 1602A or external instrumentation so that a problem can be quickly located. The timing diagram shows the normal
sequence on the three handshake lines.
SEQUENTIAL REQUIREMENTS OF THE THREE WIRE TRANSFER
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40 ns with 102S0A probe, IOns without probe.
Hold time: time data must be present after a clock transition, IS ns

with 102S0A probe, 30 ns without probe.

Trigger and Trace Point Outputs
High: ~2 V into son.
Low: :50.4 V into son.
Pulse Duration (width)
Trigger: high for
one clock period.
Trace point: sets low when Trace key is pressed, returns high when

=

the Trace Specification is met.
Delay from input clock: < ISO ns.
General
Power: 100, 120, 220, and 240 Vac; -10% + S%; 48 to 66 Hz; SO VA

max.
Size: 107 H x 27S W x 421 mm D (4'1,," x 1013~6'' x 169~6")'
Operating Environment
Temperature: O°C to +SsoC (+32°F to +132°F).
Humidity: up to 9S% relative humidity at +40°C (+104°F).
Altitude: to 4600 m (IS 000 ft).
Vibration: vibrated in three planes for IS min. each with 0.38 mm

DAV

"IRFD

Input load: 8 mA max source.
Max Input: <+S.S V.
Min Input
Level: >-O.S V.
Swing: from :5+0.4 V (low) to ~+2.S V (high).
Setup time: time da ta must be present prior to a clock transition,

_

A Clock Qualifier switch allows selection of Commands, Data, or
Both to control the type of bus activity that is loaded into the 1602A's
memory. A Clock Source switch allows you to strobe data into the
1602A on the positive edge of NDAC, negative edge of DAV, completion of a parallel poll, or with a manual pushbutton. By selecting
Parallel Poll as a clock the 1602A monitors DIO lines to check device
status when a parallel poll is conducted. If there are no handshake
operations being conducted, the Manual pushbutton allows you to
clock the current bus state into the 1602A.

(O.OIS in.) excursions, 10 to SS Hz.
Weight: net, 4.S kg (10 Ib); shipping, S.9 kg (13 Ib).
Accessories supplied: one external probe pod, one connector with

individual clock, ground, and data probe leads with tips, three display
labels (HP PIN 01602-94302), one 2.3 m (7.S ft) power cord, one
Operating and Service Manual.
Probe Interface: the probe interface is a standard, two row, edge
connector which may be easily added to instruments during development, providing easily accessed test points for production arid field
service requirements:

Options
001: HP-IB Interface

Operating instruction labels are available in five additional languages. On initial order of a 16Q2A, one special language label may
be ordered as an option. Additional labels must be ordered by part
number.
400: French (HP PIN 7120-6467)
401: Spanish (HP PIN 7120-6468)
402: Italian (HP PIN 7120-6469)
403: German (HP PIN 7120-6960)
404: Japanese (HP PIN 7120-6697)

Accessories
10250A TTL trigger probe: Model 102S0A Trigger Probe offers a
convenient method of expanding the qualification capabilities of the
1602A. With the I02S0A connected to the 1602A rear panel Trigger
or Clock Qualifier inputs, you have an additional four bits of qualification. The four inputs may be switched to HI, LO, or OFF (don't
care) for selection of the desired qualification pattern. Power for the
trigger probe is obtained from the circuit under test.
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The keyboard of the Model 1602A Logic State Analyzer is easy to use with its key-per-function layout. Entry of triggering and display
conditions is a series of sell-explanatory keystrokes with entries displayed as they are entered, for a quick check of input accuracy.

Probe Interfacing
01602·68701: connector with leads (without slip-on probe tips).
01602·68702: connector kit (without leads).
10230·68702: package of ten slip-on probe tips.
The probe interface is a standard two row. edge connector which
may be easily added to instruments during development, for easily
accessed test points in production and field service requirements.

10050AI 10051A Specifications
Specifications apply with the I0050A/ I0051 A connected to the
1602A.
Adapter, 10050A: when used as passive connection to the 1602A.
loads each HP-I B signal line with one Schottky TTL gate «400 IlA
source) except DA V which is loaded with two low power Schottky
TTL gates «800 IlA source).
Test Probe, 10051A
Input Load: one low power Schottky TTL gate «400 IlA source)
on each HP-IB signal line.
Input threshold: TTL fixed at = 1.5 V except DA V, N R FD.
NDAC, ATN. EOI which are buffered with low power Schottky
TTL hysteresis gates (positive going threshold = 1.7 V, negative
going threshold
0.9 V).
Max input: < ± 5.5 V.
Min input: > -0.5 V.
Differential signal delay: signals on the ATN and EOI lines are
delayed approx 30 ns more than 0101-8, SRQ, IFC. REN which
are applied to the 1602A data inputs without buffering.
Setup time: data must be present 35 ns prior to a clock transition.
Hold time: data must remain stable 50 ns after a clock transition.
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HP-IB Controllers and Accessories
The following computing controller and accessories combined with
a 1602A Option 001 provide a complete HP-IB Test System.
Model 9825A Computing Controller: Opt 002 with a 23 000 byte
memory is recommended for maximum flexibility. Accessories required are Model 98210A String and Advanced Program ROM,
Model 98213A General and Extended I/O ROM, and a Model
98034A HP-IB Interface Card.
Software: the Model 10060A Automatic Logic State Analysis Application Program for the 9825A controller is available and virtually
eliminates the need to learn controller or HP-IB language.

Ordering Information
1602A Logic State Analyzer
Opt 001: HP-IB Interface
10250A TTL Trigger Probe
10050A HP-IB Adapter
10051A HP-IB Test Probe (includes 10050A)
10060A Automatic Logic State Analysis Applications
Program for 9825A
01602-68701 Connector with leads (without slip-on
probe tips)
01602-68702 Connector Kit (without leads)
10230-68702 Slip-on probe tips (10)

Price
$2200
add $340
$125
$35
$185
$58
$80
$49
$22.50

LOGIC ANALYZERS
Analysis of Microprocessor Based Systems
Model 1611A
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1611 A Description

General Purpose Personality Module

Hewlett-Packard's Model 1611A Logic State Analyzer quickly locates those elusive software and hardware problems in microprocessor systems. This stand-alone logic state analyzer saves time in design
and troubleshooting for earlier operation, shorter down time for
maintenance, and lower development and production costs. There are
now nine personality modules available for the 1611A; eight of the
personality modules can perform a complete inverse assembly of code
from buses of eight major processor families, while the ninth personality module is a general purpose module. Programs are debugged on
operating hardware with real-time viewing of the system's actual operation for analysis. Extensive triggering capability allows you to capture 64 pertinent transactions on data and address buses as well as
external lines. Model 1611 A is passive to the system under test, adding small capacitance and drawing only a small amont of current.
Data entry may be hexadecimal or octal base, with binary base for
control lines.
The keyboard is divided into four functional areas, data registration, entry, execute, and display. Specific events in program execution
can be pinpointed with the ability to trigger on address, data, external
signals, or any combination of the three. A direct readout of elapsed
time or number of events between specified states, as well as minimum and maximum times or counts, can be obtained. Selective triggering is further refined by range triggering, selective store,
sequential triggering and trace triggers. In effect, you "edit" the data,
collecting only the transactions needed for analysis. Model 1611 A
performs a self-test during turn-on and displays the results.

Using the general purpose personality module makes the 1611 A a
conventional logic state analyzer for microprocessors. All but the device-specific capabilities of the dedicated modules are retained, and
you can monitor virtually any microprocessor which has accessible
test points. With a display up to 36 bits wide you can observe activity
on several buses simultaneously on 8-bit or 16-bit microprocessors.
Seven clocks allow multiplexed information to be latched into the
1611 A at the appropriate time for display. The listing is displayed in
absolute code in hexadecimal or octal for address and data buses, and
in same base or binary for the external and auxiliary lines. Connection to the system under test is universal, with two pods, individual
leads, and miniature probes for all inputs.

Dedicated Personality ModUles
The eight dedicated personality modules reduce setup time as input
parameters are already matched to proper trigger levels and clock
slopes of the microprocessor. Connection to the system is quick and
easy with a "clothespin" clip, or the 40-pin connectors for address and
data and eight auxiliary leads with individual miniature probes for
related control lines. You can view microprocessor transactions in
mnemonic language or absolute code on the 32-bit wide display. Halting or single-stepping the microprocessor is possible with any of the
dedicated personality modules.

Inverse assembly of the data on the data buses is possible with
the eight dedicated personality modules. This mnemonic display
is in the familiar assembler format for easy interpretation.

LOGIC ANALYZERS
Model 1611A (Cont.)

The time interval mode and the ability to select enable and disable trigger conditions allows direct measurements of execution
time in loops, subroutines, and responses to interrupts. The
1611 A can record the time for one measurement or provide the
minimum and maximum values along with the last measurement
from repeated measurements.

External probes used with the general purpose personality module can obtain signals from up to 36 test points, whether the lines
are dedicated or multiplexed.
Setup and Hold Times
Setup time: 80 ns relative to specified clock edge.
Hold time: zero.

Option A68 (6800 Microprocessors)
Note: Model I 0257B personality module may be ordered separately
for installation in a 1611 A to provide Opt A68 capability.
Microprocessor Compatibility
Motorola: 6800, 68AOO, 68 BOO,6802.
AMI: 6800.
Note: The 1611 A Opt A68 is compatible with any microprocessor
that meets specifications of the Motorola 6800.

Connection with dedicated personality probes is with a 40-pin
dual in-line package clip or the microprocessor may be relocated
to the probe body and the probe connected to the system with a
40-pin connector.

Configuration
The flexibility and convenience of Model 1611 A are a function of
the nine personality modules. On initial order, the 1611 A is fitted
with the module of your choice. Subsequently, to change the configuration, a new personality module can be installed on site in about 15
minutes. Each module consists of two or three printed circuit boards,
an insert for the front panel, and the accompanying microprocessor
probe. Dedicated personality modules are available for eight microprocessor types: 6800, 6809, 8080, F8, Z80, 6502, 1802, and 8085.
The general purpose personality module features flexibility, and can
be used to troubleshoot most microprocessors manufactured now or in
the foreseeable future.

Option 001 (General Purpose
Personality Module)
Note: Model 10264A personality module may be ordered separately
for installation in a 1611 A to provide Option 00 I capability.
Inputs
Input current: 200 !-LA, logic 0 (low); =20 !-LA logic I (high).
Threshold: 2 V min, logic I (high); 0.7 V max, logic 0 (low). All
inputs have hysteresis.
Input capacitance: = 20 pf.
Clock
Clock rate: dc to 2.8 MHz max (2.2 MHz max if installed in a
1611A with serial number prefix of 1723A or below). Min pulse
width is 30 ns. No clock should occur until at least 100 ns after the
master clock. The NO CLOCK indicator lights if the period between
clocks exceeds 4 ms.

Clock and Data Inputs
Clock rate: 70 kHz to 2.0 MHz; (70 kHz to 1.66 MHz with 10257B
installed in 1611 A with serial number prefix below 1723A).
Input Loading
Ao-A'5' R/W, VMA: = I MQ shunted by = 40 pF, including capacitance of 30.4 cm (12") cable; = 30 pF with 7.6 cm (3") cable.
00·07' BA: 20 !-LA max with Vln = 2.7 V; -0.2 rnA max with Yin
=0.4 V.
HALT: 120 !-LA max with Yin =2.7 V; -0.2 rnA max with Yin =
0.4 V.
4>2: 0.2 mA max with Yin = 5 V; -0.4 rnA max with Yin = 0.4 V.
Threshold: 2.4 V to 5.5 V, logic I (high); -0.8 V to 0.8 V, logic 0
(low).
Halt output: TTL open-collector compatible output capable of sinking at least 8 rnA when active.

Option A09 (6809 Microprocessors)
Note: Model 10266A personality module may be ordered separately
for installation in a 1611A to provide Opt A09 capability.
Microprocessor Compatibility
Motorola: MC6809, MC6809E, MC68A09, MC68A09E, MC68B09,
MC68B09E.
Note: The 1611 A Opt A09 is compatible with any microprocessor
that meets specifications of the Motorola 6809.
Clock and Data Inputs
Clock rate: 80 kHz to 2 MHz (70 kHz to 1.66 MHz with 10266A
installed in 1611 A with serial number prefix below 1723A).
Input loading
AO-A15, Riw: = I MQ shunted by = 40 pF including capacitance of 30.4 cm (12") cable; = 30 pF with 7.6 cm (3") cable.
BA, BS: 20 !-LA max with Yin = 2.7 V; -0.2 rnA max with
Yin = 0.4 V.
HALT: 120 !-LA max with Yin = 2.7 V; -0.2 rnA max with Yin =
0.4 V.
E-Clock: 0.2 rnA max with Yin = 5 V; -0.4 mA max with Yin =
0.4 V.
Threshold: 2.4 V to 5.5 V, logic I (high); -0.8 V to 0.8 V, logic 0
(low).
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Option A80 (8080 Microprocessors)
Note: Model 10258B personality module may be ordered separately
for installation in a 1611 A to provide Opt A80 capability.
Microprocessor Compatibility
Intel: 8080, 8080A, 8080A-1, 8080A-2.
AMD: 9080A, 9080A-l, 9080A·2, 9080A-4.
NEC. ~PD8080, ~PD8080A·E.
TI: TMS8080, TMS8080A.
National: INS8080A.
Note: The 1611 A Opt A80 is compatible with any microprocessor
that meets specifications of the Intel 8080A.
Clock (4)2 only)
Repetition rate: 300 kHz to 4 MHz.
Width: 75 ns min for either high or low state.
Input resistance: = 12 HI.
Input capacitance: = 25 pF, includes capacitance of 30.5 cm (12")
cable, = 15 pF with 7.6 cm (3") cable.
Threshold: 9 to 13 V.logic I (high); -I to O.S V, logic 0 (low).
Data, Address, Wait, Ready, HLDA, INTE, SYNC
Input resistance: = I Mfl.
Input capacitance: = 25 pF, includes capacitance of 30.5 cm (12")
cable, = 15 pF with 7.6 cm (3") cable.
Threshold: 3 V to 6 V, logic I (high); -I to O.S V, logic 0 (low).
Ready output: TTL open-collector compatible output capable of
sinking at least 8 mA when active.

Option A85 (8085 Microprocessors)
Note: Model 10263A personality module may be ordered separately
for installation in a 1611A to provide Option A85 capability.
Microprocessor Compatibility
Intel: S085, 80S SA. S085A-2.
AMD: AM90S5.
Siemens: 80S5.
NEC: ~PD8085.
Note: The 1611 A Opt ASS is compatible with any microprocessor
that meets specifications of the Intel S085.
Clock, Data, Address, Status, and Control Inputs
Clock rate: 300 kHz to 5 MHz.
Threshold: 2 V to 5.5 V.logic I (high); -0.5 V to 0.8 V logic 0 (low).
Input Current .
Clock and Control: = 50 ~A max with Yin =2.7 V; -OA mA max
with Yin = 0.5 V.
Data, Address, and Status: = 20 p.A max with Yin = 2.7 V; -0.2
mA max with Yin = OAV.
Input capacitance: = 25 pF including capacitance of 30.5 cm (12")
cable; = 15 pF with 7.6 cm (3") cable.
Ready output: TTL compatible open-collector output capable of
sinking at least S mA when active.

Option OF8 (F8 Microprocessors)
Note: Model 10259A personality module may be ordered separately
for installation in a 1611 A to provide Option OFS capability.
Microprocessor Compatibility
Fairchild: F8 (3850).
Mostek: FS (3S50).
Note: The 1611A Opt OF8 is compatible with any microprocessor
that meets specifications of the Fairchild FS.

Clock and Write
Clock rate: 100 kHz to 2 MHz.
Width: 180 ns min for either high or low state.
Input current: _ 50 p.A, logic 0 (low) and logic 1 (high).
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Opt 001 General Purpose Personality Module

=

Input capacitance:
25 pF. includes capacitance of 30.4 cm (12")
cable; = 15 pF with 7.6 cm (3") cable.
Threshold: 2A V to 5.5 V, logic I (high); -O.S to 0.8 V,logic 0 (low).
Write period: either 4 or 6 times the clock period.
Write pulse width: max = clock period. min = clock period -100 ns.
ROMC
Input current: "" 22 ~A, logic 0 (low); = 40 ~A, logic I (high).
Input capacitance:
25 pF, includes capacitance of 30.4 cm (12")
cable; = 15 pF with 7.6 cm (3") cable.
Threshold: 2 V min, logic I (high); 0.7 V max, logic 0 (low).

=

Data, 1100, 1/01, EXT RES
Input current: "" 200 /lA. logic 0 (low); = 20 /lA, logic I (high).
Input capacitance:
25 pF, includes capacitance of 30.4 cm (\2")
cable; = 15 pF with 7.6 cm (3") cable.
Threshold: 2 V min. logic 1 (high); 0.7 V max. logic 0 (low).

=

Halting
The F8 CPU must be placed in the 1611 A Probe socket to halt or
single-step the F8 microprocessor.

Option Z80 (Z80 Microprocessors)
Note: Model 10260A personality module may be ordered separately
for installation in a 1611A to provide Option ZSO capability.
Microprocessor Compatibility
Zilog: ZSO, ZSOA.
Mostek: 3Sg0 (Z80), 38S0N-4 (ZSOA).
Note: The 1611A Opt ZSO is compatible with any microprocessor
that meets specifications of the Zilog ZSO.
Clock, Data, Address, and Control Inputs
Clock rate: 500 kHz to 4 MHz.
Input current: = 200 /lA, logic 0 (low); = 20 /lA. logic 1 (high).
Input capacitance:
25 pF. includes capacitance of 30A cm (12")
15 pF with 7.6 cm (3") cable.
cable;
Threshold: 2 V min, logic I (high); 0.7 V max. logic 0 (low).
Wait output: TTL open-collector compatible output capable of sinking at least 8 mA when active.

=

=

Option A65 (6502 Microprocessors)
Note: Model 10261 A personality module may be ordered separately
for installation in a 1611 A to provide Option A65 capability.
Microprocessor Compatibility
MOS Technology: MCS6S02, MCS6S02A.
Rockwell: R6502. R6502A. R6512. R6512A.
Synertek: SY6502.
Note: The 1611 A Opt A65 is compatible with any microprocessor
that meets specifications of the MOS Technology MCS6502.
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1611A Specifications
General
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Opt A80 8080J.tP Personality Module

Clock and Data Inputs
Clock rate: 70 kHz to 2 MHz.
Input Loading
A~A 15, R/W, Sync: "" I Mfl shunted by "" 40 pF, including capacitance of 30.4 cm (12") connecting cable, "" 30 pF with 2.6 cm
(3") cable.
DO - 07: 20 J.tA max with Yin = 2.7 V; -0.2 rnA max with Yin =
0.4 V.
Rdy: 120 J.tA max with Yin = 2.7 V; -0.2 rnA max with Yin =
-0.4 V.
eJ>2: 0.2 rnA max with Yin = 5 V; -0.4 rnA max with Yin = 0.4 V.
Threshold: 2.4 to 5.5 V,logic I (high); -0.8 V to 0.8 V logic 0 (low).
ROY output: TTL compatible open collector output capable of sinking at least 8 rnA when active.

External Probe Inputs
Current: "" 50 J.tA logic 0 or logic I
Capacitance: "" 25 pF at probe tip.
Threshold: 2.4 V to 5.5 V logic 1 (high); -0.8 to 0.8 V logic 0
(low).
Hold time: zero, relative to appropriate strobe edge.
Outputs
Low: < 0.4 V into 50fl.
High; > 2.0 V into 50fl (nominally 3.9 V into an open circuit).
Trigger: duration"" 75 ns in RZ format; delay"" 350 to 400 ns
after the appropriate strobe edge during the cycle that defines a
valid trigger.
Trace Point (I): provides a positive edge"" 350 to 400 ns after the
appropriate strobe edge during the cycle that defines the specific
valid trigger to be displayed on the 1611 A. If the 1611 A Delay is set
so that the trigger word is not displayed, Trace Point output occurs
for the cycle that defines the valid word immediately preceeding the
first displayed word.
Trace Point ell: complement of Trace Point (I).
Memory depth: 64 data transactions; 16 transactions are displayed
at one time, roll keys permit viewing of all 64 transactions.
Time interval; accuracy, 0.1 % ± 1J.ts. Max time, (2"-1) J.ts (16.7 s).
Events count: i' -I events (16.7 million) max.
Logic probe output power: 5 V dc at 0.1 A max.
Power: 100, 120,220,240 V ac; -10% +5%; 48 to 440 Hz; 120 VA
max.
Size: 189 H x 426 W x 572 mm D (7 Y,," x 160/," x 22 Y,").
Operating environment: temperature, O°C to +55°C (+32°F to
132°F); humidity, to 95% relative humidity at +40°C (+ 104°F); altitude to 4600 m (15000 ft); vibrated in three planes for 15 min. each
with 0.38 mm (0.015 in.) excursions, 10 to 55 Hz.
Weight: net, 15 kg (33 Ib); shipping, 19.5 kg (43 Ib).

Accessories Supplied

Option A18 (1802 Microprocessors)
Note: Model 10262A personality module may be ordered separately
for installation in a 1611 A to provide Option A 18 capability.

Microprocessor Compatibility
RCAIi>; CDPI802D, CDPI802CD. Example of RCA acceptable operating conditions at +25°C with a shunt capacitance of 50 pF are:
Vee
5
5
10

Vdd
5
10
10

Ordering Information

CLOCK SPEED
2 MHz
4MHz
5 MHz

Note: The 1611 A Opt A 18 is compatible with any microprocessor
that is functionally identical to the RCA 1802. Microprocessor operating conditions (clock rate, supply voltages and signal timing) must
be compatible with the 10262A setup and hold specifications.
®Registered Trade Mark RCA Corp.

Clock and Data Inputs

With 1611A: external8-bit probe; one 2.3 m (7.5 ft) power cord; and
one Operating and Service Manual.
With Dedicated Module: one 40-pin clip with 30.5 cm (12") cable;
one 40-pin male socket with 30.5 cm (12") cable; and one 40-pin male
socket with 7.6 cm (3") cable.
With General Purpose Module: two universal probes with individualleads, and miniature probe tips for each input.

__

Input loadIng, MA O-MA 7, Bus O-Bus 7, TPA, TPB, XTAL,
SCO, SC1, MRD, MWR, NO, N1, N2, WAIT, CLEAR: "" 32 kfl shunted by "" 25 pF including the capacitance of a 30.5 cm (12") cable or
"" 15 pF with a 7.6 cm (3") cable.
Threshold: automatically adjusted internally to "" VDD/2.
Walt output: series current limit. Open collector output series with
current limited to 10 rnA.
WaIting: with the Test Mode Switch in TRACE THEN WAIT or
TRACE SINGLE STEP with the CPU in the 1611A probe socket,
the 1611 A will cause the CPU to wait. If the CPU is not in the probe
socket, waiting cannot be guaranteed.

1611A Opt 00 I Logic State Analyzer, General Purpose
1611A Opt 002 adds Model 10277D GP Probe
Interface; order with 1611 A Opt 00 I only
1611A Opt A68 Logic State Analyzer for 6800 J.tP
1611A Opt A09 Logic State Analyzer for 6809 J.tP
1611A Opt A80 Logic State Analyzer for 8080 J.tP
1611A Opt A85 Logic State Analyzer for 8085 J.tP
1611A Opt OF8 Logic State Analyzer for F8 J.tP
1611A Opt Z80 Logic State Analyzer for Z80 J.tP
1611A Opt A65 Logic State Analyzer for 6502 J.tP
1611A Opt A 18 Logic State Analyzer for 1802 J.tP

Price
$6800
add $475
$5900
$6000
$5900
$5900
$6400
$5900
$6400
$6400

Personality Modules for Field Installation
102578
102588
10259A
10260A
10261A
10262A
10263A
10264A
10266A

for 6800 J.tP
for 8080 J.tP
for F8 J.tP
for Z80 J.tP
for 6502 J.tP
for 1802 J.tP
for 8085 J.tP
General Purpose
for 6809 J.tP

$1400
$1400
$1900
$1400
$1900
$1900
$1400
$2300
$1500

LOGIC ANALYZERS
Parallel or Serial Analysis of Digital Systems
Models 16008, 10253A and 10254A
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16008 Description
The 1600S Logic State Analyzer is a versatile, general purpose data
domain instrument for use in design and troubleshooting of minicomputer and microprocessor based systems as well as other digital systems. Parallel data is captured at clock speeds to 20 MHz and
presented in an easy-to-read one's and zero's display format for fast
functional analysis of digital data flow. The ability to capture and
display words up to 32-bits wide lets you observe, in real time, micro:codes or addresses with resulting data, saving time in system design
and development, hardware troubleshooting, software evaluation,
Iland service and maintenance. Convenient and flexible functional
analysis is provided by features such as sequential triggering, dual
:CIOCk, separately configured data tables, display qualification, exclusive OR comparison of Tables A and B, dynamic mapping, and halt
Iwhen A is not equal to B.
I The 1600S consists of a 1600A Logic State Analyzer, a 1607A
,Logic State Analyzer, a 10236A Trigger Bus Cable, and a I0237A
,Data Cable. The Trigger Bus Cable logically AND's the trigger registers of both the 1600A and t 607 A for a trigger word up to 36 bits
:wide (four qualifiers not displayed). The Data Cable connects the
\1600A Table B memory to the 1607A to enable the display of words
up to 32 bits wide, to display two 16-bit data sequences at the same
!time-such as addresses and instructions, to display 32 consecutive
I

.

tB07A tOGIC SH.n: AN),LYIEA

16-bit words, or for dual clock application. When the full system capabilities are not needed, the 1600A or 1607A may be used separately. The 1600A by itself is a complete logic state analyzer with 16-bit
triggering plus two qualifiers, and a 32-bit wide table display as well
as dynamic mapping. The 1607A needs only the proper oscilloscope
or X-Y display for another complete analyzer, also with 16-bit triggering plus two qualifiers. Both the 1600A and 1607A have a pattern
trigger output to trigger an oscilloscope for electrical analysis.

Display Modes
The Map display provides a dynamic overview of a system's operation-a pattern of dots interconnected with vectors that are unique
for each area of program implementation. Each dot represents a specific word; its location indicates binary magnitude and its brightness
indicates relative frequency of occurrence. The vectors between each
dot allow you to observe the sequence of data transactions. The vector
gets brighter as it moves toward a new point to show the direction of
data flow. With the map you can identify program loops, improper
data flow, as well as lost portions of a program. You can also map
single-shot events such as those in turn-on sequences.
In the Table display mode you can display up to sixteen 32-bit
words which allows you to view address and resultant data flow at the
same time. You can look at events leading up to, surrounding, or following the trigger word; and delay up to 99 999 clock cycles beyond

LOGIC ANALYZERS
Models 16005, 10253A & 10254A (cont.)

The map display offers an overall view of machine operation, with
each dot representing one input word. The real time display allows you to identify program loops, improper data flow, as well as
lost portions of a program.

In the ExclUSive OR mode, A & (A E9 B), A memory data is displayed on the left while the table on the right displays logic differences between A and B memories. This provides very fast "at-aglance" comparisons.

the trigger point to view events anywhere in a program. Two 16-bit by
16-bit table displays, A and B, can be used separately or in various
combinations to satisfy a wide variety of applications.
An Exclusive OR mode, A & (A E9 B), makes comparison of Table
A and Table B data easy by displaying any differences as intensified
one's on Table B. This display mode allows you to quickly compare
active data to known stored data, or to compare data from two active
systems simultaneously. Comparison data for Table B can be entered
from an HP Model 10253A Card Reader. Model 10253A plugs directly into the 1600A Logic State Analyzer and provides a convenient
method for performing repetitive tests for incoming inspection, production testing, or any situation requiring frequent comparisons to
predetermined data sets.
Another useful mode is the halt when A does not equal B mode (A
B), which automatically halts and stores the data in the A memory
when it does not equal the data in the B memory. Used in conjunction
with the A & (A E9 B) mode, this mode frees you from the tedious
waiting and watching for intermittent malfunctions.

sired trigger word, delay can be used to position the sixteen word
"window" an exact number of clock pulses from the trigger word. The
1600A and' the 1607A each permit selection of up to 99 999 clock
cycles of delay.
The 1600A and 1607A have trigger outputs that extend troubleshooting capabilities in digital curcuit analysis by windowing oscilloscopes to the proper digital point in time for electrical analysis of
circuit operation.

*"

Display Qualification and Triggering
The 1600S has a total of four qualifier channels which allow only
selected data to be captured, greatly expanding the effectiveness of
the memory since irrelevant or extraneous data is not strobed into
memory. The 1607A pattern trigger output (PTO) can be used as a
qualifier input to the 1600A for analysis of multiplexed buses.
You can define two events which must occur in sequence to trigger
a data acquisition cycle. The trigger output of the 1607A can be used
to arm the 1600A on a selected event, enabling it to look for the second event. Sequential triggering is useful for analyzing branch
operations.
Both the 1607A and the 1600A may be operated in the Start Display or End Display modes. In Start Display, the Analyzer triggers on
a unique word established by the trigger word switches and displays
that trigger word and the fifteen following words as they are clocked
in. This is a valuable mode for paging through a system while following an algorithm to trace data now. End Display triggering captures
events leading up to and including the trigger word, providing a "negative time" display. This is extremely helpful for troubleshooting,
since you can trigger on an unallowed state or a fault and see where
the machine malfunctioned rather than the end results of the error. In
addition, delay may be combined with the End Display trigger to capture both positive and negative time data, allowing you to see events
before and after the trigger event and reduce analysis time.
When the data you want to see does not immediately follow the de-

Dual Clock
The 1600A and 1607A may be clocked at different rates which permits you to examine simultaneously up to 16 bits on both sides of an
I/0 port even though state now is from two different sources running
at different speeds. You can also easily relate bus activity to events
occurring elsewhere at different clock rates, such as system peripherals. Dual clock capability can be particularly useful in determining
design incompatibilities between hardware and software in microcomputer-controlled systems.
Serial Data Analysis
Model 10254A Serial-to-parallel Converter extends the analytical
capabilities of the 1600S to include monitoring serially transmitted
data. Data is collected serially at rates to 10 MHz into bidirectional
registers and transmitted in parallel to the 1600S by bytes up to 16
bits wide. Sync mode may be a Pattern sync, initiating data collection
with the pattern triggers of the analyzer, or Edge sync, using the appropriate edge of the clock for the system under test. You can use the
Converter with either Model 1600A or Model 1607A and a display,
or two Converters for a display of serial data 32 bits wide. Operating
parameters are matched to those of the 1600S, including a zero hold
time and adjustable threshold levels. With the 1600S and 10254A in
combination, you can observe data transfers at I/0 ports, and monitor communication networks, serial processors, and digital filters.
Versatile Miniature Probes
The 1600S acquires data through six, 6-channel high impedance
probes. Two separate clock probes allow connection to the desired
strobe source. The miniature probe tips are small enough to connect
to adjacent pins or can be slipped off the probe wire for direct connection to 0.6 mrn (0.025 in.) square pins, IC test clips, Model 10024A
IC clip, and wire wrap pins.
Individual probes are connected to each data or clock pod through a
quick disconnect ganging-bar which permits hardwired or semipermanent connections to system nodes that do not need to be disturbed
when the Logic State Analyzer and its probe pods are removed.
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10253A Card Reader

1600S Specifications
Clock and Data Inputs
Repetition rate: 0 to 20 MHz.
Input RC: 40 k12 ± 3 k12 shunted by sl4 pF (at the probe tip).
Input bias current: s30 /lA.
Input threshold: TTL, fixed at "'" + 1.5 V; variable ± 10 Vdc.
Max input: level, -IS to + 15 Vdc; swing, 15 V peak from threshold.
Min input: swing, 0.5 V +5% of pop threshold voltage; clock pulse
width, 20 ns at threshold; data pulse width, 25 ns at threshold; data
setup time, 20 ns; hold time. zero.
Pattern and Delayed Trigger Outputs
High: 2:2 V into 50n(line driver interface).
Low: <0.4 V into 50f! (line driver interface).
Pulse duration
Delayed trigger: = 25 ns (RZ format) at I Y level.
Pattern trigger: "'" 25 ns in RZ format at I Y level, delay zero or
off. With delay on and not zero, pattern trigger output starts on
receipt of a pattern trigger signal and ends when delay ends.
Trigger Arm Input
Impedance: son.
Level: low state, 0 Y to <0.4 Y; high state, 2 Y to <5 Y.
Pulse width: 15 ns min at 1.5 Y level.
Arming conditions: if the arming pulse positive edge occurs <45 ns
after a clock, triggering occurs on the same clock cycle that it is
armed. I f the arming pulse positive edge occurs> 75 ns after a clock,
triggering occurs on the next clock cycle.
1607A X-, V- and Z-axes Outputs
X-axis: <0.6 Y to >6 Y pop, ± 8 V max into 2:100 k12
V-axis: <0.6 Y to >6 Y pop, ± 8 Y max into 2:100 kn.
Z-axis: 0 to lOY pop into 2:1 kf!.
Display interface requirements: the 1607 A interfaces with oscilloscope or display with the following input parameters (Not recommended for storage oscilloscopes or displays other than H P Model
1741 Opt 001 Storage Oscilloscope).
X and Y inputs: 0.1 to \ V/div deflection factors; dc coupled input;
and> 500 kHz bandwidth.
Z·axis input: dc coupled with positive blanking; full blanking must
occur with 10 Y input at 10 rnA.
General
Display rate: variable from <200 ms to >5 s (I600A), <50 ms to
>5 s (1607A).
Power: 100, 120, 220, 240 Yac; -10%, + 5%; 48 to 440 Hz; 120 YA
max.
Logic probe power: rear panel BNC connector, +5Y, 100 rnA.
Size
1600A: 197 H x 335 W x 540 mm L with handle (7'/." x 13'/,," x
21'/."); 460 mm (\8 1/,") L without handle.
1607A: 121 H x 284 W x 460 mm D (4'/." x II '/,," x 18 1/,").
Operating environment: temperature, 0 to +55°C (+32°F to
+ 130°F); humidity to 95% relative humidity at +40°C (+ 104°F);
altitude to 4600 m (15000 ft); vibrated in three planes for 15 minutes
each with 0.254 mm (0.010 in.) excursion, 10 to 55 Hz.

Weight
1600S: net, 19.1 kg (42 Ib); shipping, 22.7 kg (50 Ib).
1600A: net, 12.7 kg (28 Ib); shipping, 15.9 kg (35 Ib).
1607A: net, 6.4 kg (141b); shipping, 8.2 kg (18 Ib).

.-.

10254A Serial-to·parallel Converter
Accessories Supplied
1600S: six 1023IC data probes. two 10230C clock probes, one
10236A Trigger Bus Cable. one 10237A Data Cable, two 2.3. m
(7.5 ft) power cords, one accessory case for each analyzer, one
1600A and one 1607 A Operating and Service Manual.
1600A or 1607A: three 10231 C data probes, one 10230C clock
probe, one accessory case, one Operating and Service Manual.

10253A Specifications
Cards: printed cards in format required for 1600A Logic State Analyzer Table B memory; 187 mm (7%") long.
Power: supplied by 1600A.
Weight: net, I kg (2.1 Ib); shipping, 1.8 kg (4 Ib).
Operating environment: same as 1600A except: temperature,
+lOoC to+40'C (+50°F to +104 F); humidity, to 80% relative humidity at HO°C (+104°F).
Accessories supplied: one drum card, HP P/N 10253-90001; one
exerciser card. HP P/N 10253-90002; IQOdata cards, HP P/N 93203324; one interface box mounting bracket, H P P/N 0 I 120-6470 I;
and one Operating Note.
U

10254A Specifications
Probe Inputs
Rep rate: slO MHz in Edge Sync, s7MHz in Pattern Sync.
Input RC: 40 kll ± 3kf! shunted by sl4 pF (at the probe tip).
Input threshold: TTL, fixed at 1.5 Vdc; variable ± 10 Vdc selected
at the logic state analyzer.
Max input: level, ± IS Ydc; swing, 15 Y peak from threshold.
Min input: pulse width, 40 ns min at threshold; setup time, 50 ns min;
hold time, zero.
Operating Modes
Display Format
Bits/byte: I to 16 bits (a byte is one line on the display).
First bit, left/right: displays most significant bit left or right.
Data Sync
Pattern: sync on selected unique pattern in the serial data stream.
Edge: sync on input signal on selected edge.
Bytes/sync: select from I to 16 bytes of data following each sync.
Delay: I to 99 clock pulses after sync signal before data acquisition
begins.
Sync search: Initiate pushbutton or a positive-going input pulse
starts a new search cycle.
General
Weight: net, 3.2 kg (7 lb.). Shipping,S kg (II Ib).
Power: supplied by the 1600A or 1607A.
Size: 12.1 H X 28.4 W X 41.4 em D (4 3/4 X 11' / ,," X 16' /1''').
Accessories supplied: one Model 10236A Trigger Bus Cable, four
interface cables (HP P/N 10254-61601), and one Operating Note.
Ordering Information
1600S 32-channel Logic State Analyzer,
includes a 1600A and 1607 A
Opt 001: add two I0277C GP Probe Interfaces
1600A 16-channel Logic State Analyzer
1607A 16-channel Logic State Analyzer
10253A Card Reader
10254A Serial-to-parallel Converter

Price
$XKl)()
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LOGIC ANALYZER
ACCESSORIES
Probes and Probe leads
Hewlett-Packard offers a large line of accessories to give you optimal flexibility in integrating the logic analyzers into your digital
design and troubleshooting applications.
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Data/Clock Probes
Microprocessor Probes
Trigger Probes
Miniature Probes
Probe Leads

Interfaces
Cables
Connectors
Testmobiles, Accessories
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Logic Analyzer Probes
Most of the probes in this section are supplied with the appropriate
logic analyzers. Be sure to check the list of accessories supplied with
the logic analyzers you have or will have purchased. The descriptions
of these probes are included for your convenience in selecting replacement parts.

Probe Model Number
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Models 10231C Data Probe and 10230C Clock Probe

10248C Data Probe

These probes are generally used with Model 1600S Logic Analyzer
system, which is comprised of Models 1600A and 1607A Logic Analyzers. Each analyzer requires three data probes and one clock probe.
These probes are also used with Model 10254A Serial-to-parallel
Converter, Model I 620A Pattern Analyzer, and Model 160lA Logic
Analyzer. Individual probes are connected to each data or clock pod
through a quick-disconnect ganging bar for flexibility in connecting
to a system.

Trigger Probes

Models 10248C Data Probe and 10247A Clock Probe
Models 10248C Data Probes are used with Models l610A/B and
l615A Logic Analyzers. Each data probe is an 8-bit probe, Model
10247A Clock Probe is a one-bit probe used with the 1610A Logic
State Analyzer.
Probe Clip Set (HP PIN 5061-3611)
For convenience in using Model 10248 probes, the Probe Clip Set
(HP P/N 5061-3611) permits you to stack the probes without damage. This set is provided on initial order with Models 1610A/B and
1615A Logic Analyzers. The set includes four holders for probes.

Model 1611A Microprocessor Probes
Use the following chart to order replacement microprocessor
probes for the various personality modules for Model 1611 A Logic
State Analyzer; remember that the appropriate microprocessor probe
is provided on initial order of personality modules, whether the modules are ordered as options or separate modules.
MicroProcessor
Family
MOTOROLA 6800
MOTOROLA 6809
INTEL S080A
FAIRCHILD F8
llLOG lSO
ROCKWELL 6502
RCA 1802
INTEL 8085
GENERAL
PURPOSE

1611A
Option
Number

Penonality
Modules:
Model No.

Module
Model
Price

Probe
Part No.

Probe
Price

A68
A09
A80
OF8
l80
A65
AI8
A85
001

102578
10266A
102588
10259A
10260A
10261A
10262A
10263A
10264A

$1400
$1500
$1400
$1900
$1400
$1900
$1900
$1400
$2300

01611-62106
01611-62114
01611-62107
01611-62104
01611-62105
01611-62108
01611-62109
01611-62112
01611-62110

$450
$450
$450
$450
$450
$450
$450
$450
$875

Eight-bit External Probe (HP PIN 01611-62101)
The 8-bit external probe (HP PIN 01611-62101) permits connections in a system external to the microprocessor bus for tracing related events or for additional trigger qualifications on Model 1611A
Logic Analyzer.
Resistance: I Mil.
Capacitance: 25 pF at probe tip.
Threshold: +2.4 V to +5.5 V, logic I (high); -0.8 V to +0.8 V at
logic 0 (low).
Setup time: 250 ns prior to falling edge of appropriate strobe.
Hold time: zero (after falling edge of strobe).
Accessories supplied: one ganging bar, eight data leads, one
ground lead, and nine probe tips.

Miniature Probes
The Hewlett-Packard series of miniature probes give you easy access to test points in densely populated digital circuits. The basic
probe, a small (2.4 mm diameter, 25 mm long) cylinder with a needlelike tip, provides access to test points while reducing the possibility of
shorting to adjacent leads. This series of probes consists of 10: I high
impedance divider probes, 1:1 probes for instruments with high impedance inputs, and I: I probes for 50 ohm inputs.
For a more complete description of the miniature easy IC probes
and accessories, refer to page 224, Oscilloscope Probes and Other Accessories.

Ordering Information
10230C Clock Probe
10231C Data Probe
10247A Clock Probe
10248C Data Probe
01611-62101 8-bit External Probe
5061-3611 Probe Clip Kit

Price
$175
$250
$175
$395
$270
$13

Probe Leads and Probe Lead Kits
Probe leads are provided with every logic analyzer probe. For replacement or special applications, available leads are listed in the next
three tables. The last table lists the quick disconnect probe lead kits which are available.

Quick Disconnect Probe Pod Leads

PART NUMBER
5061-1215
5061-1251

LEAD END
PIN
PIN

10231-61624
10231-61625
5061-1227

PIN
ALLIGATOR
PIN

5061-1216
5061-1217
5061-1218
5061-1219
5061-1220

COLOR

(6)
610 (24)
305 (12)
305 (12)

PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN

305 (12)
305 (12)
305 (12)

YELLOW

3.50
3.50
3.50

WHITE/BLACK
WHITE/BROWN

3.50
3.50

305 (12)
305 (12)
305 (12)

WHITE/RED
WHITE/ORANGE
WHITE/YELLOW

3.50
3.50
420

PIN
PIN

305 (12)
305 (12)
305 (12)

WHITE/GREEN
WHITE/BLUE
WHITE/VIOLET

LEAD END
PIN
ALLIGATOR
PIN
PIN

LENGTH mm (In.)
305 (12)
305 (12)

COLOR
BLACK
BLACK

3.50
3.50
350
PRICE

305 (12)
305 (12)

RED
YELLOW

10231-61604
10231-61608
10231-61612

PIN

305 (12)
305 (12)
305 (12)

GREEN

PIN
PIN

10231-61613
10231-61614
10231-61615

PIN
PIN
PIN

305 (12)
305 (12)
305 (12)

WHITE/RED
WHITE/ORANGE
WHITE/YELLOW

10231-61616
PART NUMBER

PIN
LEAD END
PIN
PIN
PIN

WHITE/GREEN
COLOR
BLACK

350
PRICE
$350

PIN
PIN
PIN

305 (12)
LENGTH mm (in.)
305 (12)
305 (12)
305 (12)
305 (12)
305 (12)
305 (12)

YELLOW
WHITE/BLACK
WHITE/BROWN

PIN
PIN
PIN

305 (12)
305 (12)
305 (12)

WHITE/RED
WHITE/ORANGE
WHITE/YELLOW

3.50
350
350
350
350
350

WHITE/GREEN
WHITE/BLUE

350
350

5061-1240
5061-1241
5061-1242

PIN
PIN
PIN

305 (12)
305 (12)
305 (12)

WHITE/VIOLET
GRAY/BLACK
GRAY/BROWN

5061-1243
5061-1244
5061-1245
5061-1246
5061-1247

PIN
PIN
PIN

305 (12)
305 (12)
305 (12)

GRAY/RED
GRAY /ORANGE
GRAY /YELLOW

350
3.50
3.50
350
350

PIN
PIN
PIN

305 (12)
305 (12)
305 (12)

GRAY/GREEN
GRAY/BLUE
GRAY/VIOLET

350
350
350

~152

PIN

5061-1224
PART NUMBER
10231-61606
10231-61611
10231-61602
10231-61605

5061-1231
5061-1232
5061-1233
5061-1234
5061-1235
5061-1236
5061-1237
5061-1238
5061-1239

"Single-ended" Probe Pod Leads
(Prepared for soldering)

305 (12)

PRICE

BLACK
BLACK
BLACK
BLACK
RED

5061-1221
5061-1222
5061-1223

Threaded Probe Pod Leads

LENGTH mm (in.)

5061-1248

$3.50
7.25
\6.00

$350
350
350
350
3.50
350

WHITE/BLACK
WHITE/BROWN

3.50
350
350
3.50

350

NUMBER OF KITS REQUIRED BY LOGIC ANALYlER MODELS
ANALYIER MODEL NUMBER
Quick Disconnect Kits
10231-68703 Data
10247-68701 Clock

1600A

1607A

160lA'

3

3

2

1602A

Threaded Probe Leads 10230·68701 Clock
Threaded Probe Leads 10231-68702 Data

3

1
3

1
2

Kit oj 10 Miniature Probe Tips 10230·68702

3

3

2

• No longer In production.

KIT

1611A

1

1615A

1
1
4

10248-69501 Data

(Order single tips as HP PjN 10230-62101).

1610AjB

1620A'

10254A

3

1

4

I

4

$30
$10
$37.50
$12

3
1

2

PRICE

3

1

$30

3

1

$22.50
$ 250

LOGIC ANALYZERS
Accessories

1610A with Interfaces

Interfaces
Three categories of interfaces are available for Hewlett-Packard
logic analyzers: (I) general purpose, (2) minicomputer, and (3) HPlB. The general purpose interfaces simplify the mechanical connections between the logic analyzer and the system under test, and provide some preprocessing capabilities to adapt and qualify signals from
the system. Seven minicomputer interfaces give you access to address,
data, and control line signals from specific minicomputers. Because
these are dedicated interfaces, minicomputer interfaces have even
more flexibility for preprocessing and selecting the signals you want

to monitor of the many active lines in the typical minicomputer. An
HP-IB interface may be a monitor only or an active interface that
adds the logic analyzer to a larger measurement system.

10277A/B/C/D General Purpose Probe Interface
For convenient connections between your analyzer and a digital
system, Model 10277A/B/C/O has dedicated sockets for the analyzer probe pods, and cables with 40-pin connectors for the system under
test. Wire-wrap boards in the interface carry active circuits to preprocess the system signals for the logic analyzer. These interchangeable
boards can be set up for a variety of analysis modes, such as serial-toparallel conversion, sorting out signals on multiplexed buses, generatmg ORed clocks from multiclock systems, etc. Analysis modes can be
changed quickly by simply swapping boards. Option 001 for Models
10277A/B replaces one wire-wrap board with a prewired board that
directly accesses address and data lines. The appropriate 10277 interface can be used with Models 1600S, 1610A/B, l6l1A, and 1615A
logic analyzers.

10277A/B/C/D Interface Specifications

10277A General Purpose Probe Interface

Input connectors: two 40-pin connectors to interface with a system.
Two BNC connectors on the wire-wrap boards allow external signals
or power to user-constructed circuits on the board.
Output connectors: four data connectors for HP logic analyzers
with Model 10248 or 10231 data probes. One clock connector for
Models 10247, 10230, or 10248B Opt. 001 clock probes. Model
102770 has two plugs for the two 40-pin connectors of the HP 1611 A
Logic State Analyzer.
Weight: net, 0.75 kg (1.7lb); shipping, 2 kg (4.4lb).
Accessories supplied: two removable interconnection wire-wrap
boards (HP PIN 10277-6650/ for Models 10277A/B/C, HP PIN
10277-66507 for Model 102770), two 36 mm (14 in.) ribbon cables
with 40-pin f~male connectors on each end (HP PIN 10277-61601),
and two 40-pm male connectors (HP PIN 1251-3004).

Ordering Information
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102770 General Purpose Probe Interface

10277A Interface for 1610A
102778 Interface for 1610B or 1615A
Opt 001 (10277A/B only) replaces one wire-wrap.
board (HP PIN 10277-66501) with a prewired board
(HP PIN 10277-66505) for connection to minicomputer interfaces; replaces 35.5 (14 in.) cable
(HP PIN 10277-61601) with a 91.5 cm (3 ft) cable
(HP PIN 10277-61602)
10277C Interface for 1600A or 1607A
102770 Interface for 1611 A
10277-66501 Wire-wrap Board with Connectors (two
supplied with Model 10277 Interface)
10277-66505 Prewired Wire-wrap Board

Price
$400
$400
N/C

$400
$475
$100
$130

Minicomputer Interfaces
Interfaces for HP logic analyzers are available for seven minicomputer families. Minicomputer interfaces provide a simple, rapid connection between logic analyzers and the system under test, and
preprocess system activity to produce signals suitable for the analyzers. The one or two printed circuit boards of each interface connect
directly to the minicomputer mainframe or system bus to transparently monitor address and data buses and control lines. Interface
boards have switches to qualify signals so that only particular activities can be monitored, as, for example, only reads, or only DMA outputs. Active circuits on the board assure transparent monitoring with
buffering as required, and generate clock signals for the logic analyzer.
MinicomputerILoglc Analyzers Interfaces

INTERFACE
MODEL
10275A
10276A
10278A
10279A
10280A
10285A
52126A

COMPUTER

NET
WEIGHT
kg (lb)

SHIPPING
WEIGHT
kg (lb)

PDp· I I (Digital Corp)
LSI·II (Digital Corp)
HP 1000 M/E/F Series
NOVA 3 (Data General)
microNOVA (Data General)
HP 1000 L-Series
Intel MULTIBUS

0.28 (0.6)
0.2 (0.4)
0.8 (1.8)
0.23 (0.5)
0.23 (0.5)
0.23 (0.5)
0.23 (0.5)

0.60 (1.3)
0.32 (0.7)
1.40 (3)
0.45 (I)
0.45(1)
0.45 (I)
045 (I)

A logic analyzer with HP-IB interface and an intelligent controller
are used for higher-lever performance analysis. This histogram of
occurrence counts is displayed on a 1610 Logic Siale Analyzer.

HP-IB Interface Kits
Logic analyzer H P- IB interfaces allow you to add the measurement
set of the analyzers to a system with other HP-IB compatible instruments for automated monitoring, higher-level analysis, and documentation. Refer to pages 22-26 for an overview of instruments available
with HP-IB capability. HP-IB interfaces may be ordered as options
or field kits.
Logic Analyzers/HP·IB Interfaces

LOGIC ANALYZER
MODEL NUMBER
1602A Logic State Analyzer
1610A Logic State Analyzer, serial
number prefix IBI2A and below
1610A Logic State Analyzer, serial
number prefix 1822A and above
1610B Logic State Analyzer
1615A Logic Analyzer

FACTORY·
INSTALLED
OPTION NUMBER

USER-INSTALLED
KITS
MODEL NUMBER

001
003

l0059A
10494A

003

10495A

003
001

10496A
l0069A

Performance Analysis
Using the second-generation logic analyzers with HP-IB capability
and a smart controller creates a measurement system for higher-level
evaluations of system performance. Model 1610A/B Logic State
Analyzer or Model 161 SA Logic Analyzer may be used to acquire
data and provide front end storage. Data is sent across the HP-IB to
an intelligent controller for post-processing. Model 9825A/35A/45A
Desktop Computers or any HP-IB compatible computer can be programmed for user·defined tests and routines. The post processing results can then be displayed on a graphics terminal, printer/plotter, or
the logic analyzer display. Typical analysis formats include histograms of system activity by frequency or time, software execution
time profiles, or matrices of branching probabilities.
HP-IB Monitors
Two interfaces are available for directly monitoring activity on HPIB lines. Model I 0050A and 1005 I A HP·IB Adapter and Test Probe
are used with Model 1602A Logic State Analyzer; refer to pages 179180 for a description and specifications.
Model 10066A HP-IB Probe Interface is used with the 1610A/B
Logic State Analyzer or 161 SA Logic Analyzer to transparently
monitor the 16 H P-IB lines. The interface connects directly to the bus
and has pod sockets for the analyzer probes. Protocol violations in the
handshake sequences set a nag for the analyzer and nash an LED on
the interface. A clock source switch gives you a choice of acquiring
talker asserted data (DA V), listener accepted data (NDAC), or parallel poll sequences. A pushbutton on the interface displays on the
analyzer the state of quiescent lines on a quiet or stalled HP-IB bus.

(.)

•

10066A Hp·IB Probe Interface
10066A HP-IB Probe Interface Specifications
Input load: <400 /-LA source or logic analyzer probe load.
Input Threshold: TTL fixed at approx l.SV.
Maximum Input: ::::5.5V or logic analyzer spec.
Minimum input
Voltage: 2:::0.5V or logic analyzer spec.
Setup time: time data stable prior to clock edge, 20ns.
Hold time: time data stable following clock edge, SO ns.
Power: +5V, 100 mA max.
Ordering Information
10059A HP-IB Interface Kit for 1602A
1oo66A HP-IB Probe Interface, 1610A/B and 1615A
10069A HP-IB Interface Kit for 1615A
10275A PDP-II UNIBUS Interface·
10276A LSI-II Q-Bus Interface*
10278A HP 1000 M/E/F Series Interface*
10279A NOV A 3 Interface*
10280A microN OVA Interface*
10285A HP-IOOO L-Series Interface*
10494A HP-IB Interface Kit for 1610A with Serial
Number Prefix 1812A and below
10495A HP-IB Interface Kit for 1610A with Serial
Number Prefix 1822A and above
10496A HP-IB Interface Kit for 1610B
52126A Multibus Interface*
*Opt001 adds 10277A/001 GP Interface
*Opt 002 adds 10277B/001 GP Interface

Price
$ 300
$ 300
$ 500
$ 300
$ 375
$ 650
$ 500
$ 500
$ 350
$\200
$900
$ 800
$ 300
add $ 400
add $ 400

LOGIC ANALYZERS
Accessories

Analyzer I Converter Cables
10254-61601

Test Cable
01611-6 1612

Test Cable, Clip
01611-61609

Test Cable, Plug
01611-61610

Analyzer I Printer Cable
09866-61630

Cables
The following cables are supplied with the respective instruments
and options on initial order. They are included for convenience in ordering replacement parts.

Models 10236A Trigger Bus Cable
and 10237A Data Cable
These cables connect the 1600A and 1607 A Logic Analyzers to
double the 16-bit word capacity to 32-bit word width. Model 10236A
Trigger Bus cable also provides the connection of Model 10254A
Serial-to-parallel Converter to the 1600A or 1607A Analyzers. The
appropriate number of cables are supplied with the 1600S and
10254A.
Models 1600S Logic Analyzerl
10254A Serial-to-parallel Converter Interconnecting
Cable (HP PIN 10254-61601)
These interconnecting cables transmit the clock and data output of
the 10254A Serial-to-parallel Converter to 1600A or 1607A Logic
Analyzer. Four cables are needed and are supplied with Model
10254A.
Models 1610A/B Logic Analyzers
and 9876A Printer Cable
A cable is available to connect the 1610A/B Logic Analyzer to
either Model 9876A or 9866A/B Thermal Printer. This cable, HP
P/N 09866-61630, is provided with Option 004 for the 1610A/B.
The two end connectors can be ordered alone, vendor Burndy, P/N
BTO 6B ( ) 14-19PAAI43.
Model 1611A Logic Analyzer Cables
Three test cables are supplied with Model 1611 A Logic Analyzer,
and provide the connections between the Analyzer's microprocessor

probe and the microprocessor under test. Any of these three cables
can be used to connect the microprocessor to the 1611 A input.

Connectors
Model 1602A Analyzer Probe Connectors
Several kits and units are available to make more convenient connectors for Model 1602A Logic Analyzer. HP PIN 01602-68701 is
an assembly of quick disconnect pod with a printed circuit board and
30.5 cm (12 in.) leads; no slip-on probe tips are included. HP P/N
01602-68702 includes the quick disconnect plastic pod halves and a
printed circuit board, but no leads are included. An unloaded printed
circuit board, HP P/N 01602-26506, is available for use with the
quick disconnect plastic pods. This probe/system interface is a standard two row, edge connector which is easily added to your instrument during development.
Ordering Information
10236A Trigger Bus Cable
10237A Data Cable
01602-68701 Probe Connector with Leads
01602-68702 Quick Disconnect Kit
01602-26506 Unloaded PC Board
01611-6160930.5 cm (12 in.) Test Cable with a 40-pin
female connector and 40-pin clip
01611-6161030.5 cm (12 in.) Test Cable with a 40-pin
female connector and 40-pin plug
01611-61612 10.2 cm (4 in.) Test Cable with a 40-pin
female connector and a 40-pin plug
09866-61630 Printer Cable
10254-61601 Cable, each

Price
$20
$60
$80
$49
$10
$95
$55
$50
$250
$145

Probe/System Connector Kit
The Hewlett-Packard probejsystem connector kit (HP PjN 50611263) includes five plastic connector bodies (HP P jN 01610-8760 I)
and fifty connector pins (HP P jN 01610-06101). By incorporating
these connectors into your system during initial design, you have easy
access to signals necessary for testing with an HP Logic Analyzer.
Alternatively, these connectors can be installed on an interface board
which can then be connected to a system with a ribbon cable.
Connectors can be mounted on an exterior surface of an internal
circuit board with only a portion of the body extending through an
external panel. Two notches in the connector body mate with the feet
of the Analyzer probes to assure proper alignment.
If you want to solder wires directly to probe connector pins, order
hollow pins, HP P jN 1251-4305. When soldering pins to the printed
circuit board, a dummy fixture or other probe should be used to keep
the pins parallel. A dummy probe can be fabricated using a pod cover
(HP PjN 5040-8125), four screws (HP PjN 0624-0306), and the
pod housing for a logic probe. For probe models 10230C. 10231 C, and
10247A use pod housing HP PjN 5040-8010; for probe models
10248AjBjC, 10248B Opt 001, and HP PjN 01611-62101 use pod
housing HP PjN 5040-8011.

64030A Development Station Cart and 1610B Logic Analyzer

Transit Cases

5061-3613 Demultiplexing Adapters
1200-0623 40-pin Socket

Transit cases are available for some of the logic analyzers. A standard transit case (HP P jN 9211-2459) can be used for Model l600A
Logic Analyzer, and it is also suitable for the 1700 Series Oscilloscopes. For Model1602A Logic Analyzer, use Modell0058A Transit
Case. The transit case for Model 9866AjB Printer is HP PjN 92110839. To add wheels to these cases, order Field Kit HP PjN 14900913.
For all other analyzers, have your Field Engineer contact the HP
Corporate Parts Center where a specialist is available to advise the
best solution for transporting your analyzer.

Pouches
Special Connectors
HP P jN 5061-3613 Demultiplexing Adapter is a 95 mm (3.7 in.) 2for-I adapter which can route a system signal to two monitoring lines.
In combination with clock qualifiers, these leads allow you to monitor
multiplexed pins on microprocessors and display the two signals in
parallel on the logic analyzer display.
HP PjN 1200-0623 is a 40-pin, zero insertion force socket for use
in a circuit board for damage-free insertion and removal of microprocessors and 40-pin DIPs. HP PjN 1200-0682 is a socket for Model
1611 A Logic Analyzer microprocessor probe cable, and prevents
header breakage. This socket also protects the pins for any 40-pin
DIP that is removed or replaced frequently.

Accessories and Testmobiles
Testmobiles
Four styles of testmobiles can be used with your logic analyzer:
Models 1006A, 1007 A, 1008A, and 1117B. A variety of options are
available for add-on drawers and shelves. Refer to page 232.
For the 64100A Development Station and logic analyzers with
horizontal keyboards, Model 64030A Development Station Cart is a
convenient, 690 mm. (27 in.) high table-level working surface which
rolls easily on ball casters. A large recessed shelf under the table top
provides convenient storage space for manuals and parts. The wheel
base matches the 600 mm x 760 mm. (24 in. x 30 in.) table-top for
stability.

Adapter Plate
An adapter plate. H P PjN 5061-1213, can be used to fasten Model
1740 and 1720 Series Oscilloscopes to the Model 1607 A Logic Analyzer, the 1600A Logic Analyzer to the 1607 A Logic Analyzer, or
either of these two analyzers to Model 10254A Serial-to-Parallel
Converter. This part consists of an aluminum plate and a strap for the
top unit.

Rack Mount Slides and Adapter
Hardware is available to install some logic analyzers in standard
483 mm (19 in.) racks. Model10491 B Rack Mount Adapter can be
used with Model 1600A Logic Analyzer. Fixed slides (H P PjN 14900714) and pivot slides (HP PjN 1490-0719) can be used in conjunction with this rack adapter.

Three pouches are available for use with logic analyzers: HP PjN
1540-0325 is a large pouch which will hold all of the accessories for
Model1610AjB, 1611A, or 1615A Logic Analyzer. HP PjN 15400320 is a small pouch for the I 0230j I0248 probes. HP PjN 15400440 is a medium pouch for Model 1611 A Logic Analyzer probe.

Keyboard Covers
A hard, protective keyboard cover (HP PjN 5040-0588) is
available to fit the keyboards of Models 1611A and 1615A Logic
Analyzers. Front panel cover for Model 1600A is HP PjN 50400516.

Ordering Information

Price

1006A Tcstmobile
1007A Testmobile
1008A Testmobile
11178 Testmobile
10058A Transit Case (I602A)
10491B Rack Mount Adapter (I600A)
64030A Development Station Cart
0624-0306 Screw, each
1200-0623 40-Pin Socket
1200-0682 Socket for 1611 A
1251-4305 Hollow Connector Pin, each
1490-0714 Fixed Slides
1490-0719 Pivot Slides
1490-0913 Field Kit, Wheels
1540-0320 Small Pouch
1540-0325 Large Pouch
1540-0440 Medium Pouch
5040-0516 Panel Cover (l600A)
5040-0588 Keyboard Cover
5040-8010 Pod Housing
5040-8011 Pod Housing
5040-8125 Pod Cover
5061-1213 Adapter Plate
5061-1263 Probe System Connector Kit
5061-3613 Demultiplexing Adapter
9211-2459 Transit Case (1600A)
01610·87601 Connector Body
01610-06101 Connector Pin, each

$215
$350
$390
$615
$50
$150
$300
$0.07
$24.50
$12
$0.04
$110
$170
$210
$4.70
$31
$12
$11.50
$49
$3.80
$3.80
$2.50
$50
$20
$11
$490
$3.40
$0.50
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second resolution. The 1743A's technology
also offers several new measurement capabilities: a triggered measurement mode in
which the time interval reading will track
changes in the input signal without operator
intervention and a "first pulse" feature that
enables the leading edge of the signal starting
the oscilloscope main sweep display to be
used as a reference for precise time interval
measurements.
The 275 MHz 1722B, I725A, and 1727A;
200 MHz 1715A; and 100 MHz I742A all
offer the Hewlett-Packard pioneered twomarker time interval measurement system.
For repetitive measurement applications,
the HP-IB controlled 1980A/B Oscilloscope
Measurement System offers a powerful
repertoire of time interval measurement
facilities.

Instantaneous Voltage
Measurement
The modern oscilloscope is such a powerful
waveform viewing, diagnostic, and timing
analysis instrument that many users tend to
forget its ability to make instantaneous voltage measurements on extremely complex,
wide bandwidth signals. The HP Model
19860A Digital Waveform Storage enhancement to the 1980A/B Oscilloscope Measurement System provides from one to 501
instantaneous voltage measurements on any
viewable signal with resolution of one part in
a thousand. These voltage measurements are
available for On-screen viewing, waveform
plotting, or supplied via HP-IB for computer
analysis.
The HP Model 1722B Oscilloscope enables
the user to combine on-screen cursors and a
built-in microprocessor to obtain dc voltage,
waveform voltage, and percent amplitude
measurements.

Introduction
The oscilloscope-the most general purpose and basic tool of the electronic industry-has evolved into an even more powerful
and versatile measurement tool. HewlettPackard technological innovations provide
expanded levels of performance in all three
primary oscilloscope application areas: waveform viewing, timing analysis, and instantaneous voltage measurement.

Waveform Viewing
Many measurement applications involve
signals that ordinarily result in very faint
traces. Hewlett-Packard's variable persistence oscilloscopes solve this problem by operating similar to conventional repetitive
sweep instruments except that signals are
displayed as bright, high contrast, flickerfree traces. Also, there is no waiting for storage operation which makes it easy to view a
high speed, randomly occurring glitch in the
presence of a repetitive signal.
Hewlett-Packard's I980A/B Oscilloscope
Measurement System includes a built-in feature, called Auto-Scope, which automatically sets intensity, deflection factors, sweep
speeds, trace position, and signal conditioning necessary to obtain a display of the input

signals. This allows an operator to rapidly
obtain a display without adjusting individual
controls and quickly provides a starting point
for test procedures.
The Model 1980A/B is a fully programmable oscilloscope. In production test applications, the 1980A/B provides the user with
the best of both worlds: the powerful diagnostic ability of an oscilloscope waveform
display plus the trememdous productivity
gains associated with a fully automated instrument operation.

Timing Analysis
The ever increasing use of digital circuits
in today's products and systems has resulted
in a need for more convenient and accurate
time interval measurements. Digital circuits
fail to function properly for a variety of reasons, but often the problem is caused by a
timing error. Hewlett-Packard's family of
time interval oscilloscopes are designed to
track down and help the user identify elusive
timing violations such as clock phasing discrepancies, setup and hold time violations for
a flip-flop, or unexpected propagation delays.
The HP Model 1743A offers time interval
averaging measurements that provide accuracies of 0.002% of reading and 100 pico-

Selecting an Oscilloscope
When selecting an oscilloscope, you will
need to match your present and future measurement needs with the oscilloscope feature
set. Price is always a consideration and incremental cost must be weighed against incremental measurement capability. In many
cases, ease-of-use should be considered along
with measurement accuracy and the overall
feature set. Some of the major feature decisions include:
• Bandwidth
• Number of channels
• Rack or cabinet configuration
• Portability
• Plug-in versatility
• Vertical and horizontal accuracy
• Ease-of-use
• Price
• Time interval capability
• Variable persistence storage
• Various combinations of the above
• HP-IB programmability
• Digital waveform storage
Hewlett-Packard manufactures several oscilloscope families. Each family optimizes a
different combination of the considerations
previously listed. Refer to the Oscilloscope
Selection Chart on page 197 for feature sets
and page references.

Fully Programmable Time Domain
Measurements
Hewlett-Packard's Oscilloscope Measurement System is a revolutionary, fully programmable, HP-IB compatible instrument
with digital waveform storage that makes
significant contributions in viewing, measuring, and processing of time domain waveforms. These contributions are achieved by
using a computer architecture with instrument operation controlled by a microprocessor. The computer architecture permits
physical separation of the analog measurement circuits and the front panel controls
which allow the front panel to be layed out in
a logical hierarchy. A single, digitally encoded rotary control replaces the numerous
rotary controls on other instruments which
simplifies operation.

Hp·IB Programmable
With complete digital control of instrument operation, computer control through an
HP-IB interface is easily accomplished. A
computer can establish front panel settings
and communicate with an operator by writing instruments on the CRT through its character generator, When this automated
capability is used in repetitive testing, complete step-by-step procedures can quickly direct operators through complex tests.
Additionally, the computer can lock out controls to prevent inadvertent actuation which
would result in time-consuming, erroneous
measurements. Furthermore, front pane) setup and variable functions (e,g., deflection
factors, sweep speeds, etc.) can be read by
the computer for calculation, evaluation,
and, if desired, print out for permanent record, With computer control, today's complex
products can be more extensively tested to
assure high quality while reducing both measurement time and cost.

Fully Automatic Operation
With the addition of the Model I9860A
Digital Waveform Storage capability, completely automatic measurements under com-

puter control are possible. For example, a
waveform can be automatically scaled by the
Auto-Scope routine resident in the 1980 operating system. The displayed signal can then
be digitized, stored, and sent to a computer
for analysis,

Automatic Test System
The 1980/19860A system can greatly
improve the efficiency of test systems by
completely automating time domain measurements. This fully programmable system
can be set up to acquire a signal, digitize it,
and transfer it to a computer for automatic
analysis to provide complete answers without
operator intervention. A series of standard
signals may be digitized and,stored in a computer to build a library of references for
automatic testing. Now, as tests are performed, signals are automatically compared
in software.
Test procedures are easily developed because the 1980 uses a "learn string" to define
all setup information. All that is required is
to store a reference waveform along with the
learn string that was used to set up the instrument. When the test is performed, the stored
information is simply sent back to the 1980
and text may be written on the CRT to explain the adjustments.

Semiautomatic Testing
In applications where operator interaction
is necessary, such as circuit setup, calibration, or troubleshooting, the programmable
1980/ 19860A capabilities can improve productivity by eliminating operator front panel
setup time and possible errors, A controller
can set up front panel controls and write a
reference waveform with text on the CRT to
direct an operator through a calibration
sequence, The operator only has to make circuit adjustments so that a real time waveform is positioned between two reference
waveforms. All of the information for text,
instructions, reference waveforms, and front

panel setup, can be stored in a data base on
tape or disc files.
Furthermore, the 1980 front panel controls
can be redefined in a programmable station.
For example, the rotary control could be redefined to control the adjustment of another
instrument as directed by instructions on the
CRT. In a similar fashion, the soft keys could
be redefined with the appropriate instructions adjacent to them to control the modes
of operation of other instruments in a programmable system.
The start and stop cursors can also be used
to improve measurement efficiency by taking
advantage of operator interaction. For instance, after a waveform is captured, the operator can position the cursors on critical
points of a waveform that would normally require considerable controller software to define automatically. The cursor positions can
then be read by the controller with the necessary computations quickly accomplished.

Bench Operation
In bench applications with a controller, an
engineer can easily develop and maintain a
data base to log the results of design changes.
When combined with other programmable
instruments, long tests can be automatically
accomplished to record any changes in circuit response with design changes, Also, with
the appropriate controller software, answers
to frequent measurements can be obtained
with the press of one of the 1980 soft keys.
Without a controller, the 1980/19860A
can be used as a traditional oscilloscope with
the added benefits of the easy-to-use front
panel and software features. The Auto-Scope
capability acquires a signal with the press of
one key reducing the time for initial instrument setup. Frequently used front panel setups can be saved in eight local registers and
quickly recalled to reduce measurement time
and improve productivity. Slow repetition
rate fast signals can be captured and displayed as bright, nonfading signals by the
digital waveform storage capability.
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The 1700 Series
A Family of Solutions
The 1700 family of oscilloscopes provides a
wide selection of quality instruments for lab,
production, and service applications. The
product line is composed of oscilloscopes
ranging in bandwidth from 100 to 275 MHz,
with both conventional and variable persistence/storage CRTs available in each bandwidth category.

The 1740 Series
This series offers a selection of five oscilloscopes in the 100 MHz category; 1740A,
1741A, I742A, 1743A, 1744A. All of the
1740 series are dual channel, offer a third
channel trigger view, vertical sensitivity to I
mY (at reduced bandwidth), as well as selectable input impedance (50n/l Mf!). Models
1741 A and 1744A offer the additional capability of variable persistence/storage.

High Frequency 1700's
For high frequency applications, there is a
selection of four oscilloscopes ranging from
200 to 275 MHz with both conventional and
variable persistence/storage CRTs; 1715A,
l725A, I722B, and 1727 A. These instruments are all delta time oscilloscopes, which
are ideal for use in the design, manufacture,
and testing of high speed computers, peripherals with fast interface logic, high speed
digital communications, and high frequency
RF and analog applications.

Variable Persistence/Storage
The 100 MHz 1741A and I744A combine
with the 1727A to form an excellent selection
of variable persistence/storage oscilloscopes.
HP's advanced CRT technology permits
high variable persistence writing speeds with
blind times identical to conventional oscilloscopes. Extremely fast variable persistence
and stored writing speeds are available on the
1744A and the 1727A with the H P developed
expansion storage technique. These capabilities combine with an auto-intensity circuit to
create an instrument that is extremely general purpose. In fact, more and more of these
oscilloscopes are being used as a "one oscilloscope solution" to solve the wide variety of
measurements encountered every day, rather
than the special purpose tool of the past.

Delta Time Measurements
All 1700 series instruments have delayed
sweep time bases for differential timing measurements. Several of these instruments also
have the Hewlett-Packard developed time interval measurement capability known as delta time. This delta time system incorporates
two intensified markers that define the start
and stop events and makes time interval easier and more accurate than single marker systems. Furthermore, the interval can be read
directly on the helidial, an optional DMM, or
on some models the built-in LED display.

1700 Series Options
DMM/Temperature Probe-DMM and
temperature probe are available on the
1740A, 1741A, 1742A, 1715A, 1725A, and
1727A. This is a )1/2 digit auto-ranging and
auto-zeroing DMM built into the top cover
of the instrument capable of displaying time
intervals on delta time oscilloscopes, as well
as supplying the five basic measurements: ac
and dc volts, ac and dc current, and resistance. By adding a Model 10023A Temperature Probe to the DMM, fast, accurate
temperature measurements are accomplished easily with its "pencil-like" tip that
easily accesses components.
TY Sync-Hewlett-Packard's Option 005
offers triggering capability on composite video waveforms that have negative sync pulses.
The option features a variety of display enhancements including field selection, line
scan, and single line scan. This option is
available on the 1740A, 1741A, 1742A,
1715A, and 1725A.
Time and State Display-Option 101 permits one button switching between time domain waveforms and data domain state
displays. The state display is obtained from
the 1607A, a 16-channellogic state analyzer.
The outputs of the 1607A are displayed on
the 1700 series oscilloscopes via rear panel
inputs.

Low Frequency
500 kHz
Low frequency oscilloscopes, such as HP's
1200B, 1201B, and 1205B, which have 500

kHz bandwidth, are used in education, medicine, system monitors, engineering, production, and some field service applications. The
1200 series oscilloscopes offer 100 IJ.Y and 5
mY sensitivity, differential inputs, solid
state, and lightweight construction, as well as
reliable operation.
15 MHz
In the dc to 15 MHz range, Models 1220A
and 1222A dual-channel oscilloscopes are
ideal for industrial and educational applications. Logical front panel layout, large 8 x 10
cm internal graticule, and automatic triggering assure easy operation in all environments.
Model 1222A has all of the features of the
l220A plus a delay line that allows viewing
of the leading edge of the signal that triggered the sweep.

Accessories
Hewlett-Packard offers a full line of quality accessories designed to meet a wide variety of applications. Several models of
testmobiles offer convenient portability for
your oscilloscopes or instrumentation systems. A selection of passive, active, current,
and temperature probes, including HP's popular miniature probes, complements applications for most any oscilloscope. Portable
power supply, camera, adapters, and terminations round-out the accessories which will
help you get the most out of your oscilloscope
investment.
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Completing the Oscilloscope
Solution _..
Support Literature
A comprehensive selection of support literature is available on the oscilloscope product line. Application notes, product notes,
programming guides, and data sheets help
you get the maximum measurement capability out of your particular oscilloscope.
Seminars
Seminars are an excellent vehicle to help
engineers and technicians learn more about
their Hewlett-Packard oscilloscope, whether
the information concerns applications, operation, or maintenance.
Maintenance training classes are offered
several times each year at the Colorado
Springs Division. These seminars, directed
towards calibration and repair technicians,
teach operation, circuit theory, calibration,
and troubleshooting to the component level.
A nominal fee is charged to cover study materials, manuals, etc. Contact your HP field
engineer for information about a specific instrument seminar.
Operation/application seminars are also
arranged on an individual basis by field engineers as a pre- and post-sales enhancement.
These seminars inform engineers and technicians about special considerations in respect
to specific .applications and modes of operation: probing, bandwidth and time base errors, etc. Categories such as conventional
oscilloscopes (probing, horizontal accuracy,
etc.), variable persistence/storage (basic theory, operation), and programmability of the
1980 are available.
Reliability I Quality
Hewlett-Packard oscilloscopes maintain
the high standard of quality that is present
throughout the company. Two programs insure that this quality remains an integral part
of Hewlett-Packard oscilloscopes: I) an overall reliability program and 2) an internal
quality program.
The overall reliability program stresses
"designing reliability in." This comprehensive program starts at the lab prototype

stage, where temperature and environmental
tests identify marginal components and even
potential design problems. The program continues throughout the entire development
cycle of a product and ends with a full environmental and life test prior to release.
The internal quality program emphasizes

"do it right the first time" and affects all
areas of operation: production, shipping, order processing, service, and the lab. This program includes quality audits that periodically check instrument standards to insure that
the high quality standards are continuously
met.

Oscilloscope Selection Chart
Characteristics
BandWidth
Deflection Factors/D,Y.
Sweep Speeds/DIY.
Channels
Time Measurements
Variable Persistence Storage
3rd Channel Tngger V,ew
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•
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Oscilloscope Measurement System
Models 1980AlB
• Fully HP-IB Programmable
• Expandable Measurement Capability
• Easy-to-Use Front Panel

• Auto-Scope Automatically Scales Waveforms
• Optional Digital Waveform Storage
• CRT Text for Operator Instructions

Introduction
Hewlett-Packard's Model 1980A/ B Oscilloscope Measurement
System is a revolutionary, fully programmable, time domain instrument based on a computer architecture. This automated, HP-lB compatible instrument makes significant contributions in the viewing,
measuring, and processing of time domain waveforms. Improved
measurement capability is achieved with the computer architecture
design that permits internal operation to be controlled by a microprocessor. This results in an easy-to-use instrument with an extensive
feature set. Internally, the instrument is divided into eight independent functional blocks that interface with each other over a bus structure. This extensive digital control permits many features not in other
oscilloscopes, including programmable hardware and firmware expansion, an easy-to-use front panel, autoranging, complete programmability, and digital waveform storage.
In its basic configuration, the 1980 offers two 100 MHz analog
measurement channels with continuous 2 mY to 10 Y/div denection
factors, two independent and continuous main and delayed sweeps
from 5 ns to 1 s/div, main or delayed trigger view, both delta time and
voltage measurements, an Auto-Scope feature for automatic signal
scaling, and many other features. These capabilities are combined
with an innovative front panel design with color-coded keys and a
single rotary control. The internal microprocessor scans the front
panel for any key activation and variable control changes and then
sets the instrument. Because these functions are controlled digitally
by the microprocessor, they can also be programmed quite easily
through the HP-IB interface. This programmability allows instrument setup to be done automatically by a computer which eliminates
errors and greatly reduces setup time.

Enhancements
The basic instrument also contains provisions for expanded measurement and control capabilities in the form of additional hardware
or firmware. Hardware expansion modules, such as the two-channel
19S0A, fit into a front panel compartment and contain analog and
digital interfaces for measurement integrity and programmability.
Firmware expansion is through the addition of up to four preprogrammed 4k ROMs that provide either additional control capabilities
or data manipulation. Digital waveform storage is another form of
enhancement that provides completely automatic measurement
capability.

Programming
Remote programmed operation is through the standard HP-IB port
that interfaces through the internal digital bus with all functional
blocks. This remote operation allows programming of all measurement parameters (i.e., denection factors, sweep speeds, etc.),
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touch key setup, wrItmg of instructions on the CRT through an
ASCII character generator, and accessing of all installed enhancements. Conversely, the front panel status, including measurement parameters, and. when installed, digitally stored waveforms, may be
read by a computer.

Front Panel
The internal computer architecture made it possible to incorporate
an extremely easy-to-use, space efficient, touch key panel which is
arranged in a logical manner. The front panel controls are simply contact closures which are constantly scanned by the microprocessor for
actuation. A single, digitally encoded rotary control is used to control
all variable functions to further simplify the front panel. An increase
of control functions without an increase of density is achieved with
shifted function keys that access secondary functions or protect certain modes.
The front panel is divided into five operating sections which are
arranged for efficient operation and fast familiarization. The top row
of keys controls the basic operating modes; dark keys in the second
and third rows are variable functions that are assigned to the rotary
control for adjustment. The remaining keys are setup functions used
to establish input signal and trigger conditioning.
Menus
A series of keys to the left of the CRT are designated as soft keys
which access a series of menus. When the Option Menu key is
pressed, a listing of self-tests and installed firmware and/or hardware
enhancements is displayed. Accessing the desired test only requires
pressing the indicated soft key which then displays a menu for that
function. The menus include instrument preset, front panel calibration, automatic delay and input amplifier balancing, confidence tests,
and front panel setting of HP-IB address and operating modes. The
menus are automatically updated as hardware and firmware enhancements, such as the I9860A Digital Waveform Storage, are added.

tors in nonvolatile RA M. When variable function adjustments are
made for new measurements, the software calibration factors are
used to assure that only calibrated measurements are made.
A rear panel slide switch prevents unauthorized access to the internal calibration factors. Placing a calibration sticker over the recessed
switch insures that the calibration is retained. This innovative front
panel calibration capability greatly reduces calibration time and the
need for specialized test equipment.

Digital Waveform Storage
Adding the Model 19860A Digital Waveform Storage to the 1980
makes waveform acquisition and analysis completely automatic. The
1980/19860A combination greatly reduces measurement time by
eliminating operator involvement in complex, repetitive measurements. Repetitive events to 100 MHz or single-shot events to 5 kHz
(10 points per period) may be captured, displayed, and sent over HPIB to a computer for analysis.
In the repetitive mode, signals are sampled at discrete points on
successive sweeps with the delay generator used as the sample clock.
The number of horizontal data points can be selected in steps of I, 3,
6,11,21,101,251, or 501 points which allows the optimum choice
between acquisition time and resolution. In the single-shot mode, signals are captured in one sweep with the sample clock provided by the
crystal controlled processor clock. The number of data samples is selectable in the same manner as the repetitive mode.

Calibration
The computer architecture and microprocessor based operating
system provide a new method of calibration. This calibration can be
performed from the front panel in less than 45 minutes, without removing the covers and with little or no test equipment. Calibration
can now be performed on-site without the need for removal to a calibration lab. In production environments, a more accurate calibration
is achieved with the 1980A/B in its test bay or rack thermal operating
environment.

The intensified portion of the waveform is digitized with all 501
horizontal points.

Self-contained instructions guide the calibrator through the entire
1980A! B calibration.
The 1980 can be calibrated using its internal calibrator signal with
some degradation of accuracy but without the need of any external

test equipment. Additionally, calibration requires no or minimal reference to a service manual since the complete step-by-step calibration
procedure is displayed on the CRT. When stepping through the calibration procedure, offsets and variances are stored as calibration fae-

Selting the digitizer's operating modes is achieved through a series of menus. Menu functions are also programmable.

OSCILLOSCOPES
Oscilloscope Measurement System
Models 1980A/B (Cont.)
In either acquisition mode, the waveform acquisition window is defined by the main, delayed, or intensified horizontal display mode. In
main or delayed mode, the full ten displayed divisions are digitized
and stored. In the intensified mode, the intensified marker is digitized
and displayed as a full ten divisions for immediate expansion of a
critical portion of a waveform. Digitizing of the intensified marker
makes it easy to define the portion of a signal to be acquired with a
full 50 I points of resolution.

Noise Reduction
In the repetitive mode, averaging can be selected to capture repetitive signals containing random noise. The number of averages per
data point can be selected in a 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, or 64 sequence. In the
single-shot mode, noise reduction is achieved by selecting a I MHz
low pass filter.

Waveform Display
Real time waveforms including trigger view can be displayed along
with either or both stored waveforms. With a two-channel expansion
module installed, a total of seven (four real time, two stored, and trigger view) different waveforms may be displayed simultaneously.
Also, stored waveform intensities may be adjusted independent of
real time trace or character intensities for added viewing convenience.

Cursors
One or two cursors may be activated on each of the stored waveforms with voltage and time values displayed on the CRT. With one
cursor active, a voltage value with respect to signal ground is displayed along with a time value representing the time from main sweep
start to the cursor position. With two cursors active, delta time and
delta voltage values between cursors are displayed.

Local Operation
Full control of the digitizer is available from the front panel by entering the 1980 menus. The digitizer has three comprehensive menus
for selection of control functions such as sample density, averages per
data points, cursor positioning, and waveform storage and display.

Automatic Operation
All of the digitizer capabilities can be controlled through the HP-IB
interface by a computer which makes completely automatic signal
acquisition and analysis possible. Because of the internal configuration of the 1980, the 19860A uses the system HP-IB interface and
does not require a separate address which simplifies programming. In
addition, the digitizer can transfer waveform data in either ASCII or
Binary format to optimize data transfer and computation times for
different controllers. Waveform data can also be sent from a controller to the) 980 for display as a reference or limits.

Feature ROMs
Two Feature ROMs are available to aid measurement capabilities.
Model 19811 A Plot/Sequence ROM provides a convenient method
of obtaining records of waveforms and performing redundant measurements. The 19811 A contains two separate programs, one plots
w.:veform data from a 19860A digital waveform storage memory to
HPGL "listen only" plotters without the need for a controller and the
other directs the 1980A/B to perform sequential operations.
The plot program talks directly to an H PG L listen only plotter over
the HP-IB interface when the 1980A/B is in the talk only mode. Operation of the plot program is accessed through the 19811 A menu
which allows waveforms stored in memory one or two, a graticule,
and measurement parameters to be plotted for permanent record.
Cursor locations may also be plotted to highlight points on complex
waveforms.
The sequence portion of the ROM provides the capability of storing
sequences of 1980A/ B keystrokes. These sequences are then recalled
by pressing a key on any of the 10080 series probes. Sequences can be
programmed to set up the 1980/ 19860A system for repetitious measurements which reduces the possibility of setup errors while reducing
total test time. For example, a program could include a series of keystrokes to set up the front panel for displaying a signal, digitize and
store the signal, and then, using the plot program, output the stored
waveform to a plotter. All of this automated measurement capability
is accomplished by pressing one button on the oscilloscope probe. If
the digital waveform storage capability is not added to a 1980A/B,
the sequencing capability is available in the Model 1981 OA Sequence
ROM.

Design engineers can obtain multiple color hard copy by using the 19811A Plot/Sequence ROM. No computer is required.

OSCILLOSCOPES
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Automatic Test Systems
The 19!10/19860A system can greatly improve the efficiency of test
systems by completely automating time domain measurements. This
fully programmable system can be set up to acquire a signal, digitize
it, and transfer it to a computer for automatic analysis to provide
complete answers without operator intervention. A series of standard
signals may be digitized and stored in a computer to build a library of
references for automatic testing. Now, as tests are performed, signals
are automatically compared in software.
Test procedures are easily developed because the 1980 uses a "learn
string" to define all setup information. All that is required is to store a
reference waveform along with the learn string that was used to set up
the instrument. When the test is performed. the stored information is
simply sent back to the 1980 with test written on the CRT to explain
the adjustments.

Semiautomatic Testing
In applications where operator interaction is necessary, such as
circuit setup, calibration, or troubleshooting, the programmable
1980/19860A capabilities can improve efficiency by eliminating operator front panel setup time and possible errors. A controller can set

Furthermore, the 1980 front panel controls can be redefined in a
programmable station. For example, the rotary control could be redefined to control the adjustment of another instrument as directed by
instructions on the CRT. In a similar fashion, the soft keys could be
redefined with the appropriate instructions adjacent to them to control the modes of operation of other instruments in a programmable
system.
The start and stop cursors can also be used to improve measurement
efficiency by taking advantage of operator interaction. For example,
after a waveform is captured, the operator can position the cursors on
critical points of a waveform that would normally require considerable controller software to define automatically. The cursor positions
can then be read by the controller with the necessary computations
quickly accomplished.

Bench Operation
In bench applications with a controller, an engineer can easily develop and maintain a data base to log the results of design changes.
When combined with other programmable instruments, long tests
can be automatically accomplished over night or a weekend to provide circuit characterization. With a plotter, graphs of waveforms can
be easily maintained to record any changes in circuit response with
design changes. Also, with the appropriate controller software, answers to frequent measurements can be obtained with the press of one
of the 1980 soft keys.
Without a controller, the 1980/19860A can be used as a traditional
oscilloscope with the added benefits of the easy-to-use front panel and
software features. The Autoscope capability acquires a signal with
the press of one key reducing the time for initial instrument setup.
Frequently used front panel setups can be saved in eight local registers and quickly recalled to reduce measurement time and improve
productivity. Slow repetition rate fast signals can be captured and
displayed as bright, nonfading signals by the digital waveform storage
capability.

Operators can easily set the response of complex waveforms
within specified limits.
up front panel controls and write a reference waveform with text on
the CRT to direct an operator through a calibration sequence. The
operator only has to make circuit adjustments so that a real time
waveform is positioned between two reference waveforms. All of the
information for a test, instructions, reference waveforms, and front
panel setup, can be stored in a data base on tape or disc files.

Cursors may be manually or automatically set to assist the operator, or read by a computer to aid in computation.

The 1980 System can be used with board test systems to perform
parametric tests and align the circuit under test.

OSCILLOSCOPES
Models 1980AlB, 1950A, 19860A (Cont.)

1980A/B Specifications
Operating Modes
Voltage vs time (V vs T); channel I vs 2 (I vs 2); monitor mode for
logic state display with HP Model 1607A (X • Y • Z).
Vertical Display Modes (V vs T)
Channel I; channel 2; channels I and 2 displayed on alternate
sweeps (ALT); channels I and 2 displayed by switching between
channels at approx 400 kHz rate with blanking during switching
(CHOP); automatic selection of alternate for sweep speeds> I
ms/div and chop for sweep speeds ~ I ms/div (AUTOCHOP/ ALT); channel I plus 2 algebraic addition (I + 2), channel I
and/or 2 may be inverted; and either main or delayed trigger
signal.
Vertical Amplifiers (2)
Bandwidth: 3 dB down from a 5 div reference signal (0 to +40°C).
DC coupled: dc to 100 MHz in 5011 and I Mil input modes.
AC coupled: < 10 Hz to :2: 100 MHz.
Bandwidth limit: limits upper bandwidth to approx 20 MHz.
Input coupling: ac, dc, 5011 (dc), ground. Ground position disconnects input connector and grounds amplifier input.
Input RC: ac or dc, I Mil ± 2% shunted by approx 16 pF; 50 ohm
(dc), 5011 ± 3%.
Maximum input voltage: 50 ohm, 5V rms; I megohm, ac or dc coupled, 250V (dc + peak ac) at ~ I kHz.
Deflection factor: range, 2 mV /div to 10 V/div; ± 3%, 3 digits of
resolu tion.
Vertical position: range, baseline can be adjusted ± 15 major div
from center graticule line (possible 10 div off screen); accuracy,
± (2% of reading +0.3 major div).
ti.V (Channel 1 or 2): range, ± 15 times the deflection factor selected
for that channel; accuracy, ± 4% (for a ti.~ 10 major div).
Channell + 2
Amplifier: bandwidth and deflection factors are unchanged.
Differential (Channel 1·2 or Channel 2-1): CMR is at least 20 dB
from dc to 20 MHz with common mode signal amplitude equivalent
to 10 div and one channel adjusted for optimum rejection.
Trigger view: displays internal or external trigger signal for either
main or delayed sweep.
Horizontal Display Modes (V vs T)
Main, Main Intensified, Delayed, and Dual. Dual simultaneously
displays main intensified and delayed sweep.
Main and Delayed Time Bases
Range: 5 ns/div to I s/div; 3 digits of resolution.
Accuracy'
Speed

Accuracy'

5nsjdiv to 9.99 nsjdlv
(center 8 div)

±3%

10 nsjdiv to 999 msjdlv
(first 10 div)

!3%

10 msjdlV to I sjdlv
(first 10 dlv)

±4%

'Within ± lODe of the temperature at which the Instrument was calibrated. For temperatures beyond
the ± 10°C range and within 0 to +55°C, add 1% and 2% from 0.5 s/div to 1 s/div.

Sweep Delay
Time delay: range, 0 to 9.9999 s; resolution, displayed,S digits; HPIB, 100 ps at any delay. possible II digits.
Accuracy'
Delay or time Interval
Sweep
Speed

<200 ~s

2:200 ~s

5nsjdiv to
9.99 nsjdiv

!(2nstO.l%of
reading)

!(005% of
reading)

2:1Onsjdlv

!(2 ns t 0.1% of
reading t 1%of dly'd
sjdlv x 10 dlv)

!(005% of
reading t 1%of dly'd
sjdlv x 10 dlv)

·Wlthin one hour 01 a Delay Self-Calibration and In constant ambIent temperature.

Delay jitter: 0.002% of delay time; at 10M Hz ± 10kHz, 0.0 I% of
delay time.
Time interval (il.T): in Intensified, Dual, or Delayed Horizontal Display modes, a zero time reference can be set anywhere in the delay
range and a ti.t measurement made from that point.
Resolution, Accuracy: same as Time Delay.
Frequency (1/ ti.T): calculates and displays reciprocal of time interval measurement; resolution, same as ti.T. As frequency increases, insignificant digits are truncated; accuracy, same as Time Delay.
Digital delay: range, 0 to 10' - I events; resolution, I event; maximum rep rate, 15 MHz with a 50% duty cycle.

Triggering (Main and Delayed Time Bases)
Main Sweep
Triggered: specified level and slope generates a sweep.
Auto-triggered: baseline displayed in absence of a trigger signal;
triggering is same as triggered above approx 10 Hz.
Single: sweep occurs once with same triggering as Triggered.
Delayed Sweep
Auto sweep after delay: delayed sweep starts at end of delay time.
Triggered sweep after delay: sweep can trigger after delay.
Digital delay: delayed sweep starts a specified number of events
after start of main sweep.
Sources: selectable from channel I, Channel 2, enhancement module, or external. Line frequency triggering for main sweep only.
Main and delayed independently selectable.
Internal Trigger Level
Range: ± 20 major divisions from center horizontal graticule line.
Resolution: 0.02 major divisions; coarse or fine slew rates.
Accuracy: ± (3% of reading + 0.4 major div).
External Trigger Level
Range: ± 1.2 V from ground reference; in + 10, ± 12 V.
Resolution: +1, 2 mY; + 10,20 mY; coarse or fine slew rates.
Accuracy: ± (3% of reading + 40 mY); + 10, ± (3% of reading +
400 mY).
Line Trigger Level
Range: ± 20 relative units.
Resolution: steps of 0.02; fine or coarse slew rates.
Slope: positive or negative slope within trigger signal range.
Sensitivity
Internal: < 10mV/div, at least 1.4 div from dc to 25 MHz increasing to 3 div at 100 MHz;:2: 10 mV /div at least 0.7 div from dc to 25
MHz increasing to 1.5 div at 100 MHz.
External: + 10, at least 500 mV pop from dc to 25 MHz increasing
to 1.2 V Pop at 100 MHz; + I, at least 50 mV pop from dc to 25
MHz increasing to 120 mV pop at 100 MHz,
Coupling (internal and external): ac, attenuates signals < 10Hz;
dc, direct coupled; H F rej, attenuates signals above approx 35 kHz;
LF rej, attenuates signals below approx 35 kHz.
External Trigger Inputs (Main and Delayed)
Input RC: ac or dc, 1 Mil ± 2% shunted by approx 15 pF; 5011 (dc),
son ±3%.
Maximum input voltage: 5011 (dc), 5 V rms; I Mil, ac or dc coupled, 250 V (dc + peak ac) at :::s I kHz.
1 vs 2 Operation
Bandwidth: Y-axis (channel I), same as channel I in V vs T; X-axis
(channel 2), dc to 4 MHz.
Phase difference: ~3° dc to 100 kHz.
Deflection factors: same as Vertical Amplifiers.
Cathode-Ray Tube and Controls
Type: post-accelerator, approx 22 kV accelerating potential, aluminized P31 phosphor.
Graticule: 10 x 10 div internal graticule; 0.2 subdivision markings on
major horizontal and vertical axes; lOx 12 cm display area.
Trace and character intensity: adjustable in relative steps of
from 0 to 99.

General
Bus Compatibility: as defined in IEEE Std 488-1978 is SH I, AH I,
T5, TEO, L3, LEO, SRI, RLI, PPO, DCO, DTl, CO, and E2.
Power: 100, 120, 220, 240 Vac, + 5 to -10%; 48 to 440 Hz; 300 VA
max with expansion module and plug-in ROMs, standard, 200 VA
max.
Weight: net, approx 18.2 kg (40 Ib); shipping, approx 24.1 kg (53 Ib).
Dimensions: (1980A) 278 H x 213 W x 534 mm D (10.9 x 8.4 x 21.4
in.). (1980B) 143 H x 427 W x 543 mm D (5.6 x 16.8 x 21.4 in.).
Operatln9 environment: temperature, 0 to +55°C; humidity, to
95% relative at +40°C; altitude, to 4600 m (15000 ft); vibration, vibrated in three planes for 15 min each with 0.38 mm (0.015 in.) excursion, 10 to 55 Hz.
Accessories furnished; one blue light filter H P P /N 01980-0270 I;
one 2.3 m (7.5 ft) power cord; one expansion module panel cover, H P
PIN 01980-24106; two operating/programming manuals; one service manual; one binder with divider tabs; two 10081 A, 10: I divider
probes approx 2 m (6 ft) long.

1950A Specifications
Vertical Display Modes
Channel 3 and 4 independently selected; channel 3 vs 2; channel 3 +
4; either or both channels may be inverted.
Vertical Amplifiers
Bandwidth: same as 1980.
Input RC: same as 1980, channels I and 2.
Deflection factors: 2mV /div to 10 V/div, ± 3%,3 digit resolution.
J. V (Channel 3 or 4): same as 1980, channels I and 2.
General
Operating environment: same as 1980A/B.
Weight: net, approx 1.5 kg (3.3 Ib); shipping, 2.2 kg (4.8 Ib).
Power: supplied by 1980.
Accessories furnished: one operating and service manual; two
10081A, 10:1 divider probes, approx 2 m (6.6 ft) long.

Vertical
Analog bandwidth: dc to 100 \1 Hz; ac coupled lower limit is
< 10Hz; 3 dB down from a 5 div reference; 0 to 40°C.
Acquisition window: > ± 4.5 div from center horiz graticule line.
Matching of data to CRT graticule lines:' ± 2% of full scale.
Matching of digitized to real time traces:'
Sine Wave, Percent of Full Scale
10 Hz

I

1kHz

I

1 MHz

=15%

I

~

I

02.5%

Excludes first data point. In repetitive mode, trigger rep rate must be
I Hz or faster. In single sweep mode, trigger must occur within I s of
digitize command, otherwise exclude first five data points. Data for
this specification is acquired using the Auto-Cal default mode of a
full Auto-Cal.
Absolute accuracy of data: ± (accuracy of vertical channel +
matching of digitized trace to real time trace + matching of data to
graticule line).
DC offset; <0.2 div from real time trace at time of data acquisition.
'Full scale is ten divisions.

2mV/dlvto
9.99 mV/div

10 mV/dlv to
10 V/div

Normal

0.75% offs

0.5% of fs

8 Averages or Filtered

0.4% of Is

025% of fs

2Measured by grounding the wertlcallnput, digitiZing, and calculating the RMS yalue or the data.

Horizontal
Acquisition window: Main Horizontal Display mode (Main s/div x
10 div); in Intensified and Delayed (Delayed s/div x 10 div). In Intensified and Delayed. the acquisition window can be delayed 0 to
9.9999 s from Main trigger point.
Time offset from real time trace: -(25 ± 5 05).
Tlmin9 accuracy: ± (2 ns + 0.2% of the acquired time window).
Jitter: 0.002% of delay time + 1 ns; at 10M Hz ± 10kHz, 0.01 % of
delay time + Ins.
Operating Characteristics
Repeatability of data: approx 2% for waveforms acquired within 8
hours and within 20°C to 30°e. To optimize repeatability of waveform data, use either a minimum of 8 averages or filtered mode, for
signals < I00 Hz use dc or 50n input.
Vertical resolution; 10 bits, approx 0.1 % of full scale.
Auto-Cal: pre-acquisition calibration of sampling efficiency that also
sets offset and gain data correction factors. Offset and gain factors
are used for post-acquisition data correction to match a digitized
trace to a real time trace.
Sample density; selectable I, 3,6, 11,21, 51, 101,251,50 I points at
any sweep speed.
Minimum time between points: repetitive, 100 ps, clocked by 1980
delay generator; single-shot, 19.8 J.l.S, clocked by 1980 processor clock.
Acquisition mode: repetitive, 999J.1.s/div to 5 ns/div, two sweeps per
point; single-shot, 1 s/div to I ms/div, one sweep per waveform.
Avera9in9: each sample point may be averaged 2, 4, 8, 16,32, or 64
times in repetitive mode to reduce noise; N + 1 sweeps required per
point, where N = number of averages.
Filter: approx 1 MHz low pass filter selectable in single-shot.
Cursors: start and stop cursors for memories (M I and M2) to measure voltage from center graticule line, time from main trigger point,
or Ll V and J.T measurements on stored waveforms.
General
Operating environment: same as 1980B.
Weight: net, 0.4 kg (13 oz); shipping, 0.9 kg (2 Ib).

19860A Digital Waveform Storage
Specifications

1.5%

RMS noise"

Options
150: Model 1950A Expansion Module
810: Model 19810A Sequence ROM
811: Plot/Sequence ROM
860: Digital Waveform Storage
907 (1980B): front handle kit (P/N 5061-0089)
908 (1980B): rack flange kit (P/N 5061-0077)
909 (1980B): rack flange and front handle kit
(P/N 5061-0083)
910 (1980): adds two operating/programming manuals, a service manual, and a binder with divider tabs
910 (1950A): adds one operating/service manual
910 (19860A): adds one operating/service manual
914 (1980): adds one operating/programming manual, a binder and divider tabs
Ordering Information
1980A Oscilloscope Measurement System (Cabinet)
19808 Oscilloscope Measurement System (Rack)
1950A 100 MHz, 2-Channel Expansion Module
19810A Sequence ROM
19811A Plot/Sequence ROM
19860A Digital Waveform Storage

Add $2100
Add $400
Add $500
Add $2750
Add $32
Add $25
Add $55
Add $150
Add $50
Add $50
Add $75

$9000

$9000
$2100
$400
$500
$2750

OSCILLOSCOPES
100 MHz Delta Time, Time Interval Averaging
Models 1740A, 1742A, 1743A
• Delta time measurements
• Optional built-in DMM for increased accuracy & flexibility

• Dual channel, 5 mV I div to 100 MHz
• 3rd channel trigger view and selectable input impedance

1742A Opt 034

Description
Hewlett-Packard's 1740 series of 100 MHz, dual channel oscilloscopes offer the high performance necessary to meet the demanding
requirements of both laboratory and field applications. Familiarization with the logical, human engineered operating controls is quickly
accomplished with color-coded pushbuttons and front panel face
plate. All main sweep controls are located in a light gray background
with delayed sweep controls in a dark gray background for easy differentiation. Push buttons are color-coded for fast recognition: blue
for display functions, green for trigger functions, and white for special
functions.
Several operating features that add to the measurement versatility
include third channel trigger view, a times five vertical magnifier for
two channel, low level measurements, and selectable input impedance. A selection of options is also available to add measurement ca·
pability and versatility to the instrument's extensive measurement
set.

Standard Features 1740A, 1742A, 1743A
Large CRT
The large 8 x 10 cm CRT has a small, well-defined spot size with 15
kV accelerating potential that provides sharp, bright traces over the
fully specified display area. Illumination of the nonparallax internal
graticule for trace photos is achieved with an internal flood gun.
Third Channel Trigger View
Third channel trigger view allows the internal or external trigger
signal to be displayed with the press of a button. The ability to display
the external trigger signal without physically connecting it to a vertical channel input makes it easy to check the shape of the waveform
and verify that the trigger threshold is not set to portions of a

waveform containing irregularities and reflections. The three-channel display available with trigger view is extremely useful in dual
channel timing applications. Timing measurements can be made in
reference to the displayed trigger signal, which has a specified delay
of :S 3.5 ns relative to the vertical channels.
Triggering
Stable internal triggering to greater than 100 M Hz is achieved with
only one division of vertical deflection. A stable display regardless of
changes in position, vernier, or polarity controls is maintained because the internal trigger sync takeoff is immediately after the attenuator which eliminates loss ofa triggered display. External triggering
only requires 100 mV for triggering to 100 MHz and 50 mV to 50
MHz. An extensive selection of trigger conditioning controls assures
that the display is triggered by the desired signal.
Vertical Amplifiers
Vertical deflection factors from 5 mV jdiv to 20 Vjdiv assure that
the majority of signals can be easily displayed. For low level signals, a
times five magnifier offers dual channel deflection factors of
I mV jdiv and 2 mV jdiv to 40 MHz.
Selectable Input Impedance
Front panel selection of 50 ohm and I megohm input impedances
offers maximum measurement flexibility and convenience. The internal 50 ohm input typically exhibits superior pulse fidelity and lower
reflections than an external 50 ohm load.
Serviceability
Calibration and service time is greatly reduced through the use
of Hewlett-Packard developed integrated hybrid circuits which have
few internal adjustments. Whenever possible, signals between boards
are routed through an interface board which reduces service time and
reassembly errors by eliminating many cables. The low

• Time interval averaged delta time measurements
• Semiautomatic triggered delta time measurements

• Dual channel, 5 mV / div to 100 MHz
• 3rd channel trigger view and selectable input impedance

1743A
power requirement of these oscilloscopes eliminates the need for a fan
or ventilating holes for convection cooling which reduces the internal
accumulation of dust and dirt.

Options
Digital Multimeter (1740A, 1742A)
This Option 034/035 is a 3112 digit autoranging DMM that adds the
five most common measurements: ac and dc voltage, ac and dc current, and resistance. In the 1742A, the DMM also provides a direct
readout of delta time measurements.
TV Sync (1740A, 1742A)
The TV Sync Option 005 adds the circuits and controls necessary
for triggering on composite video signals. Vertical inputs supplied by
this option are compatible with video outputs, ensuring maximum
stability and fidelity of video signals. Detailed exarpination of lines
and test signals is easily accomplished with the versatile triggering
and viewing capabilities.
Logic State Display (1740A, 1742A, 1743A)
The Logic State Display Option 101 combines the real time state
display of an H P \-fode! 1607A Logic State Analyzer with the oscilloscope measurement sets. This option replaces the A vs B mode with a
state display mode for one button switching between state and time
domain measurements.
Time Interval Measurements
Model 1740A. Time interval measurements are accomplished using
the familiar single marker delayed sweep. Accurate timing measurements are achieved using the delayed sweep and the helidial delay
control.
Model 1742A. Time interval measurements with the 1742A are
made using the Hewlett-Packard developed two marker system
known as delta time which simplifies time interval measurements
while improving accuracy and resolution. In the delta time mode,
start and stop intensified markers are alternately displayed on the
main intensified sweep, and the interval between the markers is read
directly on the optional DMM or on the calibrate helidial delay dial,
or the time interval is available as a rear panel scaled voltage output
compatible with most DVM's. Maximum accuracy is obtained by
switching to the delayed sweep mode and overlapping the expanded

waveforms takes advantage of the increased resolution available in
delayed sweep.
Model 1743A. The 1743A incorporates a second generation delta
time system based on a 100 MHz crystal oscillator rather than the
traditional analog reference ramp. A time interval averaging technique increases both the accuracy and resolution of repetitive waveform measurements. This technique measures the time interval by
accumulating counts from the 100 MHz crystal oscillator with a fundamental accuracy of ± I clock period (± IOns for a 100 MHz
clock). However, by using a time interval averaging technique, the
resolution of the measurement is increased by -)N. where N is the
number of averages. At the three fastest sweep speeds, t 0,000 intervals are averaged to produce a measurement with a 100 ps resolution.
The averaged time interval measurement is directly displayed on a
five digit LED readout.
Time interval measurements relative to the leading edge of the first
pulse in the main sweep display can be made with the 1743A. This
first pulse measurement capability permits measurements between
the trigger signal and the other two channels. In the trigger view
mode, the start marker is on the trigger channel with the stop marker
on each of the two channels at the same point in time. This allows
timing measurements from the leading edge of an asynchronous signal, such as a strobe or nag, to resulting activity on channels A and B.
This crystal referenced timing capability allows the sweep vernier
to be used out of its detent position without uncalibrating the LED
display. For example, the vernier can be used to set the graticule lines
to represent clock periods with measurements of other signals then
made in relation to the "clock" signal.
The sweep vernier can also improve display resolution by up to
three times. With the vernier in detent, the resolution of a full screen
display is a maximum of one part in 50,000, and, with the vernier full
ccw, full screen resolution is a maximum of one part in 150,000. This
increased resolution is obtained by using a faster main sweep speed
and adjusting the vernier to obtain the desired display. For example,
by switching from a I/lS/div range to a 0.5 /ls/div range the last digit
of the five digit display becomes hundreds of picoseconds instead of
nanoseconds. The same display of the I /ls/div sweep can now be obtained on the 0.5 /lSi div sweep by adjusting the sweep vernier.

OSCILLOSCOPES
Variable Persistence/Storage
Models 1741A, 1744A
• 200 cm /I1S variable persistence & stored writing speed
• Minimum blind time, auto-intensity

• Dual channel, 5 mV /div to 100 MHz
• 3rd channel trigger view and selectable input impedance

1741A Opt 034

1741A, 1744A Variable Persistence/Storage
Hewlett-Packard Variable Persistence/Storage Oscilloscopes provide a "one oscilloscope" solution to the wide variety of measurements
encountered daily. The versatility results from the multitude of operating modes available; starting with minimum persistence, which approximates conventional operation, through continuous persistence
settings, all the way to automatic storage. The adjustable persistence
control provides the ability to match signal and persistence characteristics resulting in excellent display characteristics over a wide range
of conditions.

Applications
These oscilloscopes provide a clear display of virtually any signal;
however, they are especially useful in certain applications. Low repetition rate signals at fast sweep speeds produce very low light output
on conventional CRTs and normally require the use of a viewing hood
to obtain a viewable display. The variable persistence mode solves this
problem by integrating several sweeps to amplify the light output,
thereby producing bright, clear traces. This "light-integrating" capability is also useful in eliminating flickering displays, which are the
result of low repetition rates and slow sweep speed signals. These signals are annoying to view and even more difficult to measure; however, the display is improved by matching signal and persistence
characteristics.
Single-shot events are also captured easily by using the auto-store
mode, which, once set, will wait and capture a sweep after the first
trigger event. During operation of the oscilloscope, any display on the
CRT can be saved at the touch of a button, no matter what mode the
instrument is in.
Writing Speed and Blind Time
In all Hewlett-Packard storage oscilloscopes, the advanced technology used allows signals to be captured at the maximum writing speed
in both variable persistence and single-shot modes (1741 A-200
cm/itS; I744A-1 800 cm/itS; 1727A-2000 cm/its). These fast writing

speeds are achieved without reduced scans or excessive blind times.
Operating in the variable persistence mode, high speed signals can be
scanned without transfer or erase time (typically 1 second) necessary
in other storage techniques. The probability of displaying a random
event is increased by decreasing the blind time by a factor of 1000 or
more in most situations.

A Comparison - Fast Writing Modes
1.

HP's Variable Persistence Mode
blind time
I (minimum I
= 1 Ilsecl I
I
I
I
I

main sweep

I
reset

2.

holdoff & wait for trigger

Transfer Techniques' Not Used in HP
Variable Persistence/Storage Oscilloscopes
blind time (minimum
I

main sweep

= 1 second)
I

~Y

erase, transfer, holdoff, wait for trigger

• 1800 cm / JlS variable persistence & stored writing speed
• Minimum blind time, auto-intensity circuit

• Dual channel 5 mV / div to 100 MHz
• 3rd channel trigger view and selectable input impedance

1744A

1741A, 1744A 1727A Operation
An auto-intensity circuit in all of these variable persistence/storage
oscilloscopes simplifies operation. This circuit permits sharp, f1ickerfree, non-blooming traces to be obtained in the varia~bll~e~e~~t,en(:e
mode under almost all operating conditions.
There is a variety of settings available in the
variable persistence mode; however, there is
an easily set reference position that will provide a viewable trace: Intensity-max, Persistence-min, Brightness-min. From this
position, Intensity can be decreased and Persistence can be increased as necessary.
In addition to the variable persistence
mode, storage LEOs provide positive identification of storage operating modes. The
auto-erase mode periodically takes individual "snapshots" of an input signal. In this
mode, Persistence is internally set to maximum and the persistence control regulates
how frequently a new "snapshot" is captured
and displayed when two or more channels are
displayed. The required number of sweeps
are captured before a new cycle is initialized.
This mode offers "hands-off' operation for
probing circuits and a convenient method of
quickly setting the focus and intensity for
single-shot events.

The auto-store mode makes single-shot
events easy to capture and reduces the pO!isi~lilil:y of recording the
wrong event by automatically switching to the normal trigger mode.
The oscilloscope automatically switches from a "write" mode to a

"store" mode after the sweep of the single-shot event for maximum
trace retention time. A "store" LED indicates that the event is captured and one press of the Store/Display button displays the stored
trace.

Exceptionally fine trace in the variable persistance mode permits high resolution timing measurements as shown with this
dual trace, alternate sweep display at a sweep speed of

5 ns/div.

1741 A Auto-Camera Option
The Auto-Camera Option 003 combines with Model 1741A to
form a powerful method of obtaining photographic records, especially
in long-term monitoring applications where hours of "babysitting"
time can be saved. Setup involves mounting a Model 197B camera on
the 1741A and selecting the auto-store mode. When the trigger signal
is received, the oscilloscope sweeps and switches automatically to the
store mode. Control circuits then command a display of the stored
trace and actuate the camera shutter. After the first exposure of the
waveform, the 1741 A executes an erase cycle and, at the same time,
the camera takes a second exposure to superimpose the graticule on
the photograph.

Optional Parametric Measurements
A new dimension of measurement capability is added to the 1741 A
with Option 002, triggered A vs B mode. Many non-time related displays commonly encountered in engineering problems, such as the
Lissajous pattern, are clearly and accurately displayed. Option 002
adds a variable delay line in the horizontal axis which eliminates
phase error and enables the 1741 A to produce matched phase response up to the 5 MHz bandwidth of the horizontal section.
The display of parametric measurements is also enhanced by using
main sweep to window several cycles of an event and then selecting
delayed sweep, A vs B mode to examine each cycle. This triggered
technique eliminates the bright spots caused by inactivity in the A vs
B mode and removes any confusion created by having unnecessary
information on the display.

long term monitoring of circuits to capture random events is simplified with the 1741 A Auto-camera Option 003. You can set up
the oscilloscope/camera, leave them unattended, and automatically capture single-shot events.

Expansion Storage 1744A
The ability to capture signals at the maximum bandwidth of the
1744A vertical deflection system is achieved with expansion storage
CRT technology. This fast writing speed is achieved by combining a
miniature precision storage mesh with an electronic lens system that
magnifies and projects the stored image. The storage mesh is about
one-fifth the size of the viewing screen and is capable of storing sharp
waveform images. An electron cloud from a flood gun projects the
image through the electronic lens system into the CRT phosphor for
viewing. The extremely fast writing speeds provided by the expansion
mesh technology are available in both variable persistence and storage modes. Operation is enhanced with an automatic focus circuit
and maintains a crisp display with changes in intensity while an autointensity circuit helps to maintain a constant beam current to the storage surface over a wide range of sweep speeds.
without triggered X, Y
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1741 A Triggered A vs B Option 002. The display of signals (top
trace) in main sweep, A vs B mode shows total signal parameters.
With delayed sweep A vs B, the display can be qualified (lower
trace) to show only changing parameters which eliminates the
bright dots caused by stationary values and confusion caused by
unnecessary information.

OSCILLOSCOPES
Models 1740A, 1741A, 1742A, 1743A & 1744A (cont.)

1740A, 1741A, 1742A, 1743A, 1744A

Differential Time Measurement Accuracy
(Using one intensified marker and helidial control)

Specifications
Channel A; channel B; A and B displayed alternately on successive
sweeps (ALT); A and B displayed by switching between channels at
=250 kHz rate with blanking during switching (CHOP); A plus B
(Algebraic addition); and trigger view.

Vertical amplifiers (2) Bandwidth and Rise Time at all deflection
factors from O°C to +55°C.
Bandwidth: 3 dB down from 8 div reference signal; 3 dB down from 6
div reference signal for 1741 A, 1744A.
DC-coupled: dc to 100 MHz in both 50l! and I Ml! input modes.
AC-coupled: =10 Hz to 100 MHz.
Bandwidth limit: limits upper bandwidth to =20 MHz.
Rise time: :s3.5 ns measured from 10% to 90% points of a 6 div (5
div, 1744A) input step.
Deflection Factor
Ranges: 5 mV jdiv to 20 V jdiv (12 calibrated positions) in 1,2,5
sequence, attenuator accuracy ± 3%.
Vernier: extends deflection factor to 250 V jdiv.
Polarity: channel B may be inverted.
Input coupling: selectable AC or DC, 50l! (dc), or ground.
Input RC (selectable): AC or DC, I Ml! ± 2% shunted by =20pF;
50l!, 50l! ±3%, SWR :SIA at 100 MHz.
Maximum input: AC or DC, 250 V (dc + peak ac) or 500 V p-p at
:S I kHz; 50l!, 5 V rms.
A + B Operation
Amplifier: bandwidth and deflection factors are unchanged; channel B may be inverted for A-B operation.
Differential (A-B) common mode: CMR is at least 20 dB from dc
to 20 MHz. Common mode signal amplitude equivalent to 8 div (6
div, 1744A) with one vernier adjusted for optimum rejection.
Vertical Magnification (X5)
Bandwidth: 3 dB down from 8 div (6 div, 1744A) reference signal.
DC-coupled: dc to =40 MHz; dc to =30 MHz for 1741 A, 1744A.
AC-coupled: = 10Hz to 40 MHz; = 10Hz to 30 M Hz for 1741 A,
1744A.
Rise time: :s9 ns, :S 12 ns for 1741 A, 1744A (measured from 10% to
90% points of 8 div, 5 div 1744A, input step).
Deflection factor: increases sensitivity of 5 and 10 mV settings by a
factor of 5 with max sensitivity of I mV on channels A and B.

Trigger Source
Selectable from channel A, channel B, composite, or line frequency.

Trigger View
Displays internal or external trigger signal. In Alternate or Chop
mode, channel A, channel B, and the trigger signals are displayed. In
channel A or B mode, trigger view overrides that channel. Internal
trigger signal amplitude approximates vertical signal amplitude. Ext
trigger signal deflection factor is 100 mV jdiv or I Vjdiv in EXT ..;10. Triggering point is approx center screen. With identically timed
signals to a vertical input and the EXT trigger input, trigger signal
delay is :s3.5 ns.

Horizontal Display Modes
Main, ~time with channel A or B start (17421\, 1743A), main intensified, mixed (except 1743A), delayed, mag X 10. and A vs. B.

Main and Delayed Time Bases
Ranges
Main: 50 nsjdiv to 2 sjdiv (24 ranges) in 1,2,5 sequence.
Delayed: 50 nsjdiv to 20 msjdiv (18 ranges) in 1.2.5 sequence.
Accuracy
'Accuracy
Sweep Time/Div
50 ns to 20 ms

Xl

XlO

::,::3°"0

:'::4%

2%

:':3%

::3%

::4%

~

Temp Range
O'C to + l5'C
+15'C to +35'C
+35'C to +55'C

• Add 1% tor 50 ms to 2 s ranges

Main sweep vernier: extends slowest sweep to at least 5 sjdiv.
Magnifier (X10): extends fastest sweep to 5 nsjdiv.

Calibrated Sweep Delay (except 1743A)
Delay time range: 0.5 to lOX Main Timej Div settings of 100 ns to
2 s (min delay 150 ns).

Accuracy' (+15'C to +35'C)
:': (0.5% of reading +0 I%of fs)
:':(1 %of reading +0.1 %of fs)

Main Time Base Setting
100 ns/dlv to 20 ms/dlv
50 ms/div to 2 s/div

Vertical Display Modes

'Add 1% for lemperelure from Q'C fa +15'C end +35'C to +55'C.

Delay jitter: <0.002% (I part in 50000) of max delay in each step
from + 15°C to + 35°C; <0.005% (I part in 20 000) from O°C to
+15°C and +35°C to +50°C.

Differential Time Measurement Accuracy (1742A)
(Using

~time

dual intensified markers)

Main Time
Base Selling
100 ns" to
20 rns/dlv
50 ms to
2s/div

Opt 034/035
:': (0 5% 01 reading
+0.05'10 of Is)
±(I % 01 reading
+0.1'10 01 fs)

Accuracy' (+15'C to +35'C)
Helidial
External DVM'"
±(0.5'10 of reading
± (05% of reading
+005'10 of Is)
+0.1'10 of fs)
±(1 %of reading
±(1 %of reading
+0.1 %oils)
to.1 %of fs)

• Add 1% for temperatures from O°C to +15°C and +35°C to +55°C.
• ·On 100 ns/div range, specificalion applies aHer firat em of main sweep.

, , 'Add DVM accuracy.

Time Interval

(~Time)

1742A

Function: measures time interval between two events on channel A
(A display); two events on channel B (B display); or two events starting from an event on either channel A or B and ending with an event
on either channel A or B (alternate display).
Time interval output voltage: varies from 50 V to 100 mV full
scale. Full scale output voltage can be determined by multiplying the
number on the Timej Div dial by 10 V (e.g. 0.05 s, 0.05 ms, or 0.05 /lS
per div gives 0.5 V output full-scale).
Stability (DOC to +55°C): short-term 0.005%. Temperature,
± 0.03%;CC deviation from calibration temperature range.

Crystal Referenced

~Time

(1743A)

Delay time range: 0 to 10 X Main Timej Div settings of 100 ns to 2 s.
Differential time measurement accuracy
Accuracy: ± 0.002% of reading ± J count from + 15°C to + 35°C;
± 0.005% of reading ± I count from O°C to + 15°C and + 35°C to
+55°C.
Time Resolution of ± 1 Count
Sweep Ranges/div
0.1 ~s. 0.2 ~s. 05 ~s
I ~s, 2 ~s. 5 ~s
10 ~s, 20 ~s. 50 ~s
0.1 ms. 02 ms. a5 ms

± 1 Count
~ 100 ps
± Ins
± \0 ns
± lOa ns

Averages
10 000
1000
100
direct

Readout: 5 digit LED plus exponent.
Crystal Aging: 0.0005% per year.
Delay jitter: same as other 1740 series oscilloscopes.

Triggering
Main Sweep
Normal: sweep is triggered by internal or external signal.
Automatic: baseline displayed in absence of input signal. Above
=40 Hz, triggering is same as normal.
Single: sweep occurs once with same triggering as Normal. Reset
arms sweep and lights indicator. (1741 A, 17441\) Single sweep is
also initiated with Erase, sweep is armed after the erase cycle.
Internal: dc to 25 MHz on signals 20.3 div vertical deflection, increasing to J div vertical deflection at 100 M Hz in all display modes
(required signal level is increased by 2 when in Chop mode and by 5
when X5 vertical magnifier is used).
External: dc to 50 MHz on signals of 50 m V p-p or more, increasing to 100 mV p-p at 100 MHz (required signal level is increased by
2 when in Chop mode).
Delayed Sweep (Sweep After Delay)
Auto: delayed sweep starts at end of delay period .
Trig: delayed sweep armed and triggerable at end of delay period.
Internal: same as Main Sweep except 1743A is dc to 25 M Hz on
signals causing I div or more vertical deflection, increasing to 2 div
of vertical deflection at 100 MHz.
External: same as Main sweep except 1743A is dc to 50 MHz on
signals 100 mV p-p increasing to 200 mV p-p at 100 MHz.

B OSCILLOSCOPES
(h~
External Input RC: "" I Mfl shunted by ",,20 pF; max external input,
250 V (dc + peak ac) or 500 V pop at ~ I kHz.
Level and slope: internal, at any point on positive or negative slope
of displayed waveform; external, continuously variable from + I V to
-I V on either slope of trigger signal, + 10 V to -10 V in + 10.
Coupling: AC, DC, LF REJ, or HF REJ.
Trigger holdoff (main sweep): increases sweep holdoff, all ranges.

Amplitude Calibrator (O°C to +55°C)

Calibrated Mixed Time Base (except 1743A)
Dual time base in which the main time base drives the first portion
of sweep and the delayed time base completes the sweep at the faster
delayed sweep. Also operates in single sweep mode. Accuracy, add 2%
to main time base accuracy.

Power: 100, 120, 220, 240 V ac ± 10%; 48 to 440 Hz; 100 VA max.
Weight: (1740, 1742) net, 13 kg (28.61b); shipping 15.7kg (34.6Ib).
(1741,1743,1744) net 13.8 kg (30.5 Ib); shipping 17.7 kg (39Ib).
Operating environment: temperature O°C to +55°C; humidity to
95%. relati.ve humidity at +40°C; altitude, to 4600 m( 15 000 ft); vibralIon, Vibrated in three planes for 15 min. each with 0.254 mm
(0.010 in.) excursion, 10 to 55 Hz.
Size: (1740A) 197 H x 335 W x 597 mm 0(7.8" x 13.2" x 23.5") with
handle, 492 mm 0(19.4") without; (l74IA) 616 mm 0 (24.3") with
handle, 552 mm 0(21.7") without; (1742A) 570 mm 0(22.4") with
handle, 502 mm O( 19.8") without; (1743A) 613 mm 0(24.1 ") with
handle, 549 mm 0(21.6") without; (1744A) 635 mm 0(25") with
handle; 511 mm 0 (20.1 ") without.
Accessories furnished: one blue light filter HP PIN 01740-02701,
one front panel cover, one 2.3 m (7.5 ft) power cord, one vinyl accessory storage pouch, one Operators Guide and one Service Manual,
two Model 10041A 10:1 divider probes ",,2 m (6.6 ft) long. The
1741A and 1744A also include one Model 10173A RFI filter and
contrast screen, and one Model 10140A viewing hood.

A vs B Operation (deleted with Opt 101)
Bandwidth: channel A (Y-axis), same as channel A; channel B (Xaxis), dc to 5 MHz.
Deflection factor: 5 mVI div to 20 VI div (12 cal positions) in I, 2, 5
sequence; phase difference between channels, <3°, dc to 100 kHz
(75 kHz, 1743A).
Cathode-ray Tube and Controls (1740A, 1742A, 1743A)
Type: 12.7 cm (5 in.) rectangular CRT, post accelerator, "" 15 kV
accelerating potential, aluminized P31 phosphor.
Gratlcule: 8 x 10 div (I div = I cm) internal non-parallax graticule,
0.2 subdivision markings on major horizontal and vertical axes and
markings for transition time measurements. Internal floodgun graticule illumination.
Beam finder: returns trace to CRT screen.
Z-axis Input (Intensity modulation): +4 V, 2=.50 ns wide pulse
blanks trace of any intensity, usable to ~ 10 MHz for normal intensity. Input R, I kfl ± 10%. Max input ±20 V (dc + peak ac).
Rear panel controls: astigmatism and trace align.
Cathode-ray Tube and Controls (1741 A)
Type: 12.7 cm (5 in.) rectangular CRT, post accelerator, ",,7.5 kV
accelerating potential, aluminized P31 phosphor.
Gratlcule: 8 x 10 div (I div = 0.85 cm) internal, non-parallax graticule, 0.2 subdivision markings on major horizontal and vertical axes,
with markings for transition time measurements. Graticule illumination is achieved with Persistence control set to min.
Beam finder: returns trace to CRT screen.
Z-axis Input (Intensity modulation): same as I740A.
Operating modes: write, store, display, auto-store, auto-erase, and
conventional (rear panel control).
Persistence: variable, "" 100 ms to I min; conventional, ",,40 j.tS.
Writing speed, variable persistence and storage: 2=. 200 cml j.tS
(235 div I j.ts) over center 7 x 9 div (with viewing hood).
Storage time: display mode, at least lOs at 22°C; store mode, at
least 30 s at 22°C.
Brightness: "" 170 cd/m' (50 fl) increasing to ",,340 cd/m 2 (100 fl)
depending on brightness control setting.
Erase time: ",,300 ms.
Rear panel controls: astigmatism, trace align, conventional pushbutton, and view time.
Cathode-ray Tube and Controls (1744A)
Type: 12.7 cm (5 in.) rectangular CRT, post accelerator, "" 10 kV
accelerating potential, aluminized P31 phosphor.
Graticule: 8 x 10 div (I div =0.72 cm) internal graticule, 0.2 subdivision markings on major horizontal and vertical axes, with markings
for transition time measurements. Graticule illumination is achieved
with Persistence control set to min.
Beam finder, Z-axis input (intensity modulation): See 1740A.
Operating modes: write, store, display, auto-store, and auto-erase.
Writing speed, variable persistence and storage: 2=.1800 cml j.tS
(2500 div I j.ts) over center 6 x 8 div (with viewing hood).
Storage time: store mode, at least 30 s; view mode, at least lOs; wait
time, at least 60 s, al22°C.
Persistence: variable (100 ms min).
Erase time: ",,300 ms.
Rear panel controls: astigmatism and trace align.
General
Rear Panel outputs: main and delayed gates, 0.8 V to 2=. + 2.5 V
capable of supplying ",,5 rnA.

Output voltage
Rise time
Frequency

1Vp.p into ,,1 MP.
0.1 Vpop into 5OP.
",0.1 ~s
d.4kHz

Options and Accessories
001: fixed power cord (U.S. only).
002 (1741A): Triggered A vs B Mode; phase shift
~2°, dc to 5 MHz; internal triggering on channel B.
003: Auto Camera (l74IA)
005 (1740A or 1741A): TV sync
034 (except 1743A, 1744A): built-in OMM (60 Hz)
035 (except 1743A, 1744A): built-in OMM (50 Hz)
091: two 3 m(9.8 ft) 10042A 10:1 probes in lieu of
10041 A probes
096: two 1.8 m(6 ft) 100060 10:1 probes in lieu of
10041A probes.
101 (except 1744A): state display (deletes A vs B
mode) single switch interface for use with 1607A Logic
State Analyzer.
112: includes 1112A Inverter Power Supply, a portable
power source for 1700 series oscilloscopes.
910: extra set of product manuals.
Multimeter kit: HP PIN 01742-69501 (I 742A),
01741-69502 (l74IA), or 01740-69503 (1740A)
adapts standard oscilloscope to an Option 034/035 with
built-in LED readout. Kit includes a multimeter, top
oscilloscope cover, vinyl storage pouch, and mounting
hardware.
Opt 101 Field Instl Kit: converts std 1740 series oscilloscopes (except 1744A) to Opt 101. Order HP PIN
01740-69501 for I740A, I742A, 1743A; order HP
PIN 01741-69501 for 1741A.
Logic State Analysis Equipment Required
for Option 101
1607A: 16-Bit Logic State Analyzer including three
data probes and one clock probe.
Four 10121A: 20 cm (8") cables. Three for X, Y, and Z
and one for pattern trigger connections.
Adapter plate and strap: (HP PIN 5061-1213) for
mounting the oscilloscope on top of the 1607A.

Ordering
1740A 100
1741A 100
1742A 100
1743A 100
1744A 100

±1%

Information
MHz Oscilloscope
MHz Storage Oscilloscope
MHz ~Time Oscilloscope
MHz ~Time Oscilloscope
MHz Storage Oscilloscope

Price
add $15
add $225
add $75
add $215
add $325
add $325

N/C
N/C
add $150
add $1250
add $20
$375

$200

$3600
$20 ea.
$24

$2850
$5100
$3150
$3925
$6250

OSCILLOSCOPES
200/275 MHz Delta Time, 275 MHz Storage
Models 1715A, 17228, 1725A, & 1727A
• 200 MHz (1715A) and 275 MHz (1725A) bandwidths
• Two marker delta time measurements

• Optional DMM
• Selectable input impedance

1725A Opt 034

1715A, 1725A Description
Hewlett-Packard's Models 1725A, 275 MHz, and 1715A, 200
MHz oscilloscopes offer delta time measurements with an optional
DMM for direct delta time readout and current, voltage. or resistance
measurements. The large 8 X 10 cm display provides easy viewing of
dual trace signals on which timing measurements can be made conveniently and accurately using the Hewlett-Packard developed delta
time technique. For easier percentage measurements, reference lines
of 0% and 100% amplitude are 5 divisions apart and markings for
10% and 90% and 20% and 80% are also provided for easier transition
time measurements. Vertical deflection factors of 10 mV /div to 5
V/div over the full bandwidth (5 mV /div to 150 MHz in the
1715A) and a selectable 50 ohm or I megohm input offer the high
performance required for both laboratory and field applications.

Delta Time Measurements
These oscilloscopes offer two methods for making timing measurements; one is the familiar single marker delayed sweep, using the calibrated delay control to accurately measure time relationships; the
second is a system of dual intensified markers which significantly improves accuracy while conveniently reducing the time necessary to
make a measurement. The latter, better known as the Delta Time
measurement method, incorporates a system of two intensified markers which are two delayed sweeps displayed alternately.
The Delta Time measurement technique is to select the Main Intensified mode and position the first marker at t, with the Time Interval
Start control and position the second marker at t, with the Time Interval Stop control. The difference between the two selected points is
then read directly on the optional DMM or on the calibrated delay
time control, or is available as a rear panel scaled voltage output compatible with most DVM's. Units of seconds, milliseconds, or microseconds are read on the Main Time/Div control.
For increased precision, Delayed Sweep mode is selected where the
two intensified portions are displayed alternately. Maximum accuracy is achieved by superimposing the start and stop points using the

Time Interval Stop control. Even without an external voltmeter and
using only the Time Interval Stop control, this optical nulling technique reduces the chance of error in time interval measurements.
The Delta Time technique makes timing measurements such as
transition times, propagation delay, clock phasing, and other high
speed digital timing measurements faster and with more repeatability
than with standard delayed sweep oscilloscopes. Time interval measurements can be made between two events on channel A, two events
on channel B, or between two events on alternate channels.

Optional Digital Multimeter
Adding an optional multimeter to the 1715A or 1725A improves
the accuracy and convenience of delta time measurements as well as
improving basic measurement capabilities. A switch on the instrument allows selection of direct delta time measurements or DMM
operation. The DMM mode provides the five most common measurements: ac and dc voltage, ac and dc current, and resistance. This versatile DMM includes autopolarity, autozeroing, and autoranging to
make direct convenient measurement. Using a Model I0023A Temperature Probe with the DMM, fast, accurate temperature measurements are easy to make. The pencil-like tip accesses small
components and the temperature is displayed directly in degrees Celsius on the DMM.

Optional TV Sync
A TV sync option (005) is available for the 1715A and I725A. This
option provides external main and external delayed triggers to the
~nstr.ument. '!'- sync separator derives these triggers from the composIte Video which allows the analysis of fields, test signals, timing relationships, lines, or segments of lines. This added TV sync capability in
a high frequency oscilloscope offers the ability to view either video
signals or the fast transitions and timing relationships of high speed
logic in today's video systems. For more information, ask your local
HP Field Engineer for the 1715A/ t 725A TV Sync Data Sheet.

OSCILLOSCOPES
Models 1715A, 1725A, 17228, 1727A
• 275 MHz bandwidth
• Microprocessor calculated delta time measurements

• Direct LED readout with 20 ps resolution
• Selectable input impedance

17228

17228 Description
Model 1122B is a 275 MHz bandwidth, I ns/div sweep speed, dual
channel oscilloscope with a built-in microprocessor and five function
LED display for precise real time measurements. In addition to the
conventional volts versus time CRT display, the microprocessor gives
you direct readout of delta time. frequency, dc voltage, instantaneous
waveform voltage, and percent amplitude. The I122B's outstanding
repeatability and 20 ps resolution make it ideally suited for making
clock phasing measurements in large computer timing applications.

Delta Time Measurements
Delta time measurement, developed by Hewlett-Packard, is used in
the Time Interval mode for making accurate time interval measurements including transition time, pulse duration (width), period, and
propagation delay. Time interval measurements can be made between
two events on Channel A, two events on Channel B, or between an
event beginning on Channel A and ending on Channel B.
The delta time measurement technique is to select Main Intensified
mode and set the first intensified marker to t,. The second intensified
marker is positioned by using the DEC~ INC controls (coarse, medium, or fine) which causes the microprocessor to develop the voltage to
position the second marker. While developing the voltage (t 2-t,) to
separate the two markers, the microprocessor drives and updates the
3 V2 digit LED display. Time interval measurements are automatically scaled for the proper sweep speed and displayed in units of seconds
(exponent 0), milliseconds (exponent -3); microseconds (exponent
-6); or nanoseconds (exponent -9).
Additional precision is obtained by switching to the Delayed Sweep
mode where the two intensified markers are expanded and displayed
alternately. Maximum accuracy is quickly obtained by overlapping
the two expanded sweeps using the DEC~ INC controls. Superimposing the start and stop points of the measured time interval provides
a more accurate digital readout by nulling any amplifier or CRT nonlinearities. Separate portions of a sweep can be magnified and examined simultaneously, enabling you to view two events separated in
time while maintaining their relative time relationship.

The microprocessor not only keeps track of the distance between
the two markers but automatically expands the measurement resolution by a factor of 10 whenever the two markers are within I div of
each other. The microprocessor also interrogates the function switches to help prevent inaccurate measurements.

1/Time (Frequency) Measurements
The 1722B gives an automatic 3 or 4 digit display of the reciprocal of time, eliminating the need for calculations when setting up
clock frequencies and measuring the frequency or repetition rate of a
waveform.

DC voltage measurements
The Input (dc volts) mode provides a direct digital display of the
average value of a waveform at the input to channel A. The built-in
DVM measurement is made using a successive approximation algorithm controlled by the microprocessor which allows you to establish
a reference level with respect to any voltage and enables differential
dc measurements.

Instantaneous Voltage Measurements
In the Position mode you can measure the voltage at any point on a
waveform in channel A without the need to count divisions from a
base line and multiply by the attenuator setting. The measurement
mode is useful for measuring peak voltages, crossover, and threshold
points in logic circuits, or any time you need to know a precise voltage
at a particular point on a waveform.

Percentage Measurements
Percentage measurements are made in the Position mode with the
channel A vernier out of the Cal position to establish 5 div separation
between the 0% and 100% points. By positioning the desired 0% point
on a convenient graticule line, zeroing the LED display. and then positioning the waveform to the 100% point. percent amplitude of any
point on the waveform with respect to the 100% point is measured by
positioning that point at the reference graticule and reading the LED
display. Relative amplitude measurements such as pulse overshoot,
ringing, preshoot, and percent amplitude modulation on an rf carrier
are easily measured using this measurement mode.

OSCILLOSCOPES
275 MHz Variable Persistence/Storage
Models 1715A, 1725A, 17228, 1727A
• 2000 cm / IlS Variable Persistence and Stored Writing
Speed
• Minimum Blind Time, Auto Intensity Circuit

• 275 MHz bandwidth, 10 mV / div with 1 Mil or 50 II input
• Delta Time and Optional DMM

1727A Opt 034

1727A Description
Hewlett-Packard's 275 M Hz, Model 1727 A Variable Persistence/
Storage Oscilloscope offers 2000 cm/l1s writing speed in both the
variable persistence and single shot storage modes. The fast writing
speed and large display area make the 1727 A ideal for the viewing
and analysis of narrow pulses in the physical sciences as well as
glitches and noise pulses in digital environments. Signals with rise
times as fast as 1.27 ns (4 div) can be captured and displayed in the
single-shot mode.
Conveniently grouped variable persistence storage controls, front
panel color coding, LED indicators, and automatic operating modes
make the 1727 A one of the easiest-to-use, high-speed storage oscilloscopes available today. Additional features which provide exceptional
versatility and ease-of-use include dual marker delta time measurements; an auto-intensity circuit to greatly simplify the setup of a
sharp, nonblooming trace; and selectable input impedance (I Ml2/
50 n) for both general purpose probing and high fidelity, high frequency signal capture with the built-in 50 ohm impedance matching.

Expansion Storage
The expansion storage CRT (refer to 1744A for illustration) has a
miniature storage mesh, about the size of a postage stamp, and an
electronic lens system to present well defined sharp traces at the high
writing speed of 2000 cm/l1s in a variety of operating modes. The fast
CRT writing speed is obtained over the full display quality area. Other ease-of-use features include an automatic focus circuit that maintains a crisp display with changes in intensity, and an auto intensity
circuit that minimizes blooming and reduces operator concern about
CRT damage.

Variable Persistence Is General Purpose
The ability to write at 2000 cm/l1s in the variable persistence mode
makes the 1727A a general purpose instrument. An extremely useful

capability of the variable persistence mode is that the effective writing speed can be increased by integrating repetitive signals. With the
1727A. only two or three repetitions of a signal in a 10 second time
period are needed to view any signal compatible with the vertical and
horizontal specifications. For example, a 275 M Hz sine wave with an
amplitude of 8 divisions at a sweep speed of I ns/div has a maximum
spot velocity of 5028 cm/l1s and only requires about three repetitions
for viewing.
The following table is a convenient quick reference guide for determining the single-shot signals that can be captured by a 1727A.

Amp
p-p
4 dlV
4 d,v
3 d,v
3 dlV
4 dlV
4 dlV

Sine
Wave
MHz

Observed
Pulse Tr
1.27 ns
1.27 ns

275
275
200
200

Sweep
Speed
ns/div

i
10
1
lO
1
10

Req
Writing
Speed
cm/~s

1952
1816
2000
1867
1948
1811

Delta Time Measurements
In the variable persistence mode. the 1727A can make delta time
measurements using the two marker delta time system. This delta
time system simplifies time interval measurements while improving
both accuracy and resolution. In the delta time mode, Start and Stop
markers are alternately displayed on the main intensified sweep. The
time interval between these markers can be displayed on the optional
DM M or it is available as a scaled voltage output, on the rear panel,
that is compatible with most DVMs. Time interval measurements
may also be made without a DV M using the helidial for determining
the measurement.

OSCILLOSCOPES
Models 1715A, 1722B, 1725A & 1727A (Cont.)

1715A, 17228, 1725A, 1727A Specifications
Vertical Display Modes
Channel A; channel B; A and B displayed alternately on successive
sweeps (ALT); A and B displayed by switching between channels at
"'" I MHz rate with blanking during switching (CHOP); A plus B
(algebraic addition); X-Y (A vs. B).
Vertical Amplifiers (2)
Bandwidth: (3 dB down from 6 div reference signal).
DC-coupled: (1722B, I725A, I727A) dc to 275 MHz, (1715A) dc
to 200 MHz 10 mVjdiv to 5 Vjdiv (to 150 MHz at 5 mVjdiv,
1715A), in both 5011 and high Z input modes.
AC-coupled: lower limit"'" 10 Hz.
Bandwidth limit: limits upper bandwidth to "'" 20 MHz.
Rise time: (1722B, 1725A, 1727A) <1.3 ns; (1715A) <1.75 ns 10
mV jdiv to 5 V jdiv, <2.3 ns at 5 mV jdiv.
Deflection factor: Ranges, 10mVjdiv to 5 Vjdiv (9 calibrated positions) in 1,2,5 sequence, ± 2% attenuator accuracy; 5 mV jdiv to
5 V jdiv (10 calibrated positions) in 1715A; Vernier, extends max denection factor to 2: 12.5 V jdiv.
Polarity: channel B may be inverted.
Input coupling: selectable, AC or DC, 5011 (dc) or ground.
Input RC (selectable): AC and DC, I Mil ± 2% shunted by "'" II
pF; 5011,5011 ± 2%; SWR (17228, 1725A, 1727A) ::0: 1.3 on 10,20,
and 50 mV ranges, <1.15 on all other ranges; SWR (1715A)::o:1.3
on 5,10,20, and 50 mV ranges and <1.15 on all other ranges.
Max input: I Mil, ± 250 V (dc + pk ac) at ::0: I kHz; 5011,5 V rms.
A+B operation: Amplifier, bandwidth and denection factors are unchanged; channel B may be inverted for A-B operation; Differential
(A-B) Common Mode, CMR is 2:40 dB from dc to 5 MHz decreasing to 26 dB at 50 MHz. Common mode signal amplitude equivalent
to 12 div with one vernier adjusted for optimum rejection.
Channel A Input-de Volts (1722B)
Xl range: 95 mV t047 V fs vertical denection (10 mV jdiv to 5 Vjdiv).
Xl0 range: 0.95 V to 470 V full scale vertical denection (100
mV jdiv to 50 Vjdiv with X 10 probe).
Accuracy: ± 0.5% reading ± 0.5% full scale (f.s. = 10 cm), + 20°C
to + 30°C; Stability, temperature coefficient, < ± 0.02%;aC.
Input impedance: X I range, I Mil shunted by "'" II pF; X 10 range
(with X 10 probe) 10 Mil shunted by "'" 10 pF.
Sample rate: "",2js, response time ::0: I s.
Channel A Position - Volts (1722B)
(Channel A vernier in CAL detent.)
Measurement: dc substitution method using channel A position control to determine voltage of any point on displayed waveform using
any graticule line as reference.
Bandwidth: dc to 275 MHz (::0:3 dB down from 6 div ref signal).
DynalJ1ic range: ± 6 cm from ground referenced to center screen.
Accuracy: ± I% reading ± 0.5% of full scale (lOX the voltsjdiv
range) measured at dc.
Channel A Position - % (1722B)
(Channel A vernier out of CAL detent.)
Measurement: dc substitution method using channel A position control to determine percent of any waveform point with respect to user
defined 0 and 100% points. Accuracy ± 1%.
Range: 0 to ± 140% (set with vernier so that 100% equals 5 div).
Vertical Output (Rear Panel)
Amplitude: one div of vcrtical dcncction produces"", 100 mV output,
dct050MHzin I722B, 1725A,I727A,dct025MHzin 1715A.
Cascaded deflection factor: I mV jdiv with both vert channels sct
to 10 mVjdiv. Bandwidth, dc to 5 MHz (with bandwidth limit).
Source resistance, "'" 10011; selcction, trig source set to A selects channel A output, to B selects channel B output.

Horizontal Display Modes
Main, main intensified (I715A, 1722B, 1725A), delayed, mixed,
X-Y, and mag XIO. The 1727A main intensified mode is automatically selected whenever the delayed time base is turned on.
Main Time Base
Sweep
Ranges: 10 nsjdiv to 0.5 sjdiv (24 ranges) 1,2,5 sequence.
Accuracy
Accuracy (O'C to t55'C)
Main Sweep Time IDlv
10 ns to 50 ns

Xl

XIO

±3%

100 ns to 20 ms

+2%

±5%
+3%

50 ms to 0.5s

±3%

±3%

Vernier: extends slowest sweep to at least 1.25 sjdiv.
Magnifier: extends fastest sweep to I nsjdiv.
Sweep Mode
Normal: sweep is triggered by internal or external signal.
Automatic: baseline displayed in absence of input signal. Triggering is same as normal above "",40 Hz.
Single: in Normal, sweep occurs once with same triggering as Normal, reset arms sweep and lights indicators; in Auto, sweep occurs
once each time Reset is pressed. (1727 A) Erase pushbutton arms
sweep, lights indicator, and performs the Reset function immediately following the erase cycle.
Triggering
Source: channel A, B, Comp, or line frequency.
Internal: dc to 100 MHz on signals causing 2:0.5 div vertical denection, increasing to I div of vert denection at 300 MHz (200
MHz, 1715A) in all display modes. Line freq. triggering selectable.
External: dc to 100 MHz on signals 2:50 mV pop increasing to 100
mV pop at 300 MHz (200 MHz, 1715A). Max input, ± 250 V (dc
+ peak ac) at ::0: I kHz. Input RC "'" I Mil shunted by "'" 15 pF.
Trigger Level and Slope
Internal: at any point on the vertical waveform displayed.
External: + 1.0 V to -1.0 V (+ 10 V to -10 V in + 10 mode).
Coupling: AC, DC, LF REJ, or HF REJ.
Trigger holdoff: variable, to > I sweep from 10 nsjdiv to 50 msjdiv.
Main Intensified
Delayed sweep: intensifies that part of main time base to be expanded to full screen in delayed mode.
Delta time mode: intensifies two parts of main time base that are
expanded in delayed mode.
Delayed Time Base
Sweep
Ranges, 10 nsjdiv to 20 msjdiv (20 ranges) in 1,2,5 sequence.
Accuracy, same as main time base.
Triggering
Internal: same as main time base, no Line Frequency triggering.
Starts after delay: sweep starts at end of delay period.
Trigger: with delayed trigger level control out of detent (starts after
delay) delayed sweep is triggerable at end of delay period.
Delay time range: 0.5 to lOX Main TimejDiv settings of 20 ns to
0.5 s (min delay 50 ns).
External triggering, extcrnal input RC, max external input, trigger
level and slope, and coupling are same as main time base.
Differential time accuracy (17l5A, 1725A, 1727A)
Main Time Base Setting

Accuracy (t 15'C to t35'C)

50 ns/dlv to 20 ms/dlv

±(05% of reading to.1 %of full scale)
+(1 %of reading to.2% of full scale)
+3%

20 ns/div
50 ms/dlv to 0.5 s/div

Delay jitter: <0.005% of max delay in each step.
Stability (O"C to +55°C): short term 0.005%. Temperature, ±
0.03%jOC deviation from calibration temperature range.

Time Interval (t:. Time Mode-1715A, 1725A, 1727A)
Function: measures time interval between two events on channel A
(A display), on channel 8 (8 display), or starting from an event on
either A or 8 and ending with an event on either A or 8 (alt display).
Time Interval output voltage: from 50 V to 100 mV full scale.
Accuracy: Time Interval Accuracy plus DVM accuracy.
Main Time Base Setting

Accuracy (+20'C to +30'C)

100 ns/div to 20 ms/div

±O.S% 01 reading ±O.OS% of fs

50 nS/div'

±O.S% of reading ±O.l %of fs

20 ns/div'

±O.S% of reading ±0.2% of fs

50 ms/div to 0.5 s/div

±3%

Time Interval Measurements (1722B)
Time Interval delay: continuously variable from 10 ns to 5 s.
Delay Jitter: refer to Time Interval Measurements, Stability.
Time Interval Measurement (Time)
Function: measures time interval between two events on channel A
(A display), on channel 8 (8 display), or between two events starting from an event on A and one ending on channel 8 (aIt display).
Time Interval Accuracy
Main Time Base Setting
100 ns/div to 20 ms/div

50 ns/div'
20 ns/div'
50 ms/div to 0.5 s/div.
•Starting aftar 80 na of

Accuracy (+20'C to +30'Cj
±O.S% of measurement ±0.02% of full scale
(for measurements < 1 em).
For measurements> 1 em,
±O.S% of measurement ±O.OS% of full scale.
±O.S% of measurement ±0.06% of full scale.
±O.S% of measuremenf ±O.lS% of full scale.
±3%

8W8ap.

Resolution: intervals < I cm, > 0.0 I% of full scale; intervals> I
cm, 0.1 % of full scale; max display resolution, 20 ps.
Stability (0 to +55°C): short term, <0.0 I %. Temperature,
± 0.03%;oC deviation from calibration temperature range.
Reciprocal of Time Interval Measurement (l/tlme)
Accuracy, resolution, stability: see time interval measurements.
Mixed Time Base
Dual time base in which the main time base drives the first portion
of sweep and the delayed time base completes the sweep.

x-v

Operation
Bandwidth:
Y-axis (channel A), same as channel A;
X-axis (channel B), dc to> I MHz.
Deflection factor: 10 mV Idiv to 5 VIdiv, 9 cal positions (5 mV Idiv
to 5 VI div, lOcal positions, 1715A) in I, 2, 5 sequence.
Phase difference: <3°, dc to I MHz (3 MHz, 17228).
Cathode-ray Tube and Controls (1715A, 17228, 1725A)
Type: post accelerator, "'" 20.5 kV, aluminized P31 phosphor.
Gratlcule: 8 x 10 div internal graticule, 0.2 subdiv markings on major
horiz and vert axes, I div = I cm. Internal floodgun ilium.
Beam finder: returns trace to CRT screen,
Intensity modulation (Z-axis): +8 V, ~50 ns width pulse blanks
trace of any intensity, usable to 20 MHz for normal intensities. Input
R, I kfl ± 10%. Max input, ± 10 V (dc + peak ac).
Auto-focus: maintains beam focus with variations of intensity.
Intensity limit: limits beam current to simplify operation. Circuit response time ensures full writing speed.
Cathode-ray Tube and Controls (1727 A)
Type: post accelerator, = 9.5 kV, aluminized P31 phosphor.
Gratlcule: 8 x 10 div internal graticule, 0.2 subdivision markings on
major horiz and vert axes, I div = 0.72 cm.
Beam finder: returns trace to CRT screen.
Intensity modulation (Z-axis): +4V, ~50 ns width pulse blanks
trace of any intensity, usable to 20 MHz for normal intensities. Input
R, I kfl ± 10%, Max input, ±20V (dc + peak ac).
Operating modes: write, store, display, auto-store, and auto-erase.

Writing speed, variable persistence and storage: ~ 2000cml fJS
(2775 div/fJs) over center 6 x 8 div (with viewing hood).
Storage time (at 22°C): display mode, at least lOs; store mode, at
least 30s; wait time, at least 60s.
Persistence: variable, ~ 100 ms.
Erase time: "'" 300 ms.
Intensity limit: limits beam current to simplify operation. Circuit response time ensures full writing speed.
Auto-focus: maintains beam focus with variations of intensity.
General
Rear panel controls: astigmatism and trace align (both X and V).
Rear panel outputs: main and delayed gates, -0.7 V to +1.3 V
capable of supplying"", 3 mA; and vertical output.
Calibrator: type, I kHz ± 15% (± 10%, 17228) square wave; 3 V
pop ± 1%, <0.1 fJS transition time,
Power: 100, 120, 220, and 240 Vac, -10% + 5%; 48 to 440 Hz; 110
VA max.
Weight
1715A, 1725A: net, 12,9 kg (28.5 Ib); shipping, 17.9 kg (39.5 Ib).
1722B: net 13.6 kg (30 Ib); shipping, 19.5 kg (43Ib).
1727A: net, 15.9 kg (35 Ib); shipping, 20 kg (44 Ib).
Operating environment: temp, O°C to +55°C; humidity, to 95% rel
humidity at +40°C;altitude, to 4600 m (15 000 ft); vibration, in
three planes for 15 min. each with 0.254 mm excursion, 10 to 55 Hz.
Size: (l715A, 1725A, 17228) 197 H x 335 W 570 mm D (7.75" x
13.8" x 22.4") with handle: (1715A, 1725A) 502 mm D (18.88" without handle; (17228) 510 mm (20.06") without handle; (1727A) 197
H x 335 W x 652 mm D (7.75" x 13.8" x 25.69") with handle; 595 mm
(23.38") without handle.
Accessories furnished: one blue light filter; one panel cover; two
10017A 10:1 divider probes with 17228, 1725A, 1727A; two 10018A
10: I divider probes with 1715A; one 2.3 m (7.5 ft) power cord; one
vinyl storage pouch; one Operating and Service Manual. The 1727A
includes one Model 10 173A RFI filter and contrast screen, and one
Model 10140A viewing hood.
Options and Accessories
001: U.S. fixed line cord
003: probe power supply with two rear panel jacks for
use with HP 1120A or 1124A active probes.
034 (except 1722B): built-in DMM (60 Hz)
035 (except 1722B): built-in DMM (50 Hz)
091 (except 1715A): two 2 m (6.6 ft) 10018A, 10:1
probes substituted for two 10017A miniature probes
091 (1715A): two I m (3.3 ft) 10017A, 10:1 probes
substituted for two 10018A miniature probes
092: two 1.8 m (6 ft) 100168, 10:1 probes substituted
for two miniature probes
101 (except 1727 A): state display-single switch interface for operation with 1607A Logic State Analyzer
112: includes 1112A Inverter Power Supply.
910 (except 1727A): additional set of manuals
910 (1727A): additional set of manuals
Time Interval multlmeter kit: (HP PIN 01715-69501
for 1715A or I725A, HP PIN 01727-6950 I for 1727A)
adapts a standard Model 1715A, 1725A, or 1727A to
an Opt 034/035, built-in, LED readout, delta time oscilloscope. Included are a multimeter, a top oscilloscope
cover, a vinyl storage pouch, and mounting hardware.

Price
add $15
add $50
add $325
add $325

N/C
N/C
N/C
add $\50
add $1350
add $20
add $20

$375

Logic State Analysis Equip Required for Opt 101
$3600
1607A: 16-bit Logic State Analyzer
$20 ea
10121A: 20 cm (8") cable for trigger connection
$17 ea
11170A: 3,60 cm (24") cables for X, Y, Z connection
$36
5061-1213: Adapter plate and strap for mounting the
oscilloscope on top of the 1607A

Ordering Information
1715A 200 MHz Oscilloscope
17228 275 MHz Oscilloscope with Microprocessor
1725A 275 MHz Oscilloscope
1727A 275 MHz Storage Oscilloscope

$3900
$5500
$4300
$7200

OSCILLOSCOPES
180 Mainframes
Models 180C/D, 181A/AR, & 182C
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Persistence, Storage, 181 A/ AR
Persistence: normal, "" 40 /LS; variable, <0.2 to > I min.
Writing speed: write, >20 cm/ms; max write, >5 cm//Ls.
Brightness: >342.6 cd/m' (100 fl).
Storage time: from Write to Store, reduced intensity for> I hr; to
View, normal intensity for> I min. From max Write to Store, reduced intensity for> 5 min.; to View, normal intensity for> 15 s,
pushbutton erasure takes"" 300 ms.
Horizontal Amplifier
External Input
Bandwidth: dc-coupled, de to 5 MHz; ac-coupled, 5 Hz to 5 MHz.
Deflection factor: I V/div, X I; 0.2 V/div, X5 (180, 181); 0.1
V/div,XIO;accuracy, ±5%;dynamicrange ±20V.
Max input: 600 V de (ac-coupled input); (182C) ±300 V (de +
peak ac) at :S I kHz.
Input RC: "" I Mil shunted by "" 30 pF.
Sweep magnifier: XIO, X5 (180,181); overall accuracy, ±5%.
Calibrator: "" I kHz square wave, <3 /LS rise time; 250 mV pop and
10 V pop into I Mil, ± 1%.
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180C/O, 181AI AR, 182C Specifications
Cathode-ray Tube and Controls
Type: post accelerator, 15 kV (180),8.5 kV (181),21 kV (182); aluminized P31 phosphor.
Graticule: 8 x 10 div internal graticule, 0.2 div subdivisions on major
axes; (180) I div = I em, (181) I div. = 0.95 em, (182) I div = 1.29
em.
Beam finder: returns trace to CRT screen.
Intensity modulation (external input): input, "" +2 V, ~50 ns
pulse width blanks trace of normal intensity; input R",,50 kll; Max
input, ± 20 V (de + peak ac) at :S I kHz.

Outputs
Four rear panel emitter follower outputs for main and delayed
gates, main and delayed sweeps. Max current available, ± 3 rnA. Will
drive impedances ~ 1000 ohms without distortion.
General
Operating environment: temperature, 0 to 55°C (+ 32 ° F to
+ 130° F); humidity, to 95% relative humidity at 40°C (104° F); altitude, to 4600 m (15000 ft); vibration, vibrated in three planes for 15
min. each with 0.254 mm (0.010 in.) excursion, 10 to 55 Hz.
Size
180C, 181A (cabinet): 289 H x 200 W x 540 mm D behind panel
(11.4" x 7.9" x 21.3").
1800, 181AR (rack): 133 H x 425 W x 543 mm D overall (5.2" x
16.7" x 21.4") 493 mm (19.4") D behind rack mount tabs.
182C (cabinet): 338.1 H x 201.6 W x 498.5 mm D overall (13.3" x
7.9" x 19.6").
Weight (without plug-ins)
180C (cabinet): net, 10.4 kg (23 Ib); shipping, 15.4 kg (34Ib).
1800 (rack): net, 11.8 kg (26Ib); shipping, 17.2 kg (38 Ib).
182C (cabinet): net, 12.2 kg (27 Ib); shipping, 15.4 kg (34Ib).
181A (cabinet): net, 10.9 kg (24 Ib); shipping, 15.4 kg (34 Ib).
181AR (rack): net, 11.8 kg (26 Ib); shipping, 17.2 kg (38 Ib).
Power: 115 or 230 V, ± 10%,48 to 440 Hz; max mainframe power,
200 VA, (181) 225 VA.
Accessories Supplied
180,181: 2.3 m (7.5 ft) power cord, blue plastic light filter (HP
P/N 5060-0548), Model 10178A mesh contrast filter (181), one
Operating and Service Manual. A rack mount kit (HP PIN 50600552) and 2 clip-on probe holders (HP PIN 5040-0464) are supplied with the 180D, 181 AR rack models.
182C: 2.3 m (7.5 ft) power cord, blue plastic light filter (HP PIN
5060-0547), one Operating and Service Manual.

OSCILLOSCOPES
180 Vertical Plug-Ins
Models 1805A & 1801A

1801 A, 50 MHz 2 channel

1805A, 100 MHz 2 channel

1805A, 1801 A Specifications
Modes of Operation
Channel A; Channel B; A and B displayed alternately on successive
sweeps (ALT); A and B displayed by switching between channels at
approx 400 kHz rate (CHOP) with blanking during switching; A plus
B (algebraic addition).
Each Channel (2)
Bandwidth: (measured with or without 100 14A probe (1805A),
100040 probe (180IA), 3 dB down from 8 div ref signal from a terminated 50n source.)
DC-coupled: (1805A) dc to 100 MHz, (I80IA) dc to 50 MHz.
AC-coupled: (1805A) = 10 Hz to 100 MHz, (180IA) =8 Hz to 50
MHz.
Rise time: (1805A) <3.5 ns (measured with or without 10014A
probes, 10% to 90% points of 6 div input step from a terminated 50n
source); (180IA) <7 ns (measured with or without 100040 probe,
10% to 90% points of 8 div input step from a terminated 50n source).
Deflection Factor
Ranges: (1805A) 5 mV jdiv to 5 V jdiv (lOcal positions) in I, 2, 5
sequence; ± 2% attenuator accuracy. (I801A) 5 mV jdiv to 20
Vjdiv (12 positions) in I, 2, 5 sequence; ± 3% attenuator accuracy.
Vernier: extends max deflection factor ~ 12.5 Vjdiv (1805A),
2:50 V jdiv (1801 A).
Polarity: + up or - up selectable.
Input coupling: (1805A) AC, DC, 50n (dc), or ground; (180IA)
AC, DC, or ground.
Input RC: (1805A) AC and DC, I Mn ± 1% shunted by =13 pF;
50n, 50n ± 2%; SWR < 1.2 at 100 MHz on all ranges. (180 IA) = I
Mn shunted by =25 pF.
Max input: (1805A) AC and DC, ± 300 V (dc + peak ac) at S I
kHz; ± 150 V (dc + peak ac) on 5 mV jdiv range at S I kHz; 50n, 10
V rms, DC-coupled. (180 IA) DC-coupled ± 350 V (dc + peak ac) at
S 10kHz; ± 150 V (dc + peak ac) on 5 mV jdiv range at S I kHz;
AC-coupled, ± 600 V de.
Dynamic range (1805A): 6 div at 100 M Hz to 16 div at S 15 MHz.
Positioning range (1805A): 16 div.
A + B operation: amplifier bandwidth and deflection factors unchanged; either channel may be inverted for ± A ± B operation. Differential input (A-B) common mode, (1805A) CMR 2: 40 dB dc to I
MHz for common mode signals $16 diY, ~20 dB at 50 MHz for
signals s6 div; (180IA) CMR ~40 dB at 5 mV jdiv and ~20 dB on
other ranges, dc to 1 MHz, for common mode signals s24 div.
Offset (1805A): ± 200 div of offset.

Triggering (1805A)
Source: selectable from channel A, channel B, or a composite
(Comp) signal from A and B in any display mode. Composite is A and
B signals switched for Alt and Chop modes and added for A and B
mode. Vernier and position controls do not affect A, B, or composite
trigger signals. A and B signals are independent of polarity selection.
Frequency
Time Base
Plug·in

Trigger Frequency'

1825A

dc-50 MHz

1/2

dc-IOO MHz

1d,v

dc-50 MHz

1d,v

1821A

all display modo. except Chop. de to 100 kHz

In

Required
Vertical Deflection
di\l

Chop.

Triggering (1801A)
Source: for channel A or B, on signal displayed; Chop selectable
from A or B; All selectable from A, B, or Comp (A and B switched).
Frequency: dc to> 50 MHz on signals causing ~0.5 div vert deflection in all display modes except Chop which is dc to 100 kHz.
Vertical Signal Output (1805A)
Bandwidth: > 50 MHz into 50n.
Amplitude: >50 mV for each div of display into 50n with useable
amplitudes up to 500 mV pop.
Source impedance: =50 ohms.
General
Operating environment: same as 180 CjD mainframes.
Weight
l80SA: net 2.3 kg (5 Ib); shipping, 3.6 kg (8 Ib).
l801A: net 1.8 kg (4 Ib); shipping, 3.6 kg (8 Ib).
Accessories supplied: (1805A) two 100 14A 10: I divider probes
=1.1 m (3.5 ft), one Operating and Service Manual. (180IA) two
100040, 10: I divider probes, = 1.1 m (3.5 ft), one Operating and Service Manual.
Recommended probes: (1805A) full performance maintained by
10014A, 10016B passive probes, 10017A, 10018A miniature passive
probes, 10026A, 10027A miniature 50 n probes, 10020A resistive divider probe kit, and the 1120A active probe; (180 IA) full performance maintained by 100040, 100050, and 100060 passive probes
and 10041 A, 10042A miniature passive probes.

OSCILLOSCOPES
180 Vertical & Time Base Plug-Ins
Models 1809A & 1821 A
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1809A, 100 MHz 4 channel

1821 A, 50 MHz triggering

1809A Specifications

1821A Specifications

Modes of Operation
Channels A, B, C, or D or any combination displayed alternately on
successive sweeps (ALT) or chopped (CHOP) with blanking during
switching; either A and B or C and D may be algebraically added
(± A ± B) or (± C ± D). Approx chop rate for two channels displayed is 1 MHz, 3 channels is 667 kHz, 4 channels is 500 kHz.

Main Time Base
Sweep
Ranges: from 0.1 /ls/div to 1 s/div (22 positions) in I, 2, 5 sequence; ± 3% accuracy with vernier in CAL position.
Vernier: extends slowest sweep to at least 2.5 s/div,
Magnifier: (mainframe) expands fastest sweep to 10 ns/div.
Sweep Mode
Normal: triggered by an int, ext, or power line signal.
Automatic: baseline displayed in absence of input signal. Above
=40Hz triggering same as normal.
Single: sweep occurs once with same triggering as normal.

Each Channel (4)
Bandwidth: (measured with or without 10014A probe, 3 dB down
from a terminated 50rl source.)
DC-coupled: de to 100 MHz.
AC-coupled: = 10Hz to 100 MHz.
Rise time: <3.5 ns. Measured with or without 100 14A probe, 10% to
90% of 6 div input step from a terminated 50rl source.
Deflection Factor
Ranges: from 0.0 I V/div to 5 V/div (9 cal positions) in I, 2, 5
sequence. Attenuator accuracy, ± 2%.
Vernier: extends max deflection factor to ~ 12.5 V/div.
Input coupling: ac, dc, 50n (de), or ground.
Input RC (selectable): AC or DC, I MrI, :±: 1% shunted by = 12 pF;
50rl,50rl :±:2%.SWR,I.3at 100 MHzon all ranges.
Max input: AC and DC, :±: 300 V (de + peak ac) at S I kHz, ± 150
V (de + peak ac) on 10 mV /div range at S 1 kHz; 50rl, 10 V rms.
Polarity: any channel may be inverted (± A, ± B, :±: C, :±: D).

Algebraic Addition (A

+

B), (C

+

D)

Amplifier: bandwidth and deflection factors are unchanged, any
channel may be inverted for (± A ± B) or (± C ± D) operation.
Differential input (A - B) or (C - D) common mode: CMR is ~20
dB from de to 80 MHz on all ranges.

Triggering
Source: selectable from channel A, B, C, D, or composite (on displayed signals) in all display modes.
Frequency
Time Base
Plug·in

Trigger Frequency'

Required
Vertical Deflection
div
I d,v

1825A

dc-50 MHz
dc-IOO MHz

1'2

1821A

dc-50 MHz
,n Chop.

1d,v

'All display modes except Chop, dc to 100 kHz

General
Operating environment: same as 180C/ D mainframes.
Weight: net, 3,2 kg (7 Ib); shipping, 4.5 kg (10 Ib),
Accessories supplied: one Operating and Service Manual.

Recommended Probes
Models 10014A, 10016B, 10017 A, and 10018A for I MrI mode. Models 10020A, 10026A, and 10027A for 50rl input mode.

Trace Intensification
In Main sweep mode, intensifies that part of Main time base to be
expanded to full screen on Delayed time base.
Delayed Time Base
Sweeps after a time delay set by Main and Delay controls.
Sweep
Ranges: from 0.1 /ls/div to 50 ms/div (18 positions) in I, 2, 5 sequence: ± 3% accuracy with Vernier in CAL position.
Vernier: continuously variable between all ranges; extends slowest
sweep to at least 125 ms/div.

Triggering
(Main and Delayed time base)
Internal: refer to vertical plug-in specifications.
External: de to 50 MHz on signals 0.5 V p-p or more, increasing to
100 MHz on signals I V pop or more.
Line: power line frequency signal (main only).
Level and slope: internal, at any point on the vertical waveform displayed; external, continuously variable from +3 V to -3 V on either
slope of the sync signal, from +30 V to -30 V in + 10.
Automatic (delayed only): triggered at end of set time delay.
Coupling: AC, DC, ACF (ac-fast), or ACS (ac-slow).
Delay (before start of Delayed sweep)
Time: continuously variable from 0.1 /lS to lOs.
Accuracy: ± I% of differential delay ± 2 minor divisions of delay
dial. Time jitter is 0.005% of max delay of each step.
Trigger output: (at end of Delay time) = 1.5 V with> 50 ns rise
time from \OOOf! source resistance.
Mixed Time Base
Dual time base in which Main time base drives first portion of sweep
and delayed time base completes sweep at up to 1000 times faster.
General
Operating environment: same as 180 C/ D mainframes
Weight: net, 1.8 kg (4 Ib); shipping, 3.6 kg (8 Ib)

OSCILLOSCOPES
180 Time Base Plug-In
Model 1825A

•

C1

1825A, 100 MHz triggering

1825A Description
Model 1825A time base and delay generator provides sweep speeds
ranging from 0.05 J.Lsjdiv to I sjdiv in 23 positions. Delay times are
continuously variable from 50 ns to 10 s and are accurate to 0.75%
with extremely low jitter of I part in 50000. Also, a calibrated mixed
sweep mode is provided. A mainframe X 10 magnifier increases
sweep-speed capability to 5 nsjdiv with 5% accuracy.
One knob control makes triggering easy in main, delayed, and
mixed modes. Stable, accurate time displays are provided in main,
delayed, and mixed modes with the highly sensitive 50 mV external
trigger capability at 50 MHz which increases to only 150 mV at ISO
MHz. Trigger synchronization is maintained when switching between main, delayed, and mixed modes, further simplifying use.
Front panel controls are logically arranged for quick familiarization and easy use. Pushbuttons eliminate front panel clutter and reduce the possibility of errors. Easy-to-operate push buttons establish
main, delayed, and mixed modes of operation.
Trigger level controls on main and delayed sweeps allow selection of
the triggering point on the desired portion of the signal for almost
every measurement application. Also, the + 10 function provides a
wide dynamic range of triggering in both external and internal modes
of operation.
External trigger sensitivity of 50 mV on both main and delayed
sweeps allows a 10: I divider probe to be used to reduce circuit loading
at trigger pick-off points and reduces the possibility of circuit malfunction caused by the measuring instrument.

1825A Specifications
Main Time Base
Sweep
Ranges: 0.05 J.Lsjdiv to I sjdiv (23 positions) in I, 2, 5 sequence;
± 3% accuracy with vernier in CAL position.
Vernier: extends slowest sweep to at least 2.5 sjdiv.
Magnifier: (on mainframe) expands fastest sweep to 5 nsjdiv. accuracy ± 5% (main or delayed).
Sweep Mode
Normal: sweep is triggered by an internal, external, or power line
signal.
Automatic: baseline displayed in absence of trigger signal. Triggering is same as normal except low frequency limit is 40 Hz.
Single: in Normal, sweep occurs once with same triggering as Normal (reset pushbutton arms sweep and lights indicator); in Auto,
sweep occurs once each time reset pushbutton is pressed.

Trace Intensification
In Main sweep mode, intensifies that part of main time base to be
expanded to full screen in delayed time base mode. Rotating time
base switch from OFF position activates intensified mode.
Delayed Time Base
Delayed time base sweeps after a time delay set by Main time base
and Delay controls. Delayed time base is triggered on first trigger
pulse after set delay or automatically triggers after set delay when
delayed level control is in detent position.
Sweep ranges: 0.05 J.Lsjdiv to 20 msjdiv (18 positions) in I, 2, 5
sequence; ± 3% accuracy.
Triggering
(Main and Delayed time base)
Internal: refer to vertical amplifier plug-in specifications.
External: dc to 50 MHz on signals 50 mV p-p or more increasing to
100 mV p-p at 100 MHz and ISO mV p-p at ISO MHz.
Line: power line frequency signal (Main only).
Level
Internal: at any point on the vertical waveform displayed.
External: continuously variable from +2 V to -2 V on either slope
of trigger signal, from +20 V to -20V in + 10 setting.
Slope: pushbutton selects either positive or negative slope of trigger
signal.
Coupling: AC, DC, HF Reject, or LF Reject. AC, attenuates signals
below "",20 Hz; LF reject, attenuates signals below"", 15 kHz; HF
reject, attenuates signals above 15 kHz.
Trigger holdoff: time between sweeps continuously variable. exceeding one full sweep on all ranges (Main only).
Delay (before start of delayed sweep)
Time: continuously variable from 50 ns to lOs.
Accuracy: ± 0.75% of differential delay ± 2 minor divisions of delay dial.
Time jitter: ± 0.002% of max delay on each range.
Calibrated Mixed Sweep
Combines Main and Delayed Sweeps into one display. Sweep is
started by the Main time base and is completed by the faster Delayed
time base.
Ordering Information
180C Cabinet Style Main Frame
Opt 010: deletes rear panel outputs for main and
delayed gates and main and delayed sweeps
Opt 910: additional Operating and Service Manual
180D Rack Style Mainframe
Opt 010: (see l80C Option 010)
Opt 910: additional Operating and Service Manual
181A Storage Mainframe, Cabinet Style
Opt 910: additional Operating and Service Manual
181AR Storage Mainframe, Rack Style
Opt 910: additional Operating and Service Manual
182e Cabinet Style Mainframe
Opt 010: (see 180C Option 010)
Opt 910: additional Operating and Service Manual
1805A 100 MHz Dual Channel Vertical Amplifier
Opt 910: additional Operating and Service Manual
180lA 50 MHz Dual Channel Vertical Amplifier
Opt 001: Channel B output and X5 magnifier
Opt 090: 1.8 m (6 ft) 10006D probes in lieu of
10004D
Opt 091: 3 m (10 ft) 10005D probes in lieu of
10004D
Opt 910: additional Operating and Service Manual
1809A 100 MHz 4 Channel Vertical Amplifier
Opt 910: additional Operating and Service Manual
1821A Time Base and Delay Generator
Opt 910: additional Operating and Service Manual
1825A Time Base and Delay Generator
Opt 910: additional Operating and Service Manual

Price
S2S00

1\.i C
add SIS
S2700

NiC
add SIS
S3650
add $20
53850
add S20
S2700

"iC

add S20
S2300
add S\S
SI725
add SI55

NiL'
NIL'
add SIS
S3600
add $20
SI9S0
add SIS
SI9S0
addS!5

OSCILLOSCOPES
500 kHz General Purpose
Models 1200A/B, 1201B & 1205B

12008
Vernier: extends max denection factor to at least 50 V/div.
Noise (1200 and 1201): <20 IlV measured tangentially at full
bandwidth.
Input: differential or single-ended on all ranges.
Common Mode
Frequency: dc to 10 kHz.
Rejection ratio
1200 and 1201: \00 dB (100 000 to 1) with dc-coupled input on
0.\ mV /div range, decreasing by <20 dB per decade of denection
factor to at least 40 dB on the 0.2 V/div range; CMR is at least 30
dB on 0.5 V/div to 20 V/div ranges. Max signal is ± 10 V (dc +
peak ac) on 0.1 mV /div to 0.2 V/div ranges; ± 400 V (dc + peak
ac) on all other ranges.
1205: 50 dB with dc-coupled input on 5 mV /div to 0.2 V/div
ranges; CMR 2:30 dB on the 0.5 V/div to 20 V/div ranges. Max
signal is ± 3 V (dc + peak ac) on 5 mV /div to 0.2 V/div ranges;
± 300 V (dc + peak ac) on all other ranges.
Input coupling: selectable AC, DC, or OFF for + and - inputs.
Input RC: = \ Mrl shunted by =45 pF.
Max input: refer to Common Mode Rejection Ratio.
Internal trigger source: on channel A signal for A, Chop, and Alternate displays, on channel B signal for B display.
Isolation: >80 dB between channels at 500 kHz, with shielded input
connectors.
Phase shift: A vs B mode, < I a to 100 kHz with verniers in Cal.

Time Base

1200A

1200A/8, 12018, 12058 Specifications
Vertical Amplifiers
Modes of operation: channel A; channel B; channels A and B (either Chop or Alternate triggered by channel A), Chop frequency is
= 100 kHz; channel A vs B (A-vertical, B-horizontal).
Bandwidth: dc-coupled. dc to 500 kHz; ac-coupled, 2 Hz to 500 kHz.
Bandwidth limit switch (\200 and 1201) selects upper bandwidth to
=50 kHz or 500 kHz.
Rise time: 0.7 IlS max.
Deflection Factor
Ranges (1200 and 1201): from 0.\ mV /div to 20 V/div (\7 positions) in \, 2, 5 sequence.
Ranges (1205): from 5 mV /div t020V /div (\2 positions) in \,2,5
sequence.
Attenuator accuracy: ± 3% with vernier in Cal.

Sweep
Ranges: from \ Ils/div to 5 s/div (21 positions) in 1,2,5 sequence;
± 3% accuracy with vernier in Cal.
Vernier: extends slowest sweep to at least \2.5 s/div.
Magnifier: direct reading X I0 magnifier expands fastest sweep to
100 ns/div with ± 5% accuracy.
Automatic Triggering
Baseline is displayed in absence of an input signal.
Internal: 50 Hz to > 500 kHz on most signals causing 0.5 div or
more vert. denection. Triggering on line frequency also selectable.
External: 50 Hz to above I MHz on most signals 2:0.2 V pop.
Trigger slope: positive or negative slope on internal, external or
line trigger signals.
Amplitude Selection Triggering
Internal: dc to 500 kHz on signals causing 2:0.5 div vert.
denection.
External: dc to I MHzon signals 2:0.2 V POp. Input impedance = I
Mfl shunted by =20 pF.
Trigger level and slope: internal, at any point on vertical waveform displayed; or continuously variable from + I00 V to -\ 00 Von
either slope of the external trigger signal.
Trigger coupling: dc or ac for external, line. or internal triggering.
Lower ac cutoff is 2 Hz for external; 5 Hz for internal.
Single sweep: selectable by front panel switch. Reset switch with
armed indicator light.
Free run: selectable by front panel switch.
Max input: ± 350 V (dc + peak ac).

OSCILLOSCOPES
Models 1200A/8, 12018 & 12058 (cont.)

12018

12058

Horizontal Amplifier
Bandwidth: dc-coupled, dc to 300 kHz; ac-coupled, 2 Hz to 300 kHz.
Deflection factor: ranges, 0.1 V/div, 0.2 V/div, 0.5 V/div, and I
V/div. Vernier, extends max deflection to at least 2.5 V/div.
Max input: ± 350 V (dc + peak ac).
Input RC: "'" I Mfl shunted by "",20 pF.
Input: single-ended on all ranges.

Cathode-ray Tube and Controls
Beam finder: returns trace to CRT screen.
Intensity modulation: +2 V signal blanks trace of normal intensity,
+8V signal blanks any intensity trace. DC-coupled rear panel input;
amplifier rise time, "'" 200 ns; input R "'" 5 kfl.

Standard CRT, 1200, 1205
Type: mono-accelerator, "'" 3000 V accelerating potential, P-31 phosphor standard.
Graticule: 8 x 10 div internal graticule, 0.2 subdivision markings on
horizontal and vertical major axes; I div = I cm.

Variable Persistence Storage CRT, 1201
Type: post-accelerator, variable persistence storage tube; "'" I0.5 kV
accelerating potential; aluminized P-31 phosphor.
Graticule: 8 x 10 div internal graticule, 0.2 subdivision markings on
major axes; I div = 0.95 cm.
Persistence Storage Characteristics
(Referenced to a centered 7 x 9 div area in STD mode and to a centered 6 x 8 div area in FAST mode.)
Persistence: conventional, "",40 !LS; variable, continuously variable
from 0.2 s to> I min., STD mode; from 0.2 s to 15 s, FAST mode.
Storage writing speed: STD, 20 div/ms; FAST, 0.5 div/!Ls.
Bri9htness: 343 cd/m 2 (100 fl) in write mode.

General
Calibrator: I V ± 1.5% line frequency square wave.
Size: 1200A, 298 mm H X 211 mm W X 475 mm D (11.7" X 8.3" X
18.7") 133 H X 483 W X 466 mm D overall, 423 mm D behind front
panel (5.2" X 19" X 18.4"; 16.7").
Power: 115/230 V ± 10%, 48 to 440 Hz, 150 VA max.
Weight
1200A: net, 11.3 kg (25 Ib); shipping, 15.6 kg (34.5 Ib).
12008, 1205B: net, 10.2 kg (22.5 Ib); shipping, 15.9 kg (35 Ib).
12018: net, 12.5 kg (27.5 Ib); shipping, 18.1 kg (40 Ib).

Vertical Output Signal Specifications (Opt 015)
Output: 0.3 V/div ± 10%, 0 V offset unaffected by position setting.
Bandwidth: dc to 500 kHz.
Dynamic range: ± 3.5 V.
Max slewing rate: 12 V/!LS with 300 pF load.
Min load RC: 10 kfl shunted by "",300 pF.
Source impedance: "",300 fl.

Options
006: rear input terminals wired in parallel with front
panel vertical and horizontal input terminals. Vertical
input shunt capacitance is increased to "'" I00 pF. Horizontal input shunt capacitance is increased to "",75 pF.
009: storage model only, remote erase through rear
panel banana jack, shorting to ground provides erasure
(not compatible with Opt 006).
015: vertical channel signal outputs through rear panel
connectors.
910: additional Operating and Service Manual
1200A/B or 1201B
12058

Storage time: STD writing speed variable from"'" 1 min. to > 1 hr.

Ordering Information

FAST writing speed, variable from"'" 15 s to > IS min.
Erase: pushbutton erasure takes"'" 1.2 s. Write gun is blanked and
sweep is reset until erasure is completed.

1200A or 1200B Dual Channel, 100 !LV Oscilloscope
1201B Dual Channel, 100 !LV Storage Oscilloscope
12058 Dual Channel,S mV Oscilloscope

Price
add $60

add $25

add $125

add $12
add $13

$2220
$3350
$2050

222
1
1

(hp]

OSCILLOSCOPES
15 MHz Dual Channel, General Purpose
Models 1220A & 1222A

• X- Y Operation
• TV Sync
• Auto or Normal trigger selection

• A ± B Operation (1222A)
• Delay line (1222A)

1220A, 1222A Description

of the signal. Further flexibility is added by the ability to preset the
signal amplitude required to trigger the sweep, assuring that perturbations below the desired amplitude will not trigger the oscilloscope.
With automatically triggered sweep, displays are stable because the
observed signal itself determines when a sweep should start. Automatic triggering produces a free running trace in the absence of a
signal for fast setup. It locks onto any input signal of the proper polarity and amplitude.

Hewlett-Packard Models 1220A and 1222A dual channel 15 MHz
oscilloscopes are high quality instruments with the performance necessary for a wide variety of applications. Features include a large 8 x
10 cm internal graticule for no-parallax measurements, 3% vertical
attenuator accuracy, 4% horizontal accuracy, calibrated sweep times
from 0.5 s/div to 0.1 J.Ls/div, dc coupling, automatic triggering, a
sweep magnifier to expand the display up to ten times for detailed
analysis, a pushbutton beam finder, X- Y display capability and TV
Sync separator.
The ability to measure and compare input and output signals makes
these oscilloscopes an excellent choice for basic electronic laboratories, service, production, and educational purposes. Both Models
1220A and 1222A provide selection of automatic or normal triggering. Model 1222A includes a delay line that allows viewing of the
leading edge of the pulse that triggered a sweep. Measurements in the
design and checkout of logic systems such as calculators and appliance controllers are easily made with the 1222A.

Easy Operation
The human engineered front panel with functionally grouped controls and color-coded push buttons makes measurements easier and
faster. Inputs are protected to 350 V, reducing chances of accidental
electrical damage. Automatic triggering assures that a base-line is
present even in the absence of a signal or if the trigger level control is
set beyond the range of the trigger signal. And, although the oscilloscopes operate in either a chopped or alternate mode, with automatic
triggering the operator need not concern himself with making a
choice since the Time/Div switch automatically selects the best display mode.
The basic stability of the solid-state circuits and components used
throughout is such that internal adjustments have been reduced to a
minimum. This decreases calibration requirements and provides real
savings over the oscilloscope's lifetime. Recalibration, when necessary is simple and straightforward.

Triggering
Even though the instruments are easy to operate, these oscilloscopes
have the flexibility for multi-purpose use. The operator can select the
source of sweep trigger (internal, external, ac line, TV) and he can
select the trigger slope. adding to the oscilloscope's versatility by allowing triggering on either the positive or negative going transitions

CRT
The internal 8 x 10 cm CRT graticule eliminates parallax errors
that occur when the graticule is external to the CRT. The 3% vertical
accuracy combined with the no-parallax graticule enables the oscilloscope to be used as a voltmeter as well as for waveform display. CRT
beam intensity can be modulated through a rear panel Z-axis input.

x-v

Inputs

Phase shift measurements through the vertical amplifiers in the
1222A permit maximum measurement flexibility with the wide selection of deflection factors. In the 1220A, external signals can be applied to the horizontal deflection amplifiers. This X- Y capability
permits X- Y plots for Lissajous figures with a phase shift of less than
3° to 100 kHz.

TV Sync
The built-in TV sync separator assures stable. automatic triggering
on frame or line for convenient TV troubleshooting. With the instrument's times-ten magnifier, signals can be pulled out easily. The calibrated time base makes it easy to identify timing problems in vertical
or horizontal TV circuits. The external horizontal input allows vector
presentations of color CRT drive signals. Dual channels make it easy
to set color demodulator circuits.

Rugged Lightweight Design
These oscilloscopes are, except for the CRT, entirely of solid-state
design, resulting in low power consumption. The consequent low heat
has made possible a rugged, lightweight cabinet with a vinyl-clad aluminum cover that is resistant to shock and moisture. A convenient
side-panel handle and stabilizing feet on the opposite side make handling easy. This allows these oscilloscopes to be used in areas where
ruggedness is a necessity. These areas include production lines, numerically controlled machinery, process control equipment, automotive, aircraft and marine electronics, and communications.

OSCILLOSCOPES
Models 1220A & 1222A (cont.)

External: =2 Hz to 15 MHz on signals of 0.1 V Pop or more.
External input RC: = I MQ shunted by =30 pF.
Line: triggers on line frequency.
TV sync: separator for + or - video, requires I div of video signal to
trigger, automatic frame (0.5 s/div to 100 Its/div) and line select (50
Its/div to 0.1 Its/div). Usable also as a low pass filter.
Level and Slope
Internal: at any point on the positive or negative slope of the displayed waveform.
External: continuously variable from +0.5 V to -0.5 V on either
slope of the trigger waveform; + 10 extends trigger range to + 5 V to

-5 V.

1220A

Optional Accessories
General purpose probing is provided with the Model 100 13A 10: I
divider probe with an input impedance of 10 megohms shunted by
only 13 pF. It extends input range to 100 V/div and multiplies input
impedance without degrading frequency response. An optional front
panel cover, Model 101\7A, is available for protection during transportation and to provide storage space for probes and other accessories. With a rack mount kit, Model 10 119A, the oscilloscopes can be
mounted in only 22.2 cm (8.75 in.) of vertical space. Modell0116A
light shield is available for viewing in brightly lighted areas.

1220A, 1222A Specifications
Modes of Operation
Channel A; channel B; channel B inverted (1222A); channel A ± B
(l222A); channels A and B displayed alternately on successive
sweeps (Alt); triggering by A channel; channels A and B displayed by
switching between channels at approx 200 kHz rate with blanking
during switching (Chop). Automatic selection of alternate or chop
mode--<:hop, at speeds from 0.5 s/div to I ms/div, alternate, 0.5
ms/div to 0.1 Its/div.
Vertical Amplifiers (2)
Bandwidth (3 dB down from 50 kHz, 6 div reference signal from a
terminated 50Q source.)
DC-coupled: dc to 15 MHz.
AC-coupled: lower limit is ",,2 Hz.
Rise time: ",,23 ns (measured from 10% to 90% points of 6 div input
step from a terminated 50Q source).
Deflection Factor
Ranges: from 2 mV /div to 10 V/div (12 calibrated positions) in I,
2, 5 sequence. ± 3% Accuracy with vernier in cal position on 20
mV /div to 10 mV /div ranges, ± 5% on 2 mV /div, 5 mV /div, and 10
mV/div ranges.
Vernier: extends max deflection factor to at least 25 V/div.
Polarity (1222A): Channel B may be inverted.
Signal delay (1222A): input signals are delayed sufficiently to view
leading edge of input signal without advanced external trigger.
Input RC: AC or DC, "" I MQ shunted by ",,30 pF.
Input coupling: AC, DC, or GND.
Maximum input: ± 350 V (dc + peak ac) at :s I kHz.
A + B operation (1222A): bandwidth and deflection factors are unchanged; channel B may be inverted for A - B operation.
Differential (A - B) common mode (1222A): CMR is at least 30
dB from dc to I MHz.
Time Base
Sweep ranges: from 0.1 Its/div to 0.5 s/div (21 ranges) in 1,2,5
sequence; ± 4% accuracy over full scale with Magnifier/Expander in
calibrated position.
Sweep trigger mode: normal, sweep is triggered by internal or external signal; automatic, bright baseline displayed in absence of input
signal, above = 10Hz, triggering same as normal.
Triggering
Internal: =2 Hz to 15 MHz on signals with 2: I div vertical deflection.

Calibrated x-v Operation (1222A)
Operation is via channel A (X-axis) and channel B (Y-axis).
Bandwidth: X-axis dc to I MHz, otherwise see Vertical Amplifiers
Bandwidth specifications.
Accuracy: see Vertical Amplifiers Deflection Factor specifications.
X-V phase shift <3° at 100 kHz.
Cathode-ray Tube and Controls
Type: mono-accelerator, =2 kV accelerating potential, P31 phosphor.
Graticule: 8 x 10 cm internal graticule; 0.2 cm subdivisions on major
horizontal and vertical axes.
Beam finder: returns trace to CRT screen.
Intensity modulation: +5 V (TTL compatible) 2 Hz to I MHz
blanks trace of any intensity. Input R "" I kQ. Max input, 7 V rms,
ac-coupled.
External Horizontal Input (1220A)
Bandwidth: dc to I MHz.
Coupling:dc
EXPANDER
Cal.
Cal.
cw

XMODE
ATTENUATOR

DEFLECTION
FACTOR

1:1
1:10
1:1

1VIdlv
10V/d,v
100 mVIdlv

Conhnuous adjustment between ranges by Expander,

Input RC: "" I MQ shunted by "" 30 pF.
X-V Phase shift: <3° at 100 kHz.
General
Probe adjust: =0.5 V pop, I kHz square wave for adjusting probe
compensation.
Power: 100, 120, 220, 240 V, ± 10%, 60 VA max.
Weight
1220A: net, 7.3 kg (l6Ib); shipping 10 kg (22Ib).
1222A: net, 7.3 kg (16 Ib); shipping 10 kg (22 Ib).
Size: 181 H x 311.2 W x 412.8 mm D (7.13" x 12.25" x 16.25").
Accessories furnished: one blue light filter, one power cord, one
fuse for 100 V, 120 V, 220 V or 240 V operation, and one Operating
and Service Manual.
Environment
Operating temperature: O°C to +45°C (+32°F to 113°F).
Non-operating temperature: -40°C to +75°C (-40°F to
+167°F).
Relative humidity: to 95% at +40°C (+ I04 ° F).
Altitude: to 4600 m (15 000 ft).
Vibration: vibrated in three planes for 15 minutes each with 0.254
mm (0.01 in.) excursion, 10 to 55 Hz.
Accessories Available
lOl16A: Light Shield.
l0117A: Front Panel Cover
lOl19A: Rack Mount Kit
Note: Probes are not supplied
l0013A: 10:1 Divider Probe recommended
Ordering Information
1220A Dual Channel Oscilloscope
Opt 910: extra Operating and Service Manual
1222A Dual Channel Oscilloscope
Opt 910: extra Operating and Service Manual

Price
$13
$28
$120
$60
$975
add $7
$1050
add $7

OSCILLOSCOPES
Probes and Other Oscilloscope Accessories
Miniature Oscilloscope Probes
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10026A, 10027A
10017A, 10018A, 10040A, 10041A, 10042A

---

~

- ••

.,.

•

•

.,.

10021A, 10022A
10080A, 10081A, 10082A, 10083A, 10084A

'OSCILLOSCOPE/MINIATURE PROBE COMPATIBILITY AND PROBE CHARACTERISTICS
HP Oscilloscope/
Plug·in Model No.
and Bandwidth

Probe
Model No.

Approl Overall
Length in
Metres (tt)

Division
Ratio

Input
R

Shunt
Capacitance

Compensates
Oscilloscope
Input

Max
DC Volts

Price

1725A/275 MHz
17228/275 MHz
1727A/275 MHz

10017A

1m(33)

101

1 M!I

8 pF

9to14pF

300

$90

1715A/200 MHz
1809A/l00 MHz
1805A/ 100 MHz

100lBA

2 m(6.6)

10:1

1Mil

10 pF

9tol4pF

300

$90

1740A. 1741A, 1742A,
1743A. 1744A/
100 MHz

10040A

1m (33)

101

1Mil

9 pF

20 to 30 pF

300

$95

10041A

2 m(66)

101

1 Mil

12 pF

20 to 26 pF

300

$95

10042A

3 m(98)

10:1

1M!J

15 pF

20 to 24 pF

300

$95

1908A/8/100 MHz

100BOA"

1m(33)

101

1M!l

9 pF

10-20 pF

300

$115

100BIA"

2m(66)

101

I M!l

12 pF

12-20 pF

300

$115

10082A"

3 m(10)

101

1M!l

14 pF

14-18 pF

300

$115

1950A/l00 MHz

10083A"

1m(3.3)

10084A"

2m(6.6)

All Scopes With
high ZInputs
(may reduce
bandWidth)

10021A

1m(3.3)

11
11
11

10022A

2 m(66)

11

All Scopes With
50!l inputs and
with a50 Ii source
Impedance

10026A

1m(33)

10027A

2 m(66)

11
11

45 pF

300

$115

68 pF

300

$115

36 pF

300

$60

62 pF

300

$60

50 !l

100

$60

50 !l

100

$60

Accessories supplied with each probe: one retractable hook lip., one Ie probe tip adapter, one alligator clip, one 20 em (8") ground lead, eight color-coded Indicator sleeves, one grounding spnng, and one Operating Note.
'These miniature probes may be used With other oscilloscopes and test Inslruments With the proper Input capacitance With no noticeable bandwidth degradallon. However, due to variations ot Input charactenstlcs. the
probes may require recallbration lor optimum performance.
"The 10080 Series miniature probes Include a Feature Enable pushbutton for exclUSive use with the 1980 OSCilloscope Measurement System

Standard Probe Instrument Compatibility

Standard probes
For measurements in standard circuits where miniature probes are
not a requirement, Hewlett-Packard offers a wide selection of standard size probes.

Scope/
Plug·in

1715A
1725A
17228
1727A

1740A
thru
1744A

IBOIA

X

L

L

X

L

L

X

X

L

L

X

X

L

L

X

X

L

L

X

X

X

X

L

X

X

X

1200
Series

1220
Series

X
X

l805A
l809A

Probe

10001-10003A

-10004D-10006D, 10014A, 100168

100078, 100088

1000lA
10001B
10002A
10002B
10003A
100040
100050
100060
10007B
10008B
10013A
100l4A
10016B
10020A
1120A
1124A

X
X

X

L

L

L

L

X

L

L

L

L

L

X

X

L
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

L

L

L

Notes:
X Indicates that probe will maintain the bandwidth of the instrument.
llndicates that probe may limit the bandwidth of the instrument.

Standard Divider Probe Characteristics

Model
No.
lOOOIA
lOOOIB
10002A
10002B
10003A
100040
100050
100060
lOO07B
10008B
10013A
lOO14A
10016B

Division
Ratio
10l
10:1
501
501
101
101

to:l
101
l.l
l.l
101
101
lOI

Resistance
(MO)
10
10
9
9
10
10
10
10
-

10
10
10

Shunt
Capacitance
(pF)
10
20
25
5
10
10
17
14
40
60
13
10
14

Campen·
sates Scope
Input C
(pF)
15-55
15-45
15-55
15-55
15-55
20-30
20-30
20-30

-

24-45
9-13
9-13

Max
DC
Volts
600
600
1000
1000
600
500
500
500
600
600
500
500
500

Overall
Length
m(lt)
15 (5)
3 (10)
l.5 (5)
3 (10)
13(4)
l.l (3.5)
3 (10)
18 (6)
l.l (3.5)
18 (6)
18 (6)
l.l (3.5)
18 (6)

Price
$125
$125
$135
$135
$120
$95
$105
$95
$50
$55
$60
$100
$105

10020A Resistive Dividers
Division
Ratio
l.l
51
101
201
50:1
1001

Input R'
(ohms)
50
250
500
1000
2500
5000

Division
Accuracy
-

!3%
±3%

!3%
!3%
!3%

Max V"
(rms)

InputC
(pF)

6

-

9
12
l5
25
35

<0.7
<0.7
<0.7
<0.7
<0.7

'When terminated In 50 ohms.
• "limited by power dissipation of resistive element.

Probe length (overall): "'" 1.2 m (4 ft).
Weight: net, 0.45 kg (lib); shipping, 1.4 kg (3 Ib).
Accessories supplied: blocking capacitor, BNC adapter tip, 6-32
adapter tip, alligator tip, probe handle, cable assy's 5.1 cm (2 in.) &
15.2 cm (6 in.) ground, spanner tip, insulating caps, colored sleeves.
10020A

10020A Resistive Divider Probe Kit

$260

226
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1124A

dc to 100 MHz; ac-coupled, 2 Hz to 100 MHz.
Pulse response: (measured from a terminated 50fl source) transition time, <3.5 ns; perturbations, 5% pop. Measured with pulse transition time of > 2.5 ns.
Attenuation ratio: 10: I ± 5%; 100: I ± 5%.
Dynamic range: XIO, ± 10 V; XIOO, ± 100 V.
Input RC: 10 Mfl shunted by = 10 pF.
Maximum safe input
DC-coupled: XIO, ±300 V (dc + peak ac) ::5100 MHz; XIOO,
± 500 V (dc + peak ac) ::5100 MHz.
AC-coupled: XIO, ± 300 V (dc + peak ac) ::5100 MHz. DC component must not exceed ± 200 V; X I00, ± 500 V (dc + peak ac)
::5100 MHz. DC component must not exceed ±200 V.
Accessories supplied: one 20.3 cm (8 in.) ground lead, one retractable hook tip, and two probe tip insulating caps.
Power: supplied by instruments with probe power jacks or Model
1122A probe power supply.
Weight: net, 0.2 kg (5 oz.); shipping, 0.91 kg (2 Ib).
Length: = 1.5 m (5 ft) overall.
Available accessory: 10131 B 91.4 cm (36 in.) extender cable (refer
to 1122A Probe Power Supply). Required for use with 1700 oscilloscopes with probe power option.

1122A Probe Power Supply
Model 1122A is a regulated power supply that provides all power
requirements for simultaneous operation of up to four active probes.

1122A Specifications

1122A

Probe driving capability: up to four HP active probes.
Power output: -12.6 V and +15 V, ±3%.
Power input: liS V or 230 V ± 10%, 48 to 440 Hz, 40 W (with four
probes).
Weight: net, 2.7 kg (6 Ib); shipping, 3.6 kg (8 lb).
Accessories supplied: four Model I0131 B 91.4 cm (36 in.) extender cables.

1111 A AC Current Amplifier
Deflection factor: (with a 50 mV /div oscilloscope deflection factor)
in XI, I mA/div to 50 mA/div; in XIOO, 100 mA/div to 5 A/div; I, 2,
5 sequence in X I or X I00.
Accuracy: in XI, ±3%; in XIOO, ±4%.
Rise time: 18 ns.
Noise: <100 IJ.A pop, referenced to input signal.
Maximum ac current: above 700 Hz, 50 A pop; below 700 Hz, decreases at 1.4 A/20 Hz.
Output impedance: 50 fl.
Size: 38.\ H x 130.2 W x 152.4 mm D (lW' x 51jg" x 6").
Weight: net,
0.9 kg (2 Ib); shipping, 1.4 kg (3 Ib).
Power: 115 or 230 V ± 10%, 50 to 440 Hz, 1.5 watts.

=

1111 A

11108 Current Probe

11108

1124A 100 MHz Active Probe
Model 1124A Active Divider Probe provides high voltage, general
purpose probing capabilities for instruments having 50 ohm inputs
without selectable high impedance inputs. This 10 megohm 10 pF
probe allows direct measurements of 100 volts, in the 100: I division
ratio mode, from dc to 100 MHz. In the 10:1 division ratio mode,
input voltage range is ± 10 volts. Power is supplied by instruments
with probe power jacks or the 1122A probe power supply.

1124A Specifications
(Measured when connected to a 50flload.)
Bandwidth: (measured from a terminated 50fl source) dc-coupled,

Sensitivity: without 100fl termination, I mV /mA; with 100fl termination, 0.5 mV /mA.
Accuracy: ± 3%.
Bandwidth
Lower -3 dB point: without 100fl termination,
1700 Hz; with
100 fl termination, = 850 Hz.
Upper -3 dB point: with 4 pF capacitive load,
45 MHz; with 30
pF capacitive load
35 MHz.
Rise time: with 4 pF capacitive load, = 7 ns; with 30 pF capacitive
load, = 9 ns.
Insertion impedance:
O.Olfl shunted by 1 IJ.H; capacitance to
ground <3 pF.
Maximum dc current: 0.5 A.
Maximum ac current: 15 A pop above 4 kHz; decreasing below
4 kHz at 3.8 A/kHz rate.
Weight: net, 0.5 kg (lib); shipping, 0.9 kg (2 Ib).
Dimensions: probe aperture, 3.9 mm (%,") diameter; overall length,
1.5 m (5 ft).
Price
Ordering Information
1122A Probe Power Supply
$700
1124A 100 MHz Active Probe
$275
111 lA Current Amplifier
$750
11 lOB Current Probe
$400

=
=

=

=

--

Probe Accessories

10221A
Model 10221A 50 ohm Probing Tee

,, ,, '/

10034A

1" ,
,., ,,

10035A

1120A

100368

1120A 500 MHz Active Probe

10034A Ground Lead Kit

For probing high source impedances at high frequencies, the Model
1120A I: I active probe provides a probe tip impedance of 100 kfl
shunted by approx 3 pF at 100 MHz. When used with the 10:1 or
100: I divider tips, the shunt capacitance is < I pF at 100 MHz. The
50 ohm output provides the optimum impedance match and measurement accuracy for oscilloscopes, spectrum analyzers, counters, and
network analyzers with 50 ohm inputs. Power is supplied by instruments with probe power jacks or the 1122A probe power supply.

Model 10034A probe adapter kit consists of an assortment of 6-32
screw-on tips, and two ground lead cables which allow many methods
of connecting the ground leads in a circuit. A 6-32 to slip-on adapter
allows these tips to be used on 100040-100060, 10007B, 10008B,
10013A, 10014A, I0016B, and 1124A probes. The kit consists of one
15.2 cm (6 in.) and one 30.5 cm (12 in.) ground lead, one hook tip, one
alligator tip, one pin tip, one tip for 0.6 mm (0.025 in.) square pins,
one banana tip, and one slip-on to 6-32 adapter.

1120A Specifications

10035A Probe Tip Kit

(Measured with output connected to a 50flload.)
Bandwidth: (measured from a terminated 50fl source) dc-coupled,
dc to >500 MHz; ac-coupled, <1.5 kHz to >500 MHz.
Pulse response: (measured from a terminated 50fl source) transition time, <0.75 ns; perturbations, < ±6% measured with I GHz
sampler.
Dynamic range: ±0.5 Y with ± 5 Y dc offset.
Noise: "" 2.5 mY (measured tangentially).
Input RC: 100 kfl, shunt capacitance"" 3 pF at 100 M Hz; with \ 0: I
or 100: I dividers, shunt capacitance is < I pF at 100 MHz.
Maximum input: ± 80 Y.
Weight: net, 1.8 kg (4Ib); shipping, 3.2 kg (7 lb).
Power: supplied by oscilloscopes with probe power jacks or a Model
1122A probe power supply.
Length: 1.2 m (4 ft) overall; with Option 001, 1.8 m (6 ft).

Accessories Furnished
Model10241A 10:1 divider: increases input R to "" I Mfl shunted
by < 1 pF at 100 MHz.
Model10243A 100:1 divider: increases input R to "" I Mfl shunted by <I pF at 100 MHz.
Model 10242A bandwidth limiter: reduces bandwidth to "" 27
MHz shunted by "" 6 pF and reduces gain <2%.
Also included: slip-on hook tip, 6.4 cm (2.5 in.) ground lead, spare
probe tips, a slip-on BNC probe adapter, and a probe divider adjustment tool (PN 5020-0570).

The tips in this kit are designed to be used with probes that accept a
No. 6-32 screw-on tip which include: Models 10001 A/B, 10002A/B.
and 10003A. A slip on to 6-32 adapter allows these tips to be used
with other probes with pin tips. The adapter is supplied with 100040
through 100060, 10014A, 10016B, 10020A Probes, and 10034A
Ground Lead Kit. Model 10035A Probe Tip Kit contains a pincer
jaw, banana tip, pin tip, and spring tip.

100368 Probe Tip Kit
The tips in this kit extend the usefulness of standard probes that
accept slip-on tips, and the Easy IC Miniature Probes. Included in the
kit are two slip-on to 6-32 adapters and three bushing adapters that
provide the flexibility to use the supplied tips with both types of
probes. The adapters also allow use of other 6-32 probe tips with the
probes. Model I0036B includes an assortment of tips for the following: 2.0 mm (0.08 in.) jack; 0.6 mm (0.025 in.) and 1.14 (0.045 in.)
square pin; 1.0 mm-l.6 mm (0.040-0.062 in.) dia pin.

100376 Probe Tip Kit
Model 10037B Probe Tip Kit contains six 0.64 mm (0.025 in.)
square female (white) tips for standard probes that accept slip-on
tips, and the Easy IC Miniature Probes. Also included are six bushings that adapt HP miniature probes to the supplied tips.

Ordering Information
Ordering Information
1120A 500 MHz Active Probe
1120A Opt 001, 1.8 m (6 ft) length
10221A 50 ohm Probing Tee

Price
$850
add $35
$250

10034A
10035A
100368
100378

Ground Lead Kit
Probe Tip Kit
Probe Tip Kit
Probe Tip Kit

Price
$35
$20
$55
$60
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100368 and 100378 Probe Tip Kits
Models 10036B and 10037B probe tip kits increase probing versatility with an assortment of 6/32 screw-on tips. Slip-on to 6/32 adapters are included for compatibility with the miniature probes.

10028A Jumper Cable

10024A IC Test Clip

BNC to Probe Adapter
1250-1454

=

f

10028A Jumper Cable is supplied with a slip-on IC probe tip
adapter for easy access to IC leads.

Modell0028A 50 ohm 610 mm (24 in.) miniature probe/jumper
cable is designed primarily for bypassing suspected faulty circuits in
densely populated IC circuits. The basic tip on either end of the cable
inserts directly into a 10024A IC Test Clip, allowing easy temporary
connections between lC's without the danger of shorting between
pins. The cable can also be used as a 50 ohm I: 1 probe to insert signals
from an external source or as an input source to an external measuring device. For the latter uses, Probe Tip to BNC Adapter (HP P/N
1250-1454) is available.

10019A 8NC to Square Pin Cable Assembly
Model 10019A cable assembly is designed for connecting test
equipment to 0.64 mm-0.76 mm (0.025 in.-0.030 in.) square pin signal nodes or to integrated circuits through the 10024A IC Test Clip.
This adaptable cable assembly is primarily used as:
a. A signal pick-off device for applying circuit signals to the input of
test equipment such as oscilloscopes, voltmeters, etc. An application
is the checking of voltages on computer back plane pins.
b. A signal insertion cable for inserting signals into suspected faulty
circuits from power supplies, pulse generators, etc. Used in conjunction with Modell 0024A IC Test Clip, signals are easily inserted into
the proper IC leads.
For applications requiring greater separation between the circuit
nodes and the instrumentation, the I0019A may be extended by using
a BNC to BNC adapter (HP P/N 1250-0080) and a 50 ohm'test
cable such as the 122 cm (48 in.) Model 11170C. And when the test
equipment hookup requires a dual banana plug, BNC to Dual Banana
Plug Adapter (HP P/N 1251-2277) is available.

10017-67603 Coaxial Adapter Cable
HP P/N 10017-67603 is a 230 mm (9 in.) 50 ohm slip-on adapter
cable for miniature and standard H P probes that provides a coaxial
interface to 0.64 mm (0.025 in.) square pin circuit nodes, The cable is
ideal for probing computer back planes as well as wire wrap terminals. H P P/N 10017-67604 mini to standard probe adapter allows
the cable to slip directly onto the HP Easy IC Miniature Probe tip
with the insulating barrel removed.
10019A Cable Assembly

10017-67604 Mini to Standard Probe Adapter
HP P/N 10017-67604 allows standard size slip-on probe tip accessories to be used with H P miniature probes. With the retractable insulating barrel removed from the miniature probe and replaced with
the 10017-67604 adapter, the probe slides directly into the standard
size probe tip accessories.

Digital Trigger Probes
10017-67603 Coaxial Adapter Cable

Model 10250A (TTL) 4 bit Trigger Probe is a useful service, production, and design troubleshooting tool that offers digital pattern
triggering to enhance the use of oscilloscopes. logic analyzers, and
other test equipment. The four inputs maybe switched to HI, LO, or
OFF (don't care) for convenient selection of the trigger point. No
separate power supply is needed because probe power is obtained
from the circuit under test.

Ordering Information
10024A IC Test Clip for easy probing of dual in-line

10017-67604 Mini to Standard Probe Adapter

Miniature Probe Accessories
10024A IC Test Clip
Model 10024A IC Test Clip provides easy probing of dual in-line
packages and includes four insulated circuit interface pins. Additional circuit interface pins are available (see Ordering Information) in
packages of twelve pins. Each pin has a tip on each end so that probes
such as those on H P Logic Analyzers can be connected for fast, functional checks of circuit operation.

packages; includes 4 insulated circuit interface pins
10024-69501 Interface Pin Kit for 10024A; includes 12
interface pins
1250-1454 BNC to probe adapter permits the miniature probes to be connected to BNC connectors to
maintain fast pulse response.
100368 Probe Tip Kit
100378 Probe Tip Kit
10028A Jumper Cable
10019A Cable Assembly
10017-67603 Coaxial Adapter Cable
10017-67604 Mini to Standard Probe Adapter
10250A Trigger Probe (TTL)

Price
$15
$30
$11

$55
$70
$55
$40
$25
$15
$125
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Servicing and Viewing Accessories
Plug-in Extender
Model 10407B: 180 system extender (metal frame extends both
plug-ins). Allows calibration while a unit is operating.
10229A
10004-69515

Light Filters
10173A: RFI filter and contrast screen for 1700 series oscilloscopes.
10178A: metal mesh contrast screen for 181, 184 oscilloscopes.
Amber plastic filter: HP PIN 5020-0530, for 12.7 cm (5 in.) rectangular CRT (180 style).
Smoke gray plastic filter: HP PIN 5020-0567, for 12.7 cm (5 in.)
rectangular CRT (180 style).
Blue plastic filter: HP PIN 5060-0548, for 12.7 cm (5 in.) rectangular CRT (180 style).
Blue light filter: HP PIN 01740-02701 for 1700 series oscilloscopes.

101006
\.
""~;.'''····1:
~~....

~
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100116

Rack Mount Slides and Adapters
1700 series oscilloscopes
10491B rack mount adapter: adapts 1700 series oscilloscopes to
standard 483 mm (19") rack; 222 mm (8314") high, 540 mm (21 V4")
deep. Requires fixed slides (HP PIN 1490-0714) or pivoted slides
(HP PIN 1490-0719) for slide mounting.
180 and 181 rack style oscilloscopes
A slide adapter is required to secure an oscilloscope to the slides.
Fixed slides: HP PIN 1490-0714,55.9 cm (22").
Pivot slides: HP PIN 1490-0719,55.9 cm (22").
Slide adapter: HP PIN 1490-0768 (required for all slides).

th

10100C

10140A

Viewing Hoods
10116A: collapsible light shield for 1220 series oscilloscopes.
10140A: collapsible viewing hood for 1700 series oscilloscopes.
10176A: viewing hood for 12.7 cm (5 in.) rectangular CRT bezels.

-

104916

Probe Accessories
Terminations
10100C: 50!l ± 1% BNC male to BNC female feedthrough termination.
10100B: 100!l ± 2!l BNC male to BNC female feedthrough termination.
Standard Probe Tip Adapters
10011B slip-on to BNC probe tip adapter: for probes 100040100060, 10007B, 10008B, 10013A, 10014A, 10016B, and 1124A.
10229A hook tip adapter: retractable pincer tip provides firm connection to circuit nodes. Supplied with 1120A probe. Recommended
accessory for 10020A Resistive Oivider Kit.
HP PIN 10004-69515 IC probe tip adapter: retractable pincers
provide convenient connection to dual in-line packages for probes
100040-100060, 10007B, 10008B, 10013A, 10014A, 10016B, and
1124A. Supplied with 100040, 100050, 100060, 10014A, and
100168.

Front Panel Covers
10166A: provides front panel protection for 180A, 181 A, 184A oscilloscopes.
HP PIN 5040-0516: provides front panel protection for 1700 series
oscilloscopes.
Ordering Information
10229A Retractable Hook Tip Adapter
10004-69515 IC Probe Tip Adapter
100118 BNC Probe Tip Adapter
10100C 50 !l Feedthrough Termination
101008 100!l (± 2!l) Feedthrough Termination
104078 Plug-in Extender
10116A Light Shield for 1220 series oscilloscopes
10140A Viewing Hood for 1700 series (8 x 10 div.
CRT)
10166A Front Panel Coverfor 180A, 181 A, 184A oscilloscopes
10176A Viewing Hood for 12.7 cm (5 in.) rect. CRT
10173A RFI Filter and Contrast Screen for 1700 series
oscilloscopes (8 x 10 div. CRT)
10178A Metal Mesh Contrast Screen for 181, 184 oscilloscopes
5020-0530 Amber Plastic Filter for 12.7 cm (5 in.) rectangular CRT
5020-0567 Smoke Gray Plastic Filter for 12.7 cm (5
in.) rectangular CRT.
5060-0548 Blue Plastic Filter for 12.7 cm (5 in.) rectangular CRT
01740-02701 Blue Light Filter for 1700 series oscilloscopes (8 x 10 div. CRT)
104918 Rack Adapter for 1700 series oscilloscopes.
1490-0714 Fixed Slides for 180, 181 rack style oscilloscopes and 10491 B
1490-0719 Pivoted Slides for 180, 181 rack style oscilloscopes and 10491B
1490-0768 Slide Adapter, required for securing slides
to 180, 181 rack style oscilloscopes
5040-0516 Front Panel Cover for 1700 series oscilloscopes.

Price
$15
$12
$12
$25
$45
$300
$20
$25
$180
$25
$25
$30
$12.00
$23.50
$11.00
$8.50
$195.00
$125.00
$185.00
$150.00
$12.50
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10023A

10023A Temperature Probe

1112A Specifications

The Model 10023A Temperature Probe provides fast, accurate
temperature measurements in a variety of thermal design, diagnostic,
and testing applications. Surface temperatures are read directly in
degrees Celsius on multimeters (DMM) having an input impedance
of ~ 10 megohms. A pencil-like probe tip easily accesses small components and a press-to-read switch make measurements easy; just
press the button touch the surface to be measured, and read its temperature directly on the DMM.
The probe is a self-contained temperature-to-voltage transducer
with a forward-biased diode chip bonded to a small ceramic substrate
in the probe tip. A calibrated, linear output of I mV /oC is assured by
individually characterizing each diode in a precision thermal reference bath. An integrated circuit resistor network is then laser
trimmed to match each diode to its electronic compensation circuit.
The entire electronics assembly, including the battery, is packaged
in the probe barrel. A standard dual banana plug output connector
provides universal readout through most digital voltmeters including
the built-in DMMs on HP's Option 034/035, 1700 Series oscilloscopes.

Output
Voltage: 120 or 240 V ac, peak-to-peak output is fixed at 285 V;
rms value changes with load; minimum usable load, 20 W.

10023A Specifications
Electrical
Measurement Range: -55°C to +150°C.
Output: I mV;aC.
Short Term Repeatability: ±0.3°C (minimum of 48 hrs).
Accuracy: ± 2°C from O°C to 100°C, decreasing linearly to +2°C,
-4°C at -55°C and +4°C, -2°C at +150°C.
Maximum Voltage at Tip: 600 V (dc + peak ac).
Tip Capacitance to Ground: approx 0.5 pF.
Thermal Response: <3s to settle within 2°C of final reading (liquid measurement) for a 100°C temperature change.
DMM Input R: ~ 10 Mr!.
General
Operating Environment probe tip to approx 13 mm (0.5 in.)
from probe tip: temperature, -55°C to + 150°C; altitude, to 4600 m
(15,000) ft); vibration, vibrated in three planes for 15 min. each with
0.38 mm (0.015 in.) excursion, 10 to 55 Hz.
Operating Environment (probe body): temperture, O°C to 60°C
(battery limitation); humidity (non-condensing), to 95% relative humidity at +40°C, altitude and vibration same as those for r.-robe tip.
Overall Length: approx 1.4 m (53 in.).
Weight: net, 85 g (3 oz); shipping, 312 g (II oz).
Battery Life: approx 50 hr (varies with ambient temperature).
Low Battery Indication: probe output indicates approx -70°C on
DMM. First indication of a low battery condition is a decreasing indication of I ° to 2°C/minute with probe tip at a constant temperature.
Accessories Supplied: one replacement battery (1420-0256), one
sliding lock collar (10023-23201), and one probe tip cover (0054740005).
Replacement Batteries: batteries may be purchased locally using
the following part numbers, RAY-O-VAC®I, RS 312-G or T-312-G;
DURACELL®' I OL 125; or batteries with similar specifications.
®I RA Y -0- VAC is a registered trademark of ESB, Inc.
®'DURACELL is a registered trademark of P. R. Mallory & CO.
Ordering Information
10023A Temperature Probe
10023-60001 Replacement Tip, includes pre-calibrated
tip and matching compensation network

Price
$150
$60

Load

120 VRange

240 VRange

400 Hz

60 Hz'

400 Hz

60 Hz'

65 W

2: 96 Vrms

2:99 Vrms

2:192 Vrms

2:198 Vrms

20W

:s126 Vrms

:s126 Vrms

:s250 Vrms

:s250 Vrms

'With Option 060

Waveform: duty cycle is 50% for loads of 40 W, increasing to 65% as
the load decreases to 20 W.
Frequency: 400 Hz ± 10% (Opt 060, 60Hz ± 0.5Hz).
Max power: 65 W nominal, compatible with line voltage and 60 to 70
VA load requirements of HP 1700 series oscilloscopes.
Operating time: = 140 watt hours with a fully charged battery pack
at 25°C.
Input power: External dc source; 1\.5 V to 50 V (Opt 060, 12V to
50V), at least 90 watts; External ac source; 100 V to 120 V or 220 V
to 240 V, +5%, -10%; 48 to 66 Hz; 250 VA max; AC feedthrough
operation; output voltage and frequency is the same as the input; output power, 120 VA max.
Battery charging: AC input; full charge in 14 hrs at +25°C with
120 V rms input (80% in 8 hrs); DC input: full charge in 24 hrs at
+25°C with 18 watts input.
General
Size: 92 H x 273 W x 403 mm D (3%" x 10314" x 15W').
Weight: net, 9.1 kg (20 Ib) with battery pack, 4.5 kg (10 Ib) without
battery pack; shipping, 10. kg (22Ib) with battery pack, 5.4 kg (12
Ib) without battery pack.
Compatibility: HP 1700 Series Oscilloscopes. For compatibility
with other instruments call your H P Field Engineer.
Operating environment: temperature, 0 to +55°C (+32°F to
+130°F), non-operating -40°C to +55°C (-40°F to +130°F);
humidity, to 95% relative humidity at +40°C (+ 104° F); altitude,
to 4600 m (15000 ft); vibration, vibrated in three planes for 15 min.
each with 0.38 mm (0.015 in.) excursion, 10 to 55 Hz.
Accessories supplied: one Model 10421 A battery pack, one
mounting bracket kit, one 2.3 m (7.5 ft) power cord, one 2.1 m (7 ft)
grounding cable, and one operating and service manual.
1112A Accessories
10421A Battery pack: the battery pack consists of 30 size "D" nickel cadmium cells and includes temperature sensors to reduce the possibility of cell damage during charging (supplied with 1112A).
Weight: net, 4.4 kg (IO%lb); shipping, 5.3 kg (11% Ib).
01112-61605 Grounding cable: grounds inverter and oscilloscope
chassis (supplied with 1112A).
01112·69501 Mounting bracket kit: for mounting the 1112A on
top or bottom of 1700 series oscilloscopes (supplied with 1112A).
Ordering Information
I1I2A Inverter power supply (400 Hz)
Opt 001: without battery pack
Opt 002: without mounting bracket kit
Opt 060: 60 Hz output frequency, internal battery
operation reduced to 120 watt hours
10421A Battery pack
01112-61605 Grounding cable
01112-69501 Mounting bracket kit

Price
$1350
less $400
less $25
add $125
$500
$11
$85
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Camera
Model 1978

1978 Camera Compatibility
Instrument

1978

1978 Opt 002

1978 Opt 006

Oscilloscopes
X

1200/01/05
1740 Series

X

1715A/228/25A/27A

X
X

180/181

Add 10367A

182

X

1980
Displays

X(3)

1332/33/35/36/40
Network Analyzers
8412A

X(4)

8414A

X
X(3)

8505A
(1)

8754A
Signal Analyzers
140T/180TR

X(2)

Introduction

141T/181T /TR

Model 197B is a versatile, general purpose instrument for cathoderay tube photographic recording. The camera features lift-off mounting and swing-away hinging by pressing a single latch release button.
Interchangeable film backs enable capture of CRT display information on a complete spectrum of Polaroid® or conventional sheet, pack,
or roll film. All controls are located outside of the camera for easy
reading and fast adjustment during setup. A low-angle viewing port
provides a direct view of the display through a Ilexible facemask while
the camera is in the photographic position.
A combination split-image focusing plate and image reduction ratio
scale is included and is stored in a convenient pocket underneath the
camera. The reduction ratio scale provides 1:1, 1:0.9,and 1:0.7 reference settings for displays with one centimetre graticule spacing. Corner marks on the focusing plate allow the usable film area to be
accurately identified. The optional Grallok® back is equipped with a
ground glass focusing plate and a snap-out viewing hood.
Model 197 B camera incorporates an electronically controlled shutter with eight exposure times from 1/30 to 4 seconds. Time (T) and
bulb (B) control settings are also provided. The camera lens opening
is continuously adjustable from f/1.9 to f/16. The 75 mm, high transmission lens provides high resolution, low distortion photographs for
capturing a wide range of images.

182T

Add 10367A (2)

3580A

X

Camera Mounting
On initial order, the 197 B can be configured, with different camera
adapters, to directly mount on a variety of instruments as listed in the
197B Camera Compatibility Table. Each camera adapter is attached
to the camera body with a piano hinge and is an integral part of the
camera. Model 197B includes a I0376A adapter which directly interfaces to 1700 Series oscilloscopes with 8 x 10 division CRTs. Model
197B Option 002 includes a 10378A adapter which directly interfaces to 180 Series oscilloscopes (except 182 models which also require an additional 10367 A camera bezel adapter). Model 197B
Option 006 includes a I0375A adapter which directly interfaces with
the majority of HP small screen CRT displays.
By using camera bezel adapters, various camera configurations can
be adapted to other instruments not directly compatible with the camera adapter. For mounting a variety of cameras to instruments both
current and those no longer in production, refer to the 197B Camera
Data Sheet. Copies of the 197B Data Sheet can be obtained from
your local HP field office or by writing: Inquires Manager, HewlettPackard Company, 1507 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California
94304.

1978 Characteristics
Reduction ratio: continuously adjustable from 1:1 to 1:0.7. Reference scale provided on focus plate.
Lens: 75 mm, f/1.9 high transmission lens; aperture, f/1.9 to f/16.
·R.gi.t.r.d Tr.d.m.... 01 Pol.roid. Inc.
·R.gi.t.r.d Tr.d.m.rk ot Gr.ll.x. Inc.

X

X(3)

3582A/85A
3720A/21A

X

5420A/23A

X(3)

8565A/66A/68A

X(3)

Nol••:
l.Mod.18754A CRT h•• P39 pho.phor. Ultr.viol.t light doe. not .xcit. P39 pho.phor end will not
iIIumin.t••n int.rn.1 gr.ticul•. How.v.r. the 1978 Opt 002 phy.ic.lly Iii. on the 8754A.
2.Th••• in.trum.nt. h.v. P39 pho.phor with int.rn.1 gr.ticul. illumin.tion .uppli.d by int.,n.1 CRT
1I00dgun•.
3.Th••• in.trum.nt. h.v. L.x.n CRT I.c.pl.t•• th.t .It.nu.t. ultr.viol.t light .nd will not .lIow
illumination of an internal graticule. Instruments with internal floodguns provide internal graticule
illumination.
4.Mod.18412A CRT h•• P7 pho.phor .nd the ultr.viol.t c.m.r.light .ourc. do•• not illumin.t. the
pho.phor v.ry w.1I .nd th.r. i. no int.rn.1 CRT lioodgun lor gr.ticul. Iliumin.tion.

Shutter speeds: 1/30, 1/15, 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 1,2,4 seconds, Time
and Bulb; shutter has a sync contact closure output for triggering external equipment and an input jack for remote operation.
Camera back: 83 mm x 108 mm (3.25" x 4.25") Polaroid pack back
(Grallok back is available, see Options).
Mounting: lift on/off mounting with positive lock, swing-away hinging to left.
Viewing: low-angle, direct viewing through a Ilexible facemask.
Shutter open indicator: illuminated whenever shutter is open.
Ultraviolet illumination: light source and lens filter provide graticule
illumination and photographic speed enhancement.
Focus: adjustable with lock; split-image focusing plate provided.
Size: 267 H x 194 W x 356 mm D (l0.5" x 7.6" x 14").
Weight: net, 4.5 kg (l0 Ib); shipping, 7.3 kg (16 Ib).
Power: switch selectable 115 Vac ± 10% or 230 Vac ± 10%,48 to 66
Hz·, 10 VA max.
Accessories furnished: comb. split image focusing plate reduction
ratio scale, 2.3 m (7.5 ft) power cord, and instruction manual.

1978 Options & UV Kit
001: deletes ultraviolet illumination feature
002: replaces 197B adapter with 10378A adapter.
003: Grallok back in place of pack back
006: replaces 197B adapter with 10375A adapter.
007: meets UL listing requirements for medical and
dental electronic equipment.
910: additional manual
10367A Camera Bezel Adapter for 182
Ultraviolet Light Kit (PIN 00197-69507) for field installation of ultraviolet illumination feature.
1978 Camera

Price
less $50
N /C
add $225
N/C
add $15
add $6
$90
$150
$1350

·Camera operates from 48 to 440 Hz, but does not meet the ac line to chsssisieskage requirements
01 UL 544 Ii.ting .bove 88 Hz.

OSCILLOSCOPES
Testmobiles: Save Bench Space, Easily Moved
Models 1006A, 1007A, 1008A & 1117B

1008A Opt 006

1007A, 1008A Description

Introduction
Hewlett-Packard Testmobiles offer convenient portability for your
oscilloscopes or instrumentation systems. The top tray on these testmobiles may be tilted to position your instrument for easy operatIOn.
The selection of test mobiles range from a basic model such as the
I 006A, designed to hold a single oscilloscope or other instrument, to a
testmobile such as the I 008A or 11178 that can be adapted to provIde
a complete mobile test system. Refer to the testmobile/instrument
compatibility chart for assistance in selecting the testmobJie that wJiI
best fit your requirements.

These versatile testmobiles provide a sturdy, lightweight, stable
platform for your oscilloscope or instrumentation system (see compatibility chart). Large angled wheels with a wide track move quietly
and smoothly over most surfaces. The top trays are table-top height
and can be tilted to a convenient viewing angle between 30° above
and 30° below the horizontal position with a total of seven detent
positions in 10" increments. The caps on each side rail are designed to
conveniently hold three probes to reduce the possibility of damaging
probes not in use.

Testmobile/lnstrument Compatibility
Testmobile Model Number

Instrument

1007A, 1008A Options

lOO6A
lOO7A

All Hewlett-Packard 180. 1200.
1220. and 1700 Senes cabinet style
oscilloscopes. or other Instruments
that meet the height and weight
requirements

Many options are available so that the 1007A or 100SA can be easily tailored to your specific requirements. Refer to the option photographs with description to select the testmobile best suited to your
requirements. Options apply to either the 1007 A or 100SA. Option
008, U.S. only five outlet power strip option, is also available for convenient instrument operation.

Hewlett-Packard Instruments
that are configured to be mounted
In astandard 48.3 cm (19 In.) rack
and meet the testmoblle height and
weight requirements

11178

All105truments listed above

1006A Description

1006A

This is a sturdy general purpose testmobile
for cabinet style oscilloscopes and other instruments (see compatibility chart). The tilt
tray adjusts ± 30° in 10° increments. A base
tray and an accessory rack add space for other instruments and accessories; and a convenient bracket holds three H P probes. Large
rear wheels allow easy movement and locking
l"l! front casters hold the testmobile in positio.n .
. . A five outlet power strip accessory IS avaJiable for mounting under the tilt tray or beneath the accessory rack.

Basic Testmobile

Opt 001: storage shelf
load limit: 18 kg (40 Ib).

OSCILLOSCOPES
Testmobiles: Save Bench Space, Easily Moved
Models 1006A, 1007A, 100BA & 11178 (cont.)
11178 Description
Model 1117B provides a mobile test station
for cabinet and rack model instruments, with
tilt tray angles from -15 0 to +30 0 in 7'/2 0
increments for easy viewing. In addition, other instruments can be mounted in the standard EIA racks of the lower compartment.
Rack mounting height is 62.2 cm (24'/2 in.),
depth is 58.4 cm (23 in.), and power distribution is provided with a built-in four outlet
power strip. Optional accessory drawers 7.6
cm (3 in.) and 20.3 cm (8 in.) deep are available to provide convenient storage space. The
drawers may be installed in many vertical positions of the lower compartment, allowing
room for other rack mounted equipment.
11178

Opt 002: storage shelf and

Opt 003: 15 cm (6 in.) lock-

lower cabinet; load limit 18 kg
(40 Ib) ea.

able drawer with shelf on top;
load limit II kg (25 lb) in drawer and 18 kg (40 Ib) on shelf.

'-'-

Specifications
(see Testmobile data sheet for coinplete specifications)
lOO6A
841mm (33 1;,')

Height

lOOlA
930mm (36lf()

lOO8A

1003mm (39W')
511 mm (20 1/,')

Overall width

502mm (19%")

584mm (23")

759mm(2%")

Width of tray

322mm (12'Y'5")

321mm (12;''')

473mm (18%")

Tilt tray angle
Weight

Inet

Ishipping

±30'
11.8 kg (26Ib)

11118

930mm (36lf()

±30'

±30'

-15' to +30'

llkg (25 Ib)

13 kg (28Ib)

41. 3 kg (91Ib)

145 kg (32Ib)

19 kg (41Ib)

22 kg (48Ib)

49.4 kg (109Ib)

Max load on
till tray

23 kg (50 Ib)

34 kg (75 Ib)

45 kg (100 Ib)

45 kg (100 Ib)

Max load
below tilt tray

23 kg (50 Ib)

see Option
descriptions

see Option
deSCriptions

567 kg (125Ib)

Price

Optional Accessories

Opt 004: two storage cabi-

Opt 005: storage cabinet and

nets with shelf on top; combined load limit, cabinets and
shelf, 45 kg (100 Ib).

drawer in upper position with
shelf on top; load limit 18 kg
(40 Ib) ea on shelf and in cabinet, II kg (25 lb) in drawer.

1047SA 7.6 cm (3") drawer for 1I17B testmobile
Weight: net, 4.1 kg (9 lb); shipping, 5.9 kg (13 lb).
10476A: 20.3 cm (8") drawer for 1I17B testmobile
Weight: net, 5.4 kg (11 Ib); shipping, 8.2 kg (18 Ib).
01008-61201 Probe Pod Holder holds three small Logic
Analyzer probe pods such as 10230 and 10248
01008-61202 Probe Pod Holder holds one small and
one large Logic Analyzer probe for 1611 A
01008-68701 Rack Mount Kit for 1008A, 13.3 cm
(51;:''') high for mounting under the tilt tray
01008-68702 Rack Mount Kit for I008A, 19 cm (71f2")
high for mounting under the tilt tray
01007-60008 Power Strip kit adds Opt 008 power strip
to all versions of I006A, 1007 A, I008A testmobiles

$125
$175
$36
$38
$108
$135
$75

Ordering Information

Opt 006: storage cabin-:t

Opt 007: two lockable draw-

with shelf on top and drawer in
lower position; load limit 18
(40 Ib) ea on shelf and in cabinet, II kg (25 Ib) in drawer.

ers with shelf on top; load limit
18 kg (40 Ib) on shelf, II kg (25
Ib) ea drawer.

1006A Testmobile
Opt 008 Power Strip
1007A, 1008A Testmobiles
(see 1007 A, 1008A Options for option descriptions)
Opt 001: storage shelf
Opt 002: storage shelf, lower cabinet
Opt 003: storage shelf, locking drawer
Opt 004: two storage cabinets, shelf
Opt 005: upper drawer, lower storage
Opt 006: lower drawer, upper storage
Opt 007: two locking drawers
Opt 008: power strip (5 outlet)
11178 Testmobile (includes power strip)

(I007A)
$450

$250
add $50
(I008A)
$550

add $40
add $100
add $175
add $170
add $215
add $215
add $285
add $50

add $45
add $115
add $195
add $180
add $260
add $260
add $345
add $50
$6\5

CATHODE-RAY TUBE DISPLAYS
Imaging, Instrumentation & Computer Graphics Applications
1300 Series

Introduction
Selecting a graphics display is no longer a
simple choice between an electrostatic or an
electromagnetic cathode-ray tube (CRT).
The trend to microcomputer and minicomputer control of instruments and systems is
generating needs to display more complex
pictures. Reduced memory costs are making
it possible to design a greater variety of digital displays using either electrostatic or electromagnetic CRTs.
Consequently, the choice of a display can
involve both a complex set of picture needs
and a separate set of requirements for interfacing the display. Picture needs include
writing speed, data density, brightness, resolution, and CRT size. For example, a spectrum analyzer display needs high writing
speed, has low data density, medium brightness, high resolution, and typically uses a 7
in. CRT. A terminal for a computer may require medium to high data density, low writing speed, high brightness, low resolution,
and a 12 in. CRT.
Interface needs include the type of digital
interface, amount of memory, data rate, local data entry provision, picture manipulation, pan control, and hard copy provisions.
The designer of a measurement instrument
may satisfy all of his interface requirements
either within his instrument or through the
front panel. The display would only have to
satisfy the picture needs. Conversely, the
graphic display or terminal for a computer
controlled measurement system would have
to meet digital interface and memory criteria
as well as other needs for a keyboard, light
pen, digitizer, etc.

Electrostatic CRT
The heart of H P graphics displays is an
electrostatic CRT. Also included are X- and
Y-axes deflection amplifiers, a Z-axis (video) amplifier, and both high and low voltage

power supplies. HP small screen displays are
available with or without cabinets. In addition, several rack and bench type cabinet
configurations are available, giving your designer a high degree of flexibility in incorporating HP displays into your instrument or
system.
The primary attributes of the electrostatic
CRT are high writing speed and low power
requirements. The deflection plates are voltage driven whereas electromagnetic CRTs
are current driven, through a yoke and tuned
circuit in raster-scan displays. Vector writing
speeds of electrostatic CRT displays are typically ten times faster than high-performance
electromagnetic CRT displays.
Power requirements become a significant
consideration with large screen displays. All
H P large screen displays meet environmental
specifications without a fan. The maximum
power of any HP display is 185 watts. This
can be a benefit in reducing system cooling
requirements.

HP Technology
Recent advances in technology have expanded the range of applications for which
electrostatic CRTs provide the optimum solution for picture drawing needs. Most of
these advances have occurred in small screen
(5 to 7 in. diagonal) CRTs.
•
•
•
•

High resolution
Increased brightness
Beam-penetration color
Improved light-output uniformity

The first three listed improvements in H P
CRTs provide viable design alternatives to
electromagnetic CRTs. The high resolution
H P display offers picture drawing performance similar to an electromagnetic display,
at a lower cost. Similarly, the tri-color beam
penetration display has a significant price
advantage over comparable electromagnetic

displays. It provides faster writing speed as
an added benefit.
Increased brightness is a very significant
breakthrough in electrostatic CRTs. It virtually eliminates the primary argument for using electromagnetic CRTs instead of
electrostatic. With comparable brightness,
the instrument designer is free to focus on
other picture and access criteria.
H P electrostatic CRT displays offer several benefits in applications where raster scan
picture drawing is required. In real time
medical ultrasound systems the scan rate
may be varied to match transducer determined scanning frequencies. This presents no
problem with an electrostatic display. Conversely, the tuned circuit of an electromagnetic display has a limited frequency range
for raster operation.
In some instruments or systems it is desirable to rotate the picture 90 degrees, to
change its size or aspect ratio, or to offset a
series of reduced size images for multiple image presentations. These operations are easy
to perform with electrostatic CRT displays.
Good light output uniformity is an extremely important performance attribute for
medical diagnostic applications. For a given
Z-axis drive voltage, the intensity of the dot
or picture element should be the same anywhere in the viewing area. HP Models
1333A, 1336S, 1345A, 1310B, 13l1B, and
1321 B represent a significant improvement
in light output uniformity over previous displays.

Digital Interfaces
Model 1351A Graphics Generator provides a convenient digital interface between
computers and controllers and the analog inputs in the majority of HP graphic displays.
Model 1351 A converts digital inputs to analog outputs capable of driving HP's large
screen displays. The very high resolution of

these displays, combined with the 1351 A's 8k
vector/character generating capability, provide the complex drawing capability needed
in computer aided graphics systems such as
CAD/CAM.
The 1351A receives digital information
from the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus
(HP-IB) or an optional RS-232-C or 16-bit
parallel interface bus for storage in its internal memory. Vectors and/or characters are
generated and the display is continually refreshed by the graphics generator, which
frees the host computer to collect or process
other data. The generator can address and
display 1020 x 1020 points on a graphics display with alphanumeric listing and vector
presentations.
The 64 memory files are selectable in size,
separately addressable and eraseable and are
capable of flashing selected information on
and off. Variable vector drawing speeds provide three intensity levels for highlighting selected information. This allows different
levels of brightness for grids, enhancement of
3-D drawings, addition of perspective, or to
improve visual clarity and speed the comprehension of displayed information.
Model 1345A is a high performance display that has a built-in digital interface and
it is ideal for microprocessor-based instrumentation and system applications. The
1345A represents a new concept in instrumentation displays with its 16-bit TTL I/0.
The advantage of the l6-bit I/0 is that digital interfacing to a microprocessor based system provides a convenient, high performance
interface. With the many peripheral interfacing adapters (PI As) that are available, interfacing a digital system to the 1345A can
be accomplished in a f.·action of the time required for interfacing displays with analog
inputs. The 16-bit I/O also operates with 8or 16-bit microprocessors which assures compatibility with present and future instrument
systems.
This Model 1345A digital display has 2048
x 2048 point addressability to provide high
resolution graphics with excellent positional
discrimination of its crisp, well focused electron beam. Picture quality and flexibility is
further enhanced by its programmable intensity, speed, line type, programmable graph
mode, and internal character generation.
Also, there is an optional vector memory that
functions as an auxiliary read/write memory. This memory provides internal display
refreshing and frees the system processor for
other tasks.

Information Displays
The types of pictures produced for information displays fall in two major categories:
continuous-tone imaging, and line drawing.
Continuous-tone imaging is best exemplified
by television pictures. Line drawings may be
bar charts, instrument displays, or pictures
from computer-aided drafting or design
systems,

Imaging Applications

HP CRT displays have been used to present continuous-tone images both for direct
viewing and photographic recording for
many years. One of the first applications was

to produce high-speed, random dot images
from gamma cameras used in nuclear medicine. HP's advanced technology makes it
possible to manufacture CRTs with highly
uniform light output which is essential in assuring the diagnostic accuracy of gamma
camera pictures.
Many imaging pictures are produced in a
raster scan format, for which electromagnetic CRTs might be assumed to be the logical choice. An example are those produced
by medical ultrasound diagnostic systems.
However, the performance of real-time
imaging systems can be enhanced by electrostatic CRT displays. One primary benefit is
that the display can be operated at variable
raster frequencies as dictated by system parameters. Displays using electromagnetic
CRTs which are driven through a tuned-circuit and deflection yoke are limited to a narrow range of raster scan rates.
Model 1332A, 1333A, 1335A and l336S
displays are widely used in imaging systems.
More detailed information is provided on the
following pages to help you decide which display is best suited to your imaging system.

Continuous-tone image of a human fetus
produced by a real-time medical ultrasound diagnostic system using an HP
1332A display. (Photo courtesy of Advanced Diagnostic Research, Inc.)

Measurement Instruments
Most measurement instruments that produce line drawing pictures operate in realtime. Because of the need for high writing
speed they usually include an electrostatic
CRT display. The HP Model 1340A and
1345A meet the needs of measurement instrument designers. The modular package
makes them physically easy to incorporate
into an instrument or system. Integrated circuit amplifiers provide flexibility when electrically integrating the 1340A with an
instrument. DC voltage levels control X and
Y amplifier gain and position as well as intensity. Either controls supplied with the
1340A or circuits in your instrument can be
used to control the display. Model 1345A has
a digital interface which makes it ideally
suited to integrate into digitally controlled
systems. CRT performance meets the picture
drawing needs of both analog and digitally
controlled instruments.

Computer Graphics
Large screen displays are used in measurement systems where the operator is more

Both polar impedance and amplitude response of a filter are plotted on a network
analyzer. Models 1332A, 1335A, 1340A,
and 1345A can be used in many types of
measurement instruments.
than an "arm's-length" from the picture.
Again, the benefits of HP displays-picture
writing speed and quality-are essential in
real-time measurement systems.
The capability of the 1351S to update a
portion of the picture without redrawing the
entire display is extremely useful in measurement systems.
Radar and sonar system designers can
benefit from the speed and versatility of HP
graphics display systems. Most of these systems display continually changing pictures
which the operator uses to make tactical decisions. He cannot afford to wait a significant
length of time for pictures to be updated; the
1351 A can draw complex pictures in less
than 80 milliseconds. Again, selective update
of the picture is valuable in reducing the time
required to service the display system. For
radar and sonar systems HP digital display
systems represent an excellent price-performance comparison with high resolution electromagnetic CRT display systems.
Analytical chemistry systems need large
screen, high resolution pictures to display
various spectra. The 1351 S 1020 x 1020
addressable resolution is a good match to
most analytical instrument specifications. Its
memory versatility enables the system operator to store several spectra and quickly display various sequences of data for
comparative analysis. All this can be done at
ambient light levels because of the brightness
of the 1351 S Display System.
Some medical research and data acquisition system applications require simultaneous display of several traces. It is possible
to continuously update 1351S displays
(1311B, 1310B, 1317A,and 1321B)tosimulate a multiple-trace chart recorder. In this
application, the high data transfer rate from
the minicomputer to the 1351S Display System is a benefit.
Simulation systems usually operate in a
real-time mode and require fast picture writing speeds. The 1351S is being used in several simulation systems because it can display
changes in the picture at rates faster than operator response times. Other benefits for simulation systems are the capability to operate
~ultiple displays and to use a variety of CRT
sizes.

CATHODE-RAY TUBE DISPLAYS
Performance Specifications
1300 Series

CATHODE·RAY TUBE

1332A

1333A

1335A
Conventional

13365

1340A

Storage

Viewing Area

",,9.6 x 11.9 cm
(3.8 x4.7 in.)

",,8 x 10 cm
(3.1 x 3.9 in.)

d.1x9cm
(2.8 x 3.6 in.)

",,8 x 10 cm
(3.2 x 3.9 in.)

",,9.6 x 11.9 cm
(3.8 x4.7 in.)

Quality Area

",,8.4 x 10.8 cm
(3.3 x4.3 in.)

",,8 x 10 cm
(3.1 x 3.9 in.)

d.l x8.9 cm
(2.8 x 3.5 in.)

",,6.4 x 8 cm
(2.5 x 3.2 in.)

",,9.6 x 11.9 cm
(3.8 x4.7 in.)

8 x 10 div
1div = 1.2 cm

Opt, 8 x 10 div
1div = 1cm

8 x 10 div
1div = 0.89 cm

None

8 x 10 div
1 div = 1.2 cm

Graticule
Spot Size (within quality area)

s0.30 mm

sO.20 mm

sO.25 mm

See" Resolution'

See "Resolution'

sO.46 mm

31.5Iines/cm
(80 lines/in.)

49lines/cm
(124 lines/in.)

39lines/cm
(99 lines/in.)

20lines/cm
(51 lines/in.)

140 lines/ cm
(356 lines/in.)
(center screen);
80lines/cm
(203 lines/in.)
(quality area)

",,22Iines/cm
(55 lines/in.)

Light Output (at 0.25 cmj ~s, 60 Hz
refresh, unless otherwise noted)

170 cd/m'
(50 II)

34 cd/m 2
(10 II)

68 cd/m'
(2011)

680 cd/m '
(200 II)

2 ~W / cm' steradian
(4 x4 cm raster)

Not
Specilied

Light Output
Uniformity

Not
Specified

s 16% overall
s6%/cm

Not
Specilied

Not
Specified

s 16% overall
s6%/cm

Not
Specified

Light Output Stability

<10%/hr

<10%/hr

<IO%/hr

Not Specified

<5%/hr

Not Specified

Writing Speed (Storage)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Dot Writing Time (Storage)

N/A

N/A

N/A

sl ~s

N/A

N/A

Storage Time

N/A

N/A

N/A

<1 minute
(Write Mode)

N/A

N/A

1332A

1333A

1335A

13365

1340A

80-200 mV / div

80-200 mV/cm

80-200 mV/ div

100-200 mV/cm
0.5-2.0 V/ cm

80-200 mV /div,
04-1.0 V/ div

s300 ns

s300 ns

s300 ns

s500 ns

s300 ns

s3%

s3%

s3%

s3%

s5%

Resolution

X& YAXES AMPLIFIERS
Deflection Factor
Range
Settling Time
Linearity

~50

cm/ms

Up to V, screen diameter off screen in any direction.

Dynamic Range

s 1mm in 24 hours.

Drill
Z·AXIS AMPLIFIER
Blanking Range
(Internal Adjust.)
Rise Time
X, Y, ZINPUTS
Input RC

1332A

1333A

1335A

13365

1340A

1V-25 Vpop

1V-2.5 Vpop

1V-2.5 Vpop

1V-2.5 Vpop,
5V-25 VPOp

1V-2 Vpop

s25 ns

s25 ns

s25 ns

s25 ns

s25 ns

Single-ended
BNC

Single-ended
BNC

Single-ended
BNC

Differential,
Separate BNC's

Single-ended
BNC

d Mil, s60 pF
(50 Il Optional)

",,1 Mil, s60 pF
(50 Il Optional)

d Mil, s60 pF
(50 Il Optional)

~ 10 kll, <70 pF
(50 Il selectable)

~1 Mil, <40 pF
(50 Il selectable)

Maximum Input

±50 V

±50 V

±50 V

±50 V

±50 V

Line Power at 60 Hz, 120 VRMS

",,24 W

",,40W

d5W

",,100W

",,30W

UL Medical & Dental Listing

Optional

Optional

Optional

Standard

Optional

UL Medical & Dental Component Recog.

Standard

Standard

Standard

N/A

Optional

Note: These are condensed specifications; refer to applicable data
sheet for complete specifications, including options and accessories.

Common Specifications
Operating Environment
Temperature: ooe to +55°e (+32°F to +131°F), operating;
-40°C to + 70°C (-40° F to + 158 ° F), non-operating.
Humidity: to 95% RH at +40 0 e (+104°F).
Altitude: to 4600 m (15 000 ft), operating; to 6300 m (20 669 ft),
non-operating.
Shock: 30 g peak, \/, sine wave, II ms duration.
Vibration: 15 min. in each plane at 0.38 (0.015 in.) mm pop excursion, 5-55 Hz, 1 min.joctave, 10 min. at each resonant frequency

(except 1332A, 1333A, 1335A: 15 min. in each plane, 0.25 mm
(0.010 in.) pop excursion, 10-55 Hz).
Primary line voltage: 100, 120, 220, or 240 Vac, +5%, -10%
(l333A, 1336S: +5%, -20%).
Ordering Information
Price
1332A Small Screen Display
$2050
1333A Small Screen Display
$2300
133SA Small Screen Display
$2750
1336A Display Module
$2950
1336P Power Supply Module
$950
1336S Display System (includes 1336A, 1336P)
$3900
1340A Display Module (with control panel)
$1350
OEM and quantity discounts available.

1338A
(Color)

1304A*

1310B

13llB

1317A

1321B

Viewing Area

",9.6 x 11.9 cm
(3.8 x 4.7 in.)

",20 x 25 cm
(7.9 x9.8 in.)

",28 x 38 cm
(11 x IS in.)

",20.3 x 25.4 cm
(8 x 10 in.)

",26 x 34 cm
(102 x 115 in.)

dO.5 x 35 cm
(12 x 14 in.)

Quality Area

",8xlOcm
(3.2 x 3.9)

",20 x 25 cm
(7.9 x9.8 in)

",28 x 38 cm
(11 x IS in.)

dO.3 x 25.4 cm
(8x 10 in.)

",25.4 x 25.4 cm
(10 x 10 in.)

",30.5 x 30.5 cm
(12 x 12 in.)

Spot Size (center screen)

::s0.36 mm
(0.014 in.)

2:0.5 mm
(002 in.)

::sO. 51 mm
(0.02 in.)
::s0.76
(0.03 in.)

::s0.43 mm
(0.017 in.)
::s0.51
(0.02 in.)

::s0.51 mm
(002 in.)

::s0.51 mm
(002 in.)

28lines/cm
(70 lines/in.)

20lines/cm
(50 lines/in.)

19.7lines/cm
(50 lines/in.)

24lines/cm
(61 lines/in.)

19.7lines/cm
(50 lines/in)

19.7lines/cm
(50 lines/in.)

Color
Dependent

19.2 cd/m'
(5.6 II)

84 cd/m'
(24.5 II)

84 cd/m'
(245 tl)

82.4 cd/m'
(24 II)

82.4 cd/m'
(2411)

CATHODE·RAV TUBE

(corners)
Resolution
light Output (at 0.25 cm/ ~s,
60 Hz refresh)

X& V·AXES AMPLIFIERS
Deflection Factor
Range (approx.)

Settling Time
Repeatability error
linearity

1338A

1304A

1310B

13llB

1317A

1321B

Internally
Adjustable,
",09Vt025V
lor lull
deflection

80-120 mV/div,
I div = 20 mm
(0.8 in.)

(Vertical)
35. 80-60.9 mV/ cm,
90-153 mVlin.
(Horizontal)
262-45.9 mV/cm,
67-117 mVlin.

(Vertical)
46.3-81 mV/cm,
118-207 mVlin.
(Horizontal)
35.8-60.9 mV/cm,
90-153 mVlin.

39-69 mV/ cm,
100-175 mVlin.

33-58 mV/ cm,
83-147 mVlin.

::s300 ns

::s300 ns

::s500 ns

::s500 ns

Not Specilied

<0.15%

<0.15%

<0.15%

<0.15%

<0.15%

::s2%

::s3%

::sl%

::sl%

::s3%

::sl%

::sl

~s

::s500 ns

Up to V, screen diameter offscreen in any direction

Dynamic Range
::s2.5 mm in 24 hours

Drift

Z·AXIS AMPLIFIER

1338A

8.9 mm in 24 hrs

1304A

1310B

Blanking Range

6.3 mm in 24 hrs

13llB

8.9 mm in 24 hrs

1317A

10.2 mm in 24 hrs

1321B

Internally adjustable Irom I Vto 2.5 VPop.
::s30 ns

::s25 ns

::s 25 ns

::s 25 ns

::s 20 ns

::s 20 ns

X, V, ZINPUTS

Rise Time

Differential,
separate BNC's

Differential,
separate BNC's

Single-ended
BNC

Single-ended
BNC

Single-ended
BNC

Input RC

dOOrl, dOpf
or 50 rI

2: 100 krl, ::s65 pf
(50 rI selectable)

(X, Yinputs) 50rl or
",IOkrl/ ",40pf
(I input) 50rl or
dO KrI/ ",60 pf

(X, Yinputs) 50rl or
'" 10 krl/ ",40 pf
(I input) 50rl or
",IOkrl/ ",60pf

Maximum Input

(High I)
±50 V
(50 rI)
±2.5 V

(High I)
±50 V
(50rl)
±2.5 V

(High I)
±50V
(50rl)
±5V

(High I)
±50 V
(50 rI)
±5V

Single-ended
BNC
(X, Yinputs) 50rl or
dO krl/ ",40 pf
(I input) 50rl or
'" 10 krl/ ",60 pf
(High I)
±50 V
(50 rI)
±5 V

TTL Blanking Input
(rear panel BNC)

Standard

Optional

Standard

Standard

Standard

100,120,220
or 240 Vac
+5%, -20%
",85 W

100, 120, 220
or 240 Vac
+5%, -20%

100,120,220
or 240 Vac
+5%, -20%

100, 120,220
or 240 Vac
+5%. -10%

Maximum Power

100, 120,220,
or 240 Vac
+5%, -10%
",100 W

d85W

d85W

dOOW

100, 120,220
or 240 Vac
+5%, -10%
",110 W

Ul Medical and Dental listing

Not Available

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Primary line Voltage

..

(X, Yinputs) 50rl or
'" 10 krl/ ",40 pf
(I input) 50rl or
'" 10 krl/ ",60 pf
(High I)
±50V
(50 rI)
±5V
Standard

..

Note: These are condensed specifications; refer to applicable data sheet for complate specifications, including options and acce8sories.

Common Specifications
Operating environment
Temperature: DoC to 55°C (+32° F to + 131 ° F), operating; -40°C
to +70°C (-40°F to +\58°F), non-operating.
Humidity: to 95% RH at +40°C (+104°F).
Altitude: to 4600 m (15 000 ft), operating; to 7600 m (25 000 ft),

non-operating (15 300 m, 50 197 ft for 1304A).
Vibration: 15 min. in each plane, 0.25 mm (0.0 lOin.) POp excursions
(0.38 mm, 0.015 in. for 1304A, 1338A), 5 to 55 Hz; 1 min.joctave, 10
min. at each resonant frequency.

Ordering Information

Price

32 cm (14 in.) Display
1310B 48 cm (19 in.) Display
I311B 36 cm (14 in.) Display
1317A 43 cm (17 in.) Display
13218 53 cm (21 in.) Display
1338A Tri-color Display

$3025
$6300
$5700
$5300
$6600
$4750

*1304A

*Not recommended tor high speed, high resolution computer graphic8 applications.

CATHODE-RAY TUBE DISPLAYS
Digital Display Specifications
Models 1345A, 1351 A

GENERAL

1345A

1351A

Input Power

+15 Vdc ! 5% Regulated; s. 1.05A,
s.10 mV pop ripple.
-15 Vdc ! 5% Regulated; s. OJA,
s.10 mV pop ripple.
+5 Vdc ! 5% Regulated; s. 075A,
s. 50 mV pop ripple.

Selectable 100, 120,220, or
240 Vac, +5%, -10%, 48 Hz
-440 Hz, max power 120 VA
(X95W). Average power dissipation
at 60 Hz, 120 V", 90 W
w/ 0 options.

PROGRAMMING INPUT

1345A

1351A

Interface(s)

16-bitTIL

HP-IB
16-bit binary (option 002)
RS-232C (option 00I)
Rear Panel, conforms to IEEE
488-1978 (HP-IB only).

CHARACTER GENERATOR

1345A

1351A

Character Set
Character Sizes
Character Orientation

Full ASCII
4 Programmable
4 Programmable

Modified full ASCII
4 Programmable
2 Programmable

VECTOR GENERATOR

1345A

1351A

Resolution
Intensities
Line Types
Writing Speeds

0-2048 X, 0-2048 Y
3 Programmable
4 Programmable
4 Programmable

0-1020 X, 0-1020 Y
3 Programmable
3 Programmable

ANALOG OUTPUTS

1345A

1351A

Levels

X, Y, Z; 0-1 Vdc, into
600 n, 0-5 MHz bandwidth

X, Y, Z; 0.2 V-I.2 Vinto
50 n(X and Y). -I Vto I V
into 50 n(Z).
Logic Control
(Intensity) TIL into 50 n.
Real Panel BNCs for X, Y, Z
axes. Auxiliary intensity
control connector.

1345A

1351A

'" 1Ok-667k words/sec (dependent
on 1345A, user processor

",6.25 words/sec (RS-232C @
50 baud)-500k words/sec (16 bit I/O).

CONNECTORS

DATA ACCEPTANCE

CATHODE RAY TUBE

1345A

1351A

Type
Phosphor
Screen Size
Viewing area

Electrostatic
P31
16cm diag.
119 2 cm; 9.6 cm vert. x 12.5
cm horiz.
3170Cd/m @2.54 mm/ swriting
rage, full brightness, 60 Hz
refresh rate.

N/A

Brightness

Note: These are condensed specifications; refer to applicable data sheet for complete specifications, including options and accessories.
COMMON SPECIFICATIONS
Operating environment
Temperature: ooe to +55°e (65°C for 1345A) operating; -40°C
to + 70°C non operating.
Humidity: to 95% relative humidity at +40 oe (50°C for 1345).
Altitude: to 4600 m operating; 7600 m (15 300 m for 1345A) non
operating.

Ordering Information
1345A Digital Display
1351A Graphics Generator

$3350
$5000

CATHODE-RAY TUBE DISPLAYS
Instrumentation Display Modules
Model 1340A

1340A Option 631

1340 Description
Model 1340A modular 15.3 cm display offers flexibility, convenience, and cost-effectiveness for OEM system designers with a basic
display module that is rugged and easy to integrate into an instrument
or system console.
Functional controls for intensity, focus, X and Y position, X and Y
gain, and trace alignment can be located to suit design criteria. The
standard display module includes a control panel that can be located
to the right of the module or in a remote position. An option is available which omits the control panel so that you can use your own controls. Since the control functions are dc inputs to the integrated(;ircuit amplifiers, you can provide them from an appropriate part of
your system.

Electronics
Integrated circuits contain most of the X, Y and Z amplifier components, improving reliability as well as reducing cost. X and Yattenuators, input impedance, polarity, and bandwidth limiting are
internally switch selectable. This provides flexibility to designers and
inventory convenience when you use the I 340A in more than one instrument or system.
A dc supply option deletes the power transformer, rectifiers, and
power line cable, allowing power to be supplied from your own instrument or system. Two voltages are required: regulated +20 Vdc and
regulated -15 Vdc.

Mechanical Construction
The t 340A module is a unitized structure, which is independently
rugged without a cabinet. The display integrates easily into almost
any instrument or system console design. If you wish to simplify the
cabinet design for your system, there are several OEM cabinets for
the 1340A. These are attractively styled and accommodate circuitry
for a variety of instrument applications.

Serviceability
Ease of service is designed into the l340A, beginning with the mechanical construction which provides easy accessibility and continuing with an electrical design that incorporates Ie's which reduce the
number of components that can fail.

The power supply and amplifier boards are easily removed, giving
you several service options: remove the entire module for service offsite, substitute pc boards and repair removed boards at a centrallocation, or on-site component level repair. Your HP Field Engineer can
arrange a service support plan to meet your needs.

Applications
The price-performance ratio of the I 340A makes it ideal for almost
every instrumentation system. Resolution, viewing area, and brightness are suitable for spectrum, network, vibration, transient, pulse
height, and digital logic analyzers. The CRT writes a clear, crisp
trace.
The I 340A can be used in a number of non-destructive test systems
or instruments. The dc gain adjustment is helpful in remotely programming changes of the parameters being displayed. This capability
is particularly useful in programmed test systems where operator interaction is impossible or undesirable.
The l340A is adaptable to geophysical measurement systems, particularly the dc power option. This option simplifies integration into a
system and reduces weight, a benefit with portable equipment or other systems that require minimum size and weight.
The I 340A may also be used as a basic display for communication
system analyzers, chemical and scientific analysis systems, and some
medical diagnostic systems. And it provides an economical operator
interface in special production test systems. With the optional full
rack module cabinets you have space to mount your own test system
circuitry.

Ordering Information
For a complete listing of options, refer to the l340A
data sheet.
1340A Display Module (with control panel)
Opt 001: display module without control panel
Opt 002: display module and control panel without
internal power supply (requires +20 Vdc regulated
± 5% including ripple, 1.5 A; and -15 Vdc regulated
± 5% including ripple, 0.25 A; each supply floating
with its own ground return.)

Price
$1350
less $25
less $25

239

1

1

(hp]

CATHODE-RAY TUBE DISPLAYS
Instrumentation Display Modules
Models 1304A & 1340A

1304A

1340A Option 315 includes half rack width cabinet

Models l304A and 1340A provide the electrical performance and
picture quality required for most measurement instruments. In addition, the cabinet designs provide convenience in the mechanical integration of the displays into a variety of instrument or system
configurations. Both units are well suited for engineers or scientists
who need good display performance at a reasonable cost.

beside the I 340A. The kit includes the half-rack module, connecting
hardware for the 1340A, and full rack width top and bottom covers.
Modell0386A Cabinet and Frame Kit provides the same features for
mounting an empty module above or below the 1340A.

1304A Description
The 1304A is a moderately-priced, large screen. display that has
high writing speed and fast settling time. Both X and Y amplifiers
have full differential input. In addition, there are internal switches
that enable the user to select one, five, or ten volt full scale input at
either son or loon impedance. This makes the 1304A well suited for
general purpose use or as a component in production test systems.
A wide variety of measurement systems and analytical instruments
often require an auxiliary display. The 1304A provides an excellent
price-performance ratio in these applications. If optimum picture resolution is desired, the Model 1311 B with the same 14-inch CRT size
as the 1304A is recommended.
High writing speed means that the 1304A can be used in system
applications where electromagnetic CRT displays are too slow. An
example of this is multiple-bed patient monitoring systems, where
four to eight heart rates are shown on the CRT.

1340A Description
High writing speed and input voltage range selection are also available in the Model I 340A. A variety of cabinet configurations offer
benefits to engineers and scientists who either want to add a display to
an instrument or who are designing an instrument around the display.
Option 315, shown above, makes the I 340A a free standing display
for use with instruments such as logic analyzers, network analyzers,
vibration analyzers, swept receivers, or other instrument analyzers or
systems that do not have a built-in display.
Other cabinet options allow room for the instrument designer to
package his circuits and power supply with the display in one unit.
These are valuable whether you are building a research tool or production quantities of a product. The relatively short length (approx.
17 in.) of the 1340A appeals to designers of systems for airborne operations and other applications where space is at a premium.
1340A Accessories: Model 10380A Cabinet and Frame Kit provides an empty 13.4 cm (5.25") high half-rack module for mounting

Options
For a complete listing of options, refer to the 1304A
or I 340A data sheets.
Digital Input (1304A)
216: TTL blanking level. High state (+2.5 to +5 V)
blanks any Z-axis analog input signal. Low state (0.0 V
to 0.8 V) returns blanking to analog Z-axis input. Input
through rear panel BNC connector.
217: same as 216, except polarity reversed
218: 4-bit binary input allows binary selection of 16
levels of gray shades, TTL levels. Settling time .::;300
ns. Levels linear within ± 20%. Includes 25 pin program connector mounted to rear panel. When Option
218 is ordered with Option 216 or 217, TTL blanking
input is provided through both a BNC connector and
the 25 pin remote connector.
Cabinets (1340Aj
315: Display module with HP System " 133 mm
(5.25") high, half-rack width cabinet, 381 mm (15")
long and with control panel (Model 1340A is supplied
without cabinet and with control panel.)
316: Display Module with rear bracket for mounting in
10380A (side-by-side cabinet) or 10386A (vertically
stacked cabinet) with 457 mm (18") side struts. Front
casting, rear casting, two 457 mm (18") struts, no covers, rear cover panel.
317: Display module with HP system " 133 mm
(5.25") high, full-rack width cabinet with 381 mm
(15") long struts, 488 mm (17.63") overall length.
Painted blank front panel and rear filler panel included.

Price

add $50

add $')0
add $100

add $100

add $50

add $150

Ordering Information
1304A Large Screen Display
1340A Display Module (with control panel)
l0380A Cabinet and Frame Kit (side by side) for
1340A
l0386A Cabinet and Frame Kit (vertically stacked)
for 1340A

$JO~5

$1 J<;O
$200
$200

CATHODE-RAY TUBE DISPLAYS
Instrumentation Display Modules
Model 1345A
• 16-Bit TTL 110
• 11-Bit Addressable Resolution (2048 by 2048)
• Random Vector Plotting

• Internal Character Generation
• Programmable Intensity, Speed and Line Type
• Modular Construction

e
Description
Hewlett-Packard's Model 1345A is a high performance digital display for microprocessor-based instrumentation and system applications. This display module features a 16-bit digital interface for
compatibility with today's digital instrumentation architectures. An
electrostatic deflection CRT supplies fast writing rates with high resolution, and at low power. The 1345A's small package takes a minimum of space which makes it easier to design into an instrument or
system.
The l34SA produces exceptional quality vector graphics in response to digital commands from a user processor. The 2048 x 2048
point addressability on the CRT provides high resolution graphics
and allows for excellent positional discrimination of its crisp, well focused electron beam. Picture quality is further enhanced by programmable intensity, speed, line type, programmable graph mode, and
internal character generation.

processors which assures that the l345A will be compatible with present and future instrument systems. Ease of interfacing and the resulting savings in design time makes the 1345A ideally suited for
incorporation in today's digital instrumentation systems.

Operation
Model l345A is a high performance display that generates and displays information derived from digital information received through
its I/O port. It provides the fast information throughput, rapid picture manipulation, and complex vector drawing capability needed in
instrumentation systems.

The Digital Display
Instruments and instrumentation systems are incorporating more
and more digital control circuits and as a result require displays with
a direct digital interface. Model 1345A solves this problem by combining a high performance display with a digital interface. This digital interface accepts digital information directly from a data bus and
directly displays it as high quality graphics information. The binary
interface in the 1345A assures flexibility and compatibility by allowing the use of 8-bit or 16-bit microprocessors.

Interfacing
The 134SA represents a new concept in instrumentation displays
with its 16-bit TTL I/O. The advantage of this interfacing method is
that interfacing to a microprocessor-based system is faster and easier.
With the many peripheral interface adapters (PIAs) that are available, interfacing a processor to the l34SA can be accomplished in a
fraction of the time required for interfacing displays having analog
inputs. The 16-bit I/O allows operation with 8-bit or 16-bit micro-

In standard configuration, the l345A displays a picture which is
defined by commands and data transmitted over the digital I/O. Vectors are drawn automatically by defining end points, at anyone of the
four programmable writing speeds. Vector end points can be defined
anywhere on the CRT screen with 2048 by 2048 point resolution.
This high resolution allows very smooth curves and precise detail to

CATHODE-RAY TUBE DISPLAYS
Instrumentation Display Modules
Model 1345A (Cont.)
be presented on the 1345A CRT. Furthermore, there are three programmable intensities, plus blanking, which are useful for maintaining a consistent picture intensity with different length vectors or can
be used to highlight important information. The programmable intensity levels and writing speeds can also be combined to provide up to
12 different intensities.
A programmable delta X increment simplifies the generation of
complex graphs and saves system memory space. In this mode, the X
increment is stored once with only the Y values being updated and
stored in memory.
Display refresh is provided by the system which gives flexibility
with variations in the amount of memory used for different pictures.
This method of refresh provides the ability to define the refresh cycle
and eliminates nicker when there might be a connict between a standard (or predetermined) refresh cycle and the time required to draw a
picture.
A modified ASCII character set is stored in an internal ROM and
the display can be programmed to supply characters in four sizes and
four degrees of rotation. Since the vector data for the characters is
contained in ROM, only one word of RAM is needed for each character, which makes more words of RAM available for other uses. Characters can be written in about 15 !J.S which allows up to 1000
characters to be written without nicker.
An optional4k by 16-bit vector memory can be installed that serves
as an auxiliary read/write memory for the system processor. This vector memory automatically refreshes the display and frees the system
processor for other functions. An addressable pointer in the memory
allows portions of a picture to be quickly updated without the need for
changing the entire memory. Additionally, an internal jump capability allows the system processor to suppress portions of a picture, such
as graticules or labels, by directing the vector memory to skip past
them. When desired, suppressed data can be added to a picture with
only one or two commands from the system processor.

requirement. light weight. and rugged construction also makes the
l345A ideal for use in portable or mobile equipment.
In airborne applications, there are extreme demands on electronic
equipment in terms of volume, mass. power, and rugged construction.
The 1345A meets these challenges without any compromise in speed
of information updating or picture quality and brightness.

Mechanical Construction
The l345A module is a unitized structure, which is independently
rugged without a cabinet. The display integrates easily into almost
any instrument or system console design. I f you wish to simplify the
cabinet design for your system. there are several OEM cabinets for
the 1345A. These are attractively styled and accommodate circuitry
for a variety of instrument applications.

Applications
In spectrum analyzers, the I 345A's high data acceptance and vector drawing rates allow complex traces to be generated as rapidly as
new data is acquired. Multiple programmable intensity levels aid in
visualization by discriminating between complex overlapping traces.
The high resolution of 2048 by 2048 points along with a crisp trace
allows fine details to be displayed so that the measurement capabilities of high technology systems are not compromised.
In medicine, monitoring of physiological parameters requires faithful preservation of input signals for accurate diagnosis; this is assured
with the display's high resolution. The speed of the 1345A allows the
entire picture, even with several waveforms displayed, to be updated
in real-time as rapidly as new data is acquired. The low power

Ordering Information
(OEM and quantity discounts available; contact your
local Hewlett-Packard office for additional information.)
Model l345A Digital Display Module

Prices

$3350

Options
323:

325:

400:
500:
505:
564:
704:
910:

Output Cable Kit.
61 cm (24") X, Y and Z coaxial cable
with mating connectors for l345A on
one end.
Input Cable Kit.
76 cm (30") Data Cable; 91 cm (36")
Power Cable; Mating connectors for
l345A on one end. stripped other end.
Metric Hardware.
Deletes Service Manual.
Deletes Designers Manual.
Blue Contrast Filter replaces Neutral
Density Filter.
4k Word/Vector Memory.
Extra Manual.

$50

$50

N/C
Less $10
Less $10
N/C
$350
$10

Accessories
197B Option 006 Camera.

$1250

CATHODE-RAY TUBE DISPLAYS
Computer Graphics Systems
Model 1351S
• Computer I Calculator Compatible Digital Interfaces
• Fast Display Updating
• High Resolution Graphics
HP Displays
Possible
Controllers
HP9825/26

13218

~

_I~

1351 A GRAPHICS GENERATOR
1317A

HP9835
l_1---145

_ _H_P_l0_0_0_---JI----

13118
•

-l)

13108
DEC PDP 11

~--~

r

--O-T-H-E-R----:
MINIS

1340A

/

1338A

The 1351S Display System includes a 13118 X-V Display, a 1351A Graphics Generator, rack mounting parts. a tilt stand which
provides space below the display for the generator, an interconnecting cable, and a binder for instruction manuals.

Model 1351 S Display System provides a high resolution, real-time,
cost-effective solution for generating bright line vectors and/or alphanumeric characters. This system includes a high quality large
screen HP electrostatic CRT display (with gain controlled Z-axis)
and the 1351 A Graphics Generator.
The 1351 A Graphics Generator accepts digital instructions and
data from a computer or calculator and stores it in digital memory.
Contents of memory are then used to generate X, Y, and Z analog
voltages capable of driving a display. Continuous display refreshing
of up to 8000 vectors by the 135\ A with 32k bytes of memory removes the load on the controller or computer.
The \351 A provides bright, high-resolution graphics in minicomputer or desk-top computer systems on either large or small screen
CRT displays. The Graphics Generator can address and selectively
display \020 x 1020 points on a CRT display. This can be a mix of
text and vector presentations.
The Graphics Generator has a significant advantage in system applications with its ability to drive up to four CRT displays, each with
different information. Presenting different information to multiple
displays is accomplished with 64 independent files.
The 64 files also provide selective erase to change some or all of the
data on any display without altering the information on all the displays. For added operating flexibility, the 64 files are selectable in
size, separately addressa ble and erasea ble, and can be directed to
flash information to highlight areas of interest on any display.
Each digital word in the \351 A can be a vector coordinate or an
upper or lower case ASCII character. A character ROM generates
each ASCII character, using only one word of RAM, making more
words of RAM available for other display information. Each character can be programmed to be displayed in four different sizes with two
degrees of rotation (0 and 90°).

RS-232-C or 16-Bit Parallel Optional Interface
The \351 A has an extremely flexible interface structure. As a result, a specific type of interface is implemented as a simple plug-in
circuit card or module. The 1351 A has H P-IB as the standard interface and RS-232-C or \6- Bit parallel binary as an optional replacement.

•
•
•
•

Features of the 135\ A RS-232-C option are:
Software compatibility with most teletypewriter system handlers,
Increased transmission distances,
Selectable clock rates from 110 to 9600 baud, and a
Special high speed transmission rate of 57k baud.

Features of the 16-Bit parallel interface are:
• High speed data transfer rate of 500k 16-bit bytes/sec, and a
• Vector transfer rate of up to 250k vectors/sec.

Applications
The 1351S is ideally suited for minicomputer and calculator applications which require high speed and/or high resolution displays.
Typical applications are:
• Radar and Sonar
• Fire Control
• Integrated Circuit Layout
• Instrumentation Displays
• Production Testing and Calibration
• Process Control
• Flight Instrument Simulation
• Structural Design
• Computer Aided Design
• Interactive Graphics
• Analytical Chemistry Scans
• Spectrum Analysis

Options and Accessories
001: RS-232-C interface instead of standard HP-IB
002: 16-Bit parallel interface instead of std HP-IB
510: 13\ OB, 19 in. X- Y display instead of 1311 B
517: 1317A, 17 in X-V display (rack mounting configuration) instead of 131\ B
521: 1321B, 21 in. X-V display instead of 1311B
604: P-4 phosphor display, without graticule
639: P-39 phosphor display, without graticule

Price
add $300
N/C
add $600
less $400
add $900
add $30
add $30

Ordering Information'
13515 Display System (includes 1311 B display)
1351A Graphics Translator (supplied with 1351S)
•An Hp·IB cable is not supplied and must be ordered separately (see pg. 30).

$10.850
$4250

CATHODE-RAY TUBE DISPLAYS
Computer Graphics Systems
Model 9111 A Option 050
• Compatible with 1351 S
• Direct Display Interaction
• HP-IB Compatible

• Durable Ceramic Platen
• Menu of 16 Soft Keys
• 36 Mnemonic ASCII Commands

The 91 I lA/Option 050 is a high performance graphic input device for use with the 1351 S Graphics Display System and any computer or controller with HP-IB interfacing capability. This
combination allows you to assemble a highly interactive graphics system with keyless, friendly control for real-time systems.
The 9111 A/Opt 050 has all the features of a standard 9111 A with
some important additions; it can output data, via HP-IB, directly to a
1351 A with minimal controller interaction. The controller can designate the 9111 A/Opt 050 as the talker, the 1351 A as the listener, then
simply monitor the lines for a signal (SRQ) which says system controller action is needed. This allows the user to input data points, such
as a cursor, rubberband lines or rectangle, directly to the 1351A at 60
times/sec for real-time movement on the system CRT display.
Symbols can be defined in the 1351 A memory and recalled at the
press of the tablet stylus. By using the pre-defined symbol as the cursor, the user can move it on the CRT screen and position it as needed
by moving the tablet stylus. Complex drawings can be made on screen
by moving and combining symbols previously defined. This eliminates the need to redraw often used symbols each time they are used.
Interaction with a CRT screen menu can be obtained by having the
controller software use the selective erase capability of the 1351 S in
conjunction with the high speed digitizing capability of the Graphics
Tablet.

Graphics Display System options give you four popular large screen
displays (14 in. diagonal to 21 in. diagonal). These options plus a wide
selection of HP-IB compatible plotters make it easy to match screen
size and hard copy requirements to your specific applications.

Graphics Tablet
The human-engineered slope and convenient size of the 9111 A, and
the bright. high resolution large screen display of the 1351 S allow you
to interact comfortably with a computer system. Writing on the tablet
with the slim, lightweight stylus is less fatiguing than using a light pen
on a CRT.
A graphic system that includes a computer/controller, a
9111 A/Opt 050 Graphics Tablet, a 1351S Graphics Display System,
and a digital plotter such as the 9872A/B/C, can be assembled using
only one HP-IB interface bus. The HP-IB compatible 91 I lA/Opt
050 can be programmed as easily as the 1351 A, allowing you to configure and debug your graphics system in a short time. The 1351 S

Features
• Compatible with HP 1351S Graphics Display System (The
9111A/Opt 050/1351S combination provides direct display interactions for cursor movement, line and rectangle rubber banding,
etc.)
• HP-IB compatible
• Human engineered stylus/tablet
• System engineered for minimum software development outlays and
maximum host CPU utilization
• Programmable 4 octave beeper (with volume and duration control
for audio feedback)
• Comprehensive self test
• Menu of 16 soft keys
• 36 mnemonic ASCII commands
• Capable of interrupt driven system operation
• High speed (up to 60 pts.jsec.)

Sample Applications
• Real-time instrumentation systems (data acquisition/analysis. production testing)
• Real-time process control/monitoring
• Schematic generation
• Engineering design and evaluation (mechanical, electrical, chemical, physics, etc.)
• Architectural design (e.g., electrical or plumbing blueprints)
• NC machine tape verification
• Specification drawings
• Material for graphics presentations (drawings, graphs, etc., for
overhead slides, handouts)

Ordering Information
91 I lA/Option 050 Graphics Tablet

$2575

CATHODE-RAY TUBE DISPLAYS
Graphics Displays for Computer Graphics
13108,13118, 1317A & 13218
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Complex processes such as valve closures and temperature or
pressure changes can be shown in real time as in this computer
generated 1311 8 display.
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High speed vector generating capability allows accurate vector
closure in high density graphic design as shown in this CAD application of the 13108 display.

Description

Ideal for standard rack mounting, the 1317A easily displays complex schematics.

Hewlett-Packard's Models 1310B, 1311B, l317A, and 1321B
Large Screen Displays offer the high writing speed, fast settling time,
brightness and contrast needed for the display of high density graphics information. These displays are ideal computer peripherals with
the high picture quality and dynamic performance required for complex computer generated graphics. Anyon-screen movement can be
made in less then 500 ns, including settling time. This high speed performance is particularly useful in radar and simulation, where many
symbols must be moved about almost simultaneously. It is also useful
in computer-aided design (CAD) applications which require complex, high density drawing capability.
These high resolution displays remain exceptionally well focused in
all parts of the screen which solves such difficult display problems as
writing many characters around the picture edges, while showing
great detail in curves, graphs, or diagrams. Excellent image quality is
further assured with features such as a contrast control circuit which
provides constant contrast with variations in intensity, and a flat, optical quality glass contrast filter which eliminates trace diffusion and
minimizes glare.
The 131 OB, 1311 B, 1317A, and 1321 B are electrically almost identical, but offer a wide range of sizes and configurations to fit almost
any high-speed, large screen OEM display requirements. The 1321 B
has the highest overall resolution (screen area divided by spot size) of
any HP CRT display, making it the choice for applications where
maximum information density is the main consideration. The 1317A
is ideal for standard 48.3 cm (19 in.) rack-mount applications requiring the largest possible screen area in the minimum vertical rack
space. For table-top applications such as remote monitors, Models
1310B and 1311 B offer an attractively styled enclosure with a tilt
stand. Both displays may be ordered without the tilt stand (Opt 001)
for mounting in standard 48.3 cm (19 in.) racks or custom designed
enclosures.

Ordering Information

The 13218 can provide densely populated displays such as this
PPI scan for simulation, training, or analysis of data. Small image
resolution is maintained over the entire screen area.

For information on options and accessories, refer to the applicable
Large Screen CRT data sheet.
1310B 48 cm (19 in.) Display
$6300
I3I1B 36 cm (14 in.) Display
$5700
1317A 43 cm (17 in.) Display
$5300
1321B 53 cm (21 in.) Display
$6600
OEM discounts available

CATHODE-RAY TUBE DISPLAYS
Imaging
Models 1332A, 1333A, 1335A & 1336S

1332A

Introduction
Models 1332A, 1333A, 1335A, and 1336S are high-quality cathode-ray tube displays designed to satisfy a wide range of OEM medical and electronic instrument display needs. They provide optimum
performance when used as continuous tone imaging displays. Continuous tone images are so called because the image space in the X- Y
plane is filled with a continuum of brightness levels ranging from
black to maximum brightness, where the brightness represents some
physical parameter such as radar return amplitude, ultrasonic renectivity of body tissues, etc., having a varying spatial distribution of
magnitude.

Bright for Easy Viewing
Model 1332A: has a large 9.6 X 11.9 cm display area with the resolution and picture quality required for medical diagnosis systems plus a
bright display for differentiating between many gray shades, or for
viewing in brightly lighted areas. Option 530 provides even greater
brightness with up to 500 cd/m' line brightness.
Spot size is only 0.3 mm over the entire quality area and over the
full range of intensity levels. This resolution makes the 1332A well
suited for applications requiring sharp focusing on multiple gray
shades or varying writing speeds with frequent video drive level
changes, e.g., alphanumeric characters mixed with traces, curves, or
graphs.
The large viewing area and bright display make the 1332A ideal for
the OEM with both visual and some photographic requirements. Display brightness lets you view the display in high ambient light conditions while maintaining resolution and gray shades for photographic
work. Whenever uniform photographic recording of the display becomes critical, the 1333A or 1336S should be used.

Optimized for Photographing
Model 1333A: has a high resolution CRT with an 8 X 10 cm viewing
area specifically optimized for photographic applications such as
gamma camera systems. The 1333A's combination of high resolution,
excellent uniformity, and speed permits crisp, easy-to-read, diagnostic-quality photographs to be obtained from state-of-the-art nuclear,
ultrasonic, thermographic, and X-ray scanning systems.
Spot size is a crisp 0.2 mm everywhere on the 8 X 10 cm display,
which allows resolution of 193 354 picture elements. The spot remains round and sharply focused in all areas of the screen and at
varying intensity levels, eliminating the need to readjust focus or
astigmatism controls.
Light output uniformity is fully specified, both overall and for small
increments, which assures you that the information content of the display is an accurate representation of the input signals. Additionally,
light output drift is specified, including all effects of the Z-axis amplifier, high voltage supply, and CRT. A regulated dc CRT filament
voltage is also used to assure constant light output independent of line

voltage nuctuations. The regulated dc filament voltage also reduces
the possibility of interference patterns resulting from correlation between input signal frequencies and the high voltage oscillator or power line frequencies.

Variable Persistence, Storage
Model 1335A: is a high resolution 8 X 10 cm storage display which
offers medical and instrumentation OEM users a variable persistence
storage CRT display with outstanding performance and picture quality.
In the non-storage mode (called CONVENTIONAL), the CRT
operates similar to a mono-accelerator conventional CRT with an exceptionally small spot that focuses uniformly over the entire quality
area. Resolution is approximately 40 lines per cm (100 lines per in.).
In addition, spot size is relatively independent of intensity settings or
Z-axis input signals, eliminating the need to refocus at each intensity
setting. The storage writing speed remains stable through use of regulated CRT filament voltage and stable Z-axis amplifier design.
The same excellent CRT performance is maintained in the Variable
Persistence operating mode. Persistence is continuously adjustable
with a front panel control from approximately 0.20s to > I minute.
This mode allows you to eliminate nicker on some presentations by
increasing the persistence to match the refresh rate. The variable persistence mode is selected by pressing the WRITE pushbutton.
The storage CRT is preset to store dots having a Z-axis width of I
J,LS or greater for up to 30 minutes. The STORE mode offers the greatest contrast because the background is completely dark. Stored resolution is over 20 lines per cm (50 lines per in.) and stored traces retain
sharp details for up to I minute in WRITE mode, 30 minutes in
STORE mode.
The Model 1335A offers users nexibility in selecting ERASE,
STORE, WRITE, CONVENTIONAL, and VARIABLE PERSISTENCE modes. These modes can be selected with the manual front
panel controls, remote program inputs, or a combination of both.

Resolution up to 140 lines/em
Model 13365: consists of an 8 X 10 cm display module (1336A) and
a separate power supply module (1336P) for mounting nexibility.
The display offers a choice of 140 lines/cm or 90 lines/cm (Option
005) resolution for all high-resolution imaging requirements such as
multi-imaging for nuclear or ultrasound medical diagnostic systems,
scanning electron microscopes, and scanning auger microprobes. A
mono-accelerator CRT with an accelerating potential of approximately 5 kV produces a small, high intensity spot with only 100 watts
power consumption.
The CRT is designed to prevent spurious light from reaching photographic film during long time exposures. Light output uniformity is
tested to assure that the information content of the displayed image is
an accurate representation of the input signals.

CATHODE-RAY TUBE DISPLAYS
Imaging
Models 1332A, 1333A, 1335A & 13365 (Cont.)

13365

CRT's
The l332A, 1333A, and l335A have post deOection accelerator
CRT's to assure a bright, crisp trace. The 13365 display uses a monoaccelerator CRT design to achieve 140 lines/cm resolution at center
screen with low power consumption. An opaque aluminum layer behind the phosphor (except in model 13365, which is non-aluminized)
enhances trace brightness.
Regulated, low power write gun and Oood gun filaments assure a
constant light output under varying line voltage conditions. More importantly, the low power filament operation significantly extends
CRT life and eliminates grid and other stray emissions common to
older, less efficient designs.
Models 1332A, 1333A, 1335A (Opt 330), and 1336S are listed
with Underwriters La bora tories in accordance with the U L 544
Medical Safety Standard which defines detailed patient protection
requirements. Regular inspection of our production facility by UL
assures you that this patient protection is built into the display that
you purchase.

Electronics
Models 1332A, 1333A, and 1335A
The X and Y amplifiers have 70 ns rise time (bandwidth is 5 MHz.)
and the Z-axis blanking amplifier has a 25 ns rise time. When faster
X and Y amplifier response is required, Model 1332A has an Option
available to obtain 25 ns rise times. All amplifiers arc fully differential and operate at low power levels for stable, drift-free performance
over wide ranges of operating temperatures.
The time required to make any size movement on the CRT, including the response time for the ampiifiers to settle within one spot diameter of final position, is less than 300 ns. This means that many
thousands of vectors and characters can be written on the display
without Oicker.
Model 13365 (1336A and 1336P)
The l336A 's deOection amplifiers settle to within one spot diameter
in <500 ns after receiving an input step command. All amplifiers arc
fully differential and operate at low power levels for stable operation
and minimum warm-up time. Dynamic focus circuits automatically
correct for spot position to assure optimum resolution over the entire
CRT face. A regulated dc CRT filamem supply assures a stable light
output.

Interfacing Oexibility is provided by internal switches which allow
selection of X, Y, and Z amplifier input characteristics. An optional
TTL blanking input unconditionally overrides any analog Z-axis input and the intensity control, and can be used to provide CRT protection in the event of CRT failure.

Cabinet Sizes
Models 1332A, 1333A, and 1335A are 13.3 cm (5'/4 in.) high, half
rack width, 49.5 cm (19'/2 in.) long packages that can be combined
with identical empty modules to form an attractive full width horizontal or vertically stacked OEM instrument. The 1336A Display
Module has the same dimensions and the 1336P Power Supply Module has the same height and width but is 33.5 cm (13%, in.) deep. If
the 1336A/P are to be mounted together, 1336P Option 018 may be
ordered to provide the same cabinet depth as the 1336A, with locking
hardware to form a standard EIA rack width unit.

Options and Accessories
A wide range of options is available for tailoring the display to specific requirements; refer to data sheets for complete listing. Accessories available include rack mounting kits, OEM half module frames
and rack slides, a light shield (Model 10183A), and BNC shorting
caps for usc with certain options. For convenient system interconnection, Model 10488A 3.6 m (12 ft) Display Cable is available as an accessory. Model 197B Option 006 camera is adapted for direct recording of 1332A, 1333A, 1335A, and 1336S displays. Refer to individual
display data sheets for complete description of accessories.

Ordering Information
1332A
1333A
1335A
1336A
1336P

Small Screen Display
Small Screen Display
Small Screen Display
Display Module
Power Supply Module
1336S Display System (includes 1336A, l336P)
1336A or 13365 Opt 005
10184 Light Shield for 1332A, 1333A, 1335A, 1340A,
1338A
OEM and quantity discounts available.

Price
$2050
$2300
$2750
$2950
$950
$3900
Less $300
$15

CATHODE-RAY TUBE DISPLAYS
Phosphor Selection Guide

Choosing a Phosphor
piing efficiency between the eye and the phosphor. Also, P31 is the
most burn resistant phosphor known, and is commonly available. [n
real time ultrasound systems with refresh rates from 20 to 40Hz, P4
phosphor is a good choice with its longer persistence and black and
white appearance. For M-mode ultrasound, P39 phosphor is recommended. There is no phosphor with long enough persistence to be useful for direct viewing in nuclear medicine. In this case the 1335A
variable persistence display is recommended.

The following tables will assist you in choosing the phosphor best
suited to your application, and in determining the best combination of
displa.y, phosphor, film, and contrast filter. Also listed are important
characteristics of some commonly used phosphors.
P3l phosphor is the first choice for imaging requirements with refresh rates of 50Hz or above. [t is the brightest phosphor, i.e., has the
greatest energy conversion efficiency. Its peak emission wavelength
corresponds to the eye's peak spectral response for maximum cou-

Phosphor
Film Type
Kodak'
NMB (formerly SO-[79)
NMC (formerly SO-24[)
X-OMAT G
X-OMAT L
X-OMAT M
CFA
PF
PFC
Shellburst 2476
Du Pont" MRF 31, MRF 32
Polaroid'
611
811
084
667

P31

Pll

P4

Recommended
Recommended
Not Usable
Not Usable
Not Usable
Recommended
Recommended
Recommended
Not Recommended
Recommended

Usable
Usable
Recommended
Recommended
Recommended
Usable
Usable
Usable
Recommended
Usable

Usable
Usable
Not Recommended
Not Recommended
Not Recommended
Usable
Usable
Usable
Not Recommended
Usable

Recommended
Recommended
Recommended
Recommended

Usable
Usable
Usable
Usable

Usable
Usable
Usable
Usable

Recommended
Model(s)

Recommended
Phosphor

Recommended
Contrast
Filter

1332A
1332A
1332A
1340A

P4
P31
P39
P31

Neutral Gray
Blue
Blue
Blue

1333A

See Filml
Phosphor table

Clear

Note. Cameras with a UV IIghl, e.g., 1976, work well wllh P31, P11, and P7 phosphors, nOI as well wllh P4, and do not work wllh P39.
@Regislered Trademark of Eastman Kodak Company.
@Regislered Trademark of E. I. Du Pont De Nemours.

Application
Medical Diagnostic Ultrasound
Real-time Linear Array
Real-time Phased Array
M-Mode
A-Mode
Nuclear Medicine
Single-image Photographic Recording

1336S
1335A
1336S

Multiformat Photographic Recording
Patient Positioning
Scanning Auger Microprobe, Scanning Electron Microscope

Clear
Blue
Clear

P31
P11 or P31

Nole: Filters and ImploSion shields are made of a polycarbonale matenal which does not transmit UV light. For photographing with UV sensitive film and UV emitting phosphors such as P11 or P16, the ImploSion
shield or filter should be removed. Provision must be made to insure that the camera is locked in place and provides adequate implosion protection to the display operator.

Phosphor
Color
Flourescence
Phosphorescence
(decay)
Efficiency
(relative to P31)
Flicker Frequency
Smear Velocity
Burn Resistance
Recommended Contrast Filter

P31

P4

P39

Pll

P7

Green
Green

Blue
Yellow

Green
Green

Blue-Violet
Blue-Violet

Blue-Violet
Yellow-Orange

100%

50%

50%

100% (note 1)

40%

50 Hz

30 Hz
10"Is
Good
Neutral Gray

20 Hz

N/A (note 2)

10 Hz
001"Is
Poor
Amber

•

Highest
Neutral Gray
or Blue

PersIstence IS short enough that no smearing 18 VISible In rapidly changing pictures.
Note 1: P 11 efficiency is given relative to radiometric measurement; all others are as measured photometrically.
Note 2: Pll is not recommended for direct viewing applications. Its primary use is in photography.

01"/s

•

Good
Neutral Gray
or Blue

Poor
None (note 2)
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OEM Packaging & Accessories
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1340A Option 316 assembled in a 10380A OEM cabinet

All H P small-screen displays-the 1332A, 1333A, 1335A, 1336S,
and 1340A- use the HP System II cabinet and frame structure,
which affords the OEM an extremely nexible choice of attractive,
rugged, electrically and thermally optimized building blocks with
which to assemble a complete instrument or system around the display. The standard versions illustrated, Model 10380A Horizontal
OEM Package and Model 10386A Vertical OEM Package, provide
approximately 660 cubic inches of useable space for your circuitry,
with combining covers to provide a unitized appearance. Power dissipation in added circuits should be limited to 50 watts. All necessary
combining hardware, frame castings, trim, etc., are included. Rack
mounting kits, slide mounting kits, and handles are available for the
Model 10380A Horizontal OEM Package. Detailed drawings are
available on request to aid in mechanical design and documentation.
Special configurations can be quoted on request. The display and
OEM packages shown can be painted in any desired color or silkscreened with customer-specified logos or other artwork.
Note: Model 1340A display requires Option 316 for use with the
10380A or 10386A. Refer to the 1340A data sheet for a description
of Option 316 in addition to Options 315 (1340A display module with
half-rack width cabinet) and 317 (1340A display module with full
rack width cabinet).

OEM Cabinets and Accessories

Price

For complete listing of display options, see individual
data sheets.
10380A OEM Horizontal Frame
Model 10380A Frame Kit provides an empty 13.4 em
(5.25 in.) high half-module frame for mounting on the
left or right of a display. The kit includes locking hardware for side-by-side mounting; combining covers (covers supplied with Option 315 or 330 are not required
with this kit); side covers with strap handles for both
sides; and blank panels for the empty module.

$200

10382A Bench Hardware Kit for 10380A
Model 10382A Bench Hardware Kit provides hardware for finishing the 10380A for bench use. The kit
includes plastic trim for the front handles, plastic feet,
tilt stands, and front rack handles.

530

Rack Mounting for OEM Frame or Two
Displays
Rack mounting the Model 10380A OEM frame requires either a Rack Flange Kit HP PIN 5061-0077 or
a Rack Flange and Front Handle Combination Kit H P
PIN 5061-0083. To rack mount two displays, a Cabinet
Lock-together Kit H P PIN 5061-0094 is required in
addition to one of the rack nange kits. Two displays
may also be combined and rack mounted.
Cabinet lock-together kit PIN 5061-0094: the
Cabinet Lock-together Kit joins equal length instruments and contains enough hardware and screws for
joining instruments in several configurations. The kit
includes enough horizontal links (12 front, 6 rear) to
form three side-by-side joints and enough vertical links
(4 front, 4 rear) to form two over-under joints.

$42

1332A Display with the 10386A vertical OEM cabinet
Rack flange kit PIN 5061-0077: the Rack Flange
Kit provides rack mounting for the Model 10380A
OEM Horizontal Frame or two side-by-side displays.
The kit includes two nush rack ears without handles
that fit on each side of the 13.3 em (5.25 in.) high front
panel frame and attaching hardware.
Rack flange, front handle combination kit PIN
5061-0083: the Rack Flange and Front Handle Combination Kit provides rack mounting for the Model
10380A OEM Horizontal Frame or two side-by-side
displays. The kit includes two rack nanges and front
handle combinations that fit on each side of the 13.3 em
(5.25 in.) high front panel frame and attaching
hardware.

$25

Rack Mounting Adapter Kit PIN 5061-0057
The Rack Mounting Adapter Kit allows mounting one
display in a standard 48.3 em (19 in.) EIA rack when
not using the Model 10380A OEM Horizontal Frame.
This kit includes a 13.3 em (5'14 in.) high half rack
adapter plate with an integral rack ear, one rack nange
for the display, and attaching hardware.

$45

10386A OEM Vertical Frame
Modell0386A Frame Kit provides an empty half-module for mounting above or below a display. The kit includes locking hardware for mounting above or below
the display; top and bottom covers (covers supplied with
Option 315, 330, 332, or 333, are not required with this
kit), combining side covers, blank panels for the empty
module, and cabinet trim.

$200

Rack Slide Kits
When mounting two displays on slides. they must be
fastened together using the cabinet lock-together kit
HP PIN 5061-0094 and one rack nange kit HP PIN
5061-0077 or, one rack nange/front handle combination kit HP PIN 5061-0083. With either slide kit,
bracket kit HP PIN 1494-0023 is required for mounting in racks other than HP racks.
Non-pivoting slide kit PIN 1494-0017: includes two
slides and accessory hardware for attaching to a Model
10380A or two displays
Pivoting slide kit PIN 1494-0026: includes two pivoting slides and accessory hardware for attaching to a
Model 10380A or two displays.
Slide adapter bracket kit PIN 1494-0023: includes
brackets for mounting either pivoting or non-pivoting
slides in non-H P rack system enclosures.
197B Option 006 Camera
For H P small screen displays (see page 216)

$55

$75

$145

$45
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POWER SUPPLIES
General Information

maintain a constant output voltage. Since a
transistor dissipates very little power when
it's fully on or off, the regulator has excellent
efficiency (typically 65-80%).
Besides low power dissipation, another
advantage of this technique is that the high
pulse repetition rates make possible the use
of transformers, inductors, and filter capacitors that are much smaller than those required for operation at power line
frequencies.
Stabilization performance of the switching
regulator is somewhat lower than the series
regulator (typically 0.2% regulation; 20 mY
rms, 40 mY pop ripple and noise) but well
suited for the majority of OEM system applications.
Autoranging Switching Regulation: This
technique utilizes pulse-width modulation in
conjunction with the principle of inductanceIlyback voltage generation. Unlike a conventional power supply which can provide maximum power at only one combination of
output voltage and current, the autoranging
supply provides maximum power over a wide
range of output voltages and currents.

Introduction
Hewlett-Packard power supplies are available in many types, sizes, and ratings. There
are laboratory supplies used in circuit development, modular supplies to power systems,
high-power supplies for industrial processes,
and many special purpose supplies ranging
from constant-current sources to bipolar
power supply amplifiers.

The True Value of a Power Supply
The best power supply for the job must first
satisfy all the physical criteria: voltage and
current ratings, performance specifications,
size, and features. But equally important are
the less tangible aspects that affect the real
cost of ownership. Such factors as the experience and expertise of the manufacturer's engineering staff should be considered. Are his
designs conservative---does he use quality
components, does he have established QA
proced ures?
If you have a problem or need application
assistance, are the manufacturers' reps accessible, responsive, and knowledgeable? Are
spare parts and service available on a worldwide scale?
These factors do not show up on a spec
sheet, but are closely related to a company's
capability and responsibility towards its customers. When you purchase a power supply
from Hewlett-Packard, you receive guaranteed product performance plus the intangibles that add up to long-term value-and it
usually costs no more.

Regulation Techniques
H P power supplies are designed using one
of four proven stabilization techniques: series, switching, SCR, and SCR preregulator jseries regulator.
Series Regulation: this technique uses a
feedback loop to control the voltage drop

across a series-pass transistor located between the rectified dc input and the output
terminals of the power supply. The feedback
network senses changes in the output voltage
and develops an error signal which adjusts
the drop across the series transistor such that
it maintains the output terminal voltage at
the desired level. Good regulation (0.001 % to
0.05%), low ripple and noise (50 J.LY to 1
mY), and fast transient response «50 J.Ls)
characterize this type of regulator.
With all its attributes of excellent performance and circuit simplicity, the series regulator has one drawback; it is relatively
inefficient (typically 30 to 40%). Heat sinks
are employed to dissipate the heat generated
by the series transistors and this necessarily
increases the size and weight of the supply.
All linear OEM modular and low power
lab supplies use this technique.
Autoranging series regulation: this technique uses a pair of triac switches with appropriate control logic to automatically
select different transformer secondary taps
depending on the output voltage and current
demand placed on the supply, and the AC input voltage and frequency. Several voltagecurrent combinations can thereby be supplied from the input rectifier to the following
series regulator. This extends the range of
voltage (or current) output available within
the power rating of the supply beyond that
obtained from a simple series regulator.
Model 6002A uses this technique.
Switching regulation: this technique regulates the output voltage by essentially switching a series transistor on and off at a rapid
rate (about 20 kHz) and delivering this
"chopped" current to an output filter. A feedback network senses changes in the output
and feeds back a correction signal which adjusts the transistors on-off duty cycle to

SCR regulation: In many high power applications, the tight regulation and low ripple
and noise characteristics of the series regulator can be beneficially traded for economy,
efficiency, and compact size. This is where
the SCR regulator is most valuable. Typical
performance specifications for SCR supplies
are 0.05 to I% regulation, 50 mY rms, 500
mY pop ripple and noise, 50-200 ms transient
response, and 70% efficiency. Regulation is
accomplished by sensing both the AC input
and DC output of the supply and generating
a firing pulse for SCR's located in two legs of
a bridge rectifier. If the output voltage tries
to decrease, the control circuit generates the
firing pulse earlier in the input half cycle.
More voltage is then passed through the
SCR to the output filter to raise the output
voltage to the correct level.
SCR Pre-regulator /Series Regulator: this
technique incorporates the best of both
worlds, and is used in most medium to high
power, high performance power supplies. In
these supplies, the SCR pre-regulator
changes the rectifier output in coordination
with the output voltage of the supply so that
only a small voltage drop is maintained
across the series pass transistor. This reduces
the power dissipation in the series elements
and greatly improves the efficiency (up to
70%). Typical performance specifications
are similar to series regulated supplies except
for slower transient response.

Selecting Power Supplies
By model number: if you know the model
number, you can find the power supply description page from the numerical index in
the front of this catalog.

By voltage rating: the condensed listing on
the following two pages lists power supplies
in order of output voltage rating. The referenced catalog page covers detailed specifications.

POWER SUPPLIES
General Information and Guide

General Purpose

Pages 255 to 265

A broad selection of bench and rack-mounted power supplies for
general laboratory, system and high-power applications. Ratings from
7.5 to 600 volts and from 10 Watts to 10 kW.

(
Autoranging

Pages 260 and 266

Autoranging power supplies can give maximum output power over
a wide and continuous range of output voltage and current combinations without having to manually select the proper output range. This
differs from conventional power supplies which can provide maximum rated power only at maximum voltage.

Digital Programmable

Pages 266 to 271

For automatic test, measurement and control applications. Includes
HP-IB autoranging power supplies, binary and BCD digital voltage
and current sources with high-speed bipolar output. HP-I B isolated
D/ A and power supply programmer.

Special Purpose
•

U.

=-

"-!i

•

Pages 273 to 277

Laboratory power supplies with specific features enhanced for
specialized applications including high-voltage power supplies, precision voltage sources, constant current sources and bipolar power
supply/amplifiers.

6114A

Modular

Pages 279 to 281

Switching and linear regulated modular power supplies with up to
six fixed-voltage outputs. Output ratings range from 10 to 550 Watts.
65000A
-series

Multiprogrammer

Pages 55 to 61

Two models of highly versatile I/0 expanders and converters that
control up to 128 or 240 power supplies from one HP-IB port or a
16-bit duplex I/O channel (6940B). They will control output voltage
and current of power supplies listed with a symbol on the next page.

*
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Page 278
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POWER SUPPLIES
Condensed Listing

6034A-page 266

6012A-page 260

Variable Output

Variable Output
DC Amps
(Max.)

DC Volts
4-5.5
o±51. ±20

8
1

o ±51. ±50

I

0-6.0 ±18
0-6.0 ±20
0-7.5
0-7.5
0-8
0-10
0-10
0-10
0-10
0-10
0±10&O±1O

1&0.2
2.5 &0.5
3
5
1000
1
2
10
50
100
0.5

0-15
0-16 or 0-18
0-18&0- ±20
o±18, 0-6
o±20, 0-6
o±20, 0-18
0-20 &0-40

200
600 or 500
1&0.5
0.2 &1
0.5 &2.5
05 &1
0,6& OJ

0-20
0-20 &0-40

1
1.5 &0.75

0-20 &20-40

2&1

0-20
0-20 &0-20
0-20
0-20
0-20
0-20
0-20
0-20
0-20
0-20
20-40 &0-20

3
3&3
10
10
10
10
20
45
50
50
1&2

0-24
o± 25
0-25
0-25 &0-25
0-30 &0-60
0-36
0-36
0-36
0-40 &0-20
0-40
0-40 &0-20
0-40 &0-40
0-40
0-40

3
0.2 ea.
0.4
2
1&0.5
10
100
300
OJ &0.6
0.5
0.75 &15
1.5&15
1.5
3

Notes
BPSA'
Dual Range
BPSA'
Dual Range
Triple Output
Triple Output

Prec. Volt

BPSA'
Dual Range
Dual Tracking
Triple
Triple
Triple
Two Dual Range
Outputs
Prec. Volt.
Dual Range
Outputs
Prec. Volt.
Dual Range
Gen. Purpose
Two Outputs
Autorangrng
HP-IB/Auto.

Autoranging
Prec. Volt.
Dual Range
Gen. Purpose
Dual Output
Tracking Outputs
Dual Range

Dual Range
Prec. Volt
Dual Range
Two Outputs

DC Amps
(Max.)

Model
6384At
6825At

Page
255
277

6826At

277

Q-4O
Q-4O

6235At
6236Bt'
6203Bt.
6281At"
6464Ct. .
6214At
6113At"
6282At·*
6259Bt"
6260Bt"
6827At

256
256
256
258
264
255
274
258
262
262
277

0-40
0-40
0-40
0-40
0-50
0-50 (Compliance)
0-50& 50-100

5
5
5.7
5.7
10
25
30
30
50
0.2
0-0.5
0.8 &0.4

0-50 &0-50
0-50
50-100 &0-50

I
1.5
0.4 &0.8

6453At.
6466Ct."
6237Bt
6235At
6236Bt
6237Bt

264
264
256
256
256
256

10-4
5

6205Bt"
6111At"

255
274

62OOBt.

255
274

0-50
0±50
0±50
0±50
0-60 &0-30
0-60
0-60
0-60
0-60
0-60
0-60 Autorangrng
0-60
0-60
0-60
0-60
0-60 Autorangrng

6114At"
62B4At"
6253At·*
6024At*
6034At*
6263Bt"
6286A.
6264Bt.
6428Bt·.
6012At*
626IBt+*
61 14At"
62248t..
6234At
6216At
6227Bt"
62068t.
6433Bt••
6456Bt.
6469Ct••*
6205Bt·
6112At"
6200Bt.
6255At.
6289At"
6265Bt"

t Available on GSA Conlract Number GS·OOS·27423.
.May be used with the 59501A Hp·IB Isolated CIA Converter/Power Supply Programmar.
••Raquiras Option J30 for usa with tha 59501A Powar Supply Programmar.

258
258
260
266
262
258
262
264
260
262
274
258
255
255
272
255
264
264
264
255
274
255
258
258
262

DC Volts
Q-4O

0-40
0-40

i

I

I
0.5 &I
1
3
3
3.3 at60V
3J at 60V
10 (200 W)
5
15
15
17.5 at 60V
50 (1000 W)
Q-64
50
0-64
150
0-100 (Compliance)
±0.016
0-100
0.1
0-100
0.2
0-100 (Compliance)
025
0-100
0.75
0±100
05
0-110
100
0-120
2.5
0-160
0.2
0-220
50
0-300 (Comphance)
01
0-300
35
0-320
0.1
0-320
1.5
0-440 Or 0-500 or 0-600 25 or 20 Or 15
1-600
1.5
0-1000
0.2
0-1600
0005
0-2000
OJ
0-3000
0.006
0-4000
0,05

Notes
Autoranging
HP-IB/Auto
Autoranging

Prec. Cur.
Prec. Volt
Dual Range
Tracking Outputs
Prec, Volt.
Dual Range
HP-IB
Dig. Prog. Volt
Dig Prog. Volt
BPSA'
Dual Range

Autoranging
HP-IB/Auto.
Autorangrng

Autorangrng
Autoranging
Dig. Prog. Cur.
Prec. Volt
Prec. Cur.
Dig. Prog. Volt.

Prec. Cur.

Model
62668t. .
6291At·
6024At*
6034At*
6267Bt"
6434Bt. .
6012At*
6268Bt"
6269Bt"
6218At
6177Ct·
6115At"

Page
262
258
260
266
262
264
260
258
258
255
276
274

6228Bt"
6226Bt"
6115At"

272
258
274

6002At
6129Ct
6130Ct
6824At.
6206Bt·
6294At"
6296At.
62718t"
6024At*
6034At*
6024A
6438Bt••
6274Bt"
6439Bt••
6012At*
6012A
6459At.
6472Ct•••
6140At
6212At
6116At.
6181Ct.
6299At"
6131Ct
6475Ct••
6443Bt••
6207Bt.
6477Ct.·
6186Ct.
6479Ct.
6209Bt·
895At
6483Ct••
6448Bt
6521At
6515At
6522At
6516At
6525At

268
270
270
277
255
258
258
262
260
266
260
264
258
264
260
260
264
264
270
255
274
276
258
270
264
264
255
264
276
264
255
262
264
264
273
273
273
273
273

*May ba used with the 6940B or 6942A Multiprogrammer whan the power supply is equipped with
Option 040.
"BPSA = Bipolar Power Supply /Amplifier.

Fixed Output-See pages 279-281
DC Volls

DC Amps
(Max.)

5 ±0.50
5 ±050
5
5&±12
5&±15
5&±18
5
±16
5 to 12
-5 to -12
5
±16
51012
-5 to 12
-5 to 12
5 ±0.50
5. &±12 to 15,
4.75 to 5.25
11.4 to +15.75
-11.4 to -15.75
5 ±0.25
5 ±0.25
5&12 to 15. ±0.25

2
8
10
10 &1.5. 50 Wtotal
10 &1.0, 50 Wtotal
10 &1.0, 50 Wtolal
10
1.0
0.3-1.0, 50 Wlotal
0.3-1.0, 50 Wtotal
10
1.0
0.3-1.0.50 Wtotal
0.3-1.0,50 Wtotal
0.1-0.3.50 Wtotal
16
18&2Ama'
50
10
10
22
22
18&2Ama'

5
24
12
12
5
24
-12
12
-5
5
+12 to 15
-12 to 15
5
12 to 15
12 to 15
5
+12
-12
5 ±025
5
12 to 15
12 to 15
5
5 ±0.25
12 ±0.60
12
12 ±0.60
12 ±0.60
±12 ±0.60 Dual
± 12 to ±15 Dual
±12to ±15&5 ±0.25
±11.4 to +15.75
-11.4 to -15.75
4.75 \0 5.25
±12 ±060
±12 ±O.GO
15 ±0.75

35
5
10
6
35
5
9
6
1
50
10
10
50
10
10
85
5
5
60
50
10
10
5
100
1.5
4.2
6
12
1.4
175,175
2&18Ama,
10
10
50
3.3
6
1.25

Noles

Fixed Output-See pages 279-281

TTlple Output
Tnple Output
Tnple Output
Five Outputs

Model
62oo5At
62oo5Et
65105A
65321A
65315A
65317A
65512A

Si, Outputs

65612A

T,iple Output
Multi-output

62oo5Gt
63315Dt
63312Ft

DC-to·DC
T,iple Output
DC·to-DC
Fair Outputs

61OO5Ct
63005Ct
61315Dt

DC Amps
(Max.)

DC Volts
15 ±075
15 ±0.75
±15 ±0.75
±15 &5 ±0.25
±15±0.75
±15
±15±0.75
±15to ±12
24 ±1.20
24 ±120
28 ±1.40
28 ±1.40
28 ±1.4O
48 ±2.40
48 ±2.40
48 ±240

5
10
1.25
2& 18 ma,
3
35
5.2
175,175
3.75
75
0.7
325
65
045
2
4

Notes
Dual Output
Dual Output
Dual Output
Dual Output

Model
62015Et
62015Gt
62215At
63315Dt
62215Et
65115A
62215Gt
626150
62024Et
62024Gt
62028At
62028Et
62028Gt
62048At
62048Et
62048Gt

tA••ilable on GSA Contract Number GS-OOS-27~23.
tMey be uaed with the 5950tA HP-IB I.olated D/A Con.erter/Powe, Supply Programmer.
++Require. Option J30 lor u.e with the 5950tA Power Supply Programmer.
*May be u.ed with the 69~OB or 69~2A Multiprogrammer when Ihe power .upply i. equipped with
Option ~O.
'BPSA = Bipolar Power Supply/Amplifier.

63341F

Power Supply Digital Programming Interfaces
Five Outputs

63350F

Tnple Output

63312F

Tnple Output

63330F

T'iple Output

63331F
62605Lt
63340F

Tnple Output
Multi·output
Dual Output
Dual Output

62605Mt
62012At
65112A
62012Et
62012Gt
62212At
626\50
63315Dt
63312Ft
62212Et
62212Gt
62015At

t A.ailable on GSA Contract Number GS-OOS-27 ~23.
tMay be uaed with the 59501A HP-IB laolated D/A Con.erter/Power Supply Programmer.
++Require. Option J30 lor uae with the 59501A Power Supply Programmer.
*May be uaed with the 69~OB or 69~2A Multiprogrammer when the power aupply ia equipped with
Option o~o .
•BPSA = Bipol.r Power Supply /Amplifier.

Description

Model

HP-IB Isolated 0/ A Converter / Power SUPply
Programmer: one channel, two programmable
ranges. Provides HP-IB interface for
programming either output voltage, or
current (where current programming is
available as described in specifications for
individual power supply model) of power
supplies designated with a • or •• symbol in
the adjacent condensed list "model" column.
Interfacing details are covered
in publication 5952-3990.

59501A

269

Multlprogrammer: Two models of highly
versatile I/0 expanders and converters that
can control up to 240 power supplies from one
HP-IB port or one 16-bit duplex I/O channel
(model 6940B). They will control output
voltage and current of power supplies
designated with a symbol in the adjacent
condensed listing "model" column when the
supplies are equipped with Option 040.
Additional Multiprogrammer capabilities
include digital I/0 for monitoring crowbars,
relays for output switching, A/D converters
for measuring power supply output, timers for
automatic power supply sequencing, etc. See
pages 55-61 for more extensive descriptions
of the individual Multiprogrammer capabilities
and information on how to obtain complete
technical data on the 6940B and 6942A
Multiprogrammers.

6940B
6942A

55
58

*

Page

POWER SUPPLIES
Specification Definitions and Power Supply Terms

Specification Definitions
Ambient temperature: the temperature of the air immediately sur-

rounding the power supply.
Auto-parallel operation: a master-slave connection of the outputs of

two or more supplies used for obtaining a current output greater than
can be obtained from one supply.
Auto-series operation: a master-slave connection of the outputs of
two or more supplies used for obtaining a voltage greater than can be
obtained from one supply.
Auto-tracking operation: a master-slave connection of two or more
supplies each of which has one of its output terminals in common with
one of the output terminals of all of the other supplies.
Complementary tracking: a master-slave interconnection of two
supplies in which the voltage of the slave is equal to or proportional to
that of the master and of opposite polarity with respect to a common
point.
Compliance voltage: the output voltage of a power supply operating
in the constant-current mode.
Constant-current (CC) power supply: a power supply that stabilizes output current with respect to changes in influence quantities.
Thus, for a change in load resistance, the output current remains constant while the output voltage changes by whatever amount necessary
to accomplish this.
Constant-voltage (CV) power supply: a power supply that stabilizes output voltage with respect to changes in influence quantities.
Thus, for a change in load resistance, the output voltage remains constant while the output current changes by whatever amount necessary
to accomplish this.
Constant-voltage/constant-current (CV ICC) power supply: a
power supply that operates as a constant voltage power supply or a
constant-current power supply depending on load conditions. It acts
as a constant-voltage source for comparatively large values of load
resistance and as a constant-current source for comparatively small
values of load resistance.
Constant-voltage/current-Iimiting (CV ICL) power supply: a
power supply similar to a constant-voltage/constant current supply
except that at comparatively small values of load resistance, its output current is limited instead of being stabilized.
Crowbar: see overvoltage protection.
Current limiting: the action of limiting the output current of a constant-voltage supply to some predetermined maximum value (fixed or
adjustable) and automatically restoring the output voltage to its normal value when the overload or short circuit is removed. There are
three types of current limiting: 1) by constant-voltage/constant-current crossover, 2) by decreasing the output voltage as the current increases, 3) by decreasing both voltage and current as the load
resistance decreases (referred to as fold back or cutback current
limiting).
Drift: the maximum change of an output voltage or current during an
8-hour period following a 30-minute warmup, with all influence and
control quantities maintained constant during the warm-up time and
the period of drift measurement. Drift includes both periodic and random deviations over the bandwidth from zero frequency (dc) to a
specified upper frequency limit (usually 20 Hz).
Load effect: formerly known as load regulation, load effect is the
change in the steady-state value of the stabilized output voltage or
current resulting from a full-load change in the load current of a constant-voltage supply or the load voltage of a constant-current supply,
with all other influence quantities maintained constant.
Load effect transient recovery time: the time interval between a
specified step change in the load current of a constant-voltage supply
(usually a full-load or 5-amp change, whichever is smaller) or in the
load voltage of a constant-current supply and the instant when the
stabilized output quantity returns to and stays within the specified
transient recovery band.
Master-slave operation: a method of interconnecting two or more
supplies such that one of them (the master) serves to control the others (the slaves). The outputs of the slave supplies always remain equal
to or proportional to the output of the master. The outputs of the

master supply and of one or more slaves may be connected in series, in
parallel, or with just their negative or positive output terminals in
common. (See also complementary tracking.)
Nominal value: the value that exists "in name only," not the actual
value. For example, in the case of a power supply with a calibrated
output control, the nominal value is the value indicated by the control
setting. For a supply with a fixed output, the nominal output is the
output indicated on the nameplate. The nominal value of a l20-volt
± 10% line voltage is 120 volts.
Output impedance: the complex ratio of a sinusoidal voltage and
sinusoidal current at the output terminals, the one being caused by
the other and being of external origin.
Overcurrent protection: protection of the power supply and/or connected equipment against excessive output current.
Overtemperature protection: protection of the power supply or
parts of it against temperatures exceeding specified values.
Overvoltage protection: protection of the power supply and/or
connected equipment against excessive output voltage. Overvoltage
protection is usually by means of a crowbar protection circuit, which
rapidly places a low resistance shunt across the supply's output terminals to reduce output voltage to a low value if a predetermined voltage
is exceeded. A supply equipped with an overvoltage crowbar must
also be protected by a means of limiting or interrupting output current.
PARD (acronym for periodic and random deviation): the term
PARD replaces the former term ripple and noise. PARD is the periodic and random deviation of a dc output voltage or current from its
average value, over a specified bandwidth (20 Hz to 20 MHz; except
Models 6515A-6525A: I Hz to 20 MHz) and with all influence and
control quantities maintained constant).
Programming speed: the maximum time required for the programmed output voltage or current to change from a specified initial
value (usually zero or maximum output) to a value within a specified
tolerance band of a specified newly programmed value (for most
models 99.9% or 0.1 % of maximum output, respectively; 99% and 1%
for the 6111A-6116A, 6l77C-6l86C, and 6428B-6483C) following
the onset of a step change in the programming input signal.
Remote control: also referred to as remote programming, remote
control is the setting of the power supply voltage, current, or other
function by means of an external control quantity such as a variable
resistance, voltage, or current, or a digital signal.
Remote sensing: remote sensing, or remote error sensing, is a means
by which a power supply monitors the stabilized voltage directly at
the load using extra sensing leads. The resulting circuit action compensates for voltage drops in the load leads (up to a specified limit).
Resolution: the smallest change in output voltage or current that can
be obtained using the front panel controls.
Reverse voltage protection: protection of the power supply against
reverSe voltage applied at the output terminals.
Slave operation: see master-slave operation.
Source effect: formerly known as line regulation, source effect is
the change in the steady-state value of the stabilized output voltage
on current resulting fom any change in the source voltage within its
specified range, with all other influence quantities maintained constant. Source effect may be measured at any output voltage and current within rating.
Temperature effect coefficient: the maximum steady-state
change in a power supply's output voltage or current per degree Celsius following a change in the ambient temperature within specified
limits, with all other influence quantities maintained constant.
Voltage limiting: the action of limiting the output voltage of a constant-current supply to some predetermined maximum value (fixed or
adjustable) and automatically restoring the output current to its normal value when the load conditions are restored to normal. There are
two types of voltage limiting: 1) by constant-voltage/constant-current crossover, 2) by decreasing the output current as the voltage increases.
Warm-up time: the time interval after switching on a power supply
until it complies with all performance specifications.

POWER SUPPLIES
Laboratory: Single & Multiple Output, 10W to 30W
Models 62008-6218A, 6234A-62378 & 6384A
• 10 Watts output ... Low ripple and noise
• Compact, Impact-resistant stackable case
• Short-circuit proof

Single Output: 6212A-6218A

• 30 watts output
• Multi-function meter
• Remote sensing

Single Output: 62008-62038, 62078, 62098 (62068 and 6384A
have fixed current limit without current controls)

Description-Single Output Models

Model 6384A

Models 6212A-621BA

This low-cost bench supply is designed specifically for use with digital-logic integrated circuits. Its output ratings and superior performance, combined with the protection of built-in overvoltage crowbar
and current limiting circuits, make it an excellent IC supply for both
laboratory and systems use.
All models in this groups of supplies measure 89H x 216 W x
317mm D (3.50" x 8.50" x 12.50") and weigh 4.5kg (10 lb).

These popular low-cost bench supplies are designed for general laboratory use and are equipped with front-panel mounted voltage controls, a combination volt/ammeter, and output binding posts. Output
voltage is continuously variable, via coarse and fine controls from OV
to 15% above the maximum rated output. A switch selects either output voltage or current for display on the panel meter.
Load connections are made via three binding posts. Either the + or
the - post may be grounded through an adjacent GND terminal or
the supply may be operated floating at up to 300 volts above ground.
These Constant Voltage/Constant Current supplies have concentric coarse and fine current controls which allow setting the currentlimit point to any value within the current rating. Using these controls
the supplies can also be operated as constant current sources with 500
/loA load regulation. All CV ICC models can be connected in series or
parallel.
The molded, impact-resistant case includes an interlocking feature
for stacking several units vertically, thus minimizing bench space required for multiple supplies. Alternatively, up to three units can be
mounted side by side in a 19" rack using Rack Mounting Kit 14521A.
These supplies measure 86H x 133W x 368mm D (3.40" x 5.25" x 8")
and weigh 2kg (4.4 lb).

Models 6200-62098
This series of low-cost bench supplies includes eight models covering an output voltage range from 0---7.5 V to 0---320 V. All models
equipped with coarse and fine output voltage controls (except Models
6207B and 6209B, which have 10-turn voltage controls), volt/ampere
meter, meter function/range switch, and front and rear output terminals. In addition, on the dual-range models (6200B and 6206B), an
output range switch permits the selection of either a high or a low
output voltage range.
The Constant- Voltage/Current-Limiting supplies are short-circuit
protected by a fixed current limiting circuit which is activated at approximately 110% of rated load current. The current-limit point can
be reduced by changing the value of a single internal resistor. For the
Constant- Voltage/Constant-Current supplies, concentric coarse and
fine current controls allow the current-limit point to be set to any
value within the current rating. Using these controls the CV ICC supplies can also be operated as constant-current sources.
Units may be bench operated or rack mounted individually or in
pairs using accessory rack mounting hardware.

Description-Dual Output Models
Model 6234A
Model 6234A is a low-cost, dual-output bench power supply with
two independently adjustable and isolated power sources in one compact unit. Both of the dc power sources are of the constant voltage/
current limit type with each output voltage being adjustable continuously over a 0 to 25V range. The maximum current available per output is 0.2A and is limited automatically to prevent over-load.
The HP 6234A offers considerable flexibility to the user with output voltages that can be arranged to provide identical or different
voltages in any polarity combination with respect to 0 or other common positive or negative voltage points. The outputs can also be connected in series to provide up to 50V at 0.2A. Both sources are fully
isolated to permit either of the output terminals to be grounded.
With pushbutton switches, users can select either voltage or current
for each output to be monitored on the unit's meter. Other features
include two multiple-turn controls for precise voltage setting, regulation to 0.01 % and ripple and noise of less than 200 microvolts rms.
With dimensions of only 93 mm high, 157 mm wide and 210 mm
deep (3.64" x 6.17" x 8.25"), the HP 6234A supply takes up a minimum amount of bench space. Its weight is 2.3 kg (5 Ibs.). The unit can
be powered from a 115V or an optional 230V, 47-63Hz ac imput,
(Option 028).

Model 6205C
This low-cost bench supply is equipped with coarse and fine output
voltage controls, volt/ampere meter, meter function/ range switch,
and front and rear output terminals. In addition, an output range
switch permits the selection of either a high or a low output voltage
range.
Model 6205C combines the versatility of a dual power supply with
the flexibility of auto-parallel and auto-series operation to extend the
output ratings of this supply to 20 V/1.2 A, 40 V/0.6 A, and 80 V/0.3
A. In addition, using the supply's auto-tracking capability, opposite

POWER SUPPLIES
Laboratory: Single & Multiple Output, 10 W to 30 W
Models 6200B·6218A, 6234A·6237B & 6284A
• 10 watts output, Model 6234A
• Short-circuit proof
• Independent voltage controls

DUAL OUTPUT: Model 6234A

polarity voltages ( ± 20 V, ± 40 V) can conveniently be obtained from
this one supply.
This Constant- Voltage/Current-Limiting supply is short-circuit
protected by a fixed current limiting circuit which is activated at approximately 110% of rated load current. The current-limit point can
be reduced by changing the value of a single internal resistor. Units
may be bench operated or rack mounted individually or in pairs using
accessory rack mounting hardware.

Description-Triple Output Models
6235A
This compact, low-cost, three-in-one power supply is a handy addition to the lab bench where single or multiple voltages are needed for
designing and testing breadboards and prototypes. The HewlettPackard Model 6235A delivers three adjustable dc output voltages: 0
to +6 V at I A, 0 to + 18 V at 0.2 A, and 0 to - I8 V at 0.2 A. A single
o to 36 volt output at 0.2 A can also be obtained by connecting across
the + 18 V and -18 V terminals.
The controls, meter, and binding posts are conveniently arranged
on the front panel. One voltage control simultaneously adjusts the
+ 18 V and -18 V outputs, which track one another and can be used
to power operational amplifiers and other circuits requiring balanced
positive and negative voltages. The supply's dual outputs have added
versatility with an adjustable tracking ratio control (TRACK) that
can set the negative output to a lower voltage than the positive output.
Once the tracking ratio control has established a voltage ratio between the positive and negative outputs, the ratio remains constant as
the + 18 V voltage control is adjusted. A third control sets the 0 to +6
V output voltage.
The supply is a constant voltage/current limit type with each output voltage continuously adjustable over its range, while the maximum current available is automatically limited to prevent over
loading. The power supply's outputs share a common terminal and
are isolated from chassis ground so that any output terminal can be
grounded if desired. Each output voltage or current can be quickly
selected and monitored with the push-button meter switches.
Model 6235A measures 89 H x 157 W x 210 mm D (3.5" x 6.17" x
8.25") and weighs 2.3 kg (Sib).

• 24 watts output, Model 6205A
• Multi-function meter

DUAL OUTPUT: Model 6205C

62368 and 62378
Mi~roprocessors,digital and linear integrated circuits, and displays
used In lab development frequently require triple output power supplies for operating prototypes. The 62368 and 62378 are valued additions to the design bench due to their multiple output voltages, small
size, ease of operation and application-related performance.
These compact constant-voltage/current-limiting supplies combine
o to ± 20 V tracking outputs rated at 0.5 amps with a single output
rated at 0 to +6 volts at up to 2.5 amps in the 62368, and 0 to + 18
volts at 1 amp in the 62378.
Controls, meters, and binding posts are logically arranged on a
~eatly laid out front panel. One voltage control simultaneously adJusts the 20 V and -20 V outputs, which track within I% to power
operational amplifiers and circuits requiring balanced voltages. A
tracking ratio control can disable the 1: 1 tracking feature and set the
negative output to a lower voltage than that of the positive output.
Once the tracking ratio control has established a voltage ratio between the positive and negative outputs, the ratio remains constant as
the ± 20 V voltage control varies both outputs. Another voltage control sets the 0 to +6 V (62368) or 0 to + 18 V (62378) output.
All outputs are protected against overload and short-circuit damage by fixed current limiting circuits. For any overload condition, the
+20 V and -20 V outputs in both models are limited to 0.55 amps
and the + 18 V output in the 62378 is limited to 1.1 amps. The overload protection circuit for the +6 V output in the 62368 has a current
foldback characteristic that reduces the maximum available current
from about 2.75 amps at a 6 V terminal voltage to I amp at zero volts
(or short circuited). This foldback limiting characteristic maximizes
the available current in the important 5 to 6-volt range while minimizing semiconductor dissipation during overloads.
Anot~er protective feature safeguards sensitive load circuitry by
preventing an output voltage overshoot when the supply is turned on
or ofr.
Separate dual-range panel meters allow both the voltage and current of any output to be monitored simultaneously. A three-position
switch selects the supply output and the proper meter ranges.
80th models measure only 89 H x 216 W x 319 mm D (3.5" x 8.5" x
12.5") and weigh 4.3 kg (9.5 Ib).

POWER SUPPLIES
General Purpose: Laboratory Bench Applications
Models 6200B-6218A, 6234A-6237B & 6384A

Specifications

Volts

GENERAL

PERFORMANCE

RATINGS
DC Output
Amps

Model

Load
Effect

Source
Effect

PARD
rms/p-p

Control
Mode and
Resolution

Remote
Control
Coefficients

Power'
l1SVac± 10%

Options'

Price

SINGLE OUTPUT-I0 WATTS
0-10

0-1

6214A

4mV

4mV

200~V/l

mV

CV/CC

NA

48-440 Hz
0.3A 28W

28

$265

0-25

0-04

6216A

4 mV

4 mV

200~V/1

mV

CV/CC

NA

48-440 Hz
03 A 28 W

28

$265

0-50

0-0.2

6218A

4mV

4mV

200~V/l

mV

CV/CC

NA

28

$265

0-100

0-01

6212A

8mV

4 mV

200~V/lmV

CV/CC

NA

48-440 Hz
03 A. 28 W
48-440 Hz
03 A. 28 W

28

$295

1mV/5 mV

CV/CL
15 mV/NA

NA

48-63 Hz
1.4 A, 120 W

28

$550

CV/CC
5mV/2mA

2000/V ± 1%
500n/A =10%

48-440 Hz
09 A, 70 W

9, 11. 15, 28

$450

CV/CC
1OmV/2mA

200Il/V ± 1%
0.5 kU/ A ± 10%
or
I k!l/A ± 10%

48-440 Hz
9, 11.15.28

$450

09 A, 70 W

CV/CL
10 mV/NA

300U/V ± 1%
N/A

48-440 Hz
1A, 66 W

9,11. 15, 28

$425

SINGLE OUTPUT-UP TO 30 WATTS
4.4-5.5

0-8

6384A

2mV

2 mV

0-75

0-3

62038

5mV

3 mV

200~V/l

mV

62008

0.01% t 4 mV

0,01% t 4mV

200~V/l

mV

Dual range
0-20
or
0-40
Dual range
0-30
or
0-60

0-1.5
0-075

0-1
62068

0.01% t 4 mV

0.01% t4 mV

200~V/l

mV

0-0.5

0-160

0.2

62078

0.02% t 2mV

0.02% t 2mV

500 ~V/40 mV

CV/CC
25 mV/500 ~A

30011/V = 1%
75 kUlA ± 10%

48-63 Hz
I A, 60W

9,15,28

$550

0-320

0-01

62098

0.02% t 2 mV

0.02% t 2mV

I mV/40 mV

CV/CC
40 mV/200 ~A

3001l/V ± 1%
150 kUlA ± 10%

48-63 Hz
1A, 60W

9,15,28

$550

6234A

0.01% t 1mV

0.01% t 1mV

200~V/I

CV/CL

NA

104-127 Vac
47-63 Hz
0.26A, 35 W

28

$295

9, I!. 15, 28
40

$550

28

$325

DUAL OUTPUT-IO WATTS
Dual output
0-25
and
0-25

0.2

mV

0,2

OUTPUT-UP TO 30 WATTS
Two dual ranges
0-20/0-40
0-0.6/03
and
0-20/0-40
0-06/03
TRIPLE OUTPUT-IO WATTS

620SC

0.01'1, t 4 mV

Triple output
oto 6
and
oto 18
and
oto -18

8mV

8 mV

623SA

10mV

15mV

10mV

15mV

0-1
0-02
0-0.2

0.01%t4mV

CV /CL
10 mV/NA

200n/V ± 1%
N/A

48-440 Hz
05A,50W

I mV/5 mV

CV /CL

NA

47-63 Hz

InW/5mV

CV/CL

NA

0.26 A, 35 W

1mV/5 mV

CV /CL

NA

200~V/l

mV

TRIPLE OUTPUT-UP TO 30 WATTS
Triple output
Oto t6
and
oto t20
and
oto -20
Triple Output
oto t18
and
to +20
and
oto -20

o

104-127 Vac
1-25

100:100 Vac
47 -63 Hz

0.5

62368

0.01% t 2 mV

001 %t 2mV

350~V/1.5

mV

CV/CL
70mV/NA

NA

220220 Vac
240240 Vac

1

104-127 Vac
47-63 Hz

CV/CL
0,5

$550

12 A, 112W

05

62378

0.01% + 2mV

0.Ql%+2mV

350 ~V/l.5 mV

NA
70 mV/NA

0.5

-For 230 V Be ::t 10% operation, order Opt 028 See page 278 for complete option descriptions.

100:100 Vac
$550
220:220 Vac

1.2 A, 112 W
240:240 Vac

POWER SUPPLIES
General Purpose: 25-200 W Output
Models 6224B-6299A
• Constant voltage I constant current operation
• Remote sensing and programming
• Auto-series, -parallel, & -tracking operation

• Front and rear output terminals
• Floating output-use as positive or negative source
• Bench or rack mounting

Description
6281A-6299A
This series of medium-power Constant- Voltage/Constant-Current
power supplies is available in two power ranges: 37-75 watts (packaged in 3 '/2-inch high half-rack cases), and 100-200 watts (packaged
in 5Y4-inch high half-rack cases). All models except 6294A and
6299A have separate coarse and fine voltage and current controls that
allow the voltage and current outputs to be varied from zero to the
maximum rated values. The latter two models have ten-turn voltage
controls. Crossover from constant-voltage to constant-current operation occurs automatically when the load current exceeds the value
established by the current control settings. A four-position meter
function switch selects either of two output voltage or output current
ranges (X I, XO .1) for display on the panel meter.
The 37-75 watt models are of the series-regulated type. They have
excellent regulation and ripple characteristics and include a special
output-capacitor discharge circuit for improved programming speed.
The 100-200 watt models employ a series-regulator /SCR-preregulator configuration to achieve the high efficiency necessary for a convection-cooled package of this size. They also have excellent
regulation, low ripple and noise, and moderate programming speeds.

6281A, 6284A, 6289A,
6294A, 6299A

6253A and 6255A
These versatile dual-output models each contain two identical, independently-adjustable 60-watt power supplies in a full-rack width
case. The regulator, voltage and current control, and metering circuits of each section of the supply are electrically identical to those of
the individual 37-75 watt models described above.

6282A, 6286A,
6291A, 6296A

Specifications
RATINGS
DC Output
Amps
Volts
0-7.5
0-5
0-10
0-10
0-3
0-20
0-20
0-3
0-3
0-20
0-10
0-20
0-3
0-24
0-1.5
G-4O
0-1.5
G-4O
0-1.5
G-4O
G-4O
0-5
0-1.5
0-50
0-1
0-60
0-3
0-60
0-0.75
0-100

PERFORMANCE
Lold Elfect

Source Elfect

5mV
0.01% + 1 mY

Voltege
0.01% +2 mY
0.01'10 + I mY

6253A"

0.01% + 4mY

0.01% + 250 pA

0.02% + 2mY

6284A
6286A
62248

0.01% + 4 mY
0.01%+ I mY
0.01% + 4 mY

0.01 %+ 250 pA
0.05'10 + I rnA
0.01 %+ 250 pA

0.01% + 2 mY
0.01'10 + I mY
0.01% + 2 mY

0.01 %+ 250 pA
0.05%+ I mA
0.01 %+ 250 pA

200~Y/lmY

625SA"

0.01% + 2 mY

0.01% + 250pA

0.01% + 2mY

0.01% + 250 pA

200~Y/I

6289A
6291A
62268
8294A
6296A
6299A

0.01'10 + 2 mY
0.01'10 + I mV
0.01% + 2 mY
0.01% + 2 mY
0.01% + 1 mV
0.01% + 2mV

001% + 250pA
0.05% + I rnA
0.1% + 250pA
0.01% +250 pA
0.5% + I rnA
0.01% + 2SOpA

0.01% + 2 mY
0.01%+ I mY
0.1% + 2 mV
O.OI%+ZmY
0.01'10 + I mV
Q;OI%t2mY

O.ot'lo + 250 pA
0.5% + I rnA
0.01% + 250 pA
0.01 %+ 250 pA
0.05'10 + I rnA
O.ot% + 250pA

200~Y/lmY

Volteg.

'Models 6253A end 6255A contein two identicel, independently-edjusteble power supplies.

Current
0;01% + 250 pA
0.05% + 1rnA

PARD (rml/poP)
Volteg.
Curr.nt
4 mArms
200~Y/1 mY
5 mArms
500 ~Y/25 mY

Current
0.01% + 250 pA
0.05'10 + 1rnA

Mod.1
&281A
6282A

2OO~Y/1

mY

5OO~Y/25

mY

200~Y/lmY

mY

5OO~V125mY

mV
mV
500 ~V/25 mV
2OO~V/l mV

2OO~V/1

2OO~Y/I

Drift (ItlIblllty)
Volteg.
Cumnt
0.1'10 + 2.5 mY
0.1%+ 12.5mA
0.1% + 2.5 mY
0.1% + 25 rnA

2 mArms

0.1 %+ 2.5 mY

0.1% + 7.5 rnA

2 rnA rms
5 rnA rms
200pA/1 rnA

0.1'10 + 2.5 mY
0.1% + 2.5mY
0.1% + 2.5 mY

0.1'10 + 7.5 rnA
0.1% + 25 mA
0.1'10 + 7.5 rnA

500pA rms

0.1% + 2.5 mY

O.l%+4mA

500 pA rms
3 mArms
200 pAIl rnA
500 pA rms
3 rnA rms
500 pA rms

0.1% + 2.5 mY
0.1% + 2.5 mY
0.1% + 2.5 mV
0.1% + 2.5 mY
0.1% + 2.5 mV
0.1% + 2.5 mV

0.1% +4mA
01.% + 12.5 rnA
0.1% +4mA
0.1% + 2.5 rnA
0.1'10 + 7.5 rnA
0.1% + 2 rnA

6253A, 6255A

62248, 62268

Specifications-General

8y combining the versatility of a dual power supply with the nexibility of auto-series and auto-parallel operation, twice the maximum
rated output voltage or current of each section can be obtained from
the one supply. In addition, using the supply's auto-tracking capability, opposite-polarity voltages ( ± 20 V for Model 6253A or ± 40 V for
Model 6255A) are possible.

Load effect transient recovery: Time, 50 lots. Level, 15 mV.
Meter accuracy: 3% of full scale.
Power: standard input voltage is 115 Vac ± 10%. Order option 028
for 230 V ac ± 10% operation. Input power frequency, maximum input current, maximum power consumption are:
62248,48-63 Hz, 1.8 A, 164 W 62268, 48-63 Hz, 1.8 A, 164 W;
6253A, 48-440 Hz, 2.6 A, 235 W 6255A, 48-440 Hz, 2.6 A, 235 W;
6281 A, 48-440 Hz, I.3 A, 118 W 6282A, 57-63 Hz, 3.5 A, 200 W;
6284A, 48-440 Hz, 1.5 A, 128 W 6286A, 57-63 Hz, 5.5 A, 320 W;
6289A, 48-440 Hz, 1.3 A, 110 W 6291A, 57-63 Hz, 5.5 A, 280 W;
6294A, 48-440 Hz, I.3 A, 114 W 6296A, 57-63 Hz, 4.5 A, 250 W;
6299A, 48-440 Hz, 1.5 A, 135 W.
Size: 62248, & 62268: 166 H x 130 W x 294 mm D (6Yz" x 5W' x
11'1.6'). 6253A, 6255A: 87 H x 483 W x 403 mm D (3%" x 19" x
15V&"). 6281A, 6284A, 6289A, 6294A, 6299A: 87 H x 209 W x 398
mm D (3 7M' x 87/,," x 15 5/8"). 6282A, 6286A, 6291 A, 6296A: 131 H x
210 W x 435 mm D ('!a," x 8 '/4" x 17W').
Temperature: operating, 0 to 55°C; storage, -40 to 75°C.

6224B and 6226B
These Constant- Voltage/Constant-Current supplies are designed
for general laboratory use. 80th have excellent regulation, low ripple
and noise, and high speed programming characteristics. Large easyto-read meter scales, IO-turn voltage and current controls, and front
and rear output terminals enhance ease of operation. Models 62248
and 62268 have single outputs of 0-24 V at 0-3 A and 0-50 V at 01.5 A, respectively.
Accessories and options
The accessories and options available for use with Models 622486299A are listed on page 278.

Specifications, continued
Resistance Coefficient
Voltage
Current
2rxfJ/V ±1%
2rxfJ/A ±10%
200l1/V ±1%
lrxfJ/A±10%

REMOTE CONTROL FEATURES
Voltage Coefficient
Speed, UP"
Speed, DOWN"
NL
Voltage
Current
FL
NL
FL
2 ms
10 ms 6 ms
IV/V±I%
0.2 VIA ±10%
I ms
40ms
1V/V ±I%
100 mV/A ±10% 70ms 200 ms 95

2rxfJ/V ±1%

5OOO/A ±10%

1V/V ±1%

0.33V/A ±1O%

400 rns lOOms 2,5-23 V 4%

200ll/V ±I%
2rxfJ/V ±1%
20011/V ±1%

5rxfJ/A ±10%
IrxfJ/A±10%
5rxfJ/A±10%

1V/V ±1%
IV/V ±I%
1V/V±l%

0.33V/A ±10% 30 ms 80 ms 400ms lOOms 2.5-23 V
70ms 2-22 V
lOOmV/A ±IO% 150ms 150 ms 9 s
10ms 50ms 15 ms NA
NA
0.33V/A ±IO% 4 ms

20011/V ±1%

5OOO/A ±10%

1V/V ±1%

0,66 VIA ±IO%

15ms

45 ms

200 ms 40 ms

20011/V ±1%
200l1/V ±1%
200ll/V ±1%
3rxfJ/V ±1%
3rxfJ/V ±1%

50011/A ±10%
2rxfJ/A ±10%
5rxfJ/A ±IO%
1kll/A ±10%
500ll/A ±10%

1V/V ±1%
IV/V ±I%
1V/V
1V/V ±1%
1V/V ±I%

0.66V/A ±10%
200mV/A ±IO%
1VIA
IV/A±10%
333mV/A ±IO%

15 ms
275 ms
20 ms
25 ms
600 ms

45ms
275 ms
65 ms
80ms
600 ms

200 ms
13s
200ms
2s
5s

3rtJil/V±I%

I kOlA ±10%

1V/V ±l%

13 VIA ±10%

25ms

200 ms 1.5 s

.s•• paga 278 'or complata optoon and accaaaory daacrlptlona.
'UP • increasing output Yoltage. NL • No output load current. FL

30ms

80ms

= Full rated output load current.

GENERAL
Overvoltage
Weight
Range
Margin
Shiping
Net
2.5-10 V 4% +2 V 6.4 kg/141b
7.2 kg/16lb
1-13 V 7% +1V 113 kg/25lb 13.6 kg/30 Ib

+2V 12.7 kg/281b
4% +2 V 6.4 kg/14 Ib
7% +I V 10,8 kg/261b
7.3 kg/16lb

Optionu,
9.11,15.28,40
5. 9. 11. 15. 28, 40

Price
$575
$725

17.7 kg/39lb

9.10,11, 15.28.40

$950

7.2 kg/16lb
131 kg/29 ib
95 kg/21lb

9, II. 15, 28, 40
5, 9, II. 15. 28
15,28.40

$500
$775
$750

+2 V

12.7 kg/28 Ib

17.7 kg/39 Ib

9,10,11,15.28.40

$950

4% +2V
7% +I V
NA
4% +2V
7% +1V
200ms 20-106 V 4% +2V

6.4 kg/14 Ib
113 kg/25lb
7.3 kg/16lb
5,9 kg/13lb
113 kg/25lb
5.9 kg/131b

72 kg/16lb

9, II. 15, 28, 40
5,9.11,15,28
15,28,40
9. II, 15, 28, 40
5,9,11.15,28
11,15,28,40

$500
$775
$750
$525
$775
$550

40ms
275 ms
50 ms
175 ms
200 ms

2.5-44 V 4%
2.5-44 V
6-43 V
NA
5-65 V
9-66 V

12.7 kg/28lb
8.2 kg/18lb
6.8 kg/15lb
12.7 kg/28lb
6,8 kg/15lb

POWER SUPPLIES
General Purpose: Autoranging-200 & 1000 W Output
Models 6012A and 6024A
• Autoranging output
• Ten-turn voltage and current controls
• Fast remote programming speed

• Designed for system applications
• Operating mode status indicators
• High efficiency, compact and lightweight

6012A-1000 watts

Autoranging Power Supply Description
The model 60 12A and 6024A set a new a technological standard for
laboratory and system dc power supplies. They are the first in a new
generation of power supplies from Hewlett-Packard, combining state
of the art advances in both components and circuit design. The result
is increased performance and flexibility, and friendlier operation both
on the bench and in automated test and control systems.
The basic difference between an autoranging power supply and
conventional Constant Voltage/Constant Current (CV ICC) power
supplies can be seen by comparing the output characteristics of each.
A conventional CV ICC power supply can provide maximum output
power at .only one combination of output voltage and current. Autoranging power supplies provide maximum output power over a wide
and continuous range of voltage and current combinations, without
the operator having to manually select the proper output range.
Using the model 6024A as an example, you would have to combine
a 20-volt IO-amp supply, a 40-volt 5-amp supply, and a 60-volt 3-amp
supply in order to approximate the same capability as the 6024A.
(See output curves on next page.) The extended range feature of these
power supplies makes them a convenient and cost-effective unit capable of satisfying many different dc requirements.

In the Lab . . . .
Both models have many features that make them versatile. Mode
indicators, adjustable overvoltage protection, 10-turn pots, amplified
current monitor terminals, and voltage and current meters are some
of the features. A barrier strip at the rear of the supply provides the
necessary terminals for current monitoring, remote programming,
and remote sensing. Auto-Parallel-Up to eight units of the same
model may be connected in parallel to increase total output current
capability while maintaining control from one master power supply.
Auto-Series-Up to four units may be connected in series to increase
total output voltage to 240V while maintaining control from one master power supply.
Several LEOs on the front panel indicate the operating status. Two
of them are green and indicate whether the supply is in constant-voltage or constant-current operation. Red LEOs signal an unregulated
output condition whenever the power supply exceeds its output power
rating, or an overtemperature condition or ac brownout occurs. Another red LED indicates when the overvoltage protection (OVP) circuit is enabled. These indicators provide the power supply operating
status without any further measurements or control changes.
Two 10-turn potentiometers on the front panel provide high resolution control of output voltage and current. Therefore the user does not
have to compromise resolution at low voltages. A secondary scale on
the voltmeter indicates maximum "Amperes Available". Likewise,
the ammeter has a secondary scale to indicate the "Volts Available".
The secondary scales are calibrated to follow the maximum output
power curve and let the user know approximately how much power
margin is available at any operating point.
Because of the delicate nature of many loads several types of protection have been included. When operating in constant-voltage
mode, a maximum current limit can be set. Similarly, when operating
in constant-current mode, a maximum compliance voltage can be set.

These supplies also feature an adjustable overvoltage protection
circuit.

In the System.
System designers frequently need a variety of fixed and programmable power supplies. In general, the power supply is selected by taking into consideration the existing and anticipated applications of the
system. Since it is difficult to fully identify all of the system lifetime
requirements, a high performance, wide voltage/current range, system compatible supply has high merit. Furthermore, by standardizing on autoranging power supplies the system designer can reduce the
number of different models needed along with their consequent documentation and support requirements.
Two programming techniques are available-voltage and resistance. Either of these techniques can be used to program the output
voltage or current. Both models offer fast programming speed. In a
no-load, down-programming condition this active down-programming speed gives an improvement of up to 15-to-1 over a conventional
power supply of similar output rating. Sensing terminals are located
at the rear of the power supply for applications where the load may be
some distance from the supply. When using remote sensing, the power
supply maintains regulation at the load rather than at the rear terminals of the supply. The amplified current monitor feature provides a
voltage referenced to the negative output terminal that is proportional
to the output current.
Some of the most important benefits of using these supplies in systems results from the switching technology employed. A switching
frequency of 20 kHz is used which allows most power handling components, as well as the filter capacitors, to be substantially reduced in
size. This contributes to the reduced size and weight of the supply.
Typical operating efficiency is 75%, which reduces the amount of
cooling necessary for the overall system and enables the system to use
less power.
The optional interface (Option 002) provides a convenient low-cost
means of integrating the supply into a system. The interface features
are available through a 37-pin connector on the back of the power
supply, and include:
Remote programming: Both the output voltage and current can be
remotely programmed. In addition to external voltage and resistance
programming, the interface allows current programming.
Status readback: Six optically isolated status lines provide a digital
output to indicate the following states: constant-voltage, constant
current, unregulated output, ac line fault, overtemperature, and overvoltage.
Remote shutdown: There are two methods to remotely disable the
output. The first method, utilizing two inputs, allows one input to be
pulse "set" and the other to be pulse "reset." The second method uses
one input whose level determines the output condition. These input
lines are TTL compatible and optically isolated to prevent ground
loops.
Output bias supplies: Three bias supplies are available with +5V,
+ 15V, and -15V to power DAC's and other user supplied circuitry.
Voltage & current readback: For convenience, both are brought
through the option connector.

Specifications for mode16024A-200 watts

Specifications for model 6012A-1000 watts

DC output: Voltage and current output can be adjusted over the
ranges indicated by using front panel controls, analog programming,
or optional system interface.
Voltage: 0-60 V
Current: 0-10 A
Maximum available output power from 20V to 60V is indicated
below.

DC output: Voltage and current output can be adjusted over the
ranges indicated by using front panel controls, analog programming,
or optional system interfaces.
Voltage: 0-60 V
Current: 0-50 A
Maximum available output power from 20V to 60V is indicated
below.

load effect: (Load Regulation):
Voltage: 0.01% + 3 mV
Current: 0.01% + 3 rnA
Source effect:
Voltage: 0.01% + 2 mV
Current: 0.01% + 2 rnA
Pard: (Ripple and Noise) RMS/p-p, 20Hz to 20 MHz:
Voltage: 3 mV /30 mV
Current: 5 rnA RMS
Temperature coefficient: /::;/oC after 30 minute warmup:
Voltage: 0.01 % + 1 mV
Current: 0.03% + I rnA
Drift: (Stability) change in output over an 8 hour interval.
Voltage: 0.03% + 3 mV
Current: 0.03% + 3 rnA
load transient recovery time: Less than I ms for output voltage
recovery to within 75 mV of the nominal output following a change in
output current from 90% to 100% or 100% to 90% of maximum current.
Resolution: (Minimum adjustment of front panel controls):
Voltage: 20 mV
Current: 5.0 rnA
Output impedance: Typical value is I mfl in series with 30 /tH.
Remote control (analog programming):
Resistance necessary for full scale output of:
Voltage: 2500 fl
Current: 2500 fl
Accuracy: 0.8% + I mV
Accuracy: 2.4% + I rnA
Voltage necessary for full scale output of:
Voltage: 5 volts
Current: 5 volts
Accuracy: 0.2% + 1 mV
Accuracy: 0.9% + I rnA
Programming response time: Maximum time for output voltage to
change from OV to 60V or 60V to 2V and settle within 60 mY.
Up: Full Load (18 fl) 200 ms
Down: Full Load (18 f!) 300 ms
No Load
200 ms
No Load
600 ms
Overvoltage protection: Trip voltage adjustable from 2 to 64 volts.
Amplified current monitor: 0-5V monitor output for 0-10 A output.
Accuracy: 0.9% + 7 mV
Output impedance: 10 kfl nom.
EMI specifications: Meets VDE 0871/6.78 Level A.
Safety specifications: Complies with IEC 348, VDE 0411, CSA
5568, CSA C22.2 #0-1975
Meter accuracy: ± 3% of full scale
DC output isolation: ± 240 Vdc from ground
Temperature rating: Operating: 0 to 55°C.
Storage: -40 to +75°C. Fan Cooled
AC input: 104-127 Vac 48-63 Hz, 5.3 A RMS maximum.

load effect: (Load Relgul:atic'n):
Voltage: 0.01% + 5
Current: 0.01% + 5 rnA
Source effect:
Voltage: 0.01% + 3 mV
Current: 0.01% + 5 rnA
Pard: (Ripple and Noise) RMS/p-p, 20Hz to 20M Hz:
Voltage: 5 mV /50 mV
Current: 25 rnA RMS
Temperature coefficient: /::;;aC after 30 minute warmup:
Voltage: 0.01% + 2 mV
Current: 0.01% + 3 rnA
Drift: (Stability) change in output over an 8 hour interval.
Voltage: 0.03% + 5 mV
Current: 0.03% + 5 rnA
load transient recovery time: Less than 2 ms for output voltage
recovery to within 100 mV of the nominal output following a change
in output current from 90% to 100% or 100% to 90% of maximum
current.
Resolution: (Minimum adjustment of front panel controls);
Voltage: 20 mV
Current: 20 rnA
Output impedance: Typical value is 0.2 mfl in series with 15 /tH.
Remote control (analog programming):
Resistance necessary for full scale output of:
Voltage: 2500 fl
Current: 2500 fl
Accuracy: 1% + 3 mV
Accuracy: 2.5% + 10 rnA
Voltage necessary for full scale output of:
Voltage: 5 volts
Current: 5 volts
Accuracy: 0.3% + 3 mV
Accuracy: 1% + 10 rnA
Programming response time: Maximum time for output voltage to
change from OV to 60V or 60V to 2V and settle within 200 mY.
Up: Full Load (3.4 fl) 120 ms
Down: Full Load (3.4 fl)400 ms
No Load
120ms
No Load
l.2s
Overvoltage protection: Trip voltage adjustable from 2 to 60 volts.
Amplified current monitor: 0-5V monitor output for 0-50 A output.
Accuracy: 1% + 10 mV
Output impedance: 10 kfl nom.
EMI specifications: Meets VDE 0871/6.78 Level A.
Safety specifications: Complies with IEC 348, VDE 0411, CSA
5568, CSA C22.2 #0-1975
Meter accuracy: ± 3% of full scale
DC output isolation: ± 240 Vdc from ground
Temperature rating: Operating: 0 to 50°C.
Storage: -40 to + 75°C. Fan Cooled
AC input: 104-127 Vac 48-63 Hz, 24 A RMS maximum.

System Interface Option Specifications

System Interface Option Specifications

Remote control (analog programming):
Sink current necessary for full scale of:
Voltage: 2 rnA
Current: 2 rnA
Accuracy: 0.3% + 7 mV
Accuracy: 1% +2 rnA
Isolation: Status and control lines; 600Vdc max from equipment
ground, from the power supply output or from each other.
Weight: Net 5.4 kg (121bs.). Shipping 7.3 kg (I61bs.).

Remote control (analog programming):
Sink current necessary for full scale of:
Voltage: 2 rnA
Current: 2 rnA
Accuracy: 0.4% + 9 mV
Accuracy: 1.\ % + 15 rnA
Isolation: Status and control lines; 600 Vdc max from equipment
ground, from the power supply output or from each other.
Weight: Net 15 kg (33 Ibs.). Shipping 16 kg (35 Ibs.).

Ordering Information

Ordering Information

Price

6012A Power Supply

$1550
$300
N/C
N/C
N/C
$10

Price

Option 002: System Interface

$875
$300

Option 100: 87-106 VAC, 48-63 Hz

NjC

Option 220: 191-233 VAC, 48-63 Hz
Option 240: 208-250 VAC. 48-63 Hz
Option 910: Extra Operating & Service Manual

N/C
N/C
$10

6024A Power Supply

Option 002:
Option 100:
Option 220:
Option 240:
Option 910:

System Interface
90-105 VAC, 48-63 Hz
191-233 VAC, 48-63 Hz
208-250 VAC, 48-63 Hz
Extra Operating & Service Manual

POWER SUPPLIES
General Purpose: 120-2000 W Output
Models 62598-62748 & 895A

• Built-in overvoltage protection'
• Constant voltage / constant current operation
• Remote programming and sensing

• Remote sensing
• Auto-series, -parallel, and -tracking operation
• ::S50 JLsec load transient recovery

••
62638,62668,62718
62648,62678

62748

895A

Description
Models 62598-62748

I

The series of high-performance Constant Voltage/Constant Current supplies includes twelve models with output rating from 10 to 60
V. All models employ a transistor series-regulator/triac-preregulator
circuit to achieve high efficiency, excellent regulation, low ripple and
noise, and moderate programming speeds in a compact full-rack
width package.
Separate coarse and fine voltage and current controls allow the
voltage and current outputs to be varied from zero to the maximum
rated value, crossover from constant voltage to constant current operation occurs automatically when the load current exceeds the value
established by the current control settings.

••

62598,62608,62618,62688,62698

'These six leslu,es epply to models 6259B-6274B, but not to model 895A.

Specifications t
PERfORMANCE

RATINGS
Load Effect

OC Output
Voill
0--10
0-10

Amps
0-50
0-100

Current

0.01 %+200 ~V

0.01 %+200 ~V

0.02% +1 rnA
0.02% +2mA

0.01 %+200 ~V

0.02% +5OO~

+200~V
+200~V
0.01 %+200 ~V
0.01 %+200 ~V
0.01 %+200 ~V
0.01 %+200 ~V
0.01 %+200 ~V
0.01 %+200 ~V

+500 ~A
0.02% + 1mA
0.02% +500 ~A
0.02% +5OO~
0.02% +2mA
0.02% +2mA
0.02% +500 ~A
0.02% +5OO~

0.01 %+200 ~V
0.01% +200

+1mA
0.02% +2mA
0.02% +500~
0.02% +500~
0.02% +1mA
0.02% +500~

Voltage

62598
62608

0.01 %+200 ~V

0-10
0-20

62638
62648

0-20
0-40
0-40
0-40

0-50

62618

0-5
0-10
0-30

62668
62678

0-40
0-60

0-50
0-3

0-60
0-320

0-15
0-15

tRe'e, to pege 254

Voltage

Model

0-20
0-20

62688
62698
62718
62748
895A

Source Effect

001%
001%

0.007% 0' 20 mV

'0' complete spscificstion delinitions.

Current

0.02%

-

0.01 %+200 ~V

0.01 %+200 ~V
0.01 %+200 ~V
0.01 %+200 ~V
0.01 %+200 ~V
0.01% +200 ~V
0.01 %+200 ~V
0.01% +200 ~V
0.007% 0' 20 mV

0.02%

0.02%+ 5OO~
0.02% +2 mA

+2 rnA
0.02% +500~
002% +5OO~
0.02%

-

PARD (rms/pop)
Voltage
Current
25 mArms
500 ~V/5 mV

Drift (stability)
. Voltage
0.03% +2 mV

Current

500~V/5mV

50 mA'ms

003%

0.03% + 10 mA
0.03% +20 mA

200~V/10mV

3 mA 'ms
5mA 'ms
25 mArms

0.03%

0.03%

200~V/10mV

500 ~V /5 mV
200 ~V/IO mV
200~V/10

3mA ,ms
3 mA ,ms

1mV/5 mV
1mV(5mV

20 mA ,ms
25 mA ,ms

200 ~V(lO mV
2OO~V(20 mV
1mV,ms

3 mA 'ms
5 rnA ,ms

-

+2mV
+500 ~V
0.03% +500 ~V
0.03% +2 mV
0.03% +500 ~V
0.03% +2mV
0.03% +2 mV
0.03% +2 mV
0.03% +500 ~V
0.03% +2 mV
0.1% +5mV

+6 mA
+6mA
0.03% +10 mA
0.03% +3 mA
0.03% +3 mA
0.03% +5mA
0.03% + 10 mA
0.03% +3mA
0.03% +5mA
0.03%

Additional features include built-in overvoltage crowbar protection; remote error sensing; and auto-series, auto-parallel, and autotracking operation. The crowbar trip point adjustment and associated
overvoltage indicator are conveniently located on the front panel.
Auto-series, auto-parallel, and auto-tracking connections should
ordinarily include no more than three supplies. If a specific application requires the use of more than three supplies in any of the three
connections, consult your local HP Field Engineer for additional information.
All dc output, ac input, sensing, control, and programming connections are made to rear-panel terminals. Either the positive or negative
output terminal may be grounded or the supplies may be operated
floating at up to 300 volts above ground. Models 6263B, 6264B,
6266B, 6267 B, and 6271 B are convection cooled. All other models in
this series employ cooling fans.

Model 895A
Model 895A isa general purpose Constant-Voltage/Current-Limit
supply. Output voltage is adjustable from 0-320 V via a front panel
I O-turn potentiometer with concentric lock and a single-turn fine control. Separate voltage and current meters provide continuous indication of power supply outputs. High performance specifications
include 0.007% line and load regulation and I mV rms ripple and
noise. Remote sensing and programming are standard features.

Accessories and options
The accessories and options available for use with Models 6259B6274B, 895A are listed on page 278. Special option J 10 provides
220V /50 Hz operation of the model 895A only.

Specifications-General
Load effect transient recovery: time-50 /.LS. Level-I 0 mV
Resolution: voltage control-less than 0.02%. Current control-less
than 0.15%.
Temperature coefficient per DC: 0.0 I% of output plus 200 /.LV
(895A-0.03% + 1.5 mY).
Temperature ratings: operating, 0 to 55°C; Storage, -40 to 75°C.

Remote control programming: these power supplies are capable of
being programmed in constant voltage and constant current operation by using an external resistance or DC voltage with coefficients
as shown in the table below.
Rear terminal wiring configurations for remote control operation
are specified in the operation and service manual supplied with the
power supply. For remote control programming procedures and timing considerations, contact your local HP field engineer.
Power: input voltage is 115V ac or 230 V ac ± 10%, 57-63 Hz. For
other input voltage and frequency options available, see option listing
below and page 278. Standard input voltage, maximum input current,
and maximum power are:
6259B, 230 V ac, 6 A, 850 wt;
6260B, 230 Vac, 12 A, 1600 Wt; 6261B, 230 V ac, 12 A 1500 wt;
6263 B, 115 V ac, 4.5 A, 350 W*; 6264B, 115 V ac, 8 A, 600 wt;
6266B, 115 V ac, 4 A, 325 W*; 6267B, 115 V ac, 8 A, 550 wt;
6268B, 230V ac, 12 A, 1600 Wt; 6269B, 230 V ac, 18 A, 2500 wt;
6271B, 115 V ac, 4 A, 300 W*; 6274B, 115 Vac, 15 A, 1200 wt;
895A, 115 V ac, 8.7 A, 585 wt.
"Three-wire, five-loot AC power cord included with power 8upply.
tThree·terminel barrier atrip prOVided on power supply for AC power connections.

Size:
6263B, 6266B, 6271 B: 83.7 H x 483 W x 479.4 mm D (3.296" x 19" x
18.875").
6264B, 6267B, 6274B: 127 H x 483 W x 479.4 mm D (5.00" x 19" x
18.875").
6259B, 6260B. 6261 B, 6268B, 6269B: 173 H x 483 W x 479.4 mm D;
(6.812" x 19" x 18.875").
895A: 128.6 H x 483 W x 463.6 mm D (5.062" x 19" x 18.25").
Typical output impedance: approximated by a resistance in series
with an inductance:
6259B, 50 /.LIl, I /.LH;
6261 B, 100 /.LIl, I /.LH;
6260B, 20 /.LIl, I /.LH;
6264B, 200 /.LIl, I /.LH;
6263B, 500 /.LIl, I /.LH;
6267B, 500 /.L1l, I /.LH;
6266B, I mil, I /.LH;
6269B, 100 /.LIl, I /.LH;
6268B, 200 /.L1l, I/.LH;
6274B, I mil, I /.LH;
6271 B, 5 mil, I /.LH;
895A, 40 mil, 16 /.LH.

Specifications, continued
Resistance Coefl.
Voltage
Current
200U/V ~l%
4U/A ~ 10%
200 Il/V ~ 1%
2iliA ~ 10%
200U/V ~I%
100 Il/A ~ 10%
200U/V~I%
10ll/A ~IO%
200U/V ~ 1%
41l/A ~10%
2001l/V ~I%
200 ll/A ~ 10%
200U/V ~I%
l00Il/A ~10%
200U/V~I%
6 li/A ~ 10%
200U/V ~I%
411/A~IO%
300 ll/V ~ 1% 300U/A ~10%

300 ll/V :tl%

6711/A tlO%

300 II/V

-

REMOTE CONTROL FEATURES
Voltage Coefl.
Voltage
Current
IV/V~I%
10 mV/A ~ 10%

Speed Up'
Speed Oown'
Overvoltage
NL
Margin
FL
NL
FL
Range
70 ms 70 ms 200m\ lOOms 2"12V 5% +2V
IV/V~I%
5mV/A~10%
70 ms 70 ms 200 ms 75 ms 2-12 V 5% +2 V
IV/V~I%
50mV/A ~IO% 150 ms 150 rns 7\ 350ms 2~23V 5% + I V
1V/V ~1% 25mV/A ~IO% 140 ms 140 ms 10 s 150 ms 25-23V 5% +1V
1V/V ~I% 10 mVIA ~ 10% 150ms 150ms 250rris 250ms 2-23 V 5% + 2V
1V/V ~ 1% 100 mV/A ~ 10% 275 ms 275 ms 13 s 15 s 25-45 V 5% + 1V
IV/V~l%
5OmV/A ~lO% 275 ms 275 ms 13 s 750ms 25.-45 V 5% + I V
1V/V ~1% 167 mV/A ~ 10% 300 ms 300 ms 1s 650 ms 4-45 V 5% + 1V
1V/V ~I% lOmV/A ~10% 350ms 350 m~
I s 600ms 4-45 V 5%+ 1V
1V/V ~ 1% 167 mV/A ~ 10% 600ms 600 ms 7s
6-66 V 5% + 1V
2s

GENERAL
Weight
Net
313 kg/69lb
439 kg/97 Ib
15.4 kg/341b
213 kg/47lb
35.3 kg/78lb
154 kg/34lb
17.7 kg/391b
344kg/76Ib
40J kg/89lb
15.4kg/34Ib

Shipping
35J kg/78lb
48 kg/l06lb
18.6 kg/41lb
24.5 kg/54tb
39.4 kg/87 Ib
18.6 kg/41lb
20.8 kg/46 Ib
381 kg/84lb
44 kg/98 Ib
18.6 kg/41lb

1VjV ±I% 33.3 mV j A±10% 600ms 600rilS 405 SOOms 6-.66 V 5% + 1V 217 kg/48lb 24.5 kg/54lb
NA
NA
22.6 kg/50 Ib 29.4 kg/65lb
-

• Up = increasing output voltage. NL = No output load current. Fl ;:: Full rated output load current
...See page 278 for complete option and accessory descriptions. 895'A·J 10 is a special option for 220V 150Hz operation

Options.
5. 9. 10. 15. 22, 26. 27, 40
5.9.10,15,16.22.27,40
5.9.10.15,22.27.28,40
5.9,10.15,22.27.28.40
5.9. 10. 15,22.26,27,40
5,9,10. 15,22.27,28,40
5,9,10.15.22,27.28.40
5,9,10, 15.22,26.27.40
5.9. 10. 15.22.27.40
5.9.10,15,22,27,28,40
5,9, 10, 15,22.27, 28.40
JlO

Pric,
$1450
$1700
$1025
$1100
$1550
$975
$1100
$1525
$1600
$950
$1250
$1550

POWER SUPPLIES
General Purpose: 300-11,000 W Output
Models 64288-6483C
Input and output power, remote sensing, remote programming, and
auto-series, -parallel, and -tracking connections are made to bus bars
and terminal blocks on the rear panel.

• Outstanding value-low cost/watt
• Up to 75% efficiency at full output
• Constant voltage / current operation

Protective Features
In addition to the overload protection inherent in Constant voltage/
Constant Current operation, there are many other built-in protective
features included in these supplies. The features vary within the three
model classifications as follows:
64288-64488: (I) Reverse voltage protection. (2) Fused AC
input.
6453A, 64568, 6459A: (I) AC line loss protection circuit monitors 3-phase input and cuts off SCR's and opens output bus if a phase
drops out; operation resumes when AC input returns to normal. (2) 3phase input circuit breaker. (3) Optional internal crowbar (Option
006) protects load from overvoltage condition.
6464C-6483C: (I) High-temperature protection thermostat
opens input to power transformer and lights front panel indicator if
supply overheats. (2) Prolonged overload protection circuit is activated and lights front panel indicator if output current exceeds approximately 115% of maximum rating. (3) Optional internal crowbar
(except on 6464C) protects load from overvoltage condition. (4)
Turn-on circuit limits peak line current during start-up into low impedance loads. (5) Phase-balance circuit permits operation with lineto-line input voltage imbalance up to 8%. (6) Overcurrent and overvoltage circuits of master slave supplies used in auto-series, -parallel,
or -tracking operation can be interlocked.

6428B-6483C

Description

Auto-Series, -Parallel, -Tracking Operation

This series of SCR-regulated power supplies is designed for highpower applications requiring a fixed or variable DC source with moderate regulation and ripple. For supplies with better regulation, faster
response time, and lower ripple, see models 6259B-6274B and
895A, on page 262.

Supplies may be connected in auto-series, or auto-tracking. (Except
6448B and 6483C, which cannot be connected in auto-series.)
Up to three lower power models (6428B-6448B) may be connected in any of the above configurations. Higher-power model
(6453A/6483C) interconnection should ordinarily include no more
than two supplies.

Operating Features
All supplies in this series are of the Constant-Voltage/ConstantCurrent type. Large easy-to-read panel meters continuously monitor
output voltage current.

Remote Sensing
Remote sensing permits regulation at the load connection, rather
than at the output terminals of the power supply. In all cases, there
are limits to the permissible load-lead voltage drops, as follows:
Models 6428B-6448B: 2 volts in negative output lead.
Models 6453A, 6456B, 6459A: I volt in negative output lead.
Models 6464C-6483C: 3 volts in negative output lead.

Specifications t

PERFORMANCE

RATINGS

PARD~

Load Effect

DC Output

0·8
0-15

0-1000

6464C

Voltage
0.05% t 5mV

Current
0.1% t 1A

Voltage
0.05% t 5mV

Current
0.1% t 1A

0-200

6453A

0.2% t 10 mVtt

0.2% t 10 mVtt

0-16 or 18

0-600 or 500'

6466C

0.05% t 5mV

1%or 2Att
0.1%tO.6A

0-20
0-36

0-45
0-10

40mV

0.05% t 5mV
20mV
18mV

lOOmA

0-36
0-36

0-100
0-300

64288
64338
64568

1% or 2Att
0.1 %t 0.6 A
450 mA

0-40

l%orlAtt
0.1 %t O.3A
200 mA

0-60
0-60
0-64

Volts§

Amps§

Model

Source Effect

36 mV

450 mA
lOOmA

6469C

02% t 10 mVtt
0.05% t 5mV

1%or 1Att
0.1% t 0.3 A

0.2% t 10 mVtt
0_05% t 5mV

0-25

64348

40mV

200 mA

0-5

64388
64398

60mV
120 mV

50mA
150 mA

18mV
30mV

6459A

0.2% t 10 mVtt
0.05% t 100 mV

1% or 0.5Att
O.l%tOl5A

60mV
0.2% t 10 mVtt
0.05% t 100 mV

0.1% t 0.1 A
25 mA

0.05% t 100 mV
60mV
0.05% t 100 mV

0-15
0-50

50mA

0-110

0-150
0-100

6472C
6475C

0-120

0-25

64438

0.05% t 100 mV
120 mV

0-220
0-300
0-440. 500 or 600

0-50
0-35
0-25.20.15'
5mA-1.5 A

6477C
6479C

0.05% t 100 mV
0.05% t 100 mV

0.1% t 50 mA
0.1% t 35 mA

6483C

0.05% t 100 mV
IV

0.1% t35mA

0.05% t 100 mV
0.5% t 100 mV

40mA

600mV

0-64

1-600

64488

tReler to page 254 lor complete specilication definitiona.
ttSpeciliad lor combined line and load reguletion.
d For operetion with e 50 Hz input (poasible only with Option (05), the rma ripple end trenaient
response specifications are increased by 50%.
• The output current rating is given in the same order corresponding with the voltage rating.

150 mA
l%orO.5Att
O.l%tO.15A
0.1% t 0.1 A
25 mA
0.1% t 50mA
0.1% t 35 mA
0.1% t 35 mA
15 mA

rms/p-p

Temperature
Coefficient

Drift

80mV/lV
150 mV rms

0.03% t 100 ~V
0.05% t 2mV

0.03% t I mV
0.25% t 10 mV

180mV/IV
40 mV/500 mV

0.03% t 200 ~V
0.05% t 5mV
0.03% t 5mV

0.2% t 1mV

36 mV/400 mV
180 mV rms

005% t 2 mV

0.15% t 15mV
O.l%tl5mV
0.25% t 10 mV

180 mV/1 V
40 mV/500 mV

0.03% t 400 ~V
0.03% t 5mV

0.15% t 1mV

120 mV/400 mV
60 mV/500 mV
160 mV rms

0.03% t 10 mV

0.1% t 30 mV

0.03% t 10 mV

0.1% t 30 mV
0.25% +10 mV

160mV/2V
200 mV/2 V
240 mV/ 400 mV
330mV/2V
330mV/3V
600mV/5V
600 mV/2 V

0.05% t 2mV
0.03% t 4 mV
0.03% t 5mV

0.1% t 20mV

0.15% t 16 mV
0.15% t 20 mV

0.03% t 20 mV

0.1% t 60 mV

0.03% t 8mV
0.03% t 11 mV
0.03% t 20mV

0.15% t 35 mV
0.15% t 45 mV
0.15% t 80 mV

003% t 100 mV

0.1% t 300 mV

§ Under light loading conditions, power supply may not meet all publiahsd apecilicstiona. Ths
graph on the next page defines the permissible operating regions for CV and CC modes of
operation.
For operation with s 50 Hz input (poaaible only with Option 05), output current ia linearly
derated Irom 100% at 40'C to 80% at 50·C.

Models 64288, 64348, 64398, & 64488: 133 H x 483 W x 432
mm D (5.25" x 19" x 17").
Models 6453A, 64568, & 6459A: 356 H x 483 W x 500 mm D (14"
x 19" x 19.7").
Models 6464C, 6466C, 6469C, 6472C, 6475C, 6477C, 6479C,
& 6483C: 705 H x 483 W x 715 mm D (27.75" x 19" x 28.12").
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Remote Programming
The voltage and current outputs of the supplies can be programmed
by a remote resistance, or, for most models, a remote voltage source,
Programming speeds and coefficients are detailed in the specifications table,

AC Power Requirements
The AC power requirements vary with the three model classifications (see option listings), When powered from a 50 Hz source (possible with Option 005), the rms ripple and transient response
specifications increase by 50%. The pop ripple specification is unchanged by line frequency.

Size
Models 64338, 64388 and 64438: 89 H x 483 W x 445 mm D
(3.5" x 19" x 17.5").

Options: see page 278 for complete options and accessory description.
AC, input power
64288-64488
Std: 115 V ac, ± 10%, single phase, 57-63 Hz
027: 208 V ac, ± 10%, single phase, 57-63 Hz
028: 230 V ac, ± 10%, single phase, 57-63 Hz
005: realignment for SO Hz operation
6453A, 64568, 6459A: AC input connections are by
means of a 4-conductor connector at rear of unit. A
matching Hubbell No. 7413G plug (HP part number
1251-1570) is furnished.
001: 208 Vac, ± 10%, 3-phase, 15.5 A/phase, 57-63 Hz
002: 230 V ac, ± 10%, 3-phase, 14 A/phase, 57-63 Hz
031: 380 V ac, ± 10';;', 3-phase, 8.5 A/phase, 57-63 Hz
032: 400 V ac, ± 10%, 3-phase, 8.0 A/phase, 57-63 Hz
003: 460 V ac, ± 10%, 3-phase, 7 A/phase, 57-63 Hz
005: realignment for 50 Hz operation
6464C-6483C: AC input connections are by means of
enclosed 4-wire terminal block.
001: 208 Vac, ± 10%, 3-phase, 55 A/phase, 57-63 Hz
002: 230 Vac, ± 10%, 3-phase, 50 A/phase, 57-63 Hz
031: 380 V ac, ± 10%, 3-phase, 30 A/phase, 57-63 Hz
032: 400 Vac, ± 10%, 3-phase, 28.5 A/phase, 57-63 Hz
003: 460 V ac, ± 10%, 3-phase, 25 A/phase, 57-63 Hz
005: realignment for 50 Hz operation
006: internal overvoltage protection crowbar
6459A, 6477C, 6479C, 6483C
6453A, 64568
6472C, 6475C
6469C
6466C
14545A: casters for 6464C-6483C--set of four

Price

N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C

N/C
N/C
add $100
add $100
$100
N/C

N/C
N/C
add $250
add $250
add $250
N/C
add
add
add
add
add

$345
$395
$460
$510
$570
$85

Specifications, continued
REMOTE CONTROL
Voltage Coefficient
Resistance Coefficient
Resolution

GENERAL
Down

Up

Net Weight

Load Transient
Recovery~

V
8 mv
65 mV
18 mV
10mV
9mV
90 mV
36mV
10 mV
9mV
9 mV
loomV
64mV
22 mV
30 mV
44mV
60 mV
60mV
60mV

C
IA
IA
05A
225 mA
5mA
0.5 A
OJ A
125 mA
2.5 mA
7,5 mA
0.25 A
0.15 mA
01 A
UmA
50mA
35 mA
25 mA
075 mA

100 ms. 500 mV
50 ms. 150 mV
100 ms. 500 mV
200 ms. 200 mV
200 ms. 200 mV
50 ms. 300 mV
100 ms. 500 mV
200 ms. 200 mV
200 ms. 300 mV
200 ms. 600 mV
50 ms. 600 mV
100 ms. 750 mV
100 mI. 1 V
200 ms. 600 mV
100 ms. 2 V
100 ms. 3 V
100 ms. 5 V
200 ms. 3 V

Voltage
200lljV + 2%
200il/V"2%
201Y.1/V 12%
200!!jV - 2%
2ooll/V!.2%
200U/V - 2%
2ooil/V:t2%
2oo!!/V "2%
3OOIl/V !.2'10
300!!/V"2%
301Y.1/V 12%
300il/V 12%
300il/V"2%
300il/A "2%
3OOU/V"2%
3001l/V =2%
300il/V"2%
3001!/V "2%

Current
I!I/A12%
I !l/A
1.66!ljA !.2'10
6U/A
301l/A
2!I/A
3.331l/ A12%
12!I/A
60!!/A
20i!/A
4!!/A
67!I/A =2%
101l/A::2%
12W/A
20i!jV 12%
28.6!!/A"2%
401l/A :t2%
600i!/A

Voltage
I VjV :tl%
04 V/V
I V/V :':1%
I V/v
1V/V
166 mV /V
IV/V
1V/V
I V/V
I V/V
94 mV/V
IV/V:t3%
1V/V13%
1 V/V
1 V/V d%
IV/V!.3%
I VjV:':3%
1V/V

Current
i'lL
6,2 mV jA !.7'10 1.65
30 mV/A
15
10.3mV/A 17% 1.65
025
**
,.
OJ S
60 mV/A
I5
20.6mV/A 17% 1.65
OJ 5
**
,.
0.55
OJ 5
**
120 mV/A
15
41.2mV /A ± 7% 145
62 mV jA !. 7% 1.55
0.5 I
**
124mV/A d% 1.55
177 mV/A ! 7% 1.5 s
025 VIA :t7% 1.55
025
"

FL
065
0.55
065
075
145
055
35
Us
2.55
Us
0.5 I
255
25
2s
25
2s
25
I5

i'lL
65
205
155
655
1105
60s
205
75 s
2005
755
455
555
80 I
210 5
955
755
1205
455

j,For operation WIth a 50 Hz Input (pOSSible only With Option 005), the rms npple and transient response speclflcahons are Increased by 50%.
",See page 278 for complete option and accessory descriptions.• ·This feature is not aIJailable,

FL
0,15
025
02 s
075
1.4 s
055
0.5 s
Us
2.55
Us
075
075
075
25
15
1.65
25
25

Kg
235
108
226
304
149
108
226
304
14
276
108
226
226
14
226
226
226
27.6

Ib

518
238
500
67
33
238
500
67
31
61
238
500
500
31
500
500
500
61

Options.
1. 2. 3. 5. 23. 31. 32. 40
1. 2. 3. 5. 6.10.31. 32
1.2.3. 5.6.23.31,32.40
5. 10.27.28
5.10.27.28
1. 2. 3. 5. 6. 10. 31. 32
12.3. 5.6. 23.31.12.40
5.10.27.28
5. 10.27.28
5. 10.27.28
1.2.3.5.6.10.31. 32
12.3. 56.2331.3240
1. 2. 3. 5. 6. 23. 31. 32
5.10.27.28
1. 2. 3. 5. 6. 23. 31. 32
1. 2. 3. 5. 6. 23. 31. 32
1. 2. 3. 5.6.23. 31. 32
5. 10. 27. 28

Price
$7100
$3200
$6300
$1500
$1050
$3000
$6300
$1400
$1000
$1400
$3000
$6300
$6300
$1025
$6300
$6300
$6600
$1350
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POWER SUPPLIES
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200 Watt System Power Supply
Model6034A
• HP-IB programming of voltage, current and OVP
• HP-IB measurement of voltage and current
• Read back of status information

• Autoranging output
• Programmable "soft" limits
• Self-Test and diagnostics

e
Description
The 6034A DC power supply has a combination of features and
specifications that characterize it as a Comprehensive Solution to
HP-IB system power supply applications. The 6034A combines FET
switching technology with an internal microprocessor-based HP-IB
programmer to yield the first bidirectional programmable autoranging DC power supply.
Consider these features when selecting your next system power supply. FET switching technology provides you with laboratory-grade
performance specifications and autoranging capability in a compact
lightweight package. The high electrical efficiency, obtained through
the use of fly back switching, reduces your overall system cooling requirements. The microprocessor-based HP-IB interface provides you
with a friendly programming format. Output voltage and current can
be programmed directly in volts and amperes with 12-bit resolution.
Information regarding the output and load is available through remote metering over the HP-IB. The output voltage is monitored
through the voltage sensing leads of the power supply, thus the actual
voltage across the load is measured. Current measurements are taken
using the power supply's internal precision shunt resistor. Remote
metering of voltage and current is provided with 15 mV and 2.5 mA
resolution respectively. Eight status parameters can be read back via
the HP-IB to enhance your system versatility.
These status parameters permit identification of the operational
mode and fault conditions of the 6034A. They also can be used to
initiate corrective action for fault conditions without operator intervention. The overvoltage trip point can be programmed directly in
volts with 8-bit resolution.
This combination of programming, metering, and status monitoring features can significantly reduce the hardware and software necessary to construct your next automated test system.

Autoranging
The basic difference between an autoranging power supply and
conventional Constant Voltage/Constant Current (CV ICC) power
supplies can be seen by comparing the output characteristics of each.
A conventional CVICC power supply can provide maximum output
power at only one combination of output voltage and current. The
6034A autoranging power supply provides maximum output power
over a wide and continuous range of voltage and current combinations, without the operator having to program the proper output
range.
You would have to combine a 20-volt 10-amp supply, a 40-volt 5amp supply, and a 60-volt 3-amp supply in order to approximate the

same output capability as the 6034A. The extended range of the
6034A makes it a convenient and cost-effective unit capable of satisfying many different systems DC power supply requirements.

Switching Technology
Many of the important benefits of the 6034A system power supply
are derived from the use of FET switching technology. This power
supply operates in flyback mode at a switching frequency of 20 kHz.
The inductive flyback switching topology provides the 6034A with its
autoranging output characteristic and its high electrical efficiency.
The 20 kHz switching frequency allows most power handling components as well as the filter capacitors, to be substantially reduced in
size, thus decreasing the volume and weight of the 6034A.

Protection
Because of the delicate nature of many loads, several levels of output protection have been included in the 6034A. When operating in
the constant voltage mode, a maximum output current can also be
programmed. Similarly, when operating in the constant current
mode, a maximum output voltage can be programmed. "Soft" voltage
and current limits can also be programmed into the 6034A. If an output command is sent which is greater than the pre-programmed
"soft" limit, an error is indicated and a service request may be initiated by the 6034A. The output would not change in this case.
If an overtemperature condition occurs, the power supply will be
disabled, a front panel LED will indicate the condition and a service
request can be transmitted over the HP-IB. In that case, a serial poll
can be performed by the controller, revealing the status of the offending power supply, allowing the controller to react to the situation.
If the power supply load is sensitive to overvoltages, as most semiconductors are, overvoltage protection is desirable. The 6034A has a
front panel "hard" adjustment potentiometer used to set the trip
point. The overvoltage trip point can also be programmed through the
HP-IB. The output voltage at which the overvoltage protection circuit
will trip is the lower of the two settings. The trip point can be displayed via a second functional level of the voltage digital panel meter
(DPM). If an overvoltage condition occurs, the power supply will
downprogram the output circuit, a front panel LED will indicate the
condition and a service request can be initiated by the 6034A over the
HP-IB. The overvoltage status of the power supply can be revealed to
the controller by a serial poll of the instruments on the HP- lB. Reset
can then be initiated by the controller, and the power supply will return to normal operation, if the overvoltage condition has also been
cleared.

POWER SUPPLIES
200 Watt System Power Supply (Cont.)
Model6034A

Specifications
All performance specifications are measured at the rear terminals
with a resistive load and at 25°C ± 5°C.
DC Output: Voltage and current output can be programmed with the
HP-IB or the front panel control over the following ranges:
Voltage: 0-60 V
Current: 0-10 A
Maximum available output power from 20 V to 60 V is indicated
below.
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Load Effect: (Load Regulation):
Current: 0.0 I % + 3 rnA
Voltage: ±0.01% ±3 mV
Source effect:
Voltage: 0.01% +2 mV
Current: 0.01% +2 rnA
PARD: (Ripple and Noise) RMS/p-p, 20 Hz to 20 MHz:
Voltage: 3 mV /30 mV
Current: 5 rnA RMS
Temperature coefficient: ~;aCafter 30 minute warmup:
Voltage: ±0.009% ±0.7 mV
Current: ±0.009% ± 0.8 rnA
Load transient recovery time: Less than I ms is required for output
voltage recovery (in constant voltage operation) to within 75 mV of
the nominal output following a change in output current from 90% to
100% or 100% to 90% of maximum current.
Programming resolution:
Voltage: 15 mV
Current: 2.5 rnA
Programming settablllty:
Current: 5.0 rnA
Voltage: 30 mV
Programming accuracy (25 ± 5°C):
Constant Voltage: ± 0.07% ± 28 mV
Constant Current: ±0.085 ± 12.5 rnA
Output Impedance: Typical value is I mfl in series with 30 /tH, but
less than I fl for all frequencies less than I MHz.
Drift: (Stability) change in output over an 8 hour interval with fixed
conditions after 30 minute warmup.
Voltage: ± 0.03% ± 3 mV
Current: ± 0.03% ± 3 rnA
Programmable time delay:
Range: 0-65,535 ms
Resolution: I ms
Accuracy: ± 5% nominal
Amplified current monitor: Scale Factor 0-5 V monitor output for
0-10 A output current:
Accuracy: 0.1% +7 mY typical
Output Impedance: 10 kfl nominal
RFI Specifications: Meets VDE 0871/6.78 Level A
Programming response time: Maximum time for output voltage to
change from 0 V to 60 V or 60 V to 2 V and settle within a 60 mV
band (0.1 % of maximum rated output):
15 mV(U)
Band:
60 mV(·)

Up:

Full Load

Down:

No Load
Full Load
No Load

·M... ··(Typicall

(l8Q)

200ms

225 ms

(18 fl)

200 ms
300 ms
600 ms

225 ms
450 ms
750 ms

Front panel meters:
Output Voltage: Low Range: ± 20.00 V
High Range: ± 200.0 V
Range switch points: Up: above 19.99 V ±O V
Down: below 17.5 V nominal
Resolution: Low Range: 10 mV
High Range: 100 mV
Accuracy:
Low Range: ± 20 mV ± 0.07%
High Range: ± 200 mV ± 0.09%
Temperature coefficient: ± .01 %;aC
Output current:
Range: ± 19.99 A
Resolution: 10 rnA
Accuracy: ± 17 rnA ± 0.1 %
Temperature coefficient: ±O.OI%;aC ±0.7 mA/oC
OVP Setting: (with reference to A2, not to -8)
Range: 200.0 V
Resolution: 100 mV
Accuracy: 0.5% + 150 mV (at 0.0 A load current)
Remote Meters:
Output voltage:
Range: 0-60 V
Resolution: 15 mV
Accuracy: ±0.08% ±35 mV
Temperature coefficient: ±0.007%/oC ±0.35 mV;aC
Output current:
Range: 0-10 A
Resolution: 2.5 rnA
Accuracy: ± 0.125% ± 8.5 rnA
Temperature Coefficient: ±0.006%;aC ±0.6 mA;aC
Settling time: < 200 ms
Overvoltage protection:
Local OVP adjustment: The lower of the two OVP trip points will
dominate.
Range: 1.7 V to 64.5 V
Resolution: 0.2 V
Remote OVP adjustment:
Range: 2.0 V to 64.5 V (the OVP trip point = 2 V + 1.04 X soft
voltage limit)
Resolution: 0.25 V
Accuracy: ± 0.7 V. The OVP circuit will trip when the voltage
between the + output and the outboard side of the current monitoring resistor equals the set voltage. This could be as much as
1.35 V above the voltage between the ± S terminials.
Temperature coefficient: 250 PPM;aC
DC Output Isolation: ±240 Vdc from ground.
Temperature rating: Operating 0-55°C
Storage: -40 to 75°C, Fan cooled
AC Input: 87 to 106 VAC Option 100
104 to 127 VAC Option 120
191 to 233 VAC Option 220
208 to 250 VAC Option 240
All are 48 to 63 Hz
(Two internal switches and one internal jumper permit line voltage
selection except for Option 100)
325 watts @ 200 watts output
600 VA @ 200 watts output
Weight: Net 9.9 kg (20 Ibs) Shipping: 10.4 kg (23 Ibs)

Ordering Information

Price

6034A System Power Supply
Opt 100 (100 VAC input. Max 50 V, 150 W output)
Opt 100, 120,220 and 240
Opt 907: Front Handle Kit (Part No. 5061-0089)
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit (Part No. 5061-0077)
Opt 909: Opt. 907, 908 combined (Part No. 50610083)
Opt 910: Additional Operating and Service Manual

$2,700
N/C
N/C
$32
$25
$55
$15

POWER SUPPLIES
Digital Programmable 200 Watt, Autoranging
Model6002A
• 200-watt autoranging dc output
• Constant-voltage / constant-current operation
• HP-IB programming option

• Built-in overvoltage protection crowbar
• CV / CC operating status indicators
• Remote analog programming and sensing
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6002A

Description

The Model 6002A offers a new level of performance and usefulness
in laboratory power supplies. It employs a unique regulation control
concept that automatically yields a continuous span of voltage and
current ratings within the basic 200-watt power rating boundary.
This is beneficial in that more current is available at lower voltages,
and higher voltages are available at a given current level than can be
obtained from conventional 200-watt supplies.
Conventional 200-watt power supplies, rated for 50 volts or 20 volts
can operate only within the shaded regions shown in Figure I. The
6002A not only provides the outputs of the two conventional supplies,
but also delivers the extra output capability shown between 20 and 50
volts.
Autoranging Output Characteristic

,

EOUT

20V

4A
IOUT-

lOA

This "autoranging" capability of the 6002A provides the user with a
single power supply that can cover a wide variety of applications in
the lab or as a system component without his having to overspecify
both the output voltage and current.

System features/remote control
Analog programming of output voltages and current can be accomplished through the use of remotely controlled resistance or voltage
applied to rear panel terminals. Additional control terminals are provided for remote load voltage sensing, auto-series or parallel operation, and for remotely activating the crowbar circuit. A pulse output
from the crowbar terminal indicates the overvoltage circuit has been
self-activated. A voltage step change appearing on terminal indicates
a changeover to or from constant-current operation.
HP-IB option
Digital programming via Opt 00 I permits control of output voltage
or current by the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB). Two programmable ranges allow better resolution below 10 volts or 2 amps.
The selection of HP-IB control of either voltage or current is done by
rear panel switches.

Specifications
DC output: voltage and current output can be adjusted over the
ranges indicated by front panel contoIs, analog programming, or an
optional HP-I B interface.
Voltage: 0-50 V.
Current: 0-10 A.
Maximum 200 Watts output from 20 V to 50 V.
Load effect: Constant-voltage, 0.01% +1 mY. Constant-current,
0.01% + I rnA.
Source effect: CV, 0.01% +1 mY; CC, 0.01% + I rnA.
PARD (ripple and noise): rms/p-p, 20 Hz to 20 MHz; CV, I mV /10
mY; CC, 5 rnA rms.
Temperature coefficient: CV, 0.02% +200 IlV;oC; CC 0.02%
+5 mA;oC.
Drift: CV, 0.05% + I mV /8 hrs; Cc. 0.05% +5 mA/8 hrs.
Resolution: front panel controls; CV, 10 mY; CC, 10 rnA.
Output impedance: approximately 0.5 mfl in series with I IlH.
Load transient recovery: 100 IlS for output voltage to recover within 15 mV or nominal voltage setting following a load current change
of 50% to 100% or 100% to 50% of full load current.
Remote control coefficients:
Resistance programming: CV, I kfl/V ±7%. CC, 100fl/A ±7%.
Voltage programming: CV I V/V ±20mV.CC,50mV/A ±IO%.
Response time: maximum time for output voltage to change between 0 to 99.9.% or 100% to 0.1 % of maximum rated output voltage.
Up Programming: no load, 100 ms; full load, 100 ms. Down - Programming: no load, 400 ms: full load, 200 ms.
Overvoltage protection: trip voltage adjustable from 2.5 V to 60 V.
DC output isolation: 150 V dc.
Power: 100, 120,220, or 240 V ac (-13%, +6%), 48-63 Hz.
Temperature rating: O°C to 55°C operating, -40°C to +75°C
storage. Supply is cooled by built-in fan.
Size: 180 H x 212 W x 422 mm D (6.97" x 8.36" x 16.6").
Weight: net, 14.5 kg (32Ib). Shipping, 15.9 kg (35Ib).

HP-IB Option
Programmable ranges: high: 0-50 V or 0-10 A,
low: 0-10 V or 0-2 A.
Programming speed: same as response time.
Accuracy: Hi range: CV, 0.2% +25 mY; CC, 0.2% +25 rnA.
Lo range: CV, 0.2% + 10 mY; CC, 0.2% +25 rnA.
Resolution: Hi range: CV, 50 mY; CC, 10 rnA.
Lo range: CV, 10 mY; CC, 2 rnA.
Isolation: 250 Volts dc from bus data lines to power supply.
Options
001: HP-IB Interface

6002A Autoranging DC Power Supply

Price
add $550
$1425

POWER SUPPLIES
Digital Programmable: HP-IB Programmer
Model 59501 A
• Programmable 10-volt DC output
• Unipolar / Bipolar operation
• Fast digital to analog conversion

• HP-IB power supply control
• HP-IB-to-power-supply isolation
• Programmable range

Specifications
Digital to Analog Converter

Description
The 59501 A is an isolated digital-to-analog converter designed to
provide a convenient interface between the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus and H P power supplies. With the 59501 A, a wide range of
DC voltages and currents becomes automatically controllable via the
HP-IB. With proper wiring, the built-in isolation devices protect other instrumentation on the HP-1B from damage that could be caused
by power supply outputs. I n addition, an internal control circuit holds
the output level near zero until programmed data is received. A programmable High/Low range control improves resolution by ten-toone.
Power supply control is accomplished through the 59501A's programmable output voltage and programming network (see figure I).
By making the appropriate connections between the 59501A's rear
terminals and the remote programming terminals on the supply, the
output voltage (or current) of the supply can be programmed from
zero to its full rated output. The 5950lA front panel controls provide
fast and easy calibration of power supply outputs. The Zero Adjust
enables the user to correct for small offsets in power supply response
to programmed inputs. The Power Supply Full Scale Adjust (part of
programming network) enables the user to set the maximum output
desired from the power supply when the 59501 A is programmed to its
maximum value. For example, this adjustment would normally be
used to calibrate the maximum programmable output of a 320Ydc
power supply to 320 volts. However, it could also be used to set the
maximum to 200 volts.
I n addition to its ability to program power supplies, the 5950 I A
also can be used directly as a low level DC signal source. Unipolar and
bipolar output modes are available with output voltages programmable from zero to 9.99 volts, or minus 10.0 to plus 9.98 volts. Output
current up to 10 milliamps is available and is automatically limited to
protect the 5950lA and user equipment. The 59501 A produces a full
scale voltage change in approximately 250!ls from the time the digital data is received.

DC output voltage: programmable in high or low ranges within the
voltage limits shown below. Output mode is unipolar or bipolar and is
selected by a rear panel switch.
Unipolar: 0 to 9.99 Y (low range, 0 to 9.999 Y).
Bipolar: -10 to +9.98 Y, (low range, -I to +0.998 Y).
DC output current: 10 mA maximum.
PARD (ripple and noise): 2 mY rms/IO mY pop.
Resolution: unipolar, \0 mY (low range, 1 mY). Bipolar, 20 mY
(low range, 2 mY).
Accuracy: specified at 23°C ± 5°C.
Unipolar: 0.1% +5 mY (low range, 0.1% +1 mY).
Bipolar: 0.1% +10 mY (low range, 0.1% +2 mY).
Stability: change in output over 8 hour interval under constant line,
load, and ambient following a 30 minute warm-up. Stability is included in accuracy specification measurements over the temperature
range indicated.
Unipolar: 0.04% + 0.5 mY (low range, 0.04% + .1 mY).
Bipolar: 0.04% + I mY (low range, 0.04% + .2 mY)
Temperature coefficient: unipolar, O.OI%;aC +0.5 my;aC (low
range, O.I%;aC +0.\ my;aC). Bipolar, O.OI%;aC +0.5 my;aC
(low range, O.O\%;aC +0.1 mY /oC).
Zero adjust: plus or minus 250 millivolts.
01 A Full scale adjust: plus or minus 5%.
Programming speed: the time required for output to go from zero to
99% of programmed output change is 250!ls (measured with resistive
load connected to output terminals).

Power Supply Programming
Programming network specifications: in the following specifications, M represents the calibrated full scale value of the supply being
programmed and P is the actual programmed output. The full scale
value (M) can be any value within the supply's output range and is
calibrated with the 5950lA programmed to its maximum high range
output.
Accuracy: specified at 23°C ± 5°C.
Unipolar: 0.05% M +0.25% P (low range, 0.01% M + 0.25% Pl.
Bipolar: 0.1 % M +0.25% P (low range, 0.02% M +0.25% Pl.
Isolation: 600 Y dc between HP-IB data lines and output terminals.
Temperature coefficient: 0.005% M;aC + 0.015% P/oC (low
range, 0.01% M;aC +0.015% P;aC).
Programming resolution: 0.1% M (low range, 0.01% M).
Programming speed: D/ A programming speed plus the programming speed of the power supply.
General
Temperature range: operation: 0 to 55°C, Storage: -40 to 75°C.
Power: 100, 120,220, or 240 Yac (+6% -13%) 47-63 Hz, 10 YA
(selectable on rear panel).
Size: 101.6 H x 212.9 W x 294.6 mm D (4" x 8.38" x 11.6")
Weight: Net 1.36 kg (3 Ib). Shipping 1.81 kg (4 Ib).

Ask for an 250·1
for complete details
on Hp·IB control of
power supplies
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59501A HP-IB Isolated D/A Power Supply
Programmer
10833A HP-IB cable I m (3.3 ft)
108338 HP-IB cable 2 m (6.6 ft)
10833C HP-IB cable 4 m (13.2 ft)
108330 HP-IB cable 0.5 m (1.7 ft)

Price
$700
$ 70
$ 75
$ 85
$ 70

POWER SUPPLIES
Digital Programmable: Binary or BCD
Models 6129C-6131C & 6140A
• Digitally programmable in binary or BCD
• HP-IB compatible option J99 & 59301A
• Fast, accurate, bipolar output

• Digital inputs isolated from analog output
• Internal storage of digital data
• Digitally programmable current latch (on DVS models)or voltage limit (on DCS model)

6129C

Digital Voltage Sources
HP's family of digital voltage sources (DYS's) includes models
6129C, 6130C, and 6131 C. All models are programmable in binary
or 8421 BCD and have many system-oriented features that enhance
their use in automatic testing and control environments. Among these
features are: isolation between the digital input and analog output
lines, digital storage of programmed inputs, programmable current
latch, analog input, and current monitoring terminals.
Isolation
All digital lines of the DYS's are isolated from the analog output.
This feature is essential in automatic test systems to avoid forming
ground loops that could impair system operation and damage the
computer and instruments.
Nearly all computer manufacturers ground the power supplies for
the digital I/O logic to the mainframe of the computer, which is connected to the ac power line ground. If a DYS did not have isolation,
one of its analog output terminals would be connected to the digital
input common line.
.
Internal Storage
The DYS's internally store the computer's output magnitude (voltage setting), polarity, range, and output latch/limit digital inputs
when the computer's gate command is received. When the DYS has
finished processing the digital input, it notifies the computer by transmitting its flag. Since the DYS stores the digital data, the computer
does not have to continually refresh the DYS; it is free to carry out
other important tasks. The DYS maintains its programmed output
indefinitely, changing the output only when the computer changes the
digital input data and sends another gate command.
In addition to eliminating the need for redundant programming by
the computer, internal storage also facilitates the control of multiple
DYS's from a single computer I/O channel. The number of DYS's
that can be controlled from a single I/O channel depends on the capabilities of the computer's I/O data bus drivers. Most computers can
easily drive up to eight DYS's.

Programmable Current Latch
Overcurrent protection is provided by a current latch circuit which
can be externally programmed to one of eight values between 2% and
100% (six values for the 6131 C) of the unit's rated output current.
When activated, the current latch circuit turns off the output power
amplifier reducing the output current to less than 20 mAo The reaction time of the current latch circuit (time between the start of a current overload and turn off of the power amplifier) can be adjusted by
adding an external capacitor at the rear terminals. The upper current
limit is safeguarded by a separate fixed current limit circuit that prevents the output current from exceeding 110% of the current rating.
The computer is continuously informed of possible current overload
or current latch conditions by status outputs which are fed back to the
programming source.
Analog Input
In automatic test systems, it is often desirable to inject an ac "wiggle" on top of a programmable dc devel to measure impedance at various voltage levels, to simulate worst case power supply conditions for
a module under test, or measure component parameters such as dynamic gain or transconductance. Many automatic control systems require this feature to provide "dither" for the system. All DYS's
provide an analog input to fulfill this need.
Current Monitoring Terminals
The output current of all DYS's can be measured without upsetting
voltage accuracy by connecting a voltmeter across the current monitoring terminals on the rear barrier strip.
Digital Current Sources
The Digital Current Source, Model 6140A is ideally suited for system applications requiring a rapidly programmable, high-precision
source of current.
The isolation, internal storage, and analog input features described
for the DYS's also apply to the DCS's. In addition, the DCS's have
programmable voltage limiting and voltage monitoring terminals.

POWER SUPPLIES
Models 6129C-6131C, & 6140A (Cont.)
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6140A

Software for HP Computers
Common Specifications
AC Power Input
6129C: 115/230 V ac, 48-63 Hz; 6.4 A, 780 W @ 115 V ac;
115/230 V ac switch-selected,
6130C, 6131C: 115 V ac ± 10%, 48-440 Hz; L2 A, 100 W,
6140A: 115/230 V ac, 48-63 Hz; L2 A, 100 W @ 115 V ac;
115/230 V ac switch selected,
Dimensions
6129C: 266,7 H x 425.5 W x 542,9 mm D (10.5" x 16.75" x
21.38").
6130C, 6131C: 133.4 H x 425.5 W x 396,9 mm D (5,25" x 16.75"
x 15,63").
6140A: 133.4 H x 425.5 W x 542.9 mm D (5,25" x 16.75" x
21.38"),
Weight
6129C: net, 35 kg (78 Ib). Shipping, 39 kg (85 Ib),
6130C, 6131C: net, 15 kg (32Ib), Shipping, 18 kg (40 Ib),
6140A: net, 17 kg (38 Ib). Shipping, 20 kg (44Ib).
Cooling
6130C, 6131C: are convection cooled.
6129C, 6140A: are forced air cooled.
Programming time: less than 300 !J.s for output to settle to within
0.1 % of programmed change. Range change requires 2 ms.
Binary
lutruments
Option J20 & 064
Xl Range

X10 Range

BCD
Instruments
Option J99 & 063
Xl Range

Drivers in the form of punched paper tape with accompanying operating manuals are available for Hewlett-Packard BCS, DOS, RTE,
and BASIC software operating systems. Contact your HP Field Engineer for prices and ordering information.

AC Power Option
028: transformer tap change for 230 V ac ± 10%,
single-phase input on 6130C and 6131 C.

Price
N/C

Standard Interface Options
J20: binary interface for 12661A I/O programmer
card for Hewlett-Packard computers
J99: interfacing DCPS's with calculator-based test
control systems, All DCPS's may be modified to be
compatible with ASCII-to-Parallel Converter, Model
5930lA in calculator-based systems, In addition to
DCPS modification, two items are supplied as part of
Option J99: (I) a 1.83 m cable to connect DCPS to
Model 59301 A; (2) J99 Interface Note, containing Installation Instructions, Software Listings, Operating
Instructions, and Diagnostics.
063: BCD interface for microcircuit logic levels
064: binary interface for microcircuit logic levels

N/C

$170
N/C
N/C

Special Options
If none of the standard interface options meet your requirements,
quotations for special options may be obtained from your HewlettPackard field engineer.

X10 Range

Accessories Available

6129C
Output
Accuracy
Resolution

:': 16384 V, 5A
1.5mV
0.5 mV

±50,00 V, 5A
15 mV
5mV

±9.999 V, 5A
1.5 mV
1mV

±5000 V, 5A
15mV
10 mV

6130C
Output
Accuracy
Resolution

± 16384 V, I A
1mV
05 mV

±5000 V, 1A
lO mV
5 mV

:,:9.999 V, 1A
I mV
1mV

:': 50.00 V, lA
lOmV
lOmV

6131C
Output
Accuracy
Resolution

:': 16384 V, 0.5 A
1mV
0.5 mV

± 100.00 V, 05 A
lOmV
5mV

±9999 V, 0.5 A
1mV
1mV

±99,99 V. 05 A
10mV
10mV

6140A
Output
Accuracy
Resolution

±16384 mA, 100 V :': 16384 mA, 100 V ±9.999 mA, 100 V :,:9999 mA, 100 V
1 ~A ±0,01 %
lO ~A, ±0.01%
lO ~A, ±0,01 %
lO ~A, ±0.01 %
05 ~A
5 ~A
1 ~A
lO ~A

Accessories Furnished:
1251-0086 50-contact rear plug.
5060-7948 Plug-in extender board for DVS models,
5060-7948/5060-7982 Two plug-in extender boards for DCS.

145338: Pocket programmer permits manual programming of all input functions by switch closure
14534A: Pocket programmer extension cable (3 ft)
14535A: HP computer interface kit includes 12661A
computer I/O card, 14539A cable, verification
software and BCS Driver. Up to eight DCPS's may be
controlled from one 14535A
14539A: cable connects the first DCPS in a chain of up
to eight instruments to the 12661 A DVS programming
card for Hewlett-Packard computers
14536A: chaining cable connects an additional DCPS
to the existing chain of DCPS's

$285
$170

$1700

$245
$290

Ordering Information
6129C: Digital Voltage Source
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
6130C, 6131C: Digital Voltage Source
6140A: Digital Current Source

$4900
add $3\
$2900
$4900

Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit

add $22

POWER SUPPLIES
General Purpose: Dual-Tracking Outputs
Models 62278 & 62288

• Two 50-watt power supplies for independent or tracking operation
• Built-in overvoltage protection crowbars

• Auto-parallel and auto-series capability
• Constant-current in addition to constant-voltage outputs

•••••
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62278
Description
These versatile lab supplies each house two identical 50 W regulated power supplies. A convenient front panel switch selects either independent or tracking operation. In the track mode, the right supply
tracks the left within 0.2% ±2 mY. The tracking mode is especially
useful for powering operational amplifiers, push-pull stages, deflection systems, or any application where plus and minus voltages must
track with insignificant error. The independent mode permits operation of the two supplies individually, in auto-parallel or in autoseries.
Each side of the dual supply can be operated as a constant-voltage
or constant-current source, and each has its own crowbar for overvoltage protection. In the tracking mode, an overvoltage condition in
either supply trips both crowbars. The power supply outputs are isolated up to 300 Y from output to chassis or output to output.

Specifications
DC output: 6227B, 0-25 Y @ 0-2 A; 6228B, 0-50 Y @ 0-1 A.
AC input: 115 or 230 Y ac ± 10%, 48-63 Hz, 260 W. Selected by rear
panel switch.
CV load effect (load regulation): for a load current change equal to
the current rating of the supply; 0.01 % + I mY.
CC load effect: for a load voltage change equal to the voltage rating
of the supply; 0.0 1% + 250 /lA.
Source effect (line regulation): for a change in line voltage between 104 and 127 Y ac or 208 and 254 Y ac at any output voltage
and current within rating; CY, I mY; CC, 100 /lA.
PARD (ripple and noise): at any line voltage and under any load
condition within rating (20 Hz to 20 MHz); CY, 250 /lY rms/4 mY
pop; CC, 250 /lA rms/2 rnA pop.
Temperature coefficient: output change per degree Celsius change
in ambient following 30-minute warm-up; CY, 0.02% + 200 /lY; CC,
0.02% + 300 /lA (6227B); 0.02% + 150 /lA (6228B).
Drift (stability): total drift in output (dc to 20 Hz) over 8-hour interval under constant line, load, and ambient following 30-minute warm
up; CY, 0.2% + 2 mY; CC, 0.2% + 3 rnA (0.2% + 1.5 rnA, 6228B).
Remote resistance programming: CY, 200fl/Y ± 1%; CC,
500fl/A ± 10% (6227B), Ikfl/A ± 10% (6228B).
Programming speed (CV): up-programming: no load, 40 ms/50 ms;
full load, 200 ms/350 ms. Down-programming: no load, 400 mS/1 s;
full load, 75 ms/50 ms.
Output impedance (typical): approximated by a resistance in series
with an inductance; 2 mfl/2/lH (6227B); 6 mfl/6/lH (6228B).

62288
Resolution (fine control): voltage, 5 mY (6227B), 10 mY (6228B);
current, I rnA (6227B), 0.5 rnA (6228B)
Internal overvoltage crowbars: during independent operation,
each supply is protected by its own crowbar. In the tracking mode, an
overvoltage in either supply results in firing both crowbars.
Trip voltage margin: the minimum trip voltage above the operating
output voltage of the supply to prevent false crowbar tripping: 7% of
the output voltage + 1.5 Y.
Trip voltage range: 6227B, 5-28 Y dc. 6228B, 5-55 Y de.
Tracking error: in tracking mode, the slave supply is matched within
0.2% ± 2 mY of the master.
Transient recovery time: in constant voltage, the output will recover in 50 /lS to within 10mY of its nominal value for a resistive load
change demanding an output current change equal to the current rating of the supply. The nominal output voltage is defined as the mean
between the no load and full load voltages.
Temperature Ratings
Operating: O°C to 55° C.
Storage: -40°C to +75°C.
Cooling: natural convection.
Weight (net/shipping): 11/12.9 kg (24/28 Ib).
Size: 155H x 197 W x 310 mm D (6.13" x 7.75" x 12.25").
Finish: mint gray panel with olive gray case.
Options
009: four ten-turn output voltage and current controls
replace all four concentric coarse and fine voltage and
current controls.
015: four 3-digit graduated turns-counting dials and
1O-turn controls replace concentric coarse and fine voltage and current controls.
040: interfacing for Multiprogrammer operation. Prepares standard HP power supplies for resistance programming by the HP Multiprogrammer.
Accessories
5060-8762: rack kit for mounting one or two dual supplies
5060-8760: filler panel to block unused half of rack
when mounting only one dual supply

Price
add $100

add $250

add $150

$26

Ordering Information

62278 Dual Tracking Power Supply
62288 Dual Tracking Power Supply

$1200
$1200

POWER SUPPLIES
Special Purpose: High Voltage Output
Models 6515A-6525A

• Short circuit proof
• Precise voltage control-four decade thumbwheel or
switch and vernier
• Convection cooling

Non-adjustable current-limit protection is provided on both models. On Model 6516A, the current-limit point is fixed at approximately 8 rnA. On Model 6515A, the current limit value varies with the
selected output voltage range as follows (voltage range/current limit): 0-300 V/7.5 rnA, 400-700 V/65 rnA, 800-1100 V/32 rnA, 12001500 V/25 rnA. Both supplies are protected against reverse voltage
that could be generated by an active load. Pre-loading is necessary to
protect the supplies from reverse current. Either the positive or negative terminal may be grounded or the supply may be operated Ooating
at up to 1000 V above ground. Units are packaged in half-rack-width
cases. They may be bench operated or mounted individually or in
pairs using accessory rack-mounting kits.
Models 6521A, 6522A, and 6525A may be operated on 230 Vac,
48-63Hz, only through the use of an external accessory 230V to 115V
step-down transformer. Suitable transformers with built-in receptacle, line cord and grounding-type plug may be ordered with the power
supply as a Special Option. Contact your local HP Field Engineer for
ordering information regarding models 6521 A Special Option J08,
6522A Special Option J16, and 6525A Special Option J 13.

."-"'1S"~(,

6521A. 6522A. 6525A
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• Floating output-can be used as a positive or negative
source
• Front-panel meters
• Bench or rack mounting

'0

6516A

6515A

Specifications
6521A, 6522A, 6525A

Description
6521A, 6522A, 6525A
This series of high performance power supplies has broad application both in the laboratory and in the system. They have sufficient
output current to power devices such as TWT's, klystrons, magnetrons, backward-wave oscillators, high-power gas lasers, electronbeam welding devices, etc. Output voltage is set easily and precisely
by a three-decade thumbwheel switch plus a thumbwheel vernier providing 0.002% resolution. In constant-voltage operation, a singleturn current control allows the current-limit point to be set to any
value within the current rating. In constant-current operation, the
current control varies the output current while the voltage controls
(thumbwheels) provide an adjustable voltage limit. The supplies are
protected against reverse voltage that could be generated by an active
load. Protection from reverse current requires pre-loading the supply
with a dummy load to ensure that the supply outputs current through
the entire operating cycle of the load. Either the positive or negative
terminal may be grounded or the supply may be operated Ooating at
up to 200 V above ground.

6515A and 6516A
These high-voltage power supplies are lower in cost and output
power than the 6521 A-6525A supplies. Their small size, low price,
and short-circuit-proof operation make them excellent high-voltage
laboratory supplies, or high-voltage systems supplies where current
requirements are not more than 6 rnA.
Model 6515A employs a sixteen-position rotary switch and a tenturn vernier control to adjust the output voltage. The rotary switch
selects output voltage increments fom I to 1500 V in 100-volt steps;
the vernier control permits fine adjustment (100 mV resolution) over
any 100-volt span. Model 6516A uses a three-decade thumbwheel
switch plus a thumbwheel vernier for convenient and precise (1.0 V
resolution) output voltage control.

Accuracy: I% of thumbwhcel switch setting.
Temperature rating: operating 0 to 55°C: storage, -40 to +75°C.
Temperature coefficient, per °C: voltage, 0.012% of + I m V. Current: 6521 A, 0.20/, + 0.2 rnA; 6522A. 0.2% + 0.1 rnA: 6525A, 0.2% +
0.05 rnA.
Output impedance, typical: 0.1 ohm in series with I IlH.
Load effect transient recovery: 50 IlS to recover within 0.005% or
20 mY, whichever is greater.
Output modes: automatic cross-over constant-voltage/constantcurrent.
Meters: 2'%. of full scale accuracy. Scales: 6521A: 0-1 kV & 0-200
rnA; 6522A: 0-2 kV & 0-100 rnA; 6525A: 0-4 kV & 0-50 rnA.
Power: 115 V ac ± 10%,48-440 Hz, 4 A, 270 W (230 Vac available
on special order).
Weight: net, 19 kg (42Ib). Shipping, 28.5 kg (63 Ib).
Size: 133 H x 483 W x 457 mm D (5.25" x 19" x 18").

6515A and 6516A
Accuracy: 6516A, I% of thumbwheel switch setting.
Temperature rating: operating, .0 to 55°C; storage, -40 to +75°C.
Temperature coefficient, per DC: voltage, 0.02% + 2 m V.
Load effect transient recovery: 100 IlS to recover within 0.01% or
16 mY, whichever is greater.
Output modes: constant voltage with fixed current limit.
Meters: 2% of full scale accuracy. Scales: 6515A: 1.8 kV; 6516A:
3.5 kV.
Power: 6515A: 115 V ac± 10%,60 ±0.3 Hz, 016 A, 19 W. (230 Vac
available on special order) 6516A: 115 V ac ± 10%,57-63 Hz, I A,
40 W.
Weight: 6515A: net, 4.1 kg (9 Ib). Shipping, 5.0 kg (II Ib). 6516A:
net, 7.7 kg (17Ib). Shipping, 9.5 kg (21 Ib).
Size: 6515A, 89 H x 216 W x 299 mm D (3.50" x 8.50" x \1.75").
6516A, 133 H x 216 W x 406 mm D (5.25" x 8.50" x 16").
PERFORMANCE

RATINGS
OC Output

Load Effect

Source Effect

GENERAL

PARD (rms/p.p)

Volts

mA

Model

Voltage

Current

Voltage

Current

Voltage

Current

0.1000

0-200

6521A

0.005% or 20 mV

2% or 1 mA

0.005% or 20 mV"

1mA

1mVjl50mV

2mA rms

6515A

001 '" or 16 mV'

",'

0,01'/1 or 16 mV'

.,

2mVjl5mV

2%orlmA'

0.005% or 20 mY'

1mA

1mArms

,.!

001 %or 16 mY'

,.

lmVj150mV

6

6522A 0.005% or 20 mV'
6516A 001'" or 16 mY"~

ImV/50mV

:':*

0-50

6525A 0.005% or 20 mY'

2% or 1 mA*

0.005% or 20 mV

1mA

0-1600

5

0-2000

0-100

0-3000
0-4000

;:

~

ImV/150mV 500 ~A rms

Drift
Voltage

+ 3 mV
0,05% + 5 mV
0.036% + 3 mV
005% + 5 mV
0.036%

0036%

+3 mV

Resolution
Current

V

C

Options

Price

20 mV

0.6 mA

J08

$2100

100 mV

**

15, 19

$700

40mV

O.3mA

J08

$2100

19

$1050

J08

$2050

0.25%

+0.5 mA

025%

+0.25 mA

0.25%

+012 mA

80 mV

:):;

1V

• whichever is larger.
•• This feature is not available
aSee page 278 lor complete option end accessory descriptions. Models 6521A-J08, 6522A·J16, and 6521A·J13 are special options for 230 V operation

...

"

015 mA

POWER SUPPLIES
Special Purpose: Precision Source
Models 6111A·6116A
• 0.025% output voltage accuracy
• 5-minute warm-up
• Built-in overvoltage crowbar

• Constant-voltage / current-operation
• Thumbwheel or ten-turn voltage controls
• 0.1% output voltage accuracy
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6114A, 6115A

6111A,6112A,6113A,6116A

Description
6114A,6115A

Output Voltage Controls

These 40-watt precision power supplies are ideal for applications
where an accurate, highly stable, and easy-to-use source of dc voltage
is required. Both models feature automatic dual range operation. For
example, Model 61l4A can supply 0-20 V at 0-2 A, and 20-40 V at
0-1 A, without manual range switching. Automatic output current
range crossover occurs when the supply is providing greater than onehalf of the maximum rated output voltage.

Pushbutton voltage controls on Models 6l14A and 6ll5A allow the
output voltage to be set rapidly and accurately. The setting is displayed in large, easy-to-read numerals. A fifth digit, set via a thumbwheel on the switch assembly, provides output voltage resolution of
200/lV.

Specifications t
RATINGS

PERFORMANCE

DC Output

Load Effect

Source Effect

PARD (rms/p-p)

Drift (Stability)

Amps

Model

Voltage

Current

Voltage

Current

Voltage

Current

Temperature
coefficient

8-hour

gO day

0-10

0-2

6113A

0.001 %+ 100 ~V

-

0.001%

-

40 ~V/lOO ~V

-

0.001 %+ 10 ~V

0.01 %+ 100 ~V

-

0-20

0-1

6111A

0.001 %+ 100 ~V

-

0.001%

-

40~V/1OO~V

-

0.001 %+ 10 ~V

0.01 %+ 100 ~V

-

0-2,0-1

6114A

0.0005% + 100 #V
+100 ~V

0.01%
+500 ~V

0.0005%
+4O~V

0.005%
+40 jill

40 ~V /200 ~V'

200
mA

0.001 %+ 15 ~V

0.0015%
+15 ~V

+30~V"

Volts

0-20,20-40

~A/I

0.0075%

0-40

0-0.5

6112A

0.001 %+ 100 ~V

-

0.001%

-

40 ~V /100 ~V

-

0.001 %+ 10 ~V

0.01 %+ 100 ~V

-

0-50,50-100

0-0.8
0-0.4

6115A

0.0005% + 50 ~V

0.01%
+500 jill

0.0005%
+lOOjill

0.005%
t20jill

40 #V/200 #V'

200
jill/I mA

0.001% + 15
IAV"

0.0015%
+15 ~V

0.0075%

-

40~V/100~V

-

0.001 %+ 10 ~V

0.01 %+ 100 ~V

-

0-200 mA
6116A
0.001 %+ 100 ~V
0.001%
0-100
.. end pege 218 for option delcrlptlonl.
t Refer to pege 254 for complete Ipeclf,cetlon deflnlt,onl
•• Specified with flnll decide pot let to zero. II POI ie eet to velue other then zero, pot wiper Jump
elfect mey ceuee drlH 01 0.00 15'll> t 200 ~V (eo·dey).

+30~V

200 ~V pop no,ee ,etyp,celw,th e mexlmum 400 ~V pop eplke 011811 then 1 ~I duret,on occurring
repetition rete ot twice power line lrequency under woret ceee condltlonl of high line, full output
voltege. When operlt.d et400 Hz Input, p.ek-to-p.ek ripple ie I••• then 10 mY.

Output Current Controls
A front-panel control allows the output current to be set to any desired value within the maximum rating. Using this control, the supplies can be operated as constant-current sources with 0.0 I% current
regulation. A light-emitting diode current mode indicator immediately lights either when the supply is operated in the gross current limit
region, or when the output current level established by the setting of
the front panel control is reached.

Remote Programming
These supplies can be remote programmed by means of an external
voltage or resistance. When remote resistance programmed, put voltage accuracy is 0.0 I% plus the accuracy of the remote programming
resistor, and output current accuracy is 0.25% plus the accuracy of
the remote programming resistor.
For computer controlled applications, these supplies are designed to
be digitally programmed with the HP Model 6940B Multiprogrammer or 6941B Multiprogrammer Extender. They can also be used
with the 5950lA HP-IB Isolated D/A Power Supply Programmer.

Overvoltage Protection
A circuit technique used in these supplies causes the output voltage
to drop completely to zero once the overvoltage protection circuit has
been triggered, rather than to only 1-3 V as is typical with other SCR
crowbars. This same circuit technique also permits the trip threshold
to be set as low as 0.5 V, thus providing load protection at very low
output voltage levels.

6111A, 6112A, 6113A and 6116A
Although these 20-watt precision power supplies do not provide
quite the level of performance and flexibility of Models 6114A a.nd
6115A, they are lower in cost and are suitable for many precision
power applications. Output voltage is adjusted by a five-decade
thumbwheel voltage programmer for convenient and precise (100 It V
resolution) adjustment of output voltage. A single-turn current
control allows full-r'\nge adjustment of the current-limit point.

Additional features include a volt/ampere meter and associated meter function switch. The four-position function switch selects either of
two output voltage or output current ranges (XI, XO.I) for display on
the panel meter.
The d-c output of these supplies is floating, allowing the supplies to
be used as either positive or negative sources. Terminals for +OUT,
-OUT, and GND are provided on both the front and rear of the
supply. The rear terminal strip also includes terminals for remote resistance programming, remote sensing, and auto-series, auto-tracking
operations.
Units are packaged in 5114-inch high, half-rack cases which may be
bench operated or rack mounted using accessory rack mounting hardware.

General Speclflcations-(See Table Also)
Temperature rating: all precision models; operating 0° to 50°C.
Storage, -40° to +75°C.
DC output IsOlation: output terminals of precision models may be
floated up to 300 V above ground.
Remote sensing: provided on all precision models.
Power: 104-127 or 208-250 V ac selected by switch, 48-440 Hz, 150
VA maximum.
SIze: 166 H x 197 W x 336 mm D (6.5" x 7.75" x 13.25").
Weight: net, 7.7 kg (l7Ib). Shipping, 9.5 kg (21 lb).

6111A, 6112A, 6113A and 6116A
Power: 115 V ac ± 10%, 43-63 Hz, 0.5 A, 52 W (for 230 V. order
Optn.028).
Size: 133 H X 216 W x 318 mm D (5.25" x 8.5" x 12.5").
WeIght: net, 5 kg (II Ib). Shipping, 6.8 kg (14 Ib).

6114A,6116A
WeIght: net, 7.7 kg (17 lb). Shipping, 9.5 kg (21 Ib).
Size: 155 H x 197 W x 318 mm D (6" x 7.75" x 12.5").

Specifications, Continued
GENERAL

REMOTE CONTROL
Resistance Coefficient

...

RIIOlrtilI

(InUl

load
Irnienl
RICOlIll

~

'-cCIlICY

0.1% + 1 mV

2O~V

0.2mO
+1 jI/i

50 ~s
SOmV

200 ~V

0.5 mO
+1 ~H

2OO~V

0.1% + I mV

. 0.025% + 1mV

~z

Iifenilllil
'/illlll

Cllrent

ilItall

Cllrent

CVjCL

1 klljV
10.1%

-

IVjV±O.l%

'"

50 ~s
SOmV

CV/CL

I kO/V
±O.I%

-

1ViV±0.1%

'"

0.05 mn
+3j1/i

<SO PS,
SOmV

CV/CC

2 kO/V
±0.01%

5OO0/A

IVIV*

0.5 VIA
±1%

±0.2~

0.1% + I mV

200 ~V

2 mO
+1 ~H

50 ~s
somV

CV/Cl

I kO/V
±01%

-

\ V/V ± 01%

'"

0.025% + 1mV

2OO~V

O.05mO
+3j1/i

<SO ~s,
SOmV

CV/CC

2 kOIV
±0.01%

I kOlA
±0.25'!b

1VIV*

I VIA
±1%

O.1%+1mV

200 ~V

10 mil
+1 ~H

-

CV/CL

1kO/v
±01%

-

lViV±O.l%

'"

.. See pege 278 for comptete option end ecceeeory deecriplione.
• UP • incre8liftg outpu' Yollege. NL • No output load cu"enl. FL • Full reted outpulload cu"enl.
Accuracy ie eque' to accuracy at remote programming deYlce ± 200 ~V.

*

OOllN.

UP.

Voltage Coefficient

.

~

It

Fl

It

R

-

-

-

-

Opll1, 3-13 V

11,28,40 5950

-

-

-

-

Opt \1.2.5-23

11,28,40 5900

1.75 S

1.75 S

350ms

1I1Oms

STD,0.5-45V

-

-

-

-

4.5 s

4.5 s

500ms

175 rna

STD, 0.5-110 V

9,15

51200

-

-

-

-

Opt 11, 20-106 V

11,28

5925

t:. Thie 'eeture Ie not eyeileble.

-Perlo""ence ie not &pecified.

Proleclill

9,15

Pricl

51200

Opt11, 2.5-44 V 11,28,40 5900

POWER SUPPLIES
Special Purpose: Constant Current Sources
Models 6177C, 6181C & 6186C
• Continuously variable voltage limit
• Output useful to micro-ampere region

• High output impedance-no output capacitor
voltage to vary from zero to maximum.
Source effect (line regulation): less than 25 ppm of output + 5
ppm of range switch setting for a change in the line voltage from 104
to 127 V ac (or 127 to 104 V ac) at any output current and voltage
within rating.
Load effect transient recovery: less than 800 JLS for recovery to
within I% of nominal output current following a full load change in
output voltage. (On 6186C, recovery time for 100 mAl I0 mAil rnA
ranges is I ms/1.6 ms/4 ms, respectively.)
Temperature coefficient: output change per degree C is less than
75 ppm of output current +5 ppm of range switch setting.
Drift (stability): less than 100 ppm of output current +25 ppm of
range switch setting. Stability is measured for eight hours after one
hour warm-up under conditions of constant line, load, temperature,
and output setting.
Resolution: 0.03% of range switch setting.
Temperature rating: operating 0, to 55°C, storage, -40 to +75°C.

6l77C, 6l81C

6l86C

Accessories

Price

5060-8764: rack adapter for rack mounting one or two
6177C or 6181C supplies
5060-8762: rack adapter for rack mounting one or two
6186C supplies
5060-8530: filler panel for Models 6177C, 6181 C
5060-8760: filler panel for Model 6186C

Description
These solid-state constant-current sources are ideal for semiconductor circuit development, component testing, and precision electroplating applications.
Their high-speed remote programming characteristics make these
supplies useful in testing and sorting semiconductors, resistors, relays,
meters, etc. The ability to superimpose ac modulation on the dc output permits the supplies to be used for measurement of dynamic or
incremental impedance of circuit components.

add $75

trol replaces front panel current knob
028: 230 V ac ± 10%, single-phase input. Models
6177C and 6181C only

N/C

Ordering Information
6177C, 6181 C Constant Current Source
6186C Constant Current Source

6177C

Model

Output Ranges

Constant Current

current +.04% of range)

Remote
Programming

Resistance Control 1% of
o~tput

Voltage Lim,t
Remote
Programming

control +0.04% of range)

6181C

6186C

0-S00 mA

0-2S0 mA

0-100 mA

O-SO Vdc

0-100 Vdc

0-300 Vdc

0-SmA

0-2.S mA

0-1 mA

8

O-SO mA

0-2S mA

0-10 mA

C

O-SOO mA

0-2S0 mA

0-100 mA

IISVac "10%.48-63 Hz;
0.6 A, SS Wat liS Vac
For 230 Vac see Option 028

I1S Vac "10%. 48-63 Hz;
06 A. SS Wat liS Vac
For 230 V ac see Option 028

IIS/230 Vac, 48-63 Hz;
0.9 A. 90 Wat liS Vac
IIS/230 V ac switch

AC Input

Voltage Control (accuracy OS% of output

$950
$1400

A

Voltage Compliance .l

Range A

200 mV/mA

1 V/mA

10V/mA

Range 8

20 mV/mA

100mV/mA

1 V/mA

Range C

2 mV/mA

10 mV/mA

100 mV/mA

Range A

400 ohms/mA

2 kil/mA

10 kil/mA

Range 8

40 ohmS/II1A

200 ohms/mA

I kn/mA

Range C

100 kil/mA

40hms/mA

200hms/mA

Voltage Control (Accuracy: 20%)

1 V/V

I V/V

I V/V

Resistance Control

870 ohms/V

43S ohms/V

820 ohms/V

2S%

2S%

IS%

Range A

R= 330 Meg, C - SOO pF

R = 1330 Meg, C = 10 pF

R = 10,000 Meg. C = 900 pF

Range 8

R = 33.Meg. C = 0.005 ~F

R =133 Meg, C =100 pF

R =1.000 Meg. C = 700 pF

Range C

R= 33 Meg, C = O.OS

Range A

Accuracy

Typical Output Impedance (R ,n parallel with C)'

PARO (Ripple and NOISe) rms/p-p (dc to 20 MHz)
with either output terminal grounded

$44
$26

Options

Load effect (load regulation): less than 25 ppm of output + 5 ppm
of range switch setting for a load change which causes the output
tt

$72.50

015: three-digit graduated turns-counting current con-

Specifications

Output Current

$70

~F

R = 13.3 Meg, C =1000 pF

R =100 Meg. C =ISOO pF

1.6 ~ rms/4O~A IrP

08 ~ rms/20 ~ pop

0.2 ~A rms/S ~ pop

Range 8

16 ~A rms/200 ~A POp

8 ~A rms/IOO ~A POp

2 ~A rms/SO ~ POp

Range C

160~ArIl1S/1

80 ~ rms/SOO ~ pop

20 ~ rms / 500 ~A POp

mAp-p

Programming Speed: trom 0 to 99% of range switch setting with a
resistive load
"(Output Current Modulation)

6 ms

6 ms

10ms

DimenSions:

7.7S' (W) x 3.44' (H) x 12.38' (0)
197 mm (W) x 88 mm (H) x 31S mm (0)

7.7S' (W) x 3.44' (H) x 12.38' (0)
197 mm (W) x 88 111m (H) x 31S mm (0)

7.7S' (W) x 3.44' (H) x 12.38' (0)
197 mm (W) x IS8 mm (H) x 31S mm (0)

4S3 kg (10 Ib)/S.9 kg (13Ib)

4.S3 kg (10 Ib/S.9 kg (l31b)

S.9 kg (13Ib)/7.7 kg (17 Ib)

Weight:

(Net/Shipping)

• This network is 8 simplified representation of 8 complex network. The formula Z = RX e I VA;>- + Xc 2
is used for frequencies up to 1 MHz by substituting the values given for Rand C. Above
1 MHz, the output impedance is greater than the formula would indicate.
•• Output current can be modulated 100% up to 50 Hz: percent modulation decreases

linearly to 10% at 500 Hz.

tt

For operation above 40°C the maximum output current must be reduced linearly to
80% of rating at 55° C (maximum temperature).
.:l Minimum voltage obtainable with voltage limit control is 0.5 V.

POWER SUPPLIES
Special Purpose: de Power Supply / Amplifiers
Models 6824A-6827A

• High speed remote programming
• Overload protection
• Wide-band response

<"2

_---

6824A

6825A-6827A

Description
The Power Supply / Amplifier is a general-purpose instrument useful in any laboratory engaged in research and development of electronic systems, circuitry, or components. The unit can be operated in
one of two basic operating modes: power supply or amplifier. Terminals at the rear permit access to various internal control points to further expand the operational capabilities of the instrument. The
resulting flexibility lends the Power Supply/Amplifier to an almost
unlimited number of applications.

Models 6825A through 6827A
These models feature dual-range output and Constant-Voltage/
Constant-Current operation. Output voltage and current as a dc supply, or gain as a power amplifier, are remotely controllable and are
compatible with Hewlett-Packard Multiprogrammer Systems.
As a dc power supply, the unit can furnish a bipolar, Constant-Voltage or Constant-Current output. It can be remotely programmed
with a resistance, voltage, or current and its high speed programming
characteristics adapt it to a wide variety of laboratory and production
testing applications. The supply can sink, as well as source, current
permitting it to serve as a variable load device.
As a direct-coupled power amplifier, each unit offers a signal-tonoise ratio of approximately 80 dB at full output with low distortion
and a frequency response up to 40 kHz in the fixed gain mode.

Model 6824A
Although this model does not provide quite the level of performance
and flexibility of Models 6825A through 6827 A, it is lower in cost
and is suitable for many applications.
As a power supply, this unit offers Constant-Voltage/CurrentLimiting operation, remote programming, and Auto-Series, AutoParallel operation.
As a power amplifier, the unit exhibits a high signal-to-noise ratio
with a 20 dB gain from dc to 10kHz. It is useful in servo systems, as a
pulse or oscillator amplifier, for motor control, and a variety of other
applications.

General Specifications
Temperature: operating, 0 to 55°C, storage, -40 to +75°C.
Power: 6824A, standard input voltage is 104-127 V ac, 48-63 Hz.
Order Option 028 for 230 V ± 10% operation. 6825A & 6826A,
6827 A, switchable, 100, 120, 220, or 240 V ac, -13% +6%, 48-63
Hz, 150 W.
Size: 6824A, 131 H x 209 W x 303 mm D (5Y,," x 8](,," x II L~.").
6825A, 6826A & 6827 A, 155 H x 198 W x 316 mm D (611,," x 7'Y,," x
12',\,").
Weight: 6824A, 7.7 kg (17 lb), 6825A, 6826A & 6827A, 8.2 kg
(18 lb).

Power Supply Specifications
PERFORMANCE

RATINGS
LOAD EFFECT

DC Output
Volts

Amps

-5Vtot5Vj
-20 Vto t20 V
-5 Vto t5 V/
-50 Vto t50 V
-!OVto tIOV/
-100 Vto tlOOV
-50 Vto t50 V

Model

Voltage

Source Effect
Voltage

Current

Current

Pard (rms/p-p)
Voltage

Current

Transient Recovery
Time

6825A 0.01% t 1mV 0.01% t 250 ~A 0.01% t 2mV 0.01 %t 250 #A 10/30 mV 5/15mA 100 #s
0-2.0 A
Both Ranges
6826A 0.01% t 1mV 001% t 250#A 0.01% t 5mV 0.01 %t 250 ~A 6/35 mV 0.8/5mA 100 #s
0-1.0 A
Both Ranges

Resolution

Output Z
(Typical)

Options

...

Price

Level

Voltage Current

20mV

40mV

6 mA

0.5 mn, 1.5 #H

9

11400

50 mV

100 mV

3 mA

1mil, 1.5#H

9

11400

1.5mA

2mil. 4#H

9

$1400

-

-

9,28

$800

6827A 001% t I mV 0.01% t 250 #A 0.01% 10 mV 001%t250#A 10/50 mV OA/5mA 100 #s
l00mV
200 mV
0-0.5 A
Both Ranges
6824A 0.02% t 5mV
0.02% t 5mV
10 mVrms 0-1.0 A
100 ~s 0.02% t 5 mV
-

tRotor to pogo 237 for comploto opocificotion dofinitiono.
pago 260 for comploto option ond occoooory doocriptiono.

&SOO

Power Amplifier Specifications
PERFORMANCE

RATINGS
Output

Voltage Gain

Frequency Response, t 1, -3dB

Distortion at full output

Input Z

Programming Coefficients

Volts

Amps

Model

Fixed

Variable

Fixed Gain

Variable Gain

100 Hz

10 kHz

(Typical)

Gain'

Voltage

Current

10 Vp.p or
40 Vpop

2 Apk

6825A

IX
4X

0-2X
0-8X

de -40 kHz

de -15 kHz

0.1% THO

0.5%

IOkil

Rf/l0.24 kn
4 Rf/IO.24

I VjV
4 v/i;

2A/V

10Vp-por
100 Vp-p

1Apk

6826A

IX
lOX

0-2X
0-20X

de -40 kHz

de -15 kHz

0.1 %THO

0.5%

10 kll

Rf/l0.24 kll
10 Rf /10.24 k!l

1V/V
10 V/V

1A/V

20 Vpop or
200 Vp.p or

05A pk

6827A

2X
20X

O-AX
G-40X

de -30 kHz

de -15 kHz

0.1% THO

1%

10 kll

2 Rf/10.24 kn
20 RfjlO.24 kIl

2 V/V
20 V/V

1A/V

1Apk

6824A

-

0-10X

-

dc-10kHz

0.1% THO

-

2kll

-

1V/V

-

100 Vp.p

'R1 is the gain programming resistance.

POWER SUPPLIES
Options and Accessories
For general purpose, autoranging and special purpose models
A wide range of options is available to modify standard models to
meet the requirements of a particular application. Various general
purpose, autoranging and special purpose power supply descriptions
are found on pages 255 through 277. To determine which options are
available for a particular power supply, refer to the appropriate product page. Always check the AC input voltage, current, and frequency
requirements for the standard model and the AC power available in
the area or country where the power supply will be used. If options are
required, they must be specified with the order.

Price
002: System Interface, 6012A & 6024A
005: 50 Hz ac input: optimizes power supplies that require adjustment/modification for 50 Hz operation.
Order only when listed as required in specifications for
a particular model.
009: ten-turn output controls. Replaces single-turn
output voltage and current controls (where applicable
and available). 6114A, 6115A, 6206B-6209B, 6294A,
6299A and 6824A-6827 A
6200B-6203B, 6205B, 6259B-629IA, and 6296A
6227B, 6228B, 6253A, and 6255A
010: chassis slides. For access to rack mounted power
supplies. 6263B-6267B
6253A, 6255A, 6259B-6261 B, 6268B, 6269B, &
6428B-6448B
6453A, 6456B & 6459A
011: internal overvoltage protection crowbar. Protects
delicate loads against power supply failure or operator
error. Dual output models have dual crowbars.
Single output models, where available.
Dual output models, 6205B, 6253A, & 6255A
015: three-digit graduated turns-counting dial and tenturn controls for output voltage and current (where applicable and available). Improves resettability of power
supply output
6177C, 6181C, 6186C, and 6515A
6114A, 6115A, 6206B, & 6224B-6226B
6207B, 6209B, 6294A & 6299A
6200B-6203B, 6205B, 6259B-6291A, & 6296A
6227B, 6228B, 6253A, & 6255A
016: 115 V ac ± 10% single phase input. Consists of
replacing power transformer and circuit breaker, and
reconnecting bias transformer, RFI choke and fans. For
model 6260B only
019: 230 V ac ± 10%,50 ± 0.3 Hz, single phase input.
Consists of replacing input transformer, line cord and
fuse. Option 019 applies only to models 6515A &
6516A
022: voltage and current programming adjust. Allows
the V and I programming coefficients and zero output
to be conveniently adjusted to 0.1 % accuracy via access
holes in the rear panel. Consists of four potentiometers
and resistors located inside the rear panel. Option 022
applies only to models 6259B-6274B
023: rack mounting attachments. Factory installed for
mounting model 6464C-6483C in a standard 19" rack.
026: 115 V ac ± 10%, single phase input. Consists of
replacing the input circuit breaker and reconnecting the
power transformer, bias transformer, R FI choke, and
fans. Option 026 applies only to models 6259B, 6261 B,
and 6268B
027: 208 V ac, ± 10%, single phase input. Consists of
reconnecting power transformer taps, and other components where necessary. Order only when listed in the
specifications for a particular model
028: 230 V ac ± 10%, single phase input. Consists of
reconnecting power transformer taps, and other components where necessary. Order only when listed in the
specifications for a particular model
040: multi programmer interface. Prepares standard HP
power supplies for resistance programming by the 6940B
Multiprogrammer or 6941 B Multiprogrammer Extender.
This option includes Option 022, special calibration, and
protection check-out procedures (where required)

$300
N/C

$30

$60
$100
$85

6111A-6113A
$40
6205B, 6224B, 6226B, 6259B-6274B, & 6281 A-6299A
$75
6464C, 6466C, 6469C, & 6472C
$100
6227B,6228B,6253A & 6255A
$150
100: 87-106 V ac, 47-63 Hz, single phase input
N/C
120: 104-127 V ac, 47-63 Hz, single phase input
N/C
220: 191-233 V ac, 47-63 Hz, single phase input
N/C
240: 208-250 V ac, 47-63 Hz, single phase input
N/C
(Note: options 100, 220 and 240 are for models 6236B
and 6237B only, and consist of setting an internal AC
voltage selection switch and selecting appropriate line
fuse.)
907: Front Handle Kit (Part No. 5061-0089)
$32
908: Rack Flange Kit (Part No. 5061-0077)
$25
909: Opt. 907, 908 combined (Part No. 5061-0083)
$55
Special Option J30: Voltage to current converter. Required to prepare models 6427B-6448B and 6466C-6483C for use with the model
5950lA HP-IB Isolated D/ A Power Supply Programmer. Contact your
local HP Field Engineer for ordering assistance. (Reference AN250-1,
paragraph 4-37)

i~

$160
I,

$250
$70

·

.·4r~r~·,··----"''''''

ia.iii._ ,.
14513A Rack Kit for one 3.5" high supply
14515A Rack Kit for one 5.25" high supply

$140

.i-I;\.·~!r~ti--~-

$75
$75
$100
$125
$250
$80

$50

$60

$30
N/C

N/C

N/C

14523A Rack Kit for two 3.5" high supplies
14525A Rack Kit for two 5.25" high supplies
Accessories
14513A and 14523A rack kits apply to the following
models: 6200-6209B, 6237 B, 6281 A, 6284A, 6289A,
6294A, 6299, 6515A
14513A: high rack kit for one supply
14523A: 3.5" high rack kit for two supplies
14515A and 14525A rack kits apply to the following
models: 6111 A-6113A, 6116A, 6282A, 6286A, 6291 A,
6296A, 6516A, 6824A.
14515A: 5.25" high rack kit for one supply
14525A: 5.25" high rack kit for two supplies
14521A: rack kit for one, two or three supplies
Includes two filler panels. 14521A rack kit applies to
the following models: 6212A-6218A.
5060-8762: adapter frame for rack mounting one or
two 1/2 rack widths units or one, two or three 1/, rack
width units
This frame applies to the following models: 6114A,
6115A, 6186C, 6224B-6228B, 6825A, 6826A, 6827A.
5060-8764: adapter frame for rack mounting one or
two V2 rack width units.
This frame applies to the following models: 6177C,
6181C.
5060-8759: Blank Filler Panel
This V, rack width panel applies to the following models: 6224B, 6226B.
5060-8760: Blank Filler Panel
This V2 rack width panel applies to the following models: 6114A, 6115A, 6186C, 6227 B, 6228 B, 6825A,
6826A, 6827 A.
5060-8530: Blank Filler Panel
This 112 rack width panel applies to the following models: 6177C, 6181C.
14545A: casters-set of four
Snap-on casters for one 6464C-6483C power supply.
(For rack mounting information on these supplies, see
Opt 023.)

$55
$30

$60
$35
$115

$72.50

$110

$22.50

$26

$44

$85

POWER SUPPLIES
Choosing a Modular Supply

The selection of a power supply for today's
electronic system requires careful evaluation.
Sophisticated system electronics have placed
new demands on the supply and, as always,
the power supply is the very heart of the system. If it stops delivering power, the system
stops. In your selection consider not only the
obvious technical and cost considerations,
but also the less tangible product factors that
are provided for your OEM dollar.

dence a 50,000 hour MTBF at 50°C and
more than 100,000 hours at room ambient
conditions.

life Test Acceptance Curve65105A

In some applications off-the-shelf power
supplies will not meet your needs. In these instances, our Specials Engineering-is ready to
provide product modifications, assembled
power systems, or applications assistance to
help with your specific requirements. Just let
your HP Field Engineer know.

Hewlett-Packard OEM supplies are thoroughly proven before they are introduced.
Each product goes through a development
cycle consisting of Engineering Breadboard,
Lab Prototype and Production Pilot Runs.
At each phase the units are evaluated for
safety, specification compliance, environmental performance, workmanship, and serviceability. Before introduction as new
products, all models undergo formal environmental testing in multiple tests including
hi-pot, altitude, operating temperature, humidity, vibration, shock, EMC, this many
tests again and more.
We employ a comprehensive and conservative method of determining Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF). A component data
base is maintained to provide actual component failure statistics and the MTBF is
adjusted to reflect the actual working environment in which the components operate.
Calculated MTBF objectives are confirmed
with life tests.
As an illustration of HP's commitment to
reliability, the 395,000 unit hours of life-test
data for the 651 05A, 50 Watt power supply
is presented below per MIL-781 B, Test Plan
III. The data demonstrates with 90% confi-

Hewlett-Packard's service support is a major factor in the lasting value of our products.
H P is ready to respond to your service needs
with extensive world-wide service and spare
parts facilities. Staffed by competent technical personnel, these facilities provide fast
turn-around-time. All units are shipped with
complete Operating and Service Manuals.

Special Designs

Quality

MTBF

Service Support

Make or Buy

The 395,000 unit-hours represents a full
year of testing 58 power supplies. It predicts
an operating life of more than 20 years in
typical applications. It's part of our commitment to you.

Safety
To assist you in complying with safety regulations, all HP modular power supplies are
designed to meet UL'specifications. New
products are also designed to meet international safety regulations (e.g. VDE 0730).
HP modular power supplies are UL listed,
and a UL yellow card number will be provided upon request.

A crucial question in the make-or-buy decision is whether or not you want to expend
the technical and financial resources to design and manufacture your own supplies.
It is important not to underestimate the
difficulty involved in a power supply design.
When evaluating your technical capabilities
keep in mind that modern power supplies are
state-of-the-art components. Much time will
be required for electrical and mechanical design, prototypes and evaluation, and your engineers will be diverted from other more
productive tasks.
To assist you with a make-or-buy decision
we will be pleased to provide Application
Note 236-1. This note assists you in conducting a Return on Investment (ROJ) analysis
by revealing both the obvious and hidden
costs incurred in the manufacture of your
own power supplies. Contact your local HP
Field Engineer for a free copy.

POWER SUPPLIES
OEM Modular Selection Guide

e

550 Watts Fan Cooled

50 Watts Card
Maximum
Current (Ade)

Output
Voltage
(Vde)
5
12
15
5
+12
-15

Model
65105A
651l2A
65115A
65312A

4O'C
100
42
33
10.0
1.5
1.0
100
1.0
1.0
10.0
1.0
1.0
10.0
1.0
1.0
OJ-1.0
OJ-1.0
10.0
1.0
1.0
OJ-1.0
OJ-1.0
01-0J

5
+15
-15
5
+18
-18
5
+16
-16
+151012
-510-12

65315A

65317A

65512A

5
+16
-16
+51012
-510-12
-510-12

65612A

e

Switching Supplies, AC to DC

50°C
100
4.2
33
100
15
1.0
100
10
1.0
10.0
1.0
1.0
10.0
1.0
1.0
OJ-1.0
OJ-1.0
100
1.0
1.0
OJ-1.0
OJ-1.0
oI-OJ

100 QIy
OEM
Priee
$172
$172
$172

Output
Voltage
(Vde)

40°C

50°C

63312F

5
+121015
-12 to 15

50
10
10

42
8
8

$900

63330F

5
121015
121015

50
10
10

42
8
8

$980

$211

63331F

5
+12
-12

85
5
5

70
4
4

$1040

$211

63340F

5
12 to 15
121015
5

50
10
10
5

42
8
8
4

$1140

$225

63341F

5
24
12
12

35
5
10
6

29
4
8
5

$1140

63350F

5
24
-12
12
-5

35
5
9
6
I

29
4
7
5
1

$1180

$211

$233

Model

Maximum
Current (Ade)

100 QIy
OEM
Priee

110 Watts , Convection Cooled
63005E

22
18
2
2

5
5
+15
-15

63315E

18
15
16
16

$520

DC to DC Converters

$600

110 Watts , Convection Cooled
61005E

300 Watts, Fan Cooled

I

62605l

I

5

I

60

50

$700

100

87

$780

61315E

5
5
+12 to +15
-1210-15

22
18
2
2

18
15
1.6
1.6

$480

16
12
10
9
7.5
65
4

$504
$504
$504
$504
$504
$504
$504

$600

500 Watts, Fan Cooled

I

62605M

I

5

I

Linear Supplies, AC to DC
80-200 Watts , Convection Cooled

10-20 Watts , Convection Cooled
62005A
62012A
62015A
62018A
62024A
62028A
62048A

5
12
15
18
24
28
48

20
1.5
1.25
1.0

2.0
15
1.25
1.0

Ol5
OlO

Ol5
OlO

0.45

045

$272
$272
$272
$272
$272
$272
$272

8
6
5
45
375
325
2

$328
$328
$328
$328
$328
$328
$328

5
12
15
18
24
28
48

8
6
5
4.5
315
325
2

5
12
15
18
24
28
48

16
12
10
9
7.5
6.5
4

30-140 Watts , Dual Output , Convection Cooled

40-90 Watts , Convection Cooled
62005E
62012E
62015E
62018E
62024E
62028E
62048E

62005G
62012G
62015G
62018G
62024G
62028G
62048G

62212A
62215A
62212E
62215E
62212G
62215G

±12
±15
±12
±15
± 12
+ 15

1.41/1.25
1.25/11
33/3
3/2.75
6/5
5.2/4.5

-

-

$308
$308
$372
$372
$580
$580

POWER SUPPLIES
65000A-Series, Systems, Accessories

65000A-Series Power Supplies
50 Watts, Up to 6 Outputs, 200 kHz Switching

Power Systems
• Custom designed systems are available assembled, tested and
documented by Hewlett-Packard
• System component units for "do it yourself' power system
solutions

Custom Systems
Custom power systems can be assembled by installing suitable combinations of single and dual-output linear supplies and switching regulated supplies in rack mounting trays. If desired, Hewlett-Packard
will assemble, wire, and test complete power supply systems to customer specifications using these modular power supplies and rack
mounting accessories. Meters, switches, input and output connectors,
and other components will be installed to meet your specifc needs.
Consult your local Hewlett-Packard Field Engineer for price and delivery information.
Breakthrough 200 kHz MOS Power FET switching with resonant
sinewave power conversion makes possible the 65000A Series of 50
watt power supplies. They are smaller and lighter and provide increased reliability over conventional switching power supplies-more
than 100,000 hour MTBF for single output models, verified by
395,000 hours or life tests.
The series includes eight models in three sizes with up to six outputs: single, single+2, triple+2, and quadruple+2, outputs. The main
output of each model is 0.1 % regulated and delivers up to 10 amperes
of current. The "+2" outputs are the semiregulated outputs of multiple output models. They are isolated from the main output and are
used to power the 2% regulated adjustable outputs.
Contact your HP Field Engineer for special output voltages from 4
to 28 Vdc and special control features.

Accessories for Power Systems
The Model 62410A Rack Mounting Tray can accommodate any
combination of Series 62000 linear supplies, Series 62200 dual linear
supplies, Series 63000 switching-regulated supplies totaling a full
rack width or less. It can be installed in a 19-inch rack directly or on
slides. Detachable handles are included. The 62411 A Blank Front
Panel has a 2.25-inch clearance when installed on the tray for meters,
switches, test jacks. Model 62413A Cooling Unit delivers 45 CFM of
cooling air while occupying only 1.75-inches of rack space. The
62414A Slide Kit has a 20-inch slide for use with standard 19-inch
wide racks of 20-inch depth (not for HP29400A or -B cabinets.)
Model 62415A AC Distribution Panel is a mounting tray rear panel
with a 3-terminal barrier strip, line cord. and fuse holder already installed. The 126928 Slide Kit has 22-inch slides for use with H P
29400A or -B cabinets.

1163300F-series Power Supplies

550 Watt Up to 5 Outputs, 20 kHz SWitching

I The need for more features and the needs for end-product complilance with new safety and EMI regulations are placing more demands
on your power supply. To help meet these demands, H P has a family
:of multiple-output 20 kHz switching power supplies. These supplies
provide up to 85 amperes with voltages ranging from 5 to 24 volts.
IThe basic design has the flexibility to allow modification to meet your
I~:~u~~~m:~:~s~hen the total power from all outputs combined is un-

I The minimum input voltage is 87 Vac to tolerate brownout conditions and to ensure performance where nominal line voltages are low.
:Carryover time is 40 milliseconds at nominal line voltage and full
Iload, and built-in EMI suppression meets VDE 0871A.

OEM modular power supply Technical Data and Application Notes
are available from your local HP Field Engineer.
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General Recorder Information

Recorders Provide Hardcopy
Graphics
Graphics can make a maze of information
meaningful and manageable when applied
effectively. Graphics are the most efficient
way to present data for interpretation and to
see the relationships between values, such as
the change in a variable over time or how one
variable relates to another. X-Y, strip chart,
and oscillographic recorders capture and display analog data signals.

x-v Recorders
X-V recorders plot Cartesian coordinate
graphs from low frequency analog signals.
Basic decision areas to consider in selecting
an X-V recorder include static performance,
dynamic performance, specific features, and
reliability.
Static performance: Static performance
includes accuracy and resolution, both functions of the recorder's electronic and mechanical characteristics.
Dynamic performance: Dynamic performance includes slewing speed and acceleration, both characteristics essential to the
capture of rapid, transient signal inputs.
Features: The importance of other features
is determined by the application and the environment in which the recorder will be used.
Additional features to consider include chart
size, number of pens, time base capability,

rear inputs, event markers, preamps, and filters.

Strip Chart Recorders
Strip chart recorders produce permanent
records of slowly varying analog signals versus time. Selection criteria include chart
speeds, the writing system, features, and reliability.
Chart speeds: Each recorder can perform
at multiple, user-selected ~peeds. Fast speeds
capture rapid, close signals and slow speeds
are ideal for long-term trend recording and
paper economy.
Writing systems: A thermal writing system
is ideal for long-term unattended operation.
An ink writing system contains durable
stainless steel or convenient disposable pen
tips.
Features: The importance of features such
as two pens depends upon the recorder's application and use.

Oscillographic Recorders
Ocillographic recorders measure and record multiple input voltages against time. Direct writing oscillographs accurately record
analog signals in excess of.1 00 Hz and use a
40 to 50 mm channel width. Selection is
based on number of channels, writing system,
features, and reliability.
Number of channels: Oscillographs are
generally available in 2, 4, or 8 channels. As

the number of channels increases, the cost
per channel decreases.
Writing system: The writing system should
be relatively maintenance free and should
produce crisp, high-quality writing. Both ink
and thermal writing systems are used in oscillographic recorders.
Features: The importance of other features,
such as high pen resonance frequency, a long
life pen system, and remote chart speed control, depend upon the recorder's application
and use.

HewleU-Packard's Recorders
HP's recorders have a long and continuous
history of a high level of reliability in a wide
variety of environments. OEM and volume
end-user discounts are available for many recorder models.

Information and Literature
For more information on any of HP's recorders, contact your HP sales office or complete a postal reply card located in the back
of this catalog. Operating and service manuals are shipped with each recorder. Application notes are also available, at no charge,
from your sales office or by writing HewlettPackard. A list of available notes-including
topics such as recording with input noise present, X-Y recorder dynamic response, X-Y
recorder input connection configuration and
input noise-is included elsewhere in this
catalog.

Review of HP's X-Y Recorders
All include electrostatic holddown, disposable fiber tip pens, offsetable zero, convenient front panel inputs and controls, easy
paper alignment, rack mount capability, mechanical components designed for rugged
use, long life, and long-term alignment, and
optional or standard time base.
Laboratory X-V recorder models: For general purpose use and high quality.
28 X 41.9 cm (11 X 17 in.) chart size
70048: Plug-in flexibility, 14 input
ranges (determined by plug-in), auto
time base reset.
70448: High dynamic performance, 14
input ranges, event marker, TTL remote
control, auto time base reset. Accepts A3
size paper.
70458: Similar to 70448 except with
very high dynamic performance.
70468: Similar to 70448 except with
very high dynamic performance and two
pens.
7047A: High sensitivity for recording
low level signals, 12 input ranges, high
dynamic response. Accepts A3 size paper.
22 X 28 (8% X 11 in.) chart size
70158: Low cost, 3 input ranges, time
base, TTL remote control, accepts A4
size paper.
7034A: Same as 70048 except for size.
70358: Floating guarded inputs, 5 input

ranges.
OEM application X-V recorders: These re-

corders are designed for dedicated applications and provide cost savings.

70108: Dedicated range, one pen, low
cost, medium response. Accepts A4 or 8'12
X II in. paper.
7040A: Dedicated range, one pen, high
dynamic performance. 40 options available. Accepts A3 or II X 17 in. paper.
7041A: Similar to 7040A except with
very high dynamic performance.

Review of HP's Strip Chart
Recorders
Standard features include chart tables that
tilt at three angles, front panel chart advance
thumbwheels, and chart storage. All have ink
writing systems and thermal-writing options
are available on some models. 2-pen models
permit both channels to use the full resolution of the chart width simultaneously.
Laboratory strip chart recorders: A full
complement of span and chart speed selections plus convenient options provide the best
price/performance package available. Two
sizes are offered:
12 cm (5 in.) chart size
680: Compact, ideal for general purpose
recording, 10 input ranges, 8 chart
speeds.
71558: Portable, battery operated for
field application, one disposable pen, 16
input ranges, 7 speeds.
25 cm (10 in.) chart size
7132A: Long-term unattended operation, disposable ink or thermal writing
system, two pens, II input ranges, 8
speeds.
7133A: Similar to 7132A but with one
pen.

OEM application strip chart recorders:
Single-span strip chart recorders offer an
economic choice necessary for dedicated
OEM applications.
7130A: 25 cm (10 in.) chart size, 50 options available, II available input range
spans, two pens, disposable ink or thermal
writing system.
7131A: Similar to 7130A but with one
pen.

Review of HP's Oscillograph
Recorders
Hewlett-Packard oscillographic recorders
are designed to free you from pen adjustment, lapping, and replacement problems
through a combination of tungsten or ceramic tips and trouble-free mechanical design.
The recorders provide single high resonant
frequency, consistent and uniform traces,
and smooth, controlled pen response. Other
features include remote chart speed control, accessible preamplifier outputs, and
common shielded input connectors on all
preamplifiers.
7402A: Two channel direct writing recorder capable of recording signals from
DC through 150 Hz. A choice of plug-in
signal conditioners provides user flexibility for configuring the recorder for specialized requirements.
7404A: Similar to 7402 except with four
channels.
7414A: Similar to 7402 except with four
channels and a thermal writing system.
7418A: Similar to 7402 except with eight
channels and a thermal writing system.
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Low-cost, Flexible x-v Recorders
Models 70108, 70158
• Low cost of ownership
• Choice of optional features

• Low price
• Full capability

70108

Control
Panel

Models 70108 and 70158 X-V Recorders
The 7010B and 7015B are low-cost, one pen X-V recorders that
allow charting on paper sizes up to ISO A4 or 216 x 280 mm (8 Y2 x 11
in.). All paper sizes, up to the maximum, are held securely by the
trouble-free electrostatic paper hold down. The units are mounted in
sturdy cases made from single castings, assuring mechanical alignment and long life, even in rugged environments. Designed for the
OEM market, the 7010B recorder features low cost, compact design,
and a selection of options. The 7015 B provides recording for a wide
range of laboratory uses where there is a need for full capability at
reasonable cost.
The 7010B for OEM applications, features electrical and mechanical flexibility by providing a choice of X- and Y-axis sensitivities and
X-axis sweep options. In addition, there are optional time base sweeps
with remote TTL triggering, input filters, electric pen lift with TTL
remote control, control panel, and carrying case.
The 7015 B is a low-cost recorder with a full complement of capabilities. The standard features include an internal time base with
sweep selections from 5 seconds to 20 minutes. The time base provides
automatic pen control and accepts remote triggering from sweep start
and reset. Also included are matched input filters; remote pen lift;
and TTL-level remote control. The 7015B accepts TTL-level and
low current (5 rnA) contact closure for easy interface with external
equipment.

Accuracy: 701 OB: ± 0.3% of full scale at 25°C (includes linearity
and resellability). 7015B: Add ± 0.2% of deflection when not on most
sensitive range. Temperature coefficient: ± 0.2%j°C. Time base:
1.5% ±O.I%jOC
Resettability: Less than 0.2% of full scale.
Overshoot: Less than 2% of full scale.
Slewing speed: Greater than 50 cmjs (20 in.js).
Zero set: 7015 B: Zero may be placed anywhere on writing area or
electrically off-scale up to one full scale from zero index. Adjustment
by 10-turn high resolution control.
Environment: Operating temperature O°C to 55°C; relative humidity 95% RH to 40°C.

70108, 70158 General Specifications
Writing system: Fiber tipped disposable pen.
Writing area: 18 x 25 cm (7 x 10 in.)
Platen size: Holds up to ISO A4 (21 x 30 cm) and 8 Y2 x II in.
Size: 267 H x 432 W x 135 mm 0 (IOY2 x 17 x 5 in.) Electrostatic

paper hold down: ISO A4 chart size or less
Pen 11ft:

70108: Manual (optional TTL remote control)
70158: Electric (remote via TTL level or contact closure)
Power: Switch selectable for 100, 120,220,240 V AC +5 -10%;
47.5 to 440 Hz; 70 VA maximum.
Weight: Net, 7.2 kg (16 Ib). Shipping 10 kg (22 Ib)

70108 Options
70108, 70158 Performance Specifications
Input voltage:

70108: Single range, 0.1 Vjin. (metric Opt: 50 mV jcm)
70158: Metric options: 5 mV jcm, 50 mV jcm, 500 mV jcm
English: 0.0 I Vjin., 0.1 Vjin., I Vjin. Vernier adjustable overlapping all ranges
Time base:

70158: 0.5, 1,5, 10,50, 100 sjin. (Option 001, metric calibration is
0.1,0.5, I, 5, 10,50, sjcm). Remote sweep start and reset via TTL
level or contact closure.
Input types:

70108: Floating rear connector on circuit board
70158: Floating binding posts or circuit board rear connector
Input resistance: I Mfl constant.
Normal mode reJection: 70 15B: greater than 50 dB at 50 and 60 Hz

(40 dBjdecade roll-off above 60 Hz)
Common mode rejection: 100 dB DC, 90 dB AC (decreases 20
dBjdecade step in attenuation). Measured with IK unbalance in HI
terminal on most sensitive range
Common mode voltage: 70V DC and peak AC maximum (conforms to IEC 348)

001 Metric Calibration
002 Control Panel
003 Electric pen lift
004 Deletes recorder case
005 X-axis single sensitivity 5 mV jcm (10 mV jin.)
006 X-axis single sensitivity 0.5 V jcm (I Vjin.)
007 Y-axis single sensitivity 5 mV jcm (10 mV jin.)
008 Y-axis single sensitivity 0.5 V jcm (I Vjin.)
009* X-axis sweep rate of 0.5 sjcm (I sjin.)
010* X-axis sweep rate of 5 sjcm (10 sjin.)
011 Carrying case (not for shipping use)
012 Input filter (both axes)
013 Rear connector (37-pin subminiature "0")
908 Rack mount

Price
NjC

$110
$100
NjC
NjC
NjC
NjC
NjC
$130
$130
$\55
$65
$100
$25

*Options 009 and 010 include electric pen lift

70158 Options
001 Metric calibration
004 Carrying case (not for shipping use)
908 Rack mount

Price
NjC

$150
$25

Ordering Information

Price

70l0B OEM X-V Recorder
701SB Lab X-Y Recorder
OEM discounts available

$1475
$1800
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General Use x-v Recorder, Plus Time Base
Models 7035B, 17108A Time Base
• Precision recording
• Time base available
• Floating guarded inputs

•
70358

Model 7035B X-Y Recorder

7035B Performance Specifications

The 7035B combines precision with low cost and general-use design
to provide users with one X- Y recorder that serves most recording
needs where high dynamic performance is not a requirement. Compact in design, the 7035B is well adapted to rack mounting with the
addition of only two optional wing brackets. Other features are silent,
trouble-free electrostatic paper hold down for paper sizes up to 216 x
280 mm (81/2 x II in.); floating guarded inputs to help eliminate the
common mode voltage effects that are troublesome when recording
from low level sources; and disposable pens with self-contained ink
supply to allow simple, one-step replacement of ink, tip, and color.
Input connectors on the 7035B accept both open wire and plug-type
connectors. In addition, the recorder provides five calibrated ranges
(0.4 mV /cm to 4 V/cm) for each axis; signal scaling for full-scale
deflection, and high input impedance (I megohm, except the first two
ranges).

Input ranges: 0.4, 4, 40, 400 mV/ cm and 4 V/ cm (1, 10, 100
mV/in.; 1 and 10 V/in.). Continuous vernier between ranges
Input types: Floating guarded signal pair; rear connector
Input resistance:

Model 17108A Time Base
The I7I08A is a self-contained external time base that operates on
either axis of the 7035B. By simply plugging in the 17I08A, the
7035B is provided with five sweep speeds from 0.2 to 20 s/cm (0.5 to
50 s/in.). This module, powered by a single self-contained battery, is
controlled by its own six-position range switch and three-position
mode switch.

Range
0.4 mV/cm
Variable
4 mV Icm
Variable
40 mV Icm
& above

Input resistance
(I mV lin.)

Potentiometric (essentially infinite at null)

(10 mV lin.)

100 Kll
100 Kll

(100 mV lin.)
& above

I Mll

11 Kll

Normal mode rejection: >30 dB at 60 Hz; then 18 dB/octave
Maximum allowable source impedance: No restrictions except on
fixed 0.4 mV /cm (I mV /in.) range. Up to 20 H! source impedance
will not alter recorder's performance.
Accuracy: ±0.2% of full scale
Linearity: ± 0.1 % of full scale
Resettability: ± 0.1 % of full scale
Zero set: Zero may be set up to one full scale in any direction from
zero index. Lockable zero controls.
Slewing speed: 50 cm/s (20 in./s) nominal at 115 V.
Common mode rejection: 130 dB at DC & 100 dB at line frequency with up to I kn between the positive input and guard connection
point and attenuator on most sensitive range. CMR decreased 20 dB
per decade step in attenuation.

7035B General Specifications
Electrostatic paper hold down: Grips 216 x 280 mm (81/2 x II in.)
charts or smaller. Special paper not required.
Pen 11ft: Electric pen lift capable of being remotely controlled.
Size: 265 H x 445 W x 121 mm D (10-7/16 x 171/2 x 4 JA in.)
Weight: Net, 8 kg (18 Ib). Shipping, 10.9 kg (24 Ib).
Power: 115 or 230 V ± 10%, 50 to 60 Hz, approximately 45 VA

7035B Options
17108A Option 001 mounted on recorder

17108A Specifications
Sweep speeds: 0.2,0.4,2,4,20 s/cm (0.5, 1,5, 10,50 s/in.)
Accuracy: 5% of recorder full scale
Linearity: 0.5% of full scale (20°C to 30°C)
Output voltage: 0 to 1.5 V
Power: Replaceable mercury battery (100 hr)

001 Metric calibration
003 Retransmitting potentiometer on X-axis 5kn ± 3%

Price
N/C
$125

17108A Options
002 17I08A Metric calibration

Ordering Information
70358 General purpose X- Y recorder
17108A Time base plug-in

N/C

Price
$2000
$400
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High Performance General-Use X-V Recorders
Models 70448, 70458, 70468, 7047A

The 70448, 70458,70468, 7047A

Maximum general-use capability need? Two pens to draw two or
three simultaneous variables? ... Choose the 70468

Relatively low frequency requirements? A dedicated application?
Flexible needs for basic recording? ... Choose the 70448

Multi-users and many applications? Fast pen response? No need to plot
two simultaneous Y variables? ... Choose the 70458

High sensitivity low signal application, such as electrochemistry?
High noise levels? ... Choose the 7047A

This series of general-use X- Y recorders
has been designed to satisfy both current and
future laboratory applications. The highlevel performance and reliability of these recorders are the results of a design philosophy
that has evolved through 30 years of HewlettPackard experience as a leading manufacturer of X- Y recorders.
Whether the buyer purchases the one-pen
(X or T vs Y) 7044B, 7045B or 7047 A or the
two pen (X or T vs Y I & Y2) 7046B, the
recorder will provide the following quality
features:
Very high dynamic performance: With a
combination of high slewing speed and acceleration, these recorders can capture fast
changing signals that an ordinary recorder
might miss. For example, the 7045B will,
typically, record a signal from DC to 10Hz
at 2 cm peak-to-peak amplitude on either
axis.
TTL remote control: With TTL or simple
contact closure to ground, a rear connector
offers easy interface to measurement systems. TTL provides remote control of sweep
start and reset, pen lift, servo mute, and chart
hold. Pen lift, the most important action to be
controlled remotely, is also available from
a convenient rear-mounted banana jack
connector (not 7047 A).
Wide chart size range: Accepts ISO A3,
ISO A4, 8 1/2 x II in., II x 17 in. and, in fact,
virtually any paper size under the maximum
limit (ISO A3 or II x 17 in.). With this capability these recorders can fill a greatly increased variety of charting needs.
Environmental specifications: Each unit
is designed to meet exacting HewlettPackard environmental specifications. For
example, units are designed to meet performance specifications over a temperature
range of O°C to 55°C; 95% relative humidity
at 40°C; plus rugged shock and vibration
specifications.
Other user-oriented features: With this
X- Y recorder line, the two main design objectives were to produce precision instruments and to make these units easy to use.
Some of the major designed-in features to
achieve these objectives are:
• Polarity reverse switch that eliminates
need to reverse input leads
• Response switch on 7045B and 7046B that
allows recorder response to be slowed to
simplify initial set up
• Separate rear connector that provides a
convenient remote pen lift control connection (not 7047A)
• Built-in hardware that simplifies table or
rack mounting

70448,70458,70468, and 7047A Specifications
Performance Specifications

I

70458
VERY HIGH SP.EED

I

70448

HIGH SPEED

7047A
VERY HIGH SENSITIVITY

70468
2.p£N, VERY HIGH SPEE.D

Type of Input

Front and rear input. Floating, guarded. Polarity reversal switch on front panel.

Front input only. Floating, guarded. Common mode driver circuit
eliminates need to connect CMV to recorder, if CMV < 10 Vpeak.

Input ranges

0.25,05,1, 2.5, 5, 10,25,50,100,250,500 mV/cm.l, 2.5,5 V/cm.
(0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500 mVlin. 1, 2, 5, 10 Vlin.)
Continuous vernier between ranges.

0.05,01,0.5,1, 5, 10 mV/in.; 0.05, 01, 0.5,1.5, 10V/in.
(metric available in 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5,1,5 mV Icm; 0.01, 005,
0.1, 0.5, 1, 5VI cm). Continuous vernier between ranges.

1megohm constant on all ranges

Input resistance

10 k ohm max except 002 mV Icm, 0.05 mV Icm, and 0.1
mV Icm (0.05 mVlin. and 0.1 mVlin.) ranges are 2 k ohm max.

10 k ohm maximum on all ranges

Source resistance
Accuracy

±0.2% of full scale (includes linearity and deadband) at 25°C. Temp coefficient ±0.01 %per °C

Range accuracy

±0.2% of full scale ±0.2% of deflection (includes linearity and deadband) at 25°C. Temp coefficient ±0.01%per °C.
01 %of full scale

Deadband
Common mode rejection

110 dB and 90 dB AC (exceeds 130 dB DC and 110 dB AC under normal lab
environmental conditions) with 1k ohm between HI and LO terminals.
CMV applied between ground and LO, and attenuator on most sensitive range.
CMR decreases 20 dB per decade step in attenuation.

Normal mode rejectlCln

Internal filter not available

130 dB DC and 130 dB AC with 1k ohm imbalance in HI or
LO terminal (exceeds 150 dB under normal conditions).
CMR decreases 20 dB per decade step in attenuation
from most sensitive range.
30 dB min at line frequency with FILTER IN. (50dB typical at 60 Hz
and 40 dB at 50 Hz.)

Dynamic Performance Specifications
Slewing speed

50 cm/s (20 in./s), min.

Acceleratlonpeak-Yaxis 2540 cm/s'
(1000 in. Is')
-X axis 1270 cm/s1
(500 in. Is')
Overshoot

97 cm/s (38 in. Is) typical under normal lab conditions. 76 cm/s (30 in./s) minimum.
7620 cm/s2
6350 cm/s'
7620 cm/s' (3000 in./s')
(2500 in/s')

(3000 in./s')

5080 cm/s 2

3800 cm/s2

(2000 in./s')

(1500 in /s')

2% of full scale maximum.

5080 cm/s' (2000 in.js')
1%of full scale maximum.

Offset Specifications
Zero offset

Zero may be placed anyWhere on the writing area or electrically off scale up to
one full scale from zero index.

11 calibrated scales of zero offset in both axes. Switchable in
steps of full scale from +1to -10.

Offset accuracy at 25°C
(applies to calibrated
unit)

Not applicable

±0.1 %of full scale times Nwhere N= number of scales of offset.

Temperature coefficient

Not applicable

±0.004% of full scale times Nper °C.

Time 8ase Specifications
Time base

I 6 speeds; 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 50 slcm (English is 0.5, 1, 5,

8 speeds: 0.25, 0.5,1,2,5,10,25,50 s/cm
(0.5, 1,2,5,10,20,50,100 s/in.)

10, 50, 100 s/in. switchable to Xor Yaxis.
1.0% at 25°C. Temp coefficient at ±OI%/CO

Time base accuracy

General Specifications
Po.er

100, 120,220,240
Vac +5 -10%; 48 to
440 Hz; 135 VA

100,120,220,240
Vac +5 -10%; 48 to
440 Hz; 230 VA

100,120,220,240
Vac +5 -10%; 48 to
440 Hz; 230 VA

Pen lift

Electric (remote via TIL level)

Writing area
Weight
Size

25 x38 cm (10 x 15 in.)
Net 137 kg (30 Ib)

Net 16 kg (35Ib)

400 Hx 483 Wx 165 mm D(15% x 19 x 6V, in.)
Price

70468 Options
001 Time base

Price

002 Event marker
007 Metric calibration
085 VDE certification (VDE specification DIN

Net 18.6 kg (41Ib)
441 Hx483Wx 173mm D(I7¥8 X 19 X613/'6 in.)

70448, 70458 Options
001 Time Base
002 Event marker
006 Metric calibration

57411 )

100,120,220,240 Vac
+5, -10%; 48 to 66 Hz;
180VA

$290
$140

7047A Options
001 Metric calibration
002 Event marker

Price

Ordering Information
High speed recorder
Very high speed recorder
2-pen, very high speed recorder
Very high sensitivity, high speed recorder
OEM discounts available

Price
$2750
$3150
$4550
$4800

N/C
$140

N/C
$290
$140

N/C
$85

70448
70458
70468
7047A
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High Performance Modular X-V Recorders
Models 7034A, 70048, with 17170 Series Preamps

• High dynamic performance
• Plug-in flexibility
• Guarded inputs

II ,!',!!!

70048

Models 7034A and 70048 X-V Recorders
The 7034A and 70048 X-Y recorders provide high dynamic performance, plus plug-in nexibility. Precision recordings of rapidly changing input signals are assured, because the recorders have excellent
dynamic performance, high slewing speed (greater than 75 cm/s),
and high peak acceleration (3800 cm/s2 ). With this high peak acceleration, the pen can follow quick, small input changes, accelerating to
76 cm/s in less than 50 ms.
80th the 7034A and 70048 can be user reconfigured for many different recording needs by simply plugging in different preamp modules. The variety of signal conditioner modules now available permits
the user to reconfigure the recorder not only for a specific purpose,
but also to reconfigure the recorder to one of these three basic types:
• Basic systems recorder-50 mV /cm (100 mV /in.). Available
with DC coupler (l7170A).
• General-purpose recorder-High-sensitivity X-Y available
with DC preamps (1717IA). Can have X-T or Y-T, available
with DC (l717IA), plus time base (17172A).
• Specialized recorder-Point plotting available with null detector (l7173A) and "two-pen" simulation available with scanner
(l7176A).
In addition, other features may be added with other modules.

7034A

tips eliminate ink handling and pen cleaning. Other features include a
Record/Setup switch, single-locking rear connector, easily accessible
slidewires, knob locks, five-way binding posts, locking feet, tilt stand,
and optional rack mounting brackets.

Model 170128/C Point Plotter
The 70048 or 7034A, equipped with 170128 or 17012C respectively, point plot when used with appropriate plug-in. Plotting rate is 50
points per second. Power is supplied from recorder.

7034A and 70048 Performance Specifications
Plug-Ins: Accept 4 single-width, 2 per axis
Type of Input: Floating and guarded signal pair. Available through
front panel or rear connector.
Zero set: May be set ± I fs from zero index
Zero check switches: pushbutton in each axis allows verification of
recorder's zero position without removal or shorting of input signal.
Mainframe accuracy: ± 0.2% of full scale
Range vernier: Lockable, covers 2.5 times range setting
Slewing speed: More than 75 cm/s (30 in./s) independent of line
voltage and frequency
Acceleration (peak): More than 3800 cm/s 2 (4 G)
Reference stability: 8etter than 0.003%/oC
Terminal-based linearity: ± 0.1 % of full scale
Resettability: ± 0.05% of full scale

7034A, 70048 General Specifications
The 7034A, 70048 Offer Many Features
The 7034A and 70048 have front and rear guard terminals available for signal inputs. This guarding helps eliminate the common
mode voltage effects that are particularly troublesome when recording from low level sources, such as thermocouples and strain gauges.
In addition, the recorders are equipped with a silent, trouble-free
electrostatic hold down that secures all paper sizes up to 210 x 280
mm (8\/2 x II in.) on the 7034A and 280 x 432 mm (II x 17 in.) on the
70048. Disposable ink pens are designed to provide clean, crisp, and
continuous traces; while their self-contained ink supplies and fiber

Electrostatic paper hold down: Grips charts up to size of platen
Pen 11ft: Local and remote control (contact closure or TTL)
Size:
7oo4B: 445 H x 445 W x 121 mm D (17 \/2 x 17\/2 x 4% in.)
7034A: 267 H x 445 W x 121 mm D (10\/2 x 17'/2 x4% in.)
Weight:
7oo4B: Net 10.9 kg (24 Ib). Shipping 14.5 kg (32 Ib)
7034A: Net 7.7 kg (17 Ib). Shipping 10.2 kg (23 Ib)
Power: 115 or 230 V AC ± 10%,50 to 400 Hz, approximately 85 VA
(dependent on plug-in)

170128/C

17170 Series Preamp Specifications

17171A

17172A

17170A DC Coupler
Input range: Single, fixed calibration range of 50 mV /cm (100
mV/in.)
Input realatance: I MQ constant
Common mode rejection: 120 dB at DC & 70 dB at 50 Hz & above
with 100Q between low side & guard connect point with source impedance 10 kQ or less

17176A Scanner (170 12B/C Required)
Input: Front panel miniature binding posts isolated from ground
(high & low only). Mainframe input: Utilizes existing input
connectors
Attenuator: Fixed attenuator in decade steps from X I to XO.OOI.
Variable attenuator provides continuous coverage
Input Impedance: 100 kQ
Accuracy: 0.2% of full scale
Scan Rate: Adjustable from 0.1 to 4 s/scan

17171 A DC Preamplifier
Input rangea: 0.25, 0.5, 1,2.5,5, 10,25 mV /cm, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5,
1,2.5,5 V/cm (0.5, 1,2,5, 10,20,50, mV /in., 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1,2,5, 10
V /in.)
Input realatance: I Mf!
Common mode rejection: 120 dB at DC & 100 dB at 50 Hz &
above with 100f! between low side & guard connect point at 0.25
mV /cm (0.5 mV /in.). CMR on others decreases 20 dB/decade step
in attenuation.
Syatem accuracy: ±0.2% full scale

17178A DC Attenuator
Input rangea: 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1,2.5, 5, 10 V/cm (0.1,0.2,0.5, I,
2.5, 10,20 V/in.)
Input realatance: 1 MQ
Common mode reJection: 120 dB at DC & 70 dB at 50 Hz & above
with 100f! between low side & point where guard is connected (at 50
mV /cm or 100 mV /in.). Other ranges CMR decreases 20 dB/decade
step in attenuation.
System accuracy: ± 0.2% of full scale

17172A Time 8ase
Sweep apeeda: 0.25, 0.5, 1,2.5,5,10,25,50 s/cm (0.5, 1,2,5,10,
20, 50 100 s/in.)
Syatem accuracy: ± I % of fs on 6 fastest ranges, ± 2.5% on remaining two
17173A Null Dector (l7012B/C Required)
Plot rate: Up to 50 plots/s
Enable/dlaable: Required disable voltage voltage +3 V min to +20
V max
Required enable voltage: -0 V DC or no connect. Other voltage
combinations available on request
Muting: Local or remote
Plotting accuracy: ±0.25% of full scale
171748 DC Offset
Offaet: < I mV to approximately I V
Controla: 2 lockable, 10-T high resolution controls «I mV to approximately 10 mV & < I mV to approximately I V). An offset polarity switch allows upscale or downscale zero offset
Offaet voltage atablllty: >0.005%/oC
1717SA Filter
Input rangea: -5 to +45 V DC, 10 V AC max pop
Maximum source Impedance: I kQ; higher impedance decreases
filter response
ReJection: > 55 dB at 50 Hz & higher (\4 s rise time) or > 70 dB at
50 Hz & higher (I s rise time). Front panel selection

70048 Options
001 Metric scaling and calibration
002 X-axis retransmitting potentiometer 5 kf! ± 0.1 %
linearity
908 Rack mount kit
7034A Options
001 Metric scaling and calibration
908 Rack mount kit
170128/C Point Plotter Options
001 6-symbol plotting capability
17171, 17172, 17177, 17178 Options
001 Metric scaling
17173A Preamp Options
001 +3 to 20 Venable, 0 V disable
002 - 3 to -20 V disable, 0 Venable
003 -3 to -20 Venable, 0 V disable
Ordering Information
7004B X- Y recorder
7034A X- Y recorder
17170A DC coupler plug-in
17171A DC amplifier plug-in
17172A Time base plug-in
17173A Null detector

171748 DC offset plug-in
17175A Filter plug-in
17176A Scanner plug-in
17178A DC attenuator plug-in
17012B/C Point plotter

Price
N/C
$135
$35
Price
N/C
$30
Price
$100
Price
N/C
Price
$35
$35
$35
Price
$2900
$2800
$100
$550
$450
$600
$350
$300
$800
$300
$350

RECORDERS & PRINTERS
Compact, Wide-Range Strip Chart Recorder
Model 680
•
•
•
•

Low-cost, high quality recording
User-selectable speeds and spans
Metric or English recording
Compact design

680

Model 680 Strip Chart Recorder

Chart speed: Synchronous motor driver; metric-2.5, 5, 10, 20

The compact 680 produces quality recordings on a 12 cm or 5 in.
wide grid. The versatility of the 680 is demonstrated by the wide
range of user-selectable speeds and spans, providing one small unit
that fills many metric or English recording needs. Major areas of versatility include ten selectable voltage spans from 6 mV to 120 V (5
mV to 100 V for English recording) to magnify specific data; eight
selectable speeds from 2.5 cm/hr to 20 cm/min (I in./hr to 8 in./min
for English recording) to use the most compatible speed with the data
input rate; and two ink writing systems to provide a steel pen for
maximum durability or optional disposable fiber and capillary tips to
help prevent possible clogging, due to noisy data. The 680 also provides a remote electric pen lift, full-scale zero adjustment, and standard input filter to eliminate the effects of signal noise. Primary uses
of the 680 are as a monitor for instrumentation with DC outputs and
for digital devices using digital-to-analog converters.

cm/min; 2.5, 5, 10, 20 cm/hr (English-I, 2, 4, 8 in./min and
in./hr). Option 008, gear ratio 16/1 instead of 60/ I speeds-';'" 11K,
\4, '12, I, 2,4, 8 in./min
Zero set: Adjustable over full span

680 Performance Specifications
Spans: Ten calibrated spans; Metric-6, 12,60,120,600 mY; 1,2,

6, 12,60, 120 V (English-5, 10,50, 100,500 mY; 1,5, 10,50,
100 V)
Input type: Floating; rear panel connector
Maximum DC common mode voltage: 500 V
Input resIstance: 166 kfl/V (200 kfl/V, English) full scale, through
10 V span; 2 Mfl on all others.
Common mode rejection: DC 100 dB on most sensitive range. Decreases 20 dB per decade step in attenuation
Accuracy: ± 0.2% of full scale
Response time: Maximum, 0.5 s full scale
ReseUablllty: 0.1 % of full scale

680 General Specifications
Writing mechanism: Ink
Pen 11ft: Electric, controlled by local switch or remote contact closure
Power: 115/230 V, 60 Hz, 22 VA
Weight: Net,S kg (II lb); shipping 7.6 kg (17 Ib)
Size: 165 H x 197 W x 219 mm D (6 1/2 x 7 J,4 x 8* in.)

680 Options
001 Retransmitting potentiometer
002 Event marker
003 High-low limit switches
008 16/ I speed reducer (replaces 60/ I)
009 Remote chart on-off
010 50 Hz operation
014 Glass door with lock
018 Disposable pen tips
026 Metric calibration
H01 Additional span: 1 mV English, 1.2 mV metric
H02 lOOk input resistance

Price
$150
$120
$275
$85
$65

N/C
$240

N/C
N/C
$1\0
$160

Ordering Information

Price

680 Strip chart recorder

$2150

OEM discounts available

RECORDERS & PRINTERS
Dedicated Strip Chart Recorder
Models 7130A, 7131A
• Economical models for OEM use
• Disposable pens or thermal writing option

7130A

Model 7130A, 7131A Strip Chart Recorders

7130A, 7131 A General Specifications

The two-pen 7130A and one-pen 7131 A are 25 cm or IO-inch strip
chart recorders designed primarily for the OEM market. Providing
an unusually large range of voltage span and chart speed options,
these units are designed with the ruggedness, compactness, and performance required by OEM users.

Writing mechanism: Disposable ink pens (thermal writing optional)
Grid width: 25 cm or 10 in.
Chart length: 27 m or 90 ft
Pen lift: Manual (electric or independent optional)
Size: 178 H x 432 W x 340 mm D (7 x 17 x 13% in.)
Power: 115/230 V ± 10%,50 or 60 Hz, 120 VA
Weight: Net, 12.3 kg (27Ib). Shipping 17.4 kg (38 Ib)

7130A, 7131 A Performance Specifications
Input ranges: Single span, I mV through 100 V (specified by option)
Input type: Single ended, floating
Maximum allowable source resistance (Rs): 10 kfl
Normal mode rejection (at line frequency): >40 dB
Common mode rejection: > 120 dB at DC and> 100 dB at line
frequency
Response time: < '12 s
Overshoot: <2% of full scale
Accuracy (Including linearity and deadband): ± 0.2% of full scale
at 25°C
Deadband: ± 0.1 % of full scale
Chart speeds: Speed from 15 cm/min to 3 cm/hr (6 in./min to I

in./hr) determined by option choice. Two 4-speed and two 8-speed
options are available, as well as 60: I, 10: 1,4: 1 and 2: I speed reducers
Chart speed accuracy: ± 0.08% plus line frequency accuracy
Zero set: Left hand, adjustable ± I full scale
Environmental (operation): O°C to 55°C, 95% RH (40°C)

7130A, 7131A Options
A large number of options are available for the 7130A and 7131 A
strip chart recorders. For a detailed list, contact your HP sales representative.

Ordering Information
Must order: Span, chart speed, and Option 050 (50 Hz) or 060 (60
Hz). Specify one span for each channel; spans may be different. English or metric chart speed determines front scale. Price does not include required options.

Price
7BOA Two-pen recorder
7131A One-pen recorder
OEM discounts available

$2450
$2000

RECORDERS & PRINTERS
Laboratory-use Strip Chart Recorders
Models 7132A, 7133A

•
•
•
•

One-pen or two-pen recording
Modular design
Disposable pens or thermal writing
User-selectable voltage spans

7132A

Models 7132A and 7133A Strip Chart Recorders
The two-pen 7132A and one-pen 7133A are designed with a stepper
motor chart drive for sophisticated metric or English recording. This
drive allows the chart advance to be controlled by an external pulse
input, as well as by front-panel pushbuttons. When controlled by an
external pulse, the chart speed is changed by variation in the rate at
which pulses are applied to the motor; allowing the chart advance to
be synchronized to an external event. Both recorders are manufactured with a belt-driven modular servo system for quiet, reliable operation. This modular design also helps cut maintenance costs by
reducing the time necessary for routine inspections and maintenance.
In addition, both recorders ensure significantly longer pen life by reducing the amplifier gain automatically if the pen is driven off scale.
The power of the 7132A and 7133A is demonstrated by features,
such as II selectable voltage ranges with spans from 1 mV to 100 V in
1,5, and 10 steps, plus front-panel control for overlapping span adjustment; 8 pushbutton selectable chart speeds from 15 cm/min to 2.5
cm/hr (6 in./min through I in./hr), plus external impulse control;
and two writing systems, disposable ink pens or optional thermal writing for long-term, slow-speed, unattended operation. Thermal tips are
designed with temperature sensing elements to maintain proper tip
temperature for consistent trace quality.
Other options fill a variety of recording needs, such as right-hand
zero (Option 014) to denect the pen from right to left for recording
positive voltage and event markers (Options 037, 038, and 537) to
mark the position of important events on the right or left margin.

7132A, 7133A Performance Specifications
Input ranges: Eleven ranges from I mV to 100 V full scale in 1-5-10
sequence with overlapping vernier
Input type: Single ended, noating
Input resistance: I megohm on all ranges
Maximum source resistance: 10 H! (to within rated response)
Normal mode rejection (at line frequency): >40 dB
Common mode rejection: > 120 dB DC and 100 dB AC
Accuracy: ± 0.2% of full scale (includes linearity and deadband) at
25°C. Temp coefficient ± 0.0 I% per °C
Range accuracy: ± 0.2% of full scale ± 0.2% of denection (includes
linearity and deadband) at 25°C. Temp coefficient ± 0.01 % per °C
Deadband: 0.1 % of full scale

Response time: Less than 0.5 second
Overshoot: Less than 2% of full scale
Chart speeds: 2.5, 5,10, 15 cm/min, and cm/hr (1,2,4,6 in./min,
and in./hr)
Chart speed accuracy: ± 0.08% plus line frequency accuracy
Zero set: Provides three full scales of offset
Environmental (operating): 0 to 55°C, less than 95% relative humidity (40°C)
Accessories and supplies: Request the HP Recorder Supplies
Catalog from the local HP sales and service office.

7132A, 7133A General Specifications
Writing mechanism: Disposable ink pens (thermal writing optional)
Grid width: 25 cm (10 in.)
Chart length: 30 m (100 ft)
Pen lift: Solenoid operated with remote capabilities
Power: 115/230 V ± 10%,50 or 60 Hz, 120 VA
Size: 178 H x 432 W x 340 mm D (7 x 17 x 13.38 in.)
Weight: Net, 12.3 kg (27 Ib). Shipping, 17.4 kg (38 Ib)

7132A, 7133A Options
001 Metric calibration
014 Right hand zero (hard)
037 Right hand event marker (not compatible with
Option 054)
038 Thermal event marker (Option 054 required)
050 50 Hz line power
054 Thermal writing. (recommended for pen speed
below 5 in./sec)
7132A
7133A
06060 Hz line power
537 7132A only. Left hand event marker (not available
with thermal writing, Option 054)
908 Rack mounting brackets

Price
N/C
N/C
$110
200
N/C
340
245
N/C
110
25

Ordering Information

Price

7132A Two-pen laboratory recorder
7133A One-pen laboratory recorder

$3100
$2475

RECORDERS & PRINTERS
Portable Strip Chart Recorder
Model 7155B
• Portable recording
• Internal battery or line current operation

• Rugged construction for hostile environments
• 16 calibrated voltage spans and 7 speeds

71556

Model 7155B Portable Strip Chart Recorder
The portable 7155B metric strip chart recorder is both precise and
rugged. Weighing only 14 kg (30 Ib) with the optional internal batteries, the 7155B will record up to nine hours (at 25"C) on a 12 cm grid.
Batteries can then be recharged with the built-in battery charger. The
unit can also be run on external AC or DC or, with the batteries recharging, on external AC in the broad temperature range of -28°C
to +65°C.
In addition to portability, this rugged metric recorder provides 16
calibrated voltage spans, so users can select spans from 0.1 mV /cm
through 10 V/cm in a 1,2,5 sequence or additional spans using the
overlapping vernier; seven chart speeds from 30 min/cm to 10 s/cm
· to select the best chart speed for the input; easy access to internal
electronics for simplified servicing; three chart magazine tilt angles;
and a snap-on plexiglas front cover to protect the unit from dust, dirt,
and unwanted knob changes. The writing system includes disposable
press-in pen-and-ink modules in two colors and coated paper to minimize heavy inking from slow traces and noisy data.
Several options are offered with the 7155B that extend its capabilities. These options include: Right-hand zero (Option 005) to provide
pen deflection from right to left in order to record voltage; an event
marker (Option 006) to note important events by marking the left
edge of the paper; and an internal jellied electrolyte battery pack (Option 011) that operates up to nine hours at 25°C on a single charge.
This battery pack can be recharged fully in approximately 14 hours.
7155B Performance Specifications
Input range: 0.1 mV/ cm through 10 V/ cm in a 1,2,5, sequence with
overlapping vernier (12 cm full scale)
Input type: Single ended, floating
Input resistance: I megohm
Maximum allowable source resistance: SkU for rated response
Common mode rejection: 100 dB DC and 80 dB AC

Full scale response time: 0.6 sec to within rate accuracy
Overshoot: I% of full scale maximum
Accuracy: ±0.4% of full scale (includes linearity and deadband) at
25°C. Temp coefficient ± 0.1 % per cC
Range accuracy: ± 0.4% of full scale ± 0.2% of deflection (includes
linearity and deadband at 25°C). Temp coefficient ± 0.01 %/ °C
Chart speeds: 30, 10,5,2.5, 1 min/cm; 30 and 10 s/cm
Chart speed accuracy: ± 1%
Environmental (operating): -28°C to +65°C <95% relative humidity (40°C)

71558 General Specifications
Writing mechanism: Disposable ink pens
Grid width: 12 cm
Chart length: 21 metres (70 ft)
Pen 11ft: Mechanical
Weight: Net 14 kg (30 Ib) with battery option installed
Size: 197 H x 304 W x 416 mm D (73/4 x 12 x 16% in.)
Power: External AC (48 to 440 Hz, 85 V to 130 V or 172 V to
260 V). External DC (10.5 to 34 V, 0.5 amp typical, 0.9 amp max.imum independent of voltage)
71558 Options
005 Right hand zero
006 Event marker. Contact closure on rear panel
causes approximately 0.06 cm (0.025 in.) deflection of
event pen.
011 Internal batteries (shipped separately)

Price
N/C
$195

Ordering Information
71558 Portable Strip Chart Recorder
OEM discounts available

Price
$3150

$90

RECORDERS & PRINTERS
Oscillographic Recorders with Plug-In Preamps
Models 7402A and 7404A with 17400A Series Preamps
• Records from DC to 150 Hz
• Draws traces with instant dry ink

• Provides pens designed for long-life use
• Allows configuration flexibility with plug-in modules

7402A

Option 005
7404A

Models 7402A and 7404A OscillograDhic Recorders
The 2-channel 7402A and 4-channel 7404A are direct writing oscillographic recorders capable of recording signals from DC through
150 Hz, Additional flexibility is provided with a choice of plug-in signal conditioner modules that can be changed easily by the user to
configure the units to meet a variety of specific requirements.

Long-life Pens Provided
Both recorders are equipped with pens designed to last for the life of
the recorder. The pen body is made of stainless steel to eliminate failure from metal fatigue, even when subjected to sustained and violent
signals. The pen tips are formed of tungsten carbide, a metal with
extremely low wear characteristics, The combination of durable metals in this H P pen design provides a stability that frees the user from
tip lapping, pen adjustment, or replacement.
The low pressure ink system produces a solid black trace that dries
as it draws. The consistency of the trace, even at high chart speed,
provides a smudge-proof, blot-proof permanent presentation of the
charted data.

Other Mainframe Features Explained
All plug-in module outputs are available from the rear of the mainframe. The output voltage (0 to ± 5 V) can be used as signal input to
other monitoring/recording instruments. The rear panel also implements remote selection of chart speeds, including Stop, using a contact closure or TTL level change,
Both the 7402A and 7404A are designed and tested to operate in
extremely adverse environments. This includes vibration (5-55 Hz,
0,01 in. peak-to-peak); operating temperatures (0-55°C); and humidity (95% at 40°C).
Both units also are designed with a single high resonant pen frequency, approximately 800 Hz, that is well above the range of the
recorder. This capability ensures proper pen response at higher operating frequencies without unwanted perturbations.

User Plug-in Modules Available
Either recorder can be reconfigured by the user with a simple
change of plug-in signal conditioner module. The range of modules to
change both voltage and transducer compatibility are:
17400A high gain preamplifier-Max sensitivity of I JlV /div (50
JlV span) and 21 calibrated ranges, Input is differential, floated, and
guarded. Module provides calibrated zero suppression.

17401A medium gain preamplifier-Max sensitivity of I mV /div
(50 mV span) and 12 calibrated ranges, Input is differential and balanced to ground, Calibrated zero suppression is optional.
17402A low gain preamplifier: Max sensitivity of 20 mV /div (I V
span) and 8 calibrated ranges. Inputs are single ended from both the
front and rear connectors.
17403A AC carrier preamplifier: Max input sensitivity of 0.1
mV /V /full scale, Accepts inductive and resistive transducers, such as
strain gauges, LVDTs, etc. Module supplies an excitation voltage of 5
Vat 2.4 kHz, 15 calibrated range steps, and calibrated zero suppression. When module is used, a 2.4 kHz carrier frequency oscillator
(Option 011) must be ordered with the mainframe.

7402A, 7404A Specifications
Analog channels:
7402A: 2 channels
7404A: 4 channels
Chart description: 84 m (275 ft) long with 50 div, full scale
7402A: 50 mm wide channels
7404A: 40 mm wide channels
Chart speed: Controlled by front panel, rear panel TTL or contact
closure
7402A: I, 5, 25, 125 mm/s
7404A: 5, 10,25,50, 100,200 mm/s and mm/min
Chart speed accuracy (25°C): ± 0,5% plus power line frequency
variation
Chart weave: ± 0.25 mm maximum
Zero adjustment: ± 30 div from grid center
Writing system: Black ink with rectilinear presentation; 55 cc
throwaway ink cartridge
Operating environment: 0-55°C and up to 95% humidity maximum from 25-40°C for mm/s speeds and up to 80% humidity for
mm/min speeds
Power: I DO, 120, 220, 240 Vac
7402A: +5%, -10%,60 Hz, 140 VA
7404A: ± 10%, 60 Hz, 300 VA
Weight:
7402A: 18.2 kg (40 lb.); shipping: 26,9 kg (59 Ib)
7404A: 31.4 kg (69 Ib); shipping: 43.2 kg (95 Ib)
Size:
7402A: 284 H x 253 W x 384 mm D (1IV, x 9'/, x 15'/, in.)
7404A: 290 H x 438 W x 384 mm D (11% x 171J4 x 15'A in,)

Accuracy: ± 1% of full scale (calibrated range, 25°C, temp coefficient 0.06%;aC). Linearity is included
Range accuracy: ± 0.2% of reading. Linearity is included (25°C,
temp coefficient 0.06%;aC)

Preamps for 7402A and 7404A

17400A Series Specifications
17400A High Gain
Input ranges: 1,2,5,10,20,50,100,200,500 IJ.V Idiv and mV Idiv;
I, 2, 5 VIdiv continuous vernier between ranges
Input type: Differential, floated and guarded through rear connector
Common mode rejection: 150 dB DC and 140 dB at line frequency
with I k ohm source imbalance; 90 dB DC and 80 dB at 60 Hz on 10
IJ.V Idiv and above
Frequency response: 10 divisions deflection: 3 dB at 110 Hz on 10
IJ.V Idiv range and above
Typical rise time: 7.5 ms (10 to 90% of full scale deflection)
Overshoot: Less than 2% of full scale
Accuracy: ± I% of full scale; includes linearity (calibrated range,
25°C, temp coefficient 0.06%/°C)
Range accuracy: ± I% of full scale; ± 0.2% of reading (25°C, temp
coefficient 0.06%/°C). Linearity is included
Zero suppression: I, 10, 100 V on 10 mV/div range and above;
other ranges 1, 10, 100 mV. Continuous calibrated 10-turn vernier
between suppression steps
Zero suppression accuracy: ± 0.5% of setting or of full scale,
whichever is greater
17401A Medium Gain
Input ranges: I, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500 mV Idiv; 1. 2, 5,
VI div. Continuous 10-turn vernier between ranges
Input type: Balanced to ground. Inputs through rear connector
Input resistance: I M ohm
Common mode rejection: Greater than 50 dB to line frequency.
100 ohm source imbalance
Frequency response (10 divisions deflection):
7402A: 3 dB at 140 Hz
7404A: 3 dB at 150 Hz
Typical rise ttme: 7.5 ms (10 to 90% of full scale deflection)
Overshoot: Less than 2% of full scale
Accuracy: ± I% of full scale; includes linearity (calibrated range,
25°C, temp coefficient 0.06%;aC)
Range accuracy: ± I% of full scale; ± 0.2% of reading (25°C, temp
coefficient 0.06%;aC). Linearity is included
Zero suppression:
Optional: 0.2, 2, 20 V. Continuous calibrated 10-turn vernier between ranges
Zero suppression accuracy: ± 0.5% of setting or of full scale,
whichever is greater.
17402A Low Gain
Input ranges: 20, 50,100,200,500 mV Idiv; 1. 2,5 VIdiv. Continuous 10-turn vernier between ranges
Input type: Single ended. Inputs through front or rear connector.
Input resistance: I M ohm minimum
Frequency response: (10 divisions deflection);
7402A: 3 dB at 140 Hz
7404A: 3 dB at 150 Hz
Typical rise time: 7 ms (10 to 90% of full scale deflection)
Overshoot: Less than 2% of full scale

17403A Carrier
Input ranges: 0.1,0.2,0.5, I, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50 mV IV I full scale. Continuous vernier between ranges. Sensitivities shown above also divisible by 100
Input type: Differential, floating
Common mode rejection: 120 dB DC to line frequency with
k ohm source imbalance
Frequency response (10 division deflection):
7402A: 3 dB at 140 Hz
7404A: 3 dB at ISO Hz
Typical rise time (10 to 90% of fun scale deflection): 7.5 ms with
preamp filter switch to 50 or 200; I s with switch to AVG
Overshoot: Less than 2% of full scale
Accuracy: ±0.6% of full scale (calibrated range, 25°C, temp coefficient 0.06%/°C)
Range accuracy: ± 0.2% of reading (25°C, temp coefficient
0.06%1°C). Linearity is included
Zero suppression: 10-turn controls from I to 100% of full scale
Zero suppressIon accuracy: ±0.5% of setting or of full scale,
whichever is greater
Drift (zero line referenced to Input): ± 0.2 IJ.V IV Iweek, including
excitation drift
Balance control (R balance): ± 5 mV IV. Temp coefficient ± 1.8
IJ.V IV 1°C
Quadrature rejection: 40 dB at 2.4 Hz. Quadrature tolerance: 2.1
Transducer excltatton:
Full bridge: 5.0 V rms ± 5%, 2.4 kHz ± 3%
Half bridge: One-half full bridge
Excitation load resistance: 100 ohms minimum; unlimited short
circuit duration
7402A Options
001 Event marker, left hand
003 Event marker, left hand & event marker Itimer,
right hand for I s intervals
004 50 Hz power line operation
005 Paper take up, external
008 Event marker Itimer, right hand, for minutes &
seconds. Not compatible with Options 00 I or 003
009 60: I speed reducer
010 Hard cover. Not compatible with Options 005 or
908
011 2.4 kHz oscillator for 17403A
016 White paint
908 Rack mounting adapter

Price
$150
$275

7404A Options
004 50 Hz power line operation
005 Paper take up, external
010 Hard cover. Not compatible with Options 005,012
or 908
011 2.4 kHz oscillator for use with 17403A
012 Rack mount adapter for 1064A
013 Channel 2 event marker
014 Channel 3 event marker
015 Channel 4 event marker
016 White paint
908 Rack mount adapter

Price

N/C
$200
$215
$275
$75
$80
$125
$160

N/C
$370
$75
$80
$145
$70
$70
$70
$125
$200

Ordering Information
Price
Specify Option 016 for no charge white paint on preamps
7402A Mainframe (less preamps)
$3950
7404A Mainframe (less preamps)
$7000
17400A High-gain preamplifier
$1250
17401A Medium-gain preamplifier
$450
Option 001: (zero suppression) for 17401 A
add $200
17402A Low-gain preamplifier
$300
17403A AC carrier preamplifier
$1100

RECORDERS & PRINTERS
Four and Eight-Channel Oscillographic Recorders
Models 7414A, 7418A & 8800 series signal conditioners
• Thermal writing for low maintenance
• Z-fold paper for easy review / storage

• Available in benchtop configuration, mobile cart, upright
cabinet

Models 7414A 4-Channel and 7418A 8-Channel Oscillographic Recorders provide permanent reproducible records of multichannel,
real-time data. A complement of 8800 Series Plug-in Signal Conditioners results in a system capable of meeting many measurement requirements in a reliable, versatile manner.
Thermal writing tips feature long stylus life and rectilinear presentations. A Z-fold chart paper pack loads easily, allows for convenient
data review and storage. Two markers are supplied. The timer marker
can be selected for one-second or one-minute marks. The event marker can be activated remotely or by front panel pushbutton.

7414A, 7418A, 8800 Series Plug-in
Specifications
7414A General Specifications
Chart speeds: 0.25, 0.5,1.0,2.5,10,25,50, 100 mm/s. Speed regulation ± I%. Paper weave less than 0.5 mm. Speed selected via front
panel push buttons. Optional speeds in mm/min.
Limiting: electrical limiting keeps stylus within channel.
Markers: Event (local or remote control) between ch 3 and 4. (Timer
(\ min or I s selectable) between ch I and 2.
Chart paper: four 40 mm wide channels each with 50 div; time lines
every I mm; heat sensitive Z-fold Permapaper® with green grid lines
available in packs of 500 sheets, each 30 cm (12"). (Part number
9270-0878).
Paper loading: no threading required.
Remote operation: rear panel connector provides for remote chart
drive and event marker activation.
Power: 115/230 V ac ± 10%, 60 Hz, 350 VA (includes plug-ins) 50
Hz optional.
Size: 266.7 H X 482.6 W X 577.9 mm D (10'/," x 19" x 22";'''). Projection: 76.2 mm (3") from rack front.
Weight: net, 50.5 kg (112 Ib). Shipping, 59.5 kg (132 Ib).

7418A General Specifications

7418A with Options 030 and 003

Chart speeds: 0.5, 1,2.5,5,10,25,50,100,200 mm/s. Speed regulation ± I %. Paper weave less than 0.5 mm. Speed selected via front
panel pushbuttons (or remote). Optional speeds in mm/min.
Chart Paper: Eight 40 mm wide channels each with 50 divisions;
time lines every I mm. Heat sensitive Chemical Thermal Paper standard for all system recorders except option 050. Permapaper® for Option 050 recorders only. Chemical Thermal Paper available in packs
of 400 sheets, each 30.1 cm (12") long x 40.2 cm (15.8") wide (part
number 9270-0563 red grid). Permapaper available in packs of 500
sheets, each 30.1 cm (12") long x 40.2 cm (15.8") wide (part number
9270-0946 green grid).
Remote operation: rear panel connector provides for chart drive
and event marker, optional extra markers. Remote connector supplies
-20 V.
Power: 115/230 V ac ± 10%,60 Hz. Recorder only 575 VA; system
plug-ins 695 VA.
Size: rack: 266.7 H x 482.6 W x 577.9 mm D (10'1," x 19" x 22";''').
Projection: 76.2 mm (3") from front of rack.
Weight: 50 kg (110 Ib) including driver amplifiers.

8802A

8803A

8805A

88058

8801A Low Gain DC Amp
Input ranges: 5, 10,20, 50, 100,200,500, 1000, 2000, 5000 mV/div;
accuracy ± 1%.
Max sensitivity: 5mV/div (gain 20).
Max fs input: 250V.
Input circuit & input frequency range: resist. 500 kfl ± \% each
side bal to gnd; parallel with approx. 100 pF
Rise time (10 div, 10-90%,4% overshoot): 5 ms.
Calibration (referred to input): 100 mV, ± 1%, internal.
Output frequency response (-0.5 dB at 50 div): 50 Hz.
Zero suppression: ± 10 and ± 100 V for single-ended or diff. signals. 10-T pot sets precise values of zero suppression voltages; ± 50 V
max suppress on 5, 10, 20 mV/ div ranges; max error of suppression
± 0.5% of suppression range, and 1% of indicated suppression.
Output noise, max (less trace width): 0.2 diY, pop.
Zero drift, 20° to 40°C, 103 to 127 V (less trace width): temp--1.25 div/ \DoC, 0.5 div/hr, constant ambient. Line voltage-0.15 div.
Common mode rejection and tolerance: 48 dB min, dc to 150 Hz;
± 50 V max on other ranges for < I% change in differential sensitivity.
Output linearity (less trace width): 0.25 diY, after calibration for
zero error to center scale +20 div.
8802A Medium Gain DC Amp
Input ranges: I, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000 mV/ div; accuracy ± 1%.
Max sensitivity: I mV /div (gain 100).
Max fs input: 50 V.
Input circuit and input frequency range: resist 180 kfl ± I%, each
side bal to gnd, parallel with approx 100 pF.
Rise time (10 div, 10-90%,4% overshoot): 5 ms.
Calibration (referred to input): 20 mV, ± 1%, internal.
Output frequency response (-0.5 dB at 50 div): 50 Hz.
Zero suppression: ± 2V and 20 V for single-ended or differential
signals; 10-T pot sets precise values of zero suppression voltages;
± 12.5 max suppression on \,2,5 mV /div ranges; max error of suppression ± 0.5% of suppression range and I% of indicated suppression.
Output noise, max (less trace width): 0.2 diY, pop.
Zero drift, 20° to 40° C, 103 to 127 V (less trace width): same as
8801A.
Common mode rejection and tolerance: 48 dB min dc to 60 Hz,
1000 mV /div range; 48 dB min. dc to 150 Hz other ranges ± 12.5 V
on I, 2, 5 mV Idiv ranges; ± 125 V on 10, 20, 50 mV Idiv ranges;
± 500 V max other ranges for less than I% change in differential
sensitivity.
Output linearity (less trace width): same as 880 I A.

8803A High Gain DC Amp
Input ranges: I, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, IDO, 200, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000
,.N /div; 10,20, 100,200, 500, 1000,2000,5000 mV /div; accuracy
± 1% on 5000 ~V/div to 20~V/div ranges, ±2% on 10 uV/div to I
~V /div; accuracy of x 1000 attenuator ± 1%.
Max sensitivity: l~V /div (gain 100,000)
Max fs input: 250 V.
Input circuit and input frequency range: 1 Mn min on ~V range,
independent of gain; 5 Mfl on mV range; floating and guarded.
Rise time (10 div, 10-90%, 4% overshoot): 5 ms.6% overshoot.
Calibration (referred to input): 200 p.V ± 1% internal on p.V /div
range; 200 mV ± % internal on mV /div range.
Output frequency response (-0.5 dB at 50 div): 50 Hz.
Zero suppression: p.V ranges ± I. ± 10, ± 100 mV; mV ranges ± I,
± 10, ± 100 V, lOoT pot sets precise values of zero suppression voltages; accuracy ± I % suppression range.
Output noise, max (less trace width): 1.5 mm pop at Ip.V /div; 0.1
diY, pop min gain.
Zero drift, 20% to 40%, 103 to 127 V (less trace width): temp--~V range I flY /1 OC referred to input, ± 0.26 div/ \0° e for 0 output
& ± 0.65 div/ I O°C for fs output. mV range, 1 m V/ lODe referred to
input, ± 0.26 div/ 10°C for 0 output. Line voltage 0-0.07 div; fs 0.35
div.
Common mode rejection and tolerance: p.V range, max source
unbal of I kfl; 160 dB min at dc, 120 dB min at 60 Hz; mV range, max
source unbal of 500 kfl; 100 dB min at dc, 60 dB min at 60 Hz de. 300
V pk; 60 Hz. I ~V /div, 10 V rms; 2 p.V /div, 20 V rms; 5p.V/div, 50 V
rms; \0 p.V/div and 10 mV /div, 100 V rms; 20 p.V to 5000 p.V /div
and 20 mV to 5000 mV /div, 200 V rms.
Output linearity (less trace Width): I mV range 0.35 diY, others
0.25 div after calibrating for zero error at center scale and +20 div.
8805A/B Carrier Preamp
Input ranges: X I, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, IDO, 200; accuracy ± 2%.
Max sensitivity: 10p.V rms/div (gain 10,000 rms ac to dc)
Max fs input: 100 mV rms.
Input circuit and input frequency range: input impedance8805A approx 10 kn; 88058 I Mfl ± 10%; single-ended. Min load resistance across excitation \oon. Max impedance in series with input
(transducer output impedance) 5 kfl. Excitation-floating source 5 V
rms nominal at 2400 Hz ± 2%. Internal switch allows use with full or
half bridge transducer.
Rise time (10 div, 10-90%,4% overshoot): 5.6 ms.
Calibration (referred to input): 2% ± 0.02% of transducer fs output. Adjust by Cal Factor control; accuracy ± 55 p.V /V out of
10mV IV. 8805B switchable Cal voltage to 2%, 10%,50%, or 100%
± 1% of fs.
Output frequency response (-0.5 dB at 50 div): 50 Hz.
Zero suppression: 0-100% of transducer full load rating, for transducers having Cal Factor up to 10m V/V at full load, 10-T pot with
calibration dial; accuracy-l dial div ± 0.5% of suppress range. Zero
Supp Polarity switch, Separate R Bal control allows bucking of inphase unbal to ± 3 mV /V regardless of Cal Factor.
Output noise, max (less trace Width): approx. 0.2 diY, Pop.
Zero drift, 20% to 40%, 103 to 127 V (less trace width): temp--0.45 div/IO°C; Line voltage-0.25 div.
Common mode rejection and tolerance: quadrature rejection and
tolerance: >40dB. Tolerance error: < ± 2% rs when quadrature voltage equal to twice in-phase signal required for center to edge deflection on chart. C Balance control permits bucking of transducer's quad
unbalance of up to ± 5 mV IV. The 8805B has automatic C balance.
Output linearity (less trace Width): 0.4 div after calibrating for
zero error at center scale and +20 div.
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Four and Eight-Channel Oscillographic Recorders
Models 7414A, 7418A & 8800 series signal conditioners (cont.)

Output noise, max (less trace width): baseline offset/noise: 2 mV
rms referred to input +0.025 div X scale expansion
Zero drift, 20' to 40'C, 103 to 127 V (less trace width): temp
0.03 div / lOoC X scale expansion +0.35 div / lOoC; at constant ambient 0.005 div/hr X scale expansion. Line voltage 0.005 div X scale
expansion +0.1 div.
Common mode rejection and tolerance: 60 dB min at 60 Hz; 40
dB min at 400 Hz with up to 10K source unbalance; ± 500 V pk.
Output linearity (less trace width): 0.55 div +0.05 div X scale expansion, 330 Hz to 5 kHz; Opt 001: 60 Hz to 5kHz, after calibration
for zero error at lower and upper ends of printed coordinates.

88068

8807A

8808A

8815A Opt. 002

88068 Phase Sensitive Demodulator
Input ranges: sig input-0.5, I, 2.5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500
mV /div; ± 1%, 50 Hz to 10 kHz; ± 2%, 10 kHz; ± 3%,20 kHz to 40
kHz. Reference voltage-3 to 20 rms, 20 to 133 V rms.
Max sensitivity: 0.5 mV rms/div (gain 200 rms ac to de).
Max fs Input: 25 V rms full scale.
Input circuit and Input frequency range: signal input:-transformer isolated, floating point and guarded; resistance approx 1 Mfl.
Reference input: differential, transformer coupled; resistance approx
500 kfl each side to ground, may be used single ended. 50 Hz to 40
kHz in 6 bands with variable frequency plug-in; 60 Hz, 400 Hz and 5
kHz fixed frequency phase shifter plug-in; special order phase shifter
plug-ins 50 Hz to 40 kHz. Note: must order with frequency plug-in.
Rise time (10 dlv, 10-90%,4% overshoot): 5 ms (5 kHz ref).
Calibration (referred to Input): I V rms internal at carrier reference frequency; ±I% 50 Hz to 10 kHz; ±2% 10 kHz to 20 kHz;
± 3% 20 kHz to 40 kHz.
Zero suppression: none. Phase shifter plug-ins allow control of reference phase over 360°. Fixed frequency: 0° to 90° dial; 2° graduations; any of 4 quadrants by panel switches; dial accuracy within ±
3 0. Variable frequency: adjust thru 360°.
Output noise, max (less trace width); 7!J.V x sq root of frequency
response, referred to input.
Zero drift, 20' to 40'C, 103 to 127 V (less trace width): temp: 0.5
div/ lOoC; Line voltage: 0.25 div.
Common mode rejection and tolerance: CM: >40 dB up to 10
kHZ 500 V rms, max. Quadrature tolerance: equal to amplitude of a
fs, in-phase signal.
Output linearity (less trace width): 0.4 div after calibrating for
zero error at center scale and +20 div.
8807A AC to DC Converter
Input ranges: 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, I, 2, 5, 10 V rms/div, ± 2%
(midband). Scale expansion: XI, 2, 5, 10, 20, ± 2%.
Max sensitivity: I mV rms/div (gain 100 rms ac to de). 20 mV
rms/div with X I scale expansion.
Max fs Input: 500 V rms.
Input circuit and Input frequency range: approx I Mfl resistive in
parallel with 10 pF and stray cable capacitance; floating and guarded.
Standard model: 330 Hz to 100 kHz; Opt 001: 50 Hz to 100 kHz.
Rise time (10 dlv, 10-90%,4% overshoot): 11.2 ms. Opt 001: 70
ms, approx 10% overshoot.
Calibration (referred to input): I V internal ± 1%; approx 500 Hz.
Output frequency response (-0.5 dB at 50 div): 54 Hz (3 dB at 10
div). Opt 001-9Hz.
Zero suppression: up to 100% of fs on any range can be suppressed;
10-T pot with calibrating dial. Scale expansion: 5, 10,20, or 50% of fs
can be expanded to cover full chart.

8808A Log Level Preamp
Input ranges: 50 dB span: bottom scale -80, -70; -60, -50, -40,
-20, -10, and 0 dB below I V (i.e. 100/olV, 320 !J.V, 1,3.2,10,32,
100, 320 mV and IV). 100 dB span bottom scale -80, -70, -60, and 50 dB below I V.
Max sensitivity: 100!J.V rms sine wave corresponds to bottom scale
output, -80 dB below 1 V.
Max fs input: 320 V rms.
Input circuit and Input frequency range: single ended, resistance I
Mfl min. 5 Hz to 100 kHz for <3dB down from the midband level on
"Slow" response range; 500 Hz to 100 kHz on "Fast" response range.
Rise time (10 div, 10-90%, 4% overshoot): fast: 20.5 rms (875
dB/s) Slow:2 s (9 dB/s).
Calibration (referred to input): internal from oscillator at approx
500 Hz. -80, -30, and ± 20 dBV = dB ref. to I V (100 !J.V, 32mV and
10 V) -80 +20 dBV internally adjustable: -30 dBV accuracy ± 0.25
dB (at liS V line at 25°C).
Output noise, max (less trace Width): 50 dB range: 0.8 div, pop,
100 dB range: 0.4 div, pop (max noise at bottom of recording chart).
Output linearity (less trace width): departure from log characteristics 50 dB: 1.25 div, 100 dB: I div, after calibrating for zero error at
lower and upper ends of printed coordinates.
8809A Signal Coupler
Input ranges: continuously adjustable from 20 to 50 mV /div.
Max sensitivity: 30 mV /div (gain 3.33).
Max fs input: 0 to +2.5 V or 0 to -2.5 V.
Input circuit and input frequency range: switch selected: 1500fl
± 2% or 100 kfl min, incremental; single ended.
Rise time (10 div; 10-90%, 4% overshoot): 5 ms.
Calibration (referred to input): 600 mV ± 2%, internal.
Output frequency response (-0.5 dB at 50 div): 50 Hz.
Output noise, max (Less trace width): 0.1 div, pop.
Zero drift, 20' to 40'C, 103 to 127 V (less trace width): temp: 0.4
div/lOoC at 30 mV sensitivity. Line voltage: 0.3 div.
Common mode rejection and tolerance: 50,000: I at de.
Output linearity (less trace width): 0.4 div after calibrating for zero
error at center scale and +20 div.
8815A Opt 002 General Purpose Integrator
Sensitivity ranges: 0.2, 0.5, I, 2, 5. Sensitivity setting of I results in
the following integrator outputs:
Seconds Integrator: I volt per volt-second input (0.1 volt-seconds
per recorded division, or 5 volt-seconds full scale).
Minute integrator: I volt per 60 volt-seconds input (6 volt-seconds
per recorded division or 300 volt-seconds full scale). For other sensitivity settings, divide the above volt-second values by the sensitivity
switch setting.
Offset control: ± 2.8 volts referred to input. Can be used with
switch-selectable rectifier to rectify (or ignore) portions of roughly
sinusoidal inputs.
Drift: seconds integrator, ± 5 mV /s, referred to output; minute integrator, ± 15 mV/min., referred to output.

8821A

8820A Eight Channel Bank Amplifier
Max sensitivity: 0.05 V/div (Amplifier Gain 2).
Max's Input: 250 V (edge to edge).
Input ranges (attenuation): 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5,1,2,5 V/div. Attenuator accuracy ± 2%.
Input circuit: single ended, 1 Mfl min.
Frequency response: dc to < 0.5 dB down at 50 Hz (50 div. pop; dc
to < 3 dB down at 100 Hz (10 div. pop).
Rise time (10 dlv, 10-90%,4% overshoot): < 6 ms.
Output linearity (less trace width): linear within ± 0.25 div. after
setting mechanical zero of stylus to within ± 1 div of chart center and
calibrating for zero error at center scale and ± 20 div.
Drift, 20· -40·, 115 V ± 10%, 60 Hz (less trace width): temp: <
0.55%/10°C: Line voltage: < ± 0.2 div.
Calibration: I V ± % calibration voltage for all channels.
Temp rating: operating: O°C to +55°C; storage: -40°C to 75°C.
8821A Eight Channel Bank Amplifier
Max sensitivity: 0.001 V /div (Amplifier Gain 100).
Max's input: 250 V (edge to edge).
Input ranges (attenuation): 0.001, 0.002, 0.005, 0.010, 0.020,
0.050, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, I, 2, 5 V/div. Attenuator accuracy (dc) 1/2% on
0.00 I to 0.050 V/div ranges; I % on 0.1 to 5 v/div ranges.
Input circuit: balanced, floating and guarded, 9 Mfl constant for all
gain settings (0.00\ to 0.050 V/div); 4.5 mfl each side to ground (0.1
to 5 V/div).
Common mode rejection: 100 dB at 60 Hz, 0.001 V/div sensitivity,
I kfl source unbalance decreases to 66 dB at 0.05 V/div, 66 dB at 60
Hz, 0.01 to 5 V/div sensitivity. I kfl source unbalance.
Common mode tolerance: ± 20 V on 0.001 to 0.05 V/div ranges (6
most sensitive); ± 250 Von 0.1 to 5 V/div ranges (6 least sensitive).
Frequency response: dc to <0.5 dB down at 50 Hz (50 diY, pop).
dc to <3 dB down at 200 Hz (10 div pop).
Rise time (10 dlv, 10-90%,4% overshoot): <6 ms.
Output linearity (less trace width): same as 8820A.
Drift, 20· to 40·C, 115 V ± 10%. 60 Hz (less trace width): same
as 8820A.
Calibration: +0.02 V ± 1% on 6 most sensitive ranges. Simulates +2
V ± 2% at input on 6 least sensitive ranges.
Temperature rating: same as 8820A.
Ordering Information
7414A 4-channel Oscillographic Recorder
Opt 001: rack mount kit with slides and mounting
hardware; delete case.
Opt 008: 50Hz operation
Opt 015: extra Event Marker, between channels
2& 3
Opt 025: 60: I speed reduction (50Hz), requires Opt
008
Opt 026: 60: I speed reduction (60Hz)
Opt 054: installed in mobile cart. Rack space: 53 em
(21 "). Cart height: 102 cm (40.75"). Includes paper
takeup drawer.

Price
$8030

N/C
N/C
add $110
add $450
add $450
add $1450

7418A 6 to 8-channel Oscillographic Recorder
Opt 001: 6 channel Hot-tip Thermal Recorder only;
includes takeup tray. Plug-in preamplifiers require
Opt 030 Power Supply; for 8-channel Bank Amplifiers (Power Supply included) select Opt 031 or 032
Opt 002: rack mount kit
Opt 003: bench-top configuration
Opt 004: 160 cm (63") rack space cabinet. Cabinet
height: 177 cm (72.5"). Includes paper takeup
drawer.
Opt 006: Portable Cart with 71 cm (28") rack space,
includes Opt. 002. Cart height: 126 cm (50.5").
Opt 008: 50Hz operation
Opt 009: 230 V ac operation
Opt 014: extra Event Marker between channels
4 & 5
Opt 015: extra Event Marker between channels
5& 6
Opt 025: 60: I speed reduction (50Hz), requires Opt
008
Opt 026: 60: I speed reduction (60Hz)
Opt 030: 8848A plug-in Preamplifier Power Supply,
required for operation of 8800 preamplifiers
Opt 031: 8820A 8-channel Low Gain Bank Preamplifier
Opt 032: 8821 A 8-channel Medium Gain Bank
Preamplifier
Opt 035: rack mount kit for HP29400 series cabinet
Opt 050: recorder equipped for permapaper operation only
880lA Low Gain Preamplifier
8802A Medium Gain Preamplifier
8803A High Gain Preamplifier
8805A Carrier Preamplifier
Opt 002: Harmonic Filter Kit, required when 267,
268, 270, or 1280B, C transducers are used
88058 Opt 012 Carrier Preamplifier without Harmonic Filter
88068 Phase Sensitive Demodulator Preamplifier. Requires one of following plug-ins:
Opt 002: Variable Frequency Phase Shifter plug·in,
50Hz to 40kHz
Opt 003: 60Hz Phase Shifter plug-in
Opt 004: 400Hz Phase Shifter plug-in
Opt 005: 5kHz Phase Shifter plug-in
8807A AC/DC Converter Preamplifier
Opt 001: 50Hz to 100kHz Signal Filter
Opt 002: DC Plug-in
8808A Logarithmic Preamplifier
8809A Signal Coupler Preamplifier
88lSA Opt 002 General Purpose Integrator
opt 003: Sample and hold (for digital display
readouts)
8820A Low Gain Bank Preamplifier (8-channel)
882lA Medium Gain Bank Preamplifier (8-channel)

$10,500
less $620

add $350
add $530
add $2600
add $1650

N/C
N/C
add $100
add $100
add $430
add $430
add $2450
add $4200
add $5250
add $310

N/C
$650
$700
$1650
$1275
add $50
$1225
$1325
add $500
add $375
add $350
add $300
$1900

N/C
N/C
$1475
$410
$1500
$225
$4200
$5250

RECORDERS & PRINTERS
Instrumentation Tape Recorders
A Review

Introduction
Instrumentation tape recorders (ITR's)
are used to record, store, and reproduce test
data for many and varied applications. The
main reasons for using lTRs are economy,
accurate data recording and reproduction,
and long-term data storage. ITRs manufactured by Hewlett-Packard are 4 or 8-channel
recorders using 1.4-inch tape. They are designed specifically for applications under 64
kHz. ITR recording provides nondestructive
reproduction so data can be reproduced repeatedly without degrading the quality, and
time-base can be contracted or expanded.
Data is contracted by using faster tape
speeds to reproduce slow-speed data or expanded by doing the reverse to produce, for
example, lower frequency data for use on a
graphics recorder.

ITR Characteristics Explained
Direct RecordlReproduce Electronics:

Direct electronics accept frequencies above
100 Hz (approximate) and record the amplitude of the input signal on the tape as a proportional magnetic flux intensity. Because
direct electronics require a "linear" relationship, changing tape type (as from 3M 890 to
3M 990) generally necessitates the re-equalization of each direct channel. Direct electronics also require that each recorded tape
be degaussed (erased) fully before being
reused.

FM RecordlReproduce Electronics: FM
electronics accept very low frequencies, including DC. In FM, the amplitude of the input signal is recorded as a frequency
deviation from a "center" frequency; the
maximum input amplitude being recorded as
a 40% deviation. Because amplitude is converted to a frequency, FM tends to be insensitive to tape drop-outs, but sensitive to speed
irregularities such as flutter. With FM, tape
types can be changed without re-equalizing
the channel. Since FM records to saturation,
tape can be reused without degaussing with
only a small (10 to 15 dB) loss in signal-tonoise ratio.
Common Frequency Range: FM and di-

rect have a common segment of the frequency range in which either type of electronics
can function. On Hewlett-Packard's ITRs
this range is approximately 100 Hz to 5 kHz.
The advantages of using direct electronics in
this range are high frequency response at
slow tape speeds and a general insensitivity
to flutter. The advantages of FM are DC response and a general insensitivity to tape
drop-outs.
Tape Speed Control: The tape speed is

usually controlled by a phase-lock servo system in one of two ways. The more common
method uses the servo system to control the

rotational speed of the tape capstan, employing a tachometer mounted on the capstan's
shaft to monitor the speed. With this method,
tape speed control is limited to approximately ± 0.2%, because of capstan irregularities,
tape slippage, and tape stretching. The less
common, but more precise, method uses a
frequency reference placed on one track during recording as the speed reference for the
phase-lock servo during reproduce. Tape servo generates a reproduce speed that is virtually identical to the record speed; the time
difference between events in record and reproduce is indicated by the time base error
specification (which assumes continuous
phase-lock operation). The time base error
figure represents a short-term specification,
because drop-outs, etc., may cause momentary loss of phase lock.
Flutter: Short-term tape speed variation.

Produces time base perturbations in Direct
electronics and noise in FM.
Signal-to-noise ratio: The ratio of maxi-

mum to minimum recordable amplitude expressed as a voltage ratio in dB. Basically, it
represents the usable dynamic range.
Tape Selection: It is recommended that instrumentation tape such as 3M 890 always
be used. Use of other quality of tape may adversely affect head wear, signal-to-noise ratio, etc.
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Instrumentation Tape Recorders and Degausser
Models 3964A, 3968A, and 13064A Degausser
• Continuing savings by recording on ~ -inch tape
• Choice of 4 or 8-channel recorders
• Selection of FM or Direct electronics

• Six tape speeds, including 15/32 ips
• Remote control (TTL or optional HP-IB)
• Switch selection of tach or tape servo

3964A
3968A

Models 3964A and 3968A ITR's, 13064A Degausser
The 4-channel 3964A and 8-channel 3968A are quality instrumentation tape recorders (ITRs) that provide cost-saving operation by
using !I.-inch tape for a wide variety of recordings. Medical versions
of the 3964A and 3968A (Options 009 and 010) are available. These
versions include a UL 544 medical listing; making them useful in hospitals, medical offices, and research facilities.
The 13064A bulk tape degausser erases a complete roll of tape
cleanly in seconds. A thoroughly clean tape is necessary to obtain
maximum signal-to-noise ratio.
Both the 3964A and the 3968A are precision-built ITRs with features that cut costs; enhance the usefulness of the units; and simplify
recording tasks in laboratory, medical, production, and field use.

3964A, 3968A Features
Cost-saving %-Inch tape: Provides continuing savings for the life of
the recorder. By using !I.-inch tape, rather than !l2-inch tape, users can
save over 50% on tape costs.
AC/OC calibrator: Provides an internal voltage source that simplifies the set up of input and output levels for each data channel. Six
voltages, AC or ± DC, can be pushbutton selected, applied, and monitored to check out each channel. In addition, there is an external
connector to allow the use of scopes or other monitoring devices.
Tach or tape servo control: Tach-servo and tape-servo systems are
switch selectable.
Flutter compensation: Improves the signal-to-noise ratio in FM by
up to 12 dB in a vibrating environment. When switched on, fluttergenerated noise introduced during record and reproduce is subtracted
from all FM data channels during reproduce to improve performance.
One FM channel is used for flutter compensation; this same channel
can also be used for tape servo control, saving a data channel for recording when both flutter compensation and tape servo are required.
Voice capability: Provides voice annotation capability on the 4th

channel of the 3964A or the 8th channel of the 3968A, using the
press-to-talk microphone. The voice channel accepts dat!l only, voice
only, or data with a voice interrupt. Microphone, speaker, and headphone jack are provided with either recorder.

FM electronlcs-to-electronlcs (e-e) mode: Transfers the input
signal automatically to output, bypassing the record/reproduce
heads. This occurs when tape is below record/reproduce speed or in
Fast Forward, Rewind, or Stop mode. E-E allows the unit to be set
and calibrated without using tape.

Instrumentation Tape Recorder Notes
These technical application notes are available, at no charge, from
your Hewlett-Packard sales office:
Topic
Dropouts
Crosstalk
Interchannel Time
Displacement Error

Application
Note No.
213-!
213-2
213-3

Part Number
5952-2841
5952-2844
5952-2848

3964A, 3968A Transport Specifications
Tape width: 'A inch (6.3 mm)
Reel size: Standard 7-inch (18 cm) plastic reel, totally enclosed by
reel cover
Heads:
3964A: One 4-track record and one 4-track reproduce
3968A: One 8-track record and one 8-track reproduce
Tape Speed' (Ips)

15

7%

3¥.

'"I,.

'"/32

Flutter (% pop)
Time base error (s)·
Start time (s) (typical)
Tape speed accuracy (s)

0.35
±4
3
0.2

0.35
±5
1.5
0.2

0.40 0.50 0.70
±7.5 ± 15 ±25
0.9
0.5
0.5
0.2
0.2
0.2

1.5
±50
0.5
0.2

1%

·Tape servo operatIOn
Tape motion controls: Pushbutton selectable Forward Record, Reverse Record, Forward Play, Reverse Play, Fast Forward, Fast Rewind, and Stop
EOT sensing: Tape drive stops automatically at the end of tape
(EOT)
Reel revolution counter: 4-digit counter with pushbutton reset
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Instrumentation Tape Recorders & Degausser
Models 3964A, 396BA, 13064A Degausser (Cont.)

FM Record/Reproduce Specifications'

Shock: 30 g maximum (II ms) non-operating
Mounting: Rack mounting kit for equipment racks, 19-inch

Signal·to-nolse"
Ratio
Tape
Speed
15
71/ 2
3%
1%
15/
16
15/
32

Pauband"
(Hz)
DC-5ooo
DC-2500
DC-1250
DC-625
DC-312
DC-156

3968A
46
46
46
46
44
40

3964A
48
48
48
46
44
40

I. B..ed on uee 0' 3101-890 Ilpe or equlYllenl
2. Frequency rllponle OYlr plllblnd II ± 1.0 dB re'erenced 10 10'lb 01 upper bInd edge frequency
3. Signll me..urld w"h cI"ler dlyillion ± 4O'lb 0' upper p..ebend wilhout Ilulter compen.llion.
Oulput II"erl 0' reproducI Implllllrl .elleled for conlllnl Impl"ude reeponee. Mey eleo be
lelecled lor IIneer ph..e (trlnllen1) relponle

Flutter compensation: Can improve signal-to-noise by up to 4 dB
under static conditions and as much as 12 dB under conditions of
vibration. Selected by rear panel switch.
Distortion: Total harmonic distortion < 1.2% @ 15 to I'AI ips, < 2%
@ "Ii. to "/32 ips.
Linearity: ± 1.0% of peak-to-peak output for best straight line through
zero at ± 40% deviation
DC drift: ± 0.1 % (max) of full scale output per °C
Input level: I V to 30 V (peak-to-peak); continuously adjustable
Input Impedance: 100 kfl nominal, shunted by < 100 pF singleended
Output level: I to 5 V (peak-to-peak); continuously adjustable
Load Impedance: Minimum load impedance 660 ohms
Direct Record/Reproduce Specifications'
Passband (±3 dB)1
Tape Speed
3968A
(Ips)
3964A
500-64000 Hz
70-64000 HZ
15
250-32000 Hz
71/ 2
50-32000 Hz
100-16000 Hz
50-16000 Hz
3%
100-8000 Hz
50-8000 Hz
17/8
15/
100-4000 Hz
50-4000 Hz
16
15/
50-2010 Hz
100-2000 Hz
32

SIN Ratio (dB)'
3964A
38
38
38
38
38
37

3968A
36
36
36
36
35
35

1. B..ed on Ihe UII 0' 3101·890 Ilpe or equIyelent
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Input level: I V to 30 V (p-p); continuously adjustable
Input Impedance: 100 kfl nominal, single-ended
Output level: 0.5 to 5 V (p.p); continuously adjustable
Load Impedance: Minimum load impedance 600 ohms
Calibrator: Internal signal source, peak AC and ± DC levels of 0,
1.0,1.414,2.5,5.0, and 10.0 volts ±2%
Meter modes: Peak AC or DC, input or output

3964A, 396BA General Specifications
Slz,e:
3964A: 400 H x 427 W x 256 mm D (15.7 x 16.8 x 10.1 in.)
3968A: 445 H x 427 W x 256 mm D (17.5 x 16.8 x 10.1 in.)
Weight: 3964A: 29.5 kg (65 Ib). 3968A: 31.3 kg (69 Ib)
Power requirements: 100, 120, 220, or 240 V, + 5%, -10%, 48·440
Hz; 110 W average (except Opt 009, 010, 48-66 Hz)
Temperature: storage, -40°C to 75°C; operating, O°C to 55°C;
tape limit, 10°C to 40°C
Altitude: Storage, 15240 m (50000 ft); operating, 4500 m (15000 ft)
Humidity: The system, excluding tape limitations, will operate from
10% to 95% RH (25°C to 40°C), non-condensing

13064A

13064A Tape Degausser Specifications
Tape size: 'A-inch (6.33 mm) tape on reels up to 10'/2 inch (266 mm)
in diameter
Erasure: 60 dB minimum
Duty Cycle: one minute ON - three minutes OFF
Size: 67 H x 133 W x 171 mm D (2.6 x 5.25 x 6.75 in.)
Weight: approximately 4.3 kg (9V2 Ib)
Power requirements: 115 V AC ± 10%, 50-60 Hz (Opt 00 I); 230 V
AC ± 10%,50-60 Hz (Opt 002)
3964A, 396BA Options
Price
Record/Reproduce Channel Data Card Options.
Option provides one data card. Specify one option for each channel,
up to 4 for 3964A, up to 8 for 3968A.
001 FM data card, standard
$430
030 FM data card, medical (must order Opt 009 or 010)
$430
002 Direct data card, standard
$400
031 Direct data card, medical (must order Opt 009 or 010) $400
Medical ITR Options
009 Medical version with white paint
$450
010 Medical version with standard paint
$385
Other Options
Specify no more than one of each option per mainframe
003 Rear panel with BNC input/output connectors for
each channel.
3964A
$85
3968A
$\05
004 Locking knob set (screwdriver adjustable)
$45
005 Metric speed annotation on push buttons
N/C
007 HP-IB remote control of speeds and mode
$415
024 Loop adapter (accommodates 5 to 30-ft loop)
$880
026 Slides for 19 in. racks
$120
027 Slides for HP cabinets
$175
041 IRIG servo reference frequency
$195
070 Overlap. For two units. Provides automatic play/
$330
record commands for second recorder when first unit
tape is low
Ordering Information
Price
3964A 4-channel instrumentation tape recorder
$7100
3968A 8-channel instrumentation tape recorder
$9300
13064A Tape degausser (specify Option 001 for
$140
115 V AC or 002 for 230V AC, N /C for options)
13107A Transit case for 3964A
$420
13106A Transit case for 3968A
$420

RECORDERS & PRINTERS
Alphanumeric, 20 Column Thermal Printer
Model 5150A
• Silent operation
• Optional scanner and clock
• Alphanumeric

Specifications
Character printer: 5 x 7 dot matrix.
Printing rate: 3 lines per second.
line spacing: approximately 2.5 lines per cm. (6 lines per inch).
Paper advance mechanism: direct drive, stepping motor.
Paper: thermal sensitive, in rolls (one roll supplied).
Operating environment: O°C to 50°C temperature; 95% relative
humidity.
Power: 100, 120,220, or 240 volts, 48 to 440 Hz (50 or 60 Hz only
for Opt 004),100 VA.
Dimensions: half-rack module, 178 mm H x 216 mm W x 356 mm D
(7" x 8V2" x 14\4").
Weight: approx. 7 kg (16Ib) (5150A +1 option).

HP-IB Interface (Opt 001)
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Columns: 20.
Printed character set: 64 ASCII characters (columns 2,3,4, and 5
of ANSI X3.4-1968, except 'T' in column 5, row 14).
Input Logic Levels: TTL (low <0.4 V, high >2.5 V).
Data format: byte-serial with storage, compatible with HP-IB.
Inhibit (output): holds NRFD line of HP Interface Bus low following
receipt of either CR or LF (selectable) until print is completed. This
interval is approx. 250 ms minimum, or the duration of Option 004
Clock data print interval with clock in Hold mode.

BCD Interface (Opt 002)

5150A Opt 004
SYSTEMS

General
The 5150A Thermal Printer is a versatile instrumentation printer
designed to accept and record up to 20 columns of data from most HP
digital instruments. Because it uses a thermal printing technique, it is
extraordinarily quiet while in operation. Two input interfaces are
available (one must be specified with the order) to allow data input
from the HP Interface Bus (use Option 001) or from BCD-coded
sources (use Option 002). Other options which add to the flexibility of
this printer are the Option 003 Scanner, which can sequentially address and interrogate up to 13 instruments on the HP-IB, and the
Option 004 Clock, which can be used with either the HP-IB or BCD
Interfaces.

Opt 001 HP-IB Interface
With Option 00 I installed, the printer can accept up to 20 ASCII
characters per line via the HP-IB. Inputs are interpreted according to
the 64 member upper-case ASCII character set. With this interface,
the printer can also serve as an "addressable listener" in a controllerbased HP-IB system. HP-IB cable not supplied.

Opt 002 BCD Interface
With Option 002 installed, the printer will accept 10 columns of
TTL-level BCD data. Two Options 002's may be installed for 20column print-out from one or two sources. The standard 16-member
character set consists of 0 through 9, +, -, V, A, R, and [blank].
Special characters set which draw from the 64-character upper-case
ASCII set may also be specified.

Opt 003 Scanner
With both Options 00 I and 003 installed, the printers can log data
from up to 13 instruments on the HP-IB. Operation is asynchronous;
that is, the printer will address the lowest address instrument, wait for
data, print, then go to the next instrument.

Opt 004 Clock
Used with either the HP-IB Interface or BCD Interface, this option
gives the printer two additional capabilities: it can control the elapsed
time between successive data printouts, and it can print the time of
day immediately following each data printout. When used with the
Option 003 Scanner, the clock controls the elapsed time between the
initiation of successive scans.

Columns: 10 (20 columns with two Options 002's installed).
Character set: 0 through 9, +, -, V, A, R, and [blank].
Input logic levels: TTL (low <0.4 V, high >2.5 V).
Data format: parallel BCD (8421); switch selects + or - true logic.
Print command: pos. or neg. TTL transition; 2 kf! input impedance.
Inhibit (output): + or -, same levels as above; remains at true level
until print is completed (approx. 250 ms minimum) or during Option
004 Clock data print interval with clock in Hold mode.

Scanner (Opt 003)
Instruments scanned: I to 13.
Cycle time of scan: limited by the slowest of (a) response of instruments scanned, (b) 3 samples per second, or (c) Data Print Interval
setting on Option 004 Clock.
Compatibility: HP Interface Bus (utilizes ASCII code).
Identifier: labels data line of each instrument with letters A-M.
Protect feature: bypasses non-responding instrument after 3 sec.

Clock (Opt 004)
Data print interval: selectable by front panel switches: minimum,
I s, 2 s, 10 s, 20 s, I min, 2 min, 10 min, 20 min, I hr. 2 hrs. Print
interval will be that of input device if it is slower than the selected
interval.
Time print interval: selectable by front panel switch, same intervals
as above (intervals shorter than data interval prevented).
Time print format: selectable by front panel switch: disabled, same
as data, or separate line from data.
Display: six-digit, seven-segment LED display of hours, minutes, seconds (00:00:00 to 23:59:59:); settable via front panel switches.
Time base: line frequency (50 or 60 Hz, selectable by jumper).

Operating Supplies/ Accessories
9281-0401 6-Roll box of paper, 76 meters (250 feet)
each
10533A BCD Interface Cable for 5300A
10833A Interface Bus Cable, I m (3.3 ft)
10833B Interface Bus Cable, 2 m (6.6 ft)
10833C Interface Bus Cable, 4 m (13.2 ft)
10833D Interface Bus Cable, 0.5 m (1.6 ft)

Options
001: HP-IB Interface
002: BCD Interface
003: Scanner

004: Clock
005: BCD Interface Cable (562A-16C)
910: Extra manual

5150A Thermal Printer

Price
$15
$325
$70
$75
$85
$70
add $325
add $225
add $325
add $450
add $125
add $22.50

$1300

FREQUENCY & TIME STANDARDS
General Information

Hewlett-Packard offers frequency standards
and clocks which provide accurate frequency, time interval and timekeeping capabilities. Further, Hewlett-Packard standards
provide means for comparing these quantities against national standards such as the
National Bureau of Standards (NBS) and
the U.S. Naval Observatory. Units of frequency or time cannot be kept in a vault for
ready reference. They must be generated for
each use, hence be regularly compared
against recognized primary standards.
Frequency standard and clock systems
manufactured by Hewlett-Packard are used
for control and calibration at observatories,
national centers for measurement standards,
physical research laboratories, missile and
satellite tracking stations, communication
systems, radio navigation systems, manufacturing plants and radio monitoring and transmitting stations.

Types of Frequency Standards
At the present time, three types of frequency standards are in common use. These are:
I. The cesium atomic beam controlled oscillator.
2. The rubidium gas cell controlled oscillator, and
3. The quartz crystal oscillator.
Hewlett-Packard manufactures all three
types of frequency standards. Of these three
standards, the first is a primary frequency
standard and the last two are secondary frequency standards. The distinction between a
primary standard and a secondary standard
is that the primary standard does not require
any other reference for calibration; whereas
the secondary standard requires calibrations
both during manufacturing and at intervals during use depending on the accuracy
desired.

Cesium Beam Frequency Standard
Cesium beam standards are in use wherever the goal is a very high accuracy primary
frequency standard. In fact, the NBS frequency standard itself is of the cesium beam
type. The cesium beam standard is an atomic
resonance device which provides access to
one of nature's invariant frequencies in accord with the principles of quantum mechanics. The cesium standard is a true primary
standard and requires no other reference for
calibration.
The HP Model 5061 A is a portable cesium
beam standard proved capable of realizing
the cesium transition frequency approaching
levels of accuracy and long term stability
achieved by large-scale laboratory models.
Recent beam tube improvements have made
the short-term stability comparable to that of

TABLE 1 Comparison 01 Frequency Standards
Principal construction leature

Standard

Prin,ipal advantage

Cesium Atomic Beam Resonator Controlled Beam of free Cesium atoms, spatially state se· High Intnnslc reproducibility and long·
Oscillator
lected, IS sUbjected to a microwave signal at term stability. Designated as pnmary
resonance frequency.
standard for definition ot time Interval.
Rubidium Gas Cell Resonator Controlled Os· Gas buffered resonance cell With optically Compact and light weight High degree ot
cillator.
pumped state selection
short·term stability.
Quartz Crystal Oscillator.

Piezoelectrically active quartz crystal With
electroniC stabilIZation

the rubidium frequency standard. With this
improved performance, cesium standards
now have the capability of rapid measurement to high precision along with the excellent long term stability necessary for
timekeeping.

Rubidium Frequency Standard
Rubidium frequency standards feature a
high order of both short-term and long-term
frequency stability. These are both important in certain fields such as deep-space communications, satellite ranging, and doppler
radar.
Rubidium standards are similar to cesium
beam standards in that an atomic resonant
element prevents drift of a quartz oscillator
through a frequency lock-loop. Yet the rubidium gas cell is dependent upon gas mixture
and gas pressure in the cell. It must be calibrated and then it is subject to a small degree
of drift. The drift is typically 100 times less
than the best quartz crystal standard.

Quartz Crystal Oscillators
Quartz oscillators are used in virtually
every frequency control application including atomic standards. The excellent shortterm stability and spectral purity of the
quartz oscillators used in Hewlett-Packard
atomic standards contribute to the high quality of the output signal of these standards.
For less demanding applications where some
long-term drift can be tolerated, quartz oscillators are used as independent frequency
sources. The quartz oscillator designs have
improved over the years to provide a relatively low cost, small-size source of frequency.
However, an inherent characteristic of
crystal oscillators is that their resonant frequency changes with time. After an initial
aging period of a few days to a month, the
rate-of-change of frequency, or aging rate, is
almost constant. Over a long period the accumulated drift could amount to a serious error, and periodic frequency checks are
needed to maintain an accurate quartz crystal frequency standard.

Stability
Stability is specified in two ways. Long
term stability refers to slow changes in the
average frequency with time due to secular

Very compact, light and rugged. Inexpen·
sive.

changes in the resonator and is usually expressed as a ratio, t!.f/f for a given period of
time. For quartz oscillators this is often
termed "aging rate" and specified in "parts
per day." Rubidium standards being more
stable are specified in "parts per month." On
the other hand, cesium beam standards are
primary units with no systematic drift.
Therefore, the frequency of these primary
standards is guaranteed to a specified accuracy.
Short-term stability refers to changes in
frequency over a time sufficiently short so
that change in frequency due to long term effects is negligible.
Since short-term stability is a very broad
term, it may refer to a number of different
measurement methods and types of instability. In order to be clear when testing or specifying frequency standards, there are two
classes of variations and two classes of measurement methods to be considered. The two
classes of frequency variation are random,
and non-random (or systematic, periodic,
discrete, secular). The two classes of measurement are time domain (example: two
sample deviation) and frequency domain (example: spectral density). Each of these measurement methods responds to both random
and non-random variations.

Time Domain
The subcommittee on Frequency Stability
of the Technical Committee on Frequency
and Time of the IEEE Group on Instrumentation and Measurement· has established a
standard method of measuring frequency
stability in the time domain as the rms of the
differences between adjacent pairs of frequency measurements, normalized, called
the two-sample-deviation (also square root of
Allan variance). Figure I is a comparison of
the two-sample-deviation of various frequency standards.

Frequency Domain
In a frequency domain measurement, the
spectrum of phase or frequency variations
can be plotted, hence the term, spectral
purity.
•Barnes el al. (May 1971) IEEE Transaclions on Instruments &
Meaauremenla Vol. lM·20, 105,120,

FREQUENCY STABILITY IDRIFT REMOVED)
OF VARIOUS FREQUENCY STANDARDS
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Figure 1. Time Domain stability of various
standards.

Spectral purity is the degree to which a signal is coherent, or, expressed in another way,
a single frequency with a minimum of sideband noise power. It is very desirable to have
high spectral purity in a standard signal. This
is especially important in applications where
the standard frequency is multiplied to very
high or microwave frequencies (so that the
frequency spectrum of the multiplied signal
will be reasonably narrow).
The signal and its frequency spectrum are
analogous to a frequency modulated wave
where the total power is constant. If the frequency multiplying device is broadband, the
ratio of the total sideband power to the signal
power increases as the square of the multiplying factor. With frequency multiplication
the signal-to-noise ratio will be degraded 6
dB per octave and 20 dB per decade.
Frequency domain measurements respond
to both random and non-random variations,
but in many cases, the effects are more readily separated and identified. For example,
clearly separate measurements can be made
of white noise combined with discrete spectral components ("bright lines").
The recommended specifications for the
frequency domain are Sy and S</>o The widely
used at or single-sideoand phase-noise-tosignal-ratio is, for low modulation index, one
half of S</> (or at (f)- S</> (f) -3 dB).
Hewlett-Packard oscillators are designed
to give high spectral purity. Figure 2 shows
the performance of the H P 5061 A, Opt. 004
Cesium Beam Atomic Frequency Standard.

Frequency Standards and Clocks
Frequency standards and clocks have no
fundamental differences-they are based

upon dual aspects of the same phenomenon.
Time and frequency are intangible quantities
which can be measured only with respect to
some physical quantity. The basic unit of
time, the second, is defined as the duration of
9,192,631,770 periods of transition within
the cesium atom. Conversely an unknown
frequency is determined by counting the
number of cycles over the period of a second.
The Master Clock at the U.S. Naval Observatory, one of the world's most accurate
clocks, is made of an ensemble of more than a
dozen Hewlett-Packard cesium beam frequency standards. The USNO directly controls the distribution of precise time and time
interval (frequency) from Naval radio stations, Loran-C (operated by U.S. Coast
Guard), Omega and Satellite Navigation
Systems. Hewlett-Packard portable cesium
standards, "flying clocks," are used to periodi,cally check the synchronization between
these stations and the Master Clock.
Hewlett-Packard cesium beam standards
are widely used to drive precision clocks because of the extremely good long-term stability and reliability of this primary standard. If
a quartz oscillator or other secondary standard is used, it must be evaluated for rate of
drift and be corrected periodically.

Time Scale
The time interval of the atomic time scale
is the International Second, defined in October 1967 by the Thirteenth General Conference of Weight and Measures. Since January
1972 the frequency offset between UTC and
Atomic Time has been zero and the UTC
time scale is kept in synchronism with the rotation of the earth to within ± 0.9 second by
step-time adjustments of exactly I second,
when needed (see Hewlett-Packard Application Note 52-2).
The U.S. National Bureau of Standards
(NBS) and USNO provide the official basis
for Standard Time for the United States. The
UTC signal is broadcast from the NBS stations WWV and WWVB and by several other stations throughout the world. (See
Hewlett-Packard Application Note 52-I,
Fundamentals of Time and Frequency Standards, for a list of stations broadcasting time
signals).

Standby Power Supplies
Minimum down-time, important for any
system, is vital to a time standard. Its worth
depends directly on continuity of operation.
Noninterrupted operation is also important
to ultra-precise quartz oscillators.

Hewlett-Packard standby power supplies ensure continued operation despite line interruptions, and operate over a range of ac line
voltage to supply regulated dc to operate frequency standards and frequency dividers and
clocks. The batteries in the supplies assume
the full load immediately when ac power
fails.
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Hewlett-Packard Time and
Frequency Standard
The Hewlett-Packard House Standard at
the Santa Clara Division consists of an ensemble of four Hewlett-Packard Cesium
Beam Standards each with the Option 004
High Performance Tube.
The standard is compared to the U.S. Naval Observatory Master Clock in Washington, D.C. by means of Loran C and TV Line
10 measurements through the USASTRATCOM satellite system. It is also compared
with the U.S. National Bureau of Standards
Frequency Standard (N BS FS) at Boulder,
Colorado by means of Loran-C through the
Naval Observatory. The frequency uncertainty of the standard is within a few parts in
10'" with respect to the standards maintained
by the NBS and the USNO.
Time is maintained relative to the Naval
Observatory and the National Bureau of
Standards master clocks to an accuracy of
better than ± 1.0 microseconds. This accuracy is verified with flying clock trips from the
Naval Observatory to both Hewlett-Packard
Santa Clara Division and Hewlett-Packard
Geneva. Both locations have been designated
U.S. Naval Observatory Time Reference
Stations.

FREQUENCY & TIME STANDARDS
Component Oscillator
Models 10811A, B
• New "SC" crystal cut

• High reliability

• Excellent spectral purity

• Rugged

• Low power

• Compact
• Field repairable

• Fast warm-up
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Description
The 10811 Crystal Oscillators were developed by Hewlett- Packard
to meet the ever increasing requirements for compact, high stability
oscillators in test equipment and systems. These oscillators are used
extensively in Hewlett-Packard test instru'ments and contribute in
part to the superior performance of those instruments. Their excellent
short-term stability and high spectral purity are especially desirable
in applications where multiplication and synthesis are used to generate microwave frequencies. Rugged construction and high quality
components assure high reliability and optimum performance. With
the extremely low aging rate of these oscillators, significant cost savings can be realized at the end user by reducing the frequency of calibration needed to stay within FCC accuracy requirements.
The crystal for the oscillator is supported by a rugged mounting in a
cold-welded, high bake-out enclosure. The housing around the crystal
enclosure is massive with high thermal conductivity which contributes both to rapid warmup and excellent temperature stability. The
oscillator, AGC amplifier and oven control circuits are all inside a
thermally insulated oven. Rigid plastic foam with extremely low thermal conductivity is used to provide thermal insulation and firm mechanical support for the oven enclosure.
The 10811 oscillator has lower power consumption than previous
designs due to a highly efficient new oven design. The oven controller
is of the dc proportional type which results in very good phase noise
and time domain stability specifications.
The differences between the A and B versions are primarily in the
type of external connectors used. The A version uses a PC-board connector for all external connections; the B version uses 5MB snap-on rf
connectors for the 10 MHz output and the EFC input and solder-type
connectors for the remainder of the connections. Additionally, the B
version has provision for shock mounting.
The oscillators are ideally suited for use in communication and
navigation systems, synthesizers, time-code generators, counters and
spectrum anlyzers. The 10 MHz output frequency is a convenient
starting point since it is easily divided or multiplied.
A screwdriver adjustment through the top of the oven enclosure
permits frequency adjustment over a range of 2 x 10.6 (20 Hz), yet the
control is fine enough to allow adjustment to better than I x 10" (0.0 I
Hz). Frequency can also be controlled electronically (EFC) over a I
Hz range with an externally applied voltage.

Specifications (Abbreviated)
Output: 10 MHz
1.0 ± 0.2 V rms into 1000 n, or 0.55 ± 0.05 V rms into 50 n
Aging rate (after 24-hour
Short term stability:
Averaging time
1O"s
1O"s
10"s
100s
10's
10's
Temperature:
Load:

warmup): <5 x IO· IO /day.

1.5
1.5
5X
5X
5X
I X

10. 10
10. 11
10. 12
10. 12
10. 12
10,11

X

X

<2.5 X 10.9 (0 to 71°C)
<4.5 x 10,9 (-55 to 71°C)
<5 x 10. 10 for a ± 10% change in 50
± 25% change in 1000 n load.

n load

or

Warmup: within 5 x 10,9 of final value 10 min. after turn on.
Frequency adjustment
Coarse: >2 x 10.6 (20 Hz)
Fine (EFC): > I x 10,7 (J Hz)
Harmonic distortion: > 25 dB from rated output
Spurious phase modulation: down more than 100 dB from rated
output
SSB phase noise ratio (1 Hz bw)
For offsets of:
-90 dBc
1 Hz:
-120 dBc
10 Hz:
100 Hz:
-140 dBc
-157 dBc
1000 Hz:
10000 Hz:
-160 dBc
Power: 2W
Case size: 72 H x 52 W x 62 mm D (2.8" x 2" x 2.4").
Weight: 0.31 kg

Price
Quantity
1 to 4:
5 to 9:
10 to 24:
25 to 49:

10811A
$925 ea
$888 ea
$851 ea
$777 ea

10811B
$1050 ea
$1008 ea
$ 966 ea
$ 882 ea

FREQUENCY & TIME STANDARDS
Quartz Frequency Standards
Models 105A1B
• High spectral purity
• Well-buffered outputs
• Aging < 5 X 10- 10 per day

1058

Short·term stability: for 5 MHz output only.
Models 105A and B Quartz Oscillators provide state-of-the-art
performance in precision frequency and time systems because of their
excellent long and short term stability characteristics, spectrally pure
outputs, unexcelled reliability, and ability to operate under a wide
range of environmental conditions. They fill a need for a small and
economical yet highly stable precision quartz oscillator for frequency
and time standards. Both models can be operated from the ac line; the
105B has a built-in 8-hour standby battery for uninterrupted operation should line power fail. Both have 5 MHz, I MHz and 100 kHz
buffered sinusoidal outputs with excellent short term stability (5
parts in 10" rms for 1 s averaging time) and aging rate « 5 parts in
10 '0 per day).
The 105A/B features rapid warm-up. Typically, the oscillator will
be within 5 parts in 10" of the final frequency in 15 minutes after an
"ofr' period of 24 hours. The basis of these oscillators is an extremely
stable "SC" cut quartz crystal developed by Hewlett-Packard. New
technologies in the crystal mounting and packaging have resulted in a
cleaner crystal which in turn has a lower aging rate. The crystal, oscillator and AGC circuit are all enclosed in a proportional oven which
reduces the temperature effects on these components and circuits.
The package containing the oven enclosed crystal oscillator with
AGC circuit and buffer amplifier are available separately as a component oscillator, the 10811 A, for use in equipment where a high
quality 10 MHz source is required. Details are available from Hewlett-Packard sales offices.
Particular care was taken to provide a spectrally pure 5 MHz output which, when multiplied high into the microwave region, provides
signals with spectra only a few cycles wide. Spectra less than I Hz
wide can be obtained in X-band (8.2 to 12.4 G Hz). The stability and
purity of the 5 MHz output make it suitable for doppler measurements, microwave spectroscopy, and similar applications where the
reference frequency must be multiplied by a large factor.

Specifications
Outputs: 5 MHz, I MHz, 100 kHz; I V rms into 50 n front and rear
connectors.

Clock output: I MHz or 100 kHz; 0.5 Y rms into 1 HI, rear connector. Normally supplied wired for I MHz output.
Frequency Stability
Aging rate: < 5 X 10-'" per 24 hours.

r(seC)

a.lf/f(2,r)

10-'
10-'
101

1.5 X 10- 10
1.5 X 10- 11
5 X 10-"

Temperature: <2.5 X 10-' total change O°C to 50°C.
Load: ± I X I O-ill open to short circuit, 50n R, Lor C load change.
Supply voltage: ± 5 X 10- 11 for 22-30 V dc from 26 V dc reference and for 115/230 V ± 10%.
Warm-up (at 25°C): to within 5 X 10-' of final frequency in 15 min.
Distortion (5 MHz, 1 MHz, 100 kHz) below rated output
Harmonic: >40 dB.
Non-harmonic: >80 dB.
Frequency Adjustments
Fine: ± 5 X 10-' range with digital dial reading parts in 10'0.
Coarse: I X 10-6 front panel screwdriver control.
Phase locking: external +5 V to -5 V allows >2 X 10-' frequency control for locking to external source.
Environmental
Temperature, operating: O°C to +50°C.
Temperature, storage: -40°C to +75°C (+50° for 105B).
Altitude: 15.24 km (50,000 ft.).
Shock: MIL-T-21200 (30 Gs).
Vibration: MIL-STD-167 and MIL-T-21200.
Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC): MIL-I-6181 D.
Standby supply capacity: modell05B only, 6 hours at 25°C ambient temperatures.
Power requirements: 115/230 V ± 10%,50-400 Hz at 18 W (70
W warm-up) for 105A. For 105B add I W for float charge and 12 W
for fast charge. 22-30 V dc at 8 W (16 W warm-up).
Size: 88 H x 425 W x 286 mm D (3"!J!' x 16%" x 11 14").
Wel9ht: 105A-net. 8 kg (16Ib). Shipping, 10.5 kg (23Ib). 105Bnet, II kg (24Ib). Shipping, 14 kg (31 Ib).

Options
908: Rack Flange Kit
910: Extra manual

Price
add $25
add $15

Ordering Information
105A Quartz Oscillators
1058 Quartz Oscillators

$5000
$5750

FREQUENCY & TIME STANDARDS
Atomic Frequency Standards
Models S061A, S06SA
5061A
• Primary standard, ± 1 x 10- 11 accuracy
• Proven reliability
• World-wide usage

5061 A, Opt 004
• Accuracy±7 x 10• Settability ± 1 x 10- 13
• Time domain stability 5 x 10- 12 (1 s avg)
le

5061A

Introduction
Hewlett-Packard Atomic Frequency Standards have become the
world-wide standards for frequency and time keeping since the introduction of the 5060A Cesium Standards in 1964. The user has a
choice of three different frequency standards to satisfy a wide variety
of applications:
I) 5061 A Cesium Beam Frequency Standard. This standard with
an accuracy of ± I x 10- 11 was introduced in 1967 to replace the
5060A. The high accuracy and excellent reliability of these units have
gained world-wide acceptance of H P frequency standards.
2) 5061 A with Option 004 High Performance Cesium Beam Tube.
With the unique design features in this improved Cesium Beam Tube,
the 5061 A accuracy is ± 7 x 10- 12 and short term stability is improved
by a factor of 10.
3) 5065A Rubidum Frequency Standard. This instrument features
excellent long and short term stability performance at approximately
one-half the cost of a cesium standard.
The units are described in detail on the following pages and the
specifications are combined in a table to facilitate the comparison and
selection of the best unit to suit the user's application.

Principles of Operation
The basic block diagram of both cesium and rubidium standards is
the same (see Figure I). The output of the 5 MHz crystal oscillator

Figure 1. Block diagram of atomic frequency standards.
is multiplied and synthesized to the atomic resonance frequency
(6834+ MHz for rubidium and 9192+ MHz for cesium). The signal
is frequency modulated to sweep through the atomic resonance frequency causing the beam intensity in the cesium tube or transmitted
light through the rubidium cell to vary. The output signal is amplified

and through a phase detector controls the frequency of a low noise 5
MHz quartz crystal oscillator. The oscillator provides the 5 M Hz output. Dividers produce I MHz and 100 kHz outputs.
The invariant resonance frequency of the cesium atoms passing
through the microwave cavity maintain the output frequency of the
cesium standard constant to extremely high accuracy. The accuracy
is in part a function of the microwave cavity length and is highest in
the 5061 A with the long cavity of the high performance beam tube.
In the rubidium standard a buffer gas is required to reduce collisions between the rubidium atoms in the gas cell and the resonant
frequency varies slightly with the pressure of the buffer gas. As a
result, the rubidium standard has to be calibrated and the frequency
drifts slowly with time because of small changes in gas pressure and
other effects within the rubidium cell and lamp. Offsetting this disadvantage are: I) high signal-to-noise ratio of the rubidium cell output
which results in excellent short term stability and; 2) a lower cost
standard because of the simpler rubidium cell and associated electronics.
Each of the instruments has front panel controls, a circuit check
switch and meter for monitoring performance. These and other controls are protected by a panel door. Front panel lights indicate any
interruption of continuous operation and that the crystal oscillator is
locked to the atomic resonance.
Applications: starting with their initial usage as reference standards
in national laboratories the applications of H P atomic standards have
expanded to include use in operational systems such as the Loran C
and Omega navigation transmitters, satellite tracking and guidance
stations, very long base line interferometers, navigation receivers
based on direct distance measurement (Loran Rho-Rho), geophysical
survey positioning systems and communications systems. Precise timing for frequency control is required for some secure communications
systems and to improve efficiency of PCM and spread spectrum systems.
Cesium standard accuracy: the cesium beam standard is a primary
frequency standard. A cesium beam tube carefully constructed along
with the required supporting electronics will, when independently
aligned, put out the correct frequency within very narrow limits. The
frequency spread of the output for over 250 independently aligned
5061 A standards with the standard beam tube is shown in Figure 2. It
can be seen from this data that the frequency perturbations in the
standard beam tube are so small that all the units are within ± 5 x
10- 12 of each other and of NBS frequency. The one sigma standard
deviation is I x 10- 12 between units. This performance is intrinsic to
the 5061 A and is achieved without calibration. The absolute accuracy, intrinsic reproducibility and absence of any perceptible long-term
drift or aging are important advantages of cesium standards and assure that the output frequency of a cesium standard is always within
the specific accuracy.
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of frequency and time keeping since its introduction in 1967. Improvements in magnetic shielding, ruggedization and environmental
performance permit improved performance and expansion of navigation and communication systems that have been made practical by
the 5061A.
The design concept of the high performance beam tube includes
unique HP designed dual beam optics with higher beam intensity to
accomplish better short term stability and greater immunity to effects
of shock and vibration. A 50 percent increase in resonance cavity
length without change in the overall beam tube size contributes to
better accuracy and settability because of the high Q of the narrower
resonant line width. This tube retains the unique cesium standard feature of virtually no long term instability or aging,
The intrinsic accuracy is improved to ± 7 x 10- 12 which provides an
excellent reference standard without need of calibration. If desired, as
in many timekeeping applications, two or more units may be calibrated to determine the difference in rate or may be adjusted to the same
frequency. With the improved settability specifications of I x 10-\'
small changes in frequency are accomplished rapidly and accurately.
A provision for degaussing the tube without adversely affecting the
instrument operation allows removal of any residual magnetic field in
the tube. This is important in achieving the settability performance.
The short term stability specification is improved by a factor of ten
with this tube. The 5 x 10-\2 (I s avg.) performance compares very
favorably with that of rubidium type standards which are noted for
their excellent short term stability. An important advantage from the
better short term stability is the capability to make measurements to
I sigma precision of I x 10-\2 in about one minute compared to the
two hours required previously. The 5061A with the Option 004 High
Performance Tube has the same high reliability as the 5061 A with
the standard tube. The new high performance tube is warranted for
one year, but is designed to have the same long life as the standard
tube.

10638A Degausser
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Figure 2. Frequency of independently aligned 5061 A Cesium
Beam Standards with standard beam tube.

5061A Cesium Beam Standard
The first Hewlett-Packard Cesium Beam Standard, the 5060A,
was introduced in 1964. This was followed in 1967 with the improved
5061A and in 1973 with the high performance beam tube option for
the 5061 A. Since this time the accuracy and reliability of HewlettPackard cesium beam standards has been demonstrated and these
standards have become the world-wide standard for frequency and
time keeping. The 5061 A has provision for an optional digital divider
and reliable, easy-to-read LED clock (Option 001) and for a battery
with 1f2 hour standby power capacity with automatic charging (Option 002).
Reliability and warranty: over 60 million operation hours have proven the performance and reliability of Hewlett-Packard cesium beam
standards in various world-wide applications. The units have provided
dependable microsecond accuracy in aircraft, ship and fixed environments.
A three-year warranty on the 5061 A standard cesium beam tube is
provided as a result of proven field reliability over an extended period.
This warranty includes replacement of the cesium beam tube if it
should fail within the warranty period. Typically, beam tube life has
been in excess of five years.

5061A with Opt 004, High Performance Cesium Beam

Tube
The Hewlett-Packard Model 5061 A primary frequency standard
with the Option 004 Cesium Beam Tube offers increased stability and
accuracy in the instrument which has become the worldwide standard

The Model 10638A Degausser is designed for use with the Option
004 High Performance Beam Tube to achieve settability of ± 1 x
10-\' and reproducibility of ± 3 x 10-\2. The degausser removes residual magnetic fields in the beam tube which slowly decay and cause a
small frequency change. The degausser should be used when initially
setting up the 5061 A with Option 004 or after the instrument has
been moved or adjusted.

K34-59991A Broadband Linear Phase Comparator
The K34-59991 A accurately compares the phase relationship of the
output signals of two frequency standards having the same nominal
frequency between 100kHz and 1OMHz. The comparator output signal is suitable for driving a stripchart recorder, thus allowing longterm monitoring of the frequency standards' output differences. By
using this comparator, very small frequency differences can be detected and adjustments can be made to the frequency standards to
correct for timekeeping errors,

E21-5061A Flying Clock
The E21-5061 A consists of a 5061 A Cesium Beam Standard with
Option 001 LED Clock and K02-5060A Power Supply joined together to make one portable unit. The power supply, which can be operated from 6 or 12 V dc, 24 to 30 V dc, or 115/230 V ± 10%, 50 to 400
Hz, will provide approximately 7 hours standby power (from sealed
nickel-cadmium batteries) for the 5061 A Cesium Beam Standard.
This wide range of operating power capabilities enable the E215061 A to operate on local power in virtually any country in the world.
Operation is approved aboard commercial airCraft. The seven hours
standby capability make it possible to travel where there is no power
available and, of course, allow the E21-5061 A to conveniently be
transported between power sources and operated in almost any air or
surface vehicle as a "flying clock" (see Hewlett-Packard Journal,
August 1966 and December 1967).
The Option 004 tube, because of the improved shielding, offers a
significant increase in accuracy under the varying earth's magnetic
field conditions experienced by flying clocks and is a desirable addition to the E21-506IA. In addition, the better short term stability
permits more aC,<;urate and rapid comparison of standards. The Option 002 Battery may also be added to increase standby capability.

FREQUENCY & TIME STANDARDS
Atomic Frequency Standards
Models 5061A, 5065A (Cont.)
• Compact, high reliability, proven performance
• Long term drift rate < 1 x 10- 11 / mo
• Time domain stability <5 x 10- 13 (100 s avg)

5065A Rubidium Frequency Standard
The HP Model5065A is an atomic-type secondary frequency standard which uses a rubidium vapor resonance cell as the stabilizing
element. As a result, it has long-term stability of better than 1 x 10- 11
per month which exceeds that of high quality quartz oscillator frequency standards by 50 to 100 times. Furthermore, it has excellent
short-term stability. These features contribute to its desirability as a
coherent signal source, as a master oscillator for radio and radar systems where special requirements for stability and/or narrow bandwidth must be met, as a precision time keeper where the better
performance of a cesium beam primary standard is not required, and
as a house frequency standard for improved accuracy with fewer
NBS calibrations compared to that required with quartz standards.
Front panel controls and circuit check meter of the 5065A are protected by a panel door. The magnetic field control provides fine frequency adjustment with which the frequency can be set to a precision
of better than 2 x 10-" without reference to a chart. The 5 MHz low
noise quartz oscillator is phase-locked to the atomic frequency and
provides the standard 5 MHz, I MHz, and 100 kHz outputs. The
circuit check meter with selector switch monitors key voltages and
currents for routine maintenance readings, calibration procedures,
and fault finding.
The 5065A is designed for assured operation-to give the user confidence that the standard output signals are correct and locked to the
atomic frequency. Logic within the unit maintains power to a "continuous" operation light on the front panel. If operation is interrupted,
even momentarily, for any reason the light goes out and stays out
until manually reset. An integrator limit light warns when the frequency correcting servo loop is approaching the limit of its dynamic
range.
The HP Model 5065A is contained in a small-size package and is
lightweight in comparison to a cesium beam standard. Additionally
the rubidium resonance cell is much more frequency stable than
quartz oscillators while subjected to shock and vibration, EMC, humidity, and magnetic field effects.
Reliability and warranty: the most significant module in the HP
5065A in terms of performance is the Rubidium Vapor Frequency
Reference (RVFR). This temperature controlled, magnetically
shielded unit includes the Rb gas cell and a photo sensitive detector

designed for maximum possible reliability. Field experience, including several million hours of operation, have demonstrated this reliability and the module is now warranted for a period of three years.
This increased warranty protects the owner in the event of random
failure.
The Option 001 Digital Clock has an easy to read LED time-of-day
display. The olive black upper panel provides a dark background
around the readout for excellent contrast and readability. Initial
clock setting is accomplished by means of push buttons easily accessible by removing the top cover. The LED display offers high reliability, freedom from errors due to mechanical shock, and performance
over the full environmental range of the 5065A. A sync button on the
digital divider permits automatic synchronization of this 1 PPS pulse
to an external pulse. The clock I PPS is adjustable in decade steps
from I itS to 1 s, with respect to the synchronized reference, with 6
thumbwheel switches. A screwdriver adjustment allows fine continuous adjustment over a range of 1 itS.
To conserve battery power, the display is not illuminated when ac
power is not available. A STANDBY READ pushbutton below the
display is used for readout when operating on the internal battery or
external dc.
The Option 002 Standby Battery provides the 5065A with a minimum of 10 minutes standby power at 25°C. Switchover from line to
battery is automatic so there is no interruption of operation if ac line
power should fail. A front panel ac interruption light warns when ac
power has failed or has been disconnected. Fast or float charging
rates may be selected when ac power is available.
The Option 003 combines the Option 001 Clock and Option 002
Battery and should be specified if both Options'OOI and 002 are required.

E21-5065A Portable Time Standard
E21-5065A Portable Time Standard is a complete system for
precision timekeeping and for transporting time from one location
to another. It consists of the 5065A Rubidium Standard with digital
clock and divider (Option 00 I) and the K02-5060A Power Supply
with 6 or more hours standby capability. The component units are
held together by side bars, and the interconnecting cables are protected by a back cover.

Specifications
Instrument:

5061A Option 004

5061A

5065A

Cesium

Cesium

Rubidium

Type of Standard:

±7xlO-'2

Accuracy: maintained in magnetic field to 2 gauss

±1 x 10- 11

oto WC

oto WC

±3x 10-'2(1)
1.5 x10- 10
5x 10- 12
2.7 X 10-'2
B.5 X 10-'3

±5x10-'2(1)
1.5 X 10-'0
5.6 X 10- 11
2.5xlO- 1I
BX 10-'2

±1 x lO- II /month
1.5 x10-'0
5x 10-'2
1.6 X 10-'2
5x10-'3

-2B dB
-48 dB
-68 dB
-96 dB
-120 dB
-125 dB
-140 dB

-8 dB
-28dB
-48 dB
-82 dB
-120 dB
-125 dB
-140 dB

-25 dB
-52 dB
-72 dB
-93 dB
-120 dB
-126 dB
-140 dB

Reproducibility(4)

±3x10- 12 (3)

±5x 10- 12

Settability (frequency)(5):

±1x 10- 13 (3)

±7 x 10- 13

±2x10- 12

Warm·up:

At 25'C
30 Min.

At 25'C
45 Min.

At 25'C
1x 10- 10 1 hr.
5x10- 11 4 hrs.

and over temperature range of:
Stability:
Long Term:
SlIort Term 5 MHz(2):

Averaging time: 0.01
1
10
100

SSB Pllase Noise
Signal (1 Hz BW)
Offset from signal:

Hz: 10- 3

10- 2
10-'
0
10'
102
103

5 MHz, 1 MHz, 100 kHz, Front & Rear BNC
1Vinto 50 ohms

Sinusoidal Outputs:
Output Voltage
Harmonic Distortion: (below rated output)
Non·Harmonic related output: (below rated output)
Under vibration or AC Mag Field:
Signal·to·Pllase Noise Ratio in 30 kHz noise BW (1 and 5MHz):

>40 dB
>80 dB
>60 dB
>87 dB

>40 dB
>80 dB
>60 dB
>87 dB

>40 dB
>80 dB
>60 dB
>87 dB

< ±2 x 10-'3
2 Gauss Field
<2 x10- 12 for
2 Gauss peak
oto 50'C
<5x 10- 12

< ±2 x 10- 12
2 Gauss Field
<2 x10- 12 for
2 Gauss peak
oto 50'C
<5xlO- 12

<±5x10- 12
1Gauss Field
<5 x10-'2 for
1Gauss peak
oto 50'C
<4 x 10- 11

Temperature, non·operating witilout options:
witll Option 001:
witll Option 002

-40'C to 75'C
-40'C to 75'C
-40'C to 50'C

-40'C to 75'C
-40'C to 75'C
-40'C to 50'C

-40'C to 75'C
-40'C to 75'C
-40'C to 50'C

Humidity, operating: 95% up to

40'C

4O'C

40'C

Altitude, operating:

12.2 km
(40.000 ft)
2xlO- 12

12.2 km
(40,000 It)
2xlO- 12

12.2 km (40,000 ft.)

Environmental
DC Magnetic Field Stability:
AC Magnetic Field: 50, 60 and 400 Hz ±10%
Temperature, operating witII Option 001 or 002
Freq. cllange from 25'C:

Max. frequency cllange:
NOTES:
(1)
(2)

For life of beem tube.
Short·term stability lor ths S061A with both standard and high performance tubes is given lor
the normal loop time constant. For improved short·term stability in controlled environments

the long time constant may be used.
(3)
(4)

With 10638 Degausser.
Degree to which an oscillator will produce the

(S)

Degree to which frequency can be set to agree with 8 reference frequency.

88me

frequency from one occasion to another without (ecalibration.

2x 10- 11

312

1

FREQUENCY & TIME STANDARDS
1

(hp]

Atomic Frequency Standards
Models 5061A, 5065A (Cont.)

Instrument

5061A Opt 004
MIL-STD-167-1
MIL·T·21200

Vibration:
with isolators:
Shock:

5061A

5065A

MIL·STD·167·1
MIL·T·21200

MIL·STD·167·1

MIL·E·5400, Class I (30G)
I·MIL·T·21200, C.1

EMC:

MIL·T·21200, C.I

MIL·STD·461, Notice 3, Class A

General
Power: AC:

50,60 or 400 Hz ± 10%,115/230 V ± 10%

DC:
Option 001: add (AC/DC)
002: add (AC / DC)
010: add (AC/DC)
Dimensions ( H xWxD): mm:
inches:
Weight: (Ib / kg)
Option 001: add (Ib/kg)
002: add (Ib /kg)

43W
22 to 30 V
27 W
10/7.5 W
22/4.5 W

43W
22 to 30 V
27 W
10/7.5 W
22/4.5 W

49W
23 to 30 V
35 W
10/7.5 W
6/0W

221 x425 x416
8.7 x16.7 x 16.4

221 x425 x416
8.7 x16.7 x 16.4

133 x425 x416
5.2 x16.7 x16.4

70/31.8
2/0.9
5/2.3

67/305
2/0.9
5/2.3

34/15.4
2/0.9
3.5/1.6

Front &Rear BNC

Front &Rear BNC

Option 001, Clock
1 PPS Outputs: Master:
Clock:

Front &Rear BNC

Amplitude:

10 V peak into 5011 load

Width:
Rise Time:
Fall Time:
Jitter, pulse·to-pulse:
Synchronization:
Clock pulse adjustment range:

20 ~s min
<50 ns
<2 ~s
<5 ns, rms

20 ~s min
<50 ns
<2 ~s
<5 ns, rms

20 ~s min
<50 ns
<2 ~s
<5 ns, rms

Automatic, 10 ± I ~s
delay

Automatic, 10 ± I ~s
delay

Auto., 10 ± I ~s
delay

I ~s to I s

I ~s to I s
Solid State Digital

I ~s to I s

Clock display:
Option 002, Standby Power Supply
Capacity at 25'C with Option 001 Clock:

30 Minutes
30 Minutes
Automatic, fast charge

Recharge, Fast/Float:

Ordering Information
S061A Cesium Beam Frequency Standard
Opt 001: Clock
Opt 002: Standby Power Supply
Opt 003: Clock and Standby Power Supply

Opt 004: High Performance Beam Tube
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
E21-S061A Flying Clock
Consists of: 5061A with Opt 001 (not included in
E21 price) and K02-5060A Standby Power Supply.
Weight:64kg(141Ib).
Size: 425 H x 405 W x546 mm D (16.7" x 15.9" x
21.5") (includes handles).

Price
$29,300
add $2,950
add $1,400
add $4,350
add $5,100
add $27
Add $5,525

I0638A Degausser

10 Minutes
Switch

$1,250
Weight: 1.2 kg (3 Ib).
Size: 130 H x 77 W x 279 mm D (5.1" x 3" x II").
S06SA Rubidium Frequency Standard
$16,900
Opt 001: Clock
add $2,950
Opt 002: Standby Power Supply
add $700
Opt 003: Clock and Standby Power Supply
add $3,650
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
add $22
E21-S06SA Portable Time Standard
add $5,125
Consists of: 5065A with Opt 001 (not included in
E21 price) and K02-5060A Standby Power Supply.
Weight: 50 kg (110 Ib).
Size: 425 H x 405 W x 546 mm D (16.7" x 15.9" x
21.5") (includes handles).

FREQUENCY & TIME STANDARDS
Distribution Amplifier
Model5087A
• Versatile with 3 input and 12 output channels
• Low noise, high stability, and isolation

The Hewlett-Packard Model 5087 A Distribution Amplifier provides the isolation and flexibility required for distribution of the output of high quality frequency standards. Low distortion and excellent
isolation make it ideal for providing multiple outputs from atomic or
crystal frequency standards. The 3 input channels will accept 10
MHz,S MHz, I MHz or 100 kHz in any combination. The number of
outputs for each channel is selectable up to a total of 12 outputs. The
output levels are individually adjustable from 0 to 3 V rms. All input
and output levels are monitored on a front panel meter.
The Distribution Amplifier features plug-in modular construction,
short circuit isolation, exceptional phase stability, low noise and
cross-talk, and uninterrupted switchover to standby dc in event of ac
power failure.
The shielding around each input and output plug-in amplifier assures minimum noise and crosstalk. The tuned output amplifiers provide clean signals and high channel-to-channel isolation.
The instrument is designed for maximum versatility and can be
sUPlllied to meet a wide variety of special requirements. The standard
configuration of input and output amplifiers is shown in Figure I.
Several other commonly used configurations are also available and
special combinations of the various input and output modules can be
supplied. Input and output amplifiers can be added or the configuration easily changed at any time.

INPUi

OUTPUT

PREAMPS

AMPLIFIERS

Environmental
Temperature: MIL-E-I6400, Class 4.
Operating: O-SO°C; storage: -62° to +7S o C.
Stability:
Amplitude: ::to.5 dB, 0° to SO°e.
Phase: <0.1 nsj"C., 5 and 10 MHz.
EMC: MIL-STD-46IA.
Humidity: 95% at 40°e.
Vibration: MIL-STD-167.
Altitude: up to 30,000 ft.
Shock: MIL-T-21200, Class I and MIL-E-5400 (30 Gs).
General
Power: 115 or 230 V ::t 10%,48 to 440 Hz, 20 V A, max, or 22- 30 V
dc, 500 milliamperes, max.
Dimensions: 88 H x 425 W x 286 mm D (3.5" x 16.7" x 11.3").
Weight: typical, Opt 031- Net 7 kg (15 Ib).

A

c

Isolation
Load (open or short on any other channel)
Amplitude change: 0.1 percent.
Phase change: <0.1 ns at 5 or 10 MHz.
<0.5 ns at 1 MHz.
<5.0 ns at 100 kHz.
Injected signal: 1 V signal up to 50 MHz applied to any output except 10 MHz, will be down more than 60 dB in all other outputs; 10
MHz output channel will be down more than 50 dB.
SSB phase noise (5 MHz): > 145 dB below signal in 1 Hz BW for
frequencies> I kHz from carrier.
Short term stability degradation (5 MHz): < I x 10. 1' in 10kHz
band. (1 s average).

'0
11

'2

Figure 1. 5087 A Distribution Amplifier with Option 031, Standard
Configuration input and output amplifiers.

Specifications
Inputs: (up to three, rear panel BNC).
Frequencies: 10 MHz,S MHz, 1 MHz or 100 kHz.
Level: 0.3 to 3.0 V rms, 50 ohms.
Outputs: (up to 12 rear panel BNC).
Frequencies: 10 MHz,S MHz, 1 MHz or 100 kHz.
Level: 0-3 V into 50 ohms (screwdriver adjustment).
Harmonic distortion: >40 dB below rated output.
Non-harmonic distortion: >80 dB below rated output

Options
Normal configurations (input and output amplifiers)
031: 5, I and 0.1 MHz inputs and 4 outputs at each
frequency
032: Single 5 MHz input and 12 outputs
033: Single 10 MHz input and 12 outputs
034: Single 5 MHz input, 4 each outputs at 5, I and
0.1 MHz

Price
add $1525
add $1425
add $1425
add $1650

Special Configurations
Input preamplifiers (up to 3 total)
004: Input Preamplifier (0.1 to 10M Hz)
005: 5 to 1 MHz Input Divider
006: I to 0.1 MHz Input Divider
011: 5 to 10MHz Input Doubler
013: 10 to 5 MHz Input Divider
014: 10 to 1 MHz Input Divider

add S55
add $120
add $120
add $\20
add $120
add $120

Output amplifiers (up to 12 total)
001: 5 MHz Output Amplifier
002: I MHz Output Amplifier
003: 0.\ MHz Output Amplifier
012: 10 MHz Output Amplifier
908: Rack Flange Kit

add $120
add $120
add $120
add $120
add $25

5087 A: Distribution Amplifier Mainframe

$1400

FREQUENCY & TIME STANDARDS
Standby Power Supplies
Models SOSSA & K02·S060A
• 12 Amp-hr capacity
• Sealed nickel-cadmium cells
• Used in "flying clocks"

K02·5060A

The HP Models 5085A and K02-5060A Standby Power Supplies
furnish dc power to keep frequency or time standard systems operating during extended interruptions of ac line power. For applications
where it is essential to maintain continuous operation and avoid loss
of precise time, the use of a standby power supply is an absolute necessity. These units are designed for use with the Hewlett-Packard
Cesium Beam Standards, Rubidium Vapor Standards, Quartz Oscillators and other equipment which will operate from 22 to 30 V dc. No
switching is used in transferring power from line to battery operation
and back again thus assuring uninterrupted operation.

HP K02·5060A
The K02-5060A is a very versatile unit which was designed specifically as a portable power supply for the 5061A and 5065A "Flying
Clocks" where it is necessary to operate from a wide range of power
sources along with the standby capability to maintain continuous operation where no external power is available. A special inverter permits operation from a 6 or 12 V dc car battery in addition to the
115/230 V ac and 24-30 V dc capability. The 12 ampere-hour
standby batteries are the sealed, nickel-cadmium type and thus spillproof. Mounting hardware is available to attach the K02-5060A to
either the 5061 A or 5065A Standards to make a portable standard,
the E21-5061 A or E21-5065A.

• 18 Amp-hr capacity
• Vented nickel-cadmium cells

5085A

Recharging: 1.6 hours recharging time required for each ampere
hour of discharge.
Alarm indicator: external power failure.
Panel meters: voltmeter, ammeter indicating voltage and current of
4 internal batteries and load.
Battery: four paralleled rechargeable battery packs each containing
20 sealed nickel-cadmium cells. Packs may be removed individually
without interfering with power supply operation.
Temperature
Operating: 0 to 50°C.
Storage: -40 to 60°C
Size: 177 H X 425 W X 416 mm 0 (7" X 16.7" X 16.4").
Weight: net, 30.5 kg (67 lb).

5085A Specifications

Input and Output Voltages

Output voltage: 24 ± 2 V dc at rated current.
Output current: 2 amperes (2.5 A for 30 min.).
Standby capacity: (at 25°C) 18 amp-hrs. after 48 hours charge.
Alarm indicators: panel lamps indicate: (I) FUSE FAILURE, (2)
AC POWER, (3) AC INTERRUPT, (4) CHARGE.
Remote alarm provisions: SPOT relay contacts provided at rear
terminals for operating remote alarm from separate power system.
Panel meters: battery voltage and charge/discharge current.
Power requirements: 115 or 230 ± 10% V ac; 50 to 400 Hz (2.0 A
max. at 115 V line).
Battery (supplied): vented nickel-cadmium 25 ampere-hour capacity derated to 18 ampere-hours. Periodic maintenance required.
Additional (external) battery provision: rear connector.
Temperature
Operating: 0 to 50°C.
Storage: -40 to 75 C.
Size: 177 H X 425 W X 416 mm 0 (7" X 16.7" X 16.4").
Weight: net, 34.1 kg (75 Ib). Shipping. 45.9 kg (101 Ib) including
battery. Option 001 (no batteries) is 22.8 kg (50 Ib) less.

Input
Output
6 or 12 V dc
0-230 V, 60 Hz nominal
115 or 230 V ac, 50-400 Hz
0-230 V ac
24-30 V dc
24-30 V dc
Standby battery, 26 ± 4 V dc available at all times.
AC and both dc inputs may be connected simultaneously.
Output current: 0.5A ac, 2 A dc.
Standby capacity: 12 ampere-hour at 25°C, 7 hours standby when
used in E21-5061 A, 6 hours in E21-5065A.

S08SA(complete with batteries)
Opt 001: without batteries
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
K02-S060A
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit

HP5085A
The HP 5085A is intended for installation where 115 or 230 V ac is
available. Vented nickel-cadmium batteries with an 18 ampere-hour
guaranteed capacity (derated from 25) are used. They provide about
10 hours of standby power for the 5061 A Cesium Standard or 5065A
Rubidium Standard (at average ambient temperature of 25°C).
Front panel lights indicate mode'of operation, report fuse failure,
and ac interrupt. A float-charge switch permits rapid recharge after
an ac power failure.

D

K02-5060A Specifications

Ordering Information

Price
$5300
less $640
$22.50
$4800
$22.50

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
General Information

Introduction
The digital electronic frequency counter
has come a long way since the first versions
appeared three decades ago. Once the luxury
of large meterology labs and some crystal
manufacturers, the frequency counter is now
common-place in laboratories, on production
lines, as a service tool and in automatic instrumentation systems. Moreover, counters
have become increasingly more versatile and
more powerful in the measurements they perform, thereby finding much wider applications. When Hewlett-Packard introduced the
524A in 1952 it was considered a milestone;
the counter could measure frequencies up to
10 MHz, or the time between two electrical
events to a resolution of 100 ns. Thirty years
later, HP's product lines feature counters
that can measure the frequency of a 70 mY
signal at 40 GHz completely automatically,
or can measure time intervals to 20 ps, the
same time it takes light to travel 6 mm.

Basic Counter Measurements
The basic measurements which counters
are capable of performing are described in
this section.

Frequency
This fundamental measurement is performed by totalizing the number of input cycles or events for a precisely known period of
time. The total count that results is proportional to the unknown frequency, and logic
circuits internal to the counter position the

decimal point such that the display directly
indicates the input frequency. The time reference is usually derived from a precision
quartz oscillator internal to the counter.
Using this basic technique allows measurements to 500 MHz to be made. Several methods are available, however, to extend this
frequency range to 40 GHz and more. These
are described in more detail below.

Period
This inverse of frequency capability is
sometimes offered to provide the user with
high resolution, low frequency measurements. In digital systems a period measurement represents the average bit to bit time of
the input signal.

Totalize
The measurement is similar to frequency
except that the user now controls the time
over which the measurement takes place.
With digital systems becoming more prevalent, this fundamental measurement assumes
considerable importance. The HP 5345A,
with its ability to totalize at a 500 megabit
rate, represents the current state of the art.

Ratio
The ratio between two input frequencies is
a measurement that is also offered by some
counters. The major application for ratio is
measurement of harmonically related signals.

Scaling
Some counters offer the capability of providing a digital output signal whose frequen

cy is a scaled or divided version of the input
frequency.

Time Interval
The measurement of the time between two
events or the time between two points on a
common event, commonly referred to as time
interval, is of major importance and is used in
a wide variety of applications.
The ± 20 ps single shot resolution of the
5370A represents today's state of the art.
This unit utilizes a new concept of phase
locked vernier interpolation which eliminates
quantization errors. HP also pioneered the
concept of time interval averaging, whereby
for repetitive inputs substantial improvement
in resolution over the single shot measurement can be obtained.
Time interval averaging is offered in seven
HP counters (5370A, 5345A, 5335A,
5328A, 5316A, 5315A/B and 5308A). Also
available for precision time interval measurements is the 5363B Time Interval Probes box
usable with any time interval counter. The
5363B has a wide dynamic range as well as a
built in calibration feature and digitally set
trigger voltages to eliminate the major uncertainties associated with TI measurements.
The 5363B is fully programmable via the H P
Interface Bus for systems applications.
All manner of time interval measurements
are discussed in detail in Application Note
AN 200-3 "Precision Time Interval Measurements Using an Electronic Counter"
available on request from any Hewlett-Packard sales office.

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
General Information (cont.)

Application Note 200:
Fundamentals of Electronic
Counters
This forty-four page application note describes in detail the measurements mentioned above. In addition, the key
considerations in making frequency and time
measurements, plus the major characteristics
required of a counter for certain applications
are also described. For those readers who require more than the brief resume above, this
application note is available on request at
any Hewlett-Packard sales office.
The contents of AN 200 are as follows:
Introduction
Fundamentals of Conventional Counters
Functions
Inpu t Considera tions
Time Base Oscillator Considerations
Main Gate Requirements
Sources of Measurement Error
Reciprocal Counters
Time Interval Measurement
In pu t Considera tions
Trigger Level
Increasing Accuracy and Resolution
Use of Time Interval Probes
Automatic Microwave Frequency Counters
Down-Conversion Techniques
Comparison of Performance of the DownConversion Techniques

The Major Types of Electronic
Counters
While counters can potentially offer all the
measurement capabilities described above,
they essentially fall into three classes: frequency counters; universal counters; and
microwave counters. These are described below.
Frequency Counters
These counters offer the basic capability of
frequency measurement and in addition
sometimes provide some or all of the other
measurements described above except time
interval. HP has a wide range of counters
that fall into this class including: a) the 5380
low cost bench series, a family of three
counters featuring 80 MHz-7 digit, 225
MHz-8 digit and 520 MHz-9 digit instruments; b) the 5300 portable, battery operated snap-on series with the 5303B snap-on
covering 525 MHz and the 5305B 1300
MHz counter.

Table 2. Universal Counter Summary
Time IntelYll Resolution
Model
No.

Frequency
R.nle
10MHz
5300A/5304A
50 MHz
5300/5302A
75 MHz
5300A/5308A
5314A
100 MHz
MHz
5316A/5315A/B
MHz
5328A
5370A
100 MHz
5335A
t200 MHz
5345A
500 MHz
See logond noxt pogo

noo
noo

Sinlle Shot
100 ns
100 ns
100 ns
100 ns
100 ns
100 ns or 10 ns
±20 ps
2 ns
2 ns

Averllinl

-

100 ps

10 ps
10 ps
Ips
100 ps
2ps

Time
lllse

Other
Functions'

3 x 10 'per Month
3 x 10-' per Month
3 X 10-' per Month
3 x 10-' per Month
3 X 10-' per Month
3 X 10-' per Month
3 X 10-' per Month
3 X 10-' per Month
5x 10-" per Day

MPA. T. R
p. MPA, T, R
P, MPA, T, R
P, MPA, T, R
P, MPA, T, R, E
P, MPA, T, R, E. V"
P, MPA, E
P, MPA, T, R, E, Fo, V"
P, MPA, T, R

• 'Optional function

tHighor froquoncy oplionol

Universal Counters
These instruments provide time interval
capability in addition to the other measurements provided by the frequency counter.
The 5314A is such an instrument featuring
100 MHz frequency, 100 ns time interval,
plus period, ratio and totalize. The 53l5A/B
and 5316A provide all these functions plus
time interval delay, time interval average and
reciprocal frequency measurements. The
5300 family of snap-on modules starts with
the frequency, period, time interval, ratio,
and totalize capabilities of the 5302A. The
5304 adds time interval delay to this. Another member of the same family, the 5308A
offers time interval averaging, totalizing
(with electronic start and stop) and frequency to 75 MHz. The 5328A (100 MHz) and
5328A Opt 031 (1300 MHz) are high performance rack mount instruments programmable (Opt 011) via the HP Interface Bus.
Time interval averaging gives resolution to
lOps on repetitive signals and Opt 040 also
has IOns one shot resolution. The 5335A expands upon the 5328A capabilities by adding
2 ns time interval resolution, 9 digits of frequency measurement/s., automatic triggering, reciprocal frequency, pulse width, rise
and fall time, slew rate, duty cycle, phase,
and inverse time interval measurements. Included are math capabilities such as offset,
normalize, and scale, plus statistics. The
5345A offers a 500 MHz bandwidth, with totalizing, ratio and period capability to this
speed (500 MHz), plus 2 ns single shot time
interval and 2 ps time interval averaging.
This extremely powerful instrument features
plug-in flexibility and a reciprocal frequency
measurement mode (see next page).
Finally, the 5370A offers the ultimate in
time interval resolution with 20 ps single shot
and I ps time interval averaging!

Microwave Counters
These instruments provide high accuracy
frequency measurements into the microwave
spectrum. The 5342A harmonic heterodyne
microwave counter automatically measures
frequencies to 24 GHz under microprocessor
control, and features I Hz resolution and
wideband FM tolerance. The keyboard controls allOW the user to program his own frequency offsets. The amplitude option will
simultaneously display input frequency and
input level for readily monitoring microwave
devices and equipment. The 5343A extends
this automatic frequency measurement to
26.5 GHz and increases the sensitivity. The
5354A is a 4 GHz heterodyne converter that
plugs into the 5345A mainframe and provides extremely high resolution automatic
measurements for CW and pulsed RF down
to pulse widths of 20 ns. The 5355A is an
automatic frequency converter plug-in for
the 5345A mainframe. Together with the
5356A 18 GHz converter head, 5356B 26.5
GHz converter head, or the 5356C 40 GHz
converter head,this plug-in provides a complete microwave counter solution for pulsed
RF or CW microwave applications. Microprocessor control and a front panel keyboard
provide user selectable offsets, diagnostic
routines, automatic calibration and other
user conveniences for the first time.
The 5340A automatic transfer oscillator
counter can measure frequencies from 10Hz
to 23 GHz via a single input at up to -35
dBm sensitivity.
Application note 200-1 covers the fundamentals of microwave frequency counters
and compares the various techniques. Application Note 291-1 discusses the use of the
5355/56 in a number of pulsed and CW microwave frequency measurement applications.

Table 1. Frequency Counters Summary
Model
No.
5300/530IA
5381A
5382A
5383A
5300/5303B
5300/5305B
5340A
5342A
5343A

Frequency
R.nle
10 MHz
80 MHz
225 MHz
520 MHz
525 MHz
1300 MHz
23000 MHz
24000 MHz
26500 MHz

•See legend next page

Number
of
Dlilis
6
7
8
9
8
8
8

11
11

Time
Olher
lllse Functions'
3x 10-'
T
3x 10-'
3x 10-'
3 x 10-'
3x 10-'
3x 10-'
3x 10-'
1x 10-' A. Fo. Ao
I x 10-'
Fo

Table 3. Microwave Counter Summary
Model
No.

Frequency
R.nle
4GHz
40GHz
to 18 GHz
18 GHz
23 GHz
24 GHz
26.5 GHz

5354A'
5355A'
5255A"
5257A"
5340A
5342A
5343A
'Plug',n 10 5345A Counlor
• 'Plug·in 10 5245 Sorio. or 5345A Counlor with

Technique
Auto Heterodyne
Auto Harm Heterodyne
Manual Heterodyne
Manual Transfer Ose.
Auto Transfer Ose.
Auto Harm Heterodyne
Auto Harm Heterodyne
.dopto,

Time
lllse
5x 10-,0 per Day
5x 10-" per Day
3x 10-' per Day
3x 10- 9 per Day
3x 10-' per Month
1x 10-' per Month
1x 10-' per Month

Sensitivity
-10 dBm
-20 dBm
-13 dBm
-7 dBm
-35 dBm
-25 dBm
-33 dBm

Number
of Digits
II
II
8
8
8

11
11

Reciprocal Counting Technique

The extremely powerful reciprocal counting technique is employed in several counters
available from Hewlett-Packard. The distinction between this and the conventional
technique is that the latter provides I Hz resolution in one second, whereas the resolution
of the reciprocal technique is proportional to
the frequency of the internal counted clock.
The five instruments available are summarized in Table 4 below. Note that the 5345A
is a plug-in instrument and hence the high
mainframe resolving power offered applies to
any of the compatible plug-ins. It has pulsed
RF measurement capability via an external
gate mode. In addition the 5345A includes a
unique frequency averaging mode that allows high resolution measurements on repetitive pulses even if pulse width is 50 nsecs.
The 5370A extends the reciprocal technique
by means of phase locked vernier interpolation to give the ultimate in resolution. Fre-

quency measurements to better than 10 digits may be made in I sec.

HP Interface Bus
The more recently introduced counters
(and other HP digital instruments) have a
digital input/output structure which is compatible with the interface bus which is Hewlett-Packard's implementation of the IEEE
Digital Interface Standard 488-1975. HP
Desktop Calculators in the 9825/30 Series
and Minicomputers in the HP 2100/
21 MX Series are also compatible with the in-

terface bus, making it possible to expand the
capabilities of the individual instruments
even into areas of real time data reduction
and control. Interfacing is available for interconnecting up to 14 compatible devices on
one I/O slot. The HP 59310B Computer Interface serves for minicomputers and the HP
. 98034A or 59405A HP-IB Calculator Inter·
face interconnects up to 14 devices using one
I/O slot and one ROM. At this time, compatible instruments are the 5345A, 5370A,
5340A, 5342A, 5343A, 5335A, 5328A,
5316A, and 5312A (for 5300B system).

Table 4. Reciprocal Frequency Counters
Model

No.

Frequency
Range

53OOA/5307A
5316A/5315A/B
5370A
5335A
5345A

2 MHz
100 MHz
100 MHz
200 MHz
500 MHz

Measurement
Resolution
3 x 10-5
1 x 10-'
1X 10-"
2 X 10-9
2 X 10-9

Number
of Digits

Time

6
8
16
12

3 x 10-' per Month
3 x 10-' per Month
3 X 10-' per Month
3 X 10-' per Month
5 X 10- '0 per Day

11

IIaIe

Senlltlvity
10 mVrms
10 mVrms
35 mVrms
25 mVrms
20 mVrms

Table 5. Counter Selection Guide
Classification
5381A. 5382A
& 5383A
Low Cost
5314A
Low Cost
Universal Portable
5315A/B & 5316A
Economic
ReCiprocal
Portable
5300 Series
Economic
Portable
5328A
Universal
Counter
5335A
Universal
Counter
5345 Senes
High Performance
Plug-in Counters
5340. 5342A.
5343A Automatic
Counters
5370A Universal
Time Interval
Counter

Price
From
$425

Page

3 X10 '/mo.
Optional
I X 10-'/mo.

From
$475

341

F, P, MPA, TI
TI AVG. T. R.
E

3 X 10 '/mo.
Optional
1X lO-'/mo.

From
$950

338

To 1300 MHz

F. p. MPA. TI
TI AVG. T, R
V, E

3 X10 '/Mo.
Optional
1 X lO-'/Mo.

From
$1000

342

Ahigh performance universal counter with sub nanosecond time interval averaging capability that can include
high lrequency measurement. DVM or HP Interface Bus
options.
Anew high performance Universal counter with
auto trigger. pulse characterization, phase
measurements, math, statistics. and HP-IB standard.
Programmable trigger levels, higher frequency & DVM optional.

To 1300 MHz

F. p. MPA. TI
TI AVG. T. R.
V, E

3 X 10-'/Mo.
Optional
1.5 X lO-'/Mo.

From
$1725

334

To 1300 MHz

F. P, MPA.
TI, TI AVG
T. RV. E.
Fo

3 X 10-' per Mo.
Optional
1.5 X 10-' per Mo.

From
$3350

331

Aseries of high performance mainframe and plug-ins.
providing 500 MHz direct count. 2 nsec time interval. and up
to 40 GHz automatic pulsed RF measurements.
Broad band. high sensitivity. microwave frequency measurements 10 Hz-23 GHz; 10 Hz-24 GHz:
10 Hz-26.5 GHz.
Highest resolution frequency
measurements and time Interval
measurements to ± 20 ps resolution

T040GHz

F, P, MPA. TI,
TI AVG. T, R
E

1.5 X lO-'/Mo.
«5 X lO-"/Day)

From
$6600

318

Optional to
1.5 X IO-'/Mo.
«5 X lO-,o/Day)

From
$5500

324

F, Fo, A, Ao

Description
Traditional HP quality and reliability at low prices.

Frequency

Functions·

Time Base

To 520 MHz

F

3X 10 '/Mo.
Optional
1 X 1O-'/Mo.

Traditional HP quality and reliability at low price

100 MHz

F. P. MPA. TI,
T. R

Ahigh performance microprocessor controlled universal
counter with sub nanosecond time interval averaging capability
and optional high frequency coverage 5315B oHers rack/stack
package and improved RFL
Select from 8 plug-ons to meet present needs. Move up in
functions or frequency range when needed. Battery pack.
o to Aconverter and HP Interface Bus output module extend
versatility.

To 1000 MHz

'Legend for Function,
F
P
MPA
TI

= Frequency

=Penod
= Multiple Period Average
= Time Interval

A
TI AVG
T
R

=Amplitude
=Time Interval Average
=Totalize
= Ratio

To 26.5 GHz

100 MHz

1.5 X lO-'/mo.

V
E
Fo
Ao

328
$8750

F. P. MPA, TI.
TI AVG

=Voltage
=Electronically Controlled Totalize
= Frequency OHsets
= Amplitude Offsets
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ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
500 MHz Plug-In Counter
Model 5345A

• 500 MHz Direct Counting
• 20 mV Sensitivity DC to 500 MHz
• 2 ns Single Shot T.!. Resolution
• Averaging to 2 ps resolution
• Pulsed RF and Microwave Measurements
• Programmable for systems applications via HP-IB

The 5345A Electronic Counter represents the most advanced general
purpose instrument in the Hewlett-Packard Counter Product line.
Utilizing state of the art monolithic bipolar integrated circuit technology especially designed and manufactured at Hewlett-Packard,
this instrument provides unsurpassed power, versatility and flexibility
in frequency and time measurements.

assure measurements on even the lowest level sinusoidal and digital
signals. The inputs also feature an extremely wide linear dynamic
range of -.2 to +5 V DC that greatly increases measurement versatility, especially on digital input signals.

Frequency Measurements
Reciprocal capability: one of the advantages of measuring period

Major Mainframe Features
Frequency: direct from DC to 500 MHz-Reciprocal technique
provides high measurement resolution.
Time interval: resolution of 2 ns single shot.
Averaging: new modulated clock technique gives true averages under all conditions. T.!. resolution extended to 2 ps. Frequencyaveraging improves RF pulse measurements similarly.
Totalize: to 500 megabit rate on both A and B inputs. A ± B functions also available.
Ratio: from DC to 500 MHz on both inputs.
Fully programmable: provides great flexibility when used with calcula tors and computers.
Plug-In versatility: three plug-ins presently available. In addition the
10590A plug-in adapter allows most existing 5245 plug-ins to be
used.
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Figure 3. Measurement Resolution

Signal Input Circuits
Signal conditioning: fully optimized front end includes switchable
CHANNEL A

and computing the frequency is that measurement resolution is independent of input frequency and at the maximum to which the instrument is capable of resolving. Thus for example, a I MHz input can be
resolved to 2 X 10-9 (=0.002 Hz) in one second, whereas the conventional counter provides 1 Hz resolution, some 500 times less.
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Figure 1. Input Switches
50n/l Mn input impedances, DC/ AC coupling, and slope selection
that assures triggering on any waveform.
Sensitivity, dynamic range: highly sensitive wideband amplifiers

-17 dBm 30 mV

-20dBm 20mV - - - - - - - - - - - - -

--T

6

g -25 dBm 12 m V I - . l \ r - - - - - - - - - - -

Readings per Second

Normal Operation (Max sample rate)

10

Externally armed

500

Externally gated

500

Computer dump

9,000

The extremely high resolution obtained in one second can be traded
for measurement speed. For example of 100 jLS gate time provides a
resolution of 2 X 10-' yet the measurement can now be made 5000
times a second, thus making the 5345A an invaluable tool in high
speed data acquisition systems.
Ext. gated capability: via the rear panel gate control input; this capability allows the operator to determine at what point in real time
and for how long the measurement is to be made. This capability essentially replaces the front panel "sample rate" and "gate time" controls.
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Figure 2. Typical Amplifier Sensitivity

Figure 4. External Gate Control

MEASUREMENT MADE
OVER THIS PORTION
OF PRF INPUT

The major application is in the measurement of pulsed RF signals.
Frequency averaging: the minimum pulse width for which the input frequency can be measured is 20 ns. The single shot measurement
resolution is 2 X 10-9 divided by the GATE TIME. This resolution
can be improved up to 1000 times by a unique mode of operation
known as frequency averaging that is built into the mainframe. The
only requirement for this mode is that the signal is repetitive.
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rate through either or both A and B inputs. Coupled with the high
sensitivity and full signal conditioning of both channels, this capability enables measurements to be made on most modern digital systems.

1
INPUT

~~~~RNAl

Time Interval
Precision measurement: the single shot time interval measurement
resolution of the 5345A is 2 ns, which is the time it takes light to
travel approximately 2 Ft-the 5345A is an extremely high resolving
time measuring device.
Trigger level: quantitative high speed time interval measurements
are provided by the 5345A since the user can simply detc:rmine where
triggering occurs even on complex waveforms. The method of determination involves measuring the DC levels at which triggering occurs. These DC levels are available at rear panel BNC's.
The ability to determine trigger level, together with high sensitivity
and wide dynamic range of the inputs greatly enhances the versatility
and power of the 5345A in time interval measurements.

I

lL-.__\~_
Figure 6. Using EXT GATE to Measure Tm
Ext. gate capability: external gating adds even more versatility to
the time interval measurements of the 5345A, as measurements such
as that shown in figure (6) indicate.
Time Interval averaging: for repetitive inputs a successive number
of measurements may be automatically averaged by the 5345A, obtaining up to 1000 times improvement in resolution (2 ps). This averaging mode may be used irrespective of whc:ther the instrument is in
the conventional or ext. gate mode of operation.

Totalize
HIgh speed: the 5345A has the ability to totalize to a 500 megabit

tL.-_ _.....

...,

Figure 7. Selecting a Portion of a Pulse Train
Ext. gate capability: using the external gated mode allows the user
to select only the desired portion of the input pulse train for measurement.

A ± B Modes
The A-B mode is used for comparison tests between high speed
reference and test signals applied to the two mainframe inputs.

Figure 5. Frequency Averaging to Increase Resolution
In addition to greatly enhancing narrow pulse measurement capability, the frequency averaging mode also allows higher resolution on
pulse profile measurements.
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Figure 8. Comparison Measurements
Any difference between the total number of events accumulated in
each channel is indicated by the 5345A display after the measurement is completed.
The primary application for the A + B mode is in the measurement
of NRZ signals. By setting the "A" trigger slope to "+" and the B
slope to "-" allows all transitions and hence bits of the NRZ signal to
be counted. Thus I gigabit NRZ waveforms can be measured.
This mode of operation does not introduce any limitations-maximum input rate is 500 megabits on either channel and external gating
may be used.

Ratio
This measurement represents the ratio of the number of events occuring through channel B divided by the number occuring through
channel A. The major features are: a) that the measurement or comparison (similar to the A ± B totalize modes); and, b) the frequency
or bit rate of either channel can vary from DC to 500 MHz. These
features allow this measurement to be extremely useful in digital systems and synthesizer check out.

Digital 110
Option 011 provides complete digital input-output capability (except slope and level control) to the 5345A. Digital output is a bit parallel, byte serial ASCII coded format and the I/O structure conforms
to the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB) standard. This option
is particularly recommended for a bench top calculator controlled environment.
Option 012 is similar to Option 011, but includes programmable
control of slope and level. Option 012 is recommended for a computer
controlled environment.
The model 59310B Interface Kit provides a complete operational
package for use with the HP 2100 Series Computers. Similarly, other
interface kits allow the user to interface the 5345A Option 011 or 012
and other HP-IB compatible devices to the 9825 and 9830 Series HP
Desktop Computers.

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
5345A Condensed Specifications
Frequency IPeriod Measurements
Range: 0.00005 Hz to 500 MHz.

x . 10-11 ± trIgger
•
error- ± time base error.
gate lime
Gate time: 1000 seconds to 100 nanoseconds in decade steps; <50
ns in MIN position.

Accuracy:

± 2

Time Interval/Time Interval Average
Range: 10 nsec to 20,000 sec.
Minimum dead time: 10 nsec.
Trigger pulse width: 1 nsec minimum width input at minimum voltage input.
Accuracy:
TIme Interval: ± trigger error- ± 2 ns ± time base error.
Time Interval averaging:

±

trigger error - ± 2 nsec
.
V intervals averaged ± 0.7 nsec ± time
base accuracy

Not affected by harmonics of clock frequency.
ResolutIon:
Time Interval: 2 nsec.
Time Interval average:
2 nsec
±
± 2 picoseconds.
intervals averaged

V

Ratio BI A
Range: both channels accept dc to 500 MHz.
Accuracy: ± L.S.D. ± trigger error-.
Start/Stop
Range: both inputs dc to 500 MHz.
Modes: A, A ± B determined by rear panel switch.
Scaling
Range: dc to 500 MHz.
Scaling factor: selectable by GATE TIME selling. Scaling factor
equals GATE TIME setting/IO- 1I seconds.
Input: input signal through channel A.
Output: output frequency equals input frequency divided by scaling
factor. Rear panel BNC supplies 80% duty cycle TTL compatible
pulses.
Input Channels A and B
Range: 0 to 500 MHz dc coupled 50fl and 1 Mfl; 4 MHz to 500 MHz
ac coupled, 50fl; 200 Hz to 500 MHz ac coupled, 1 Mfl.
Impedance: selectable, 1 Mfl shunted by less than 30 pF or 50fl
(nominal).
Sensitivity: Xl, 20 mV rms sine wave and 60 mV peak-to-peak
pulse. XIO, 250 mV rms sine wave and 750 mV peak-to-peak pulse.
Dynamic range: 50fl & 1 Mfl: 20 mV to 250 mV rms sine wave
(XI); 250 mV to 2.0 V rms (XIO).
Trigger level: adjustable over ± 1.3 V dc.
Output: rear panel BNC connectors bring out CHAN A TRIG LEVEL and CHAN B TRIG LEVEL for convenient DVM monitoring.
Accurate to ± 15 mY.
Common Input
In this mode the signal is applied to channel A.
Range: ac coupled 50fl, 4 MHz to 400 MHz; ac coupled I Mfl,300
Hz to 400 MHz.
Impedance: 50fl remains 50fl; I Mfl becomes 500 kfl shunted by
<60 pF.
Sensitivity: 50fl: 40 mV rms; 1 Mfl: No change.
Dynamic range: 50fl: 40 mV to 500 mV rms (X 1); 500 mV to 4 V
rms (XIO); 1 Mfl: No change.

General
Display: II digit LED display and sign. Annunciator displays ksec to
nsec, k to n, ",Hz to G Hz. Decimal point is positioned with DISPLAY
POSITION control or positioned after the first, second or third most
significant digit if DISPLA Y POSITION is in AUTO. Leading zeros
are suppressed.
Overflow: asterisk is illuminated when display is overflowed.
Sample rate: continuously variable from <0.1 sec to > 5 sec with
front panel control. In HOLD positon the last reading is maintained
until the counter is reset.
External arm input: counter can be armed by a -1.0 V signal applied to the rear panel 50fl input.
External gate input: same conditions as for EXT ARM.
Gate output: > 1 volt into 50fl.
Time Base
Standard high stability time base: crystal frequency, 10 MHz
( 10544A).
Stability
Aging rate: <5 x 10- 111 per day.
Short term: < I x 10- 11 for I sec average.
Temperature: <7 x 10- 11 , O°C to 55°C.
Opt 001: crystal frequency, 10 MHz.
Stability:
Aging rate: <3 x 10- 7 per month.
Short term: < 2 x 10-11 rms for 1 sec.
Temperature: <2 x 10-" 25°C to 35°C.
<5 x 10-', O°C to 55°C.
Line voltage: < 1 x 10-', ± 10% from nominal.
Self test: a 100 MHz signal is internally applied.
External frequency standard input: input voltage> 1.0 V rms into
I kfl required from source of 1,2,2.5,5 or 10 MHz ± 5 x 10-' (± 5 x
10-' for opt. 001). Input can be sine or square wave.
Frequency standard output: > I V rms into 50fl at 10.0 MHz sine
wave.
Operating temperature: O°C to 55°C.
Power requirements: 100/120/220/240 V rms +5% -10% 48 to
66 Hz, maximum power 250 VA.
Weight:. 17 kg (37 Ib).
Size: 132.6 H x 425 W x 495 mmD (5.22" x 16.75" x 19.5").
Options and Accessories
001: Room Temperature Time Base
010: Digital output only. HP Interface Bus format,
talk only.
011: Digital Input/Output same as Opt 010, Compatible with HP Interface Bus and allows 5345A to be remotely programmed. (Does not include cable)
012: Digital I/O similar to Opt 011. Includes slope and
level control. (Does not include cable. See page 28)
908: Rack flange kit, number 5061-0077
K13-S9992A: includes state machine tester as an aid for
trouble-shooting the arithmetic processor
IOS9SA Board extender kit: useful for troubleshooting
plug-in boards while in operation
IOS90A Plug-in adapter: adapts 5245 series plug-ins to
5345 (see next page)
KlS-S9992A Standby power unit: plug-in to maintain
oscillator operation for prolonged periods without line
voltage

Price
less $350
add $350
add $925
$1600
add $25
$725
$1200

Available Reference Material
5345A Data Sheet
AN-I73-1 Dynamic Measurement of Microwave VCO's
AN-174 Applications Series on Counter/Calculator Instrument
Groupings
AN-200-3 Precision Time Interval Measurements
HP Journal June 1974
J.D. #90337D Color Video Tape Applications and Demonstrations
5345A Plug-In Counter

$6600

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
Plug-In Accessories for Model 5345A Counter
Models 5353A, 5354A, 10590A
•
•
•
•
•

Fully automatic to 4 GHz
Pulse Measurements
Frequency averaging
Count a group of events between A and B
Frequency sum and difference measurements
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5354A

5354A Automatic Frequency Converter
The 5354A Plug-In translates not only the microwave signal but all
its modulation directly to the 500 MHz window of the Model 5345A
Counter (via the heterodyne technique). It allows signals with a large
amount of FM to be easily characterized.
Perhaps even more powerful is its ability to take direct measurements on the carriers of very narrow microwave pulses. Pulse measurements can be easily automated.
Range: 15 MHz to 4 GHz.
Sensitivity: -10 dBm (70 mV rms) auto mode, - 20 dBm typical (22
mV rms) Manual/Pulse mode to 20 dBm (2.2 V rms).
Input signal capability: CW signals. Pulsed microwave signals. Signals with very high FM content.
RF Pulse width: determined by counter GATE TIME setting.
FM Sensitivity: overlap at band edges ± 10 MHz. Maximum deviation at band center
±250 MHz, above I GHz and below 500 MHz.
± 125 MHz, between 500 MHz and I GHz.
Operating modes: Automatic and Manual.
Automatic: measures lowest frequency signal of sufficient amplitude to trigger counter.
.
Manual: measures signal within selected band. Signals of sufficient
amplitude between 15 MHz and 525 MHz will also be counted.
Acquisition time:
Automatic mode: CONT. WAVE, <2 ms; PULSED R.F., < I S.
Manual mode: when proper band has been selected CONT.
WA VE <5 /LS; PULSED R.F. <20 ns.
Options
011: remote control via HP Interface Bus and

Price
add $325

L.O. ± I.F. (Does not include cable)
liSTENiNG
.'@

5354A Automatic Frequency Converter

$6250

5353A Channel C Plug-in

'.
5353A

The 5353A Channel C Plug-In consists of a third input to the
5345A Counter. When the plug-in counting capability is combined
with the mainframe gating capability it becomes quite easy to make
frequency sum and frequency difference measurements.
For high speed digital applications, the greatest benefit the plug-in
offers is the ability to count a specific group of events while ignoring
others. This measurement is required in many applications such as
computer peripheral testing and digital communications systems. It is
accomplished in the events C between A and B mode by applying a
start signal to CHAN A and a stop signal to CHAN B while applying
the data to be counted to CHAN C.
Range: dc coupled: 0 to 500 MHz; ac coupled: I Mfl: 200 Hz to 500
MHz; 50fl: 4 MHz to 500 MHz.
Impedance: 50n; (nominal), or I Mn shunted by less than 30 pF.
Sensitivity: variable to 20 mV rms sine wave and 60 mV peak-topeak pulse. Attenuator settings are X I and X IO.
Modes of operation: Frequency C + A; Frequency C - A; Period
C; Frequency C; Ratio C/A; Average Events C, A to B; Events C, A
to B.
Events accuracy: Plus or minus one count worst case.
Options
011: Digital Input. Full compatibility with HP Interface Bus. provides for digital control over all functions
excluding amplifier. (Does not include cable)
5353A Channel C Plug-in

Price
add $325

$2500

10590A Plug-in adapter
10590A

The 10590A allows the user to interface any of the 5245 series of
plug-ins (except the 5264A) to the 5345A counter. The major application is to extend the frequency range to 18 GHz via the 5255A,
5256A and 5257A Plug- Ins. In addition the adapter is "intelligent" in
that it detects the plug-in being used and automatically adjusts the
5345A accordingly.
10590A Plug-in Adapter

$1200

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
Automatic FreQuency Converter Plug-In for Model 5345A
Models 5355A & 5356A/B/C
•
•
•
•

Fully automatic to 40 GHz
Pulsed RF or CW measurement
60 ns minimum pulse width
User definable offsets from front panel

Specifications
Input Specifications (Pulse and CW Mode)
5356A
Frequency Range

5356B
!.S-26.5GHz

!.S-18GHz
-20 dBm
-15 dBm

Sensitivity: 1.5-12.4 GHz
124-18 GHz
18-265 GHz
265-34 GHz
34-40 GHz

-20 dBm
-15 dBm
-15dBm

-

-

Maximum Input
1.5-12.4 GHz
12.4-18 GHz
18-26.5 GHz
26.5-40 GHz

-

+5dBm
+5dBm

+5dBm
+5dBm
+5dBm

-

Impedance
SWR: 1.5-10 GHz
10-18 GHz
18-26.5 GHz
26.5-34 GHz
34-40 GHz

+25 dBm peak
50 QNOMINAL

+25 dBm peak

<2:1
<3:1

<2:1
<3:1
<3:1
<3:1

50 QNOMINAL

-

-

-

NMale

Connector

+5dBm
+15 dBm
+15dBm
+15 dBm

-

-

Damage Level"

5356C
l.5-4OGHz
-25 dBm
-20dBm
-20 dBm
-15dBm
-lOdBm

SMA Male

+25 dBm peak
50 nNOMINAL
<2:1
<3:1
<3:1
<3:1
<5:1
APC 3.5

see Option 006 for higher damage protection.

CW Mode
5356A/B/C
Auto Mode

FM Tolerance
AM Tolerance
Multiple Signal
Discrimination

5356A/B/C
The 5355A automatic frequency converter plug in, together with
the 5356A, 5356B, or 5356C frequency converter head, provides
pulsed and CW frequency measurement capability to 18/26.5/40
GHz for the 5345A counter. A 0.4-1.6 GHz prescaled input offers
pulsed and CW measurement for the lower microwave range even
without one of the heads. The 5355A's internal microprocessor controls the measurement algorithm, computes the input microwave frequency and displays it on the eleven digit 5345A display.
Superior pulsed RF performance is provided with selectable resolution to 100 Hz and better, with accuracy to 3 kHz. Internal pulse
detection circuitry sets the counters gate for maximum resolution for
any pulse width down to 60 ns. External gating allows samples as
small as 20 nsec for performing dynamic frequency profiling of
"CHIRPS" and other FM on the RF burst. This is also an excellent
CW microwave counter, providing 1 Hz resolution in 1 second. Automatic amplitude discrimination and 60 MHz FM tolerance allows
this counter to correctly measure carrier frequencies in the most difficult transmitted signals.
Microprocessor control provides automatic operation and diagnostic routines for quick easy failure isolation. The front panel keyboard
provides user definable offsets including an mx ± b offset mode for
receiver testing where the local oscillator can be measured directly
then multiplied by the appropriate harmonic number. Offsetting this
by the receiver's I F allows the counter to conveniently display the
tuned receiver frequency.

Ordering Information

Price

5355A Automatic Frequency Converter Plug-In (HPIB Standard)
5356A 18 G Hz Frequency Converter Head
Option 001 High Pass Filter
Option 006 Limiter Input Protection (see p. 323)
5356B 26.5 G Hz Frequency Converter Head
Option 001 18-26.5 GHz Waveguide Input
Option 006 Limiter Input Protection (see p. 323)
5356C40 GHz Frequency Converter Head
Option 001 26.5-40 GHz Waveguide Input

$5500
$1600
add $125
add $400
$1900
add $600
add $400
$2500
add $500

5356A/B/C
Man Mode
15 MHz p-p (60 MHz p-p in special FM mode)
80 MHz poop
rate: dc -10 MHz
rate: dc -10 MHz
Any modulation index provided the minimum signal level is greater than
the counter sensitivity.
Automatic Amplitude Discrimination (MD).
Automatically measures largest signal provided signal is 8 dB (TYPICAL)
greater than any signal within 500 MHz and 20 dB (TYPICAL) greater than
any signal over range 1.5-26.5 GHz.

Acquisition Time
LSD Displayed
Resolution

5356A/B = 400 ms 5356C = 1.4 s
1Hz + 5345A Gate Time
+2 xLSD +10 10 rms xFREQ

Accuracy

± 2x LSD ± 1x 10- 10 rms x FREQ ± time base error x FREQ

15 ms

Pulse Mode
FM Tolerance
Acquisition Time

Maximum Video Feed·Through
Minimum EXT GATE WIDTH

Accuracy

, rms jitter = X + 1 +
X = 100 Hz rms

5356A/B/C Input
Man Mode

50 MHz pop Chirp

BO MHz p-p Chirp

5356A/B/C Input Man Mode: 0
5356A/B Input Auto Mode:
100 ~s + (EXT GATE WIDTH xPRF) +
650 ms for EXT GATE,; 100 ~s
(2 + PRF) + 650 ms for EXT GATE> 100 ~s
5356C Input Auto Mode: (8 + PRF) + 1.55s + 100 ~s +
(EXT GATE WIDTH x PRF) for EXT GATE,; 100 s.
(10 + PRF) + 155 sfor EXT GATE> 100 ~s.

Pulse Width Min:
Max:
Pulse Repetition
Frequency Min:
Max:
Minimum ON/OFF RATIO

LSD Displayed
Resolution

5356A/B/C Input
Auto Mode

100 ns
20 ms

60 ns
20 ms

50 Hz
50 Hz
2 MHz
2 MHz
25 dB TYPICAL (35 dB TYPICAL tor PRF <100 Hz)
15 mV p-p TYPICAL for rf burst rise and fall times > 10 ns
20 ns
1Hz + 5345A GATE TIME
± 2x LSD ± rms jiller"
± 2 x LSD ± rms jiller'
+
.04
+3 KH
- EXT GATE WIDTH z
± Time base error XFREQ

V(5345A GATE TIME) (EXT GATE WIDTH) :

For EXT GATE signels genereted by the 5355A, the EXT GATE WIDTH equels the input PULSE WIDTH
minus 30 ns (TYPICAL) tor the 5356A/B/C input snd equsls input PULSE width minus 65 ns (TYPI·
CAL) tor the 5355 0.4-1.6 GHz input.

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS

e Microwave Counter Limiter
Option 006

• High Input Level Protection
8 Watts CW (+ 39 dBm)
100 Watts Pulsed (+ 50 dBm)

• Built-In Microwave Limiter
To 26.5 GHz

5345A/5355A/5356B/5343A

Option 006 protects this microwave input port from damage from
CW input signals up to +39 dBm (8 Watts). In addition, for those
products that also measure pulsed microwave signals (5356A,
5356B), damage level protection up to +50 dBm (100 Watts) is
specified.
Full specification information is shown below.

A higher level of input protection is available for Hewlett-Packard
microwave counters with the Option 006 microwave limiter. The
built-in Option 006 is available for the following products: 5340A,
5342A, 5343A, 5356A, 5356B.
This additional cost option is very attractive when the microwave
counter resides in a high input level environment where the expensive
input circuitry of the counter could be damaged.

Specifications: Option 006 Microwave Counter Limiter
All specifications for Option 006 are identical to standard counter except those shown below.
5340A*
+39 dBm (8W),
500 MHz - 6 GHz
+36 dBm (4W),
6-18GHz

5342A
+39 dBm (8W),
500 MHz - 6 GHz
+36 dBm (4W),
6 - 18 GHz

5343A
+39 dBm (8W),
500 MHz - 6 GHz
+36 dBm (4W),
6- 18 GHz
+34.8 dBm (3W),
18 - 26.5 GHz

-

-

-

SENSITIVITY

-31 dBm,
500 MHz - 10 GHz
-20 dBm, 10 - 18 GHz

-21 dBm,
500 MHz - 12.4 GHz
-15 dBm, 12.4 - 18 GHz

SWRTYPICAL

OPTION 006
COMPATIBILITY

<2:1,
500 MHz - 12.4 GHz
<3:1. 12.4 - 18 GHz
Cannot be ordered with
Option 002 Rear Inputs
or Option 005 23 GHz
Frequency Range. Please
consult factory special to
combine these options.

<2.5:1,
500 MHz - 10 GHz
<3.5:1,10 - 18 GHz
Cannot be ordered with
Option 002 Amplitude or
Option 003 Extended Dynamic Range. Also cannot
be ordered with Option
005 24 GHz Frequency
Range but consult factory
special to combine Op-

-30 dBm,
500 MHz - 12.4 GHz
-24 dBm, 12.4 - 18 GHz
-18 dBm, 18 - 26.5 GHz
<2.5:1.
500 MHz - 10 GHz
<3.5:1.10 - 26.5 GHz
NO CONSTRAINTS

PRICE"

$400

DAMAGE LEVEL
CW

PULSE

5356A
+39 dBm (8W),
1.5 MHz - 6 GHz
+36 dBm (4W),
6 -18GHz

5356B
+39 dBm (8W),
1.5 MHz - 6 GHz
+36 dBm (4W),
6-18GHz
+34.8 dBm (3W),
18 - 26.5 GHz
+50 dBm (lOOW) peak, pulse width ~ I ~s,
.001 duty cycle, TYPICAL
-18 dBm,
-18 dBm,
1.5 - 12.4 GHz
1.5 -12.4 GHz
-11 dBm, 12.4 - 18 GHz
-lldBm,12.4-18GHz
-10 dBm, 18 - 26.5 GHz
<2.5:1,
<2.5:1.
1.5 - 10 GHz
1.5 - 10 GHz
<3.5:1. 10 - 18 GHz
<3.5:1,10 - 26.5 GHz
Cannot order Option 00 I
Cannot order Option 001
High Pass Filter. Option
18 - 26.5 GHz Wave006 physically and funcguide Input.
tionally replaces Option
001.

tion 005 and 006.
'Rlngl: 500 MHz 10 18 GHz
•• Prices apply 10 U.S. domestic customers only.

$400

$400

$400

$400

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
Automatic Microwave Counters
Models 5342A & 5343A
• Microprocessor Controlled
• Automatic Measurement to 18 GHz /26.5 GHz
• Wide FM Tolerance
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• Simultaneous Display of Input Level
• High Sensitivity
• Automatic or Manual Operation
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5342A

5343A

SYSTEMS

Description
The 5342A and 5343A Microwave Counters provide Automatic
Frequency Measurement up to 18 or 26.5 GHz in highly portable
packages. The 5342A extends to 24 G Hz optionally.
The powerful and versatile microprocessor controlled keyboards
can accomplish offset tasks as a standard feature as well as providing
user interactive diagnostic information. The eleven-digit display is
sectionalized for easy readout to one hertz resolution.
Both units utilize the Harmonic Heterodyne down conversion technique which combines the best performance features of the Heterodyne Converter and Transfer Oscillator Techniques. Now Wide FM
Tolerance is achievable along with high input sensitivity and automatic amplitude discrimination. This allows the counter to automatically measure the largest signal present within the counters' spectrum
while ignoring all others.

Amplitude Measurements (Option 002) (5342A Only)
Option 002 adds the ability to measure the input level of the incident sinewave signal. The instrument then displays this level in dBm.
The eleven-digit LED display simultaneously presents frequency to
I MHz resolution and amplitude to 0.1 dBm resolution. An added
benefit from Option 002 is that dynamic range is extended so that
frequency measurements to +22 dBm are accomplished. This extended dynamic range is also available without the amplitude measurement capability by ordering Option 003 (5342A only).

FM Tolerance
The ability to measure a carrier frequency while being frequency
modulated has broad appeal in the communications industry and elsewhere. The 5342A can tolerate 50 MHz peak-to-peak worst case FM
in the wide mode. or the normal mode with accompanying faster acquisition time can be selected which gives 20 MHz peak-to-peak

worst case FM. The 5343 offers a selection of three (3) acquisition
times including a 200 ms "fast" acquisition time with 6 MHz peak-topeak worst case FM Tolerance.

Offset Functions
The power and versatility of the microprocessor controlled keyboard allows the user to perform offset functions by means of a few
key strokes. Frequency values to I Hz resolution can be added to or
subtracted from the measured frequency for IF offset application and
also for monitoring variances about a given frequency. The 5343A
also offers an m x ± b mode for receiver testing where the measured
local oscillator can be multiplied by the appropriate harmonic number. Adding the IF as an offset has the counter displaying the received
frequency.
With Option 002 installed (5342A) this offset capability can be applied to the amplitude measurements. These offset values can be recalled to the display at any time for reviewing.

Digital-To-Analog Converter (Option 004)
The ability to convert any three consecutive displayed digits (frequency or amplitude) into an analog voltage output on the rear panel
is added by Option 004. This makes the monitoring of microwave oscillator frequency drift easy to make with only a strip chart recorder.

HP Interface Bus For Systems Use (Option 011)
The full power of HP-1B (IEEE 488-1975) is brought to fruition
with the addition of Option 0 II. Front and rear panel controls can
now be remotely programmed and measurement results can be outputted to HP-IB-compatible instruments, calculators. or computers.
This interface also can select a given frequency in the manual mode
and reduce acquisition time to typically less than 80 msec.

5342A Specifications
Signal Input
Input 1
Frequency range: 5342A: 500 MHz to 18 GHz
5343A: 500 MHz to 26.5 GHz
Sensitivity: 5342A: 500 MHz to 12.4 GHz: -25 dBm
12.4 GHz to 18 GHz: -20 dBm
5343A: 500 MHz to 12.4 GHz: -33 dBm
12.4 GHz to 18.0 GHz: -28 dBm
18.0 GHz to 26.5 GHz: -23 dBm
Maximum input: +7 dBm (See OPT 002, 003 for higher levels)
Impedance: 50 ohms, nominal
Connector: 5342A: precision Type N female
5343A: APC 3.5 male with collar
Damage level: +25 dBm, peak (See OPT 006 for +39 dBm
protection)
Coupling: DC to Load, AC to instrument.
SWR: < 2:1,500 MHz-IO GHz
< 3:1, 10 GHz-18 GHz/26.5 GHz
FM tolerance: switch selectable (rear panel)
Wide: 50 MHz p-p worst case
Normal: 20 MHz p-p worst case
Narrow: (5343A only) 6 MHz p-p worst case
For Modulation Rates from DC to 10 MHz.
AM tolerance: any modulation index provided the minimum signal
level is not less than the sensitivity specification.
Automatic amplitude discrimination: automatically measures the
largest of all signals present, providing that signal is 6 dB above any
signal within 500 MHz; 20 dB above any signal, 500 MHz-18
GHz/26.5.
Modes of operation:
Automatic: counter automatically acquires and displays highest
level signal within sensitivity range.
Manual: center frequency entered to within ± 40 MHz of true
value.
Acquisition Time
Automatic mode:
Narrow FM 200 ms worst case (5343A only)
Normal FM 530 ms worst case
Wide FM
2.4 s worst case
Manual mode: 80 ms after frequency entered
Input 2
Frequency range: 10 Hz to 520 MHz direct count.
Sensitivity: 50 l!: 10 Hz to 520 MHz: 25 mV rms. I Ml!:
10 Hz to 25 MHz: 50 mV rms.
Impedance: selectable I Ml!, <50 pF or 50 l! nominal.
Coupling: AC.
Connector: Type BNC female.
Maximum input 50 l!: 3.5 V rms (+24 dBm) or 5 V DC, fuse
protected
1 Ml!: 200 V DC + 5 V rms
Time Base
Crystal frequency: 10 MHz.
Stability
Aging rate: < I x 1O- 7 /month
Temperature: < ± I x 10-' over the range O°C to 50°C
Short term: < I x 10-" for I second averaging time.
Line variation: < ± I x 10- 7 for 10% change from nominal.
Output frequency: 10 MHz, ~2.4 V square wave (TTL compatible) 1.5 p-p V into 50 l! available from rear panel BNC.
Exter.nal time b~se: requires 10 MHz, 2.0 V p-p sine wave or square
wave mto I Kl! Via rear panel BNC connector. Switch selects either
internal or external time base.
Optional Time Base (Option 001)
Crystal frequency: 10M Hz.
Stability
Aging rate: <5 x IO- '''/day after 24-hour warmup
Temperature: <7 x 10-" over the range O°C to 50°C
Short term: < 1 x 10- 1" for 1 second averaging time
Line variation: < I x 10-H' for 10% change from nominal
Warm-up: <5 x 10-" of final value 20 minutes after turn-on, at
25°C.

General
Accuracy: ± I count ± time base error.
Resolution: front panel push buttons select I Hz to I MHz
Display: II digit LED display, sectionalized to read G Hz, MHz,
kHz, and Hz.
Self-check: selected from front panel push buttons displays 75 MHz
for resol ution chosen.
Frequency offset: selected from front panel pushbuttons. Displayed
frequency is offset by entered value to I Hz resolution.
Frequency multiply: (5343A only) (mx ± b) measured data is multiplied by any integer up to 99. Offset can then be added or subtracted. Front panel selectable.
Totalize (5343A only): input 2 can totalize at rates up to 520 MHz.
Readout on the fly is controlled by front panel or H P-I B.
Sample rate: variable from less than 20 ms between measurements
to HOLD which holds display indefinitely.
IF out: rear panel BNC connector provides 25 MHz to 125 MHz
output of down-converted microwave signal.
Power requirements: 100/120/220/240 V rms, +5%, -10%, 4866 Hz; 100 VA max.
Weight: net 9.1 kg (20 lb.). Shipping 12.7 kg (28 lb.).
Size: 133 mm H x 213 W x 498 mm D (5.25" x 8.39" x 19.6").
Amplitude Measurement (OPT 002) (5342A Only)
Input 1
Frequency range: 500 MHz-18 GHz.
Dynamic range (frequency and level):
-22 dBm to +22 dBm 500 MHz to 12.4 GHz
-15 dBm to +22 dBm 12.4 GHz to 18 GHz
Maximum operating level: +22 dBm
Damage level: +25 dBm, peak
Resolution: 0.1 dBm
Accuracy: ± 1.5 dB (excluding mismatch uncertainty).
SWR: <2:1 (amplitude measurement).
<5: I (frequency measurement).
Measurement time: 100 ms + frequency measurement time.
Display: simultaneously displays frequency to I MHz resolution and
level. (Option 011 provides full frequency resolution on HP-IB).
Input 2 (50 l! impedance only)
Frequency range: 10 MHz-520 MHz.
Dynamic range (frequency and level): -17 dBm to +20 dBm
Damage level: +24 dBm.
Accuracy: ± 1.5 dB (excluding mismatch uncertainty).
SWR: < 1.8: I.
Measurement time: 100 ms + frequency measurement time.
Display: Simultaneously displays frequency and input level.
Extended Dynamic Range (OPT 003) (5342A Only)
Frequency range: 500 MHz to 18 GHz.
Sensitivity: 500 MHz to 12.4 G Hz: - 22 dBm
12.4 GHz to 18 GHz: -15 dBm
Maximum operating level: +22 dBm
Dynamic range: 500 MHz to 12.4 GHz: 44 dB
12.4 GHz to 18 GHz: 37 dB
Damage level: +25 dBm, peak
SWR: <5:1
Options and Accessories
001: High Stability Time Base
002: Amplitude Measurement (5342A Only)
003: Extended Dynamic Range (5342A Only)
004: Digital-To-Analog Converter
005: Frequency Extension to 24 G Hz (5342A Only)
006: Limiter Input Protection (+39 dBm) see page
323
011: Digital Input/Output (HP-IB) (Cable Not Incl)
908: Rack Mounting Adapter Kit
K7Q-59992A: Rack Mounting Adapter Kit With Slot
For access to front connectors from rear.
10842A: Extender Board Kit
5342A Frequency Counter
5343A Frequency Counter

Price
add $675
add $1100
add $475
add $325
add $425
add $400
add $425
$45
$325
$5500
$6400

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
Automatic Microwave Counter
Model 5340A

• Single input 10Hz to 18 GHz
• Automatic amplitude discrimination
• High sensitivity-35 dBm

• Optional extension to 23 GHz
• High AM and FM tolerance
• Exceptional reliability

5340A

The 5340A Frequency Counter provides an easily used, versatile instrument for the direct measurement of frequencies from 10Hz
through 18 GHz via a single input connector. Utilizi~g microwave
samplers incorporated in advanced phase-lock loop~, this counter.excels in many important specification parameters. It IS therefore sUIted
to a wide range of applications.
The exceptional sensitivity of this instrument enhances measurement in the microwave field, where signals are commonly low level
and many times are connected via directional couplers or lossy devices. Wide tolerance of AM, FM., and residual noise insure accurate
measurement of microwave carrier frequencies despite the presence
of these deviations. Automatic amplitude discrimination allows the
5340A to choose the largest signal in a spectrum (250 MHz to 18
GHz) and measure only that signal's frequency, ignoring all others.
Access to the HP Interface Bus via Option 011 provides a particularly flexible system interface. The ability to program octave range
via this input allows reduction of acquisition time to typically less
than 40 ms. AN 181-1 describes the use of a calculator-controlled
measurement system built around the HP Interface Bus for microwave component testing.

5340A Specifications
Signal Input
Input 1
Range: 10 Hz to 18 GHz.
Symmetry: sinewave or squarewave input (40% duty factor, worst
case).
Sensitivity: -30 dBm, 10 Hz to 500 MHz; -35 dBm, 500 MHz to
10 GHz; -25 dBm, 10 to 18 GHz.
Dynamic range: 37 dB, 10 Hz to 500 MHz; 42 dB, 500 MHz to 10
GHz; 32 dB, 10 GHz to 18 GHz.
Impedance: 50n.
VSWR: <2:1, 10 Hz-I 2.4 GHz; <3:1,12.4-18 GHz.
Connector: Precision Type N.
Coupling: dc to load, ac to instrument.
Damage level: +30 dBm. Total power (ac + dc) not to exceed I
watt. See Option 006 for up to +39 dBm protection.
Acquisition time: < 150 ms mean typical.
Input 2
Range: 10 Hz-250 MHz direct count.
Sensitivity: 50 mV rms. 150 mV pop pulses to 0.1 % duty factor;
minimum pulse width 2 ns.
Impedance: I Mn shunted by <25 pF.
Connector: type BNC female.
Coupling: ac
Maximum input: 200 V rms, 10 Hz to 100 Hz; 20 V rms, 100 Hz to
100 kHz; 2 V rms, 100 kHz to 250 MHz.

Automatic amplitude discrimination: automatically selects the
strongest of all signals present (within 250 MHz to 18 GHz phaselock range), providing signal level is: 6 dB above any signal within 200
MHz; 10 dB above any signal within 500 MHz; 20 dB above any
signal, 250 MHz-18 GHz.
Maximum AM modulation: any modulation index as long as the
minimum voltage of the signal is not less than the sensitivity specification.
Time Base
Crystal frequency: 10 MHz.
Stability
Aging rate: <3 X 10-7 per month.
Short term: <5 X 10- 10 rms for I second averaging time.
Temperature: < ± 2 X 10- 6 over the range of O°C to 50°C.
Line variation: < ± I X 10- 7 for 10% line variation from nominal.
Output frequency: 10 MHz, 2:2.4 V square wave (TTL compatible) available from rear panel BNC.
External time base: requires 10 MHz approximately 1.5 V pop sine
wave or square wave into I kn via rear panel BNC. Switch selects
either internal or external time base.
Optional time base (Opt 001) aging rate: < 5 X 10- 10 per day after
24 our warm-up for less than 24 hour off-time.
General
Accuracy: ± I count ± time base error.
Resolution: front panel switch selects I MHz, 100 kHz, 10 kHz, I
kHz, 100 Hz, 10 Hz, or I Hz.
Display: eight in-line long life display tubes with positioned decimal
point and appropriate measurement units of kHz, MHz, or GHz.
Self check: counts and displays 10 MHz for resolution chosen.
Sample rate: controls time between measurements. Continuously
adjustable from 50 ms typical to 5 seconds. HOLD position holds
display indefinitely. RESET button resets display to zero and activates a new measurement.
Operating temperature: O°C to 50°C.
Power: 115 V or 230 V ± 10%, 48-66 Hz, 100 VA.
Weight: net, 11.3 kg (25 lb). Shipping, 14.1 kg (31 lb).
Size: 88.2 H X 425 W X 467 mm D (3.47" X 16.75" X 18.39").
Options
001: High Stability Time Base
002: Rear Panel Connectors
005: Frequency Extension to 23 GHz
006: Limiter Input Protection (+39 dBm), see page
323
011: Remote Programming-Digital Output (HP-I B).
Cable not included, see page 30.
908: Rack Flange Kit

5340A Frequency Counter

Price
add $725
add $125
add $550
add $400
add $390
add $25

$8600

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
Frequency and Time Data Acquisition System
Model 5391A

• Capable of 100,000 measurements I second

5391 A Frequency and Time Data Acquisition System

General
The HP5391A Frequency and Time Data Acquisition System combines the power of the HP5345A Universal Counter with the speed
and storage capability of the HP5358A Measurement Storage PlugIn to allow you to make and store frequency or time measurements at
rates as high as 100,000 measurements per second. The 5391A can
help you characterize pulse width jitter by measuring and storing
each pulse width and then computing statistical parameters such as
min, max, mean, and standard deviation. Other application areas include nuclear time of flight studies, explosive testing and characterization, and frequency profile measurements.
The 5391A is a compact HP-IB system consisting of the 5345A
Universal Counter with the 5358A Measurement Storage Plug-In,
the 9825B Computing Controller, and a versatile software package
providing utility application routines and diagnostic service routines.

Application Example
Frequencies, periods, ratios, and time intervals may be measured
and stored by the 5391 A. A typical application, shown in the figure, is
to measure and store every pulse width in a burst of pulses:
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When the desired number of measurements in a run exceeds the
maximum allowable, the maximum is taken and then stored as a
block on the 9825B cassette. Subsequent blocks of measurements are
taken and stored on cassette until the total desired number of measurements has been accumulated. The time required to transfer the
measurement data from the 5358A to the 9825B and store it on cassette is on the order of seconds. During this time, no measurements
can be made. The total number of measurements is program selectable from I to 9999.

Systems Options
325: Deletes 9825B Controller (as well as
HP-IB Interface)
The 5345A counter makes a single shot time interval measurement
(2 nanosecond resolution) for each pulse width. During the dead time
between successive time intervals, the 5345A transfers the data to the
5358A Measurement Storage Plug-In. The time required for this
transfer is 7 IlS + I Ilsjdigit transferred. The graph plots transfer time
required versus the time interval measured. If the dead time immediately following a measured time interval is greater than the required
transfer time, the 539lA can make the measurement.
The 539\ A, with its 9825B Controller, is capable of making and
storing up to 1200 consecutive measurements for time intervals less
than 2 milliseconds. Above 2 milliseconds, the 8K memory of the
5358A will limit the number, depending on the time interval.

Price
less $8,700

Ordering Information
5391A Basic System Includes:
5345A Option 011 Electronic Counter
5358A Measurement Storage Plug-in with 8K bytes
of memory
9825B Computing Controller
(Includes 32K Bytes of Memory, and all
needed ROMs)
98034A HP-IB Interface
System Software Cartridge
System and Instrument Manuals
5391A Basic System

$22,225

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
Universal Time Interval Counter
Model 5370A

.20 ps single shot time interval counter
• Statistics
• Automatic calibration of systematic errors
• Positive or negative time intervals
• Frequency and period to 100 MHz

5370A

The 5370A Universal Time Interval Counter represents the highest
resolution single-shot time interval counter available today. The
counter utilizes a new concept of phase locked vernier interpolation,
which allows single-shot time interval measurements with ± 20 ps
resolution. This technique allows positive, zero and negative time intervals to be measured. High resolution period and frequency measurements may also be made.
All major front panel controls including trigger level are programmable by means of the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB).
User convenience is increased by the inclusion of a microprocessor,
which extends the usefulness of the instrument by offering the statistical functions of mean, standard deviation, max, and min for repetitive time intervals. A user-defined time interval reference is included
for the cancellations of systematic errors.
The high resolution time interval capability makes the instrument
ideal for IC testing, radar and laser ranging, digital communications,
ballistics and nuclear measurements.

Functions
TI: Time Interval function measures time difference from the
START to the STOP channel. In the ±TI mode, the counter will
measure the time from the first event in either channel to the first
event in the other channel. The microprocessor affixes a negative sign
to the display if the stop channel event occurred first.
The negative time feature allows applications like differential phase
measurement between two waveforms to be continuously monitored
even though the phase changes from a positive to a negative drift.
Statistical functions are available in both TI modes.
Trig Lvi: Measures the trigger levels of START and STOP channels
and displays both levels simultaneously with 10 mY resolution. Additional equipment like oscilloscopes or DYM's is not required.
Freq: Measures the frequency of the STOP channel signal by taking
the reciprocal of a period average. Both timed gates and single period
gates are available. In the single period mode, resolution may be improved by using a larger sample size. Statistics are available in the
single period mode.
The exceptionally high resolution (11-12 digits per second) of the
5370A makes the instrument ideal for directly measuring the drift of
oscillators and other applications requiring exceptionally high frequeny resolution.
Period: Measures the period average of STOP channel events. Statistics are available in the single period mode, but not with timed gates.

Statistics
Statistical functions allow much more complete characterization of
time intervals. In addition to the mean, both the max and min within a
selected sample size are available and also the standard deviation. In
many cases, these parameters are of more interest than the mean. For
example, in a digital communications system, the limits of pulse jitter
as described by the max and min could be of primary interest. For a
normal distribution of jitter, the standard deviation gives the rms jitter directly.
Sample size: push-button selectable to 1,100, lK, 10K, and lOOK
samples.
Mean: displays the mean estimate which is the average for the selected sample size.
Std dev: displays a standard deviation estimate for the selected sample size.
Min: displays the minimum time interval measured within the selected sample size.
Max: displays the maximum time interval measured within the selected sample size.

Arming
Extremely flexible arming greatly extends the usefulness of the
5370A into new applications. "Hold-off' features allow complex
pulse trains to be measured by preventing "stop channel" arming until
the removal of an external "gating" signal. An example could be the
measurement of time from a radar or laser send pulse to the return
pulse, where depending on the range of the object, several return
pulses may occur before the return pulse of interest.
Other methods of arming allow the counter to be externally gated
by an input waveform which very precisely controls both measurement duration and the time position at which the measurement occurs. Applications are in the frequency profiling of YCO's, pulsed rf
bursts, or sweep linearity investigations.
The following modes of arming are available:
+TI
Internally armed - no hold-off
Externally armed - no hold-off
Externally armed - external hold-off
±TI
External arming
Internal arming

Programming
Major controls are programmable as standard via the HP-IB making the 5370A an economical, versatile unit for systems applications.

where 150 IlV is the typical rms input amplifier noise on the 5370A
and en is the rms noise of the input signal for a 500 M Hz bandwidth.
Trigger level timing error =
25 mV -;- Input voltage slew rate (V Is) at trigger point

Data Output Rate
I) HP-IB: 10-20 readings per second.
Dead time between measurements within a sample is 330
2) Fast Binary: 6 kHz
Dead time between measurements is 165 IlS.

Frequency Measurements
Frequency range: 0.1 Hz to 100 MHz
Timed gates
Internal gate time: I period, 0.0 I, 0.1, I seconds
Least significant digit displayed:
20 ps
X FREQ
Gate Time
Resolution:

IlS.

5370 Specifications
Sensitivity: 100 mV pop, 35 mV rms sine wave X attenuator setting.
Impedance: Selectable I MUI130 pF or 50 U nominal.
Trigger level: -1.3V to 0.5V, adjustable; 10 mV displayed
resolution.
Trigger slope: independent selection of + or - slope.
Attenuators: X I and X 10 nominal.
Dynamic range (preset):
50 U x1: 100 mV to I V pop pulse; X10: I V to 7 V pop pulse
1 MU X1: 100 mV to I V pop pulse; X10: I V to 10 V pop pulse
Dynamic range for rms sine wave is one-third of the above values.
Signal operating range:
50 U x 1: -2.5 V to I V; x 10: -7 V to 7 V
1 MU X1: -2.5 V to I V; X10: -25 V to 10 V
Coupling: AC or DC switch selectable.
Minimum pulse width: 5 ns
Maximum input:
50 U X1: ±7 V DC
7 V rms below 5 MHz
3.5 V rms (+24 dBm) above 5 MHz
X10: ±7 V DC, 7 V rms (+30 dBm)
1 MU X1: ±350 V DC
250 V rms to 20 kHz decreasing to 3.5 V rms
above 5 MHz
X10: ±350 V
250 V rms to 20 kHz decreasing to 35 V rms
above 5 MHz
Common Input
All specifications are the same as for separate operation with the following differences:
Impedance: I MU becomes 500 kU shunted by <60 pF. 50 Usame as
in separate.
Sensitivity (preset):
50 U X1: 200 mV pop, 70 mV rms; X10:2 V pop, 700 mV rms
1 MU: same as in separate
Dynamic range (preset):
50 U X1: 200 mV to 2 V pop pulse; X10: 2 V to 5 V pop pulse
1 MU: same as in separa te
Maximum input:
50 U ± 5 V DC or 5 V rms
1 MU same as in separate
Attenuators: Becomes X2 and X20 for 50 !!
Time Interval Measurements
Time Interval Range
± Mode: -10 seconds to + I0 seconds including 0 seconds
+ Only mode: IOns to 1 seconds
Sample size. (N): I, 100, 1000, 10,000, 100,000
1 to 16777215 via HP-IB
Statistics: Mean, Standard Deviation, Maximum. Minimum. Time
between measurements 330 IlS; minimum rise time I ns
Least significant digit displayed: 20 ps I v'I'J
Resolution:
(± 100 ps rms ± Start Trigger Error ± Stop Trigger Error) + v'I'J
Accuracy: ± Resolution ± Time Base Error X Time Interval
± Trigger Level Timing Error ± I ns Systematic
Trigger error

=

'11(150 IlV)' + en'
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - ' - - - - - - - secs rms
Input voltage slew rate (V Is) at trigger point

±

100 ps X FREQ + 14 Trigger Error X FREQ
Gate Time
_.
Gate Time
Accuracy: ± Resolution ± (Time Base Error) X FREQ
± (100 ps Systematic + Gate Time) X FREQ
Statistics: Mean
Sample Mode (Single Period)
Sample size: same as Time Interval
Least significant digit displayed: 20 psi v'I'J X FREQ
Resolution:
100 ps X FREQ ± 1.4 Trigger Error X FREQ
Gate Time
Period v'I'J
Accuracy: ± Resolution ± (Time Base Error) X FREQ
± (100 ps Systematic -;- Period) X FREQ
Statistics: Mean, Standard Deviation, Maximum, Minimum.
External Gate
Gate input: 20 ns to I secondslsample size
Resolution and accuracy estimates may be made with the same
specifications as Timed Gates above.
±

Period Measurements
Period range: IOns to 10 seconds
Timed gates
Internal gate time: I period, 0.0 I, 0.1, I seconds
Least significant digit displayed:
20 ps
X PERIOD
Gate TIme
Resolution:
±

100 ~s X PERIOD ± 1.4 Trigger Error X PERIOD
Gate TIme
Gate Time

Accuracy: ± Resolution ± Time Base Error X PERIOD
± (100 ps Systematic -;- Gate Time) X PERIOD
Sample Mode (Single Period)
Sample size (N): Same as Time Interval.
Least significant digit displayed: 20 psi v'I'J
Resolution: ± 100 psi v'I'J ± 1.4 Trigger Error I v'I'J
Accuracy: ± Resolution ± Time Base Error X PERIOD
± 100 ps Systematic
Statistics: Mean, Standard Deviation, Maximum Minimum
External Gate
Gate input: 20 ns to 10 seconds
Resolution and accuracy estimates may be made with the same
specifications as timed measurements above.
Time Base (HP Model 10811A)
Standard High Stability Oven Oscillator
Frequency: 10 MHz
Aging: <5 X 10"" per day
Temperature: <2.5 X 10-" 0° C to 50° C
General
Display: \6 digits, suppressed leading zeros.
Size: 133 H X 426 W X 521 mm D (5.25" X 16.75" X 20.5").
Weight: 32 Ibs.
Power requirements: 100, 120,220, or 240 V ac +5%-10%,48 to
66 Hz, less than 250 VA.
Front handles: supplied with instrument.

5370A Universal Time Interval Counter
Option 908: Rack Flange Kit for use without handles
Option 913: Rack Flange Kit for use with supplied
front handles
I0870A: Service Kit Accessory

$8750
add$25
add$31
add $450

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
Time Interval Probes
Model 53638
• Solves major T.!. problems
• Precisely defines trigger points
• Greatly improves dynamic range

• Equalizes system timing errors
• Active probes minimize circuit loading
• Measures to zero time interval

Automatic Operation
Under desktop computer control the standard HP-IB capability allows the probes and a counter to perform a wide variety of automatic
waveform analysis. In the lab or production line complex measurements or go-no-go decisions can be made with push button simplicity.

Specifications

HP-IB programmable Time Interval Probes

Repeatable Measurements
The 5363B provides the necessary input signal conditioning to alIowa precision time interval counter to make highly accurate and
repeatable measurements on time varying waveforms. No longer are
counters restricted to "event" type measurements such as pulse width
or pulse to pulse. Counters such as the 5345A, 5328A, 5335A, and
5370A can now be adapted to make measurements such as rise time,
fall time, slew rate, propagation delay and phase jitter analysis.
Trigger Point Calibration
A unique scheme of Trigger Point Calibration is used instead of
hysteresis compensation to insure that the value selected on the digital dials or via the HP-IB is the actual triggering point rather than
some unspecified "best estimate" of the trigger point or the center of
the hystersis window.
20 V Operating Range with 10 mV Resolution
Greatly improved dynamic range allows the trigger point to be selected in 10 mV increments from -9.99 V to +9.99 V covering the
range of most commonly used logic circuits. The use of attenuators on
traditional T.!. counters to extend their range increases the effective
hystersis window by the same attenuation amount. This prevents trigger points close to the top or bottom (i.e. 10% or 20% points) of the
waveform from being selected and sometimes creates "holes" where
certain trigger points cannot be selected at all. The wide dynamic
range of the 5363B overcomes these problems.
Minimized Circuit Loading
Active high impedance, low capacitance probes minimize circuit
loading and pulse distortion. Each probe contains both a start and
stop channel so that a rise time into a device can be measured with one
probe, the rise time out of the device with the other and the propagation delay through the device can be measured between the probes.
Systematic Timing Errors Eliminated
Delays through probes, cables and the inherent differential delays
inside the counter's timing channels (i.e., <700 ps in 5345A) limit
the absolute accuracy of the time interval measurement to some unknown but fixed amount.
The 5363B calibration procedure equalizes out such system delays
and allows the counter and probes to be set for 0.0 ns. When a counter
with a minimum T.!. range is used (such as HP 5345A or 5328A) a
fixed offset of 10.0 ns can be switched in allowing the counter to measure down to zero time interval.

Operating range: ± 10 V.
Minimum input voltage: ± 100 mV above and below the trigger
point.
Damage level: ± 30 V.
Voltage resolution: 10 mY.
Time resolution: depends on counter used (typically lOps with
5345A T.!. Avg.; 35ps single shot with the 5370A).
Impedance: I Mn shunted by <20 pF.
Effective bandwidth: 350 MHz (or I ns rise time).
Minimum pulse width: input signal must remain below and above
trigger point for at least 5 ns (i.e., max repetition rate of square wave
= 100 MHz).
Output to counter: separate start and stop channels, -0.5 V to +0.5
V into 50 n, slew rate through zero volts is greater than 0.25 VIns.
Trigger level outputs: trigger point setting ± 75 mY.
Delay compensation range: 2 ns adjustable about 0.0 ns or 10.0 ns.
Power: 100, 120, 220, or 240 V ac + 5 -10%; 48 to 440 Hz; 40 VA
max.
Weight: net 3.0 kg (6.5 Ib); shipping 5.5 kg (12 Ib).
Dimensions: rack height 88.1 mm (3.5"); half rack module 212 mm
(8.38"); depth 248 mm (11.6"). Probe length 122 cm (4 ft.).
Environmental: operating temperature O°C to 55°C.
Absolute accuracy
•• 1 ns ± START trigger level accuracy + START noise trigger error
START signal slew rate at trigger point
±

STOP trigger level accuracy + STOP noise trigger error
STOP signal slew rate at trigger point

Trigger Level Accuracy'
Trigger level
'Trigger level
accuracy
'Differential
trigger level
accuracy

-5 to +9 V
±8 mV ±0.4 mV I'C
±0.15% trigger voltage
±3mV ± 0,3%
trigger voltage

-5 Vto -10 V
±1%trigger
voltage
± 1% trigger
voltage

+9 Vto +10 V
50mV
100mV

·Oifferential tngger level accuracy applies when both START and STOP trigger level voltages are
set equal and identical waveforms applied.

• -After calibration and within the range between 100 mV or 8% whichever is greater from the top or
bottom 01 the input signal.

Noise trigger error: V (125 !LV)' + en' volts where 125 !LV is the
typical input noise on the 5363B and en is the input signal noise for a
350 MHz bandwidth.

Recommended Counters
5345A Electronic Counter; 2 ns single shot T.t., True
T.t. averaging
5328A Opt. 040 Universal Counter; IOns single shot
T.t., True T.t. averaging
5370A Universal Time Interval Counter 20 ps single
shot
5335A Universal Counter; 2 ns single shot T.!.
53638 Accessories
10229A Hook Tip
10218A BNC BNC to Probe Adapter
1250-0655 BNC Tee to Probe Adapter
10100C 50 n Feedthru termination for non-50 n T.t.
counter
10821A Accessory Kit with 2 each of above plus two
8710-0661 HP Probe Tips
53638 Time Interval Probes

Price
$6600
$2075
$8750
$3350
$15
$20
$21.50
$25
$125

$3250

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
200 MHz Universal Counter
Model 5335A
• A High Performance 200 MHz /2ns Universal Counter
• Built-In Automatic Rise Time, Duty Cycle, Pulse Width,
Slew Rate and Phase Measurements

• Unique Advanced Automatic Triggering Capabilities
• HP·IB plus Math and Statistics Functions Standard

5335A

Remarkable Automatic Measurement Power
The HP-5335A is an advanced universal counter with automatic
measurement power built-in. Designed either for bench or systems
applications, the counter h.as 16 front-panel measurement functions,
plus four "phantom" functions. All automatically selected by push
button or by Hp·IB. These twenty functions, plus greatly expanded
arming and triggering capability make the 5335A a most powerful
universal counter. In addition, math and statistics features, matched
Channel A and B input amplifiers, and HP-IB, are all included in the
standard unit, making the 5335A easily the most advanced universal
counter available at its price.
The 5335A has all the measurement functions normally found in a
universal counter. Plus, it has automatic operation. Beyond these features, it possesses new measurements not previously included in this
type of instrument.

Pulse Cha,racterization Measurements
Most HP universal counters provide you with a fairly complete
measurement set. The 5335A possesses all these expected universal
measurements, and does them better than ever before. But, beyond
the expected measurement set, the 5335A has the ability to automatically measure waveform characteristics for various applications. Op
Amp Characterization is one area where a number of measurements
are needed to define the amplifiers performance. Using the 5335A
and a signal source, rise and fall times, output slew rate, and propagation times can be measured with one test set-up. Also, duty cycle can
be measured to see the distortion on a square wave through the amplifier due to different rising and falling slew rates. Lastly, phase measurements are also push-button selectable and automatically
performed by the counter.

Complete Triggering Capability
To get good measurement results, a counter must properly trigger
on the input signal. The 5335A employs both manual and automatic
trigger modes to quickly and easily set the right trigger points.
Manual Triggering
.
The counter has a ± 5 VDC range to help reduce input attenuator
use for most input signals, including TTL.

Automatic Triggering
Two auto trigger modes help you trigger automatically. Just press
auto trig or select auto trig on the HP-IB; and the counter automatically selects \00/0-90% Rise/Fall time trigger points, 50% phase trigger points, or the pre-set value of your choice. Then it tracks the
signal's DC offset continuously to stay on the right trigger point. Option 040 allows programmability of trigger levels via HP-IB.

Trigger Level DVM
Built-in to the basic counter. Just press TRG LVL to see both input
channel trigger levels displayed.

A Full Set of Universal Measurement Functions
In addition to waveform characterization features, the 5335A has
an extremely wide set of measurement functions covering frequency,
time, events and volts. These functions let you characterize signals
quicker and more thoroughly than ever before possible.

Frequency
Frequency is the most common measurement performed by
counters. The 5335A measures to 200 MHz in Channel A, 100 MHz
in Channel B, and 1.3 GHz in its optional Channel C. Due to the
counter's advanced design and reciprocal measurement technique,
resolution is a constant 9 digits per second of gate time across its entire measurement range.
Time
In a universal counter, a time interval measurement equates to a
stopwatch measurement started and stopped by unique events. Precision is dependent on the counter's circuitry.
To ensure precision, the 5335A has matched custom input amplifiers to greatly reduce trigger errors that might be produced if the start
and stop signals were amplified differently. Further, the counter employs an analog interpolation technique that turns its 10 MHz clock
into the equivalent of a I GHz time base. The 5335A is thus able to
resolve single shot time interval measurements to better than 2 nanoseconds (100 ps with averaging). This analog interpolation eliminates
the need found in some counters for a phase-modulated Uittered)
time base for time interval average measurements.
Math and Statistics
Averaging techniques are often used to extend the resolution of a
counter. For averaging, the 5335A provides sample sizes of N = 100
or N = 1,000. Best of all, averaging can be employed for all measurements except phase. In addition to mean, and selection of sample size,
the counter takes standard deviations of the current measurement for
the sample size selected.
Math functions are another built-in feature that provide operator
convenience. These functions let you convert the display into direct
indications of parameters like flow, speed, pressure, and temperature.
Additionally, the counter remembers the offset, scale, and normalize
factors for each measurement function.

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
Model 5335A (cont.)

Specifications

Time Interval Delay (Holdoff)

Input Characteristics (Channel A and B)

Front panel Gate Adjust control inserts a variable delay between
START and enabling of STOP. Electrical inputs during delay are
ignored. Delay ranges are same as gate time ranges (100 /J.S, to 4s
NOMINAL) for gate modes of Fast, Norm, and Manual.

Range
DC coupled, I to 100 MHz.
AC I Mn, 30 Hz to 100 MHz.
AC 50n, 200 KHz to 100 MHz
NOTE: Channal A ranga 200 101Hz when in Frequency A and Ratio modes.

Sensitivity (X 1):

Inverse Time Interval A-----.B
Range: 10- 10 to 10' units/second

25 mV rms sinewave
75 mV peak-to-peak pulse at minium pulse width of 5 ns.

LSD Displayed, Resolution, and Accuracy are inverse of Time Interval A-----.B specifications.

Dynamic Range (X1):
75 mV to 5V peak-to-peak, to 100 MHz.
75 mV to 2.5V peak-to-peak, > 100 MHz.

Rise and Fall Time A

Signal Operating Range (X 1, DC):
-5V dc to +5V dc.

Trigger Level Range (X 1):
Auto Trigger OFF:
Preset: Set to OV dc NOMINAL
Adjustable: -5V dc to +5V dc
Auto Trigger ON:
Preset: Set to nominal 50% point of input signal.
Adjustable: nominally between + and - peaks of input signal.

Auto Trigger (X 1):
Range (50% duty cycle):
DC coupled, 30 Hz to 200 MHz.
AC I Mn, 30 Hz to 200 MHz
AC 50n, 200 kHz to 200 MHz
Minimum signal: 100 mV rms.
Duty cycle range: 10% to 90%.
Response time: 3 seconds, typical.

Range: 20 ns to 10 ms transition with 50 Hz to 25 MHz repetition
rates (50% duty cycle).
Minimum pulse height: 500 mV peak-to-peak.
Minimum pulse width: 20 ns.
Duty cycle range: 20% to 80%.
LSD Displayed and Resolution are same as Time Interval A-----.B
Specifications.

Pulse Width A
Range: 5 ns to 107 s.
Trigger point range: 40% to 60% of pulse height.
LSD Displayed and Resolution are same as Time Interval A-----.B
specifications.

Duty Cycle A
Range: I% to 99%, 0 to 100 MHz.
Trigger point range: 40% to 60% of pulse height.

I ns
LSD Displayed: PER X 100%

NOTE: Auto Trigger requires a repetitive aignal.

Coupling: AC or DC, switchable.
Impedance: I Mn, nominal, shunted by <35pf or 50n nominal, switchable. In COMMON A, I Mn is shunted by <50p£.
Attenuator: X I or X I 0 nominal, switchable.
Slope: Independent selection of + or - slope.
Channel input: SEPARATE or COMMON A, switchable.

NOTE: Conatsnt duty cycle required during measurement.

Slew Rate A

Range: 0 to 200 MHz, prescaled by 2

Range: 50 V/s to 108 V/s slew rate with 50 Hz to 25 MHz repetition
rates (50% duty cycle). Minimum Pulse Height, Width, and Duty
Cycle Range are same as Rise and Fall Time A.
Input mode: Automatically set to COMMON A with 10% and 90%
trigger levels.

LSD Displayed:

Ratio AlB

Frequency A

Range: Channel A, 0 to 200 MHz (prescaled by 2).
Channel B, 0 to 100 MHz

I ns

X FREQ. (e.g. 9 digits in a second)
·
G ate T Ime

RATIO
LSD Displayed: FREQ X Gate Time

Resolution:
Trigger Error
± (2 X LSD) ± 1.4 X Gate Time X FREQ.

frequency after prescaling.

Accuracy: ± (Resolution) ± (Time Base Error) X FREQ.

Totalize A

PERIOD A

Range: 0 to 100 MHz.
LSD Displayed: I count of input
HP-IB Output: At end of gate.

Range: 10 ns to 107 s.
LSD displayed:

I ns

X PER. (e.g. 9 digits in a second)
·
G ate T Ime

Period average: User selects MEAN function, and n
n = 1,000.

100, or

Time Interval A-----.B
7

where FREQ is higher

Range: 0 ns to 10 s.
LSD Displayed: I ns (100 ps using MEAN)
Resolution: ± (2 X LSD) ± (START Trigger Error) ± (STOP
Trigger Error)
Accuracy: ± (Resolution) ± (Time Base Error) X TI ± (Trigger
Level Error) ± (2 ns)
Gate mode: MIN only.
Time internal average: User selects MEAN function, and n = 100.
or n = 1,000

Manual:
Count reset: Via RESET key.
HP-IB output: Totalize data on-the-fly sent if cycle mode set to Single. Input frequency range in this mode is 0 to 50 Hz nominal.
Gated:
Count reset: Automatic after measurement.

PHASE A REL B
Range: -180° to 360°, Range Hold off, or 0° to 360°, Range Hold
on, with signal repetition rates of 30 Hz to I MHz.
Minimum signal: 100 mV rms.
LSD Displayed: 0.1 °

Gate Time
Range: 100 ns to 107 s.
LSD Displayed: Up to three digits with Ext. Arm Enable OFF, 100
ns when ON. MIN Gate Mode display zero.
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Trigger Level
Range: X I. + 5 to - 5 volts; X 10, + 50 to - 50 volts.
Resolution: XI, 10 mY; XI0, 100 mY.
Accuracy (X1): ± 20 mY, ±0.5% of reading

Time Base
Standard crystal:
Frequency: 10 MHz
Aging rate: <3 X 1O-7 /month.
Temperature: < 4 X 10- 6 ,0 to 50°C.
Line voltage: < I X 10-7 for 10% change.
High stability crystal: See Option 010.
External time base input: Rear panel BNC accepts 5 or 10 MHz,
200 mV rms into 1 kll; 5V rms maximum
Time base out: 10M Hz, > IV pop into 501l via rear panel.

Statistics

Sample size: Selectable between either n = 100 or n = 1,000 samples.
Std. dev.: Displays a standard deviation of selected sample size.
Mean: Displays mean estimate of selected sample size.
Smooth: Performs a weighted running average and truncates unstable least significant digits from display.

Math
All measurement functions, with exception of GATE TIME and
TR IG LV L, may be operated upon by Math functions. Offset, Nor·
malize, and Scale may be used independently or together as follows:
Measurement + Offset
Normalize
X Scale
Display =
Number value range: ± 1 X 10-' to ± 9 X 10'
Last display: Causes value of previous display to Offset (negative
value), Normalize, or Scale all subsequent measurements.
Measurement t-I: Causes each new measurement to be Offset (negative value), Normalized, or Scaled by each immediately preceding
measurement.

Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus
Programmable controls: All measurement functions, Math, Statis·
tics, Reset, Range Hold, Ext. Arm Enable/Slope, Check, Gate Adj.
("" 1 ms to I s), Gate Open/Close (gate times to (0), Gate Mode
Cycle, Preset, Slope, Common A, Auto Trigger.
Special functions: FREQ B, PULSE B, TIME B-.A, TOT A-B,
LEARN, MIN, MAX, all internal diagnostic routines.
HP-IB commands: Trigger, Clear, Remote, Local, Local Lockout,
Require Service.
Data output: Fixed output format consisting of 19 characters plus
CR and LF output is typically 8 ms.
Option 040: adds complete systems programmability; see column at
right.

General
Gate: Minimum, manual, or continuously variable (NOR M/ FAST)
via Gate Adj. control
NORM: 20 ms to 4 s NOMINAL.
FAST: 100 IJ.S to 20 ms NOMINAL.
MIN: Minimum gate time. Actual time depends on function.
MANUAL: Each press opens or closes gate.
Cycle: Determines delay between measurements.
NORM: No more than 4 readings per second, nominal.
MIN: Updates display as rapidly as possible ("" 15 readings per second, depending on function).
SINGLE: One measurement taken with each press of button.
Arming: Ext. Arm Enable key allows rear panel input to determine
Start and/or Stop point of a measurement. External gate defined by
both Start and Stop armed. All measurements are armable except
Manual Totalize, Phase, and Trigger Level.
Start arm: + or - slope of arm input signal starts measurement.
Stop arm: + or - slope of arm input signal stops measurement.
When used, Start Arm must occur before Stop Arm.
Ext. arm input: Rear panel BNC accepts TTL into 20 kll. Minimum Start To Stop Time: 200 ns.
Trigger level out: DC output into I Mil via rear panel BNC's for
Channel A and B; not adjusted for attenuators.
Accuracy at DC (X1): ± 15mV ±0.5% of TRIG LVL reading.
Gate out: TTL level into SOil; goes low when gate open; rear panel
BNC.
Range hold: Freezes decimal point and exponent of display.

Reset: Starts a new measurement cycle when pressed.
Check: Performs internal self test and lamp test.
Display: 12-digit LED display in engineering format; exponent range
of +18 to -18.
Operating temperature: 0 to 50°C.
Power requirements: 100, 120,220,240 VAC (+5%, -10%), 48·
66 Hz; 130 VA max.
Weight: Net, 8.8 kg (19 Ibs. 8 oz.); shipping, 13.6 kg (30 Ibs.)
Dimensions: 425.5 mm W X 132.6 mm H X 345.4 mm 0 (16314" x
5 14" x 13Y2"), not including removable handles.

Options
Option 010: High Stability Time Base (Oven)
Frequency: 10 MHz.
Aging rate: < 5 X 1O- 10 /day after 24 hour warm up.
Short term: < I X 10- 10 rms for Is average.
Temperature: < 7 X 10-', 0 to 50°C
Line voltage: < 1 X 10- 10 for 10% change.
Warm-up: Within 5 X 10- 9 of final value in 20 minutes.
Option 020: DC Digital Voltmeter
Range: 4 digits, autoranging, autopolarity, in ± 10, ± 100, ± 1000 V
ranges.
Sensitivity: 1001J.V, I mY, 10mV, 100 mV for ±IV, ±IOV, ±IOO
V, ± 1000 V readings.
LSD Displayed: Same as sensitivity.
Input type: Floating pair
Input impedance: 10 Mil ± 1%
Option 030: 1.3 GHz C Channel
Input Characteristics
Range: ISO MHz to 1.3 GHz
SensitiVity: 10m V rms sinewave (- 27 dBm)
sinewave (-7 dBm) to 1.3 GHz.

to

I G H z. 100 mV rms

Frequency C
Range: 150 MHz to 1.3 G Hz, prescaled by 20. LSD Displayed, Resolution, and Accuracy are same as Frequency A.
Ratio CIA
Range: Channel A, 0 to 200 MHz
Channel C, 150 to 1300 MHz.
Option 040: Complete Systems Programmability
Adds remote selection of low pass filter, AC/DC coupling, XI·XIO
attenuation, DC trigger level and input impedance for both Channel
A and B.

Definitions
Duty cycle: Percentage of time a signal is high or low, depending on
Slope A setting. Trigger point is high/low dividing point.
PULSE

DUTY CY

= ---rER X

100%;

Slew rate: Effective slope between 10% and 90% points of rising or
falling signal depending on Slope A setting.
VB - VA
SLEW =

TI

Phase: Angle, with respect to B signal, between 50% points of channel A and B signals, trigger slopes selected by Channel A and B slope
switches.
PHASE

= (TI I

2
+ T12) + PER X 360 0 ,

Til is time between 50% points of A then B signals using slopes defined during Phase measurement.
TI2 is time between 50% points of A then B signals using complement
slopes to Til.
Front handles: supplied with instrument.

Ordering Information
Option 010: Oven Oscillator
Option 020: DVM
Option 030: C Channel
Option 040: Expanded HP·[B Control
Option 908: Rack Flange Kit for use without handles
Option 913: Rack Flange Kit for use with supplied
front handles

5335A Universal Counter

Price
add $725
add $350
add $500
add $700
add $25
add $31

$3350
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ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
100 MHz Universal Counter
Model 5328A

• 100 MHz, 512 MHz and 1300 MHz
• 100 ns or 10 ns time interval
• T.I. averaging to lOps resolution

• "Armed" measurements
• DVM options
• HP-IB interface option

5328A with Opt 021,031,041

Description
The 5328A, thru the use of technology such as a ROM controlled
measurement cycle and a modular design, provides you with excellent
universal counter price/performance. Optional modules allow you to
tailor the performance of the 5328A to meet your particular measurement needs. In many instances, however, the standard 5328A offers
all the capability you're likely to need.
Burst and CW measurements to 100 MHz: special gating circuits
start a measurement only when the input signal is present, allowing
burst frequencies to be measured as easily as CW signals. The option
030 channel C extends this capability to 512 MHz; option 031, to
1300 MHz.
Single shot time interval measurements: the standard universal
module's 100 ns single shot resolution meets or exceeds the requirements for a wide range of applications such as mechanical and electromechanical device timing (relays), time of flight measurements
(ballistics), sonar ranging, radio ranging and navigation
Time interval averaging: resolution better than lOps (IO- II seconds) for repetitive time intervals as short as 100 ps.

Period, period average, ratio, totalize, scale: extra problem solving power for your special requirements.
Armed measurements: versatile arming modes (controlled by a
rear panel switch) allow real time control over when a measurement
begins. Useful for measurements such as frequency burst profile and
frequency sweep linearity.
Trigger lights: trigger light blinks when channel is triggering; light is
ON when input is above trigger level; OFF when input is below trigger level. Simplifies trigger level adjustments
High performance marker outputs: marker outputs (operational to
100 MHz) indicate where channel is triggering in real time for oscilloscope monitoring applications. Provides measurement feedback to
the operator for greatly simplified measurement set-ups.
These features and capabilities make the 5328A an excellent choice
for general purpose lab use, electronic service, and production test.
For more demanding applications, a variety of options offer extended
performance at a modest increase in price.

Summary of Characteristics
Model No.

Description

5328A

Universal Counter

Features

Opt 010

High Stability
Time Base

Opt Oll

HP-IB Interface

Allows 5328A to output data and be controlled via the
HP Interface Bus.

Opt 020

DVM

Single ended DVM for trigger level and external voltage
measurements

Opt 021

High Performance
DVM

Floating DVM for trigger level and high accuracy external
voltage measurements.

Opt 030

512 MHz Channel C

Frequency measurements to 512 MHz; 9 digit display.

Opt 031

1300 MHz ChannelC

Frequency measurements to 1300 MHz; 9 digit display.

Opt 040

High Performance
Universal Module

Opt 041

Programmable Input
Module

Note

Frequency to 100 MHz; 100 ns single shot T.I ; T.I. averaging;
Period; Period Avg; ratio; totalize
Oven oscillator with aging rate

<5x 10 -10/ day

Same as standard 5328A but With 10 ns single shot T.I.;
improved T.I. averaging; improved T.I. accuracy; measurements
With delay, T.l.A-B marker, hysteresis compensation;
switchable input Impedance (1 Mil/50il).
Full remote programming of all universal module controls thru
opt 011; 10 ns Single shot T.I.; switchable I Mil/50il Input impedance.

Opt 011 Required
for Hp·IB use

5328A Option Descriptions
High Stability Time Base (Opt 010)
The standard time base for the 5328A is a room temperature 10
MHz crystal providing a long term aging rate of less than 3 parts in
10' per month. The option 010 oven oscillator offers excellent short
term and temperature stability which can contribute to higher measurement accuracy. The low aging rate of <5 x 10-"'/day permits
longer intervals between time base calibrations.

HP Interface Bus for Systems Use (Opt 011)
The option 011 HP-IB Interface brings the full capability and power of the HP Interface Bus. The 5328A can accept program code
words over the HP-IB which remotely program various front and rear
panel controls. In addition, measurement results may be output over
the bus to HP-IB compatible instruments, calculators, or computers.
Remotely programmable controls include FUNCTION selection,
RESOLUTION selection, ARMING, SAMPLE RATE (max. or
manual), RESET, measurement modes, output modes, and display
modes. Option 041 adds programming of channel A and B input signal conditioning controls.

Digital Voltmeters (Opt 020, 021)
The unique combination of an integrating digital voltmeter with a
universal counter produces a superb general purpose measuring instrument. By using a voltage-to-frequency conversion technique, the
incremental cost of adding DVM capability to the 5328A is very low.
Two DVM options are available; the option 020 DVM with singleended input and the option 021 High Performance DV M with floating input. You can use these DVMs to measure channel A and B
trigger levels and external voltages. Since a built-in DVM greatly
simplifies time interval measurement set-ups, it is highly recommended that one of the DV M options be selected, particularly if time interval measurements are one of your major applications.

High Frequency Channel C (Opt 030, 031)
With a high frequency channel C module the 5328 is ideally suited
for use in a wide variety of communications measurements. Option
030 gives direct count measurements to 512 M Hz with 15 mV rms
sensitivity; option 031 counts to a full 1300 M Hz with 20 mV rms
sensitivity. Typical applications include servicing, maintaining, calibrating, and monitoring communications transmitters and receivers
such as found in two-way radio, radio and television broadcasting,
mobile radio, and common carrier multiplexing and transmission.

Extended Capability Universal Modules (Opt 040, 041)
Options 040 and 041 give extended performance for time interval
measurements. Option 040 is designed for bench use and includes
"delay" capability for increased measurement versatility. Option 041
adds full programming of the input signal conditioning controls.
Both of these options generate a 100 M Hz clock to give IOns single
shot resolution for time interval measurements. This resolution is useful in applications such as computer/peripheral timing measurements, logic timing measurements, radar ranging, and optical
ranging.
For improved time interval averaging performance, the options
have input channels adjusted for delay matching to better than 2 ns.
Additionally, options 040 and 041 use a jittered clock in T.\. AVG.
function to give averaging even for those cases when the input repetition rate is synchronous with the counter's internal time base.
Selectable input impedance adapts the counter to the measurement
environment: 50n for fast signals in a 50n environment, I Mil to reduce circuit loading or to use with scope probes.
The "delay" feature of option 040 allows you to disable the inputs
from triggering for selected periods of time (20 IlS to 20 ms). Delay is
useful for ignoring high amplitude noise such as from chattering relays or ignoring stop pulses in multiple stop T.\. measurements.
Option 041 allows remote programming of input trigger level,
slope, coupling, and allenuator setting. Under remote control, the input impedance is independently selectable on the A and B channels.
Also, a remote "Invert" function switches the A and B channel signals
internally. "Invert" gives exceptional flexibility for two channel time
interval measurements.

Measurements with Delay (Opt 040)
Delay mode is activated by the inner concentric knob on Level A
control of option 040 Universal Module. A red LED indicates delay is
activated. In delay mode, Channel A triggers and is then disabled
from triggering again until the delay times out (disabled state occurs
within I IlS after triggering.) Channel B is continuously disabled until
the delay times out. After the delay, both A and B are enabled. The
delay time may be measured by placing the counter in T.\.A~B and
the Universal Module in check (CH K).
Delay range: 20 IlS to 20 ms continuously adjustable.
Minimum dead time: I IlS between stop and next start (T.\. average
measurements only).

General
Display: 9 digit LED display, ninth digit used only with channel C
functions (FREQ. C, Ratio CIA, Events C, A~B).
Blanking: suppresses display of unwanted zeros to left of most significant digit.
Storage: holds reading between samples; can be overriden by rear
panel switch.
Sample rate: variable from less than 2 ms between measurements to
HOLD which holds display indefinitely.
Gate output: rear panel output, TTL levels; high when counter gate
open.
Time base output: rear panel output: TTL levels.
Check signal: with function switch in CHECK, counter should display 10 MHz ± 1 count. With options 040 and 041, place function
switch in FREQ A and universal module in CHECK (CHK).
Counter should display 100 MHz ± I count.
Operating temperature: 0° to 50° C.
Power requirements: 100/120/220/240 V rms, +5%, -10%
(switch selectable), 48-66 Hz; 150 VA max.
Time Base Oscillators
Standard Crystal Oscillator
Frequency: 10 MHz.
Aging rate: <3 x 10·'/month.
Temperature: ± 2.5 x 10-', 0° to 50 C.
Line voltage: < I x 10- 7 for 10% change.
Opt 010 Oven Oscillator
Frequency: 10 MHz.
Aging rate: <5 x 10- IIl /day after 24-hour warm-up.
Short term: < I x 10- 10 rms/s.
Temperature: <7 x 10-",0° to 50°C.
Line voltage: ± 5 x 10-" for 10% variation.
Warm-up: within 5 x 10-" of final value in 20 min.
Ext. freq. std. input: 30 kHz to 10 MHz signal of amplitude> 1.0 V
rms into I kn. Maximum input: 5 V Pop. With options 040 and 041
the following constraints apply: ext. freq. std. must be 10 MHz for
Period Avg., T.\. Avg., Period (N = I), and T.\. (N = I).
G

HP-IB Interface (Opt 011)
Option 011 provides digital output of measurement data ("talker")
as well as input for remote program control ("listener"). H P-I B cable
not supplied.
Programmable features: function, resolution, sample rate (max or
manual control), arming, display modes, measurement cycle modes,
output modes, and reset commands. Option 041 adds control of channel A and B trigger level, slope, attenuator, coupling, input impedance, and SEP-COM-CHECK selection.
HP-IB commands: responds to the following bus commands (see HPIB Users Guides for definitions)-Unlisten, Untalk, Local Lockout,
Device Clear, Serial Poll Enable, Serial Poll Disable, Go to Local,
Selected Device Clear, and Group Execute Trigger.
Service request (SRO): if enabled, indicates end of measurement.
Maximum data output rate: 500 readings/sec.

Accessories
5363B Time Interval Probes: solve many of the "hidden" problems
of precision time interval measurements. The 5363B Time Interval
Probes minimize circuit loading, give calibrated trigger level settings,
increase input dynamic range, and allow differential channel delay
calibration.

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
Model 5328A (cont.)
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•

Opt 021
High Performance DVM

Opt 020
DVM

•

Opt 030
512 MHz
Channel C

Opt 031 1300 MHz
Channel C

Accessories
10855A Preamp: (for use with Opt 031): gives> 22 dB gain with
± I dB natness over the entire frequency range of the Opt 031 1300
MHz Channel C.

10855A Preamp

Digital Voltmeter Modules
Channel C Modules

Digital Voltmeter Measurementst
DVM (Opt 020 and 021): trigger levels of input channels A and B
and external voltages may be measured.

Input characteristics
Sensitivity

Maximum sensitivity

Opt 020

Opt 021.

Meas. time:
10s(N = 10')
1s(N = 10')
0.1 siN = 10')
10 ms (N = 10')
1ms (N = 103)

1mV
1 mV
2mV
20 mV
200 mV

10 ~V
100 ~V
1mV
10mV
100mV

Range

010 ±125Vdc

± 10, ±100, ± 1000 Vdc,
and Autorange

Accuracy
(20 min. warm·up)

±0.5% reading
±4mV

±0.03% reading ±0.004%
range: for 1000 V
range: =0.087% reading
±0.004% range

Single ended

Floating pair

Input terminals
Input impedance

10 M!!

10 M!!

Normal mode
rejection ratio

>60 dB at 60 Hz
(50 Hz) ±0.1 %

>80 dB at 50 Hz or
greater with filter on

Coupling
Trigger level
Impedance

50!l
5 Vrms, ±5 Vdc

Input protection

fused

fused

No

Variable for optimum
nOise suppression
on signals to 5 Vrms

5·512MHz
(direct count)

90·1300 MHz
(prescaled. 74)

Resolution

I MHz to 0 I Hz
in decade steps

1MHz to 01 Hz
in decade steps

Accuracy

± I count
± lime base error

± 1count
± lime base error

0·10 MHz
5·512 MHz

0·10 MHz
90·1300 MHz

No

Power to operate
10855A Preamp or
HP actIVe probe

Altenuator

Frequency Cmeasurements
Range

RatiO CIA measurement

Maximum input

HI to LO: + 1100 Vall
ranges: LO to chassis
ground: ± 500 V

Probe power

Trigger level
measurements

2mV dISplay
resolution

I mV display
resolulion: trigger level
reading automatically
mulliplied by setting of
attenuator sWitch if
using Opt 040 or 041
universal modules

<80%

ac

oV. fixed

50!l

±500 V

± 5'C end RH

dc

oV. fixed
5Vrms

Range: A

tPerformence: 60 deys et 23'C

Opt 031
20 mV rms

Maximum input

DC:>120dB
AC: >120 dB for
multiples of 60 Hz (50
Hz) with filter on

Effective common
mode rejection ratio
(1 kit unbalance)

Opt 030
15 mV rms

C
General

Events C, A to B (with Opt 030 only)
The number of events at the C input are totalized during the synchronized time interval defined by inputs to channels A and B. The
synchronized time interval is a multiple of 100 ns with the standard
universal module; a multiple of IOns with Opt 040 or 041 universal
modules.
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Opt 041
Programmable Input
Universal Module

Opt 040
High Performance
Universal Module

Standard
Universal Module

Universal Modules, Channels A and B
Time interval Ato Bmeasurements
Input characteristics
Sensitivity:
0-40 MHz
(dc coupled)
20 Hz-40 MHz
(ac coupled)
40-100 mHz

Opt 040, Opt 041

Standard
25 mV rms

25 mV rms

25 mV rms

25 mV rms

50mV rms

50 mV rms

Min pulse width

Impedance

1MO, 40 pF
shunt

1Mn or 500,
switchable

Independent selection of +or - slope
Xl, XlO, X100

Opt 040 Xl, X2, X20
Opt 041: Xl. XlO

25 mV to 1Vrms times attenuator
setting for 0-40 MHz; 50 mV to 500 mV
times attenuator selling for 40-100 MHz
Separate or
Common A

Separate,
Common A,
or Check

Delay

No

Programmable
Controls

No

Opt 040 only:
20~s to 20 ms
Opt 041 only:
level, slope
coupling, alten,
impedance
SEP-COM-CHK

Resolution

0-100 MHz. direct count
1MHz to 0.1 MHz In decade steps

Period Ameasurement
Range
Resolution

0-10 MHz
100 ns to 1s
in decade steps

I

10 ns to 0.1 s
in decade steps

0.1 nsto I s
±10 ns ± trigger error

IN

±10 ps

Min, pulse width

25 ns

10 ns

Min. dead time
(from each
stop event to next
start event)

150 ns

40 ns

Ratio B/Ameasurement
Range: A
B

I

0-10 MHz
0-100 MHz

Totalizing and scaling, Start A
The number of counts at the Ainput are totalized for N =I on the resolution switch For
N> 1, A/N is totalized and the scaled output (A/N) is available at the Time Base Out rear
panel connector.
Range: N =1
N>I

I

0-100 MHz
0-10 MHz

Front Handles: supplied with instrument
010:
011:
020:
021:
030:
031:
040:
041:

High Stability Time Base
HP-IB Interface
DVM
High Performance DVM
512 MHz Channel C
1300 MHz Channel C
High Performance Universal Module
Programmable Input Controls Module
(Requires Option 011 for HPIB use)
908: Rack Flange Kit for use w/o front handles
913: Rack Flange Kit for use with supplied front

Price
$725
$350
$275
$675
$525
$725
$350
$950
$20
$20

handles

Period Average Ammuremen15

I0855A Preamp
5363B Time Interval Probes

0-10 MHz

Range
Resolution

0.1 ns to 10 s
±lOOns ± trigger error

Options and Accessories

Frequency Ameasurement
Range

Time interval average Ato B
Range

IN

Trigger slope

Channel input

lOnstoO.1 s
in decade steps

±10 ps

variable ±2.5 Vtimes atten. setting

Dynamic range

10 ns to 10' s

l00nstols
in decade steps

ac or dc, switchable

Trigger level

Attenuators

100 ns to 10' s

Resolution

5ns, 140 mV pop

Coupling

Range
Resolution

100nsto001 ps
in decade steps

I

10 ns to 001 ps
in decade steps

5328A Universal Counter

$375
$3250

$1725

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
Universal Counters
Models 5315A1B, 5316A

• Uses Reciprocal Technique for Full Low-frequency

• Frequency, Period, Ratio, and Totalize to 100 MHz
• Three Versions: Portable, Rackable, or HPIB

Resolution
• 100 ns Time Interval, 10 ps T.1. Averaging

A Quiet Revolution in Capability . . .

Time Interval to 100 ns, T.I. Averaging to 10 ps

HP's economical 5315A/B, and 5316A counters provide all the
universal counter capability you've come to expect at much higher
prices. That's because they use a unique custom circuit called the
MRC (Multiple Register Counter) which packs counting and computing power into this popular counter series. To a user, the differences in operation from conventional direct .models can be listed
quickly: operation is by push-button rather than dials and knobs, low
frequency resolution is an outstanding 7 digits per second of gate
time, and reliability is extremely good due to the counter's low chip
count.
Much of the counter's performance is based on reciprocal counting
techniques first pioneered in HP's high-performance 5360A computing counter, and the current model 5345A Universal Counter. The
use of these techniques coupled with HP's MRC and a microproces.
sor provide a quiet but powerful revolution in counter performance
within the 5315A/B and 5316A. For example, this counter gives you
its full 7-digits/second resolution over the following range: I Hz to
100 M Hz. Think of it: seven digits of resolution at I Hz, in one second
of gate time. That, simply stated, shows the power of the MRC and
reciprocal counting.

The MRC counter provides three time measurement modes. Single-shot time interval allows measurements over a range of 100 ns to
100,000 seconds. This capability can be used to measure pulse width.
Time interval averaging provides greater resolution for repetitive
events. Finally, time interval delay avoids measurement of spurious
signals by holding off the counter's trigger point by a precise, operator-selectable amount of time.

High Performance, Low Price
In addition to its economy, the MRC counter offers a full set of
universal counter measurements, and there are very few limitations to
this capability.

Frequency to 100 MHz, C-Channel to 1.0 GHz
The basic MRC counter measures frequency to 100 MHz. Additionally the optional C-Channel measures to 1.0 GHz for both CW
and pulsed RF signals as narrow as 60 ms. The C-Channel option is
particularly useful in navigation and communications equipment testing due to this pulsed RF measurement feature.

A Full Set of Measurements
Besides the frequency and time functions mentioned above, the
MRC counter has other measurement functions that make it a truly
impressive value:
Period A-allows single period measurements via Channel A.
Ratio AlB-allows frequencies to 100 MHz into both Channel A
and B
A By B-provides the gated totalize function of A gated by B
Totalize-a manually gated totalize mode of operation

Input Signal Conditioning
A full complement of input signal conditioning controls are provided for both channels. These include ± slope. ± 2.5 VDC trigger
level, and AC/DC coupling. Other controls are a Separate/Common
switch, and a 100 KHz low-pass filter for Channel A.

A Choice of Three Models
The MRC counter is available in three different versions:
5315A: A portable, light-weight unit best suited for field applications. This unit has a convenient carrying handle and optional battery
power is available for up to 4 hours continuous operation. Despite its
high impact plastic case, the 5315A possesses low RFI/EMC characteristics making it equally suitable for bench use.

5315B: A rackable, stackable counter that is designed to meet the

5316A: This model possesses all the characteristics of both the

most demanding RFI/EMC specs, the 5315B is intended primarily
for rack mount use. This model has an optional Offset-Normalize
(006) module that mathematically modifies the counter's display and
so provides readouts directly in engineering units of the user's choice.
The 5315 B Option 006 is also rackable and stackable.

5315A and 5315B, and it has HP-IB capability built-in as standard
equipment. It has low RFI, it is rackable, and it is functionally identical to the 5315A/B. In addition to programmable measurement functions, the user can also select DC trigger level and ± slope under
HP-I B control. Channel A and B trigger levels are brought out to the
front panel on this unit for easy measurement with a DVM.

5315A/B 5316A Specifications

Ratio

Input Characteristics (Channel A and Channel B)

Range: 0.1 Hz to 100 MHz, both channels
LSD: 2.5 x Period A x Ratio. (rounded to nearest decade)
Gate Time

Range: DC coupled 0 to 100 MHz.
AC coupled 30 Hz to 100 MHz.
Sensitivity: 10 mV rms sine wave to 10 MHz.
25 mV rms sine wave to 100 MHz.
75 mV peak-to-peak pulse at minimum pulse width of
5 ns.
Sensitivity can be varied continuously up to 500 mV rms NOMINAL by adjusting sensitivity control. In sensitivity mode, trigger level is automatically set to 0 V NOMINAL.
Dynamic range:
30 mV to 5 V peak-to-peak, 0 to 10 MHz.
75 mV to 5 V peak-to-peak, 10 to 100 MHz.
Coupling: AC or DC, switchable.
Filter: Low pass, switchable in or out of Channel A. 3 dB point of
NOMINALLY 100 kHz.
Impedance: I Mfl NOMINAL shunted by less than 40 pf.
500 Kfl NOMINAL shunted by less than 70 pf (COMMON A).
Signal operating range: +2.5 Vdc to -2.5 Vdc.
Attenuator: Xl or X20 NOMINAL.
Trigger level: Variable between +2.5 Vdc and -2.5 Vdc.
Slope: Independent selection of + or - slope.
Channel input: SEPARATE or COMMON A.
Damage level:
AC & DC x I:
DC to 2.4 kHz
250 V (DC + AC rms)
2.4 kHz to 100 kHz
6 x 10' V rms Hz/FREQ
6 V rms
> 100 kHz
AC & DC x 20:
DC to 28 kHz
500 V (DC + AC peak)
I x 10' V rms Hz/FREQ
28 kHz to 100 kHz
> 100 kHz
100 V rms

Frequency (Channel A)
Range: .\ Hz to 100 MHz (burst or CW).
LSD displayed: 10Hz to I n Hz depending upon gate time and input
signal. At least 7 digits displayed per second of gate time.

Period
Range: IOns to 10' s.
LSD displayed: 100 ns to I fs depending upon gate time and input
signal. At least 7 digits displayed per second of gate time.

Time Interval
Range: 100 ns to 10' s.
LSD displayed: 100 ns.

Totalize
Manual:
Range: 0 to 100 MHz.
A gated by B:
Totalizes input A between two events of B. Instrument must be reset
to make new measurement. Gate opens on A slope, closes on B slope.
Range: 0 to 100 MHz.

General
Check: Counts internal 10 MHz reference frequency over gate time
range NOMINALLY 500 IJ.S to 20 ms.
Error light: LED warning light activated if logic error is found during
instrument turn-on self-check.
Display: 8 digit amber LED display, with engineering units annunciator.
Overflow: Only frequency and totalize measurements will overflow.
In case of overflow, eight least significant digits will be displayed and
amber front panel overflow LED will be actuated.
All other measurements which would theoretically cause a display of
more than 8 digits will result in the display of the 8 most significant
digits.
Gate time: Continuously variable, NOMINALLY from 60 ms to
10 s or I period of the input, whichever is longer.
Sample rate: Up to 5 readings per second NOMINAL except in time
interval mode, where it is continuously variable NOMINALLY from
250 ms to 10 s via Gate Time Control.
Operating temperature: 0° to 50°C.
Power requirements: 100,120,220,240 V (+5%, -10%) 48-66
Hz; 15 VA maximum
Weight: Net, 2.2 Kg (4 Ibs. 12 oz.); shipping, 4.1 Kg (9 Ibs).
Dimensions: 238 mm W x 98 mm H x 276 mm D (93fH x 3VH X 1071H
in.)
Time base:
Frequency: 10 MHz.
Aging rate: < 3 parts in 107/ mo.
Temperature: .::5 5 parts in 10',0 to 50°C.
Line voltage: .::5 1 part in 10' for ± 10% variation.

Time Interval Average
Range: 0 ns to 10' s.
LSD displayed: 100 ns to 10 ps depending upon gate time and input
signal. See table in definitions section.
Number of intervals averaged (N): N = Gate Time x FREQ.
Minimum dead time (stop to start): 200 ns.

Time Interval Delay (Holdoff)
Front panel gate time knob inserts a variable delay of NOMINALLY
500 its to 20 ms between START (Channel A) and enabling of STOP
(Channel B). Electrical inputs during delay time are ignored. Delay
time may be digitally measured by simultaneously pressing T.t. Averaging, T.t. Delay and blue key. Other specifications of T.t. Delay are
identical to Time Interval.

Additional 5315B Specifications
Rack and stack metal case with rear panel, switchable AC power line
module. Specifications same as 5315A except as follows:
Rack mount: 5315 B is recommended for rack mounting via Rack
Mount Kit 5061-0072.
Oscillator output: 10 MHz, 50 mV pk-pk into 50 fl load, on rear
panel.
External frequency standard input: 10 MHz, I V RMS into SOO
fl, on rear panel. Not available with option 001.
Dimensions: 212 mm W x 88 mm H x 345 mm D (83fH x 3'/2 X 1331.
in.)
Weight: Net, 3.2 Kg (7 Ibs. 2 oz.); shipping, 4.5 Kg (10 Ibs.).

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
Universal Counters
Models 5315A/8, 5316A (Cont.)

HP-IB (5316A Only)
Data Output
Format: (alpha character) ± (Reading) (Exponent) ± (2 digits)
Data output rate: 10 Readings/Sec. Max.
Talk only mode: Selectable by rear panel switch.

Operating Commands
5316A: Reset, Initialize (to Freq. A), Wait State ON/OFF, Service
Request Enabled/Disabled, Gate Time Range.
HP-18: Group Executive Trigger, Device Clear, Selective Device
Clear, Interface Clear, Local, Remote, Local Lockout, Read Status
(Serial Poll Enable).

Programmable Controls and Functions
Frequency functions: Frequency A, Freq A armed by B, Totalize,
A Gated by B, Ratio A/B, and Frequency C.
Period function: Period A
Time Interval functions: Time A~B, Time Int. Average A~B,
Time Int. Delay
Trigger level commands: Set Channel A Slope (± ) Set Channel B
Slope (±), A Trigger Level: ± X.XX, B Trigger Level: ± XXX.
Gate time command: Sets Gate Time Range
Miscellaneous functions: Gate Time Check, Display Test, 10 MHz
Check, Interface Test.

Additional 5316A Specifications
Rack and stack metal case with rear panel, switchable AC power line
module, Specifications same as 5315A except as follows:
Rack mount kit: 5061-0072 recommended.
Oscillator output: 10 MHz, 50 mV pop into 50 11 load on rear panel.
External frequency standard Input: I, 5, 10 MHz, I V rms into
500 11, or rear panel.
Trigger level output: ± 5%, ± 15 mY, over ± 2.0 VDC range at
front panel connectors.
Dimensions: 212 mm W x 88 mm H x 415 mm D (8 3/8 x 3 1/2 x
16 1/2 in.)
Weight: Net, 3.9kg (8 lbs. 10 oz.); Shipping, 6.3kg (14Ibs.)

Options
Opt. 001: High Stability Time Base (TCXO)
Frequency: 10 MHz.
Aging rate: < I part in 10'/ mo.
Temperature: < I part in 10',0° to 40°C.
Line voltage: < I part in 10' for ± 10% variation.
Opt. 002: Battery (5315A only)
Type: Rechargeable lead-acid (sealed).
Capacity: TYPICALLY 4 hours of continuous operation at 25°C.
Recharging time: TYPICALLY 16 hours to 98% of full charge,
instrument non-operating. Charging circuitry included with Option. Batteries not charged during instrument operation.
Low voltage indicator: Instrument turns itself off automatically
when low battery condition exists. Discharge LED flashes slowly
when this happens. Discharge LED is on whenever battery is supplying power to instrument.
Charge LED indicates state of charge of battery during charging
only and is on whenever battery is charged to 95% NOMINAL of
capacity. Charge LED flashes when 90% NOMINAL of charge
taken out is replaced. Charge LED is off if charge is less than 70%
NOMINAL of capacity.
Line failure protection: Instrument automatically switches to battery in case of line failure.
Weight: Opt. 002 adds 1.4 Kg (3 Ibs.) to weight of instrument.
Option 003: C Channel
Input Characteristics
Range: 50 to 1000 MHz, prescaled by 10.
Sensitivity: 15 mV rms sinewave (-23.5 dBm) to 650 MHz. 75
mV rms sinewave (-9.5 dBm) to 1000 MHz.

Sensitivity can be decreased continuously by up to 20 dB NOMINAL, 50 to 500 MHz and 10 dB NOMINAL, 500 to 1000 MHz
by adjusting sensitivity control. Trigger level is fixed at 0 V
NOMINAL.
.
Dynamic range: 15 mV to I V rms (36 dB), 50 to 650 MHz. 75
mV to I V rms (20 dB), 650 to 1000 MHz.
Signal operating range: +5 V dc to -5 V dc.
Coupling: AC
Impedance: 5011 NOMINAL (VSWR, < 2.5:1 TYPICAL).
Damage level: ± 8 V (DC + AC peak), fuse protected. Fuse located in BNC connector.
Frequency(ChannelCI
Range: 50 to 1000 MHz (burst or CW).
LSD displayed: 100 Hz to I Hz depending upon gate time. At least
7 digits per second of gate time.
Option 004: High Stability Time Base (OVEN)
Frequency: 10 MHz
Aging rate: <5 x IO-'/mo*
<3 x IO-'/mo"
Temperature: 2 x 10-',0° to 65°C*
I x 10-',0° to 65°C"
Line voltage: I x 10-' for ± 10% variation
Option 006: Offset-Normalize Module
Measurements (Xl operated on: Frequency, Period, Time Interval, Time Interval Delay, Ratio, and Check. Time Interval place
holding zeros are not operated upon.
Modes: Normalize (X/ A), Offset (X + B), Normalize and Offset
«X/ A) + B); switch selectable. Dividing by zero displays zero.
A and 8 value selection: Entered by thumbwheel switch with 8digit mantissa and I-digit exponent with sign. B may be positive or
negative value.
Display: 999.99999 X 10' to < I X 10- 9 range. For negative numbers, the minus sign reduces resolution by one digit.
Overflow: Frequency measurements will overflow 3 decades after
which LSD will be truncated.
Rack mount kit: 5061-0074 recommended.
Weight: Option 006 adds 1.8 kg (4Ibs. I oz.) to instrument weight.
Dimensions:
53158 plus Option 006: 425 mm W X 88 mm H X 345 mm D
(163/4 X 3 1/2 X 161/2 in.)
5316A plus Option 006: 425 mm W X 88 mm H X 415 mm D
(153/4 X 3 1/2 X 161/2 in.)

Ordering Information
5315A 53158 5316A
Option 001

High Stability Time Base
(TCXO)

X

Option 002

Battery Pack

X

Option 003

C-Channel (1.0 GHz)

Option 004

High Stability Time Base
(OVEN)

X
X

Option 006

Offset·Normalize Module

X

X

Price
Add $125
Add $250
Add $275

X
X

X
X

Add $450
Add $600
Add $650

All 5315A orders must include one (I) of these line
power options:
Option 100: 90-105 VAC
Option 120: 108-126 VAC
Option 220: 198-231 VAC
Option 240: 216-252 VAC

Price

5315A Universal Counter

$950

53158 Universal Counter

$1150

5316A Universal Counter

$1700

*53158 and 5316A
**5315A

N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
Low Cost Universal
Model 53l4A

• 100 MHz
• 100 ns Time Interval
• Portable

Time interval:
Range: 250 ns to I sec.
LSD Displayed: 100 ns.
Resolution: ± LSD ± START trigger error ± STOP trigger error.
Accuracy: ± LSD ± START trigger error
± STOP trigger error ± (time base error) x TI.
External arming required for START/STOP channels.
Ratio:
Range: 10 Hz to 10.0 MHz CHANNEL A.
10 Hz to 2.5 MHz CHANNEL B.
LSD Displayed: I/N in decade steps of N for N = I to 1000.
Resolution: ± LSD ± (B trigger error x Frequency A)/N.
Accuracy: ± LSD ± B trigger error x Frequency A.
Totalize:
Range: 10 Hz to 10 MHz.
Resolution: ± I count of input.
Totalize controlled by front panel switch.

5314A

The 5314A Universal Counter is the newest result of H P's continuing low cost counter product development effort. It combines excellent performance and traditional H P quality at a very attractive price.
This counter is designed to deliver reliable, high quality operation in
such areas as: Production Test, Frequency Monitoring, Education,
Trai~ing, Service and Calibration. Additionally, the optional battery
(option 002) makes the 5314A especially attractive for field and portable applications.
Input Characteristics (Channels A and B):
Range: CHANNEL A: 10 Hz to 10 MHz Direct.
I MHz to 100 MHz Prescaled.
CHANNEL B: 10 Hz to 2.5 MHz.
Sensitivity: CHANNEL A: 25 mv rms to 100 MHz.
75 mv peak-to-peak at minimum pulse
width of 5 ns (100 MHz range).
CHANNEL B: 25 mv rms to 2.5 MHz.
75 mv peak-to-peak at minimum pulse
width of 200 ns.
Coupling: AC.
Impedance: I Mfl NOMINAL shunted by less than 30 pf.
Attenuator: XI or X20 NOMINAL (A channel only).
Trigger level: Continuously variable ± 350 mV times attenuator
setting around average value of signal.
Slope: Independent selection of + or - slope.
Channel input: Selectable SEPARATE OR COMMON A.
Dynamic range: 75 mV pop to 4 V pop.
Frequency:
Range: 10Hz to 10 MHz direct count.
10 Hz to 100 MHz prescaled by 10.
Least significant digit (LSD) displayed: Direct count 0.1 Hz, I Hz,
10 Hz switch selectable. Prescaled 10 Hz, 100 Hz, I KHz switch selectable.
Resolution: ± LSD.
Accuracy: ± LSD ± (time base error) x Freq.
Period:
Range: 10 Hz to 2.5 MHz.
LSD displayed: 100

N

ns for N = I to 1000 in decade steps of N.

Resolution: ± LSD ± (lAx TRIGGE~ ERROR) x Per.
Accuracy: ± LSD ± (lAx TRIGGE~ ERROR) x Per.

± (time base error) x Per.

General:
Check: Counts internal 10 MHz oscillator.
Display: 7 digit amber LED display with gate and overflow indication.
Max sample rate: 5 readings per second.
Operating temperature: 0° to 50°C.
Power requirement: 100/120/230/240 V RMS +5%, -10%,
48-66 Hz; 10 VA max.
Weight: 2.0 kg (4A lb.).
Dimension: 238 mm W x 98 mm H x 276 mm D (9% x 3'1, x 10'1, in.).
Time base:
Frequency: 10 MHz.
Aging rate: < 3 part in 10' per month.
Temperature: < ± 10 parts in 10', 0 to 50°C.
line voltage: < ± I part in 10' for ± 10% variation.
Options:
Option 001: High stability time base (TCXO).
Frequency: 10 MHz.
Aging rate: < 1 part in 10' per month.
Temperature: < ± I part in 10" 0 to 40°C.
line voltage: < ± I part in 10' for ± 10% variation.
Option 002: Battery.
Type: Rechargeable lead-acid (sealed).
Capacity: Typically 8 hours of continuous operation at 25°C.
Recharging time: Typically 16 hours to 98% of full charge, instrument non-operating. Charging circuitry included with option. Batteries not charged during instrument operation.
Battery voltage sensor: Automatically shuts instrument off
when low battery condition exists.
line failure protection: Instrument automatically switches to
batteries in case of line failure.
~eight: Option 002 adds typically 1.5 kg (3.3 lb.) to weight of
Instrument.
Definitions:
Resolution: Smallest discernible change of measurement result due
to a minimum change in the input.
Accuracy: Deviation from the actual value as fixed by universally
accepted standards of frequency and time.
Trigger error: (RMS)

V(80!LV)" + en' input slew rate at trigger point (!LV Is).
Where en is the RMS noise of the input for a 100 MHz bandwidth in
CHANNEL A and 10 MHz bandwidth in CHANNEL B.
Options
Price
001 High stability time base
add $125
002 Battery
add $100
910: Extra product manual
add $9.50
All orders must include one (I) of these line power options:
Option 115: 86-127V
N/C
Option 230: 190- 250V
N/C
53l4A 100 MHz/lOa ns Universal Counter
$475

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
Plug-On Modular/Portable Counter System
Model 5300 AlB system & 5301A-5312A
on module that you need now. Expand the capability later with more
modules, if and when you need them.
Autoranging
Autoranging is included in many of the functions, enhancing the ease
of operation by automatically selecting a correct gate time to fill the
display. Any frequency within the range of the 530 IA, 5302A,
5304A, 5307A and 5308A may be counted, with the counter's logic
circuits automatically selecting the correct gate time (up to I second)
for maximum resolution without exceeding the display range.
Time Interval Holdoff
Time interval holdoff is a unique feature of the 5304A Timer/
Counter module. This feature allows you to add a fixed delay between
the start of a time interval measurement and the enabling of the stop
channel. Thus any electrical pulses or irregularities in a waveshape
that occur between the desired trigger points can be ignored.
Digital and Analog Output
Digital output is available in BCD format (standard in 5300A mainframe) or ASCII format via the HP Interface Bus (to be used with
5300B mainframe) to provide interfacing with digital printers or with
desktop calculators and other data processing equipment. Analog
output for long term monitoring with strip chart recorders is provided
by a digital-to-analog converter.
Battery Pack
A snap between battery pack provides a truly portable, light weight,
go-anywhere measuring system for any of the 5300 Systems.
Serviceability
Reliability and easy servicing have been major design criteria for all
of the 5300 modules. A check function is built into most of the funcitonal modules to allow immediate checking of the basic counter circuits from the front panel. A user-oriented service support package is
available that provides plug-in cards with automatic diagnostic routines that allow the 5300 mainframes to troubleshoot themselves.

5300 Measuring system
Features Include
10 MHz, 50 MHz, 525 MHz and 1.3 GHz
100 ns time interval resolution and time
interval averaging
Up to 8 digits
Auto ranging
Unique time interval hold off
Expandable with interchangeable modules
Optional FCC type approved TCXO time base
Portable-battery operation with all modules
Compact and rugged
High reliability MOS/LSI circuitry and LED display
Designed for quick & easy owner-servicing
Output via BCD, HP Interface Bus (HP-IB), or D to A converters

Typical Configurations
Description
Large scale integration and solid state display technology have
helped to produce a uniquely versatile and capable counter at a surprisingly low cost. Easy to use and reliable, this counter does what is
important-solves your measurement problems while saving your
money. Versatility and antiobsolenscence come from modular construction. Take your choice from two mainframes and select the snap

Frequency Measurement System
for Mobile Communications.
Go Anywhere Portability

5300B, 5310A, 5305B
$825 343
$700 343

5300A 6 DIGIT MAINFRAME
5300B 8 DIGIT MAINfRAME
53llB DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTER

$375 346
$525 346

5312A Hp·IB INTERFACE

$475 346

5310A BATTERY PACK

Model
5301A
5302A
53038
5304A
53058
5306A
5307A
5308A

Frequency
MHz
10

Period

50

•

Period
Average

Time
Interval

Time
Interval
Average

Totalize

Ratio

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Mullimeter
ACV, DCV,
!!

High
Resolution
Reciprocal
$300 344
$550 344
$1100 344

525
10
1300

$600 344
$1175 345

•

10

2
75

•

•

•

•

•

•

$900 345

•

$575 345
$700 345

53008

5300A

~
5300A and 53008 Measurement System
Mainframe
The mainframe units provide the system with power, reference frequency, display, counting logic and timing control.
The 5300A has a 6-digit dot matrix display, standard time base,
external time base input and BCD output as a standard rear panel
output. The 5300B has an 8-digit 7-segment display, standard time
base or optional TCXO time base, external time base input and no
digital output from the mainframe. See mainframe/plug-on display
chart below for number of display digits with a particular mainframe
and plug-on combination.
Time Base
Standard crystal frequency: 10M Hz.
Stability
Aging rate: <3 parts in 10'jmo.
Temperature: < ± 5 parts in 10', 0° to 50°e.
Typically: < ± 2 parts in 10" 15 c to 40°e.
line voltage: < ± I part in 10' for 10% line variation.
Oscillator output: 10 MHz, approximately 1 V rms at rear panel
BNC, loon source impedance.
External input: I M Hz to 10M Hz, I V rms into 200n.
Opt 001 High Stability Time Base (5300B Only)
Frequency: 10 MHz.
Stability
Aging rate: < 1.2 parts in IO'/year.
Temperature: < ±5 parts in 10',0° to 50°e.
line voltage: < ± 5 parts in 10' for 10% line variation.
Oscillator output: 10 MHz, approximately I V rms at rear panel
BNC, lOon source impedance.
External input: I to 10 MHz, 1 V rms into 500n.
General
Display: 6-digit, dot matrix (5300A) or 8-digit, 7-segment matrix
(5300B), solid state LED display (gallium arsenide phosphide light
emitting diodes) including decimal point and annunciator units.
Overflow: LED light indicates when display range is exceeded.
Display storage: holds reading between samples. Sample rate: Sample rate control adjusts the delay from the end of one measurement to
the start of a new measurement. Continuously variable from less than
50 msec to greater than 5 seconds. HOLD position: display can. be
held indefinitely. Reset: Front panel pushbutton switch resets all registers and initiates new measurement. Reset input by contact closure
to ground or TTL type low level also available on rear panel connector
(5300A only).
Operating temperature: 0° to 50°e.
Power requirements: liS V
13, -17% 48-440 Hz; 230 V
13,
-17% 48-60 Hz, 25 VA maximum (depends on plug-on module).
Mainframe power without plug-on nominally 5 watts. Battery operation: with 53 lOA re-chargeable battery pack (see 5310A
specifications).

+

+

Dimensions: (with snap-on module): 89 mm H x 160 mm W x 248
mm D (3.5" x 6.25" x 9.75").
Digital Output (5300A Only)
Digital serial, 4-bit BCD parallel available at rear panel connector.
The 10533A Digital Recorder Interface accessory provides an interface between the 5300A measurement system mainframe and a
standard parallel-input recorder such as the H P 5055A. The interface
module provides conversion from the 5300A serial data output to a
standard parallel format.
Code: 4-line 1-2-4-8 BCD; "I" state low TTL levels.
Decimal point: noating decimal point automatically inserted at correct digit position.
Print command: negative step, TTL levels.
Inhibit input: +2.0 V or higher prevents the 5300A from recycling.
Note: digital output for 5300B Mainframe is provided by 5312A H PIB Interface module.
Mainframe/Plug-On Compatibility
Plug-on
Display Digits
with 5300A
With 53008
530lA
6
7
5302A
6
7
6
8
5303B
5304A
6
7
5305B
N/A
8
5306A (Frequency)
6
7
(ACV,DCV,OHMS)
5
5
5307A
6
6
5308A
N/A
8
Accessories
10533A Digital recorder interface: (for use with
5300A)
10548A Service support package: Contains an interface card and 4 diagnostic cards for easy trouble
shooting of 5300A or 5300B
18019A Leather carrying case: Holds 5300A or
5300B, snap-on module and 5310A battery pack plus
accessories
Rack Mount Kits
10851A Single
10852A Double
I 0853A Single/with plug-between
10854A Double/with plug-between
Ordering Information
5300A 6 digit mainframe
53008 8 digit mainframe
Opt 001: TCXO (5300B only)

Price
$325
$110

$45

$70
$80
$90
$100
$825

POO
add $225

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
5300AlB System (cont.)
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5301 A 10 MHz Frequency Counter Module
Input
Range: 10Hz to 10MHz.
Sensitivity (min): 25mV rms sine wave 50Hz to IMHz, 50mV rms
sine wave 10Hz to 10MHz.
Frequency Measurement
Range: 10Hz to 10MHz.
Gate times: manually selected 0.1, I, or 10 seconds AUTO position
selects gate time of I second for maximum resolution.
Open/Close (Totalizing)
Range: 10MHz max count rate.

5302A 50MHz Universal Counter Module
Input Channels A and B
Range: Channel A: 10Hz to 50 MHz, Channel B: 10Hz to 10 MHz.
Sensitivity (min): 25 mV rms sine wave 50 Hz to I MHz. 50 mV rms
sine wave 10 Hz to 10 MHz. 100mV rms sine wave at 50 MHz.
150m V pop pulse at minimum pulse width, 50 ns.
Trigger level: selectable position, negative, or zero volts.
Marker outputs: rear BNC, TTL low level while gate is open.
Frequency
Range: Channel A: 10 Hz to 50 MHz, prescaled by 10; Channel B:
10 Hz to 10 MHz.
Gate times: manually selected 0.1, I, or 10 seconds. AUTO position
selects gate time of I second for maximum resolution.
Time Interval A to B
Range: 50 nsec to 1000 seconds.
Resolution: 100 ns to I ms in decade steps.
Period B
Range: 10 Hz to I MHz.
Resolution: 100 ns to I ms in decade steps.
Period Average B
Range: 10 Hz to I MHz.
Periods averaged: I to 103 automatically selected.
Frequency counted: 10 MHz.
Ratio
Display: FA/F B times multiplier (N), N = 10 to 107 •
Range: Channel A: 10 Hz to I MHz, Channel B: 10 Hz to 10 MHz.
Open /Close (Totalizing)
Range: 10 MHz max.

53038 Frequency Counter Module
Input Channel A (CW or Burst)
Range: DC to 525MHz, prescaled by 8.
Sensitivity (fixed): 100 mV rms sine wave, dc to 500 MHz. 125 mV
rms sine wave, 500 MHz to 525 MHz. Signal must pass through zero.

:1
Input Channel B (CW or Burst)
Range: 50 Hz to 80 MHz, direct.
Sensitivity (automatic): 25 mV rms sine wave, 100 Hz to 50 MHz.
50 mV rms sine wave, 50 Hz to 100 Hz and 50 MHz to 80 MHz.
Sensitivity is adjusted automatically by Automatic Gain Control.
Frequency Measurement
Resolution: selectable: I, 10, 100, 1000Hz.
Opt 001: High Stability Time Base (for use with 5300A)
Frequency: 10MHz.
Stability
Aging rate: < 1.2 part in 106/year.
Temperature: < ± 5 parts in 107 ,0° to 50°C.
Line voltage: < ± 5 parts in 106 for 10% line variation.
Oscillator output: 10 MHz, approx. IV rms at rear panel BNC.
External input: 1 to 10 MHz, I V rms into 500fl.

5304A Timer/Counter Module
Input Channels A and B
Range: DC coupled; 0 to 10 MHz; AC coupled: 100 Hz to 10 MHz.
Sensitivity (min): 25 mV rms sine wave to 1 MHz, 50 mV rms sine
wave to 10 MHz, 150 mV pop pulse at minimum pulse width, 40 nsec.
Attenuator reduces sensitivity by 10 or 100 times.
Trigger level: PRESET position centers triggering about 0 volts, or
continuously variable over the range of -I V to + I V.
Gate output: rear panel BNC. TTL low level while gate is open.
Time Interval A to B
Range: 500 ns to 10' sec.
Resolution: 100 ns to 10 ms in decade steps.
Time interval holdoff: inserts variable delay of approximately 100
JJ.S to 100 ms between START and enabling of STOP, may be disabled. Electrical inputs during delay time are ignored.
Period Average A
Range: 10Hz to I MHz.
Periods averaged: I to 103 automatically selected.
Frequency counted: 10 MHz.
Frequency A
Range: 0 to 10 MHz.
Gate times: manually selected 0.1, I, or 10 seconds. AUTO position
selects gate time to I second for maximum resolution.
Open /Close (Totalizing)
Range: 10 MHz max.
Ordering Information
5301A 10 MHz Frequency Counter Module
5302A 50 MHz Universal Counter Module
53038525 MHz Counter
Opt 001: High Stability Time Base
5304A Timer/Counter Module

Price
$300
$550
$1100
add $225
$600

90M"h:-1300MH ..
50n
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53058 1300 MHz Frequency Counter Module
Input Channel A (CW or Burst)
Range: 90 MHz to 1300 MHz, prescaled by 16.
Sensitivity: 20 mV rms.
Impedance: 50Q.
Attenuator: continuously variable for signals up to 3.5 V rms.
Operating dynamic range: >47 dB
Input Channel B (Normal and High Resolution Mode)
Range: 50 Hz to 100 MHz in normal mode. 50 Hz to 10 kHz in high
resolution mode.
Sensitivity: 20 mV rms.
Frequency Measurement
Resolution (selectable)
Normal mode (50 Hz to 1300 MHz): 0.1 Hz to 10,000 Hz corresponding to gate times of lOs to 0.000 I s on channel B and to gate
times of 160 s to 0.0016,' on channel A.
High resolution mode (50 Hz to 10kHz): 0.000 I to 10 Hz corresponding to 10 to 0.000 I second gate times on channel B.

5306A Digital Multimeter/ Counter Module
DC Voltage
Sensitivity: 100 Jl. V for 10 V range, I mV for 100 V range, 10mV for
1000 V range.
Sample times: Normal, 0.5 sec: fast, 0.05 sec.
Effective common mode rejection (1 kQ imbalance): DC: >
80dB: 50Hz or 60Hz ± 0.1 %: > 80dB.
Normal mode rejection: 50 Hz or 60 Hz ± 0.1 %: > 50 dB.
AC Voltage
Frequency: 40 Hz to 100 kHz for 10 V range, 40 Hz to 500 Hz for
100 V range, 40 Hz to 500 Hz for 1000 V range.
Effective common mode rejection (1 kQ imbalance): DC: >80
dB; 50 Hz or 60 Hz ± 0.1 %: > 50 dB.
Ohms
Sensitivity: 0.1 Q for 10 kQ range, 1 Q for 100 kQ range, 100 Q for 10
MQ range.
Current through unknown: I rnA on 10 kQ range; 100 Jl.A on 100 kQ
range; I Jl.A on 10 Mll range.
Frequency
Range: 40 Hz to 10 MHz.
Sensitivity (min): 50mV rms to 1MHz; 125mV rms to 10MHz.
Trigger level: Automatically adjusts to 40% of peak level of input.
Gate times: normal: I sec, fast: 0.1 sec.

5307A High Resolution Counter Module
Input
Range: Hz mode: 5 Hz to 2 MHz. CPM mode: 50 to 10 M counts/

minute (0.8333 Hz to 166 KHz).
Sensitivity (min.):
10 mV rms
25 mV rms

Hz
CPM
5 Hz-1.2 MHz
120 CPM-IO MCPM
1.2 MHz-2.0 MHz 50 CPM-120 CPM

Pulses: For low duty-cycle pulses « 15%); 15 mV peak for 250 nsec
pulses, 100 mV peak for 100 nsec pulses.
Low pass filters: (3 dB point) 100 Hz
10 kHz
Max. attenuation
60 dB
40 dB
Roll-off
20 dB per decade
Frequency Measurement
Periods averaged: automatically selected for maximum resolution.
Measurement time: varies from 312 ms to 815 ms.

5308A Universal Timer/Counter Module
Input (Channels A and B)
Range: DC coupled; 0 to 75 MHz, AC coupled; 20 Hz to 75 MHz.
SensitiVity (min): 25 mV rms to 10 MHz, 50 mV rms to 75 MHz,
150 mV pop pulse at pulse width of 10 nsec.
Trigger level: variable over the range of ± 2.0 V and ± 20 V.
Rear outputs: gate, trigger levels and time base/scaling.
Frequency
Range: 0 to 75 MHz, Channel A or Channel B.
Gate times: 8 selectable times from 1 Jl.s to 10 s.
Frequency Ratio
Display: Fa/Fb, 1 to 10" periods selectable manual or auto.
Range: Channel A: 0 to 75 MHz, Channel B: 0 to 5 MHz.
Period
Range: 0 Hz to 5 MHz, Channel B.
Resolution: 100 nsec to 10 sec.
Period Average
Range: 0.1-5 MHz; (200 nsec to 10 sec), Channel B.
Periods averaged: 1-10' selectable manual or automatic.
Time Interval A - B
Range: 200 nsec to 109 sec. 25 ns minimum pulse width.
Resolution: 100 nsec to 10 sec.
Time Interval Average A - B
Range: I ns to lOs, 200 ns dead time between intervals.
IntervalS averaged: I to 10', selectable manual or automatic.
Totalize
totalizes Channel A while Channel B is low.
totalizes Channel A between pulses on channel B.
Range: 75 MHz in XI position, 5 MHz in XIO n positions.
General
Auto position: automatically sets time base to give maximum resolution within 1.1 seconds measurement time for Frequency, Frequency
Ratio, Period Average, and Time Interval Average.
Ordering Information
530581300 MHz Counter
10855A: Preamp: 22dB gain with ± I dB flatness
from 2 MHz to 1300 MHz.
5306A Digital Multimeter/Counter
5307A High Resolution Counter
5308A 75 MHz Timer/Counter

Price
$1175
$375
$900
$575
$700

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
5300A/B System (cont.)

5311 B Digital-to-Analog Converter Module

5312A HP-IB (ASCII) Interface Module

Operating Modes
Three modes selectable by switch on front panel.

The 5312A outputs fifteen characters of information in the following format.
o
FDDDDDDDDDE± o
S
3
V
6
R
9

Mode

Normal
Plus/Minus
Offset

Ot050%
of Scale
ato 499
-999 to -001
500 to 999

Output
50%
of Scale
500
000
000

50% to 100%
of Scale
501 to 999
001 to 999
001 to 499

~

Exponent
Possible positions of
Decimal Point

Output Selection
Manual pushbuttons to select any three consecutive digits or the last
two digits of the mainframe display.
Output Ranges
Potentiometric recorder output: 0.1 V, 1.0 V, or 10 V full scale
into> 20 kf!. Dual banana plugs.
Galvanometer recorder output: I rnA full scale into < 1.5 kf!
phone jack.
General
Accuracy: ± 0.25% of range ± 50 !J. V/ °C on potentiometric output,
± 20 nArC on galvanometer output after calibration for appropriate range.
Calibration: zero and full scale calibration switch and adjustments
on rea r pa nel.
Transfer time: <5 ms.
Operating temperature: 0° to 50°C.
Power requirements: nominally I watt.
Weight: net, 0.8 kg (1.7 lb). Shipping, 1.4 kg (3.0 lb).
Size: Digital-to-Analog Converter plugs between Mainframe and
plug-on module. Increases height of instrument by 38.4 mm (1.5").
5311 B Digital-Analog Converter

Digit, Blank, or Minus Sign as required
Annunciators (Hz, SEC, VOLTS, RESISTANCE)
Overflow indicator
General
Sample rate: controlled by mainframe front panel control or by setting rate of reset command (when in listening mode, counter can be
reset by sending "initialize" command).
Transfer time: 20 milliseconds.
Transfer rate: maximum of 40 reading/sec depending on capabilities of plug-on.
Programmability: 5300 measuring system front panel controls are
not programmable.
Note: the 5312A is not compatible with the 5300A mainframe which
contains its own BCD digital output.
5312A HP-IB Interface

$475

$525

10856A Low Pass Filter Kit
5310A Battery Pack Module
Battery capacity: 48 watt-hours, nominal. Minimum 3, typically 5,
hours of continuous operation at charging and operating temperature
(20 0 to 30°C).
Recharging time: 18 hours from minimum level (indicated by Low
Voltage Indicator) to full charge.
Battery voltage: 12 Vdc.
Low voltage Indicator: solid state warning light begins to glow at
approximately 90% discharge.
Line failure protection: allows instrument to be operated in LINE
position with automatic switch-over to battery power if line voltage
fails. Batteries receive trickle charge in LINE position to maintain
charge.
Operating temperature: operating 0° to 50°C. Charging: 0° to
40°C, mainframe not operating.
Power requirements: charging power via mainframe, nominal 7.5
watts.
5310A Battery Pack Module
$375

The four low pass filters of the 10856A filter kit are recommended
for use with any HP frequency counter to reduce high frequency noise
or unwanted signals that cause frequency or period measurement errors. For use in calibration of frequency standards or instrument time
bases, a 15 MHz, 50 f! filter has been included. Further applications
for the kit include reducing noise (trace fuzz) in oscilloscope and
spectrum analyzer displays.
Specifications
Cut Off
Frequency (NOMINAL)
Input Impedance (NOMINAL)
Signal Rejection,
100 MHz to 500 MHz

5 KHz
I Mil
>40 dB

50 KHz
100 kll
>40 dB

500 KHz
10 kll
>40 dB

15 MHz
50 Il
>20dB

Roll-off: 20 dB per decade.
Attenuation: x 2, reduces signal voltage by a factor of 2.
Output impedance: for use with 1 Mf! input instruments.
10856A Low Pass Filter Kit

$125

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
Low Cost Counters for Frequency Measurements
Models 5381 A, 5382A & 5383A

.Wfi.,,_,..iU."ii.lIl¥ 5 a.!Ii"

5381A

5382A

5383A

Description
General
The 5381 A, 5382A and 5383A are a logical result of HP's longstanding leadership in frequency counter development. Leadership in
quality, technology and efficient production procedures allows HP to
offer a superb price/performance combination in these three precision instruments. These counters are designed to deliver reliable, high
quality operation in such diverse areas as: production line testing, service and calibration (two-way radio and test equipment), frequency
monitoring, education and training.
Resolution
The 5318A, 5382A and 5383A employ the direct counting technique and, with 7,8 and 9 digits respectively, offer resolution of \0 Hz
in 0.1 sec., I Hz in I sec and 0.1 Hz in 10 seconds.

Specifications
5381A
Frequency range: 10Hz to 80 MHz.
Sensitivity: 25 mV rms-30 Hz to 20 MHz, 50 mV rms-IO Hz to
80 MHz.
Input impedance: I Mfl, <50 pF.
Input attenuation: X I, X I0, X 100.
Accuracy: ± I count ± time base error.
Resolution: direct count; I Hz in I second.
Gate times: 0.1 second, I second, 10 seconds.
Display: 7 LED digits.
Rear panel input: sensitivity: TTL levels or 2.5 V rms.
Ratio: Rear Panel Input, 10 kHz to 2 MHz.
External frequency standard: Rear Panel Input, I MHz.
Time Base
Frequency: I MHz.
Aging: <0.3 ppm/month.
Temperature: ± 10 ppm O°C to 40°C.
line voltage: ± I ppm for 10% line change.
5382A
Frequency range: 10Hz to 225 MHz.
Sensitivity: 25 mV rms- 30 Hz to 10 MHz, 50 mV rms-I 0 Hz to
225 MHz.
Input impedance: t Mfl, <40 pF.
Input attenuation: X I, X 10, X 100.
Accuracy: ± I count ± time base error.
Resolution: direct count: 1 Hz in I second.
Gate time: 0.1 second, I second, 10 seconds.
Display: 8 LED digits, nonsignificant zero blanking.
Rear panel input: sensitivity: 250 mV rms.
Ratio: Rear Panel Input, 100 kHz to 10 MHz.
External frequency standard: Rear Panel Input, 10 MHz.
Time Base
Frequency: 10 MHz.
Aging: <0.3 ppm/month.
Temperature: ± 2.5 ppm O°C to 40°C.
Line voltage: ± 0.5 ppm for 10% line change

5383A
Frequency range: 10 Hz to 520 MHz.
Sensitivity:
1 Mfl: 25 mV rms-20 Hz to 10 MHz.
50 mV rms-IO Hz to 50 MHz.
50fl: 25 mV rms-20 Hz to 520 MHz.
Input impedance: selectable: 1 Mfl, <40 pF or 50fl.
Input attenuation: I Mfl x I, x 10; 50fl x I-fuse protected.
Accuracy: ± I count ± time base error.
Resolution: direct count: I Hz in I second.
Gate time: 0.1 second, I second, IO seconds.
Display: 9 LED digits, nonsignificant zero blanking.
Display test: RESET function (activated with GATE TI ME switch)
illuminates all segments of all digits.
Rear panel input: sensitivity; 250 mV rms.
Ratio: Rear Panel Input, 100 kHz to 10 MHz.
External frequency standard: Rear Panel Input, 10 MHz.
Time Base Output
Frequency: 10 MHz.
Voltage: 200 mV pop into 50flload.
Control: active with Rear Panel Internal/External switch in internal position.
Time base
Frequency: 10 MHz.
Aging: <0.3 ppm/month.
Temperature: ± 2.5 ppm O°C to 40°C.
Line voltage: ±0.5 ppm for ± 10% line change.
TCXO Option
Opt 001: (available for all models) Temperature Compensated Crystal Oscillator time base
Frequency: 10 MHz.
Aging: <0.1 ppm/month.
Temperature: < I ppm O°C to 40°C.
line voltage: ± 0.1 ppm for ± t 0% line change.
Note: Time base output available for both 5382A and 5383A with
Option 001. Rear Panel Input not available.
5380 Family General Data
Overflow: LED lamp indicator when most significant digit overflows.
Reset: manual selection of reset occurs when GA TE TI M E switch is
between three normal positions.
Package: rugged, high strength metal case.
Operating temperature: O°C to 40°C.
Power requirements: 100, 120, 220, 240, V rms (+5%, -10%)
48-440 Hz; 20 VA maximum.
Weight: net, 2.2 kg (4"1, Ib). Shipping, 2.8 kg (6 Ib).
Dimensions: 98 H x 60 W x 248 mm D (3.5" x 6.25" x 9.75").
Ordering Information
5381A Frequency Counter
5382A Frequency Counter
5383A Frequency Counter
Opt 001: TCXO (all models)

Price
$425
$550
$825
add $125

PULSE & DATA GENERATORS
General Information

Pulse, Function and Data
Capability
For applications demanding detailed parametric analysis H P's pulse generators range
from simple, inexpensive units to high performance. microprocessor-based instruments
offering precision pulse generation. Depending on model, variable clock speeds to I GHz
and variable amplitudes up to 100 V are
available.
In situations where analog as well as digital
devices are tested, pulse/function generators
are a convenient, cost-effective alternative to
separate sources. Compounding the capabilities of pulse generators and function generators these instruments offer outstanding
nexibility.
Where functional as well as parametric
checkout of digital circuits is needed, HP
data generators offer programmable serial or
parallel data. Control capability-such as
start. stop. strobe and enable-enhances logic analysis and speeds testing.

Features
Logical front panel layout helps quick familiarization and rapid, error-free use. In

addition, great emphasis is placed on ruggedness. reliability and serviceability. The generators are developed and produced using
high quality standard components and custom-designed ICs. Resultant technical benefits are, for example, broad operating
temperature range and clean 50-ohm output
impedance.
The more recent additions to the pulse/
data generator range are microprocessor
managed. Many user oriented features
emerge such as: storage of complete mode
and parameter sets, identical command sequences for both remote and front panel operation, LED display of individual parameter
values, and precise error indication for rapid

8018A

801SA

8170A

300

50

50

2

No. of channels

1

2

9

8/16

Max. rep rate (MHz)

Bits per channel

16/32/64

Serialized bits

up to 64

Output

2 V/ECl

32
1024.ar
up to204B up to 256
15V

Width/Delay control
AZ/ NAZ formats

•

PASS

HP-IB
Option

Programmable
Catalog page

•
•

364

367

EClml

•
•
HP-IB
Option
370

Data Generators
Hewlett-Packard's range of data generators offers multi-channel and single channel
capability to suit parallel or serial data needs.
Standard features include:
• freely programmable memory.
• manual and remote memory programming
for bench and automatic test setups.
• variable clock speeds for dynamic test capability.

Logic Family Selection Chart

Data Generator Selection Chart
8080
System

correction of incompatible instructions. Direct benefits of this new generation of HP
test instruments are faster setup times in
bench applications. and reduced software
costs in automatic test systems.

4K/2K

logic
Family

Parametric

Functional

Test

Test

CMOS

8011A,8015A,
8160A, 8111A, 8116A

8018A,817M

TTL

8012B, B013B, B116A
B015A, B160A,
8016A

8016A. 8018A,
B17M

S-TTl

8007B, BOB2A,
8016A

8016A,8018A

ECl

8082A,8016A,
8080 System, B161A

8080 System
l101SA,8018A

TTL/CMOS

NRZ
HP-IB
AS 232C
368

PULSE & DATA GENERATORS
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Pulse Generators and
Pulse/Function Generators

• switchable output levels for easy logic family selection. These levels are also adjustable so that marginal conditions can be
determined.
• versatile synch capability simplifies stimulus/device/response hook-up and gives
positive recognition of events in the data
stream.

Convenient 50-Ohm Output
Impedance
All HP's pulsers have a constant 50-ohm
source impedance. Signal reflections are thus
absorbed so that re-reflections into the circuit-under-test are avoided. The 50-ohm
source allows back-terminated operation so
that high-impedance loads may be driven
without an external terminating resistor.

Pulse generators range from pure bench
units to high performance models which offer precision control over all pulse parameters, full HP-IB capability and microprocessor control. Dual channel models, giving
multi-level and complex waveform capabilities, are available.
Offering two-instrument-in-one capability,
pulse/function generators save space and investment. Choice of waveform, trigger mode
and modulation mean wide applicability
which ensures a long-term investment.

Serial Applications
Some generators offer pseudo-random binary sequences (prbs) as well as programmed
data. Thus avionic, telecommunications, fiber optic and other equipment requiring extremely long, non-repetitive data streams can
be stimulated. Even preamble-data-postamble encoding such as that used in PCM
telephone networks can be conveniently simulated by selecting a mode which combines
prbs with programmed data. For research,
data rates up to 300 Mbit/s with very fast
pulse edges are available.

In addition, for applications requiring a
high source impedance, many HP pulse generators offer a selectable I k ohm output.

Pulse addition, branching, inversion

Independent Parameters,
Thorough Specifications

In addition to the format dual channel and
complex waveform capabilities of standard
pulse generators, handy accessories are also
available for more hookup flexibility. Refer
to page 711.

All variable parameters can be independently adjusted and are thoroughly specified
under all operating conditions. For quick reference this catalog shows the leading properties. Detailed specifications are contained in
the instrument data sheets.
The main terms used to specify HP pulse
generator performance are outlined on page
366.

Parallel Applications
To meet parametric and functional needs.
multichannel data is available with variable
slew and pulse width. Thus, combined with
bit rate and output magnitude variability, the
performance limits of ICs and digital PC
boards can be rapidly established.
For shared-bus devices, comprehensive
control features are essential. Handshake
and address capabilities ensure thorough
checkout under 'real' conditions, independent of other system components.

Time Synthesizers
Time Synthesizers are mainly used in radar and laser ranging, component and circuit
testing, and precise triggering and calibrating applications. They give a precisely timed
output pulse with an accurate, adjustable delay which may be incremented in steps as
small as 50 pico-seconds. A fixed, virtually
jitter-free insertion delay allows phase locking to equipment under test.

Counted Burst Capability
H P's burst mode ensures absolutely stable
bursts; all pulse parameters can be varied
without affecting the number of pulses generated. Requiring neither internal nor external gate signals, gate jitter is eliminated.

Pulse Generator Selection Chart
Pulse/Function Generators

Pulse Generators
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PULSE & OATA GENERATORS
Programmable Pulse Generators
Models 8160A, 8161A
• 1-3% pulse parameter accuracy
• Full dual channel capability (option 020)
• 1 year recalibration period

• 50 MHz repetition rate
• 6.0 ns variable transition time
• 20 V output amplitude
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8l60A Option 020
Dual Channel

• 1-3% basic timing accuracy
• Full dual channel capability (Option 020)
• 1 year recalibration period

• 100 MHz repetition rate
• 1.3 ns variable transition time
• 5 V amplitude
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PULSE & OATA GENERATORS
Programmable Pulse Generators
Models 8l60A, 8l61A

The 8160A and 8161 A are fully programmable pulse generators
designed for high performance applications on the bench and in automatic test systems. Operation is made easy because the pulse parameters are controlled independently and do not inter-react. Dual channel options permit synchronous or complex waveforms to be generated. With its 50 MHz repetition rate, 20 V output, and 6 ns variable
transition times, the 8160A is a general purpose pulse generator. The
8161A covers the high end of technology with its 100 MHz,S Vand
1.3 ns variable transition times. Measured between the 20% to 80%
amplitude points, these transitions are faster than I ns and meet ECL
requirements.
Combining high programming accuracy with microprocessor-based
control capabilities, pulses can be set up without a measuring instrument. Pulse parameters are entered and displayed numerically, and
generated with a basic timing accuracy of 1-3%, depending upon parameter.
An easy-to-use HP-IB interface brings high-accuracy pulses to
automatic test. All parameters and operating modes are remotely
programmable using straight-forward command sequences. Faster,
easier program generation and reduced software costs are direct
benefits.

Precision Pulse Generation
Both models provide precision control over all parameters of their
output pulses. The 8160A's leading and trailing edge transition times
may be independently programmed down to 6 ns. The 8161 A's transitions have a common control from 1.3 ns to 5 ns, and are independent
above 5 ns. Variable transition times are indispensable when digital
Ie's need to be characterized: either the Ie's data sheeted input transition time is required, or the Ie's functioning range with various
transitions needs to be evaluated.
Direct entry of the high and low levels of the output pulse enables
easy adjustment to the logic levels concerned. Pulse width is variable
from 4 ns (8161 A) or IOns (8160A) to 1 s, giving a wide range of
duty cycle programmability. Delay shifts the output pulse in relation
to the trigger output or, in double pulse mode, defines the pulse spacing.
In the dual-channel versions, double pulse can be selected in either
or both channels. This means, for example, that simultaneous clock
and data signals can be generated.

A critical test for digital
circuits and Ie's is its glitch
and noise sensitivity, which
can be easily performed
with the A ADD B mode.

Counted Burst
Using Burst Mode, a predetermined number of pulses is generated
independent of frequency. Bursts from 0 to 9999 pulses in length may
be produced, and can be triggered via an external signal manually or
with an HP-IB command.

Wide temperature range for system reliability
The 8160A's and 8161 A's 0-50°C operating range ensures calculable performance. Indeed, temperatures will generally be between 2040°C where there is no derating factor.

User Features
Fast, Reliable Setup
Microprocessor control promotes highly accurate pulses. Parameters are directly entered via the instrument's keyboard, and are then
displayed on numeric LED's with 3-digit resolution.
In bench applications, the vernier controls give a fine adjust capability to "tweak-in" any pulse parameter. You can increment or decrement the selected parameter either in single steps or at speed.
Error detection by the microproces50r further simplifies pulse setup by solving the old problem of incompatible settings. Should pulse
width exceed pulse period, for example, the microprocessor indicates
a TIMING error. All possible mis-settings are detected and the type
of error is indicated to aid rapid correction.

HP-IB Programming
Microprocessor control over all interface functions makes remote
programming as easy and straight-forward as manual control. The
instruments employ keystroke programming so that data entry via the
HP-IB is an exact simulation of manual entry. Bus commands for
each front panel key simply replace manual keystrokes.

Parameter Storage
Complex Signals
Independent pulse parameters plus individual programmability of
the Option 020's dual outputs are augmented by the A ADD B mode.
Summation allows complex signals to be precisely and easily set up.
Here are some examples:
~
Applications such as radar coincidence circuits
A
and special codes in coms~p
munications require 3- and
4-level signals. These are
conveniently generated by
combining channel A and IA ADD B
channel B pulses.

Complete parameter and mode information for 9 independent instrument set-ups can be stored. Waveforms may be stored and recalled either manually or via the HP-IB.
By utilizing a single command to recall an entire instrument set-up,
controller time is saved. In simple repetitive testing applications, storage of test waveforms gives a high degree of user convenience without
an external controller.

Learn Mode
When interrogated by the system controller, the instruments output
a character string to the interface bus. This string completely describes the pulser's current set-up or anyone of its stored parameter
sets. Using Learn Mode, you can enter and tryout waveforms manually and then automatically transfer them via the HP-IB to the controller for storage in a program.

I
Transponder circuits need
accurate delays, often with
respect to a double-pulse
interrogation signal. In the
8160A, this is arranged by
operating one channel in
double pulse mode and setting up the transponder delay in the other.

Verification Software for the 8l60A
Test system accuracy is guaranteed by accessory software which
verifies the B160A's performance standards. The software is fully
documented and comes recorded on a cassette suitable for Model

9825A Desktop Computer.
In the event of a failure, downtime is minimized because the software also delivers diagnostic information to accelerate repair and
calibration

PULSE & OATA GENERATORS
Programmable Pulse Generators
Models 8160A, 8161A (Cont.)

Specifications
(50-ohm source into 50-ohm load). Standard instruments are single channel. Option 020 provides independent dual channels with common pulse
period.
Timing (with minimum transitions)
Period
Range:
Accuracy:

8160A

8161A

20 ns to 999 ms.
±3% of progr value ±0.3 ns (period < 100 ns);
±2% of progr value (period ~ 100 ns).
0.1 %of progr value + 50 ps.

10 ns to 980 ms.
±3% of progr value ±0.5 ns (period < 100 ns);
±2% of progr value (period ~ 100 ns).
0.1 %of progr value + 50 ps.

0.0 ns to 999 ms.
20.0 ns to 999 ms.
10.0 ns to 999 ms.
±1%of progr value ± 1ns.
0.1 %+ 50 ps (:s999 ns);
0.05% (999 ns < -:s9.99 ~s);
0.005% (>9.99 ~s).

0.0 ns to 990 ms.
8.0 ns to 990 ms.
4.0 ns to 990 ms.
±1%of progr value ±1 ns.
0.1 %+ 50 ps (:s999 ns);
0.05% (999 ns < - :s999 ~s);
0.005% (>9.99 ~s).

-9.89 Vto 9.99 V.
-9.99 Vto 9.89 V.
0.10 Vmin, 9.99 Vmax.
±1%of progr value
±1%of ampl ±50 mV.
40 ns.

-4.95 Vto 5.00 V.
-500 Vto 4.95 V.
0.06 Vmin, 5.00 Vmax.
±1%of progr value
±3% of ampl ±25 mV.
20 ns plus transition time.

Transition Times (10 - 90% amplitude)
leading Edge:
Trailing Edge:
Accuracy:
Linearity:

6.0 ns to 9.99 ms.
6.0 ns to 9.99 ms.
±3% of progr value ±1ns.
±3% for transitions> 30 ns.

1.3 ns to 900 ~s.
1.3 ns to 900 ~s.
± 10% of progr value ±1 ns.
±5% for transitions> 30 ns.

Preshoot, Overshoot, Ringing:

±5% of ampl ± 10 mV.

±5% of ampl ± 10 mV (may increase to ± 10% of
ampl ± 10 mV for transitions < 2.5 ns).

Max Jitter:

Delay, Double Pulse, Width
Delay Range:
Double Pulse Range:
Width Range:
Accuracy:
Max Jitter:

Output Signals (Voltages double with high load
impedance)
Output levels
High level Range:
low level Range:
Amplitude:
level Accuracy:
Settling Time:

AADD B:

Adds channel Aand Boutputs (Opt 020 only).

Adds channel Aand Boutputs (Opt 020 only).

Output Format:

Normal/Complement Selectable. (Independently
selectable in each channel in Option 020.)

Simultaneous Normal and Complement Outputs. (Independantly selectable in each channel in Option 020.)

Source Impedance:

50 ohm/lk ohm selectable.

50 ohm.

Auxiliary Inputs and Outputs
External Input
Trigger level:
Max Input:
Min Amplitude:
Slope:
Min Pulse Width:
Typical Input Resistance:

+10Vto-l0V.
± 12 Vin 50 ohm, ±20 Vin 10k ohm
500 mVpp.
positive or negative.
3 ns.
50 ohm or 10k ohm.

+10Vto -10V.
± 12 Vin 50 ohm, ±20 Vin 10k ohm
500 mVpp.
positive or negative.
3 ns.
50 ohm or 10k ohm.

TIL (into 50 ohm).
50 ohm.
8 ns (period < 100 ns),
40 ns (100 ns :s - < 1 ~s),
400 ns (period ~ 1 ~s).

TIL/ECl (into 50 ohm).
50 ohm
4 ns (period < 100 ns),
40 ns (100 ns :s - < 1 ~s),
400 ns (period ~ 1 ~s).

Trigger Output
Output levels:
Typical Source Resistance:
Typical Pulse Width:

HP-IB Capability: All modes and parameters can be programmed.
Talk mode for status, error messages, stored parameters.
Memory: 9 programmable locations-,
I location for active operating state-,
1 location with fixed parameter set.
Capacity: I complete operating state per location.
-Battary back·up for powar-off atoraga

General
Recalibration Period: I year.
Repeatability: Factor 2 better than specified accuracy.
Operating Temperature: ooe to 50°C (Specifications apply from
20°C to 40°C. Accuracy derating factors for ooe to 20°C and 40°C
to 50°C).
Power: 115/230 Vac + 10%, -22%,48-66 Hz; 675 VA max.
Weight: net 20.8 kg (46 Ibs). Shipping 25 kg (55 Ibs).
Size: 178 H x 426 x 530 mm D (7 x 16.8 x 20.9 in.)

Ordering Information

8160A/8161A Programmable Pulse

Generator
Opt 001: Rear panel inputs and outputs
Opt 020: Second channel (Rate common)
Opt 907: Front handle kit (P /N 5061-0090)
Opt 908: Rack flange kit (P /N 5061-0078)
Opt 909: Opt 907, 908, combined
(P /N 5061-0084)
Opt 910: Additional Operating Manual
HP-IB Cables: Refer to page 30
08160-39910 Verification Software
(8160A only).

Price
8160A

8161A

$11500

$14940

N/e

N/e

$6000
$40
$30
$65

$6590
$40
$30
$65

$120

$150

$120

PULSE & DATA GENERATORS
1 mHz-50 MHz Pulse/Function Generator
Model 8116A
• Sine, triangle, square, haverfunctions and dc
• 1 mHz-50 MHz, 32 Vpp for all waveforms
• Variable (10 ns min) pulse width, 6 ns transitions

• Wide range of operating capability
• Self-prompting operating concept
• Error recognition and self test

e
8116A

Option 001

The fully programmable 8116A features pulse as well as function
generator capabilities in one small unit. A broad I mHz-50 MHz
band for all waveforms and a wide choice of operating and modulating modes assure high flexibility. These factors, plus good repeatability, make the 81l6A a sound, long-term investment.

Unique Operating Concept Saves Engineering Time
HP's custom Ie's have made it feasible to put the many 8116A
capabilities into such a small volume. Handling is simplified by a
unique, microprocessor-controlled, operating concept which ensures a
clear overview of the compact front panel at all times. When the mode
and waveform have been selected, illuminated labels show which parameters must be set. There's no clutter, no confusion.
Auto vernier. In normal mode, the 8116A's auto-vernier increments
any desired parameter continuously until a stop signal is applied. This
means that thresholds can be measured automatically, without a
controller.
Level or amplitude programming. The 81l6A's output can be programmed in terms of high and low levels or in terms of amplitude and
offset. Consequently a direct, automatic, conversion is always feasible
so that the 8116A can be programmed in the same terms as the device
is speci fied.
Safe limit. Devices can be protected by the limit feature. This prevents the output from exceeding a given magnitude.

Rectangular Waveforms
For applications such as laser diodes or dc motors, square waves can
be programmed for constant duty cycles from 10% to 90%. For digital
test, or for simulating very low duty-cycle events, pulse width can be
programmed down to IOns. Square wave and Pulse modes provide
clean 6 ns edges that are ideal for many technologies. Pulse width
modulation and pulse recovery capability are available in Pulse mode.

Sine and Triangle Functions
10% to 90% duty cycle, programmable in I% steps, provides ramps
and asymmetrical sine waves for testing YCO's, servos, amplifier linearity and industrial process control systems. Haverfunctions,

available in External Trigger, Gate and Burst modes, extend the applications to areas such as telephone line and vibration testing.

Modulation
All waveforms can be amplitude or frequency modulated. YCO operation allows frequency variation over two decades with an external
voltage; consequently transducer output can be conditioned for mag
tape recording, or frequency-shift keying or linear sweep can be carried out.

Option 001
10 1/2·decade log sweep. Sweep mode covers the wide I mHz50 MHz band in a single up sweep. Test setups require no more than
an X- Y recorder or scope because all necessary control signals are
available. The 8116A sweeps can be internally triggered, if desired.
Accurate, counted bursts. A preprogrammed number of cycles of
any waveform can be generated in Burst mode. With sine, triangle
and square functions, bursts can be triggered internally as well as
externally.
Hold capability. For material stress testing, low frequency functions
can be held at instantaneous levels. Hold is controlled by an external
signal.

Low-Cost Automation for Bench and Systems
Powerful capability, small size and wide specified temperature
range make the 8116A a good choice for automatic test systems.
Also, the low cost means that it's now realistic to automate those routine bench jobs and leave more time for design. Comfortable software
features such as easy syntax and flexible format contribute to rapid
system design.

Operating Confidence
There's reliance in the 8116A's output because proper operation is
always ensured by the instrument's error detector. This helps the user
to recover from an incorrect front panel or programming operation by
indicating the offending parameter. Also, the built-in test and diagnosis feature verifies correct function each time the instrument is
switched on.

PULSE & DATA GENERATORS
1 mHz-50 MHz Pulse/Function Generator
Model 8116A (Cont.)

Specifications
Specifications apply with 50-ohm load and temperatures in the
range O°C to 55°C.
Functions
Sine, triangle, ramp, square, pulse, haversine, havertriangle, dc.
Timing
Frequency
Range: I mHz to 50 MHz (3-digit resolution).
Accuracy' (pulse mode, 50% d/c): ±3% ±0.3 mHz below 100
kHz, ± 5% above 100 kHz.
Jitter (pulse mode, 50% d/c): <0.1% + 100 ps.
Stability: ± 2% (I hour), ± 5% (24 hours).
Duty Cycle: (sine, triangle, square, haversine, havertriangle).
Range: 10% to 90% (20% to 80% above I MHz), 2-digit resolution.
Accuracy': ±0.5 digits (±3 digits above I MHz).
Pulse Width
Range: 10.0 ns to 999 ms (3-digit resolution).
Accuracy': ± 5% ± 2 ns.
Jitter: <0.1 % (0.2% + 200 ps for width'::::; lOlls).
Output Characteristics
(Voltages double into high impedance).
Amplitude
Range: 10.0 mVpp to 16.0 Vpp (3-digit resolution).
Accuracy': ± 5% (at I kHz for sine and triangle).
Flatness (sine): ±3% (±5% above I MHz, +5-15% above 10
MHz).
Flatness (triangle): ± 3% (± 5% above I MHz, +5-25% above 10
MHz).
Offset and dc Mode
Range: 0.00 to ±7.95 V (0 to ±795 V mV for amplitude < 100
mVpp).
Resolution: 3 digits.
Accuracy': 0.5% of setting ± 1% of ampl ± 40 mV (+2 mV if
ampl <100 mVpp, ±20 mV in dc mode).
Distortion (Sine. normal mode, 50% duty cycle).
Total harmonic distortion (10 Hz-50 kHz): < 1% (-40 dB), may
increase by 3 dB at 0 and 55°C.
Harmonic relatGd signals (50 kHz-l MHz): < - 34 dB,
(1 MHz-50 MHz): <-23 dB.
Non-linearity (triangle, ramp, 100 mHz-I MHz): < ± 3%.
Pulse and Square Wave Characteristics
Transitions: <6 ns.
Pulse perturbations: < ± 5% ± 2 mY.
Output impedance: 50 ohm ± 5%.
Modes
Normal, trigger·, gate·, external width.
Additional Modes in 8116A Option 001
Logarithmic Sweep (for all waveforms).
Range: Start and stop frequencies selectable up to full range
(I mHz-50 MHz).
Sweep time: selectable in 1-2-5 sequence from 10 ms to 500
seconds per decade.
Sweep repetition: continuous sweeps (internal sweep) or
externally triggered.
Counted Burst· (for all waveforms).
Burst length: I to 1999 cycles.
Burst repetition: internally triggered at selectable intervals from
20 ns to 999 ms (except in Pulse mode), or externally triggered.
·Selectable (-90°) start-phase for hsversine, hsvertriangle.

Control Modes
Frequency modulation: ± 5% max deviation.
Sensitivity: I V for I % deviation.
Modulating frequency: dc to 20 kHz.
Amplitude Modulation
Sensitivity: ± 2.5V for 100% mod. (+ 2.5V to -7.5 V for DSBSC).
Modulating frequency: dc to I MHz.
I Applies from 15°C to 35°C. Derating factor outside this range is 1 + 0.05% per DC.

Pulse Width Modulation
Range: IOns to I s in 8 non-overlapping decade ranges.
Max. width ratio: 10: 1.
Sensitivity: ± 6 V for 10: I ratio.
Voltage-Controlled Oscillator
Range: 2 decades in range I mHz-50 MHz.
Sensitivity: 0.1 V to 10 V for 2 decades.
ModUlating frequency: dc to I kHz.
Auxiliary Modes
Manual: simulates external input.
1 Cycle (Option 001): triggers single output cycle in Trigger, Gate
and Ext Burst modes.
Auto Vernier: continuous vernier which can be remotely or manually
stopped.
Limit: programmable maximum output levels to protect DUT.
Complement: selectable normal/complement output.
Disable: relay disconnects output.
Auxiliary Inputs and Outputs
External Input
Threshold: ± 10 V adjustable.
Max input voltage: ± 20 V.
Sensitivity: 500 mVpp.
Min pulse width: IOns.
Input impedance: 10 H! typo
Trigger slope: positive, negative and off.
Control Input
Max input voltage: ± 20 V.
Input impedance: 10 kQ typo
Trigger Output
Output levels: 0/2.4 V typo
Output impedance: 50 ohm typo
X-Output (Option 001) for sweep X- Y recording (rear panel).
Output levels: 0 V (= start frequency) to 10 V max.
Slope: 1.5 V per sweep decade.
Marker Output (Option 001) for sweep (rear panel).
Output levels: TTL
Leading edge: positive at selected marker frequency.
Hold Input (Option 00 I), rear panel.
Input levels: TTL
Leading edge: positive transition causes 8116A output (f < 10
Hz) to hold at instantaneous level. Output droop
0.01% per second.
Max input voltage: ± 20 V
HP-IB Capability:
All manual key operations are programmable. Talk mode provides
learn, status byte and error report capabilities.
Memory:
Battery-backup RAM retains current operating state.
General
Repeatability: factor 4 better than accuracy.
Environmental
Storage temperature: -40°C to +65°C.
Operating temperature: O°C to 55°C.
Humidity: 95% RH, O°C to 40°C.
Power: 100/120/220/240 V rms; +5%, -10%; 48 to 440 Hz; 120
VA max.
Weight: net, 5.9 kg (13 Ib). Shipping, 8.0 kg (18 Ib).
Size: 89 H x 212.3 W x 422 mm D (3.5 x 8.36 x 16.6 in.)
Ordering Information
8116A Programmable Pulse/Function Generator

Opt 001: Burst and Logarithmic Sweep
Opt 910: Extra Operating & Service Manual
5061-2001: Bail Handle Kit
5061-0072: Rack Mount Kit (single 8116A)
5061-0074: Rack Mount Kit (two instruments)
5061-0094: Lock Link Kit (for use with 5061-0074)

Prices
$3440
add $430
add $48
$25
$50
$20
$42

PULSE & DATA GENERATORS
50 MHz Programmable Signal Source
Model 8165A
• Pulse/function capability
• Sine, triangle, square to 50 MHz
• Pulses and ramps to 20 MHz

• Trigger, gate and counted burst
• Synthesizer stability, precision amplitude
• Storage of operating parameters

8165A Option 002

Versatility and Simplicity for Systems and Bench
The 8l65A Programmable Signal Source is a versatile function
generator with good accuracy and many trigger features. Microprocessor control assures rapid, accurate setup whether programming
locally or via HP-IB.
Operating Set Storage
Ten complete sets of operating information can be stored and recalled. In the event of power failure, battery back up retains all data
plus the active settings.
Stability and Resolution
Very stable frequency is ensured with phase lock loop techniques
and internal crystal reference. The four-digit frequency display
means a I J.LHz resolution in the I to 9.999 mHz range.

Specifications
Waveforms and Frequency Range
Sine, Square, Triangle (50% duty cycle): 1.000 mHz to 50.00
MHz.
Pulse/Ramp (20, 80% symmetry): 1.000 mHz to 19.99 MHz.
Ha"erslne/ha"ertrlangle: inquire for special option.
Output Characteristics
Range: amplitude and offset independently variable within ± 10 V
window.
Source impedance: selectable son ± I% or I kn ± 10%
Amplitude: 10.0 mVpp to 10.0 Vpp (SOn into 50fl)
2.00 Vpp to 20.0 Vpp (I kn into SOn)
Accuracy: (sine, square) ± 2%, ± 5% above 5 MHz
Offset: 0 ± 10 mV to ±5.00 V (SOn into 500)
o ± 20 mV to ± 10.0 V (Ikfl into SOn)
Accuracy: ± 1% programmed value ± 1% signal Ypp ± 20 mY.
Sine characteristics
Distortion: total harmonic distortion (THD) for fundamental up to
I MHz: + 1%.

Harmonic signals: (fundamental 1-10 MHz): ~ -36 dB
Harmonic signals: (fundamental above 10 MHz): ~ -30 dB.
Non-harmonic: ~ -40 dB.
Square / Pulse Characteristics
Transition times: (10% to 90%): ~ 5 ns (SOn into SOn), ~ 7 ns (I
kn into 50 n)
Preshoot/o"ershoot/ringing: ~ ± 5% (SOn into SOn), ± 10%
(lkn into SOn).
Triangle / ramp characteristics
linearity: (10% to 90%): ~ ± 1% (~ ± 5% above 5 MHz).

Operating Modes
Norm (continuous phase locked), YCO (external sweep voltage),
Trig (ext or man. one-shot), Gate, Burst (1-9999 counted cycles),
Frequency modUlation.
HP-IB: control and learn capability for all modes and parameters.
General
Memory: non volatile. 10 addressable locations plus one for active
operating state. Each location can store a complete set of operating
parameters and modes.
Power: 100/120/220/240 Vrms; ±5%, -10%; 48 to 66 Hz,
200 V A max.
Operating temperature: 0° to 50°C
Weight: net 12 kg (26.5 Ibs). Shipping 16 kg (35.3 Ibs).
Size: 133 H X 426 W X 422 mm D (5.2" X 16.8" X 16.6").
Ordering Information
Price
816SA Programmable Signal Source*
$6810
Opt 002: Logarithmic Sweep and AM
add $880
Opt 003: Rear Panel Connectors
N/C
Opt 907: Front Handle Kit (Part No 5061-0089)
add $32
Opt 908: Rack Mounting Kit (Part No 5061-0077)
add $25
Opt 909: Opt 907,908 combined (Part No 5061-0083)
add $55
Opt 910: additional Operating and Service Manual
add $70
*HP-IB cables not supplied, see page 30.

PULSE & DATA GENERATORS
High Resolution Time Synthesizer
Model 5359A
• Precise digital delays 0-160 ms
• Jitter < 100 ps
• Increments 50 ps

• Programmable
• Fully synchronous to external trigger
• Automatic Calibration

The 5359A Time Synthesizer produces two extremely precise, low
jitter time delays. These delays, Td and Tw, are individually selectable by means of the keyboard, in 50 ps or greater steps to generate
delays of up to 160 ms.

External trigger Input: -2 V to + 2 V slope selectable.
Sync output: I V - 50fl; 5 V - I Mfl. Width 35 ns nominal.
Output pulse
Amplitude: 0.5 V to 5 V into 50fl.
Polarity: positive or negative.
Offset: -I V to I V, or OFF.
Transition time: <5 ns.
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The 5359A has many applications and may be used for the calibration of Radar, Loran, DME and Tacan Systems, or for precision generation of delayed sweeps in oscilloscopes, and for extremely accurate
"time positioning" control of external gates on frequency counters. In
component and circuit test, the instrument may be used for extremely
accurate delay line simulation.

Specifications
Modes
External trigger mode: the delays from the sync out to the begin-

ning of the output pulse, and the width of the output pulse, are selected.
Internal trigger mode: the "period" or "frequency", and the width
of the output pulse, are selected.
Range
Delay Td: 0 ns to 160 ms.
Width Tw: 5 ns to 160 ms (width & delay :5160 ms).
Period: 100 ns min. or width + 80 ns, 160 ms max.
Frequency: same as corresponding "period".
Repetition rate: 10 MHz max.
Accuracy: ± I ns ± time base error.
Insertion delay: fixed at <150 ns; selectable as <50 ns for delays

>100 ns.
Jitter: typical 100 ps rms; maximum 200 ps rms

External voltage must not be applied. Offset and Amplitude voltage
into 50fl may be displayed.
EDGE 1 OUTPUT (rear panel): occurs in Sync with leading edge of
output pulse (same spec. as Sync out).
EDGE 2 OUTPUT (rear panel): occurs in Sync with falling edge of
output pulse (same spec. as Sync out).
Events mode: substitutes external input (to 100 MHz) for the internally counted clock (Delay and width must both be specified in events
and not time).
Triggered frequency mode: the same as internal frequency mode
except the output is a burst beginning in synchronism with an external trigger signal, and continues for the duration of this signal.
Calibrate mode: performs an internal calibration to remove the effects of internal delay differences.
External probes: provides outputs to control the 5363B probes and
accepts inputs from the probes to include external devices in the calibration loop.
HP-IB: All controls except trigger levels are programmable as standard. HP-IB cable not included, see page 30.
Time base (l0811A High Stability Oven Oscillator)
Frequency: 10 MHz
Aging: <5 X 10-IO/day
Temperature: <2.5 X 10-', O°C to 50°C
Line voltage: <I X 10- 10 , ± 10% from nominal
Size: 146.1 H X 425.5 W X 520.7 mm D (5.25" X 16.75" X 20.50").
Weight: 30 Ibs.
Power requirements: 100, 120,220, or 240 Vac +5% -10%, 48 to
66 Hz, less than 250 VA
Front handles: supplied with instrument.

Options and Accessories
908: Rack Flange Kit for use w/ 0 handles
913: Rack Flange Kit for use with supplied handles
10870A: Service Kit

5359A Time Synthesizer

Price
add $31
add $25
add $450

$8750

PULSE & DATA GENERATORS
Fast, High Power Pulse Generator
Model 2148
• Constant duty cycle
• Counted pulse burst option

• High power 100 V, 2 A output
• 10 MHz repetition rate
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2148 Option 001

The H P 214B pulse generator employs semiconductor technology
for high power pulse generation at up to 10 MHz repetition rate. Delivering 100V pulses with 15 ns risetimes, the 214B meets the speed
demands of today's applications.
State-of-the-art VMOS FETS used as current sources for the output amplifier tubes enable pulse width to be specified down to 25 ns.
The 214B is thus well-equipped for low duty cycle applications such
as laser diode pulsing or transient simulation.
Where changing duty cycle threatens destruction to the device under test, the 214B Constant Duty Cycle (CDC) mode provides device
protection. In CDC operation the duty cycle, hence power, remains
constant as frequency is varied. The 214B is itself protected against
excessive duty cycles via an overload protect circuit.
Easy operation is assured by the timing error indication. Calibrated
dials enable fast accurate adjustments. Operating into unmatched
loads, clean pulse shape is guaranteed by the low reactance 50 Q
source impedance. Pulse distortions such as pres hoot and overshoot
are specified as 5% at all amplitudes.

Specifications
Timing
Repetition rate: 10 Hz to 10 MHz in 6 ranges. In 30V - 100V amplitude range, maximum rep. rate is 4 M Hz. Calibrated vernier provides
continuous adjustment within ranges. Vernier accuracy: ± (10% of
setting + I % full scale). Period Jitter: sO.1 % + 300 ps.
Pulse delay/advance: pulse can be delayed/advanced with respect
to the trigger output from 10 ns to 10 ms (± fixed delay of 45 ns) in 5
ranges. Calibrated vernier provides continuous adjustment within
ranges. Vernier accuracy: ±(IO% of setting + 1% full scale) +
fixed delay. Position Jitter: sO.1 % + 500 ps
Maximum pulse position duty cycle: ~50%
Double pulse: 5 M Hz maximum in all ranges except 30V - 100V
range which is max. 2 MHz. Minimum separation is 100 ns.
Pulse width: 25 ns to 10 ms in 6 decade ranges. Calibrated vernier
provides continuous adjustment within ranges. Accuracy: ± (10% of
setting + 1% full scale) + 5 ns. Width Jitter: :sO. I% + 500 ps.
Max. duty cycle: ~ 10% for 30 - 100V range. ~50% all other
ranges.
Constant duty cycle mode (disabled in ext. trigger mode): duty
cycle of output pulse remains constant as the period is varied. The
duty cycle limits in this mode are typically 8% fixed for the 10M - I
MHz range (max. 4 MHz); 2.5% to 10% for I MHz -.1 MHz range;
.25% to 10% for.1 MHz - 10 kHz range; 0.1% for all other ranges.
Calibrated vernier provides continuous adjustment within ranges.

Accuracy: ± (15% of setting + I% of full scale).
Trigger output:
Amplitude: ~ +5 V (50 ohm into open circuit).
Pulse width: IOns typical.
Externally Controlled Operation
External Input (Impedance 10 k ohm, dc Coupled)
Repetition rate: dc to 10 MHz. Sensitivity: 500 mVpp, dc coupled.
Slope: pos. or neg. Trigger level: +5 V to -5 V adjustable.
Maximum input level: ± 100 V. Trigger pulse width: ~ IOns.
EXT TRIG mode: An output pulse is generated for each input pulse.
GATE mode: gate signal turns on rep. rate generator synchronously.
Last pulse always completed.
BURST mode (optional): preselected number of pulses generated on
receipt of trigger signal. Number of pulses: I to 9999. Minimum
spacing between bursts: 200 os.
Manual: pushbutton can be used for triggering single pulses (EXT
TRIG mode), generating gate signals (GATE mode) or triggering
pulse bursts (BURST mode).
Output
Amplitude: 0.3 V to 100 V in 5 ranges. Calibrated vernier provides
adjustment within ranges. Vernier accuracy: ± 10% of setting.
Source impeoance: fixed 50 n nominal on ranges up to 10 V. Selectable 50 Q nominal or H l-Z on 10- 30 - 100 V ranges (with 50 Q / 50
Q impedance, amplitude decreases to 5 - 15 - 50 V).
Polarity: pos. or neg. selectable.
Transition times: :S 15 ns for leading and trailing edges.
Pulse top perturbations: :S ± 5% of amplitude.
General
Operating temperature: O°C to 55°C.
Power: 100/120/220/240 Vrms; +5LJ'c" -10'7",48 to 66 Hz, 360 V A
max.
Size: 133 mm H x 426 mm W x 422 mm D (5.2" x 16.8" x 16.6")
Weight: net 13.6 kg (30 Ib), shipping 15.6 kg (34.3 Ib).
Ordering Information
2148 Pulse Generator
Opt 001: Counted Burst
Opt 907: Front Handle Kit (part number 5061-0089).
Opt 908: Rack Mount Kit (part number 5061-0077).
Opt 909: Opt 907, 908 Combined (part number 50610083) .
Opt 910: extra Operating and Service Manual

Prices

$3735
add $440
add $32
add $25
add $55
add $33

PULSE & OATA GENERATORS
20 MHz Pulse Sources
Models 80058, 80llA
• Dual outputs, + 10 V and -10 V
• TTL output
• Gating, square wave, double pulse modes

• Repetition rate 0.1 Hz to 20 MHz
• Positive / negative / symmetrical output
• Normal/complement switch
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80058

The 800SB is a general purpose, triple output pulse generator. This
instrument has all parameters variable and produces simultaneous
pos. and neg. pulses. It also has a TTL output with all parameters
variable except amplitude. This feature, together with the normal/
complement facility, greatly improves the ease of operation.

80058 Specifications
Pulse Characteristics
Transition times: ::S IOns to 2 s. Edges independently variable.
Non-linearity: for transition times> 30 ns, < 4% of pulse amplitude.
Preshoot, overshoot, ringing: < S% of pulse amplitude.
Pulse width: < 2S ns to 3 s. Jitter: <0.1 % of setting + SO ps.
Max. duty cycle: >80% (0.3 Hz - I MHz), >SO% (1-20 MHz).
Square wave: O.IS Hz - 10 MHz.
Pulse delay: < 100 ns to 3 s. Jitter: < 0.\ % of setting + SO ps.
Pulse outputs: simultaneous pos., neg. and TTL outputs.
Pulse amplitude: 300 mV to 10 V.
Output protection: max. external voltage ± 10 V.
Source impedance: SO ohms ± 10% or high impedance selectable.
TTL compatible output: +4.6 V norm. or compo son impedance.

Repetition Rate and Trigger
Repetition rate: 0.3 Hz to 20 M Hz in S ranges. Jitter: < 0.1 % +
SO ps.
Double pulse: 10 MHz max. Simulates 20 MHz.
Trigger output: > +2 V ampl. across SO ohms. Width: > 6 ns.

Externally Controlled Operation
External triggering (dc to 20 MHz)
Delay: approx. 3S ns trig. input to trig. output.
Maximum input: ± 10 V. Sensitivity: sine 2 Vpp.
Impedance: approx. I k ohms, de coupled. Pulses: ± I Vpeak.
Input pulse width: 2: IOns.
Gating
Synchronous: gate signal turns on repetition rate. Last pulse is
always completed.
Asynchronous: gate signal controls output of rate generator.
Gate input (impedance 1 k ohms dc coupled).
Amplitude: 2 V to 20 V (max.). Polarity: negative.

General

Operating temperature: ooe to SS°c.
Power: IIS/230 Vrms; +10%, -IS%; 48 to 440 Hz, 180 VA max.
Weight: net 7 kg (IS.S Ib). Shipping 9 kg (20 Ib).
Size: 130 H x 426 W x 290 mmD (S.I" x 16.8" x 11.4").

Ordering Information 80058, 8011A
801lA Pulse Generator
Opt 001: Pulse Burst
Opt 910: extra Operating and Service Manual
15179A (for 801IA): Adapter frame, Rack mount
for 2 units.
80058 Pulse Generator.
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit (part number S060-8740).
Opt 910: extra Operating and Service Manual.

Price
$87S
add $3S0
add $20
$19S
$2470
add $22
add $28

8011A Option 001

The 8011 A is a versatile, reliable, low cost pulse generator. This
compact instrument features an uncomplicated design using high
quality components to ensure long, dependable service. Ease of operation results from the logical and simple front panel layout. These
qualities and the many pulse formats available emphasize the Model
801lA's cost-effectiveness in a wide application range.

8011 A Specifications
Pulse Characteristics (50 ohm Source/Load Impedances)
Transition times: < 10 ns fixed.
Overshoot, ringing and preshoot: < ± S% of pulse amplitude.
May increase to 10% at counter-clock wise positions of amplitude
vernier.
Pulse width: 2S ns to 100 ms in four ranges. Vernier provides continuous adjustment within each range.
Width jitter: < 0.\ % + SO ps on any width setting.
Maximum duty cycle: > SO% (100% using pulse complement)
Maximum output: 8 V. With internal son and external Hi-Z or internal Hi-Z/external son, then 16 V max.
Attenuator: 3-step attenuator provides the ranges 0.2S V - I V - 4 V
- 16 V. Vernier provides continuous adjustment within each range.
Source impedance: son ± 10% shunted by 30 pF, except in
4 V - 16 V range which is son/ Hi-Z, switch selectable.
Polarity/Format: pos., neg., or sym.jnorm. or compl., switch select.

Repetition Rate and Trigger
0.1 Hz to 20 MHz in S ranges. Vernier provides continuous adjustment within each range. Period jitter: < 0.1 % + SO ps of per. setting.
Square Wave: O.OS Hz to \0 MHz.
Trigger output: de coupled son (typ.) source delivering 2: + I V into
son (can increase to + S V). Trigger pulse width: 20 ns ± IOns.

Externally Controlled Operation

Input impedance: son ± 10%. Trigger polarity: positive.
Maximum input: ± S V.
Sensitivity: I V.
Manual: front panel pushbutton for generating single pulse.
Repetition rate: 0 to 20 MHz. In square wave, output frequency is
half the input frequency.
Trigger source: manual or ext. signal. Min. ext. signal width 20 ns.
Pulse burst mode (option 001): preselected number of pulses generated on receipt of trigger.
Burst trigger source: man. or ext. signal. Min. signal width 2S ns.

General

Operating temperature: oGe to SS°c.
Power: 100/120/220/240 Vrms; +S%, -10%: 48 Hz to 440 Hz,
70 VA max.
Weight: net, 4 kg (9 lb). Shipping, 6.S kg (14.6 Ib).
Dimensions: 126 H x 200 W x 280 mm D (S" x 7.9" x II ")

PULSE & DATA GENERATORS
1 Hz-20 MHz Pulse/Function Generator
Model 8111A
• Sine, triangle, square, haverfunctions
• 20 MHz, 32 Vpp for all waveforms
• Variable duty cycle or pulse width

• Trigger, gate, veo and optional burst
• Digital display for all parameters
• Error recognition

e

8111A Option 001

The 8111 A combines pulse generator and function generator capabilities in a single, compact unit. Triggered operation for all waveforms, and the ability to define rectangular waveforms in terms of
pulse width or duty cycle, are examples of the 8111A's versatility.

Saves Space and Equipment
Small size and manifold capability make the 8111 A an ideal source
for service and bench. Digital display, error detector and good repeatability assure high operating confidence. This reduces the need for
output monitoring and consequently saves equipment.

Flexible
Operating modes include veo which permits frequency-shift keying and dc-to-frequency conversion as well as sweep and FM applications. Option OOl's Burst mode simplifies tone burst generation and
digital preconditioning by generating a precise number of waveform
cycles. An "extra cycle" feature activated after a burst allows critical
events to be examined.
Pulse mode's variable width down to 25 ns and clean IOns transitions provide useful digital test capability. High analog flexibility is
assured because all waveforms can be generated in trigger, gate and
burst modes. Adjustable duty cycle up to 999 kHz means that eRT
sawtooth waveforms and rectangular signals for de motor control can
be simulated.

Specifications (50-ohm load resistance)
Waveforms:
sine, triangle, ramp, square, pulse, haverfunctions.

Timing
Frequency
Range: 1.00 Hz to 20.0 MHz (3-digit resolution).
Accuracy (50% duty cycle): 5% (± 10% below 10 Hz).
Jitter: <0.1 % + 50 ps.
Stability: ±0.2% (I hour), ±0.5% (24 hours).
Duty Cycle (sine, triangle, square, haverfunctions):
Calibrated
Variable (below 1 MHz)
Range:
50% nominal
10% to 90%.
Resolution:
2digits
2digits.
Accuracy:
± 1digit
±6 digits
(± 3 in range 20 to 80%).
Pulse Width
Range: 25.0 ns to 100 ms (3-digit resolution).
Accuracy: ± 5% ± 2 ns.

Output Characteristics
(voltages double into high impedance)
Amplitude
Range: 1.60 mVpp to 16.00 Vpp (3\12 digit resolution).
Accuracy: ± 5% (at I kHz for sine and triangle).
Flatness (sine, triangle): ± 3% (+ 10%, -15% above I MHz).
Offset
Range: 0.00 mV to ± 8.00 V (3-digit resolution).
Accuracy: ±0.5% setting ± 1% ampl ±20 mV
(ampl ~ 160 mVpp),
±0.5% setting ± 1% ampl ± I mV
(ampl < 160 mVpp).
Distortion: THD < 1% (-40 dB) below 100 kHz, < 3% (-30 dB)
above 100 kHz; may increase by 3dB at ooe and 55°C.
Linearity (triangle): < ± 3% « ± I% below I MHz)
Pulse and Squarewave Performance
Transitions: < 10 ns.
Perturbations: < ± 5% « ± 10% below 0.16 Vpp).
Output impedance: 50 ohm ± 5%.

Modes:
normal, trigger*, gate*, veo and (Option 00\) burst*.
• Adjustable start·phss9 tor hsversine, havertriangle

VCO range: 2 decades, ext. signal 0.1 V to 10 V (de to I kHz).
Burst length: I to 1999 periods for all waveforms.

General
Repeatability: factor 2.5 better than accuracy.
Environmental
Storage temperature: -40 o e to +75°e.
Operating temperature: ooe to 55°C.
Humidity: 95% RH, ooe to 40°C.
Power: 100/120/220/240 V rms; +5% - 10%; 48 to 440 Hz;70 VA
max.
Weight: net, 4.6 kg (10 Ib). Shipping, 6.6 kg (15 Ib).
Size: 89 H x 212.3 W x 345 mm D (3.5 x 8.36 x 13,6 in).

Ordering Information
8111A Pulse/Function Generator
Opt 001: Burst
opt 910: Extra Operating and Service Manual
5061-2001: Bail Handle Kit
5061-0072 Rack Mount Kit (single 8111 A)
5061-0074 Rack Mount Kit (two instruments)
5061-0094 Lock Link Kit (for use with 5061-0074)

Price
$1775
add $375
add $20
$25
$50
$20
$42

PULSE & DATA GENERATORS
50 MHz Pulse Sources
Models 80128 & 80138
• Variable transition times down to 5 ns

• ± 10 V amplitude; selectable source impedance
• Ideal for testing TTL
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The 8012B and 8013B are at the top of their class for versatility,
ease of operation and wide range of application. They provide the
ideal solution to almost all digital logic testing problems with fixed
3.5 ns transition times on the 8013B and variable transition times
down to 5 ns on the 8012B. The well-composed layout of the front
panel controls (horizontal controls for horizontal parameters, vertical
controls for vertical parameters) enables output pulses to be set up
quickly and accurately with minimum risk of incompatible settings.
Both models feature normal and complement outputs and a switchable internal 50 ohm source.

80128
In!. load IN

Source
impedance

80138
In\. load OUT

In!. load IN

5 ns-O.5s
6 ns-0.5s
4 ranges. Verniers prOVide
separate control 01 both edges
Within ranges up to max.
ratios of 100:1 or !:l00.

15 ns fIXed

50 ohms ± 10%
shunted by
typically
20 pF

50 ohms ± 3%
shunted by
typically
20 pF

>50 ohms

In!. load OUT
5 ns fIXed

Repetition Rate and Trigger
1 Hz to 50 MHz in four ranges, continuous adjustment within ranges.
Period jitter: <0.1 % + 50 ps on any rate setting.
Square wave: 0.5 Hz to 25 MHz in four ranges. Duty cycle 50%
± 5% up to I MHz, tolerance increases to ± 15% at 25 MHz.
Trigger output: > + 1 V across 501l, 16 ns ± IOns wide.

Internal load IN

by factor 2.
Trigger input: sine waves 1.5 V pop (about zero) or pulses >0.8 V
either polarity, > 7 ns wide. Maximum input ± 7 V.
Impedance: 501l ± 10%, dc coupled.
Delay: 25 ns ± 8 ns leading edge trig. input to trig. output.
Manual: pushbutton for single pUlse.

Gating
>50 ohms

80128/80138

Parameter

Internal load OUT

Overshoot
ringing

:: 5% of pulse
amplitude

May Increase to :: 10% when
amplitude is between 0.4-4 V

Maximum
output

5 Vacross 50 ohms. 10 V
across open CIrCUit
Short ccl. protection.

10 Vacross 50 ohms. Short
ccl protection

Attenuator

4·step. reduces oulput
to 02 V
:: 2.5 Vacross 50 ohms.
Independent of
amplitude settings

4·step. reduces output
to 0.4 V.
DC offset SWitched off.

DC offset

Pulse delay: <35 ns to I s (with respect to trigger output) in four
ranges; vernier provides continuous adjustment within ranges.
Delay jitter: <0.1 % + 50 ps on any setting.

o to 50 MHz; for square wave output, frequency divided

Pulse Characteristics

Transition
times

80138

External Triggering

Specifications
Parameter

• Fixed 3.5 ns transition times
• 10 V amplitude; selectable source impedance
• 2 outputs

Linearity (80128): for transition times> 30 ns, maximum straight
line deviation is 5% of pulse amplitude.
Preshoot: < ± 5% of pulse amplitude.
Pulse width: < IOns to I s in four ranges. Vernier provides continuous adjustment within ranges.
Width jitter: <0.1 % + 50 ps on any width setting.
Maximum duty cycle: >75% from I Hz to 10 MHz, decreasing to
2:40% at 50 MHz. Up to 100% in COMPL mode.
Polarity: 8012B; positive or negative selectable, NORMjCOMPLj
SYM selectable; 8013B, one positive + one negative channel,
NORMjCOMPL selectable.

Synchronous gating: gating signalll~rns generator "on". Last pulse
is completed even if the gate ends during pulse.
Gate input: dc-coupled; voltage at open connector approx. + 1.8 V.
Shorting current .:S 12 mAo Input impedance = 1601l
Gate input signal: voltage >+ 1.5 V or resistor> I kll to ground
enables rep. rate generator. Voltage < +0.8 V or resistor < 1601l disables rep. rate generator. Input TTL compatible, max. ± 5V.

External Width and RZ
External width: output pulse width determined by width of drive input signal. Amplitude, transition times selectable. Trigger output independent of external width input signal.
RZ mode: external drive input switched to delay generator. Period
determined by period of drive input signal. Delay, amplitude and
width selectable.
Input signal: > + 1 V, > 7 ns wide. Max. ± 5 V. 501l dc coupled.

General
Operating temperature: O°C to 55°C.
Power: 100 j 120 j 220 j 240 V rms; + 591., -10%; 48 to 400 Hz, 100
VA max.
Weight: net, 4kg (8.8 Ib). Shipping, 6.5 kg (14.6 Ib).
Size: 126 H X 200 W X 280 mm D (5 X 7.9 X II in.)

Ordering Information

Prices

80128 Pulse Generator
Opt 910: extra operating and service manual
80138 Pulse Generator
Opt 910: extra operating and service manual
15179A Adapter frame. Rack mounting for two units

$1500
add $20
$1300
add $13
$195

PULSE & DATA GENERATORS
50 MHz, Dual Output
Model8015A

• Remote control and counted burst options
• Complex waveforms

• Two independent ± 16 V outputs
• Additional TTL output
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8015A Option 002

Offering B Delay mode in addition to variability of all pulse parameters, the 80 15A is ideal for a nalyzing critical timing conditions, or
generating 2-phase clocks.
A + B mode gives a 30 V output within a ± 16 V window. Combined with B Delay mode, three-level signals, special codes or simu·
lated biomedical signals can be generated.
Option 002 Burst mode generates an exact number of pulses by
means of an internal counter.
Direct access to either or both output amplifiers (Option 007) converts to MOS/C MOS levels. Alternatively, high-level tracking capability ensures that clock and data signals follow the supply, and thus
safeguards CMOS devices.
For use in automatic test, Option 003 allows all pulse parameters to
be controlled remotely.

Specifications
Timing
Repetition rate: 1 Hz to 50 MHz (square wave and double pulse to
25 MHz, A + B mode to 40 MHz. B delay 20 MHz).
Width: IOns to I s or sq uare wave.
Delay: 20 ns to 1 s (both channels, interchannel or double pulse).
Jitter: 0.1 % + 50 ps.
Output (50 Il Output Impedance into 50 Il termination. Voltages
double in 50 n / I kn or I kll /50n operation).
Magnitude: I V to 8 V amplitude (2 V to 16 V in A + B mode).
High level: -7 V to +8 V. Low level: -8 V to +7 V.
Transition times: 6 ns to 0.5 s in four ranges, independent leading/
trailing vernier adjustment.
Non-linearity: 5% for transitions> 30 ns.
Preshoot, overshoot and ringing: 5%.
A + B mode: sum of channel A and channel B outputs.
Complement: independently selectable.
Impedance: SOil / I kIl, independently selectable.
Trigger Input
Impedance: SOil /5001l selectable.
Level: adjustable +1 V to -I V (SOn), +10 V to -10 V (5001l).
Slope: + or - selectable.
Auxiliary Outputs
TTL: SOil output impedance, timing as channel A.
Trigger output: I V, son into son.

Option 002 Burst Mode
Burst length: 1-9999 pulses, selectable.
Pulse Repetition rate: 1Hz to 40 MHz.
Burst trigger: trigger input.
Minimum Burst Separation: 200 ns.
Option 003 Remote Control
Timing ranges: TTL or contact closure.
Timing verniers: current, voltage or resistor programming.
Output levels: voltage programming.
Burst: BCD, TTL/contact closure.
Option 007 Amplifier and Tracking Modes
Dual Amplifier Mode
Gain: 0.8 to 6.4.
Frequency response (-3 dB): 0 to 80 MHz.
Upper Level Tracking Mode
Upper level: input voltage ± 5%.
Lower level: 0 V ± 250 mV.
Settling time: 400 IlS to± 5% of final value.

General
Operating temperature: O°C to 55°C.
Power: 100/120/220/240 V rms; +5'7,., -10%; 48 to 440 Hz, 180
VA max.
Weight: net, II kg (24.26 Ib); shipping, 14.7 kg (32.4 Ib).
Size: 133 H x 426 W x 346 mm D (5.2" x 16.75" x 13.6").

Ordering Information
8015A Pulse Generator
Opt 002: Pulse Burst
Opt 003: Remote Control
Opt 007: Dual Amplifier and Level Tracking modes
Opt 907: Front Handle Kit (Part No. 5061-0089)
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit (Part No. 5061-0077)
Opt 909: Opt. 907, 908 combined
(Part No. 5061-0083)
Opt 910: Additional Operating and Service Manual

Price
$3955
add $650
add $1560
add $445
add $32
add $25
add $55

PULSE & DATA GENERATORS
100 MHz Pulse Source
Model8007B

• Variable transition times down to 2 ns.

1 nsf cm
0.5 V fcm
1 GHz bandwidth

• Extremely linear slopes

Pulse output: + or - polarity selectable; normal. complement, or
symmetrical to ground.
Source impedance: 501l ± 41l shunted by typo 10 pF.
DC-offset: ± 4 Y across 501l10ad. Independent of amplitude setting,
can be switched off.
Pulse delay: <30 ns to 50 ms with respect to trigger output. Five
ranges, with continuous adjustment within ranges.
Delay jitter: <0.\ % on any delay setting.

Repetition Rate and Trigger

The 80078 is a high speed pulse generator that is well suited for
STTl and ECl applications.
The output can be set to positive or negative polarity, complement
or symmetrical to ground. A high dc-offset of up to ± 4 Y is also
included.
External triggering and synchronous gating are provided. The trigger level is adjustable for all externally controlled modes with the
slope polarity selectable, This is very useful for avoiding malfunctions
caused by noise and ringing on the external trigger signal.
In "External Width" mode the external input and pulse output have
equal width. Transition times and amplitude of the output pulse can
be set by the front panel controls. This mode is useful for shaping
N RZ signals, as the width information is passed on to the output
pulse unchanged.
The "Width Trigger" mode is suitable for RZ signal shaping.
Width, transition times and amplitude are determined by the front
panel controls,

10Hz to 100 M Hz in 5 ranges. Continuous adjustment within ranges.
Period jitter: <0.1 %.
Double pulse: available only up to pulse rate setting of 50 MHz,
representing an output pulse rate of 100 MHz.
Trigger output: >+ 1 Y across 501l, 4ns ± 2 ns wide.

External Triggering (0 to 100 MHz)
Delay: approx. 15 ns between trig. input and trig. output.
Manual: front panel pushbutton for single pulse.

External Width and Width Trigger
External width: output pulse width determined by width of drive input.
Width trigger: external drive input switched to the width generator.
Pulse width determined by front panel width setting.
Rate generator: provides trigger pulses independent of drive input.

Synchronous Gating
Gating signal turns generator "on." Last pulse is completed even if
gate ends during pulse.

External Input

Specifications
Pulse Characteristics (50\2 Source and Load
Impedance)
Transition times: < 2 ns to 250 !1S, three ranges (common for both
transistion times). Independent verniers for adjusting leading and
trailing edge within each range up to maximum ratios of I :50 or 50: I.
Linearity: maximum deviation from a straight line between 10% and
90% points :s5'k, of pulse amplitude.
Preshoot, overshoot, ringing: < ± 5% of pulse amplitude.
Pulse width: < 5 ns to 50 ms in five ranges. Yernier provides continuous adjustment within ranges.
Width jitter: <0.1 % on any width setting.
Maximum duty cycle: normal> 50%; complement approx. \ 00%.
Amplitude: 5 Y .max (lOY across open circuit) to 0.2 Y in four
ranges; vernier adjustment within ranges. Pulse can be switched off.

Impedance: 50n, dc-coupled. Max input ± 5 Y.
Level: adjustable from +1 Y to -I Y, Polarity: + or-.
Sensitivity: sine waves I Y p-p; pulses I Y.

General
Operating temperature: O°C to +55°C.
Power requirements: 115 or 230 Y rms; + I 0%, -15%; 48 to 440
Hz, 100 Y A (maximum).
Weight: net, 8 kg (17.6Ib). Shipping, 9 kg (19.8Ib).
Size: 128 H x 426 W x 345 mm D (5" x 16.8" x 13.6").

Ordering Information
8007B Pulse Generator

Price
$3295

Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit (Part No. 5060-8740)
Opt 910: Additional Operating and Service Manual

add $22
add $28

PULSE GENERATORS
250 MHz Fast Pulse Source
Model8082A

• < 1 ns

variable transition times
• Ultra-clean 50 ohm source

• Switch-selectable Eel levels
• Dual ± 5 V outputs

The 8082A is Hewlett-Packard's fastest pulse generator with all
pulse parameters variable. With repetition rates to 250 'vi Hz, transition times down to I ns and amplitudes to 5 V, the 8082A is ideally
suited for state-of-the-art TTL and EC l logic designs. Using the
8082A, you can rapidly test logic circuits under all operating conditions by simply varying pulse parameters. Although a highly sophisticated instrument, the 8082A is still easy to operate because of its
logical front panel layout and switch selectable ECl output levels.
Another feature that contributes to ease of operation is the square
wave mode. You can, for example, carry out toggle rate tests in this
mode up to 250 MHz without having to worry about pulse duty cycle.
Hybrid Ie's, manufactured by Hewlett-Packard, are used extensively in the design of the 8082A. These ICs eliminate the need for
fans, reduce power consumption and enable a low reactance 50 ohm
source impedance to be used. This source impedance absorbs 98% of
reflections from signals up to 4 V amplitude.

Pulse width: <2 ns -0.5 ms in 6 ranges.
Width jitter: < 0.1 % of setting + 50 ps.
Width duty cycle: >50%.
Square wave: delay and double pulse are disabled, max. Rep. Rate
250 MHz. Duty cycle is 50% ± 10% up to 100 MHz, 50% ± 15% for
> 100 MHz.
Trigger output: negative going Square Wave (50% duty cycle typ.)
>500 mV from son into son. Internal 50n can be switched off by
slide-switch on PC-board. Amplitude up to I V into 50n up to 200
MHz.
Trigger output protection: cannot by damaged by short circuit or
application of external ± 200 rnA.

Specifications
Pulse Characteristics (5011 Source and Load Impedance)
Transition times: < I ns - 0.5 ms (10% to 90%) in 6 ranges. <750 ps
(20% to 80%). leading/trailing edges controlled together on fastest
range, independently variable over I: 10 ratio on other ranges.
Overshoot and ringing: :s ± 5% of pulse amplitude may increase to
± 10% with amplitude vernier CCW.
Pres hoot: :s ± 5% of pulse amplitude.
Linearity: linearity aberration for both slopes :s5% for transition
times >5 ns.
Output: maximum amplitude is 5 V from son into son. Maximum
output voltage is ± 5 V (amplitude + offset).
Offset: ± 2 V, into son.
DC-source impedance: son ± 5%.
Reflection coefficient: reflection is 2%. typical for steps with I ns
rise time applied to output connector on all amplitude ranges except
5 V range. On the 5 V range, the reflection may be 15%.
Output protection: cannot be damaged by open or short circuits or
application of ext. :s ± 6 V or ± 200 mA independent of control settings.
Attenuator: two separate three step-attenuators reduce the outputs
to I V. Vernier is common for both outputs and reduces the output to
0.4 V minimum. A further position provides EC l-compatible outputs
(-0.9 V to -1.7 V typo open circuit).
Timing
Repetition rate: 250 MHz to I kHz in 6 ranges.
Period jitter: <0.\ c/r, of setting + 50 ps.
Delay: 2 ns -O.5ms in 6 ranges plus typo 17 ns fxd. with respect to
trigger output. Duty cycle> 50%.
Delay jitter: <0.1 % of setting + 50ps.
Double pulse: up to 125 MHz max. (simulates 250 MHz).

Externally Controlled Operation
External input
Input impedance: 50n ± 10%. DC coupled.
Maximum input: ± 6 V.
Trigger level: adjustable -1.5 V to + 1.5 V.
Slope control: positive, negative or manual selectable. In the manual position all ext. functions can be controlled by push button. Button pushed in simulates an "on-signa!."
SensitiVity: sine-wave >200 mV pop pulses >200 mY.
Repetition rate: 0 to 250 MHz.
External-controlled modes:
External trigger: there is approximately 7 ns delay between the
external input and the trigger output. Rep. rate is externally controlled (is triggered by external signal). Trigger output provides the
pulse-shaped input signa!. Square wave mode is disabled.
Synchronous gating: gating signal turns rep. rate generator on.
last pulse normal width even if gate ends during pulse.
External width: output pulse width determined by width of drive
input. Rep. rate and delay are disabled. Trigger output provides
shaped input signa!.
General
Operating temperature: OVC to 55"C.
Power: 100/120/220/240 Vrms; +5%, -10%; 48-440 Hz. 85 VA
max.
Weight: net, 7.9 kg (17.44 Ib). Shipping 8.9 kg (19.63 Ib).
Size: 133 mm H x 426 W x 345 mm D(5.2" x 16.75" x 13.6").
Ordering Information
8082A Pulse Generator
Opt 907: Front Handle Kit (part number 5061-0089).
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit (part number 5061-0077).
Opt 909: Opt 907, 908 Combined (part number 50610083).
Opt 910: Additional Operating and Service Manual

Price

$4725
add $32
add $25
add $55
add $28

PULSE & DATA GENERATORS
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Configurable Pulse Generators
8080 System
• 300 ps transitions
• Interchannel delay for rapid timing measurements
• Clock
!12 -rate data capability for effortless setup and
hold time measurements

+

8080 Configuration 804

8091A
Rate Generator

8092A
Delay Generator

8093A
Output Amplifiers

8080A
Mainframe

8080 System

8080 Main Specifications for 1 GHz Pulse

Research and development in advanced technologies such as subnanosecond ICs, fiber optics and nucleonics, require fast rectangular
pulses for evaluating products and experimental equipment. Additionally, where digital techniques are used, programmable data is
necessary for functional verification.
For a cost-effective stimulus solution in high-technology environments, the ability to adapt to changing requirements is as important
as meeting state-of-the-art needs. Consequently, the 8080 System has
been designed with a configurable structure for flexibility as well as
the technology for today's fast pulse applications.
Factory-configured generators are available as Special Options (see
Ordering Information). Two examples are described on these pages.

Generator S04

1 GHz Pulse Generator 8080A S04
The configuration illustrated above is a dual output I GHz generator with very fast, 300 ps, pulse edges. Internal/external trigger and
gate capabilities are offered. With separate output amplifiers. the
dual channels are independently adjustable in terms of amplitude,
offset, polarity and logic inversion. ECL levels are rapidly selected by
turning the amplitude vernier to a detent position. Additionally,
channel B can be delayed or advanced with respect to channel A. The
delay is set in 100 ps steps by convenient up/down push buttons and
indicated on a clear 2-digit LED display.

CHANNELA~

s=f ~
I

CHANNEL

L
L

INTERCHANNEL
DELAY/ADVANCE

For rapid setup and hold measurements, the delay generator has an
additional feature which allows a clock signal and a half-frequency
data stream-representing alternate 0 sand 1 s-to be generated
simultaneously.

CHANNEL~ ~

-1

INTERCHANNEL
DELAY/ADVANCE

Repetition rate: 100 Hz-I GHz,jitter::::: 0.1% ± 20 ps. Ext trigger
and gate; trigger level -I V to + I V variable, slope selectable. Selection of divider reduces Channel B frequency by factor 2.
Delay/advance: ± 9.9 ns in 100 ps steps.
Width: Square wave.

. Output
Normal/complement, neg/pos selectable; 50n source
Amplitude: (into 50n): 0.6 V to 1.2 V variable. offset zero or variable
in the range ± 1.2 V. Vernier detent gives ECL levels (-0.8 V,
-1.6 V), capable of ± 0.9 V internal offset adjustment.
Transition times: (10% to 90%): ::::: 300 ps. Preshoot, overshoot,
ringing::::: 10% (::::: 15% above 500 MHz).

8080 Specifications for 300 Mbit/ s Data
Generator DO 1
Timing
Repetition rate: 10 Hz - 300 MHz, jitter::::: 0.1 % ± 50 ps. Ext trigger and gate; trigger level -I V to + 1 V variable, slope selectable.
Data: Serial data stream of 16, 32, or 64 bits, single/continuous cycle
or gateable. Clock and First Bit and Last Bit Synch outputs. Data
output RZ/NRZ selectable.

Output
Simultaneous normal and complement outputs, neg/pos selectable;
50n source.
Amplitude: (into 50n): 0.2 V to 2 V variable, offset zero or variable
in the range ± I V. Switch position gives ECl levels (-0.8 V, -1.6
V).
Transition times: (10% to 90%): 800 ps. Preshoot, overshoot, ringing
::::: 10%.

8080 General

CHANNEL A
CLOCK

DATA

Timing

L

Operating temperature: O°C to 55°C.
Power: 115/230 V rms; + 10%, -22%; 48 to 66 Hz, 200 VA max.
Weight: (typical, 8080A Mainframe plus full complement of modules) 9.4 kg (l6.6Ibs) net; 19.7 kg (43.3Ibs) shipping.
Size: (8080A Mainframe): 133 H X 426 W X 422 mm D (5.24" X
16.77" X 16.61")

PULSE & DATA GENERATORS
Configurable Pulse Generators
8080 System
•
•
•
•

800 ps transitions
Dual complement outputs. ± 2V /Eel
RZ / NRZ data format
16/32/64-bit word lengths

8080 Configuration DO 1

8080A Mainframe

8083A
Output Amplifier

8084A
Word Generator

8081A
Rate Generator

The 8080 system introduced on the previous page can also be configured as a data generator. The following example provides data
streams suitable for fast serial digital devices and data links.

CLOCK

RZ
SELECTED
OUTPUT

300 Mbit/s Data Generator 80aOA 001
By means of the Word Generator module, serial data can be freely
programmed in 16, 32 or 64-bit word lengths. Depending on operating mode, a word can be single shot triggered or continuously cycled.
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Furthermore, gate mode allows continuous cycling for the duration
of the gate.
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SELECTABLE RZ/NRZ FORMAT lAS THE DIAGRAM
SHOWS, NRZ FOAMAT CAN ALSO BE USED FOR
FREQUENCY DIVISIONI

With the 8083A Output Amplifier, normal and complement outputs are available simultaneously. Amplitude, offset and polarity adjustments apply to both outputs, and a switch provides easy selection
of ECL levels. If faster transitions or independent output level controls are needed, two 8093A Output Amplifiers could be used instead.
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LAST WORD

ALWAYS COMPLETE
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GATE MODE

Data content is programmed by means of 16 pushbuttons with LED

indicators. For word lengths greater than 16 bits, the pushbuttons are
successively reassigned to the word segment being programmed. Data
format is selectable, NRZ mode giving additionally a means of adjusting pulse width and frequency division by data programming.

Ordering Information
Individual Units
Order individual units if you wish to configure your own generator
or extend an existing one. Refer to the next page for factory-configured generators.
8080A Mainframe
Opt 907: Front handle kit (part number 5061-0089).
Opt 908: Rack flange kit (part number 5061-0077).
Opt 909: Opt 907, 908 combined (part number 50610083).
Opt 910: Additional manual.
IS400A: Blank Panel, quarter mainframe width.
IS40IA: Blank Panel, eighth mainframe width.
IS402A: Feedthru panel (6 BNCs), eighth mainframe
width.
8081A 300 MHz Rep Rate Generator module.
8083A 300 MHz Output Amplifier module.
8084A 300 MHz Word Generater module.
8091A 1 GHz Rep Rate Generator module.
8092A I GHz Delay Generator/Frequency Divider
module.
8093A 1 GHz Output Amplifier module.

Factory-configured generators: see next page.

$2035
$32
$25
$55
$28
$60
$60
$220
$1375
$1375
$3460
$4085
$3225
$2095

PULSE & DATA GENERATORS
Configurable Pulse and Data Generators
8080 System (Cont.)

8080A Ordering Information: continued

Data Generators

Price

Factory-configured generators

8080A DOl 300 MHz, TR
8080A D02 300 MHz, TR

Pulse Generators

8080A
8080A
8080A
8080A

SOl
S02
S03
S04

300 MHz, TR :s 800 ps
300 MHz, TR :s 300 ps
I GHz, TR :s 300 ps
Dual-channel I GHz, TR

8080A SOl

:s 300 ps
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Other factory-configured generators

Please apply to your local HP office for details.

BLAN K 2 x B093A
PANEL

Preshoot, Overshoot, Ringing: Preshoot and ove~hoot are peak
distortions preceeding/following
an edge, Ringing is the positive
peak and negative peak distortion
excluding overshoot, on pulse top
or base. A combined preshoot
overshoot, ringing specification of
e.g. ± 5% implies:

Transition Time: Interval between
the 10 %. and gO %·amplitude
points on the leading/trailing
edge.

• Overshoot/undershoot < 5 %,
• Largest pulse-top oscillation <
of pulse amplitude.
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Interchannel Delay!Skew: Interval between corresponding leading edge medians.

I
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I

JITTER

Pulse Width: Interval between leading- and trailing-edge medians.
Additional Information for Pulse Generators with Veriable Transition Times

*/npractice,srartpointsmayshifr
with change in transition time.

Deley: The specified and displayed
value is that obtained with the

:~~:,s~~:a~~~~a~~~~~~~~~e~~;e~ho"D~s",:1:,-"_o_ _;;p.~-/

5 %,
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Duty Cycle: Percentage ratio of pulse width to period. In pulse/function
genera tors, this term is also used to define sine and triangle symmetry.

,--""""

1_

Double Pulse: Interval between leading edge medians of the double pulse.

Pulse Width: The specified and dis·
played value is that obtained with
fastest edges; essentially equal to
the interval from the start of the
leading edge to the start of the
trailing edge.
By designing so that the pulse
edges turn about their start points,
the interval from leading edge start
to trailing edge start stays unchanged* when transition times are
varied. This is more convenient for
programming and the width display
is easy to interpret.

±
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Pulse Delay: Interval between leading edge medians of trigger output
pulse and output pulse.

the displayed delay by the
combined shift of startpoint and madian.

800 ps
transitions

Jitter: Short-term instability of one event with respect to another. Unless
stated otherwise, value is p-p, expressed as a percentage of the main
parameter.

=JLSLOiANNELA

0

Linearity: Peak deviation of an
edge from a straight line through
the 10 %- and 90 %-amplitude
points, expressed as percentage of pulse amplitude.

DELAY
,I _ _
.TRIGGE==n'

I
I

-0

300ps
transitions

(continued from General Information, p. 349)

Time Reference Point: Median (50 % amplitude point on pulse edge).
Pulse Period: The time interval between the leading edge medians of
consecutive trigger output pulses.
Trigger Delay: Interval between trigger point of input signal and the
trigger output pulse's leading edge median. Applies in trigger. external
width, gate and bu~t modes.
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Pulse Generator Definitions

~

8080A 002
300 MHz

-0

BLANK PANELS

wave,

8091A

300MH'

Square
wave,

8080A 504

Square

I,

$8245
$9025

For inclusion of handles, etc, please add 8080A
Mainframe option number, e.g.:
8080A S02 + 908 + 910 .

8080A 502

,-------r-ll300MH,

B081A

$4905
$5685
$8395
$13695

:s 800 ps
:s 300 ps

Stability: Long-term average instability, expressed as percentage of main
parameter over a specific time duration, e.g. hour, year. Excludes jitter.
Pulse Level: High level and low
level. Any limitation is expressed
by an amplitude specification.
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Output Impedance/Resistance: Effective pulse source impedance/de resistance.
Reflection Coefficient: Reflection at pulse generator output expressed in
percent of incident pulse amplitude. (Test pulse edges correspond to generator's fastest transitions).

~,

Repeatability: When an instrument
operates under the same environmental conditions, and with the
same settings, the value of a parameter will lie within a band inside
the accuracy window. Repeatability
defines the width of this band.

Pulse Amplitude (alternative
to level definition): Pulse
amplitude and offset* are
specified. Any limitation is
expressed by a window (max
high level, min low level).
*Pulse(jenerarorsusebaselineoffset.
Funcrion generator outpuUi are
symmefrical and consequenrfy use
medianoffsef.

Hp·IB Programming Times
Listen Time: The time an instrument occupies the bus to receive and verify
a message. The NRFD signal is active during this period.
Settling Time: The time taken by the instrument to execute an HP-IB
message, and for the output to settle within the accuracy specification.
NRFD inactive.
Execution Time: The sum of Listen Time and Settling Time.
Talk Time: The time an instrument occupies the bus to output a specified
string. Output data is typically instrument error status, or current or stored
parameters.

PULSE & DATA GENERATORS
50 MHz Serial Data/PRBS Generator
Model B01BA
• 2048 bit, dual channel memory
• Variable word and pattern length

• TTL, ECl, CMOS compatible
• Programmable, prbs and mixed data
Option 001

With 2048 programmable bits, and a choice of pseudo-random binary sequences (prbs) ranging to over I M bits, the 8018A is a powerful stimulator for serial digital systems and devices requiring high bit
rate and fast pulses. Even preamble-data-post-amble data link patterns are feasible by combining prbs and programmed data. Useful
synch outputs simplify testing by locking scope or analyzer to unique
points in the data stream. Variable 15 V pulses and selectable ECl
levels allow direct connection to all logic families. Data can be programmed by HP-IB (Option 001) and Card Reader (Option 002).

Specifications
Data Capacity and Modes
Programmable memory: 2 channels, each I k bit, serializable.
Thumbwheel switches define data stream length or frame length (N
words of M bits), and set up synch signals accordingly.
Prbs: pseudo-random binary sequences of 511, 1023, 32767 and
1048575 bits. Synch pulse at beginning of sequence.
Mixed: prbs is inserted after every odd-numbered programmable
word.

Temperature Range: O°C to 50 G e.
Weight: net 12 kg (26.5 Ibs): shipping 16 kg (35.3 Ibs).
Size: 133 H X 426 W X 422 mm D (5.2" X 16.8" X 16.6").

Ordering Information

Price

8018A Serial Data Generator
Opt 001: HP-IB for data loading"
Opt 002: 15263A Card Reader. Option 001 required.
Opt 907: Front Handle Kit (Part No. 5061-0089)
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit (Part No. 5061-0077)
Opt 909: Opt. 907,908 combined
(Part No. 5061-0083)
Opt 910: Extra Operating and Service Manual
" HP-IB cables: refer to page 30.

$4285
$650
$990
$32
$25
$55

AccessoryforB016A,B01BA, B170A
Card Reader

MOd.'152'3~

Data Outputs
Channel A: Simultaneous normal and complement outputs. ECL levels or variable + 15 V amplitude. Selectable 50rl/ Ikrl output impedance, RZ/N RZ format.
Data length: up to 1024 bit or (serialized with B data) 1025 to
2048 bit.
Transitions (SOrl into SOrl): $ 6 ns (ECL $ 5 ns)
Preshoot, overshoot, ringing: $ 10% (ECL $ 15%)
Channel B: normal output, 2.4 V (50rl into 50rl), up to 1024 bits,
RZ/N RZ selectable.

Bit Rate
Internal: 50 Hz to 50 MHz (40 MHz in Mixed mode), jitter 0.2%
External: dc to 50 MHz (40 MHz in Mixed mode) or manual.

Data Cycling
Auto: Sequence recycles continuously.
Bit: bits are triggered/gated by external pulses/level.
Word: words are triggered/gated by external pulses/level.
Frame: sequence is triggered/gated by external pulses/level.
Manual: switch triggers single bits/words/frame.

General
Power: 100/120/220/240 V rms; +5%, -10%: 48 to 440 Hz. 230 V
A max.

add $38
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To save manual re-entry, or tying up a system controller for a bench
job, marked cards and HP 15263A Card Reader provide permanent
storage and easy re-Ioading. The 80 16A Option 00 I, 80 18A Option
00 I and 8170A all provide the necessary power jack and H P-I B capability for operating with the 15263A.

Specifications
General
Power: + 5V, 550mW.
Weight: 0.6 kg (1.3 Ib); shipping 1.6 kg (3.5 Ib)
Size: 57 H x 115 W x 195 mm D (2.2" x 4.5" x 7.6")
Accessories Supplied: 50 cards (Part No. 9320-0595)

Ordering Information:
15263A Card Reader
Note: If ordering Card Reader same time as 8016A or
8018A order 8016A or 8018A Option 001 + 002

Price
$990

PULSE & DATA GENERATORS
Logic Pattern Generator for Bus Stimulation
Model 8170A
• 2 wire /3 wire handshake capability
• Internal and external addressing

• 8 k memory (32 k option)
• 8 bit /16 bit parallel output
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Introduction
The 8170A Logic Pattern Generator is a real-time test stimulus for
functional checkout of today"s multi-channel logic devices and subassemblies. With data traffic in modern digital systems routed over a
shared bus, the 8170A's direct bus driving capability makes design
verification at every stage in system development and production a
quick, straightforward task.
Data generation by the 8170A is in parallel 8-bit or 16-bit format,
to a memory depth of 1024 or 5 \ 2 words respectively (optionally extendable to four times that capacity). This, combined with a variable
clock rate up to 2 M Hz permits thorough functional testing at full
system operating speed. In addition, output levels of the 8170A ensure a direct match to today's most widely employed logic familiesTTL and CMOS, while specially designed mini-probes minimize
hook-up problems to the device under test.

Selectable Codes
Designed around the 6800 microprocessor, the 8170A's control
scheme permits data, address and operating modes to be entered directly via the instrument keyboard. A sophisticated feature of keyboard programming is the multi-code format available for address
and data. Codes include octal, decimal and hexadecimal (see specifications), the microprocessor automatically performing code conversion to the binary base. When fast program check or recall is
required, alphanumeric LED's display individual data-address lines
in the selected code.

Internal Address Mode
The 8170A 's internal address mode is specifically intended for driving digital busses. Typical bus traffic is simulated by generating data
in an ascending address sequence, the first and last address being pre-

set by the user. The 8170A can be thus programmed for detailed investigation of selected bus functions.
Whether the tested bus operates synchronously or asynchronously,
the 8170A generates the necessary test signal. With NORM selected,
the 8170A outputs data in response to a clock signal (internal, external or manual). Where a bus operates in an asynchronous 2-wire or 3wire handshake system, the 8170A generates data and data valid signals in accordance with the selected protocol.

External Address Mode
In external address mode, 8170A operation is analogous to the R EPROM. Data is output according to the state of externally applied
address and enable lines. The main advantage using the 8170A is the
ease with which data can be loaded or modified via the keyboard-as
opposed to generally complicated processes demanded by REPROM's. Where time is a valuable commodity such as in software
test and development, the 8170A presents significant savings in this
mode.

HP-IB
With full programmability via the HP-IB interface bus, the
8170A's application base extends to automated test systems. Employing microprocessor control over all interface functions, a syntax has
been developed to make remote programming of the 8170A as simple
as manual operation.

RS 232C-CCITT V.24
In many applications, a multi-line readout is necessary for quick
program set-ups and checks. For this reason, the 8170A is designed to
be compatible with the serial RS 232CjCCITT V.24 interface standard. By linking the 8170A to a low cost data terminal' over this interface, the multi-line listing of the 8170A memory enables fast data
modification.

Specifications
Memory Size
Capacity: 8 kbit.
Data bus format: 8 bit or 16 bit wide.

Operating States
Idle: permits entry of address, data and operating parameters.
Active: continuous data output.
Break: pause in data output. FWD/BACK enables further data output.

Address Modes
Internal: data generation in ascending address sequence from
F·ADDR to L-ADDR (F-ADDR, L·ADDR = user-defined first and
last addresses).
External: data output follows external address and enable signals.
DA V generated at each new address. Data and DA V high impedance
when instrument not enabled. Clock and cycle modes disabled.
Maximum address rate: 2 MHz.
Address to output delay: 400 ns typ., 550 ns max.
Enable to output delay: 100 ns typ., 130 ns max. DAV at min.delay.

Clocking
Internal: 20 Hz to 2 MHz in 5 decade ranges.
Rate jitter: <0.2%
External: de to 2 MHz. For inp. specs, see "Auxiliary inputs".
Manual: operated by FWD and BACK key.
Handshake: 2-wire/3-wire handshake capability selectable.

Cycle Modes

Pod Input Signals

Input RC: > 10 kQ/ :::s25 pF.
Levels: high ~+2.0 V; low :::s+0.8 V.
Max. external voltage: ± 18 V.
Address input pod (Model 15453A): 10 addressable input lines
AO-A9 for operation in external address mode.
Control input pod (Model 15454Al: following inp. lines available:
Ready for data (RFD), data accepted (DAC): for handshake
mode. In 2-wire handshake R FD level selectable pos.jneg. true. In
3-wire handshake, fixed levels for RFD, DAC (see lEE Std. 4881975)
Enable E 1, E2 (E3, E4 at rear panel): for operation in ext. address mode. Selectable levels pos./neg./don't care.
Address A10, A11: for extended memory, option 001.

Auxiliary Inputs
Clock in: for external clock signal input.
Start in: external signal starts data generation. Prompts 8170A transition from idle/break to active state.
Stop in: external signal stops data generation. Prompts 8170A transition from active/break state to idle state.
Break in: external signal halts 8170A at current address, outputs remain active. Prompts 8170A transition from active to break state.
Input conditions (all positive edge triggered)
Input RC: > 10 kll/:::S25 pF.
Levels: high ~+2.0 V, low s+0.8 V.
Min. width (at +1.3 V):Clock 40 ns; Start/Stop/Break 20 ns.
Max. external voltage: ± \ 8 V.

Auto cycle: data is continuously generated between F- and
L·ADDR.
Single cycle: data is generated once between F- and L-ADDR.
After cycle completion, 8170A returns to I DLE state.

HP-IB
Keyboard mode: remote programming of all front panel keys and
functions. Coded loading and readout of data.
Data mode: fast binary loading and readout of data only.

Output Signals

RS 232C/CCITT V.24.
Remote editing and listing of memory content, and display of current
data bus format and address/data coding.
Baud rate: I 10, 150, 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600 selectable.

Data: pods provide 16 output lines DO-D7 (model 15455A), low byte,
and D8- D15 (model 15456A), high byte. Pos./neg. true select on rear
panel.
Control: data valid (DAV) generated with each word. Pos./neg. true
selectable on rear panel.
DAV delay (adjustable on rear panel)
Non-handshake: 100 ns to 700 ns.
2· or 3-wire handshake: 300 ns to 800 ns.
Status: idle, active and break states indicated on lines ACS and BRS.

Pod Output Levels
TTL setting
Fan out: 5 standard TTL max.
Levels: high +4.5 V to +5 V; low -0.5 V to +0.4 V; idle 6 rnA to
ground.
Transition times (+0.4 V to +2.4 V): 25 ns typo 50 ns max.
Variable setting
Maximum load: 50 pF (high impedance)
Levels: high + 3 V to + 15 V adj., low -0.5 V to +0.4 V.
Transition times (20% to 80%): 35 ns typo 60 ns max.

Auxiliary Outputs
Trigger: generated at trigger address (T-ADDR).
Format: NRZ.
levels: standard TTL.
Fan out: 5 standard TTL.
Probe: + 5 V de.
Address driver outputs (Opt. 002): provides 10 address output
lines AO to A9, positive true.
Fan out: 10 standard TTL.
Levels: high +2.4 V; low +0.5 V; idle 1.5 rnA to +5 V.
Transition times (+0.5 V to +2.4 V): 50 ns.

General
Power: 100/120/220/240 V rms; +5% - 10%; 48 - 66 Hz,
110 VA max.
Operating Temperature: O°C to 55'C.
Weight: net 11 kg (24.3 Ibs), shipping 15 kg (33.2 Ibs).
Dimensions: 133 H x 426 W x 422 mm D (5.2" x 16.8" x 16.6").

Accessories Supplied
2 data output pods (15455A/6A), I address input pod (15453A), I
control pod (15454A), a 2 m power cord and an operating/service
manual. Each pod includes Snap-on Assembly 15458A for clip connection to DUT.

Ordering Information
8170A Logic Pattern Generator'
Opt 001: 32 kbit Memory
Opt 002: Address Driver Pod (Model 15452A).
Opt 907: front Handle Kit (part number 506 I -0089).
Opt 908: Rack Mount Kit (part number 5061-0077).
Opt 909: Opt 907,908 Combined (part number 5061·
0083).
Opt 910: Extra Operating and Service Manual.
15457A Pod Connector (Pods can be easily plugged
into DUT when this accessory is wired in).
15263A Card Reader: rapid memory loading
'HP-IB cables not furnished, see page 30.

Price
$5950
add $715
add $440
add $32
add $25
add $55
add $70
add $65
$990

PULSE & DATA GENERATORS
9-Bit Parallel, 32-Bit Serial, 50 MHz Word Generator
Model8016A

• Channel serializer
• TTL / ECl output levels selectable

• 2 complementary outputs per channel, RZ / NRZ formats
• Variable RZ width, 4 delay channels
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Option 001
80 l6A Option 001

+ 002

The 80 16A is a 9-channel data generator capable of serialization up
to 256 bits. For the digital designer the 80 16A is a natural companion
to multichannel data display devices such as logic analyzers. As a
bench or systems component, the 8016A provides programmable
digital patterns plus adjustable timing parameters necessary for testing ICs and circuit boards.

Functional Test
Bit pattern programmability combined with fast cycle time (50
MHz clock) make the 8016A especially effective in simulating worst
case conditions, e.g. high speed IC testing. The 8016A saves time in
component evaluation environments because test setups can be rapidly built and reconfigured to meet the demands of testing small
quantities of a wide variety of IC types.
Parametric Test
Complete testing of digital circuits and systems requires not only
digital patterns for functional test but control of the analog parameters of the pulses as well. Adjustable pulse widths, levels, and interchannel delays contribute to measurements such as setup and hold
times, clock pulse width sensitivities, and system sensitivity to propagation delay variations. To meet these testing requirements, the
8016A includes 6 independent delay circuits. Output levels of the
8016A's son output amplifiers are selectable for ECl or TTL test
specifications and can be adjusted. In addition. a choice of RZ or
N RZ formats with variable RZ pulse width is provided.

Specifications
Data Capacity: 8 data channels plus I strobe channel, each 32 bits. 8
data channels can be serialized as four 64-bit channels, two 128-bit
channels or a single 256-bit channel.
Data Loading: address channel, enter 32 serial bits in that channel.
Alternatively, address parallel word, enter (max 8) bits in that word.
Addressing/entry by pushbuttons/lEDs or via HP-IB (option 001).

Data Outputs: (SOn source into son load).
Format: independent RZ/NRZ selection in each channel.
RZ Width: single continuous adjustment in ranges 10-100 ns,
O.I-Ilis.
Width jitter: :s02% + SOps
Complement: Simultaneous normal and complement outputs for
each channel.
Delay: channels 2, 4, 6, 8 can be delayed independently within the
ranges 0-100 ns, 0.1-1 liS with respect to odd channels.
Jitter: :s 0.1 % + 5 ps
Skew (undelayed): ± I ns
Levels: ECl/TTl selectable
Transition Times: :s 3.0 ns (ECl :s 2.5 ns)
Bit Rate
Internal: 0.5 Hz to 50 MHz.
External: dc to 50 MHz, or manual.
Data Cycling
Auto: Sequence recycles continuously.
Single Cycle: Sequence is triggered/gated by external pulse/level.
General
Operating temperature: ODC to +50°C.
Power: 100/120/220/240 Vrms; +5%, -10%; 48 Hz to 66 Hz,
200 VA (maximum)
Weight: net, 14.5 kg (32 Ib). Shipping 16 kg (35.3 Ib).
Size: 177 H X 426 W x 422 mm D (7" x 16.8" X 16.6").
Ordering Information
8016A Word Generator
Opt 001: HP-IB for data loading"
Opt 002: 15263A Card Reader. Option 001 required
Opt 907: Front Handle Kit (Part No. 5061-0090)
Opt 908: Rack Flange (Part No. 5061-0078)
Opt 909 Opt 907, 908 combined (Part No. 50610084)
Opt 910: Additional Operating and Service Manual
"HP-IB cables: Refer to page 30.

Price
$8570
add $770
add $990
add $40
add $30
add $65
add $48

OSCILLATORS
General Information

Signal sources are described by various
names: oscillators, audio signal generators,
function generators, etc. The names are typically associated with the application area.
Signal generator describes an oscillator
which has modulation capability. The term
oscillator refers exclusively to a sinusoidal
source while function generator always provides additional wave shapes, most often
square waves, triangle waves, and increasingly, pulses.
In this section, we are considering oscillators covering the audio through video frequency range.

Basic Considerations
In choosing a particular oscillator, frequency range, output level and distortion
(THD) are the key considerations. Typically,
oscillators used for testing of audio equipment, filters, amplifiers, etc., require total
harmonic distortion (THD) to be at least 65
dB and often as high as 95 dB. Oscillators
used in video testing must provide signals to
at least 6 MHz and often to 10 MHz. For
many general purpose applications, high level signals are needed, an example being 10
volts in 600 ohms. Hewlett-Packard offers
oscillators that meet all of these requirements. Table I is a summary chart comparing the main features of all the products.

Distortion
Distortion in total harmonic terms is a
measure of the oscillator's signal purity. It is
presented as a ratio of the total harmonic

as precision resistors and variable capacitors
in the frequency"determining networks, contribute to long-term stability. Technology,
particularly large scale integration, minimizes the adverse effects of temperature and
in such situations all but eliminates the effects of discrete component aging.

content to the fundamental and expressed either as dB's below the fundamental or as a
percentage of it. A typical value for audio
work might be a THD of -60 dB (:><0.1%).
-95 dB is becoming more necessary especially in the audio entertainment and Hi-Fi
areas. Hewlett-Packard offers this high level
of signal purity in the 239A Oscillator.

Amplitude Stability
Amplitude stability with time and over a
desired frequency range is an important
characteristic in most applications. HewlettPackard uses negative feedback techniques
to minimize variations in amplitude with
time and pays great attention to circuit elements that influence the frequency response
of the oscillator.

Frequency Stability
Frequency stability of an oscillator determines the ability of the instrument to maintain a selected frequency over a period of
time. Component aging, power-supply variations and temperature changes all affect
stability. Carefully chosen components, such

Oscillator Summary
INSTRU.
NO.

POWER
OUTPUT

THD

PAGE

200CD

160 mW

0.2%

20lC

3W

0.5%

FREQUENCY RANGE

204C

10mW

0.1%

204D

10mW

0.1%

372
372
374
374

209A

40mW

0.1%

374

239A

17 mW 0.0018%

373

6518

200mW

1%

375

652A

200mW

1%

200mW

1%

375
375

654A
I Hz

10

100

I kHz

10 kHz

100 kHz I MHz

10 MHz

OSCILLATORS
5 Hz to 600 kHz Audio Oscillators
Models 200CD & 201 C

200CD

201C

Description
These Hewlett-Packard oscillators have high stability and accurate, easily resettable tuning circuits. Low-impedance operating levels, together with superior insulation, guarantee peak performance
throughout years of trouble-free service. The instruments have a wide
frequency range. long dial lengths and feature an improved vernier
frequency control.

Accessories Available
IIOOOA
1100 IA
1I004A
1I005A

Price

Cable Assembly
Cable Assembly
Line Matching Transformer
Line Matching Transformer

$20
$20
$110
5220

Specifications
200CD

20IC

Frequency Range

5 Hz to 600 kHz

20 Hz to 20 kHz

Number of Ranges

5overlapping

3 overlapping

Dial Accuracy

±2%

±I%

Frequency Response

± 1dB (I kHz ref)

± 1dB (1kHz ref)

Output
(into 600n load)

> 160 mW (10 V)

3 W(42.5 Vrms)

Output
Impedance

600n ± 10%

600n± 10%,20,30 and 40 dB settings
<600n, 0 dB and 10 dB settings

Output
Balance

Balance and floating better than 0.1 %at lower
frequencies and approx. I %at higher frequencies

One terminal at ground potential

Distortion

02%. 20 Hz to 200 kHz
0.5%, 5 Hz to 20 Hz and 200 kHz to 600 kHz

<0.5%. 50 Hz to 20 kHz at 1W
< I %, 20 Hz to 20 kHz at 3 W

<0.1 %of rated output

<0.1 %of rated output (amplitude control
at max)

Attenuator

Bridged'T

oto 40 dB in 10 dB steps, coarse and fine

Input Power

115 or 230 V, 48 to 440 Hz, 90 VA

115 or 230 V, 48 to 440 Hz, 75 VA

Weight
kg (Ib)

Net 99 kg (22Ib)
Shipping: 10.8 kg (24Ib)

Net 7.2 kg (l6Ib)
Shipping: 8.6 (l9Ib)

HxWx D
Dimensions

292 mm x 187 mm x 365 mm
(11.5" x 74" x 14.4")

292 mm x 191 mm x 318 mm
(11.5" x 7.5" x 12.5")

Price

200CD:$950

20IC: $950

. Hum and Noise

controls

OSCILLATORS
10Hz to 110kHz Low Distortion Oscillator
Model 239A

• <:: -95 dB THO to 20 kHz
• Calibrated Attenuator
• 10Hzto 110kHz

239A

Description
The H P 239A Oscillator provides a low distortion sinc-wave output
with> 3 Vrms amplitude from 10Hz to 110 kHz and less than -95
dB (.0018%) total harmonic distortion (THO) to 20 kHz, increasing
to -70 dB (.032%) at 110 kHz. Low THD performance combined
with a 600(J output that can be floated to 30 V peak makes the 239A
an excellent general purpose audio test source.
Companion Oscillator for Distortion Measurements
The 239A Oscillator is electrically similar to the built-in oscillator
used in the HP 339A Distortion Measurement Set and can be used in
conjunction witflthe 339A wflere a remote audio source is needed for
low distortion measurements such as broadcast studio through transmitter tests. Use of the 239A can improve the range of distortion measurements with earlier model analyzers. Its small size and weight
makes the 239A convenient to use on the bench or easy to carry for
remote tests.
Calibrated Output Attenuator
The accurately calibrated output allows measurements to be made
without time consuming external calibration. The output level can be
changed in 10 dB steps with ± 0.25 dB/step accuracy over a 60 dB
range from a maximum calibrated output of + 10 dBV (3.16 Vrms).
The output is continuously varia ble between steps down to a level of I
mV with the amplitude vernier control.
Level flatness is ± 0.1 dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz and less than ±
0.2 dB over the full frequency range.
Accurate Frequency Selection
Frequency selection with ± 2% accuracy is easily made with 2-digit
resolution using rotary knob tuning and the multiplier push-bultons.
The frequency vernier control provides continuous frequency coverage betwccn the second digit switch settings.

239A Specifications
Frequency: 10 Hz to 110 kHz in 4 overlapping decade ranges with 2digit resolution. Frequency vernicr provides continuous frequency
coverage between second digit switch settings. Frequency accuracy:
± 2% of selected frequency (with Frequency Vernier in CAL position).
Output level: Maximum calibrated output (I kHz, 600flload): +' 10
dBV (3.16 Vrrns) ± .2 dB
Output variable from < I mV to 3.16 Vrms into 600 ohms.
Output attenuator: Range: 60 dB in 10 dB steps; Accuracy: ± .25
dB/IO dB step. Maximum Cumulative Error ± I dB; Output Vernier: > 10 dB range, continuously variable
Level flatness: 20 Hz to 20 kHz:::s ± 0.1 dB; 10 Hz to 110 kHz:::s
± 0.2 dB
Distortion (2':6000 Load, ::s 3 V Output): 10Hz to 20 kHz: < -95
dB (0.0018%) TH D; 20 kllz to 30 kHz: < -85 dB (0.0056%) TH D;
30 kHz to 50 kHz: < -80 dB (0.01 %) THD; 50 kHz to 110 kHz: <
-70 dB (0.032%) iHD
Output impedance: 600\1 ± 5%
Output terminals may be floated up to 30 V peak.
Operating environment: Temperature: OVC to 50°C (+32° F to
+122°F)'
Humidity range: < 95%, DoC to 40°C (+32°F to +104°F)
Storage temperature: -40°C to +75°C (-40°F to +167°Fl
Power: 100/120/220/240 V, +5%, -10%,48 to 66 Hz, 10 VA max.
Weight: Net 2.5 kg (5.5 Ibs,); Shipping 3.9 kg (8.5 Ibs.)
Size: 213 mmW x 88 mOl H x 269 mOl D (8.4" x 3.5" x 10.6")
239A Oscillator

$675

OSCILLATORS
4 Hz to 2 MHz Sine, Square Wave Oscillators
Models 209A, 204C & 2040

204C

209A

2040

Description
The HP 209A is a small. lightweight, sine/square oscillator. Stable,
accurate signals can be synchronized with an external source over a
frequency range from 4 Hz to 2 MHz. Separately adjustable sine/
square outputs are located on the front panel. Distortion and flatness
can be minimized at low frequencies by a rear panel low distortion
mode switch.
The HP 204C is a small, lightweight capacitive-tuned oscillator.
Interchangeable power packs, line or rechargeable balleries make
this instrument ideal for both field a nd laboratory use.
The HP 204D Oscillator is identical to the 204C with the addition
of an 80 dB allenuator and vernier. The allenuator with the vernier
provides excellent output amplitude settability.

209A Specifications
Frequency: 4 Hz to 2 MHz in 6 ranges.
Dial accuracy: ± 3% of frequency setting.
Flatness at maximum output into 600!1load. I kHz reference
Low distortion mode
Normal mode

1 M 2 M1Hz)

Distortion: 200 Hz to 200 kHz, 0.1% (-60 dB); 4 Hz to 200 Hz,
<0.2% (-54 dB); 200 kHz-2 MHz, < I % (-40 dB).
Hum and noise: <0.01% of input.
Output Characteristics Sine Wave
Output voltage: 5 V rms (40 mW) into 60011; 10 V open circuit.
Output impedance: 60011.
Output control: >26 dB range continuously adjustable.
Output balance: >40 dB below 20 kHz. Output can be floated up to
± 500 V peak between output and chassis ground.
Output Characteristics Square Wave
Output voltage: 20 V pop open circuit symmetrical about 0 V. Output can be floated up to ± 500 Vp.
Rise and fall time: <SO ns into 600!1. Symmetry: ± 5%.
Output impedance: 600!1.
Synchronization
Sync output: sine wave in phase with output; 1.7 V rms, > I V rms,
50 k Hz to 2 M Hz into 10 Kohm shunted by 100 pF.
Sync input: same as 204C.

204C Specifications
Frequency: 5 Hz to 1.2 M Hz in 6 overlapping ranges.
Dial accuracy: ± 3% of frequency setting.
Flatness at maximum output into 600!1load, I kHz reference
Low distortion mode

!.l%

Normal mode

11%
1.2 M(Hz)

Distortion: 30 Hz to 100 kHz. 0.1% (-60 dB); 5 Hz to 30 Hz,
<0.6% (-44 dB); 100 kHz-1.2 MHz, linearly derated to < 1%.
Hum and noise: <0.0 I% of output.
Output Characteristics
Output voltage: > 2.5 V rms (10 m W or + 10 dBm) into 60011; > 5
V rms open circuit.
Output impedance: 60011.
Output control: >40 dB range; continuously adjustable.
Output balance: >40 dB below 20 kHz. Can be floated up to ± 500
V peak between output and chassis ground.
Synchronization
Sync output: sine wave in phase with output: > 100 mV rms into
< 100 pF over entire range; impedance 10 H!.
Sync input: oscillator can be synchronized to external signal. Sync
range, the difference between sync frequency and set frequency, is a
linear function of sync voltage. ± 1%/V rms for sine wave with a
maximum input of ± 7 V peak (± 5 V rms).

2040 Specifications
(Identical to 204C except "output control" is replaced by the following):

Output Attenuator
Range: 80 dB in 10 dB steps.
Overall accuracy: ±0.3 dB, + 10 dB through -60 dB ranges; ±0.5
dB on -70 dB range.
Output vernier: > 10 dB range, continuously adjustable.
General
Operating temperature: Specifications are met from O°C to 55°C.
Power: standard: AC-line 115 V or 230 V ± 10%, 48 Hz to 440 Hz,
<7 VA max. Opt. 002: line/rechargeable batteries 115V or 230V
± 10%,48 Hz to 440 Hz, <7 VA max. 22 hours operation per recharge.
Size: 155 mm H (without removable feet) X 130 mm W X 203 mm D
(6.1" X 5.1" X 8").
Weight: net 2.7 kg (6 Ib). Shipping, 3.6 kg (8 Ib).
Options and Accessories
Option 002,204 C/D (for rechargeable batt/ AC-line)
00204 - 80003 Rechargeable battery / AC power pack
for 204C/D
1I075A I nstrument case
5060 - 8762 Rack adapter frame
Ordering Information
209A Sine, square wave oscillator
204C Sine wave oscillator
204D Sine wave oscillator

Price
add SIOO
S250
$180
$72.50
$725
$600
$700

OSCILLATORS
10 Hz to 10 MHz Test Oscillators
Models 6518, 652A, 654A

654A

Specifications & General Information
MODEL NO,
Descriptior

652A

6518
Amplitude and IreqJency stability ollhls solid slate
capacitance-tuned test oscllator proVides high quality
signals lor general purpose lab or product'on
measurements.

Similar to Model 651 B. HP's Model 652A offers an expandable output monitor for amp"tude control to 0,25%
across Its entire Irequency band lor greater output and
resettablJlty

654A
Similar to the 651B Test Oscillator, HP's 654A
cas balanced outputs 01 1351!, 1501!. and 600',1,
automatic leveling over entire Irequency range. and
expanded meter,

Frequency
Range

10 Hz 10 10 MHz, 6 bands

Frequency
Accuracy

~2%.100

Freque1cy
Response
(Flatness)

!2'10, 100 Hz to 1MHz; 03"" 10 Hz 10 100 Hz; (:,:4%,
I MHz to 10 MHz appl[es only at 50\1 or 75\1 o,tpul
acd amplrlude readjusted 10 areference on the output
monitor)

D[stortron

<1%.10 Hz 10 2 MHz: <2%.2 MHz to 5 MHz: <4%, 5 MHz to 10 MHz,

10 Hz 10 I MHz. >40 dB below fundamental: 1 MHz
to 10 MHz. >34 dB below fU1damentai

OUlput

316 VInto 5Ot! or 600\1: 6.12 VaDen CirCUIt. 0.1 mV ta 3t6 Vfull scale, 10 steps rn 1. 3, 10 sequence: -70
dBm to +23 dBm (5Ot! outpul) lull scale, 10 dB'TI per step: 20 dB coarse and flOe adjustable amplitude control

+11 dBm to -90 dBm. 10 dB and 1 dB steps with
adJustable! 1 dB meter range, calibrated lor each
Impedance al 50!! and 75!! unbalonced and 135!!.
I 50!! and 600!! balanced.

Top scele calibrated n valls, bottom scale In dB. Accuracy:: 2'/0 of full scale

-: I dBm With lull scale With 002 dB resolu\[on.
Accuracy !005 dB.

±2'10 100 Hz to 5 MHz: :' 3% 10 Hz to 100 Hz:
+4% 5 MHz \0 10 MHz,

Hz to 1 MHz: !3%. 10 Hz to 100 Hz and I MHz to 10 MHz

! 0.25%, 3Vand 1Vrange, :':0.75%, OJ Vto OJ mV
range: ! 1.75%, 0, I 'TIV range, (Amplitude readjusted
uSing expanded scale on oulput mon,ter)

(! 10 dBrr and 0 dBm) !0.5% from 10 Hz to 10

MHz tor unbalanced outputs and 10 Hz to 5 MHz ler
1351! and 150!! outputs, and 10Hz 10 1 MHz lor
600!! output

Output
Monitor

(Monltar's
level at
IOPU\ 01

Same as 651B pius Expand Scale which expands relerence voltage ollhe normal scale from 0,9 to I 0 or
28 ta 3.2

attenuatorl

Output'
Connectors

BNC CO,lnectors.
90 dB range In 10 dB sleps: :':0075 dB, -60 dBm to +20 dBM: :,:02 dB, -70 dBm to -60 dBm

Attenuator
Temperalure
Range

O'C 10 ,,50'C (32'F to 122'Fi

Power

115V 010%.48 Hz te 400 Hz: 230 V = 10% 48 to 66 Hz: 35 VA max

Weight

Net. 76 kg (17 Ib) Shlpp[ng, 990 kg (22 Ib).

DimenSions

133 mil' Hx 425 mm Wx 286 mm 0 (521" x 1675" x 1125')
$1325

PRICE
·Maximum

99 dB range 10 10 dB and 1 dB steps: =1.5% (0.15
dB, except ± 10% (1 dB) at outpullevels below 60
dBm at \requenues .> 300 kHz

ac voltage that can be

applied to output: < + 3 V p.

Net

$1525

94 kg (21Ib)

Shipping, 11.8 kg (26Ib)

$1700

OSCILLATORS
10Hz to 1 MHz Digital Oscillator
Model 4204A

•
•
•
•
•

0.2% frequency accuracy
Accurate 80 dB output attenuator
0.01% frequency repeatability
Excellent stability
Flat frequency response

Description
Hewlett-Packard's 42Q4A Digital Oscillator provides accurate, stable test signals for both laboratory and production work. This one
instrument does the job of an audio oscillator, an ac voltmeter, and an
electronic counter when an accurate frequency source of known amplitude is required.
Any frequency between 10.0 Hz and 999.9 kHz can be digitally
selected with an in-line rotary switch to four significant figures. As
many as 36,900 discrete frequencies arc available. Infinite resolution
is provided by one vernier control, which also extends the upper frequency limit to I MHz. Frequency accuracy is better than ±0.2%
and repeatability is typically better than ± 0.0 I %.
A built-in high impedance voltmeter measures output. The meter is
calibrated to read volts or dBm into a matched 600 ohm load. (0 dBm
= 1 mW into 600 Ohms.) The output attenuator has an 80 dB range,
adjustable in 10 dB steps with a 20 dB vernier. Maximum output
power can be increased to 10 volts (22 dBm) into 600 Ohms or 20
volts open circuit.
Frequency response is flat with less than ± 3% variation over the
entire frequency range at any attcnuator setting. Frequency stability
is better than 10 parts in 10'; per minute.

Specifications
Frequency range: 10 Hz to 1 MHz,4 ranges.
Frequency accuracy: ±0.2'k; or ±O.I Hz (at 25°C).
Frequency stability
± 10% line voltage variation: less than ± 0.0 I%.
Change of frequency with temperature: < ± 100 ppm;oC.
Drift: < 10 ppm/minute.
Frequency response: flat within ± 3%, 9.999 kHz ref. (25°C
± 5°C).
Output: 10 V (22 dBm) into 600 ohms (160 mW). 20 V open circuit.
Output attenuator: 80 dB in 10 dB steps: < ± 0.5 dB error.

Output monitor: voltmeter monitors level at input of attenuator in
volts or dB.
Accuracy: ± 2% of full scale.
Flatness: ± I% at full scale, 10Hz to 500 kHz; ± 2% at full scale,
500 kHz to 1 MHz.
Distortion: less than 0.3%,30 Hz to 100 kHz. Less than) %, 10Hz to
600 kHz. Less than 1.2%, 10 Hz to 1 MHz.
Hum and noise: less than 0.05% of output.
Temperature range: O°C to +50°C.
Power: 115 V /230 V switch, ± 10%, 10 V A, 50 to 60 Hz.
Weight: net, 8.5 kg (19 Ib). Shipping, II kg (28 Ib).
Size: 141 mm H x 426 mm W x 336 mm D (5\(," x 16:Y," x 13Y,").

Accessories Available
11000A Cable: dual banana plugs
11001A Cable: banana plug to BNC male connector
11004A Line Matching Transformer has a frequency

response of 5 kHz to 600 kHz providing fully balanced
outputs for 135 or 600 ohms.
1100SA Line Matching Transformer has a frequency
response of 20 Hz to 45 kHz providing full balanced
output into 600 ohms.
162S2A Matching Transformer has a frequency response of 10 kHz to I MHz providing unbalanced 75
ohm output, terminated in UG-657/U female BNC
connector.

Price
$20
$20
$110

$220

$160

Options
001: 4204A Output Monitor top scale calibrated in
dBm/600Q. Bottom scale calibrated in volts
908: Raek Flange Kit
910: Extra Manual

add $22
add $11

4204A Digital Oscillator

$2265

add $33

FUNCTION GENERATORS & FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZERS
General Information

Today's measurement needs are placing increasingly stringent requirements on signal
sources for greater frequency resolution and
stability. Narrowband component testing,
satellite and terrestrial communications, local oscillator and automatic test systems are
only a few of the many applications that continually require higher precision sources.
Square waves, triangle waves and pulses
are signals typically associated with non-synthesized sources. This situation is changing.
Precision signals of these types are finding
important applications in mechanical, civil
and environmental engineering.
Increased amplitude accuracy and resolution are also must requirements in many applications. The telecommunication industry's
Frequency Division Multiplex (FDM) systems require high amplitude accuracy and
resolution (0.0 I dB) as well as high frequency resolution and stability. These requirements are becoming commonplace in R&D
and production test situations.
With technology continuing to reduce the
cost of synthesis techniques, the traditional
oscilla tor is giving way to a synthesizer as the
primary signal in multi-function sources.

Frequency Synthesis Techniques
Synthesis techniques fall into two major
categories: direct and indirect. In this section, only indirect techniques are used. Traditional approaches to indirect synthesis
require a phase locked loop for every decade
(digit) of frequency resolution required. This
does provide adequate performance but is
expensive in component parts, leading to an
expensive product. A new technique has been
developed by Hewlett-Packard which avoids

primary additional specifications pertinent
to the synthesizer are phase noise and spurious content.
Phase noise: Phase noise describes the
short term frequency stability of a signal
source. Internal short-term frequency l1uctuations will produce phase modulation sidebands about the nominal frequency. Phase
noise is a measure of the magnitude of these
sidebands. There are two common methods
of specifying phase noise-a sideband plot
and integrated phase noise.
The first method expresses phase noise as
the ratio of the power in one phase noise
sideband per hertz of bandwidth to the total

this problem, enabling a single phase locked
loop to offer multidigit resolution. The process is called Fractional Frequency Synthesis
or Fractional N-a method of relating the
PLL output veo frequency to the crystal
reference frequency by other than an integer
N. Up to II digits of frequency resolution
can be achieved from a single phase locked
loop with this new technique. Significant cost
savings and increased reliability result.

Signal Quality
The common specifications which describe
signal sources include in addition to frequency range and resolution, amplitude range and
resolution, distortion and stability. The two

Function Generator Summary
FUNCTIONS
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FREQUENCY RANGE
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OUTPUT

INST.

560mW

331OA/B

379

250mW

3312A'

381

20mW

3311A

380

250mW

3325A'

382

32 V

81llA'

390

32 V

81l6A'

391

20 V

8165A'

392

,. ,. ,.

~ ~ :£' :£' :£'
8 §
8 ~

'Two Generators, AlA, FlA, Sweep, Trigger/Gate
'Synthesizsr/Function Generator, AlA, PM, Sweep, HP·IB; Opt. 002, 400 mW to 1 MHz.
3flulae/Function Generator, Haveraine/Triangle,

veo, Counted Burst

'Pulse/Function Generator, Hayersins/Triangle, Sweep, VCO, Counted Burst, AM, FM, PWM, Hp·IB
'Synthasizer/Function Generator, AM, FM, Sweep, Trigger/Gate, Burst, Hp·IB
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FUNCTION GENERATORS & FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZERS
General Information (Cont.)

signal power. A sideband plot of the phase
noise graphically displays the magnitude and
frequency components (spectral density) of
the phase noise.
Integrated phase noise is the ratio of the
rms value of the total phase noise sidebands
in a 30 kHz bandwidth around the carrier
(excluding ± I Hz) to the power of the carrier.
For a detailed treatment of the subject of
phase noise refer to Application Note #207.
Spurious signals: Spurious signals are discrete, non-harmonically related signals appearing in the output. The spurious output
specification is the maximum level, in dB below the carrier, of any spurious signal.

Synthesizers
Hewlett-Packard offers a wide range of
high quality frequency synthesizers covering
the frequency range of DC to 18 G Hz. In addition to being high performance synthesizers, they incorporate many additional
features which allow them to fulfill the needs
for either bench or programmable precision
signal sources or as versatile programmable
signal genera tors.

Synthesized Signal Generators
The combined frequency ranges of the HP
8660A/C, 8662A, and 8672A Synthesized
Signal Generators span 10 kHz to 18 GHz.
These generators couple the frequency accuracy and stability of synthesizers with the
modulation capability and precise, calibrated, wide-range level control of high quality
signal generators. In addition, each of these
generators offer HP-I B remote control of
frequency, level, and modulation.

Synthesized Level Generator
The HP 3335A is a synthesized level generator covering the range of 200 Hz to 80
MHz. This instrument is ideal as a standalone generator with synthesizer stability or
as a companion generator for the HP
3745A/B SLMS and 3586 A/B/C selective
level meter. It offers the traditional range of
connectors and output impedances, balanced
and unbalanced, required by the telecommunications industry. The new 3336A is a 21
MHz synthesized level generator with a similar set of telecommunications features. It too,
is ideal as a stand-alone generator or as a
companion for HP's new 3586A Selective
Level Meter. For more information on these
generators, refer to the Telecommunications
section.

Sweep Capability
The 3330B, 3335A, 8660C, and 8662A are
among the most linear sweepers ever built.
Keyboard control of built-in microprocessors
gives these instruments digital sweep (a
point-by-point sweep with frequency synthesizer accuracy).
The 3325A and the 3336A offer a phase
continuous rather than digital sweep over the
full frequency range of their output.
The 3330B also offers digital amplitude
sweeps. Amplitude can be swept in increments as small as 0.0 I dB to test level sensitive circuits like voltage-controlled oscillators and automatic gain control loops.

Synthesizer /Function Generators
The HP 3325A is a function generator
whose functions are derived from a primary
synthesized oscillator. It provides a high pu-

rity synthesized sinewave from .000001 Hz
to 21 MHz, precision squarewaves to II
MHz, linear ramps and triangle waveforms
to II kHz, II digit resolution (I ItHz < 100
kHz), wideband phase continuous sweep,
and HP-IB programmability. The low price
makes the 3325A an excellent choice for low
frequency systems or bench applications.

Function Generator
(non-synthesized)
The function generator is a versatile,
multi-waveform signal source capable of
very wide frequency coverage. Available are
functions ranging from modulation (3312A),
sweep (3312A), and trigger/gated waveforms (3310A/B, 3312A). These units provide the full range of commonplace
waveforms such as sinewaves, square waves,
triangle and ramp waves. The function generator is an indispensable general purpose
signal source for production testing, instrument repair, and the electronics laboratory.
Diverse fields of applications in which the
function generator is being used include
medical research, education, chemical, communications, geophysics, industrial control,
military, and aerospace.

Programmability (HP-IB)
The 3320B, 3325A, 3335A, 3336 A/B/C,
8660A/C, 3330B, 8165A, 8662A, 8671 A,
and 8672A are programmable via the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB), Hewlett-Packard's implementation of IEEE STD
488-1975. Multiple signal sources interfaced
to the same interface bus each may be independently programmed for different functions or frequencies.

Synthesizer Summary
Level
Range
dBm - 5011
-73to+27

Level
Resolution

Remote
Control

Other
Features'

001 dB
(4 digits)

Freq. &
Ampl.

1.8

-56.02 to
+ 23.98
(sine)

.01 dB or
.001 mV to
.01V
(4 digits)

Freq. Amp!.
Sweep &Phase

8.11. 12,
13

10-B/day

-87to+13

0.01 dB
(4 digits)

Freq. &
Amp!.

2,3,4,6,8

.001 Hz

lO-'/day

-87 to + 13

O.G! dB
(4 digits)

Freq. &
Amp!.

2,3,8

OC-21 MHz
(Pg.370)

.001 Hz
or
II digits

1.5xlO B/day

-71 to +8

001 dB

Freq.
Ampl.
Sweep &Phase

8,11, 12, 13

8660A/C·'
(Pg.4oo)

10kHz to
2600 MHz
(3 plug'lns)

1Hz or 2 Hz
(10 digits)

3,lO-'/day

-14610+ 13

8662A"
(Pg 398)

10 kHz-1280 MHz

01 Hz orO.2 Hz
(11 digits)

5xlO "/day

-139910+13

0.1 dB
(4 digits)

Freq.
Amp!.
Modulation
&Sweep

3,8,14

8671A
(Pg.415)

2to 62
GHz

1kHz

5,10-"/day

>+8

-

Freq., FM
Modulation

8,9

8672A"
(Pg.416)

2 to 18
GHz

1,2,3 kHz

5dO-"/day

-120to+3

local:
10 dB steps
plus Vernier
Remote: 1dB Steps

Freq..
Amp!. &
Modulation

8,10

8165A
(Pg.392)

1mHz
to 50 MHz

1,1Q6/day

10.0 mV
to 20 Vp.p

ModulatIOn
&Trigger

3,8,10

3 digits

Frequency
R8IOIution

Frequency

HP Model

Frequency
Range

3320B
(Pg.384)

OC-13 MHz
5ranges

0.01 Hz to
10 kHz (4 digits)

10 '/day

3325A'"
(Pg 382)

OC-21 MHz
(sine)
OC·llMHz
(square)

.000001 Hz
or
.001 Hz
(11 digits)

5,10 '/yr

3330B
(Pg. 385)

OC-13 MHz

0.1 Hz
(9 digits)

3335A
(Pg.386)

200 Hz-80 MHz

3336A/B/C
(Pg 388)

..
atability

4digits

Stability

local:
10 dB steps
plus Vernier
Remote: IdB Steps

Freq.,
Amp!. &
Modulation

8660A:
5,7,8
8660C:
3,5,7,8

. .
. .
10- w /day. (3) digital Iraq. aweep, (4) digital amp!. awaep, (5) ,"ternal AM/FM, <j>M, (B) External AM •

• Other felturel: (1) 10-'/day freq.
optional, (2) 5 x
(7) 3 x 10-g /day atabllity Opt. 001 (8) HP·IB, (9) External FM, (10) External AM & FM, (11) 5 X 10-'/weak atability optional, (12) external AM & <j>M, (13) phaae continuous aweep,
(14) Internal & External AM & FM .
• , The BBBOA/C, BBB2A and BB72A are aynthelized signs I generators. They sre discussed in deteil in the section lebeled "Signsl Generstors."
••• The 3325A Synthesizer/Function Generator includes squarew8ves. positive and negative ramps, and triangle waveforms in addition to sinewaves.

FUNCTION GENERATORS & FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZERS
0.0005 Hz to 5 MHz Function Generators
Model 3310A/B

(')

1,';://.':::'"

.,.,

'"

3310A

3310B

Description

DC Offset

The 3310A Function Generator is a compact voltage-controlled
generator with 10 decades of range. Ramp and pulse functions are
available in addition to sine, square and triangle. DC offset and external voltage control provide wide versatility. A fast rise time sync output is provided. Aspect ratio of nonsymmetrical function is 15%/85%.
The 331 OB has all the featurcs of the standard 331 OA plus single
and multiple cycle output capability.

Amplitude: ± 10 V open circuit, ± 5 V into 50Q (adjustable).
Note: max V ac peak + V dc offset is ± 15 V open circuit, ± 7.5 V
into son.
External frequency control: 50: I on any range.
Input requirement: with dial set to low end mark, a positive ramp of
o to + 10 V ± I V will linearly increase frequency 50: I. With dial set
at 50, a linear negative ramp of 0 to -10 V ± I V will linearly decrease frequency 50: I. An ac voltage will FM the frequency about a
dial setting within the limits (I <f <50) x range selling.
Linearity: ratio of output freq uency to input voltage (~F1~ V) will be
linear within 0.5%.
Sensitivity: approximately 100 mV Iminor division.
Input impedance: 10 kQ.

3310A Specifications
Output waveforms: sinusoidal. square, triangle, positive pulse, negative pulse, positive ramp and negative ramp. Pulscs and ramps have
a fixed 15% or 85% duty cycle.
Frequency range: 0.0005 Hz to 5 MHz in 10 decade ranges.

Sine Wave Frequency Response
0.0005 Hz to 50 kHz: ± 1%; 50 kHz to 5 MHz: ±4%. Reference, I
kHz at full amplitude into son.

Dial Accuracy

0.0005 Hz to 500 kHz all functions: ± (I % of setting + 1% of full
scale ).
500 kHz to 5 MHz sine, square and triangle: ± (3% of setting +
3% of full scale).
500 kHz to 5 MHz pulse and ramps: ± (10% of setting + I % of full
scale ).
Maximum output on high: > 30 V pop open circuit: > 15 V pop into
SOil (except for pulses at frequency >2 MHz).
Pulse (frequency> 2 MHz): > 24 V pop open circuit: > 12 V pop
into son.
Minimum output on low: <30 mV pop open circuit: <15 mV pop
into son.
Output level control: range >30 dB. High and low outputs overlap
for a total range of >60 dB; low output is 30 dB down from high
output.

Sine Wave Distortion
0.0005 to 10 Hz: >40 dB (1%).
10 Hz to 50 kHz (on 1 k range): >46 dB (0.5%).
50 kHz to 500 kHz: >40 dB (I %).
500 kHz to 5 MHz: >30 dB (3%).
Square wave and pulse response: <30 ns rise and fall times at
full output.
Triangle and ramp linearity: 0.0005 Hz to 50 kHz, <1%.

General
Power: 115 V or 230 V ± 10%.48 Hz to 440 Hz, <20 VA max.
Size: 114 mm H (without removable feet), 197 mm W, 203 mm D
(4.5" x 7.8" x 8").
Weight: net, 2.7 kg (6Ib); shipping, 4.5 kg (10 Ib).

Accessories Available
For rack mounting. order HP 5060-8762 Rack Adapter Frame; 50608540, 5060-8760 Filler panels.

33108 Specifications
Same as 331 OA with the following additions:
Modes of operation: free run. single cycle, multiple cycle.
Triggered frequency range: 0.0005 Hz to 50 kHz (usable to 5
MHz in normal mode).
Single cycle": ext trigger (ac coupled) requires a positive-going
square wave or pulse from I V pop to 10 V pop. The triggering signal
can be dc offset, but (V ac peak + V dc) :S ± 10 V ext gate (de coupled) will trigger a single cycle on any positive waveform 2"1 V but
:S I0 V which has a period greater than the period of the 331 OB output, and a duty cycle less than the period of the 331 OB output. The
gate signal cannot exceed 10 V.
Multiple cycle": manual trigger will cause the 3310B to free run
when depressed. When the trigger button is released, the waveform
will stop on the same phase as it started. Ext, gate will cause the
3310B to free run when the gate is held at between + I and + I0 V.
When the gate signal goes to zero, the 331 OB will stop on the same
phase as it started.
Start-stop phase: the start-stop phase can be adjusted over a range
of approximately ±90°.

Impedance: SOil.

Ordering Information

Price

Sync

3310A Function Generator
33108 Function Generaor

$975
$1075

Amplitude: >4 V Pop open circuit, >2 V pop into

son.

• "This specification applies on the X.0001 to X 1 k range only.

FUNCTION GENERATORS & FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZERS
o. 1 Hz to

1 MHz

Model 3311A

Description
The 3311 A Function Generator offers wide functional capability at
a modest price. This compact unit has seven decades of range from
0.1 Hz to I MHz. Pushbutton range and function selection add convenience to versatility. Added features normally not found on function generators in this price range are 10:1 voltage control and a
separate pulse output suitable for synchronization or driving TTL
logic circuits.

Output
Ten V p-p into 6001l (20 V p-p O.c.). This output may be attenuated by > 30 dB by a variable attenuator and offset by ± 5 V. The DC
offset allows the sine, square, and triangle functions to be positioned
to the most desired level. This feature adds to the usefulness of all
three functions.

VCO
The DC coupled voltage control allows the use of an external source
to sweep the 3311 A > 10: I in frequency.

Pulse Output

set: up to ± 10 V open circuit, ± 5 V into 600rl, continuously adjustable and independent of amplitude control. Maximum Vae peak + Vde
offset without clipping is ± 10 V open circuit, ± 5 V into 600rl.
Output impedance: 600rl ± 10%.
Sine wave amplitude flatness: within ± 3% of 10 kHz reference
(maximum output amplitude) to 100 kHz, ±6% to I MHz.
Sine wave total harmonic distortion: < 3% (maximum output amplitude).
Triangle linearity: deviation < I% from best straight line at 100 Hz
(maximum output amplitude).
Square wave transition time: rise time: < 100 ns; fall time: < 100
ns.
Square wave time axis symmetry error: ± 2% maximum to 100
kHz.

Pulse Output
Output amplitude: >3 V positive (open circuit) TTL compatible.
Duty cycle: 13.5% to 16.5% of the total period.
Transition times: < 25ns.

External Frequency Control

A separate TTL compatible pulse output provides current sinking
for up to 20 TTL loads. The pulse has a 15/85 aspect ratio with a
<25 ns rise lime.

VCO range: > 10: 1 on any frequency range.
Input requirement: with frequency dial set to 1.0, a linear ramp of
0.0 V to -10 V ± 2 V will linearly increase frequency> 10: I
Input impedance: 10 kll ± 10% in parallel with <60 pFd.

Specifications

General

Waveforms: sinusoid, square, triangle, and positive pulse.
Frequency range: 0.1 Hz to 1 MHz in seven decade ranges.
Dial accuracy: ± 5% of full scale.
Isolation: using an exlernal supply, outputs may be Ooaled up to
± 500 V relative to the instrument case (earth ground).

Operating temperature: O°C to 55°C; specifications apply from
+IY'C to +35°C.
Storage temperature: -40°C to +75°C.
Power: 100/120/220/240 V -/0%, +5% switchable: 48 Hz to 66
Hz;:S12VA.
Size: 89 mm H x 159 mm W x 248 mm D (3.5" x 6.3" x 9.8").
Weight: net, 1.5 kg (3.3 Ib); shipping, 2.5 kg (5.5 Ib).
Rack Mount Kits: 10851 A for one 3311 A, 10852A for two.

600 Ohm Output
Maximum output amplitUde: 20 V p-p open circuit; 10 V p-p into
6001l.
Amplitude control: continuously variable, > 30 dB range. DC off-

3311 A Function Generator

$325

FUNCTION GENERATORS & FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZERS
Function Generator
Model 3312A
• Two Function Generators In One Instrument
• AM-FM, sweep, trigger, gate and burst

Description
Hewlett-Packard's 3312 A Function Generator combines two separate, independent function generators with a modulator section in one
compact instrument.
The main generator can-via pushbutton control-be triggered by
the modulation generator to provide sweep functions, AM, FM or
tone burst.
Ten V pop into SOU provides adequate power for most applications.
The output attenuator has a range of more than 10,000:1 so clean
low-level signals from 10 V to I mV pop into SOU can be obtained.
The main generator includes de offset up to 10 volts pop into son.
Hewlett-Packard's 3312A is an effective low cost solution for generating a multitude of functions.

Specifications
Output waveforms: sine, square, triangle, ± ramp, pulse, AM, FM,
sweep, triggered and gated.
Frequency Characteristics
Range: 0.1 Hz to 13 MHz in 8 decades ranges.
Dial accuracy: ± 5% of full scale.
Square wave rise or fall time (10% to 90%): <20 nsec.
Aberrations: < 10%.
Triangle linearity error: < 1% at 100 Hz.
Variable symmetry: 80:20:80 to I MHz.
Sine wave distortion: <0.5% (-46dB) THD from 10 Hz to 50
kHz. (10 kHz range maximum). >30 dB below fundamental from 50
kHz to 13 MHz.
Output Characteristics
Impedance: son ± 10%.
Level: 20 V POp into open circuit, > 10 V pop into SOU at I kHz.
Level flatness (sine wave): < ± 3% from 10 Hz to 100 kHz at full
rated output (I kHz reference). < ± 10% from 100 kHz to 10 MHz.
Attenuator: I: I, 10: I, 100: I, 1000: I and> 10: I continuous control.
Attenuator error: <5%.
Sync output: impedance: son ± 10%, > I V Pop square wave into
open circuit. Duty cycle varies with symmetry control.
DC offset: Variable up to ± 10 volts. Instantaneous ac voltage +
Vdcoffset cannot exceed ± 10 V (open circuit) or ± 5 V (terminated
50 ohm).
Modulation Characteristics
Types: internal AM, FM, sweep, trigger, gate or burst; external AM,
FM, sweep, trigger, gate or burst.
Waveforms: sine, square, triangle, ramp or variable symmetry pulse.
Frequency range: 0.01 Hz to 10 kHz.
Output level: > 1.0 V pop into 10 kU.

Amplitude Modulation
Depth: 0 to J 00%.
Modulation frequency: 0.01 Hz to 10 kHz (internal). DC to > I
MHz (external).
Carrier 3 dB bandwidth: <100 Hz to >5 MHz.
Carrier envelope distortion: <2% at 70% sine wave modulation
with fc = I MHz, fm = I kHz.
External sensitivity: <10 V pop for 100% modulation.
Frequency Modulation
Deviation: 0 to ± 5% (internal).
Modulation frequency: internal: 0.01 Hz to 10kHz; external: DC to
>50 kHz.
Distortion: <-35 dB at fc = 10 MHz, fm = I kHz, 10% modulation.
Sweep Characteristics
Sweep width: > 100: I on any range.
Sweep rate: 0.01 Hz to 10 kHz, 90:10 ramp, and 0 Hz Range (provides manual setting of "Sweep Start" without modulation generator
oscillating).
Sweep mode: repetitive linear sweep between start and stop frequency settings. Retrace time can be increased with symmetry
control.
Ramp output: 0 to > -4 Pop into 5 kU.
Gate Characteristics:
Start/stop phase range: +90 to -80°.
Frequency range: 0.1 Hz to I MHz (useful to 10 MHz).
Gating signal frequency range (external): DC to I M Hz, TTL
compatible.
0

External Frequency Control
Range: 1000: I on any range.
Input reqUirement: with dial set at 10,0 to -2 V ± 20% will linearly
decrease frequency> 1000: I. An ac voltage will FM the frequency
about a dial setting within the limits (0.1 < f < 10) x range setting.
Linearity: the frequency versus voltage curve will be linear within
0.5% over a 100: I frequency range.
Input impedance: 2.8 kn ± 5%.
General
Operating temperature: O°C to +55°C; specifications apply from
O°C to 40°C.
Storage temperature: -40°C to +75°C.
Power: 100 V, 120 V, 220 V, 240 V +5%, -10%, switchable; 48 Hz
to 440 Hz; s25 VA.
Size: 102 mm H x 213 mm W x 377 mm D (4" x 8.4 x 14.8").
Weight: net, 3.8 kg (8.4 Ib). Shipping, 5.9 kg (13 Ib).
3312A Function Generator

$975
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FUNCTION GENERATORS & FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZERS
1 JiHz to 21 MHz Automatic Synthesizer
Model 3325A
• Function Generator
• Sweeper
• Programmable
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3325A

Description
The 3325A Synthesizer/Function Generator is an uncompromising, high performance synthesizer with II digit resolution, a function
generator with precision waveforms, a wideband sweeper, and a fully
programmable systems instrument.

Synthesizer
The 3325A is first with microhertz resolution below 100 kHz along
with frequency coverage from .000001 Hz to 20.999999999 MHz.
Signal purity, accuracy and stability are as good or better than earlier
stand-alone HP synthesizers. Harmonics are 65 dB down below 50
kHz and you can externally modulate with AM and PM.

Function Generator
The 3325A is also a high performance function generator providing
precision waveforms with synthesizer accuracy and resolution.
Squarewaves to 10.999999999 MHz have 20 ns rise and fall times.
Triangles and ramps with .05% linearity are available up to 10.999
999 999 kHz. All waveforms can be DC and phase offset.

A Wideband Sweeper
A major contribution is wideband phase continuous sweep, covering
up to the full frequency range of each waveform. Sweep log or linear,
single or continuous without the phase discontinuities usually associated with synthesizers. Phase lock loop testing is made easier.
Make convenient swept frequency network measurement on filters,
amplifiers or any passive or active network. Use the TTL marker to
check the frequency of points of interest on a swept frequency display
desired. Use the convenient "zoom" functions uFX2 and uF+2 to
quickly change the frequency span for the display desired.

Fully Programmable
All necessary functions are programmable on the HP-IB, including
frequency, amplitude, all functions, phase and DC offset, modulation,
all sweep parameters, amplitude cal and self-test, making the 3325A
a very versatile and powerful addition to automatic test systems. The
isolated interface combined with floating outputs and inputs and talk
mode make the 3325A easy to use in Automatic Test Systems.

More Features
The phase of the output can be changed ± 719.9 0 with .1 ° resolution. The phase is advanced (or retarded) with respect to the starting

phase. Two 3325A units can be phase locked together for dual phase
output applications.
DC offset is capable of ± 4.5 VDC on the standard instrument. The
high voltage option (Opt 002) allows AC voltages up to 40 Vpp and
AC + DC up to ± 18 V Total (AC peak + DC).
Ten storage registers can be programmed with ten different combinations of function/parameter settings from the front panel, stored
and then recalled.
The 3325A can display II digits of frequency and 4 digits of volts or
millivolts from I mV to 10 volts peak to peak. Conversion to RMS or
dBm is simple with the touch of a button.

New Technology
The 3325A provides unprecedented performance per dollar thanks
to several major contributions from advances in HP technology. A
single loop Fractional-N synthesis technique allows synthesizer accuracy with 11 digits of resolution, and as an added bonus ... phase continuous frequency sweep. Fewer parts and integrated circuit
technology make the difference. A unique method of triangle and
ramp waveform generation provides excellent linearity. Add microprocessor control and Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB) operation and the result is more performance, flexibility and versatility on
the bench, or in automatic test systems than previously available, and
at a lower cost.

Specifications
Refer to the 3325A Data Sheet for complete specifications.

Waveforms
Sine, Square, Triangle, negative and positive Ramps

Frequency
Range:
Sine: I IlHz to 20.999 999 999 MHz
Square: I IlHz to 10.999999999 MHz
Triangle/ramps: I IlHz to 10.999999999 kHz
Resolution: I IlHz, < 100 kHz
I mHz 2: 100 kHz
Aging rate: ± 5 X 1O-'/year, 20 0 to 30°C
Warm-up time: 20 minutes to within specified accuracy

383
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Main Signal Output (All Waveforms)
Impedance: 50 n
Connector: BNC; switchable to front or rear panel, nonswitchable
with option 002, except by internal cable change.

Auxiliary Inputs and Outputs
Reference input: For phase-locking 3325A to an external frequency
reference signal from 0 dBm to +20 dBm into 50 n. Reference signal
must be a subharmonic of 10 MHz from 1 MHz to 10 MHz.

Amplitude
Range: I mV to 10 V Pop in 8 amplitude ranges, 1-3-10 sequence (10
dB steps), into 50 n load.

Auxiliary frequency output: 21 MHz to 60.999 999 999 MHz, under range coverage to 19.000000001 MHz, frequency selection from
front panel. 0 dBm; output impedance: 50 n
Sync output: Square wave with V (high) ~1.2 V, V (low) 5 0.2 V
into 50 n.
X-Axis drive: 0 to > + 10 V DC linear ramp proportional to sweep
frequency, linearity, 10-90%, ± .1 % of final value.
Sweep marker output: High to low TTL compatible voltage transition at selected marker frequency.
Z·Axis blank output: TTL compatible voltage levels capable of sinking 200 rnA from a positive source.
1 MHz reference output: 0 dBm output for phase-locking additional
instruments to the 3325A.
10 MHz oven output: 0 dBm internal high stability frequency reference output for phase-locking 3325A. (Opt. 001 only)

Function
Units
Displayed
peak·peak
rms
dBm (SOU)

Sine

Square

Triangle/Ramps

min
1.000 mY
0.354 mY

mal
10.00 Y
3.536 Y

min
1.000 mY
0.500 mV

mar
10.00 Y
5.000 V

min
1.000 mY
0.289 mV

mal
10.00 Y
2.887 V

-56.02

+23.98

-53.01

+26.99

-57.78

+22.22

Resolution: 0.03% of full range or 0.01 dB (4 digits).
Amplitude Accuracy: (without dc offset, relative to programmed
amplitude and accuracy)
Sinewave amplitude accuracy:
I mHz to 100 kHz: ±.I dB, ~3 Vpp; ±.2 dB, <3 Vpp
100 kHz to 20 MHz: ±.4 dB, ~3 Vpp; ±.6 dB, .1 + 3 Vpp
Squarewave amplitude accuracy:
I mHz to 100 kHz: 1%, ~3 Vpp; 2.2%, <3 Vpp
100 kHz to \0 MHz: Il.l%, ~3 Vpp; 13.7%, <3 Vpp
Triangle amplitude accuracy:
I mHz to 2 kHz: 1.5%, ~3 Vpp; 2.7%, <3 Vpp
2 kHz to 10 kHz: 5%, ~3 Vpp; 6.2%, <3 Vpp
Sinew ave Spectral Purity
Phase noise: -60 dB for a 30 kHz band centered on a 20 MHz
carrier (excluding ± I Hz about the carrier).
Spurious: All non-harmonically related output signals will be more
than 70 dB below the carrier (60db with DC offset), or less than -90
dBm, whichever is greater.
Sinewave harmonic distortion: Harmonically related signals will
be less than the following levels (relative to the fundamental) at full
output for each range:
Frequency Range
Harmonic Level
0.1 Hz to 50 kHz
-65 dB
-60 dB
50 kHz to 200 kHz
-40 dB
200 kHz to 2 MHz
Squarewave Characteristics
Rise/fail time: ::;20 ns, 10% to 90% at fuJI output
Overshoot: 55% of peak to peak amplitude, at full output
Settling time: < 1 !J.S to settle to within .05% of final value.
Phase Offset
Range: ± 719.9° with respect to arbitrary starting phase or assigned
zero phase
Resolution: 0.1 °
Accuracy: ±0.2°
DC Offset
Range: DC only (no AC signal): 0 to ± 5.0 V/50 n.
DC + AC: Maximum DC offset ± 4.5 V on highest range,
decreasing to ± 4.5 m V on lowest range.
Resolution: 4 digits
Sinewave
Modulation
Modulation
frequency)
Sensitivity:

4mplitude Modulation
depth at full output for each range: 0-100%
frequency range: DC to 500 kHz (0-21 MHz carrier

Option 001 High Stability Frequency Reference
Aging rate: ± 5 x 1O- 8 /week, I X 10-7 / mo.
Ambient stability: ± 5 X 10- 8 (00 to + 55°C).
Warm·up time: Reference will be within ± 1 X 10-7 of final value 15
minutes after turn-on for an off time of less than 24 hours.

Option 002 High Voltage Output
Frequency range: I !J.Hz to I MHz
Amplitude
Range: 4.00 mVpp to 40.00 Vpp (500 n, < 500 pf load).
Accuracy and flatness at full output:
Sine, square, and triangle waves: ± 2% at 2 kHz
Ramps: ±2% at 500 Hz
Flatness: ± 10% relative to programmed amplitude
Sinewave distortion: Harmonically related signals will be the same
as the standard instrument to I MHz
Maximum output current: 80 mApp.
Output impedance: < 2 n at DC, < 10 nat 1 MHz
DC offset range: 4 times the specified range of the standard instru·
ment.
General
Operating environment:
Temperature: O°C to 55'C.
Relative humidity: 95%, DoC to 40°C.
Altitude: ::; 15,000 ft.
Storage temperature: -40°C to +75°C.
Storage altitude; 5 50,000 ft.
Power: 100/120/220/240 V, +5%, -10%,48 to 66 Hz; 90 VA, 120
V A with all options; 10 VA standby.
Weight: 9 kg (20 Ibs.) net; 14.5 kg (32 Ibs.) shipping
Size: 132.6 H X 425.5 W x 497.8 mm D (5.25" X 16.75" x 19.63")
Accessories: 11356A Ground Isolator for breaking signal grounds
between input/output connectors.

± 5 V peak for 100% modulation

Sinewave Phase Modulation
Range: ± 850°, ± 5V input
Modulation frequency range: DC -5 kHz
Frequency Sweep
Sweep Time
Linear: 0.0 I s to 99.99 s
Logarithmic: 2 s to 99.99 s single, O. I s to 99.99 s continuous
Maximum sweep width: Full frequency range of the main signal
output for the waveform in use, except minimum log start frequency
is 1Hz.
Phase continuity: Sweep is phase continuous over the full frequency
range of the main output.

Ordering Information'
3325A Frequency Synthesizer

Opt. 001 High Stability Frequency Reference
Opt. 002 High Voltage Output
Opt 907 Front Handle Kit (stand alone orders P/N
5061-0089)
Opt 908 Rack Flange Kit (stand alone orders P/N
5061-0077)
Opt 909 Rack Flange and Handle Combination Kit
(stand alone orders P/N 5061-0083)
11356A Ground Isolator
'Hp·IB cable

not supplied.

See page 30.

Price
$3600
add $600
add $225
$32
$25
$55
$60
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1 .01 Hz to 13 MHz Frequency Synthesizer
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Model 3320B

3320B

Specifications

3320B Amplitude Section

Refer to the 3320B data sheet for complete specifications.
Frequency range: 0.01 Hz to 13 MHz in 7 ranges.
Frequency ranges: 10 MHz, 1000 kHz, 100 kHz, 10kHz, 1000 Hz;
100 Hz and 10 Hz (optional). 30% overrange on all ranges.

Frequency resolution:
Range
10 MHz
1000 kHz
100 kHz
10 kHz
1000 Hz
100 Hz
10 Hz

Vernter Out
(local or remote)
10 kHz
1 kHz
100 Hz
10 Hz
1 Hz
0.1 Hz
001 Hz

Amplitude range: +26.99 dBm (',~ watt) to -69.99 dBm (-73.00
dBm under remote control) into 50\1. (+ 26.99 dBm = 5 V rms into
50\1).
Amplitude resolution: 0.01 dB.
Frequency response (10 kHz reference):
"LEVEliNG
ON"

"LEVEliNG

Vernier In
(local)
10 Hz
1 Hz
0.1
Hz
0.01
Hz
1 mHz
0.1 mHz
0.01 mHz

Vernier In
(remote)
1 kHz
100 Hz
10 Hz
1 Hz
0.1 Hz
001 Hz
0.001 Hz

OFF"

13 MHz

10 Hz

de

+26.99 dBm

::to.OS dB
-3.00 dBm

::to I dB
~23.00

::tOS dB

dBm

::to 2 dB
-S300 dBm

::tOA dB
-7300 dBm

Vernier out: ± 0.00 I % of setting for 6 mo, O°C to 55°C.
Vernier In: ± 0.01 % of range for 6 mo, O°C to 55°C.

Amplitude accuracy (absolute): +26.99 dBm, ± 0.05 dB at 10kHz
and (20°C to 30°C).
Output impedance: 50\1 (75n Option 001).

Frequency Stability

General

Frequency Accuracy

Long term: ± 10 parts in 10" of setting per year (vernier out) with
ambient temperature reference. Optional high stability crystal reference oven available (Option 002).
Signal-to-phase noise (integrated): >40 dB down in 30 kHz
band, excluding ± I Hz, centered on carrier. 10 MHz range, vernier
out. Improves on lower frequency ranges.
Harmonic distortion: with output frequencies >0.1 % of range at
full output amplitude, any harmonically related signal will be less
than the following levels: -60 dB with output from 5 Hz to 100 kHz;
-50 dB with output from 100 kHz to I MHz; -40 dB with output
from I MHz to 13 MHz.
Spurious: >60 dB down.
Internal frequency standard: 20 MHz crystal.
Phase locking: the 3320B may be phase locked with a 200 mV to 2
V rms signal that is any subharmonic of 20 MHz.
Rear panel output: front or rear panel output is standard.

Auxiliary Outputs
Tracking outputs: 20 MHz to 33 MHz offset signal. > 100 mV
rms/50n.
1 MHz reference output: 220 mV rms/50n (>0 dBm/50\l).
Low level output: same frequency as main output but remains between 50 mV rms and 158 mV rms (into 50\1) depending on main
output level setting.

Operating temperature: O°C to 55"C.
Storage temperature: -40°C to +70°C.
Power requirements: 115 V or 230 V ± 10%,48 Hz to 63 Hz, 110
VA max.
Weight
3320B: net, 15.9 kg (35 Ib). Shipping. 19.5 kg (43 Ib).
Size: 132.6 mm H, 425 mm W, 542.9 mm D (5'[,," x 16'/," X 2I'f').

Options and Accessories
3320B Opt 001: 75\1 output
3320B Opt 002: Crystal Oven
3320B Opt 004: BCD remote control
3320B opt 006: 100 Hz/ 10Hz ranges
3320B Opt 007: HP-IB remote control
11048C: 50\1 feedthrough termination
11094B: 75\1 feedthrough termination
11473-74A: Balancing Transformers. (sce page 711)
11475A: Balancing Transformers. (see page 711)

Price

N/C
$540
$460
$260
$820
$25
$25
$450
$425

Ordering Information·"
3320B Frequency Synthesizer
• Field installable.
•• Except last vernier digit and line switch.
• •• HP-IB cable not supplied. See page 30.

$5100

FUNCTION GENERATORS & FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZERS
0.1 Hz to 13 MHz Automatic Synthesizer
Model 3330B

..

.
~
""'u""

• Digital ::;weeplolg of frequenr:y and amplitude

SYSTEMS

Abbreviated Specifications
(For complete specifications, refer to data sheet)
Frequency range: 0.1 Hz to 13,000,999.9 Hz.
Frequency resolution: 0.1 Hz (8 digits + overrange).
Frequency Stability
Long term: ± 1 x 10-< of frequency per day. ± I x 10- 7 of frequency
per month.
Temperature: ± I x 10-' of frequency at 25 DC ± 10°C. ± I x 10-7 of
frequency at O°C to 5S"C.
Signal to phase noise (integrated): 50 dB down in a 30 kHz band,
excluding ± I Hz, centered on carrier.
Harmonic distortion: with full output amplitude, any harmonically
related signal will be less than the following specified levels.
5 Hz to 100 kHz: -60 dB.
100 kHz to 1 MHz: -50 dB.
1 MHz to 13 MHz: -40 dB.

Spurious
All non harmonically related spurious signals will be greater than 70
dB below selected output level or .:s 110 dBm/501l. whichever is
greater.
Auxiliary Outputs
20 - 33 MHz tracking output: > 100 mY rms/50n.
1 MHz reference output: >220 mY rms/501l (0 dBm/501l).
Synthesized search or tune: a frequency step (0.1 Hz min) may be
entered. This step may be added to or subtracted from the synthesized
output signal. Rate of search or tune is selected by the time per step
control.
Digital sweeping of frequency: accomplished by entering and setting the cenler frequency, a frequency step, number of steps, time per
step, and sweep direction.
Sweep width: the product of the step size and number of steps.
Step size: continuously adjustable in 0.1 Hz increments.
Step accuracy: ± I x 10-< per day for standard reference crystal.
Number of steps: 10, 100, or 1000.
Time per step: I ms, 3 ms, lams. 30 ms, 100 ms, 300 ms, 1000 ms,
and 3000 ms.
Direction of sweep: up, both, down.
Single sweep: initiated by momentary pushbutton.
Continuous sweep: initiated by momentary pushbutton.
Manual sweep: accumplished by holding down the freq r or freq J
keys. Display will follow output.
Sweep output: stepped de voltage proportional to sweep position, 0
to +IOV.
Accuracy: ± 0.2% of full scale.
Linearity: ± 0.\ % of full scale.

Amplitude Section
Amplitude: maximum 2.1 Y rms into open circuit; maximum \.05 Y
rms into 5011.
Amplitude range: + 13.44 dBm to -86.55 dBm into 50!!.
Amplitude resolution: 0.01 dB.
Output impedance: 50!! (7511 Opt 001).
Display: four digit readout in dBm with reference to son.
Leveled frequency response: (10kHz reference) 10 Hz-13
MHz.*
+13.44 dBm to -16.55 dBm: ..1:0.05 dB.
-16.55 dBm to -36.55 dBm: ±O, I dB.
-36.55 dBm to -66.55 dBm: ..I: 0,2 dB.
-66.55 dBm to -86.55 dBm: ±0.4 dB.
Amplitude attenuator accuracy: ± 0.02 dB/ I a dB step (al 10
kHz) of attenuation down from maximum output.
Amplitude accuracy (absolute): ± 0.05 dB at 10kHz and + 13.44
dBm (25°C ± SOC). (For absolute accuracy at other frequencies and
amplitudes, add 0,05 dB to the leveled fn:quency response specification, plus the attenuator accuracy specification.)
Amplitude modulation: requires external modulation source. Rear
panel BNC. ALC switch must be in slow position.
Modulating signal: 100 Hz to 100 kHz.
Modulation depth: 0.95 V rms modulating signal for 95';;, modulation depth.

General
Operating temperature: O'C tu + 55"C.
Storage temperature: -40°C to + 70°C.
Turn on time: application of power to "On": 20 min to within ± I X
10-7 of the final frequency.
"Standby" to "On": 15 s to full specifications.
Power requirements: 115 Y or 230 V ± 10%,48 Hz to 63 Hz. 20 W
standby, 200 W Of1.
Weight: net, 22.6 kg (53 Ib). Shipping. 26.8 kg (63 Ib).
Size: 177 mm H X 426 mm W X 547 mm D (7" X 16.8" X 21.5").

Options
001: 75Q-1 Youtput
002: High stability crystal oven
005: 5 V-SOli output

33308 Automatic Synthesizer
(includes isolated HP-IB)

Price

,,-,/e
add $610
"dd S310

$8900

FUNCTION GENERATORS & FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZERS
200 Hz to 80 MHz Automatic Synthesizer
Model 3335A

•
•
•
•

1 mHz Resolution
High Spectral Purity
Precision Amplitude Control
Program Storage

• HP-IB

Description
Covering a frequency range of 200 Hz-80 MHz, the 3335A Synthesizer/Level Generator has performance characteristics that make it
ideally suited for the telecommunications industry, as well as for traditional synthesizer applications, including testing of Frequency Division Multiplex (FDM) equipment and R&D and production testing
of communications systems. It features precision level control, milliHertz resolution, high spectral purity, internal frequency sweep, HPJB programmability and numerous user conveniences.

Internal Storage
Up to 10 different front panel settings (frequency, level, 0 incr, etc.)
can be stored in internal memory registers for later recall. The DISPLA Y key allows viewing of register contents without altering the
synthesizer output.

Precision Amplitude
Increasing channel capacity of Frequency Division Multiplex
(FDM) systems is continually placing more stringent requirements
on the testing of transmission parameters. To meet these performance
standards, the 3335A incorporates a state-of-the-art attenuator resulting in attenuator accuracies of up to ± .025 dB over the 80 MHz
frequency range.

Programmability
The 3335A is fully programmable via the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB), HP's implementation of IEEE Standard
488-1975. Most Hewlett-Packard 9800 Series Programmable Calculators, as well as Models 21 MX and 2\ 00 series minicomputers,
are easily interfaced to the HP-IB.

Frequency Stability
The 3335A synthesizes its output frequency from an internal temperature-controlled crystal oscillator which provides ± I x lO-'/day
frequency stability (± 5 x 10-'" is optional). The 3335A can also be
phase-locked to any external frequency standards.

Automatic Frequency Sweep
The 3335A combines the precision frequency accuracy and stability of a synthesizer with the time-saving convenience of a digital
sweeper.

SLMS - Tracking Generator
The 3335A operates as a tracking generator with the HP 3745A/B
Selective Level Measuring Set (SLMS), or the 3586A/B/C Selective

Level Meter for automatic or semi-automatic testing of FDM systems. For closed-loop tracking where the 3335A and 3745A/B are in
the same location, the frequency of the generator is controlled by the
microprocessor in the SLMS.

Abbreviated Specifications
(complete specifications are shown on the 3335A data sheet.)

Frequency
Range: 200 Hz-80.999 999 999 MHz.
Resolution: 0.001 Hz.
Stability (higher stability available with Opt 001): ± I x 10-'/day;
± \ x 1O- 7/month.
Frequency sWitching and settling time: <20 ms to within 90° of
final phase.
.

Spectral Purity
Harmonic components (relative to fundamental, full output):
200 Hz - 10 MHz: -45 dB.
10 MHz - 80 MHz: -40 dB.
Spurious: all non-harmonically related outputs will be greater than
75 dB below the carrier or -125 dBm, whichever is greater.
Integrated phase noise (30 kHz band, excluding ± 1 Hz centered on the carrier): 9.9 MHz: -63 dB; 20 MHz: -70 dB; 40
MHz: -64 dB; 80 MHz: -58 dB.

Amplitude
Range
50\!: +13.01 dBm to -86.98 dBm; 75\!: +11.25 dBm to -88.74
dBm.
Resolution: 0.01 dB.
Absolute accuracy (full amplitude at 100 kHz, 10°C to 35°C):
±0.05 dB
Note: To determine absolute accuracy tolerances at other frequencies
or amplitudes, the flatness and attenuator specifications must be added to the above accuracy specification.
Flatness (relative to 100 kHz, full amplitude): I kHz - 25 MHz:
±0.07 dB; 200 Hz - 80 MHz: ±0.15 dB.
Attenuator
Range: 98 dB in 2 dB steps.
Accuracy (1 year)
Z"
80 MHz

mE
Blli
75 !l

75 fl

~
75 fl

o to 38
40 to 58

60 to 98

Amplitude switching time: <500 ms to within ± 0.02 dB of final
value.
Sweep Characteristics
Sweep modes:
~ingle: 10 or 50s single sweep from min. to max. frequency.
Auto: repetitive sweep from min. to max. frequency at a nominal 125
ms rate.
Number of steps: 10 sec., 50 sec., MANUAL: 1000 steps; AUTO
(125 ms): 100 steps.
Phase discontinuities: there will be no significant phase discontinuities provided the following breakpoints are not crossed:
200 Hz - < 10 MHz: I MHz points, e.g. I MHz,2 MHz, etc.
10 MHz - <20 MHz: 250 kHz points, e.g. 10.25 MHz, 10.5 MHz,
etc.
20 MHz - <40 MHz: 500 kHz points.
40 MHz - 80 MHz: I MHz points.

Opt 001 (High Stability Frequency Reference)
Aging rate: ±5 x IO- IO /day; :t2 x 10-'/month; ± I x 10·'/year.

Opt 0021004
For specifications not listed below, refer to standard instrument
specifications, or the 3335A data sheets.
Frequency
Range: 75fl: 200 Hz-80.999 999 999 MHz; 124fl: 10 kHz-l0 MHz;
I 35fl: 10 kHz-2 MHz.
Resolution: .001 Hz.
Amplitude
Range: + 11.25 dBm to -88.74 dBm.
Resolution: 0.01 dB.
Flatness (relative to 100 kHz at full amplitude):
75fl: I kHz - 25 MHz: ± 0.07 dB; 200 Hz - 80 MHz: ± 0.15 dB
124fl: 50 kHz - 10 MHz: ± 0.15 dB; 10kHz - 10 MHz: ± 0.40 dB
135fl: 10kHz-2MHz: ±0.18dB
Accuracy at fUll output (100 kHz, 10°C to 35°C): 75fl: ±0.05 dB;
I24fl/ I35fl: ± 0.1 0 dB
Amplitude accuracy (includes the effects of flatness and aUenuator)
75 ()
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'Levels down to -8874 dBm can be selected.
however, accuracies are unspecified due to
spurious noise floor of -100 dBm.

Outputs
Output Impedances: 75fl unbalanced, 124fl balanced, 135fl balanced
Signal balance (100 kHz): >60 dB.

Opt 002
75fl: commercial equivalent of WECO type 477B (accepts WECO
plug 358A).
124fl: commercial equivalent of WECO type 477B at 16 mm
(0.625") spacings (accepts WECO plug 372A)
135fl: commercial equivalent of WECO type 223A at 16 mm
(0.625") spacings (accepts WECO plug 24IA).
Opt 004
75fl: commercial equivalent of WECO type 560 A (accepts WECO
plug 439A or 440A).
124l!: commercial equivalent of WECO type 560A at 12.7 mm
(0.5") spacings (accepts WECO plug 443A).
135fl: commercial equivalent of WECO type 223A at 16 mm
(0.625") spacings (accepts WECO plug 24IA).

Opt 003
Frequency
Range: 75fl: 200 Hz - 80.999 999 999 MHz; 150n: 10 kHz - 2 MHz
Resolution: .001 Hz.
Amplitude
Range: + 11.25 to -88.74 dBm.
Resolution: 0.01 dB.
Flatness (relative to 100 kHz at full amplitude): 75fl: I kHz-25
MHz: ±0.07 dB, 200 Hz-80 MHz: ±0.15 dB; 150fl: 10 kHz-2
MHz: ±0.18 dB.
Accuracy at full output (100 kHz, 10°C to 35°C): 75fl: ± 0.05 dB;
150fl: ±O.IO dB.
Amplitude accuracy (includes the effects of flatness and aUenuator)
1 kHz

200 Hz

25 MHz

80 MHz

+ 11.25
± 0.25 dB
-

±015dB ± 035 dB

8.75
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± 0.30 dB

±020dB ±045 dB
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±030 dB
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• Levels down to -88.74 dBm can be selected.
however accuracies are unspecified due to
spurious noise floor of -100 dBm.

Outputs
Output impedances: 75fl Unbalanced, 150fl Balanced
Signal balance (100 kHz): >60 dB
Connectors
75n: BNC; 150n: Pair of BNC's at 20 mm (0.8") spacings
General
Operating Environment
Temperature: O°C to 55°C.
R.H.: <95%, O°C to +40°C.
Storage temperature: -40°C to +75°C.
Power: 100/120/220/240 V, +5%, -10%; 48 to 66 Hz; 195 VA.
Weight: net: 18.2 kg. (40 Ibs). Shipping: 26.8 kg. (59 Ib).
Size: 132.6 mm H x 425.5 mm W x 497.8 mm D (5'/,' x 16314' x
191's").
Ordering Information'
333SA Synthesizer/Level Generator
Opt 001: High Stability Reference
Opt 002: Connector Option
Opt 003: Connector Option
Opt 004: Connector Option
Opt 907: Front Handle Kit
Opt 908: Rack Mount Kit
'Hp·IB cabla not suppliad. Saa Paga 30.

Price
$8500
add $580
add $350
add $200
add $350
add $32
add $25

FUNCTION GENERATORS & FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZERS
Synthesizer / Level Generator
Model 3336 AlBIC
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Description

± 0.05 dB Amplitude Accuracy

Covering a frequency range of 10 Hz to 20.999 MHz, the 3336A
(CCITT) and 3336B (Bell) Synthesizer/Level Generators have performance characteristics that make them ideally suited for the telecommunications industry. The 3336C is designed for traditional
synthesizer applications as well as R&D and production testing of
systems or components. All three feature precision level control, high
spectral purity, optional frequency stability of ± 5 x I O~< /week, internal frequency sweep and numerous user conveniences. All models include HP-IB (IEEE Std. 488-1975) as a standard feature for use in
automatic test systems.

New H P attenuator technology coupled with custom designs in leveling loops and thermal converters produce amplitude accuracies seen
only in instruments at much greater cost. The fast leveling loop makes
extremely flat sweeps possible at fast sweep speeds. External leveling
is also available for those custom applications where a control loop is
desired.

Precision Frequency Measurements
Major advances in HP technology have provided a single loop, fractional-N synthesis technique which allows synthesizer accuracy with
II digits of resolution, plus ... completely phase continuous frequency sweep over any of the instrument's frequency ranges. Microhertz
resolution below 100 kHz allows precise frequency measurements
over a range of 10Hz to 20.999 999 999 M Hz. Harmonics are below
60 dB over the range from 50 Hz to I MHz (50 dB to 20 M Hz), with
spurious signals below 70 dBc or -100 dBm in the standard instrument, -115 dBm with an option.

HP-IB
The 3336A. Band C come standard with H P-I B. Remote programming of major front panel controls makes these instruments a versatile and powerful addition to automatic test systems. The isolated
interface combined with floating inputs and outputs contributes to
ease of use in systems applications.

Other Features
Both the 3336 A & B have true balanced outputs which can be
floated. All three models (the 3336A, B & C) have 10 storage registers; amplitude blanking capability during frequency switching; linear or logarithmic phase continuous sweep capabilities; RPG (rotary
pulse generator) to simplify modification of any digit in the display;
phase offset capability; output connector and impedance flexibility;
AM and PM modulation, and many other features. Refer to the data
sheet for complete information.

Resolution: 0.1 °
Accuracy: ± 0.2 °

Abbreviated Specifications
Frequency
3338C

10 Hz to
20.999 999 999 MHz

600 0 Balanced

Resolution: I IlHz for frequencies < 100 kHz, I mHz for frequencies?c 100 kHz
Accuracy: ± 5 x 10-'; of programmed frequency (20° to 30°C)
Aging rate: ± 5 x IQ-';/year (20° to 30°C)
Warm-up time: 30 minutes to within specified accuracy
Amplitude
Range: 50 fl: -71.23 to +8.76 dBm; 75 fl and 600 fl: -72.99 to
+7.00dBm; 124fl.13Sfl, ISOfl:-78.23to+I.76dBm
Absolute accuracy: ± .05 dB, 20° to 30°C (for the top 9.99 dB of
amplitude range at 10 kHz, SO kHz for 124 fl, 135 fl, ISO fl); ±.08
dB, 0° to 55°C
Flatness: 50/75 Q, ±.I dB ( ± .07 dB with option 005) referenced to
10 kHz, 124, 135, I SO fl, .:s; ± .15 dB referenced to SO kHz.
Attenuator accuracy: (Instruments without Option 005)
10 Hz

1 MHz

10 MHz

20.9 MHz

IOta 1999dB
20 to 3999 dB
40 to 7999 dB
Note: Amplitude Accuracy is the Bum of the Absolute Accuracy and, as necessary, Flatness and
Attenuetor Accuracy. See paga 5g2 (3336 A/BI for overallamplilude. Accuracy specificalion

expressed versus output 18"81.

Amplitude blanking: output drops to less than -85 dBm during frequency switching
Main Signal Outputs
Return loss (on carrier), balance
Output

Return Lo\\

Balance

50 il
(3336C)

>30 dB. 10 Hz to 10 MHz.
>25 dB. 10 MHz to 20 MHz

Unbalanced

75
(3336 A/B/C)

>30 dB. 10 Hz to 20 MHz

Unbaanced

124 !!
(3336B)

> 20 dB. 10kHz to 30 kHz
.>30 dB. 30 kHz to 10 MHz

.>30 jB
10 kHz to 10 MHz

135 !!
(3336B)

>20 dB.l0 kHz t030 kHz
>30 dB. 30 kHz to 2 MHz

>36 dB
10 kHz to 2 MHz

150 !!
(3336A)

>20 dB.I0 kHz to 30 kHz
>30 dB. 30 kHz to 2 MHz

>36 dB
10 kHz to 2 MHz

EOO!!
(3336 A/B)

Not specified

>38 dB
300 Hz to 50 kHz

Spectral Purity:
Harmonic distortion: harmonically related signals will be less than
the following levels relative to the fundamental (normal leveling):
Frequency Range'

Harmonic Level

50 Hz to 1MHz
1 MHz to 5 MHz
5MHz to 20 MHz

-EO dB
-55 dB
-50 dB

Integrated phase noise: (3336C) -64 dB, over a 30 kHz band,
centered on a 20 MHz carrier, excluding I Hz about the carrier;
(3336A & B) -72 dB for a 3 kHz band, 2 kHz either side of carrier.
Spurious: all non-harmonically related signals will be more than 70
dB below the fundamental or -100 dBm (-115 dBm with Option

005)
'Refer to data sheet lor specifications below 50 Hz.

Phase Offset
Range: + 7 \ 9.9' with respect to arbitrary reference phase.

Frequency Sweep
Sweep time: linear; 0.0 I s to 99.99 s. Single Log; 2 s to 99.99 s.
Continuous Log; 0.1 s to 99.99 s.
Maximum sweep width: specified frequency range of selected output
Minimum sweep width: log; I decade. Linear; minimum BW (Hz)
= .1 (Hz/s) x Sweep Time (s)
Phase continuity: phase is continuous over full frequency range.
Sweep flatness: fast leveling; ±.ISdB, 10 kHz to 20 MHz, .03 s
Sweep time: normal leveling; ±.I 5 dB, SO Hz to 1 MHz, .Ss sweep
time.
Amplitude Modulation
Modulation depth: 0 to 100%
Modulation frequency range: SO Hz to SO kHz
Envelope distortion: < - 30 db to 80% modulation (I kHz modulating frequency)
Phase Modulation
Range: 0° to ± 850°
Linearity: ± 0.5% from best fit straight line
Modulation frequency range: dc to 5 kHz
Input sensitivity: ± 5 V peak for 850° phase shift (170' /volt)
Auxiliary Outputs
AUX 0 dBm: frequency range is 21 MHz to 60.999 999 999 MHz
SYNC OUT: TTL square wave with Vhigh > 1.2 V into SO ohms.
REF OUT: 0 dBm (SO fl), 1 MHz signal for phase locking.
10 MHz OVEN OUT: Instruments with Opt 004 only. 0 dBm
(SO fl). 10 MHz temperature stabilized, crystal oscillator.
X DRIVE: 0 to >+10 Vdc linear ramp.
Z BLANK: sweep related TTL compatible voltage levels.
MARKER: TTL compatible high to low level transition at the programmed Marker Frequency.
Auxiliary Inputs
EXT REF IN: For phase-locking the Model 3336 to an external frequency reference. Signal from 0 dBm to +20 dBm (SO Il).
AMPTD MOD: See Amplitude Modulation specifications.
PHASE MOD: See Phase Modulation specifications.
EXTERNAL LEVELING: Input from an External Leveling voltage
source to regulate the signal amplitude at a remote point.
Option 004: High Stability Frequency Reference (all models)
Accuracy: ± 5 x 10-'
Aging rate: ± 5 x 10-'/week after 72 hours continuous operation
± 1 x 10-7 /month after IS days continuous operation
Ambient stability: ±S x 10-' maximum, 0° to 55°C.
Option 005: High Accuracy Attenuator (Models 3336 A/B/C)
Accuracy: attenuation

10 to 19.99 dB

± .035 dB

20 to 29.99 dB
40 to 79.99 dB

+ .06 dB

+.\ dB
General
Operating environment:
Temperature: 0° to 55°C
Relative humidity: .:s;85%, 0° to 40°C
Altitude: 15,000 ft, .:s;4600 meters
Storage temperatures: -50 to +6S o C
Storage altitude: .:s; 50,000 ft, 15,240 meters
Power requirements: 100/120/220/240 V, +5%, -10%,48 to 66
Hz, 60 VA, (100 VA with all options), 10 VA standby
Size: 132.6 H x 425.5 W x 497.8 D or 5.2" x 16.8" x 19.6"
Weight: net, 10 kg. (22 Ibs.); shipping, 15.5 kg. (34 Ibs.)
0

Ordering Information'
3336A Synthesizer/Level Generator (CCITT)
33368 Synthesizer/Level Generator (N. American)
3336C Synthesizer/Level Generator (General Purpose)
Opt 004 High Stability Frequency Reference
Opt 005 High Accuracy Attenuator
Opt 907 Front Handle Kit
Opt 908 Rack Flange Kit
Opt. 909 Rack Flange and Handle Kit
'HP·IB cables not furnished. See page 30

Price
$4400
$4400
$4100
add $550
add $550
add $32
add $25
add $55

FUNCTION GENERATORS & FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZERS
1 Hz-20 MHz Pulse/Function Generator
Model 8111A
• Sine, triangle, square, haverfunctions
• 20 MHz, 32 Vpp for all waveforms
• Variable duty cycle or pulse width

• Trigger, gate, veo and optional burst
• Digital display for all parameters
• Error recognition

e
8111A Option 001

The 8111 A combines pulse generator and function generator capabilities in a single, compact unit. Triggered operation for all waveforms, and the ability to define rectangular waveforms in terms of
pulse width or duty cycle, are examples of the 8111 A's versatility.

Saves Space and Equipment
Small size and manifold capability make the 8111 A an ideal source
for service and bench. Digital display, error detector and good repeatability assure high operating confidence. This reduces the need for
output monitoring and consequently saves equipment.

Flexible

Operating modes include veo which permits frequency-shift keying and dc-to-frequency conversion as well as sweep and FM applications. Option OOl's Burst mode simplifies tone burst generation and
digital preconditioning by generating a precise number of waveform
cycles. An "extra cycle" feature activated after a burst allows critical
events to be examined.
Pulse mode's variable width down to 25 ns and clean 10 ns transitions provide useful digital test capability. High analog flexibility is
assured because all waveforms can be generated in trigger, gate and
burst modes. Adjustable duty cycle up to 999 kHz means that CRT
sawtooth waveforms and rectangular signals for de motor control can
be simulated.

Specifications (50-ohm load resistance)
Waveforms:
sine, triangle, ramp, square, pulse, haverfunctions.

Timing
Frequency
Range: 1.00 Hz to 20.0 MHz (3-digit resolution).
Accuracy (SO% duty cycle): 5% (± 10% below 10 Hz).
Jitter: <0.1 % + 50 ps.
Stability: ± 0.2% (I hour), ± 0.5% (24 hours).
Duty Cycle (sine, triangle, square, haverfunctions):

Calibrated
Range:
Resolution:
Accuracy:

50% nominal
2 digits
± I digit

Variable (below 1MHz)
10% to 90%,
2 digits.
± 6 digits
(± 3 in range 20 to 80%).

Pulse Width
Range: 25.0 ns to 100 ms (3-digit resolution).
Accuracy: ± 5% ± 2 ns.

Output Characteristics
(voltages double into high impedance)
Amplitude
Range: 1.60 mVpp to 16.00 Vpp (3112 digit resolution).
Accuracy: ± 5% (at I kHz for sine and triangle).
Flatness (sine, triangle): ±3% (+10%, -15% above I MHz).
Offset
Range: 0.00 mV to ± 8.00 V (3-digit resolution).
Accuracy: ± 0.5% setting ± 1% ampl ± 20 m V
(ampl2:: 160 mVpp),
±0.5% setting ± 1% ampl ± I mV
(ampl < 160 mVpp).
Distortion: THD < 1% (-40 dB) below 100 kHz, < 3% (- 30 dB)
above 100 kHz; may increase by 3dB at ooe and 55°C.
Linearity (triangle): < ± 3% « ± I % below I MHz)
Pulse and Squarewave Performance
Transitions: < IOns.
Perturbations: < ± 5% « ± 10% below 0.16 Vpp).
Output impedance: ± 50 ohm ± 5%.

Modes:
normal, trigger·, gate·,

veo and

(Option 001) burst·.

• Adjustable start-phase for hsvsrsins, hsvsrtriangle

VCO range: 2 decades, ext. signal 0.1 V to 10 V (de to I kHz).
Burst length: I to 1999 periods for all waveforms.

General
Repeatability: factor 2.5 better than accuracy.
Environmental
Storage temperature: -40°C to +75°C.
Operating temperature: ooe to 55°C.
Humidity: 95% RH, ooe to 40°C.
Power: 100/120/220/240 V rms; +5% - 10%; 48 to 440 Hz; 70 VA
max.
Weight: net, 4.6 kg (10 Ib). Shipping, 6.6 kg (15 Ib).
Size: 89 H x 212.3 W x 345 mm D (3.5 x 8.36 x 13.6 in).

Ordering Information

Price

8111A Pulse/Function Generator
Opt 001: Burst
Opt 910: Extra Operating and Service Manual

5061-2001: Bail Handle Kit
5061-0072 Rack Mount Kit (single 8111 A)
5061-0074 Rack Mount Kit (two instruments)
5061-0094 Lock Link Kit (for use with 5061-0074)

\.

$1775
add $375
add $20
$25
$50
$20
$42

FUNCTION GENERATORS & FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZERS
1 mHz-50 MHz Pulse/Function Generator
Model 8116A
• Sine, triangle, square, haverfunctions and dc
• 1 mHz-50 MHz, 32 Vpp for all waveforms
• Variable (10 ns min) pulse width, 6 ns transitions

• Wide range of operating capability
• Self-prompting operating concept
• Error recognition and self test

e
8116A

Option 001

The fully programmable 8116A features pulse as well as function
generator capabilities in one small unit. A broad I mHz-50 MHz
band for all waveforms and a wide choice of operating and modulating modes assure high flexibility. These factors, plus good repeatability, make the 8116A a sound, long-term investment.

Unique Operating Concept Saves Engineering Time
HP's custom Ie's have made it feasible to put the many 8116A
capabilities into such a small volume. Handling is simplified by a
unique, microprocessor-controlled, operating concept which ensures a
clear overview of the compact front panel at all times. When the mode
and waveform have been selected, illuminated labels show which parameters must be set. There's no clutter, no confusion.
Auto vernier. In normal mode, the 8116A's auto-vernier increments
any desired parameter continuously until a stop signal is applied. This
means that thresholds can be measured automatically, without a
controller.
Level or amplitude programming. The 8116A's output can be programmed in terms of high and low levels or in terms of amplitude and
ioffset. Consequently a direct, automatic, conversion is always feasible
'ISO that the 81 16A can be programmed in the same terms as the device
is specified.
ISate limit. Devices can be protected by the limit feature. This preIvents the output from exceeding a given magnitude.

Rectangular Waveforms

I For applications such as laser diodes or dc motors, square waves can
Ibe programmed for constant duty cycles from 10% to 90%. For digital
Itest, or for simulating very low duty-cycle events, pulse width can be
programmed down to IOns. Square wave and Pulse modes provide
iclean 6 ns edges that are ideal for many technologies. Pulse width
\modulation and pulse recovery capability are available in Pulse mode.

Sine and Triangle Functions

I 10% to 90% duty cycle, programmable in I% steps, provides ramps
and asymmetrical sine waves for testing VCO's, servos, amplifier linbarity and industrial process control systems. Haverfunctions,

available in External Trigger, Gate and Burst modes, extend the applications to areas such as telephone line and vibration testing.

Modulation
All waveforms can be amplitude or frequency modulated. VCO operation allows frequency variation over two decades with an external
voltage; consequently transducer output can be conditioned for mag
tape recording, or frequency-shift keying or linear sweep can be carried out.

Option 001
10 1/2-decade log sweep. Sweep mode covers the wide I mHz50 MHz band in a single up sweep. Test setups require no more than
an X- Y recorder or scope because all necessary control signals are
available. The 8116A sweeps can be internally triggered, if desired.
Accurate, counted bursts. A preprogrammed number of cycles of
any waveform can be generated in Burst mode. With sine, triangle
and square functions, bursts can be triggered internally as well as
externally.
Hold capability. For material stress testing, low frequency functions
can be held at instantaneous levels. Hold is controlled by an external
signal.

Low-Cost Automation for Bench and Systems
Powerful capability, small size and wide specified temperature
range make the 8l16A a good choice for automatic test systems.
Also, the low cost means that it's now realistic to automate those routine bench jobs and leave more time for design. Comfortable software
features such as easy syntax and flexible format contribute to rapid
system design.

Operating Confidence
There's reliance in the 8116A's output because proper operation is
always ensured by the instrument's error detector. This helps the user
to recover from an incorrect front panel or programming operation by
indicating the offending parameter. Also, the built-in test and diagnosis feature verifies correct function each time the instrument is
switched on.
Specifications: see page 354.

FUNCTION GENERATORS & FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZERS
50 MHz Programmable Signal Source
Model 8165A
• Pulse I function capability
• Sine, triangle, square to 50 MHz
• Pulses and ramps to 20 MHz

• Trigger, gate and counted burst
• Synthesizer stability, precision amplitude
• Storage of operating parameters

8165A Option 002

Versatility and Simplicity for Systems and Bench
The 8165A Programmable Signal Source is a versatile function
generator with good accuracy and many trigger features. Microprocessor control assures rapid, accurate setup whether programming
locally or via HP-IB.

Operating Set Storage
Ten complete sets of operating information can be stored and recalled. In the event of power failure, battery back up retains all data
plus the active settings.

Stability and Resolution
Very stable frequency is ensured with phase lock loop techniques
and internal crystal reference. The four-digit frequency display
means a I /lHz resolution in the I to 9.999 mHz range.

Specifications

Harmonic signals: (fundamental 1-10 MHz): ~ -36 dB
Harmonic signals: (fundamental above 10 MHz): ~ -30 dB.
Non-harmonic: ~ -40 dB.
Square/pulse characteristics
Transition times: (10% to 90%): ~ 5 ns (5011 into 5011), ~ 7 ns (I
kl1 into 50 11)
PreshootiOvershoot/ringing: ~ ± 5% (5011 into 5011), ± 10%
(I kl1 into 5011).
Triangle/ramp characteristics
Linearity: (10% to 90%): ~ ± 1% (~ ± 5% above 5 MHz).

Operating Modes
Norm (continuous phase locked), veo (external sweep voltage),
Trig (ext or man. one-shot), Gate, Burst (1-9999 counted cycles),
Frequency modulation.
HP-IB: control and learn capability for all modes and parameters.

Waveforms and Frequency Range

General

Sine, Square, Triangle (50% duty cycle): 1.000 mHz to 50.00
MHz.
Pulse/Ramp (20,80% symmetry): 1.000 mHz to 19.99 MHz.
Haversine/havertriangle: please inquire for special option.

Memory: non volatile. 10 addressable locations plus one for active
operating state. Each location can store a complete set of operating
parameters and modes.
Power: 100/120/220/240 Vrms; ± 5%, -10%; 48 to 66 Hz,
200 V A max.
Operating Temperature: 0° to 50°C
Weight: net 12 kg (26.5 Ibs). Shipping 16 kg (35.3 Ibs).
Size: 133 H X 426 W X 422 mm D (5.2" X 16.8" X 16.6").

Output Characteristics
Range: amplitude and offset independently variable within ± 10 V
window.
Source impedance: selectable 5011 ± I % or I kl1 ± 10%
Amplitude: 10.0 mVpp to 10.0 Vpp (5011 into 5011)
2.00 Vpp to 20.0 Vpp (I kl1 into 5011)
Accuracy: (sine, square) ± 2%, ± 5% above 5 MHz
Offset: 0 ± 10 mV to ±5.00 V (5011 into 5011)
o ± 20 mV to ± 10.0 V (IHI into 5011)
Accuracy: ± I% programmed value ± I% signal Vpp ± 20 mV.
Sine characteristics
Distortion: total harmonic distortion (THD) for fundamental up to
I MHz: ± 1%.

Ordering Information
8165A Programmable Signal Source·
Opt 002: Sweep + AM
Opt 003: Rear Panel Connectors
Opt 907: Front Handle Kit (Part No 5061-0089)
Opt 908: Rack Mounting Kit (Part No 5061-0077)
Opt 909: Opt 907, 908 combined (Part No 5061-0083)
Opt 910: additional Operating and Service Manual

·HP-IB cables not supplied, see page 30.

Price
$6810
add $880
N/C
add $32
add $25
add $55
add $70
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SIGNAL GENERATORS
Signal Generators to 40 GHz

Hewlett-Packard offers a complete line of
easy to use HF, VHF, UHF, and SHF signal
generators covering a frequency range from
10kHz to 40 GHz. This line includes synthesized signal generators and solid-state mechanically tuned generators as well as
performance-proven vacuum tube signal
generators. Each includes the following features: I) accurately calibrated variable
frequency, 2) accurately calibrated variable
output level, and 3) wide modulation capability.
HP signal generators ensure the utmost
convenience and accuracy for a wide variety
of measurements, including receiver tests
such as sensitivity and selectivity. Signal generators are also used for signal simulation
measurements such as signal-to-noise ratio,
gain bandwidth, conversion loss, and antenna
gain. They also provide power to drive mixers, bridges, slotted lines, etc.

Solid State, Mechanically
Tuned Generators
Solid-state mechanically tuned generators
combine fundamental oscillators with solidstate circuitry to yield excellent spectral purity for modern performance requirements.
The 8640 and 8680 series also feature outstanding frequency stability and modulation
performance. For economy applications, the
8654 is a low-cost solution.

2.3 to 12.5 GHz
Solid-State Generators
The 8680 series solid-state microwave signal generators are high performance generators designed to meet the stringent
requirements of modern microwave radar
and communications testing. With the
8683A, 8683B covering from 2.3 to 6.5 GHz,
and 8684A, 8684B spanning 5.4 to 12.5
GHz, these generators feature state-of-theart cavity-tuned oscillators to provide excellent frequency stability and spectral purity.

Also providing high performance AM, FM,
and pulse modulation, microprocessor enhancements, and ease of serviceability, the
8680 series signal generators represent a new
level of performance in mechanically-tuned
genera tors.
Both the 8683 and the 8684 are available in
the "A" version, optimized for communications testing, and the "B" version, offering
higher maximum leveled output power and
high performance internal pulse modulation
for radar testing. The B models feature an internal pulse generator and an internal pulse
modulator yielding a > 80 dB on/off ratio,
and rise/fall times < 10 ns, with pulsed power leveled to within 0.5 dB of the level set in
CW mode.
The 8683A and 8684A offer the same outstanding spectral purity and performance as
the B models, but with only limited external
pulse modulation to yield outstanding value
for communications testing. Both the A and
B models have low distortion AM and FM,
and feature an internal variable sawtooth for
FM swept measurements. Both models also
feature outstanding ± 2 dB output level accuracy and I % frequency accuracy.

0.5 to 1024 MHz, High Performance
The high performance leaders of the RF
solid-state, mechanically tuned family are
the 8640A and 8640B signal generators, covering 450 kHz to 550 MHz. Frequency coverage can be extended to 1024 MHz with an
internal doubler (Option 002), and an optional built-in audio oscillator extends the
CW range down to 20 Hz (Option 001). The
8640 provides wide output level range and
high power output from + 19 to -145 dBm.
Featuring high performance AM and FM
with low phase noise at typjcal receiver channel spacings, the 8640 is an ideal generator
for a wide variety of receiver measurements.
The 8640B with built-in counter has the
ability to count external signals at frequencies up to 550 MHz and to phase-lock the

generator's RF output to the counter time
base for frequency stability of better than 5 x
1O- 8 /hour. The 8640A utilizes a mechanical
slide rule frequency dial.
For avionics navigation and communications applications, the 8640B Option 004 can
be combined with suitable external modulation sources for testing ILS, VOR, and VHF
communications receivers.

10 to 520 MHz, Compact,
Field Portable
Compact, portable signal generators form
another part of the solid-state, mechanically
tuned family. The 8654A and 8654B cover
from 10 to 520 MHz, providing output power
from + I0 to -130 dBm. Small size and light
weight make them well suited for field maintenance and operational readiness checks in
addition to general purpose signal generator
applications. The 8654B has fully calibrated
and metered AM and FM, whereas the
8654A is an AM generator with uncalibrated
FM capability.

Synthesized Signal Generators
Synthesized signal generators combine the
frequency stability, resolution and programmability of a high quality synthesizer with
the calibrated variable output and modulation of a signal generator. Collectively covering a frequency range from 10 kHz to 18
GHz, these highly versatile programmable
signal generators find application in a wide
variety of automated systems and high performance applications.

0.1 to 990 MHz Low Cost
Synthesized Signal Generator
The 8656A, an economical programmable
RF signal generator, provides synthesized
signals from 0.1 to 990 MHz. The 8656A offers a wide range of standard features, including 100 and 250 Hz resolution, full
keyboard control, reverse power protection to
50W, and HP-I B programmability.
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Featuring AM and FM and simultaneous
modulation with external modulating signals
or internal 400 Hz and I kHz tones, the
8656A is ideal for in-channel receiver testing. Receiver channels are easily selected
with the frequency increment feature. And
because HP-IB is standard, the 8656A is a
cost-effective programmable solution for
these in-channel measurements, as well as
being an ideal general-purpose RF source for
other automatic system applications.
The 8656A also features excellent output
level accuracy of ± 1.5 dB and precise output
level resolution of 0.1 dB for increased measurement accuracy and settability. Low RFI
leakage allows the 8656A to be used for lowlevel testing of RFI-susceptible devices.

10 kHz to 1280 MHz Low Noise
Synthesized Signal Generator
The HP 8662A covers 10kHz to 1280
MHz with calibrated output level from + 13
to -140 dBm. A high performance AM /FM
signal generator, the 8662A achieves extremely low phase noise and spurious signals
while maintaining fast frequency switching.
The low phase noise close to the carrier
(-112 dBc/Hz at a 100 Hz offset) optimizes
the 8662A for the most critical low noise applications (e.g., local oscillator). The low
phase noise at typical channel spacings
(-132 dBc/Hz at a 10kHz offset) allows
both in-channel and out-of-channel receiver
measurements to be made under programmabie control.
The 8662A utilizes an internal microprocessor to provide ease of operation, inc1uding keyboard control and incrementing

capability of all functions. Totally HP-IB
programmable, the 8662A also features a
powerful precision digital sweep.

ing requiring highly stable signals, general
purpose lab use, and production use.

10 kHz to 2600 MHz Synthesized
Signal Generator

Performance-proven Vacuum
Tube Signal Generators

The HP 8660A/C is a particularly versatile synthesized signal generator family, offering two mainframes and a variety of RF
and modulation plug-ins. The 8660A mainframe utilizes thumbwheel switches for frequency selection. The 8660C has a more
versatile keyboard control featuring synthesized digital sweep and frequency-step capability. Both HP-IB and BCD programming
interfaces are available.
Three plug-in RF sections provide separate
frequency ranges: 10 kHz to 110 MHz, I
MHz to 1300 MHz, and I MHz to 2600
MHz. Output levels are calibrated over
> 140 dB range. Five different modulation
plug-ins provide versatile combinations of
AM, FM, 4>M and pulse modulation.

2 to 18 GHz Microwave Synthesized
Signal Generator
The HP 8672A is an AM/FM Signal Genera tor providing synthesized signals from 2
to 18 GHz. Calibrated output level from +3
to -120 dBm is standard, with Option 008
providing high power output to +8 dBm.
A companion unit for use in local oscillator
applications, the 8671A is a synthesizer only,
with a minimum output of +8 dBm from 2 to
6.2 GHz and internal FM capability only.
Both units are programmable via the HP Interface Bus.
Typical 8672A applications include use as
a programmable signal simulator in automatic test sytems, for satellite receiver test-

Hewlett-Packard's microwave vacuum
tube signal generators provide coverage from
800 MHz to 21 GHz. The 618C, 620B,
626A, and 628A incorporate cavity-tuned
klystron oscillators with low drift and residual FM. Pulse, square-wave and frequency
modulation capabilities make them useful
for microwave receiver testing as well as
SWR and transmission line measurements.
The 8614A and 8616A Signal Generators,
covering 0.8 to 2.4 GHz and 1.8 to 4.5 GHz,
feature built-in PIN diode modulators. These
modulators allow internal or external output
power leveling as well as high performance
pulse and amplitude modulation.
HP 938A and 940A Frequency Doubler
Sets provide low-cost signal generator capability in the 18 to 40 G Hz range by doubling
the frequency of signal sources in the 9 to 20
GHz range.

Signal Generator Accessories
A variety of accessories are available to enhance the operation of HP signal generators.
These include frequency doublers, a fuse
holder, balanced mixers, filters, a series of
PIN modulators, a pulse modulator and a
down converter. The 11720A Pulse Modulator provides high performance pulse modulation capability over the range of 2 to 18 GHz.
The 11710B Down Converter extends the
frequency range of the 8640 and 8654 down
to 10 kHz.

Signal Generator Summary
Frequ.ncy Rlnl'

Mod.1

Chl,teI.,llllel

PIC'

0.5 to 512 MHz

86408 Opt. 004
Avionics Generator

Same as 86408 with AM phase shift < ±0.01' at 30 Hz, demodulated AM output, 1 d8 s',ep attenuator.
For use with external VOR/llS audio generators.

407

10 to 520 MHz

8654A. 86548
Signal Generators

Calibrated and leveled output from + 10 to -130 dBm. Amplitude and frequency modulation.
Compact. portable (17.5Ib).

408

0.5 to 1024 MHz

8640A, 8640B
Signll Generators

Calibrated and leveled output from + 19 to -145 dBm, AM, FM, and ext. pulse modulation.
8640B has built-in counter and phase lock capability.

404

0.1 to 990 MHz

8656A
Synthesized Generator

± 1.5 dB absolute level accuracy trom +13 dBm to -127 d8m in 0.1 dB steps. Calibrated AM and FM.
Frequency resolution of 100 Hz or 250 Hz. Time base a~ng rate of ±2ppm/year.

396

0.01 to 1280 MHz

8662A
Synthesized Generator

low noise. 0.1 Hz frequency resolution,S x 10 "/day stability. Calibrated and leveled output from +13 to -140 dBm.
Digital sweep. Completely HP-IB programmable. AM/FM modulation.

398

om to 110 MHz

8660A, 8660C
Synthesized
Generators

1 Hz frequency resolution, 3 x lO-'/day stability. Calibrlted and leveled outputfrom + 13 to -146 dBm.
HP-IB and BCD programmable. AM, FM, <1>1.1, pulse modulation.
Plug-ins determine frequency rlnge and modulation capability.

400

1to 1300 MHz
I to 2600 MHz
0.8 to 2.4 GHz
1.8 to 4.5 GHz

8614A,8616A
Signal Generltors

Output + 10 (8616; +3 dBm above 3 GHz) to -127 dBm into 50 ohms, leveled below 0 dBm. Internal square-wave;
external pUlse, AM and FM. Auxiliary RF output.

409

2 to 6.2 GHz

8671A
Synthesizer

I kHz frequency resolution,S x 10 co/day stability, +8 dBm minimum output. Completely HP-IB
programmable. Ext. FM.

415

3.8 to 7.6 GHz
7 to 11 GHz

618e, 6208
Signal Generators

Output +0 to -127 dBm into 50 ohms. Int. pulse, frequency or square-wave modUlation; ext. FM or pulse modulation.
Auxiliary RF output.

410

2.3 to 6.5 GHz
5.4 to 12,5 GHz

86838, 86848
Signal Generators

High spectral purity, stability. ±2dB absolute level accurlCY from +10 to -110 dBm. AM, FM, and high performance int.
pulse modUlator, int. pulse generator. Portable, rugged (19.1 kg).

412

2.3 to 6,5 GHz
5.4 to 12.5 GHz

8683A, 8684A
Signal Generators

Same as 8 models e<eept with only limited ext. pulse modulation, +0 d8m standard output power.

412

2tol8GHz

8672A
Synthesized Generator

1 to 3 kHz frequency resolution,S x 10 co/day stability. Calibrated and leveled output from +3 to -120 dBm.
Completely HP-IB programmable. Metered external AM and FM.

416

10 to 15.5 GHz

626A,628A

Output +10 to -90 dBm; Int:pulse, frequency or square-wave modulation; ext. FM or pulse modulation.

411

15 to 21 GHz

Signal Generators

18 to 26.5 GHz
26.5 to 40 GHz

938A,94OA
Frequency Doublers

Driven by 9 to 13.25 GHz. 13.25 to 20 GHz sources (HP 626A, 628A, 8690, 8672A, 8350A, and 8620 series
sweepers or klystrons). 100 dB precision attenuator.

411

SIGNAL GENERATORS
Synthesized Signal Generator
Model 8656A
• 100 kHz to 990 MHz
• ± 1.5 dB absolute output level accuracy
• 0.1 dB output level resolution

• Versatile modulation
• Increments and Store / Recall / Sequence
• Fully HP-IB programmable

.>~>I·
•····.·1.
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8656A

Description

Modulation

The 8656A is a programmable synthesized signal generator that
offers exceptional value through versatility, ease of operation, and a
broad range of standard features.

The 8656A has versatile modulation capabilities: internal 400 Hz
and I kHz tones, simultaneous and mixed modulation modes (AMAM, FM-FM, AM-FM) from internal and external sources, and the
ability to accept low frequency digital unsquelching signals. For calibrated external modulation, a lY peak signal is required. HI/LO
annunciators on the 8656A indicate when the external signal is within
5% of the correct amplitude.

Frequency
The 8656A provides frequency coverage from 0.1 to 990 MHz
(with underrange to 10kHz). This wide range covers the IF and LO
frequencies as well as the RF frequencies of most receivers. It also
allows testing in a variety of communication systems including the
800 MHz FM mobile band and some telemetry bands. Frequency
resolution of 100 Hz or 250 Hz allows convenient setting of increments including 6.25 kHz channel spacings. Frequency accuracy and
stability are determined by the reference used. The standard internal
reference has an aging rate of 2 ppm/year. Improved stability and
accuracy can be achieved by adding the optional I x 1O-'/day high
stability time base (Option 001) or using an external reference of 1,5,
or 10 MHz.

Output
The 8656A features ± 1.5 dB absolute accuracy and 0.1 dB resolution for more accurate receiver sensitivity tests, circuit characterization, and R&D applications. The output levels are calibrated from
+ 13 to -127 dBm and may be set and displayed in convenient units
including dBm, volts, dB!LY, or EMF. Shielding keeps leakage at
< I!LY for testing RFI susceptible devices, and standard resettable
reverse power protection for up to 50 watts guards against accidental
damage from transmitters.

Ease of Operation
A microprocessor- based controller provides a broad range of operating features for simple but efficient control. Keyboard data entry
uses a function/data/units format, and all function entries are made
using a left-to-right keystroke sequence. All information entered is
visible via LED displays and annunciators. Modulation, frequency,
and level functions can be individually incremented by step sizes that
are set by convenient keyboard entries. In addition, resolution control
keys allow coarse and fine tuning of output frequency in decade steps.
Up to ten front-panel setups can be stored and recalled. A sequence
function allows you to cycle through stored setups at the touch of a
key or via remote control.

HP-IB Programmability
Full HP-IB programmability is standard in the 8656A. Each programming command has an easy-to-remember, two-character, alphanumeric HP-I B code, and all functions are quickly programmed using
the same format as in the manual mode.

8656A Specifications

Modulation
Amplitude modulation (2 digit LED display)
AM depth': 0 to 99% to +7 dBm and 0 to 30% to +10 dBm.
Resolution: 1%.
AM rate: internal 400 Hz and I kHz, ± 3%; external (I dB bandwidth), 25 Hz to 25 kHz.
AM distortion (at internal rates): < 1.5%,0-30% AM; <3%,3170% AM; <5%,71-90% AM.
Indicator accuracy (for depths <90% and internal rates) 1:
(± 4% of reading) ± 2%.
Incidental phase modulation (at 30% AM depth and internal
rates): <0.3 radian peak.
Frequency modulation (2 digit LED display)
FM peak deviation:

Frequency
Range: 100 kHz to 990 MHz (8 digit LED display).
Resolution: 100 and 250 Hz.
Accuracy and stability: same as internal time base.
Time base characteristics:
Standard
Time Base

Option 001
Time Base

Aging Rate

± 2 ppm/year

1x 1O-9/day

Frequency

50 MHz

10 MHz

Typical
Characteristics

Accepts any 10, 5 or 1 MHz
(± 0.002%) frequency standard at a
level >0,15 Vrms into 50 ohms,

External Reference
Input (rear panel)
Frequency Underrange

Maximum Peak Deviation (M pk )*

10kHz with uncalibrated output

Center Frequency (Ie)

Typical frequency switching speed (to be within 100 Hz of final
frequency): <2 seconds.
Spectral Purity
Spurious signals (~ +7 dBm output levels)
Harmonics: <-25 dBc.
Non-harmonic spurious (greater than 5 kHz from carrier in CW
mode): <-60 dBc.
Sub-harmonic spurious: none.
Residual FM:
0.1 to 123.5

123.5 to 247

247 to 494

494 to 990

03 to 3 kHz

<15 Hz rms

<3 Hz rms

<6 Hz rms

<15 Hz rms

005 to 15 kHz

<30 Hz rms

<8 Hz rms

<16 Hums

<30 Hz rms

Typical SSB phase noise (CW only):
0.1 to 123.5
MHz
(dBc/Hz)

123.5 to 247
MHz
(dBc/Hz)

247 to 494
MHz
(dBc/Hz)

494 to 990
MHz
(dBc/Hz)

20kHz

<-115

<-127

<-121

<-115

500 kHz

<-125

<-135

<-131

<-125

SSB ep Noise.
fc = 450 MHz.
' \ 'Typical
I
I
I
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1600 x Rate

123.5-247 MHz

25 kHz

400 x Rate

247-494 MHz

50 kHz

800 x Rate

494-990 MHz

99 kHz

1600 x Rate

Remote Programming
Interface: HP-IB (Hew1ett-Packard's implementation of IEEE
Standard 488).
Interface functions Implemented: SH 1, AH I, TO, L2, SRO, RL 1,
PPO, DC I, DTO, and CO.

-100

iID

99 kHz

Resolution: 100 Hz for deviations less than 10 kHz; 1 kHz for deviations greater than 10kHz.
FM rate: internal 400 Hz and 1 kHz, ± 3%; external (1 dB bandwidth, ac coupled), 25 Hz to 25 kHz.
FM distortion (for 100 Hz to 99 kHz peak deviations and
internal rates): <0.5% THD.
Indicator accuracy': ± 5% of reading at internal rates. (Add
± 5% if 250 Hz frequency increments are used).
Incidental AM (for center frequency 2:500 kHz, peak deviation > 20 kHz and Internal rates): <0.1 %.
Digital FM: will accept typical digital unsquelching signals. Sag of
resultant demodulated signal is typically less than 8% at 1 kHz deviation for a 10Hz square-wave modulating signal.

Residual AM (0.05 to 15 kHz post detection noise bandwidth):
<-70 dBc.
Offset
from
Carrier

Rates <60 Hz

0.1-123.5 MHz

*FM not specified for fc-6f o,<100 kHz,

Frequency Range (MHz)

Post Detection
Noise Bandwidth

Rates 2: 60 Hz

107

Offset from Carrier (Hz)

Output
Level range (Into 50 ohms): + 13 dBm to -127 dBm ()liz digit LED
display).
Resolution: 0.1 dB.
Absolute level accuracy: ~ 1.5 dB.
Level flatness (100 kHz to 990 MHz): ~ ± 1.0 dB at an output
level setting of 0.0 dBm.
Reverse power protection: protects signal generator from application of up to 50 watts (typical) of RF power to 990 MHz into generator output; dc voltage cannot exceed 25V.

General
Operating temperature range: 0 to +55°C.
Leakage: conducted and radiated interference is within the requirements of methods CE03 and RE02 of MIL STD 461A, VDE 0871,
and CISPR Publication II. Furthermore, RF leakage of less than 1.0
/LV is induced in a two-turn loop, 2.5 cm in diameter, held 2.5 cm
away from the front surface.
Power reqUirements: 100, 120,220, or 240V, (+5, -10%); 48 to 66
Hz; 125 VA maximum.
Weight: net, 18.1 kg (40 Ib); shipping, 24.5 kg (54 Ib).
Size: 133 H x 425 W x 520 D mm (5.25" x 16.75" x 20.5").5.25" x
1MW x 17", system II module. For cabinet accessories, see pages
714-719.
Rack slides and transit case: HP part numbers are: slide kit, 14940018; tilt slide kit, 1494-0025; full module transit case, 9211-2661.
Ordering Information
8656A Signal Generator'
Option 001: High stability time base
Option 002: Rear panel input and output
Option 907: Front handle kit
Option 908: Rack flange kit
Option 909: Rack flange and front handle kit
Option 910: Extra operating & service manual
lAM depth and FM deviation are further limited by Indicator Accuracy specifications.
2

HP.IB cables not supplied. see page 30 for description and prices,

Price
5;6.750
add 5;850
add $175
add $32
add $25
add $55
add $30

SIGNAL GENERATORS
Synthesized Signal Generator
Model 8662A
• 10 kHz to 1280 MHz frequency range
• 0.1 Hz frequency resolution
• <420 /-ls frequency switching speed
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• SSB phase noise < - 144 dBc / Hz at 10kHz offset
• ± 1 dB level accuracy
• Fully HP-IB programmable
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8662A Synthesized Signal Generator
The 8662A is a high performance synthesized signal generator covering the wide frequency range of 10 kHz to 1280 MHz in a single
instrument while providing a wide range of accurately calibrated output power as well as full AM/FM capability.

Precision Synthesized Signal Generator
The 8662A derives exceptional RF performance from an indirect
frequency synthesis technique that results in frequency resolution of
0.1 Hz (0.2 Hz above 640 MHz). Its frequency accuracy and stability
are determined by a low noise quartz reference oscillator which has
an aging rate of less than 5 x 10-lo/day.
The 8662A output level ranges from + 13 dBm (+ 16 dBm in overrange) to -139.9 dBm with 0.1 dB resolution in both manual and
remote (HP-I B) operation. From + 13 to -120 dBm the absolute level accuracy is held to ± I dB using microprocessor correction. These
exceptional output level characteristics make the 8662A an ideal generator for performing precise receiver sensitivity tests either manually
or in automated systems.
The 8662A offers versatile phase-locked AM/FM using either internal 400 Hz and I kHz rates or externally applied modulating signals, which can be either dc or ac coupled. Several different modes of
simultaneous modulation (such as AM + FM or FM + FM) are possible using internal and external modulation as well as a rear panel
auxiliary FM input.

Exceptional Spectral Purity
The key contribution of the 8662A is spectral purity. Fast-tuning.
switched-inductance oscillators combined with a low noise reference
oscillator result in very low SSB phase noise, especially at small offsets from the carrier. The phase noise at 20 to 50 kHz offsets is comparable to that of the best cavity-tuned fundamental oscillators. Such
excellent noise performance combined with programmability makes
possible complete automation of receiver adjacent channel selectivity
measurements.
With its excellent long and short-term frequency stability, high output power, fine frequency resolution, and broad frequency range the
8662A also meets the requirements of the most critical low noise local
oscillator applications. In addition, its fast frequency switching and
sweep capabilities also permit its use in many frequency agile and
swept local oscillator applications.

Measurement Efficiency
An advanced microprocessor-based controller allows convenient
keyboard control of all 8662A functions. For example, all functions
can be incremented and decremented in any user-defined step size
within the resolution of the synthesizer using the "increment" keys
and the "knob". Up to nine full front panel setups can be stored in the
8662A's memory and recalled for later use in any user-defined sequence at the touch of a pushbutton. This permits time-saving semiautomation of generator operation in production setups where the
generator must perform many different tests.
The microprocessor controller also allows convenient H P-I B programmability of all generator functions with the same resolution as
manual operation. Each front panel button is represented by a twocharacter alphanumeric HP-IB programming code. The sequence of
HP-IB commands used in remote operation is identical to the sequence of keystrokes used in manual operation. In addition, two special programming "learn" modes allow the HP-IB controller to store
8662A front panel settings or decrease the 8662A frequency switching time to under 420 microseconds. Partial remote 8662A operation
without an HP-IB controller is possible using a rear panel auxiliary
control connector.

Precision Digital Sweep
Fast frequency switching combined with microprocessor control
gives the 8662A a powerful sweep capability. Automatic, single, and
manual modes are available for both linear and logarithmic sweeps
with user-selectable step size and number of steps. Five different
sweep speeds can be chosen and up to five amplitude or Z-axis markers can be set for calibrating swept frequency displays. All sweep parameters can be controlled with full synthesizer resolution.
With this kind of sweep capability, the 8662A is ideal for the characterization of extremely narrow-band devices such as crystal filters.
By storing two different sweep setups in the 8662A memory and using
its "auto-sequence" capability, both wide-band and narrow-band
swept characteristics of a device under test can be viewed simultaneously on an oscilloscope or network analyzer.

8662A Specifications
Frequency
Range: 10kHz to 1280 MHz (1279.9999998 MHz).
Resolution: 0.1 Hz (0.2 Hz above 640 MHz).
Accuracy and stability: same as reference oscillator.
Internal reference oscillator: 10 MHz quartz oscillator. Aging
rate < 5 x 1O-Ill/day after 10 day warm-up (typically 24 hrs in normal operating environment).
Spectral Purity
Residual SSB phase noise in 1 Hz BW (320 :5 f e < 640 MHz):
Offset from carrier
10 Hz
-100
dBc

100 Hz

1 kHz

-112
dBc

-121
dBc

100 kHz

10 kHz
-131
dBc

-132
dBc

SSB broadband noise floor in 1 Hz BW at 3 MHz offset from
carrier: < -146 dBc for fe between 120 and 640 MHz at output
levels above +10 dBm.
Spurious signals:
Frequency range (MHz)

-100
dBc

160 to
320
-96
dBc

320 to
640
-90
dBc

none

none

none

none

-75
dBc

-90
dBc

-85
dBc

-80
dBc

-75
dBc

-70
dBc

0.01 to
120
-90
dBc

120 to
160

Sub-harmonically related
f 3f
(2' 2,etc.)
Power line (60Hz)
related or microphonically
generated (within 300 Hz)'.

Spurious non-harmonically
related!.'

Harmonics

640 to
1280
-84
dBc

FM deviation: from 25 to 200 kHz depending on carrier frequency.
Indicated FM accuracy: ±8% of reading plus 10 Hz (50 Hz to
20 kHz).
FM resolution: 100 Hz for deviations < 10kHz, ) kHz for deviations ::::: 10 kHz.
Incidental AM (AM sidebands at 1 kHz rate and 20 kHz deviation): < -72 dBc, fe < 640 MHz; <- 65 dBc, fe ::::: 640 MHz.
FM distortion: < 1.7% for rates < 20 kHz, < 1% for rates < 1
kHz.
Center frequency accuracy and long term stability In AC mode:
same as CW mode.
Remote Programming
Interface: HP-IB (Hewlett-Packard's implementation of IEEE
Standard 488).
Functions controlled: all functions controlled from the front panel
with the exception of the line switch are programmable with the same
accuracy and resolution as in manual mode.
General
Operating temperature range: 0° to +55°C.
Leakage: meets radiated and conducted limits of MIL STD 461A
methods RE02 and CE03 as well as VDE 0871. Furthermore, less
than I Ji.V is induced in a two-turn, I-inch diameter loop I inch away
from the front panel and measured into a 50 ohm receiver.
Power requirements: 115 (90-126) V or 230 (198-252) V; 48 to 66
Hz; 420 VA max.
Weight: net 30 kg (65.5 Ib); shipping 36 kg (80 Ib).
Size: 178 mm H x 425 mm W x 572 mm D (7" x 16.75" x 22.5");
depth includes front panel depth of 45 mm (1.75").
Supplemental Characteristics
Typical SSB Phase Noise:
.~

<-30 dBc

Output
Level range: +13 to -139.9 dBm (I V to 0.023 Ji.V rms into 50 fl).
Resolution: 0.1 dB.
Absolute level accuracy (+15° to +45°C): ± I dB between +13
and -120 dBm, ± 3 dB between -120 and -\30 dBm.
SWR: Typically from 1.5 to 1.8 depending on output level and
frequency.
Reverse Power Protection: Typically up to 30W or ± 8 Vdc.
Amplitude Modulation
Depth: 0 to 95% at output levels of +8 dBm and below (+ I0 dBm in
uncorrected mode). AM available above these output levels but not
specified.
Resolution: 1%, 10 to 95% AM; 0.1%, 0 to 9.9% AM.
Incidental PM (at 30% AM): 0.15-640 MHz, < 0.12 radian peak;
640-1280 MHz, <0.09 radian peak.
Incidental FM (at 30% AM): 0.15-640 MHz, <0.\2 x f mod ; 6401280 MHz, <0.09 x fmod '
Indicated accuracy: ± 5% of reading ± 1% AM. Applies for rates
given in table below, internal or external mode, for depths :5 90%.
Rates and distortion with internal or external modulating
signal:
Frequency
range
0.15-1 MHz
1-10 MHz
10-1280 MHz

AM rate
dc-1.5 kHz
dc-5 kHz
dc-l0 kHz

AM Distortion
30-70%
AM
2%
4%
2%
4%
2%
4%

0-30%
AM

-90-,---.,.-----,---,-----r----,----,

t

tl

70-90%
AM
5.75%
5.75%
5.75%

Frequency Modulation
FM rates (1 dB bandWidth): external ac, 20 Hz to 100 kHz; external
dc, dc to 100 kHz.
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Offset from Carrier (Hz)

Frequency switching speed:" From 420 Ji.sec to 12.5 msec, depending on the programming mode.
Ordering Information
8662A Synthesized Signal Generator
(Note: HP-IB cables not supplied; see page 30)
Option 001: Rear-panel RF output
Option 907: Front handle kit
Option 908: Rack flange kit
Option 909: Rack flange & front handle kit
Option 910: Extra operating & service manual
11721A External frequency doubler for operation to
2.56 GHz
11714A Service Support Kit (required for service)

Price
$31,000
add $\75
add $40
add $30
add $65
add $35
$285
$500

tin the remote mode it il possible to hIve microproce88or clock related spurious signals spaced

3MHz apart at an absoluta laval of typically lasa than -145 dBm.
'Spurious .ignlll eln bl up to 3 dB highlr in thl de FM modI,
'At 150Hz linl frequency, powlr line or mierophonieelly releted Ipurioul .ignlll m.y be up to 3 dB
higher end Ippelr It off.ltl II high .. 1 kHz from the clrrier.
'Due to lutomltie le.eling loop blndwldth ehenge., brief (30 m.ec) 'e.el Ineeeurleie. mlY occur
when .wlfehing through 150 kHz Ind t MHz RF output 'requeneiel,

SIGNAL GENERATORS
Synthesized Signal Generators
Models 8660A and 8660C
• Calibrated output over
140 d~3 ranqe
• AM, FM, <I'M, or pulse n1odulatl;Jn
• Fully BCD or HP-IB programlnable

• 10kHz to 2600 MHz
• Synthesizer stability and accuracy
• 1 Hz resolution (2 Hz above 1300 MHz)
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8660A, 8660C Synthesized Signal Generators
System Concept
The 8660A/C family is a modular solid-state plug-in system. Each
system includes: I) a programmable synthesized signal generator
mainframe, 2) at least one RF section plug-in, and 3) at least one
modulation section. This modular plug-in construction allows an
8660 system to be configured for any specific application while minimizing the added expense of unnecessary features.
As its name implies, the 8660 is a true frequency synthesizer. Yet it
is finding even broader appeal as a high performance signal generator. And being completely programmable, the 8660 is an excellent
choice for most automated receiver or component testing situations.

Mainframes
There are two different synthesized signal generator mainframes to
choose from. Both feature complete TTL programming of frequency,
output levels, and most modulation functions. The standard programming interface is BCD and an optional H P-IB interface is available.
Both mainframes can operate from an internal crystal reference or
external frequency standard.
The 8660A mainframe uses thumbwhecl switches to select CW output frequencies. Frequencies up to 1300 MHz can be entered directly
with I Hz resolution. For applications requiring frequencies above
1300 MHz the 8660A must be used with the 86603A Option 003. The
frequency selection process involves selecting one-half of the desired
RF output frequency and activating the 86603A Option 003 front
panel doubler switch.
The 8660C keyboard mainframe provides direct keyboard entry of
CW frequencies up to 2600 MHz. Added capabilities of the 8660C
include digital sweep, frequency stepping, synthesized search, and a
ten-digit numerical display.
Swept testing of very narrowband devices such as crystal filters is
made possible by the 8660C's digital sweep. Since the RF output consists of discrete synthesized steps, the result is a very linear sweep with
extremely low residual FM. A 0-8 V horizontal sweep output is provided for driving XY plotters, oscilloscopes, etc.
For applications which require frequency to be changed in uniform
increments, a frequency stepping capability is provided on the 8660C.
For example, if a receiver with 50 kHz channel spacing is being test-

ed, a 50 kHz step size can be entered and the frequency stepped to the
next higher or lower channel with a single keystroke.
Synthesized search provides the dial tuning convenience of a signal
generator while maintaining synthesizer signal quality. As the dial is
turned the output frequency is tuned up or down in discrete synthesized steps which may be chosen as small as 1Hz.

Plug-In RF Sections
There are three R F sections to choose from. The 8660 IA covers the
10kHz to 110 MHz frequency range with calibrated output of + 13 to
-146dBm. The 86602B covers I MHz to 1300 MHz with output of
+ 10 to -146 dBm, and the 86603A covers I MHz to 2600 MHz with
output of +7 to -136 dBm. Both the 86602B and the 86603A must
be used with an 11661 B Frequency Extension Module. The 11661 B is
installed internal to an 8660 mainframe, and therefore is not visible
from the front panel. All RF sections have I Hz frequency resolution
(2 Hz above 1300 MHz with the 86603A). In the remote mode, output level can be programmed in I dB steps over the full operating
range.

Plug-In Modulation Sections
There are five modulation sections to choose from. The 86632B and
86633B are both AM/FM modulation sections. An accurate modulation meter indicates % AM or FM peak deviation.The 86633B differs
from the 86632B in that the carrier is phase-locked for FM rates and
deviations from 20 Hz to 100 kHz. The 86632B utilizes a free-running VCO during FM but allows rates and deviations from dc to I
MHz. Any drift can be removed by depressing the FM CF CAL button.
The 86634A offers phase modulation at rates to 10 MHz and metered deviations to 100° below 1300 MHz and 200 0 above 1300
MHz. The 86635A <l>M/FM Modulation Section is similar in performance to the 86634A except rates are' limited to I M Hz and FM
capability is also included. (The 86634A and 86635A must be used
with Option 002 RF sections.)
The 86631 B Auxiliary Section provides both external A M and
pulse modulation. The 86631 B Auxiliary Section must be used when
another modulation section is not installed.
All modulation functions of the 86632B, 86633B, and 86635A are
fully programmable.
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8660A, 8660C Mainframe Specifications

Logic: TTL compatible (negative true).
Switching time: less than 5 ms to be within 100 Hz of any new frequency selected. (Less than 100 ms to be within 10 Hz.)

Frequency accuracy and stability: CW frequency accuracy and
long term stability are determined by internal reference oscillator (3 x
10-' /day), or by external reference.
Reference Oscillator
Internal: 10 MHz quartz oscillator. Aging rate less than ± 3 parts
in 10' per 24 hours after 72 hours warm-up (± 3 parts in 10' per 24
hours, Option 001).
External: rear panel switch allows operation from 5 MHz or 10
M Hz frequency standard at a level between 0.5 V and 2.5 Vrms into
170 ohms.
Reference output: rear panel BNC connector provides output of
reference signal selected at level of at least 0.5 Vrms into 170 ohms.
Digital sweep (8660C): auto, single, or manual. Selectable speeds
0.1, I, or 50 seconds.

General
Operating temperature range: 0 to +55°C.
Power: 100, 120, 220, or 240 volts +5%, -10%, 48-66 Hz; approximately 350 watts.
Weight (mainframe only): net, 23.2 kg (51 Ib); shipping, 28.6 kg
(63Ib).

Supplemental Characteristics
Typical single sideband phase noise
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Remote Programming
Functions
8660A: all front panel frequency and output level (and most modulation functions) are programmable.
8660C: CW frequency, frequency stepping (STEPr, STEPl), output level, and most modulation functions are programmable. Note:
digital sweep is NOT programmable.
Programming Input
Connector type: 36-pin Cinch type 57 (mating connector supplied). 24-pin Cinch type 57 for optional HP-IB interface (mating
connector NOT supplied).
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HarmOniCS
Spunous
Non Harmonically Related
Power Line Related
(CW, AM, $M only)1
Signal To Phase NOise
Ratio (CW. AM, ~M only)'

\

10

102
1()3
104
105
106
Offset from Carrier
(Phase Noise with 86603A above 1300 MHz increases 6 dB.)

866028
(reqUires 116618)

86603A
Irequires 116618)

0.01-110 MHz
(109999999 MHz)

1-1300 MHz
(1299.999999 MHz)

1-2600 MHz
(2599.999998 MHz)

----------------CF <1300 MHz

Frequency Resolution
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86601A

<-40 dBc
-80 dBc

~70

CF ,,1300 MHz

1Hz

1 Hz
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RF Section Specifications

-86602B, 86603A below 1300MHz

2Hz

<-30 dBc «-25 dBc above +3 dBm)
~80 dBc below 700 MHz
-80 dBc above 700 MHz within 45 MHz of camer
-70 dBc above 700 MHz >45 MHz from camer
-50 dBc on +10 dBm range

dBc

>50 dB

'For output levels +3 dBm snd below; slightly higher +3 to +7 dBm.
2Messured in a 30 kHz band centered on the carrier excluding 81Hz band centered on the carrier.

<-20 dBc'

I
I
I

<~70dBc

I

>45 dB

I

-74 dBc within
40 MHz of carrier'
-64 dBc >45 MHz
from camer
<-64 dBc
>39 dB

SIGNAL GENERATORS
Models 8660A & 8660C (cont.)

10 kHz to 110 MHz

1 MHz to 1300 MHz

1 MHz to 2600 MHz

86601A

866028
(116618 required)

86603A
(116618 required)

RF Section Specifications (cont.)
86601A
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0.01-110 MHz

1-1300 MHz

Output Level (into 501l)

+13 dBm to -146 dBm

+10 to -146 dBm

Output Accuracy
(local and remote)

±1dB. +13 to-66dBm
±2 dB. -66 to-146 dBm

±1.5 to-76 dBm
±20 to-146 dBm

Flatness (output level
variation with frequency)

< ±075 dB

< ±1.0 dB

86603A
(requires 116618)

3 dB Bandwidth:

< :2.0 dB
(1-2600 MHz)

oto 90%'

I

oto 50%'

I
I

10 kHz

0-30%

200 Hz, CF <04 MHz
10 kHz. 04sCF <4 MHz
100 kHz. CF2::4 MHz

10 kHz. CF<10 MHz
100 kHz. CF2:: 10 MHz

0-70%

125 Hz. CF<O.4 MHz
6 kHz.O 4sCF<4 MHz
60 kHz. CF2::4 MHz

6 kHz. CF<10 MHz
60 kHz, CF2::10 MHz

0-90%

100 Hz. CF <0.4 MHz
5 kHz. O.4sCF <4 MHz
50 kHz.CF2::4 MHz

5 kHz. CF<10 MHz
50 kHz. CF2::10 MHz

I

FM Rate

dc to 1 MHz with 86632B
20 Hz to 100 kHz with 86633B

Maximum DeViation (peak)

1MHz with 86632B
100 kHz with 86633B

200 kHz with 86632B and 86635A
100 kHz with 86633B

Distortion. THO (at rates
up to 20 kHz)

< 1%up to 200 kHz dev.
<3% up to 1MHz dev

<1% up to 200 kHz dev

Pulse Rlse/FallTime

200 ns

=> ON/OFF RatiO (With pulse
....
level control at max.)

>50 dB
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Rate

MaXimum Peak DevlaliOn

N/A
N/A

Weight

Net 5kg (11 Ib)
Shipping 68 kg (15 Ib)

~

<5%
N/A
N/A

dc to 200 kHz with 866328 and 86635A
20 Hz to 100 kHz with 86633B

50 ns
>40 dB

I
!

400 kHz w/86632B. 86635A
200 kHz W/86633B
< 1%up to 400 kHz dev.

I

>60 dB

dc to 1MHz with 86635A
dc to 1 MHz for CF < 100 MHz with 86634A
dc to 10 MHz for CF 2:: 100 MHz

oto 100 degrees

oto 200 degrees

<5% up to 1MHz rates
<7% up to 5MHz rates
< 15% up to 10 MHz rates
Net 4.1 kg (9Ib)
Shipping 55 kg (12 Ib)

Net5kg(11Ib)
Shipping 6.4 kg (14Ib)
11661B Net 23 kg(5Ib); shipping 27 kg(6Ib)

""

3. For +3 to

<1%
<3%
<5%

N/A

Distortion. THO

N/A

!
ii

<1%.04-110 MHz
<3%.0.4-110 MHz
<5%.0.4-110 MHz

:>::

N/A

I
I
I

Distortion.' THO at 30% AM
at 70%AM
at 90%AM

j;;

+7 to -136 dBm'

501l

::Ii

u

1300-2600 MHz

I

±2.5 dB 10-76 dBm'
±3.5 dB 10-136 dBm

oto 95%

...
U>

I

1-1300 MHz
+10 to -136 dBm

Impedance
AM Modulation Depth

...ffiu...
CIl:
...
u
z
2
...S

866028
(requires 116618)

+7 dam output levele, output accuracy and flatness wi\! be slightly degraded (above

1300 MHz only).
4. For RF outpulla.al meIer readings from +3 dB to -6 dB and only al +3 dBm and below.

5. Applies only al 400 Hz end 1 kHz ralee wilh oulput melar sel between 0 and +3 dB. Al -6 dB
meter setting the distortion approximately doubles.

6. Phase modulalion is only poasible wilh Oplion 002 RF Seclions.

AM/FM

Pulse/AM

866318

AM / ¢ Locked FM

866338

866328

86635A

86634A

Modulation Section Specifications
Functions
AM

FM

Pulse
<jlM

866318

866328

866338

Ext Only

Int and Ext.

Int. and Ext
± 5% of lull scale

Indicated Accuracy
(at 400 and 1000 Hz rates)

-

Functions

-

Int. and Ext.
FM CF CAL

Int and Ext

Center Frequency
Long Term Stability

-

Typically less
than 200 Hz/h

Same as In CW
Mode (3 x 10-i /day)

Indicated Accuracy
(up to 20 kHz rates)

-

Functions

Ext. Only

-

-

Indicated Accuracy
(15'C to 35'C)

-

-

-

Typically less
than 200 Hz/h
± 5% 01 full scale
-

-

Int and Ext

Int. and Ext.

~ 5%

-

0-100% AM
0-10,100, 1000 kHz
FM Pk, Dev, (0-20,
200, 2000 kHz FM
lor CF ,,1300 MHz)

None
50t! Pulse
6001! AM
Net, 14 kg (3 ib)
Shipping, 2.3 kg
(5Ib)

Ordenng Information

Option 100: 11661 B factory installed inside main-

0-100% AM
0-10, 100 kHz FM
Pk, deY, (0-20,
200 kHz FM for
CF ,,1300 MHz)

01 lull sCale up to 100 kHz rales
8% of full scale up to 2 MHz rates
~ 15% of full scale up to 10 MHz rates

!

0-100' Peak ,1M
(0-200' for CF"
1300 MHz)

0-10,100, 1000kHz
FM, 0-100' Pk "M
(0-20 200 2000 kHz
FM, 0-200' Pk, 1,M
for CF > 1300 MHzl

400 Hz and 1kHz ± 5%
200 mV minimum Into lOki!. AV3Ilable at fronl panel BNC connector

-

8660A Synthesized Signal Generator Mainframe
8660C Synthesized Signal generator Mainframe
Options for 8660A, 8660C
Option 001: ± 3 x IO-"jday internal reference oscillator
Option 002: no internal reference oscillator
Option 003: operation from SO to 400 Hz line
Option 004: I00 Hz frequency resolution (200 Hz
above 1300 MHz)
Option 005: HP-IB programming interface
Note: HP-1B cables not supplied, see page 30,
Option 009: (8660A only) LED display indicates selected frequency in 1-2-4-8 BCD code
frame
Option 908: Rack Flange Kit
86601A 0,01 IIOMHz RF Section

Int. and Ext
FM CF CAL

-

-

Weight

-

-

± 5% of full scale
-

Input Impedance

-

-

~

-

Internal Modulation
Source
Output

-

With 86601A RF Section
± 7%, center frequency ,,100 MHz
With 86603A RF Seclion:
± 10%, center Irequency ,,1300 MHz

Functions

Meter

86635A

86634A

600\!
Net. 27 kg (6Ib)
Shipping, 4,1 kg
(9Ib)

600!!
Net, 27 kg (6Ib)
Shipping, 41 kg
(9Ib)

50!!
Net, 18 kg (4 Ib)
Shipping, 32 kg
(7Ib)

600!!
Net. 27 kg (6Ib)
Shipping, 4,1 kg
(9Ib)

Price
$8000
$10,950

8660281-1300 MHz RF Section
86603A 1-2600 MHz RF Section

$5800
$8500

Note: 866028 end 86603A RF sections reqUire sn 116618 for operstion,

add $210
less $300
add $ I55
less $350
$250

add $210
add $4600
$22,50
$4500

Option 001: no RF output attenuator (all RF Sections)
Option 002: adds phase modulation capability
(86602B, 86603A only)
Option 003: allows operation of 86603A with 8660A
mainframe
116618 Frequency Extension Module
866318 Auxiliary Section
866328 AMjFM Modulation Section
866338 AMjFM Modulation Section
86634A c/JM Modulation Section
86635A q,MjFM Modulation Section
11672A Service Accessory Kit
11707A Test Plug-in

less $600
add $1800
add $250
$4600
$400
$2500
$2700
$1950
$2950
$650
$1300

SIGNAL GENERATORS
Mechanically Tuned VHF Generator
Models 8640A, 8640B
• 0.5 to 512 MHz frequency range with optional coverage
to 1024 MHz
• + 19 to -145 dBm output power range
• Low SSB phase noise

• Calibrated, metered AM, FM, and pulse modulation
• 8640B also features: internal phase lock I synchronizer,
digital frequency readout, external count capability to
550 MHz

8640A (with Option 002)

8640B (with Option 001, 002, 003)

8640A and 86408 Signal Generators

Mechanical Dial or Built-in Counter

The 8640 Signal Generator covers the frequency range 500 kHz to
512 MHz (450 kHz to 550 MHz with band overrange) and can be
extended to 1024 MHz with an internal doubler (Opt 002). Using the
11710B Down Converter, the 8640 frequency range can be extended
down to 10kHz. An optional audio oscillator (Opt 00 I) is also available with a frequency range of 20 Hz to 600 kHz. This broad coverage, together with calibrated output and modulation, provides for
complete RF and I F performance tests on virtually any type of H F,
VHF, or UHF receiver.
Both solid state generators, 8640A and B have an output level range
of+19 to -145 dBm (2V toO.013 /lV) which is calibrated, metered.
and leveled to within ± 0.5 dB across the full frequency range of the
instrument.
The 8640A and 8640B generators provide AM, FM, and pulse
modulation for a wide range of receiver test applications. This modulation is calibrated and metered for direct readout under all operating
conditions.
A reverse power protection option (Opt 003) is available to eliminate instrument damage due to accidental transmitter keying. This
module protects against up to 50 watt's of applied power and automatically resets upon removal of the reverse power.

There are two versions of the 8640 Signal Generator. The 8640A
has an easy-to-read slide rule dial with scales for each of the 10 output
frequency ranges. There is an additional scale to provide direct readout of the output frequency even in the Option 002 INTERNAL
DOUBLER band, 512-1024 MHz.
The 8640B combines the same performance features as the 8640A
with a built-in 550 MHz frequency counter and phase lock synchronIzer.
The internal 6 digit counter displays the output frequency and can
also be used to count external input signals from 20 Hz to 550 MHz.
This eliminates the need for a separate frequency counter in many
measurement systems.

Spectrally Pure Output Signals
Noise performance of the 8640 is state-of-the-art for a solid-state
generator. The high-Q cavity oscillator has been optimized with use
of a low-noise microwave transistor for spectrally pure output signals.
At a 20 kHz offset from the carrier, SSB phase noise is < -130 dBc
for carrier frequencies from 230 to 450 MHz, and rises to -122 dBc
at 550 M Hz. The SS B phase noise level decreases by approximately 6
dB for each division of the output frequency down to the broadband
noise noor of better than 140 dB/Hz. This exceptional noise performance is also preserved during FM modulation and in the phaselocked mode of the 8640B.

Internal Pushbutton Synchronizer
At the push of a button, the 8640B built-in phase lock synchronizer
locks the RF output frequency to the crystal time base used in the
counter. In this locked mode, the output stability is better than 5 X
10-'/h and the spectral purity and FM capability of the unlocked
mode are preserved. For higher stability, it is possible to lock to an
externally applied 5 MHz standard. Two 8640B's can also be locked
together for various 2-tone measurements.
In the phase locked mode, increased resolution is available by using
the II, digit increment button. For example, 500 Hz resolution is possible for frequencies between 100 and 1000 MHz.

FM While Phase Locked
In the phase locked mode, full FM capability is preserved down to
modulation rates of 50 Hz. The narrow bandwidth of the phase lock
loop «5 Hz) provides for FM modulation up to 250 kHz rates and
assures no degradation in noise from the unlocked mode. This crystal
stability, coupled with the precision modulation and low noise, makes
the 8640B ideal for testing narrowband FM or crystal-controlled receivers.

SIGNAL GENERATORS
Precision, High Stability, AM-FM VHF Signal Generator
Models 8640A, 86408 (cont.)

8640A and 86408 Specifications
(See technical data sheet for complete specifications.) All specifications apply over the nominal frequency ranges and over the top 10 dB
of the output level vernier range unless otherwise specified.

Frequency
Range: 500kHz to 512 MHzin 10 octave ranges (to 1024 MHz with
option 002 internal frequency doubler).
Ranges and range overlap: ranges extend approximately 10% below and 7% above the nominal frequency ranges shown below.
Frequency ranges (MHz)
0.5-1
1-2
2-4
4·8

8·16
16-32
32-64
64-128

128-256
256-512
512-1024
(opt 002)

Fine Tuning
8640A and 8640B unlocked: > I000 ppm total range.
8640B locked mode: > ± 20 ppm by varying internal time base
vernier.
Internal counter resolution (8640B unlocked):
Expand

Frequency Ranges
(MHz)

Normal
Mode

Expand

XIO

XIOO

05·1
1·16
16·128
128-1024

10 Hz
100 Hz
1kHz
10 kHz

1 Hz
10 Hz
100 Hz
1kHz

01 Hz
1Hz
10 Hz
100 Hz

Optimum counter resolution when phase-locked (8640B):
Frequency Ranges
(MHz)

With 6
Digits

+Y,
Digit

0.5-0.9999995
10-9999995
100-9999995
1000-9999995
1000-1024

1 Hz
10 Hz
100 Hz
I kHz
10 kHz

0.5 Hz
5Hz
50 Hz
500 Hz
5kHz

Accuracy:
8640A: mechanical dial; accuracy better than ± 1.0%, resettability
better than 0.1 %.
8640B: 6 1/z digit LED display with X 10 and XI 00 expand; accuracy depends on internal or external reference used.
Stability (after 2 hour warmup):
Normal: <10 ppm/IO min.
Locked: (8640B) <0.05 ppm/h.
Restabilization time after frequency change:
Normal: < 15 min.
Locked (8640B): < I min. after relocking to be within 0.1 ppm of
steady state frequency.

Level flatness (referred to output at 50 MHz and applies to 1 V
range and for top 10 dB of vernier range)
Frequency
Range
(MHz)

8640A
8640B

002

003

002/003

0.5 to 64

±0.5 dB

±0.5 dB

t075 dB
-1.25 dB

+1.0 dB
-2.0 dB

64 to 512

±I.O dB

512 to 1024
(Option 002)

±15 dB

Spectral Purity
Harmonics (at 1 volt, +10 dBm output range and below):
>30 dB below fundamental, 0.5 to 512 MHz.
> 12 dB below fundamental, 512 to 1024 MHz (option 002).
Spurious output signals (excluding frequencies within 15 kHz
of the signal whose effects are specified in residual AM and
FM)
Non·harmonically
Related

8640A

8640B

8640A

8640B

05 to
512

none
delectable

> 100 dBc

none
deteclable

>100 dBc

512 to
1024
(Option 002)

>20 dBc'

IdBe = dB below the carrier.

Residual AM (averaged rms): 0.3 to 3 kHz post-detection noise
bandwidth >85 dBc.
Residual FM (averaged rms): 0.3 to 3 kHz post-detection noise
bandwidth. (CW and up to v,. maximum allowable peak deviation.)
0.5 to 512 MHz: <5 Hz.
512 to 1024 MHz: <10 Hz.
Measured SSB noise (typical): in graph below, triangular markers
indicate specified limits.

-I

-110

~
0

:x

CD

'0

-120

CD

:l:'

Range: 10 dB steps and 18 dB vernier provide the following output
power settings into 50!!.

'0

512 to 1024
(Option 002)

Subharmonically
Related

Frequency
Range
(MHz)

Output

0.5\0512

±20dB

Level accuracy: (worst case as indicated on level meter) ± 1.5 dB to
± 4.5 dB depending on level, frequency, and options installed.

~

Frequency
Range
(MHz)

With Option(s)

-130

z

With Option(s)
8640A/B

002

003

002/003

t19\0
-145dBm

t 18.5 to
-145dBm

t 18.510
-145 dBm

t18 to
-145 dBm

t13 to
-145 dBm

c

~

t12 to
-145dBm

~
~

Q.

-140

CD
rtl
rtl

Offset from Carrier

SIGNAL GENERATORS
Models 8640A, 86408 (Cont.)

Modulation
General
Types: Internal AM and FM; External AM, FM, and PULSE; simultaneous AM and FM or PULSE and FM.
Internal modulation sources (independently adjustable output level is available at front panel):
Standard: 8640A or 8640B.
Frequency: fixed 400 Hz and I kHz, ± 3%.
Output level: 10mV to I V rms into 600fl.
Optional (internal variable audio oscillator Option 00 I, 8640A or
8640B):
Frequency: variable 20 Hz to 600 kHz, ± 15% plus fixed 400 Hz
and I kHz ± 3%.
Output level: I mV to 3 V rms into 600n.
Amplitude Modulation
Depth:
0.5 to 512 MHz: 0 to 100% for output levels from + 13 dBm and
below.
512 to 1024 MHz: 0 to 100% for output levels of +7 dBm and
below, excluding the top 6 dB of output vernier range.
AM Rates: INT and EXT ac, 20 Hz to AM 3 dB bandwidth; EXT dc,
dc to AM 3 dB bandwidth.
AM 3 dB bandwidth:
Frequency Ranges

50 to 90% AM

Ot050% AM
20 kHz
40 kHz
60 kHz
60 kHz

0.5 to 2 MHz
2 to 8 MHz
8 to 512 MHz
512 to 1024 MHz

12.5 kHz
25 kHz
50 kHz
50 kHz

AM distortion (at 400 Hz and 1 kHz rates):

oto 30% AM

Frequency Ranges

I

30 to 50% AM

<1%

0.5 to 512 MHz
512 to 1024 MHz

I

<10%

I

50 to 90% AM

I

<3%

<20%

Frequency Ranges (MHz)

Pulse ONI
OFF ratio
at max.
vernier
Peak Input
Required

Maximum Peak Deviation (kHz)
5

1-2

10

2-4

20

4-8

40

8-16

80

16-32

160

32-64

320
640
1280

64-128
128-256
256-512

2560
5120

512-1024

FM 3 dB Bandwidth: internal and external ac, 20 Hz to 250 kHz;
external dc, dc to 250 kHz. (8640B locked mode: FM above 50 Hz
only.)
FM distortion (at 400 Hz and 1 kHz rates):
< I% for deviations up to 1/8 maximum allowable.
<3% up to maximum allowable deviation.
External FM sensitivity: I volt peak into 600n yields maximum deviation indicated on PEAK DEVIATION switch with FM vernier at
full clockwise position.
Indicated FM accuracy (400 Hz and 1 kHz rates from 15° to
35°C, using Internal meter): ± (7% of reading + 1.5% of full scale).
Incidental AM (at 400 Hz and 1 kHz rates)
0.5 to 512 MHz: <0.5% AM for FM up to 1/8 maximum allowable
deviation; <1% AM for FM at maximum allowable deviation.
512 to 1024 MHz (Opt 002): < I% AM for FM up to 1/8 maximum
allowable deviation; <7% AM for FM deviations up to maximum
allowable.
External RF Input
Frequency range: I Hz to 550 MHz.
Sensitivity: 2: 100 mV rms into 50n, ac only.
Resolution: 6-digit LED display.
Mode

Expand XlO

0-10 MHz
10-550 MHz

10 Hz
1kHz

Expand XIOO
I Hz
100 Hz

External reference input: 5 MHz, nominally >0.5 V pop (5 V
maximum) into I kn.
Internal Reference (after 2 h warm-up and calibration at 25°C)
Aging Rate: <0.05 ppm/h; <2 ppm/90 days.
Temperature Drift:
< ± 2 ppm from 15° to 35°C.
< ± 10 ppm from 0° to 50°C.
Typical Overall Accuracy (within 3 months of calibration and
from 15° to 35°C): ± 2 ppm.

General

Pulse Modulation 1

Pulse
Width
Minimum'

Frequency Range (MHz)
0.5-1

Counter (86408)

External AM sensitivity (400 Hz and 1 kHz rates):
0.5 to 512 MHz: (0.1 ±0.005)% AM per mV peak into 600n with
AM vernier at full clockwise position.
512 to 1024 MHz: nominal 0.1% AM per mV peak into 600n with
AM vernier at full clockwise position.
Indicated AM accuracy (400 Hz and 1 kHz rates using Internal
meter):
0.5 to 512 MHz: ± 5.5% of reading ± 1.5% of full scale from 0 to
50°C.
512 to 1024 MHz: not specified; each generator can be individually
calibrated using operating manual procedure.
Peak Incidental phase modulation (at 30% AM):
0.5 to 128 MHz: <0.15 radian.
128 to 512 MHz: <0.3 radian.
512 to 1024 MHz: <0.6 radian.
Peak Incidental frequency deviation: equals peak incidental
phase modulation x modulation rate.

Rise and
Fall
Times
Pulse
Repetition
Rate

Frequency Modulation
Deviation: maximum allowable deviation equals I% of lowest frequency in each nominal output frequency range.

0.s..1

1-2

2-ll

<9~s

<4~s

<2~s

8-32

I

32-512

512-1024
<1~s

<l~s

typical

50 Hz
to
50 kHz

50 Hz
to
100 kHz

10 ~s

5 ~s

50 Hz
to
250 kHz

I

50 Hz
to
500 kHz
2 ~s

>40dB

Nominally to.5 V(5 V max). S,newave or
pulse return to zero Into 500

lpuls8 performance degrades below 500 Hz repetition fates.
'For level eccuracy within 1 dB 01 CW (>0.1% duty cycle).

>60 dB

Operating temperature range: 0 to 55°C.
Power Requirements: 100 or 120 volts (+ 5%, -10%) from 48 to
440 Hz; or 2200r 240 volts (+5%, -10%) from 48 t066 Hz. 175 VA
max (Option 002: 190 VA max).
Weight (8640A and 8640B): net, 20.8 kg (46 Ib); shipping, 24.1 kg
(53Ib).
Size: 140 H x 425 W x 476 D (5.5" x 16.75" x 18.75").
Ordering Information
Price
$6900
8640A Signal Generator
8640B Signal Generator
$8000
Option 001: internal variable audio oscillator,
add $300
20 Hz to 600 kHz (8640A/B)
Option 002: internal doubler 512-1024 MHz
add $900
(8640A/B)
add $300
Option 003: reverse power protection (8640A/B)
add $1000
Option 004: avionics option (8640B only)
add $22
Option 908: rack mount kit (8640A/B)
add $25
Option 910: extra operating and service manual
(8640A/B)

SIGNAL GENERATORS
Avionics VHF Signal Generator
Model 8640B Option 004

• Demodulated output from RF detector, ac and de

• Phase shift less than 0.01

0

at 30 Hz

86408 Option 004 (with Options 00 1,003)

86408 Avionics Option 004 Signal Generator
The Hewlett-Packard Model 8640B Option 004 NA VjCOM Signal Generator is an 8640B AMjFM Signal Generator specially
adapted for testing ILS (Marker Beacon. Localizer and Glide Slope).
VOR and VHF communications receivers used throughout the aviation industry. VOR. LOCALIZER and VH F communications frequencies (108 to 136 MHz) are available on one frequency band for
rapid channel selection. GLIDE SLOPE (329 to 335 MHz) and
MARKER BEACON (75 MHz) frequencies are also easily set using
the 6-digit LED display.
The 8640B Option 004 provides highly stable. spectrally pure RF
signals for testing narrow-channel. crystal controlled receivers. For
avionics testing. external audio generators are required to provide the
composite modulation. Designed with versatile AM and FM modulation. Option 004 features low distortion modulation when used with
suitable. external VORjlLS Audio Generators.
Operation and specifications of the 8640B Option 004 are the same
as the Standard 8640B AMjFM Signal Generator with the following
additions:
Demodulated Output
One front panel BNC connector provides demodulated output from
the RF peak detector for precise AM settings. A choice of combined
acjdc at I V rms or ac only at 5 V rms is provided.
Output Level Setting
To ensure the best possible demodulated output linearity. Option 004
combines a 10 dB step attenuator and a I dB step attenuator with a
vernier. This provides output levels from + 15 dBm to -142 dBm (1.3
V to 0.0 18 ).LV). The output level can be read directly from the attenuator dial in dBm or from the front panel meter in dBm or volts.
External AM Input Impedance
External AM input impedance of 2 kfl allows compatible operation
with old and new generations of external audio generators.
Low Distortion Modulation
The 8640B Option 004 provides flat AM response and minimum
phase shift at 30 Hz and 9960 Hz as well as constant group delay
between 9 kHz and 11 kHz for accurate VOR and ILS testing.

86408 Option 004 Specifications
(These specifications apply to 8640B Option 004 in addition1to standard 8640B specifications. See 8640B AMjFM Signal Generator
technical data for complete specifications.)
Spectral Purity
Noise: SSB broadband noise floor greater than I MHz offset from
carrier: > 130 dB down.

Output Characteristics
Range: +15 dBm to -142 dBm (1.3 V to 0.018 ).LV).
Attenuators: a 10 dB step attenuator plus a I dB step attenuator
with vernier allow selection of any output Icvel over the full output
level range.
Vernier: 2 dB continuously variable from a CAL detent position.
Level flatness (referred to 190 MHz and for + 10 to -10 dBm):
<:to.75 dB from 0.5 to 512 MHz; <:to.5 dB from 108 to 336
MHz.
Level accuracy:
Output Level
(dBm)
Total Accuracy as
Indicated on
Level Meter

+15to-10
=1.5 dB

-IOto-50
±2.0 dB

-50 to -142
±2 5 dB

With Option
003
Md ±05 dB
except from
108 to 336 MHz

Modulation Characteristics
Demodulated output (Output vernier in CAL position, 108 to
118 and 329 to 336 MHz); an internal selector switch allows selection of ac only or ac and dc at the demodulated output.
AC only output; directly proportional to AM depth (90 to 150 Hz
modulation frequency).
%AM equals: (20 :t 0.6)% per V rms. 0 to 55°C; (20 :t 0.4)% per
V rms. 20 to 30°C; (20 ± 0.2)% per V rms (using calibration sheet
provided).
AC and DC output: AC output voltage is directly proportional to
AM depth (90 to 150 Hz modulation frequency). DC output equals
(1.414 ±0.010) V dc with vernier in CAL position.
%AM equals: (100 ± 3)% per V rms, 0 to 55 cC; (100 ± 2)% per V
rms, 20 to 30°C; (100 ± 1)% per V rms (using calibration sheet
provided).
AM Characteristics (+ 10 dBm Output and Below)
External input impedance: nominally 2 kfl.
Frequency response: <0.04 dB from 90 Hz through 150 Hz (108
to 118 and 329 to 335 MHz.); <0.1 dB. 9 kHz through II kHz (108
to 118 MHz); ± 3 dB (0 to 50% AM), dc through 50 kHz (8 to 512
MHz); ± 3 dB (0 to 70% AM). dc through 35 kHz (8 to 512 MHz).
Phase shift from audio input to demodulated output (108 to
118 MHz, AM EXT DC mode, meter function on VOLTS):
30 Hz < ±O.Olo; 30 Hz to 10 kHz <±3°; 9 kHz to II kHz <±2°.
Ordering Information
86408 Signal Generator with Avionics Option 004
Option 001: Internal variable audio oscillator,
20 Hz to 600 kHz
Option 002: not available with Option 004
Option 003: Reverse power protection
Option 908; Rack mount kit
Option 910: Extra Operating and Service Manual

Price
$9000
add $300
add $300
add $22
add $25

SIGNAL GENERATORS
Rugged Solid-State Generator 10 to 520 MHz
Models 8654A, 86548
• Calibrated output power
• Calibrated AM, FM; internal, external
• 25 Watt reverse power protection (optional)

Level accuracy (total as indicated on level meter): + 10 to -7
dBm, ± 1.5 dB; -7 to -57 dBm, ± 2.0 dB; -57 to -97 dBm, ± 2.5
dB; -97 to -127 dBm, ± 3 dB.
Level flatness: ± 1 dB referenced to the output at 250 MHz for
output levels >-7 dBm.
Auxiliary RF output: >-7 dBm (100 mY) into 50n.
Leakage (with all RF outputs terminated properly): leakage limits are below those specified in MIL-I-6181 D. With an output level
<0.01 V,less than 0.5!J.V is induced in a 2-turn, 25 mm diameter loop
25 mm away from any surface and measured into a 50n receiver.
Reverse power protection (Option 003): protects signal generator
from accidental applications of up to 25 W (+44 dBm) of RF power
(between 10 and 520 MHz) into generator output.

Modulation Characteristics
86548

8654A/B Signal Generators
The HP 8654A/B Signal Generators are portable, low-cost solidstate generators providing calibrated output and versatile modulation
capabiiities over the 10 to 520 MHz frequency range. The 8654 provides clean R F signals for testing receivers, amplifiers, antennas, and
filter networks.
Its compactness allows the 8654 to fit easily into production, mobile, airborne, and shipboard test locations. Its rugged, lightweight construction is also suitable for field maintenance and service
applications.
A front-panel meter accurately indicates amplitude modulation
depth from 0 to 90%. Additionally, the 8654B provides calibrated
and metered FM over four deviation ranges. FM on the 8654A is
unca 1ibra ted.
Effective RF shielding and output range permit receiver sensitivity
measurements to be made down to power levels of 0.1 !J.V.

8654A/B Specifications
Specifications apply from 10 to 520 MHz for output power :::::+ I0
dBm and over the top 10 dB of output level vernier range unless otherwise specified.

Frequency Characteristics
Range: 10 to 520 MHz in 6 ranges.
8654A ranges (MHz): 10 to 18.6, 18.6 to 35, 35 to 66,66 to 130,
130 to 250, 250 to 520.
86548 ranges (MHz): 10 to 19, 19 to 35, 35 to 66, 66 to 130, 130 to
270, 270 to 520.
Accuracy: ± 3% after 2-hour warm-up.
Settability: settable to within 5 ppm of the desired frequency with an
external indicator after I-hour warm-up.
Stability (after 2-hour warm-up and 15 min. after frequency
change): <(\ kHz plus 20 ppm)/5 min.

Spectral Purity
Harmonic distortion (output power :::::+3 d8m): <-20 dBc;
< -15 dBc with Option 003.
Subharmonics and non-harmonic spurious (excluding line related): <-100 dBc.
Residual AM (average rms): <-55 dBc in a 50 Hz to 15 kHz postdetection noise bandwidth.
Residual FM on CW (averaged rms deviation): <0.3 ppm in a 0.3
to 3 kHz post-detection noise bandwidth; <0.5 ppm in a 50 Hz to 15
kHz post-detection noise bandwidth.

Output Characteristics
Range: 10 dB steps and a 13 dB vernier provide power settings from
+10 dBm to -130 dBm (0.7 V to 0.07 !J.V) into 50n. With Option
003, maximum output power is +8 dBm (0.56 V).
Impedance: 50n ac coupled. SWR < 1.3 on 0.1 V range or lower.
With Option 003, SWR < 1.5 on 0.1 V range or lower.

Amplitude modulation: specifications apply for output power <+3
dBm.\
Depth: 0 to 90%.
Modulation rate: internal, 400 and 1000 Hz ± 10%; external 3 dB
bandwidth, dc to >20 kHz.
External AM sensitivity:' (0.1 ±0.01)% AM/mV pk into 600n.
Indicated AM accuracy:' ± (5% of reading +5% of full scale).
Peak incidental frequency deviation (30% AM):' <200 Hz.
Envelope distortion:' <3%,0 to 70% modulation; <5%,70 to 90%
modulation.

Frequency Modulation
86548: fully calibrated.
Peak deviation: 0 to 30 kHz from 10 to 520 MHz.
o to 100 kHz from 80 to 520 MHz.
Deviation ranges: 0 to 3 kHz, 0 to 10kHz, 0 to 30 kHz, 0 to 100
kHz.
Modulation rate: internal, 400 and 1000 Hz ± 10%; external 3 dB
bandwidth, dc to > 25 kHz.
FM distortion:' <2% for deviations up to 30 kHz, <3% for deviations up to 100 kHz.
External FM sensitivity (with FM vernier fUlly clockwise):' I volt
peak yields maximum deviation indicated on peak deviation meter.
Sensitivity accuracy (15° to 35°C):' ± 12%. For 100 kHz deviation
above 130 M Hz, add 3%.
Indicated FM accuracy (15° to 35°C):' ± ( 12% of reading + 3% of
full scale). For 100 kHz deviation above 130 MHz, add 3% of
reading.
Incidental AM:' < I % AM at 30 kHz deviation.
Frequency modulation, 8654A: uncalibrated.
Deviation: >0.1 % of carrier frequency, maximum.
Modulation rate: internal, 400 & 1000 Hz ± 10%. External 3 dB
bandwidth, dc coupled to > 25 kHz driven from 600n or less.
External FM sensitivity: 10 Vr k into 600n yields >0.1 % deviation
(± 15 volts max).

General Characteristics
Power: 100 or 120 volts (+ 5%, -10%) from 48 to 440 Hz; or 220 to
240 volts (+ 5%, -10%) from 48 to 66 Hz. Power consumption is 25
VA max. 2.3m (7.5 ft.) power cable furnished with mains plug to
match destination requirements.
Weight: net, 8.0 kg (17.5 Ib); shipping, 9.5 kg (21 Ib).
Size: 178 H x 267 W x 306 mm D (7" x 10.5" x 12").
'AM is possible above +3 dBm as iong as the combination of the AM depth plus carrier output level
does not exceed +9 dBm.
2400 and 1000 Hz modulation rates.

Ordering Information
8654A AM/FM Signal Generator
86548 AM/FM Signal Generator

Option 003: Reverse power protection (for
8654A/B)
Option 910: Extra operating and
service manual

Price
$2950
$3650
add $300
add $\0

SIGNAL GENERATORS
UHF Signal Generators
Models 8614A, 8616A
• Stable, easy to use, 800-2400MHz, 1800-4500MHz

8614A, 8616A Signal Generators
The H P 8614A and 8616A Signal Generators provide stable, accurate signals from 800 to 2400 MHz (8614A) and from 1800 to 4500
MHz (8616A). Both frequency and attenuation are sct on directreading digital dials. Selectable functions include CW, leveled output, square-wave modulation, and external AM, FM and pulse modulation. Modulation can be accomplished simultaneously with or
without leveling.
Two RF power outputs are simultaneously available from separate
front-panel connectors. One provides at least 10 mW (2 mW above
3000 M Hz) or a leveled output from 0 to -127 dBm. The other is at
least 0.5 mW across the band. This signal can be used for phase-locking the signal generators for extreme stability, or it can be monitored
with a frequency counter for extreme frequency resolution without
adversely affecting the primary output.
A unique PIN diode modulator permits amplitude modulation from
dc to I MHz or RF pulses with a 21'S rise time. This broad modulation
bandwidth permits remote control of output level or precise leveling
using external equipment. The internal leveling is also obtained by
using a PIN modulator.
The 8614A and 8616A can also be used with companion modulators, HP 8403A modulators and HP 8730-series PIN modulators to
provide 80 dB pulse on/off ratio (see page 418). In addition, TWT
amplifiers can be used with these generators to provide high power
levels.

Specifications
8614A
Frequency range: direct reading within 2 MHz, 800 to 2400 MHz.
Vernier: ilF control has a minimum range of 1.0 MHz for fine tuning.
Frequency calibration accuracy (0 dBm & below): ± 5 \1Hz.
Frequency stability: approximately 50 ppmj"C change in ambient
temperature, less than 2500 Hz peak residual FM; 30 ppm change for
line voltage variation of ± 10%.
RF output power: + 10 dBm (0.707 V) into 50 Ilload. Output attenuation dial directly calibrated in dBm from 0 to -127 dBm. A
second uncalibrated output (approximately -3 dBm) is provided on
front panel.
RF output power accuracy (with respect to attenuation dial):
±0.75 dB + attenuator accuracy (0 to -127 dBm) including leveled
output variations.
Attenuator accuracy: +0, -3 dB from 0 to -IS dBm; ±0.2dB
± 0.06 dB/ 10 dB from -15 to -127 dBm; direct reading dial, 0.2 dB
increments.
Output impedance: SOil; SWR <2.0.
Modulation: on-off ratio at least 20 dB for square wave, pulse.
Internal square wave: 950 to 1050 Hz. Square wave can be synchronized with a + 1 to + 10 V signal at PULSE input.
External pulse: 50 Hz to 50 kHz; 21'S rise time, +20 to + 100 V peak
input.
External AM: dc to I MHz.

Extern,al FM: front-panel connector capacity-coupled to repeller of
klystron; four-terminal rear-panel connector (Cinch-Jones type
S304AB) is dc-coupled to repeller of klystron.
Power source: 115 or 230 V ± 10%,50 to 60 Hz, approximately
130 W.
Size: cabinet, 141 H x 425 W x 467 mm D (5.5" x 16.75" x 18.4");
rack mount, 133 H x 416 W x 483 mm D (5.2" x 16.4" x 19").
Weight: net, 19.5 kg (43 Ib); shipping, 22.7 kg (50 Ib).
Accessory furnished: 11500A Cable Assembly.

8616A
Frequency range: direct reading within 2MHz, 1800 to 4500 MHz.
Vernier: ilF control has a minimum range of 1.0 MHz for fine tuning.
Frequency calibration accuracy (0 dBm & below): ± 10M Hz.
Frequency stability: approximately 50 ppm/ 'C change in ambient
temperature, less than 2500 Hz peak residual FM; 30 ppm change for
line voltage variation of ± 10%.
RF output power: + 10 dBm (0.707 V) to -127 dBm into 50flload,
1800 to 3000 MHz; +3 dBm to -127 dBm from 3000 to 4500 MHz
into a 501l10ad. Output attenuation dial directly calibrated in dBm
from 0 to -127 dBm. A second uncalibrated output (approximately
-3 dBm) is provided on the front panel.
RF output power accuracy (with respect to attenuation dial):
± 1.0 dB + attenuator accuracy (0 to -127 dBm).
Attenuator accuracy: +1, -2 dB from 0 to -10 dBm; ±0.2 dB
±0.06 dB/tO dB from -10 to -127 dBm.
Output impedance: SOil; SWR < 2.0.
Modulation: on-off ratio at least 20 dB for square wave, pulse.
Internal square wave: 950 to 1050 Hz. Other frequencies available
on special order.
External pulse: 50 Hz to 50 kHz; 2 jJ.S rise time, +20 to + I 00 V peak
input.
External AM: dc to I MHz.
External FM: front panel connector capacity-coupled to repeller of
klystron; four-terminal rear panel connector (Cinch-Jones type
S304AB) is dc-coupled to repeller of klystron.
Power Source: 115 or 230 V ± 10%,50 to 60 Hz, approximately
130 W.
Size: cabinet, 141 H x 425 W x 467 mm D (5.5" x 16.75" x 18.4");
rack mount, 133 H x 416 W x 483 mm D(5.2" x 16.4" x !9").
Weight: net, 19.5 kg (43 Ib); shipping, 22.7 kg (50 Ib).
Accessory furnished: 11500A Cable Assembly

Ordering Information
8614A Signal Generator (800-2400 MHz)
8616A Signal Generator (1800-4500 MHz)
8614A and 8616A Options
Option 001: External modulation input connectors
on rear panel in parallel with front-panel connectors;
RF connectors on rear panel only.
Option 908: Rack mounting flange kit
Option 910: Extra operating and service manual

Price
$5950.00
$5950.00
add $25.00

add $22.00
add $7.50
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SIGNAL GENERATORS
SHF Signal Generators
Models 618C, 6208
• Signal simulations, 3.8- 7.6 GHz, 7-11 GHz
• FM, Pulse modulation

618C

618, 6208 SHF Signal Generators

Modulation

The Models 618C and 620B SH F Signal Generators provide versatility, accuracy, and stability in the range from 3.8 to II GHz. Frequency is set on a large, direct-reading dial. A ll.F vernier control
provides ultra-fine tuning capability. There is also a provision for remote fine tuning.
A calibrated output from 0 to -127 dBm (0.224 volt to 0.1 microvolt) is also set on a large, direct-reading dial. The dial is calibrated in
both dBm and volts. An auxiliary output of at least 0.3 milliwatt is
available and is independent of attenuator setting. Thus, it can be
used for phase-locking the signal generator when crystal-oscillator
stability is required, or it can be monitored with a frequency counter
for extreme frequency resolution.
The 618C and 620B Generators each feature a reflex klystron oscillator with an external resonant cavity. Oscillator frequency is determined by a movable plunger which varies the length of the cavity.
Oscillator output is monitored by a temperature-compensated detector circuit. This circuit operates virtually unaffected by ambient temperature conditions.
Modulation includes internal pulse, square wave, and frequency
modulation plus external pulse and frequency modulation.

Internal pulse modulation: repetition rate variable from 40 to 4,000
pps, pulse width variable 0.5 to 10 microseconds.
Sync out signals: simultaneous with RF pulse, positive; in advance
of RF pulse, positive, variable 3 to 300 microseconds (better than I
microsecond rise time and 20 to 100 volts amplitude into I,OOO-ohm
load).
External synchronization: sine wave: 40 to 4,000 Hz,S to 50 V rms;
pulse: 40 to 4,000 pps, 5 to 50 V peak, positive or negative, 0.5 to 5 liS
wide, 0.1 to I liS rise time.
Internal square-wave modulation: variable 40 to 4,000 Hz.
Internal FM: sawtooth sweep rate adjustable 40 to 4,000 Hz; frequency deviation to 5 MHz peak-to-peak over most of the frequency
range.
External pulse modulation: requires pulse amplitude from 15 to 70
volts positive or negative, width 0.5 to 2,500 microseconds.
External FM: frequency deviation approximately 5 MHz peak-topeak over most of the band; sensitivity approximately 20 V/MHz at
front-panel connector, approximately lOY/MHz at rear-panel connector (mating connector supplied); front-panel connector is capacitively coupled to klystron repeller; rear-panel connector is dc-coupled
to klystron repeller and is suitable for phase-lock control input.

618C, 6208 Specifications
Output

General

Frequency Range
618C: 3.8 to 7.6 GHz in a single band.
6208: 7 to II GHz in a single band; repeller voltage automatically
tracked and proper mode automatically selected.
Calibration: direct reading; frequency calibration accuracy better
than ± 1%.
Frequency stability: with temperature, less than 60 ppm;oC
change in ambient temperature; with line voltage, less than 200 ppm
change for line voltage variation of ± 10%; residual FM < 15 kHz
peak.
Output range: 0 dBm to -127 dBm (0.224 volt to 0.1 microvolt) into
50 ohms; directly calibrated in dBm and volts; coaxial type N connector.
Output accuracy: within ± 2 dB from -7 to -127 dBm, within ± 3
dB from 0 to -7 dBm, termina,ted in 50-ohm load.
Source impedance: 50 ohms nominal; SWR <2.0.

RFI: Radiated interference is within the limits of VDE 0871 and
CISPR publication 11.
Power source: 115 or 230 volts ± 10%, 50 to 60 Hz, approximately
230 W.
Dimensions: cabinet, 353 H x 445 W x 518 mm D (13.9" x 17.5" x
20.4"); rack mount, 355 x 483 x 483 mm (14" x 19" x 19").
Weight: net, 31.1 kg (69Ib); shipping, 33.5 (74 Ib).
Accessory furnished: 11500A Cable Assembly, 1830 mm (6ft) of
RG-214A/U 50-ohm coax, terminated on each end by type N male
connectors.

Ordering Information
618C or 620B SHF Signal Generator (cabinet mount)
618CR or 620BR SHF Signal Generator (rack mount)
Option 910: Extra operating and service manual

Price
$7250.00
$7250.00
add $7.50

SIGNAL GENERATORS
SHF Generators, Doublers
Models 626A, 628A, 938A, 940A
• Stable calibrated signals, 10-15.5 GHz, 15-21 GHz

'll'

i

•

• Doubler sets for signals 18-26.5 GHz, 26.5-40 GHz

938A

-

628A

626A, 628A SHF Signal Generators
The 626A covers frequencies 10 to 15.5 G Hz, and the 628A covers
frequencies 15 to 21 G Hz. In design and operation, the instruments
are similar to H P's 618C and 620B Signal Genera tors. Carrier frequency is set and read directly on the large tuning dial. No voltage
adjustment is necessary during tuning because repeller voltage is
tracked with frequency changes automatically. Oscillator output is
also set and read directly, and no frequency correction is necessary
throughout operating range. A frequency logging scale permits frequency to be reset within 0.1 %.
Both the 626A and 628A offer internal pulse, squarewave and frequency modulation, plus external pulse and frequency modulation.
The pulse generators may be synchronized with an external sine wave
and positive or negative pulse signals.
The high power output of these signal generators makes them ideally suited for driving HP 938A and 940A Frequency Doubler sets.
These doubler sets retain the modulation and stability of the driving
source and have accurate power monitors and attenuators.

626A, 628A Specifications
Frequency range: 626A, 10 to 15.5 GHz; 628A, 15 to 21 GHz.
Frequency calibration: dial direct-reading in G Hz, accuracy better
than ± 1%.
Output range: 10 mW to I pW (+ 10 dBm to -90 dBm); atlenuator
dial calibrated in output dBm.
Source SWR: <2.5 at + I 0 dBm; < 1.35 at 0 dBm and below.
Output monitor accuracy: better than ± 1 dB; temperature-compensated thermistor bridge circuit monitors R F oscillator power level.
Output connector: 626A: WR 75 waveguide, flat cover flange, 21.6
x 12.0 mm (0.85 x 0.475 in.). 628A: WR51 waveguide, flat cover
flange, 15.0 x 8.5 mm (0.59 x 0.335 in.).
Output attenuator accuracy: better than ± 2% of attenuation in dB
introduced by output attenuator.
Modulation: internal pulse, FM, or square wave; external pulse and
FM.
Internal pulse modulation: repetition rate variable from 40 to 4000
pps; pulse width variable 0.5 to 10 liS.

Internal square-wave modulation: variable 40 to 4000 Hz con·
trolled by "pulse-rate" control.
Internal frequency modulation: power line frequency; deviation up
to ±5 MHz.
External pulse modulation: requires pulse amplitude of 15 to 70
volts peak positive or negative: width I to 2500 liS.
External frequency modulation: provided by capacitive coupling
to the klystron repeller: maximum deviation approximately ± 5
MHz.
Sync out signals: positive 20 to 100 V peak into 1000-ohm load:
better than 1 I'S rise time; I) simultaneous with RF pulse, positive:
2) in advance of RF pulse, positive, variable 5 to 300 liS.
External synchronization: sine wave, 40 to 4000 Hz,S to 50 V rms
amplitude; pulse signals, 40 to 4000 pps, 5 to 50 V amplitude, positive
or negative, 0.5 to 5 liS width, 0.1 to I liS rise time.
Power: 115 or 230 volts ± 10%, 50 to 60 Hz, approx. 200 watts.
Size: cabinet, 356 H x 432 W x 381 mm D (14" x 17" x 15"): rack
mount, 356 H x 483 W x 313 mm D (14" x 19" x 12.8").
Weight: net, 26.8 kg (59 Ib); shipping, 29.8 kg (66 Ib).
Accessories furnished: 626A, MX 292B and MP 292B Waveguide
Adapters: 628A, NP 292A and NK 292A Waveguide Adapters.
Accessories available: M362A low-pass filter.

938A, 940A Frequency Doubler Sets
Model 938A supplies power from 18 to 26.5 G Hz and Model 940A
from 26.5 to 40 G Hz when driven by 9 to 13.25 GHz and 13.25 to 20
GHz sources respectively. For a swept output, use a swept-frequency
source such as Model 8690B or Model 8620A/B/C series with appropriate RF units.

938A, 940A Specifications
Frequency range: 938A, 18 to 26.5 GHz; 940A, 26.5 to 40 GHz.
Conversion loss: less than 18 dB at 10 mW input.
Output power: approximately 0.5-1 m W when used with typical
626A, 62SA signal generators; input power 100 m W maximum.
Output attenuator: accuracy, ± 2% of reading or ± 0.2 dB. whichever is greater; ra nge. 100 dB.
Output reflection coefficient: approx. 0.33 at full output; less than
0.2 with atlenuator set to 10 dB or greater.
Output flange: 93SA, K-band flat cover flange for WR-42 waveguide: 940A, R-band flat flange for WR·28 waveguide.
Size: 137 H x 489 W x 457 mm D (5.4" x 19.25" x 18").
Weight: net, 9 kg (20 Ib); shipping, 11.8 kg (26 lb).

Ordering Information
626A or 628A SHF Signal Generator (cabinet)
626AR or 628AR SH F Signal Generator (rack)
Option 910: Extra operating & service manual
938A or 940A Frequency Doubler
Option 910: Extra operating & service manual

Price
$10.100
$10,100
add $7.50
$6500.00
add $1.00

SIGNAL GENERATORS
Solid-State Microwave Signal Generators
Models 8683A, 86838, 8684A, 86848
• Spectrally pure signals, 2.3-6.5 GHz; 5.4-12.5 GHz
to -130 dBm calibrated output
• Calibrated AM, FM and Pulse Modulation

• + 10

• Communications and radar versions
• 2 kW reverse power protection (optional)
• Internal service diagnostic

e

86848

8680 Microwave Signal Generators
The 8683 and 8684 are rugged, portable signal generators which
provide similar capabilities in two overlapping frequency ranges.
Each is available as a communications version (8683/84A) or a more
versatile radar/communications version (8683/84B).

Freq. Band
2.3-6.5 GHz
5.4-125 GHz

Communication Appl.

Radar/Commun. Appl.

8683A
8684A

86838
86848

The "B" versions differ from the "A" versions by offering higher
maximum leveled output power and high performance internal pulse
modulation.

Clean, Stable Cavity-Tuned Oscillator
At the heart of the signal generators is their mechanically tunedcavity oscillators. The oscillators are the result of coupling state-ofthe-art electronics with sophisticated mechanical design and precision manufacturing techniques. Mechanical cavity-tuning is chosen

for its excellent frequency stability and spectral purity. The oscillators' active elements (bipolar transistors in the 8683 and GaAs FET's
in the 8684) help attain the impressive residual FM and spurious response specifications of the generators. Refinements in both the electronic and mechanical designs stretch this performance over the
broad frequency ranges.

Microprocessor Enhancements
A microprocessor has been incorporated into the design of these
manually tuned generators. Many microwave component characteristics vary with frequency necessitating some form of compensation to
ensure optimal accuracy. The microprocessor provides an effective
and economical means for this compensation. It is responsible for the
specified I % frequency accuracy as well as the ± 2 dB output level
accuracy.
The microprocessor also makes possible convenience features such
as displaying output level in absolute dBm, dB relative to a user-selected power level, or with a specified Cable Offset. When Cable Offset is selected, the output level display indicates the power level at the
end of a user-selected length of RG-214 cable rather than the level at
the generator's output connector.

86838,86848
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8683B Frequency (Gill)
Typical Maximum Output Power

These generators offer the advantage of extremely wide dynamic
range coupled with excellent level accuracy. Output level ranges from
-130 to + 10 dBm. The versatility of the "B" models is expanded with
the inclusion of six modulation modes, including internal and external
AM, FM and pulse modulation. Low distortion coupled with display
accuracy provides the AM and FM performance required for communications applications. The internal FM sawtooth with variable
deviation is well suited for narrow-band swept measurements. Pulse
performance is particularly noteworthy with modulation specifications of >80 dB on/off ratio, and rise/fall times < IOns. The internal pulse generator offers pulse widths from 100 ms. to less than 100
ns., rates from 10 Hz to I MHz, and delays from 100 ms. to less than
50 ns. Pulsed-power is leveled to within 0.5 dB of the level set in CW
mode. This performance level is especially important for modern radar system measurements.

8683A/B, 8684A/B Specifications
(See technical data sheet for complete specifications.)

8683A

e

8683A, 8684A
These generators also offer impressive performance. Spectral purity and stability are identical to thc "B" models. They provide 130 dB
of dynamic range (-130 to 0 dBm) with ± 2 dB level accuracy. Their
modulation section is well suited for communications applications
with built-in, calibrated A M and FM capabilities. Limited external
pulse modulation has been included, optimizing the value of the "A"
model in communications systems.

Frequency Characteristics
Frequency range: 8683, 2.3-6.5 GHz; 8684,5.4-12.5 GHz.
Frequency resolution: 8683, 5 MHz using a 4 digit LED display;
8684, 10 MHz using a 3Y2 digit LED display.
Calibration accuracy: ± 1%.
Stability,
vs. time (20 min. after turn-on): <30 kHz/min.
vs. time (60 min. after turn-on): < 100 kHz/hr.
vs. temperature: 8683, <20 MHz; 8684, <35 MHz from 0 to

55°C.
vs.line voltage (transients of +5%/-10%): <30 ppm.

Spectral Purity
Harmonics «18 GHz, at specified maximum output): <-25

dBc.
Spurious (non-harmonically related): <80 dBc. Typically, < -90
dBc.
Residual FM (50 Hz to 15 kHz post detection bandwidth): < 5
kHz peak.
5

Capabilities for Specific Microwave Measurements
The 8683 and 8684 were designed to meet the requirements of major microwave systems applications. In making out-of-channel communications receiver measurements, wide frequency range, low
spurious, and a low noise noor are imperative. Receiver sensitivity
measurements require excellent signal generator performance at low
signal levels. These performance features are built into the 8683 and
8684. In addition, convenience features such as Cable Offset can significantly simplify the measurement of communication system
parameters.
The features included in the "B" models provide the capability to
handle advanced radar applications. With the addition of the high
performance pulse modulator and internal pulse generator, simulation of a wide varicty of radar transmissions is possible. Simultaneous
FM and pulse allow chirping, while simultaneous AM and pulse allow
simulation of antenna scan patterns. Of course, basic receivcr sensitivity and AGC measurements can easily be made.
Reliability and Serviceability
The 8683 and 8684 wcre designed with reliability and serviceability
as major considerations. The instruments were type tested to rigorous
military specifications (MIL-T-28800 Class IV) for operating and
non-operating temperature, humidity, condensation, shock and vibration, and EM\. The instruments' success in these tests is an indication
of their ruggedness. Confidence that a desired output signal has been
accurately generated is derived, in part, from a diagnostic test which
is automatically executed on turn-on. These tests moniter most critical circuit nodes within the generator locating possible problem areas
prior to the generator entering its operating mode. Reliability is further enhanced with optional low-cost reverse power protection.
Excellent serviceability results from the combination of accessibility to components, completeness of service manuals, and internal diagnostic capability. In the diagnostic mode, failures can be isolated to
at least circuit function level with the aid of the front panel display or
a computer terminal.
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Single-sideband phase noise (avg. rms, 1 Hz BW, 10 kHz offset
from carrier, typical): 8683, <-74 dBc; 8684, <-65 dBc.
Residual AM (avg. rms, 300 Hz to 15 kHz post detection bandWidth): <-65 dBc.

Output Characteristics
Level range (leveled into 50 fl): 8683/84A, 0 to -130 dBm;
8683/84A opt. 001 and 8683/84B. +10 to -130 dBm.
Resolution: 0.1 dB using a 3\12 digit LED display.
Level Accuracy: ± 2.0 dB from maximum specified output to -110
dBm. ± 3.0 dB from -I 10 to -120 dBm. Option 002, reverse power
protection, affects level accuracy < ± 0.5 dB.
Level flatness (power level >-10 dBm): ± 1.0 dB.
Reverse power protection: The generators will typically accept
I watt avg. or 100 watts peak power with no damage resulting. Option
002 increases this protection to approx. 10 watts avg. or 2 kilowatt
peak.
Typical output impedance: 50 fl nominal. 8683 SWR <2.0: 8684
SWR <2.5 on +10 and OdBm ranges, <2.0 for -IOdBm and below.
Auxiliary output: rear panel Type N output is typically >-15 dBm
into 50 fl, being derived prior to AM or pulse modulation. Source
impedance is approximately 50 fl.

SIGNAL GENERATORS
Models 8683A, 86838, 8684A, 86848 (Cont.)

8683A/B, 8684A/B Specifications (Cont.)
Modulation Characteristics
Types: Internal AM (1 kHz square wave)
Internal FM (1 kHz Sawtooth)
Internal Pulse (8683/84B only)
External AM; FM; Pulse
Simultaneous AM/FM, AM/Pulse, FM/Pulse, AM/FM/
Pulse.
Metering: single 3-digit LED display. Selectable indication of AM
depth or FM deviation.

Amplitude Modulation
AM specifications are valid for an output vernier range 5 to 15 dB
below maximum vernier and for output levels at least 5 db below the
specified maximum.
Depth: 0-70%.
AM rates (3 dB BW at 50% depth): dc to 10 kHz (dc coupled); 20
Hz to 10kHz (ac coupled).
AM distortion: <5% at 50% depth and 10 kHz rate.
Indicated AM accuracy: ± 5% of full scale depths up to 50% at a 10
kHz rate.
Incidental FM (30% AM depth): < 10 kHz peak to peak.
Internal AM: Fixed I kHz square wave with a duty cycle of 50 ± 5%.
Square wave on/off ratio:s identical to that specified for pulse modulation.

Synchronizing Signals
Video out: > 3 V peak positive replica of the selected RF pulse,
delayed no more than 50 ns in advance of the RF pulse.
Sync out: > I V peak positive pulse into 50 11 with a nominal width
of 20 ns. Sync out appears in advance of the RF pulse and video
pulse according to the delay set with the pulse delay control.
External trigger: 0-1 MHz, dc coupled. On levels must be >0.8 V
positive polarity and held> 20 ns to affect trigger. Input impedance
is approx. 50 11.
Pulse UNCAL indicator: Annunicator warns operator of improper
setting of PRF, width, and delay controls.
8683/84B External Pulse Input Requirements
Rate: 0 to I MHz.
Width: > 100 ns.
On level: >+3.0 V peak.
Off level: <+0.5 V peak.
8683/84B RF Pulse Characteristics
Rise or fall time: < IOns.
On/off ratio: >80 dB.
Ringing and overshoot: < 20%.
Minimum pulse width: < 100 ns.
Video feedthru: 25 mV max. (at 0 dB attenuation).
Maximum pulse repetition frequency: > I MHz.
Pulse width compression: <50 ns.
Minimum duty cycle: 0.01 % (may become unleveled below 0.01 %).
Peak pulse power: ±0.5 dB of level set in CW mode.

Frequency Modulation
Peak deviation: ± 5 MHz.
FMrates: (3dB BW):dcto 10 MHz (dccoupled), 50 Hzto 10 MHz
(ac coupled).
FM distortion: <5% at 100 kHz rate and < I MHz peak deviation.
Indicated FM accuracy: ±20% at a 100 kHz rate.
Incidental AM (rate < 100 kHz, peak deviation < 1 MHz): <5%.
Internal FM: FM sawtooth with a fixed sweep rate of I kHz and variable deviation up to specified maximum for external FM.
Phase lock input: rear panel BNC with typical sensitivity of -5
MHz/V. Input impedance is nominally> I kl1.

Operating temperature range: 0° to 55°C.
EMI: MIL-STD-461.
Environmental (operating and non-operating temperature, humidity, shock and vibration): type tested to MIL-T-28800B Class
IV requirements.
Safety: meets the requirements of IEC 348.
Power: 100, 120, 220, or 240, +5%, -10%, for line frequencies of 48
to 66 Hz. Option 003 adds 400 Hz line frequency operation at 100 or
120 V. Power consumption is <200 VA.

Pulse Modulation

Weight:

8683/84A External Pulse Input Requirements
Rate: 0 to 10kHz.
Width: > 10 lIS.
On level: > + 3.0 V peak.
Off level: <+0.5 V peak.
8683/84A RF Pulse Characteristics
Rise time: <5 lIS.
Fall time: < I lIS.
On/off ratio (at maximum leveled power): >30 dB.
8683/84B Internal pulse generator
Pulse repetition frequency: 10Hz to I MHz in 5 ranges with
continuous adjustment within ranges. Calibration accuracy is 20%
of full scale.
Pulse width: 50 ns to 100 ms in 7 ranges with continuous adjustment within ranges. Calibration accuracy is 20% of full scale.
Pulse delay (time between sync out and video out): <30 ns to
100 ms in 7 ranges with continuous adjustment within ranges. Calibration accuracy is 20% of full scale. The range for < 100 ns is
uncalibrated.

General

Model

8683

8684

Net

<17.3 kg (38Ib)

<15.9 kg (35Ib)

Shipping

<228 kg (50 Ib)

<21.4 kg (47 Ib)

Dimensions: 145 H x 457 W x 472 mm D (5.7 x 18 x 18.6 in).

Ordering Information
8683A Microwave Signal Generator
8684A Microwave Signal Generator
86838 Microwave Signal Generator
86848 Microwave Signal Generator
Option 001: + 10 dBm output power, 8683A, 8684A
Option 002: Reverse power protection, 8683A/B
Option 002: Reverse power protection, 8684A/B
Option 003: 400 Hz line frequency operation
Option 910: Extra operating and service manual
Option 913: Rack mounting flange kit

Price
$12,000
$12,000
$15,000
$15.000
add $1,500
add $100
add $400
add $180
add $25
add $31

SIGNAL GENERATORS
Microwave Frequency Synthesizer
Model 8671A
• 2-6.2 GHz frequency range
• 1 kHz frequency resolution
• <5 x 10- 10 / day stability

• Low spurious and phase noise
• +8 dBm minimum output power
• HP-IB programmability
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8671A

8671A Synthesizer
The 8671 A microwave frequency synthesizer covers the frequency
range of 2.0 to 6.2 GHz in I kHz steps with excellent stability and
spectral purity. It is well suited for most LO applications that require
state-of-the-art performance as well as broadband capability.
Spectral Purity
Spurious responses (except power line related) are greater than 70
dB below the carrier across the full frequency band. Phase noise, a
critical parameter in many applications, is low enough to permit extremely sensitive measurements.
Output Power
The 8671A has a guaranteed output of +8 dBm at all frequencies.
This is well within the operating range of most commercial mixers.
However, for applications requiring greater power, the 8671 A produces clean outputs as high as + 10 dBm at many frequencies (see
figure I).
Wideband FM
The 8671A also has frequency modulation capability at rates up to
10 MHz and peak deviations up to 10 MHz (with externally applied
signals). Carrier phase-lock is maintained in the FM mode.
HP·IB Programmability
The standard programming interface offered with the 8671A is directly compatible with the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus. Programmable functions include frequency, FM, and RF ON/OFF.

8671A Specifications
(See technical data sheet for complete specifications.)
Frequency Characteristics
Frequency range: 2.0-6.2 GHz (6.199999 GHz).
Frequency resolution: I kHz.
Time base: internal 10 MHz «5 x 10 -10 /day aging rate) or external 5 or 10 MHz.
Switching time: < 15 ms to be within I kHz.
Harmonics: <-15 dBc.
Single-sideband phase noise (1 Hz BW, CW mode):
10 Hz

SSB level

-58 dBc

I
I

I
I

100 Hz

-70 dBc

1kHz

I

10 kHz

-78 dBc

I

-86dBc

I
I

100 kHz

-llOdBc

Offset from Fe
Power line spurious
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+11
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<300 Hz

I

300 Hz to 1 kHz

I

>1 kHz

-50 dBc

I

-60 dBc

I

-65 dBc

6

Output Frequency (GHz)

Figure 1. Typical output power available.
Flatness: <6 dB total variation across full frequency band.
Source impedance: 50n
Frequency Modulation
Peak deviation (max): 10 MHz or fmod x 5, whichever is smaller.
SensitiVity: 50 kHz/V and 5 MHz/V ranges; max input 2V peak.
Rates (3 dB BW): 50 Hz to 10 MHz typical.
Remote Programming
Frequency: programmable over full range with 1 kHz resolution.
FM modulation: OFF, 50 kHz/V, and 5 MHz/V ranges.
Other: RF ON/OFF.
Programming format: HP-IB (Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus).

°

General
Operating temperature range: to +55°C.
Power: 100,120,220, or 240 V +5, -10%; 48-66 Hz; 300 VA max.
Weight: net, 24 kg (53 Ib); shipping, 29.5 kg (65 Ib).
Size: 133 H x 425 W x 603 mm D (5.25" x 16.75" x 23.75"). I MW x
5V4 H x 23 D System II Module. For cabinet accessories, see pages
714-719.
8671A Microwave Frequency Synthesizer

Spurious
Non-harmonically related: <-70 dBc.
Power line related ICW mode, and within 5 Hz below any line
related frequency):

I

E
III

Ordering Information

Offset from Fe

I

Output Characteristics
Power (un leveled): +8 dBm (min.), + 15 to 35°C.

(Note: HP-IB cable not supplied. See page 30.)
Option 002: No internal reference
Option 003: Operation at 400 Hz line
Option 005: Rear panel RF output
Option 006: Chassis slide kit
Option 907: Front panel handle kit
Option 908: Rack mounting flange kit
Option 909: Front panel handle plus rack mounting
flange kit
Option 910: Extra operating and service manual
11712A Support Kit

Price
$19,700

less $550
add $250
add $ 75
add $ 45
add $32
add $25
add $55
add $30
$575

SIGNAL GENERATORS
Synthesized Signal Generator
Model 8672A
• 2 to 18 GHz frequency range
• 1 to 3 kHz frequency resolution
• Low spurious and phase noise

• +3 to -120 dBm calibrated output
• <5 x 1O- lo /day stability
• Metered AM / FM

8672A

8672A Synthesized Signal Generator
The 8672A Synthesized Signal Generator covers the entire 2.0 to
18.0 G Hz frequency range in one compact solid-state package (\ 33
mm, 5.25 in. high) while providing calibrated output and complete
AM/FM modulation capability. The 8672A can replace two, three,
or even four instruments in many applications.

applications and many tests on communication and radar systems.
Non-harmonic spurious signals are also controlled to prevent undesired responses. Such signals are -70 dBc from 2 to 6.2 GHz, -64
dBcfrom 6.2 to 12.4 G Hz and -60 dBc from 12.4 to 18 G Hz, excluding power line related frequencies.

Advanced Thin Film Technology

Wide Dynamic Output Range

An indirect synthesis technique is used to phase lock a wideband 2.0
to 6.2 GHz YIG-tuned transistor oscillator (YTO) to the internal (or
external) time base. The output of the YTO drives a YIG-tuned multiplier (YTM), a product made possible by HP's advanced microcircuit technology, to attain the 2 to 18 G Hz coverage. The YTM
produces spectrally pure harmonics of the input frequency and selects
the proper harmonic automatically.

For broadband component and receiver testing applications the
8672A exhibits an exceptionally nat frequency response across the
full 2 to 18 G Hz range. The calibrated 110 dB RF step attenuator on
the output results in accurate output control from + 3 to -120 dBm,
enabling very sensitive receiver tests to be made. For LO applications,
an "overrange" position provides additional power at most frequencies across the full 2 to 18 G Hz band. Even more power is available
from the 86nA Option 008, which provides a leveled +8 dBm from 2
to 18 G Hz. Typical maximum unleveled output power from both the
8672A and 8672A Option 008 are shown in figure I.

Excellent Spectral Purity
The 8672A has been designed for very low single-sideband phase
noise (see figure 2). This characteristic is very important for LO

Calibrated AM/FM Modulation
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To expand the versatility of the 8672A for accurate receiver testing,
AM/FM capability is provided (with externally applied modulation
signals). AM depth at rates up to 100 kHz can be accurately set using
the front panel meter. FM is allowed at rates and peak deviations up
to 10 MHz. The meter can also be used to monitor peak deviations on
any of six selectable ranges. Both AM depth and FM deviation are
linearly controlled by varying the input voltage up to I volt maximum. The 8672A remains phase locked in both the AM and FM
modes.

All Functions Fully Programmable

5+----j---+--+----j---+---+----j-----i

The 8672A provides full programmability of all front-panel functions: frequency, output level (in I dB steps), and modulation selection. The 86nA has an HP-IB interface (standard on all units) and
can be used with any HP 9800 series calculator or minicomputer for
automatic systems application.
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Fast Pulse Capability Available

So
~

o

Output Frequency (GHz)

Figure 1. Maximum power typically available from standard and
Option 008 instruments at 25°C.

High performance pulse modulation of the 86nA output is available via the linDA Pulse Modulator (see page 419). This pulse
modulator provides >80 dB on/off ratios with 5 nanosecond (typical) rise and fall times over the 2 to 18 GHz range of the 86nA.

8672A Specifications

Amplitude Modulation

(See technical data sheet for complete specifications)

Frequency Characteristics
Frequency range: 2.0-18.0 GHz (with overrange to 18.599997
GHz).
Frequency resolution: I kHz to 6.2 GHz, 2 kHz to 12.4 GHz, 3
kHz to 18.0 GHz.
Time base: internal 10 MHz «5 x 1O-lo/day aging rate) or external 5 or 10 MHz.
Frequency switching time: <15 ms to be within I kHz, 2-6.2
GHz; 2kHz, 6.2-12.4 Gllz; 3 kHz, 12.4-18 GHz.

AM depth (for RF output meter readings ~O dB, + 15°e to
+35°e):
0-75%,2.0-6.2 G lIz; 0-60%, 6.2-12.4 G Hz; 0-50'1r, 12.4-18.0 G Hz.
Sensitivity: 30%/V, I OOC7r) V ranges. Max. input I V peak into 600S1.
Rates (3 dB BW): 10 Hz-IOO kHz.
Indicated AM meter accuracy (100 Hz -10 kHz rates): ± 5% of
range.
Distortion (rates ~ 10 kHz, RF output :sO dB, +15°C to +35°C):
<3°/r at 30% depth.

Frequency Modulation
Spectral Purity
Harmonics, subharmonics and multiples (~18 GHz): <-25
dBc.
Single-sideband phase noise (1 Hz BW, ew mode):

son.

Offset from F,

F,

10Hz

100 Hz

1kHz

10kHz

100kHz

20·6.2 GHz

-58 dBc

-70 dBc

-78 dBc

-86 dBc

-Jl0dBc

62·12.4 GHz

-52 dBc

-64 dBc

-72 dBc

-80 dBc

-104dBc

12.4·\80 GHz

-48 dBc

-60 dBc

-68 dBc

-76 dBc

-100 dBc

-30

\.

-50

"-

-70

ssa
o Noise level
(1 Hz aWl
dB Below
Carrier

-90

Peak deviation (max.): the smaller of
10 MHz or f mud x 5, 2.0-6.2 GHz.
10 MHz or fmud x 10,6.2-12.4 GHz.
10MHzorf'm,'dx 15, 12.4-18.0GHz.
Sensitivity: 30, 100. 300 kHz/V and I, 3. 10M Hz/V runges; max.
input I volt peak into
Rates (3 dB BW typical): 30, 100 kllz/V ranges: 50 Hz to 10M Hz;
300 kHz/V and 1,3, \0 MHz/V ranges: I kHz to 10 MHz.
Distortion: <12% for rates <3 kHz decreasing linearly with frequency to S'i!- at 20 kHz; <5'1f for 20 kHz to 100 kHz rates.
Indicated FM meter accuracy (100 kHz rate, +15°C to 35°C):
± 10% of full scale.
Residual FM in FM and CW modes, 2-6.2 GHz:
Post Detection B\'I

Range

""

~

20 Hz-I kHz'

...........

'"

-110
-130

~

CW.30 100.300 kHz/V and 1. 3. MHz/V

6 Hz rms

20 Hz-3kHz'
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10 Hums
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'Residual FM doubles for 6.2-12.4 GHz, triples lor
12.4-18 GHz

~

-150
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10 Hz
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100 kHz

1 MHz 10 MHz

Offset From Carrier

Figure 2. Typical 8672A single-sideband phase noise performance using the internal standard, 2.0-6.2 GHz.
Spurious (eW and AM modes)
Non-harmonically related:
<-70 dBc, 2.0-6.2 GHz.
< -64 dBc, 6.2-12.4 GHz.
<-60 dBc, 12.4-18.0 GHz.
Power line related (eW mode, and Within 5 Hz below line frequency, and multiples):
Offset from F,
F,

<300Hz

300 Hz to 1 kHz

20·6.2 GHz

-50 dBc

-60 dBc

-65 dBc

62·124 GHz

-44 dBc

-54 dBc

-59 dBc

12.4·18.0 GHz

-40 dBc

-50 dBc

-55 dBc

>lkHz

Remote Programming Capability
Frequency: programmable over full range with same resolution as in
manual mode.
Output level: programmable over full range in I dB steps.
AM modulation: OFF, 30%/V, and 100%jV ranges.
FM modulation: OFF. 30, 100,300 kHz/V and l, 3, 10 MHz/V
ranges.
Other: RF ON/OFF. ALe INT/EXT. (crystal or power meter).
Programming format: HP-IB (Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus).

General
Operating temperature range: 0 to +55 C.
Power: 100, 120, 220, 240 V +5, -10%; 48-66 H l; 300 V A max.
Weight: net, 27 kg (60 Ib); shipping. 32.5 kg (72 lb).
Size: 133 mm H x 425 mm W x 603 mm D (5.25" x 16.75" x 23.75").
I MW x 5 114 H x 23 D System II Module. For cabinet accessories, sec
pages 714-719.

Output Characteristics
Output level (+15°e to +35°C): +3 to -120 dBm.
Total indicated meter accuracy (+15°e to +35°e):
Frequency
Range

Output Level Range

odBm

-10 dBm

-20 dBm

-30 dBm and below

2.0·62 GHz

=1.75 dB

0: 2.25 dB

0: 2.45 dB

+ 1.75 dB 0: OJ dB/ 10 dB step
below 0 dBm range

62·12.4 GHz

0:20 dB

+ 2.5 dB

± 2.7 dB

±2.0 dBo:OJ dBllO dB step
below 0 dBm range

124·180 GHz

0: 2.25 dB

=285 dB

±3.05 dB

±2.25 dB ±0.4 dB/ 10 dB step
below 0 dBm range

Remote programming accuracy: 0.75 dB better than indicated
meter accuracy.
Flatness (+15°C to +35°C): ±0.75 dB, 2.0-6.2 GHz; ± 1.00 dB,
2.0-12.4 GHz; :t 1.25 dB, 2.0-18.0 GHz.
Output level switching time: < 20 ms.
Source impedance:

son.

Ordering Information
8672A Synthesized Signal Generator
(Note: HP-IB cable not supplied. See page 30.)
Option 001: No RF output attenuatar
Option 002: No internal reference oscillator
Option 003: Operation at 400 Hz line
Option 004: Rear panel RF output
Option 005: Rear panel RF output without RF
attenuator
Option 006: Chassis slide kit
Option 008: +8 dBm output level
Option 907: Front panel handle kit
Option 908: Rack mounting flange kit
Option 909: Front panel handle kit plus rack mounting flange kit
Option 910: Extra operating and service manual
11712A Support Kit

Price
$34,500
less
less
add
add
less

$600
$550
$250
$ 75
$5~5

:ldd $ 45
add $3500
add $32
add $~5
add $55
add $25
$575

SIGNAL GENERATORS
PIN Modulators, Pulse Driver
8730 Series, 8403A

87308 Series

8403A

8730 Series PIN Modulators

Trigger out
Sync out: simultaneous with or 0.1 to 100 p'S in advance of RF
pulse, as set by delay control.
Delayed sync out: simultaneous with output pulse.
Amplitude: approximately -2 volts.
Source impedance: approximately 330 ohms.

With HP 8730 series PIN Modulators, signal sources, including
klystrons, can be pulse-modulated, leveled or amplitude-modulated
with sinusoidal and complex waveforms. Fast-rise times, low incidental FM and a nearly constant impedance match to source and load are
typical of these absorption-type modulators.

External Pulse
Amplitude and polarity: 5 volts to 20 volts peak, + or -.
Repitition rate: maximum average PRF, 500 kHz/so
Input impedance: approximately 2000 ohms, dc-coupled.
Width: minimum 0.1 p.s; maximum I /PRF -0.4 p.S.

8403A Modulator
The Model 8403A provides complete control of the PIN modulators, supplying the appropriate modulation wave shapes and bias levels for fast rise times, rated on/off ratios and amplitude modulation.
An internal square-wave and pulse modulator with PRF of 50 Hz to
50 kHz and adjustable pulse width and delay also provide square
wave and pulses for general pulse applications. For applications requiring an absorption-type modulator plus controls in a single unit, a
PIN modulator can be installed in the Model 8403A.

Amplitude Modulation (with 8730 series)
Frequency response: dc to approximately 10 MHz (3 dB).
Sensitivity: approximately 10 dB/volt with HP 8730A series; approximately 20 dB/volt with HP 8730B series.
Input impedance: approximately 1000 ohms.

8403A Specifications

General
Power: 115 or 230 volts ± 10%,50 to 400 Hz, approximately 10
watts.
Size: 96 H x 425 W x 467 mm 0 (3.75" x 16.73" x 18.4").
Weight: net, 7.4 kg (16.5 Ib); shipping, 9 kg (20 lb).

output characteristics (available separately at front panel).
For driving 8730 PIN modulators: AM and pulse output, pulse output specially shaped for optimum RF rise and decay times.
For general pulse applications: positive dc-coupled pulse 25 to 30
volt in amplitude, approximately symmetrical about 0 volt; no AM
signal.

Ordering Information
8403A Modulator
Option
001: 8731A PIN Modulator installed in 8403A
002: 8731 B PIN Modulator installed in 8403A
003: 8732A PIN Modulator installed in 8403A
004: 8732B PIN Modulator installed in 8403A
005: 8733A PIN Modulator installed in 8403A
006: 8733B PIN Modulator installed in 8403A
007: 8734A PIN Modulator installed in 8403A
008: 8734B PIN Modulator installed in 8403A
009: Input and Output Connectors on rear panel
908: Rack nange kit
910: Extra Manual

Modulation
Internal square wave
Frequency: variable from 50 Hz to 50 kHz.
Symmetry: better than 45/55%.
Internal pulse
Repetition rate: variable from 50 Hz to 50 kHz.
Delay: variable from 0.1 p.s to 100 p.s, between sync out pulse and
RF output pulse.
Width: variable from 0.1 p'S to J 00 p.s.
External sync
Signal: 5 to 20 volts peak, + or -, pulse or sine wave.
Input impedance: approximately 2000 ohms, dc-coupled.

Price
$1900
add $890
add $1250
add $890
add $1350
add $950
add $1480
add $1050
add $1400
add $50
add $25.00
add $7.50

8730 Series Specifications
HP Model
Frequency range (GHz)
OynamlC range (dB)

873lA

87318

8732A

87328

8733A

87338

8734A

87348

8mA

87358

87318·H10·

0.8-2.4
35

0.8-2.4
80

1.8-45
35

1.8-45
80

3.?-8J
35

3.?-8J
80

7.0-12.4
35

7.0-12.4
80

8.2-12.4
35

8.2-12.4

80

04-1.2
35
<2.0

<1.5

<2.0

<2.0

<3.5'

<20

<3.0

<4.0

<5.0

<4.0

<50

TYPical rise time (nsp

40

40

30

30

30

30

30

40

30

30

20

20

20

20

30
20

30

Typical decay time (nsp

30
20

20

20

30

SWR. min. attenuation

1.5

1.6

1.5

2.0

17

2.0

1.5'

20

1.8

1.8
2.0

1.8

1.8

1.6'
20

2.0

SWR max. attenuation

22

20

2.2

2.0

2.2

2.0'

300
N(!)

100
N(I)

300
N(!)

100
N(!)

300
N(!)

100
N(!)

100

N(f)

100
N(I)

300

RF connector type

WIG'

WIG'

300
N(f)

Weight. net kg (Ib)
shipping kg (lb)

1.4(30)
1.9 (4.2)

25 (5.5)
3.3 (73)

1.4(30)
1.9(4.2)

27 (6,0)
35(7.8)

1.0 (2.1)
1.4 (3.2)

14(30)
1.9 (4.2)

13(2,8)
1.8(39)

1.4(30)
1.9 (4,2)

1.4 (3D)
1.9 (4.1)

1.4 (3,0)
1.9 (4.2)

2.5 (5,5)
33 (7.3)

DimenSions
Height. mm(lnl
Width, mm (In)
Oepth, mm (In)

57 (225)
83 (3251
283 (11.11

57 (225)
124 (4.9)
289 (11.4)

57 (2.25)
83 (325)
283 (11.1)

57 (2.25)
124 (4.9)
289(11.4)

57 (225)
83 (325)
213 (8.4)

57 (225)
83 (325)
311 (123)

57 (225)
83 (3251
213 (84)

57 (225)
83 (325)
3ll (1231

57 (225)
83 (325)
171 (6.?5)

57 (225)
83 (325)
267 (10.5)

57 (2.25)
124 (49)
289 (11.4)

$840

$1200

$840

$1300

$900

$1350

$950

$1350

$950

$1350

$1200

Max. reSidual atten. (dB)'

Forward bias Input
resistance (ohms)

Prices

MaXimum ratings: maXimum Input power. peak or CW: I W: bias limits +20 V, -10 V.
Bias polarity: negative voltage Increases attenuation.
RFI: radiated leakage limits are below those specified In MlLH181D at Input levels <1 mW; at all
Input levels radiated Interference IS sufficiently low to obtain rated attenuation

300

1. With +5 Vbias
2.4 dB. 4 to 4.5 GHz
3. Driven by HP 8403A Modulator.
4. 2.0 SWR. 4to 4.5 GHz.

5 Fits 1x I, In. (WR 90) waveguide.
6 External high-pass filters required.
7. Excluding high-pass filters.

SIGNAL GENERATORS
Pulse Modulator I Down Converter
Models 11720A, 117108
• 2 to 18 GHz
10 ns rise and fall times
• >80 dB ON/OFF ratio

• <
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• Extends frequency range down to 10kHz on all 8640 and
8654 series generators
• Preserves calibrated output level and modulation
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117108 Down Converter
11720A Pulse Modulator
The IlnOA Pulse Modulator is a high performance microwave
pulse modulator covering the range of 2 to 18 GHz. Because of this
wide frequency coverage, it can be used to increase the modulation
capabilities of many microwave sources (sweepers or signal generators) and eliminate the need for several individual modulators in
broadband applications.
In addition to wide frequency coverage, the IlnOA features extremely short rise and fall times « 10 ns) and a high on/off ratio
(>80 dB), making it suitable for almost any pulsed RF application.
The modulator used in the IlnOA is a unique series-shunt PIN
diode switch offering superior performance to that of a simple shuntdiode switch which reflects the input power back to the source in the
"off' state. In the IlnOA the series components reduce this reflection without significantly increasing the insertion loss.
The IlnOA contains all the necessary modulator drive circuitry to
achieve specified performance so that a standard pulse generator, or
any other source that can deliver> 3 V peak into 50 ohms, can supply
the input. In addition, a normal/complement function is provided to
adapt the IlnOA to positive-true or negative-true logic inputs.

11720A Specifications
Frequency range: 2 to 18 GHz.
ON/OFF ratio: >80 dB.
Rise and fall times: < IOns.
Insertion loss: < 6 dB, 2 to 12.4 G Hz; < 10 dB, 2 to 18 GHz.
Maximum RF Input power: +20 dBm.
Maximum repetition rate: >5 MHz.
Minimum RF pUlse width: <50 ns.
Video feedthrough: <60 mV peak-to-peak.
Pulse Input
Normal mode: >3 V (on), <0.5 V (off).
Complement mode: <0.5 V (on), >3 V (off).
Impedance: 50 n nominal.
Operating temperature: O°C to +55°C.
Power: 100, 120, 220, 240 V +5, -10%; 48-400 Hz; 25 VA max.
Weight: net, 2.6 kg (5 Ib 12 oz); shipping, 3.6 kg (8 Ib).
Size: 101 mm H x 212 mm W x 290 mm D (4.0" x 8.4" x 11.4").
'12 MW x 3'12 H x 11 D System II Module. For cabinet accessories, see
pages 714-719.

The 1171 OB Down Converter is an accessory for the 8640 and 8654
series signal generators. Frequency inputs from 50.0 I to 61 MHz are
down converted to the ]0 kHz to II MHz range respectively. The
output level and modulation functions of the 8640 and 8654 remain
calibrated. A straight-through selection switch allows the input to
pass through unchanged and thus minimizes the necessity to move
cables when testing. Option 00 I provides rails and semi-rigid coax for
combining the 11710B with an 8654A, B Signal Generator.

117108 Specifications
Input
Down-conversion mode: 50.01 to 61.00 MHz at :SA dBm.
Straight-through mode: 0.01 to 1100 MHz (dc coupled).

Down-converted Output
Frequency range: 10kHz to I I MHz.
Level range: 0 to -107 dBm.
Level flatness: RF source flatness ± 0.5 dB (referred to 4.0 MHz).
Total level accuracy: ± (l dB plus input level accuracy).
Harmonics: >35 dB below the carrier (dBc).
Intermixing spurious: >60 dBc.
Local oscillator feed-through (50 MHz): <-100 dBm.

Internal Reference Characteristics
Time base output: I MHz or 5 MHz selectable, nominally> 0.5 V
pop into 500n. This will drive an 8640B external time base input.
Typical overall accuracy: within 3 months of calibration and from
15°C to 35°C: ± 2 ppm.

General
Operating temperature range: 0 to 55°C.
Power requirements: 100, 120,220,240 V (+ 5%, -10%),48 to 440
Hz; i!5 VA maximum.
Weight: net, 3.2 kg (7 Ib); shipping, 4.5 kg (9 Ib).
Size: 102 H x 266 W x 295 mm D (4" x lOS xII ,6"). '12 MW x 4 H x
II D System I Module.

Ordering Information
11720A Pulse Modulator
Option 910: Extra manual
117108 Down Converter
Option 001: Combining Kit
Option 910: Extra operating & service manual

Price
$2800.00
add $5.00
$1500.00
add $100.00
add $3.50

SIGNAL GENERATORS
Accessories, Frequency Doublers
Models 10514A, 10534A, 11509A, 11687A, 11690A, 11697A,B,C, 11721A
• Additional capabilities for signal generators

• Increased signal generator frequency range

11509A

11687A

11690A

116978
11721A

10514A

11690A Frequency Doubler

10514A, 10534A Double Balanced Mixers
These mixers are excellent in a variety of mixing applications as
well as AM, pulse, and square-wave modulation applications. The
careful balancing of the hot carrier diodes in the I 0514A and 10534A
provides excellent output suppression of the local oscillator and input
frequencies. Frequency ranges are 0.2-500 M Hz for the I 0514A and
0.05-150 MHz for the 10534A. Connectors are BNC.

10509A Fuseholder
Accidental burnout of attenuators in HP 8640 and 8654 Signal
Generators can be prevented by using this fuse element between the
signal generator and a transceiver. The fuseholder has a frequency
range of dc to 480 MHz, insertion loss of ::::: I dB, SWR of ::::: 1.35
(50Q load), and Type N connectors. Ten extra fuses are furnished.

11687A 50-7511 Adapter
This 50-75Q Adapter with Type N connectors is recommended for
use with HP 8640, 8654, 8660. 8656, and 8662 Signal Generators for
measurements in 75 Q systems. The voltage calibration on the output
level meter is unaffected by use of the adapter, but 1.76 dB must be
subtracted from the dB scale on the meter to determine the output in
dBm into 751l. Frequency range is dc to 1300 MHz.

11697A, B, C Bandpass Filters
These filters reduce any harmonic and subharmonic-related spurious signals present in the output of doubled signal sources (such as
the HP 8640 Signal Generator with Option 002 Internal Doubler or
11690A external Frequency Doubler). The 11697A and 11697B
cover the USA UHF television band and the I 1697C covers the range
used for navigation aids and mobile radio. Midband attenuation is
:::::0.6 dB, pass band attenuation is ::::: 1.1 dB, and pass band SWR is
::::: I .4. Connectors are Type N.
Rejection band attenuation:
Below Passband

Above Passband

Model

Frequency (MHz)

Attenuation

Frequency (MHz)

Attenuation

11697A
11697B
11697C

00337
00445
00550

2:20 dB
2:20 dB
2:20 dB

768·3000
1011·3000
1333·3000

2:20 dB
2:20 dB
2:20 dB

The I 1690A extends the frequency range of all H P 8640 series Signal Generators by doubling the 256-512 MHz frequency band up to
1024 MHz (to 110 MHz with band overrange). All 8640's indicate
the correct doubled output frequency on a dial or counter when the
512-1024 M Hz range is selected. The 11690A will also perform well
with any source meeting the input requirements of 200-550 MHz at
+10 to +19 dBm. Conversion loss is <13 dB, output natness has
<4 dB total variation, and the I st and 3rd input harmonics are suppressed> 20 dB. Connectors are BNC.

11721 A Frequency Doubler
The 11721 A Doubler is an ideal accessory for extending the useable
frequency range of signal generators, frequency synthesizers, or other
signal sources. Operating on input frequencies of 50 MHz to 1300
MHz, it provides a doubled output in the range of 100 MHz to 2600
MHz. The 11721 A will work well with any RF source with an output
in the range 50 to 1300 MHz.
The 50 Q passive circuit of the 11721 A offers low conversion loss,
low spurious, and excellent natness over its entire frequency range
when operated above + I 0 dBm.

11721A Specifications
Input frequency range: 50 to 1300 MHz.
Output frequency range: 100 to 2600 MHz.
Conversion loss (+13 dBm input, 50 to 1280 MHz): < 15 dB.
Spurious referenced to desired output frequency f (+13 dBm
input with harmonics <-50 dBc, 50 to 1280 MHz): f/2, -IS dB;
3f/2, -15 dB.
Input SWR: 1.5 typical.
Input/output impedance: 50 Il nominal.
Operating temperature range: 0 to +50°C.
Connectors: input, type N male; output, type N female.
Size: 161 Lx 30 W x 20.5 mm H (6 J/," x I J/,," x 1:1/,,").
Weight: net, lSI g (6.4 oz): shipping, 335 g (11.8 oz).

Ordering Information
IISI4A
IOS34A
IOS09A
11687A
11690A
11697A
116978
11697C
1172IA

Double Balanced Mixer (0.2-500 MHz)
Double Balanced Mixer (0.05-150 MHz)
Fuseholder
50Q-75Q Ada pter
Frequency Doubler
Bandpass Filter (512-674 MHz)
Bandpass Filter (674-890 MHz)
Bandpass Filter (800-1100 MHz)
Frequency Doubler

Price
$155
$116
$100
$150
$180
$325
$325
$325
$350

SWEEP OSCILLATORS
General Information

Sweep Oscillators
Swept frequency oscillators arc uscd in applications where the characteristics of a device must be determined over a wide,
continuous range of frequencies. Combined
with a broadband detector and display test
set, sweep oscillators provide many benefits
compared to CW frequency sources. A swept
measurement provides a dynamic display of
the data. The results of any adjustments to
the unknown test device are seen immediately (real time) on the display. By replacing laborious point-by-point techniques swept
measurements increase the speed and convenience of broadband testing. The continuous frequency characterization of the unknown device also eliminates the chance of
missing important information between
frequency points. Swept techniques are applicable in all phases of design, manufacture
and maintenance.

Hewlett·Packard Sweep Oscillators
Hewlett-Packard sweepers cover the entire
frequency spectrum from dc to 50 GHz. Selfcontained, multi-octave sweepers cover the
frequency range to 110 MHz. The 8690 series of backward wave and solid state oscillators features plug-ins from 400 kHz to 50
G Hz. The 8620 family of solid state oscillators provide a versatile choice of configurations-single band, straddle band, or very
wide band plug-ins from 10 MHz to 22 GHz.
10 MHz to 26.5 GHz coverage is available in
the new 8350 family of plug-in sweep oscillators. A chart of the individual frequency
bands available appears on page 405.

Sweep Oscillator Features
Sweep Flexibility
Every H P sweeper has several different
sweep modes available for setting the fre-

quency limits of the instrument. A full band
or independently adjustable start/stop frequency sweep can be selected. Alternatively,
a marker sweep or a symmetrical j.F sweep
about the desired center frequency can be
chosen. Switching from one sweep mode to
another is a simple pushbutton operation. In
the auto mode the sweep ret riggers automatically. Sweep times from 0.01 to more than
100 seconds can be selected. A manual sweep
is also available as a front panel control, a
real convenience for calibrating displays such
as X-Y recorders. An external trigger is provided as well for applications where the
sweeper must be synchronized to other instrumentation or remotely controlled.
On all sweeps a linear voltage proportional
to frequency is available on an external connector which is useful for driving the horizontal of a display. Blanking and pen lift
signals are also provided at rear output connectors during tlyback time when the RF is
off.
Marker capability, both Z-axis intensity
dots and RF pips, are available on HPsweepers to note your important measurement frequencies. Two or more independent markers
are offered on all sweepers with up to five
markers on the new 8350A mainframe. Crystal markers are offered on the 86222B
and 83522A 10 MHz to 2.4 GHz RF plugins, and the 83525A 10MHz to 8.4 GHz
plug-in.

Power output and leveling
Power output is continuously adjustable at
the front panel over approximately a \ 0 dB
range of all plug-ins. Built-in attenuators are
also available on most plug-ins for greater
power control. Internal or external leveling is
employed to obtain (I) a constant power output and (2) a good source match (low
YSWR). This ensures high accuracy when
making swept measurements.
The new 83500 series of plug-ins offer calibrated output power and internal leveling as
standard features. Power is calibrated over a
15 dB range with 0.1 dB resolution (programmable to 0.02 dB); with Option 002, internal step attenuator, the calibrated range is
extended to 85 dB.
Power as well as frequency can be swept
using the 8350A and 83500 series plug-ins.
This means that both the frequency response
and power response of level sensitive devices
like transistors and amplifiers can be measured using the same test setup. Using the
Power Sweep function I dB gain compression
can easily be measured at a CW frequency
(Figure I). Also, the ability to alternate
between two discreet power levels on successive sweeps (8350A and 83500 series plug-

c

Another powerful feature available on the
new 8350A sweeper mainframe is Savel
Recall Mode. With Save/Recall Mode up to
nine complete front panel states can be
stored in memory and later recalled when the
measurement is repeated. This saves considerable time when repetitive tests are required.

Om

20 dB

'" 1 dB/div

-7dBm

+3 dBm

SWEEP OSCILLATORS
General Information
ins) allows a swept measurement of I dB
compression point. Output power characteristics can be optimized simultaneously
(Figure 2).

8660 are used to phase lock the sweeper to
the accuracy and stability of the synthesizer.
The desktop computer is then used to control
the sweeper, the UHF synthesizer, and RF
switches to allow keyboard selection of a CW
signal or to step the source across a band of
interest.

400 MHz

10 MHz

Figure 2.
Modulation
Modulation capabilities further extend the
sweeper's usefulness both as a sweeper and a
signal generator for signal simulations. Wide
AM and FM bandwidths are useful for a variety of tests on communication receivers.
The flexible FM capability allows remote
analog frequency programming which is important for many applications.
External pulse modulation is also available
on many plug-ins. Most plug-ins also accept
the 27.8 kHz square wave modulation required by the HP8755C Frequency Response
Test Set directly, eliminating the need for an
external modulator. The 8350A mainframe
will even supply the 27.8 kHz square wave
modulation directly to the plug-in.
MLA Compatibility
In communications applications where upconverter simulation is required in conjunction with the HP Microwave Link Analyzer,
the 86200 series of plug-ins provides this capability as an option in frequency ranges
from 500 MHz to 18 GHz. Group delay of
less than I nanosecond and linearity of better
than 0.5% across 30 MHz across most of the
frequency range permit very accurate RF to
RF, RF to IF and RF to BB distortion measurements. See page 607 for more information.
Programming
The 8350A mainframe and 83500 series
plug-ins are the first sweep oscillator system
to offer total HP-IB control of all front panel
functions. Not only CW frequencies, but
sweeps, markers, power levels, etc., can be remotely programmed via the HP-IB. This
means there are no limitations to designing
customized automatic systems for either
component or system testing.
The 8620C solid state sweeper mainframe
provides optional BCD or HP-IB programming capability. More than ten thousand frequency points per band permit very fine
frequency control. In addition, band selection, sweep mode, RF attenuator, and remote-local can be controlled remotely. This
allows the sweeper to be used in a wide variety of automatic systems and sophisticated
signal simulation applications.
For example, a I MHz to 18.6 GHz frequency synthesizer can be configured using a
controller, the 86290B/8620C 2-18.6 GHz
Sweep Oscillator, and the 8660 UH F Synthesizer. (See Figure 3). Harmonics of the

ing the programmable power capability of
the 83500 series plug-ins, automatic power as
well as frequency response testing is possible
(see figure 5).
Digital Sweeping Synthesizers
The 3325A, 3330B, 3335A, 8660C, and
8662A combine the precision frequency
accuracy and stability of a synthesizer with
the time saving convenience of a sweeper. Parameters such as start/stop/center frequencies, sweep width, frequency step and sweep
time are entered and executed through a convenient keyboard or remote programming.
Some additional features are phase continuous linear/log sweep in the 3325A and amplitude sweeping in steps as small as 0.01 dB
in the 3330B. This in conjunction with frequency sweeping can provide a comprehensive family of curves.

Sweeper Applications

Figure 3.
In addition to controlling sweeper frequency, a computer can be used to assimilate data
from a frequency response test set (HP8755C) or network analyzer (HP8410B).
With systems such as the one in Figure 4 the

Figure 4.
computer can completely set up the measurement, sweep width, markers, power level,
etc., and then document the measurement results in a printed or plotted format. For operations requiring a minimum of user
interactions specification comparisons can be
made for automatic "go no-go" testing. Us-

Sweepers are used extensively with swept
frequency test sets to characterize the amplitude response of broadband devices or with
network analyzers when the phase characteristics of the device (or S-parameters) are also
needed. Two measurements-transmission
and reflection-are basic to both types of
analyzer. Hewlett-Packard offers a complete
line of directional couplers, power splitters,
and other transducers which together with
the analyzers and sweep oscillators provide a
total swept measurement solution.
The HP8755C Frequency Response Test
Set operates over the 10 MHz to 26.5 GHz
frequency range (operation at higher frequencies can be achieved using the HP
11664C Detector Adapters). It is a two channel diode detection receiver system with -50
dBm sensitivity and ratio capability. Combined with the 8350A and broadband plugins like the 83592A (.01 - 20 GHz) it is ideal
for simultaneous magnitude-only transmission and reflection measurements. Convenience is enhanced since the 8350A provides
the required 27.8 kHz modulation directly.
With the 8755C alternate sweep testing is
possible, since Channel I is only permitted to
respond to the 8350A's current state while
channel 2 responds to the alternate state.
This allows "simultaneous" measurements of
both filter skirt and passband responses (see
Figure 6).
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For measurements requiring more sensitivity
and/or phase information, sweepers may be
used with network analyzers. These measurements can easily be made across many octaves of frequency. For example, with the
83522A or 86222A/B RF Plug-ins and the
8410B Network Analyzer, phase-magnitude
transmission or reflection coefficients can be
measured across the full, 0.11-2.4 G Hz

OdB

18 GHz

2 GHz

Figure 7

Figure 7 is a CRT photo of simultaneous
phase and magnitude transmission characteristics of an 8 to 10 GHz using the 86290B
Sweep Oscillator Plus-in.

Figure 8

range in one continuous sweep. Since the
8410B is a tuned receiver there is a spuriousfree sensitivity of -78 dBm.
Figure 8 shows an 8414A Polar Display
with all five 8350A markers used to note
critical frequencies.
For high power applications such as RFIsusceptibility tests and high attenuation
measurements.
Hewlett-Packard offers
TWT amplifiers which provide better than I
watt from 1 to 18 GHz.
Synthesizer accuracy and stability can be
obtained by phase-locking the Hewlett-Packard sweep oscillators to a harmonic of a very
stable source. This high stability is important
in many applications including microwave
spectroscopy and high-Q swept frequency
measurements.
Two-tone sweep testing of devices such as
mixers and receiver front ends requires two
signals offset from each other by the IF. This
is accomplished by phase-locking the difference frequency of two sweep oscillators to a
very stable source. The sweepers may then be
swept across the band of interest.
The modulation and built-in attenuator
features of Hewlett-Packard sweep oscillators make them useful in many traditional
CW signal generator applications. In addition, accuracy, linearity, and flatness of the
broadband plug-ins like the 83590A,

83594A. 83595A, 83592A, 86290A/B/C,
83525A, 86222A/B, and 83522A make
them more than adequate in many applications requiring a general purpose CW
generator.
For wideband applications these RF plugins feature performance that rivals octave
band oscillators in the areas of frequency purity and accuracy, harmonics, flatness, and
power.
For a complete discussion of swept frequency measurements the following application notes and others are available from your
local Hewlett-Packard sales office.
AN 155-1 "Active Device Measurements
with the 8755 ... "
AN 155-2 "100 dB Dynamic Range Measurements, using the 8755 Frequency Response Tes t Set"
AN 183 "High Frequency Swept Measurements"

AN 187-2 "Configurationofa 2-18.6GHz
Synthesized Frequency Source using the
8620C Sweep Oscillator"
AN 187-4 "Configuration of a Two-Tone
Sweeping Generator"
AN 187-5 "Calculator Control of the
8620C Sweep Oscillator using the HP-IB"
AN 187-6 "Frequency Performance of the
8620C Sweep Oscillator Under Remote
Programming"

Sweep Oscillator-Summary Chart
Model Number
Frequency
Range'

8350

8620

8690

Serie,

Serie,"

Serie,

01 Hz·13 MHz
10 Hz·21 MHz
1~Hz-21 MHz
I mHz-50 MHz
200 Hz-80 MHz
10 kHz-1280 MHz
10 kHz-2600 MHz
100 kHz-lIO MHz
400 kHz· I 10 MHz
10 MHz-lJ GHz
10 MHz-24 GHz
10 MHz-84 GHz
10 MHz-20 GHz
10 MHz-265 GHz

10-155 GHz
124-18 GHz
17-22 GHz
18-265 GHz

1

10

100

1

2

4

8

12

18

26

40

MHz

MHz

MHz

GHz

GHz

GHz

GHz

GHz

GHz

Ghz

Ghz

3312A

3325A
8165A
3335A
8662A
8660C

860lA
86988
83522A
83525A
83592A
83595A

86235A
862308
8692A/B
83540A

-

...

86220A
86222A/B

86998
8691A/B
8691A Opt 200
8692B Opt 100

86240A/B
86240C
86290A/B/C

-- -

I----

~

83590A
86290A/B Opt H08
83594A

32-6 5GHz
35-675 GHz
37-83 GHz
4-8 GHz
59-90 GHz
59-124 GHz
7-l1 GHz
8-124GHz
8-18 GHz

100
kHz

~336A/e/C

01-40GHz
10-20 GHz
14-2.5 GHz
174.2 GHz
17 -4.3 GHz
18-42 GHz
2-4 GHz
2-84 GHz
36-86 GHz
2-186 GHz
2-20 GHz
2-22 GHz
2-265 GHz

Other
Sweepers

86241A
8693A Opt 200
8693B Opt 100
8693A/B
83545A

862420
86245A
862500 Opt H08
862500
86260B
86260A
86260C

83570A

8694A/B Opt 200
8694A/B
8694A/B Opt 300
8695A Opt 100
8695A/B
8696A

255-40 GHz

8697A

33-50 GHz

8697 AOpt H50

"Other Special Frequency Ranges Can Be PrOVided Upon Request
"86200 Series RF Plug-Ins are usuable with the 8350A Malnlrame Via Ihe 11869A Adapter 83500 Series Plug-ins are not usuable rn the 8620C Mainlrame
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SWEEP OSCILLATORS
8350 Family: 10MHz- 26.5 GHz
Model 8350A
• Versatile Microprocessor-Controlled Mainframe
• Single-Band, Straddle-Band and Broad Band Plug-ins
• 10 MHz to 26.5 GHz in one Plug-In

• 8 mW Output Power to 26.5 GHz
• Total HP-IB Programmibility

SYSTEMS

8350 System
The HP 8350 is a powerful RF and microwave source for swept
measurements, wideband CW signal generation and automatic testing. It incorporates the efficiency of microprocessor control with
state-of-the-art YIG-tuned oscillators and GaAs FET amplifiers to
produce a high performance sweep oscillator system ideally suited for
either manual or automatic measurements.
You can easily configure a source to meet your appliction's frequency coverage and power requirements. Just combine the versatile
8350A mainframe with any of the 27 standard RF plug-ins (see table
at right) and you are ready to make measurements. Both the advanced 83500 series plug-ins and the existing 86200 series plug-ins
(via the 11869A adapter) are accepted by the 8350A mainframe.

8350A Mainframe
The 8350A has been designed to include many features that not
only speed and simplify measurements but also improve accuracy. In
addition, it is the first sweep oscillator to provide total computer control of all front panel function settings.
All function values (sweep limit frequencies, marker frequencies,
etc.) are indicated on high resolution digital displays, thus eliminating the time consuming task of reading and interpolating between dial
scale graduations. Function values are easily modified using the appropriate knob, step keys, or data entry keyboard. The knob provides
a "continuous" analog feel while the step keys allow values to be increased or decreased by specific amounts. Fast entry of precise values
is made from the data entry keyboard.
Five independent, continuously variable markers are available to
note your measurement frequencies. The active marker frequency or
the difference frequency between any two markers is read easily from
high resolution digital display. You can also usc marker sweep to
zoom in on a particular frequency span while retaining your original
sweep limits.
Another particularly useful feature in making repetitive measurements is the 8350A's Save/Recall Mode. Once the sweeper has been
set for a particular measurement, all front panel settings (8350A and
83500 series plug-in) can be Saved and later Recalled to repeat the
measurement by accessing one of nine internal storage registers.
In the past, H P-I B programming of sweepers was limited to a series
of CW frequencies. With the 8350A all front panel functions, e.g.
sweeps, markers, sweep time, even output power (83500 series plugins) can be programmed. This means there are no limitations in designing your own customized test systems. Utilizing the Learn Mode
function, the 8350A becomes a "talker" as well as "listener" on the
bus, transferring all manually entered front panel controls to the
computer.

Full compatibility with both the HP 8410B Network Analyzer and
the HP 8755 Frequency Response Test Set are provided for convenient vector and scalar measurement with the 8350A, The HP
5343A Counter can be combined with the 8350A to measure Start,
Stop, or marker frequencies with up to 100 kHz accuracy while
sweeping.

83500 Series Plug-ins
Broadband frequency coverage from 10 MHz to 26,5 GHz with
high output power is provided in the 83500 series RF plug-ins. One
plug-in, the 83595A, operates over the entire 10 MHz to 26.5 GHz
range without sacrificing frequency accuracy (20 MHz at 26.5 GHz).
The 18 GHz to 26.5 GHz band is filled by the 83570A RF plug-ins
and boasts a 8 mW power level (comparable to most BWO's).
The 83500 series plug-ins offer output power level control previously unavailable on a swept source. First, power level control is calibrated with 0.1 dB resolution and up to 80 dB range (with Opt 002
attenuator). Second, calibrated power sweeps are available for characterizing device performance as a function of power. And third,
slope and internal leveling controls arc standard on all units,
All 83500 series front panel functions and HP-IB programmable
including power level. This means your automatic test systems can
now characterize a device both as a function of frequency and input
power level.

86200 Series Plug-ins
Simply combining the 86200 series plug-in (including the one you
may already own) with an 11869A Adapter makes all the convenient
digital controls, markers, and H P-IB capability of the 8350A immediately available to you. The 86200 series are a particularly attractive
plug-in choice when economical single-band operation is desired with
the 8350A mainframe. For measurements with HP Microwave Link
Analyzer. specially characterized 86200 series plug-ins can be used
with the 8350A to create an upconverter for communications distortion measurements.
The 86290A/B/C plug-ins cover the 2-18 GHz frequency range
with 5 mW, 10 mW, and 20 mW of output power respectively. Frequency accuracy at 18 G Hz is 20 M Hz exceeding that available on
most single-band plug-ins. Both 83500 series and 86200 series plugins compatible with the 8350A Mainframe are summarized in the
table below. Note that the 11869A Adapter is required with all 86200
series plug-ins. See specifications on page 434.

SWEEP OSCILLATORS

862908

Broad-band Plug-ins

Straddle-band Plug-ins

Single-band Plug-ins

Model
number
83595A
83594A
83592A
83590A
83525A
83522A
86222A/B
86290A
86290B
86290C
83540A
86240A
86240B
86240C
86220A
86230B
86235A
86241A
862420
83545A
86245A
862500
86260B
86260A
86260C
83570A

Frequency
range
(GHz)
.01-26.5
2-26.5
.01-20
2-20
.01-84
.01-24
.01-2.4
2-18
2-18.6
2-18.6
2-8.4
2-8.4
2-84
3.6-8.6
.01-1.3
1.8-4.2
1.7-43
3.2-65
5.9-9
5.9-12.4
5.9-12.4
8.0-124
10-15.5
12.4-18
17-22
18-26.5

'NOTE: The 11869" Mapler i. required 10 interface 86200 .erie.plug~ ..... ~h the 8350" mainframe.

Leveled
power
output
4mW
4mW
10mW
10mW
20mW
20mW
20mW
5mW
10 mW
20mW
40mW
40mW
20mW
40mW
10 mW
10 mW
40mW
3.2mW
10 mW
50mW
50mW
10mW
10mW
10mW
10mW
8mW

Frequency
accuracy
(MHz)
±30
±30
±20
±20
±20
±10
±10
±20
±20
±20
±20
±20
±20
±20
±10
:d5
",20
±30
±35
±40
±40
±40
±50
±50
±50
±40

Complete
specifications
on page
428.429
428.429
428.429
428.429
430.431
430.431
437
438
438
43B
432,433
439
439
439
440,441
440,441
440,441
440.441
440,441
432,433
440,441
440,441
440.441
440,441
440,441
432.433

425
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• Accurate, high resolution, digital displays
• Five markers with Marker ~ and Marker Sweep
• Save I Recall 9 complete front panel states

• Accepts new 83500 series plug-ins
• Total HP-IB programmability

8350A

8350A Mainframe:
Sweep Oscillator applications are greatly expanded by the new features of the HP8350A. Along with the traditional swept and CW frequency functions the 8350A adds five markers with extensive
capabilities, versatile data entry and complete HP-I B programmability. The 8350A mainframe accepts the 86200 series plug-ins via the
I l869A Adapter as well as the new wideband 83500 series plug-ins.
In order to aid system set ups, the 8350A is directly compatible with
the H P 841 OB and H P8755 network analyzers. The frequency accuracy is easily enhanced when the H P5343 Counter is used to count the
START, STOP, or ACTIVE MARKER frequency.
The 8350A has three methods of changing function values; control
knobs, keyboard entry, or step key entry. The traditional control knob
provides an analog "feel" of control which is useful for continuous
parameter adjustment. Numerical keyboard entry allows for fast, accurate input. Finally, quantized inputs are possible with step keys.
Five markers are available with the 8350A. These markers combined with the high resolution digital readout make the accurate location of important frequency responses easy_ A key marker feature,
marker ~, computes the difference between any two markers. While
the markers are in this mode the trace is intensified between the two
markers, thereby aiding the user's visual comprehension. This feature
is particularly useful for measurements such as the determination of
the bandwidth between 3 dB points. With the extensive marker capabilities key frequency ranges may be marked and swept. The markers
can modify the center frequency (marker - CF) or the START/
STOP frequency (Marker Sweep). These expanded marker capabilities simplify sophisticated measurements.
A necessity in making repetitive measurements or automatic tests is
the Save/Recall Feature. Once the 8350A controls have been set for a
particular measurement, all of the front panel controls can be "saved"
in a memory location and later "recalled" when the measurement is

repeated. This feature supplies nine memory locations, each storing a
complete front panel set up. Memory storage or access may be done
randomly or sequentially. Option 00 I provides a non-volatile memory
in which all memories are retained even when line power is removed.
The HP8350A makes "simultaneous" comparison of two separate
frequency ranges or power levels easy via the alternate sweep mode.
When the alternate sweep mode is activiated the 8350 alternates between the current front panel setting and any stored memory setting
on successive sweeps. The output from this function may be processed
through a network analyzer such as the HP8755C and viewed on a
two channel display.
All front panel controls (except the ac line power switch) may be
programmed or controlled via the HP-IB. The 8350A may interact as
a listener or as a talker on the HP-IB. As a talker the 8350A is capable of outputting the manually entered front panel information to a
controller. The HP-IB capabilities of the 8350 are far more extensive
than in other sweepers hence increasing its range of applications.
As a result of the 8350's internal microprocessor design, a self test is
performed at turn on or whenever the instrument pre-set function is
activated. This function verifies that the 8350A is functioning properly. If there is a problem, error codes are displayed on the front panel
to help locate the problem quickly to the board and component level.
In the 8350A the frequency resolution is determined by the digital
to analog converters that are used to produce the tuning voltage and
marker pulses. The center frequency resolution is 0.024% of the full
band (4096 points across the band). A vernier is used to increase the
CF resolution by adding 64 points between each CF point which increases the CF resolution to 0.00038% of the full band range. The ~F
resolution is variable, such that higher resolution is provided for narrow sweep widths. The ~F resolution is 0.1 % of the full band range for
full bands sweeps and improves to 0.0015% of the full band range for
very narrow band sweeps.

8350A Specifications
Instrument Control
Control knobs, Step keys and data entry keyboard: All instrument parameters whether time, frequency or power may be set three
ways: control knobs, keyboard entry, or step keys. The step size either
can be entered by the user or the prc-programmed default values may
be used. The SH 1FT key is used to effect the functions written in blue.
Frequency Control Funcitons
Range: Determined by RF plug-in unit used
Linearity: Refer to R F unit specifications
START ISTOP sweep: Sweeps up from the START frequency to the
STOP frequency.
CF / ~F Sweep: Sweeps symmetrically upward, centered on CF
~F: Frequency Width of sweep. Continuously adjustable from zero
to 100% of frequency range.
~F Accuracy: Refer to RF unit specifications.
CF Accuracy: Refer to RF unit specifications.
CF Resolution: 0.24% (4096 points across band)
~F Resolution: 0.1 % of full band (1024 points across band)
0.012% of band for II, of band or less
0.0015% of band for 1/,\ of band or less
Display resolution: 5 digits
CW Operation: Single frequency RF output.
CW Accuracy: Refer to RF unit specifications.
CW Resolution: Same as CF.
Vernier: Adjusts CW frequency or swept center frequency up to
0.05% of RF plug-in band being swept.
Vernier resolution: 4 ppm (64 points between each CW point; 262,
144 points across band)
Offset: Allows the CW frequency or center frequency to be offset by
any amount up to the full range of the plug-in.
Resolution: same as CF
Accuracy: Refer to R F unit specifications
Frequency markers: Five frequency markers are independently adjustable and fully calibrated over the entire sweep range. Amplitude
or intensity markers available.
Resolution: 0.4% of selected sweep width (256 points/sweep)
Accuracy: Refer to frequency accuracy.
Marker output: Rectangular pulse. typically -5 volts peak available from the POS Z BLAN K connector on rear panel.
Marker sweep: RF output is swept between Marker I and Marker 2.
Marker~CF: Causes the CW or the swept center frequency to equal
the frequency of the active marker.
Sweep and Trigger Modes
Internal: Sweep recurs automatically
Line: Sweep triggered by ac power line frequency.
External trigger: Sweep is actuated by external trigger signal.
Single: Selects mode and triggers a single sweep.
Sweep time: Continuously adjustable from 10 msec to 100 seconds.
Manual sweep: Front panel controls provide continuous manual
adjustment of frequency between end frequencies.
External sweep: Sweep is controlled by external signal applied to
front or rear panel SWP OUTPUT/SWP INPUT connector.
Sweep output: Direct-coupled sawtooth, zero to approximately
± 10 volts, at front or rear panel concurrent with swept RF output.
Instrument State Storage
Save nlRecall n: Up to 9 different front panel settings can be stored
in the 8350A via the Save n (n = 1 through 9) function. Settings can
be recalled randomly or in sequence.
Alt n: Causes the R F output to alternate on successive sweeps between the current front panel setting and a setting stored in memory.
Instrument State
Instrument preset: Sets the front panel of the 8350A into a predetermined state. It also causes an internal analog and digital self-test
to occur. If internal errors or failures are detected they are indicated
via error codes.

Local operation: This key is used to return the 8350A to local control from the remotely controlled state. The REM lamp indicates remote control. The ADRS'D lamp indicates transmitted or received
data over the HP-IB.
Modulation
External AM: Refer to R F unit specifications.
Internal AM: Square wave modulation available at all sweep speeds.
Factory preset to 27.8 kHz although selectable to 1000 Hz or 27.8
kHz. On/off ratio, refer to R F unit specifications.
External FM: Refer to RF unit specifications.
Phase-lock: Refer to R F unit specifications.
Remote Programming (HP-IB)
The 8350A has both input and output capability. The HP-IB address can be displayed on the front panel and is selectable (any num·
ber from 0 to 31).
Input mode functions: All front panel controls except the ac line
power switch are programmable. Numerical values typically have
greater entry resolution than is displayed.
Frequency resolution: Same as C F/ ~F plus vernier.
Power resolution: See 83500 Series Plug-ins.
Output mode functions: The 8350A can output to a controller
an instrument state message that describes the present instrument status.
General Specifications
Non volatile memory:
Option 001: Continuous memory that retains the contents of all
instrument state storage registers, the H P-IB address, and current
instrument state when ac line power is off.
Blanking:
RF: When enabled, RF turns off during retrace and remains off until
next sweep.
Display: POS Z BLANK; direct-coupled rectangular pulse approximately +5.0 volts during retrace and bandswitch points of sweep.
NEG Z BLANK; direct-coupled rectangular pulse approximately
-5.0 volts coincident in time with RF blanking.
Pen Lift: Output to control the pen lift function of XY recorder at
end point of sweep.
Counter trigger (CNJR TRIG): Output for controlling the external
trigger input of the H P 5343A Frequency Counter.
Stop ~weep: Input for stopping the progress of a forward sweep,
used with HP 5343A Frequency Counter.
Program connector: Additional control of and information on the
8350A instrument state is provided via a 25 pin rear panel connector.
8410B Interface Cable: Permits multi-octave operation of HP
84\ OB Network Analyzer with 8350A.
Operating temperature range: O°C to +55°C
Power: 100, 120,220 or 240 volts +5-10%, 50 to 60 Hz (Option
400.60 to 400 Hz). Approximately 270 volt-amps including RF unit.
Weight (not including RF unit): Net 16.5 kg (36.4 Ib). Shipping
22.7 kg (50 Ib)
Dimensions: 425 mm wide. 133.3 mm high, 422 mm deep (16.75" x
5.25" x 16.6")
Ordering Information
8350A Sweep Oscillator Mainframe
Options:
001: Non-Volatile Memory
400: 400 Hz Power Line Frequency Operation
907: Front Handles Kit
908: Rack Mounting Kit
909: Rack Mounting/Front Handles Kit
910: Extra Manual
803: HP 5343A Interface Cables
850: H P 84\ OB Source Control Cable

Price
S4250
add $250
add $200
add $32
add $25
add $55
add $25
add $60
add $100

SWEEP OSCILLATORS
8350A Family: Broadband Plug-ins
Models 83595A, 83592A, 83594A, 83590A
• Calibrated output power with 0.1 dB resolution
• +10 dBm from 0.01-20 GHz
• 20 MHz frequency accuracy at 26.5 GHz

• Internal leveling and slope standard
• HP-IB

>

~

...

+10 dBm

"'C

10 MHz

20 GHz

83592A

The four 83590 series plug-ins feature ultra-wideband frequency
coverage as exemplified by the 83595A which covers 0.01-26.5 GHz
in a single sweep. While the 83590 series features broadband sweeps,
they still maintain narrowband precision. The frequency output exhibits excellent stability and accuracy. At 26.5 GHz the 83595A
maintains an accuracy of ± 20 MHz. The 83592A does not sacrifice
power for broadband high frequency coverage, the output power is
internally leveled for a minimum ± 10 dBm output with ± 0.9 dB
flatness. Power output capabilities have been expanded to provide
power sweep and slope control. In addition the 83590 series plug-ins
are completely HP-IB programmable.
The most outstanding feature of the 83590 series plug-ins is their
broad frequency range. Innovative technology is used to create this
precision frequency range. The principle behind this technology is the
Switched YIG Tuned Multiplier circuit (SYTM). This circuit contains a pin diode switch and a YIG Tuned Multiplier (YTM) in a
single package. More specifically, the YTM circuit uses the output of
a fundamental oscillator to drive a high-efficiency multiplier that has
been integrated together with a tracking YIG filter in order to create
and select high order harmonics to be used as output frequencies. On
the 83595A, for example, the PIN diode allows the low frequency
heterodyne band to be switched to the output for a single 0.01-26.5
G Hz sweep. From this method, five frequency bands may be identified; one from the heterodyne, and then four bands resulting from the
1st, 2nd, 3rd or 4th harmonics. For wideband sweeps these bands
have very small overlap areas (20 MHz), yet for narrow band sweeps
these bands are flexible enough to contain the complete sweep in one
band.
Another figure of merit for the 83590 series are their flat output
power over the entire frequency range. The output power is internally
leveled within 0.9 dB for a minimum output power of 10 dBm, with a
displayed resolution of 0.1 dB. The power level may be controlled to a
minimum settable power level of -5 dBm. This level may be extended
to -75 dBm on the 83592A and 83590A with Option 002 (70 dB Step
Attenuator) or to -60 dBm on the 83595A and 83594A with Option
002 (55 dB Step Attenuator).
Since power parameters are critical to high frequency measurements the 83590 Series (along with all 83500 series plug-ins) offer
many modes of power output. In addition to a single power output,
the 83590 Series offers a power sweep function. The power sweep
function sweeps a power range for characterizing level sensitive devices like amplifiers and transistors. The slope mode is also supplied
to provide compensation for cable or test set losses. In all these modes

the power output is internally monitored and leveled. If preferred, the
power may be externally leveled.
HP-IB programmability is an essential feature when one of the
83590 series is used in automatic test systems. For example, the automated tests of amplifiers for gain compression are possible. These
plug-ins are completely programmable which means the power mode
may be set, or the power level may be set with .02 dB resolution.
The 83590 series plug-ins are excellent sources for high frequency,
broadband network measurements. These plug-ins accept a 27.8 kHz
squarewave modulation from the 8350 mainframe and hence become
directly compatible with the HP 8755 Frequency Response Test Set.
By eliminating the need for an external modulator, full sweeper power is available at the test device. Phase/ Amplitude network analysis is
possible when these plug-ins are used in conjunction with the HP
8410B Network Analyzer. The 8410B becomes automatically phaselocked over multi-octave sweeps when it is interfaced with a source
control cable from the 8350A mainframe and the IV /GHz from the
plug-in. In addition, a low frequency, auxiliary output may be used
for counting or phase-locking to improve the frequency accuracy and
stability.

General Specificatons
Sweep time (minimum): 10 msec for a single band (Bands 0, I, 2, 3,
4).25 msec for full band.
Switch Points: 83595A, 83592A: Internal bands are 0.01-2.4 G Hz,
2.3-7.0 GHz, 6.9-13.5 GHz, 13.4-20.0 GHz and 19.9-26.5 GHz
(83595A only). Broadband switch points are at approximately 2.4
GHz, 7.0 GHz, 13.5 GHz and 20.0 GHz (83595 only). 83594A,
83590A: Internal bands are 2.0-7.0 GHz, 6.9-13.5 GHz, 13.4-20.0
GHz and 19.9-26.5 GHz (83594A only). Broadband switch points
are at approximately 7.0 G Hz, 13.5 GHz and 20.0 G Hz (83594A
only).
Auxiliary Output: 83595A, 83592A: Rear Panel 2.3-7.0 G Hz fundamental oscillator output, nominally 0 dBm 83594A, 83590A: Rear
Panel 2.0-7.0 G Hz fundamental oscillator output, nominally 0 dBm.
Frequency Reference Output: 83595A, 83592A: nominal
I V/G Hz (0.01-19 G Hz) ± 20 mV rear panel BNC output. 83594A,
tl3590A: Nominal IV /G Hz (2-19 G Hz) ± 20 m V rear panel BNC
output.
RF Output Connector: 83595A, 83594A: Type APC 3.5 male.
83592A, 83590A: Type N female (Option 005 APC-7 RF Output
Connector).
Weight: Net 6.0 kg (13.2 lb.) Shipping 9.2 kg (20 lb.)

Output Characteristics

100 Hz to 1 MHz: ± 10 MHz
1 MH to 2 MHz: ±5 MHz
2 MHz to 10 MHz: ± 1.5 MHz
Sensitivity
FM Mode: -20 MHz/V typical
Phase-lock mode: -6 MHz/V typical
Input Impedance: 2 kQ nominal
Frequency response: (DC to 2 MHz): ± 3 dB

Impedance: 50 Q nominal
VSWR: <1.9:1
Power Sweep (with option 002 Power Sweep cannot cross an attenuator step)
Calibrated range: 83590A, 83592A: > 10 dB (15 dB typical);
83594A, 83595A: 9 dB
Accuracy (Including Linearity): < ± 1.5 dB typical
Resolution: 0.1 dB
Slope Compensation (with option 002 Slope cannot cross an attenuator step)
Calibrated range: Up to 5 dB/GHz (10 dB over full range)
Linearity: <.3 dB typical
Resolution: 0.1 dB/GHz

Price

Ordering Information
Option 002: 70 dB Step Attenuator
Option 004: Rear Panel RF Output
83S92A 0.01 to 20 GHz RF Plug-in
Option 002: 70 dB Step Attenuator
Option 004: Rear Panel RF Output
83S94A 2.0 to 26.5 GHz RF Plug-in
Option 002: 55 dB Step Attenuator
Option 004: Rear Panel RF Output
83S9SA 0.01 to 26.5 GHz RF Plug-in
Option 002: 55 dB Step Attenuator
Option 004: Rear Panel RF Output

Modulation Characteristics
External AM
Frequency response: Typically 100 kHz
Input impedance: Approximately J 0 k!!
Range of amplitude control: Typically 15 dB
Sensitivity: I dB/V typical
Maximum input: 15 V
External FM
Maximum Deviations for Modulation Frequencies
DC to 100 Hz: ± 75 MHz

83592A
83590A (excluding Band 0)
Band
0

$19.250
add $900
add $150
$23.500
add $900
add $150
$22.750
add $900
add $150
$27,000
add $900
add $150

83S90A 2.0 to 20 GHz RF Plug-in

8l595A
8l594A (excluding Band 0)
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Spurrous Signals
Harmonically Related: (dBc)
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Frequency Characteristics
Acccracy: (25'C ! 5'C)
CW Mode (MHz)
Typically (MHz)
All Sweep Modes (100msec Sweep Time): (MHz)
Linearity Typ (MHz)
Stability
With Temperature: Typically (MHz/,C)
W,:h 10% line Voltage Change (kHz)
With 10 Power Level Change: (kHz)
With 3:1 Load VSWR (kHz)
With Time (11 10 minute pellod after 1hour warmup)
TYPically (kHz)
ReSidual FM (10 kHz oandwldth, peak) (kHz)
Output Characteristics
MaXimum Leveled Power (mW)
(25 C 5C)
Power Level Accuracy
(Internally Leveled) (dB)
Minimum Sellable Power: (dBm)
Remote Programming Resolution Displayed: (dB)
Sellable (dB)
Power Vallat,on (Ma,. Rated Pwr)
Internally Leveled (dB)
Externally Leveled (Excludes Coupler /Detector Vallat,on)
(For NegatIVe Crystal Detector and
HP 43ZA/BjC Power Meter (dB)
With Temperature: (dB/C)

'Sand t on tha 83590A and tha 83594A covar8 2.0-7.0 GHz.
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SWEEP OSCILLATORS
8350 Family: Broadband Plug-ins
Models 83522A and 83525A
• 10MHz-2.4 GHz and 10 MHz-8.4 GHz in one
continuous sweep
• Calibrated Output Power
• Power Sweep
• 1, 10, and 50 MHz Crystal Markers

83522A

• Complete HP-IB programmability
• Internally leveled flatness
± .25 dB over full band 83522A
± 1 dB over full band 83525A

83525A

Broadband frequency measurements may be made with the
HP83522A (10 MHz to 2.4 GHz) plug-in and the HP 83525A (10
MHz to 8.4 GHz) plug-in. These plug-ins have similar functions as
well as individual merits which are all described in the following article.

either be seen as intensity spots or amplitude dips. The x-axis intensity markers are compatible with the HP8755 Swept Frequency Response Test Set. These crystal markers simplify and speed up
precision frequency measurements.

83522A

Both the 83522A and the 83525A have a calibrated output power
range of typically 15 dB that may be extended to 80 dB with Option
002 (70 dB attenuator). The output power level accuracy is within I
dB on the 83522A and within 1.5 dB on the 83525A. The front panel
digital resolution enables the power to be manually set to a 0.1 dB
resolution. The power may be remotely HP-IB programmed to 0.02
dB resolution.
These plug-ins also offer a variety of power functions. An innovative feature offered on these plug-ins is Power Sweep, which sweeps
the output power from one level to another. With this function, power
response measurements may be made in a single test. Slope compensation is provided for situations that involve lossy cables or test set
ups. This function slopes the power to compensate for high frequency
losses via a "Slope" control.

The 83522A uses a heterodyne circuit to provide high performance
10 MHz to 2.4 G Hz frequency coverage. This frequency range is covered in one continuous sweep having excellent frequency characteristics. Frequency accuracy is maintained within 5 MHz and the
linearity is within 2 MHz over the full band. The power output is
internally leveled to ± 0.25 dB flatness over the entire 10 MHz to 2.4
G Hz range while maintaining a power level 2: 13 dBm.

83525A
The 83525A covers the unmatched frequency range of 10 MHz to
8.4 GHz with excellent frequency stability, accuracy, and output
power. This wide frequency range is created by automatically switching two bands together with a PIN diode switch. The lower frequency
band covers 0.01-2.1 G Hz which results from a heterodyne circuit.
The upper frequency band is produced by a 2-8.4 GHz YIG oscillator. This 0.1 GHz frequency overlap is provided to enable smooth,
narrowband sweeps around the switch point. On a full band sweep (10
MHz to 8.4 GHz) the band discontinuity at the switchpoint will be
typically < 15 MHz. The 83525A maintains excellent frequency parameters with a lower band accuracy within ± 5 MHz and an upper
band accuracy within 15 MHz. Full band frequency linearity is ± 6
MHz while the lower band maintains a linearity of ± 2 MHz.
The 83525A plug-in, with its extremely broad frequency range,
does not sacrifice power. This plug-in provides at least + 13 dBm of
output power while being internally leveled to a flatness of ± I dBm.

83522/83525 Common Features
Crystal Marker Capability
A powerful feature offered by both the 83522A and the 83525A is
Crystal Marker capability. This capability provides harmonic markers at 10 or 50 MHz intervals over the full range of the 83522A and
below 2 GHz with the 83525A. In addition, I MHz harmonic markers are available below I G Hz with both plug-ins. These markers may

Power Output

Programmability
The 83522A and the 83525A are completely programmable plugins. This infers that the power level, power mode (Power Sweep,
Slope, etc.), crystal markers and other plug-in functions may be externally controlled via the HP-IB. Programmability is a key feature
for automatic test systems or production environments requiring multiple, repetitive tests.

Network Measurements
Increased dynamic range scalar measurements can be made using
either the HP83522A or the 83525A with the HP8755 Swept Frequency Response Test Set. The dynamic range is increased by internally modulating the RF output with the required 27.8 KHz square
wave (produced by the 8350A). This causes the output to be modulated before it is passed through the output amplifier, thereby avoiding
modulation of the amplifier noise. The advantage of increased
dynamic range is complemented by the simple interface between
the sweep oscillator and the HP8755. In addition these plug-ins are
directly compatible with the HP 8410B Network Analyzer for vector
measurements.

SWEEP OSCILLATORS
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Frequency Characteristics
83522A
Range
Accuracy' (25'C ±5'C)
CW Mode
Typically
All Sweep Modes
linearity Typically:
Stability
With Temperature: Typically
With 10% Line Vollage Change:
With 10 dB Power Level Change:
With 31 Load SWR'
With Time (in 10 minute period one hour after
warmup): Typically
Residual FM (10 Hz·10 KHz Bandwidth). peak

83525A

.01·2.4 GHz

±5 MHz
±15 MHz
± 15 MHz
±2 MHz

.01·8.4 GHz
.01-2 GHz

2·8.4 GHz

±5 MHz
±15 MHz
± 15 MHz
±2 MHz

± 15 MHz
±35 MHz
± 20 MHz
±6 MHz

=200 kHz/,C ±200 kHz/,C ±200 kHz/'C
~20 kHz
± 20 kHz
±20 kHz
± 100 kHz
± 100 kHz
~1 MHz
± 10 kHz
± 10 kHz
±250 kHz
± 100 kHz
<5 kHz

± 100 kHz
<5 kHz

±200 kHz
<9kHz

'When cellbreted uSing InterneI crystel markers snd FREQ CAL sdJuslmenl.

Output Characteristics
83522A
Maximum Leveled Output Power
(Z5'C ± 5'C)
With Option 002
Power Level Accuracy
(Internally Leveled):
Calibrated Range:
With Option 002:
Attenuator Accuracy
(per 10 dB step)
Resolution (displayed):
Remote Programming (Sellable):
Power Variation (Max. Rated Pwr)
Internally Leveled:
Externally Leveled (Excludes
Coupler /Detector Variation)
For Negative Crystal Detector
and HP 432A/B/C Power Meter
With Temperal"e:
Residual AM in 100 kHz Bandwidth:
Spurious Signals
HarmOniCs
Typical:
Non-Harmonics

Typical:
Output VSWR (internally leveled)

Crystal Marker Capability

83525A
.01·2 GHz

2·8.4 GHz

tZOmW
t20 mW

t20 mW
tZOmW

tZOmW
t16mW

1dB
15 dB
85 dB

±15 dB
15 dB
85 dB

± 1.5 dB
15 dB
85 dB

~.5 dB
.1 dB
±02 dB

::.3 dB
.1 dB
±02 dB

±JdB
.1 dB
±02 dB

± .25 dB

±1dB

:tl dB

+

< ±1 dB
dB/'C

~.OZ

<~l
~

dB
.OZ dB/'C

<±.1 dB
±.02 dB/'C

>50 dBc

>50 dBc

>50 dBc

>25 dBc
>30 dBc
>Z5 dBc
>30 dBc

>20 dBc
>25 dBc
>30 dBc
>35 dBc

>20 dBc
>25 dBc
>60 dBc
>60 dBc

<15

<20

<16

Impedance: 50 n nominal
Power Sweep
Calibrated range: 15 dB
Accuracy (Including linearity): < ± 1.5 dB Typical
Resolution: 0.1 dB
Slope Compensation
Calibrated range: up to 1 dB/GHz (10 dB over full range, typicallyl5dB)
linearity: <.2 dB Typical
Resolution:.1 dB/GHz

Modulation Characteristics
External AM
Frequency response: 100 kHz Typically
Input impedance: Approximately 10 kn

Range of amplitude control: 15 dB Typically
Sensitivity: I dB/V Typically
Maximum input: 15 V
Pulse modulation: (83525A, 2-8.4 GHz)
Rise/fall time: 20 nsec Typically
Minimum pulse width: Leveled: 400 nsec Typically
Unleveled: 50 nsec Typically
Internal AM
Selectable (by Internal Jumper in 8350A) to I kHz or 27.8 kHz
square wave modulation. 27.8 kHz Modulation guarantees operation with HP 8755 Frequency Response Test Set.
On/Off Ratio: :2:30 dB (>40 dB above 2 GHz)
External FM
Maximum Deviations for Modulation Frequencies
DC to 100 Hz: ±75 MHz
100 Hz to 1 MHz: ±7 MHz
1 MHz to 2 MHz: ±5 MHz
2 MHz to 10 MHz: ± I MHz
Sensitivity
FM Mode: -20 MHz/V Typical
Phase-lock mode: -6 MHz/V Typical
Input impedance: 2 kn nominal
Frequency response (DC to 2 MHz): ± 3 dB
Internal crystal markers: Harmonic markers of 10 and 50 MHz are
available over the full range of the 83522A and below 2 GHz with
83525A. I MHz harmonic markers are available below I GHz with
the 83522A and 83525A. Markers are output as intensity spots
through the POS Z BLANK connector on the 8350A or as amplitude
dips on the RF output.
Accuracy of center frequencies (25°C): ± 5 x 10- 1i
Typical Marker Width Around Center Frequency
1 MHz Markers: ± 100 kHz
10 MHz Markers: ± 200 kHz
50 MHz Markers: ± 300 kHz
Temperature stability: ± 2 x to-lirC Typically
External marker input: Generates amplitude or Z-axis marker when
sweep frequency equals external input frequency.
Frequency range: .01 to 2.4 GHz
Marker width: ± 300 kHz
Marker indicator light: LED lights when coincident with crystal or
external marker for accurate CW calibration.

General Specifications
Sweep Time (minimum over full band)
83522A (.01-2.4 GHz): 10 ms
83525A (.01-8.4 GHz): 17 ms
Switch points (83525A Only): Low Band .01-2.1 GHz, High Band
2.0-8.4G Hz. I nternal band switch point at 2.0-2.1 G Hz
Frequency reference output: Nominal I VjGHz (over full sweep
range) ± 10 mV rear panel BNC output.
RF Output connector: Type l'o: female
Weight: Net 4.5 kg. (10 lb.). Shipping 7.7 kg. (17 lb.)

Ordering Information

Price

83522A +13 dBm .01-2.4 GHz RF Plug-in
Options:
002: Programmable 70 dB Step Attenuator (10 dB
steps)
004: Rear Panel RF Output
83525A + 13 dBm .01-8.4 G Hz RF Plug-in
Options:
002: Programmable 70 dB Step Attenuator (10 dB
steps)
004: Rear Panel RF Output

$7.450
add $800
add $150
$12,500
add $700
add $150

SWEEP OSCILLATORS
8350 Family: RF Plug-Ins
Models 83540A, 83545A, 83570A
• 83570A offers 7.9 mW internally leveled 18-26.5 GHz
output
• 83540A offers 40 mW internally leveled 2-8.4 GHz output
• 83540A offers 50 mW internally leveled 5.9-12.4 GHz
output
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• Calibrated Output Power with 0.1 dB resolution
• Power Sweep
• Complete HP-IB programmability
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83570A
Now precision measurements to 26.5 G Hz are possible with the solid state 83570 plug-in. The 83570 plug-in maintains a minimum leveled output power of 9 dBm which is comparable to the output power
of Backward Wave Oscillators. Power is internally leveled to a flatness < ± 1.4 dB. At the output, power losses are minimized with a
waveguide output connector (a coaxial output connector may be
made using the H P K281 C Adapter). Full range coverage of the
83570 extends from 18 G Hz to 26.5 G Hz. This frequency range
maintains a 30 MHz frequency accuracy and 0.1 % linearity. With
high frequency coverage, complete HP-IB programmability and outstanding leveled output power, the 83570 plug-in, combined with the
many features of the 8350A mainframe adds a new dimension to
microwave measurements above 18 G Hz.
The output power has a calibrated range of 15 dB which can be
extended with external attenuators such as the HP 8495K. The power
level may be manually set to a 0.1 dB resolution, or the power level
may be remotely H P-I B programmed to a 0.02 dB resolution. In addition to a single output power, the 83570 also has a power sweep function. This function sweeps the power from one level to another.
Another important feature that the 83570 offers is slope compensation. This compensates for high frequency power losses in external
tests by attenuating the power at lower frequencies.
Scalar measurements at high frequencies may be easily made since
the 83570 provides internal 27.8 KHz modulation required to inter-

face with the HP 8755 Swept Frequency Response Test Set. In addition to simplifying the interface circuitry, internal modulation reduces connection losses which are critical at high frequencies.
The 18-26.5 G Hz signal is generated by doubling the output of a 913.25 G Hz Y IG oseillator. This half frequency is coupled off to an
output which may be used for phase locking or counting. Key to the
high power of the H P 83570 is a single dou bier package. This package
contains the frequency doubler, amplifier, modulator and the leveling
coupler with detector. This single package configuration significantly
reduces power losses. (See 83570A Block Diagram.)
GaA, FET
Dual Gate
Doubler and
Amplifier

Modulator

and PIN
Diodes
Output

Low Frequency
Aux. Output

I
I
I.I-

I
I

1.

83570A Block Diagram
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83540A
High power, high performance, straddle band frequency coverage
from 2-8.4 G Hz is provided by the 83540 plug-in. The output power is
leveled at a minimum of 16 dBm with variations less than I dB.
The calibrated power output range is 15 dB which may be extended to
80 dB with Option 002 (70 dB Step Attenuator). This plug-in also
features Power Sweep which allows power response measurements to
be made in a single test. Another power function is slope compensation which adjusts for high frequency cable or test set losses. All plugin features are completely H P-I B programmable. The frequency outputs are accurate within 15 M Hz while maintaining a full band linearity typically within 0.1 %. In addition to its sweeper functions, the
83540 is also directly compatible with the HP 8755 Swept Frequency
Response Test Set and the HP 8410B Network Analyzer.

83545A
The 83545 plug-in features high performance 5.9-12.4 GHz frequency coverage with exceptionally high output power. The output
power is internally leveled to at least 17 dB. with power variations less
than 0.6 dB! The calibrated output power has a range of 15 dB which
is expandable to 80 dB with Option 002 (70 db Step Attenuator). A
power sweep function is available for power response measurements.
In addition, the 83545 provides slope compensation and complete
HP-IB programmability. The frequency output is accurate to 20
MHz with excellent stability and linearity (typically 0.1 %). Network
analysis is simplified since the 83545 provides 27.8 kHz internal modulation for direct compatibility with the HP 8755 Swept Frequency
Response Test Set and it is also directly compatible with the HP
8410B Network Analyzer.

Ordering Information
83540A 2-8.4 GHz Plug-in (Internal leveling standard)
83545A 5.9-12.4 G Hz Plug-in (Internal leveling standard)
83570A ] 8-26.5 G Hz Plug-in (Internal leveling standard)
Options
002: 70 dB Step Attenuator (83540A, 83545A)
004: Rear Panel RF Output Connector (83540A,
83545A)

Frequency Characteristics
Range:
Accuracy (25'C ±5'C)
CW Mode:
Typical:
All Sweep Modes: (for sweep time> 100 msec)
Stability
With Temperature:
With 10% Line Voltage Change:
With 10 dB Power Level Change'
With 3:1 Load SWR Change:
With Time (after warmup): Typ/IO min.
ReSidual FM (In 10 kHz bandwidth. CW mode):
Output Characteristics
MaXimum Leveled Power (25'C ±5'C
Opt 002 (70 dB step allen.)

Frequency Characteristics
Linearity: (83540A, 83545A, 83570) ± 0.1 Typically
Reference output: (83540A. 83545A) DC-coupled voltage proportional to RF frequency. Typically 1Y/GHz (up to 20Y) with accuracyof ± 100 mY.

Power Variation (At max. rated power)
Internally Leveled:
Unleveled Typically
Externally Leveled (Excluding coupler and
detector variation):
Crystal Detector or Power Meter

Output Characteristics
Power level accuracy: ± I dB Typically
Option 002 (70 dB Step Attenuator): (83540A, 83545A) ± 0.2
dB/ 10 dB step
RF power leveling:
Internal: Selected by front panel switch; Refer to chart for figures.
Standard
External:
Crystal input: Approximately - 20 to - 250 m W for specified leveling at rated output; For use with negative polarity detectors such
as 780 Series Directional Detectors. 423A/B and 424 Series Crystal detectors.
Power meter input: Switch selects proper compensation for HP
432A/B/C Power Meters.
Indicator: Front panel indicator lights when RF power becomes
unleveled. Residual AM in 100 kHz Bandwidth: >50 dBc
Power Sweep:
Calibrated range: 15 dB
Accuracy: ± 1 dB
Resolution: 0.1 dBm
Slope compensation: Compensates for high frequency power
losses in external test sets by attenuation power at lower
frequencies:
Calibrated range: up to 1 dB/G Hz (10 dB max., typically 15
dB)
Linearity: <.2 dB Typical
Resolution: 0.1 dB/GHz

Spurious Signals: (Below fundamental at
specified maximum power)
Harmonically Related'

Modulation Characteritics
External FM
MaXimum DeViations for Modulation Frequencies
DC to 100 HZ
100 Hz to I MHz
I MHz to 2 MHz:
2 MHz to 10 MHz
Sensitivity: Nominal
FM Mode
Phase-lock Mode:

General Specifications
Auxiliary output: (83570A) Rear Panel 9-13.25 GHz fundamental
oscillator output, nominally 0 dBm
Weight: 83540A, 83545A: Net 3.8 kg (8.4 Ibs); Shipping 7 kg (15.4
lbs). 83570A: Net 5.4 kg (12 lbs); Shipping 8.7 kg (19 Ibs).

Internal AM:
Selectable to I kHz or 27.8 kHz
square wave (Guarantees HP 8755 Frequency
Response Tesl Set compalibillty)
On/Off RatiO

External AM
Input Impedance: nominal
Frequency Response: Typical
Range: Typical
Pulse Modulation
Rise/Fall Time Typical
Minimum Pulse Width
Leveled: Typical
Unleveled: Typical
Square Wave Response
ON/Off RatiO: Typical
Symmetry: Typical

$9500

Add $800
Add $150

83540A

83545A

83570A

2·8.4 GHz

5.9·12.4 GHz

18·26.5 GHz

±15 MHz
±3.5 MHz
±20 MHz

±20 MHz
±10 MHz
±35 MHz

±30 MHz
±20 MHz
±55 MHz

±500 kHz/'C ±700 kHz/'C ±700 kHz/'C
±20 kHz
±40 kHz
±80 kHz
±I MHz
±15 MHz
±I MHz
±250 kHz
±250 kHz
±500 kHz
±200 kHz
±200 kHz
±400 kHz
<9 kHz peak <15 kHz peak <30 kHz peak
>40 mW
>32mW

>50mW
>40 MW

>7.9mW

< ±I dB
< ±2 dB

< ±.6 dB
<±3dB

< ±14 dB
<±2 dB

<±.I dB

<±I dB

<±.I dB

>20 dB

>17 dB
59·7 GHz
>30dB
7-12.4 GHz

>25 dB

>16 dB
(@ 40 mW)
>60 dB

>60 dB

>50 dB

<16

<16
<25

<2.5

±75 MHZ
±7 MHz
±5 MHz
±I MHz

±75 MHz
±7 MHz
±5 MHz
±15 MHz

± 75 MHz
±7 MHz
±5 MHz
±15 MHz

-20 MHz/V
-6 MHz/V

-20 MHz/V
-6 MHz/V

-20 MHz/V
-6 MHz/V

5K\l
100 kHz
15 dB

5K\l
100 kHz
40 dB

5K\l
100 kHz
20 dB

20 nsec

15 nsec

10 nsec

I ~sec
100 nsec

1 ~sec
100 nsec

I ~sec
100 nsec

>30 dB
40/60

>40 dB
40/60

>30dB
40/60

>40 dB

>40 dB

>25 dB

(@ 20 mW)

Non-Harmonics:
Source VSWR: 50 nominal impedance
Internally leveled:
Unleveled: Typically

Price
$7500
$8250

SWEEP OSCILLATORS
8350 Family: Plug-In Adapter
Model 11869A

11869A Adapter
The 11869A Adapter provides the electrical and mechanical interface between the 8350A and 86200 series plug-in. All of the 8350A's
standard operating features, including HP-IB remote programming,
are available. However, specific plug-in functions (output power
level, RF on/off, etc.) cannot be controlled or remotely programmed
by the 8350A mainframe.

Plug-ins with rear panel RF output
Option 004 allows the adapter to be used in 86200 plug-ins that are
equipped with rear panel RF output. Supplied with Option 004 are
two pre-shaped, semi-rigid coax cables with the appropriate mating
connectors so that the RF output can be extended to the rear panel of
the adapter.

Rear Panel Description
On the rear panel of the 11869A are five hole plugs that pop out to
allow connections to be made to the rear panel. Four of the holes are
for low frequency (small diameter) cables while one is for high frequency (large diameter) RF cable. For user convenience four of the
holes are labeled - EXT ALC IN, PULSE IN, FREQ REF AND
RFOUT.
Three BNC cables are supplied to extend the plug-in rear panel
inputs/ outputs to the rear panel of the adapter. A separate cable
(BNC/Multi-pin) is provided for connection of the plug-in FM input
to the adapter/mainframe.

Plug-ins Compatible with the 11869A Adapter
The 11869A Adapter attaches to the back of the plug-in and is
equipped with a switch for setting the specfic interface code for the
plug-in being used.

The following plug-ins will operate in the 8350A by using the
11869A Adapter.
86220A (0.OH.3 G Hz)
86242A/C/D (5.9-9.0 GHz)
86222A/B (0.01-2.4 GHz)
86245A (5.9-12.4 GHz)
86230B (1.8-4.2 G Hz)
86250A/B/C/D (8.0-12.4 GHz)
86235A (1.7-4.3 G Hz)
86260A (12.4-18.0 GHz)
86240A/B (2.0-8.4 GHz)
86290A (2.0-18.0 GHz)
86240C (3.6-8.6 GHz)
86290B (2.0-18.6 GHz)
86241C (3.2-6.5 GHz)
86290B H08 (2.0-22 GHz)

Special Plug-ins
For factory modified 86200 series plug-ins with non-standard frequency coverage a special PROM must be inserted in the 11869A
Adapter. Consult your local H P Sales and Service Office for further
information.

Plug-ins Not Compatible with the 11869A Adapter
The 8621 B RF Drawer and 86300 series R F modules are not compatible with the 11869A and will not operate in the 8350A.
Furnished: Three BNC cables for extending plug-in rear panel inputs/outputs to adapter rear panel; BNC/multi-pin cable for connecting plug-in FM input to adapter/mainframe; plug-in handle
assembly for simplified installation in the 8350A mainframe.

Ordering Information
11869A Adapter

Price:

$200

Option 004: Extension Cables for Plug-ins with Rear
Add $200
Panel RF Output (Opt. 004)
Special PROM module: For plug-ins with
Approx. $50
non-standard frequency coverage. (Consult
Sales and Service Office)

SWEEP OSCILLATORS
Solid State Sweeper Family, 10 MHz to 22 GHz
Model 8620 System

• >

• Single-band, straddle-band and broadband plug-ins

10 mW to 22 GHz

8620 System

8620C Sweeper Mainframe

The Hewlett-Packard 8620 solid state sweeper system offers the
tlexibility of the 8620C mainframe in addition to a choice of singleband, multiband, straddle-band, and broadband plug-ins. The 8620
system also offers high output with solid state reliability-greater
than 10 mW leveled to 22 GHz.
The fundamental oscillators used in the plug-ins and modules are
YIG tuned transistor or bulk effect circuits. YIG tuning results in
exceptional tuning linearity, low noise, and low spurious content; it
also allows frequency modulation at high rates and wide deviations
with low distortion.

The 8620C has many features which are highly useful in stringent
applications. With convenient functionally grouped controls and
lighted pushbutton indicators the mainframe offers extreme ease of
operation and tlexibility. In addition, it can be a completely programmable source, either HP-IB or BCD, an indispensable feature for
automatic systems and signal simulation applications.

Typical un leveled power output

86240A/B Straddle-Band Plug-Ins
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86200 Series Single-Band Plug-Ins

-

86260A

____________

Now the 10 MHz to 18.6 G Hz frequency range can be covered with
just two plug-ins-the 86222A/B and 86290A/B/C. Besides their
broad frequency range these plug-ins offer many special features including unique crystal markers in the 86222B and better than ± 30
MHz frequency accuracy in a 86290A/B/C even at 18 GHz.
Covering more than two octaves of frequency the 86240A and B
span 2 to 8.4 G Hz with major advances in power output and signal
purity. The 86240A offers more than 40 mW leveled output across
the full band. The 86240B specifies harmonics of >45 dBc which can
be very important when making measurements across more than one
octave.

.......

8622r/B

86222A/B and 86290A/B/C Broadband Plug-ins

The 86200 series of plug-ins covers both ends of the frequency specfrom 10M Hz to 22 G Hz with a choice of more than nine plug-
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Plug-In Compatibility with 8350A
The entire line of 86200 series plug-ins can be used in the 8350A
Sweep Oscillator mainframe with no degradation in performance by
using the 11869A Adapter.

:;:

Ordering Information
Opt A91: Panel color change to previous standard (ol4
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ive black/mint gray) for compatibility with existing
8620C/86200 sweepers.

SWEEP OSCILLATORS
8620 Family: Mainframe
Model 8620C
• Optional BCD or HP-IB Programming
• 3 Markers

• 100%

~F

Capability, fully calibrated

The 8620C offers many features as standard equipment. For example, up to four separate bands and their respective frequency scales
can be selected with a band select lever to the left of the dial scale.
Push buttons, concentrically located in the frequency control knobs,
light when actuated to indicate the sweep function in use. The sweep
functions available are: FULL SWEEP, MARKER SWEEP,
CW /!:iF and CWo Three marker.; are available, controlled by the
START MARKER, STOP MARKER, and CW MARKER knobs.
The 8620C is fully and continuously calibrated for any !:iF sweep
width. The sweep is symmetrical about the CW MARKER setting
and three continuously variable !:iF ranges are available by using the
range switch below the !:iF knob. This allows calibrated sweep widths
of up to I%, 10% or 100% of full band.
When in CW /!:iF or CW modes, the CW VERNIER knob allows
for excellent frequency resolution. In terms of improved frequency
resolution the vernier increases the effective length of the dial scale to
7.5 meters (300 inches).
Another feature is the capability to fully program the sweeper. The
standard 8620C includes inputs for band selection, sweep function
selection, and analog frequency control. In addition to this, more
flexible digital frequency programming options are available to control the 8620C via the HP-IB (Option 011) or by BCD programming
(Option 001).

Sweep Modes (auto, line or externally triggered)

8620C Specifications

General

Frequency
Frequency range accuracy and linearity: determined by band select lever and RF unit specs.

Sweep Functions
FULL SWEEP: sweeps the full band as determined by the plug-in and
the band select lever.
MARKER SWEEP: sweeps from START MARKER to STOP
MARKER frequency settings: up to the full range of the plug-in can
be set to sweep either up or down in frequency.
!:iF Sweep: sweeps symmetrically upward in frequency, centered on
CW setting, CW vernier can be activated for fine control of center
frequency.
Width: continously adjustable and calibrated from zero to I %, zero
to 10%, or zero to 100% of frequency band.
CW operations: single-frequency RF output controlled by CW
MARKER knob selected by depressing pushbutton in CW MARKER control.
CW vernier: calibrated directly in MHz about CW setting. CW
vernier activated by pushbutton in CW vernier control. Zero to
± 0.5% or zero to ± 5% of full bandwidth, selectable with front panel switch.
Frequency markers: three constant width frequency markers are
fully calibrated and independently adjustable over the entire range in
FULL SWEEP function, controlled by START MARKER, STOP
MARKER, and CW MARKER controls. In !:iF sweep START and
STOP MARKERS are available, and in MARKER SWEEP the
CW MARKER is available. Front panel switch provides for the selection of either amplitude or intensity markers (amplitude modulating the RF output or Z-axis modulating the CRT display).
Marker output: rectangular pulse, typically -5 volts peak available from Z-axis BNC connector on rear panel. Source impedance,
approximately 1000 ohms.

Sweep time: continuously adjustable from 0.01 to 100 seconds.
Single sweep, manual sweep and external sweep control also available.
Sweep output: direct-coupled sawtooth, zero to approximately + 10
volts, at front panel BNC connector, concurrent with swept RF output.

Modulation
External AM, FM and phase-lock capability; internal 1000 Hz
square wave AM modulation available.

Remote Control
Remote band select: frequency range can be controlled remotely by
three binary contact closure lines available at rear panel connector.

Remote Frequency Programming, Opt 001 (BCD) and
011 (HP-IB)
Functions
Band: manual enable or remote control of four bands.
Mode: seven modes are selectable, including digital control in three
modes with a resolution of 10,000 points. For more information on
remote control of the 8620C refer to Application Note 187-5.
Blanking
RF: with blanking switch enabled, RF automatically turns off during retrace, and remains off until start of next sweep.
Display (Z-AXIS/MKR/PEN LIFT Output): direct-coupled rectangular pulse approximately +5.0 volts coincident in time with RF
blanking is on rear panel.
Negative (Negative blanking output): direct-coupled rectangular pulse approximately -5.0 volts coincident in time with RF
blanking.
Pen 11ft: for use with X- Y recorders having positive power supplies.
Transistor-switch signal is available on Z-AXIS/MKR/PEN LIFT
connector. This signal is also available on the programming connector.
Furnished: 2.29 m (7V2-foot) power cable with NEMA plug; 2 spare
3 amp fuses; extender board for servicing; calibration scale; incandescent lamp; and 50 pin connector that mates with rear panel programming connector. With Option OIl, an HP-IB connector/adapter are
included.
Power: 100, 120, 220, or 240 volts + 5 -10%, 50 to 400 Hz. Approximately 140 watts.
Weight: (not including RF unit): Net, 11.1 kg (24 Ib). Shipping 13.4
kg (30 Ib).
Size: 132.6 mm H x 425 mm W x 337 mm D (5.29" x 16.75" x
13.25").

Ordering Information
8620C Sweep Oscillator Mainframe
Opt 001: BCD Frequency Programming
Opt 011: HP-IB Frequency Programming
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
Opt A91: Panel color change to previous standard
(olive black/mint gray) for compatibility with existing 8620C/86200 sweepers.

Price
$3150
add $650
add $950
add $22
add $50

SWEEP OSCILLATORS
8620 Family: 10 MHz to 2.4 GHz Plug-Ins
Models 86222A and 862228

• 10 MHz to 2.4 GHz in ONE, CONTINUOUS sweep
• Internally leveled FLATNESS ± 0.25 dB over full range
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86222B
The 86222A and 86222B RF plug-ins can provide CW or continuous swept 10 MHz to 2.4 GHz frequency coverage. Power output is
calibrated from 0 to + 13 dBm in I dB increments with ± 0.25 dB
Oatness and excellent linearity (2 MHz) over the entire 0.01 to 2.4
GHz range. For applications demanding precise frequency identification, the 86222B offers a crystal marker system which provides a
comb of markers at I, 10 or 50 MHz. Markers may be displayed as
intensified spots on a CRT or as amplitude dips on the RF output
(often useful for XV recordings). In addition, when the output frequency is coincident with a 50, 10 or 1 MHz comb of the internal
crystal oscillator, a front panel LED lights for independent CW frequency calibration (75 kHz accuracy at 1 GHz). For scalar measurements, the 27.8 kHz square wave modulation from the HP 8755
Frequency Response Test Set is accepted directly through the external A M input. For phase/magnitude network analysis the interfacing
between the sweeper and the 841 OB Network Analyzer permits the
8410B to automatically phase-lock over multi-octave sweeps.

Specifications
with Plug-in Installed in an 8620C Mainframe
Frequency Characteristics
Range: 10 MHz to 2.4 GHz.
Accuracy (25°C)
CW mode: :t: 10 MHz.
Remote programming: typically :t: 1.5 MHz.
All sweep modes: :t: 15 MHz (> 100 msec sweep time). Accuracy
of 86222B may be enhanced to better than :t: 200 kHz through use
of crystal markers.
Linearity: typically :t: 2 MHz.
Stability
With temperature: :t: 500 kHz/'e.
With 10% line voltage change: :t: 20 kHz.
With 10 dB power level change: :t: 100 kHz.
With 3:1 load SWR, all phases: :t: 10 kHz.
With time (after 1-hour warm-up): typically :t: 100 kHz/I 0 min.
Residual FM: (10 kHz bandwidth; FM switch in NORM: CW
Mode): <5 kHz peak.
Output Characteristics
Maximum leveled power (25°C): >20 mW (+13 dBm); typically
>+15 dBm.
Power level accuracy (internal leveling only): :t: 1 dB.
Attenuator Opt 002: add :t: 0.2 dB/ 10 dB step.
Power Variation (at max. rated power)
Internally leveled
0.01 to 2,4 GHz: :t:0.25 dB.
Stability with temperature: typically ± 0.02 dBre.

• 1, 10, and 50 MHz crystal marker combs with 86222B
• Marker accuracy even in CW with 862228

Externally leveled (excluding coupler and detector variation)
Crystal detector: (-10 to -100 mV at rated output): ±O.I dB.
Power meter (with HP 432A/B/C Series power meters):
±O.I dB.
Residual AM in 100 kHz BW: >50 dBc.
Spurious signals: (below fundamental)
Harmonics: >25 dB at +13 dBm; typically >30 dB at +10 dBm.
Non-Harmonics
0.01 to 2.3 GHz: > 30 dB at + 13 dBm; typically >40 dB at + I0
dBm.
2.3 to 2.4 GHz: >25 dB at +13 dBm; typically >35 dB at +10
dBm.
Broadband noise in 100 kHz bandwidth: typically <-70 dBm.
Impedance: 50 Q nominal.
SWR: < 1.5 internally leveled.
Slope control: allows variable compensation for frequency deperldent losses in test set-up.
RF output connector: type N female.
Modulation Characteristics
External AM
Input impedance: approximately 10 kQ.
Frequency response: typically 150 kHz.
Square wave response:
On/Off ratio: >30 dB.
Symmetry: 40/60, for> 10 dBm output power.
Attenuation for +S V input: > 30 dB.
Internal AM
1 kHz square-wave On/Off ratio: >30 dB.
RF blanking On/Off ratio: >30 dB.
External FM
Maximum deviations for modulation frequencies
OCto 100Hz: :t:75 MHz.
100 Hz to 1 MHz: ± 5 MHz.
1 MHz to 2 MHz: ± 2 MHz.
Sensitivity (typically)
FM mode: -20 MHz/V.
Phase-lock mode: -6 MHz/V.
Crystal Marker Capabilities (862228 Only)
Internal crystal markers: harmonic markers of 10 and 50 MHz usable over full 0.0 I to 2.4 G Hz range and I M Hz markers usable 0.0 I
to 1 G Hz. Positive (+) or negative (-) voltage output pulses can be
selected to Z-axis intensify a scope trace; or RF amplitude pips can be
selected (at maximum sweep speed pulse width optimized for approximately 10 markers/sweep).
Accuracy of center frequencies (2S0C): ± 5 x 10- 6
Typical marker width around center frequency
1 MHz markers: :t:75 kHz.
10 MHz markers: ± 200 kHz.
SO MHz markers: ± 300 kHz.
Temperature stability: typically ± 2 x 10-I're.
Marker output
mode: nominally> 3 V.
mode: nominally -4 to -9 V, internally adjustable.
AmplitUde mode: typically 0.5 dB, internally adjustable.
General
Weight: net, 2.5 kg (5.5 lb). Shipping 4 kg (9 Ib).
Ordering Information
86222A 0.01-2.4 GHz RF Plug-In (internal leveling
standard)
862228 0.01-2.4 GHz RF Plug-In with Crystal and
External Markers (internal leveling standard)
Opt 002: 70 dB Step Attenuator (10 dB steps)
Opt 004: Rear Panel RF Output
Opt A91: Panel color change to previous standard
(olive black/mint gray) for compatibility with existing 8620C /86200 sweepers.

Price
$5100
$6150
add $600
add $150
add $25
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SWEEP OSCILLATORS
8620 Family: Broadband Plug-Ins
Models 86290A and 862908

• + 13 dBm

2 to 18.6 GHz with 86290C
• 2 to 22GHz with Option H08
Output Char acteristics
Maximum leveled power (25°C):
86290A: +7 dBm, 2 to 18 GHz. (Opt. 004: +6.5 dBm)
86290B: + 10 dBm, 2 to 18.6 GHz. (Opt. 004: +9.5 dBm)
86290C: + 13 dBm, 2 to 18.6 GHz. (Opt. 004: + 12 dBm)
Power level control range: > 10 d Bm
Power Variation (Max Rated Pwr)
Internally leveled: (dB)
Externally leveled (excluding
coupler and detector variation)
Crystal detector: -20 to -250 mV
for specified leveling at rated
output: (dB)
Power meter: internal leveling
amplifier with compensation
for HP models 432A/B/C
provided: (dB)
With term perature, typically (dBrC)

86290B

The 86290A/ B/C broadband plug-ins set new standards in sweeper
performance and versatility. For broadband testing, a continuous
sweep from 2 to 18.6 GHz (18 GHz with the 86290A) is provided. In
addition, higher frequency resolution is achieved by covering the 2 to
18.6 G Hz range in three individual bands of 2 to 6.2, 6 to 12.4, 12 to
18.6 (or 18 GHz). The 86290C offers outstanding electrical performance producing >20 mW swept output over the 2 to 18.6 GHz
range along with excellent linearity and low spurious and harmonic
content. For scalar measurements the 27.8 kHz square wave modulation from the H P 8755 Frequency Response Test Set is accepted directly through the EXTERNAL AM input. When performing
phase/amplitude network analysis the interfacing between the sweeper and the HP 8410B Network Analyzer permits the 8410B to automatically phase lock over multi-octave sweeps for continuous swept 2
to 18.6 GHz phase and amplitude measurements.

Specifications
with Plug-in Installed in an 8620C Mainframe
Frequency Characteristics
Range: (GHz) 86290A
86290B/C
Accuracy (25°C)
CW mode (or> 100 ms
sweep time): (MHz)
Remote programming: (typ,)
All sweep modes: (MHz)
Marker: (MHZ)
Linearity (MHz) typ,:
Frequency Stability
With temperature: (MHzrC)
With 10% line voltage
change: (kHz)
With 10 dB power level
change: (MHz)
With 3: I load VSWR, all
phases: (kHz)
With time (in 10 minute
period after 30 minute
warmup): typically (kHz)
Residual FM (10 kHz bandwidth
CW mode (kHz peak)

Band 1

Band 2

Band 3

Band 4

2-6,2
2-62

6-124
6-12,4

12-18
12-18.6

2-18
2-18.6

±20

±30

±30

± 100

±2,5
±30
±30
±8

±2.5
±30
±30
±8

±3.5
±30
±30
±8

±80
±80
±30

±0.5

± 1.0

± 1.5

±20

± 100

±IOO

± 100

±IOO

±0.6

± 1.2

± 1.8

± 1.8

± 100

±200

±300

±300

±300

±600

±900

±900

<10

<20

<30

<30

Band 1

Band 2

Band 3

Band 4

±0.7

±0.7

±0,8

±0.9

±0.15

±O.l5

±O.l5

±0.15

±0.15
±O.I

±0.15
±O.I

±0.15
±0.1

±O.l5
±O,I

Residual AM in 100 kHz BW: >55 dBc.
Spurious signals
Harmonically related signals: >25 dBc.
Non-harmonics: >50 dBc.
Impedance: son nominal.
SWR: < 1.9 internally leveled.
RF output connector: type N female.
Modulation Characteristics
External AM
Input impedance: approximately 1000n.
Frequency response: typically 300 kH~ leveled.
Square wave response
OnlOff radio: >30 dB.
Symmetry: 40/60.
Attenuation for +5V input: > 30 dB.
Internal AM (1000 Hz):
Square-wave OnlOff ratio: > 25 dB.
RF blanking OnlOff ratio: >30 dB.
External FM:
Maximum deviations for modulation frequencies
DC to 100 Hz: ± 75 MHz.
100 Hz to 2 MHz: ± 5 MHz.
Sensitivity (typically)
FM mode: -20 MHz/V.
Phase-lock mode: -6 MHz/V.
General
Sweep time (min): 10 ms single bands. 60 ms on 2 to 18 GHz band.
Auxiliary output: rear panel 2 to 6.2 GHz fundamental oscillator
output, nominally -10 dBm.
Slope control: front panel control allowing compensation for frequency dependent test setup losses.
Peak control: front panel control for peaking power over desired freq uency range.
Frequency reference output: nom. I V/GHz (2-18.6 volts) ± 35
mV rear panel BNC output.
Weight: net, 4.4 kg (9.6 Ib). Shipping, 5.9 kg (13 lb).
Ordering Information
86290A 2 to 18 GHz +7 dBm (5mW) plug-in (internal
leveling standard)
8629082 to 18.6 GHz + 10 dBm (10 mW) plug-in (internal leveling standard)
86290C 2 to 18.6 GHz + 13 dBm (20 mW) plug-in (internal leveling standard)
Opt 004: rear panel RF output:
Opt 005: APC-7 RF output connector:
Opt A91: Panel color change to previous standard
(olive black/mint gray) for compatibility with existing 8620C/86200 sweepers.
Opt H08: 2 to 22 GHz operation, 86290B

Price
$14,250
$16,250
$18.750
add $150
add $75
N/C
add $3000

SWEEP OSCILLATORS
8620 Family: Straddle Band Plug-Ins
Models 86240A, 86240B, and 86240C
• 45 dBc harmonics with 86240B
• Up to 40 mW output power with 86240A
• MLA compatibility with 86240C
has 10 MHz FM bandwidth, flat to ± 1.5 dB for noise loading applications, power control and optional leveling. In addition, to being optimized for communications systems applications the 86240C is an
ideal general purpose microwave source. For further information on
MLA Upconverter Simulation refer to the Telecommunications Test
Equipment section on page 637.

Specifications
with plug-in installed in an 8620C mainframe

Frequency Characteristics
Linearity: typically ± 0.1 %.
Residual FM (in 10 kHz bandwidth, FM switch in NORM, CW
Mode): <9 kHz peak.
Reference output: DC-coupled voltage proportional to RF frequency, voltage approximately I V/GHz.

Output Characteristics
RF Power leveling
Internal, option 001: Selected by front panel switch; refer to RF
plug-in specifications. (Standard on 86240B)
Source SWR: son nominal impedance
Internally leveled (Option 001): <1.6 SWR.
Unleveled: Typically 3 SWR.
RF output connector: Type N female.

862408

86240C Modulation Characteristics
86240A: 2-8.4 GHz with 40 mW
The 86240A features up to 40 mW of output power, competitive
harmonics, at an attractive price. With the internal leveling option
the 86240A also provides calibrated output power and slope control.

86240B: 2-8.4 GHz with 45 dBc Harmonics
The 86240B was designed for low harmonic distortion having narrow-band harmonic performance of at least 45 dBc. Internal leveling
of ±.5 dB is standard along with slope control as well as up to 20 mW
of output power.

86240C RF Distortion analysis of mW links: 3.6-8.6 GHz
The 86240C can be used for MLA Upconverter Simulation. It is
optimized for group delay of less than 1 ns peak-to-peak over 30
MHz, linearity better than 0.5% and power output up to 40 mW. It

External FM (Maximum deviation for modulation frequencies)
DC to 100 Hz: ± 1.5 MHz
90 kHz to 10 MHz: ± 1.5 MHz
Frequencies response, DC to 10 MHz: ± 1.5 dB
Nominal sensitivity
FM mode: ± 20 MHz/volt
Upconverter mode: ± 20 MHz/volt

General
Weight: Net, 2.3 kg (Sib). Shipping, 3.2 kg (7 Ib).

Price

Options
002: 70 dB Step Attenuator
004: Rear Panel RF Output
Opt A91: Panel color change to previous standard (ol-

ive black/mint gray) for compatibility with existing
8620C/86200 sweepers.

86240A

862408

86240C

FREQUENCV
Frequency Range (GHz):

2.0-8.4

2.0-8.4

36-86

Frequency Accuracy: (25°C)
CW Mode (MHz)
CW Remote Programming typically (MHz):
All Sweep Modes (for sweep time> 100 ms) (MHz):

±25
±3.5
±40

±25
±3.5
±50

±25
±3.5
+35

POWER OUTPUT
Maximum Leveled Power (25°C) (mW)'
With Option 002 (mW):

>40
>32

>20
>16

>40
>32

<±2
<± I

<±0.5

<±2
<±0.8

<+0.1

<+0.1

<+0.1

>20 (20 mW)
>16 (40 mW)

>45

>60

>60

>20(20 mW)
>16 (40 mW)
>60

$5050
add $650

$6700
Included

$5450
add $650

Power Variation: (At Max Rated Power)
Unleveled (Typically) (dB):
Internally Leveled (Opt 001) (dB):
Externally Leveled (ExclUding Coupler and Detector
Variation) Crystal Detector and Power Meter (dB)
Spurious Signals: (dB below fundamental at specified
maximum power)
Harmonics:

Nonharmonics:
PRICE
Plug-in:
Opt 001 (Internal Leveling)'.

add $550
add $150

SWEEP OSCILLATORS
8620 Family: Single Band Plug-ins
Model 86200 Series and 11869A Adapter
• 10 MHz to 22 GHz coverage
• >50 mW from 5.9 to 12.4 GHz
• Compatible with 8350A Mainframe via 11869A Adapter

•

86245A

86200 Series
The 86200 series plug-ins feature a wide choice of bandwidths
and power specifications for covering the 10 MHz to 22 GHz frequency range. The 86222A/B 10 MHz to 2.4 GHz plug-ins, the
86240A/B/C 2 GHz to 8.6 GHz plug-ins, and the 86290A/B 2
GHz to 18.6 GHz plug-ins cover multi-octave frequency ranges with
exceptional frequency precision and RF output characteristics. See
preceding pages for specifications on these plug-ins. For octave band
applications, smaller range plug-ins covering, for instance, 5.9 GHz
to 12.4 GHz are available with optional capability to operate as upconverters for M LA measurements.

11869A Adapter
The 86200 series can be used in the 8350A Sweep Oscillator mainframe with the addition of the 11869A Adapter. The 11869A
provides the electrical and mechanical interface between the 86200
plug-in and the 8350A so that digital control of the plug-in is possible.
All of the performance and features of the 8350A Sweep Oscillator
Mainframe are available when using the 86200 plug-ins and 11869A
Adapter. For more information on the 11869A see page 434.

Specifications
With plug-in installed in an 8620C Mainframe
Frequency linearity: typically ± 1%.
Frequency reference output: typically I Y/GHz dc-coupled voltage is available for referencing or phase-locking external equipment
to the plug-in or for multi-octave operation with an 8410B.
RF power leveling: internal dc-coupled leveling amplifier and PIN
modulator provided.
Internal, Opt 001: selected by front panel switch; refer to RF plug-in
specifications (standard on 86220A).
External
Crystal input: approximately -20 to 250 mY for specified leveling at
rated output; for use with negative polarity detectors such as 780

•

UNlfYElt;O

POWER LEVEl-.

86260A

Series Directional Detectors, 423A/B and 8470 Series Crystal
Detectors.
Power meter input: leveling amplifier with compensation for HP
432A power meter included internally in all plug-ins except the
86230B and 86241A which require the use of an 8404A Leveling
Amplifier and the EXT AM input on the 8620 Mainframe.
Indicator: front panel indicator lights when RF power level is set too
high to permit leveling over entire selected sweep range or when operating in unleveled mode.
Residual AM in 100 kHz bandwidth: >50 dB below fundamental
at specified maximum power.
External AM
Frequency response: typically dc to 100 kHz unleveled, dc to 50
kHz leveled (at maximum leveled power).
Input impedance: approximately 5000 ohms.
RF output connector: type N Female.
8350A Compatibility: The 11869A Adapter provides the electrical
~nd mechanical interface so that the 86200 series plug-ins can be used
In the 8350A Sweep Oscillator mainframe. For more information see
the section on 11869A Adapter page 434.
Weight: net, 2.3 kg (Sib). Shipping, 3.2 kg (7 Ib).

Options

Price

See model
number
tions.
add $400
002: 70 dB attenuator in 10 dB steps, available in
or $550
86220A and 86235A
respectively
004: rear panel RF output
add $150
005: APC- 7 RF output connector available on 86260A
add $75
Upconverter simulation options: options are available which guarantee compatibility with the HP Microwave Link Analyzer. For further information on these plug-ins refer to the Telecommunications
Test Equipment Section beginning on page 637.

001: Internal leveling. Refer to RF plug-in specifica-

Single Band Plug-ins
Refer also to broadband models 86222A/B (0.01-2.4 GHz), 86240A/B/C (2-8.6 GHz), and 86290A/B (2-22 GHz)
Specifications with
plug-In Installed In
8620C

86220A

862308

86235A

86241A

862420

86245A

862500

862608

86260A

86260C

Frequency range' (GHz):

001-1.3

18-4.2

17-43

3.2-65

59-9.0

59-12.4

8.0-124

100-155

124-180

170-220

Frequency accuracy
CW mode (MHz):
Remote programming
typically (MHz)
All sweep modes (sweep
time> 100 ms) (MHz):
Stability:
With Temperature:
With 10% Line Voltage Change'
With 10 dB Power Level Change
With 3.1 Load SWR
Change. all Phases:
With Time (after warm-up):
Typ/IO min
Residual FM: (In 10 kHz
bandwidth CW mode):

±IO

~

15

±20

dO

:':35

±40

±40

±50

± 50

±50

=75

±25

±25

:': 105

±5.5

:': 105

:':85

±5.5

:': 5.5

:':68

:': 15

~20

±30

±33

±40

± 50

:':50

±70

~ 70

±YO

±600KHzj'C
=20 kHz
:': 20 kHz

±500 kHz/'C
~ 20 kHz
±I MHz

± 500 kHz/'C
=40 kHz
±1MHz

:':650 kHz/'C
:': 30 kHz
±I MHz

:': 750 kHz/'C
±40 kHz
±15 MHz

=12 MHz/'C

1.2 MHz/'C

:':40 kHz
:': 15 MHz

:': 40 kHz
:': 15 MHz

±5.4 MHzl'C
:': 180 kHz
:':6 MHz

±5.4 MHz/'C
:': 180 kHz
±6 MHz

:':54 MHz/'C
:': 180 kHz
±6 MHz

:': 250 kHz

:': 250 kHz

±250 kHz

±250 kHz
:': 200 kHz

:': 200 kHz

:': 200 kHz

± 200 kHz

± 600 kHz

± 200 kHz

± 600 kHz

+

450 kHz

<5 kHz peak

<7 kHz peak

<7 kHz peak

<7 kHz peak

< 15 kHz peak

<15 kHz peak

<15 kHz peak

<25 kHz peak

<25 kHz peak

<25 kHz peak

Residual FM (! 0 kHz BW.
FM sWllch in NORM) CW mode
(kHz peak)

<5

<7

<7

<7

<15

<15

<15

<25

<25

<25

Maximum le,eled power'
(mW):

10

>10

>40

>63

>10

>50

>10

>10

>10

>10

<=05
Internal leveling
ca',d output std

< ± 1.2

< ~0.8

<±08

< ±05

< :':06

<~O

5

<±4

< :':0.7

<±4

N/A

< :':0.1

<:':01

<±01

< ,0.1

<,:0.1

<±01

<:':01

<±0.1

<±01

Harmonics

>25

>20

>20

>30

>30

>25

>25

>25

Nonharmonlcs:

>60

>17(5.97 GHz)
>30(7124 GHZI
>60

>60

>60

>50

>50

Power ,arialion
Internally leveled (dB):
Externally leveled (dB)
(excluding coupler &
detector vanatlon):
Spurious signals:
(dB below fundamental, al
specified max power)

>50

>60

>60

>16(3.23.8 GHz)
>20(3.865 GHz)
>60

Source SWR: (50!! nom.
Internally leveled)

<1.3

<16

<16

<16

<16

<16

<16

External FM:
Max deViations (MHz)
tor modulation frequenCies:
DC-IOO Hz
DC-I MHz

± 15
:':0.5

=25
:':2

': 75
:':5

:,:25
±2

:': 150
±7

:': 150
=7

:': 150
:':7

SensitIVity (nom. MHz/V)'

+3.5

-4

-20/-6

-6

-20/ -6

-20/-6

>35

>25

>30

>25

>40

No

No

Yes

No

$3150
+$390

AM: Internal 1kHz Square
wave On/Off ratio &
EXT AM sensitIVity
To-10V(dB)
EXT AM Response
compatible with
8755 Mod drrve signal:

<16

-20/ -6

±75
±5(DC200 kHz)
-20/-6

!l5
:':5(DC200 kHz)
-20/ -6

:': 75
±5(DC200 kHz)
-20/-6

>40

>40

>25

>25

>25

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

$3450
+$500

$5950
+$500

$3550
+$500

$5100
$750

$4350
+550

$7600

Price:

Plug-in:
Opt 001 (int. le,l:

moo

$2950

$3700

Included

+$390

+$550

1. Special frequency bands and high power outputs available on request.
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8690 Sweeper Family, 400 kHz to 50 GHz
Model 8690 System

8690B

8690 System
The familiar 8690 BWO sweeper family offers exceptional value in
performance, operation and versatility. With the ability to accept
both BWO and solid state plug-ins, the 8690 mainframe allows BWO
coverage where necessary, and more reliable, high performance solid
state coverage at lower frequencies.
8690 FREQUENCY RANGES
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86908 Mainframe Specifications
Sweep Functions
START ISTOP sweep: sweeps from "start" to "stop" frequency setting. Both settings continuously adjustable over entire frequency
range.
MARKER sweep: sweeps from "Marker I" to "Marker 2" frequency
setting. Both settings continuously adjustable over entire frequency
range and accurate to I % of full scale for all RF units.

ilF sweep: sweeps upward in frequency, centered on ew setting.
Width is continuously adjustable from zero to 10% of the frequency
band and is calibrated in MHz. Accuracy is ± I % of maximum ilF
plus ± 10% of ilF being swept.
CW operation: single-frequency RF output selected by
START jeW or MARKER 1 control, depending on sweep function
selected.

Sweep Modes
Auto, manual, and triggered sweep modes; sweep indicator lights
during each sweep.
Sweep time: continuously adjustable in four decade ranges, 0.01 to
100 seconds.
Sweep output: direct-coupled sawtooth, zero to approximately + 15
V, concurrent with swept RF output, regardless of sweep width or
direction.

General
Frequency markers: two markers independently adjustable over entire frequency range accurate to I % of full scale. Amplitude is adjustable from front panel. A -5 V triangular pulse is available as an
intensity marker on the rear panel.
Internal AM: square wave modulation continuously adjustable from
950 to 1050 Hz.
External AM: frequency response dc to 350 kHz unleveled, dc to 50
kHz leveled.
Blanking: both negative (-4 V) and R F blanking available along
with pen lift output.
Weight: net, 23.9 kg (53 Ib). Shipping, 32 kg (71 Ib).
Size: 222 mm H x 425 mm W x 467 mm D (8.75" x 16.75" x 18.38").

8690B Sweeper Mainframe

$4500

• Solid state plug-ins
• Both pin and grid leveled BWO plug-ins
• Frequency coverage to 50 GHz

Solid State and BWO Plug-ins
Solid state plug-ins from 400 kHz to 4 GHz are available for the
8690 mainframe. BWO replacement is both expensive and inconvenient. Solid state plug-ins not only offer high reliability, but also provide low residual FM and good spectral purity. This capability allows
one mainframe to cover high frequency, high power BWO applications, yet facilitate high performance, longer life solid state coverage
of lower frequencies. There are two solid state plug-ins. The 8698B
covers 400 kHz to 110 MHz while the 8699B plug-in has a 100 MHz
to 4 GHz range.
Both grid leveled and pin leveled BWO plug-ins are available covering I to 50 GHz. Grid leveled BWO oscillators achieve power and
leveling control by varying bias on the BWO grid. Although some
degradation in frequency performance specifications is seen by this
method, grid leveling provides an economical means of power control
and delivers higher power output since there are no components (pin
modulators) between BWO and front panel output.
PIN leveled BWO plug-ins offer superior frequency stability characteristics. As in all solid state plug-ins, leveling is accomplished
through use of a pin diode modulator between oscillator and output.
Use of the pin allows the oscillator to work at constant bias and into a
constant impedance load, resulting in very low residual FM and very
little frequency pulling. Pin leveling also results in a better source
impedance match. Specifications on the following page.

Common Specifications: BWO Plug-ins
Warranty: all BWO's are unconditionally warranted for one year.
Spurious signals: harmonics, > 20 dB below CW output; nonharmonics, >40 dB below CW output.
Residual AM: >40 dB below CW output.
Magnetic shielding: all plug-ins except the 8691A/B have shielded
BWO's.
Reference output: dc voltage proportional to frequency output "",40
V/octave.
Leveling indicator: front panel light indicates unleveled operation.
Power variation
Unleveled: < 10 dB over full band.
Externally leveled: ± 0.2 dB for A units.
± 0.1 dB for B units.
Frequency stability with temperature: ±O.OI%;oC.
Weight
8691-8692: net, 7.7 kg (17 Ib). Shipping, 11.3 kg (25Ib).
8693-8697: net, 5.4 kg (12Ib). Shipping, 9 kg (20 Ib).
8698-8699: net, 5.0 kg (II lb). Shipping, 8.6 kg (19 lb).

8709A Phase Lock Synchronizer

8709A

The 8709A Synchronizer is a phase comparator designed to stabilize the frequency of both HP BWO and solid state sources by phase
locking to a reference oscillator. Under these conditions system stability is determined primarily by the stability of the reference oscillator. Phase lock capability is standard on solid state plug-ins from 0.0 I
to 22 GHz. Order Option J54 for BWO plug-ins. Information on
complete phase-locked systems available on request.

Specifications
Input frequency: the locking frequency of the 8709A is 20 MHz.
This signal is obtained by multiplying and mixing the reference oscillator with the microwave signal.
Sensitivity: -65 dBm.
Minimum output voltage: high level ± 12.0 V dc; low level ± 8.0 V
dc.
Modulation sensitivity: 8690 BWO Option J54 plug-ins, 0.5 to 6.0
MHz/V. 8620 solid state plug-ins 6.0 MHz/V.
Weight: net, 4.5 kg (10 lb). Shipping, 5.3 kg (11.6 Ib).

8404A Power Meter Leveling Amplifier
The 8404A Leveling Amplifier permits the 431 B/C or 432A/B/C
Power Meter to level both the 8620 and 8690 sweeper plug-ins. RF
output is leveled to ± 0.5 dB or less when connected to the AM input
of the sweeper.

Ordering Information
8404A

8404A Power Meter Leveling Amplifier
Opt 001: 4 line BCD level control
8709A Phase-Lock Synchronizer

Price
$850
add$210
$1600

SWEEP OSCILLATORS
8690 Sweeper Family (cont.)

PIN Leveled Solid State Plug-ins
Frequency Stability With
Frequency
Range

Model
Number

0.4-11 MHz

Madmum
Leveled
Power

Frequency
Accuracy

Temperature

10 dB Power
Level Change

Residual FM'

Int. Leveling
Power Variation

>20 mW

±1% ±50kHz

±0.05%/'C

-

<300 Hz rms

±0.3 dB

>20mW

±1% ±500kHz

±0.05%/'C

-

<500 Hz rms

±03dB

>20mW

±10 MHz

±750 kHz/'C

<100 kHz

<3 kHzrms

-

>6mW

±10 MHz

±750 kHz/'C

<500 kHz

<3 kHz rms

-

8698B
11-110 MHz
0.1-2 GHz
8699B
2-4 GHz

Connector

Price

BNC'

$3550

Type N

$7500

1. 8898S Opt 00 I; 751! SNC output. Add 555
2. Reaidual Rt.! meaaured with 10 kHz bandwidth cw mode

Grid and PIN Leveled BWO Plug-ins
Model
Number

Power
Control

Maximum
Leveled
Power

Frequency
Accuracy

Freq. Stability
With Power
Level Change'

Residual FM
Peak'

Option 001
Int. Leveling
Power Variation

Connector

Price

8691A

GRID

>100 mW

±1%

<20 MHz

<30 kHz

±0.4 dB

Type N

$5800

8691B

PIN

>70 mW

±10 MHz

±500 kHz

< 10 kHz

-

Type N

$6500

-

1.4-2.5 GHz

8691A
Opt 200

GRID

>100 mW

±1%

<30 MHz

<30 kHz

-

Type N

$6080

-

1.7-4.2 GHz

8692B
Opt 100

PIN

>15mW

±25 MHz

±4 MHz

<20 kHz

-

Type N

$7250

-

8692A

GRID

>70 mW

±1%

<40 MHz

<30 kHz

Type N

$5500

8692B

PIN

>40mW

±20 MHz

4 MHz

< 15 kHz

-

Type N

$6500

-

GHz

8693A
Opt 200

GRID

>40mW

±1%

<80 MHz

<50 kHz

-

Type N

$6900

-

3.7-8.3 GHz

8693B
Opt 100

PIN

>5mW

45 MHz

±I MHz

<20 kHz

±0.4 dB

Type N

$5800

$390

Frequency

Option 001
Int. Leveling
Price-Add
$360

UI-2.0 GHz

±04 dB

$360

2.0-4.0 GHz
3.~.75

!

8693A

GRID

>30 mW

±1%

<80 MHz

<50 kHz

±05 dB

Type N

$4900

$390

8693B

PIN

>15mW

±40 MHz

± I MHz

< 15 kHz

±0.4 dB

Type N

$5800

$390

8694A
Opt 200

GRID

>25 mW

±1%

<160 MHz

<60 kHz

±075 dB

Type N

$4855

$490

8694B
Opt 200

PIN

>15mW

±40 MHz

±I MHz

<20 kHz

±075dB

Type N

$6355

$490

8694A
Opt.. 100

GRID

>25 mW

±1%

<160MHz

<60 kHz

±075 dB

Type N

$5160

$490

86948
Opt 100

PIN

>15mW

±50 MHz

±1MHz

<20 kHz

:': 075 dB

Type N

$6800

$490

8694A

GRID

>50 mW

::1%

<160MHz

<60 kHz

=075 dB

Type N

$4800

$490

8694B

PIN

>30mW

±40 MHz

± I MHz

<15kHz

±075 dB

Type N

$6300

$490

8694A
Opt 300

GRID

>IOmW

±l%

±150 MHz

<150kHz

-

Type N

$9000

-

8694B
Opt 300

PIN

>5mW±

::1%

±I MHz

<50 kHz

-

Type N

$10.500

-

8695A
Opt 100

GRID

>25 mW

±l%

<0.25 GHz

<150kHz

-

Flat Flange
lor WR·75WG

$8500

-

8695A

GRID

>40mW

±I%

<0.25 GHz

<150 kHz

--

UG-419/U

$5100

-

4.0-8.0 GHz

7.ll-11.0 GHz

7.ll-12.4 GHz

8.ll-12.4 GHz

8.ll-1S.0 GHz

1ll-15.5 GHz

12.4-18.0 GHz
±I MHz

<25 kHz

-

UG·419/U

$5600

-

<0.36 GHz

<200 kHz

-

UG·595/U

$6000

-

>5mW

±1%
±1%

<0.53 GHz

<350 kHz

-

UG-599/U

$8300

-

>3mW

!.l%

<068 GHz

<450 kHz

-

UG-383/U

$12.500

-

8695B

PIN

>15mW

18.ll-26.5 GHz

8696A

GRID

>IOmW

26.5-40 GHz

8697A

GRID

33-50 GHz

8697A
Opt H50

GRID

!

56 MHz

1. Power level change specification for 8 units typically 10 dB, A units 6 dB.

2. Reaidual FM meaaured with 10 kHz bandwidth, cw mode

Opt 004: rear output 8691-8694, 8698-8699
Opt 004: rear output 8695-8697
Opt J54: phase lock input

add $80
add $155
add $350

SWEEP OSCILLATORS
Digital Marker & Generator / Sweeper
Models 8600A and 8601A

,AS, DiGiT

•

Slj~f",\)

o

CW

':m,jlnUI

8600A

Impedance: 5011, SWR <1.2 on 0 dBm step and below.
Harmonics and spurious signals: (CW above 250 kHz, output levels below + I0 dBm) harmonics at least 35 dB below carrier. Spurious
at least 40 dB below carrier.
Residual FM: noise in a 20 kHz bandwidth including line related
components (dominant component of residual FM is noise).
CW: <50 Hz rms, low range; <500 Hz rms high range.
SYM 0, sweep: < 100 Hz rms, low range; < I kHz rms, high
range.
Residual AM: AM noise modulation index (rms, 10 kHz bandwidth)
is <-50 dB; (typically -60 dB at 25°C).
Crystal calibrator: internal 5 M Hz crystal allows frequency calibration to ±0.01% at any multiple of 5 MHz.
Sweep modes: full, video, and symmetrical.
Internal AM: fixed 30% ± 5% at 1 kHz.
External AM: 0 to 50%, de to 400 Hz; 0 to 30(k" up to I kHz.
Internal FM: I kHz rate, fixed 75 kHz ± 5%, deviation, high range;
7.5 kHz ± 5%, deviation, low range; <3% distortion.
External FM: sensitivity, 5 M Hz per volt ± 5%, high range, 0.5 MHz
per volt ± 5%, low range; negative polarity; FM rates to 10kHz.
Weight: net, 9.5 kg (21 Ib). Shipping, 12.3 kg (27 Ib).
Size: 155 mm H x 190 mm W x 416 mm D (6 "I,)' x 7 "'I,," X 16'1,,").

8601A

Covering 100 kHz to 110 MHz, the Model 860lA Generator/
Sweeper combines the high linearity and flatness of a precision
sweeper with a signal generator's frequency accuracy and wide range
of calibrated power levels. Though it's small and lightweight, it does
the work of two instruments easily and conveniently.

8601 A Specifications
Frequency range: low range, 0.1-11 MHz; high range, 1-110 MHz.
Frequency accuracy: approximately ± I % of frequency.
Power output: +20 to -110 dBm; 10-dB steps and l3-dB vernier
provide continuous settings over entire range. Meter monitors output
in dBm and rms volts into 5011.

Power accuracy:

j:

I dB accuracy for any output level from

+13

dBm to -110 dBm.
Flatness: ± 0.25 dB over full range, ± 0.1 dB over any 10 MHz portion (+10 dBm step or below).

The Model 8600A Digital Marker provides five independent, continuously variable frequency markers over the range 0.1-110 MHz
when used with the HP 860lA or 8690B/8698B Generator Sweeper.
The high resolution controls and 6-digit readout permit 0.05% frequency settability. The frequency of any marker may be read while
sweeping, simply by pushing a button within the marker control. The
marker selected is brighter than the others and points in the opposite
direction, ensuring positive marker identification.

8600A Specifications
Marker accuracy; any marker may be placed at a desired frequency
± (0.05% of sweep width + sweeper stability).
Weight: net, 5.9 kg (13 Ib); shipping 8.2 kg (18 Ib).
Size: 99 mm H x 413 mm W x 337 mm L (3 %" X 16'1," x 13 '1,").

Ordering Information

8600A Digital Marker
Opt 001: Modification kit for 8690B/8698B
8601A Generator/Sweeper
Opt 008: 75 11 BNC output

Price
$2250
N/C
$3950
add $50

446
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POWER & NOISE FIGURE METERS
Power and Noise Measurements

Average Power Measurements

Peak Power Measurement

At microwave frequencies, power is the
best measure of signal amplitude because,
unlike voltage and current, power remains
constant along a loss less transmission line.
For this reason, power meters are almost indispensable for microwave measurement.
Typical applications inelude monitoring
transmitter power levels, calibrating signal
generators, leveling signal sources, and measuring transmission characteristics of unknown devices.
To satisfy the requirements of this broad
range of applications Hewlett-Packard has
developed a family of general purpose microwave power meters. These power meters use
a diode, thermocouple. or thermistor as the
power sensing element, and it is important to
understand the merits of each of these
sensors before choosing a particular power
meter,

A frequent requirement in microwave work
is the measurement of peak power in a periodic pulse, This may be done by various indirect tech niq ues usi ng t hermocou pies or
thermistors. Hewlett-Packard also produces
a versatile instrument that conveniently measures peak power directly in the 50 M Hz to 2
GHz frequency range. Model 8900B utilizes
a video comparator technique to bring a
known de voltage. supplied by the instrument
in a known impedance. to a level which is
equal to the pulse being measured. This allows simple measurement of peak pulse power with a basic accuracy of 1.5 dB even when
the waveform is not rectangular. A custom
calibration chart increases accuracy to 0.6
dB for critical applications,

Power Meters and Sensors
Hewlett-Packard makes five average-reading power meters. The 435B and the 436A
are analog and digital meters, which are designed to operate with H P's line of thermocouple and diode power sensors. The 432
power meters are designed to operate with
H P's line of thermistor mounts: the 432A is
an analog power meter, the 432B is digital
with BCD output. and the 432C is like the
432B but is fully programmable and autoranging.
Thermocouple power sensors are generally
preferred for measuring power because they
exhibit lower SWR and wider dynamic range
than previously used thermistor elements.
Low SWR is directly responsible for superior
accuracy since mismatch errors are lower,
H P thermocouple sensors (8481, 8482,
8483, 8485A) are available from 100 kHz to
26,5 GHz and range from -30 dBm to +44
dBm. The model 8484A diode sensor operates with the same meters and extends the input level down to -70 dBm, This sensor uses
a Low-Barrier Schottky Diode to achieve exceptional 100 pW (-70 dBm) sensitivity and
low noise and drift. Because the diode is always operated in its square law region (voltage out cc power in), the 8484A can be used
to measure the true power of complex as well
as CW waveforms.
Thermistor power sensors (478A, 486A series) operate with the 432A. 432B and 432C
power meters. Since these power meters are
based on balanced bridge principles, they are
used whenever a direct dc-substitution technique is required. In addition, waveguide
thermistor mounts arc available from 8.20 to
40 GHz,

Noise Figure Measurements
In RF and microwave communications, radar. etc" the weakest signal that can be detected is usually determined by the amount
of noise added by the receiving system. From
a performance standpoint, providing an increase in the receiver signal-to-noise ratio by
reducing the amount of added noise is more
economical than increasing the power of the
transmi tter,
The figure of merit that expresses how added noise obscures weak signals in a receiver,
amplifier. or device is noise figure. Noise figure is the ratio. expressed in dB, of the actual
output noise power of the device compared to
the noise power which would be available if
the device were perfect and merely amplified

HP-IB

the thermal noise of the input termination
rather than contributing any noise of its own.
The Hewlett-Packard system of automatic
noise figure measurement depends upon the
periodic insertion of a known excess noise
power at the input of the device under test.
Subsequent detection of noise power results
in a pulse train of two power levels. The power ratio of these two levels contains the desired noise figure information. HewlettPackard noise figure meters automatically
measure and present this ratio directly in dB
of noise figure.
Noise figure is discussed in detail in Hewlett-Packard AN 57, Noise Figure Primer
and AN 64-3, Accurate and Automatic Noise
Figure Measurements. AN 57 derives noise
figures formulas, describes general noise figure measurements, and discusses accuracy
considerations. AN 64-3 describes a highly
repeatable and accurate noise figure measurement system for the 10 MHz to 18 GHz
frequency range.

Automatic Noise Figure Measurements
AN 64-3 describes an automatic system for
measuring noise and gain of devices such as
amplifiers, mixers and complete receiver systems (see Figure I). The desktop computer.
in addition to automating the measurements.
processes the data, corrects for its own noise
contribution, and accounts for many small effects that, in manual noise measurement systems, are bothersome to correct and arc often
accepted as measurement errors, The cali-

~
~

9825A Desktop Computer
HP-IB

_3

8672A
Synthesized
Signal Generator

436A
Test
Power Meter

8481A
Standard

I

116920
Dual Directional Coupler

c§>----.1
8480 Series
Power Sensor
Under Test

Figure 1. System for measuring calibration factor of power sensors.

and error correcting features make the system easy to use. This system consists of mostly standard H P instruments that can be put
to a variety of uses.

Flexibility
Flexibility is another advantage of this system. The user can choose the I F frequency
anywhere in the 10 MHz to 18 GHz band.
Merely changing the IF bandwith changes
the bandwidth of the noise figure measurement. This means a narrow band filter just
ahead of the 8484A Power Sensor can measure spot noise figure at a desired portion of
the I F pass band.

bration data, stored on the system tape cartridge, allows significant accuracy improvements that would otherwise require tedious
calculations. Maximum flexibility is insured
through the use of standard instruments
which can be put to a variety of alternate
uses.
Measurement System
The noise figure measurement system
(Figure 2) uses the 3468 noise source, the
436A Power Meter, an 8484A Power Sensor,
and other auxiliary equipment to reduce instrumentation uncertainty by a factor of onethird over most noise figure meters. The
436A measures the Y factor from which the
computer calculates the corresponding noise
figure. The 436A makes this measurement to
an accuracy of ± 0.04 dB.

Application Note 64-3

Accurate and Automatic
Noise Figure Measurements

Application Notes

Computer Convenience
The computer is optional equipment which
simplifies the measurement procedure and
gives the system more capability than most
noise figure meters. It commands the noise
source ON and OFF, reads the power meter,
and computes the noise figure.
In addition, the computer corrects for ambient temperature effects, corrects for variations of noise source output with frequency,
tunes the frequency of the receiver and corrects for the noise contributed by the receiver
to indicate the noise figure of the DUT alone.

Information on virtually all aspects of microwave power measurement is contained in
Hewlett-Packard application notes. The A1\
64 series is intended as the definitive publication for general theory, product oriented
how-to descriptions, and a complete treatment of new, innovative automatic systems.
AN64-I, Fundamentals of RF and Microwaye Power Measurements, deals with the
general theory of microwave power measure
ments. It covers the basic principles of measurement, calculation of measurement uncertainty, traceability, etc.
AN64-2, Extended Applications of Automatic Power Meters, discusses an automatic
power meier syslem for measuring attenuation, gain saturation, and the calibration
factor of power sensors.
AN 64-3, Accurate and Automatic Noise
Figure Measurements, describes a highly repeatable and accurate noise figure measurement system for the 10 MHz to 18 GHz
frequency range. Automatic data processing

ANI96, Automated Measurements Using
the 436A Power Meter, contains several typical uses of the 436A with the HP-IB Interface bus.
All of these application notes and the Coaxial & Waveguide Catalog are available
without charge. See page 734.

UUTfReceiver
Preamp

0-110dB,10dB
Step Attenuator
8496G

X-Channel

l1713A

Power Supply
(6002A or
59501Af6205B)

Attenf Switch

Driver

Desktop Computer
(9825A or
9835A etc.)

Figure 2. Noise figure measurement system.

POWER & NOISE FIGURE METERS
Thermocouple Power Meter
Model 436A

Zero: automatic, operated by a front-panel switch.
Zero set: ± 0.5% of full scale on most sensitive range, typical; ± I
count on other ranges.
Zero carryover: ± 0.2% of full scale when zeroed on the most sensitive range.
Power reference: internal 50 M Hz oscillator with Type N female
connector on front panel (or rear panel, Option 003 only).
Power output: 1.0 mW. Factory set to ± 0.7% traceable to the National Bureau of Standards.
Accuracy: ± 1.2% worst case (± 0.9% rss) for one year (O°C to
55°C).

Supplemental Characteristics

..

.
~
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436A

SYSTEMS

436A Power Meter
The HP Model 436A Power Meter is a general purpose digital power meter intended for manual and automatic RF and microwave power measurements. It is compatible with the entire series of 8480 power
sensors. Depending on which power sensor is used, the 436A can measure power from -70 dBm (I 00 pW) to +44 dBm (25W) at frequencies up to 26.5 G Hz.
The logically organized and uncluttered front panel, and the convenience of push-button operation and digital display make the 436A
both easy to interpret and easy to use in any application. The auto
ranging capability allows for "hands-ofr' operation.
The 436A measures either absolute or relative power. It displays
absolute power in either watts or dBm, and relative power in dB.
The 436A Power Meter also features optional programmability;
both Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB) and BCD interfaces
are available. These interfaces allow full remote control of all power
meter functions (CAL function can be programmed to either 100 percent or the CAL factor which has been manually set on the front
panel). These options may be added by the user at a later time.

436A Specifications
Frequency range: 100 kHz to 26.5 GHz (depending on power sensor used).

Power range (display calibrated in watts, dBm, and dB relative to
reference power level).
With 8481A, 8482A, 8483A, 8485A sensors: 50 dB with 5 fullscale ranges of -20, -10,0,10, and 20 dBm (10 IJ.W to 100 mW).
With 8481B or 8482B sensors: 44 dB with 5 full-scale ranges of
10,20,30,40, and 44 dBm (10 mW to 25 W).
With 8481H or 8482H sensors: 45 dB with 5 full-scale range of 0,
10,20,30 and 35 dBm (I mW to 3 W).
With 8484A sensor: 50 dB with 5 full-scale ranges of -60, -50,
-40, -30, and -20 dBm (I nW to 10 IJ.W).

Accuracy
Instrumentation
Watt mode: ± 0.5'}t,.
dBm mode: ±0.02 dB ±O.OOI dBrc.
dB (REL) mode': ± 0.02 dB ± 0.00 I dB/°C.
Specifications are for within range measurements. For range· 1o-range accuracy add another
±O.02 dB.

I

Noise (typical, at constant temperature, peak change over any oneminute interval): 20 pW (8484A); 40 nW (8481 A, 8482A, 8483A,
8485A); 40 IJ.W (8481 B, 8482B); 4 IJ. W (8481 H, 8482H).
Drift (I hour, typical, at constant temperature after 24-hour warmup): 20 pW (8484A); 10 nW (8481 A, 8482A, 8483A, 8485A); 10 IJ. W
(848IB, 8482B); IIJ.W (848IH, 8482H).
Response time typical, measured at recorder output, 0 to 99% of
reading:
Range I (most sensitive range) < 10 seconds
Range 2 < I second
Ranges 3 through 5 < 100 milliseconds
Cal factor: 16-position switch normalizes meter reading to account
for calibration factor. Range 85% to 100% in I% steps.
Cal adj: front-panel adjustment provides capability to adjust gain in
meter to match power sensor in use.
Recorder output: linearity proportional to indicated power with I
volt corresponding to full scale and 0.316 volts to -5 dB; I kQ output
impedance, BNC connector.
RF blanking: open collector TTL; pulls low during meter zeroing.
Useful for turning off RF input to sensor during auto-zeroing. BNC
connector.
Display: four-digit display with 20% over-range capability on all
ranges; analog uncalibrated peaking meter to show fast changes.
Power consumption: 100, 120, 220, or 240 Y (+ 5%, -10%), 48 to
66 Hz, and 360 to 440 Hz; <20 Y . A «23 Y . A with option 022 or
024).
Weight: net, 4.5 kg (10 Ib); shipping, 5.5 kg (12 Ib).
Size: 134 H x 213 W x 279 mm D (5.2 x 8.4 x 11.0 in.).

Accessories
Furnished: 1.5 m (5 ft) cable for power sensor; 2.3 m (7.5 ft) power
cable. Mains plug shipped to match destination requirements.
Available: To rack mount one 436A by itself, order 5061-0057 Rack
Mount Adapter Kit.

CoaXial & Waveguide Catalog & Microwave Measurement Handbook
96 pages with over 350 measurement accessories. Request card at
back of th is ca talog.

Ordering Information
436A Power Meter
Option 002: Input connector on rear panel in parallel
with front
Option 003: Input connector and reference oscillator
output on rear panel only
Option 009: 3 m (10ft) ca ble for power sensor
Option 010: 6.1 m (20 ft) cable for power sensor
Option 011: 15.2 m (50 ft) cable for power sensor
Option 012: 30.5 m (100 ft) cable for power sensor
Option 013: 61 m (200 ft) cable for power sensor
Option 022: Digital input/output, fully compatible
with HP Interface Bus (HP-IB)
Option 024: Digital input/output BCD Interfact
Option 908: Kit for rack mounting one 436A
Option 910: Extra operating and service manual

Price
$2250
add $25
add $10
add $30
add $55
add $105
add $155
add $260
add $425
add $325
$35
add $25

POWER & NOISE FIGURE METERS
Thermocouple Power Meter, Range Calibrator
Model 4358, 116B3A

11683A

4358

4358 Power Meter
The 435B Power Meter is an analog power meter, compatible with
the entire series of 8480 power sensors, Depending on which sensor is
used, the 435B can measure power from -65 dBm to +44 dBm, full
scale, at frequencies from 100 kH z to 26.5 G Hz. This versatile instrument also features < I ~ instrumentation uncertainty, low noise and
drift, auto-zero, recorder output. optional battery operation, and long
cable options up to 61 m (200 ft).

11683A Range Calibrator
The 11683A calibrator is specifically designed for use with the
435B and 436A power metcrs. It allows vcrification of full-scale metcr rcadings on all ranges, as well as metcr tracking. Simply connect
the cablc between the power meter and calibrator. The CAL ADJ
control on the power meter is uscd to set the meter to full scale on the
I mW range. Thc calibrator and meter are then stepped through the
othcr ranges verifying accuracy within ± I 'j( plus noisc and drift. The
I 1683A also has a polarity switch which tests the Auto-Zcro circuit.

4358 Specifications
Frequency range: 100 kHz to 26.5 GHz (depending on power sensor uscd).
Power range (calibratcd in watts and dB in 5 dB stepsl.
With 8481A, 8482A, 8483A or 8485A: -25 dBm (3IlW) to +20
dBm (100 mW) full scalc.
With 84818 or 84828: +5 dBm (3 mW) to +44 dBm (25 W) full
scale.
With 8481H or 8482H: -5 dBm (0.3 mW) to +35 dBm (3 W) full
scale.
With 8484A: -65 dBm (300 pW) to -20 dBm (10 I'W) full scale.

Accuracy
Instrumentation: ± I ~ of full scalc on all ranges.
Zero: automatic, operated by front-panel switch.
Zero set: ± 0.5';\'. of full scale on most sensitive range, typical.
Zero carryover: ±OS7r. of full scale when zeroed on the most scnsitivc range.
Power reference: intcrnal 50 MHz oscillator with Typc N female
connector on front pancl (or rear panel, Option 003 only).
Power output: 1.00 mW. Factory set to ±0.7% traceable to thc
National Burcau of Standards.
Accuracy: ± 1.2(7r. worst case (+0.9';7,. rss) for one year (O°C to
55°C).

Supplemental Characteristics
Noise (typical, at constant temperature, pcak change over any oneminute interval): 20 pW (8484A); 40 nW (8481/\, 84821\, 8483A,

8485A): 40 /lW (8481 B, 8482B): 4 /lW (8481 H, 8482H).
Drift (I hour, typical, at constant temperature after 24-hour warmup): 40 pW (8484/\); 15 nW (848\ /\, 8482/\, 8483/\, 8485A): 151lW
(8481 B, 8482B): I.5I'W (848IH, 8482H).

Response Time (typical, measured at recorder output, 0 to
99% of reading):
Range I (most sensitive range)
< 10.0 seconds
Range 2
<3.8 seconds
Range 3
< 1.3 seconds
<500 milliseconds
Ranges 4 to 10
Cal factor: 16-position switch normalizes meter reading to account
for calibration factor; range 85% to 100% in I% steps.
Recorder output: linearly proportional to indicated power with 1
volt corresponding to full scale: I HI output impcdance, BNC connector.
RF blanking output: provides a contact closure to ground. Uscd for
turning off RF input to sensor during auto-zeroing. BNC connector.
Cal adj: front-panel adjustment provides capability to adjust gain of
meter to 'match power sensor in use.
Power consumption: 1\0 or 120 V (+5~;':., -10%), 48 to 66 Hz and
360 to 440 Hz; also 220 or 240 V (+5%, -10%),48 to 66 Hz only:
<20V, /\.
Weight: net, 2.7 kg (5.9 Ib); shipping. 4.2 kg (9.2 Ib).
Size: 155 H x 130 W x 279 mm D (6.3 x 5.1 x II in.).

Accessories
Furnished: 1.52 m (5 ft) cable for the power sensor: 2.3 m (7.5 ft)
power cable, (mains plug shipped to match destination requirements).
Available (see page 721)
11076A: Carrying case.
5060-8762: Rack adapter frame (holds three instruments the size
of the 435B).
Combining cases (see page 720)
1051A: 286 mm (11.25") deep.
1052A: 416 mm (16.4") deep.
These combining cases accept V,-module Hewlett-Packard instruments for bench use or rack mounting.

116B3A Range calibrator
Calibration functions: outputs corresponding to meter readings of
3,10,30,100 dnd 300 I'W; 1,3.10,30, and 100 mW.
Calibration uncertainty: ± 0.25% in all ranges.
Power: 115 or 230 V ± 100,;':,,50-400 Hz, less than 2 W.
Weight: net, 1.13 kg (2.5Ib): shipping, 1.9 kg (4.2Ib).
Size: 89 H x 133 W x 216 mm D (3.5 x 5.25 x 8.5 in.).

Ordering Information

Price

11683A Range Calibrator
S625
4358 Power Meter
$1100
4358 Options
001: Rechargeable battery installed provides up to 16
add $100
hours of continuous operation
002: Input connector placed on rear panel in parallel
add $25
with front
003: Input connector and reference oscillator output on add $10
rear panel only
009: 3.0 m (1 O-foot) cable for power sensor
add $30
010: 6.1 m (20-foot) eable for power sensor
add $55
011: 15,2 m (50-foot) cable for power sensor
add $105
012: 30.5 m (1 OO-foot) eable for power sensor
add $155
013: 61 m (200-foot) cable for power sensor
add $260
add $7.50
910: Extra operating and service manual

POWER & NOISE FIGURE METERS
Power Sensors
Models 8481A/B, 8481H, 8482A/B, 8482H, 8483A, 8484A, 8485A,11708A

8481A

11708A

8485A

High Power Sensors to 25 Watts
The new 8481 Band 8482B high power sensors both have a power
range of I m W to 25 watts. The 8481 B covers a frequency range of 10
M Hz to 18 G Hz and the 8482B has a frequency range of 100 kHz.to
4.2 GHz.
Previous methods of measuring medium power levels usually required adding a separate attenuator in front of a low power sensor.
With the 8481/82B power sensors, the attenuator and sensor are
combined into one unit. This reduces mismatch uncertainty error and
improves accuracy by including the attenuator in the measured Calibration Factor curves. In addition, the design incorporales lightweight, heat-dissipating fins to prevent burns.

84818

Medium Power Sensors to 3 Watts
Model 8481 H measures power from 100 J1W to 3 watts over a frequency range of 10M Hz to 18 GHz. The 8482H measures power
from 30 J1 W to 3 watts over a frequency range of 100 k Hz to 4.2 G Hz.

8480 Series Power Sensors
The 8480 series of power sensors have been designed for use with
the 435B and 436A Power Meters. They feature wide frequency and
amplitude ranges in addition to very low SWR.
The power measurement range of these sensors is from 0.1 nW to
25 Watts. With just three sensors a power measurement range of I 14
dB can be achieved.

Wide Frequency Range for Many Applications
Power measurements can be made over a frequency range of 100
kHz to 26.5 GHz. The four frequency ranges covered with these units
are 10 MHz to 18 GHz, 100 kHz to 4.2 GHz, 50 MHz to 26.5 GHz,
and 100 kHz to 2 GHz, with the 75-ohm unit.

Low SWR for Low Measurement Uncertainty
The 8481/82/83/85 series of sensors use a silicon monolithic thermocouple as the sensing element. The small physical size of the thermocouple enables the sensors to have a very low SWR even at 26.5
G Hz. A low SWR reduces mismatch uncertainty error, one of the
largest single sources of error in power measurements. The 8484A
sensor uses a crystal detector for higher sensitivity without degrading
SWR.

Individually Calibrated for More Confidence in Results
Each sensor is individually calibrated, traceable to the National
Bureau of Standards. A Cal Factor control on the meter compensates
for power sensor efficiency at any frequency. A precise Automatie
Network Analyzer printout for Cal Factor and reflection coefficient
in magnitude and phase is supplied with the 8481 AI BI H, 8484A,
and 8485A. This means you can significantly reduce mismatch uncertainty by calculating the mismatch error.

Standard Sensors to 100 mW
The 8481 A, 8482A, 8483A, and 8485A power sensors all measure
power over a range of 0.3 J1 W to 100 m W. The 8481 A is a 50-ohm
sensor with a frequency range of 10M Hz to 18 G Hz. The 8482A is a
50-ohm sensor with a frequency range of 100 kHz to 4.2 GHz. The
8485A is a 50-ohm sensor with a frequency range of 50 M Hz to 26.5
GHz. The 8483A is a 75-ohm sensor and covers a frequency range of
100 kHz to 2 GHz.

High Sensitivity Sensors
The 8484A measures power from 0.1 nW to 10 J1 Waver a frequency range of 10 MHz to 18 G Hz. It is furnished with the 11708A 50
M Hz Reference Attenuator for precise calibration with I m W Power
Meter Reference Oscillator. Noise and drift have been reduced to less
than 5% of full scale on the 300 pW range-only 15 pW when it is
used with the 435B Power Meter. Noise and drift are even less with
the 436A Power Meter.

Broadband Power Sensor
The 8485A thermocouple power sensor covers a frequency range of
50 MHz to 26.5 GHz and a power range of -30 dBm to +20 dBm
(IJ1W to 100J1W). Low SWR «1.25 at 26.5 GHz) reduces mismatch uncertainty which increases power measurement accuracy.
The ruggedized APC-3.5 input connector is SMA compatible and repeatable. The actual Cal Factor is plotted on each 8485A label at 34
frequencies. Each unit is shipped with a print-out which lists Cal Factor plus the actual SWR (reflection coefficient) in magnitude and
phase.
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8480 Series Specifications
Model

Nominal
Impedance

Frequency
Range

Power
Range

Maximum
Power

Power
Linearity'

Maximum SWR
(Reflection Coefficient)

Size
mm(in.)

Shipping
Weight
kg (Ib)

8481A

50n

10 MHz-i8 GHz

l~w

300 mW avg.
15 Wpeak
30W' ~s
(per pulse)

+10 to +20 dBm
+2, -4%

10 MHz - 30 MHz 1.40 (0.166)
30 MHz - 50 MHz: 11 8 (0.083)
50 MHz - 2 GHz: 1.10 (0.048)
2 - 12.4 GHz: 118 (0.083)
12.4 - 18 GHz: 128 (0.123)

30 x 38 x105
(1.2 x 1.5 x 41)

0.5
(1)

to
100 mW

Oplion 001
8481B

501l

10 MHz-18 GHz

RF
Connector

Price

N(m)

$500

APC-7

add
$25

+35 10 +44 dBm
±4%

10 MHz· 2GHz: 1.10 (0.048)
2·12.4 GHz: 1.18 (0.083)
12.4-18 GHz: 1.28 (0123)

83x 114 x 248
(3.25 x 4.5 ,9.75)

1.5
(32)

N(m)

$990

35 Wavg.
100 Wpeak
100W' ~s
(per pUlse)

+2510 +35 dBm
±5%

10 MHz - 8 GHz: 1.20 (0.091)
8-12.4 GHz: 1.25 (0 110)
12.4· 18 GHz: 1.30 (0 130)

30 138 x 149
(1.2, 1.5'5.9)

0.5

N(m)

$625

300 mW avg.
15 Wpeak
30W' ~s
(per pulse)

+ 10 10 +20 dBm
+2, -4%

100-300 kHz: 1.60 (0231)
300 kHz - 1MHz: 1.20 (0.091)
I MHz - 2 GHz: 1.10 (0.048)
2-42 GHz: 1.30 (0 130)

30x38, 105
(1.2' 1.5'4.1)

0.5

N(m)

$455

10
100mW
0-35'C,
1mW-25W;
35'C-55'C.
I mW-20 W

0-35'C:
30 Wavg.'
35'C-55'C:
25 Wavg.

+3510 +44 dBm
±4%

100 kHz - 2 GHz: 110 (0.048)
2 GHz - 4.2 GHz 1.18 (0083)

83x 114,248
(3.2 x 45 , 9.7)

15
(32)

N(m)

$965

3.5 Wavg.
100 Wpeak
100 W' ~s
(per pulse)

+2510 +35 dBm
±5%

100 kHz-4.2 GHz: 1.20 (0.091)

30 138 x 149
(1.2 x 1.5 x 59)

05
(1)

N(m)

$590

300 mW avg.
10 Wpeak
30W· ~s
(per pulse)

+ 10 10 +20 dBm
+2, -4%

100-600 kHz: 1.80 (0.286)
600 kHz - 2 GHz: 1.18 (0083)

30,38 x 105
(12x 1.5'41)

05
(I)

N(m)
75n

$455

10
100 mW
0.\ nW
10

200 mW avg.
200 mW peak

-3010 -20 dBm
±I%

10-30 MHz: 1.40 (0.166)
30 MHz - 4GHz: 1.15 (0.070)
4-lOGHz: 1.20(0091)
10-15GHz: 1.30(0130)
15-18 GHz: 1.35 (0.149)

36 x 44 , 133
(1.4 x 1.7,5.2)

05

N(m)

$675

300 mW avg.
15 Wpeak
30W' ~s

+ 10 10 +20 dBm
+2, -4%

50MHz·IOOMHz: 115
100 MHz·2 GHz: 1.10
2·12.4 GHz: 1.15
\2.4·18 GHz: 120
18·26.5 GHz: 1.25

30138,95
(1.2 x 1.5,37)

05

APC3.5(m)

$700

0-35'C.
1mW-25W;
35'C-55'C.
1mW-20 W

0-35'C:
30 Wavg.'
35'C-55'C:
25 Wavg.
10 MHz-5.8 GHz
500 Wpeak
5.8-18 GHz
125 Wpeak
5OOW' ~s
(par pulse)

8481H

50ll

100~W

10 MHz-18 GHz

10
3W
8482A

8482B

50n

5011

100 kHz-4.2 GHz

1.0~W

100 kHz-4.2 GHz

(I)

(I)

500 Wpeak
500W' ~s
(per pulse)
8482H

5011

100~W

100 kHz-4.2 GHz

\0
3W
8483A

8484AJ

75fl

501l

1.0~W

100 kHz-2 GHz

10 MHz-18 GHz

IO~W

8485A

5011

50 MHz-26.5 GHz

I~W

to
100mW

(per pulse)

(I)

(I)

'For pulses greeter than 30 W the maximum average power (Pa) i8 limited by the energy per pulse eE) in W· J,l8 according to Pa = 3O-0.02E.
?Negligible deviation except tor those power rangsa noted.
~nclude. 1250-0597 adaptar from 7511lype N \0 5011 type Nfor calibration.
4The 11708A 30 dB attenuatar for calibrating againat 8 0 dBm, 50 MHz power re'erence ie shipped with the 8484A.

Uncertainty of calibration factor data for
8482A and 8483A
Sumo!
Uncertainties

Frequency
(MHZ)

Uncertainty of calibration factor data for
8481A/B, 8484A and 8485A

Probable
Uncertainties

(%)'

Frequency
(GHz)

(%l'

8482A

84828

8482H

8483A

8482A

84828

8482H

8483A

01
03
1.0
3.0
10.0
30.0
50.0
100.0
300.0
1000.0

±2,3
22
2.2
22
2.5
2.6
O(rel)
3.1
3.1

±3,3
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.5

,2.8
28
2.8
2.8
28
28
2.7
33
3.3
3.3

,16
1.6
16
1.6
1.6

O(rel)
41
4.1
37

±26
2.5
25
2.5
3.0
3.1
O(rel)
3.9
3.9
37

±1.3

27

±57
5.7
5.7
5.7
5.7
57
2.7
5.6
56
5.7

20000

27

5.5

17

19

14

1l

17
17

,15
14
14
14
1.6
1.6
O(rel)
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.1

40000

2.8

5.5

3.8

-

1.5

3.1

1.8

36

1.2
1.2
1.2
1.3
14
O(rel)
16
1.6
1.4

17
O(ret)
1.9
1.9

-

01
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
22
265

Sumo'
Uncertainties

Probable
Uncertainties

(%)'

(%)'

8481A 84818 8481H 8484A 8485A 8481A 8481B 8481H 8484A

8485A

d6
40

±2.1
23

d.1

2.7
2.8
2.8
3.2
3.6
3.9
48
5.2
58
-

-

±6.4
58
58
58
60
6.2
78
79
80

±41
3.7
3.8
38
4.2
4.6
4.9
5.8
62

±4.4
40
4l
41
4.6
51
6.5
7.4
78

83

6.8

84

-

-

~

47

56
-

± 1.6
1.4
1.5
1.5

17
1.9
21
26
29

±3.0
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.2
3.3
4.1
4.1
4.2

± 1.9

14

-

12
-

4.3

68

-

73

-

-

5.9

-

17
1.8
1.8
2.0
22
2.4
2.8
3.0
-

-

±19
1.8
1.8
1.8
2.0
22
2.8
3.2

-

2.7

-

3.4

32
-

3.7

3.6

-

37
4.0

'Includes uncertainty of reference standard and Iransler uncertainty. Directly traC8abieio NBS.
ZSquBre rool of 8um of the individual uncertainties squared (RSS).

POWER & NOISE FIGURE METERS
Thermistor Power Meters
Models 432A/B/C
• Automatic zero
• High accuracy

• Recorder outputs, analog & digital
• Long cable options

432A

432A/B/C Power Meters
High accuracy-no thermoelectric error: High accuracy over a
wide temperature range is featured on the 432 Power Meters. By
measuring the output voltage of the thermistor bridges, and computing the corresponding power, even higher accuracy of ± 0.2% ± 0.5
J.LW can be obtained.
Accuracy can be maintained on even the most sensitive range because the error due to thermoelectric effect is reduced to a negligible
level.
Calibrated mounts: Each thermistor mount is furnished with data
stating the Calibration Factor* and Effective Efficiency* at various
frequencies across the operating range. For easy and accurate power
measurements, the front panel of the 432 contains a calibration factor
control, calibrated in 1% steps from 88% to 100%, that compensates
for losses in the mount and eliminates the need for calculation.
Instrument type: automatic, self-balancing power meter for use with
tempera ture-compensated thermistor sensor.
• "Calibration Factor" and "Effective Efficiency" Bre figures of merit expressing the ratio ot the substituted signal measured by the power meter to the microwave power incident on and absorbed by
the sensor.

Specifications (Partial)
Power Range
432A: seven ranges with full-scale readings of 10, 30, 100, and 300
J.LW, 1,3, and 10 mW; also calibrated in dBm from -20 dBm to + 10
dBm full scale in 5 dB steps.
432B, 432C: four ranges with full-scale readings of 10 and 100 J.LW,
and I and 10 mW.
Noise: Less than 0.25% of full scale peak (typical).
Response time: At recorder output, 35 ms time constant (typical).
Fine zero: Automatic, operated by front panel switch. Remote fine
zero may be accomplished with 432C.
Zero carryover: Less than 0.50% of full scale when zeroed on most
sensitive range.
Meter
432A: taut-band suspension, individually calibrated, mirror-backed
scales. Milliwatt scale more than 108 mm (4.25 in.) long.
432B, 432C: three digits with one digit overrange. 20% over range
capability on all ranges.
Calibration factor control: 13-position switch normalizes meter
reading to account for thermistor sensor calibration factor. Range
100% to 88% in I% steps.

432C
Thermistor sensor: Thermistor sensors are required for operation of
the 432A/B/C. For microwave sensors HP 478B, 8478B and 486 series see page 453.
Recorder output: Proportional to indicated power with I volt corresponding to full-scale. 1 H! output impedance.
BCD output: 8, 4, 2, I code: ''\"' positive. TTL compatible logic. Operates with HP 5055A Digital Recorder. "Print" and "Inhibit" lines
available. (432B and 432C only.)
Model 432C control lines: Instrument is referenced to +5 V, "Logic 0" is equivalent to 0 V.
Power Consumption
432A: 115 or 230 V ac ± 10%, 50 to 400 Hz, 2.5 watts.
432B: 115 or 230 V ac ± 10',?,:" 50 to 400 Hz, 10 watts.
432C: 115 or 230 V ac ± 10%, 50 to 400 Hz, 16 watts.
Weight
432A: net, 2.3 kg (5.5 Ib); shipping, 4.6 kg (10 Ib).
432B: net, 3 kg (6.5Ib); shipping, 4.8 kg (10.5 Ib).
432C: net, 3.2 kg (7.2 Ib); shipping, 5 kg (II Ib).
Size: 130 W x 155 H x 279 mm D (5.2 x 6.1 x 11.0 in.)

Ordering Information

Price

432A Power meter
4328 Power meter
432C Power meter
432A/B/C Options
001: rechargeable battery installed, provides up to 24
hours continuous operation (432A only)
002: input connector placed on rear panel in parallel
with front
003: input connector on rear panel only
009: 3.1 m (10ft) cable for II O-ohm or 200-ohm sensor
010: 6.1 m (20 ft) cable for IOO-ohm or 200-ohm sensor
011: 15.2 m (50 ft) cable for IOO-ohm or 200-ohm sensor
012: 30.5 m (100 ft) cable for 100-ohm or 200-ohm
sensor
013: 61 m (200 ft) cable for 100-ohm or 200-ohm sensor
100: 100 Vac operation
910: extra operating and service manual

$950
$1625
$2500
add $105
add $25
add $10
add $30
add $55
add $105
add $155
add $260
no charge
add $5

POWER & NOISE FIGURE METERS
Thermistor Mounts, Peak Power Calibrator & Power Meter Calibrator
Models 478A, 84788, 486 Series, 89008, 8477A

.

•

_.~

84788

478A

"0

IE
89008

8477A

~l

89008 Peak Power Calibrator
The HP 8900B peak power calibrator provides a convenient means
for measuring the peak RF power of pulses in the range from 50 to
2000 MHz. The power level is read out directly on the panel meter
and is completely independent of repetition rate and pulse width
(>0.25 J,Lsec).

89008 Specifications
Radio Frequency Measurement Characteristics
Frequency range: 50 to 2000 MHz. .
RF power range: 10-200 mW peak full ~cale (may be readily increased through use of external allenuators or directional couplers).
RF power accuracy: ± 1.5 dB (± 0.6 dB with custom calibration
curve furnished with instrument).
RF power precision: 0.1 dB.
RF pulse width: >0.25 J,LS.
RF repetition rate: 1.5 MHz maximum.
RF impedance: 50 ohms.
RF VSWR: < 1.25.

486 Series

Temperature Compensated Thermistor
Mounts
High efficiency and good RF match are characteristic of the HP
4i8A and 8478B Coaxial and 486A Series Waveguide Thermistor
mounts. Used in conjunction with the 432 Power Meter they provide
high accuracy even in routine power measurements. These thermistor
mounts are temperature-compensated for low drift, even in the presence of thermal shocks, permitting measurement of microwave power
as low as one microwatt. Each mount contains data showing Calibration Factor and Effective Efficiency at six frequencies, directly traceable to the National Bureau of Standards at those frequencies where
NBS provides calibration service.

Monitor Output
Level: >0.2 volt for 20 mW input (nominal).
Impedance: 150 ohms nominal.
Bandwidth: >7 MHz.

General
Size: 156 H x 197 W x 279 mm 0 (6.1 x 7.75 x II in.).
Weight: net, 4.5 kg (10 Ib); shipping, 5.9 kg (13 lb).
Power consumption: 105 to 125 or 210 to 250 volts, 50 to 60 Hz.

8477A Power Meter Calibrator

486,478,84788 Specifications
frequency
range. GHz

Maximum
SWR

478A

10 MHz to
10 GHz

200

$260

8478B'

10 MHz to
18 GHz

1.75, 10 to 25 MHz
1.3,25 MHz to 7GHz
1.5, 7 to 10 GHz
1.75, 10 to 30 MHz
135,30 to 100 MHz
1.1,0.1 to 1GHz
1.35,1 to 12.4 GHz
1.6, 12.4 to 18 GHz

The 8477 A Calibrator is specifically designed for use with the 432
Power Meter. It allows you to verify full-scale meter readings on all
ranges, and meter tracking. Simply connect three cables between the
power meter and calibrator; no charts or additional instruments are
required.

200

$400

8477A Specifications

X486A
M486A

8.20 to 12.4

1.5

10.0 to 15.0

1.5

100
100

$300
$450

P486A
K486A2

12.4 to 18.0
18.0 to 265

100

265 to 40.0

200
200

$350
$450

R486A'

1.5
20
2.0

Calibration points: outputs corresponding to meter readings of:
0.01,0.03,0.\,0.3,1.0,2.0,3.0, and 10 mW (for mount resistance
switch settings of both 100 and 200 ohms).
Calibration uncertainty: ± 0.2% on the top five ranges, and ± 0.5%
on the 0.0 I and 0.03 mW ranges from + 20° to + 30°C.
RFI: meets all conditions specified in MI L-I-6181 D.
Power: 115 or 230 V ± 10%,50-400 Hz, approximately 2 W.
Weight: net. 2.0 kg (4.5 Ib); shipping, 2.9 kg (6.25 Ib).
Size: ISS H x 130 W x 203 mm 0 (6.1 x 5.1 x 8 in.).

Model

'Option 011: furnished with APC·? RF connector
'Circular flange adaptera:
K·band (UG·425IU) HP 11515A
R·band (UG·381 lUI HP 11516A

Operating
Resislance
(Ohms)

Price

$500
add $25
$135
$135

Ordering Information

Price

89008 Peak power calibrator
8477A Power meter calibrator

$1200
-$625

POWER & NOISE FIGURE METERS
Automatic Noise Figure Meter, Broadband Noise Source
Models 8970A, 3468
• Accurate and simple, swept or CW measurements.
• Automatic operation, 10 MHz-18 GHz.
• Second stage correction.

• Display of both noise figure and gain.
• Calibrated display on oscilloscope or recorder .
• Powerful special function enhancements.

e

8970A

8970A Noise Figure Meter
With the 8970A Automatic Noise Figure Meter, accurate and repeatable noise figure measurements are now easy. RF and microwave
(with an external local oscillator) measurements from 10 MHz to at
least 18 GHz are equally simple; any IF between 10 and 1500 MHz
may be used. The ENR (Excess Noise Ratio) calibration table of the
noise source may be stored in the 8970A, and a properly interpolated
value is automatically used at each frequency. Automatic second
stage correction makes accurate noise figure readings possible even
for low gain devices. The 8970A's dynamic range allows it to measure
either gain up to at least 40 dB (higher in some cases) or loss to -20
dB, with no external attenuation or amplification required.

Microprocessor and Controller Functions
The 8970A takes the mystery out of noise figure measurement. It
uses a microprocessor to make the myriad calculations and corrections necessary for truly accurate, convenient and flexible noise figure
measurement. The 8970A also acts as a controller to external HP-IB
local oscillators (such as the 8672A Synthesized Signal Generator or
8350A Sweep Oscillator) so that swept, broad-band microwave measurements of amplifiers, mixers, and transistors are essentially as simple as RF measurements.
In addition to acting as controller for an HP-IB local oscillator at
microwave frequencies, the 8970A is fully programmable. Virtually
all front panel buttons and functions are accessible over HP-IB,
which is Hewlett-Packard's enhanced implementation of IEEE-488.

and accurately scaled from the 8970A from the front panel. The
swept oscilloscope display allows the design engineer to optimize his
OUT in real time for both corrected noise figure and gain. The noise
figure display is easily changed from noise figure to effective noise
temperture (T e ) if desired, or y factor.

Front Panel and Special Functions
The 8970A front panel buttons control the number entry, calibration, and measurement functions. STORE, RECALL, and SEQ buttons allow up to 9 front panel settings to be stored and sequenced
automatically or manually to save set-up time. Smoothing INCREASE and DECREASE buttons are used to average up to 512
readings before display, to eliminate flicker and increase accuracy.
The simple front panel control of the 8970A satisfies many noise
figure measurement need. In addition, for those who may need even
greater measurement power, there are more than 150 special functions that are easily selected via a numerical code and the SP button.
Two examples are hot-cold measurements and automatic compensation for losses at the input of the OUT. One special function is a catalog that quickly indicates the current special function status. Three
pull-out cards serve as a mini-reference manual to the instrument,
including most of the special functions, the HP-IB formats and codes,
and typical measurement setups. A complete set of service-oriented
special functions can also be accessed.

Simple Calibration and Second Stage Correction

346B Broadband Noise Source

Accuracy is greatly enhanced because the 8970A measures its own
noise figure (and that of the rest of the measurement system) at up to
81 points. It stores this information, interpolates if necessary, and corrects for it to remove second stage (measurement system) effects. The
8970A also measures the gain of the device under test (OUT).

The ideal companion to the 8970A is the 346B noise source, because of its broad 10 MHz to 18 GHz frequency range, low SWR,
and accurate ENR calibration. The accurate calibration of ENR at
20 frequency points (nameplate plot and printout provided) and the
row source SWR can reduce measurement uncertainty by several
tenths of a dB, which is crucial in many measurements. The 346B
output connector is available in APC 3.5 (compatible with SMA),
Type N,.and APC 7 styles. The drive voltage required for the 346B is
28 volts, and an internal regulator maintains performance despite
power supply fluctuations.

Display
The 8970A has an LED digital front panel display. For swept display of Noise Figure and gain on an oscilloscope, or x-y recorder, rear
panel BNC Connectors are available. Either display mode is easily

POWER AND NOISE FIGURE METERS
Noise Figure Meters, Noise Sources
Models 3408, 342A, 3438, 347A, 11711A

3468

343A

Noise Figure Measurement Repeatability and Accuracy

Noise Figure Meters and Noise Sources

A very troublesome noise figure measurement problem is repeatability. For example, a vendor's system may not measure the same
noise figure as his customer's. This is much less of a problem with the
8970A. Using randomly selected 8970A's, 346B's, mixers, and local
oscillators, superimposed plots of a single OUT are routinely within
0.1 dB of each other.
The 8970A internal circuitry is so accurate and linear that instrumentation uncertainty is less than ± 0.1 dB. With the ± 0.1 dB ENR
uncertainty of the 346B at most frequencies, and the uncertainties
due to mismatch, total root-sum-square measurement uncertainties
of less than ± 0.25 are easily attainable.

Model 340B Noise Figure Meter, when used with the appropriate
HP noise source, automatically measures and continuously displays
noise figure for equipment with IF frequencies of 30 and 60 MHz.
Model 342A is similar, and operates on frequencies of 30,60,70,105
and 200 MHz.
HP noise sources provide calibrated noise for measurements on various equipment from IF amplifiers to complete radar systems. Model
343A VHF source operates from 10 to 600 MHz with 50 ohm impedance.
The 347A waveguide sources are argon gas discharge tubes carefully mounted in waveguide sections for frequencies from 3.95 to 18
GHz.

8970A Partial Specifications

3408 and 342A Partial Specifications

(See technical data sheet for complete specifications.)
Noise figure measurement range: 0 to 30 dB.
Noise figure Instrumentation uncertainty: ± 0.1 dB
Noise figure resolution: 0.01 dB.
Gain measurement range: -20 to 40 dB.
Gain Instrumentation uncertainty: ±0.2 dB.
Gain resolution: .01 dB.
Frequency range: tunable from 10 to 1500 MHz.
Frequency resolution: I MHz.
Maximum operating Input power: -10 dBm.
Maximum net external gain: 80 dB between noise source and
8970A RF input.
Noise source drive: 28.0 ± O. J volt
HP-IB capability: SHI, AHI, T5, L4, SRI, RLl, PPO, OCI, OTl,
C1, 3, 28, EI.
Dimensions: 146 H x 425 W x 476 mm 0 (5.75 x 16.8 x 18.8 in).
Weight: net, 14.5 kg (32Ib); shipping, 17.7 kg (39Ib).

3468 Partial Specifications
(See technical data sheet for complete specifications.)
Frequency range: 10 MHz to 18 GHz.
Excess noise ratio (ENR) at 4 GHz and 17°C: 15.2 ± 0.3 dB.
Maximum SWR (reflection coefficient) on or off: 10 to 30 MHz1.3 (0.13),30 to 5000 MHz-1.l5 (0.07), 5 to 18 GHz-1.25 (0.11).
Power required: 28 ± I volt.
Dimensions: 140 x 21 x 30 mm (5.5 x 0.8 x 1.2 in).
Weight: net, 0.108 kg (3.5 oz); shipping, 0.5 kg (lib).

Ordering Information

Price

8970A Noise
Option 907:
Option 908:
Option 909:
Option 910:

$8500
add 32
add 25
add 55
add 25

Figure Meter
Front panel handle kit
Rack mounting flange kit
Both options 907 and 908
Extra operating manual and service
manual
3468 Noise Source
Option 001: Type N (male) connector
Option 002: APC-7 connector
Option 003: Type N (female) connector

1300
No charge
add 25
No charge

Noise figure range: with a 5.2 dB noise source, 0 to 15 dB, indication to infinity; with a 15.2 dB noise source, 3 to 30 dB, indication to
infinity.
Accuracy (excluding source accuracy): noise diode scale: ± 0.5
dB, 0 to 15 dB; gas tube scale: ± 0.5 dB, 10 to 25 dB, ± I dB, 3 to 10
dB and 25 to 30 dB.
Input frequency: 340B; 30 or 60 MHz, selected by switch; 342A: 30,
60, 70, 105, and 200 MHz, selected by switch. Other frequencies
available; prices and details on request.
Bandwidth: I MHz minimum.
Input: 50 ohms nominal; -60 to -] 0 dBM signal level.
Power Input: 115 or 230 volts ± 10%, 50 to 60 Hz, 435 watts, max.
Size: cabinet, 324 H x 527 W x 368 mm 0 (12.8 x 20.3 x 14.5 in.).
Weights: net, 19.4 kg (43 Ib); shipping, 23.9 kg (53 Ib).

343A, 3468 Partial Specifications
HP
Model
343A
346B

Freq. Range
(MHz)

10-600
10-18000

hcess Noise
Ratio dB

52 ±0.5

Max.SWR
50n Nominal
1.3 ON or OFF

~15.2·

1.25 ON or OFF

RF
Connector
BNC (t)
APC-35

Price

$360
$1300

'Individually calibrated at 20 frequenciea.

347A Specifications
HP
Model
G347A

J347A
H347A
X347A
P347A

Freq. Range
(GHz)

hcess Noise
Rallo dB

395-585
5.30-820
705-10.0
8.20-124
124-180

15.2 ± 0.5
15.2±05
156±05
15.7±O4
15.8±05

WIG
WR
187

137
112
90
62

Equiv. Flange
UG-( )/U
407
441

138
39
419

Price

$1200
$1200
$1250
$1050
$1100

Reflection coefficient for all modela. 'ired or unfired. <0.091 (SWR 1.2) ma•.

Ordering Information

Price

3408 Noise Figure Meter (cabinet)
340BR Noise Figure Meter (rack mount)

$2650
$2625
$2700
$2675
$150

342A Noise Figure Meter (cabinet)
342AR Noise Figure Meter (rack mount)
11711A Noise Source Adapter (adapts 346B to 340B
and 342A)

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
Microwave Measurements and Products

Microwave Test Equipment
Product Line
Hewlett-Packard offers a complete line of
microwave coaxial and waveguide measuring
equipment. Measuring systems can be assembled from this equipment to make accurate reflection and transmission measurements on other components such as filters,
mixers, cables, etc.
The bulk of microwave measurements
made in production test, maintenance, and
calibration require amplitude information
only. These are sometimes referred to as scalar measurements.
The tables to the right summarize H P capabilities in scalar microwave measurements. More detailed information is
available in the following publications:
AN 64-2 Extended Applications of Automatic Power Meters
AN 64-3 Accurate and Automatic Noise
Figure Measurements
AN 183 High Frequency Swept Measurements
AN 196 A utomated Measurements
Using the 436A Power Meter
Coaxial and Waveguide Catalog and Microwave Measurement Handbook
Complimentary copies are available from
H P offices or you can use the request card at
the back of this catalog.

HP Impedance/SWR Measuring Techniques and Capabilities
Measurement
Technique

Coaxial
Freq. Range

Waveguide
Freq. Range

Typical
Range

395-IB GHz
(4 Bands)

30-35 dB

Lowest cost. high accuracy.
slow. pOlnt-by-pOint

-

34 dB

Moderate cost. high accuracy.
good speed. comprehenSive

Remarks/Cost/
Accuracy /5peed

Manual
Slotted Line

500-4000 MHz
I-IB GHz

Swept
Slotted Line

IB-IB GHz

Reflectometer
Square-Law

100-4000 MHz
2-IB GHz

395-40 GHz
(6 Bands)

35-40 dB

Moderate cost. moderate
accuracy. fast. comprehenSive

Rellectometer
RF-Substitutlon

100-4000 MHz
2-IB GHz

395-40 GHz
(6 Bands)

50 dB

Moderate cost. high accuracy.
fast. reqUires dISplay storage

Bridge

l-11OMHz
40 MHz-IB GHz

-

40 dB

Multi-octave. good for coax.
best for low SWR. 9 dB Insertion loss

HP Insertion Loss Measuring Techniques and Capabilities
Coaxial
Freq. Range

Waveguide
Freq. Range

Typical
Range

Square-Law

10 MHz-IB GHz

26-40 GHz
(7 Bands)

50 dB

Low cost. moderate accuracy.
Simple. fast

RF Substitution

10 MHz-IB GHz

2.6-IB GHz
lB-40 GHz

50-100 dB
50-BO dB

Moderate cost. high accuracy
fast. requires dISplay storage

IF Substitution

10 MHz-IB GHz

2.6-IB GHz
(5 Bands)

30-120 dB

High cost. very high accuracy.
best range. moderate speed

Desktop computer
mini-system

100 kHz-4 GHz
10 MHz-IB GHz

40-70 dB

Moderate cost. very high
accuracy. automated

Measurement
Technique

-

Remarks/Cost/
Accuracy /5peed

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
Variable Attenuators and OEM Step Attenuators
Models 375 series, 382 series, 393A, 394A, 33300 series, 33320 series

394A

33300A

33321H

P382A

393A, 394A Coaxial Variable Attenuator
33300 Series, 33320 Series
OEM Step Attenuators
Models 393A and 394A are high power, variable coaxial attenuators for the 0.5 to 2 G Hz range. They use the principle of a variable
directional coupler to achieve up to 120 dB range with 200 watt power
handling capability.
33300 series step attenuators provide wideband programmable signal level control. Magnetic latching solenoids switch individual attenuating elements into and out of contact with a 50-ohm transmission line. C/D models have separate indicator contacts and A/B models have no indicator contacts. Three three-digit connector options
(OXY) must be specified. X is the input connector, Y is the output
connector, first digit is always O. See specifications table for option
numbers.
33320 series step attenuators are compact versions of the 8494/5/6

393A, 394A, 33300 Series, 33320 Series
Specifications
Model

Freq
Range
(GHz)

Mode

Range

Remarks

bench attenuators on page 460 (same specifications) and are configured for designing into microwave systems and instruments. Manual
or electrically-actuated versions are available. The manual models
take less than 1.5 square inches of panel space. OEM quantity discounts are available for 33300 and 33320 series.

375 Series, 382 Series Waveguide Attenuators
Operation of these 382 series rotary-vane, continuously-variable attenuators depends on a mathematical law, rather than on the resistivity of the attenuator card. They are direct-reading and provide
accurate attenuation from 0 to 50 dB (60 dB for S382C) regardless of
temperature and humidity.
375A series variable nap attenuators consist of a short slotted section of waveguide in which a matched resistive strip is inserted.

Coaxial and Waveguide Catalog & Microwave Measurement Handbook
96 pages with over 350 measurement accessories. Request card at
back of this catalog.

375A Series 382 Series Specifications

Price

Model

Frequency
Range
(GHz)

S382C

26-3.95

±I %of reading
or 0.1 dB
whichever greater
±2% above 50 dB

0-60

WR 284
UG·584/U

$3450

G382A

3.95-585

±2% of reading
or 01 dB
whichever greater

0-50

WR 187
UG·407/U

$2325

J382A

5.3-82

±2% of reading
or 0.1 dB
whichever greater

0-50

WR 137
UG-441/U

$1950

Accuracy

Attenuation
Range
(dB)

Waveguide
&Equivalent
Flange

Price

393A

05-1

Manual

5-120 dB
Variable

200 Waverage

394A

1-2

Manual

6-120 dB
Variable

200 Waverage

33300 A/B
C/D

dc-18

Prog.

0-70 dB
10 dB steps

A&C models
12·15 V

$1050
$1090

33301 A/B
C/O

dc-18

Prog

0-42 dB
6 dB steps

B&D models
24-30 V

$1050
$1090

33304A/B
C/D

dc-18

Prog

0-11 dB
1dB steps

Connector options
available

$1390
$1425

H382A

705-100

$1875

Prog.

0-110 dB
10 dB steps

o N(l). 1: N(m)

WR 112
UG-138/U

dc-18

$1390
$1425

±2% of reading
or 0.1 dB
whichever greater

0-50

33305 A/B
C/O

X382A

82-124

0-50

WR90
UG-135/U

$1150

33320A
B

dc-4
dc-18

Manual

$ 590
$ 760

±2% of reading
or 0.1 dB
whichever greater

P382A

124-180

Prog.

WR62
UG-419/U

$1150

dc-4
dc-18

±2% of reading
or 01 dB
whichever greater

0-50

33320G
H

33321A

Manual

B
D

dc-4
dc-18
dc-26.5

33321G
H
K

dc-4
dc-18
dc-265

Prog.

33322A

dc-4
dc-18

Manual

B
33322G
H

dc-4
dc-18

Prog.

I-II dB
ldB steps
0-70 dB
10 dB steps

0-110 dB
10 db steps

$1650
$1575

2: 7mm(t). 3: 7mm(m)
5 SMA(f), 6 SMA(m)
SpeCifications Iden·
tical to 8494 series
prevIous page
SMA(f) connectors

$ 925
$1165

SpeCifications Iden·
tical to 8495 series
prevIous page

$ 425
$ 555
$ 835

K382A

18.0-265

±2% of reading
or 01 dB
whichever greater

0-50

WR42
UG-597/U

$1950

SMA if) connectors
(APC-3.5 on D/K)

$ 765
$ 860
$1260

R382A

265-400

±2% of reading
or 01 dB
whichever greater

0·50

WR28
UG-599/U

$1875

Specifications identical to 8496 series
prevIous page
SMA (f) connectors

$ 585
$ 760

X375A

8.2-124

±1dB,
±2 dB

0-20

WR90
UG-39/U

$ 550

$ 925
$1165

P375A

124-18

±1dB,
±2dB

0-20

WR 62
UG-419/U

$ 550

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
Coaxial Fixed Attenuators
Models 8491A/B, 8492A, 8493A/B, 8498A, 11581 /213A
• Flat frequency response
• Low SWR
• Specifications traceable to NBS
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Option 890

11581A

8491A/B, 8492A, 8493A/B Fixed Attenuators
Hewlett-Packard coaxial fixed attenuators provide precision attenuation, nat frequency response, low SWR over broad frequency
ranges at low prices. Attenuators are available in nominal attenuations of 3-dB and 6-dB, also 10-dB increments from 10 dB to 60 dB.
These attenuators are swept-frequency tested to ensure meeting
specifications at all frequencies. Calibration points are provided on a
nameplate chart attached to each unit.

11581 A, 11582A, 11583A Attenuator Sets
A set of four Hewlett-Packard attenuators-3, 6, 10 and 20 dBare furnished in a handsome walnut accessory case. The 11581 A set
consists of 8491 A attenuators. A set of 8491 B attenuators is contained in the 11582A, and the 11583A consists of 8492A attenuators.
In addition to the calibration label on each of the attenuators, the set
includes a calibration report. The calibration report is certified traceable to the National Bureau of Standards, and includes both the attenuation and the renection coefficients for each attenuator at four
frequencies for the 11581 A (dc, 4, 8, 12.4 G Hz) and five frequencies
for the 11582A and 11583A (dc, 4, 8, 12.4, 18 GHz). By specifying
option 890, calibration data is given at 26 frequencies (11581 A) or 42
frequencies (11582A and 11583A). See next page for exact frequency
lists.
These sets are ideal for calibration labs or where precise knowledge
of attenuation and SWR is desired.

8498A High Power Attenuator
The 8498A Option 030 is designed to meet the needs of high power
attenuation applications in the R F and microwave frequency range. It
is specified from dc to 18 GHz at 25 watts average, 500 watts peak,
from dc to 5.8 G Hz and 125 watts peak from 5.8 to 18 GHz. Available only in a 30 dB model (option 030), the unit offers low SWR
« 1.30 at 18 GHz) and good accuracy (± I dB at 18 GHz). The unit
also features 'human engineered' cooling fins that prevent operator
burns even under continuous maximum input power conditions.

Option 890 Calibration Data
Extensive calibration data is now available on H P attenuators at
low cost. When option 890 is specified for the fixed attenuators or
microwave step attenuators, standardized calibration data from 100
MHz to the upper frequency of the unit is provided, in frequency
steps no larger than 500 MHz. This data is generated from measurements made on an H P 8542 Automatic Network Analyzer and features excellent accuracy (traceable to NBS) and low cost (averages
less than $1 per frequency for three measurements). Data is given for
attenuation and the SWR of each port and is provided in a protective
plastic envelope.
Calibration data has important uses in applications such as R F substitution measurements and test system verification. Using the actual
calibration data rather than data sheet specifications allows the attenuation uncertainty to be red uced 60% or more. Also, the calculated mismatch uncertainty for a test system is lower if the actual SWR
data for the attenuators is used. Similar calibration data is used in HP
production areas to verify the performance of manual and automated
test systems. For automated system checkout, the calibrated unit is
tested and the results are compared to the previously stored calibration data. If the differences are within the measurement uncertainty,
proper operation is ensured. For step attenuators, the calibration data
can be used in automated test systems to more accurately characterize a device's characteristics. By storing the calibration data for the
individual steps, the measurement results can be adjusted by the actual amount of attenuation (for example, when a nominal 10 dB step is
actually 9.6 dB).
The calibration data frequencies. prices, and ordering information
for fixed attenuators are on the adjacent page, and the same information for step attenuators is on page 461.

8491 AI B series

8492 series

Ordering example
Include appropriate frequency range/connector and attenuation designations from the ordering example below with every attenuator
order.
Calibration Data
Include "Option 890" in addition to attenuation option when ordering calibration data.
Option 890

I
T
Connectors and Frequency
Range
lA: Type N (m,f), dc-12.4 GHz
18: Type N (m,f), dc-18 GHz
2A: APC-7, dc-18 GHz
3A: SMA (m,f), dc-I 2.4 G Hz
38: SMA (m,f), dc-IS G Hz
8A: Type N (m,f), dc-IS GHz
8498 is available in a 30 dB model only

8493A/B series

Option 010

84918

.:I:.

Coaxial & Waveguide Catalog & Microwave
Measurement Handbook
96 pages with over 350 measurement accessories. Request card at
back of this catalog.

Attenuation
003: 3 dB
006: 6 dB
010: 10 dB
020: 20 dB
030: 30 dB
040: 40 dB"
050: 50 dB"
060: 60 dB"
" Not available for
8493A/B

Price
$41)
Add $S5
$510
Add $\00
$920
Add $100

Ordering Information
11581A3,6,IO,20dBS49IAset
Option 890 Calibration Data
11582A 3, 6, 10, 20 dB 8491 B set
Option 890 Calibration Data
11583A 3, 6, 10,20 dB 8492A set
Option 890 Calibration Data

8491A/B, 8492A, 8493A/B, 8498A, Option 890 Specifications
Attenuation Accuracy

Model
B491A
3·30 dB

Frequency
Range
GHz
dc-12A

SWR
Maximum

Maximum
input
Power

dc-8 GHz 1.2
8-12A GHz 13

2 WAvg
100 WPeak

dc-18

dc-8 GHz 1.2
8-12AGHz 1.3
12A-18 GHz I 5

2 WAvg
100 WPeak

!O 3dB

oOA dB

!06 dB
-

-

!OJ dB
004 dB
dc-12A GHz dc-12A GHz
!05 dB
=OA dB
124-18 GHz 12A-18 GHz

~06

± I dB

dB

-

±0.6 dB

-

±06 dB
dc-12A GHz
± 1.0 dB
12A-18 GHz

-I dB

dc-18

dc-8 GHz 1 15
dc-12A GHz 1.25
124·18GHz 1.35

2W Avg
100 WPeak

=06 dB

!06 dB
dc-12A GHz
01.0 dB
124-18 GHz

dc-12A

dc-8 GHz 1.2
8-124GHz1.3

2 WAvg
100 WPeak

±OJ dB

=OA dB

-

30 dB
8493B
3·20 dB

dc-J8

dc-8 GHz 1.2
8-12A GHz 1.3
12A-18GHz. I 5

2 WAvg
100 WPeak

-

oOJ dB
± OA dB
dc-12A GHz dc-124 GHz
!05 dB
=04 dB
124-18 GHz 12A-IB GHz

!06 dB

1 dB

006 dB

dclB

dc-2 GHz J.l
2-12AGHz1.2
124-IB GHz1.35

Option 890
Calibration Data

Information

25 WAvg
500 WPeak
(dc-? GHz)
125WPeak
(lIB GHz)
500 Watt -,sec
max, per pulse

-

-

Models
B491A.8493A
8491 B B492A.
B493B 849BA

-

=I dB

±06 dB
dc-12A GHz
01.0 dB
124-IBGHz
-

~

-

1.5 dB
-

-

N(m,f)

$90

I---±2 dB

$125

-

$110

± 1.5 dB

±l.5 dB

-

-

= 2 dB

$155

-

$200
APe-?

-

±0.6 dB
-

-

30 dB
8498A
Option 030

+

-

40·60 dB
8493A
3·20 dB

! 1.5 dB

-

I----

-

±0.4 dB
=OJ dB
dc-12A GHz dc-124 GHz
- 0 4 dB
! 0.5 dB
12A-18 GHz 124-18 GHz

-

N(m.f)

40·60 dB
8492A
3·30 dB

Price
(SpeCi'j
option

Connector

-

40·60 db
8491B
3·30 dB

30 dB
60dB
3 dB
6 dB
10 dB
20 dB
40 dB
50 dB
(Option 003) (Option 006) (Option 010) (Option 020) (Option 030) (Option 040) (Option 050) (Option 060)

-

± 1.5 dB

+

1.5 dB

I----

±2 dB

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

$250
SMA (m.f)

$90

$\ 10
SMA(m/)

± I dB
~ 1dB

-

-

-

-

-

-

Calibration Frequencies
(MHz)
100.500.1000. every 500 MHz to
12000.12400. (26 frequenc,es)
Same as above plus 12500 10 16000
in 500 MHz steps. 16000 to IBOOO
in 250 MHz steps. (42 frequencies)

t--$110

N(m.f)

Oplion 890
Price
3d'c $20
add $25

$525

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
Coaxial Step Attenuators
Models 355 series, 8494/5/6 series, 11713A, 11716A/B
• Excellent repeatibility
• Manual and programmable
• Calibration data available

8495K option 004

355C

8495D option 004

355C/D/E/F Manual and Programmable Step
AUenuators, de to 1000 MHz
Precision attenuation from dc to 1000 MHz is available with these
Hewlett-Packard attenuators. Models 355C/E provide 0 to 12 dB in
I-dB steps and models 355D/F provide 0 to 120 dB in 10-dB steps.
For the 355E and 355F models, attenuation programming is done
through a 7-pin connector. All standard models are equipped with
BNC connectors.

8494A/B/G/H,8495A/B/D/G/H/K,
8496A/B/G/H Manual and Programmable

nector. With the HP 11713A Attenuator Driver, the attenuators are
easily integrated into a Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB)
automated system.

11716A/B Interconnection Kit
Convenient interconnection of I dB and 10 dB models is provided
with the 11716A/B. These kits provide a rigid RF cable, mounting
bracket, and screws to connect any pair of 8494/5/6 attenuators in
series (see picture above). Attenuators must be ordered separately.
Equivalent versions of these attenuators for incorporation in equipment (i.e., "OEM") are available under HP model numbers 33320,
33321, and 33322. See following pages.

Step Attenuators, de to 26.5 GHz
Three attenuation ranges are available: 0 to II dB in I-dB steps
(Model 8494),0 to 70 dB in 10-dB steps (Model 8495) and 0 to 110
dB in 1O-d B steps (Model 8496). There is choice of three connectors
Type N (f), SMA (f), and APC-7 (APC-3.5 on 8495D/K only).
Manual and programmable versions are available as well as coverage
of three frequency ranges (dc-4G Hz, dc-18 G Hz, and dc-26.5 G Hz).
Calibration data (SWR and attenuation) is available on the
8494/5/6 models as option 890. The data is generated by an automatic network analyzer test system and is given for each step of the
attenuator at 14 frequencies (dc-4 G Hz models) or 47 frequencies
(dc-18 GHz models); sec frequency lists on next page. This data is
very useful for improving measurement accuracy in manual and automated test systems.
Each attcnuator consists of three or four attenuation sections connected in cascade. Attenuator sections are inserted and removed by
cam-actuated "edge line" contacts. These contacts are gold-plated
leaf-springs that ensure long life (over a million steps) and high repeatibility (typically 0.03 dB).
The G, H, and K programmable models offer the same high performance as the manual models with the addition of fast switching solenoids. Attenuation programming is done through a 12-pin connector.
For ease of connection to the driving circuit, each attenuator is provided with a five-foot cable assembly that includes the mating con-

11713A Attenuator / Switch Driver
This instrument has all of the necessary features to provide HP-IB
control of up to two programmable attenuators of the 8494/5/6 or
33320/ I /2 series and concurrently up to two electro-mechanical
switches (e.g., 8761 B or 33311 series). Alternatively, the 11713A can
be used to supply +24 Y common and ten pairs of transistor switches
(total current less than 1.25A) to control up to ten relays. The
11713A includes an integral power supply with short circuit protection that can simultaneously provide 125 milliamps at 24 volts to all
contacts for control of the attenuators and switches, so no external
power supply is needed. For convenience in connecting 8490 or
33320-series attenuators, two 5-foot cables with appropriate connectors are supplied.
A local mode and front panel push buttons allow switches and attenuator sections to be operated manually. Switching time for the
drivers is less than 10 milliseconds.

Ordering Information

Price

11713A
11716A
117168
11717A

$1375
$160
$225
$25

Attenuator/Switch Driver
Interconnection Kit for Type N (f) Connectors
Interconnection Kit for APC-7 Connectors
Attenuator/Switch Rack Mount Support Kit

461

1

1

[hpl
How to Order the 8494/5/6 Series Attenuators
Each order must include basic model number, suffix letter, and connector option.
-------Optional calibration data.
rl

8494 A Option 001 Option 890

---c=
A (Manual, dc-4 GHz)
B (Manual, dc-IS GHz)
0 (Manual, dc-26.5 GHz)G (Programmable, dc-4 GHz)
H (Programmable, dc-IS GHz)
- Option 004 is only available K (Programmable, dc-26.5 GHz)on '0' and 'K' models.
4 (ldB step, II dB max)
5 (10 dB step, 70 dB max)
6 (IOdB step, 110 dB max)

1001
002
003
004

(N-Female)
(SMA Female)
(APC-7)
(APC-3.5 Female)-

355 Series, 8494/5/6 Series Specifications
Model
and
(Switching
Mode)
355C
(Manual)

Power
Frequency
Range
(GH1)
dc-l

Incremental
Attenuation
(dB)
0-12
I dB steps

SWR
Maximum
(50n Nominal)
dc-0.25 GHz: 1.2
dc-0.5 GHz: 1.3
dc-1.0 GHz: 1.5

LOll

Attenuation

Minimum

Solenoid
Voltage
Speed

(0 dB selling)

Accuracy

Life

Power

±0.1 dB @ 1000 Hz
±0.25 db: dc-05 GHz
±0.35 dB: dc-l.0 GHz

05 Wavg
350 W peak
0.6
million
steps

-

Insertion
0.11 dB +
1.39 dB/GHz

Rating,

355E
(Programmabie)
3550
(Manual)

dc-l

0-120
10 dB steps

dc-0.25 GHz: 1.2
dc-0.5 GHz: 1.3
dc-1.0 GHz 1.5

0.11 dB +
1.39 dB/GHz

355F
(Program·
mabie)
B494A
(Manual)

dc-4

0-11
I dB Steps

0.6 dB +
0.09 dB/GHz

1.5

8494G
(Programmabie)
8494B
(Manual)

dc-IB

0-11
1 dB steps

dc-8 GHz: 1.5
dc-12.4 GHz 1.6
dc-18 GHz: 1.9

0.6 dB +
009 dB/GHz

8494H
(Programmabie)

8495A
(Manual)

dc-4

0-70
10 dB steps

1.35

04 db +
0.07 dB/GHz

±0.3 dB @ 1000 Hz
± 1.5 dB to 90 dB, and
±3 dB to 120 dB
@ 1 GHz

±0.2 dB:
± 0.3 dB:
±0.4 dB:
±0.5 dB:

1-2 dB
3--6 dB
7-10 dB
11 dB

dc-8 GHz: 1.35
dc-12.4 GHz: 1.5
dc-18 GHz: 1.7

0.4 dB +
0.07 db/GHz

8495H
(Programmabie)
84950
(Manual)

dc-26.5

0-70
10 dB steps

dc-12,4 GHz: 1.6
12,4-18 GHz: 1.9
18-26.5 GHz: 2.2

05 dB +
0.13 dB/GHz

8495K
(Programmabie)
8496A
(Manual)

1 Wavg
100 W peak
10 IJ.S max.
1 million
steps

::t 1.7% of setting or
±O.4 dB, whichever
is greater

1 Wavg
100 Wpeak

dc-4

0-110
10 dB steps

1.5

0.6 dB +
0.09 dB/GHz

±3% dc-12.4 GHz
±4%: dc-18 GHz
% in dB 1rom
Atten. Setting

dc-18

0-110
10 dB sleps

dc-8 GHz: 1.5
dc-12,4 GHz: 1.6
dc-18 GHz: 1.9

06 dB +
009 dB/GHz

8496H
(Programmabie)

20-30 V
<20ms
2.7W

-

1 Wavg
100 Wpeak
10,u.s max.
1 million
steps

± 1.7% of setting or
± 0.4 dB, whichever
is greater

I Wavg
100 Wpeak
10,u.s max.
I million
steps
1 Wavg
100 Wpeak
10,u.s max.
1 million
steps

Connector
Option.
Available

67 H X 70 WX 152 mm 0
(2.6 X 2.75 X 6 In.)
1.4 kg (3Ib)

20-30 V
<20ms
2.7W

20-30 V
<20m,
2.7W

-

20-30 V
<20ms
2.7W

20-30 V
<20ms
2.7W

$290
BNC (f)
See Note I

67 H X 70 W X 152 mm D
(2.6 X 2.75 X 6 in.)
1.4 kg (3Ib)

$290
BNC (I)
See Note 1
$500

43 H X 73 WX 159 mm D
(1.7 X 2.9 X 6.2 in.)
0.9 kg (2Ib)
43 H X 73 W 142 mm D
(1.7 X 2.9 X 5.6 'n.)

001
002
003
See Note 2

43 H X 73 W X 159 mm D
(1.7 X 2.9 X 6.2 in.)
43 H X 73 W X 142 mm D
(1.7 X 2.9 x 5.6 'n.)

$600
$940

$775
001
002
003
See Note 2
$1180

43 H X 73 W X 130 mm D
(1.7 X 2.9 X 5.1'n.)
09 kg (2 Ib)
43 H X 73 W X 114 mm D
(l.7 X 2.9 X 4.5 ,n.)
43 H X 73 W X \30 mm D
(1.7 X 2.9 X 5.1 ,n.)
0.9 kg (2 Ib)
43 H X 73 W X 114 mm D
(1.7 X 2.9 X 4.5 in)
43 H X 52 WX 159 mm D
62 In)
blg'~

&\0

20-30 V
<20ms
2.7W

Price

$500

0.9 kg (2 Ib)

10 j,LS max.

1 Wavg
100 Wpeak
10,u.s max.
1 million
steps

::!::3%: dc-12.4 GHz
+4%:dc-18 GHz
% in dB trom
Atten. Setting

-

20-30 V
<20ms
2.7W

±3%: dc-12,4 GHz
±4%: dc-18 GHz
± 7% dc-26.5 GHz
% in dB from
Atten. Setting

8496G
(Programmabie)
8496B
(Manual)

1 million
steps

steps
0-70
10 dB steps

15-lBV
<65 ms
3.0W

I Wavg
100 Wpeak

1 million

dc-18

-

10 IJ.S max

dc-12.4 GHl
±0.3 dB: 1-2 dB
±0,4 dB: 3-4 dB
±0.5 dB: 5-6 dB
±0.6 dB: 7-10 dB
±0.7 dB: 11 dB
dc-18 GHz
±0.7 dB: 1-5 dB
±0.8 dB: 6-9 dB
±0.9 dB: 10-11 dB

8495G
(Programmabie
8495B
(Manual)

0.5 Wavg
350 Wpeak
06
million
steps

15-lBV
<65ms
JOW

Size,
Shipping
Weight

43 H X 52 W X 168 mm D
(1.7 X 21 X 6.6 in.)
43HX73Wx159mmD
(1.7 X 2.9 X 6.2'n.)
09 kg (2Ib)
43 H X 73 WX 142 mm D

001
002
003
See Note 2

$435

001
002
003
See Note 2

$570

$780

$875

$850
004
APC-3.5
See Note 2

$1275

001
002
003
See Note 2

$600

001
002
003
See Note 2

$775

$940

(1.7 X 2.9 X 5.6 in)
43 H X 73 W X 159 mm D
(1.7 X 2.9 X 6.2 in.)
0.9 kg (2 Ib)
43 H X 73 W X 142 mm D
(l.7 X 29 X 56 in.)

$1180

Option 890 Frequency li.t (MHz)

Model.

DC to 4 GHz Models:
100.300,500,700,900,1000, 1250.1500,
1750, 2000. 2500, 3000, 3500, 4000

8494A/G, 8496A/G, 33320A/G, 33322A/G
8495A/G, 33321A/G

add $130
add $110

DC to 18 GHz Models
Same as above to 4000 MHz, every 500 MHz to 16000
(plus 12400 MHz). every 250 MHz from 16000 to 18000.

8494B/H, 8496B/H, 33320B/H, 33322B/H
8495B/H.3332IB/H

add $170
add $150

Option 890

Price
Option 890
CaUbration Data

Information

Note 1: 355C/D/E/F connector opt,ons (BNC (I) standard)
Opt,on 001 N(f)
Opt,on 005 TNC(t)
Option 007 Transistor protection

Price
add $25
add $10
add $55

Note 2: 8494/5/6 orders must specify connector option. See ordering example above.
Option 001 N(I)
Option 002 SMA(f)
Option 003 APC-7
Option 004 APC-3.5 (8495D/K only)

N/C
N/C
add $55
N/C

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
Coaxial Single and Dual-Directional Couplers
Models 770 series, 790 series, 116910, 116920
• Broadband coverage
• High directivity
• Close tracking

116920

7740

116910

779D Directional Coupler
The HP 779D spans more than two octaves from 1.7 to 12.4 GHz
with excellent directivity. With increased coupling factor (typically
24 dB), the 779 is useful down to 500 MHz. Upper frequency usefulness extends to 18 GHz with directivity reduced to about 15 dB. Various connector options are available.

790 Series Directional Couplers (Octave
Bands)
The 790 directional couplers are ultra-flat, high directivity couplers
which are ideal for power-monitoring applications in coaxial systems.
Output coupling (ratio of output power from main and auxiliary
arms) is specified rather than coupling factor. Thus, no correction
factor is required to account for insertion loss in the main arm.

11691D Directional Coupler
The 11691 D is an ultra-wide-band single-directional coupler covering 2 to 18 GHz with high directivity. It is useful as a power monitoring or leveling coupler, or for making reflection measurements.
Couplers are preferred over broadband bridges in reflectometer applications in situations where the power level of the source is limited,
or where simultaneous measurement of return loss and insertion loss
is desired.

774D-777D Dual-Directional Couplers
(Octave Bands)
The economical 774D-777D couplers cover frequency spreads of
more than two-to-one, each centered on one of the important
VHFjUHF bands. With their high directivity and a mean coupling
accuracy of ± 0.5 dB, these couplers are ideal for reflectometer applications. Furthermore, the close tracking of the auxiliary arms makes
these couplers particularly useful for reflectometers driven by externally leveled sweep oscillators such as the HP 8690B and 8620C.
Power ratings are 50 W average, 500 W peak,

778D, 11692D Dual-Directional Couplers
(Multi-Octave Bands)
These couplers are ideal for swept-frequency reflectometer testing
of broadband coaxial components. The 778D covers 100 MHz to 2
GHz and the 11692D covers 2 to 18 GHz. High directivity and close
tracking of the auxiliary arms are featured. Various connector options are available. Both couplers handle 50 W average power. Peak
power: 778D, 500W; 11692D, 250 W.

7740, 7750, 7760, 7770, 7780, 116920
Specifications

Model

Frequency
Range
(GHz)

Nominal
Coupling
(dB)

Maximum
Coupling
Variation
(dB)

Minimum
Directivity
(dB)

SWR
Primary Line
Maximum
(5011 Nom,)

Price

7740

0215-0.450

20

±1

40

1.15

$610

7750'

0.450-0940

20

±1

40

1.15

$625

7760'

0940-190

20

±1

40

1.15

$610

7770

190-4.0

20

±0.4

12

77B0

010-20

20

±1

30
0.1-1 GHz:36'
1-2 GHz:32

$715
$725

116920

20-180

22

± I inCident
to test port

7790, 790 Series, 116910 Specifications

Model

Frequency
Range
(GHz)

Mean
Output
Coupling
(dB)

Output
Coupling
Variation
(dB)

7790

17-12.4

20 ± 05

±075

7960

0.96-211

20 ± 05

7970

19-41

798C

37-83

116910

2-18

Minimum
Directivity
(dB)

Equivalent'
Source
Match

Price

17-4 GHz 30
4-12.4 GHz: 26

12

$825

±0.2

30

113

$500

20 ± 0.5

±02

26

1.16

$500

10 ± 0.3

±03

20

125

$575

22
Nominal

±10

2-8 GHz: 30 dB
8-18 GHz:26 dB

12

$1190

7960·798C Standard connectors
Primary Line: N(f), N(m)
Auxiliary Arm N(f)

2-8 GHz: 30 2-12.4 GHz:1.3
8-18 GHz: 26' 12.4-18 GHz:14

$2050

7740-7770 Standard connectors
Primary line N(m), N(f)
Auxiliary Arm N(f), N)f)
7780 Standard connectors
Primary Line: N(m), N(f): AUXiliary Arms N(f), N(f)

7790 Standard connectors
Primary Line N(m) Input. N(t) output: aUXiliary arm N(f)
Option 010: Primary line N(f) Input. N(m) output: aUXiliary output N(f)
Other options: APC-7 on any or all ports

1.1

Option 011: Primary Line, APC-7, N(!)
Option 012: Primary Line, N(m), N(f)
N/C
Contact HP

116910 Standard connectors
Primary line: APC-7, APC-7; Auxiliary Arm: N(f)
Option 001: All N(f)
Option 005: All APC-7
'Apparent SWR at the output port of acoupler when used in aclosed-loop leveling system.

116920 Standard connectors
Primary line N(f), APC-7: AUXiliary Arms: N(f), N(f)
Option 001: Primary line, N(f), N(!)
Option 002: Primary Line, N(f), N(m)

less $30
add $25

add $25
N/C

'Maximum auxiliary arm tracking: 0.3 dB for 7760:0.5 dB for 7770
230 dB, 0.1 to 2GHz, Input port
'24 dB with Type Nconnector on the test port.

less $15
less $15

MICROWAVE TEST EaUIPMENT
Coaxial Directional Detectors and Waveguide Directional Couplers
Models 780 series, 752 series

• Flat frequency response
• Low equivalent source match
• High directivity to > 40 dB

• Low SWR
• Coverage to 40 GHz

7860

X752A

780 Series Directional Detectors
The 780 series detectors are directional couplers with built-in crystal detectors. The couplers have nat frequency response and good
directivity, while the detectors have good frequency response plus
high sensitivity. The configuration of the directional detector reduces
the number of ambiguities over the standard system of separate coupler and detector and makes possible tighter correlation between
main-arm power and detected signal. The directional detector is well
suited for sweep oscillator leveling and can also be used to monitor
power with a voltmeter or oscilloscope.
+0.2 r r - - - - - , - - - - - , - - - - - - - - , r - - - - - - , - - - - ,
Detector
Output
(dB)

r-----+-- '----+----" -----+

Mean ~..

752 Series Waveguide Directional Couplers
The HP 752 series couplers are specified to meet a wide variety of
microwave applications. Every coupler has a minimum directivity of
40 dB over its entire frequency range. Each coupler is swept-frequency tested to ensure that the main guide SWR and directivity specifications are accurate. Performance characteristics are unaffected by
humidity, temperature, and ti me, making these units especially useful
in microwave "standards" measurements.
The 752 couplers are an essential part of many waveguide measurement systems. Attenuation measurements, renectometer setups, power measurements, source leveling and network analysis are just a few
areas in which these couplers arc used.

752 Series Specifications
-0.2

L-L

-'-

0.96

----'

1.25

2.0

1.75

2.11

780 Series specifications
Standard Connectors
Output: All models, N (f)
Input: 786D-788C, N (m); 789C, N (f)

Model

Frequency
Range
(GHz)

Frequency'
Response

Equivalent'
Source
Match

Price

7860
7870
788C

0.96-211
1.9-4.1
37-83

±0.2
±0.2
:':03

1.13
1.16
1.25

$625
$625
$775

789C

8-12.4

±0.5

125

$950

'Includes coupler and detector vanallon with frequency as read on 8 meter calibrated tor square-law
detector (e.g., HP 415E).

2Apparenl SWR at the output port of the directional detector when used in
system.

Model

Frequency
Range
(GHz)

Nominal
Coupling
(dB)

J752A
J752C
J7520
H752A
H752C
H7520
X752A
X752C
X7520
P752A
P752C
P752D
K752A
K752C

585-82
585-82
585-82
705-10.0
705-100
705-100
82-124
8.2-124
82-124
124-180
124-180
124-18.0
18.0-265
18.0-26.5

3
10
20
3
10
20
3
10
20
3
10
20
3
10

K7520
R752A
R752C
R7520

18.0-26.5
26.5-40.0
265-400
26.5-400

20
3
10
20

--l._ _

...L.

8

closed-loop leveling

Mean
Coupling
Accuracy
(dB)

±04
,,04
!04
±04
+04
,04
±04
±04
±04
±0.4
±04
±04
±0.7
±0.7
±0.7
±0.7
±0.7
±0.7

Maximum
Coupling Minimum
Variation Directivity
(dB)
(dB)

±05
"05
±05
!05
±05
±05
±0.5
±05
±05
±05
±0.5
±05
±0.5
±0.5

40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

±0.5
±0.5
±0.5
+0.6

40
40
40
40

Waveguide
&
Flange

Price

$950

WR137
UG-441/U
WRl12
UF-138/U

~
f--$950
$710

~
f--$710
$530

f---

WR90
UG-135/U

~
$510
$535

t--

WR62
UG-419/U

~
$650

f---

$650

WR42
UG-595/U

f---

WR28
UG-599/U

~
~

$650
$700

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
Coaxial Crystal Detectors
Models 420C, 423A/B, 8470A/B,8471A, 8472A, 8473B/C, 33330B/C
• Flat frequency response
• High burnout protection

• Low SWR
• Field replaceable detector elements

423A

333308
84708 Opt 012

8471A

8472A

423A, 8470A, 8471A, 8472A Point-Contact
Detectors

4238
84708

423B, 8470B, 8473B/C, 33330B/C Low Barrier
Schottky (LBS) Detectors
The low-barrier Schottky (LBS) detectors are a state-of-the-art addition to the H P family of high performance detectors. Various models provide coverage to 12.4, 18, and 26.5 G Hz and input connectors
are Type N, APC-7, or APC-3.5 depending on frequency range. Output connector is BNC (f) except for the 33330BjC (SMC).
Matched pairs (Opt 001), square low load (Opt 002), and positive
polarity output (Opt 003) are available for most models.

These point-contact detectors have been widely used for many years
and provide high performance at an economical price. The 8470A,
8470A Opt 012, and 8472A provide APC-7, Type N, and SMA connector versions to 18 G Hz. Matched pairs are available for applications requiring close detector tracking, and all but the 8472A can be
supplied with video loads for optimum conformance to square law.

Coaxial & Waveguide Catalog &
Microwave Measurement Handbook
96 pages with over 350 measurement accessories. Use request card at
back of this catalog.

Coaxial Crystal Detector Specifications
Model
420C
423B

423A

8470B
8470B
Opt 012
8470A
8470A
Opl012
8473B
8473C

8472A

33330B
33330C

Frequency
Range
(CHz)
001-124
POint Contact
001-124
LBS
0.0112.4
POint Contact
001·180
LBS

Maximum
Input
(Peak or
Average)
100mW

Short·Term
Maximum
Input
(·.1 min.)
01 walt

Option 001
Matched Pair
(order 2 units
for each pair)
01 dB

200 mW

1 watt

:02 dB to 12.4 GHz

100mW

01 walt

,,02 dB to 8 GHz
=03 dB 1012.4 GHz

=2

SWR
Maximum
(50!! Nom.)
20

o 0.2/octave to 8 GHz
,03 overall

<1.I5t04GHz
,13 to 12.4 GHz

>0.5 mVI

00.2/0ctave to 8 GHz

< 12 10 4 5GHz
<.135 to 7GHz
< 15 to 124 GHz
<1.15 to 4 GHz
<13 to 15 GHz
<14toI8GHz

>0.4 mVI
<05 mV I

200mW

1 walt

,02 dB to 124 GHz
=03dBto 18GHz

<12 to 4.5 GHz
<.135 to 7 GHz
<15to12.4GHz
<.1 7 to 18 GHz
<.1.2 to 12.4GHz
<15to 18GHz
< 1.2 to 4 GHz

>0.4 mV I

\OOmW

0.1 watt

=0.2 dB to 8 GHz
=03 dB to 12.4 GHz
,0.6 dB to 18 GHz

001
002
003

200mW

1watt

>0.5 mV/~W

200 mW

1watt

<151018GHz

to 18 GHz
>0.18 mV I

00.2 dB to 124 GHz
,03 dB to 18 GHz
+02 dB to 12.4GHz
·03 dB to 18 GHz
+05 dB to 26.5 GHz

100mW

01 walt

200 mW

Frequency
Response
(dB)

Low Level
Sensitivity
>0.15 mV I
~W

00.50verali
=O~octave

to 8 GHz
= 3 to 124 GHz
,06 to 18 GHz

001·180
POint Contact

=0.2/0ctave to 8 GHz

00H80
LBS
001-265
LBS

,0.2/octave to 8 GHz

+05to 124GH
·10 to 18 GHz

=0.6 to 18 GHz
=0.6 to 20 GHz
,15 With a
-35 dB slope
20 to 265 GHz

001-180
POlnl Contact

=02/0ctave to 8 GHz

00\·180
LBS
001·265
LBS

,06

,0510124GHz

~W

~W

~W

Input
Connector
N(m)

Output
Connector
BNC (I)

Price
$110

N(m)

BNC (I)

$225

003
N(m)

BNC (I)

$175

001
002
003
001
002
003

AP(.7

$275

N1m)
AP(.7

BNC (I)

$265
$215

001
003
001
003

N(m)
APC-35
(m)
APC-35
1m)

BNC (f)
BNC (f)

$200
$255

BNC (f)

$300

=02 dB to 8 GHz
003 dB to 12.4 GHz
+0.6 dB to 18 GHz

001
003

SMA
(m)

BNC II)

$200

1watt

,,03 dB

$250

1watt

,03 dB to 18 GHz
=05 dB 10 26.5 GHz

APC-35
(m)
APC·35
(m)

SMC(m)

200mW

001
003
001
003

SMC (m)

$285

3 Vrms

3 Vrms

No

004
005
006

BNC
(m)

BNC (t)

$80

~W

>05 mVI

Options
Available
001
003
001
002

~W

~W

<22 to 26.5 GHz
<1.2 to 4 5 GHz
< 135 to 7 GHz
<15to 12.4GHz
< 17 to 18 GHz
<15

to 265 GHz

>0.4 mVI
~W

>05 mV I
~W

006 to 20 GHz
,15 With
a·35 dB slope
2010265 GHz

·-15 to 18 GHz
<22 to 265 GHz

,06 (typical)
:to 1/100 MHz

13 (typical)
50!!

>0.5 mV I~W
to 18 GHz
Degrades to
0.18mV/~W

at265 GHz
8471A

100 kHz-12 GHz
POint Contact

>035 mVI
~W

Options
Option 001: Extra Detector-selected to have matching response to
standard detector.
Option 002: Optimum square law load.
Option 003: Positive polarity output.
Model 8471 A
NjC
004: positive output
add $10
005: 75 ohm negative output
add $10
006: 75 ohm positive output

Point Contact Detectors

Low Barrier Schottky Diodes

Model

Opt. 001

Opt. 002

Opt. 003

Model

Opt. 001

Opt. 002

Opt. 003

420C

add$150
add $225
add $265
add $240

nl a

N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C

423B
8470B
8472B
84738
8473C
33330B
33330C

add $275
add $325
add $320
add $305
add $350
add $290
add $325

add $25
add $25

add $35
add $35
add $35
add $35
add $35
add $30
add $30

423~

8470A
8472A

add $25
add $25

n/a

n/a
nl a
nl a
n/a
n/a

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
Waveguide Crystal Detectors; Frequency Meters
Models 422A, 424A, 532 Series, 536A, 537 A

•
H532A

422 Series, 424 Series Crystal Detectors
The 422A and 424A families of crystal detectors combine high sensitivity with flat frequency response and low SWR to provide waveguide band coverage from 3.95 to 40 G Hz. They deliver between 0.2
and 0.4 mY /IlW output at low level and handle 100 mW peak input.
SWR ranges from 1.35 at G-band to 3 at R-band.
For reflectometer applications in which both flat frequency response and square-law characteristics are important, these models
can be supplied as matched pairs (Option 001) and an optimum
square-law load (Option 002).

422 Series, 424 Series Waveguide Crystal
Detector Specifications
Option 001
Frequency Matched Pair
Response
Tracking
(dB)
(dB)

Option 003
Positive
Output
Available

Wmguide
&
Equivalent
Flange

Model

Frequency
Range
(GHz)

G424A

395-5.85

±0.2

±0.2 dB

Yes

WRI87
UG-407/U

$275

J424A

52-82

±0.2

±0.2 dB

Yes

WR137
UG-441/U

$275

H424A

7.05-10.0

::0.2

±02 dB

Yes

WR112
UG-138/U

$275

WR90

$250

X424A

8.2 124

±03

±03 dB

Yes

Price

UG-13~/U

532 Series, 536A, 537 A Frequency Meters
These direct-reading frequency meters measure frequencies from
5.30t040GHz in waveguide and from 960 MHz to 12.4GHz in coax
quickly and accurately. Their long scales and numerous calibration
marks provide high resolution which is particularly useful when measuring frequency differences or small frequency changes. Frequency
is read directly in GHz so neither interpolation nor charts are required.
The instruments comprise a special transmission section with a
high-Q resonant cavity which is tuned by a choke plunger. A I dB or
greater dip in output indicates resonance; virtually full power is transmitted off resonance. Overall accuracy of each frequency meter includes allowance for 0 to )00 percent relative humidity and
temperature variation from 13 to 33°C. Except for the J532A, there
are no spurious modes or resonances.

Coaxial & Waveguide Catalog Microwave Measurement
Handbook
96 pages with over 350 measurement accessories. Request card at
back of this catalog.

532 Series, 536A and 537 A Specifications

M424A

100 150

±05

±05 dB

Yes

WR75
Cover

$325

P424A

12.4-180

±05

±0.5 dB

Yes

WR62
UG-419/U

$275

K422A

180-265

±2

± 1dB

No

WR42
UG-595/U

$665

R422A

265-400

±2

± 1 dB

No

WR28
UG-599/U

$665

W/G·Coal
Equivalent
Flange
(Connector)

Model

Frequency
Range
(GHz)

Overall
Accuracy
(%)

Calibration
Increment
(MHz)

536A

0.96-420

096 to 1GHz
0.22
1to 4.2 GHz:
0.17

2

Coax
Type N(I)

$1240

Price

537A

3.7-124

0.170

10

Coax
Type N(I)

$900

Option 001: extra detector. selected to have matching response to standard detector
Option 002: optimum square-law load
Option 003: positive polarity output

J532A

530 8.20

0.065

2

WR137
UG·441/U

$1675

Option Prices

H532A

7.05-100

0.075

2

WR112
UG-138/U

$1675

X532B

820-12.4

0.080

5

WR90
UG·39/U

$875

P532A

124-180

0.100

5

WR62
UG-419/U

$875

K532A

180-265

0110

10

WR42
UG-595/U

$1190

R532A

26.5-40.0

0.120

10

WR28
UG-599/U

$1150

Model

Opt. 001

Opt. 002

Opt. 003

G424A
H424A
J424A
K422A

add $315
add $315
add $315
add $755

add $20
add $20
add $20
add $20

N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C

M424A

add $365

add $20

N/C

P424A
R422A
S424A
X424A

add$315
add $755
add $365
add $290

add $20
add$20
add $20
add $20

N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C

465
1
1

[hpJ

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
Slotted Lines, Carriage, Probes
Models 440A, 4428, 444A, 4478, 4488, 80SC, 809C, 8108 series, 816A, 8178

• Precision reflection measurements 0.5 to 18 GHz

4428

805C

4478

X8108

8178

81SA

809C

80SC Coaxial Slotted Line System, 0.5 to 4 GHz
Model 805C slotted line system. employs 5 parallel ground planes
and a rigid center conductor. This configuration has negligible slot
radiation and is less sensitive to probe depth. The probe is tunable
from 500 to 4000 MHz.

8178 Coaxial Swept Slotted Line System, 1.8 to
18 GHz
817 B fully tested system provides comprehensive swept frequency
reflection data with the accuracy inherent in slotted lines. 817B consists of the 816A line, 809C carriage, and the 448B sweep adapter
which accepts the detectors of the HP8755 Frequency Response Test
Set.

80SC, 8178 Specifications
Model

Frequency
Range (GHz)

SWR
Residual

805C

05-40

104

8178

8178
Options

18-18.0

106

Connectors

Remarks

Price

AN(m)
N(f)

11512A N(m)
short.l1511A
N(f) short
furnished

$2150

APC7
N(f)

11512A N(m)
short.
11565A APC-7
short
furnished

$2175

810B Series, 816A Specifications
Model

Frequency
Range (GHz)

SWR
Residual

WG & Flange
or Coax Conn.

J8108

53-8.2

101

WR 137
UG-441/U

H8108

705-100

101

WR \12
UG-138/U

X8108

82-124

101

WR90
UG-135/U

P8108

124-18.0

101

816A

18-180

102-104

Remarks

Price

Use with 809C
Carnage.
444A or
4428 + 440A
Probes

$750

WR 62
UG-419/U

Use with
809C carnage
444A Probe

$550

Coaxial APC-7
N(f)

11512A N(m) Short
11565A APC-7 Short
furnished
Use with
809C Carnage
4478 Probe or
4488 Sweep Adapter

$800

Opt 011

80th APC-7

Opt 022

N(m). N(f)

$550
$750

Add $25
Less
$15

440A, 4428, 444A, 4478, 4488
Probes/ Adapters

001 APC-7 connectors on 4488 probes

ado $55

022 N(m) and N(f) connectors on 816A slotted seclion

less $15

809C Slotted Line Carriage
The 809C carriage operates with the 816A coaxial slotted section
and four 810B waveguide slotted sections. It is compatible with the
442B, 444A, 447B, and 448B coaxial probes. The carriage has a
centimeter scale with a vernier reading to 0.1 mm, and provision is
made also for mounting a dial gauge if more accurate probe position
reading is required.

8108 Series, 816A Slotted Sections
810B waveguide and 816A coaxial slotted sections are used with
the 809C carriage. The 810B waveguide sections accept the 444A
untuned probe or the 442B probe plus 440A tuned detector. The
816A coaxial line accepts the 447B probe or the 448B adapter sets.

440A is a tunable mount (I N21 crystal not supplied) for 2.4-12.4
GHz, to be used on the 442 broadband probe. 442B fits the 809C
carriage and provides sampled rf at a Type N jack.
444A is an untuned probe for 2_6-18 GHz for use with the 809C
carriage or other J), inch (19 mm) mounting hole and the 81 OB waveguide sections. 447B is similarly used with the 809C and the 816A
coaxial section for 1.8 to 18 G Hz.
448B sweep adapter probe has Type N connectors for mating with
the detectors of the HP8755 Frequency Response Test Set.

Coaxial & Waveguide Catalog
96 pages with over 350 measurement accessories. Use request card at
back of this catalog.

Ordering Information
440A Detector mount
4428 R F probe
444A Untuned probe
4478 Detector probe
448B Slotted line sweep adapter probes 1.8-18 G Hz
809C Slotted line carriage

Price
$275
$215
$215
$300
$b50
$750

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
Coaxial and Waveguide Terminations
Models 905,907-911,914,920,923,930
• Precision loads and shorts for measurements to 40 GHz
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11512A
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905A, 907A, 911A, 911C Coaxial Sliding Loads
The 905A, 907 A and 911 A are movable, low reflection 501l10ads
for precision measurements. The 905A and 907 A are supplied with
three interchangeable connectors, N-male, N-female and APC-7.
The 911 A is supplied with SMA male and female.
The 911 C is a sliding load designed for 3.5 mm coaxial transmission
lines and uses the APC-3.5 connector. This permits mode-free operation to 26.5 G Hz. The 911 C is furnished with interchangeable male
and female connectors in a carrying case.

.

X914B

X930A

905A, 907A, 911A, 911C Specifications
HP
Model

Frequency
range (GHz)

Load SWR

905A

18-18

907A

1-18

X910B

Power
rating

Length
(mm) in.

Shipping
weight

105

1Wavg
5kW pk

(440)
1725

$500

11.1-15 GHz:
105.15-18 GHz

1Wavg
5kW pk

(14 kg)
31b
(41 kg)
91b
(14 kg)
31b
(1.7 kg)
3.81b

$900

(778)

911A

2-18

l1. 2-4 GHz:
105.4-18 GHz

1Wavg.
5kW pk

3062
(380)
14.87

911C

2-265

12.2-10 GHz.
107. 10-265 GHz

1Wavg.
5 kW pk

(266)
105

Price

$900
$490

The 908A and 909A terminations are low-reflection loads for terminating 501l coaxial systems in their characteristi'c impedance.

908A, 909A Specifications
Frequency
Range (GHz) Impedance

Power
Rating
I, Wavg.
1kW pk

SWR

908A

dc-4

50 ohms

105

909A

dc-18

50 ohms

105. 0-4 GHz:
11. 4-124 GHz
125.124-18 GHz

2Wavg
300 Wpk

106.0-4 GHz:
111. 4-124GHz
13. 124-18GHz

2 Wavg
300 Wpk

909A
OptIOn 012
and
OptIOn 013

dc-18

50 ohms

910A/B, 914A Waveguide
Fixed and Movable Terminations
The 910AjB are fixed terminations for waveguide systems. The
9l4AjB are similar to the 910AjB, except that their absorptive elements are movable and locking plungers control the position of the
elements.

910A/B, 914A/B Specifications

908A, 909A Coaxial Fixed Terminations

HP
Model

H920A

Model

Frequency
Range (GHz)

J910A

53-82

H910A

705-10.0

SWR
102
1.02

Power
Rating

Waveguide
Size

(EIA)

Price

1watt

Type
fixed

WR137

$250

1watt

fixed

WRI12

$165

Connector

Price

X9108

8.2-124

1015

1watt

fixed

WR90

$175

Nmale

$75

P910A

124-18

102

1watt

fixed

WR62

$145

APC·7

$135

Opt 012
Nma'ie
Opt 013
Nfemale

Less
$15

920A/B, X923A, X930A Waveguide Shorts
The 920AjB are movable shorts. adjustable through at least half a
wavelength at the low end of the band. The X923A is also a movable
short, but is adjustable throujlh about two wavelengths at 8.2 GHz.
The X930A is a shorting switch. SWR is less than 1.02 in the
"through" position and greater than 125 in the "short" position.

920A/B, X923A, X930A Specifications
Frequency
Range (GHz)

Waveguide Size

Model

EIA

Price

J920A

5.3-8.2

WR137

$315

H920A

705-100

WR112

$425

X923A

82-124

WR90

$400

P920B

124-18

WR62

$415

K9208

180-265

WR42

$590

R9208

265-400

WR28

$550

X930A

82-124

WR90

$590

J914A

53-82

101

2 watt

$525

705-100

1.01

1watt

sliding
Sliding

WR137

H914A

WR112

$500

X9148

82-124

101

1watt

sliding

WR90

$375

P914A

124-18

101

12

watt

sliding

WR62

$375

K9148

18-265

1.01

12

watt

sliding

WR42

$590

R914B

265-40

101

I" watt

sliding

WR28

$550

11511 A, 11512A, 11565A Coaxial Shorts
These shorts are used for establishing measurement planes for
known reflection phase and magnitude in 501l and 751l coaxial systems for various connectors.

Ordering Information
11511A N-female short (50 ohm)
1250-1531 N-female short (75 ohm)
11512A N-male short (50 ohm)
1250-1530 N-male short (75 ohm)
11565A APC-7 short (50 ohm)
0960-0054 SMA-female short (50 ohm)
0960-0055 SMA-male short (50 ohm)

Price
$35
$19
$35
$27
$75
$26
$25

Coaxial & Waveguide Catalog & Microwave Measurement Handbook
96 pages with over 350 measurement accessories. Request card at
back of this ca talog.

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
Filters, Mixers, and Tuners
Models 360 series, 362 series, 870A, P932A. 934A
• Effective elimination of undesirable signals
• Low insertion loss through passband

• Correct waveguide discontinuities
• Measure microwave frequencies

X362A

P932A

3600
X870A

934A

360 Series Coaxial Low Pass Filters,
362 Series Waveguide Low Pass Filters

934A, P932A Harmonic Mixers

These Hewlett-Packard low-pass filters facilitate microwave measurements by eliminating undesirable signals (such as harmonics)
from the measurement system. Suppression of such signals is particularly important in applications such as broadband reflection and
transmission measurements or slotted line measurements, where harmonics generated by the signal source could otherwise impair measurement accuracy.

These mixers can be used for frequency measurements and phase
lock applications from 2 to 18 GHz. Both accept stable VHF signals
from 100 to 1000 MHz and provide broadband, high sensitivity mixing with microwave signals. 934A handles coaxial inputs from 2 to
12.4 GHz while P932A mixes signals from 12.4 to 18 G Hz in WR 62
waveguide. With 0 dBm input signal 934A provides 1.4 mV pop output and P932A 0.4 mV pop.

Coaxial and Waveguide Catalog

X870A, P870A Waveguide Slide-Screw Tuners

96 pages with over 350 measurement accessories. Use request card at
back of this catalog.

Waveguide slide-screw tuners are used primarily for correcting discontinuities or for "matching" waveguide systems. X870A covers 8.212.4 GHz in WR 90 waveguide and P870A covers 12.4-18.0 GHz in
WR 62 waveguide. Both can correct a SWR of 20 to a value of 1.02,
with a maximum loss of 2 dB.

Ordering Information

Price

X870A Waveguide tuner
P870A Waveguide tuner
P932A Waveguide harmonic mixer
934A Coaxial harmonic mixer

$625
$650
$690
$425

360 Series Coaxial Filter Specifications
Model

Cut-off
Frequency
(MHz)

360A

700

360B

1200

360C

2200

3600

4100

Insertion
Loss

Rejection

VSWR
Maximum

Impedance

Greater
than 50 dB
at 1.25
times
cut-oft
frequency

Model

Stopband
(GHz)

X362A

8.2-124

16-375

M362A

10.0-15.5

19-47

P362A

12.4-180

23-54

K362A'

180-265

31-80

R362A'

265-400

47-120

Passband
Insertion
Loss

276
(10.9)

0.9
(2)

$315

N(m I)

183
(72)

09
(2)

$290

50n

<1.6 to
within
200 MHz
of cut-oft

N(m. I)

274
(108)

0.9
(2)

$225

50n

<1.6 to
within
300 MHz
of cut·oH

N(m. I)

187
(7.4)

0.45
(1)

$225

500

<1 dB

<2 dB

Stopband
Rejection

At least
40dB

>35 dB

Price

N(m, f)

.

362 Series Waveguide Low Pass Filter Specifications
Passband
(GHz)

Shipping
Weight
kg (Ib)

<1.6 to
within
100 MHz
of cut·oft

500
Less than
I dB
below
09 times
cut-oft
frequency

Connectors

Overall
Length
mm(in)

SWR
Maximum

Waveguide
Size

Equivalent
Flange

Length
mm(in)

Shipping
Weight
kg (Ib)

1.5

WR 90

UG-39/U

136
(5.4)

09
(2)

$900

1.5

WR 75

Cover

114
(4.5)

09
(2)

$825

1.5

WR62

UG-419/U

94

037
(130z)

$915

(3.7)

Price

1.5

WR42

UG-595/U

64
(25)

0.15
(53 QZ)

$750

1.8

WR28

UG·599/U

42
(1.7)

Oil

$690

(40z)

'Circular Flange Adapters available For K-Band, specify 11515A (UG-425/U). For R-Band. specify 11516A (UG·381 IU).

$150

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
Coaxial Switches
Models 8761A/B, 33311B/C

8761A Option 001
333118

PORT C

33311B/C Coaxial Switches

8761 AlB Specifications

The 33311 Band 33311 C are high isolation, single-pole, doublethrow coaxial switches with excellent characteristics. They are designed for use in SO ohm systems and the ungated port is automatically terminated internally with SO ohms, thus eliminating the need for
three-switch trees. This feature makes them particularly useful in systems which require low SWR on their lines at all times. The switches
are controlled by latching solenoids and switching current is automatically cut off when switching is completed. The 33311C utilizes
the APC-3.5 connector which is SMA compatible and extends the
operating frequency range to 26.5 G Hz.

Characteristic impedance: SO ohms.
Frequency range: dc to 18 G Hz.
Standing-wave ratio

8761A/B Coaxial Switches
The 8761 is a single-pole, double-throw coaxial switch with low
standing-wave ratio, low insertion loss. and excellent isolation from
dc to 18 G Hz. Mechanically, the switch is a break-before-make type
controlled by a latching solenoid. Any of seven coaxial connectors, or
a SO-ohm termination, may be specified for each port.

HP-IB Compatible
The 33311 BIC and the 8761 AlB switches can be remotely controlled by H P-IB with either the 11713A orthe 59306A. The 11713A
Attenuator Switch Driver is referenced on page 460. The 59306A
HP-IB Relay Actuator is referenced on page 28.

33311B/C Specifications
Frequency Range
33311B: dc to 18 GHz.
33311C: dc to 26.5 GHz.
SWR (SO ohm characteristic impedance)
33311 B: < 1.25. dc to 12.4 G Hz; 1.5. 12.4 to 18 G Hz.
33311C: <1.3, dc to 10 GHz; <1.5.10 to 16 GHz; <2.3,16 to
26.5 GHz.
Insertion Loss
33311B: <0.25 dB, dc to 2 G Hz; <0.5 dB, 2 to 18 GHz.
33311C: <0.25 dB, dc to 2 GHz, < 0.5 dB. 2 to 10 GHz; <0.8
dB, 10 to 16 GHz; < 1.4 dB, 16 to 26.5 GHz.
Isolation
33311B: >90 dB, dc to 18 GHz.
33311C: >90 dB to 12.4 GHz; >85 dB, 12.4 to 18 GHz; >50 dB,
t8 to 26.5 GHz.
RF Connectors
33311B: (3) SMA female.
33311C: (3) APC-3.5 female (SMA compatible).
Power: I Waverage. 100 W peak (10 lisec duration).
Solenoid voltage (dc or pulsed): 24 volts. Diode protected to reduce voltage transients.
Switching speed: <30 ms (including settling time).
Life: > 1,000,000 switchings.
Size: 54 H x 53 W x 14 mm D (2.13 x 2.13 x 0.56 in.) excluding
connectors and solenoid terminals.
Weight: net, 88 gm (0.2 Ib); shipping, 220 gm (0.5 Ib).
Options: 011. 5-volt solenoid voltage (only on 33311 B).

SWR

Frequency
dc·12.4 GHz
dc·1S GHz

7·mm
1.15 (120)
1.20 (125)

I

I

N

I

120 (1.25)
1.25 (1.30)

I

SMA
130 (1.30)
135 (135)

SWR In parentheses applies to SWitch with bUilt-In termination

Insertion loss: <0.5 dB, dc to 12.4 G Hz; <0.8 dB. dc to 18 G Hz.
Isolation: >50 dB. dc to 12.4 GHz; >45 dB, dc to 18 GHz.
Power: 10 W average. 5 kW peak; built-in termination rated at 2 W
average, 100 W peak.
Switching energy: 1.5 W for 20 ms (permanent magnet latching).
Solenoid voltages (dc or pulsed): 12 to IS Y, 8761A; 24 to 30 Y,
8761B.
Switching speed: 35 to SO ms (including settling time).
Life:> 1,000,000 switchings.
Size: 41 H x 38 W x 38 mm D (1.6 x 1.5 x 1.5 in.) excluding connectors and solenoid terminals.
Weight: net. 140 to 220 gm (0.3 to 0.5 Ib); shipping. 220 to 300 gm
(0.5 to 0.7 Ib).

How to Order 8761A/B Switches
Specify solenoid voltage and connectors (including built-in SO-ohm
termination) by the alphabetic suffix on the switch model number
and the appropriate three-digit option number.
Port 2
Port l----"}l.r-port C
8761A Option 001
Solenoid VOltage---I
A: 12-15 V; B: 24-30 V

Option
Code
0
1
2

3

Connector Type
N(t)
N(m)
APC·)
WjThreaded slee,e
APC-7
WjCoupling nut

~Denotesconnector
configuration
(see table below)

Option
Code
4

Connector Type

6

APC-7 lor UT-250 Coax
SMA (t)
SMA (m)

)

50!l Termination

5

Ordering Information
8761A/8 order must include option number
8761A/8 Coaxial Switch (quantity 1-9)
8761A/8 Coaxial Switch (quantity 10-24)
8761AJB Coaxial Switch with 50-ohm termination
333118 Coaxial
333118 Coaxial
33311C Coaxial
33311C Coaxial

Switch
Switch
Switch
Switch

(quantity
(quantity
(quantity
(quantity

1-9)
10-24)
1-9)
10-24)

Price
Each $250
Each $240
add $35
Each $500
Each $470
Each $650
Each $610

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
Adapters, Waveguide Stands, Air Lines
Models 281A/B/C, 292A/B

X281A

X281C

ADAPTER

X281C

K281C

P281C

281A/B/C Specifications

281A/B Coax to Waveguide Adapters
HP 281 A,B adapters transform waveguide transmission line into
50-ohm coaxial line. Power can be transmitted in either direction, and
each adapter covers the full frequency range of its waveguide band
with SWR less than 1.25.

HP
Model

Frequency
Range
(GHz)

WavegUide
Size

SWR

EIA

Coaxial
Connector

S281A

1.25

2.60-3.95

WR284

G281A

125

3.95-585

J281A

125'

H281A

Price

NFemale

WIG
Flange
UG·O U
584

NFemale

407

$150

530-8.20

WR187
WR137

NFemale

441

$125

1.25

705-10.0

WRl12

NFemale

138

$110

X281A

125

8.20-124

WR90

NFemale

135

$95

X281B

1.25

820-124

WR90

APC-7

135

$225

1.25

12.4-18.0

WR62

Option 013
P281B

NFemale

Option 013
X281C

1.05

820-12.4

WR90

The 281 C family adds high precision measurement capability to
HP's waveguide to coax adapter line. Low SWR permits excellent
matching of waveguide systems to coaxial instruments. The steppedtaper internal structure acts as an impedance transformer and compensating filter. This significantly reduces mismatch uncertainty
which makes more accurate measurements possible.

135

12.4-180

WR62

APC-7

less $15
419

NMale
1.07

180-265

WR42

Option 012

APC·3.5 (I)

$265
less $15

NFemale

Option 013

$265
less $15

NFemale
1.06

Option 012
K281C

APC·7

$l80
less $15

NMale

Option 013
P281C

less $15
419

NFemale

Option 012

281C Coax to Waveguide Adapters

APC·7

$150

less $15
597

$315

:".Ie

APC·3.5 (M)

'23 from 53 to 5.5 GHZ.

292A/ B Specifications

292A/B Waveguide Adapters
Models 292A,B waveguide-to-waveguide adapters connect two different waveguide sizes with overlapping frequency ranges. The 292A
consists of a short ta pered section of waveguide. The 292B is
broached waveguide with a step transition between waveguide sizes.

HP
Model

Frequency Range
(GHz)

SWR

WjG Size
Flange

HX292B

82-100

1.05

WR 112
UG·51 jU

WR 90
UG·39/U

$150

MX292B

100-12.4

1.05

WR 75
Cover

WR90
UG·39 jU

$190

MP292B

12.4-150

1.05

WR 75
Cover

$150

NP292A

15.0-18.0

1.05

WR 51
Cover

NK292A

180-220

1.05

WR 51
Cover

WR 62
UG·419/U
WR 62
UG·419/U
WR 42
UG·595/U

to

WIG Size
Flange

Price

$150
$,50

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
Adapters, Waveguide Stands, Air Lines
Models 11515/6/A, 11524/5/A, 11533/4/A, 11540 series, 1156617/A, 11588A, 11606A

11567A

11515A

11566A
11542A-11548A

11606A
11540A

11515A, 11516A Waveguide Adapters
The 11515A is a square to circular flange adapter for K-band (UG425 to UG-595). The 11516A is a square to circular flange adapter
for R-band (UG-381 to UG-599).

11524A, 11525A, 11533A, 11534A Coax to
Coax Adapters
These coaxial adapters permit easy interconnection of 50-ohm precision 7-mm (APC- 7) connectors and 50-ohm Type N or SMA (3mm type) connectors. See illustrations page 713.

11588A Swivel Adapter, 11606A Rotary
Air Line
The 11606A rotary air line and the 11588A swivel adapter are capable of a full 360 0 of rotation. A combination of the air line and the
adapter permits rigid coax movement in three dimensions. Even the
most awkwardly shaped devices can be easily connected or disconnected in a coax system with the aid of these components. Insertion
loss is <0.5dB and uncertainty due to rotation is -57dB.

11515A, 11516A Specifications
WIG Size

HP
Model

Frequency Range
(GHz)

SWR

Flange

Flange

Price

11515A

180-265

-

WR 42
UG-425/U

WR 42
UG-595/U

$150

11516A

26.5-400

-

WR 28
UG-381/U

WR 28
UG-599jU

$150

to

WIG Size

11524A, 11525A, 11533A, 11534A Specifications
HP Model

Dmriplion

Shipping Weight

Price

11524A

APe-? to Nfemale

110g(401)

$125

11525A

APC-7 to Nmale

140 g(5 01)

$125

11533A

APC? to SMA male

140 g (5 01)

$175

11534A

APC-? to SMA female

140 g(5 01)

$175

11566A, 11567A Air Line Extension
Impedance: 50 ohms.
Frequency: dc-18 G Hz.
Reflection coefficient: 0.018 + 0.00 I (frequency in G Hz).
Connector: A PC-7
Length: 11566A, 102.5 mm (4 in.); 11567A, 202.5 mm (8 in.).
Shipping Weight: 0.45 kg (lib).

11540 Series Waveguide Stand, Waveguide
Holders
The 11540A waveguide stand locks H P waveguide holders at any
height from 70 to 133 mm (2.75 in. to 5.25 in.). The stand is 64 mm
(2.25 in.) high, and the base measures 121 mm (4.75 in.) in diameter.
The waveguide holders are offered in seven sizes to hold waveguide
covering frequencies from 3.95 to 40 G Hz.

11588A, 11606A Specifications
HP
Modei

Frequency
Range
GHz

SWR

Conneclorl

11588A

DC-12.4

1.1

11606A

DC-12.4

1.1

Dimenlionl
mm(in)

Shipping
Weight
kg (Ib)

APC-7(m)(f)

42 x59 x30
(1 ¥S x 2¥,s x l¥,,)

0.28
(1001.)

$425

APC·7(t)

100 x 19

0.45
(lib)

$350

(4x%)

Ordering Information
11566A
1t567A
I I 540A
11542A
11543A
11544A
11545A
11546A
11547A
11548A

Air line extension
Air line extension
Waveguide stand
G-Band Waveguide holder
J-Band Waveguide holder
H-Band Waveguide holder
X-Band Waveguide holder
P-Band Waveguide holder
K-Band Waveguide holder
R-Band Waveguide holder

Price

Price
$215
$250
$40

$35
$25

$25
$25
$25
$25

$25

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
Frequency Response Test Sets, 10 MHz to 26.5 GHz
Model 8755 System
•
•
•
•

10 MHz to 26.5 GHz frequency range
Absolute & ratio measurement capability
Complete complement of measurement accessories
0.1 dB resolution and offset

• 60 dB dynamic measuring range for each detector
• Excellent stability with time and temperature
• Free of interference from stray fields or unwanted
signals

8750A Storage-Normalizer

182T Display / 8755C Plug-in
11664A Detectors

8755S Frequency Response Test System
The 8755S is an economy network measurement system designed to
make absolute power and ratio measurements over the 10 MHz to
26.5 GHz frequency range. It is a versatile system capable of fulfilling the majority of scalar (amplitude only) impedance and transmission measurement requirements. The 8755S system consists of the
following separate instruments: (I) 8755C Swept Amplitude Analyzer, (I) 182T display unit, (I) 8750A Storage Normalizer, and (3)
11664A Schottky diode detectors.

The 8755C has two independent channels and three detector inputs
allowing simultaneous ratio measurement capability. All three detectors have a + 10 dBm to -50 dBm dynamic range, are interchangeable, and require no calibration. For each channel a resolution of 10,
5, I, 0.25 or 0.1 dB per division is available (also combinations of
these, e.g., 15 dB/division) as well as a calibrated offset of ± 59.9 dB
in 0.1 dB increments. The 8750A Storage-Normalizer connects directly to the 8755/182T by a single cable to provide digital normalization and storage capability for both channels.
Common measurements made with the 8755 are simultaneous insertion and return loss, amplifier gain and gain compression, and mixer conversion loss and return loss, all on a swept frequency basis. The
8755S system has many features that improve both the accuracy and
the versatility compared with other scalar measurement systems.
The 8755S system can interface with sources having alternate
sweep capability, such as the 8350A Sweep Oscillator, allowing two
independent frequency and power ranges to be displayed on consecutive sweeps. With this powerful capability, measurements of amplifier compression and filter pass/stop band response become simple
manual measurements. For added flexibility in this mode, the 8755C
allows full channel independence of scale per division and offset.
The 8755C uses an ac detection system which can reject undesired
RF signals such as local oscillator feed through in mixer measurements, external traffic in antenna measurements, and broadband
noise in amplifier measurements. The 8755C provides the 27.8 kHz
squarewave drive to AM modulate the RF sweeper output either directly (most HP 8620 and all 8350 RF sweeper plug-ins are directly
compatible with the 8755) or by using the 11665B External
Modulator.
In addition to making absolute or relative power measurements
with a single detector, the 8755 will also measure the logarithmic difference in power between two detectors, i.e., ratio measurements. Ratio measurement techniques improve accuracy by providing better
equivalent source match and immunity to source power variations. A
ratio technique can also allow dynamic range expansion up to 100 dB.
The 8750A Storage-Normalizer improves both the accuracy and
convenience of swept frquency measurements. System frequency response error is eliminated by subtracting a digitally stored calibration
trace from the measurement trace using the 8750 input minus memory mode. The input minus memory mode also facilitates comparison
measurements by providing a single trace display of the difference
between two devices. The 8750A has digital storage for flicker-free
displays so that a complete trace is seen independently of the RF
sweep rate. This is a real benefit when device constraints require a
slow sweep rate as when making narrow band filter measurements.
The 8750A also makes x-y plotting much more convenient by automatically outputting the x, y and penlift signals from digital memory
at the push of a single button.
A number of accessories are available for use with the 8755S system to meet most signal separation and filtering requirements. These
include the H P I I666A Reflectometer Bridge, the H P 11667A Power
Splitter, and the H P I 1678 Filter Kits. The H P 11679A and B Extension Cables are also available for use with the 11664 Detectors or the
11666A Bridge to make remote measurements without performance
degradation.

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
8755 System

Impedance: 50 ohms nominal
Connector: N-Male,

Individual Instrument Specifications
8755C Plug-in
Function: The 8755C plug-in processes demodulated 27.8 kHz signals from the 11664 Detectors (R,A,B) for logarithmic display on
180 series oscilloscopes.
Resolution: Independent for each channel in steps of 10,5, 1,0.25, or
0.1 dB per division.
Offset: Independent for each channel. ± 59.9 dB in 0.1 dB increments.

Display Units
180 "T" series displays are recommended for use with the 8755C.
They provide zero offset recorder outputs, and both positive and negative 5-volt retrace blanking inputs.
Large screen (Model 182T): This display unit is contained in the
87 55S standard configuration. It has an 8 X 10 division internal graticule with I div= 1.29 cm. and medium persistence P39 phosphor.
Rack mount (Model 180TR). This display unit is contained in the
8755S Option 001 system configuration. It has an 8 X 10 division
internal graticule with I div = I cm. and medium persistence P39
phosphor.
The 182T and 180TR are directly compatible with the 8750A Storage-Normalizer. As a result of the 8750A compatibility, the 182T
and 180TR cannot be used with time domain plug-ins.
Variable persistence/storage (Model 181T, Cabinet Model
181TR, Rack Mount): These displays can be ordered individually for
use with the 8755C. Because they offer CRT storage, they have not
been made compatible with the 8750A Storage-Normalizer. They
have an 8 X 10 division internal graticule with I div = 0.95 cm. and
offer variable persistence phosphor for storing single or multiple
traces.

11664A Detectors
Function: Designed specifically for use with the 8755C Swept Amplitude Analyzer, the 11664A detects the envelope of the 27.8 kHz
modulated microwave signal. It uses a biased Schottky diode to
achieve -50 dBm sensitivity.
Frequency range: 10M Hz to 26.5 G Hz.
Tracking between two 11664A Detectors:
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116648 Detectors
(All specifications are the same as the 11664A with the following
differences):
Frequency range: 10 MHz to 26.5 GHz.
Tracking between two 116648 Detectors: Tracking between two
detectors at the same power level is typically <2 dB from 10 MHz to
26.5 GHz.
Return Loss:
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~"~"~
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Connector: APC 3.5 Male,

11664C Detector Adapter
Function: Allows the 8755 to be used with many available diode detectors. Two adjustments allow the detector to be mated with the
8755 to provide absolute power as well as ratio with a frequency range
that is determined by the diode detector used.
Connector: BNC male

8750A Storage-Normalizer
Function: Provides digital storage display and digital normalization
for both channels of the 8755. The 8750A connects directly to the
8755/ 182T via a single cable.

Ordering Information
The 8755S system and its options are configured of separate instruments and components solely for ordering convenience. If a different
display or optional connectors are desired, each part of the system
should be listed separately.

Price
87555 Complete Test Set
Opt 001: Rack mount version
Opt 002: deletes (2) 11664 Detectors. adds
I 1666A Renectometer Bridge
Opt 003: adds 11665B Modulator
Opt 004: deletes 8750A Storage-Normalizer
Opt 005: Replaces (3) 11664A with (3) 11664B
8755C Test Set Plug-in only
11665815 MHz 18 GHz Modulator
11664A 10 MHz 18 GHz Detector
Opt 001: APC-7 Connector
116648 APC 3.510 MHz to 26.5 GHz Detector
11664C Detector Adapter
182T Large Screen Cabinet Scope Display
180TR Standard Screen Rack Display
18IT Storage, Cabinet Display
18ITR Storage. Rack Display
11666A Renectometer Bridge
11679A 7.6 m (25 ft) Detector Extension Cable
11679861 m (200 ft) Detector Extension Cable
11668A 50 MHz High Pass Filter
11667A DC to 18 GHz Power Splitter
1I678A Low Pass Filter Kit
Individual filters: specify model number

$7940
$25
add $1980
add $890
less $1890
add $720
$2275
$890
$385
add $25
$625
$225
$2615
$2760
$3565
$3840
$2750
$75
$350
$500
$850
$1100
$220

474

1

1

[hpJ

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
8755 System Accessories

i

1=:::1

116658

11667A

11666A Reflectometer Bridge
Reflection measurements covering from 40 MHz to 18 GHz with
one directional device can be made with the Modell1666A Reflectometer Bridge. Operation of this type of directional device is based on
principles of the resistive Wheatstone Bridge extended to microwave
frequencies. When three bridge arms are 50n, the voltage across corners of the bridge is directly proportional to the reflection coefficient
of the device connected in the fourth arm. Equivalent directivity is
then a measure of how well the bridge circuit is balanced with a 50n
termination connected. (Ideally this would create a voltage null representing infinite return loss.) The high equivalent directivity
achievable over wide bandwidths makes the bridge configuration attractive.
The 11666A is completely dedicated to the 8755; two Schottky diode detectors (which sample the incident and reflected signals for ratioing by the 8755) are incorporated as an integral part of the bridge
unit. The effective external leveling achieved by ratioing thus isolates
the measurement port from source/bridge input mismatch. With the
addition of an external 11664A Detector, two simultaneous ratio
measurements of insertion and return loss can be made. Small size
combined with its wide frequency range and high directivity make the
11666A ideal for production use.
Specifications 11666A (connected to the 8755C Analyzer)
Frequency Range: 40 MHz to 18 G Hz.
Frequency
Range
40 to 100 MHz
0.1 to I GHz
I to 2 Ghz
2 to 4 GHz
4 to 8 GHz
8tol2GHz
12tol8GHz
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11667A Power Splitter
The 11667A Power Splitter is recommended when making wideband transmission measurements using the 8755 Test Set. This tworesistor type splitter provides excellent output SWR at the auxiliary
arm when used for source leveling or ratio measurement applications.
The 0.25 dB tracking between output arms over a frequency range
from dc to 18 GHZ allows wideband measurements to be made with a
minimum of uncertainty.
Frequency range: dc to 18 GHz.
Impedance: 50n.
dc-4 GHz dc-8 GHz dc-18 GHz
=s; 1.15
=s; 1.25
Input SWR:
=s; 1.45
Equivalent output SWR:
1.10
1.20
1.33
leveling or ratio
Output tracking: (between <0.15 dB <0.20 dB
<0.25 dB
output arms)
Insertion loss: 6 dB nominal (input to either output).
Maximum Input power: +27 dBm (0.5 watt).
Connectors: Type N female on all ports.
Size: 46 H x 50 W x 19 mm D (Jl'/,." x 2" x '/.").
Weight: net, 0.06 kg (2 oz). Shipping 0.22 kg (8 oz).
Other Signal Separation Devices
Many other signal separation devices are available from HP for use
with the 8755. Coaxial couplers from 0.1 to 18 GHz are available
with the 770 series, the 790 series, and the 11692. Higher directivity
752 series waveguide couplers can also be used with the 8755S with
the addition of appropriate 281 series waveguide to coax adaptors.
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Equivalent
Output SWR
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.27
1.52

Equivalent
Directivity
30 dB
38 dB
36 dB
33 dB
29 dB
27dB
26dB

Maximum input power: + 15 dBm.
Connectors: Type N-Female on input and output. APC-7 Optional.
Size: 69.9 mm H x 69.9 mm W x 46.4 mm D (2'/," x 2'/," x 1'%,").
Cable length, 1219 mm (48").
Weight: net, 0.7 kg (1.5 Ib). Shipping, 2.26 kg (5.13 Ib).
Accessories furnished: 11512A Short, Type N-Male (ll565A
short, APC-7 with Opt 002).

18.0

Frequencv (GHz)

Frequency tracking
(between incident and reflected arms):
<3.2dB
(between incident and test port, including
1.1 dB from 11664A Detector).
<4.3dB
Nominal coupling: 6-dB incident arm. 9-dB reflected arm. 9-dB
transmission loss.
Input SWR: 1.8.

11665B Modulator
Function: absorbtive on-off modulator designed for and powered by
the 8755B plug-in.
Frequency
Range

Return Loss
On and Off

15-40 MHz
40 MHz-4 GHz
4-8 GHz
8-12.4 GHz
12.4-18 GHz

:;,:10 dB
:;,:15 dB
:;,:12 dB
:;,:8 dB
:;,:8 dB

Insertion LOA
On Off
5J.0 dB
s3.2 dB
s3.8 dB
s43dB
55.0 dB

d5dB
:;,:35 dB
:;,:40 dB
:;,:45 dB
:;,:45 dB

Modulator drive feedthrough: =s;8 mY (peak) at 27.8 kHz at either
port when powered by the 8755B. Reduced to =s; ImY (peak) using
the 11668A. (See 11668A High Pass Filter).
Drive current: nominally +50 rnA in ON condition, -50 rnA Off
condition.
Weight: net, 0.17 kg (6 oz). Shipping, 0.9 kg (2 Ib).

11668A

11678A

11679A

11678A Low Pass Filter Kit
The 11678A Low Pass Filter Kit contains five filters conveniently
matched to HP 8620 sweeper bands. These filters have < 1.1 dB insertion loss at 0.95 fc with> 40 dB rejection at 1.25 fc. Filter use is
recommended to reduce undesirable harmonics causing errors in
broadband detector measurements.
Frequency range: low pass filters, cutoff frequency fc: 11688A, 2.8
GHz: 11689A, 4.4 GHz, 11684A, 6.8 GHz, 11685A, 9.5 GHz,
11686A,13.0GHz.
Connectors: N-Male, N-Female.
Weight: net 0.44 kg (lib). Shipping 1.2 kg (2.9 \b).
11668A High Pass Filter
The 11668A High Pass Filter accessory is recommended when
making measurements on active devices which have gain below 50
MHz. Use of the 11668A, placed after the 11665B, reduces the modulator drive feedthrough from 8 mV to I mV and prevents possible
amplifier saturation. Use of the 11668A filter is not necessary for
passive measurements since the feedthrough from the 11665B is -65
dBm and causes no degradation in system performance.
Frequency range: 50 MHz to 18 GHz.
Return Loss
Insertion Loss
50-100 MHz
s2.5 dB
2: 12 dB
s 1.0 dB
100 MHz-8 GHz
2:16dB
8-12 GHz
sl.OdB
2: 14 dB
12-18 GHz
sl.5dB
2:14dB
Maximum input: +27 dBm.
Connectors: N-female, N-male
Weight: 0.13 kg (5 oz). Shipping 0.28 kg (\0 oz).
11679A/B Extension Cables
ll679A 25-foot Extension Cable and 11679B 200-foot Extension
Cable fit directly between 11664A Detector and display. Remote detector operation is permitted without performance degradation.

Common System Specifications
Power Measurement Range:
Single channel: +10 dBm to -50 dBm (noise level).
System accuracy (Ratio Measurements):
±2.0
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Accuracy curve shows system uncertainty for a relative measurement with + 10 dBm incident at the test detector when the O-dB reference is set. Accuracy when calibration levels below + 10 dBm are used
remains the same, except the additional 0.2 dB/dB uncertainty
should be added for measurements below -45 dBm. This curve in-

cludes system noise, offset uncertainty, and crosstalk, and assumes
the reference detector power remains fixed between calibration and
test. Refer to detector, coupler, or bridge specifications to determine
system frequency response.

Absolute Measurements:
Absolute power incident on a detector is displayed with respect to
the 0 dBm POSITION line when the OFFSET CAL switch is turned
OFF. Accuracy at any power level is typically ± 0.5 dB not including
detector frequency response or mismatch errors. For applications requiring more precision, increased accuracy can be obtained if the
8755 display is calibrated at a specific power level using a power meter. The stability of the 8755 then permits accurate power measurements repeatable to hundredths of dBs.
General
Resolution: Independent for each channel in steps of 10,5, I, or 0.25
dB per division. Combinations of steps can be engaged, e.g. 10
dB/div. and 5 dB/div. to achieve IS dB/div.
Offset: Independent for each channel. ± 59 dB in I dB increments.
Graticule: 8755S, I Div. = 1.29 cm. 8755S Option 001, I Div.
=1 cm.
Temperature range: Operation, 0 to 55°C; storage, -40°C to
75°C.
Power: 48 to 440 Hz, 115/230 V ± 10%, typically 100 watts.
87555 Specifications
Consists of:
8755C Swept Amplitude Analyzer
182T Display
I 1664A Detectors (3 each)
8750A Storage-Normalizer
Frequency range: 10M Hz to 18 G H z (determined by the I 1664A
Detectors)
87555 Option 001 Specifications
Consists of:
8755C Swept Amplitude Analyzer
180TR Display
11664A Detectors (3 each)
8750A Storage-Normalizer
87555 Option 002 Specifications
Consists of:
8755C Swept Amplitude Analyzer
182T Display
11664A Detector (I each)
11666A Reflectometer Bridge
8750A Storage-Normalizer
Frequency range: 40 MHz to 18 GHz (determined by the 11666A
Bridge).
87555 Option 003 Specifications
Adds 11665B External Modulator.
Frequency range: 15 MHz to 18 GHz (determined by the 11665B
Modulator).
87555 Option 004 Specifications
Deletes the 8750A Storage-Normalizer.
87555 Option 005 Specifications
Consists of:
8755C Swept Amplitude Analyzer
182T Display
11664B Detectors (3 each)
8750A Storage-Normalizer
Frequency range: 10 MHz to 26.5 GHz (determined by the I J 664B
Detectors) .
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MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
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• Measures insertion loss (or gain) or return loss
• 40 MHz to 18 GHz frequency range
• Automatically plot or display up to 500 points of data

The HP 8755P is an Automatic Scalar Network Analyzer that can
measure insertion loss (or gain) and return loss at microwave frequencies. Control for this automatic system is provided through the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB). Included in the system are an
HP 8755S Frequency Response Test Set, an HP 8350A Sweep Oscillator with an HP 83592A Plug-in (0.01 to 20 GHz), an HP 85F Computing Controller, and a Software Pac.

Easy to Use.
The 8755P system is fully assembled and integrated at the factory.
All accessories and cables necessary for making transmission and reflection measurements are supplied with the system, including calibration accessories such as a short circuit and a shielded open circuit.
The 87 55P system comes with software that demonstrates many of
the capabilities of the system. With it, you can automatically calibrate and measure up to 500 points of insertion or return loss, or up to
250 points of both. You also get your choice of output formats: print
(or display) the data in a tabular style, or print (or display) a graph of
the data.
The measurement program is written in a modular style so that you
can easily customize it for your specific measurement needs.

Versatile
With this system, manual measurements as well as automatic measurements are fast, easy, and convenient. The 8755P comes with an
HP 8750A Storage Normalizer to make manual measurements less
fatiguing and more accurate. The 8750A uses digital storage to
display slow-sweeping signals at a flicker-free rate, and it can store a
calibration trace and subtract it from subsequent measurements.

High Performance
Each component of the 8755P is a high performance instrument in
its own right. Together, they form the highest performance Automatic Scalar Network Analyzer available.

The 8755C Frequency Response Test Set has 60 dB of calibrated
dynamic range (+ 10 to -50 dBm) in all three input channels (A, B,
and R). It uses an AC modulation/detection system for improved
performance when measuring signals that are in the presence of unmodulated noise. Detector adapters (HP I I664C) are available that
can be used with waveguide detectors for measurements up to millimeter-wave frequencies.
Test signals are provided by the HP 8350A, the highest performance Sweep Oscillator made. While the 8350A is fully programmable via HP-IB, the sweeper is also extremely easy to use from the
front panel. For example, frequencies may be entered by a knob,
through the keyboard, or by increment and decrement keys. Up to
nine independent front panel settings may be saved or recalled at the
touch of a key, or through HP-IB, to help speed your measurements.
With the 8755C, this sweeper offers Alternate Sweep Capability:
the ability to define two different frequency ranges (or power settings
with 83500 series plug-ins) and alternate between them on successive
sweeps. This is invaluable for making adjustments to a test device and
observing the effects in two different frequency ranges at once.
Dimensions:
Cabinet: 41 H x 53 W x 56 cm D (16 x 21 x 22 in).
Controller: 16 H x 44 W x 45 cm D (6.3 x 16.5 x 17.8 in).
Weight: Net 74.9 kg (165 Ibs). Shipping 118 kg (260 Ibs).
Power consumption: 450W

Ordering Information
HP 8755P Automatic Scalar Network Analyzer (0.4 to
$45,930
18GHz)
Option 001 Substitute HP 86290B Plug-in (2 to 18.6 less $7,050
GHz) for HP 83592A
Option 002 Delete Controller
less $5,020
Option 003 Delete Plug-in
less $23,500

MICROWAVE TEST EaUIPMENT
SWR Meter
Model 415E

GAIN

•
The Hewlett-Packard Model 415E SWR Meter is a low noise,
tuned amplifier-voltmeter calibrated in dB and SWR for use with
square law detectors. It is an extremely useful instrument for measuring SWR, attenuation, and gain directly from metered scales, or as a
tuned amplifier for driving an X- Y recorder when making RF substitution measurements. The 415E responds to a standard tuned frequencyof 1000 Hz. This frequency is front panel adjustable over a
range of 7% for exact matching to the internal I kHz modulation of
the signal source being used. Amplifier bandwidth is also adjustable
from 15 to 130 Hz. The narrow bandwidth allows maximum sensitivity at CW frequencies while the wider bandwidths enable swept tests
to be displayed on an oscilloscope or X- Y recorder.
A precision 60 dB attenuator with an accuracy of 0.05 dB/ I 0 dB
assures high accuracy in making substitution measurements. An expand-offset feature allows any 2 dB range to be expanded to full scale
for maximum resolution. Linearity is ± 0.02 dB on expanded ranges
and is limited only by meter resolution on normal scales. This performance, together with the inherently low noise figure, allows maximum measurement range with exceptional resolution and linearity.
The Model 415E operates with either crystal or bolometer detectors. Both high and low-impedance inputs are available for crystal
detectors. Precise bias currents of 4.5 and 8.7 mA (200f!) are available for operation with bolometers as selected at the front panel. This
bias is peak limited for positive bolometer protection.
Both ac and de outputs located on the rear panel allow use of the
4l5E as a high-gain tuned ampli fier or for X- Y recorder operation. In
addition, the 415E can be operated with an internally mounted battery pack (Option 001) for completely portable use.

Specifications
Sensitivity: 0.15 /lV rms for full-scale deOection at maximum bandwidth (I /lV rms on high impedance crystal input).
Noise: at least 7.5 dB below full scale at rated sensitivitv and 130 Hz
bandwidth with input terminated in 100 or 500f!; noi~e figure less
than 4 dB.
Range: 70 dB in 10 and 2-dB steps.
Accuracy for low xtal impedance settings: 10 dB to 50 dB range,
±0.05 dB/IO step; 50 dB to 60 dB range, ±O.IO dB/IO dB step;
maximum cumulative error between any two 10 dB steps is ± 0.1 0
dB; maximum cumulative error between any two 2 dB steps is ± 0.05
dB.

Accuracy for high xtal impedance and bolometer settings:
±0.05 dB/IO dB step; maximum cumulative error between any two
dB steps is ± 0.1 0 dB; maximum cumulative error between any two
2 dB steps is ± 0.05 dB.
Linearity: ± 0.02 dB on expanded scales, determined by inherent meter resolution on normal scales.
Input: unbiased low and high impedance crystal (50-200 and 250010,000f) optimum source impedance respectively for low noise); biased crystal (I V into I kf!); low and high current bolometer (4.5 and
8.7 mA ± 3% into 200f)), positive bolometer protection; input connector, BNC female.
Input frequency: 1000 Hz adjustable 7%; other frequencies between
400 and 2500 Hz available on special order.
Bandwidth: variable, 15-130 Hz: typically less than 0.5 dB change in
gain from minimum to maximum bandwidth.
Recorder output: 0-1 V de into an open circuit from 1000f) source
impedance for ungrounded recorders: output connector, BNC female.
Amplifier output: 0-0.3 V rms (Norm), 0-0.8 V rms (Expand) into
at least 10,000f! for ungrounded equipment; output connector, dual
banana jacks.
Meter scales: calibrated for squre-Iaw detectors; SWR: 1-4,3.210 (Norm); 1-1.25 (Expand)). dB: 0- 10 (Norm); 0--2.0 (Expand); battery: charge state.
Meter movement: taut-band suspension, individually calibrated
mirror-backed scales; expanded dB and SWR scales greater than 108
mm (4' //) long.
RFI: conducted and radiated leakage limits are below those specified
in MIL-I-618ID.
Power: 115-230 V ± 10%,50-400 Hz, I W: optional rechargeable
battery provides up to 31i hr continuous operation.
Weight: net 4 kg (9 lb). Shipping 5.8 kg (13 lb).
Size: 155 H, 190 W, 279 mmD (6.09" x 7.78" x II").

Ordering Information
415E SWR Meter
Opt 001: rechargeable battery installed
Opt 002: rear panel input connector in parallel with
front panel connector

Price
$1050
add $105
add $25

NETWORK ANALYZERS
Complete Characterization of Linear Networks

Why Network Analysis?
Characterizing the behavior of linear networks that will be stimulated by arbitrary
signals and interfaced with a variety of other
networks is a fundamental problem in both
synthesis and test processes. For example,
the engineer designing a multi-component
network must predict with some certainty the
final network performances from knowledge
of the individual components. Similarly, a
production manager must know allowable tolerances on the products manufactured and
whether the final products meet the specified
tolerances. Network analysis offers a solution to these problems through complete description of linear network behavior in the
frequency domain.
Network analysis accomplishes the description of both active and passive networks
by creating a data model of such component
parameters as impedances and transfer functions. However, these parameters not only
vary as a function of frequency but are also
complex variables in that they have both
magnitude and phase. Until the advent of the
modern network analyzer, phase was difficult to measure at CW frequencies and often
involved laborious calculations; these measurements were accomplished by conventional oscilloscopes at lower frequencies and
slotted lines at microwave frequencies. However, swept network analyzers now measure
magnitude and phase (the total complex
quantity) as a function of frequency with less
difficulty than conventional CW measurements. Impedance and transfer functions can
then be conveniently displayed on a swept
CRT, as in Figure I, X- Y recorder, or com-

puter controlled peripherals such as a printer
and/or a plotter. HP computers also combine
with network analyzers to give new levels of
speed and accuracy in swept measurements
that could only be attained previously by long
calculations at CW frequencies.

2 GHz

18 GHz

Figure 1. 2 GHz to 18 GHz measurement of
magnitude and phase in a single sweep
Thus, network analysis satisfies the engineering need to characterize the behavior of
linear networks quickly, accurately, and
completely over broad frequency ranges. In
design situations, this minimizes the time required to test new designs and components,
allowing more time to be spent on the design
itself. Likewise, production test times may be
minimized while reducing the uncertainties
surrounding the test.

What Is Network Analysis?
Network analysis is the process of creating
a data model of transfer and/or impedance
characteristics of a linear network through
sine wave testing over the frequency range of
interest. All network analyzers in the HP

product line operate according to this definition.
Creating a data model is important in that
actual circuit performance often varies considerably from the performance predicted by
calculations. This occurs because the perfect
circuit clement doesn't exist and because
some of the electrical characteristics of a circuit may vary with frequency.
At frequencies above I MHz lumped elements actually become "circuits" consisting
of the basic elements plus parasitics like stray
capacitance, lead inductance, and unknown
absorptive losses. Since parasitics depend on
the individual device and its construction
they are almost impossible to predict. Above
I G Hz component geometries are comparable to a signal wavelength, intensifying the
variance in circuit behavior due to device
construction. Further, lumped-element circuit theory is useless at these frequencies and
distributed-element (or transmission-line)
parameters are required to completely characterize a circuit.
Data models of both transfer and impedance functions must be obtained to completely describe the linear behavior of a circuit
under test. At lower frequencies, h, y, and zparameters are examples of transfer and/or
impedance functions used in network description; at higher frequencies, S-parameters are used to characterize input-output
impedances and transfer functions. Therefore, a network analyzer must measure some
form of a circuit's transfer and impedance
functions to achieve its objective of complete
network characterization. Figure 2 shows an
example of a swept impedance measurement.

the measurement ports of the device under
test. As frequencies increase, the problem of
signal separation usually involves traveling
waves on transmission lines and becomes correspondingly more difficult. Hewlett-Packard manufactures test sets (often called
"transducers") applicable for separating the
appropriate traveling waves in a variety of
high frequency measurements.
2 GHz

1 GHz

Polar Aadiui" 1

Figure 2. Input impedance of microcircuit
amplifier is read directly with Smith Chart
Overlay for Polar Display
Network analysis is limited to the definition of linear networks. Since linearity constrains networks stimulated by a sine wave to
produce a sine wave output, sine wave testing
is an ideal method for characterizing magnitude and phase response as a function of frequency. In non-linear measurements phase is
often meaningless and amplitude has to be
defined with respect to individual frequency
components. For non-linear measurements
see sections on spectrum analyzers and wave
analyzers.

Network Analyzers
Hewlett-Packard Network Analyzers are
instruments that measure transfer and/or
impedance functions of linear networks
through sine wave testing. A network analyzer system accomplishes these measurements
by configuring its various components
around the device under test. The first requirement of the measurement system is a
sine wave signal source to stimulate the device under test. Since transfer and impedance
functions are ratios of various voltages and
currents, a means of separating the appropriate signals from the measurement ports of
the device under test is required. Finally, the
network analyzer itself must detcct the separated signals, form the desired signal ratios,
and display the results.

Signal Sources and Signal
Separation
In the general case, any sine wave source
meeting the network analyzer's specifications can be used to stimulate the device under test. For CW measurements a simple
oscillator may suffice; for greater CW frequency accuracy a signal generator or synthesizer may also be desirable. If the
analyzer is capable of swept measurements,
great economics in time can be achieved by
stimulating the device under test with a
sweep oscillator or sweeping synthesizer.
This allows quick and easy characterization
of devices over broad frcquency ranges.
Some network analyzers will operate only
with a companion source which both stimulates the device under test and acts as the
analyzer's local oscillator.
At low frequencies it is not particularly difficult to separate the appropriate voltages
and currents rcquired for transfer and impedance function measurements. Signal separation is merely the process of establishing
the proper shorts, opens, and connections at

Broadband and Narrowband
Detection
After the desired signals have been obtained from the test set (or transducer) they
must be detected by the network analyzer;
HP network analyzers can use one of two detection methods. Broadband detection accepts the full frequency spectrum of the input
signal while narrowband detection involves
tuned receivcrs which convert CW or swept
RF signals to a constant IF signal. There are
certain advantages to each detection scheme.
Broadband detection reduces instrument
cost by eliminating the IF section required by
narrowband analyzers but sacrifices noise
and harmonic rejection. However, noise is
not a factor in many applications, and careful
measurement techniques, using filters, can
eliminate harmonic signals that would otherwise preclude accurate measurements.
Broadband systems are generally source independent while some narrowband systems
require companion tracking sources. Finally,
broadband systems can make measurements
where the input and output signals are not of
the same frequency, as in the measurement
of the insertion loss of mixers and frequency
doublers. Narrowband systems cannot make
these measurements.
Narrowband detection makes a more sensitive low noise detection of the constant IF
possible. This allows increased accuracy and
dynamic range for frequency selective measurements (as compared to broadband systems) and high resolution through IF
substitution using precision IF attenuators.
Source dependent narrowband systems utilize a companion tracking source not only to
stimulate the device under test, but also to
produce a signal offset from the RF by a
fixed frequency for tuning the analyzer's
constant IF.

Signal Processing and Display
Once the RF has been detected, the network analyzer must process the detected signals and display the measured quantities. All
HP network analyzers are multi-channel receivers utilizing a reference channel and at
least one test channel; absolute signal levels
in the channels, relative signal levels (ratios)
between the channels, or relative phase difference between channels can be measured
depending on the analyzer. Using these measured quantities, it is possible to either display directly as shown in Figure 2, or
compute the magnitude and phase of transfer
or impedance functions.
Magnitude measurements fall into two
categories, relative and absolute; absolute
measurements involve the exact signal level
in each channel while relative measurements
involve the ratios of the two signal channels.

Absolute measurements are usually expressed in voltage (dBY) or in power (dBm).
The units dBY are derived by taking the log
ratio of an unknown signal in volts to a one
volt reference. Similarly, dBm is the log ratio
of unknown signal power to a one milliwatt
reference.
Relative ratio measurements are usually
made in dB, which is the log ratio of an unknown signal (Test Channel) with a chosen
reference signal (Reference Channel). This
allows the full dynamic range of the instrumentation to be used in measuring variations
of both high and low level circuit responses.
For example, 0 dB implies the two signal levels have a ratio of unity white ± 20 dB implies a 10: I voltage ratio between two signals.
o dB

,OdB/
Div

100 dB

90 MHz

310 MHz
Polar Sweep: 190 MHz to 210 MHz

Figure 3. Simultaneous measurement of
transmission response and passband reflection coefficient
All network analyzer phase measurements
are relative measurements with the reference
channel signal considered to have zero phase.
The analyzer then measures the phase difference of the test channel with respect to the
reference channel:
Measurement results at CW frequencies
may be displayed on analog meters, LEDs or
computer controlled printers. Swept frequency measurements of amplitude and phase
may be displayed versus frequency on CRTs
or X-Y plotters. Insertion Loss is displayed in
two different ways in Figure 4. The addition
of digital storage and normalization to network analyzer CRT's assures flicker-free
traces and removal of frequency response errors for fast, real-time displays of test device
responses versus frequency.

odB
10dBI
Djy

OdB

0.1 dBI
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0.5 dB
25 MHz.
150 MHz

,OOdB
400 MHz
210MHz

Figure 4. Simultaneous measurement of filter passband and skirts using alternate
sweep

NETWORK ANALYZERS
Complete Characterization of Linear Networks (Cont.)

Low Frequency Network
Analysis
Networks operating at frequencies below
10 MHz are generally characterized by measuring the gain and phase changes through
the network and the associated input and
output impedances; h, y, and z-parameters as
well as other lumped-component models are
typical analytical and computational tools
used to represent these measurements. The
first derivative of phase with respect to frequency, group delay, is an important measurement of distortion in communication
systems. Hewlett-Packard produces a broad
line of instrumentation capable of measuring
all of these parameters.
Phase information complements amplitude
data in the measurement of low frequency
parameters. Phase is more sensitive to network behavior and it is a required component
of complex impedance and transfer functions. For instance, phase is required to determine the frequency of network resonances
(poles) and anti-resonances (zeroes). This is
because the phase shift of a network transfer
function is exactly zero at the frequency of
resonance. Phase information is also vital in
circuit design, particularly loop design,
where phase margins are critical.

plished it is possible to observe any variations
in phase shift linearity at high resolution.
Since group delay is the derivative of phase
(dEl/dw), nonlinearities in phase shift correspond directly to changes in a device's group
delay. Figure 6 shows deviation from linear
phase and group delay. Introduction of electrical length in the measurement channel
may be accomplished by physically adding
cable, or it may be accomplished electronically on some network analyzers.

Deviation
from
Linear
Ph...

20"'Div
25 nsec
Group

Delay
5 nsecl
Div

a nsec
285 MHz

105 MHz

Figured 6. Two independent techniques for
measuring filter phase distortion
At lower frequency (typically ::S50 kHz)
digital signal analysis using Fast Fourier
Transformations (FFT) can also be used to
determine the magnitude and phase of transfer characteristics. This subject is treated in
the Signal Analysis section of this catalog.

Group

Delay

High Frequency Network
Analysis

80 nsec
20 nsecl
Div

a nsec
180 MHz

220 MHz

Figure 5. Direct Measurement of Group
Delay with digital readout at marker
Phase data is also required to measure delay distortion or group delay of networks. Delay distortion occurs when different
frequency components of a complex waveform experience nonlinear phase shifts as
they are transmitted through a network.
Group delay is a measure of this distortion
a nd is defined as:
dEl
Tg = dw
There are several techniques for measuring
group delay: the most common techniques
are phase slope, amplitude modulation, frequency modulation, and frequency deviation.
Most HP network analyzers can make measurements with at least one of these techniques while several analyzers measure and
display group delay directly. Choice of a
group delay measurement technique is dependent on the particular device under test
and the resolution required.
An alternative method for measuring
phase distortion is deviation from linear
phase or differential phase. Deviations from
linear phase can be measured by introducing
enough electrical length in the network analyzer's reference channel to linearize a device's phase shift. Once this has been accom-

emerging or reflected traveling waves. By reversing the ports and terminating port I in its
characteristic impedance, S" and S" can be
similarly defined. From these definitions, the
following equations can be derived:
Er, = S,,'Ei, + Sit Ei,
Er, = S"Ei, + S" Ei,
where incident signals act as independent
variables determining the signals leaving the
network. The definition of an S-parameter
can be easily extended to multi port networks;
measurement is also easily accomplished by
terminating additional ports in their characteristic impedances. Thus, S-parameters
completely describe linear network behavior
in the same manner as low frequency parameters.
S-parameters offer numerous advantages
to the microwave engineer because they are
both easy to use and easy to measure. They
are easy to measure because the device is terminated in its characteristic impedance
allowing swept broadband frequency measurement without tuning, enhancing the stability of active devices, and permitting a test
set up to be used for different devices. The
design process is simplified because S-parameters are directly applicable to flow
graph analysis. HP network analyzers and
the appropriate test sets will measure and directly display S" or Sit as gain or attenuation
and S" or S" as reflection coefficient, return
loss or impedance. Figure 8 shows measurements of both S" and SIlo Also, S-parameters
may be directly related to h, y, and z-parameters through algebraic transformations.

Measurements of voltages and currents become more and more difficult as frequency
increases. Consequently, H, Y, and Z parameters lose their usefulness at high frequencies. High frequency network behavior can
be better described using transmission line
theory in terms of forward and reverse travelling waves. Thus, travelling waves make a
logical replacement for voltages and currents
in high frequency measurements.
Scattering parameters or S-parameters
were developed to characterize linear networks at high frequencies. S-parameters define the ratios of reflected and transmitted
traveling waves measured at the network
ports. A two-port device is modeled with Sparameters in Figure 7. S" is the complex reflection coefficient at port I and is the ratio
of Er,/Ei" if Ei, = 0 (port 2 terminated in its
characteristic impedance). S" is the complex
transmission coefficient from port I to port 2,
Er,/Ei" if Ei, = 0, Ei and Er represent the
amplitude and phase of the incident and
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Figure 7. S-parameter model for a two-port
linear network

25 MHz

400 MHz

Figure 8. Simultaneous measurement of
transistor S-parameters

Additional Capabilities
The computational capabilites of a digital
computer can complement the network analyzer's versatility through simplifying and
speeding measurements, data processing,
and accuracy enhancement. Hewlett-Packard has combined network analyzers and
computers into measurement systems and
now offers some analyzers that may be easily
interfaced with HP desktop computers
through the Hewlett-Packa,rd Interface Bus.
Precision design work and manufacturing
tolerances demand highly accurate measurements, but most errors in network measurements are complex quantities that vary as a
function of frequency, making manual error
correction prohibitive. However, the computer can make great contributions to measurement accuracy by quickly and easily
performing the complex mathematics for sophisticated error correction.

Aside from new levels of accuracy, computer controlled network analyzers can be
programmed to set up and make many measurements automatically. The measurement
process is further accelerated by the computer's ability to store, transform, summarize,
and output data in a variety of formats to a
number of peripherals. These capabilities
make the computer controlled network analyzer ideal for both computer aided design or
automatic production testing.

Network Analyzer Product Line
Hewlett-Packard offers a complete line of
network analyzers capable of measurements
through the I Hz to 40 GHz frequency
range. Further information and detailed
specifications on individual network analyzers are available on the following pages (see
matrix on following page for specific page
numbers).

3575A
The 3575A measures Phase and Amplitude or Gain. With the 3575A, the complete
response picture is available at a reasonable
cost from a single instrument, over an 80 dB
range, from I Hz to 13 MHz. The 3575A
uses a broadband measurement technique,
which is attractive because the measurement
is not constrained by internal tracking source
or dedicated external device. The 3575A is
not dependent on the wave shape, thus measurements can be made on a variety of waveforms such as triangle and square waves.

3040A/3042A
The 3040A is a network analysis system
capable of measuring amplitude, phase, and
group delay to 13 MHz. The system consists
of a synthesizer signal source and a twochannel tracking detector. Measurement applications include filter design and production, amplifier testing, delay measurements
on communication devices, and measurements on any linear two-port device.
The 3042A is a fully automatic system
which uses the H P 982ST Desktop Computer
as a computing controller. The memory,
computational power and decision·making
power of the computing controller extend the
measurement solutions to complex networks
in the lab or rapid production line testing.
Accuracy can be improved by subtracting
system errors from the measurements by using the memory and algebraic powers of the
computer and supplied software.

8407A
The 8407 A Network Analyzer tracks the
860lA generator/sweeper (or the 8690B/
8698B sweeper) from 100 kHz to 110 MHz.
Measurement capabilities include:
I) Transmission (gain, loss, phase shift)
and reflection (return loss, impedance)
measured quickly and easily in either
son or 7Sn by sweeping over the frequency range of interest.
2) Complex impedance [Z], 0, or R ± jX
over the wide impedance range O. I U to
>10 kn.

3) Voltage and current transfer functions.
4) High impedance in·circuit probing.
A rectangular and polar display and various CRT overlays permit direct readings of
parameters of interest as frequency is swept.
Applications are detailed in Application
Notes 121·1 and 121-2.

8405A
The 8405A Vector Voltmeter is a dualchannel RF millivoltmeter and phasemeter.
It reads the absolute voltages on either of two
channels and simultaneously determines the
phase relationship between them. CW mea·
surements can be made over the frequency
range I MHz to I GHz.
Besides its use as a voltmeter, applications
of the 8405A include:
I) Transmission measurements (gain, loss,
phase shift and return loss) in 50n
systems.
2) Group delay and amplitude modulation
index.
3) I n·circuit probing.
4) S·parameters in son systems.
Application Notes 77-1, 77-3, 77-4, and 91
are available for more detail on the above
measurements.

8754A
The 8754A is a completely integrated stimulus/response system for testing a wide vari·
ety of networks (like filters, amplifiers, and
attenuators) in the 4 to 2600 MHz frequency
range. By combining a swept source, three
channel tuned receiver, and polar/rectilinear
CRT display into a single compact package,
outstanding performance can be achieved at
an economical price. Magnitude, phase, polar reflection coefficient and impedance are
all measured directly over 80 dB of spurious
free dynamic range. Frequency accuracy is
provided by a crystal marker system and
since three receiver inputs are available, network transmission and reflection parameters
can be measured simultaneously. Additionally, a complete line of sou and 7SU power
splitters, transmission/reflection test sets,
and S-parameter test sets, are available.
High impedance probe can also be used if
necessary and an external signal generator
can be used directly to characterize narrowband devices Ike crystal filters.

8505A/8507B/8507C
The 850SA Network Analyzer provides
measurement capability from 500 kHz to 1.3
GHz. Three RF input ports, each with 100
dB of dynamic range, make possible simultaneous network measurements of reflection
and transmission parameters. Two independent yet identical display channels are each
capable of displaying magnitude, phase, deviation from linear phase and group delay of
either the transmission or reflection characteristics of an R f network. These parameters
can be displayed in rectangular, in polar coordinates or both formats at the same time.
The swept source, which is an integral part
of the analyzer, offers extreme frequency

flexibility through seven different modes of
operation.
The 8507B and 8507C are Automatic Net·
work Analyzers using the 8505A with HP-IB
interface and HP Desktop Computers as controllers. The "Learn" mode of operation extends the traditional automatic operation to
a new level of operator convenience. Accuracy enhancement, formating of data, and the
speed and ease with which data can be accumulated and summarized are all network
measurement contributions made by the
8507B and 8507C.

8410B/8408A/8409C
The 8410B network analyzer system mea·
sures the transmission and reflection characteristics of linear networks in the form of
gain, attenuation phase shift, reflection co·
efficient, normalized impedance and S-parameters in the frequency range of 110 MHz
to 40 GHz.
The 841 OB is a ratiometer using both reference anlf test signal inputs; consequently, the
sweeper output must be divided into chan·
nels. This is accomplished by a "Test Set"
whose other major function can be to provide
the switching required for making transmis·
sion and reflection measurements with minimum or no changes in the measurement
setup. Hewlett-Packard offers test sets cover·
ing various frequency ranges and switching
functions.
Another major instrument required in the
8410 measurement system is a unit for the
detection and display of the I F amplitude
and phase. Three plug-in displays (for the
8410B mainframe) are available for this purpose: a phase-gain indicator with meter
readouts for CW measurements; a phase·
gain display for displaying log amplitude and
phase versus frequency; and a polar display
for displaying amplitude and phase in polar
coordinates.
The 8410B is capable of swept measurements over multi-octave bands through 18
GHz. Between 18 GHz and 40 GHz, 2 GHz
windows may be viewed. Measurements of
more than 60 dB of attenuation and 40 dB of
gain are possible.
The 8409C Automatic Network Analyzer
System is a practical solution to the need for
automatic error-corrected RF and micro·
wave network measurements using a simple
and economical configuration. It is a com·
plete measurement system consisting of the
programmable 83S0A Sweeper, the 8410B
Network Analyzer System, and the 984SB
Desktop Computer. It brings the major advantages in accuracy, speed, data collection,
and operating convenience at a modest cost
increase over the manual network analyzer
system. Further information is available in
Application Notes 117-1, 117-2 and 22IA.
The 8408A is a low cost, programmable
network measurement system based on the
8410B Network Analyzer, the 8350A
Sweeper and the 8SF Desktop Computer.
Using automatic error correction techniques,
primarily in reflection, the 8408A offers
the capability of making more accurate
measurements than with the 8410B manual
system.

NETWORK ANALYZERS
Complete Characterization of Linear Networks (Cont.)

Network Analyzer Product Line Summary
Model

Frequency Range

Source

20 mHz to
25599 kHz

Built-in source that is
selectable as either
random or pseudorandom.
The noise signal is
automatically band-limited
and band-translated to
match the analysis.

16 mHz-25.6 kHz

Built-In random noise
source.

5451 CFouner
Analyzer
Page 570

DC to 50 kHz

Optional random
pseudo-random
or periodic source

3575A Gain Phase
Meter
Page 486

1Hz-13 MHz

None

3040A Manual Network
Analyzer
Page 483

50 Hz-13 MHz

3320B or 3330B
Synthesizer

3042A Automatic
Network Analyzer
Page 484

50 Hz-13 MHz

3330B Synthesizer

100 kHz-l 10 MHz

8601A Generator/
Sweeper
8690B/8698B Sweep
Oscillator

8405A Vector
Voltmeter
Page 500

1MHz-l GHz
(CW)

3200B Oscillator, VHF
Signal Generators,
8654 (UHF), and 8640 A/B

8754A
Network Analyzer
Page 488

4-2600 MHz

Swept source Included
external source usable.

Magnitude and phase
transmiSSion coefficient
reflection coeffiCient and return loss
S-parameters, impedance.

8505A RF Network
Analyzer
Page 490

500 kHz-1.3 GHz

Swept Source Included

Complex Transfer functions-Gain/Loss or S-parameters
Complex Impedance-f, Return Loss, R± jX
Distortion-Group Delay, Deviation from linear Phase
Digital Readout of Data while sweeping
Frequency Counter Included
HP-IB with Learn Mode

8507B and 8507C
Automatic Network
Analyzers
Page 496

500 kHz to
1300 MHz

Swept Source
Included

8410B Network
Analyzer
Page 501

110 MHz-40 GHz

8350, 8620, 8690 Series
Sweep Oscillators

8409C Automatic
Network Analyzer
Page 508

110 MHz-18 GHz

8350 or 8620 Senes
Sweep Oscillators

AutomatIC Transmlssion/ Reflection Measurements
Full Error Correction In Transmission/Reflection Measurements
8410B Network Analyzer System
9826A or 9845B Desktop Computer

8408A Automatic
Network Analyzer
Page 508

110 MHz-18 GHz

8350 or 8620 Senes
Sweep Oscillators

Automatic Transmission/Reflection Measurements
Full Error Correction in Reflection Measurements
Tracking Error Correction In Transmission Measurements
8410B Network Analyzer System
85F Desktop Computer

3582A Spectrum
Analyzer
Page 560

5420A
Digital Signal
Analyzer
Page 568

8407ANetwork
Analyzer
Page 498

Measurement Capabilities
Transfer function amplitude and phase.
Coherence function.
Transient capture and analysIs.

Transfer function. coherence, power spectral density,
Histogram, time record average, Impulse response.

Same as 5420A

Gain, Phase and Amplitude
Low Frequency AnalysIs
Amplitude and Phase
Group Delay
Gain or Loss
linear Frequency Sweep
9825T Desktop Computer as Systems Controller
Complex Network Analysis
DeCISion Making Ability
Computational Capability
Transfer Functions, Impedance in 500, 750 Systems
Complex Impedance 0.10 to> 10 kO
High Impedance In-Circuit Probing
S-parameters In 500, 750 systems
Voltmeter
Transfer Functions, Impedance in 500 systems
Group Delay, Amplitude Modulation Index
S-parameters In 500 systems

8507B: 9825T Desktop Computer with 8505A and 8501A
8507C: 9845B Desktop Computer with 8505A and 8501A
Automatic Measurements With Data Formalting and Graphics
Error Corrected Measurements
Transmission/ Reflection Charactenstlcs, S-Parameters
500 Coax Measurements 110 MHz to 18 GHz
Waveguide Measurements 8.2 GHz to 40 GHz
Continuous Multioctave Measurements with 8620 and 8350 Series Sweepers
DC Bias for Semiconductor Measurements

NETWORK ANALYZERS
Network Analysis From 50 Hz to 13 MHz
Model3040A
• High resolution digital amplitude, phase and
group delay measurements
• 100 dB dynamic range
• Synthesizer frequency accuracy and stability

• Precision digital sweep capability
• Narrow band analysis
• Full digital control via HP-IB

Description
The 3040A Network Analyzer is designed to meet the demand for
precise and fast characterization of both active and passive linear
two-port devices. The Network Analyzer is a powerful bench system
that makes digital amplitude, phase and group delay response measurements over a 50 Hz to 13 MHz frequency range. It uses the
3330B Automatic Synthesizer with leveled output and digital sweep
capability to generate the local oscillator signal for the 3570A Tracking Receiver and to provide the stimulus to the device under test.
This system effectively combines the wide dynamic range and the
high accuracy of the 3570A Tracking Receiver with the high resolution and stability of the 3330B Synthesizer. giving design, production
and Q.A. engineers working at audio, video and RF frequencies the
precision, convenience, and high information content of digital sweptfrequency response measurements, but with the point by point accuracy of synthesized incremental frequency sweeps.
Residual FM, often a serious limitation to the frequency resolution
of swept frequency measurements, is very low « < 1 Hz) in the
3040A System, allowing accurate narrow band sweeps.
The 3570A Analyzer (Tracking Receiver) has two identical channels for fast, high accuracy "B-A" measurements of gain or insertion
loss of two-port devices and to measure the phase shift between input
and output ports. It can also function as a limit comparator to determine how closely the gain and phase response of a device matches that
of a reference.

Both the passband and the stopband of a device can be examined in
detail because the 3570A Analyzer has both a wide amplitude range
of 120 dB (1 J.LV to I V) and a high resolution display (0.01 dB increments). The digital readout also displays phase readings with 0.01 °
resolution.
Beyond the basic amplitude and phase measurements, the 3040A
offers several automatic features not found in more conventional network analyzers.
One is Digital Offset: Values of amplitude and/or phase measured
on a reference device are stored in the instrument's memory at the
push of a button. Future measurements can then be displayed relative
to the stored values. This could be used, for example, to quickly find
the - 3 dB passband limits of a filter or amplifier.
Another feature is Group Delay: As the synthesizer is stepped in
frequency, the analyzer's internal digital processor calculates group
delay from two phase shift measurements as Td = Ll.0/360M sec.
A third one is Limit Test: High and low limits can be entered as
digital words from an external controller. The analyzer can be set to
stop or output a marker when a limit is reached. This capability is
useful, for example, to precisely find the center frequency of a resonant circuit by stopping at the 0° phase reading.
The 3040A Network Analyzer introduces precision. convenience
and built-in "intelligence" to the problem of characterizing the behavior of linear networks on the bench.

NETWORK ANALYZERS
Automatic Network Analysis From 50 Hz to 13 MHz
Model3042A

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3042A Automatic Network Analyzer
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Description
The 3042A is an automatic network analyzer system that greatly
improves the capabilities of the 3040A Manual Network Analyzer by
adding the control and computational power of the 9825T Desktop
Computer. The 9825T adds speed, automation, enhanced accuracy,
and simple operation to the precise amplitude, phase and group delay
measurement performance of the 3040A. The versatility of the 9825T
allows on-line data analysis, data reduction and decision making capability plus formatted graphic or tabular representation of results or
data storage for further processing at a later time.
Environments such as production, quality assurance and the laboratory are now provided with the capability of extending precision
network analysis to applications that were previously impractical because of the length of time it took to make the necessary measurements.

Production Applications
In production applications the 3042A substantially reduces the
time and cost of making a range of simple or complicated tests on all
types of components (e.g., crystals, amplifiers, filters and other analog devices). The system can run through a long series of tests on a
device. checking performance at all specified points and deliver a simple pass/fail answer. Additionally, automatically compiled test data
provides excellent statistics for improved production control, more
precise ,cheduling and accurate production cost analysis.

Full automation and low cost
Speed and precision in measurements
Accuracy enhancement of results
Data analysis and presentation of results
Simplicity and flexibility in operation
HP-IB systems interfacing
9825T Desktop Computer

Test programs with built-in operator instructions minimize requirements for highly trained technicians, and uniform test procedures
may easily be established.

Quality Assurance Applications
In quality assurance applications, the 3042A significantly reduces
the cost of test equipment necessary to assure a comprehensive product testing job. In addition, the system's inherently flexible HP-IB
interface structure allows the system configuration to be easily adapted by either simple software modifications or hardware additions.
Skilled technicians may be relieved from repetitive yet demanding
tasks and placed in positions that maximize the use of their knowledge and skills. The 3042A provides reliable and repeatable results.
Various parameters may be tested in greater detail and in less time,
resulting in greater product confidence and quality, and lower warranty costs. Also, automatically compiled test data provides excellent
statistical data for identifying problem areas.

Laboratory Applications
In laboratory applications, engineers gain greater insight into their
circuit design due to the speed and ease with which data can be accumulated and summarized with the 3042A. The easy-to-use programming format allows easy-to-write, customized programs which solve
specialized measurement problems in a fraction of the time required
to manually perform and evaluate the same measurements. In addition, the accuracy enhancement software furnished with the 3042A
System increases accuracy of the system seven times over that of a
single channel measurement (three times over a ;oB_A" measurement).

System Control and Interface
The 3042A Automatic Network Analyzer incorporates the 9825T
Desktop Computer as system controller, operator interface and data
processor. The 9825T offers the power and speed of much larger computers but features a high level programming language and editing
capabilities that allow nearly instant use of the system with minimal
effort. System-operator interface is greatly simplified through the
9825T's alphanumeric display and typewriter-like keyboard.
Summary
The 3042A Automatic Network Analyzer provides a complete solution to production, quality assurance and laboratory applications at
audio, video and RF frequencies with accurate, reliable, repeatable
and fast results plus the high information content that automatic
gain-phase-delay measurements can give.

Specifications 3040A and 3042A Systems
Sources (Channel A & B outputs are isolated and electrically
identical)
Frequency
Range: 0.1 to 13,000,999.9 Hz.
Resolution: 0.1 Hz (9 digits).
Amplitude
Range: + 13.44 to -86.55 dBm (50rl).
+ 11.68 to -88.31 dBm (75rl option).
Resolution: 0.01 dB.
Accuracy
Leveled frequency response (10 kHz reference)'

Linearity: (A or B amplitude function)

oto -20 dB

13 MHz
±045 dB
±05 dB
±0.6 dB
±08 dB

+13.44 dBm
-16.55 dBm
-36.55 dBm
-66.55 dBm
-8655 dBm

•Add 0.5 dB lor le,eling switch in off position.

Attenuator: (10 kHz reference, 25°C ±5°C) ±0.02 dB/IO dB
step of attenuation down from maximum output.
Absolute: (10 kHz, maximum output, 25°C ±5°C) ±0.45 dB.
Stability: (24 hr., 25°C ± 1°C): ±0.01 dB.
Impedance: 50 or 75rl (optional) ± 2%.
Receivers (Channel A & B inputs are electrically identical and
both tuned precisely to the signal source's frequency)
Frequency
Range: 50 Hz to 13 MHz.
Resolution: 0.1 Hz.
Selectivity: 10 Hz, 100 Hz and 3 kHz bandwidths (60 dB/3 dB
bandwidths, 20: I).
Amplitude: (Output is in dB relative to IV, 0 dBm or 0.1 V, corresponding to the position of the "Max/Ref Input Voltage" switch.)
Measurement range: I V rms to I IJ. V rms.
Dynamic range: 0 to -100 dB (using A or B amplitude function),
-100 dB to + 100 dB (using B-A amplitude function).
Resolution: 0.01 dB.
Accuracy: (25°C ± 5°C): Accuracy of the 3042A is enhanced with
software supplied with the system from 50 Hz to 10 MHz and over
the top 20 dB of the dynamic range as shown below.
Frequency response: A or B "Amplitude Function" ±0.5 dB;
B- A" Amplitude Function" ± 0.1 dB; using Accuracy Enhancement
Software ± 0.03 dB furnished with 3042A system.

-80 to -100 dB'

± 1.5 dB

'Only specified 10 -70 dB for 3 kHz bsndwidlh.

Stability (8 hr., 25°C ± 1°C after 3 hr. warmup)
Temp. Coefficient
(20°C-30°C)

100 Hz &
3kHzBW

±0.02 dBrC
±0.05 dBrC

10 kHz BW
OdB

Phase (Phase Reference is Channel A)
Range: -179.5° to + 179,50 (display recycles).
Resolution: 0.01°.
Accuracy: (25°C ±5°C).
Frequency response (Channel at 0 dB)
+0.8'

50 Hz

±0.2'

1MHz

100Hz

13 MHz

Amplitude response Channel B within 6 dB of Channel A

odB

I

-20 dB
±04'

I

-70 dB
±06'

I

-80 dB
:tl'

I

For channels at different levels (specification determination by lowest input).
-20 dB

OdB

I

-60 dB

I

± 1.5'
'Only specified to -70 dB lor frequencieslrom 50 Hz to SO kHz.

I

10 Hz

-20 to -80 dB'

±0.2 dB
±0.06 dB with Accuracy Enhancement
±0.5 dB

±1.3'

-80 dB'
±35'

I

Linearity: ± 0.2 ° (Channel B within 6 dB of Channel A).
Input impedance: I Mn ±2% shunted by <30 pF.
General
Programmability: all controls, except power switches, are programmable using the HP-IB format.
Ultra-high accuracy: the 3040A/3042A systems can be coupled
with an external device such as a calibrated attenuator to provide relative measurements whose amplitude accuracy is limited to the amplitude stability of the receiver and source and the accuracy of the
external device.
3040A Options
The basic 3040A system options are listed below. For
more information refer to the 3040A/3042A data
sheet.
(Order Opt I 10 or III and Opt 120 or 121)
110: standard 50n 3570A
111: standard 75n 3570A
(Options 110 and III include Delay / Limit Test/Offset
and Cable Lead Kit)
120: standard 50n 3330B
121: standard 75n 3330B
3042A Options
The basic 3042A system options are listed below. For
more information refer to the 3040A/3042A data sheet
200: 50n System
201: 75n System
The 3042 system is fully integrated, tested, verified and
specified as a system. It is supplied with complete software and documentation.
3042A Automatic Network Analyzer
Consisting of: 3330B Synthesizer, 3570A Network
Analyzer, 9825T with 64k Bytes of memory, ROMs,
Interface and documentation, 56" Rack.

$9250
$9250
$8900
$8900

N/C

N/C

$30,500

486
1
1

[hpJ

NETWORK ANALYZERS
Gain/Phase Meter
Model 3575A
• dBV, dB ratio and degrees from 1 Hz to 13 MHz

3575A Option 001 dual panel meters

Description

Programmable

The HP 3575A Gain-Phase Meter is a versatile two-channel analyzer which can measure and display the absolute amplitude level or
amplitude ratio of signals present at the inputs. In addition, the
3575A can measure the phase relationship of the two signals. This
analyzer is a broadband detector, which is easy to use because no
frequency tuning is required.
Since a dedicated tracking source is not required tooperate with the
3575A, a wide selection of stimuli is possible. This flexibility coupled
with a variety of possible amplitude, gain and phase outputs (LED
display, analog outputs, and optional BCD) give you a wide choice of
cost/results tradeoffs. For example, you may wish to manually plot
your network response data on a Bode diagram in which case a low
cost sinewave oscillator stimulus may be used. For easier, quicker results you may select a sweeping oscillator and an x-y plotter and let
the instruments plot your response. You may use a calculator or computer to control a programmable stimulus source and the 3575A to
provide automatic measurements. Here you have a wide range of
computation and output possibilities.

Two programmable options both offer full control of front panel
functions and BCD output of information (amplitude, ratio or phase)
contained in both digital displays. The two options give the user a
choice of negative true or positive true outputs.

Applications
The 3575A can solve network analysis problems in the I Hz to 13
MHz frequency range where complex measurements (gain or phase
or both) are required. A few of the many measurements it can make
are: gain and phase response of feedback systems, envelope delay and
return loss of transmission lines, complex impedance of components,
and insertion loss of mixers and frequency doublers. Bode plots and
Nichols charts are useful graphical tools for analyzing many of these
response data.

Phase
The phase relationship of two signals is indicated over a range of
± 192 degrees with 0.1 degree resolution. A unique logic circuit (patent) design allows the 3575A to make stable phase measurements in
the presence of noise. This feature minimizes the error to less than
two degrees for a signal-to-noise ratio of 30 dB. One of three band
limiting filters may be selected to get further noise rejection.
The 3575A is also capable of measuring the phase relationship of a
variety of waveforms, such as square waves and triangle waves. Even
harmonic and in-phase odd harmonic components of these signals
cause no phase measurement error. For out-of-phase odd harmonic
signal-to-harmonic ratios of 40 dB, measurement errors are less than
0.6 degree as shown in Figure I.

Amplitude
The amplitude of either channel or the ratio of the two can be measured over an 80 dB dynamic range and 100 dB measurement range.
Resolution is 0.1 dB. Results are displayed in dBV for channel amplitude and dB for ratio measurements. Digit blanking and channel
overload annunciators will turn on if the maximum allowable signal
level at either channel input is exceeded.

Readout
The standard three-digit LED display may be selected by the operator to indicate the amplitude of channel A or B, gain or phase. A
second three-digit LED display is optionally available for simultaneous display of amplitude and phase readings. Lighted annunciators
identify the measurement function, units and remote status.
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Figure 1. Worst case error from odd harmonics.

Digital readout: 3'/, digits with sign and annunciators. Four read-

Specifications

ings per second, fixed.

Phase Accuracy'

Amplitude Accuracy'
INPUT RANGE

INPUT RANGE

2 mV-20 V

2 mV-20 V

0.2 mV- 2 V

02 mV- 2 V
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,0 Hz
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./

./
+ 2 dBV

('3 d81'('

I
±3 dBV
i±4 dB)"'

1 MHz

13 MHz

FREQUENCY

FREQUENCY

• Conditions: Temperature: 25"C ± lO C; Frequency range switch on lowest applicable range;
Analog Output accuracy (raar panal).
Q

Input signal range: 200i! V rms to 20 V rms.

Harmonic Rejection
Even harmonics: no error.
Odd harmonics: (in phase) no error.
Odd harmonics: (out of phase) 0.57° worst case error when total
odd harmonic distortion is 40 dB below the fundamental.
Noise tolerance: 2° error for a 10 kHz. I V sine wave on one channel. One volt sine wave added to Gaussian noise (limited to a I MHz
bandwidth and 30dB SIN ratio) on the other channe\. The 100 Hz to
I MHz frequency range was used.
Display
Range: ± 180 0 with 12° of overrange.
Resolution: 0.1 0 •
Panel meter accuracy: ± 3 counts (OJ degrees/dB/dBV). The
panel meter error must be added to the phase and amplitude errors to
obtain the display error.

Inputs
Impedance: I M!1 30 pF.
Protection: ± 50 V dc, 25 V rms.
Response time to achieve 95% of final reading
Frequency Range

Time

1 Hz to 1kHz

20 s

10 Hz to 100 kHz

25

100 Hz to I MHz

025

; kHz to 13 MHz

20 ms

Rear terminal inputs are available as a special (3575A-C09). DigItal
(Opt. 002). 0, +5 V; ground true. Twelve lines to fully program all
functions.

Outputs
Analog
Phase: 10 mV /degree.
Amplitude: 10 mV /dB or dBY.
Output impedance: I k!1
Digital (Opt 002); 0, +5 V; ground true. 31 output lines (1-2-4-8
BCD).

•Conditions: Temperature: 25°C ± 10°C; accuracy applies to dB V and ratio measurements with the
same frequency on both channels; for ratio measurements, tha lowest level channel determines sc·
curacy; analog output accuracy (raar panel)
"Ratio (B/A) tolarances

Amplitude functions: A dBV, B dBV or B/A dB.
Amplitude reference: (A dBV, B dBV) I V rms = 0 dBV.
Display
Range: A dBV, B dBV: -74 dBV to +26 dBV (in two ranges). B/ A
dB: -100 to + I00 dB. (Both input signals must be within the range
of 0.2 m V rms to 20 V rms)
Resolution: 0.1 dBV, 0.1 dB.

Options
001 Dual panel meters: HP's 3575A Opt 00\ is equipped with two
digital readouts and two analog outputs for simultaneous amplitude
and phase readings. This option has no additional measurement capability over the standard instrument.
Dual analog outputs: rear panel BNC connectors provide dc output
voltages that correspond to the respective panel meter readings.
002/003 Programmable: 3575A Opt 002 and Opt 003 are
equipped with dual panel meters and dual analog outputs (same as
Opt 001) plus BCD outputs and complete remote control capability.
Opt 002 has negative true output levels and Opt 003 has positive true
output levels. BCD information from the 3575A (Opt 002) can be
read by the 9800 series HP Deskfop Computers with appropriate interfacing.
908: Rack Flange Kit.

General
Power: 115 V/230 V ± 10%,48 Hz to 440 Hz, 40 VA.
Weight: net, ~U kg (18.4 Ib). Shipping, 11.3 kg (25.8 Ib).
Size: 88 H x 425 W x 337 mm D (3.47" x 16.75" x 13.25").
Accessories furnished: extender boards, line cable and 50-pin connector (Opt 002 and 003 only).

Options
001: Dual Readout
002: Programmable (negative true output levels)
003: Programmable (positive true output levels)
908: Rack Flange Kit
910: Extra Product Manual

3575A Gain/Phase Meter

Price
add $600
add $1050
add $1050
~dd $25
~dd $23

$3850

Network Analyzers
RF Network Analyzer, 4 MHz to 1300 MHz (optional to 2600 MHz)
Model 8754A
• New H26 option covers 4 to 2600 MHz
• Integrated source, receiver, and display

• Three inputs, two measurement channels
• 80 dB dynamic range

Description

Spectral purity (+ I0 dBm R F output level):
Residual FM (swept and CW): So7 kHz R MS (10kHz bandwidth).
Harmonics: -28 dBc.
Receiver
Frequency: 4 M Hz to 1300 MHz.
Input Channels: Two test inputs (A and B) and one reference (R)
input.
Impedance: 5011 (So 1.22 SWR).
Maximum input level: 0 dBm at R, A, and B inputs.
Damage level: +20 dBm (50 Vdc).
Noise level: <-80 dBm, A and B Inputs.
Minimum R input level: -40 dBm (~-40 dBm required to operate
R input phase-lock).
Crosstalk between channels: >83 dB.
Magnitude frequency response (natness): Absolute (A, B): So
± I dB, Ratio (A/R, B/R): So ±0.3 dB.
Magnitude dynamic accuracy (20 - 30°C): ± 0.3 dB from 0 to
-50 dBm, ±0.5 dB from -50 to -60 dBm, ± I dB from -60 to -70
dBm, ± 2.5 dB from -70 to -80 dBm.
Magnitude reference offset range: ± 199 dB in I dB steps
(±O.I%). Vernier provides variable offset for calibration.
Absolute power measurements (A, B, and R): Typically ± 0.5
dBm at 0 dBm, 50 MHz input.
Phase frequency response: ± 2.5
Phase range: ± 180 0
Phase dynamic accuracy: ±2° from 0 to -50 dBm. ±4° from
-50 to -70 dBm.
Phase reference offset range: ± 199 0 in 10 steps (± I %). Vernier
provides variable offset for calibration.
Electrical length/Reference plane extension: Typically 0 to 16
cm length for transmission phase; typically 0 to 8 cm reference plane
extension adjustment at renection test port.

The 8754A is a complete stimulus/response test system which combines a 4·1300 MHz swept source, three-input narrowband, tuned receiver, and both rectilinear and polar displays in a compact package.
The convenient built-in source incorporates digital display of the start
or center frequency, the ability to sweep all or any portion of the 41300 MHz range, and crystal markers at I, 10, or 50 MHz intervals
to enable accurate frequency calibration and measurement. The receiver provides 80 dB dynamic range in two independent measurement channels to allow simultaneous measurement of any two
transmission or renection parameters using a single test setup. Measurements of absolute power, magnitude ratio, phase angle, and renection coefficient are displayed on the fully calibrated CRT with
resolutions up to 0.25 dB and 2.5 degrees per major division. With
these features the 8754A offers a new level of operating convenience
and technical performance to swept magnitude and phase measurements in laboratory, production, and field testing applications at an
economical price.
A comprehensive line of 5011 and 7511 test sets allow maximum versatility in a wide range of applications. Matched cable sets, precision
adapters, and transistor fixtures provide convenient reliable connections to the test device. Adding the 8750A Storage-Normalizer provides nicker-free rectilinear displays regardless of sweep rate and
eliminates the need for grease pencils through automatic normalization of frequency response errors. For applications that require exceptional frequency accuracy and stability, the 8754A may be used with
external sources such as the H P 8660 or H P 8640 signal generators.
Now, insertion and return loss measurements to 2600 MHz can be
made with the H26 options of the 8754A Network Analyzer, the
8502A Test Set, and the 11850A Power Splitter. For a complete description of these options, ask your H P Field Engineer for a data sheet
(HP Publication 5952-9298).

8754A Network Analyzer Specifications
Source
Frequency range: 4 MHz to 1300 MHz (optional to 2600 MHz).
Sweep modes: Linear full sweep (4 MHz to 1300 MHz) and calibrated sweep widths with variable start or center frequency.
Sweep widths: Selectable sweep width ranges from I to 1000 MHz
in a 1,2,5 sequence, plus CWo A vernier allows continuous adjustment of sweep width within each range.
Digital frequency readout: Indicates start or center frequency with
I MHz resolution.
Markers: Internal, crystal-generated harmonic markers at 50, 10, or
I MHz intervals (±0.01% accuracy).
Output power range: 0 to typically + 13 dBm; ± 0.5 dB natness,

0

•

Display
Measurement functions: CRT displays either polar trace or Channel I and Channel 2 rectilinear traces.
Reference position: Independent reference lines for Channel I and
Channel 2 and Polar center can be set to any position.
Video filter: Typically 100 Hz (10kHz without filter).
Graticule size: Rectilinear, 10 cm by 8 cm; polar 8 cm in diameter.
Smith chart overlays: 2, I, 0.2, and 0.1 full scale.
CRT photography: Tektronix C-5B Oscilloscope Camera is recommended. (UV illumination will not provide graticule exposure.)
Resolution: 10, 2.5, I, 0.25 dB/ major division. 90, 45, 10, 2.5 0 / major division.
Accuracy: ± 2% ± 0.05 divisions for rectilinear trace; within 2.5 mm
for polar trace.

8502A 50n Transmission/Reflection Test Set
85028 75n Transmission/Reflection Test Set
General: Contains a power splitter and directional bridge to allow
simultaneous transmission and reflection measurements. Usc the
11851 A RF Cable Set for interconnections. Detailed specifications
on page 495.
11851A RF Cable Set
General: Three 61 cm (24") 50rl cables, phase matched to ±4° and
one 86 cm (34") 50n cable. Used with 8502A/B and 11850A/B. Detailed specifications on page 494.

8502A

8748A

11850A

11851A

General
Sweep output: -5V to +5V.
External sweep inputs: 0 to 10 V nominal.
x-v recorder /External CRT output:
Horizontal and vertical: 0.1 V/div.
Penlift/blanking: +5V Blanking and Penlift.
External marker input: Typically -13 dBm RF signal produce a
marker at the frequency of the RF signal.
Magnitude/phase output: -10 mV /Degree and -100 mV /dB.
Probe power: Two + 15 Vdc and -12.6 Vdc.
Storage-normalizer interfaces: Directly compatible with the HP
87 50A Storage-Normalizer. H P 8501 A Storage-Normalizer requires
a single internal adjustment for compatibility.
Programming connector: Outputs include magnitude/phase and
sweep outputs and inputs described above as well as measurement
mode selection by TTL levels or contact closures.
External source: The 8754A sweep-out voltage is provided to frequency modulate (sweep) an external signal generator for narrowband measurement applications. A sweep input is provided to
synchronize the CRT display for use with an externally swept source
(8620 Series).
Temperature:
Operating: 0° to 55°C except where noted.
Storage: -40°C to +75°C.
EMI: VDE 0871/0875 and CISPR publication II.
Safety: Conforms to the requirements of IEC 348.
Power: Selection of 100, 120, 220 and 240V + 5% -10%. 48 to 66
.
Hz, 20 VA max.
Size: 425.5 mm wide, 133 mm high, 505 mm deep (16% in x 5Y. in x
19 71< in).
Weight: Net 16.8 kg (37 Ib). Shipping 19 kg (42 Ib).
11850A son Three-Way Power Splitter
118508 75n Three-Way Power Splitter
General: One output port provides the reference output and the other
two output ports can be used for independent transmission measurements. Use the 11851A RF Cable Set for interconnections. Detailed
specifications on page 495.

8748A 50n S-parameter Test Set Specifications
Frequency range: 4 MHz to 1.3 GHz
Directivity: 2:40 dB.
Frequency Response:
Transmission'(S2I'S,,): ± I dB, ± 12'
Reflection' (Sil' S,,): ± 2 dB, ± 15°.
Port matCh':
Test Port 1 and 2: 2:26 dB Return Loss (s 1.11 SWR).
Test Port 1 and 2 open/short ratio: s ± 0.75 dB and ± 6 ° from
4 to 1000 MHz; sO.9 dB and ±7.5° from 1000 MHz to 1300
MHz.
Insertion loss:
Input to Test Port 1 or 2: 13 dB nominal.
Input to Port A, B, or R: 19 dB nominal.
Maximum operating level: +20 dBm.
RF attenuator range: 0 to 70 dB in 10 dB steps.
Test port connectors: APC-7.
DC bias input range: ± 30 Vdc, ± 200 rnA.
Includes: Cables for connection to 8754A and Reference Plane Extension Cable Kit.
Recommended accessory: 11857 A Test Port Extension Cables,
11608A Transistor Fixture, or 11600B, I 1602B Transistor Fixtures.
Power: 20 Vdc, supplied from 8754A via interface cable.
Size: 432 mm wide, 90 mm high, 495 mm deep ( I7 in. X 3'/, in X 19 V2
in.).
Weight: Net, 9.\ kg (20 lb). Shippirlg, 1\.3 kg (25 Ib).
11857A APC·7 Test Port Extension Cables
General: Two precision 50n cables phase matched to ± 2 0 to connect
text device between 8748A test ports. Detailed specifications on
page 495.
Transistor Fixtures
General: Three trarlsistor fixtures can be used with the 8748A. The
11600B and 11602B require usc of the 11858A Transistor Fixture
Adapter. The 11608A transistor fixture connects directly to the
8748A. Detailed specifications on pages 504 arid 506.
Adapter Kits
General: The 11853A, 11854A, I I855A, and 1I856A accessory kits
are available to provide precisiorl Type Nand BNC adapters and calibration standards for use with the 11850A/B, 8502A/B, and 8748A
test setups. Detailed specifications on page 495.
1

± degrees, specified

2 Effective

8S deviation from linear phase.
port match for ratio measurements.

Ordering Information:
8754A Network Analyzer

Opt
Opt
Opt
Opt

H26: 4-2600 MHz
907: Front Handle Kit
908: Rack Flange Kit
909: Rack Mount Flange/Front Handle Kit
11850A 50rl Three- Way Power Splitter
Opt H26: 4-2600 MHz (50n)
118508 75n Three-Way Power Splitter
8502A 50n Transmission/Reflection Test Set
Opt H26: 4-2600 MHz (SOn)
85028 75n Trarlsmission/Reflection Test Set
11851A RF Cable Set
11857A Test Port Extension Cables
8748A 50n S-Parameter Test Set
Opt 907: Front Handle Kit
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
Opt 909: Rack Mount Flange/Front Handle Kit

Price
$13,650
add $1700
add $32
add $25
add $55
$675
add $100
$1125
$2475
add S300
$2625
S800
$850
$6750
add $2R
add $20
add $41

NETWORK ANALYZERS
RF Network Analyzer, 500 kHz to 1.3 GHz
Model8S0SA
• 100 dB of dynamic range
• Digital readout of data with analog display
• Direct group delay and deviation from linear phase

• High performance sweep oscillator
• Complete family of 50n and 7511 test sets
• Digital storage and normalization

~
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The H P 8505A is a high performance RF network analyzer operating over the 500 kHz to 1.3 G Hz frequency range. It accurately and
easily measures complex impedance, transfer functions and group delay of coaxial components and semiconductors. Because both magnitude and phase are measured, it is possible to completely characterize
the linear behavior of either active or passive networks.
Since magnitude and phase can be measured and displayed over
100 dB of dynamic range (-10 to -110 dBm), it is a simple process
for the 8505A to measure transmission loss of high rejection devices
such as filters or gain and return loss of small signal devices like amplifiers. Distortion parameters like group delay, deviation from linear
phase, and deviation from constant amplitude are measured in an
equally straightforward manner. Group delay is measured and displayed directly to resolutions of I ns per major division using a new
linear FM measurement technique. A unique new electrical line
stretcher compensates for the linear phase shift of the device under
test so that phase non-linearities may be examined at high resolution
(1 0 per major division). Amplitude deviations with frequency can be
similarly observed to resolutions 0.1 dB per major division with clear,
crisp trace stability. In addition, it is possible to read out swept amplitude, phase and delay digitally at anyone of five continuously variable markers with resolutions of 0.01 dB, 0.1°, and 0.1 ns
respectively.

Many of the 8505A's high performance features and operating conveniences are derived from the fact that it is a completely integrated
system including both the sweep oscillator and receiver. The basic
instrument also includes a built-in frequency counter, polar and rectangular displays on the same CRT, the new electronic line stretcher,
group delay measurement, and frequency selective digital readings of
swept amplitude, phase and delay. The frequency counter with resolutions up to 100 Hz adds further precision to the measurements by
allowing frequency as well as amplitude, phase and delay to be read
out at any of the five markers. The 8505A is fully programmable in a
straightforward fashion using the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus
(HP-IB operation is standard). The user can configure a customized
automatic system or for convenience HP offers two fully configured
systems, the 8507 Band 8507C. (See pages 496, 497.)
Companion instruments include the 11850A Three Way Power
Splitter for high resolution transmission comparison measurements,
the 8502A Transmission/Rellection Bridge for simultaneous transmission and rellection measurements, and the 8503A S-parameter
Test Set for complete characterization of two port devices in a single
test set-up. The 850lA Storage-Normalizer adds digital storage, normalization, signal averaging, increased resolution, and graphics to
8505A measurements.

8505A Specifications
Source
Frequency Characteristics
Frequency range: 500 kHz to 1.3 GHz in three ranges; 500 kHz
to 13 MHz, 500 kHz to 130 MHz and 500 kHz to 1.3 GHz.
Swept frequency accuracy: ± I % of range for linear sweep.
CW frequency accuracy: ± 2 counts ± time-base accuracy.
Frequency stability: better than ±0.01% of reading ±O.OI% of
frequency range over 10 minutes after warm-up.
Frequency counter characteristics: frequency counter measurements are made at anyone of five continuously variable marker positions without interrupting the swept RF signal.

Dynamic accuracy: ±0.01 dB/dB from -20 to -40 dBm; ±0.2
dB from -10 to -50dBm; ±0.5 dB from -50 to -70 dBm; ± 1.0
dB from -70 to -90 dBm; ± 2.0 dB from-90 to -100 dBm; ± 4.0
dB from -100 to -110 dBm.
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Input level in dBm

-110

> 100 dB isolation between inputs.

:::..1 second

Sweep time

Counter accuracy: ± 2 counts ± time-base accuracy.
Marker frequency accuracy: ± 0.002% of scan width ± counter
accuracy. Measured in CW ± ~F
Time-base accuracy: ± 5 ppm ± I ppm;oC ± 3 ppm/90 days
Output Characteristics
Output power range: + 10 dBm to -72 dBm.
Attenuator accuracy: ± 1.5 dBm over 70 dB range.
Vernier accuracy: ± I dB.
Leveling: ±0.5 dB from 500 kHz to 1.3 GHz.
Impedance: SOil; 2: 16 dB return loss at -10 dBm output level
« 1.38 SWR).
Residual FM
Frequency
Range (MHz)

0.5 to 13

0.5 to 130

ReSidual FM

50 Hz rms

200 Hz rms

0.5 to 1300
2 kHz rms

Bandwidth

20 Hz-l kHz

20 Hz-I kHz

20 Hz-lO kHz

Harmonics: > 25 dB below main signal at + I0 dBm output level.
Sub-harmonics and spurious signals: below - 50 d Bm at + I 0
dBm output level.
General Characteristics
Sweep modes: Linear Full, Log Full, Start/Stop I, Start/Stop 2,
Alternate, CW ± ~F, and CWo
Sweep times: 10 ms to 100 s in decade ranges.
Trigger modes: auto, line sync.. single scan or external sync.
RF Output connector: Type N female
Receiver
Frequency range: 500 kHz to 1.3 GHz
Input Characteristics
Input channels: three channels (R, A, and B) with 100 dB dynamic range.
Damage level: +20 dBm or 2:50 V de.
Noise(IOkHz BW): -IIOdBm from 10to 1300 MHz; -IOOdBm
from 2 to 10 MHz; -95 dBm from 0.5 to 2 MHz.
Impedance: SOil: 2:20 dB return loss « 1.22 SWR). Typically
> 26 dB return loss « 1.11 SWR).
Magnitude Characteristics
Absolute frequency response (A, B, R): ± 1.5 dB
Ratio frequency response (A/R, B/R): ±0.3 dB from 0.5 MHz
to 1.3 GHz.

Measurement Channel Input Level in dBm

Reference offset range: ± 199.9 dB
Reference offset accuracy: ±0.03 dB ±0.003 dB/dB of offset
Marker measurement resolution: 0.01 dB over any < 10 dB
range; 0.1 dB over any 2: 10 dB range
CRT Display resolution: 0.1 dB to 20 dB/division in I, 2, 5 sequence.
Phase Characteristics
Frequency response: ± 3° from 500 kHz to 750 MHz; ± 5' from
750 MHz to 1.3 G Hz.
Range: ± 180°.
Accuracy: ± 0.0 I" /degree for ± 170'; ± 0.01" /degree ± 0.5 0 for
± 180°.
Dynamic accuracy (in 10 kHz Bandwidth): ±O.Or/dB from -20
to -40dBm; ±0.5° from -10 to -50 dBm; ± I" from -50 to -70
dBm; ± 3° from -70 to -90 dBm.
Crosstalk: see amplitude crosstalk specification.
Reference offset accuracy: ± 0.3 ° ± 0.5% of offset.
Marker measurement resolution: ± 0.1 0 over < 100" range and
1 0 for 2: I 00° range.
CRT display resolution: I 0 to 180 0 per division in 8 steps.
Polar characteristics: Frequency Response, Dynamic Response,
Reference Offset and Marker Measurement specifications are the
same as magnitude and phase characteristics.
CRT display accuracy: actual value is within less than 3 mm circle
of the displayed value.
Tracking between dB offset controls and polar full SWitch positions: :sD.2 dB.
Full scale magnitude range: I to 0.01 in a 1,0.5,0.2 sequence.
Delay characteristics
Frequency response: ± I ns from 500 kHz to 1.3 G Hz.
Delay accuracy:' ± 3% of reading ± 3 units (Units = I ns for 0.5
to 1300 MHz range, IOns for 0.5 to 130 MHz range, and 100 ns for
0.5 to 13 MHz range.).
1

± 3 units may be calibrated out with thru connection.

NETWORK ANALYZERS
RF Network Analyzer, 500 kHz to 1.3 GHz (cont.)
Model 8505A

Range Resolution and Aperture
Frequency
Range (MHz)
Range
Resolution
CRT
Marker
Marker with
Delay scale/Dlv
SWitch set to
Aperture'

Range and resolution (8505A and 8640B Opt 002): (Total
Frequency Range: 0.5 to 1024 MHz).

0.5 to 13

0.5 to 130

0.5 to 1300

oto 80 ~s

oto 8 ~s

oto 800 ns

100 ns
100 ns

10 ns
10 ns

1ns
1ns

8640
Frequency
Ranges
(MHz)

. CW
10 ns
« 1 ~s)

1ns
(SIOO ns)

0.1 ns
(--;10 ns)

7 kHz

20 kHz

200 kHz

Resolution
(Set on 8640B)

Reference offset range: ± 1999 dB
Reference offset accuracy: ± 0.3 units ± 0.3% of offset.
Electrical length/ref. plane extension characteristics
Calibrated electrical length range and resolution:'
Frequency
Range (MHz)
Range

Xl
XIO

Resolution Xl
Xl0

0.5 to 13

0.5 to 130

0.5 to 1300

+ 199m

+ 1.99 m

+ 199 cm

±100 m

±10 m

±lm

IOcm
1m

1em
10cm

0.1 cm
1Cm

Calibrated electrical length accuracy: ± 3% of reading ± I % of
range.
Linear phase substitution (degrees/scan) Range: ± 1700° per
scan with 0° offset.
or
± 4.7 /is
± 1.4 km
scan width (MHz)
scan width (MHz)
Linear phase substitution resolution: 10°
Linear phase substitution accuracy: ± 3% of reading ± 10° /
scan
Phase compensation linearity: <0.2% of phase slope inserted.

8505A Opt 005 Specifications (Phase-Lock
Operation)
Source
Frequency Characteristics
Modes (8505A): CW and CW ±~F only.
Range and Resolution (8505A and 8660C/86602B/86632B):
the total frequency range is I to 1300 MHz with a CW resolution of
I Hz (set on the 8660C). The maximum ± ~F and ± ~F resolution
is 1.3 kHz and I Hz from 0.5 to 13 MHz, 13 kHz and 10Hz from
0.5 to 130 MHz, and 130 kHz and 100 Hz from 0.5 to 1300 MHz
res pecti vel y.

±;IF
Resolution
(Set on 8505A)

All freq.
Ranges

Max

0.5-8
8-16
16-1024

±~F

0.5-13

0.5-130

0.5-1300

10 Hz

10 Hz
100 Hz

10 Hz

100 Hz

13 kHz
13 KHz

130 kHz

01 Hz
1Hz

1Hz

1.3 kHz
1.3 kHz

Typical system residual FM: the Residual FM of a phase-locked
8505A approaches that of the 8660C/86602B/86632B or 8640B.
Output Characteristics
Power output, harmonics, spurious outputs, RF noise, etc. are determined by the 8660C with 86602B and 86632B or the 8640B.

Receiver
Magnitude and phase characteristics are unchanged with the exception of the dymanic range specification.
Delay Characteristics
Accuracy: ± 3% of reading ± 3 units. Units: l/is for 0.5-1300
MHz; 10 /is for 0.5~130 MHz; 100 /is for 0.5-13 MHz.
Range, resolution and aperture: (8660C/86602B/86632B or
86640B)
(8505A indicated units x 1000)
8505 Frequency Range (MHz)

General Characteristics
RF Input connectors: type N Female
Display bandwidth: selectable I F bandwidths of 10kHz and I kHz.
A video filter position is also provided.
CRT overlays: Smith Charts (2, I, 0.5, 0.2, 0.1 full scale), Log
Charts (10 MHz, 100 MHz and 1000 MHz).
CRT photography: H P 197A Opt 006 camera or H P 197A with
I0375A Bezel Adapter required to fit 8505A display. A CRT illumination control is provided.
Auxiliary Outputs
Channel 1 and 2 outputs: 0.25 V/display division.
Sweep output: 0.25 V/display division.
Pen lift: DC coupled, 200 rnA current sink.
Programming
The 8505A has a remote programming interface using the HewlettPackard Interface Bus with Learn Mode. Included are one 2 m
(HP 10631B) and one 0.5 m (HP 10631D) HP-IB cables.
Power: selection of 100, 120, 200 or 240 V + 5% -\ 0%. 50 to 60 Hz
approximately 275 watts.
Size: 279 H x 426 W x 553 mm D (II x 16.75 x 21.75 in.).

05-1
1-13
16-128
128-1024

8505A Frequency Range (MHz)

Range

0.5-13

0.5-130

0.5-1300

0-80 ms

0-8 ms

0-800 ~s

100 ~s

10 ~s

Resolution:
CRT & Digital Marker
Digital Marker With
Delay Switch Setting

<1 ms

<100 ~s

1 ~s
100 ns
<10 ~s

Aperture'

1.5 kHz

2.0 kHz

4.0 kHz

10 ~S

l~s

Electrical Length Characteristics
Accuracy: ± 3% of reading ± 3% of range.
Calibrated electrical length, range, and resolution: (8660C/
86602B/86632B or 8640): (8505A digital readouts x 1000) give
electrical length 1000 times larger and resolution divided by 1000.

General Characteristics
RF Inputs
L.O. drive input level: 10 dBm ±2 dB (Rear panel BNC).
RF drive input level: 0 dBm ±2 dB (Rear panel BNC).
Tuneable FM output: ± 1.3 V maximum (rear panel BNC with
output level controlled by ± ~F control on front panel of 8505A).
± 1.3 V output is obtained independent of the frequency range
switch setting.
Capture range of phase-lock loop: 100 kHz (0.5-13 MHz
Range); 400 kHz (0.5~130 MHz Range); 4 MHz (0.5-1300 MHz
Range).
Standard/phase-lock operation: rear panel switch can disable all
phase-lock circuitry when using the instrument in its standard (non
phase-lock) operating mode.
lTypical measurement Aperture using linear FM modulation technique.
provides continuous adjustment of eleclricellength. Calibrated Electrical length lineerity:
= 0.7% x 1.2 f (MHz) x 1 (meters).
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Description

HP-IB Interface

The 8501 A high performance Storage-Normalizer is a dedicated
accessory that extends the measurement capability of your HP
8505A RF Network Analyzer (500 kHz to 1.3 GHz). Flicker free
displays with digital storage and CRT annotation of major control
settings provide convenient easy documentation. Using normalization, frequency response errors are simply removed. In addition the
8501 A can digitally average signals to dramatically improve signalto-noise ratios and magnify the display for high accuracy measurements. With a desktop computing controller, computer graphics capability is added to the 8505A for displaying corrected data, operator
messages, or computer programs.

HP-IB Interface capabilities
Remote programming
learn mode: this feature provides the ability to output the current
instrument state to a computing controller.
Input data: data for graphics or other purposes can be sent to the
8501 A at a rate of:
ASCII mode: 600 points per second.
Binary mode: 10000 points per second.
Output data: data can be read from the 8501 A at a rate of:
ASCII mode: 800 points per second.
Binary mode: 9000 points per second.
Graphics: data for graphics can be read into the 8501 A and viewed
in two types of displays.
Text displays: 22 lines of text with 54 characters per line can be
displayed on the CRT.
Vector display: lines can be drawn on the display between any
two points with a resolution of 432 points in x and 360 points in y
(nominal).

8501A Specifications
Display
Rectangular displays
Horizontal display resolution: two display channels, 500 points
per channel (0.2% of full scale, 0.24 mm).
Vertical display resolution: 500 points displayed full scale (0.2%
of full scale) plus a 50% overrange (250 points) both above and below full screen.
Polar displays
Display resolution: two display channels, 250 points per polar display (0.2% of full scale, 0.2 mm in X and V).
Display tracking: visual offsets between direct 8505A and stored
displays are approximately ± '/2 CRT minor division (± I mm).
Horizontal input sweep times: 100 sec maxi 10 ms min.
Conversion time: 10 ms max for 500 ± 2 data points (20 /lS per
point).
Display refresh time: nominally 20 ms depending upon information
displayed.
Line generator: a line generation technique is used to connect points
on a CRT display, yielding a smooth continuous trace.
Markers: all five markers are also available in the digital display
mode.

Output
Auxiliary outputs XYZ: (BNC female connectors on rear panel).
X-I V full screen, 83 mV Idiv (12 div).
Y-I V full screen, 100 mV Idiv (10 div).
Z--l volt blanks display, +2 volt unblanks display. (Signal compatible for all HP CRT displays such as 1332, 1304, or 1310.
Offsets: The X, Y, and polar display offsets can be adjusted over a
± 10% range of screen by ml:ans of potentiometers on the rear panel
of the 8501 A.
labeling interface: all major control settings of the 8505A and
8503A and phase-lock indication are displayed on the CRT.

General
Display controls
Storage Off: the 850 IA is bypassed so the display returns to normal analog operation.
Storage On: turns on digitally stored display.
Storage Hold: the current display is not updated and is frozen for
CRT photography or further analysis.
Erase: display and memory are erased.
labels: switches all display labeling on or off.
Magnifier: expands the display by a factor of I, 2, 5, or 10.
Processing functions (Channel 1 and 2)
Input Off: display of channel I (2) is blanked.
Input On: channel I (2) measurement is displayed.
Input Mem: the difference between the channel I (2) measurement
and the stored memory content is displayed (normalization).
Memory Store: the current measurement is stored in memory.
Memory View: the stored memory content is displayed.
Averaging: the data averaging function for channel I (2) IS
switched on or off.
Averaging Factor: the degree of averaging is selectable from 2, 4,
8 ... to 256. The current averaged trace is always displayed and
updated at the sweep rate.
local: returns the 850lA control to the front panel from remote HPJ B control.
Includes: 0.5 m HP-IB cable and the processor interconnect cable.
Accessories: the 11864A Accessory Kit provides the labeling interface boards and connectors for the 8505A. 8505A Opt 007 has these
boards and connectors installed.
Power: selection of 100, 120, 220, or 240 V + 5%-10%, 50 to 60 Hz
and < 140 VA « 140 watts).
Size: 90 H x 426 W x 534 mm D (3.5 x 16.75 x 21.0 in.).
Weight: net, 12.25 kg (27 Ib). Shipping, 14 kg (31 Ib).

NETWORK ANALYZERS
RF Network Analyzer, 500 kHz to 1.3 GHz (cont.)
Model8S0SA

Maximum operating level: +20 dBm.
Damage level: 1 watt CWo
RF Attenuator range: 0 to 70 dB in IO-dB steps.
Connectors test port: son Type N Female for 8502A amd 75n
Type N Female for 8502B; all other R F ports 50n Type N Female:
Bias input, BNC Female.
DC Bias input: ± 30 V dc and ± 200 rnA.
Includes: 8502B includes 50n/75n minimum loss pad.
Recommended accessory: 11851 A R F Cable Kit for either 8502A
or 8502B.
Size: 61.5 H x 101 W x 204 mm D (2.44 x 7.5 x 8.0 in.).
Weight: net, 1.7 kg (3.25 Ib). Shipping, 3.1 kg (7 Ib).

8503A

8S03A SOQ S-Parameter Test Set
8S038 7Sn S-Parameter Test Set

8502A

11851A

11850A

8S02A son Transmission/Reflection Test Set
8S028 7S12 Transmission/Reflection Test Set
Frequency range: 500 kHz to 1,3 GHz,
Impedance: 8502A, 50n; 8502B 75n,
Directivity: ~40 dB,
Frequency Response
Transmission: ~ ± 0,8 dB and ~ ± 8
Reflection: ~± 1.5 dB and ~15° from 0,5-1300 MHz: ~± 10°
from 2-1300 MHz,
Port Match
Test port: ~26 dB return loss from 2-1300 MHz (~24 dB for
8502B); ~20 dB return loss from 0,5-2 MHz (~18 dB for 8502B),
Test port open/short ratio: ±0,75 dB and ±6° from 2-1000
MHz(±0,9dBand ±7,5° for 8502B); ±0,9dBand ±7,5° from
1000-1300 MHz; ± 1.25 dB and ± 100 from 0,5-2 MHz,
Reference and reflection ports: ~25 dB return loss from 2-1000
MHz; ~23 dB return loss from 0.5-1300 MHz.
Input port: ~23 dB return loss.
Nominal insertion loss:
Input to Test Port: /3 dB (8502A), 19 dB (8502B).
Input to Reference Port: 19 dB (8502A), 19 dB (8502B).
Input to Reflection Port: 19 dB (8502A), 31 dB (8502B).
0,

Frequency range: 500 kHz to 1.3 GHz.
Impedance: 8503A, son; 8503B, 75n.
Directivity: ~40 dB.
Frequency Response
Transmission (S, •• S.,): ± I dB, ± 12° from 0.5-1300 MHz.
Reflection (S", S••): ±2 dB, ±20° from 0.5-1300 MHz; ± 15°
from 2-1300 MHz.
Port Match
Test ports 1 and 2: ~26 dB return loss from 2-1300 MHz (~24
dB for 8503B), ~20 dB return loss from 0.5-2 MHz (~18 dB for
8503B).
Test port 1 and 2 Open / Short Ratio: ~ ± 0.75 dB and ± 6 ° from
2-1000 MHz (±0.9 dB and ±7.5° for 8503B); ~±0.9 dB and
7.5° from 1000-1300 MHz; ± 1.25 dB and ± 10° from 0.5-2 MHz.
Reference and return ports: ~23 dB return loss from 2-1000
MHz; ~20 dB return loss from 0.5-2 MHz and 1000-1300 MHz.
RF input port: 20 dB return loss from 0.5-1300 MHz.
Maximum operating level: +20 dBm.
Damage level: I watt CW.
Connectors: test ports. 50n APC-7 for 8503A and 75n Type-N Female for 8503B; all other RF connectors, 50n Type-N Female; Bias
inputs BNC Female.
DC Bias input: 30 V dc, ± 200 rnA.
Includes: four 19 cm (7.5") cables for connection to 8505A.
Recommended accessory: 11857A son Test Port Extension Cables or 11857B/C 75n Test Port Extension Cables.
Programming: Programming via HP-IB. 0.5 m HP-IB cable
included.
Power: 100, 120, 220, or 240 V + 5%-10%, 50 or 60 Hz. Approx. 10
watts (15 watts for 8503B).
Size: 90 H x 426 W x 553 mm D (3.5 x 16.75 x 21.0 in.).
Weight: net, 9.1 kg (20 Ib). Shipping, 11.3 kg (25 Ib).

Accessories
118S0A son Power Splitter
118S08 7S\1 Power Splitter
Frequency range: DC to 1.3 GHz.
Impedance: 11850A. 50n; 11850B, 75n.
Tracking between any two output ports: ~O.I dB and ~ 1.5
Equivalent source match (ratio or leveling): ~32 dB return loss
(~1.05 SWR).
Input port match: ~20 dB return loss.
Nominal insertion loss: 9.54 dB for 11850A; 7.78 dB for 11850B.
Frequency response absolute: Input to Output ~0.2 dB.
Maximum operating level: +20 dBm.
Burn-out level: ~ 1 watt CWo
Connectors: 11850A, 50n Type N female: 11850B, three outputs
75n Type N female, RF input 50n Type N female.
Recommended accessory: 11851 A RF Cable Kit.
Includes: 11850B includes three (3) 50n/75n Minimum Loss Pads
Size: 46 H x 67 W x 67 mm D (1.88 x 2.63 x 2.63 in).
Weight: net, 1.8 kg (4 Ib). Shipping, 3.1 kg (7 Ib).
0
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11851A RF Cable Kit

11857A SOH APC-7 Test Port Extension Cables

General: Three 610 mm (24 in.) 50!! cables phase matched to 4° at
1.3 G Hz and one cable 860 mm (34 in.). Connectors are Type N
Male. Recommended for use with 8502A/B Transmission/Renection Test Set and 11850A/B Power Splitter.
Weight: net, 0.9\ kg (2 Ib). Shipping, 1.36 kg (3 Ib)

General: two precision 61 cm (24 in.) cables, phase matched to 4" at
1.3 G Hz for use with 8503/\ S-parametcr test set. Connectors are 50!!
APC-7.
Weight: net, 0.91 kg (2 Ib). Shipping, 2.3 kg (5 Ib).

11852A 50H/75n Minimum Loss Pad

General: two precision 61 cm (24 in.) cables, phase matched to 2° at
1.3 GHz for use with 8503B S-parameter test set. One cable has 75!!
Type N Male connectors on both ends; the other has one Type N
Male and one Type N Female connector.
Weight: net, 0.91 kg (2 Ib). Shipping, 2.3 kg (5 Ib).

General: the 11852A is a low SWR minimum loss pad required for
transmission measurements on 75!! devices with 8505A receiver
(50!!).
Frequency range: DC to 1.3 GHz.
Insertion loss: 5.7 dB.
Return loss: 75!! side, SOl! side terminated: Typically :2:34dB
(:'.S 1.04 SWR). 50!! side, 75!! side terminated: Typically :2:30 dB
(:'.S 1.06 SWR).
Typical Flatness: :'.SO.l dB from DC to 1.3 G Hz.
Maximum input power: 250 mW (+24 dBm).
Connectors: 50!! Type N female and 75\1 Type N male.
Size: 14 D x 70 mm L (0.56 x 2.75 in.).
Weight: net, 0.11 kg (4 oz). Shipping, 0.26 kg (9 oz).

11853A 50n Type N Accessory Kit
General: the 11853A furnishes the RF components required for
measurement of devices with 50 Type 1\ Connectors using the
11850A, 8502A, or 8503A (8503A also requires the 85032A). Kit
contains a Type N Female short, a Type N Male short, two Type N
Male barrels, two Type N Female barrels and storage case.
Weight: net, 0.91 kg (2 Ib). Shipping, 1.36 kg (3 Ib).

11854A 50n BNC Accessory Kit
General: the 11854A furnishes the RF components required for
measurement of devices with 50 BNC Connectors using the 11850A,
8502/\, or 8503A (8503A also requires the 85032A). Kit contains
two Type N Male to BNC Female adapters, two Type N Male to
BNC Male adapters, two Type N Female to BNC Female adapters,
two Type N Female to BNC Male adapters, a BNC Male short and
storage case.
Weight: net, 1.13 kg (2'h Ib).

11855A 75n Type N Accessory Kit
General: the 11855A provides the R F connecting hardware generally required for measurement of devices with 75!! Type N connectors
using the 8502B, 8503B or 11850B. Kit contains two 75!! Type N
Male barrels, two Type N Female barrels, a 75!! Type N Female
short, a 75Q Type N Male short, a 75Q Type N Male termination, and
storage case.
Weight: net. 0.91 kg (2 Ib). Shipping, 1.36 kg (3 Ib).

11856A 7511 BNC Accessory Kit
General: the 11856A provides the RF connecting hardware generally required for measurement of devices with 75!! BN C connectors
using the 8502B, 11850B, or 8503B. Kit contains two Type N Male to
BNC Female adapters, two Type N Male to BNC Male adapters, two
Type ~ Female to BNC Female adapters, two Type N Female to
BNC Male adapters, a BNC Male short, a 75fl BNC Male termination, and storage case.
Weight: net, 0.91 kg (2 Ib). Shipping, 1.36 kg (3 Ib).

11857B 75n Type N Test Port Extension Cables

11858A Transistor Fixture Adapter
General: the 11858A adapts the 11600B and 11602B transistor Fixtures (vertical test port configuration) to the 8503A S-parameter lest
set. Connectors are APC-7.
Weight: net, 0.91 kg (2 Ib). Shipping, 1.36 kg (3 Ib).

Ordering Information
8505A* RF Network Analyzer
Opt 005: Phase Lock
Opt 007: Labeling Interface
Opt 908: Rack Mounting Kit (for use without front
handles)
Opt 910: Extra Manual
Opt 913: Rack Mounting Kit
8503A * 50!! S-Parameter Test Set
Opt 908: Rack Mounting Kit (for use without front
handles)
Opt 910: Extra Manuals
Opt 913: Rack Mounting Kit
85038* 75!! S-Parameter Test Set
Opt 908: Rack Mounting Kit (for use without front
handles)
Opt 910: Extra Manual
Opt 913: Rack Mounting Kit
8501A* Storage Normalizer
Opt 908: Rack Mounting Kit (for use without front
handles)
Opt 910: Extra Manual
Opt 913: Rack Mounting Kit
8502A 50!! Transmission/Renection Test Set
Opt 910: Extra Manual
85028 75Q Transmission/Renection Test Set
Opt 910: Extra Manual
11850A 50Q Power Splitter
118508 75!! Power Splitter
11851A RF Cable Kit
11852A 50!! to 75!! Minimum Loss Pad
11853A 50!! Type N Accessory Kit
11854A 50!! BNC Accessory Kit
11855A 75!! Type N Accessory Kit
11856A 75Q BNC Accessory Kit
11857A 50!! APC-7 Test Port Extension Cables
118578 75Q Type N Test Port Extension Cables
11858A Transistor Fixture Adapter
11864A Labeling Interface Kit
•Front Handles are Standard

Price
$35,750
$1.000
$600
$50
$75
$62
$5,600
$32
$10
$20
$5,600
$32
$10
$20
$6,100
$32
$25
$20
$2.250
$6
$2.250
$6
$675
$675
$600
$140
$150
$165
$200
$260
$725
$1.175
$575
$725

NETWORK ANALYZERS
Automatic Network Analyzers, 500 kHz to 1.3 GHz
Models 8507B/C
• Improve productivity in lab and factory
• Accuracy enhancement
• Ease of operation via HP-IB

• 9825T or 9845T Desktop Computer
• Learn mode
• Graphics Transfer with 8507C
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SYSTEMS

8507C

Description

It is equally easy to get started making measurements since the

8507BjC come with software that complements the Hewlett-Packard

Two factory-configured automatic systems based on the 8505A
Network Analyzer are available. The 8507B is controlled by the
9825T Desktop Computer; the 8507C is controlled by the 9845T.
Mating the versatile, easy-to-use desktop computer with the completely programmable network analyzer produces a powerful RF network measurement tool for both lab and production uses.

hardware. Included are programs for accuracy enhancement and general network analyzer applications. In addition, a system check-out
program is provided. This is all made possible because HP-IB is not
just IEEE-488, but the hardware, documentation and support that
delivers the shortest path to a measurement system.

Cost Effective Solutions

Learn Mode Operation

In laboratory applications, engineers gain greater circuit insight via
the speed and ease with which the 8507BjC accumulate and summarize data. With only a few hours training, engineers with no previous
programming experience have been able to write customized programs which solve specialized measurement problems. In production
environments, the 8507BjC can dramatically reduce the time and
cost of making complicated limit tests on all types of components.
Testing programs with built-in operator instructions can minimize
training cost, assure uniform test procedures and eliminate subjective
decisions.

The "Learn" mode of operation has extended traditional automatic
operation to a new level of operator convenience. The desktop computer can accept (Learn) a data string from the network analyzer
which defines all of the manually set front panel control settings. This
is accomplished by a single keystroke. Once stored in the desktop
computer (or permanently recorded on a cartridge) this data string
can then be used to automatically return the network analyzer to its
exact original test conditions. And this can all be done without the
operator ever writing a single program line!

Simplicity and Flexibility of HP-IB
Configuration of the standard 8507BjC or your own customized

Programmability Features

system is a simple matter since it is programmed via the HewlettPackard Interface Bus. For example, perhaps your RF measurement
application requires a programmable power supply for transistor
biasing or a digital voltmeter. Simply choose an instrument from the
selection of HP-IB interfaceable instruments and add it to your
8507BjC using universal HP-IB cables.

I) The unique marker mode operation provides a real time display
simultaneously with digital data logging. This mode insures that no
glitches are missed, even when taking a limited number of data points.
2) The human-engineered HP-IB coding alleviates complex code
tables. To program a function, simply type its name (shortened to
first letter if you like) and its switch position number (numbered I to
N left to right).

Accuracy Enhancement
Each 8507B/C system is supplied with a program that permits frequency tracking, mismatch, and directivity errors to be characterized
by applying known standards. These stored system errors are then
removed from the measurement of the unknown to provide a degree
of accuracy exceeding that possible with the standard 8505A.
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The plots on the left show the result of software accuracy enhancement. Curve A depicts raw measurements on a 50 dB return loss termination at the end of a six-foot RG 214 cable-a typical application
problem in testing in temperature chambers. Curve B shows the results after calibrating at the end of the cable-a 25 dB improvement.

Data in the Form you Need
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With the desktop computers, it is a simple matter to obtain customized printed or plotted outputs. Or you may want to store data on tape
for later analysis. Data can be analyzed or statistically summarized
directly, bypassing the laborious and error-prone task of manually
recording and re-entering data. Data reformating such as converting
return loss to SWR or S-parameters to y-parameters can be accomplished also.

85078/C Automatic Network Analyzers
Includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

8505A
SIGNAL PROCESSOR

R A B

8505A
SOURCE

9825T and 9876A
(for 8507B)
9845T (for 8507C)

8505A Network Analyzer
850lA Storage Normalizer
8503A S-Parameter Test Set
APC-7 Calibration Kit (85031 A)
Systems Table and Cables
System Assembly and check-out
And with the 85078:
• 9825T Desktop Computer (62K bytes memory) with StringAdvanced Programming, Plotter-General I/O-Extended I/O
ROMS, 9876A Printer, and 88076A cradle.
• HP-IB interface card, 98034A
With the 8507C:
• 9845T Desktop Computer with 187k bytes memory, opt. 204
• Graphics ROM & subsystem, opt. 311, opt. 700, I/O ROM, opt.
312
• Second tape cartridge drive, opt. 600
• Thermal line printer, opt. 560
• HP-IB interface card, 98034A
Power: 85078-115 or 230 V, 50-60 Hz, 750 VA.
8507C-115 or 230 V, 50-60 Hz, 735 VA
Weight: 8507B-net 227 kg (500 lb). Shipping, 272 kg (600 Ib)
8507C-net 255 kg (561 Ib). Shipping, 312 kg (686Ib)

Ordering Information

85078/C Calibration Kits
185031 A Verification and APC· 7 Calibration Kits
\ Included with 8507B/C. Contains Precision APC-7 Load, APC-7
,Short, and two verification standards.

185032A Type N Calibration Kit

I For use with 8507B/C. Contains 2 APC-7 to N-Male Adapters, 2
,APC-7 to N-Female Adapters, I N-Male Load, I N-Female Load, I
N-Female Short, I N-Male Short.

185033A SMA Calibration Kit

I For use with 85078/C. Contains 2 APC-7 to SMA-Male Adapters,
:2 APC-7 to SMA-Female Adapters, I SMA-Male Load, I SMAremale Load, I SMA-Female Short, and I SMA-Male Short.

85036A 75Q Type N Calibration Kit
For use with the 8507B/C Opt E75 75fl Automatic Network Analyzer. Contains I Type N Male Termination, I Type N Female TerIfTIination, I Type N Male Short, I Type N Female Short, I Type N
Male Barrel, and I Type N Female Barrel.

I

I

Price

85078 Automatic Network Analyzer
$66,750
Opt 002: Delete Systems Table
less $900
Opt 003: Delete 9825T Calculator
less $14,225
Opt 005: Phase lock
$1,000
Opt 910: Extra Set of Manuals
$175
Opt 913: Rack Mounting Kit
$102
8507C Automatic Network Analyzer
$78,240
Opt 002: Delete Systems Table
less $900
Opt 003: Delete 9845T
less $24,815
Opt 005: Phase Lock
$1,000
Opt 910: Extra Set of Manuals
$200
Opt 913: Rack Mounting Kit
$102
850108 Basic Measurements Program Pac for 8505A,
$\ 00
8501A, 8503A, and 9825T
$250
850308 Applications Pac Software for 8505A/8503A/
9845T
$250
85030C Applications Pac Software for 8505A/850IA/
8503A/9845T
$600
85031A Verification/ APC-7 Calibration Kit (Included
with 8507B/C)
$83
85032A 50n Type-N Calibration Kit
$700
85033A SMA Calibration Kit
$1200
85036A 75n Type-N Calibration Kit

NETWORK ANALYZERS
RF Network Analyzer System, 100 kHz to 110 MHz
Model 8407 system
• Complete swept characterization of linear networks
• Modular system flexibility
• son and 7Sn measurements
• Digital storage
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Specifications
8407A
General: 8407 A is a two input tracking receiver, using both inputs
(reference and test channels) to form their magnitude ratio and phase
difference before routing to display.
Frequency range: 0.1-110 MHz.
Impedance: son. SWR < 1.08; Option 008: 75 n, SWR < 1.08.
Dynamic range: 80 dB.
Test input: DIRECT -10 to -90 dBm signal range. ATTENUATED, +20 to -SO dBm signal range. Damage level +26 dBm/SO V dc.
Reference input: DIRECT level required, -10 to -60 dBm. ATTENUATED level required +20 to -20 dBm. Damage level +26
dBm/SO V dc.
Amplitude accuracy: FREQUENCY RESPONSE ±0.2 dB for
DIRECT input (test input> -60 dBm), O.I~IIO MHz; ±O.OS dB
over any 10 MHz portion; may be calibrated out. Typically ± 0.05 dB
for DI RECT inputs (REFERENCE level of -10 dBm). DISPLAY
REFERENCE, <0.05 dB/ I dB step, total error sO.ldB;
<O.ldB/IO dB step, total error sO.2S dB. ATTENUATED INPUTS, 40 dB ±O.S dB. REFERENCE CHANNEL. GAIN CONTROL, 20 dB and 40 dB steps ±O.S dB/step. CROSSTALK, <0.03
dB when test/ref = -40 dB to <4 dB when test/ref = -80dB.
Power: 65 watts, 50-60 Hz, 115/230 ± 10% V ac.
Weight: net, 14.6 kg (32 lb). Shipping, 17.8 kg (39Ib).

8412A
General: plug-in PHASE-MAGNITUDE CRT Display. Displays
magnitude and/or phase vs. frequency.
Amplitude accuracy: display, 0.08 dB/dB from midscreen. Rear
output: 0,03 dB/dB variation from 0 volt output.
Phase Accuracy: DISPLAY, 0.065° /degree from midscreen.
PHASE OFFSET, 0.3° /20 0 step, s3° for 360° change, positive or
negative direction. VS. DISPLAYED AMPLITUDE, < I 0/ I0 dB;
total <6° over 80 dB range.
Rear panel inputs: sweeping, sIS V dc. Blanking, -4 V dc blanks
CRT. Z axis (marker), -5 V dc intensifies and +5 V dc blanks trace.
Power: 23 watts, supplied by 8407 A.
Weight: net. 7.8 kg (17 Ib). Shipping, 10 kg (22 Ib).
Detailed Specifications on page 503.

Swept measurements for either designing or testing are made with
ease by HP's versatile 8407 Network Analyzer System. Since phase
as well as magnitude is measured by this Network Analyzer, the behavior of both active and passive linear networks can be completely
characterized from 100 kHz to 110 MHz by swept measurement.
Measurements of gain, loss, phase shift (compute a group delay),
return loss, and complex reflection coefficient are all possible in either
son or 7Sn systems. These measurements allow the linear behavior of
the networks under test to be completely characterized by their complex S-Parameters. Swept complex impedance [Z] and 8 as well as
voltage and current transfer functions are also measured quickly and
easily by the 8407 system. Typical linear networks designed and tested with the 8407 are filters, amplifiers, attenuators, antennas, detectors, cables, and recording heads.
Much of the 8407's versatility stems from its modular construction
which allows the system to perform a variety of measurements or be
economically tailored to one application. The basic instruments of the
8407 system are: The HP 8407 A Network Analyzer, one of two REQUIRED sources (HP 8601A Sweeper/Generator or HP
8690B/8698B Sweep Oscillator), choice of two plug-in displays (HP
8412A Phase-Magnitude Display or HP 8414A Polar Display), an
optional digital marker (HP 8600A), and one of four transducers
(HP 116S2A, 116S4A, or 1121A) depending on the measurement.
Because the 8407A is a tracking receiver, the HP 8601A and HP
8690B/8698B are the only sources providing the VTO output required to operate the network analyzer. Thus, an operating system
must be configured with one of the required sources. the network analyzer, a display and one or more of the transducers depending on the
device under test and the network parameters desired.

8750A
General: the 87S0A Storage-Normalizer provides digitally stored
and normalized CRT displays when used with the 8412A PhaseMagnitude Display. Measurements are faster, easier, and more accurate when the 87S0A is employed because the CRT is flicker-free and
frequency response errors are eliminated. The 87S0A is not compatible with the 8414A Polar Display.
Power: selection of 100,120,220, or 240 V +5%-10%,48 to 440 Hz
and s20 VA (s20 watts).
Weight: net, 2.72 kg (6 Ibs). Shipping, 5.0 kg (II Ibs).
Detailed Specifications on page SO I.

8414A
General: normalized POLAR coordinate display with magnitude
calibration in 0.2 of full scale gradations. Full scale is determined by
DISPLA Y REFERENCE on 8407 A; phase calibration is in 10° increments over 360 0 range. Smith Chart overlays available.
Accuracy: all errors in amplitude and phase due to display are contained within a circle of 3mm about measurement point.
Rear panel inputs: blanking, -4 to -10 V dc blanks CRT. Marker,
intensified trace with -4 to -10 V dc.
Rear panel outputs: horizontal and vertical both ± 2.5 V for full
scale deflection.
Power: 35 watts, supplied by 8407 A.
Weight: net, 5.9 kg (13 Ib). Shipping, 8.0 kg (18 Ib).
Detailed specifications on page 503.
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Directional bridge: 8721 A: 6 dB insertion loss and 6 dB coupled to
auxiliary arm. Frequency response ± 0.5 dB (0.1-110 MHz). Directivity >40dB (I to 110 MHz). Load port return loss >30 dB
(p<0.03). Max input power + 20 dBm. 50fl, Option 008: 75fl.
Power splitter: 6 dB through each arm. Max input power +20 dBm.
50 fl.
50fl termination: return loss >43 dB.
Weight: net, 0.7 kg (1.5 Ib). Shipping, 1.2 kg (2.5 Ib).
11652A

1121A

8601A
General: GENERATOR/SWEEPER operating in either CW or
SWEPT modes. Sweep modes are full, variable stop frequency, and
symmetrical (up to 10 MHz). Features very low residual FM, spurious, harmonics, and drift. 8601 A provides the VTO signal required
to operate the 8407A.
Frequency: 0.1-11 MHz in two sweep ranges, 0.1-11 MHz and 1110 MHz.
Impedance: 50fl VSWR < 1.2. Option 008: 75fl. VSWR < 1.2.
Accuracy: I % of frequency, 0.5% linearity, and 2% of sweep width.
Calibrated output: ±0.25 dB flatness over full range, output accuracy ± I dBm from +10 to -110 dBm.
Auxiliary outputs: sweep out, blanking (for 8412 and 8414), VTO
(required by 8407A), and auxiliary output (0.1-11 MHz both
ranges) for 8600 counter/digital marker.
Detailed specifications on page 445.

8600A
General: D.IG ITA~ MARKE~ used with 860 I A generator /sweeper
~o provide five continuously varIable markers on a display while readIng out the frequency of anyone marker. Six digit dispaly.
Markers/accuracy: 5 markers accurate at desired frequency ±
(0.05% sweep width + sweep stability).
Counter frequency range: 0.1-15 MHz (automatically scales up
by ten when 860lA on 0.1-110 MHz range).
Detailed specifications on page 445.

116S2A
Gen~ral:

REFLECTION· TRANSMISSION KIT containing pow-

ersphller, 8721A DIRECTIONAL BRIDGE, precision termination,
calibrating short, three BNC adapters, and four matched, low-leakage cables for both transmission and reflection measurements. All 50
fl BNC connectors, Option 008 75fl.

116S8A
General: 50fl to 75fl matching resistor for matching the 50fl of the
8407A to a 75fl environment. Two 11658A's are very useful for frequent 50fl to 75fl changes. The 11658A's mount directly on the front
panel, of 8407A, FREQUENCY, 0.1-110 MHz. INSERTION
LOSS, 3.5 dB. RETURN LOSS, >40 dB. CONNECTORS, 50fl
BNC male and 75fl BNC female.
Net Weight: 28 g (I oz).

1121A
General: I: 1 active probe for making measurements without disturbing circuitry and measuring voltage transfer functions in systems different from 50fl. 10:1 and 100:1 dividers and BNC adapter also
furnished.
Frequency response: ± 0.5 dB and ± 2% from 0.1-1 10 MHz with
a bandwidth (3 dB) of I kHz to >500 MHz and gain 0 dB ± I dB.
Input impedance: 100 kfl, shunt capacitance of 3 PF at 100 MHz.
With 10: I or 100: I divider, I Mfl, shunt capacitance I PF at 100
MHz.
Output impedance: 50fl nominal.
Maximum Input: 300 mV rms, +80 V dc; with 10: I divider, 30 V rms,
±350Vdc.
Power: supplied by 8407A through PROBE PWR jacks.
Weight: net, 0.7 kg (1.5 lb). Shipping, 1.2 kg (2.5 Ib).

Ordering Information

Price

8407A Network Analyzer

$7100
add $115
$3500
$1890
$3200
$3950
add $50
$2250
$575

Opt 008: 75fl input
8412A Phase Magnitude Display
8750A Storage-Normalizer
8414A Polar Display
8601A Sweeper/Generator
Opt 008: 75fl output
8600A Digital Marker
11652A Reflection/Transmission Kit (50fl)
Opt 008: 7Srl
11658A Matching Resistor
1121A AC Probe Kit
8721A Directional Bridge (50fl)
Opt 008: 75fl

add $75
$100
$700
$250
add $20

NETWORK ANALYZERS
Vector Voltmeter
Model 8405A

• Accurate voltage and phase measurement
• 1 to 1000 MHz
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The 8405A Vector Voltmeter measures voltage vectors described
by both magnitude and phase. This capability makes the S405A a
unique instrument for about any design and test application in the
frequency range I to 1000 MHz.
In addition to absolute voltage measurements, capabilities include
insertion loss and computed group delay of bandpass filters and other
transmission devices, gain and phase margin of amplifiers, complex
impedance of mixers, antennas, matching the electrical lengths of
cables, s-parameters of transistors, amplitude modulation index, RF
distortion measurements and in-circuit probing.
The S405A achieves this measurement versatility through its twochannel capability enabling voltage magnitude measurements in either channel, thus allowing ratio measurements, and phase difference
measurements between the two channels. Gain or loss in excess of 90
dB and phase measurements with 0.1 0 resolution over a 360 0 phase
range are possible.
Accuracy is achieved through the I kHz bandwidth entailing response only to the fundamental frequency of the input signal. Also,
phase-locked coherent sampling to translate I to 1000 MHz RF signals to 20 kHz IF signals enables accurate detection of voltage magnitude and phase. Automatic phase-locked tuning makes it possible to
select the one of 21 overlapping octave ranges which contains the input signal frequency by simply rotating a switch.

Specifications
Frequency range: I MHz to I G Hz in 21 overlapping octave bands;
tuning automatic within each band.
Isolation between channels: I to 300 MHz, > 100 dB; 300 to
1,000 MHz >SO dB.
Maximum input: ac, 2 V peak; dc, ± 50 V.
Input impedance (nominal): 0.1 Mn shunted by 2.5 pF; I Mn
shunted by 2 pF when II 576A 10: I Divider is used; 0.1 Mn shunted
by 5 pF when 10216A Isolator is used. AC coupled.

Voltage Range (rms)
Channel

1-10 MHz
1.0 V

A

1.5mV~

B

<20pV~

1.0 V

10 - 500 MHz
1.0 V

500 -1000 MHz
500 ~V 1.0 V

<20pV-1.0V

<20pV~1.0V

300~V ~

Voltmeter ranges: 100 Il V to \ V rms full scale in \ 0 dB steps.
Voltage ratio accuracy: 1-200 MHz, 0.2 dB for -60 to 0 dB ranges
and 0.5 dB for -70 dB to + I0 dB ranges; 200-1000 MHz, 0.2 dB for
-60 to -10 dB ranges, 0.5 dB for -70 dB to 0 dB ranges and 1.5 dB
for + 10 dB range.
Phase range: 360° indicated on zero-center meter with end-scale
ranges of ± ISO°, ±60°, ± ISO, and ±6°.
Phase resolution: O.I·~ at any phase angle.
Phase meter offset: ± ISO° in 10° steps.
Phase accuracy: ± 1.5° (equal voltage Channel A and B).
Accessories furnished: two II 576A 10: I Dividers, two 10216A
Isolators, two 1021SA BNC Adapters, six ground clips for II 576A or
1021 6A; six replacement probe tips.
Bandwidth: 1 kHz.
Power: 115 or 230 V ± 10%, 50 to 60 Hz, 35 W.
Weight: net, 13.9 kg (3\ Ib). Shipping, 16.3 kg (36 Ib).
Size: 177 H x 425 W x 467 mm D (7.0 in x 16.75 in x IS.3S in).
11570A Accessory Kit
son Tee: II 536A: for monitoring signals on 50n transmission lines
without terminating line. Kit contains two with type N RF fittings.
son Power Splitter: 1I 549A: all connectors Type N female.
son Termination: 90SA: for terminating 50n coaxial systems in
their characteristic impedance.
Shorting plug: \ 15 12A: Shorting Plug, Type N male.
Ordering Information
8405A Vector Voltmeter
Opt 002: linear dB scale
11570A Accessory Kit (measurement in 50n systems
only)

Price
$4975
add $25
$695

NETWORK ANALYZERS
Storage-Normalizer
Model 8750A
• Digital storage and normalization
• Simple CRT photos and x-y recordings
• Use with HP network and spectrum analyzers

8l50A

With HP's versatile 8750A Storage-Normalizer, you can make
your network analyzer or spectrum analyzer measurements faster,
easier, and more accurately through the simple addition of digital
storage and normalization. This useful instrument accessory is directly compatible via a single interface cable with the following recently
produced or appropriately modified Hewlett-Packard instruments;
the 8755 Frequency Response Test Set, the 8407A/8412A, the
8410/8412A, the 8754A and the 8505A Networks Analyzers and
8557 A, 8558B, 8565A and 8559A Spectrum Analyzers. A special
I/O Adapter (opt 001 or opt 002) is available for interfacing i.nstruments (like 140 Series Spectrum Analyzers) that are not directly
compatible with the 87 50A. An external oscilloscope can then be used
for digitally stored and normalized displays. (The 8750A is not compatible with the 8414A Polar Display or the polar mode of the 8505A
or the 8754A.)
In network analyzer applications, digital storage always yields a
flicker-free display of the complete device response, facilitating easy
adjustment of test devices under slow sweep conditions. Measurement
accuracy is also improved since frequency response errors can be
automatically removed through digital normalization. This effectively eliminates the need to manually record calibration traces on a CRT
or x-y recorder and allows high resolution measurements of atlenuator, amplifier, or filter passband flatness.
In spectrum analyzer applications, the 8750A's digital storage feature simplifies many difficult tests requiring slow scan times such as
high resolution modulation measurements. Drift tests are also easy
since two traces, a stored reference and the current input, can be dis..
..
played simultaneously.
Hard copy documentation can be obtamed qUickly and easily smce
data can be frozen on the CRT for straightforward CRT photography
or outputted to an x-y recorder at a constant 30 second sweep rate.

Supplemental Performance Characteristics
Display
Horizontal memory resolution: two display channels, 256 points
per channel (0.4% of full scale, 8 bit word)
Vertical memory resolution: 512 points displayed full scale (0.2%
of full scale, 10 bit word) plus a 50% overrange (256 points) both
labove and below full screen.
'Horizontal input sweep rates: 100 sec max./ 10 ms. min.
'Display refresh rate: 6 ms.
'\VideO Detection
Network analyzer: Average Detection (20 kHz).
Spectrum analyzer: Peak Detection.

Input! Output
Horizontal Input
Network analyzer: 0 to 10 V nominal. Offset ± 0.5 V and Gain
r/D
Adjust for 6 to 15 V sweep

I

Spectrum analyzers: ± 5 V nominal. Offset ± 0.5 V and Gain
Adjust for ± 4.5 to ± 5.5 V.
AID Vertical Input
Network analyzer: ± I V min. and ± 2 V max, with continuous
gain adjustment. Offset ± 0.3V.
Spectrum analyze(: 0 to 0.8 V or 0 to -0.8 V. Offset ± 0.1 V and
Gain Adjust ± 10%.
D I A Horizontal Output
Network analyzer: gain adjustment for I to 3 V peak. Offset adjustment +.5 to -1.5 V.
Spectrum analyzer: gain adjustment for I to 3 V peak. Offset +.5
to -1.5 V.
D I A Vertical Output
Network analyzer: same as Vertical Input with ± 10% adjustment
range.
Spectrum analyzer: same as Vertical Input with ± 10% adjustment range.
x-v Recorder Outputs
Horizontal range and accuracy: 0 ± 20 mV to I V nominal, settable within ± 3% of full scale. BNC female output (rear panel).
Vertical range and accuracy: ± 4 V ± 3% BNC female output
(rear panel).
Sweep time: 30 sec per displayed trace.
Penlift output: BNC female (rear panel with open collector driver
20 V maximum.)

Controls
Select: LED display indicates Network or Spectrum Analyzer operation depending on the plug-in interface card.
Display
Input: initiates digital storage.
Input-Mem (Input minus Memory): Stored Reference trace is subtracted from input data (normalization).
Hold: freezes display for CRT photos or further analysis.
Reference Memory
Store input: current input trace is stored as Reference.
Recall: displays stored Reference trace.
Bypass: bypasses 8750A so display is returned to conventional analog operation.
X-V Plot: initiates X- Y plots.

General
Interface Cards: The 8750A is supplied with two general plug-in
interface cards. One for use with the HP Spectrum Analyzers listed
above, one for use with the 8407A/8412A and 8505A Network
Analyzers. When the 8750A is to be used primarily with an
8755BjC Frequency Response Test Set and 8350Aj8620C Sweeper,
841 OBj8412A Network Analyzer and 8350A/8620C Sweeper, or the
8754A Network Analyzer, calibration and adjustment of the 8750A
to these instruments can be greatly simplified by ordering one of the
plug-in interface cards dedicated to these instruments (Opt. 003 and
004.) All offset and gain adjustments are significantly reduced. When
Opt. 003 or 004 are ordered the two general interface cards are also
included so you have the flexibility to change your test set up at any
time.
Power: selection 100, 120,220, or 240 V +5% -10%. 48 to 440 Hz
and <20 VA «20 walts).
Size: 102 H x 212 W x 280 mm D (4 x 8.4 x 11.2 in).
Weight: net 2.72 kg (6.1 Ibs). Shipping, 5.0 kg (II Ibs).
Ordering Information
Price
8750A Storage- Normalizer
$1750
Opt 001: BNC Interface Adapter (Deletes direct
interface cable)
N/C
Opt 002: BNC Interface Adapter (Retains direct
interface cable)
add $125
Opt 003: 8755B/C or 8412A/8620C Plug-in
Interface Card
add $100
Opt 004: 8754A Plug-in Interface Card
add $100

NETWORK ANALYZERS
Microwave Network Analyzer, 110 MHz to 40 GHz
8410 Family
• Complete microwave measurement systems
• Measures all network parameters

Receiver:
84108 Network Analyzer
Opt H17 External Local Oscillator Input
Opt C06 Rear Panel Connection to 8411 A
8411A. Harmonic Frequency Converter
Opt 018 Operation to 18 GHz
Displays:
8412A Phase/Magnitude Display
8418A Auxiliary Display Holder
Opt HOl Remote I F Attenuation
8414A Polar Display
Opt H07 Remote Beam Center
Source:
8350A Sweep Oscillator
Opt 001 Non-Volatile Memory
8359082-20 GHz Sweep Oscillator Plug-In
Test Set:
87438 Reflection/Transmission Test Set
Opt 018 Operation to 18 GHz
116108 Test Port Extension Cable

General
This configuration is the basis for the high performance 8409-series
automatic network analyzer described on page 509. This buildingblock approach to system configuration allows HP-IB accessories
such as an A/ D converter and relay switching instruments to be added to a manual system to allow upgrading to fully automatic applications. Refer to HP application note AN 221A for information on
automating the 841 OB Microwave Network Analyzer.

• Multioctave swept frequency measurements
• Eliminate harmonic and spurious responses

Receiver
The 8410B Network Analyzer and 8411A Harmonic Frequency
Converter comprise the nucleus of the swept-frequency system which
provides magnitude and phase measurement capability from 110
MHz to 18 G Hz in coax and 12.4 to 40 G Hz in waveguide. Automatic frequency locking allows continuous multioctave sweeps. Frequency conversion from R F to I F gives high sensitivity and greater than 60
dB dynamic range, free of spurious and harmonic responses. Calibrated IF substitution makes possible accurate gain or insertion loss
measurements.

Displays
The 8412A Phase/ Magnitude Display displays magnitude and
phase versus frequency. The 8414A Polar Display provides a polar
plot of magnitude and phase. These displays are interchangeable
plug-ins for the 8410B mainframe. The 8418A Auxiliary Display
Unit can be added to provide simultaneous rectilinear and polar display capability.

Sources
Although the 8410B can produce octave-width sweeps using any
swept source, continuous multi-octave sweeps limited only by the frequency range of the test set are possible with the 8620C or 8350A
Sweep Oscillators. In addition, the 8690B Sweep Oscillator family
offers BWO or solid-state plug-ins-a popular choice in the waveguide bands to 40 G Hz.

Test Sets
The 8745A, 8743B, and 87468 test sets contain all necessary splitters and couplers required to provide stimulus to the device under test
and route the reference and reflected or transmitted signals to the
receiver. Accessories allow the test sets to be configured for active and
passive coaxial measurements as well as for semiconductor measurement applications.

Phase
Phase range: 0 to 360 0
Control: vernier control s90°
Connectors (8411A): APC-7.
Power: 115 or 230 V ± 10%,50-60 Hz, 70 watts (includes 841IA).
Weight
8410B: net, 14.9 kg (33 Ib). Shipping, 18,5 kg (41 Ib).
8411A: net, 3.2 kg (7 Ib). Shipping, 4.5 kg (10 Ib).
Size
8410B: 191 H x 425 W x 467 mm D (7.5" x 16.75" x 18.38").
8411A: 67 x 228 W x 143 mm D (2.63" x 9" x 5.63") exclusive of
connectors and cable.

..•

8412A Phase-Magnitude Display
Function: plug in CRT display unit for 841 OB. Displays relative amplitude in dB and/or relative phasc in degrees between reference and
test channel inputs versus frequency.
Amplitude
Range: 80 dB display range with selectable resolutions of 10, 2.5,1
and 0.25 dB/division.
Accuracy: 0.08 dB/dB from midscreen.
Phase
Range: ± 180 0 display range with .electable resolutions of 90, 45,
10, and 10 / division.
Accuracy: 0.065° /degree from midscreen.
Phase offset: 0.3 0 /20 0 step cumulative <3°.
Power: 23 watts supplied by mainframe.
Weight: net, 7.8 kg (17 Ib). Shipping, 10 kg (22Ib).
Size: 152 H x 186 W x 395 mm D (6" x 7.28" x 15.56") excluding
front panel knobs.

•(
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8412A

8414A

8418A

Specifications
8410B/8411A Network Analyzer
Function: 8411 A converts R F signals to I F signals for processing in
8410B mainframe. 841 OB is the mainframe for display plug-in units.
Mainframe includes tuning circuits (octave bands or multioctave
bands when used with HP 8620C or 8350A sweep oscillator), I F amplifiers and precision IF attenuator. 8410B option HI7 allows injection of an extcrnal local oscillator uscd in automatic applications to
lock the 8410 receiver to an external source such as the H P 3335A.
8410B Option C06 moves the 8411 A input to the rear panel for systems usc.
8410B frequency range: 0.\ I to 18 G Hz.
8411A frequency range: 0.1\ to 12.4 GHz.
Opt 018: 0.11 to 18 GHz.
8411A input impedance: 50 ohms nominal. SWR < 1.5, 0.11 to 2.0
GHz; <2.0, 2.0 to 16.0 GHz; 3,6.0 to 18.0 GHz.
Channel isolation: >65 dB, 0.1 to 6 GHz; >60 dB, 6 to 12.4 GHz;
>50 dB, 12.4 to 18 GHz.
Magnitude Range
Reference channel: -18 to - 35 dBm, 0.11 to 12.4 GHz; -18 to
-25 dBm from 12.4 to 18.0 GHz.
Test channel: -10 to -75 dBm from 0.11 to 12.4 GHz; -10 to
-68 dBm from 12.4 to 18 GHz.
Maximum RF Input to either channel: 50 mW.
IF gain control: 69 dB range in 10 dB and I dB steps with a maximum cumulative error of ± 0.2 dB.

8414A Polar Display
Function: plug-in CRT display unit for 841 OB. Displays amplitude
and phase data in polar coordinates on 5-in. cathode ray tube.
Range: normalized polar coordinate display; magnitude calibration
20% of full scale per division. Scale factor is a function of I F setting
on 8410B. Phase calibrated in 10-degree increments over 360-degree
range. Option H07 allows external contact closure control of the
beam center function.
Accuracy: error circle on CRT ± 3 mm.
Power: 35 watts supplied by mainframe.
Weight: net, 5.8 kg (13 Ib). Shipping 8.1 kg (18 Ib).
Size: 152 H x 186 W x 395 mm D (6" x 7.28" x 15.56") excluding
front panel knobs.

8418A Auxiliary Display Holder
Function: the 8418A Auxiliary Display Holder provides power for
operating of the 8412A, 8413A or the 8414A display units. Used in
conjunction with the 841 OB Network Analyzer, it provides the capability of viewing amplitude and phase readout in both rectangular and
polar coordinates simultaneously. Option HOI adds a remotely programmable 0-70 dB IF attenuator required for autoranging in automatic applications.
Weight: net, 11,2 kg (25 Ib). Shipping, 19.7 kg (44 Ib).
Size: 177 H x 483 W x 450 mm D (6.97" x 19" x 17.13").

1.5

Ordering Information
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8410B mainframe

Opt H17: External Local Oscillator Input
Opt C06: Rear Panel 8411 A Input
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
8411A Frequency Converter
Opt 018: 2 to 18 GHz
8412A Phase-Magnitude Display

8414A Polar Display
Opt H07: Remote Beam Center
8418A Auxiliary Display Holder

20

30

40

ATTENUATION OR GAIN MEASURED (dB)

50

60

Opt H01: Programmable 0-70 dB IF Attenuator
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit

Price
$5.600
add $1000
$250
add $25
$4500
add $550
$3500
$3200
add $300
$2200
add $1500
add $25

NETWORK ANALYZERS
Test Sets and Accessories
8410 Family

8745A

11604A

116028

116008

8745A S-Parameter Test Set
Function: wideband RF power splitter and reflectometer with calibrated line stretcher. Pushbutton operated for either forward or reverse transmission or reflection measurements with network
analyzer.
Frequency range: 100 MHz to 2 GHz.
Impedance: 50 ohms nominal.
Source reflection coefficient: 50.057,0.11 to 2.0 G Hz.
Termination reflection coefficient: <0.10, 100, to 200 MHz;
< 0.063, 200 MHz to 2.0 GHz.
Directivity: 2:36 dB, below I GHz; 2:32 dB, I to 2 GHz.
Reference plane extension: 0 to 15 cm for reflection; 0 to 30 cm
for transmission.
Maximum RF power: 2 watts.
Connectors: RF input type N female; all other connectors APC-7;
Option 00 I, type N female.
Remote programming: ground closure.
Power: 115 or 120 V ± 10%, 50 to 400 Hz, 40 watts.
Weight: net, 15.4 kg (34.25Ib). Shipping, 18.0 kg (40 Ib).
Size: 140 H x 425 W x 654 mm D (5.50" x 16.75" x 25.75").
11604A Universal Extension
Function: mounts on front of 8745A; connects to device under test.
Rotary air-lines and rotary joints connect to any two port geometry.
Frequency range: dc to 2 GHz.
Impedance: 50 ohms nominal.
Reflection coefficient: 0.035.
Acc. included: semi-rigid coax. cable, HP Part #11604-20021.
Weight: net, 1.8 kg (4 Ib). Shipping, 2.2 kg (5 Ib).
Size: 127 H x 32 W x 267 mm D (5" x 1.25" x 10.50").

8410S Opt 110 Specifications
Function: the 8410S option 110 measurement system configuration
is described on page 509. Following are specifications describing
measurement capabilities of the 8410B/8411A when used with the
8745A/ 11604A over the frequency range of 110 MHz to 2 GHz.
Frequency range: 0.11 to 2.0 GHz.
RF Input: 20 dB range between +5 dBm and -12 dBm.
Source reflection coefficient: 50.067, 0.11-2.0 GHz.
Termination reflection coefficient: sO.II, 100-200 MHz;
sO.D7, 200-2000 MHz.
Directivity: 2:28 dB 0.11-1.0 GHz; 2:27 dB 1.0-2.0 Ghz.
Insertion loss, RF input to test port: 4 dB nominal.
Frequency Response
Transmission: typically < ± 0.35 dB amplitude and < ± 50 phase.
Reflection: typically < ± 0.06 magnitude and ± 50 phase with a
short on the test port.
Transmission measurement accuracy: (see common performance
specifications).
Reflection measurement accuracy (using 8414A): sources of error included in the accuracy equations are directivity, source match,
and polar display accuracy.
Magnitude accuracy:
(0.0398 + 0.03 P L + 0.067 pI') 0.11-1.0 GHz.
p, = ± (0.0447 + 0.03 P L + 0.067 P 12 ) 1.0-2.0 G Hz.
p, = magnitude uncertainty.
p L = measured reflection coefficient magnitude.

P, = ±
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116008/116028 Transistor Fixtures
Function: mounts on front of 8745A S-parameter test set; holds devices for S-parameter measurements in a 50 ohm, coax circuit. Both
fixtures provide bias for bipolar transistors and FETs. Other devices
also fit the fixture (tunnel diodes, etc.).
Transistor Base Patterns
Model 11600B: accepts TO-18/TO-72 packages.
Model 11602B: accepts TO-5/TO-12 packages.
Calibration references: short circuit termination and a 50 ohm
through-section.
Frequency ranges: dc to 2 GHz.
Impedance: 50 ohm nominal.
Reflection coefficient: <0.05, 100 MHz to 1.0 GHz: <0.09, 1.0 to
2 GHz.
Connectors: hybrid APC-7; Option 001, type N female.
Weight: net 1.1 kg (2.38 Ib). Shipping, 1.8 kg (4 Ib).
Size: 152 H x 44 W x 229 mm D (6" x 1.75" x 9").
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See 8410S Network Analyzer Systems Table for price and instrument breakdown.

Ordering Information
874SA Test Set
Opt 001: Type N Test Port Connectors
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
11604A Universal Arm Extension
11600B/11602B Transistor Fixtures
Opt 001: Type N Female Connectors

505

1

1
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Termination reflection coefficient: .::S 0.09, 2-8 GHz; .::S 0.13, 812.4 GHz.
Directivity: ~ 30 dB, 2-12.4 GHz.
Insertion loss, RF Input to test port: 20 dB nominal.
Frequency Response
Transmission: typically < ± 0.5 dB amplitude and < ± 5 phase.
Reflection: typically < ± 0.09 magnitude and < ± 6 D phase, with
a short on the unknown port.
Transmission measurement accuracy: (see Common Performance Specifications).
Reflection measurement accuracy (using 8414A): sources of error included in the accuracy equations are directivity, source match,
and polar display accuracy.
D

8743A

Magnitude accuracy:
= ±(0.0316 + 0.03 PL + 0.09 PL') 2-8 GHz.
p. = ± (0.0316 + 0.03 P L + O.l3p L') 8-12.4 GHz.
P. = magnitude uncertainty.
P. = measured reflection coefficient magnitude.

P.

11610B

8743A Reflection/Transmission Test Unit
Function: wideband RF power splitter and rellectometer with calibrated line stretcher. Pushbutton operated for either transmission or
rellection measurement with network analyzer.
Frequency range: 2 to 12.4 GHz, (Opt 018: 2 to 18 GHz).
Impedance: 50 ohms nominal.
Source reflection coefficient: .::S0.09, 2.0 to 8.0 GHz; .::SO. 13, 8.0
to 12.4 G Hz; <0.2, 12.4 to 18 G Hz.
Termination reflection coefficient: .::S0.13 in reflection mode, 2.0
to 12.4 G Hz; .::S0.2 in transmission mode, 2.0 to 12.4 GHz; typically
<0.2,12.4 to 18 GHz.
Directivity: ~30 dB, 2.0 to 12.4 GHz; ~ 18 dB. 12.4 to 18 GHz.
Reference plane extension: 0 to 15 cm for reflection; 0 to 30 cm
for transmission.
Connectors: RF input, type N female; all other connectors APC-7.
Remote programmIng: ground closure.
Power: 115 or 230 V ± 10%, 50-400 Hz, 15 W.
WeIght: net, 12.1 kg (29 lb). Shipping. 15.3 kg (34Ib).
Size: 140 H x 425 W x 467 mm D (5.50" x 16.75" x 18.38").
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84105 Opt 210 Specifications
Function: The 841 OS Option 210 measurement system configuration
is described on page 509. Following are specifications describing
measurement capabilities of the 8410B/8411A when used with the
8743B/11610B over the frequency range of 2 GHz to 12.4 GHz.
Frequency range: 2.0 to 12.4 GHz.
RF Input: 20 dB range between +12 dBm and -5 dBm.
Source reflection coefficient: .::S 0.09, 2-8 GHz; .::SO. 13, 8-12.4
GHz.
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Phase accuracy:
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<1>. = phase uncertainty.
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116108 Test Port Extension Cable
Function: A high quality semirigid coaxial cable used with the
8409B Automatic Network Analyzer at frequencies up to 18 GHz. It
is designed for applications which require excellent magnitude and
phase repeatability from connection to connection. The cable exhibits
minimum change in transmission characteristics when flexed during
normal use.
Frequency range: dc to 18 GHz.
Impedance: 50 ohms nominal. Reflection coefficient of ports <0.14.
Insertion loss: <0.7 dB + 0.12 db/GHz.
Stability with three repeated flexlngs: <0.3 dB, <0.5 degrees
0.12 degrees/GHz change.
Connectors: APC· 7.
Length: 107 cm (42 inches)
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See 8410S Network Analyzer Systems Table for price and instrument breakdown.
8743A Reflection/Transmission Test Unit

Opt 018: 2 to 18 GHz
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
11605A Flexible Arm
Opt 018: 0.11 to 18 GHz
11610B Test Port Extension Cable

$5000
add $800
add $22
$1525
add $575
$650

NETWORK ANALYZERS
Test Sets and Accessories (Cant.)
8410 Family

87468

c./~

¥BZ

~

Termination reflection coefficient: (typically) <0.139,0.5 to 4.0
Ghz; <0.148, 4.0 to 8.0 G Hz; G Hz; ± 0.170, 8.0 to 12.4 G Hz.
Directivity: ~28 dB, 0.5 to 4.0 GHz; ~24 dB, 4 to 8.0 GHz; ~23
dB, 8.0 to 12.4 GHz.
Frequency response: (typically) <0.5 dB, ± 7 degrees, 0.05 to 4.0
GHz; <0.75 dB, ± 7 degrees, 4.0 to 8.0 GHz; < 1.25 dB, ± 7 degrees, 8.0 to 12.4 GHz.
Transmission measurement accuracy: (see Common Performance Specifications).
Reflection measurement accuracy: sources of error included in
the accuracy equation are directivity and source match.
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11608A

Magnitude accuracy:
Po = ± (0.04 + 0.08 P l + 0.13 P l') 0.5 to 4.0 GHz.
Po = ±(0.06 + 0.09 P l + 0.135 P l') 4.0 to 8.0 GHz.
Po = ± (0.074 + 0.098 P l + 0.14 P l') 8.0 to 12.4 GHz.
P 0 = magnitude uncertainty.
P l = measured reflection coefficient magnitude.

87468 S-Parameter Test Set
Function: wideband RF power divider and reflectometer with calibrated stretcher and a selectable 0-70 dB incident signal attenuator.
Provides internal bias for completely characterizing two port active
devices.
Frequency range: 0.5 to 12.4 GHz.
Source and termination reflection coefficient: sO.13.
Directivity: ~30 dB, 0.5 to 4.0 GHz; ~26 dB, 4.0 to 12.4 GHz.
Incident attenuation: 0-70 dB in 10 dB steps ± 5%.
Reference plane extension: adds 0 to 15 cm for reflection; 0 to 30
cm for transmission.
Remote programming: ground closure.
Transistor biasing: via 36 Pin connector.
Connectors: input type N female, test ports APC-7.
Opt 001: provides 10 dB higher power level at the test port.
Power: 115 or 230 V ± 10%, 48 to 440 Hz, 110 VA max.
Weight: net, 16.1 kg (35 Ib). Shipping, 19.1 kg (42 Ib).
Size: 140 H x 425 W x 467 mm D (5.5" x 16.75" x 18.38").

11608A Transistor Fixture
Function: provides the capability of completely characterizing stripline transistors. A through-line microstrip and bolt-in grounding
structure machineable by customer is available.
Frequency range: dc to 12.4 GHz.
Reflection coefficient: <0.05, dc to 4 GHz; <0.07, 4.0 to 8.0
GHz; <110,8 to 12.4 GHz.
Package styles
Opt 003: 0.205 inch diameter packages.
Calibration references: options 002 and 003 only, short circuit termination and a 50-ohm through-section.
Connectors: APC-7 Hybrid.
Weight: net, 0.9 kg (2 Ib). Shipping, 1.4 kg (3 Ib).
Size: 25 H x 143 W x 89 mm D (I" x 5.63" x 3.5").
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Phase accuracy:
0
0 = sin-I P 0 / P l for <I> 0 <90 •
0 = phase uncertainty.
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8410S Opt 500 Specifications
Function: The 841 OS option 500 measurement system configuration
is described on page 509. Following are specifications describing
measurement capabilities of the 8410B/8411A when used with the
8746B/11608A over the frequency range of 500 MHz to 12.4 GHz.
Frequency range: 0.5 to 12.4 G Hz.
Transistor de bias selection; front panel slide switches establish
proper dc biasing for both Bi-polar and FET transistors. The voltage
and current controls operation independently and are continuously
adjustable over a current range of 0 to 500 rnA and a range of 0 to 30
Vdc.
RF input: 20 dB range between + 12 and -5 dBm.
Incident attenuation range: 0 to 70 dB in 10 dB steps.
Source reflection coefficient: (typically) SO.132, 0.5 to 4.0 GHz;
SO.135, 4.0 to 8.0 GHz; ±0.141, 8.0 to 12.4 GHz.
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See 8410S Network Analyzer Systems Table for price and instrument breakdown.

Ordering Information
87468 Test Unit

$10,300

Opt 001: Large Signal
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
1I608A Transistor Fixture Customer Machineable
Opt 003: 0.205 inch diameter package style

add $25
$850
add $75

Price

N/C
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11589A and 11590A Bias Networks

,'",'

Function: auxiliary units for use with the 11600B, 11602B and

-

87178

11608A transistor fixtures. These bias networks provide dc bias to the
center conductor of a coaxial line while blocking the dc bias from the
input RF circuit.
Frequency range: 1I 589A-0. I to 3.0 GHz; 11590A-I.0 to 12.4
GHz.
Connectors: BNC for dc biasing; type N female for RF (Option
001; APC-7).
Weight: net, 0.3 kg (0.67 Ib). Shipping, 0.5 kg (lib).
Size: 29 H x 76 W x 114 mm D (1.38" x 3" x 4.5").

11650A Accessory Kit
Function: accessories normally used for transmission and reflection

tests with the 8745A and 8743A.
Weight: net, 1.34 kg (3 Ib). Shipping, 2.23 kg (5 lb).
11589A and 11590A

11609A

11609A Cable Kit
Function: interconnecting cables normally required for network

measurements using the 8410 network analyzer.
Weight: net, 0.9 kg (2 Ib). Shipping, 1.36 kg (3 Ib).

11866A APC·7 Calibration Kit
Function: a 50n (>52 dB return loss @ 2 GHz) termination, a short

circuit and a shielded open circuit are used with the 8409 to quantify
directivity, source match, and frequency tracking errors.
Weight: net 0.57 kg (1.25 Ib). Shipping 0.91 kg. (2.0 Ib).
Size: 50.8 II x 7 W x 12.7 D (2.0" x 5.0" x 5.0").

85032A Type N Calibration Kit
11866A

11650A

Function: provides two Type N male to APC-7 adapters, two Type N

female to APC-7 adapters, as well as one each Type N male and female short circuits and 50n « 1.01 SWR at 2 GHz) terminations.
Option 001 adds one each male and female Type N shielded open
circuits.

85033A SMA Calibration Kit
Function: provides two SMA male to APC-7 adapters, two SMA

female to APC-7 adapters, as welt as one each SMA male and female
short circuits and 50n « 1.06 SWR at I GHz) terminations. Option
001 adds one each SMA male and female shielded open circuits.
85033A

85033B APC-3.5 Calibration Kit
Function: provides two APC-3.5 male to APC-7 adapters. two APC-

85032A

850338

8717B Transistor Bias Supply
Function: for manual or programmable transistor testing. It is par-

ticularly useful with the 11600B, 11602B, and 11608A Transistor
Fixtures. The 87178 has two meters for independently monitoring
current and voltage on any of the three leads of a transistor under test.
Bias connections are conveniently selected for all transistor configurations with a front panel switch. Special circuitry protects sensitive
devices from excessive current transients which commonly occur in
less sophisticated supplies.
Voltage ranges: 1,3,10,30,100 V.
Current ranges: 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, 10, 30, 100, 300, 1000 rnA.

Accuracy: 4% of full scale for both current and voltage.
Option 001: programmable DjA converter.
Weight: net, 9.0 kg (20 Ib). Shipping, 11.0 kg (25 Ib).
Size: 86 H x 425 W x 336 mm D (3.38" x 16.75" x 13.5").

3.5 female to APC-7 adapters, as well as one each APC-3.5 male and
female short circuits shielded open circuits with center pin extenders,
and 50n « 1.03 SWR at 2 GHz) terminations. This kit is specially
designed for use with 8409-series Automatic Network Analyzer systems.

Ordering Information
87178 Transistor Bias Supply
Opt 001: Programmable Dj A Converter
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
11589A Bias Network
Opt 001: APC-7 Connectors
11590A Bias Network
Opt 001: APC-7 Connectors
11650A Accessory Kit
11609A Cable Kit
11866A APC-7 Calibration Kit

85032A N Calibration Kit
Opt 001: Shielded Open Circuits
85033A SMA Calibration Kit
Opt 001: Shielded Open Circuits
850338 APC-3.5 Calibration Kit

Price
$3400
add $670
add $25
$400
add $30
$450
add $30
$1055
$145
$360
$775
$300
$650
$100
$1950

NETWORK ANALYZERS
Accessories, Waveguide Test Sets, 8410S Systems
8410 Family

11599A Quick Connect Adapter
Function: quickly connects and disconnects the 8745A and the transistor fixtures or 11604A universal extension.
Weight: net, 0.4 kg (0.88 Ib). Shipping, 0.9 kg (2 Ib).
Size: 127 H x 76 W x 108 mm D (5" x 3" x 4.5").

11605A

11599A

11857A

11607A

11607 A Small Signal Adapter
Function: used with the 8745A S-parameter test set. The incident
signal levels to the test device are reduced to the - 20 to -40 dBm
range.
Weight: net 4.1 kg (4.63Ib). Shipping, 4.5 kg (10 Ib).
Size: 60 H x 413 W x 244 mm D (2.38" x 16.25" x 9.63").
8413A Phase-Gain Indicator
Function: plug-in meter display unit for 8410B. Displays relative
amplitude in dB or relative phase in degrees between reference and
test channel inputs. Pushbutton selection of meter function and
range.
Amplitude
Range: ± 30, ± 10, and ± 3 dB full scale.
Accuracy: ± 3% of end scale.
Log output: 50 millivolts per dB up to 60 dB total.
Phase
Range: ± 180, ± 60, :t 6 degrees full scale.
Accuracy: ± 2% of end scale.
Output: 10 millivolts per degree.
Phase offset: :t 180 degrees in 10-degree steps.
Accuracy: ±0.2° + 0.3° /10 step, cumulative <2°.
Power: 15 watts supplied by mainframe.
Weight: net, 4.9 kg (II Ib). Shipping, 6.7 kg (15 lb).
Size: 152 H x 186 W x 395 mm D (6" x 7.28" x 15.56").
0

8750A

8413A

x,

P 8747 A Reflection/Transmission Test Units
Function: waveguide setup for measuring reflection and transmission parameters of waveguide devices with the network analyzer.
Frequency range: X8747 A: 8.2-12.4 GHz; P8747 A: 12.4-18 GHz.

K, R 8747 A Reflection/Transmission Test Units
Function: waveguide setup for measuring reflection and transmission parameters of waveguide devices with the network analyzer;
down-converts with built-in mixers to the frequency range of the
8411A.
Frequency range: K8747 A: 18-26.5 GHz; R8747 A: 26.5-40 GHz.

X8747A and P8747A

1
K8747A and R8747A

11605A Flexible Arm
Function: Mounts on front of 8743A; connects to device under test.
Rotary air-lines and rotary joints connect to any two-port geometry.
Frequency range: de to 12.4 GHz. (Opt 018, 2 to 18 GHz).
Impedance: 50 ohms nominal. Reflection coefficient of ports:
:50.11, de to 12.4.
Opt 018: :50.23,2.0 to 12.4 GHz; :50.31,12.4 to 18 GHz.
Connectors: APC-7,
Weight: net, 1.8 kg (4 Ib). Shipping, 2.7 kg (6 Ib).
Length: 257 mm (10.09") closed; 648 mm (25.50") extended.
11857 A son APC-7 Test Port Extension Cables
General: two precision 61 em (24 in.) cables, for use with 8745A Sparameter test set. Connectors are son APC-7.
Weight: net, 0.91 kg (2 Ib). Shipping, 2.3 kg (Sib).

8750A Storage-Normalizer
General: the 8750A Storage-Normalizer provides digitally stored
and normalized CRT displays when used with the 8412A Phase Magnitude Display. Measurements are faster, easier and more accurate
when the 8750A is employed because the CRT is flicker-free and frequency response errors are eliminated. The 8750A is not compatible
with the 8414A Polar Display. Option 003 adds 8412A Compatibility.
Detailed specifications on page 501.

Ordering Information
11605A Flexible Arm
Opt 018: 0.11 to 18 GHz
11857A 50 n APC-7 Test Port Extension Cables
8413A Phase-Gain Display
tt599A Quick Connect Adapter
11607A Small Signal Adapter
8750A Storage-Normalizer
Opt 003: 84t2A Plug-In Interface Card
X8747A Waveguide Test Set
P8747A Waveguide Test Set
K8747A Waveguide Test Set
R8747A Waveguide Test Set

Price
$1525
add $575
$650
$2100
$200
$850
$1750
$\00
$3475
$3625
$10.025
$10.575
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84105 Opt 400

·~·l

84105 Opt 500

84 lOS systems enable ordering a complete network analyzer system, except for source, using a single model number. Each option has
been configured for making general measurements on coaxial or semiconductor devices. The 841 OS Systems enable the operator to view
a real time CRT display over octave or multioctave bands with a dynamic range of 60 dB amplitude and 360 phase. Multioctave, continuous network measurements over the frequency range of 2 to 18

GHz are possible when the 84108 is used with the HP 8620C or
8350A Sweep Oscillator.
The 841 OS Systems' upper frequency limit for coaxial and semiconductor measurements is 12.4 G Hz; however, individual instruments
may be ordered that will expand coaxial measurement capability to
18 GHz (option 018 instruments) and waveguide measurements from
8.2 GHz to 40 GHz (8747A series).

0

84105 Network Analyzer Systems Table
GENERAL PURPOSE MEASUREMENTS
Measurement
Frequency
Range
Option No.
Port Configuration
0.1I to 2 GHz
110
Coaxial (APC-7)
O.ll to 12.4 GHz
310
Coaxial (APC-7)
2to 12.4 GHz
210
Coaxial (APC-7)
SEMICONDUCTOR CHARACTERIZATION

011 to 2GHz

400

TOI8/TOn Packages

0.1I to 2 GHz

401

0.5 to 12.4 GHz

500

T05 ITO 12 Packages
Stripline

All 8410S Systems Include the Following Instrument
Model Numbers: 8410B, 84l1A, 8412A, 8414A, 11609A, and 8750A opt. 003
8743B 8745A 8746A 87l7B 11600B 11602B 11608A 11604A 116108 11650A
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

Price
$29,770
$36.770
$27270
$30,845
$30,845
$33,795

NETWORK ANALYZERS
Automatic Network Analyzer, 500 MHz to 18 GHz
Model 8408A
• 40 dB Effective Directivity
• Economical reflection and transmission measurements

Description
The HP 8408A Automatic Network Analyzer is a complete microwave network measurement system composed of a network analyzer
(receiver), renection/transmission test set, programmable source,
computing controller, and accuracy enhancement pac for making
vector error-corrected measurements. The H P 8408A system is fully
assembled and integrated at the factory. All accessories and cables
necessary for making transmission and renection measurements are
supplied with the system, including calibration standards for measurements in A PC-7.
Utilizing a single broadband source and test set, the HP 8408A system measures return loss and transmission (magnitude and phase)
over the 500 MHz to 18 GHz frequency range. To verify that the
proper connections have been made or to adjust the test device, a realtime CRT display of swept magnitude and phase is provided over the
selected frequency range. The test set is designed for either renection
or transmission measurements. When switching between renection
and transmission measurements, the user simply changes a single coaxial connection on the test set.
The HP 8408A is a tuned receiver that allows both magnitude and
phase information of the test signal to be obtained. In comparison to a
magnitude-only (scalar) measurement system, a tuned receiver provides a 60 dB measurement range that is immune to measurement
ambiguities caused by source harmonics or spurious signals. Using
phase information, system errors like directivity and source match
can be measured and effectively removed. Hence magnitude measurements can be made with much greater accuracy than in scalar
systems.

• 8-term vector error-correction
• Friendly. easy-to-use

The H P 8408A makes vector error-corrected measurements by initially measuring several calibration standards in order to quantify
and store the repeatable system errors. Then at each measurement
frequency the measured data is enhanced by using an 8-term error
correction model that effectively removes these system errors. By using vector error-correction and the appropriate calibration standards,
the effective system directivity is better than 40 dB at the measurement test port using the desired test connector type.
The Accuracy Enhancement Pac provided with the system allows
the user to immediately make measurements at up to 100 frequencies.
The software guides the user via simple prompts through the initial
setup, calibration, measurement. and output sequences in order to
simplify system operation. After measuring the test device, the data
can be displayed in a tabular listing, plotted versus frequency in a
rectangular format, or plotted in a polar format. Direct the output to
the CRT or the internal thermal printer for hard copy results. When
plotting. you even have the option of selecting the scale values or letting the software automatically scale the data for you.
For measurements in APC-3.5 or Type-N, the proper calibration
standards and adapters are available. For APC-3.5, use the 85033B
Calibration Kit and 911 C Sliding Load. For Type-N, use the 85032A
Option 00 I Calibration Kit. The sliding load provided with the system can be used for APC-7 and Type-N.

Ordering Information

Price

8408A Automatic Network Analyzer (0.5 to 18 GHz)
$60.000
Opt 001: 2 to 18 GHz Coverage only
less $4.250
(substitute 83590A for 83592A)
Opt 002: Delete HP 85 Controller System
less $4.570
Opt 003: Delete Sweep Oscillator Plug-in
less $23.650

NETWORK ANALYZERS
Automatic Network Analyzer, 110 MHz to 18 GHz
Model 8409C
• Synthesized network analyzer with phase-locked source
• Full S-Parameter and group delay measurement capability

• High performance calibration / metrology system
• 12-term vector error-correction

Description

control hardware for use with either the 9845 B or the 9826A Desktop
Computer. For less demanding applications, the phase-lock subsystem can be deleted in any 8409C configuration.

The HP 8409C Automatic Network Analyzer is a complete, high
performance microwave network measurement system for high accuracy, vector error-corrected S-Parameter and Group Delay measurements. The system includes a synthesized network analyzer, phaselocked source, S-Parameter test set, desktop computer, and software
using a comprehensive vector error-correction model. The 8409C is
ideal for calibration requirements and difficult to measure devices
that have either very low or high input renection coefficients, such as
cables and transistors. All accessories are provided for vector errorcorrected measurements in APC-7, APC-3.5, and Type N.
The Phase-lock subsystem provides a synthesized receiver for improved measurement accuracy and a synthesizer class phase-locked
source for high resolution frequency control. For best measurement
accuracy and dynamic range, phase and low level magnitude information is taken from a polar display, with a phase-magnitude display
used for all other information. The vector error-correction model used
in the 8409C is user selectable between the simple 8-term model and a
more comprehensive 12-term model. This allows nexibility in making
tradeoffs between measurement accuracy and speed depending on
unique measurement requirements.

System Configurations
The standard 8409C system is a two bay rack that covers the 110
M Hz to 18 G Hz frequency range in two bands: 110M Hz to 2 G Hz,
and 2 to 18 GHz, with the appropriate source and test set outputs
automatically switched to the network analyzer. The system is controlled by a 9845B Desktop Computer that uses the 11863F Accuracy
Enhancement Pac, a BASIC language program. Also available is the
9826A Desktop Computer and its associated 11863E Accuracy Enhancement Pac (an HPL program that provides the same measurement capability as the 11863F software).
For narrower frequency coverage, select either 2 to 18 G Hz, or 500
MHz to 12.4 GHz, coverage. These single bay rack versions utilize a
single source and test set combination. For active device measurements over the 500 MHz to 12.4 GHz frequency range, two configurations include a programmable bias supply (8717B) with the proper

Ordering Information

Price

$149,000
8409C Automatic Network Analyzer (110 MHz to 18
GHz)
less $14,600
Option 100: Delete Phase-lock subsystem from
standard 8409C (0.11-18 GHz)
Frequency range/phase-lock options: (select one
2 to 18 GHz Operation Only:
Option 001: With phase-lock subsystem
Option 101: Without phase-lock subsystem
500 MHz to 12.4 GHz Operation Only (no bias
supply):
Option 010: With phase-lock subsystem
Option 110: Without phase-lock subsystem
500 MHz to 12.4 GHz Operation with programmable
bias supply for use with the 9845B:
Option 011: With phase-lock subsystem
Option 111: Without phase-lock subsystem
500 MHz to 12.4 GHz Operation with programmable
bias supply for use with 9826A:
Option 012: With phase-lock subsystem
Option 112: Without phase-lock subsystem
System controller options: (select one only)
Option 002: Delete 9845B Controller system
and 11863 F Software
Option 003: Substitute 9826A Controller system
and 11863E HPL Software for 9845B/11863F
BASIC language system

230 Volt line operation options: (select one only)
Option 230: For standard 8409C (0.11-18 GHz) system (two bay rack version)
Option 231: For all optional 8409C frequency ranges
(single bay rack versions)

only)
less $29.000
less $44,000

less $19,700
Jess $35.500

less $14,200
less $30,000

less $ J 4.200
less $30.000

less $29.740
less $18,405

N/C
N/C
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SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Wave, Distortion, Modulation, Spectrum and Fourier Analyzers

Analysis of signals in the frequency domain
is an important measurement concept which
is widely used for providing electrical and
physical system performance information.
Several examples will illustrate some important applications where signal analyzers are
useful.

Mechanical Measurements
Noise and vibration levels are of major
concern to manufacturers and users of mechanical structures such as aircraft, automobiles, and bridges. With an appropriate
motion-to-e1ectrical signal transducer the
spectrum analyzer or the Fourier analyzer
can examine vibration signals in the frequency domain. This makes it possible to monitor
and analyze vibration components of rotating machines associated with unbalance,
worn bearings or worn gears, and to identify
a structure's natural modes of vibration.

Communications
In the fields of telecommunications, the
spectrum, modulation, wave and audio analyzers provide vital operational performance
verification of transceivers and multiplex
systems. Unwanted signals such as carrier
leak signals, out-of-band noise, and cross
modulated signals must be identified. System
gain, loss, distortion and pilot tone measurements must also be made. These measurements are discussed in more detail in the
Telecommunications Test Equipment section
of this catalog.

Electronic Testing
Finally, in the general field of electronics,
there are four primary uses for the signal
analyzer. First, the analyzer is used to identify and measure signals which result from
non-linear effe~ts in the process of amplification, filtering, and mixing. Second, the purity
of signal sources is commonly observed.

Third, the modulation analyzer serves a special purpose in analyzing modulated communication signals by measuring and displaying
RF power, frequency and modulation characteristics. Fourth, the signal analyzer with a
companion tracking generator is used as a
network analyzer for frequency response
measurements of filters, amplifiers, and
many other types of networks.

Basic Analyzers
This section discusses the definition and
use of several types of instruments for frequency response signal analysis: spectrum
analyzers, digital Fourier analyzers, wave
analyzers, distortion analyzers, audio analyzers and modulation analyzers.
Each of these instruments measure basic
properties of a signal in the frequency domain, but each uses a different technique.
The spectrum analyzer is a swept receiver
that provides a visual display of amplitude
versus frequency. It shows on a single display
how energy is distributed as a function of frequency, displaying the absolute value of
Fourier components of a given waveform.
The Fourier analyzer uses digital sampling
and transformation techniques to form a
Fourier spectrum display that has phase as
well as amplitude information. The wave
analyzer is the true tuned voltmeter, showing
on a meter the amplitude of the energy in a
specific frequency window which is tunable
over a specific frequency range. The distortion analyzer performs an almost reciprocal
function to that of the wave analyzer. It collectively measures the energy outside a specific bandwidth tuning out the fundamental
signal and displaying the energy of the harmonics and other distortion products on a
meter. The Audio Analyzer performs the
same measurement function as a distortion
analyzer but also includes the additional

measurement functions of SINAD, signal to
noise ratio, frequency count, true rms dvm
and dc dvm. The modulation analyzer tunes
to the desired signal and recovers the entire
modulation envelope of AM, FM and phase
modulation for processing and display.

Different Views
Figure 1 shows a graphical representation
of the way four of the analyzers view a signal
and one harmonic. The time domain scan of
the signal is presented in Figure 1a. A(t) is
the complex voltage waveform as it would be
viewed on an oscilloscope. The dashed lines
represent the vector components of the signal: A,(t), the fundamental and A,(t) the
second harmonic. In I b. the spectrum analyzer displays the frequency spectrum showing both vector components and their
amplitude relationship. Spectrum analysis is
useful from 5 Hz to over 40 GHz.
The Fourier analyzer uses digital signal
processing techniques to extract both the amplitude and phase information about each
spectral component. Conceptually the Fourier analyzer can be viewed as measuring a
large number (up to 2048) of parallel filters
as shown in Figure lc. These filters are actually very specialized digital filters so that
precise, repeatable results can be obtained.
With this arrangement of parallel filters the
complete display is generated in the time that
it takes to analyze the lowest frequency component. HP Fourier analyzers presently cover the range of DC to 100 kHz.
The wave analyzer in Figure 1d. measures
the amplitude and frequency of the signal in
the frequency window to which it is tuned.
This window can be moved to measure the
amplitude of the second harmonic, thereby
making a precise comparison with the fundamental. This technique is practical from 15
Hz to above 32 MHz.
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Figure la. Waveform
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The distortion analyzer as pictured in Figure
Ie. rejects the fundamental to which it has
been tuned and measures the energy everywhere else within the instrument's frequency
'pectrum. Distortion, as a percentage or in
dB down from the fundamental, is displayed
directly on a meter. Hewlett-Packard distortion analyzers cover 5 Hz to 600 kHz.
The modulation analyzer of Figure If
tunes to a desired frequency just as the wave
analyzer. Its IF bandwidth and detection system are designed to pass the entire modulation envelope so that percent modulation,
distortion, residual and peak deviation measurements can be made. All close-in spectral
components, of course, are combined in the
measurement.
The following section considers each instrument technique, showing the particular
strength and nexibility of each.
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SPECTRAL
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f

Figure 1c. Fourier analyzer

To display useful information about a frequency scan, a spectrum analyzer must be
sensitive, frequency stable, free of spurious
responses over a wide band, and have calibrated accuracy in the CRT display. The examples which follow best demonstrate the
wide variety of information which can be
measured on the spectrum analyzer.

Frequency conversion products: the
spectrum analyzer is well suited for frequency conversion measurements such as the output of a balanced mixer as shown.
- 10 dBn>

1
10 dB
1

With the 50 M Hz local oscillator input at 0
dBm and a 5 MHz, -30 dBm mixer signal,
two sidebands at 45 MHz and 55 MHz result. The sidebands are -36 dBm, giving the
mixer a 6 dB conversion loss. The local oscillator has 60 dB isolation and the 5 MHz signal has 41 dB isolation. Second order
distortion products at 40 and 60 MHz are 40
dB below the desired mixer outputs.

Measurements with the Spectrum
Analyzer
CW signal: the most basic spectrum analysis
measurement is the single CW signal,
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Figure ld. Wave analyzer
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Figure le. Distortion analyzer

100 MHz

Pictured is a -30 dBm signal at 60 MHz.
The zero frequency indicator is at the far left
graticule.
Spectral purity of a CW signal: one very
important oscillator signal measurement is
spectral purity. This 70 MHz carrier has
power line related sidebands (± 60 Hz)
which are 65 dB down.
Such sidebands may result from power
supply ripple. The 50 Hz/division spectrum
analyzer scan and the 10Hz analyzer bandwidth provide the high degree of resolution
required to see these sidebands.
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Figure 11. Modulation analyzer
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Amplitude modulation: percent amplitude modulation is often more easily measured with the spectrum analyzer than it is
with the oscilloscope. This is especially true
for low level modulation.
With the oscilloscope time display, percent
modulation, M, is mcasured as a ratio of the
signars dimensions: M=IOO (6-2)/(6+2)=
50%. In the spectrum analyzer display,
whose vertical calibration is 10 dB/division,
the carrier and sidebands differ by 12 dB, the
voltages in the sidebands are 'I, of that of the
carrier and again, M=50%. At the same time
the second and third harmonic distortion of
the sidebands can be measured at 28 and 44
dB respectively.
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Frequency modulation: information transmitted by FM can be characterized by the
spectrum analyzer.

Phase noise: the short term frequency fluctuations of a sine wave source can be measured directly as phase modulation
sidebands. Hewlett-Packard spectrum analyzers with narrow resolution and synthesized internal frequency sources can make
many phase noise measurements directly.
Bandwidth corrections, analyzer corrections,
data averaging and setup calibration factors
can be accounted for by Hewlett-Packard
microprocessor controlled spectrum analyzers. All instrument controls, data transfer
and data reduction can be handled by easyto-write software for Automatic Spectrum
Analyzers.

H

20 kHz

Low Deviation FM

Frequency response: using a tracking signal source and a spectrum analyzer the frequency response of filters can be displayed
with ease.
- 10 dBV

H

0.5 MHz

High Deviation FM

Low deviation FM is applied to a 60 MHz
carrier in the first photo. The deviation has
been adjusted for the second carrier null (M
= 5.52). The sideband spacing is 10 kHz, the
modulation frequency; therefore, tJ.f peak =
5.52 X 10kHz = 55.2 kHz.
The second photo is an example of a high
deviation FM. The transmission bandwidth
is 2.5 MHz.

o

10 kHz

In this case, an audio filter used in a communications system is being measured. Since
the input reference level to the filter is -13
dBV, the insertion loss at 2.4 kHz is 4 dB.
Extremely high Q devices can be measured
with this system.

Spectrum Analyzer Capabilities
Pulsed CW power: by viewing the spectra
of a repetitive R F pulse on the spectrum analyzer, pulse width, average and peak power,
occupied bandwidth, and duty cycle can be
determined.

From the spectral output shown the pulse's
complete characteristics are determined: 6.3
GHz RF at 0 dBm, pulsed at 50 kHz rate.
The pulse width is 1.3 !-,s.
Noise: spectrum analysis is effective in measuring impulse noise, random noise, carrier
to noise ratio, and amplifier noise figure.

To be useful in making measurements in
the frequency domain, the analyzer must be
capable of making quantitative measurements. Specifically, an analyzer must:
1. make absolute frequency measurements
2. make absolute amplitude measurements
3. operate over a large amplitude dynamic
range
4. have high resolution of frequency and amplitude
5. have high sensitivity
6. provide means of observing. preserving.
and recording its output in a convenient and
rapid manner by using variable persistence,
digital storage and adaptive sweep. HewlettPackard spectrum analyzers excel in these
six measures of performance. Let us consider
each of these performance standards in
greater detail.
Absolute frequency measurements: Frequency readout accuracy depends upon the
tuning and readout techniques employed, as
well as the stability of the spectrum analyzer's frequency reference. The absolute frequency accuracy read off the slide-rule type
of frequency dial is approximately 1% of full
scale. Synthesized local oscillators allow accuracies to ± 4 Hz at 1500 MHz in narrow

frequency spans. When the spectrum analyzer is used in conjunction with a tracking generator (a source whose frequency is the same
as the analyzer tuning frequency) accuracy
much better than I % can be achieved by
counting the generator output.

Absolute amplitude measurements: all
Hewlett-Packard spectrum analyzers are absolutely calibrated for amplitude measurements. This means the spectrum analyzer
indicates to the user what the log/reference
level or linear sensitivity is regardless of control settings. Either a warning light or CRT
message indicates an uncalibrated condition,
making operation of the analyzer easy and
foolproof.
Microprocessor controlled analyzers feature built-in calibration routines which
account for changes in analyzer controls such
as the resolution bandwidth and RF attenuator.

Dynamic range: the dynamic range of a
spectrum analyzer is defined as the difference between the input signal level and the
average noise level or distortion products
whichever is greater. Hence, dynamic range
can be either distortion limited, noise limited
or display limited. Hewlett-Packard microprocessor controlled analyzers can be set to
ensure that distortion products of on-screen
signals will be below a certain level.

Frequency and amplitude resolution: frequency resolution is the ability of the analyzer to separate signals closely spaced in
frequency. The frequency resolution of an
analyzer is a function of three factors: I)
minimum IF bandwidth, 2) IF filter shape
factor, 3) spectrum analyzer stability.
The minimum IF bandwidth ranges down
to I Hz on Hewlett-Packard spectrum analyzers.
One way to define I F filter shape factor is
the ratio of 60 dB bandwidth to 3 dB bandwidth. Filter shape factor specifies the selectivity of the IF filter. Hewlett-Packard
spectrum analyzers have IF filter shape factors as low as 5: I.
Analyzer frequency stability also limits
resolution. The residual FM (short term stability) should be less than the narrowest IF
bandwidth. If not, the signal would drift in
and out of the IF pass band. Hewlett-Packard analyzers have excellent stability. The
residual FM ranges from < I Hz at low frequency, to < 100 Hz at microwave frequencies, enabling the measurement of noise
sidebands. The stabilization circuitry is completely automatic and foolproof. No signal
recentering, phase-lock loop. manual search,
or checking is required.
Amplitude resolution is a function of the
vertical scale calibration. Hewlett-Packard
analyzers offer both log calibration for observing large amplitude variations (10, 5, 2
and I dB/div) and linear calibration for observing small amplitude variations.

Sensitivity: sensltlYlty is a measure of an
analyzer's ability to detect small signals, and
is often defined as the point where the signal
level is equal to the noise level or (S+ N)
/N=2. Since noise level decreases as the
bandwidth is decreased, sensitivity is a function of bandwidth. The maximum attainable
sensitivity ranges from -150 d 8m to -125
dBm with Hewlett-Packard analyzers.

Variable persistence, digital storage,
and adaptive sweep: high resolution and
sensitivity both require narrow bandwidths
and consequently slow sweep rates. Because
of these slow sweeps, both digital display and
variable persistence are virtually indispensable in providing a bright, steady nicker-free
trace.
The digital storage feature on HewlettPackard analyzers covering audio to microwave frequency ranges make measurements
and CRT photography simple. It gives the
CRT display a dot matrix connected by line
generators for an unbroken and uniform intensity scan. In addition, the microprocessor
controlled analyzers feature CRT annotation
to completely describe the data characteristics displayed.
On low frequency analyzers, adaptive
sweep effectively speeds the measurement
times. On the very slow sweep times (required when using the I Hz bandwidth),
adaptive sweep allows the scan to sweep rapidly when no signals occur and slow down
when a signal is above a preset level. The
measurement time savings can be greater
than 20: I.

Tracking Preselector
The only way to simultaneously avoid spurious, multiple, harmonic and image responses is to filter the RF signal through a
tracking preselector. This is an electronically
tuned bandpass filter that automatically
tracks the analyzer's tuning. A preselector
improves the spurious-free range of the analyzer from 70 dB to 100 dB.
Tracking Generator
A tracking generator expands the measurement capability of the spectrum analyzer by
providing a signal source which tracks the
tuning frequency of the analyzer. The
source/receiver combination can be used to
measure insertion loss, frequency response,
return loss and allow precision frequency
counting.
It helps make these additional measurements with increased distortion-free dynamic
range, sensitivity and selectivity. The tracking generator is also an excellent stable
sweeping generator. The residual FM varies
from ± I Hz for low frequency tracking generators to ± 400 Hz for microwave tracking
generators.
Automatic Spectrum Analyzers
The measurement capability of a spectrum
analyzer can be greatly enhanced by allowing a desktop computer to control instrument
functions and record frequency and ampli-

tude information. Data can be gathered and
processed into a variety of formats at a very
rapid rate. Through comprehensive self-calibration, automatic spectrum analysis offers
amplitude accuracy of up to ±0.4 dB with
0.01 dB resolution. User cost savings are realized through faster measurements, lower
operator skill requirements, and unattended
operation capability.
Further discussion of computer based
automatic spectrum analysis can be found on
page 534.

Frequency Stability Analysis
Frequency stability and spectral purity are
important parameters when characterizing
precision frequency sources. Long term stability or frequency drift due to aging or temperature effects is generally measured with a
precision frequency counter such as the HP
5345A; random fluctuations in frequency or
phase stability can be measured in the time
domain with an electronic counter and the
Allan Variance technique.
Another measure of frequency stability is
the phase spectral density. The most common
method of making this measurement is to
mix two signals together and feed the output
into a lower frequency wave analyzer or spectrum analyzer. The technique works well for
offset frequencies far away enough from the
carrier to be compatible with the bandwidths
of the analyzer.
For offset frequencies close to the carrier,
(e.g. below 100 Hz) the bandwidths of analog analyzers become large in comparison to
the frequencies being measured. As 1 Hz is
approached, measurements become extremely difficult.
An automatic system for making phase
spectral density measurements very close to
the carrier is the HP 5390A Frequency Stability Analyzer which is based upon a high
performance electronic counter and a programmable calculator. The counter is ideally
suited to make measurements in the time domain, and the calculator can transform the
data into the frequency domain. This technique allows measurements to be made from
0.01 Hzaway from the carrier out to 10kHz.
Sensitivities greater than -150 dBc can typically be obtained at a I Hz offset on carriers
ranging from 500 kHz to 18 GHz. The standard 5390A requires two sources which can
be offset from one another. The 5390A option 0 I0, based on the dual mixer time difference technique, can perform these same
measurements on non-offsettable sources.
For a more complete description of this automated technique refer to the 5390A Frequency Stability Analyzer on page 572.

Fourier Analyzers
The Fourier analyzer uses digital signal
processing techniques to provide measurement capability over and above that of a
swept spectrum analyzer. Some of these include the precise measurement of random
signals obscured by noise, measurement of

the joint properties or relationships of two or
more signals, measurements of statistical
properties of signals, and measurements of
very low frequency (e.g. below 5 Hz) or very
closely spaced (e.g. less than I Hz) signals.
Fourier analyzers are based on the calculation of the Discrete Fourier Transform using
a highly efficient algorithm known as the
Fast Fourier Transform. As shown in Figure
2, this algorithm calculates the magnitude
and phase of each frequency component from
a block of time domain samples of the input
signal.
The block diagram that is involved is
shown in Figure 3. First, the input signal is
filtered to remove out-of-band components.
Next, the input is sampled and digitized at
regular At intervals until a full block of samples called a time record has been collected.
The processor then executes the desired series of computations on the time data to produce the frequency domain results. These
results, which are stored in memory, can be
analyzed on a CRT display, plotted, or processed further to provide the user additional
useful information.
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Figure 2

Figure 3

When two or more input channels are provided, signals can be sampled simultaneously. The processor can then additionally
compute joint properties of the signals. This
is useful for characterizing the transfer function of a linear device and for investigating
cause/effect relationships.
The digital nature of Fourier analysis insures high accuracy, stability and repeatability. In addition, there are several specific
advantages that are achieved.

Low Frequency Coverage
The Fourier transform calculates equally
spaced frequency components from DC to
the maximum frequency. By simply varying
the sample rate it is possible to make measurements down to a few micro Hertz. For
such low frequency measurements, the laws
of physics dictate a long observation time.
Since the Fourier transform simultaneously
calculates all frequency points from one set
of observation points, a one to two order of
magnitude speed improvement over a swept
measurement is possible.
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High Frequency Resolution
By digitally translating a band of frequencies down to DC it is possible to provide very
high frequency resolution over the entire
range. This technique, known as Band Selectable Fourier Analysis, can provide resolution of a few millihertz as shown in Figure 4.·
Here a 5 Hz band of frequency located at 3
kHz is analyzed showing 0.48 Hz sidebands
over 20 dB down.

In the field of communications, the Fourier
analyzer can be very useful for characterizing audio signals, such as modems and touch
tone signals.
When combined with a microphone the
Fourier analyzer can be useful in characterizing acoustic devices, such as loud speakers.
With a motion transducer the Fourier analyzer can be used to analyze the vibration signatures of rotating machines. This can be
very useful in helping to establish scientific
maintenance policies.
The transfer function of a mechanical
structure can illustrate how the structure responds to vibration inputs. This is extremely
important in optimizing the design of structures that will be subjected to substantial vibration.

Wave Analyzers/SLM's

Figure 4

Direct Transfer Function
Measurements
With simultaneous sampling of both the
input and output of an electrical, mechanical, or acoustical system, it is possible to directly characterize transfer functions. Since
the Fourier analyzer measures the frequency
components simultaneously, energy must
also be provided at these frequencies. This
can be done with a broadband white noise
signal, a pseudorandom noise signal or an impulse. Results presented in magnitude/phase
or real/imaginary format help quickly illustrate the performance characteristics of a
system.
The measurement of the coherence function can additionally provide a measure of
the validity of a transfer function. It can distinguish portions of the output power that are
not directly caused by the input. but may instead be due to additive noise, distortion products, or unmeasured inputs.
Systems Compatibility
Since the Fourier analyzer is basically all
digital, interfacing to a computing controller
or other digital peripherals is relatively simple. Remote programming and data input/output can considerably expand the
range of potential applications.

Fourier Analyzer Applications
The versatility and performance of the
Fourier analyzer make it an ideal tool for a
variety of applications as a few specific examples will illustrate.
In the general area of electronics, the Fourier analyzer functions as a very high performance spectrum and network analyzer. It
can be very useful for measuring phase noise
or for characterizing filters.

Wave analyzers are known by several different names: frequency selective voltmeter,
carrier frequency voltmeter, and selective
level meter. These names describe the instrument's function rather well.
As mentioned in the introduction to this
section a wave analyzer can be thought of as
a finite bandwidth window filter which can
be tuned throughout a particular frequency
range.
Signals will be selectively measured as they
are framed by the frequency window. Thus,
for a particular signal. the wave analyzer can
indicate its frequency (window position) and
amplitude. Amplitude is read on an analog
meter; frequency is read on either a mechanicalor electronic readout.
The uses of wave analyzers can be categorized into three broad areas: I) amplitude
measurement of a single component of a
complex frequency system, 2) amplitude
measurement in the presence of noise and interfering signals and, 3) measurement of signal energy appearing in a specified, well
defined bandwidth.

Wave Analyzer /SLM
Considerations
Frequency characteristics
Range: should be selected with the future in

mind as well as present requirements..
Accuracy and resolution: should be consistent with available bandwidths. Narrow
bandwidths require frequency dial accuracy
to place the narrow window in the proper position for measurement. Accuracy of instruments with selectable bandwidths is
determined by the basic center frequency accuracy of the I F bandwidths filters in addition to the local oscillator frequency
accuracy.

Readout: usually an LED display.
Stability: frequency stability is important

when using narrow bandwidths and for long
term signal monitoring. Stability is best

achieved with automatic frequency control
(AFC) or frequency synthesis. AFC locks
the local oscillator to the incoming signal and
eliminates any relative drift between the two.
A frequency synthesized local oscillator allows frequency accuracy of < I x 10-' with
0.1 Hz resolution.
Sweep: some instruments are equipped with
sweep to allow use as a spectrum analyzer.
Readout is a CRT or X-V recorder.

Amplitude Characteristics
Range: the amplitude range is determined
by the input attenuator and the internal noise
of the instrument. Sensitivity is defined as
the lowest measureable signal equal to the
noise level for a unity signal-to-noise ratio
(often called tangential sensitivity). Sensitivity will vary with bandwidth and input
impedance.
Dynamic Range: defined as the dB ratio of

the largest and smallest signals that can be
simultaneously accommodated without causing an error in the measurement.
Attenuators: the amplitude range switch is
an attenuator in the input and IF stages. Intermodulation distortion is lowest when the
input amplifier has the minimum signal applied and the IF gain is greatest. Conversely
the internal noise, important when making
sensitive measurements, is lowest with maximum input signal and lowest IF gain. Newer
instruments use auto-ranging techniques.
Accuracy: amplitude accuracy is a function
of frequency, input attenuator response. IF
attenuator performance, calibration oscillator stability and accuracy, and meter tracking. Often specifications are expanded to
separately describe each contributor.
Readout: amplitude readout is usually a me-

ter calibrated in dB and/or volts or a LED
digital display. Linear voltage meters are
used to allow the user to see down into the
noise at the bottom of the scale. Digital readouts are often used with an analog meter to
aid in tuning to signals. Expanded scale meters allowing expansion of any I or 2 dB portion of the scale into a full scale presentation
allow resolution of input level changes of a
few hundredths of a dB while LED displays
allow .0 I dB resolution. This is useful when
the wave analyzer is used as a sensitive indicator in bridge or comparison measurements.
The expanded scale meter is included in some
instruments and is an optional accessory on
others.

Input Characteristics
Impedance: may be high impedance bridging input or terminating impedance to match
standard transmission lines. High frequency
measurements require matched systems to
avoid error-producing standing waves on interconnecting cables. The measure of impedance accuracy is usually return loss or

reflection coefficient (RL=20 log pl. In low
frequency instruments, percent accuracy is
used. High input impedance instruments are
usually poorer in high frequency and noise
performance and are usually low frequency
instruments. High impedance at high frequencies is accomplished by using a bridging
probe to place the impedance at the point of
measurement. The probe may be active with
unity gain or passive with 20-30 dB insertion
loss.
Input arrangement: input may be balanced
to ground or unbalanced. Communications
system usage typically requires balanced input. Standard 600 and 135/ 150n balanced
inputs are limited in frequency to less than 1
MHz and 124n balanced to less than 10
MHz in most instruments. The impedance
may be balanced to ground with the center
point grounded or may be completely isolated from ground. Unbalanced inputs do not
have frequency range limitations.

Network Analysis Application
Frequency response testing: with its
tracking generator output, the wave analyzer
is particularly useful for measuring filter and
amplifier freq uency responses. If a notch filter is being measured, for example, a narrow
band measurement like that provided by a
wave analyzer is essential for obtaining acceptable accuracy. A broadband technique
will lead to some misleading results. For example, a notch filter may be driven with a
flat oscillator and the response measured
with a broadband voltmeter. The notch filter
will reject the oscillator's fundamental tone,
but pass its harmonics which are in voltmeter's measurement range. Thus, an error
results. If the voltmeter were frequency selective, like a wave analyzer, the harmonics
would be rejected and the true level of the
notch would be measured. Accurate and fast
measurements can be made because Hewlett-Packard wave analyzers track and detect
on the tracking generator frequency.
Notch Filter
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Only signal detected by wave analyzer.
For example, the notch of a filter can be
accurately measured to its full depth.

Distortion, Audio Analyzers
Harmonic distortion is one of many types
of distortion created in communications
equipment, audio and ultrasonic sound sys-

tems. Nonlinear elements in amplifiers cause
harmonic related frequencies from a pure
tone stimulus to be created at the output.
Hence, to a listener, a poor reproduction
quality becomes apparent. The total of these
frequency components present in a signal, in
addition to the fundamental frequency, can
be measured quickly and easily with Hewlett-Packard distortion and audio analyzers.
The ratio of these frequency components to
the amplitude of the fundamental is the total
harmonic distortion (THO) as defined by the
following equation (I):

v

~ (harmonics)'
THO = ---'--:-'--:----:'fundamental

The Hewlett-Packard distortion and audio
analyzers consist of a narrow band rejection
filter and broadband detector. Before the
fundamental is rejected, the analyzer first
measures the amplitude of the fundamental,
all the harmonic components, and noise.
Then the rejection filter is employed to remove the fundamental. The ratio of the two
measurements is an approximation of equation (I) above and is defined by the following
equation (2):
THO=
Vr:~~[("'h-a-r-m-o-n:-ic-s)C:;'-+'---;-(-no--;i-se--;)=-']

v~ [( fundamental)'+(harmonics )'+(noise)']
An approximation error of 1/,% can be expected for the THD levels of 10%. However,
distortion levels as high as 10% are seldom
encountered in most measurement situations.
The harmonic content of the stimulus source
must not be more than a third of the distortion expected to be caused by the system
under test.
Audio Analyzers
The Audio Analyzer performs several basic low frequency measurements in addition
to distortion, making it a general purpose
audio test set. The audio analyzer includes
the SINAD function for testing mobile radio
receiver sensitivity. It contains a low distortion audio oscillator for stimulus response
testing in combination with its distortion
analyzer. It contains a true rms voltmeter
and dc voltmeter for accurate measurement
of complex waveform levels. Swept ac level
and swept distortion measurements can be
made when using the audio analyzer with a
suitable X- Y recorder. Signal to noise ratio
measurements are performed automatically
when using the internal source and rms voltmeter. A reciprocal frequency counter is also
included that continuously counts the frequency of the input signal.

These basic capabilities provide a general
purpose instrument that represents high value in three major applications areas: I) General audio component characterization, 2)
radio transceiver audio measurements, 3)
HP-IB systems. The Audio Analyzer
provides sophisticated measurement capabilities with significantly reduced operator
interaction.

True Harmonic Distortion
Measurements
The Hewlett-Packard desk-top computer
controlled automatic spectrum analyzers
provides the user a rapid means of measuring
true harmonic distortion levels. The fundamental and its harmonic components are rapidly measured one at a time and the
distortion is computed by applying equation
(1). In production test situations, distortion calculations can be stored on tape for
future reference and/or plotted for hard copy
needs. Limit testing can also be applied.

Modulation Analyzers
A modulation analyzer is a precision receiver, designed to detect the entire modulation envelope of a signal under test. It can
measure and display the carrier characteristics of RF freq uency and power as well as
AM, FM and phase modulation characteristics such as AM depth, peak deviation, residual modulation, and various ratios associated
with them. The modulation analyzer also
faithfully recovers the actual modulating signal for further analysis such as distortion
testing.
Applications for modulation analyzers center mostly in transmitter testing and signal
generator calibration. The precision receiver
capability allows comprehensive testing of
the transmitter. All phases of design, production test, and maintenance of transmitters
and their modules and subassemblies are applications. And since signal generators are
"precision transmitters", numerous applications will be found in metrology and calibration labs for signal generator calibration,
Capabilities
The unique measurement capabilities of
modulation analyzers are easily shown on
system tests with multiple-mode modulations
such as simultaneous AM and FM. For example, if both amplitude and frequency modulation are present on a signal, a complex
modulation spectrum is produced. To demonstrate this, an HP 8640B Signal Generator
was 46.5% amplitude modulated with a
5 kHz triangular wave and 4.5 kHz peak frequency modulated with a 5 kHz sine wave
simultaneously. The picture below shows
the resulting signal as seen on a spectrum
analyzer.
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Spectrum Analyzer display of simultaneous AM (46.5%) and FM (4.5 kHz pk deviation) modulation
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Unequal, complex sidebands result and little
data can be deduced. However, since a modulation analyzer faithfully recovers both
modulation signals in independent detection
systems insensitive to each other, it is easy to
separate and read directly the various modulation components involved.

valuable for design of oscillators, modulators, mixers and other components. It is very
difficult to separate multiple modulation effects on spectrum analyzer displays because
the effects are combined.
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Recovered 5 kHz AM input signal viewed
on oscilloscope.

Watts

The H P 890 I A Modulation Analyzer contains selectable filters to provide commonly
used system characteristics for low-pass and
high-pass filtering and FM de-emphasis.
Thus measurement of transmitter modulation frequency response doesn't require additional equipment. Selectable detectors,
including peak hold, allow measurements
such as transmitter modulation limiting to be
made very easily.
Finally the modulation analyzer can serve
as a high sensitivity, selective frequency
counter. Since the superheterodyne design
allows high sensitivity amplification of low
level modulated signals, frequency counting
of signals as low as -65 dBm is possible with
good rejection of other signals, even large interfering ones.

kHz FM

Modulation Analyzer displays of RF signal
parameters.
In addition, since the modulation analyzer
handles the full complex modulation envelope, it measures and displays peak RF envelope power and average frequency of the
entire signal. The readings are all available
at the push of a button.
The independent detection systems demodulate the waveforms and present the resulting signal at the output for viewing on an
oscilloscope or for further analysis by a distortion analyzer or audio wave analyzer.

Recovered 5 kHz FM input signal.
Since the AM and FM detection systems
are independent and highly insensitive to
each other, incidental modulation measurements can be made with high precision. For
example, even with 90% amplitude modulation, the FM demodulator will accurately indicate incidental FM. Such capability is

Display and computational conveniences
speed typical transmitter measurements and
improve confidence in results. For example,
ratio keys allow any measurement to be expressed in % or dB relative to any other measured or key-entered value. Such computations are valuable in applications such as mobile FM measurements, where hum and noise
is expressed relative to an industry standard
of 60% of maximum allowable deviation.

Signal Analyzers Selection Guide
Spectrum Analyzers
Frequency
Range

Amplitude
Calibration
Range

Min

Bandwidths
Max

Model Description

o02 Hz-256 kHz

-120 to t30 dBV

002 Hz

363 Hz

3582A Spectrum Analyzer

560

5Hz-50 kHz

-150tot30dBm

1Hz

300 Hz

3580A Spectrum Analyzer

558

20 Hz- 300 kHz

-142 to tlOdBm

10 Hz

10 kHz

8556A Tuning Section Plug·ln'

548

10 Hz-13 kHz

-140 to t20 dBm

3 Hz

10 kHz

3044A/45A Spectrum Analyzer

565

20 Hz to 401 MHz

-137 dB to t30dBm

3 Hz

30 kHz

3585A Spectrum Analyzer

520

Companion Instruments

Page

1kHz-liD MHz

-140 to tiD dBm

10 Hz

300 kHz

8553B Tuning Section Plug-In

8443A Tracking Generator

550

10 kHz-350 MHz

-117 to t20 dBm

1kHz

3 MHz

8557A Spectrum Analyzer Plug-In

8750A Storage-Normalizer

540

100 kHz-1250 MHz

-122 to tlOdBm

100 Hz

300 kHz

8554B Tuning Section Plug-In'

8444A Tracking Generator
(500 kHz-1250 MHz)

552

100 kHz-I 500 MHz

-117 to t30dBm

1kHz

3MHz

8558B Spectrum Analyzer Plug-In'

100 Hz-1500 MHz

-137 dBm to t30 dBm

10 Hz

3 MHz

8568A Spectrum Analyzer and
85818 Automatic Spectrum Analyzer

8750A Storage·Normallzer
8444A Opt 059 Tracking
Generator (500 kHz-1500 MHz)

542

8444A Opt 059 Tracking
Generator (500 kHz-l 500 MHz)
85650A QuasI-Peak Adapter

528
534

10 MHz-21 GHz

-Ill dBm to t 30 d8m

I kHz

3 MHz

8559A Spectrum Analyzer

8750A Storage·Normalizer

544

100 Hz-40 GHz'

-134 dBm to t 30 dBm

10 Hz

3 MHz

8566A Spectrum Analyzer and
8582B Automatic Spectrum Analyzer

85650A QuasI-Peak Adapter

531
534

10 MHz-40 GHZ'

-122 dBm to t30dBm

100 Hz

3 MHz

8565A Spectrum Analyzer

8750A Storage·Normalizer
8444A Opt. 059 Tracking
Generator (10 MHz-1500 MHz)

538
536

10 MHz-40 GHz'

-123 to t30 dBm

100 Hz

3 MHz

8569A Spectrum Analyzer

8444A Opt 059 Tracking Generator
(10 MHz-1500 MHz)

10 MHz-40 GHz3

-127 to t 10 dBm

100 Hz

300 kHz

8555A Tuning SectIOn Plug-In

8444A Opt 059 Tracking Generator
(10 MHz-1500 MHz)
8445B Automatic Preselector
(10 MHz-18 GHz)

001 HZ-1O kHz
offset from camer
500 kHz-i8 GHz

-150dBc
min.

<100 ~Hz

10 kHz

5390A Frequency Stability Analyzer

camer range
NOTE 1:
NOTE 2:
NOTE 3:
NOTE 4:

For uaa in oacilloacopa mainframa. 140T and 141T with IF .aclion plug·ina 8552A or 85528 (page 546).
For uae in oacilloacopa mainlramaa 180TR, 181T/TR and 182T.
Frequency ranga extendable 10 170 GHl wilh commercially available mixera.
Frequancy range extendable to 220 GHl with commercially av.i/abla mixer•.

554

59309A Digital Clock
572

Modulation Analyzer (8901A)
Frequency
Range

Modulation
Mode

Range

150 kHz-l300 MHz

Accuracy

FM

40 kHz pk (I oS 10 MHz)
400 kHz pk Ire> 10 MHz)

1%of reading ± 1digit
(rates 30 Hz-loo kHz)

<0.1% THO

AM

0-99%

1%of reading ± 1digit
Irates 50 Hz-50 kHz)

<0.3% THO

3% of reading ± 1digit
(rates 200 Hz-20 kHz)

400 radians

~M

(Ie >10 MHz, rate < 1kHz)

Audio Filters

RF level
Accuracy

Type

Time Constant/Frequency

±2 dB
(tc <650 MHz)

Low-pass

3kHz
15 kHz
>20 kHz

±3 dB

High-pass

50 Hz
300 Hz

De-emphasis

25 ~s
50 ~s
75 ~s
750 ~s

Distortion

(Ie >650 MHz)

<0.1% THO

Page
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Digital Signal Analyzers
Frequency
Range

Amplitude
Calibration
Range

Resolution Points
Min

Max

Model Description

Functions Available

Page

DC-loo kHz
(See Note Ii

7 steps from
+0125 to ±8 V

32

2048

5451C Fourier Analyzer
(See Note 3)

Power spectrum
Transfer function
Coherence
Convolution

570

DC-25 kHz

7 Steps From
±0.1 to ±lOV

256

32.000
(See Note 2)

5420A Digital Signal Analyzer

Time Average
linear Spectrum
Auto Spectrum
Transfer Function
Coherence FunctIOn
Histogram
Correlation
Impulse Response

568

5423A Structural
Dynamic Analyzer
(See Note 3)

01-25 kHz

7 steps from
±0.125to ±8V

256 PS
128 TF

1024 PS
512 TF

5427 ADigital Vibration
Control System
(AnalySIS Mode)

Power Spectrum (PS)
Transter Funcflon (TF)
Transient Capture
Shock Response Spectrum

571

0.02 Hz-256 kHz

9 steps from
3mV to 30 V
RMS

256

> l.3xIO
(See note 2)

3582A Spectrum Analyzer

Voltage Spectrum
Phase Spectrum
Transfer Function
Coherence Function
Digital Averaging

560

NOTE 1: Standard ranga is DC to 50 kHz. a.pandable with options 10 100 kHz.
NOTE 2: Equivalent number of pointe ueing Band Selectable Analyeie.
NOTE 3: Aleo includee modal analyeie capability.

Distortion/ AUdio Analyzers
Fundamental
Frequency
Range

Minimum
Distortion

Auto Set
level

Auto
Nulling

True
RMS

AM
Detector

Filters

Model No.

Internal
Source

HP·IB

331A
5 Hz
to
600 kHz

Page
576

.03%

333A

576

(-70 dB)

334A

576

334A Opt 002

576

10 Hz-1I0 kHz

0.0018%
(-95 dB)

20 Hz-IOO kHz

0.01%
(-80 dB)

,

339A
Note 1

574

,

581

Modes of
Operation

Model
Number

Page

rec: 5 Vfull scale, with
pen lift
BFO, Local Oscillator,
tuning loudspeaker, and
headphone lack

AFC, normal.
BFO

3581A/
3581C

577

8903A'

'Tha 8oo3A al,o perlorme Frequency Count. Signal/NoISe. SINAD. waHe. ac/dc volte measurementa.
NOTE 1: The 8oo1A Modulslion Analyzer (p. 578) proyidee completa demoduletion 01 AM. FM. and ~M ,ignel'.

Wave Analyzers/Selective Level Meters
Dynamic Range
Frequency
Range

Selective
Bandpass

15 Hz to 50 kHz

Freq.
Readouts

Type of
Inputs

5-place
digital

Banana Jacks

>80 dB

LEO,
1Hz
Resolution

50/75 8NC
600 nBanana
Jacks

Trackmg Generator
Audio/Loud Speaker
1 MHz Ref.

Widebanc
Selective
USB/LSB

3586C
(3336C')

523
388

>70dB

LED
1Hz
Resolution

75Q BNC/WECO
124QWECO
13511 WECO
1500 Siemens
6000 WECO /
Siemens

Tracking Generator
AudiO /Loud Speaker
1MHz Ret

Wideband
Selective
SSB

3586A/B
(3336A/S')
(3335A)

624
626
630

Absolute

Relative

3 Hz
10 Hz
30 Hz
100 Hz
300 Hz

0.1 .V-300 V
full scale

>85 dB

50 Hz to
32.5 MHz

20 Hz
400 Hz
3100 Hz

50 Hz to
325 MHz

20 Hz
400 Hz
1740/2000 Hz
Optional
3100 Hz
WTD

-130
to
+20dBm
-130
to
+20 dSm

'Tracking Syntheeizers.

n.

Type of Outputs

602

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
20 Hz to 40 MHz Spectrum Analyzer
Model 3585A

• ± 0.4

• 80 dB dynamic ran']e
• 3 Hz resolution bandwidth

dB amplitude accuracy
• Self-calibrating

3585A

(Shown with Opt. 907)
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~
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SYSTEMS

Description
The HP 3585A Spectrum Analyzer has a fully synthesized local
oscillator controlled by a microprocessor. The result of this state-ofthe-art contribution offers outstanding performance over its frequency range of 20 Hz to 40.1 MHz. Center frequency and span settings
have 0.1 Hz resolution and 1 X 1O-7 /mo_ stability over its entire operating range. The frequency precision and stability enables the 3 Hz
resolution bandwidth filter to be used for close-in analysis even at 40
MHz.
An automatic internal calibration routine, administered by the microprocessor, provides up to ± 0.4 dB accuracy over most of the measurement range. Improvements in measurement performance of this
magnitude cannot be realized by the user unless the basic limitations
of the CRT display are bypassed. This has been accomplished by digitizing the detected video signal, which is then stored in memory. Photographic documentation of the display is greatly simplified by
displaying all the essential frequency, amplitude and resolution parameters alpha-numerically around the edge of the CRT.
The power of the microprocessor provides a bonus by making this
analyzer easier to use. Several of the usually tedious operations, such
as centering a signal, raising it to the reference level, etc., are now
simplified with dedicated key operated routines working in conjunction with the display marker. Adjustment of resolution and video
bandwidth when modifying span is now an automatic function unless
individual manual selection is required. In addition, new functions
have been added, such as noise power density measurements and offset capability for both frequency and amplitude.

Measurement Power & Convenience
The power and convenience of the 3585A's microcomputer-based
controls and CRT readout simplify and speed use in so many ways
that previously impractical analysis now become routine. Functions
such as center frequency and amplitude reference level may be keyboard-set with 0.1 Hz and 0.1 dB precision, v'lried with an 'analog'
knob (actually a rotary pulse-generator), or incrementally keystepped. The autoranging input attenuator eliminates the error-prone
task of adjusting the attenuator to achieve the correct mixer level.
A tunable marker in the 3585A makes basic measurements precise
and quick by directly measuring a signal or by speeding the process of
magnifying the portion of the spectrum to be analyzed. With the
marker set to the signal peak, signal amplitude and frequency (with
counter accuracy) are numerically displayed on the CRT. A second
marker makes relative measurements instantly available with numerical display of the difference in amplitude and frequency between
the two markers. This is useful for modulation, distortion measurements, and bandwidth measurement. For example, in the case of telecommunications applications, the second marker can be set at
harmonic or channel spacing from the first so the operator can simply
step frequencies to track higher order harmonics or additional channels.
Amplitude and frequency may be offset to normalize values to some
reference signal such as a pilot tone or to reflect the relative value of a
signal. Other amplitude units, such as dBV or volts, can be chosen. On
any occasion all settings can be stored, then later recalled with a short
key sequence. As many as three sets of settings may be stored.

Two different traces each of 1001 horizontal points, may be taken,
stored in memory, then shown separately or together as desired while
comparisons among them may be calculated and displayed digitally
on the CRT. A Max Hold key causes the largest amplitude in successive sweeps to be displayed, making it easy to measure residual FM or
drift. A built-in tracking generator, with a maximum output of 0
dBm, enables frequency response measurements to be made.

Swept Response Measurements

Automatic Measurements
Not only are all 3585A functions remotely-programmable via the
HP Interface Bus (IEEE Standard 488-1975), the instrument also
can be commanded to transfer its measurements out via the bus for
interpretation and further interaction by a computing controller. The
analyzer can be remotely tuned with the precision of the synthesizer,
while retaining analog sweep and exceptional spectral purity. The result is a new and higher level of interaction between the user and the
measurement system.

Frequency Accuracy

The built-in tracking generator offers superb stability and resolution for crystal filters as well as excellent flatness for wideband devices. The I dB/div. amplitude scale is used to expand and resolve
small amplitude differences with .01 dB resolution using the marker
readout.

Marker Aided Measurements

Counter measurements with spectrum analyzer selectivity and sensitivity can be made to I X 10- 7 /mo. stability while sweeping or manually tuning.

Dynamic Range

Along with the marker readout capability, there are three additional functions: counter measurements, noise level measurements, and
offset (relative) measurements. The four operating aids just above the
knob indicate that the marker or offset value can be directly entered
into the center frequency, reference level, frequency span, or center
frequency step size. These aids save much time in conventional operations by direct transfer of data to another functional control.

>80 dB spurious free dynamic range with full scale inputs of -25
dBm to +30 dBm in 5 dB steps. Autoranging input provides full dynamic range with no guesswork.

Internal Calibration
Noise Measurement
The noise level key displays RMS noise density normalized to a I
Hz bandwidth at the marker position. All correction factors are accounted for in the internal measurement routine.

Terminal Interaction

Maximum accuracy is assured at all times by an automatic internal
calibration routine which compensates for frequency and amplitude
errors in measurements made at the reference level at the center of
the screen.

EJ

SIGNAL ANALYZERS

(hpj
Measurement routines selected from the controller memory via the
analyzer keyboard, such as this filter test, can provide instructions to
the operator to minimize errors and reduce training time for complex
measurements.

Specifications

Frequency

Measurement range: 20 Hz to 40.1 MHz
Displayed Range
Frequency span:
Range: 0 liz to 40.1 MHz variable with. I Hz resolution or 10Hz
to 40 MHz in 1,2,5 steps
Accuracy: -070 + .2% of frequency span setting
Center, Start/Stop, and Manual Frequency
Range: 0 Hz to 40.1 MHz with.1 Hz resolution
Accuracy: I X I O-'/month of frequency
Marker
Readout accuracy: ± .2% of frequency span ± resolution bandwidth
Counter accuracy: ±.3 Hz ± I X 10-'/month of counted frequency for a signal 20 dB greater than other signals and noise in the
resolution bandwidth setting
Resolution
Resolution bandwidths
Range: 3 dB bandwidths of 3 Hz to 30 kHz in a 1,3,10 sequence
Accuracy: ±20% at the 3 dB points
Selectivity: 60 dB/3 dB <11:1

Amplitude
Measurement range: -137 d Bm to +30 d Bm (50/7511) or equivalent level in dBV or volts. 31 nV to 22 V (I MQ)
Displayed Range
Scale: I 0 division CRT vertical axis with Reference Level at the top
gra ticu Ie line
Calibration: 10,5,2 and 1 dB/division from the Reference Level
Input range: -25 dBm to +30 dBm in 5 dB steps
Reference level (relative to Input Range)
Range: -100 dB to + I0 dB
Accuracy (using 1 or 2 dBI div., at midscreen with sweep rate
reduced by 4 or at the manual frequency):
5017511 input:
+IOdB
-50dB
-70dB
-90dB
1--±-.4-dB--I--±-·7-d-B-'Ic--±-I-.5-d-B--1
1 Mll input - add to above

20 Hz

10 MHz
±.7dB

40.1 MHz

I

±1.5dB

Amplitude linearity (referred to Reference Level)
o dB
-20 dB
-50 dB
-80 dB

I

±.3 dB

I

±.6 dB

I

± 1.0 dB

I

-95 dB

± 2.0 dB

I

Frequency response (referred to center of span)
50175 n input: ±.5 dB
1 MQ input:
20 Hz
10 MHz
401 MHz

I

±.7dB

±1.5dB

Marker
Amplitude accuracy
Midscreen at the reference level: Use Reference Level accuracy
from + 30 dBm to -115 dBm, add Amplitude Linearity below -115
dBm.
Anywhere on screen: Add Reference Level Accuracy, Amplitude
Linearity and Frequency Response.
Dynamic Range
Spurious responses (image, out of band, and harmonic distortion):
50/75 II input: <-80 dB referred to a single signal equal to or
less than Input Range
1 Mil input: <-80 dB except second harmonic distortion <-70
dB
Intermodulation distortion:
SOI7Sll input: < -80 dB referred to the larger of two signals

each 2:6 dB below Input Range except 2nd order IM from 10
MHz to 40 MHz <-70 dB
1 Mll input: <-70 dB
Residual responses (no signal at input): < -120 dBm using
-25 dBm range
Average noise level
50/7511 input:
AVERAGE NOISE LEVEL
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10 Hz

100 Hz

1 kHz

10 kHz

100 kHz

40 MHz

FREQUENCY

I Mf! input: Below 500 kHz add 12 dB to above
Sweep
Modes: Continuous, single or manual
Trigger: Free Run, Line, or External
Time: .2 s full sweep to 200 s/Hz of Frequency Span (swept time
excluding auto calibration cycles)
Input
Signal inputs:
50/7511: >26 dB return loss, BNC connector
1 Mll: ±3% shunled by <30 pf, BNC connector
Maximum input level:
50/75 \I: 13 V peak ac plus de relay protected against overloads
to 42 V peak.
1 MIl input: 42 V peak ac plus dc (derate by factor of two for each
octave above 5 MHz.
External trigger input: Negative going TTL level or contact closure required to initiate sweep.
External reference input: I OMHz (or subharmonic to I MHz).O
dBm minimum level
Output
Tracking generator:
Level: 0 dBm to -II dBm with a single turn knob
Frequency accuracy: ± I Hz relative to analyzer tuning
Frequency response: ± .7dB
Impedance: 5011: > 14 dB return loss
Probe power: + 15 Vdc, -12.6 Vdc: 150 rna max.
Suitable for powering HP 1120A Active Probe
External display:
X, Y: I volt full denection: Z: <OV to >2.4V
Recorder:
X Axis: 10 V full scale
Y Axis: 10 V full scale
Z - penlifl output TTL
IF: 350 kHz, -11 dBV to -15 dBV at the reference level
Video: 10 V at the reference level
Frequency reference: 10.000 MHz ± I X IO-'/mo., + 10 dBm
into 5011

General
Environmental
Temperature: Operating O"C to 55°C
Humidity: <95% RH except 300 Hz BW <40% RH
Warm-up time: 20 minutes at ambient temperature
Power requirements: I 15 V (+ II % -25%), 48-440 liz
230V (+11% -18%),48-66 Hz
180 Walts 3A max
Weight: 39.9 kg (88 lb.)
Size: 22.9 cm (9") H X 42.6 cm (16.75") W X 63.5 cm (25") D

Ordering Information
Opt.
Opt.
Opt.
Opt.

907:
908:
909:
910:

Front Handle Kit
Rack Flange Kit
Combined Opt. 907 and 908
Extra Manual

Model 3585A Signal Analyzer

add $72.50
add $35.00
add $97.50
add $150

$21,000

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
50 Hz to 32.5 MHz Selective Level Meter
Model 3586C
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Description

time-consuming operator calculations.

The 3586C selective Level Meter is designed for general pupose
wave analysis applications in the design, manufacture, and maintenance of electronic systems.
Microprocessor control and H P-developed fractional- N synthesis
provides precise frequency setting and time saving ease-of-use features, and the 3586C is fully HP-IB programmable.
The 3586C Selective Level Meter covers the frequency range from
50 Hz to 32.5 MHz allowing measurement of audio, sonar, and other
low frequency systems as well as high frequency communications and
sub-systems. Input impedances of 50,75, or 600 !I with 10 k!l bridging adds measurement nexibility for a wide variety of applications.
Wideband power measurements can be made up to 32.5 M Hz and
down to -45 dBm. Measure selectively in LO Distortion or LO noise
modes or use USB or LSB for single sideband demodulation of a
carrier.

Digital or Analog Frequency Control

Measurement Precision
Signal levels are measured with up to ±0.2 dB accuracy down to
-80 dBm with .0 I dB resolution and bandwidth choices of 20, 400, or
3100 Hz. Automatic level calibration eliminates the need for manual
calibration operations prior to critical level measurements. Frequency
can be set precisely with 0.1 Hz resolution and :t- I x 10-' stability
(± 2 x 10- 7 optional). The built-in frequency counter allows you to
measure the frel.juency of a signal greater than -100 dBm within the
filter bandwidth chosen and then tunc the center of the filter passband precisely \0 that signal with one keystroke.

Selective Measurements
Make measurements on signals as close as 80 Hz spacing with 50
dB rejection using the 20 Hz filter. Use the extremely selective 3100
Hz filter for telecommunications channel level or noise measurements
with 60 dB carrier rejection and 75 dB adjacent channel rejection, or
demodulate the upper or lower sideband signal for further processing
and listen to it with the speaker output.

Level Offset
Measurements can be made with respect to an entered offset level
such as the fundamental signal level. Relative measurements can be
made with respect to any keyboard entered or measured level, saving

Frequencies may be entered directly on the keyboard with 0.\ Hz
resolution and then changed by entering any step size and stepping up
or down in frequency, or use the analog frequency tune control. The
analog frequency tune control will change frequency in automatically
chosen steps proportional to the bandwidth chosen, or in the step size
entered.

Nine Storage Registers
Nine different combinations of front panel settings can be stored in
the non-volatile storage registers and then recalled at a keystrokeeven if the instrument has been turned ofr. Significant time is savcd
when repetitive testing is required in manufacturing, development, or
metrology environments.

Tracking Synthesizer
The 3586C will operate in the frequency tracking mode with either
the 3336C Synthesizer (see page 388) for measurements up to 20.9
MHz, or the 3335A Synthesizer (see page 386) for full frequency
coverage up to 32.5 MHz. The tracking synthesizer will automatically tune to the frel.juency programmed on the 3586C in the tracking
mode when their HP-IB interfaces are connected together with a bus
cable.
Use the tracking mode to save time in amplitude-only network analysis or for loop-around measurements in telecommunications systems.

Fully Programmable
All necessary functions on the 3586C Selective Level Meter are
programmable on the HP-IB using a desktop computer controller
such as the HP Model 85F, 9825T, 9835A, or 9845B. or a mainframe
computer such as the H P-I 000. All measurements and necessary frequency and front panel settings can be interrogated and read out to
the bus for print-out or further data processing.

High Impedance Accessory Probe
Model 1124A 100 M Hz Active Divider Probe provides high voltage, high impedance general purpose probing capability for the 50
ohm input impedance on the 3586C Selective Level Meter (see page
226 for specifications).

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Model 3586C (Cont.)

TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION TEST
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The 3586C includes a rear panel tracking output of approximately
±.5 dB flatness at the same frequency as the
passband center frequency. The tracking output has the same accuracy, stability and resolution as the 3586C center frequency specifications. This means the tracking output can be used for frequency
response testing of high·Q filters and other selective networks. External attenuators can be used to adjust the input and output levels of the
device under test to acceptable ranges.
For applications requiring improved amplitude accuracy and flatness, full amplitude range control without external attenuators, or
better signal purity, use the 3336C or 3335A tracking synthesizer in
place of the 3586C tracking output. By automatically tracking the
frequency of the 3586C, the tracking synthesizers improve the accuracy and flexibility of frequency response measurements without increasing the measurement time.

o dBm amplitude and

FUNDAMENTAL FREQ

.-,
.::.

Frequency Response Measurements

The 3586C and an HP computer were used to characterize a func·
tion generator for total harmonic distortion as well as harmonic
level.

AMP

Distortion Measurements
The front panel convenience features of the 3586C allow fast, accu·
rate measurement of individual harmonic levels. To measure harmonic levels relative to the fundamental, first measure the fundamental
signal level, and enter that level as an offset. Then, enter a frequency
step size equal to the fundamental frequency. Now you can quickly
step to the harmonic frequencies and measure the harmonic distortion
directly without time·consuming calculations. When the exact funda·
mental frequency is unknown, the built-in counter can be used to
measure the fundamental frequency, thereby ensuring precise tuning
and accurate measurement.
Intermodulation distortion can also be measured quickly by storing
the intermod frequencies and front panel settings in the non-volatile
storage registers of the 3586C.
Verifying the total harmonic distortion specifications of sources
and amplifiers is a laborious measurement unless a special purpose
distortion analyzer is used. With a simple routine in a controller such
as the HP 85F Personal Computer, the HP 3586C can be used to
quickly measure total harmonic distortion as well as individual har·
monic levels.
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This bandpass filter was characterized using a 3586C and an HP
85F computer. By expanding the y-axis to cover only 10 dB, the
passband ripple and 3 dB points are easy to identify.

The HP 3586C can also be used for monitoring telecommunication
systems. The 3586C can perform single sideband (SSB) voice channel
measurements of pilot, carrier and tone levels. Idle channel noise and
channel power measurements are made possible with the highly selective 3100 Hz filter. Single sideband AM channels can be demodulatd
for audio listening or for further measurements using additional
equipment. In the wideband mode, the 3586C can be used for measuring the baseband power entering a microwave radio link.
With the addition of an HP computer, the 3586C can provide unattended, automatic surveillance of frequency multiplexed telemetry
systems. Besides controlling the selective level meter, the computer
can test for measurements that exceed user-defined limits.
The HP Models 3586A/B Selective Level Meters are designed specifically for North American Bell and CCITT Frequency Division
Multiplex (FDM) measurements. Refer to page 624 for more information.

3586C Specifications
Frequency
Frequency range: 50/75 Q Unbalanced Input; 50 Hz to 32.5 MHz,
600 Q Balanced Input; 50 Hz to 100 kHz
Frequency resolution: 0.1 Hz
Center frequency accuracy: ± I x IO-,/year, (± 2 x 10 -'/year
with option 004).
'
Counter accuracy: ± 1.0 Hz in addition to center frequency accuracy for signals within the 60 dB bandwidth of the IF filter chosen or
greater than -100 dBm (largest signal is measured).
Frequency display: 9 digit LED

Selectivity

Distortion:
Harmonic distortion: -70 dB below full scale, low distortion
mode, above 4 kHz.
Intermodulation distortion: -70 dB below full scale, 200 Hz to 20
kHz offset; -75 dB below full scale, 20 kHz to I MHz offset; -70
dB for either tone> 10M Hz,
Noise floor (full scale setting -35 to -120 dBm)'
Frequency

Bandwidth

Noise Level

3\00

-114 dBm

20 Hz. 400 Hz

-120dBm

10C kHz te 325 MHz
2 kHz to 100 kHz

-105 dBm

All

3 dB bandwidth,' ± 10%: 20 Hz, 400 Hz, 3100 Hz
'Noise bandwidth la the aame ea the 3 dB bandwidlh

60 dB bandwidth: 3100 Hz BW, ± 1850 Hz; 400 Hz BW, ± 1100
Hz; 20 Hz BW, ±90 Hz
Adjacent channel rejection: 75 dB minimum at ± 2850 Hz, 3100
Hz BW
Passband flatness: ± OJ dB

Passband Flatness:
Bandwidth

Flatness Range

Flatness

3,00 HI
400 Hz
20 Hz

: 1000 Hz
50 Hz
:
3 HI

:0.3
dB

+

dBm

dBm

+ 20

+ 20
± .40dB

:!: .20 dB

0

1:!:.25dB

:!: .35 dB

-BO·

-BO·

:!: .75 dB
:!: .95 dB
:!: .75 dB
-100 ......- -.........- - - - - - - - - "
-100.L-----'
50 Hz
20 KHz
lB MHz 32.5 MHz 100 Hz
108KHz
'20 Hz & 400 Hz BW below -90 dBm

Level accuracy: 100 dB Range (arter calibration), add correction to
10 dB auto range accuracy for dB below full scale. (Not required
when in 10 dB auto-range.)
dB Below Full Scale

=2 0 dB

- I 0 dB

20 kHz

10 MHz

frequency
50 Hz 10 32 5 MHz
50 Hz to 100 kHz

Mating Connector
8NC
Dual Banana Plug
075 Inch Spacing

n.

Return loss: 50/75 fI, 30 dB; 600
25 dB
Balance: 600 n; 40 dB
Demodulated Audio Output
Output level: 0 dBm into a 600 n load
Output connector: 1/4" jack. mates with WECO 347.

Auxiliary Signal Inputs/ Outputs
Tracking output: 0 dBm rear panel tracking output
Ext. reference input: I M Hz to 10M Hz or sub-harmonic input.
Reference output: 10 MHz at 8 dBm output (also 10 MHz oven
oscillator on instruments with option 004).
Probe power: front panel DC output for H P activ~ high impedance
accessory probes, (+ 15, - 12 V DC)
HP-IB interface: rear panel interface meeting IEEE 488-1975 for
remote operation. Used for tracking synthesizer interface.
Additional outputs: audio, phase jitter and meter output.

Options
Option 004: High stability frequency reference: 10 MHz oven
stabilized reference oscillator, improves frequency stability to ± 2 x
10-' /year.

Operating Environment

: .25 dB
: 50 dB
:20 dB

Wideband power accuracy: after calibratIOn, 100 dB range, average on, -45 \0 +20 dBm.

: 20 db

Impedance

General

Accuracy Correction

010 -20dB
-2010 -40 dB
-40 to -80 dE

200 Hz

Signal Inputs
50/75 ohms unbalance,J
600 ohms balanced

Amplitude
Measurement range: +20 to -120 dBm
Amplitude resolution: .01 dB
Level accuracy: 10 dB auto range, low distortion mode, after calibration, signal at ± I Hz from center frequency.
50175 n inputs
600 f! input

0-

The noise floor for full scale settings of - 30 to + 25 dBm will be 75 dB
below full scale for> 100 kHz, or 55 dB below full scale for < 100
kHz.

I
32.5 MHz

Dynamic Range
Spurious responses:
-115 dBm maximum or the following, whichever is greater.
Image rejection (100-132 MHz); -80 dBc
IF rejection: 15625 Hz, -80 dBc; 50 /vi Hz, -60 dBc
Spurious signals: > 1600 Hz offset, > -80 dBc: 300 Hz to 1600
Hz, >-75 dBc
Residual spurious: -110 dBm maximum; <350 Hz, -95 dBm

Temperature: 0 to 55"C
Relative humidity: 9S'Yr" 0" to 40"C
Altitude: 5'015,000 ft., 5'04600 metres
Storage environment temperature: -40 C to 75"C
Storage altitude: 5'050.000 ft., <; 15,240 metres
Power: 100/120/220/240 V, +5'fr, -10%,48 to 66 Hz, 150 VA
Weight: 23 kg (50 Ibs.) net; 30 kg. (65 Ibs.) shipping
Size: 177 mm H x 425.5 mm W x 475.5 mm D (7" x 16.75" x 16.75")

3586C Selective Level Meter'
Opt 004: High Stability Frequency Reference
Opt 907: Front Panel Handles
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
Opt 909: Rack Flange & Handle Combination Kit

Accessories
1124A: High Impedance Probe
'HP·IB ceblea not supplied. See page 30.

$9800
add $625
add $40
add $30
add $65
$240

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Spectrum Analyzers, 100 Hz to 40 GHz
Models 8568A & 8566A
• 100 Hz to 1.5 GHz coverage with counter accuracy
• 10Hz resolution bandwidth
• Trace markers with amplitude and frequency readout

8568A

The 8568A and 8566A are high performance spectrum analyzers
for bench and HP-IB system use. The 8568A operates over the 100
Hz to 1500 MHz frequency range, the 8566A operates over a 100 Hz
to 22 GHz internal mixing range with preselection from 2 GHz to 22
GHz. The frequency range may be extended to 40 GHz with the
HPI1517A External Mixer and to 220 GHz using commercially
available external mixers. (For more information, see Product Note
8566A·I). Each analyzer is designed around its own internal bus and
controlled by its own microcomputer to yield significant improvements in RF measurement performance, new operational features,
and unparalleled flexibility under program control.
The performance specifications for the 8568A and 8566A are described on pages 528 and 531.
Performance
Exceptional frequency stability in both the 8568A and 8566A enables the use of a 10Hz resolution bandwidth over their respective
frequency ranges. Superior spectral purity and narrow resolution
make it possible to measure clean oscillators directly at RF frequencies. 10 Hz resolution also results in sensitivities to -135 dBm which
makes greater than 85 dB spurious-free dynamic range achievable. A
frequency reference error of 1 x IO-"/day together with the analyzers'
resolution and sensitivity allow small signals in the presence of large
ones to be measured with unequalled accuracy.
Usability
All the control settings are conveniently read on the CRT display.
The operator changes control settings through the data controls. To

• 100 Hz to 40 GHz coverage with synthesizer accuracy
• 2 to 22 GHz preselected range
• Comprehensive HP-IB capability

8566A

activate a function the user pushes the appropriate key; he then has
the option of setting the function's value using the knob, step keys or
numeric/unit keyboard.
Measurements can be made following conventional "zoom" tech·
niques using the center frequency, frequency span and reference level
functions, or with the help of certain measurement aids. A preset button sets all analyzer controls to a convenient starting point; coupled
functions, such as resolution bandwidth and sweeptime change automatically as frequency span is reduced to maintain a calibrated
display.
A tunable marker is available for directly measuring a signal or
speeding the process of magnifying the portion of the spectrum to be
analyzed. With the marker set to the signal peak, the signal's amplitude and frequency are displayed on the CRT. A second marker, useful for modulation or distortion measurements, makes relative
measurements by displaying the difference in amplitude and frequency between the two markers. Marker information enables the operator to step between evenly spaced portions of the frequency spectrum
such as communication channels or signal harmonics; the noise level
at the marker can be converted to the RMS noise density normalized
to a I Hz bandwidth. The marker may also be positioned at the peak
of the largest signal on the screen and used to zoom-in on signals
automatically.

Once the analyzer's controls have been adjusted, all settings can be
saved in memory and later recalled to repeat the measurements. An

internal battery maintains the contents of memory in the event of a
power failure.
All displayed information resides in a digital memory from which
the CRT is refreshed at a flicker-free rate. Display titles may be added. A trace may be viewed real-time or stored; max hold displays the
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largest amplitude at 1001 points across the CRT over successive
sweeps to aid in the measurement of residual FM or drift. Up to three
traces may be observed simultaneously and arithmetic between traces
or a trace and reference display line is possible for comparison or frequency response normalization.

Automatic Measurement Capability
The 8568A and 8566A analyzers lend themselves to automatic control via the HP Interface Bus (IEEE Standard 488-1975). The analyzers can be tuned with the precision of a synthesizer while retaining
analog sweep and exceptional resolution. The analyzers' control architecture facilitates the remote operation of all function settings and
the output of CRT trace information; the display itself is accessible
for annotation and graphing purposes.
Friendly analyzer codes and HP-IB commands are used to program
the analyzer; for example, CF 20 MZ instructs the analyzer to set
center frequency to 20 MHz. Built-in firmware features such as

t.ENTER 265 ~z
RE5 BW 3 M-iz

VBW 1 M-iz

Sf AN 488 M-tz
SWI' 30 ~ •• c

instrument preset, peak search and automatic zoom further simplify
writing software.
The primary advantage of computer control is the execution of
complicated or time consuming measurement routines with a minimum of involvement by the operator. This capability is especially useful in production line testing or unattended measurement situations
such as spectrum monitoring. An analyzer may be joined by other
instruments in a distributed system, or be controlled remotely
through a data communications network. External control is desirable for setting the proper analyzer function values, reading data,
performing any numerical manipulation required (including error
correction), analyzing the results, and providing output data in a convenient format on a printer, plotter, or the analyzer CRT.
This automatic capability is available in two configured systems,
the 8581 Band 8582B Automatic Spectrum Analyzers. These are
specified on page 534.

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Spectrum Analyzer, 100 Hz to 1500 MHz
Model 8568A

• 100 Hz to 1.5 GHz frequency range
• 10Hz resolution bandwidth
• Frequency counter accuracy

• Digital display
• Tunable marker with amplitude and frequency readout
• Store and recall of control settings

8568A

The 8568A Spectrum Analyzer is a high performance spectrum
analyzer for bench and remote operation which covers the 100 Hz to
1.5 G Hz frequency range. Frequency stabilized local oscillators and
an internal counter bring unequaled measurement precision to RF
spectrum analysis. Exceptional frequency stability and local oscillator spectral purity enables the use of a 10Hz resolution bandwidth to
make difficult, close-in sideband measurements on RF signals.
An internal microprocessor opens new horizons of operator convenience features. Digital display, store and recall of control settings,
automatic zoom-in and signal track functions are administered by
powerful firmware within the 8568A, thus simplifying operation of
the analyzer.
All 8568A functions are programmable via HP-IB (IEEE 4881975). Programming is as straightforward as encoding the steps used
in a manual measurement. Friendly programming codes and easily
recognizable mnemonics facilitate learning the analyzer language.

8568A Specifications
Frequency
Displayed Range
Frequency span: 100 Hz to 1500 MHz over 10 division CRT horizontal axis. In zero span, the instrument is fixed tuned at the center
frequency.
Full span (0-1500 MHz): is immediately executed with a 0-1.5
GHz or INSTR PRESET keys.
Frequency span accuracy: for spans> I MHz, ± (2% of the
indicated frequency separation between two points +0.5% span);
for span ~ I MHz, ± (5% of frequency separation +0.5% span).
Center frequency: 0 Hz to 1500 MHz. Center frequency step size
may be set using the numeric keyboard or MKR/ ~~STP SIZE
key.
Readout accuracy: Span 2: I00 Hz: ± (2% of frequency span +
frequency reference error x tune frequency +10 Hz) in AUTO
resolution bandwidth after adjusting freq zero at stabilized temperature, and using the error correction function, SHIFT Wand
SHIFT X.

Start-stop frequency: permissible values must be consistent
with those for center frequency and frequency span. SHIFT 0 sets
the analyzer start and stop frequencies equal to the frequencies of
the two ~ markers.
Readout accuracy: center frequency accuracy + II, frequency
span accuracy.
Marker
Normal: displays the frequency at the horizontal position of the
tunable marker.
Accuracy: center frequency accuracy + frequency span accuracy
between the marker and center frequencies.
PEAK SEARCH positions the marker at the center of the largest
signal response present on the display to within ± 10% of resolution bandwidth. MKR ~ CF sets the analyzer center frequency
equal to the marker frequency; MKR/ ~ ~ STP SIZE sets the
center frequency step equal to the marker frequency.
Frequency count: displays the frequency signal on whose response
the marker is positioned. The marker must be positioned at least 20
dB above the noise or the intersection of the signal with an adjacent
signal and more than four divisions up from the bottom of the CRT.
Accuracy: for span ~ 100 kHz: frequency reference error x displayed frequency ± 2 counts. For span> 100 kHz but ~ I MHz:
freq. ref. error x displayed frequency ± (10 Hz +2 counts). For
span >IMHz: ±(IO kHz +1 count).
Frequency reference error: aging rate < I x 1O- 9 /day; temp
stability <7 x 10- 9 , OD to 55 D C.
Signal track: re-tunes the analyzer to place a signal identified by
the marker at the center of the CRT and maintain its position. Useful when reducing frequency span to zoom-in on a signal; also keeps
a drifting input signal centered.
~: displays the frequency difference between the stationary and tunable markers. Reference frequency need not be displayed.
Accuracy: same as frequency span accuracy; in the FREQ
COUNT mode, twice the frequency count uncertainty plus drift
during the period of the sweep (typically < 10 Hz/minute).
MKR/ ~ ~ STP SIZE sets the center frequency step. size equal to
the frequency difference between the markers. SHIFT 0 sets the

analyzer start stop frequencies equal to the frequencies of the two
markers.
Zoom: makes it possible to reduce the frequency span about the
marker (or signal in the signal track and freq count modes) using
the step down key.
Resolution
Resolution bandwidth: 3 dB bandwidths of 10Hz to 3 MHz in a
1,3, 10 sequence. Bandwidth may be selected manually or coupled
to frequency span.
Bandwidth accuracy: calibrated to: ± 10%, I MHz to 3 kHz;
± 20%, I kHz to 10Hz, 3 MHz bandwidths.
Bandwidth selectivity: 60 dB/3 dB bandwidth ratio: < 15: I, 3
MHz to 100 kHz; <13:1,30 kHz to 10 kHz; <11:1,3 kHz to 30
Hz. 60 dB points on 10 Hz bandwidth are separated by < 100 Hz.
Stability
Residual FM: <3 Hz peak-to-peak S 10 sec; span < I00 kHz, resolution bandwidth s30 Hz, video bandwidth s30 Hz.
Drift: < 10 Hz/minute of SWEEPTIME after I hr. warmup at stabilized temperature, for frequency span S 100 kHz. Spans> 100
kHz but s I MHz, < 100 Hz/minute of SWEEPTIME; > I MHz,
<300 kHz/minute of SWEEPTIME.
Spectral Purity
Noise Sidebands: >80 dB below the peak of a CW signal at frequency offsets ~30 x resolution bandwidth setting, for resolution
bandwidths S I kHz.
Line related sidebands: >85 dB below the peak of a CW signal.

Amplitude
Measurement range: -135 dBm to +30 dBm.
Displayed Range
Scale: Over a 10 division CRT vertical axis with the Reference
Level at the top graticule line.
Calibration
Log: 10 dB/div for 90 dB display from Reference Level.
5 dB/div for 50 dB display
expanded from
2 dB/div for 20 dB display
reference level
I dB/div for 10 dB display
Linear:
10% of Reference Level/div when calibrated in voltage.
Fidelity:
Log:
Incremental
Cumulative
±O.I dB/dB over
S
± 1.0 dB max over 0 to 80 dB
o to 80 dB display
display,20-30°C.
S
± 1.5 dB max over 0 to 90 dB
display.
Linear: ± 3% of Reference Level.
Reference Level
Range
Log:
+60.0' to -139.9 dBm or equivalent in dBmV. dBf.LV. volts.
Linear:
nS.6' volts to 0.22 f.Lvolts full scale.
Accuracy: the sum of the following factors determines the accuracy of the reference level readout. Depending upon the measurement
technique followed after calibration. various of these sources of uncertainty may not be applicable.
An internal error correction function calibrates and rcduces the uncertainty introduced by analyzer control changes from the error
calibration state (-7 dBm reference level. I dB/div scale. 10dB RF
attenuation. I MHz bandwidth) when SHIFT W is executed just
prior to the signal measurement (i.e.. at the same temperature)
within the 20°-30" range.
Calibrator uncertainty: ± 0.2 dB.
Frequency response (Flatness) uncertainty: input # I: ± I
dB. 100 Hz to 500 MHz: ± 1.5dB 100 Hz to 1500 M Hz; input #2:
± I dB. 100 kHz to 1500 MHz.
Amplitude temperature drift: at -10 dBm reference level with
10 dB input attenuation and I M Hz resolution bandwidth. ± 0.05
dBj'C (eliminated by recalibration).
Input connector switching uncertainty: ± 0.5 dB when calibration and measurement do not use the same RF input.
Input attenuation switching uncertainty: ± 1.0 dB over 10 dB
to 70 dB range.
Resolution bandWidth switching uncertainty: (referenced to I
MHz bandwidth)-corrccted (uncorrected)

Range
MHz to 30 Hz

20-30°C
±O.I dB
(±0.5dB)
(±2.0 dB)
10Hz
±O.I dB
(±1.0dB)
(±4.0dB)
±O.I dB
3 MHz
(± 1.0 dB)
(±2.0 dB)
Log scale switching uncertainty: ± O. I dB corrected ( ± 0.5 dB
uncorrected).
IF Gain uncertainty: corrected (uncorrected). Assuming the internal calibration signal is used to calibrate the reference level at
-10 dBm and the input attenuator is fixed at 10 dB. any changes
in reference level in the following ranges will contribute [F gain
uncertainty:
Range
20-30°C
o dBm to -55.9 dBm
NA'
(±0.6dB)
( ± 1.0 dB)
-56 dBm to -129.9 dBm
± 1.0 dB'
(±I.OdB)
(±1.5dB)
Each 10 dB decrease (or increase) in the amount of input attenuation at the time of calibration and measurement will cause a corresponding 10 dB decrease (or increase) in the absolute reference
level settings described above.
RF Gain uncertainty (due to 2nd LO shift): ± 0.1 dB corrected
(± 1.0 dB uncorrected)
Error correction accuracy: (applicable when controls are
change from the error calibration state if SH I FT Wand SH I FT
X are used): ± 0.4 dB.
Marker
Normal: displays the amplitude at the vertical position of the tuna ble marker.
Accuracy: equals the sum of calibrator uncertainty. reference
level uncertainty. and scale fidelity between the reference level
and marker position.
PEAK SEARCH positions the marker at the peak of the largest signal present on the display. MKR ~ REF LVL set the analyzer reference level equal to the marker amplitude. RMS noise density in a I
Hz bandwidth is read out using SH 1FT M, by sampling the displayed
trace and arithmetically correcting for the analyzer envelope detector
response. log shaping, and measurement bandwidth.
~: displays the amplitude difference bet ween the stationary and tunable markers. Reference frequency need not be displayed.
Accuracy: equals the sum of scale fidelity and frequency between
the two markers.
Reference Lines
Display line: movable horizontal line with amplitude readout.
Threshold: movable horizontal trace threshold with amplitude
readout.
Accuracy: equals the sum of calibrator uncertainty. reference level
uncertainty. and scale fidelity between the reference level and reference line.
Dynamic Range
Spurious responses: for a total signal power s-40 dBm at the
input mixer of the analyzer. all image and out-of-band mixing responses, harmonic and intermodulation distortion products are
>75 dB below the total signal power for inputs 10 MHz to 1500
MHz; > 70 dB below the total signal power for input signals 100 Hz
to 10 MHz.
Video bandwidth: post detection low pass filter used to average.
Displayed noise: bandwidth variable from I liz to 3 MH/. in a I.
3. 10 sequence. Video bandwidth may be selected manually or
coupled to resolution bandwidth.
Digital video averaging: displays the sweep-to-sweep average of
the trace over a specifiable number of sweeps with SHIFT G.
video averaging is turned off with SHIFT H.
Gain compression: <0.5 dB for signal levels <-10 dBm at the
input mixer.

Sweep
Trigger
Free run: sweep triggered by internal source.
Line: sweep triggered by power line frequcncy.
MaXimum Inpul must not exceed +30 dBm (damage level).
'Accounted for under Error Correction Accuracy.
'Correction only applies over the 0 dBm to -55.9 dBm range.

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Spectrum Analyzer, 100 Hz to 1500 MHz
Model 8568A (Cont'd.)

Video: sweep triggered by detected waveform of input signal at an
adjustable level; signal must be 2':0.5 div peak-to-peak.
External: sweep triggered by rising edge of signal input to rear
panel BNC connector: trigger source must be > 2.4 volt (5 volt
max).
Continuous
Sequential sweeps initiated by the trigger: 20 msec full span to 1500
sec full span in I, 1.5, 3, 5, 7.5, 10 sequence.
Accuracy: sweep time :s 100 sec, ± 10%; > 100 sec, ± 20%.
Zero frequency span: I Ilsec full sweep (10 divisions) to 10 msec
full sweep in I, 2, 5 sequence; 20 msec full sweep to 1500 sec full
sweep in I, 1.5, 2, 3, 5, 7.5, 10 sequence.
Accuracy: same as continuous.
Sweep time may be set manually or automatically for the frequency span, resolution bandwidth and video bandwidth selected.
Single: single sweep armed on activation and initiated by trigger
(sweep 2':20 msec only).
Display
Trace: A and B are two independent signal response memories each
having 1001 horizontal data positions and vertical resolution of 0.1 %.
Memory contents are displayed on the CRT at a rate independent of
the analyzer sweep time. Trace A is displayed brighter than trace B.
Clear /Write: clears memory contents when first activated, then
writes the analyzer signal response into the memory each sweep and
displays memory.
Max hold: retains in memory and displays the largest signal level
occuring at each horizontal data position over the repetitive sweeps
beginning at the time the function is activated.
View: stops writing into memory and displays memory without
changing its contents.
Blank: stops writing into memory and blanks the trace while retaining the last response in memory.
Arithmetic
A-B~A: initially subtracts the stored memory contents of B from
the current memory contents of A and writes the difference into
A; this process continues as the A memory is updated at the sweep
rate. To accomplish A+B~A use SHIFT c.
A:: B: exchanges A and B display memory contents.
B-DL ~B: subtracts the amplitude of the display line from the
memory contents of B and writes the difference into B.
A third signal response memory, C (also with a 1001 data positions),
can be used for signal response storage. It is accessed indirectly by
transferring memory contents between Band C.
B-C: SHIFT I.
B;::: C: SHIFT i.
View C: SHIFT j.
Blank C: SHIFT k.
Annotation
Title: allows the user to write characters into a specified area on the
CRT by pushing SHIFT E and typing the keys next to the blue
front panel characters and data numbers desired. Use BACKSPACE for corrections.
Blank: SHIFT 0 blanks (SHIFT p unblanks) all CRT characters
and control setting readouts. SHIFT m blanks (SHIFT n unblanks)
the CRT graticule.
Input
RF Inputs
The standard instrument configuration is as follows:
Input # 1: 100 Hz to 1500 MHz, 50ll, BNC connector (Fused); dc
coupled.
Reflection coefficient: >0.20 (1.5 SWR) to 500 MHz, <0.33
(2.0 SWR) 500 MHz to 1500 MHz; 2': 10 dB input attenuation.
Input #2: 100 kHz to 1500 MHz, 50ll, Type N connector; ac coupled.
Reflection coefficient: <0.20 (1.5 SWR); 2': 10 dB input attenuation.
LO emission: typically <-75 dBm (0 dB RF Atten).
Isolation: >90 dB between inputs.
Also available: Input # I, 100 kHz to 1500 MHz, 751l, BNC connector, ac coupled (Opt 00 I).
Maximum Input Level
AC: continuous power, +30dBm (I watt); 100 watts, 10 Ilsec pulse
into 2':50 dB attenuation.

DC: Input # I, 0 volts; Input #2, ± 50 volts.
Input attenuator: 70 dB range in 10 dB steps. Zero dB attenuation
accessible only through numeric/unit keyboard. Attenuation may be
selected manually or coupled to reference level to insure a -10 dBm
input mixer drive level for full-screen signals; other mixer levels may
be specified using SHIFT' and entering the desired amplitude
through the keyboard.
Accuracy: ±O.IO dB over 10-70 dB range.
Output
Calibrator: 20 MHz ± 20 MHz x frequency reference error
(J x lO-"/Day), -10 dBm ± 0.2 dB; 501l.
Probe power: +15 V, -12.6 V; 150 mA max.
Auxiliary (rear panel; nominal values)
Display: X, Y and Z outputs for auxiliary CRT displays. X, Y:
I volt full deflection; Z: 0 to I V intensity modulation, -I V blank.
BLANK output (TTL level >2.4 V for blanking) compatible with
most oscilloscopes.
Recorder
Horizontal sweep output (x axis): a voltage proportional to the
horizontal sweep; 0 V for left edge to + 10 V for right edge.
Video output (y axis): detected video output proportional to vertical deflection of CRT trace. Output increases 100 mV/ div from
o to 1 V.
Penlift output (z axis): 15 V blanking output during retrace.
21.4 MHz IF: a 50ll, 21.4 MHz output related to RF input to the
analyzer. Output nominally -20 dBm for a signal at the reference
level. Bandwidth controlled by the analyzer's resolution bandwidth
setting.
1st LO: 2-3.7 GHz, >+4 dBm; 501l output impedance.
Frequency reference: 10.000 MHz, 0 dBm; 501l output impedance.
Instrument State Storage
Up to 6 complete sets of user-defined control settings may be stored
and recalled by pressing SA VE or RECALL and the desired register
number (I to 6) from the keyboard. Instrument state information is
retained in memory approximately 30 days in STANDBY mode or
after line power is removed.
Remote Operation
The standard 8568A operates on the Hewlett-Packard Interface
Bus (HP-IB). All analyzer control settings (with the exception of
VIDEO TRIGGER LEVEL, FOCUS, ALIGN, INTENSITY,
FREQ ZERO and AMPLD CAL) are remotely programmable.
Function values, marker frequency/amplitude, and A/B traces may
be output; CRT labels and graphics may be input. An HP-IB cable
(not supplied) is required for remote operation.
General
Environmental
Temperature: operating OGC to 55 c C. storage -40"C to +75°C.
Humidity: operating <95% R.H., ODC to 40°C except as noted.
EMI: 8568A conducted and radiated interference is within the requirements of CE03 and RE02 of MIL STD 461 A, V DE 0871, and
CISPR pub'n II.
Power requirements: 50 to 60 Hz; 100. 120, 220 or 240 volts (+ 5%,
-10%); approximately 450 VA (40 VA in standby). 400 Hz operation is available as Opt 400.
Weight: total net, 45 kg (100 Ib); Display/IF Section, 21 kg (46Ib);
RFSection, 24 kg (54Ib). Shipping net. 72 kg (158Ib); Display/IF
Section, 27 kg (60 Ib); RF Section, 32 kg (70 Ib); Manuals and Accessories, 13 kg (28 Ib).
Size: 267 H x 425.5 W x 558.8 mm D (10.5" x 16.75" x 22").
Ordering Information
8568A Spectrum Analyzer

Opt 001: 751l (BNC), 100 kHz to 1500 MHz RF
Input#1
Opt 400: 400 Hz Power Line Frequency Operation
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
Opt 910: Extra Manual
Opt 913: Rack Flange Kit to Mount Instruments
With Handles
Opt 650: Quasi-Peak Modification

Price
$34,500
"dd $200
"dd $400
add $50
add $250
add $62
add $200
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Spectrum Analyzer, 100 Hz to 40 GHz 1
Model 8566A
• 100 Hz to 22 GHz internal mixing range
• Synthesizer frequency accuracy
• 10Hz frequency resolution

The 8566A Spectrum Analyzcr is a high performance spectrum
analyzer for bench and remote operation which operates from 100 Hz
to 22 GHz using internal mixing. The frequency range may be extended to 40 G Hz with the HP 11517 A External Mixer and to 220
GHz with commercially available mixers. (For more information on
external mixing, see Product Note 8566A-I). A synthesized local oscillator yields counter-like accuracy at microwave and millimeter
wave frequencies. 10Hz resolution bandwidth and superior frequency stability allow difficult measurements such as line-related sideband characterization at 22 GHz.
A unique integrated preselector/mixer provides high sensitivity
with preselection from 2 GHz to 22 GHz. For example, in a 10 Hz
resolution bandwidth, the sensitivity at 18 GHz is <-119 dBm.

8566A Specifications
Frequency
Measurement range: 100 Hz to 22 GHz with internal mixer, de
coupled input; 12.4 GHz to 40 GHz with HP 11517A External
Mixer; 26.5 GHz to 220 GHz with commercially available external
mixers.
Displayed Values
Center Frequency: 0 Hz to 300 GHz.
Readout accuracy: (AUTO resolution bandwidth after adjusting frequency zero at stabilized temperature, and using the error
correction function, SHIFT Wand SHIFT X) spans :5 n X 5
MHz; ± (2 % of freq uency spa n + freq uency reference error X
center frequency + 10Hz); spans> n X 5 MHz: ± (2'~. of frequency span + n X 100 kHz + frequency reference error X center
frequency) where n is the harmonic number, depending on center
frequency:
Center Frequency
n
(internal mixing)
I
o Hz. to 5.8 GHz
2
5.8 GHz to 12.5 GHz
3
12.5GHz.to 18.6GHz
4
18.6 GHz \0 22 GHz
(external mixing)
18.6 GHz to 26.5 GHz
6
26.3 GHz to 40.2 GHz
8

• Tunable marker with amplitude and frequency readout
• Integrated preselector with automatic peaking feature
• Store and recall of instrument settings

For center frequencies >40.2 GHz, refer to the Frequency Diagnostic (KSR) display for the value of n.
Frequency span: 0 Hz to 300 GHz over 10 division CRT horizontal axis: variable in approximately I% increments.
Full span: 0 to 2.5 GHz and 2 to 22 GHz. 2 to 22 GHz is
selected with INSTR PRESET.
Readout accuracy: spans :5 n X 5 MHz, ± I'ir. of indicated
frequency separation: spans> n X 5 MHz, ± 3% of indicated
frequency separation.
Start/Stop frequency: SH IFT 0 sets the analyzer start and
stop frequencies equal to the frequencies of the two .l markers.
Readout accuracy: Same as center frequency.
Frequency reference error: < I x 10-"/day and <2 x
10-1 / year.
Resolution
Resolution bandwidth: 3 dB bandwidths of 10 Hz to 3 MHz. in a
1,3, \0 sequence. Bandwidth may be selected manually or coupled
to frequency span.
Bandwidth accuracy: calibrated to: ± 20%, 3 MHz to 10 Hz;
± 10%, I MHz to 3 kHz.
Bandwidth selectivity: 60 dBj3 dB bandwidth ratio: < 15: I,
3 \1 Hz to 100 kHz; < 13: 1,30 kHz to 10kHz; < II: I, 3 kHz to 30
Hz. 60 dB points on 10 Hz. bandwidth are separated by < 100 Hz.
Stability
Residual FM (typical): for fundamental mixing (n = I); <50 kHz
peak-to-peak, frequency span ~5 MHz; <200 Hz peak-to-peak,
frequency span :55 MHz; <5 Hz peak-to-peak. frequency span
< I00 kHz; <0.2 Hz peak-to-peak. frequency span <5 kHz.
Drift (typical): after I hour warm-up at stabilized temperature.
COUPLED FUNCTION not required.
Frequency Span
Center l"requency Drift
< 10 Hz/m:nute of sweeptime
< I00 kHz
100 kHz to 5 MHz
<500 Hz/ml~ute of sweeptime
~ 5 MHz
< 5 kHz/ miIJute of sweeptime
Because the analyzer is phase locked at the beginning of each
sweep, drift occurs only during the lime of one sweep.
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SIGNAL ANALVZERS
Spectrum Analyzer, 100 Hz to 40 GHz
Model 8566A (Cont'd.)
Spectral Purity
Noise sidebands: >85 dB below the peak ofa 5.8 GHz CW signal
at I kHz offset; > 79 dB for 12.5 G Hz signal; > 7 5 dB for 18.6 G Hz
signal; >73 dB for 22 GHz signal; all for resolution bandwidth
.:5100 Hz.
Power line related sidebands: >80 dB below the peak of a 5.8
GHz CW signal, <360 Hz offset.
Amplitude
Measurement Range: -134 dBm to +30 dBm.
Display Range
Scale: over a 10 division CRT vertical axis with the Reference
Level at the top graticule line.
Calibration:
Log: 10 dB/div for 90 dB display from Reference Level.
5 dB/div for 50 dB display
2 dB/div for 20 dB display
expanded from
Reference Level
I dB/div for 10 dB display
Linear: 10% of Reference Level/div when calibrated in voltage.
Fidelity
Log:
Incremental
Cumulative
±O.I dB/dB over
<± 1.0 dB max over 0 to 80
o to 80 dB display
dB display, 20-30°C.
< ± 1.5 dB max over 0 to 90
dB display.
Linear: ± 3% of Reference Level
Reference Level
Range
Log: +30.0 to -99.9 dBm or equivalent in dBmV, dBjtV, Volts
Readout expandable to +60.0' volts to -119.9 dBm (-139.9
dBm for < I kHz resolution bandwidth) using SH I FT I.
Linear: 7.07 volts to 2.2 jtvolts full scale. Readout expandable to
223.6' volts to 2.2 jtvolts (0.22 jtvolts for < I kHz resolution
bandwidth) using SHIFT I.
Accuracy: the sum of the following factors determines the accuracy of the reference level readout. Depending upon the measurement
technique followed after calibration with the CAL signal, various of
these sources of uncertainty may not be applicable. Specifications
are with the preselector tracking optimized with MARKER PRESELECTOR PEAK function.
An internal error correction function calibrates and reduces the uncertainty introduced by analyzer control changes from the error
calibration state (-7 dBm reference level. and 100 MHz center frequency) when SHIFT Wand SHIFT X are executed just prior to
the signal measurement (i.e. at the same temperature) within 2030°C. range.
Calibration uncertainty: ± 0.3 dB.
Frequency response (flatness) uncertainty: ± 0.6 dB, 100 Hz
to 2.5 GHz; ± 1.7 dB, 2.0 GHz to 12.5 GHz; ± 2.2 dB, 12.5 GHz
to 20 G Hz; ± 3.0 dB, 20 GHz to 22 GHz: for 10 dB allenuatOr
selling. Cumulative flatness ±2.2 dB, 100 Hz to 20 GHz.
COU PLED FUNCTION not required as long as display remains
calibrated.
Absolute amplitude calibration uncertainty: + 0.6 dB. The
certainty of selling the frequency response curve absolutely when
using the internal CAL signal or any other calibration signal in
the 100 Hz to 2.5 GHz band.
Amplitude temperature drift: at -10 dBm reference level with
10 dB input allenuation and I MHz resolution bandwidth. ± 0.03
dB/'C (eliminated after recalibration).
Scale fidelity
Cumulative
Log:
Incremental
< ± 1.0 dB over 0 to 80 dB display
±O.I dB/dB
< ± 1.5 dB over 0 to 90 dB display
Linear: ± 3',7" of reference level
Resolution bandwidth switching uncertainty': referenced to I
MHz bandwidth, corrected (uneorrected). ±O.I dB (±0.5 dB).
30 Hz to I M Hz bandwidths. ± 0.1 dB (± 10 dR, 10Hz and
3 M Hz bandwidths.
Log scale SWitching uncertainty: Correcled (uncorrected).
±O.I dB (±0.5 dB).
IF gain uncertainty: Corrected (uncorrected). Assuming the internal calibration signal is used to calibrate the reference level at
-10 d Bm and the input allenuator is fixed at 10 dB, any changes

to the reference level function value from -10 dBm will contribute I F gain uncertainty.
Range
Uncertainty
o dBm to -55.9 dBm
0 dB (± 0.6 dB)
-55.0 dBm to -129.9 dBm
± 1.0 dB (± 1.5 dB)
The range values change with different input attenuator settings.
Each 10 d B decrease (or increase, in the amount of input attentuation at the time of calibration and measurement will cause a corresponding 10 dB decrease (increase) in absolute reference level
settings described above.
RF gain uncertainty: corrected (uncorrected) 0 dB (±0.2 dB).
The gain change between preselected and non-preselected bands.
Error correction: ± 0.4 dB
When the error correction function is used (SHIFT Wand
SH I FT X), amplitude uncertainty is introduced because additional I F gain is used to offset errors in the switching of resolution
BW, amplitude scales and RF gain.
Dynamic Range
~purious responses: (signals generated by the analyzer due to
Input Signals). For SIgnals < -40 dBm all harmonic and intermodulation distortion> 70 dB below input signal.
Second order harmonic distortion: for mixer levels .:5-40
dBm: <-70 dBc, 100 Hz to 50 MHz; <- 80 dBc, 50 MHz to
700 MHz; <-70 dBc. 700 MHz to 2.5 GHz. For mixer levels
~-10 dBm: <-100 dBc, 2 to 22 GHz.
Third order intermodulation distortion: third order intercept
(TOI): >+7 dBm, 100 Hz to 5.8 GHz; >+5 dBm, 5.8 to 18.6
GHz; >+5 dBm (typical), 18.6 GHz to 22 GHz; >+50 dBIll
(typical), 2 to 22 G Hz for> 100 MHz signal separation.
Image responses: (due to input signals 642.8 M Hz above or below the tuned frequency) < -70 dBc, 100 Hz to \8.6 GHz; < -60
dBc, 18.6 GHz to 22 GHz.
Multiple responses: (due to the input signal mixing with more
than one local oscillator harmonic) <-70 dBc, 100 Hz to 22
GHz.
Out-of-band responses: (due to input signals outside the preselector's frequency span) < -60 dBc, 2 to 22 GHz.
Synthesis related spurious sidebands: < -90 dBc.
Residual responses: (si~nals displayed by the analyzer independent of Input SIgnals) WIth 0 dB input attenuation and no input
signal: < -100 dBm, 100 Hz to 5.8 G Hz; < -95 dBm, 5.8 G Hz to
12.5 GHz; <-85 dBm, 12.5 GHz to 18.6 GHz; <-80 dBm. 18.6
GHz to 22 GHz.
Gain compression: < 1.0 dB, 100 Hz to 22 GHz with ~-5 dBm
at input mixer.
Average noise level: with 0 dB input attentuation and 10 Hz resolution bandwidth. < -95 dBm, 100 Hz to 50 kHz; <-112 dBm, 50
kHz to 1.0 MHz; <-134 dBm, 1.0 MHz to 2.5 GHz; <-132
dBm, 2.0 GHz to 5.8 GHz; <-125 dBm. 5.8 GHz to 12.5 GHz;
<-119dBm, 12.5GHzto 18.6GHz; <-114dBm, 18.6GHzto
22 GHz.
Video bandwidth: post detection low pass filter used to average
displayed noise bandwidth variable from I Hz to 3 MHz in a
1,3, I0 sequence. Video bandwidth may be selected manually or
coupled to resolution bandwidth.
Digital video averaging: displays the sweep-to-sweep average of
the trace over a specifiable number of sweeps with SHIFT G, video averaging is turned off with SHIFT H.
Reference Lines
Display line: movable horizontal line with amplitude readout.
Threshold: movable horizontal trace threshold with amplitude
read-out.
Accuracy: equals the sum of calibrator uncertainty, and scale fidelIty between the reference level and reference line.

Marker
The marker is a bright dot placed upon the display trace which is
pOSItioned hOflzonlally by the DA TA controls. The marker amplitude
and frequency are read out continuously.
Frequency
Normal: displays the frequency at the horizontal position of the
tunable marker. PEAK SEARCH positions the marker at the cen'Maximum input must not exceed +30 dBm (damage level)
"Accounted for under Error Correction Accuracy.
"Correction only applies over the 0 dBm to -55.9 dBm range.

ter of the largest signal response present on the display to within
± 10% of resolution bandwidth. Following peak search, SHIFT K
moves marker to next higher trace maximum. Subsequent SH I FT K
entries move marker to sequentially lower maxima. MKR~CF sets
the analyzer center frequency equal to the marker frequency;
MKR/ j.~STP SIZE sets the centcr frequency step size equal to the
marker frequency.
Accuracy: same as center frequency accuracy.
Signal track: re-tunes the analyzer to place a signal identified by
the marker at the center of the CRT and maintain its position (provided the signal remains on-screen during the period of one sweep).
Useful when reducing frequency span to zoom-in on a signal; also
.
keeps a drifting input signal centered.
j.: displays the frequency difference between the stallonary and
tunable markers. Reference frequency may be outside current frequency span accuracy. MKR/ j._STP SIZE sets the center frequency difference between the markers. SH I FT 0 sets the analyzer
start and stop frequencies e4ual to the frequencIes of the two
markers.
Accuracy: same as frequency span accuracy.
Zoom: makes it possible to reduce the frequency span about the
marker (or signal in the track mode) using the step down key.
Amplitude
Normal: displays the amplitude at the vertical position of the tunable marker. PEAK SEARCH positions the marker at the peak of
the largest signal present on the display.
MKR~REF LVL sets the analyzer reference level equal to the
marker amplitude. RMS noise density in a 1 /11. bandwidth is read
out using SH I FT M, by sampling the displayed trace and arithmetically correcting for the analyzer detector response, log shaplllg, and
measurement bandwidth.
Accuracy: same as reference level accuracy plus scale fidelity between the reference level and marker position.
j.: displays the amplitude difference between the stationary and
tunable marker. Reference fre4uency may be outside current frequencyspan.
. .
Accuracy: same as frequency response uncertalllty and scale fidelity between two markers.
Preselector peak: with the marker at the peak of a displayed input
signal, preseleetor peak automatically adjusts preselector tracking
for maximum response. SH I FT = resets the preselector tuning to
the nominal factory preset condition. If the marker is not activated
when preselector peak is used, a peak search will be exercised prior
to preselector peaking.
Sweep
Trigger, continuous and single is the same as the 8568A, pages 529
and 530.
Sweeptime
Zero frequency span
With digital storage: 20 msec full sweep to 1500 sec full sweep n
- I (fr increments.
Without digital storage: I I'sec full sweep to 10 msec in 1,2,5
sequence.
Marker (sweeps >20 msec only)
Normal: displays time from beginning of sweep to marker position.
j.: displays time difference between stationary and tunable
marker.
Display
The display functions are the same as the 8568A, page 530.
Input
RF Input: 100 Hz to 22 GHz, precision female type N connector, dc
coupled.
SWR (typical): 1.2, 100 Hz to 2.5 GHz; 1.5,2 G Hz to 5.8 GHz; 1.9,
5.8 GHz to 22 GHz; with 10 dB input attenuation.
LO emission (typical): < -80 dBm when preselected: < -90 dBm
when not preselected.
Maximum input level
AC: +30 dBm (I watt), continuous power, from 50 ohm source.
Mixer protected by diode limiter, 100 Hz to 2.5 G Hz. < 100
watts, J 0 I'sec pulse with 2: 50 dB R F attenua tion (.:SO dBm peak
to input mixer).
DC: < 100 mA current damage level.
Input attenuator: 70 dB steps. Zero dB attenuation accessible only
through numeric/unit keyboard. Attenuation may be selected manually or coupled to reference level to insure a - 10 dBm input mixer

drive level for full-screen signals; other mixer levels may be specified using SHIFT, and entering the desired amplitude through the
keyboard.
Accuracy: ± 1.0 dB over 10-70 dB range.
IF Input
Maximum input level
AC: + 10 dBm, continuous power, from 50 Q source.
DC: 20 volts with rise time of < I volt/I'sec.
Sensitivity: - 30 dBm at 321.4 MHz produces full-scale CRT deflection ± 1.0 dB when KSU has been executed.
Output
Calibrator: 100 MHz ± (frequency reference error). -10 dBm
± 0.3 dB, 50 Q impedance,
Auxiliary
Auxiliary outputs are the same as the 8568A, page 530.
21.4 MHz IF (rear panel): a 50 !I, 21.4 MHz ou tput related to the
RF input to the analyzer. In log scales, the I F output is logarithmically related to the RF input signal; in linear, the output is linearily related. The output is nominally -20 dBm for a signal at the reference
level. Bandwidth is controlled by the analyzer's resolution bandwidth
setting; amplitude controlled by the input attenuator, and IF step
gain positions.
IF Output (front panel)
Maximum input level
AC: + I 0 dBm, continuous power, from 50 !I source.
DC: 20 volts with rise time of < I volt/I'sec.
1st LO Output (front panel): 2.3 to 6.2 G Hz, > +5 dBm., 50!1 output impedance.
Maximum input level: +27 dBm (0.5 watt) total power into 50 Q
impedance.
Frequency reference (rear panel): > -5 dBm, SO!! output impedance
Sweep plus tune output (rear panel): 10.000 MHz, 0 dBm; 50!!
output impedance.
10 MHz output (rear panel): >- 5 dBm, 50!l output impedance.
Sweep plus tune output (rear panel): -1.0 volt per G Hz of tunc
frequency, > 10 k!! load.
Accuracy: -I V/GHz ±2o/r ± 10 mV.
Instrument State Storage
Up to 6 complete sets of user-defined control settings m.ay be stored
and recalled by pressing SAVE or RECALL and the deSITed register
number (I to 6) from the keyboard. Instrument state information is
retained in memory indefinitely in STAN DBY and approximately 30
days after line power is terminated.
Remote Operation
The standard 8566A operates on the Hewlett-Packard Interface
Bus (HP-IB). All analyzer control settings (with the exception of
VIDEO TRIGGER LEVEL, FOCUS, ALIGN, INTENSITY,
FREQ ZERO and AMPLD CAL) are remotely programmable.
Function values, marker frequency/amplitude, and A/B traces may
be output: CRT labels and graphics may be input. An HP-IB cable
(no\ supplied) is required for remote operation.
General
Environmental
Temperature: operating we to 55'C, storage -40 c C to +7S"C,
Humidity: operating <95% R.H., 0 T to 40"C except as noted.
EMI: Conducted and radiated interference is within the requirements of CE03 and RE02 of MIL STD 461A, VDE 087\. and
CISPR pub'n II.
Power requirements: 50 to 60 Hz: 100, 120, 220, or 240 volts
(+5%, -10%): approximately 650 VA (40 VA in standby). 400 Hz
operation is available as Opt 400.
Weight: total net 50 kg (I 12Ib): Display/IF Section, 21 kg (47 Ib);
RF Section, 24 kg (53 Ib). Shipping, Display/IF Section 31 kg (69
lb); RF Section 39 kg (87 Ib).
Size: 267 H X 425.5 W X 598.5 mm D (lOS' X 16.75" x 23.56").
Ordering information
8566A Spectrum Analyzer
Opt 400: 400 Hz Power Line Fre4uency Operation
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
Opt 910: Extra Manual
Opt 913: Rack Flange Kit to Mount Instruments
with Handles
Opt 650: Quasi-Peak Modification
I1517A Opt E02: External Mixer Kit

Price
~54_500

add $400
add $50
'ldd S250
add $62
add S200
'ldd $1660

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Automatic Spectrum Analyzers, 100 Hz to 40 GHz
Models 8581 B 8. 8582B
• Interactive front panel under program control
• Friendly programming codes and powerful firmware
• 9825T Desktop Computer

• Ease of operation via HP-IB
• Software PAC minimizes program development time

e
85828
The 8581 Band 8582B Automatic Spectrum Analyzers are systems
based on the 8568A and 8566A spectrum analyzers respectively.
Each system has the 9825T Desktop Computer with 62 k bytes of
memory, the 9876A Printer with stand, a system software PAC, and a
system table.

System Software
The system software provided with each system supplies high level
software routines (subprograms) to aid the spectrum analyzer system
programmer in developing programs. For the beginning programmers, the software PACs include sample measurement programs
which can be run without previous programming experience.

Sample Measurement Programs
There are four sample programs to illustrate the speed and flexibility of the automatic spectrum analyzers. These programs make carefully controlled measurements of harmonic distortion, spectral
content, percent amplitude modulation and noisejimpulse bandwidths. The programs use accurate spectrum analyzer measurement
techniques. while keeping careful bounds on the complexity of the
signal to be measured in order to maintain the program's instructional value. Each measurement program is provided with complete
operating instructions, a flow diagram and line-by-line annotation.

Subprogram library
The system software Includes subprogram modules which can be
used by the more experienced programmer to extend the capability of
the spectrum analyzer in an automatic environment. The sample programs described above illustrate the use of these subprograms.
One of these modules, called ·PEAKS, is a subprogram that returns a list of the frequencies on the analyzer's trace at which there
are peak signals as defined by the user.
Another subprogram, ·OPT-RANGE, sets the spectrum analyzer's
RF attenuator for the optimum dynamic range based upon the analyzer's current settings, the input signal power and upon either second
or third order distortion criteria.
These subprograms are annotated on an operation and line-by-line
basis.

Each software PAC includes two 9825 cartridges containing the
sample measurement programs, subprograms, and utilities (including
CRT plot and system checkout). Also included is a manual with annotated program listings. Complete compatibility requires 8568A or
8566A, 9825B or T, 9876A Option 025, and 98034B. For plotting
CRT information: order 9872C and 10833B HP-IB cable.

Ordering Information

Price

$51,900
85818 Automatic Spectrum Analyzer (8568A based
system)
$71.900
85828 Automatic Spectrum Analyzer (8566A based
system)
System Components
8568A Spectrum Analyzer or 8566A Spectrum Analyzer
9825T Desktop Computer with 62k bytes of memory.
9876A Opt 025 Thermal Printer
980348 HP-IB Interface Card
10833A HP-IB Cable
88076A Computer Cradle
System Table
858608 Software PAC for 8568Aj9825j9876A Opt 025j98034B
858618 Software PAC for 8566Aj9825j9876A Opt 025j98034B
Factory Assembly and Checkout Prior to Shipment.
Extra HP-IB cables not included.

System Options and Software
Opt 002: Delete System Table
Opt 910: Extra Manual Set
Opt 650: Quasi-Peak Modification
85860A Software PAC for 8568Aj9825j9866B
Opt 025j98034A
85861A Software PAC for 8566Aj9825j9866B
Opt 025j98034A
858608 Software PAC for 8568Aj9825j
9876Aj98034B
858618 Software PAC for 8566Aj9825j
9876Aj98034B

Less $900
$500
$200
$250
$250
$250
$250

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Quasi-Peak Adapter
Model 85650A
• Quasi-peak detection for the 8566A and 8568A
• CISPR specified bandwidths
• Bypass made for regular spectrum analyzer operation

• Fully programmable via HP-IB
• Built-in speaker with volume control
• Auxiliary switches for accessories control

e
85650A

The 85650A Quasi-Peak Adapter is an accessory to the 8568A and
8566A Spectrum Analyzers. It adds to the spectrum analyzer the resolution bandwidth filters and quasi-peak detection capability specified by Publication 16 of the Co mite Interna tional Special des
Perturbations Radioelectriques (ClSPR). Together, the quasi-peak
adapter and spectrum analyzer provide many of the elements needed
for an EMI receiver system. The 85650A is fully programmable via
HP-IB, making automated measurements possible. A bypass switch
is provided to enable the spectrum analyzer to bypass the quasi-peak
adapter entirely and operate as a stand-alone instrument.

85650A Specifications
Fundamental Characteristics
Nominal values for fundamental quasi-peak characteristics are given in the following table:
Frequency
Band (MHz)

Bandwidth
at 6dB (kHz)

Charge Time
Constant (ms)

Discharge Time
Constant (ms)

Display Time
Constant (ms)

001-0.15
0.15-30
30-1000

02
9
120

45

500
160
550

160
160
100

l

1

Filter SelectiVity
Response characteristics of the IF filter that determines the overall
resolution of the system conform to the limits of overall selectivity
given by CISPR Publication 16.

1~
1-<'-1

Pulse Response Characteristics'

The quasi-peak response to a pulsed RF test
signal of peak amplitude V and pulse width T,
will be given by:
Quasi-peak
Quasi-peak
VT
response to
response to + 2010
g (VT)cISPR
CISPR pulse
test pulse
Quasi·Peak Response
To CISPR Pulse (dBpV)
Pulse
Repetition
Frequency
(Hz)

1000
100
60
25
20
10

5
2
1
Isolated Pulse

Frequency Band
10 to 150
kHz

0.15 to 30
MHz

30 to 1000
MHz

-

645 +25
600 ~ 15

680 ! 2.5
600 ~ 15

64.0 :t25
63.0 ~ 25
60.0 ~ 15

-

560 2.5

52.5 30
470 3.5
43.0 3.5
410 3.5

-

53.5 !25
50.0 ~3.0

-

395 ~3.5
375 :<:3.5
36.5 ~3.5

-

-

510 :t2.5
460 ~ 3.0

340 :t3.5
315 ±3.5
285 ~3.5

The CISPR pulse is given by:
(VT)cISPR
0.044 IJ.VS for frequency range of 30-1000 MHz
= 0.316 /lVS for frequency range of 0.15-30 MHz
= 13.5 /lVS for frequency range of 10-150 kHz
The pulsed RF signal must not cause gain compression and T must
be less than 1/(3 BWqp) (BWqp = the 6 dB resolution bandwidth
specified by CISPR Publication 16.)

General
Accessories Furnished
HP 108330 HP-IB Interconnection Cable 0.5m (1.6 Ft).
Four HP 11170A Cable Assemblies, 30 cm (12 in.)
Front Panel Handles are included as standard.
Compatibility
Requires Option 650 for the HP 8566A or the HP 8568A Spectrum Analyzer.
As an alternative, HP Retrofit Modification Kit Part No. 8565060050 is available to make the HP 8566A or HP 8568A compatible
with the HP 85650A. For HP 8568A Display Sections prefixed
1745A or lower, additional modifications are required as explained in
HP Service Note 8568A-40.
Environmental
Temperature: Operating O°C to 55°C, storage -40°C to +75°C.
EMI
Conducted and radiated interference characteristics are in compliance with methods CE03 and RE02 of MIL-STO 461 A, VOE 0871
Level B, and CISPR Publication 11.
Warm-up Time
Requires 10 minute warm-up from cold start, O°C - 55°C.
Power Requirements
50 to 60 Hz; 100, 120, 220 or 240 volts (+ 5%, -10%); approximately
22 VA.
Weight
Net 10 kg (22 lb.). Shipping 15.5 kg (34 lb.)
Size
102.6 H X 425.5 W X 558.5 mm 0 (4.11" X 16.75" X 22").

Ordering Information
8S6S0A Quasi-Peak Adapter
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit for use with Handles
Removed
Opt 910: Extra Manual
Opt 913: Rack Flange Kit for use with Handles
Installed

Price
$4000
20

10
20

lThis specification was derived by combining CISPR Publication 16 parts 2.1, "Amplitude relationship.: and 2.2, "Variation with repetition frequency."

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Microwave Spectrum Analyzer, 10 MHz to 40 GHz
Model 8569A
• 10 MHz to 22 GHz, external mixing to 170 GHz
• Simplified three knob operation
• Internal preselection, 1,7 to 22 GHz

• Wide resolution range, 100 Hz to 3 MHz
• Digital display of traces, control settings
• Unique HP-IB display interface

8569A Spectrum Analyzer

steps: tune to the signal, sclect a span and raise it to the reference
level. While in the AUTO sweeptime position, a calibrated amplitude
display is insured, However, the microprocessor also monitors manually-selected sweeptimes and displays a warning if the sweep speed
chosen is too fast for calibrated measurements, Signals are displayed
on either of two independent digitally stored traces with all major
control settings annotated above the graticule area, Display processing capabilities include Max Hold, digital averaging and trace normalization for extended measurement capability,

High performance and simple operation are combined with unique
new microprocessor-controlled capabilities in the 8569A Microwave
Spectrum Analyzer. Excellent sensitivity and internal preselection
assure the wide, spurious-free measurement range necessary for production applications, while the digital display and coupled controls
speed measurement routines, The internal frequency range of 10
MHz to 22 GHz is extendable to 40 G Hz using the 11517 A Opt. E03
External Mixer and to 170 GHz with other commercially available
external mixers as described in Application Note 150-14, For semiautomatic operation, connect a desktop computer to the 8569A via
HP-IB to allow access to the displayed trace data and the control
settings necessary to analyzc or record measurements, or display operator messages and prompts on the CRT, Direct, hard copy output to
a digital plotter is possible without the need of a controller or programming,

Wide Range of Signal Resolution
Optimum resolution is possible for a wide range of signal characteristics with ten I F filters available from 100 Hz to 3 MHz, Fully automatic stabilization in narrow spans reduces residual FM to allow
accurate measurements of closely spaced signals using the narrow
bandwidths, The wide I and 3 M Hz resolution bandwidths allow fast
sweeps in wide spans and increased dynamic range for pulsed RF applications, All resolution filters are Gaussian-shaped for repeatable
measurements, faster non-distortion sweep speeds, and best pulse response,

High Accuracy and Wide Dynamic Range
Absolute signal levels from -123 to + 30 dBm are easily and accurately measured using I F substitution because the 8569A displays the
reference level value directly on the CRT above the graticule, Damage to the mixer is prevented for signal levels of + 30 dBm with a
built-in limiter below 1,8 GHz and a preselector from 1,7 to 22 GHz,
The internal preselector also assures maximum use of this wide measurement range by reducing internal distortion products as much as
120 dB, In addition, nat frequency response insures accuracy for relative as well as absolute power measurements,

Convenient Operation with Digital Display
Preset the 8569A to the color-coded, "basic operation," settings and
use the coupled controls to make most measurements in three easy

HP-IB Includes Direct Plotter Control
A hard-copy record of the displayed traces, control settings and
graticule can be made on a digital plotter via HP-IB quickly and simply using the 8569A's front-panel push buttons without need for a
controller. For maximum capability, attach a controller to the 8569A
to read the trace data and control settings for a measurement analysis
or recording on tape, Also, you can illustrate the test parameters for
each measurement with display lines and instruct the operator with
messages on the CRT. The controller can verify correct control settings before taking the test data or going on to the next step,

8444A Option 059 Tracking Generator
Characterize the frequency response of devices up to 1500 MHz by
using the 8444A Option 059 Tracking Generator with the 8569A,
Dynamic range is greater than 90 dB and system response errors can
be removed using trace normalization, In addition, increase the analyzer's frequency accuracy to ± 10kHz using a counter with the
tracking generator, To configure a stimulus response system above
1500 MHz see Application Note 150-13,

8569A Specifications
Frequency Specifications
Frequency range: 0,01 to 22 GHz with internal mixer, 14,5 to 40
GHz with HP 11517A Opt. E03 External Mixer. Extendable to 170
GHz with commercially available mixers,
Tuning accuracy (digital frequency readout in any span mode)
Internal mixing, 0.01 to 22 GHz: ± (5 MHz or 0,2% of center
frequency, whichever is greater, +20'f" of Frequency Span/Div),
External mixing, 14.5 to 40 GHz: ± (0,7% of center frequency
+20% of Frequency Span/Div),

Frequency Spans
1.7 to 22 GHz: multiband span from 1.7 to 22 GHz in one sweep.
Full band: displays spectrum of entire band selected.
Per division: I kHz to 500 MHz/div in a 1,2,5 sequence.
Span width accuracy: ± 5%, 500 MHz to 20 kHz/div unstabilized: ± 15%,100 kHz to I kHz/div, stabilized.
Zero span: analyzer becomes a manually tuned reciever.
Spectral Resolution and Stability
Resolution bandwidths: resolution (3 dB) bandwidths from 100
Hz to 3 MHz in 1,3, sequence. Bandwidth and span width are independently variable or may be coupled for optimum display when
control markers are aligned ( ~ .... ).
Resolution bandwidth accuracy: 3 dB points are ± 15%.
Selectivity: (60 dB/3 dB bandwith ratio): < I I: I, 100 Hz to I
kHz; <15:1, 3 kHz to 3 MHz.
Total residual FM: (fundamental mixing 0.01 to 4.1 GHz): <100
Hz pop in 0.1 sec. First LO automatically stabilized for frequency
spans :S 100 kHz/div.
Noise sidebands: > 75 dB down, 2::: 30 kHz from signal in a I kHz
Res. Bandwidth and a 10Hz (0.01) Video Filter.

Amplitude Specifications
Amplitude Range-Internal Mixer
Total power: + 30 dBm, + 137 dB/LV (I watt).
Damage levels: (50 ohm nominal source impedance):
dc: 0 V with 0 dB input attenuation (I amp), ± 7 V with 2::: 10 dB
input attenuation (0.14 amp).
Peak pulse power: +50 dBm « I0 /Lsec pulse width,O.OI % duty
cycle with 2::: 20 dB input attenuation.
Gain compression: <I dB for -7 dBm signal, 0 dB input atten.
Average noise level: see table below for max. avg. noise level with
I kHz Res. bandwidth (0 dB Atten. and 3 Hz video filter).

Input atten. at 0 dB: < 1.5,0.01-1.8 GHz; <2.0, 1.7-22 GHz.
Input atten. at 2::: 10 dB: < 1.3, 0.01-\.8 GHz; <2.0, 1.7-22 GHz.
LO Emission: (1.4 to 5.2 GHz): <-60 dBm, 0.01 to 1.8 GHz;
<-80 dBm, 1.7 to 22 GHz.
Input protection: (for input signals from 0.01 to 22 GHz)
0.01 to 1.8 GHz: internal diode limiter.
1.7 to 22 GHz: preselector protects mixer to +30 dBm.
External mixer input: SMA female connector is a port for LO power
transfer, bias current and I F return.

Sweep Specifications
Sweep Time
Auto: sweep time is automatically controlled by Frequency Span/
Div, Resolution Bandwidth and Video Filter controls to maintain an
absolute amplitude calibrated display.
Calibrated sweep times: 2/Lsec to 10 sec/div in 1,2,5 sequence.

Digital Display
Traces: dual trace, digitally stored display with a resolution of 481
horizontal by 801 vertical points for each trace.
Control readout: major control sellings annotated on the CRT include Center or Marker frequency, Frequency Span/Div, Resolution
BW, Video Filter, Reference Level, Scale Factor, RF Input Attenua·
tor and Sweep Time/Div.
Signal processing: Max Hold, trace normalization, sample detection mode, digital avg. and dB/LV Reference Level readout.
Internal service routines: front-panel pushbultons access test patterns to perform maintenance of digital hardware.

HP-IB

38-85

3214

2-

-107

58-129

3214

3-

-100

2.5

Direct plotter control: all displayed information can be transferred
to an HP-IB plotter with front-panel push buttons.
Controller Interface Functions
Trace data transfer: all trace data values can be transferred to or
from an 8569A with a controller.
Control readout: all displayed control settings can be transferred
to a controller to check measurement conditions.
Input messages: controller-input instructions or annotation can
be displayed within two 63 character lines on the CRT.
Sweep control: sweeps can be initiated and monitored.
Note: HP-IB cables are not supplied with the 8569A.

85-18

3214

4+

-95

30

General Specifications

10.5-22

3214

5+

-90

4.5

Temperature range:operatingO D to+55°C,storage-40° to +75°C.
Humidity range: (Operating): 95% R.H., O°C to 40°C.
EMI: Conducted and radiated interference is in compliance with
MIL-STD 461A Methods CE03 and RE02, CISPR Publication II
(1975), and Messempfaenger-Postverfuegung 526/527/79 (Kennzeichnung Mit F-Nummer /Funkschutzzeichen).
Power requirements: 48-66 Hz, 100, 120, 220 or 240 volts (-10%
to +5%, 280 VA max (400 Hz operation available as Opt 400).
Size: 188 H x 426 W x 552 mm D (7" x 16.8" x 21.8").
Weight: net 29.2 kg (64 lb). Shipping 41 kg (90 lb).

Frequency
Band (GHz)

FirstIF
in MHz

Harmonic
Mode

001-18

2050

1-

-113

1.2

17-4.1

3214

)-

-110

15
25

Noise Level
(dBm)

Frequency Response'
(±dBmax)

·Frequenc~ reaponae Includea Input attenuatoT, preaelector and mixer frequency response plus

mixing mode gain variation (band 10 band)

Amplitude Range-HP 11517A Opt. E03 External Mixer
Measurement range: saturation (gain compression < 1 dB), -15
dBm. Damage level >0 dBm or 0.1 erg static discharge.
Sensitivity: (Average noise level in a 10 kHz IF bandwidth): 14.518 GHz: <-80 dBm, 18-26.5 GHz: <-70 dBm, 26.5-40 GHz:
< -60 dBm. Typical sensitivity is 10 dB better for each band.
Reference Level
Reference level range: +60 dBm (+30 dBm max. input) to -1 t 2
dBm in 10 dB steps and continuous a to -12 dB calibrated vernier.
Reference level accuracy: Auto Sweep setting of Sweep Time/Div
control insures a calibrated display within these limits:
Calibrator output: (100 MHz ± 10 kHz): -10 dBm ±0.3 dB.
Reference level variation: (input atten. at 0 dB): 10 dB steps
< ±0.5 dB, -10 to -70 dBm); < ± 1.0 dB, -10 to -100 dBm).
Vernier: (0 to -12 dB continuous); maximum error ± 0.5 dB.
Input attenuator: 0-70 dB in 10 dB steps.
Step size variation: ± 1.0 dB, 0.0\ to \8 GHz; ± 1.5 dB, 0.01 to
22 G Hz. Maximum cumulative error: ± 2.5 dB.
Frequency response: see table above.
Switching between bandwidths: 3 MHz to 100 Hz, ± 1.0 dB.
Calibrated Display Range
Log: I, 2, 5, and 10 dB/div over 8 divisions.
Linear: 0.56 /LV to 224 V in 50 ohm.
Display accuracy
Log: ± 0.1 dB/dB: maximum cumulative error: ± 1.5 dB.
Linear: < ± 3% over full 8 division deflection.
Residual responses: (no signal present at input): < -90 dBm.
Signal identifier: available over full tuning range.

Signal Input Characteristics
Input SWR (input impedance 50 ohm nominal)

Standard Options Available
Opt 001, Internal Comb Generator: 100 M Hz comb signals visible
through 22 GHz for increased frequency accuracy (error <0.007%)
and preselector peaking verification.
Opt 002, Deiete 100, 300 Hz Bandwidths: standard specifications
apply except minimum resolution bandwidth is I kHz with 15: I shape
factor, residual FM <200 Hz when stabilized.
Opt 400-400 Hz Power Supply.
Part No. 1450-0654-Transit Case: Order Part No. 1490-0913
also for castors.

Ordering Information
8569A Spectrum Analyzer
Opt
Opt
Opt
Opt
Opt
Opt

001:
002:
400:
908:
910:
913:

Internal Comb Generator
Delete 100, 300 Hz Bandwidths
Internal 50 to 400 Hz Power Supply
Rack Flange Kit Without Handles
Extra Operating & Service Manual
Rack Flange Kit with Handles

11517A Opt E03 External Mixer (taper sect. req'd)
11518A: Taper Section, 12.4 to 18.0 GHz
11519A: Taper Section, 18.0 to 26.5 G Hz
11520A: Taper Section, 26.5 to 40.0 GHz
8444A Opt 059 Tracking Generator

Price
$26,500
$1,425
less $800
$350
$30
$50
$33
$450
$195
$195
$195
$4,450

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Spectrum Analyzer I 10 MHz to 40 GHz
Model 8565A

• 0.0 1 to 22 GHz coverage with internal mixer
• Internal preselection 1.7 to 22 GHz
• Wide choice of resolution bandwidths

• Simple three knob operation
• Absolute amplitude calibration
• CRT bezel readout displays control settings

(i,,1

_0"88

8565A Spectrum Analyzer
Covering from 0.0 I to 22 G Hz with its internal mixer, the 8565A
has built-in preselection and brings accuracy plus convenience to microwave spectrum analysis. The wide range, spurious-free display,
compact design and ease of use make it well suited for lab, production, or field applications requiring accurate measurement from IF
thru microwave frequencies. The 8565A can cover 0.01 to 22 GHz in
just two spans for rapid location of signals prior to close-in analysis in
one of six bands. Coverage is easily extended up to 40 GHz with the
H P 11517 A External Mixer.

High Resolution
Fully automatic stabilization in narrow spans reduces residual FM
and drift. Standard resolution bandwidths range from I kHz to 3
MHz. The I and 3 MHz bandwidths allow fast sweeps in wide spans
and increased dynamic range for pulsed RF; the narrow bandwidths
allow measurement of closely spaced signals. Option 100 provides additional 100 Hz and 300 Hz I F bandwidth filters, and residual FM is
< 100 Hz when stabilized. This 100 Hz resolution is usable up to 8.5
G Hz and the 300 Hz resolution bandwidth to 22 G Hz. All resolution
filters are gaussian-shaped for repeatable measurements, faster nondistorting sweeps and best pulse response.

Absolute Amplitude Calibration
Absolute signal levels from -112 dBm to + 30 dBm are easily measured because the H P 8565A always displays the value of the reference line with LED's in the CRT bezel and at the reference level
control. Changes in RF, I F gain, and preselector loss are automatically included. In addition, flat frequency response insures accuracy for
relative as well as absolute power measurements.

Wide Dynamic Range
Internal preselection (1.7 to 22 GHz) enables you to measure distortion products as much as 100 dB down. Even for closely spaced
signals or measurements below 1.7 G Hz, all distortion products are
greater than 70 dB down. In either case, maximum dynamic range is
assured even for I watt signals with the 70 dB input attenuator. An
input limiter (0.0 I to 1.8 G Hz) and the internal preselector ( I. 7 to 22
GHz) enable the 8565A to withstand RF signals up to +30 dBm for
all input attenuator settings.

Designed for Convenience
Coupled controls allow you to make most measurements in 3 simple
steps. Green color coded keys preset the 8565A for normal operation
so a measurement only requires that you tune to a signal, select a
desired span, and raise it to the reference level. Automatically select-

ed sweep times insure a calibrated display for all combinations of frequency span, resolution bandwidth and video filtering.
The CRT bezel LED's display all pertinent control settings to give
you all the information needed for signal evaluations in one central
location. These data are also captured in CRT photos.

8444A Option 059 Tracking Generator
Make swept frequency response measurements to ± 1.7 dB from 10
to 1300 MHz (± 2.7dB up to 1500 MHz) with greater than 90 dB of
dynamic range. The output is absolutely calibrated at 0 dBm and continuously variable to < -10 d8m . The frequency of unknown signals
as well as the frequency of any point on the frequency response curve
can be measured from the external counter output using the low-cost
HP 5300/53058 Counter.

8750A Storage-Normalizer
The analyzer is made even easier to use with the digital storage of
the 8750A because there is no need to re-adjust intensity or persistence as the sweep time changes. With the push of a button, a signal
can be frozen on the CRT and then compared directly to the current
input signal. Traces can also be compared arithmetically (i.e., normalized) to automatically remove frequency response variations. This
is especially useful when used with the H P 8444A Opt. 059 Tracking
Generator.

8565A Specifications
Frequency Specifications
Frequency range: 0.0 I to 22 G Hz. with internal mixer, 14.5 to 40
G Hz with H P I 1517 A External Mixer. Extendable to 170 G Hz with
commercially available mixers.
Tuning accuracy (digital frequency readout in any span mode)
Internal mixing: 0.01 to 2.5 GHz < ± (5 MHz +20% of Frequency
Span/Div.); 2.5 to 22 GHz < ± (0.2% of center frequency + 20% of
Frequency Span/Div.).
External mixing: 14.5 to 40 GHz < ± (0.7% of center frequency +
20% of Frequency Span/Div.).
Frequency Spans
1.7 to 22 GHz: multiband span from 1.7 to 22 GHz in one sweep.
Full band: displays spectrum of entire band selected.
Per division: eighteen calibrated spans from I kHz per div. to 500
MHz per div. in a 1,2,5 sequence, plus a full band span, "F".
Span width accuracy: the frequency error for any two points on
the display for spans from 500 MHz/div to 20 kHz/div (unstabilized) is less than ± 5% of the indicated separation; for stabilized
spans 100 kHz/div and less, the error is less than ± 15%.
Zero span: analyzer becomes a manually tuned receiver.

Spectral Resolution and Stability
Resolution bandwidths: resolution (3 dB) bandwidths from \
kHz to 3 MHz in I, 3 sequence. Bandwidth and span width are
independently variable or may be coupled for optimum display
when control markers are aligned (.....).
Resolution bandwidth accuracy: 3 dB points: < ± 15%.
Selectivity (60 dB/3 dB bandwidth ratio): < 15: I.
Stability: Total residual FM (fundamental mixing 0.0 I to 4.\
GHz): stabilized, <200 Hz pop in 0.1 s; unstabilized < 10 kHz pop
in 0.1 s.
.
Stabilization range: first LO automatically stabilized for frequency spans 100 kHz/div or less. First LO residual FM typically
30 Hz POp when stabilized.
Noise sidebands: > 70 dB down, > 30 kHz from center of CW
signal in a I kHz Res. Bandwidth and a 10 Hz (0.0\) Video Filter.
Amplitude Specifications
Amplitude Range - Internal Mixer
Measurement Range
Total power: +30 dBm (1 watt).
Damage levels: (50n nominal source impedance.)
dc: 0 V with 0 dB input atten, ± 7 V with 2: to dB input allen.
ac: 0 V with 0 dB input atten, 10 V peak with 2: 10 dB input
atten.
RF: (signals above 10M Hz) + 30 dBm for any attenuator setting.
Gain compression: < I dB for 0 dBm input level with 0 dB attenuation.
Average noise level: max. avg. noise level with I kHz Res. Band·
width (0 dB atten and 3 Hz video filter) is in the table below:
Frequency
Band (GHz)
00118
[I-U

38-85
\8-129
8\-18
10.\-21

FirsllF
in MHz

1050
32L4
32L4
32L4
3214

3114

Harmonic
Mode
1-

12-

J-

Noise Level
(dBm)
-112
-109

Frequency Response'
(±dBMAX)
L2

-toJ

1\
1\
30
4.5

4+

-94
-87

\t

-1\

lJ

-Frequency response includes input attenualor, preselector and mixer frequency response plus mixing mode gain variation (band to band).

Amplitude Range - HP 11517A External Mixer
Measurement range: saturation (gain compression < I dB), -15
dBm. Damage level >0 dBm or 0.\ erg slatic discharge.
Sensitivity (Average noise level in a 10 kHz IF bandwidth):
14.5-18 GHz <-80 dBm, 18-26.5 GHz <-70 dBm, 26.5-40
G Hz <-60 dBm. Typical sensitivity is 10 dB better for each band.
>40 GHz: for signal analysis above 40 GHz with commercially
available mixers see Application Note 150-14.
Reference Level
Reference level range +70 dBm (+30 dBm max. input) to -102
dBm in 10 dB steps and continuous 0 to -12 dB calibrated vernier.
Reference level accuracy: the Auto Sweep setting of the sweep time/div control insures a calibrated display within these limits:
Calibrator output (100 MHz ± 10 kHz): -10 dBm ± 0.3 dB.
Reference level variation (input attenuator at 0 dB): 10 dB
steps < ±0.5 dB (0 to -70 dBm); < ± 1.0 dB (0 to -90 dBm).
Vernier (0 to -12 dB) continuous: maximum error <0.5 dB.
Input altenuator: (at preselector input, 0-70 dB in 10 dB steps).
Step size variation: < ± 1.0 dB, 0.0 I to 18 G Hz; < ± 1.5 dB,
0.01 to 22 GHz.
Maximum cumulative error over the 0 to 70 dB range:
<±2.4dB, 0.01 to \8 GHz, 0 to 60 dB; < ±2.5 dB, 0.01 t022
GHz.O to 40 dB.
Frequency response: see table above.
Switching between bandwidths: 3 MHz to I kHz, ± 1.0 dB
Calibrated Display Range
Log: (expanded from reference level down): 70 dB @ 10 dB/div, 40
dB @ 5 dB/div, 16 dB @ 2 dB/div and 8 dB @ I dB/div.
Linear: full scale from 1.8" V (-102 dBm in 50 n to 707 volts (+ 70
dBm) in 10 dB steps and continuous 0 to -12 dB vernier.
Display Accuracy
Log: < ± 0.1 dB/dB, but < ± 1.5 dB over full 70 dB display
range.
Linear: < ± 3% over full 8 division deflection.
Residual responses (no signal present at input): with 0 dB input
atten, fundamental mixing (0.0 I to 4.1 G Hz) < -90 dBm.

Signal identifier: available over full tuning range and in all Freq.
Span/ Div settings for signal identification.
Signal Input Characteristics
Input impedance: 50 ohm nominal, 0.01 to 22 GHz.
Input connector: predsion Type N female.
Input SWR
Input attentuator at 0 dB: < 1.5,0.01 to 1.8 GHz; < 2.0,1.7 to
22 GHz.
Input attentuator at 2: 10 dB: < 1.3,0.01 to 1.8 GHz, < 2.0,
1.7 to 22 G Hz.
LO Emission (2.00 to 4.46 GHz): -50 dBm, 0.01 to 1.8 GHz; -85
dBm, 1.7 to 22 GHz.
Input protection (for input signals from 0.01 to 22 GHz)
0.01 to 1.8 GHz frequency band: internal diode limiter.
1.7 to 22 GHz frequency bands: saturation of YIG filter (preselector) occurs at total input signal power levels below input mixer damage.
External mixer input: BNC female connector is a port for LO power
transfer, bias current and IF return.
Sweep Specifications
Sweep Time
Auto: sweep time is automatically controlled by Frequency Span/
Div, Resolution Bandwidth and Video Filter controls to maintain an
absolute amplitude calibrated display.
Calibrated sweep times: 21 internal sweep times from 2 "s/div to
10 s/div in I, 2,5 sequence.
Display Characteristics
Cathode Ray Tube (aluminized P31 phosphor, 8 x 10 div internal graticule)
Persistence
Conventional: natural persistence of P31 phosphor.
Write: continuously adjustable from 0.2 s to full storage.
Storage time: continuously adjustable from I minute (full brightness) to >30 minutes (minimum brightness).
Write speed: continuously adjustable to vary CRT sensitivity to
capture large signal deflections in fast sweeps.
CRT Bezel readout: bezel LEOs display the following measurement
data (included in CRT photographs taken with the HP 197B Opt
001,006 Oscilloscope Camera): Amp!. Scale Factor, Ref. Level. Input Atten., Res. Bandwidth, Sweeptimc/Div., freq., Freq. Span/Div.
General Specifications
Temperature range: operating O°C to 55°C, storage -40 0 to
+75°C,
Humidity range (Operating): <95% R.H. O°C to 40 c C,
EMI: Conducted and radiated interference is in compliance with
MIL-STD 461A Methods CE03 and RE02, CISPR publication II
(1975), and Messempfaenger-Postverfuegung 526/527/79 Kennzeichnung Mit F-Nummer/Funkschutzzeichen).
Power requirements: 48-66 Hz, 100, 120, 200 or 240 volts (-10%
to +5%) 220 V A max (400 Hz operation available as Opt 400).
Size: 188 H x 426 W x 552 mm 0 (7" x 16.8" x 21.8").
Weight: net 29.5 kg (64 Ib). Shipping 39 kg (85 lb).
Standard Options Available
Opt 100, 100 and 300 Hz Resolution bandwidths: adds 100 Hz
and 300 Hz resolution bandwidths with I I: I shape factor, residual
FM < 100 Hz when stabilized and improves sensitivity by 10 dB.
Opt 200-Calibration in dB"V
Opt 400-400 Hz Power Supply
Part No. 1540-0654 - Transit Case. Order Part No. 1490-0913
also for castors.
Ordering Information
Price
8565A Spectrum Analyzer
$23.700
Opt 100: 100 Hz and 300 Hz Resolution
Bandwidths
add $800
Opt 200: Calibration in dB"V
add $100
Opt 400: Internal 50 to 400 Hz Power Supply
add $250
Opt 907: Front Handle Kit
add $40
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
add $30
Opt 909: Rack Flange and Front Handle Kit
add $65
Opt 910: Extra Operating and Service Manual
add $50
1I5I7A External Mixer (taper section req'd)
$300
11518A Taper Section. 12.4 to 18 G Hz
$\95
11519A Taper Section, 18 to 26.5 GHz
$195
11520A Taper Section, 26.5 to 40 GHz
$195
8444A Opt 059 Tracking Generator, 10 to 1500 MHz
$4,450
8750A Storage-Normalizer
$1,750

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Spectrum Analyzer, 0.01 to 350 MHz
Models 8SS7A/182T & 87S0A

• Resolution bandwidths 1 kHz to 3 MHz
• Optional 75\1 input with dBm or dBmV calibration
• Digital storage-normalizer available

• Easy to operate
• Signal level displayed directly in dBm
• ± 2.25 dB amplitude accuracy

8750A

87S0A Storage-Normalizer
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8557A/182T

The 8750A is an accessory which provides digital storage, trace
comparison and normalization where data in memory is subtracted
from current input and then displayed. In conjunction with the 182T
display mainframe and the 8557A, the 8750A provides flicker-free
display of measured signals. Additionally, two traces can be viewed
from memory for CRT photography or detailed signal comparison.

Recommended Displays
The 8557 A Spectrum Analyzer will function with any 180-series
display. However, the following are recommended: for low cost, large
screen display, the Model 182T is ideal; the Model 181 T offers variable persistence and storage; the Model 180TR offers a rack mount
configuration; and thc Model 181 TR offers variable persistence and
storage in a rack mount configuration.

8557A Specifications
Frequency Specifications

8557A Spectrum Analyzer
Economy Plus Performance
The Model 8557A is a 0.01 to 350 MHz spectrum anlayzer which
plugs into any model 180-series oscilloscope display. This low cost,
easy-to-use analyzer provides high accuracy in both amplitude and
frequency measurements.

Simple, 3-knob Operation
Most measurements consist of three simple steps. Center the inverted marker under the signal to be measured; its frequency is displayed
on the digital readout. Zoom-in on the signal by decreasing the frequency span; bandwidth, sweep time, and video filtering are set automatically. Raise the signal to the top of the CRT; read its amplitude
(in dBm) from the reference level control.

Absolute Amplitude Calibration
Signal levels can be read directly from the CRT in dBm (dBmV for
Option 002) without the use of external standards or calculations.
The signal level represented by the top CRT graticule line is always
indicated by the reference level control, and vertical scale factors of
10 dB/div, I dB/div, or linear can be selected.

Optional 75 Ohm Input
Two options are available which allow measurements in 75 ohm
systems: Option 00 I has 75 ohms impedance and retains the dBm
power calibration; Option 002 is also 75 ohms, but the amplitude is
calibrated in dBm V for measurements on systems such as CATV.

Frequency range: 10 kHz to 350 MHz.
Frequency display span: (on a 10-division CRT horizontal axis):
12 calibrated spans from 20 MHz/div to 5 kHz/div in a I, 2, 5 sequence. In "F" or full span the analyzer displays the full 10 kHz to
350 MHz. In "0" or zero span, the analyzer is a fixed-tuned receiver.
Accuracy: frequency error between any two points on the display is
less than ± 10% of the indicated frequency separation.
Digital frequency readout: indicates center frequency or start frequency of the frequency display span. In full span, the readout indicates the frequency at the marker with 100 kHz resolution.
Accuracy: (after zeroing on the LO feedthrough) ± 3 MHz + 10%
of frequency span per division setting.
Stability
Residual FM: less than I kHz peak-to-peak for time sO.1 s (video
filter full clockwise, but not in detent),
Noise sidebands: more than 75 dB below CW signal, 50 kHz or
more away from signal with a 1kHz resolution bandwidth and full
video filtering.
Resolution
Bandwidth ranges: 3 dB resolution bandwidths of I kHz to 3 MHz
in a 1, 3 sequence. Resolution bandwidth may be coupled to frequency span at a ratio of two display spans per resolution bandwidth.
Resolution bandwidth accuracy: individual resolution bandwidth 3 dB points calibrated to ± 20%, (10 -40'C).
Resolution bandwidth selectivity: 60 dB/3 dB resolution bandwidth ratio < 15: I.
0

Video filter: post-detection low pass filter used to average displayed noise. Bandwidth variable from approximately 3X Resolution Bandwidth to approximately 0.01 X Resolution Bandwidth. In
the MAX position provides a noise averaging filter with a bandwidth of approximately 1.5Hz.
Amplitude Specifications
Measurement Range
Absolute measurement range: from -\17 dBm to +20 dBm.
Reference level settings in 10 dB steps, 0 to -12 dB continuous vernier.
Log display ranges: 10 dB/div on a 70 dB display and I dB/div on
an 8 dB display.
Linear display: from 2.2 microvolts (-100 dBm) full-scale to 2.24
volts (+20 dBm) full-scale in 10 dB steps. Full-scale signals in tinear translate to approximately full-scale signals in log.
Dynamic Range
Average noise level: < -107 dBm with a 10kHz resolution bandwidth (0 dB input attenuation), 1-350MHz.
Spurious responses: for input signal level :S Optimum Input
Level setting, all image and out of band mixing responses, harmonic
and inter-modulation distortion products are more than 70 dB below input signal level, I MHz to 350 MHz; 60 dB below, 20 kHz to
I MHz.
Spurious responses due to 3rd order intermodulation distortion: for two input signals each at the Optimum Input setting, 3rd
Order Intermodulation distortion products are more than 70 dB below the input signals, 1-350 MHz; 60 dB below. 10 kHz to I MHz
(signal separation 2:50 kHz).
Residual responses: (no signal present at input): < -100 d Bm
with 0 dB input attenuation, 0.1-350MHz.
AmplitUde Accuracy
Frequency response (flatness): ±0.75 dB.
SWitching between bandWidths (at 10°-40°C, 90% relative humidity):
3 MHz to 300 kHz: ±0.5 dB.
3 MHz to 1 kHz: ± 1.0 dB.
Reference level accuracy (at fixed center frequency, fixed resolution bandwidth): ± 1.5 dB (includes input attenuator and I F gain
accuracy. May be improved using IF or RF substitution techniques).
Amplitude log display: ± 0.1 dB/dB but no more than ± 1.5 dB
ovcr full 70 dB display range.
Calibrator
Amplitude: -30 dBm ± I dB.
Frequency: 250 MHz ± 50 kHz, crystal controlled.
Input attenuator: 50 dB range. Accuracy ± 0.5 dB per 10 dB step,
but not more than ± 1.0 dB over full 50 dB range.
Input Specifications
Input connector: Type BNC female.
Input impedance: 50n nominal. Typical rencetion coefficient
<0.27 (1.74 SWR) for all Optimum Input Level settings except -40
dBm (0 dB Input Attenuation).
Maximum Input Levels
AC or peak: peak or average power + 20 dBm (3.16 V ac peak or
0.1 W) incident on analyzer. (MAX input markings on front panel
indicate maximum input allowable for < I dB gain compression or
attenuator overload.)
DC: ±30 V dc.
Output Characteristics
Cal output: -30 dBm, 250 MHz.
Probe power: + I 5 V. -12.6 V; 150 mA max. Powers I \ 20A,
1121 A, 1123A, or 1124A high impedance probes.
Note: oscilloscope display rear panel outputs refer to 180T-series
displays and 180-series Option 807 displays only. See below for information on modifying standard displays.
Vertical output: (AU X A on oscilloscope display rear panel): a to
0.8 V for 8-division deflection on CRT display; 50n output impedance.
Pen lift/blanking output: (AUX B on oscilloscope display rear panel): 0 to 15 Y (0 Y, pen down). Approximately 10k!! impedance when
blanked. Compatible with H P 7004B, 7034B, 7005B, and 7035B X-V
Recorders.

21.4 MHz IF output: (AUX C on oscilloscope display rear panel): a
21.4 MHz output linearly related to the RF input to the analyzer.
Bandwidth controlled by analyzer Resolution Bandwidth setting.
Amplitude controlled by input attenuator, IF gain vernier, and first
six IF step gain positions (-10 through -60 dBm Ref Level with 0 dB
input attenuation). Output is approximately -10 d Bm for full-scale
signals on the CRT, 50n output impedance.
Horizontal output (AUX D on oscilloscope display rear panel): -5.0
to +5.0 V for \0 div CRT denection, 5kn output impedance.
Sweep Characteristics
Sweep Time
Auto: sweep time is automatically controlled by Frequency Span,
Resolution Bandwidth, and Video Filter.
Manual: sweep determined by front panel control; continuously
variable across CRT in either direction.
Calibrated sweep times: 16 internal sweep times from 0.1 ms/div
to 10 sec/div in a\' 2, 5 sequence. For sweep times of 2 ms/div to 10
sec/div, the analyzer is operable in its normal swept-frequency
mode. Faster sweeps are useful for analyzing modulation waveforms when the analyzer is being operated as a fixed-tuned receiver
with zero Display Span. Sweep times may be reduced to an effective
10 /Lsec/div by using the 180-series XIO horizontal magnifier.
Accuracy: ± 10%.
Sweep Trigger
Video: sweep internally triggered by envelope of RF input signal
(signal amplitude of 1.0 division peak-to-peak required on CRT display).
Line: sweep triggered by power line frequency.
Free run: sweep triggered repetitively by internally generated
ramp.
Single: sweep triggered by front panel sweep trigger switch (spring
return position).
General Characteristics
180 Series compatibility: the 8557A is compatible with all
180Ajl80AR, 180C, 1800, 180F, 181A, 181AR, 182A, 184A, and
184B mainframes. It is operable with the 183A. \83B mainframes,
but the display is limited to 6 divisions by the 6-division CRT. The
180T series oscilloscope displays are recommended for use with the
8557 A Spectrum Analyzer because they provide 4 nonbuffered rear
panel auxiliary outputs (for unattenuated vertical, horizontal, and
penlift outputs) and P39 medium-persistence CRT phosphor (except
with 181T, 181TR which have P31 phosphor and provide variable
persistence) .
EMI: conducted and radiated interference is within requirements of
methods CE03 and R E02 of MIL STD 461 A, VDE 0871 Level B,
CISPR Publication 11 (1975), and Postverfuegung 527/1979.
Power: (including oscilloscope display) I 15 or 230 volts := 10%,48 to
440 Hz, less than 200 VA.
Weight
Model 8557A: net, 4.5 kg (10 Ib). Shipping 5.4 kg (12Ib).
Model 182T: net, 12.3 kg (27 Ib). Shipping 15.5 kg (34 Ib).
Modell8IT: net, 10.9 kg (24 Ib). Shipping 15.5 kg (34 Ib).
Model 180TR or 181TR: net, 118 kg (26Ib). Shipping 17.2 kg
(38Ib).
Size
Model 182T (cabinet/large screen): 338.1 H x 20\,6 W x 498.5
mm D (13.3" x 7.9" x 19.6").
Model 18IT (cabinet/variable persistence): 289 H x 200 W x 530
mm D (11.4" x 7.9" x 21.3")
Model 180TR or 181TR (rack/standard and variable persistence)
133 H x 425 W x 543 mm D (5.2" x 16.8" x 21.4")
Ordering Information
8557 A Spectrum Analyzer
Opt 001: 75 ohm input (BNC), dBm calibration
Opt 002: 75 ohm input (BNC), dBmV calibration
Opt 910: Extra 8557 A Manual
182T Large Screen Display
180TR Rack Mount Display
181T Variable Persistence Display
18ITR Rack Mount l81T Display
8750A Storage-Normalizer

Price
$5650
add $100
add $100
add $19
$2615
$2760
$3565
$3840
$1750

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Spectrum Analyzer I O. 1 to 1500 MHz
Models 8558B/182T & 8444A Option 059
• 0.5 to 1500 MHz tracking generator
• Digital storage-normalizer available
• Input protection

• Simple, 3-knob operation
• Display of signal levels directly in dBm
• Resolution bandwidths from 1 kHz to 3 MHz
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8444A Opt 059 (Compatible with 85588)

8444A Option 059 Tracking Generator
(0.5-1500 MHz)
Make swept frequency response measurements to ± 1.5 dB from
0.5 to 1300 MHz and ± 2.5 dB to 1500 MHz with greater than 90 dB
of dynamic range. The output is absolutely calibrated at 0 dBm and
continuously variable to -10 dBm. The frequency of unknown signals, as well as the frequency of any point on the frequency response
curve, can be measured using the external counter output and Model
5300B/5305B Counter.

8750A Storage-Normalizer
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85588/182T

85588 Spectrum Analyzer
Economical, Wide Frequency Coverage
The Model 8558B is a 0,1 to 1500 MHz spectrum analyzer which
plugs into any 180-series oscilloscope display, It is fully calibrated in
frequency and amplitude, easy to use, and provides an economical
means for making measurements in the RF range.

Simple, 3-knob Operation
Most measurements consist of three simple steps. Tune to the signal
to be measured; its frequency is displayed on the LED readout.
Zoom-in on the signal by decreasing the frequency span; bandwidth,
sweep time, and video filtaing are set automatically. Raise the signal
to the top of the CRT; read its amplitude (in dBm) from the reference
level control.

Absolute Ampl:tude Calibration
Signal levels can be read directly from the CRT in dBm (dBmV for
Option 002) without the use of external standards or calculations.
The signal level represented by the top CRT graticule line is always
indicated by the reference level control, and scale factors of 10
dB/div, I dB/div, and linear can be selected.

Optional 75 Ohm Input
Two options are available which allow measurements in 75 ohm
systems: Option 001 has 75 ohms impedance and retains the dBm
power calibration; Option 002 is also 75 ohms, but the amplitude is
calibrated in dBmV for measurements on systems such as CATV.

The 8750A is an accessory which provides digital storage, trace
comparison and swept response normalization. The frequency response variation of a swept measurement system, such as the 8558B
and 8444A, can be removed through normalization. In addition, a
"real time" signal can be compared with a stored trace or both traces
can be viewed from memory for CRT photography or detailed comparison.

Recommended Displays
The 8558B Spectrum Analyzer will function with any 180-series
display. However, the following are recommended: for low cost, large
screen display, the Model 182T is ideal; the Model 181 T offers variable persistence and storage; the Model 180TR offers a rack mount
configuration; and the Model 181 TR offers variable persistence and
storage in a rack mount configuration.

85588 Specifications
Frequency Specifications
Frequency range: 100 kHz to 1500 MHz.
Frequency display span: (on a 10-division CRT horizontal axis):
14 calibrated spans from 100 MHz/div to 5 kHz/div in a 1,2,5 sequence. In "0" (zero span) the analyzer is a fixed-tuned receiver.
Accuracy: frequency error between any two points on the display is
less than ± 5% of the indicated frequency separation.
Digital frequency readout: indicates center frequency or start frequency of the frequency display scan. Two ranges: 0 to greater than
195 MHz with 100 kHz resolution; 195 MHz to 1500 MHz with I
MHz resolution. ZERO control allows frequency readout to be adjusted for accurate calibration anywhere in the frequency range;
CAL control removes frequency hysteresis. Resolution 100 kHz.
Accuracy: (after zeroing on the LO feed through and operation of
the CAL button, 20°-40°C).
0-195 MHz: ± I MHz ± 20% of frequency span per division setting (:0::1 MHz per division).
195-1500 MHz: ±5 MHz ±20% of frequency span per division
setting,
Stability
Residual FM: less than J kHz peak-to-peak for time ~O.l sec.
Noise sidebands: more than 65 dB below CW signal, 50 kHz or
more away from signal with a I kHz resolution bandwidth and full
video filter.
Resolution
Bandwidth ranges: 3 dB resolution bandwidths of I kHz to 3
MHz in a I, 3 sequence, Resolution bandwidth may be coupled to
frequency span at a ratio of two display spans per resolution bandwidth.
Resolution bandwidth accuracy: Individual resolution bandwidth 3 dB points calibrated to ± 20%, 10-40° C.
Resolution bandwidth selectivity: 60 dB/3 dB resolution bandwidth ratio < 15: I.

Video filter: post-detection filter used to average displayed noise.
Bandwidth variable from approximately 3X Resolution Bandwidth to
approximately 0.01 X Resolution Bandwidth. In the MAX position
provides a noise averaging filter with a bandwidth of approximately
1.5 Hz.
Amplitude Specifications
Measurement Range
Absolute measurement range: from -117 dBm to +30 dBm.
Reference level settings in 10 dB steps, 0 to -12 dB continuous
vernier.
Log display ranges: 10 dBjdiv on a 70 dB display, and I dBjdiv
on an 8 dB display.
Linear display: from 2.2 microvolts (-100 dBm) full scale to 7.1
volts (+ 30 dBm) full-scale in 10 dB steps. Full-scale signals in linear translate to approximately full-scale signals in log.
Dynamic Range
Average noise level: <-107 dBm with a 10kHz resolution bandwidth (0 dB input attenuation).
Spurious responses: for input signal level s Optimum Input
Level setting, all image and out-of-band mixing responses, harmonic and intermodulation distortion products are more than 70 dB below input signal level, 5 MHz to 1500 MHz; 60 dB below, 100 kHz
to 5 MHz.
Spurious responses due to 3rd order intermodulation distortion: for two input signals 10 dB above Optimum Input Level setting 3rd Order Intermodulation distortion products are> 70 dB
below the input signals, 5-1500 MHz; 60 dB below, 100 kHz to 5
MHz (signal separation :::::50 kHz).
Residual responses: (no signal present at input): <-100 dBm
with 0 dB input attenuation, 1-1500 \1Hz.
AmplitUde Accuracy
Frequency response (flatness): ± 1.0 dB.
Switching between bandwidths (at 10°-40° C).
3 MHz to 300 kHz: ±0.5 dB.
3 MHz to 1 kHz: ± 1.0 dB.
Reference level accuracy: (at fixed center frequency, fixed resolution bandwidth): ± 1.5 dB (includes input attenuator and IF gain
accuracy). May be improved using IF or RF substitution techniques.
Amplitude log display: ± 0.1 dB/dB but not more than ± 1.5 dB
over full 70 dB display range.
Calibrator
Amplitude: -30 dBm ± 1.0 dB.
Frequency: 280 MHz ± 30 kHz. crystal controlled.
Input attenuator: 70 dB range. Accuracy ±0.5 dB per 10 dB step
but not more than ± 1.0 dB over full 70 dB range.
Input Specifications
Input connector: type N female.
Input impedance: son nominal. Typical reflection coefficient
<0.20 (1.5 SWR) for all Optimum Input Level settings except -40
dBm (0 dBm input attenuation).
Maximum Input Levels
Total average power: +30 dBm (I watt, 10 Vac Peak) for any
input attcnuator setting.
Peak pulse power: +50 dBm (100 watts, 10 ILsec pulse width,
Duty Cycle = 0.01), ::::: 10 dB optimum input setting.
DC: ±50V (to 100 Hz).
Output Characteristics
LO output: + I0 dBm nominal, 50 ohms; 2.05-3.55 G Hz.
Cal output: -30 dBm, 280 MHz.
Probe power: + 15 V, -12.6 V; 150 mA max. Powers 1120A.112IA,
1123;\, or 1124A high impedance probes.
Note: the following oscilloscope display rear panel outputs refer to
182T, 180TR, 181 T, 181 TR displays and older 180-series displays
with Option 807 only.
Vertical output: (AUX A on oscilloscope display rear panel.) 0
to 0.8 V for 8-division reflection on CRT display: son output
impedance.
Pen Iifol-blanking output: (AUX B on oscilloscope display rear panel): 0 to 15 V (0 V, pen down). Approximately 10 kn impedance when
blanked. Compatible with H P 7004B, 7034B, 7005B, and 7035B X- Y
Recorders.

21.4 MHz IF output: (AUX C on oscilloscope display rear panel): a
21.4 MHz output linearly related to the RF input to the analyzer.
Bandwidth controlled by analyzer Resolution Bandwidth setting.
Amplitude controlled by input attenuator, I F gain vernier, and first
six I F step gain positions (-10 through -60 dBm Ref Level with 0 dB
input attenuation). Output is approximately -10 dBm for full-scale
signals on the CRT, 50 \1 output impedance.
Horizontal output: (AUX D on oscilloscope display rear panel):
-5.0 to +5.0 V for 10 div CRT deflection, 5k\1 output impedance.
Sweep Characteristics
Sweep Time
Auto: sweep time is automatically controlled by Frequency Span,
Resolution Bandwidth, and Video Filter.
Manual: sweep determined by front panel control, continuously
variable across CRT in either direction.
Calibrated sweep time: 16 internal sweep times from 0.1 ms/div
to 10 sec/div in a 1,2,5 sequence. For sweep times of 2 ms/div to 10
sec/diy, the analyzer is operable in its normal swept frequency
mode. Faster sweeps are useful for analyzing modulation waveforms when the analyzer is being operated as a fixed-tuned receiver
with zero Display Span. Sweep times may be reduced to an effective
10 ILsec/div by using the 180-series X 10 horizontal magnifier.
Accuracy: :!: 10%.
Sweep Trigger
Video: sweep internally triggered by envelope of RF input signal
(signal amplitude of 1.0 division peak-to-peak required on CRT display).
Line: sweep triggered by power line frequency.
Free run: sweep triggered repetitively by internally generated
ramp.
Single: sweep triggered by front panel sweep trigger switch (spring
return position).
General Characteristics
180 Series compatibility: the 8558B is compatible with all 180A,
180AR, 180C, 180D, 180F. 181A, 181AR. 182A, 184A. and 184B
mainframes. It is operable with the 183A, 183B mainframes. but the
display is limited to 6 divisions by the 6-division CRT. The 180T series oscilloscope displays are recommended for usc with the 8558B
Spectrum Analyzer because they provide 4 non-buffered rear panel
auxiliary outputs (for unattenuated vertical, horizontal, and penlift
outputs) and P39 medium-persistence CRT phosphor (except with
181 T, 181 TR which have P31 phosphor and provide variable persistence).
EMI: conducted and radiated interference is within requirements of
methods CE03 and RE02 of MIL STD 461A. VDE 0871 Level B,
CISPR Publication II (1975), and Postverfuegung 527/1979.
Power: (including oscilloscope display) 115 or 230 volts ± I O'k" 48 to
440 Hz, less than 200 VA.
Weight
Model 855SB: net, 5.9 kg (13 Ib). Shipping 6.8 kg (15Ib).
Model J82T: net, 12.3 kg (27 Ib). Shipping 15.5 kg (34 Ib).
Model J8JT: net, 10.9 kg (24 Ib). Shipping 15.5 kg (34 Ib).
Model lS0TR or JSJTR: net, 11.8 kg (26 lb). Shipping 17.2 kg
(38 Ib).
Size
Model 182T (cabinet/large screen): 338.1 H x 201.6 W x 498.5
mm D (13.3" x 7.9" x 196").
Model J8JT (cabinet/variable persistence): 289 H x 200 W x 530
mm D (11.4" x 7.9" x 21.3").
Model J80TR or JSJTR (raCk/standard and variable persistence):
133 H x 425 W x 543 mm D (5.2" x 16.8" x 21.4")
Ordering Information
8558B Spectrum Analyzer
Opt 001: 75 ohm input (BNC), dBm calibration
Opt 002: 75 ohm input (BNC), dBmV calibration
Opt 910: Extra 8558B Manual
)jUT Large Screen Display
J80TR Rack Mount Display
181T Variable Persistence Display
J8JTR Rack Mount 181 T Display
8444A Opt 059 Tracking Generator
8750A Storage- Normalizer

Price
$7000
add SIOO
add $100
add $20
$2615

$2760
$3565
$3840
54450
$1750

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Spectrum Analyzer, 0.01 to 21 GHz
Models 8559A /182T & 8750A
• Resolution bandwidths of 1 kHz to 3 MHz
• Digital storage-normalizer available

• Simplified operation
• Direct display of signal level in dBm

8750A
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11870A Low Pass Filter (DC to 2.6 GHz)
For RF applications needing extended coverage to 2.6 GHz, this
low pass filter will reject signals above 3 G Hz by more than 60 dB for
image-free measurements over the entire 10 MHz to 2.6 GHz range.

Recommended Displays
The 8559A Spectrum Analyzer will function with any 180-series
display. However, the following are recommended: for low cost, large
screen display. the Model 182T is ideal; the Model 181 T offers variable persistence and storage; the Model 180TR offers a rack mount
configuration: and the Model 181 TR offers variable persistence and
storage in a rack mount configuration.

8559A/182T

8559A Specifications
Frequency Specifications

8559A Spectrum Analyzer
Economy With Precision
The HP 8559A is a 0,01 to 21 GHz spectrum analyzer plug-in for
the HP 180 series displays. It features the performance essential for
accurate signal analysis yet is easy to use and portable. This combination with its economical price qualifies the 8559A for a wide variety
of applications in R&D, production and service.

Simple 3-knob Operation
Most measurements can quickly be made using only 3 controls, Just
tune to the signal; the LED readout displays its frequency, Zoom-in
on the signal by reducing the span width; the resolution bandwidth,
video filter, and sweep time automatically change to the optimum values for a calibrated display, A reference level change brings the peak
of the signal to the top of the screen for the most accurate amplitude
measurement.

Absolute Amplitude Calibration
Signal levels can be measured accurately and read directly from the
CRT in dBm. The signal level represented by the top CRT gratlcule
line is always indicated by the reference level control, and scale factors of 10 dB/div, I dB/div, and linear can be selected.

8750A Storage-Normalizer
The 8750A is an accessory which provides digital storage. trace
comparison and normalization where data in memory is subtracted
from current input and then displayed. In conjunction with the 182T
display mainframe and the 8559A, the 8750A provides flicker-free
display of measured signals, Additionally, two traces can be viewed
from memory for CRT photography or detailed signal comparison.

Frequency range: 0,01 to 21 GHz.
Frequency span modes (on a 10 division CRT horizontal axis): 14
calibrated spans from 200 MHz/div to 10 kHz/div in a I, 2, 5 sequence. In "F" or full span the analyzer sweeps the entire band selected, In "0" or zero span, the analyzer is a fixed-tuned receiver.
Accuracy: frequency error between any two points on the display is
less than ± 5% of the indicated frequency separation.
Stability
Residual FM: <I kHz pop in 0.1 s for 100/120 line voltages, <2
kHz POp for 220/240 line voltages,
Noise sidebands: > 70 dB below when 30 kHz or more from carrier in a I kHz bandwidth with full video filter (not in detent).
Resolution
Bandwidth ranges: 3 dB resolution bandwidths of I kHz to 3
MHz in a I, 3 sequence. Resolution bandwidth may be coupled
to frequency span at a ratio of two display spans per resolution
bandwidth.
Resolution bandwidth accuracy: individual resolution bandwidth 3 dB points calibrated to < ± 15% (except 3 MHz:
< ±30%).
Resolution bandwidth selectivity: 60 dB/3 dB resolution bandwidth ratio < 15: I.
Video filter: post detection filter used to average displayed noise,
Bandwidth variable from approximately 3X Resolution Bandwidth
to approximately 0,0 I X Resolution Bandwidth. In the MAX position provides a noise averaging filter with a bandwidth of approximately 1.5 Hz.

Amplitude Specifications
Absolute Amplitude Calibration Range
Log calibration range: from -112 dBm to +30 dBm in 10 dB
steps. Reference level vernier: 0 to -12 dB continuously,

Log display ranges: 10 dB/div on a 70 dB display, and I dB/div on
an 8 dB display.
Linear display: from 0.56 microvolts (-112 dBm) full scale to 7.1
volts (+ 30 dBm) full scale. full scale signals in linear translate to
approximately full scale signals in log.
Dynamic Range
Average noise level: see table below.
Spurious responses: all second harmonic and third order intermodulation distortion products are greater than 70 dB below a -40
dBm input signal(s) and for 0 dB input attenuation.
Alternate IF: available over entire tuning range. Nominal first IF
at 3.0075 GHz becomes 2.9925 GHz, and adds < 1.0 dB of error to
reference level unless recalibrated.
Signal identifier: provided on all frequency bands and frequency
spans for positive signal identification. Available in all spans and
usable for spans from 10 MHz to 100 kHz/div.
Residual responses (no signal present at input): <-90 dBm with
o dB input attenuation.
Amplitude Accuracy
Frequency response (flatness): see table below

Frequency
Range
(GHz)

Avg. Noise
Level
(dBm/l kHz)

Frequency
Response
(± dB max.)

Amplitude
Accuracy
(± dB max.l

0.01·3
6.0·9
3.0·9
90·15
6.0-15
12.1·18
18.0·21

-111
-108
-103
-98
-93
-92
-90

1.0
1.0
15
18
2.1
2.3
3.0

2.3
2.3
2.8
3.1
3.4
3.6
4.3

Switching Between Bandwidths
3 MHz to 300 kHz: ±0.5 dB.
3 MHz to 1 kHz: ± 1.0 dB.
Reference level variation (input aUenuator at 0 dB): 10 dB steps,
< ± 1.0 dB (-10 to -IOOdBm); vernier (0 to -12 dB) continuous,
< ±0.5 dB.
Amplitude log display: ±O.I dB/dB, but not more than ± \.5 dB
over full 70 dB display range.
Calibrator
Amplitude: -10 dBm ±0.3 dB.
Frequency: 35 MHz ±400 kHz.

Input Specifications
Input connector: type N female.
Input impedance: 50 n nominal. Typical reflection coefficient
<0.34 (2.0 SWR) for 0 dB input attenuation, <0.13 (1.3 SWR) for
10 dB input attenuation.
Input aUenuator: 70 dB range. Accuracy ± I dB per 10 dB step but
not more than ± 2.4 dB over 60 dB range.
Maximum Input Levels
Gain compression: less than 0.5 dB for -10 dBm input level with
o dB input attenuation.
Total power: +20 dBm (100 mW. ± 3.16V) with 0 dB input attenuation, +30 dBm (IW, ± lOY) with 2:IOdB input attenuation.
Peak pulse power: ± 50 dBm (100 W, 10 Ilsec pulse width, 0.01 %
duty cycle) with 2:30 dB input attenuation.
DC « 100 Hz): ±7.1 V.

Output Characteristics
Cal output: -10 dBm, 35 MHz.
Note: The following oscilloscope display rear panel outputs refer to
180TR, 181 T, 181 TR, 182T displays and older 180-series displays
with Option 807 only.
Vertical output (AUX A on oscilloscope display rear panel): 0 to 0.8
V for 8-division deflection on CRT display; 50 n output impedance.
Pen lift-blanking output (AUX B on oscilloscope display rear panel): 0 to 15 V (0 V, pen down). Approximately 10 kn impedance when
blanked. Compatible with HP 7004B, 7034B, and 7005B, and 7035B
X- Y Recorders.
21.4 MHz IF output (AUX C on oscilloscope display rear panel): a
21.4 MHz output linearly related to the RF input to the analyzer.

Bandwidth controlled by analyzer Resolution Bandwidth setting.
Amplitude controlled by input attenuator, I F gain vernier, and first
six If step gain positions (-] 0 through -60 dBm Ref Level with 0 dB
input attenuation). Output is approximately -10 dBm for full-scale
signals on the CRT, 50 n output impedance.
Horizontal output (AU X D on oscilloscope display rear panel): - 5,0
to +5.0 V for 10 div CRT deflection,S kn output impedance.

Sweep Characteristics
Sweep Time
Auto: sweep time is automatically controlled by frequency Span,
Resolution Bandwidth, and Video Filter.
Manual: sweep determined by front panel control, continuously
variable across CRT in either direction.
Calibrated sweep time: 20 internal sweep times from 2 Ilsec to 10
sec/div in a 1,2,5 sequence (except 2 sec/div), for sweep times of 2
ms/div to 10 sec/div, the analyzer is operable in its normal swept
frequency mode. Faster sweeps are useful for analyzing modulation
waveforms when the analyzer is being operated as a fixed-tuned receiver with zero span. Sweep times may be reduced to an effective
0.2 /Lsec/div by using the 180 series X 10 horizontal magnifier.
Accuracy: ± 10%.
Sweep Trigger
Video: sweep internally triggered by envelope of RF input signal
(signal amplitude of 1,0 division peak-to-peak required on CRT display).
Line: sweep triggered by power line frequency.
Free run: sweep triggered repetitively by internally generated
ramp.
Single: sweep triggered by front panel sweep trigger switch (spring
return position).

General Characteristics
180 series compatibility: the 8559A is compatible with all 180A,
180AR, 180C, 1800, 180F, 181A. 181AR, 182A, 184A, and 184B
mainframes. It is operable with the 183A, 1838 mainframes, but the
display is limited to 6 divisions by the 6-division CRT. The 180T series oscilloscope displays are recommended for use with the 8559A
Spectrum Analyzer because they provide 4 non-buffered rear panel
auxiliary outputs (for unattenuated vertical, horizontal, and penlift outputs) and P39 medium-persistence CRT phosphor (except
with 181T, 181 TR which have P31 phosphor and provide variable
persistence).
EMI: conducted and radiated interference is within requirements of
methods CE03 and RE02 of MIL STD 461A, VDE 0871 Level B,
C1SPR Publication II (1975), and Postverfuegung 527/1979.
Power: (including oscilloscope display) 115 or 230 volts ± 10%,48 to
440 Hz, less than 200 VA,
Weight
Model 8559A: net, 5.5 kg (12.5 Ib). Shipping 9.1 kg (20 lb).
Model 182T: net, 12.3 kg (27 Ib). Shipping 15,5 kg (34Ib).
Model 181T: net, 10.9 kg (24 Ib). Shipping 15.5 kg (34 Ib).
Model 180TR or 181TR: net, 11.8 kg (26 Ib). Shipping 17.2 kg
(38Ib).
Size
Model 182T: (cabinet/large screen): 338.1 H x 201.6 W x 498.5
mmD (13.3" x 7.9" x 19.6").
Model 181T: (cabinet/variable persistence): 289 H x 200 W x 530
mmD (11.4" x 7.9" x 21.3").
Model 180TR or 181TR (rack/standard and variable persistence):
133 H x 425 W x 543 mmD (5.2" x 16.8" x 21.4")

Ordering Information
8559A Spectrum Analyzer
Opt 910: Extra 8559A Manual
182T Large Screen Display
180TR Rack Mount Display
ISIT Variable Persistence Display
181TR Rack Mount 181T Display
8750A Storage-Normalizer
11870A Low Pass Filter

Price
$10.500
add $20
$2,615
$2,760
$3,565
$3,840
$1.750
$300

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Plug-In Spectrum Analyzer System, 20 Hz to 40 GHz
Model 141T system
• 20 Hz to 40 GHz with just a tuning section change
• Advantages of fully calibrated solid state system
• Add measurement capability to your system as needed

• Tracking generator expands measurement capability
• Increase dynamic range with tracking preselector
• Storage-normalizer adds digital storage

85538

85548

8555A

8556A

141T,85528
311
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8443A

The 141 T based spectrum analyzer features absolute calibration of
frequency and amplitude, high resolution and sensitivity, wide dynamic range, and simple to interpret display output.
The following pages cover spectrum analyzer performance with
each of the tuning sections and companion tracking generator /preselector.

Absolute Amplitude Calibration

8444A

For ease and speed of measurement, full frequency band amplitude
calibration allows direct interpretation of signal power or voltage
from the CRT display. A choice of logarithmic or linear scaling calibrates the CRT in dBm or IlV respectively. Front panel settings set
the top horizontal graticule on the CRT as the reference power in the
logarithmic mode; all other CRT measurements can be made relative
to this reference. In linear scaling the CRT is calibrated in voltage per
division using front panel settings. The bottom graticule is zero voltage.
When a combination of frequency scan, bandwidth, or video filter
settings are chosen such that the display becomes uncalibrated, a
warning light indicates the condition.

84458 Opt 002,003

High Resolution Frequency Calibration

Hewlett-Packard's high performance plug-in spectrum analyzer
family makes frequency domain measurements from 20 Hz to 40
GHz. Because of the system's modularity, the user need purchase
only analyzer components necessary to meet immediate production or
laboratory measurement requirements. Then, as broader frequency
capability is required, additional tuning sections or companion instruments can be added.
The models 8553B, 8554B, 8555A, and 8556A are tuning sections
which plug into a 141T display mainframe along with an 8552B IF
section to form a member of the Hewlett-Packard high performance
spectrum analyzer family. Each tuning section covers a frequency
range convenient for equipment design or spectrum surveillance:
8556A, 20 Hz to 300 kHz; 8553B, I kHz to 110 MHz; 8554B, 100
kHz to 1250 MHz; and 8555A, 10 MHz to 40 GHz. The IF section
plug-in which is used with each tuning section, serves to condition the
measurement signal for proper display on the CRT. Two IF sections
are available, the 8552B high performance model and the 8552A
model for economy. The spectrum analyzer specifications included in
this catalog assume the use of the 8552B.
The 8443A and 8444A are tracking generators complementing the
basic spectrum analyzer function with an RF source locked to the
tuning frequency. The 8445B is an automatic preselector which enhances the dynamic range of the 10 MHz to 40 GHz 8555A tuning
section analyzer.

The frequency measurement capability of the spectrum analyzer is
responsive to user need, making spectrum measurements simply and
accurately with three frequency scan modes.
First is the FULL scan mode, which displays the entire tuning section frequency band on the 10 em horizontal CRT graticule. This
mode is effective in viewing broadband effects of circuit adjustments
and refinements as they are made. In FULL scan a marker on the
CRT corresponds in frequency to the position of the pointer on the
tuning section frequency scale, so signals can be readily identified.
The second mode, PER DIVISION scan, centers the display about
the frequency indicated by the tuning section pointer. In this mode,
narrow, calibrated scan per division and automatic frequency stabilization make high resolution measurements for analysis of signal purity, sidebands, and low deviation FM.
In the third mode, ZERO scan. the analyzer becomes a receiver
tuned to the frequency indicated on the scale. Modulation in an input
signal at the tuned frequency is displayed on the CRT in the time
domain. The scan time control provides a calibrated time base.

High Resolution
The ability to resolve dose-in signal sidebands, such as line related
modulation, is important in frequency domain analysis. The HewlettPackard 141 T plug-in spectrum analyzers each have narrow bandwidths for such resolution. Up to 110 MHz, the analyzers offer 10 Hz
bandwidths and 100 Hz bandwidths to 18 GHz. The frequency stabilization feature already mentioned ensures high resolution by maintaining a jitter-free display.

Wide Dynamic Range, Sensitive
Confidence in signal identification is given by the analyzer's ability
to measure wide amplitude differentials without distortion products
and to measure very low-level signals. The plug-in spectrum analyzers
have typically 70 dB of distortion free dynamic range; that is, the
capability of measuring 0.03% signal distortion from the CRT display. With the 8445B Preselector the 8555A has a spurious-free
range of 100 dB. The CRT displays full dynamic range on a linear,
eas y to read sca Ie.
Signals at as Iowa level as -142 dBm (18 nanovolts, 50 ohms) can
be detected by the spectrum analyzer with 10Hz bandwidth. At high
frequencies and with 100 Hz bandwidth, -125 dBm signals can be
measured.
A Parallax-free, Storable Display
The 141 T spectrum analyzer mainframe and display features a
variable persistence CRT which enables response storage for any
measurement. With very narrow bandwidth measurements, extremely slow sweeps are necessary to maintain amplitude calibration (allowing band-pass filters time to respond). A recording CRT is
necessary to save this response for viewing. Of course, any response
can be stored for a display ready to be photographed. Another display
mainframe, the 140T, is available with standard persistence.
Interpretation of response levels on the CRT is free from parallax
since the graticule is etched on the inside of the display screen adjacent to the phosphor.
IF Section Adds Convenience Features
The high resolution 8552B or the economic 8552A I F section features video filtering, recorder outputs and an internal calibration signal to make the spectrum analyzer easier to use. Video filtering is a
low-pass filter which averages noise amplitude response for easier
small signal readings. It also makes wide band noise measurements
easier.
Recorder outputs, including pen lift, allow hard copy duplication of
the CRT display. Manual scan allows setting up of accessories, such
as X- Y recorders, adjusting signals on screen during slow scans and
measuring frequencies with a counter.
The internal calibration standard is a very stable -30 dBm, 30
MHz signal for quick front panel calibration.
Tracking Generators for Each Frequency Band
Either available internally, or as a companion instrument, are leveled signal sources designed to track the swept tuning frequency of
the spectrum analyzer. Amplifiers, filters or any circuit which requires an input signal can be characterized to 1300 MHz, with typically wider dynamic range and more precise frequency accuracy than
with the spectrum analyzer alone.
The 8556A low frequency tuning section has an internal tracking
generator, standard with the instrument. The 8553B and
8554B/8555A use separate generators namely 8443A and 8444A respectively.
8750A Storage-Normalizer
You can add digital storage to the 140-series spectrum analyzer
with the 8750A (Opt. 001) and an external oscilloscope. Digital storage provides a /licker-free display regardless of the analyzer sweep
speed and facilitates trace comparisons of two traces. If a tracking
generator is employed, the normalization feature significantly reduces frequency response variations. The 8750A Storage-Normalizer
is a versatile accessory which may be used directly with other H P
spectrum and network analyzers. (See page 501).

General Specifications
141 T Spectrum Analyzer System
Input impedance: 50n nominal. Reflection coefficient <0.30 (1.85
SWR), input attenuator ~ 10 dB.
Maximum input level: peak or average power + 13 dBm (1.4 V ac

peak), :t 50 V de.
Attenuator: 0 to 50 dB in 10 dB steps.
Scan time: 16 internal scan rates from 0.1 ms/div to 10 sec/div in a
1,2, 5 sequence, and manual scan (8552B only).

Scan Time Accuracy
0.1 ms/div to 20 ms/div: ± 10%.
50 ms/div to 10 s/div: ± 20%.
Scan Mode
Int: analyzer repetitively scanned by internally generated ramp:
synchronization selected by scan trigger
Single: single scan with front panel reset.
Ext: scan determined by 0 to + 8 volt external signal.
Manual: scan determined by front panel control.
Scan trigger: for internal scan mode, select between
Auto: scan free-runs.
Line: scan synchronized with power line frequency.
Ext: scan synchronized with> 2 volt (20 volt max.) signal.
Video: scan internally synchronized to envelope of R F input.
Auxiliary outputs:
Vertical output: 0 to -0.8 V for full deflection.
Scan output: - S V to + 5 V for 10 div CR T deflection.
Pen 11ft output: 0 to 14 V (0 V, pen down).

Display Characteristics
141T, 140T
Plug-ins: accepts Models 8552A/B, 8553B, 8554B, 8555A and
8556A and Model 140 series Oscilloscope plug-ins.
Cathode-Ray Tube Type
Model 141T: post-accelerator storage tube, 9000 volt accelerating
potential; aluminized P31 phosphor.
Model 140T: post-accelerator, 7300 volt potential medium-short
persistence (P39) phosphor.
Cathode-Ray Tube Graticule
Model 141T: 8 x 10 division (approx, 7.1 cm x 8.9 cm parallax-free
internal graticule.
Persistence, Model 141T Only
Normal: natural persistence of P31 phosphor (0.1 second).
Variable
Normal writing rate mode: continuously variable from less than
0.2 second to more than one minute.
Maximum writing rate mode: from 0.2 second to 15 seconds.
Erase: manual; erasure takes approximately 350 ms.
Storage time model 141T only: normal writing rate; more than 2
hours at reduced brightness (typically 4 hours).
Fast writing speed, model 141T only: more than 15 minutes.
Functions used with oscilloscope plug-ins only. Intensity modulation, calibrator; beam finder.
EMI: conducted and radiated interference is within requirements of
MIL-I-16910C and MIL-I-6181 D and methods CE03, and RE02
of M IL-STD-461 (except 35 to 40 kHz) when appropriate RF tuning
section and 8552A or 8552B are combined in a 140T or 141 T Display
Section.
Temperature range: operating, O°C to +55°C; storage, -40°C to
+ 75°C.
Power requirements: 100, 120, 220, or 240V +5%. -10%. 50 to 60
Hz, normally less than 225 watts (includes plug-ins used).
Weight
Model 8552A or 85528 IF section: net, 4.1 kg (9 Ib). Shipping
6.4 kg (l4Ib).
Model 140T display section: net, 18 kg (40 Ib). Shipping, 25 kg
(54 Ib).
Model 141T display section: net, 19.2 kg (43 Ib). Shipping, 26 kg
(57 Ib).
Tuning section: see following pages.
Size: model 140T or 141 T with plug-ins: 221 H x 425 W x 416 mm D
(8.8" x 16.8" x 16.4").
Special order: chassis slides and adapter kit.
Ordering Information
Price
140T Normal Persistence Display
$2700
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
add $27
$3510
141T Variable Persistence Display
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
add $27
8SS2A Economy IF Section
$3950
8SS2B High Resolution IF Section
$5300

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
141T Spectrum Analyzer System: 20 Hz to 300 kHz
Model 8556A
• Accur.ate signal level measurements (± 0.95 dB)
• Accurate frequency measurements (± 3 Hz)

• High sensitivity ( -152 dBV)
• Built-in tracking generator

8556A

General Purpose Measurement Flexibility

Tracking Generator

The 8556A Spectrum Analyzer covers the frequency range from 20
Hz to 300 kHz. It was designed to accommodate the variety of characteristic impedances and amplitude units used in making audio measurements. Balanced or unbalanced inputs are available, and open
circuit voltages (dBV or linear) or power (dBm) in several characteristic impedances may be measured. The analyzer is capable of high
resolution; frequencies can be measured very accurately. A built-in
tracking generator further increases the instrument's utility.

A tracking generator is built into the 8556A. If an external counter
is connected to the tracking generator, frequencies can be measured
to an accuracy of ± 3 Hz. Swept insertion loss or return loss measure
ments can be made on a device such as an amplifier or filter. A 140 dB
measurement range is possible using the narrowest resolution bandwidth. The tracking generator also provides a convenient signal for
compensating an oscilloscope probe used with the 8556A.

Frequency Range

The combination of a tracking generator and spectrum analyzer in
this frequency range is valuable in applications such as receiver testing and fault location.

The 8556A has two frequency scales, 0-300 kHz for full coverage
and 0-30 kHz for better resolution at low frequencies. The analyzer
may be swept symmetrically about a tunable center frequency, swept
from 0 Hz to a selectable end point, or operated as a fixed tuned receiver. 20 kHz crystal markers (accurate to 0.01%) can be generated
on the CRT to make very accurate frequency measurements.

Absolute Amplitude Calibration
The 8556A is calibrated for dBm in 60011, dBm in 5011, dBV, and
volts. The very accurate reference level control (± 0.2 dB) and vernier
(± 0.25 dB) allow the I F substitution technique to be used to improve
amplitude measurement accuracy.

Low Distortion
Careful design has decreased analyzer distortion to the extent that
a full 70 dB dynamic range is achieved. This allows small signals,
such as harmonic or intermodulation distortion, to be measured in the
presence of large ones.

Resolution - Sensitivity
Resolution bandwidths from 10Hz to 10kHz are provided on the
8556A. Using the narrow bandwidth, 50 or 60 Hz line related sidebands can be measured. The analyzer's extremely low noise figure
together with its narrow bandwidths makes the 8556A very sensitive.
Signals as low as -152 dBV (25 nV) can be measured in a 10 Hz
bandwidth. The 8556A may be used to measure EM I, such as interference conducted along an ac power line.

Isolated Input
The isolated input eliminates the possibility of spurious signal
pickup which could be caused by line related ground currents flowing
in the ground connections between the analyzer and signal source.
The input impedance (1 Mil) is high enough so that a scope probe
may be used with a minimum of loading. An optional balanced input
is available which is transformer coupled for isolation and high common mode rejection. The input impedance is 15 kll, and the analyzer
is calibrated for either dBm-1351l or dBm-1501l as well as dBm-6001l
and dBm-9001l. Balance (symmetry) is 80 dB at 50 Hz and typically
50 dB at 300 kHz.

Other Applications

Specifications-with 85528 IF Section
Frequency Specifications
Frequency range: 20 Hz to 300 kHz. Tuning dial ranges of 0-30
kHz and 0-300 kHz.
Scan width: (on a IO-division CRT horizontal axis)
Per division: 10 calibrated scan widths from 20 Hz/div to 20
kHz/div in a 1,2,5 sequence.
0-10 f: 10 calibrated preset scans, from 200 Hz to 200 kHz in a I,
2, 5 sequence. Analyzer scans from zero frequency to ten times the
scan width per division setting.
Zero: analyzer is a fixed tuned receiver.
Frequency Accuracy
Center frequency accuracy: 0-30 kHz Range: ± 500 Hz; 0-300
kHz Range: ± 3 kHz.
Marker accuracy: R F markers every 20 kHz accurate to within
± 0.01 %. Markers controlled by front panel on/off switch.
Scan width accuracy: frequency error between any two points on
the display is less than ± 3% of the indicated frequency separation.
Stability
Residual FM: sidebands >60 dB down 50 Hz or more from CW
signal, scan time 2:1 sec/div, 10Hz bandwidth.
Noise sidebands: more than 90 dB below CW signal, 3 kHz away
from signal, with a 100 Hz I F bandwidth.
Frequency drift: less than 200 Hz/ I0 min.
Resolution
Bandwidth ranges: I F bandwidths of 10Hz to 10kHz are provided in a 1,3, 10 sequence.
Bandwidth accuracy: individual IF bandwidth 3 dB points calibrated to ±20% (\0 kHz bandwidth ±5%).
Bandwidth selectivity: 60 dB/3 dB IF bandwidth ratios, with IF
section: < II: I for I F bandwidths from 10Hz to 3 kHz; <20: I for
10kHz bandwidth. For 10Hz bandwidth, 60 dB points are separated by less than 100 Hz.

Amplitude Specifications
Absolute Amplitude Calibration
Log calibration modes
dBV
0 dBV = \ V rms
dBm-600f!
0 dBm = I mW-600f!
dBm-50f!
0 dBm = 1 mW-50f!
Input impedance is I Mf!. dBm ranges are referenced with input
properly terminated externally.
Log calibration range: from -150 dBm/dBV to + 10 dBm/dBV.
Log display range: 10 dB/div on a 70 dB display, or 2 dB/div on a
16 dB display.
Linear sensitivity: from O. \ /LV /div to I V/div in a I, 2, 10 sequence. Linear sensitivity vernier X I to XO.25 continuously.
Dynamic Range
INPUT LEVEL control: -10 to -60 dBm/dBV in 10 dB steps. Accuracy ± 0.2dB. Marking indicates maximum input levels for 70 dB
spurious-free dynamic range.
Average noise level: (specified with a 600f! or less source impedance and INPUT LEVEL at -60 dBm/dBV)
Mode
dBm-50f!
dBm-600f!
dBV
Linear

1 kHz IF Bandwidth
<-122 dBm (180 nV)
<-130dBm(250nV)
<-132 dBV (250 nV)
<400 nV

10 Hz IF Bandwidth
<-142 dBm (18 nV)
<-150dBm(25nV)
<-152 dBV (25 nV)
<40 nV

Video filter: averages displayed noise; bandwidth of 10kHz, 100
Hz, and 10Hz. Bandwidth accuracy ± 20%.
Spurious responses: input signal level .:SIN PUT LEVEL setting:
out of band mixing responses, harmonic and intermodulation distortion products are all more than 70 dB below the input signal level 5
kHz to 300 kHz; 60 dB, 20 Hz to 5 kHz. Third order intermodulation products are more than 70 dB below the input signal level, 5
kHz to 300 kHz with signal separation >300 Hz.
Residual responses (no signal present at input): With the INPUT LEVEL at -60 dBm/dBV and the input terminated with
600f! or less, all line related residual responses from 0 to 500 Hz are
below -120 dBm/dBV. All other residual responses are below
-130 dBm/dBV.
Amplitude accuracy:
Log
Linear
Frequency response
± 0.2 dB
±2.3%
Amplitude display
±2.8% of full
±0.25 dB/dB
8 div display
but not more
than ± 1.5 dB
over 70 dB
display range
Log reference level control: provides 90 dB I F gain control in 10
dB steps. Accurate to ± 0.2 dB (± 2.3%).
Log reference level vernier: provides continuous 12dB range.
Accurate to ±O.I dB (± 1.2%) in 0, -6, -\2 dB positions; otherwise ±0.25 dB (±2.8%).
Amplitude measurement accuracy: ±0.95 dB with proper technique.

General
Scan time: \6 internal scan rates from 0.1 ms/div to 10 sec/div in a
I, 2, 5 sequence.
Scan Mode
Int: analyzer repetitively scanned internally.
Ext: scan determined by 0 to +8 volt external signal.
Single: single scan actuated by front panel button.
Manual: scan determined by front panel control.

Input level: provides 50 dB control of input preamplification and attenuation to prevent input overload. INPUT LEVEL markings of
-60 dBm/dBV to -10 dBm/dBV indicate maximum input level for a
minimum of 70 dB spurious-free dynamic range. Accuracy ± 0.2 dB
(2.3%).
Input impedance: I Mn shunted by =32 pF.
Maximum input level: 10 V rms, ± 200 V de. Ground terminals of
BNC input connectors are isolated from the analyzer chassis ground
to minimize ground loop pickup at low frequencies.
Maximum voltage, isolated ground to chassis ground: ± 100
V dc.
Isolated ground to chassis ground impedance: 100 kf! shunted
by approximately 0.3 /LF.
Gain compression: for input signal level 20 dB above INPUT
LEVEL setting, gain compression is less than I dB.

Tracking Generator Specifications
Frequency range: tracks the analyzer tuning, 20 Hz to 300 kHz.
Amplitude range: continuously variable from 100 mV rms to
greater than 3 V rms into an open circuit.
AmplitUde accuracy: with TRACKING GEN LEVEL in CAL
position and 20 kHz markers off, output level at 100 kHz is 100 mV
± 0.3 dB into an open circuit.
Frequency response: ± 0.25 dB 50 Hz to 300 kHz.
Output impedance: 600f!.
Residual FM: < I Hz peak-to-peak.
Power requirements: 100, 120, 200, or 240 V +5%, -10%, 50 to
60 Hz, normally less than 225 watts.
Weight: Model 8556A LF section: net, 3.7 kg (8 Ib). Shipping, 5.3
kg(12Ib).
Size: 102 x H x 226 x W 344 mm D (4" x 8.9" x 13.5").

Specifications with 8556A Options 001, 002-balanced
Input
AmplitUde
Log calibration modes-balanced (bridged) input
dBm-135f! (Option 001)
OdBm = ImW-135f!
dBm-150f! (Option 002)
0 dBm = I mW-150n
dBm-600n
0 dBm = ImW-600f!
dBm-900f!
0 dBm = ImW-900n
Input impedance is typically 15 kf!. dBm ranges are referenced with
input properly terminated externally.
Input
Maximum input levels: Normal Mode, ± 20 V rms or ± 150 V dc
for normal mode (symmetrical) signals between input signal connectors; Common Mode, 200 V rms at 60 Hz or ± 500 V dc for
common mode (asymmetrical) voltages between input signal connectors and GUARD or instrument chassis; GUARD, ± 100 V dc
from GUARD to instrument chassis. (GUARD to chassis impedance is approximately 100 kn shunted by 0.3/LF.)
Balance (symmetry): 0 - 30kHz Range, greater than 80 dB, 50
Hz to I kHz; I -300 kHz range, greater than 60 dB, I kHz to 20
kHz.

Ordering Information

Price

8556A RF Section
Opt 001: Balanced input
Opt 002: Balanced input

$3375
add $220
add $220

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
141T Spectrum Analyzer System: 1 kHz to 110 MHz
Models 8553B & 8443A

• Wide frequency range
• 10Hz resolution bandwidth
• High sensitivity (-140 dBm)

• Accurate amplitude measurements (± 1.25 dB)
• 10Hz frequency accuracy with tracking generator
• 130 dB swept measurement range

85538
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General Purpose

High Sensitivity

The 8553B Spectrum Analyzer makes absolute amplitude and frequency measurements over the I kHz to 110 MHz range. This frequency span includes audio, video, navigation aids, telemetry,
multiplex communication systems basebands, commercial AM, FM,
TV, and land mobile communication. The analyzer features high resolution and stability, low distortion, high sensitivity, and a wide dynamic range. A tracking generator is available which improves the
frequency measurement accuracy of the analyzer and can be used to
make swept measurements.

A low analyzer noise figure and narrow bandwidths give the 8553B
very high sensitivity. Signal levels as low as -140 dBm can be measured in 10Hz bandwidth, and a preamplifier is available to further
increase sensitivity by 16 dB. Video filtering in 10kHz, 100 Hz and
10 Hz bandwidths will average the displayed noise. High analyzer
sensitivity is required if distortion in an amplifier or oscillator is to be
measured as a function of output level. In EMI studies, field strength
can be measured with a calibrated antenna.

Wide Frequency Range
The broad frequency range of I kHz to 110 MHz extends from
audio through the FM broadcast band. Scan widths from 200 Hz to
100 MHz allow a user to view all or selected parts of the frequency
spectrum while the zero scan mode turns the analyzer .into a fixed
tuned receiver and displays amplitude variations in the time domain.
The analyzer has two dial scales, 0-1 10M Hz for full coverage and oII MHz for better resolution at low frequencies.

Resolution - Stability
The 8553B has resolution bandwidths that range from 300 kHz to
10Hz. Wide bandwidths are necessary for making measurements on
a wideband spectrum such as FM. The extremely high resolution 10
Hz bandwidth allows measurement of 50 Hz sidebands 60 dB down.
Such high reolution is made possible by automatic stabilization
through phase lock. which reduces residual FM to a negligible level.
Good stability is required to measure oscillator residual FM and drift.

Absolute Amplitude Calibration
The 8553B Spectrum Analyzer is absolutely calibrated in both
dBm and volts from -142 dBm (18 nV) to +10 dBm (0.7 V). This
absolute calibration is derived from a built-in calibrator (- 30 dBm at
30 MHz) and extremely flat analyzer frequency response (±0.5 dB).
A display uncal. light warns if the display becomes uncalibrated. The
probe power output supplies power to a high impedance probe which
can be used to make bridging measurements on circuits terminated at
both ends.

70 dB Dynamic Range
The 8553B has a 70 dB dynamic range when the signal level is properly conditioned at the input mixer. A wide dynamic range is necessary to measure small signals in the presence of large ones, such as
harmonic or intermodulation distortion or to monitor signals of widely varying amplitudes, such as in EMC, RFI, and surveillance work.

8443A Tracking Generator-Counter
A tracking generator, 8443A, is available which covers the 100 kHz
to 110 MHz frequency range of the 8553B. It has a built-in counter,
and precision RF attenuators which are useful in making substitution
measurements.

Frequency Accuracy
In conjunction with an 8443A Tracking Generator, the 8553B
Spectrum Analyzer can m·easure frequencies to an accuracy of ± 10
Hz. When the 8443A is operated in the "track analyzer" mode, the
counter will read the frequency at a tunable marker which is generated on the analyzer CRT. The "restore signal" mode is a more convenient way to measure signal frequencies in wide scans because the
counter reads the signal frequency automatically without fine tuning.
The 8443A Tracking Generator may also be used externally as a 120
MHz direct reading counter.

Swept Measurements
The 8443A Tracking Generator can be used with the 8553B to
make swept insertion loss and return loss measurements over the 100
kHz to 110M Hz frequency range. Because the signal source tracks
the analyzer's tuning, up to 130 dB dynamic measurement range is
possible (at 10Hz bandwidth). Excellent system flatness (± 1.0 dB)
insures the accurate determination of swept response characteristics.

Specifications-with 85528 IF Section
Frequency Specifications
Frequency range: 1 kHz-IIO MHz (0-1 I MHz and 0-110 MHz
tuning ranges).
Scan width (on 10-division CRT horizontal axis)
Per division: 18 calibrated scan widths from 20 Hz/div to 10
MHz/div in a 1,2,5 sequence.
Preset: 0-100 MHz, automatically selects 300 kHz bandwidth IF
Filter.
Zero: analyzer is fixed tuned receiver with selectable bandwidth.
Frequency Accuracy
Center frequency accuracy: the dial indicates the display center
frequency within ± I MHz on the 0-110 MHz tuning range;±200
kHz on the 0-11 MHz tuning range with FINE TUNE centered,
and temperature range of 20°C to 30°C.
Scan width accuracy: scan widths 10 MHz/div to 2 MHz/div
and 20 kHz/div to 20 Hz/div: Frequency error between two points
on the display is less than ± 3% of the indicated frequency separation between the two points. Scan widths I MHz/div to 50 kHz/div:
Frequency error between two points on the display is less than
± 10% of the indicated frequency separation.
Resolution
Bandwidth: IF Bandwidths of 10 Hz to 300 kHz are provided in a
I, 3, 10 sequence.
Bandwidth accuracy: individual I F bandwidths' 3 dB points califibrated ±20% (10 kHz bandwidth ±5%).
Bandwidth selectivity: 60 dB/3 dB I F bandwidth ratios: 10Hz to
3 kHz bandwidths, < II: I, 10kHz to 300 kHz bandwidths, <20: I;
60 dB points on 10Hz bandwidth separated by < 100 Hz.
Stability
Residual FM stabilized: sidebands >60 dB down 50 Hz or more
from CW signal, scan time ~ I sec/diY, 10 Hz bandwidth (typically
less than I Hz peak-to-peak).
Residual FM unstabilized: < I kHz peak-to-peak.
Noise sidebands: more than 70 dB below CW signal, 50kHz or
more away from signal, with I kHz I F bandwidth.
Long term drift (after 1-hour warm-up), stabilized: 500 Hz/IO
min; unstabilized: 5 kHz/min, 20 kHz/ I 0 min.

Amplitude Specifications
Absolute Amplitude Calibration Range
Log: from -130 to +10 dBm, 10 dB/div on a 70 dB display or 2
dB/div on a 16 dB display.
Linear: from 0.1 IJ.Y /div to 100 mY /div in a 1,2 sequence on an 8division display.
Dynamic Range
Average noise level: <-110 dBm with 10 kHz IF bandwidth.
Video filter: averages displayed noise; 10 kHz, 100 Hz, and 10Hz
bandwidths.
Spurious responses: are below a -40 dBm signal at the input
mixer as follows: All image and out-of-band mixing responses, harmonic and intermodulation distortion more than 70 dB down, 2
MHz to 110 MHz; more than 60 dB down, I kHz to 2MHz. Third
order intermodulation products more than 70 dB down, I kHz to
110 MHz (Signal separation> 300 Hz).
Residual responses (no signal present at input): with input attenuation at 0 dB: <-110 dBm (200 kHz to 110 MHz); <-95
dBm (20 kHz to 200 kHz).
Amplitude accuracy:
Log
Linear
Frequency response
(Flatness: attenuator
settings> 10 dB):
IkHztoilOMHz
±0.5 dB
±5.8%

Amplitude Display

±O.25 dB/dB

± 2.8% of

but not more than ± 1.5
dB over the full
70 dB display range

full 8 div
denection

Calibrator amplitude: -30 dBm, ± 0.3 dB
Calibrator frequency: 30 MHz, ± 3 kHz.
Log reference level control: provides 70 dB range (60 dB below
200 kHz), in 10 dB steps. Accurate to ± 0.2 dB (± 2.3%, Linear Sensitivity).
Log reference level vernier: provides continuous 12 dB range. Accurate to ± 0.1 dB (± 1.2%) in 0, -6, and -12 dB positions; otherwise ±0.25dB(±2.8%).
Amplitude measurement accuracy: ± 1.25 dB with proper technique.

General
Input impedance: 5011 nominal, BNC connector. Renection coefficient <0.13 (1.3 SWR), input attenuator ~ 10 dB. A special 7511
8553B/8552B is available.
Maximum input level: peak or average power + 13 d Bm (1.4 Y ac
peak), ± 50 Y dc, I dB compression point, -10 dBm.
Scan time: 16 internal scan rates from 0.1 ms/div to 10 sec/div in a
1,2, 5 sequence, or manual scan.
Scan Mode
Int: analyzer repetitively scanned internally.
Ext: scan determined by 0 to +8-volt external signal.
Manual: scan determined by front panel control.
Attenuator: 0 to 50 dB, in 10 dB increments, coupled to Log Reference Level indicator; automatically maintains absolute calibration.
Attenuator accuracy ±0.2 dB.
Power requirements: 100, 120, 220, or 240 Y + 5%, -10%, 50 to 60
Hz, normally less than 225 watts.
Weight: Model 8553B RF Section: net, 5.5 kg (12 lb). Shipping, 7.8
kg (17tb).
Size: 102 H x 226 W x 334 mm 0 (4" x 8.9" x 13.5").

Tracking Generator-Counter (8443A)
Frequency range: 100 kHz to I 10 MHz.
AmplitUde range: < -120 dBm to +10 dBm in 10 and I dB steps
with a continuous 1.2 dB vernier.
Amplitude Accuracy
Frequency response (flatness): ± 0.5 dB.
Absolute: 0 dBm at 30 MHz: ±0.3 dB.
Output impedance: 5011, BNC connector, ac coupled, renection coefficient .::S:0.09 (1.2 SWR) with output <0 dBm.
Counter
Display: 7 digits with I digit over-range. Reads to ± 10 Hz increments.
Resolution (gate time): I kHz (I ms), 100 Hz (10 ms), 10Hz
(lOOms).
Accuracy: ± I count ± time base accuracy.
Time base aging rate: <3 x 1O-"/day (0.3 Hz/day) after warmup.
External counter inputs: 10 kHz to 120 MHz, 5011, -10 dBm
min.
Power: 100, 120, 220, or 240 Y + 5%, -10%, 48 to 440 Hz 75 watts.
Weight: Model 8443A: net, 11.04 kg (24.3 Ib). Shipping, 14.47 kg
(31.9 Ib).
Size: 88.2 H x 425 W x 467 mm 0 (3.5" x 16.8" x 18.4").

Ordering Information
85538 R F Section
8443A Tracking Generator-Counter

Price
$3650
$6300

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
141T Spectrum Analyzer System: 100 kHz to 1250 MHz
Models 85548 & 8444A
• High resolution to 100 Hz
• Flat frequency response ± 1 dB
• High sensitivity to -122 dBm (180 nV)

• Variable persistence display
• Companion tracking generator
• Optional internal limiter

85548

8444A

85548 Spectrum Analyzer
The 8554B Spectrum Analyzer RF Section covers the frequency
range from 100 kHz to t 250 MHz. This broad frequency coverage
allows analysis from baseband through UHF navigation bands. Absolute amplitude calibration is maintained over the entire range. Some
typical applications include power and frequency measurements on
modulation, distortion and spurious outputs, frequency response measurements of filters, amplifiers, modulators and mixers. The analyzer
can also be used to make noise measurements such as noise power
density over a specified frequency band, carrier-to-noise ratio or
swept noise figure measuremcnt of amplifiers. With a calibrated antenna or current probe the analyzer can characterize broadband and
narrowband signals encountered in EMI applications.

Absolute Amplitude Calibration
Absolute amplitude measurements can be made from + I0 to -122
dBm with ± 2.8 dB accuracy. This accuracy can be improved to
± 1.75 dB using I F substitution. The display is calibrated in log
(dBm) to obtain a wide display rangc and linear (voltage) for measurements requiring maximum resolution. The top graticule line on
the CRT is a calibrated reference Icvel which can be changed by the
front panel controls from +10 to -72 dBm for IF substitution measurcments. Amplitude calibration is dependent upon the proper relationship between sweep width. sweep time. resolution bandwidth and
video filtering. An uncal warning light is present to indicate an uncalibrated situation.

Flat Frequency Response
In broadband use. the wide bandwidths allow fast sweeping of the
entire spectrum. The analyzer is extremely flat (± I dB) over its entire range. allowing direct comparisons of signal amplitudes displayed
on the CRT. A 0 to 50 dB input attenuator is provided to prevent
overdriving the input mixer.

Resolution
The low residual FM « I00 Hz peak-to-peak) of the 8554B makes
possible rcsolution bandwidths as narrow as 100 Hz. This enables resolving closely spaced signals such as I kHz and 400 Hz sidebands.
Bandwidths range from 100 Hz to 300 kHz in a I. 3. 10 sequence
making it easy to select an optimum bandwidth to scan width ratio.

The resolution bandwidths eonsist of synchronously tuned "gaussian"
shaped filters to enable faster sweeping for any given bandwidth. In
addition. these filters have narrow shape factors making it possible to
measure closely spaced signals differing greatly in amplitude.

Sensitivity
The high sensitivity (-122 dBm in 100 Hz bandwidth) and wide
spurious-free measurement range (>65 dB) of the 8554B means accurate measurements can be made on low level signals and signals
varying widely in amplitude. For example, modulation as low as 0.2%
can be measured. Low level harmonic and intermodulation distortion,
spectrum surveillance and EMI are just a few of the measurements
possible. A video filter is provided in the I F section to average displayed noise and simplify the measurement of low level signals.

Automatic Tuning Stabilization
The 8554B Spectrum Analyzer is automatically stabilized in narrow scans. This gives the stability « I00 Hz peak-to-peak residual
FM) needed for high resolution analysis. Stabilization is accomplished by phase locking the LOs (local oscillators) to a crystal reference in scan widths 200 kHz/div and below. No signal recentering or
checking for stabilization is required because the signal remains on
screen when phase locked.

8444A Tracking Generator
The 8444A Tracking Generator is a signal source, which, when
connected to the 8554B Spectrum Analyzer, has an output whose frequency is the same as the swept frequency of the analyzer. The tracking generator is used as a signal source to measure the frequency
response of a device. It can also be used for precision frequency measurements. An external counter output is provided on the 8444A and
the frequency of unknown signals as well as the frequency of any
point on a frequency response curve can be measured. The use of the
5300/5305B Counter is suggested for frequency measurements to
1300 MHz.
The tracking generator-spectrum analyzer system can be used as a
sweeper to provide test signals for other devices. The swcep widths
and sweep rates are controlled from the spectrum analyzer and the
output level from the tracking generator.

85548 Specifications-with 85528 IF Section
Frequency Specifications
Frequency range: 100 kHz to 1250 MHz.
Scan width (on 10-division CRT horizontal axis)
Per division: 15 calibrated scan widths from 100 MHz/div to 2
kHz/div in a I, 2, 5 sequence.
Preset: 0-1250 MHz, automatically selects 300 kHz bandwidth IF
filter.
Zero: analyzer is fixed-tuned receiver.
Frequency Accuracy
Center frequency accuracy: The dial indicates the display center
frequency within 10 MHz.
Scan width accuracy: frequency error between two points on the
display is less than 10% of the indicated separation.
Resolution
Bandwidth: IF bandwidths of 0.1 to 300 kHz provided in a I, 3, 10
sequence.
Bandwidth accuracy: individual IF bandwidth 3 dB points calibrated to ± 20% (10kHz bandwidth ± 5%)
Bandwidth selectivity: 60 dB/3 dB IF bandwidth ratio <20:1 for
IF bandwidths from 10 kHz to 200 kHz. 60 dB/3 dB bandwidth
ratio < II: I for IF bandwidths 100 Hz to 3 kHz.
Stability (Residual FM)
Stabilized: < 100 Hz peak-to-peak.
Unstabilized: < 10kHz peak-to-peak.
Noise sidebands: more than 70 dB below CW signal, 30 kHz or
more away from signal, with I kHz IF bandwidth.

Amplitude Specifications
Absolute Amplitude Calibration Range
Log: from -122 to +10 dBm. 10 dB/div on a 70 dB display, or 2
dB/divan a 16 dB display.
Linear: from O.IIlV /div to 100 mV/div in a 1,2 sequence on an 8division display.
Dynamic Range
Average noise level: <-102 dBm with 10 kHz IF bandwidth.
Spurious responses: All image and out-of-band mixing responses, harmonic and intermodulation distortion products are
more than 65 dB below a -40 dBm signal at the input mixer.
Residual responses (no signal present at input): with input attenuation at 0 dB: <-100 dBm.
Amplitude Accuracy
Log
Linear
Frequency response
(flatness)
100 kHz to 1250 MHz
± I dB
±12%
Switching between
bandwidths (at 25°C)
±0.5 dB
±5.8%
Amplitude display
± 0.25 dB/dB but not
2.8% of
more than ± 1.5 dB
full 8 div
over the full 70 dB
deflection
display range.
Calibrator Output
Amplitude: - 30 d Bm, ± 0.3 dB.
Frequency: 30 MHz, ± 3 kHz.
Log reference level control: provides 70 dB range (60 dB below
200 kHz), in 10 dB steps. Accurate to ± 0.2 dB (± 2.3%, Linear Sensitivity).
Log reference level vernier: provides continuous 12 dB range. Accurate to ± 0.\ dB ( ± \.2%) in 0, -6, and -12 dB positions; otherwise ±0.25 dB (±2.8%).
Amplitude measurement accuracy: ± \.75 dB with proper technique.

General
Scan time: 16 internal scan rates from 0.1 ms/div to 10 sec/div in a
I, 2, 5 sequence, and manual scan.
Scan Time Accuracy
0.1 ms/div to 20 ms/div: ± 10%.
50 ms/div to 10 s/div: ±20%.
Weight
Model 8554B RF section: net, 4.7 kg (10.3 Ib). Shipping 7.8 kg
(l71b).
Size: 102 H x 226 W x 344 mm D (4" x 8.9" x 13.5").

8444A Specifications
Specifications for Swept Frequency Response
Measurements
Dynamic range: >90 dB from spectrum analyzer I dB gain compression point to average noise level (approximately -10 d Bm to
-100 dBm). Spurious responses not displayed.
Gain compression: for -10 dBm signal level at the input mixer,
gain compression < I dB.
Absolute Amplitude calibration range:
Tracking generator (drive level to test device: 0 to -10 dBm continuously variable. 0 dBm absolutely calibrated to ± 0.5 dB at 30
MHz.
Frequency range: 500 kHz to 1250 MHz.
Frequency resolution: 1 kHz.
Stability
Residual FM (peak-to-peak): stabilized, <200 Hz; unstabilized,
<10 kHz.
Amplitude Accuracy
System Frequency response: ± 1.50 dB.
Tracking generator calibration: 0 dBm at 30 MHz to ±0.5 dB.

Specifications for Precision Frequency Measurements
Frequency accuracy: for unknown signals ± 10kHz. (Tracking
drift typically 50 kHz/ 10 min after 2·hour warm-up). For points on
frequency response curve, counter accuracy ± Residual FM (200
Hz).
Counter Mode of Operation
Manual scan: scan determined either by front panel control of
8552B IF Section or by external scan signal provided by the 8444A.
Zero scan: analyzer is fixed-tuned receiver. Counter reads center
frequency to accuracy of tracking drift.
Counter output level: lypically 0.1 V rms.

Specifications for Sweep / CW Generator
Frequency: controlled by spectrum analyzer. Range 500 kHz to
1250 MHz with 8554B. Scan widths are as enumerated on this page.
Frequency accuracy. ± 10 MHz using spectrum analyzer tuning
dial. Can be substantially improved using external counter outout.
Flatness: ±0.5 dB.
Spectral Purity
Residual FM (peak-to-peak): 200 Hz.
Harmonic distortion: 25 dB below output level (typical).
Nonharmonic (spurious) signals: > 35 dB below output level.
Long term stability: drift typically less than 30 kHz/hour when stabilized after 2-hour warm-up.
Sweep width: 20 kHz to 1000 MHz.
Sweep rates: selected by Scan Time per Division on spectrum analyzer.

General

RF Input Specifications

Temperature range: operation, O°C to 55°C, storage -40°C to
75°C.
EMI: conducted and radiated interference is in compliance with MI LSTD 461A Methods CE03 and RE02 and CISPR publication II
(1975).
Power: 115 V and 230 V, 48 to 440 Hz, 12 watts max.
Weight: net, 7.1 kg (15.6Ib). Shipping, 9.5 kg (21 Ib).
Size: 88.2 H x 425 W x 467 mm D (3.5" x 16.8" x 18.4").

Input impedance: 50n nominal. Typical reflection coefficient
<0.30 (\.85 SWR), input attenuator 2: 10 dB.
Maximum input level: peak or average power + 13 dBm (1.4 V ac
peak), ± 50 V dc.

Ordering Information

Price

8554B RF Section
Opt 003: Internal Limiter
8444A Tracking Generator

$6300
$170
$3950

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
141 T Spectrum Analyzer System: 10 MHz to 40 GHz
Models 8555A, 8444A Option 059 & 84458
• Absolute amplitude calibration
• High sensitivity to -125 dBm (125 nV)
• Resolve signals to 100 Hz
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• Scan up to 8 GHz full screen
• 100 dB distortion free dynamic range with preselector
• Companion tracking generator to 1.5 GHz
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8445B Opt 002,003

8555A Spectrum Analyzer
The 8555A Spectrum Analyzer covers 10 MHz to 18 GHz with
fundamental and harmonic mixing. A single external waveguide mixer can provide 12.4 GHz to 40 GHz coverage. This broad frequency
range coupled with its high sensitivity and resolution bandwidth allow
a variety of power measurements, frequency measurements, modulation, and noise analysis on almost every type of design module: the
frequency response of amplifiers, mixers, and modulators, response
and alignment of filters, isolators, couplers and limiters. With wide
scan widths and calibrated amplitude the 8555A is ideal for spectrum
surveillance and RFI/EMC field strength analysis with a calibrated
antenna.
Absolute Amplitude Calibration
The 8555A offers absolute amplitude calibration from + 10 dBm to
-125 dBm over the 10 MHz to 18 GHz frequency range. This capability makes possible not only absolute signal power measurements,
but also the measurement of the power differential between two signals separated by as much as 18 GHz. The parallax-free CRT graticule can read as a log scale (dBm) or a linear scale (volts) with a
frequency response accuracy of ± 1.5 dB to 6 GHz and ± 2.0 dB to 18
GHz. The top line of the display is established as the reference level
by front panel controls. A light warns of an uncalibrated condition.
High Sensitivity
The high sensitivity from -125 dBm (fundamental mixing) to
-100 dBm (4th harmonic) in a 100 Hz bandwidth makes it possible
to measure large values of attenuation, out of band filter and amplifi-

er response, weak transmitted signals in surveillance work or microvolt signals in EMC applications. A post-detection filter with 10kHz,
100 Hz and 10 Hz positions averages noise and yields an extremely
clean observed trace.
High Resolution
Due to 10\\ residual FM « 100 Hz peak-to-peak) the 8555A offers
outstanding 100 Hz resolution which allows the users to resolve closely spaced signals and low-level sidebands resulting from a I kHz modulating signal. The resolution capability makes it possible to analyze
spurious low frequency modulation of microwave signals. The high
stability of the analyzer results in more accurate measurements of
residual FM, long-term drift, phase noise, and spectral purity. Furthermore, the gaussian shape of the IF filters allows fastest sweep for
a given resolution bandwidth.
Automatic Tuning Stabilization
When scanning over a relatively narrow frequency range, the frequency stability of the analyzer's internal local oscillators becomes
important for high resolution and frequency measurements. For this
reason the 8555A is equipped with a tuning stabilizer circuit which
automatically phase locks the analyzer to a crystal oscillator. Display
jitter and signal recentering are virtually eliminated.
Added Input Mixer Protection
To prevent an inadvertent 0 dB setting of the input attenuator, a
pushbutton lockout is provided on the attenuator knob.

84458 Tracking Preselector, 10 MHz to 18 GHz
The 8445B Tracking Preselector is a YIG tuned filter coupled to
the &555A Spectrum Analyzer in order to be tuned exactly to the
analyzer's reception frequency. The preselector suppresses harmonic
mixing image and multiple responses from 1.8 to 18 G Hz. The result
is a wide spurious free amplitude measurement range. Clean, full
band sweeps are possible in scans of 2, 4, 6 or 8 G Hz depending upon
the band selected.
Below 1.8 GHz the image and multiple responses are eliminated by
a low-pass filter in the preselector.
An optional five digit LED display with 1 MHz resolution allows
accurate measurement of either the display frequency at the display
marker in full scan mode or the center frequency in per division scan.

8444A Option 059 Tracking Generator
The 8444A Option 059 Tracking Generator provides a level, calibrated RF signal which is exactly the tuned frequency of the spectrum analyzer. This enables swept frequency tests such as frequency
response and return loss measurements up to 1500 MH z. With an
external counter the frequencies of unknown signals on points along a
frequency response curve can be made.

8555A Specifications-with 85528 IF Section
Frequency Specifications
Frequency range: 0.01-40 GHz.
Tuning Range
With internal mixer: 0.01-18.0 GHz.
With external mixer: 12.4-40 G Hz.
Harmonic Mixing Mode
Signal identification: not normally required with preselector. Signal identifier provided for positive identification of all responses.
Rejection of images and multiple responses with preselector is > 70
dB.
Scan Width
Full scan: the width of the scan depends on mixing mode. Scan
width = n x 2000 MHz, where n is the mixing mode; e.g. for n = 2,
scan width is 4 G Hz. Maximum scan width full screen is 8 GHz
with coaxial mixer. Preselector necessary to make wide scans usable.
Per division: 16 calibrated scan widths from 2 kHz/div to 200
MHz/div in a 2,5, 10 sequence.
.
Zero scan: analyzer becomes fixed-tuned receiver.
Frequency Accuracy
Dial accuracy: n x (± 15 MHz) where n is the mixing mode.
Scan accuracy: frequency error between two points on the display
is less than ± 10% of the indicated separation.
Stability: residual FM stabilized < I 00 Hz peak-to-peak (fundamental mixing).
Noise sidebands: for fundamental mixing. More than 70 dB below CW signal 30 kHz or more away from signal, with I kHz IF
bandwidth and 100 Hz video filter.
Frequency Drift
Long term drift: at fixed center frequency after 2-hour warm-up
(Typical).
Stabilized: ± 3.0 kHz/ 10 min.
Unstabllized: ± 25 kHz/I 0 min.
Stabilization range: first LO can be automatically stabilzed to internal crystal reference for scan widths of 100 kHz/div or less.
Resolution
Bandwidth range: selectable 3 dB bandwidths from 100 Hz to 300
kHz in a I, 3, 10 sequence.
Bandwidth shape: approximately gaussian.
Bandwidth selectivity: II: 1 to 20: I (60 dB/3 dB).
Bandwidth accuracy: individual IF bandwidth 3 dB points calibrated to ±20% (10 kHz bandwidth, ±5%).

Amplitude Specifications
Measurement Range
Log reference level: from -60 dBm to +10 dBm.
Linear sensitivity: from 0.1 ,uv/div to 100 mV /div.
Sensitivity and frequency response with Internal coaxial mixer
noise level: specified for I kHz bandwidth.
Frequency response with 10 dB input attenuator setting:
Frequency
Range
(GHz)
0.Ql-2.05
1.5<1-355
2.07-6.15
2.60-4.65
4.11-6.15
4.13-10.25
6.17-10.25
6.19-14.35
8.23-14.35
10.29-18.00

Mixing
Mode
(n)
1121+
1+
32+
43+
4+

Average Noise
Level
(dBm max.)
-115
-117
-108
-117
-115
-103
-105
- 95
-100
- 90

Frequency
Response'
(dBmn.)

..

±1.0
±1.0
±1.3
±1.0
±1.0
±1.5
±1.5
±2.0
±2.0
±2.0

-Includea mixer frequency response, RF atterluator frequency response, mixing mode gain Variation,
RF input VSWR.

Sensitivity and frequency response with 11517A external
waveguide mixer and appropriate waveguide tapers
Average noise level 10 kHz bandwidth (dBm typical):
Mixing
Molle
(n)
66+
10+

Frequency
Range
(GHz)
12.4-18.0
18.0-265
265-400

Noise
Level
(dBm)
-90
-85
-75

~verage

Frequency response: typically ± 3 dB over 1 G Hz frequency scans.
Residual responses: referred to input on fundamental mixing:
<-90 dBm.
Display Range
Log: 70 dB, 10 dBjdiv and 2 dB/div, expanded on a 16 dB display.
Linear: from 0.1 ,uV /div to 100 mV /div in a 1,2, sequence on an 8division display.
Spurious responses due to second harmonic distortion with
preselector'
Frequency
Range
0.01·1.85 GHz
185-18.0 GHz

Power Incident
on Input Miler
-40 dBm
odBm

2nd Harmonic
Distortion
-63 dB
-100 dB

Spurious responses due to third order intermodulation distortion with preselector
Frequency
Range

Signal
Separation

0.01-180 GHz

>1 MHz
<20 MHz
>70 MHz
>70 MHz

001-185 GHz
185-180 GHz

Power Incident
on Input Mixer
-30 dBm

Third Order
IntermOliulation
Distortion
-70 dB

-30 dBm
odBm

-70 dB
-100 dB

Video filter: post detection filter used to average displayed noise.
Nominal bandwidths: 10 kHz, 100 Hz, and 10 Hz.
Gain compression: for internal mixer gain compression < t dB for
-10 dBm peak or average signal level to input mixer. I 1517A External Mixer (12.4-40 GHz) gain compression <I dB for -15 dBm
peak or average signal level to input mixer.
Amplitude Accuracy
IF gain variation with different bandwidth settings: (at 20°C.)
Log: ± 0.5 dB.
Lin a' +

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
141 T Spectrum Analyzer System: 10 MHz to 40 GHz
Models 8555A, 8444A & 84458 (cont.)
Amplitude Display
Log: ± 0.25 dB/dB, but not more than ± 1.5 dB over the full 70 dB
display range.
Linear: ± 2.8% of full 8-division denection.
Log reference level: accurate to ± 0.2 dB (± 2.3% linear sensitivity).
Log reference level vernier: accurate to ± 0.1 dB (1.2%) in 0,
-6, and -12 dB positions; otherwise, ± 0.25 dB (± 2.8%).
Input attenuator range: 0-50 dB in 10 dB steps, manual safety lockout for 0 dB position.
Frequency response: typically ±0.6 dB from 10 MHz to 18
GHz.
Calibrator output: amplitude -30 dBm, ±0.3 dB. Frequency 30
MHz ±3 kHz.
Absolute calibration accuracy: overall accuracy is a function of
measurement technique. With the appropriate technique, absolute
accuracy of ± 1.6 dB (fundamental mixing) and ± 2.6 dB (4th harmonic mixing) is achievable.

Input Characteristics
Input impedance: 50 ohms nominal (0.01-18 GHz).
Reflection coefficient: <0.130 (1.30 SWR) for input RF attenuator setings 2: 10dB.
Maximum input level: peak or average power + 13 dBm (1.0 V ac
rms) incident on mixer (+ 30 dBm with Opt 002), + 33 dBm incident
on input attenuator.
RF Input connector: type N female.
LO emission: -10 dBm without preselector, -80 dBm with preselector over recommended operating ranges (10 dB input attenuator setting).
General
Scan time: 16 internal scan rates from 0.1 ms/div to 10 sec/div in a
I, 2, 5 sequence.
Power requirements: 100, 120,220240 V +5%,-10%, 50-60 Hz,
normally less than 225 watts (varies with plug-in units used).
Weight: net, 16.8 kg (14.9 Ib). Shipping, 8.7 kg (19 Ib).
Size: 102 H x 226 W x 344 mm D (4" x 8.9" x 13.5").

Specifications with Option 002;
Internal Limiter Installed
All specifications are the same as for the standard unit except the
following:
Frequency range: 0.1-12.4 GHz, usable over 0.01-18 GHz range.
Maximum Input Level
Continuous: I W( + 30 dBm).
Pulse: 75 watts peak, pulse width:::; I /-IS. 0.001 duty cycle.
Reflection coefficient: <0.33 (2.0 SWR).
Frequency response (flatness): < ± 0.5 dB degradation in response, 0.1-12.4 GHz.

Typical preselector minimum insertion loss at 25°C.
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Frequency range: 0.5 MHz to 1500 MHz.
Frequency resolution: I kHz.
Residual FM (peak-to-peak): 200 Hz (stabilized).
Amplitude Range
Spectrum analyzer display: from -130 dBm to +10 dBm, 10
dB/div on a 70 dB display or 2 dB/div on a 16 dB display (8552B
only).
Tracking generator (drive level to test device): 0 to -10 dBm
continuously variable.
Amplitude Accuracy
System frequency response: ± 2.7 dB.
Tracking generator calibration: 0 dBm at 30 MHz to ± 0.5 dB.
Dynamic range: >90 dB.
Counter output: typically 0.1 V rms.
General
Power: liS V and 230 V, 48 to 440 Hz, 12 watts max.
Weight: net, 7.1 kg (l5.6Ib). Shipping, 9.5 kg (21 Ib).
Size: 85.2 H x 425 W x 467 mm D (3.5" x 16.8" x 18.4").

Frequency Specifications
Frequency range: dc-I.8 G Hz low-pass filter. 1.8-18 G Hz tracking
filter.
Tracking filter 3 dB bandwidth: typically 20-45 MHz.
Tracking filter skirt roll-off: characteristics of a three-pole filter.
(Nominal: 18 dB/octave.)
Insertion Loss
(Opt. 004)

14

8444A Opt 059 Tracking Generator

Ordering Information

Insertion Loss
(Except Opt. 004)

12

Input Specifications
Input connector: precision Type N female.
Input VSWR: typically <2.0 (1.8-18 GHz).
Limiting level: (maximum input level for < I dB signal compression), >+5 dBm.
Damage level: >+20 dBm.
General
Remote function: YIG filter frequency can be set by externally supplied voltage.
Power requirements: 100, 120,220, or 240 V + 5%,-10%,48 to 440
Hz, less than 110 watts.
Weight: net, 8.8 kg (19.5 Ib). Shipping, 11.9 kg (26 Ib),
Size: 88.2 H x 425 W x 467 mm D (3.5" x 16.8" x 18.4").

8555A Tuning Section

Frequency

10

YIG F I L T E R - - - - - - - - i

Out-of-band rejection: for YIG filter I GHz from center of passband >70 dB.
Digital frequency readout (Option 003):
Function:
Full scan mode: displays frequency at inverted marker.
Per division scan. displays center frequency.
Manual or remote operation of preselector: displays tuned frequency of filter.
Resolution: 1 MHz.
Accuracy: 0.01-1.0 GHz: ±6 MHz.
1.0-4.0 GHz: ±8 MHz.
4.0-18 GHz: ±0.2%

84458 Tracking Preselector

Insertion Loss

8

Opt 001: APC- 7 connectors
Opt 002: Internal limiter
Opt 005: Video tape
84458 Tracking Preselector, dc -18GHz
Opt 001: APC-7 connectors
Opt 002: Add manual controls
Opt 003: Add digital frequency readout
Opt 004: Delete low-pass filter
Opt 005: Delete interconnect rigid coax
8444A Opt 059 Tracking Generator
11517A External Mixer (taper section req'd)
11518A Taper Section, 12.4 to 18 G Hz
11519A Taper Section, 18 to 26.5 GHz
11520A Taper Section, 26.5 to 40 GHz

Price
$9600
add $40
add $210
add $105
$5450
add $155
add $80
add $670
less $425
less $50
$4450
$300
$195
$195
$195

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Spectrum Analyzer Accessories
Models 8750A, 8447 Series, 11694A & 1121A
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11694A

8750A

8750A Storage-Normalizer

1121A

The 8750A is directly compatible with the HP 8557A, 8558B,
8559A, and 8565A Spectrum Analyzers, as well as most HP network
analyzers, and requires a conventional low-frequency oscilloscope to
be used with the 140 series analyzers. (See page 501).

8447 Series Amplifiers (0.1-1300 MHz)
The 8447 Series Amplifiers feature low noise and wide bandwidth,
This makes them ideal for improving spectrum analyzer sensitivity
and noise figure while providing input isolation, Accurate measurements over a wide frequency range are assured due to the broad frequency coverage, flat frequency response and low distortion of these
llmplifiers, (See page 67),

11694A 75\1 Matching Transformer (3-500 MHz)
11517 A

Allows measurement in 75-ohm systems while retaining amplitude
calibration, VSWR is less than 1,2. and insertion loss is less than 0,75
dB. Note: Also see Options 00 I and 002 for 751! versions of 8557 A
and 8558B,

1121A Active Probe (0.1-500 MHz)
"

,

11693A

Provides high impedance (> 100 HI shunted by <3 pF) input to
spectrum analyzer for measurements on sensitive circuits, Probe power is supplied by most HP Spectrum Analyzers and flat response with
unity gain assures accurate, convenient measurements, (See page
499),

11517A· External Mixer
11867 A

To extend the frequency range of the 8555A, 8565A and 8566A
analyzers to 40 GHz (for use with 8566A, order 11517A, Opt E02),
Taper sections for 12.4-18 G Hz (11518A), 18-26,5 G Hz (l1519A) or
26.5-40 G Hz (11520A) bands are required,

11693A Limiter (0.1-12.4 GHz)
The Model 11693A Limiter provides input protection for a variety
of instruments in general applications (usable from 0,0 I to 18 GHz),
For example, the input circuits of spectrum analyzers, samplers, or
amplifiers may be protected for inputs up to 75 watts peak or I watt
average power. Also, signal generators can be protected from application of reverse power.
8721A

11867A RF Limiter (DC-1800 MHz)
The 11867A is a general purpose diode limiter designed to provide
input protection from inadvertent strong signal overloads, Absolute
amplitude calibration is maintained with flatness degraded < ±0,25
dB and insertion loss <0.75 dB, 10 watts average or 100 watts peak
power can be tolerated,

8721 A Directional Bridge
For making return loss measurements from 100 kHz to 110 MHz,
(See page 499 under" 11652A: Directional Bridge").

8406A Frequency Comb Generator
Produces frequency markers at I, 10, and 100 MHz increments accurate to ±0,01 %. External oscillator can be used to generate precision interpolation sidebands, Comb is usable to beyond 5 GHz,
8406A

197B Oscilloscope Camera
For a permanent record of your measurements, (See page 231 for
necessary adapters).

Ordering Information

1978

11694A 75fl Matching Transformer
lIS17A External Mixer (Mixer only)
IISI8A/IISI9A/IIS2OA Waveguide Taper Sections
1I693A Limiter
1I867A RF Limiter
8406A Frequency Comb Generator
87S0A Storage-Normalizer

Price
$75
$300

$195
$400
$300
$1745
$1750
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SIGNAL ANALYZERS
5 Hz to 50 kHz Spectrum Analyzer
Model 3580A

Description
Hewlett Packard's 3580A Spectrum Analyzer is a low frequency
high performance analyzer. Its I Hz bandwidth allows the user to
examine noise and extraneous signal content close in to a signal of
interest.
For low frequency applications where sweep speeds can be slow and
time-consuming, a special feature, adaptive sweep, allows the user to
set a threshold above which only the spectra of interest are observed.
In this mode, the CRT is rapidly swept. When a signal is encountered,
the sweep slows down to reproduce full response. A factor often speed
gain is possible.
Digital storage is another important feature which enhances the
display for slowly swept low frequency signals. The analyzed signals
are digitized and stored in memory. Trace information is then read
from memory at a rate appropriate for obtaining an analog-like display.

Adaptive Sweep
A tremendous savings in sweep time can be achieved by using adaptive sweep. In the left trace below, over 80 dB of dynamic range is
used to look at low level signals and noise. Two hundred seconds were
required to make the sweep. In the right trace, the baseline is raised to
give 50 dB of dynamic range. Noise and other responses are not analyzed so the sweep now takes only 14 seconds.

Digital Storage for Spectra Comparison
Digital storage makes it possible to store one or two traces. When
two are stored, both may be simultaneously displayed for easy comparison as shown below.

1 Hz Bandwidth
When using a I Hz bandwidth 60 Hz line related spectra are clearly
exposed as shown in the left trace. An analysis of the same signal with
a 10Hz bandwidth will not resolve the line related spectra as shown
on the right.

Digital Frequency Display
This display provides I Hz resolution for setting analysis range and
for determining tuned frequency. In the automatic sweep modes, the
sweep start or center frequency is displayed. In the manual sweep
mode. actual tuned frequency is indicated. This mode effectively provides a cursor function for easy and accurate determination of the
frequency at any point on the screen.
Internal Calibration Signal
A 10kHz pulse derived from a crystal can be used to cumpensate for
internal errors. A 10kHz calibration potentiometer is provided so the
10 kHz fundamental can be adjusted to fall on the top line of the
display. With this feature, operation and calibration can be verified
for most of the instrument.

Specifications
Frequency Characteristics
Range: 5 Hz to 50 kHz.
Digital Frequency Display:
Resolution: I Hz
Accuracy: ± 3.5 Hz, 0 to 55°C.
Typical stability: ± 10 Hzjhr after I hour; ± 5Hz;oC.
Bandwidths:
(aceuracy=15%)

Shape lac tor:

Out of range blank: if controls are set so portions of displayed signal
lie below 0 Hz or above 50 kHz, the baseline is displayed.
Amplitude Characteristics
Overall instrument range:
Linear: 20 V -100 nV full scale
+30 dBm or dB V;
Log:
150 dBm or dB V

Linear
Amplitude accuracy:
Log
Freq uency response:
20 Hz-20 kHz
±.3 dB
±3%
±.5 dB
±5%
5 Hz-50 kHz
Switching between bandwidths (25°C):
3 Hz-300 Hz
±.5 dB
±5%
I Hz-300 Hz
± I dB
± 10%
Amplitude display
±2 dB
±29'0
±.3 dB
Input attenuator
±3%
Amplitude reference level:
(I F attcnuator)
± I dB
± 10%
\1ost sensitive range
±ldB
±3%
All other ranges
Dynamic range: 80 dB
IF feedthru: input level> 10V, -60 dB; < 10V, -70 dB.
Spurious responses: > 80 dB below input reference level.
Smoothing: 3 positions, rolloff is a function of bandwidth.
Overload indicator: this LED indicator warns of possible input amplifier overluading. Without this indication it would be possible to introduce spurious responses without knowing it.

Sweep Characteristics
Scan width: 50 Hz to 50 kHz.
Log sweep: 20 Hz to 43 kHz ± 20% after 3 sweeps.
Sweep times: . I sec to 2000 sec.
Rep: Repetitive sweeps over the specified band.
Reset: Resets to the beginning of the sweep-used to adjust start or
center frequency.
Manual: in combination with the concentric knob. manual sweep fully duplicates the span of the electronic sweep.
Adaptive sweep: when in adaptive sweep below the threshold level,
scan speed is 20 to 25 times faster. Threshold is adjustable to cover 060% of screen. Signals greater than about 6 dB above threshold are
detected and swept slowly.
Sweep error light: this LED indicates a sweep that is too fast to
capture full response. When the light is on. response can be > 5%
lower than it should.
Zero scan: to look at the time varying signal at the center or start
frequency within the bandwidth selected. the zero scan is used.
Output Characteristics
Tracking generator output: (also known as BFa or tracking oscillator output).
Range: 0 to I V rms into 60012.
Frequency response: ± 30/,;, 5 Hz to 50 kHz.
Impedance: 60012.
Total harmonic and spurious content: 40 dB below I volt signal
level.
x-v Recorder Analog Outputs
Vertical: 0 to + 5 V ± 2.5%.
Horizontal: 0 to +5 V ± 2.5(7r~.
Impedance: I k12.
Pen lift: contact closure to ground during sweep.
Size: 203.2 nlIll H x 412.8 mm W x 285.8 mm D (8" x 16'/," x 11 114").
Weight: net, 12.25 kg (27 Ib); 3580A Opt 00 I: net, 15.88 kg (35 Ib).
Temperature range: O°C to 55 'C.
Power: 100 V, 120 V. 220 V. or 240 V +5% -10%. 48 to 440 Hz, 35
VA max.
Opt 001 battery: 5 hours from full charge. 14 hours to fully recharge. The internal battery is protected from deep discharge by an
automatic turn off. Useful life of batteries is over 100 cycles.

Ordering Information
Opt 001: internal rechargeable battery
Opt 002: balanced input
3580A Spectrum Analyzer

Price
add $500
add $150
$5750

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Dual-Channel, Dynamic Signal Analyzer 0.02 Hz to 25.5 kHz
Model 3582A
•
•
•
•

Transfer function magnitude and phase measurements
Coherence function measurement
Phase spectrum measurement
Transient capture and frequency domain analysis

• Internal periodic and random noise source
• Band selectable analysis for 0.02 Hz resolution
• Alphanumeric CAT annotation and marker readout

Description
The 3582A is a powerful dual-channel, reltl-time spectrum analyzer
that solves bench or systems measurement problems in the frequency
range of 0.02 Hz to 25.599 kHz. Sophisticated LSI digital filtering
combined with microcomputer execution of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) provides exceptional measurement capability and performance.
Exceptional Frequency Resolution
The ability to resolve closely spaced spectral components is often
critical in the study of subtle phenomena such as structural transfer
functions. Unlike conventional dynamic signal analysis which extends
from DC to some maximum frequency, the Model 3582A can "zoom
in" to analyze any selected band of frequencies with dramatically improved resolution. The start or center frequency of the 5 Hz to 25 kHz
band analysis spans can be adjusted in I Hz increments to cover the
entire frequency range of the instrument. This provides resolution
down to 20 milliHertz across the entire range for spectrum analysis or
40 milliHertz for transfer functions, representing as much as 5000 to
1 improvement over conventional "baseband" analysis.

Figure 1: Phase Noise Measurement

Excellent Low Frequency Coverage
Many electrical and physical measurements have signficant spectral information in the audio and sub-audio range. With frequency
ranges from 25 kHz down to I Hz full scale, the Model 3582A is
extremely well suited to these types of measurements. The display
shown in fig. I represents the phase noise of a frequency synthesizer
over the range of 0 to I Hz with a frequency resolution of 6 milliHertz.

Real Time Measurement Speed
Long measurement times can be a major limitation of swept low
frequency spectrum analyzers. In high volume testing or in applications requiring substantial on-line tuning these long measurement
times are both expensive and inconvenient. Since the Model 3582A
uscs an advanced microcomputer to execute the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). it can perform equivalent measurements as much as one
to two orders of magnitude faster than a swept analyzer.

561
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Wide Amplitude Range
When examining the sensitivity of an analyzer, it is important to
consider the full range of potential applications. If the analyzer does
not directly cover the range of anticipated signals, external amplifiers
or attenuators will be required. These devices can add their own noise
and can distort the signal being measured. The Model 3582A offers
150 dB of calibrated measurement range covering +30 dBV (31.6
volts) to -120 dBV (I/Lvolt) and thus minimizes the need for external
signal conditioning. Even with input sensitivities down to -120 dBV
the input circuit is fully protected against accidental overloads of 100
Volts DC or 120 Volts RMS for short periods.

Wide Dynamic Range
In many applications the information of interest is contained not in
the high amplitude fundamental, but rather in the low amplitude
components. For a spectrum analyzer to provide useful information
about these low level components in the presence of a large signal, it
must offer wide dynamic range. The Model 3582A dynamic range is
specified as 70 dB.

Phase Spectrum Measurement
Most spectrum analyzers can measure only the amplitude spectrum
of a signal, yet complete characterization in the frequency domain
also requires phase information. Signals with identical amplitude
spectra, but different phase spectra can differ significantly. The advanced digital signal processing techniques incorporated in the Model
3582A provide direct measurement of phase spectra.

Transient Capture and Analysis
Many signals such as mechanical shocks and electrical transients
may occur infrequently and spontaneously and may last only for a
brief period of time. Swept spectrum analyzers generally cannot handle these transient signals. By using digital processing techniques, the
Model 3582A can capture and analyze transients as short as a few
milliseconds. This means that spectrum analysis and transfer function analysis are no longer limited to stable, time invariant signals.

Fig.
2A

Transfer Function Measurement With the Internal Noise
Source
Many electrical circuits and mechanical systems can be treated as
linear networks and can be characterized by the magnitude and phase
of their transfer functions.
Most spectrum analyzers can measure only the magnitude portion
of the transfer function-and even then only by assuming a nat drive
signal. The Model 3582A directly measures the complete transfer
function, both magnitude and phase. With dual channels the actual
drive signal is measured on Channel A and thus does not have to be
totally nat; drive signal variations are taken out in the computation
process to give valid results. The major constraint on the input signal
is that, unlike a swept source, it must stimulate all frequencies of interest simultaneously. Two sources are provided in the Model 3582A
which meet this constraint. They are pseudo-random and random
noise. For linear networks, the pseudo-random noise source gives you
accurate results in the fastest theoretically possible time. When nonlinearities are a problem, random noise gives the best estimate of the
transfer function at the operating point. In addition, both noise
sources are bandlimited to concentrate all stimulus energy in the
band of frequencies analyzed. This minimizes test time because it improves the signal to noise ratio of the measurements. This also minimizes the disturbance to the network under test, which can be very
important in control applications.
With this drive signal functioning as a "tracking generator" substitute, the Model 3582A is a low frequency network analyzer with
"real-time" measurement speed. As with spectrum measurements,
portions of the transfer function as narrow as 5 Hz can be examined
anywhere over the 25 kHz frequency range.
Option 001 for the 3582A improves the transfer function measurement below 5 kHz. The accuracy for this option is ±OA dB and ± 2°
as compared to ±0.8 dB and ± 5° for the standard instrument.

Coherence Function Measurement
The measurement of a device transfer function assumes that the
device under test is linear and that no portion of the output is caused
by noise or extraneous signal sources. In active electronic circuits or
mechanical structures these conditions can easily be violated - yet
such violations are very difficult to identify. The Model 3582A considerably simplifies this problem by providing the direct measurement of the coherence function. This is a frequency domain measure
of the fraction of the power in one signal (e.g., the output) caused by
the other measured signal (e.g., the input). If this fraction is 1.0, the
output at that frequency is caused by the input and the transfer function is valid. If the fraction is near 0.0, the output is caused by something other than the measured input. This cause could be noise, nonlinearities or an unanticipated input, but the result is the same - the
transfer function data at that frequency is suspect.
In addition to serving as a valuable check on the validity of transfer
functions, the coherence function can be useful when investigating
cause/effect relationships particularly in multiple input systems.

Digital Averaging Capability

Fig.
28

Figures 2A & 28: Capture and analyze transients in both amplitude and phase.

Many spectral measurements contain both discrete signals and random noise components. Obtaining proper amplitude readings can be
difficult if the random components are really the ones of interest or
are of nearly the same amplitude as the discrete signals.
The digital averaging techniques incorporated in the Model 3582A
help solve these problems. The RMS averaging mode takes the power
average of 4 to 256 successive spectra in order to reduce the uncertainty of the estimate of random spectral components. For measurements where the spectral information is not stable but varies slowly
with time, a running exponential form of RMS averaging is provided.
By continually reducing the importance of older spectra, this mode
prevents old data from completely obscuring new data yet still retains
the basic advantages of averaging.
When a synchronizing trigger signal is available, the TIME average can enhance the signal-to-noise ratio by as much as 24 dB. Since
it involves the averaging of successive time records before transformation it is also significantly faster than other types of averaging.

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Dual-Channel, Dynamic Signal Analyzer 0.02 Hz to 25.5 kHz
Model 3582A (cont.)
Fully Annotated, Calibrated CRT Display

Service Diagnostics

One of the most important features of the Model 3582A is its ease
of use. Operator interaction with the instrument is simplified by the
combination of intelligent microcomputer control and the alphanumeric display capability. The basic annotation clearly shows the major measurement parameters.

By pressing combinations of front panel keys, the instrument will
run self-diagnostic routines. These include a test of all the ROM,
RAM, front panel, display, recorder output and the digital filters.
The test results are displayed on the CRT as either "OK" (correct) or
"ER" (error).

Figure 3: Fully Annotated, Calibrated Display with Calibration Signal Displayed

Powerful Marker Operations
The intensified dot marker is a major operational convenience.
When activc, the frequency and corresponding amplitude, phase or
coherence value of the dot, are displayed alphanumerically on the display. Since the results are calibrated, there is no need to go through
the time consuming, error-prone process of visually interpreting display points.
For operations such as determining frequency and amplitude separation, thc marker can read out in units relative to a previous marker
setting which was defined as a reference point.
When making band analysis measurements, the marker can be used
in place of the frequency adjust control to define a new start or center
analysis frequency.

Digital Trace Storage
Two independent information traces can be stored in digital memory for later recall and comparison.

Operational Diagnostics
In addition to measurement results, the display is used to provide
the operator with uscful diagnostics. As the examples show, these
tend to not only indicate the problem, but also to suggest an appropriate action.

SELECT BOTH INPUT MODE FOR
TRANSFER FUNCTION.
Fig.
4A

2.5 AND 1 Hz SPANS ARE AVAILABLE
ONLY IN THE 0 START MODE.
Fig.
48

Figures 4A & 48: Operational diagnostics not only show problem
but also suggest solution

Figure 5: One of Several Self-Diagnostic Routines

Powerful HP-IB Capability
The Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB) is an interface concept that allows two-way communication among as many as fifteen
different devices. Generally, at least one of these devices is a "computing controller" which exercises overall system control. This controller directs and coordinates the activities of the other devices in the
system.
All major front panel controls with the exception of the verniers are
fully programmable via the HP-I B. The programming codes are simple and are logically derived from the front panel control labels. The
states of the various controls occupy only ten 8-bit bytes of data that
can be read and written by the HP-IB. This allows you to manually
set up a test from the front panel and store it in a compact form.
From the HP-IB it is a simple matter to command the Model
3582A to output results in a usable form. Not only can the various
control settings be retrieved, but numeric marker data can be extracted. More importantly, the full display can be read in ASCII format
along with complete annotation.
The HP-IB structure is entirely nexible, allowing any of the RAM
(random access memory) in the instrument to be read or written into.
This means that intermediate computational results such as the cross
power spectrum can be read by a computing controller. In applications where speed is critical, the controller can transfer the displayed
traces in binary, direct from the RAM. The ability to write into the
RAM is also extremely valuable. For example, a perfect time record
can be synthesized from a mathematical model and input to the instrument for analysis. More importantly, stored display information
such as the vibration signatures of a rotating machine can be input to
the instrument for review. Also, the controller can mathematically
process the stored data and format the results for display on the CRT.
Since the controller can also write its own four lines of alphanumeric
text, the results can be properly annotated and calibrated. The operator can even be given brief interpretation instructions-all on the
CRT of the instrument.

THE FLEXI8LE HP-I8 INTERFACE
ALLOWS YOU TO INPUT TIME OR
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FREQUENCY DATA AND ALLOWS YOU TO
WRITE YOUR OWN ALPHANUMERICS'
Figure 6:
Special Displays Are Possible Under HP-IB Control

Figure 8
Modem Spectrum

A Wide Range of Applications Including:
• Low frequency electronics
Characterize Signal Sources
Spectrum analyzers have typically been of major value in characterizing the harmonic distortion, spurious outputs, level and frequency of signal sources. The model 3582A not only makes these
measurements better and more accurately than before, but it also
makes them faster. The additional combination of "real-time" measurement speed and the powerful HP-IB capability make automated
testing of these parameters very attractive.
Phase Noise Measurement
In addition to characterizing low frequency sources, the Model
3582A can help characterize the short term random frequency fluctuations of a precision high frequency source. This is accomplished by
mixing the high frequency signal down to DC and measuring the
phase noise close-in to the carrier.
Filter Measurement
With direct transfer function measurements and the built-in driving source, the Model 3582A is well suited to performing a network
analysis of low frequency devices such as filters. Figure 7 shows a five
section low pass elliptic filter.

Audio and Acoustics
Tape Recorder Flutter
The Model 3582A has a number of features that make it well suited
to the analysis of entertainment products. For example, an audio tape
recorder is a moderately complex electromechanical system. Any unwanted mechanical speed variations will show up as discrete modulation sidebands on a recorded tone. With the frequency resolution of
the Model 3582A, it is possible to identify the sidebands precisely
enough to relate them to actual geometries.
Loudspeaker Testing
Loudspeakers provide another interesting application example. By
combining the built-in noise source with time averaging, it is possible
to obtain valid characterizations even in the presence of ambient noise
as shown in figure 9.
ft is also possible to use impulse type signals for this measurement.
Since the time record collection time is only a few milliseconds, this
can minimize the echo problems.
With a slightly different hook-up the electrical impedance of a
loudspeaker can even be measured.

Figure 7:
Filter Transfer Function
• Telecommunications
The frequency range and performance characteristics of the Model
3582A are well matched to the R&D and production needs of tele-

Figure 9:
Loud Speaker Response

communications. Voice frequency components including analog lines
can be easily characterized.
Specialized signal sources such as multi frequency tone sources and
modems can pose unusual testing problems. Figure 8 shows the frequency spectrum of a modem transmitting a string of asterisks.

• Structural analysis
A broad range of mechanical structures can be adequately described as linear systems and can be characterized by their frequency

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Dual-Channel, Dynamic Signal Analyzers 0.02 Hz to 25.5 kHz
Model 3582A (Cont.)

domain transfer functions. These transfer functions relate applied
forces and the resulting motion. This example illustrates the driving
point inertance (acceleration/force) transfer function of a small
beam.
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Figure 10:
Driving Point Inertance
• Rotating machinery signatures
Every rotating machine exhibits a unique characteristic vibration
pattern determined not only by the basic design and construction of
the machine, but also by environmental factors and wear. With the
appropriate transducers the Model 3582A can measure and analyze
these vibration patterns or "signatures."

DC response: Adjustable to >40 dB below maximum input level
Accuracy:
Accuracy at the
± 0.5 dB
Passband Center
+0, -0.1 dB
Flat top filter:
Hanning filter:
+0, -1.5 dB
Uniform filter:
+0, -4.0 dB
Note: Overall accuracy is the sum of the accuracy at the passband
center plus the selected filter accuracy.
Resolution:
Log: 0.1 dB
Linear: 3 digits

Phase
Display range: +200 degrees to -200 degrees
Accuracy: ± 10 degrees
Resolution: I degree

Transfer Function
Measurement range:
Log: + 160 dB full scale to -80 dB full scale
Linear: 4 X 108 full scale to 4 X 10- 8 full scale
Phase display range: +200 degrees to -200 degrees
Accuracy:
Amplitude: ± 0.8 dB
Phase: ± 5 degrees
Accuracy: Option 001

Amplitude

0.4 dB

</J

±2°
.02 Hz

0.8 dB
±5°
5 kHz

25.5 kHz

Coherence
Measurement range: 0.0 bottom display line to \.0 top display line
Resolution: 0.0 I

Input
Impedance: 10' rI ± 5% shunted by <60 pF from input high to low
(for less than 75% relative humidity)
Isolation: Input low may be floated up to 30V
Coupling: Switch selection of AC or DC coupling. The low frequency
3 dB roll off is < I Hz.
Common mode rejection:
50 Hz: >60 dB
60 Hz: >58 dB
Crosstalk: < -\40 dB between channels with I krl source impedance driving one channel and the other terminated in I krl.

Figure 11:
Rotating Machine Signature

3582A Specifications
Frequency
Range: 0.02 Hz to 25.5 kHz with the low frequency limit the result of
DC response.
Spans: I Hz to 25 kHz in a 1-2.5-5-\ 0 sequence. The I Hz and 2.5
Hz spans are usable only in the O-start mode.
Accuracy: ± 0.003% of display center frequency.
Resolution: 004% of the frequency span for single channel or 0.8% of
the frequency span for dual channels.
Filter passband shape:
Uniform
Hanning
Flat Top
3 dB Bandwidth (104 ±O.I% (0.58 ± 0.05% (0.35 ± 0.02%
of span)
of span)
of span)
(single channel)
716 ±20
9.1 ± 0.2
2.6 ±O.I
Shape Factor

Amplitude
Display modes:
Log: 10 dB/division or 2 dB/division
Linear: Constant voltage/division
Measurement range:
Log: + 30 dBV to -120 dBV noise floor
Linear: + 30 V to IIJ. V noise floor
Dynamic range: 70 dB

Output
X-y recorder:
Level: OV to 5.25 V ± 5%
Impedance: I krl
Pen lift: contact closure during sweep
Noise source:
Type: Periodic pseudorandum noise or random noise signal with

switch selection. Both are band limited and band translated to
match the analysis.
Level: From <10 mV to >500 mV RMS into >50 rI
Impedance: < 2 rI

General
Environmental:
Temperature: O°C to 55°C operating; -40°C to +75°C storage
Humidity: <95% R.H. O°C to 40°C
Power requirements: 100, 120, 220, or 240 volts (+ 5%, -10%); 4866 Hz; less than 150 VA
Dimensions
Size: 425.5 W x 552.5 D x \88 mmH (16.75" x 21.75" x 704")
Weight: 24.5 kg (54 Ibs.); shipping weight: 29 kg (63 Ibs.)

Options
Opt 001: High Accuracy Transfer Function
Measurement Option

3582A Spectrum Analyzer

Price
add $500

$10,700

SIGNAL ANALVZERS
Automatic Spectrum Analyzers From 10Hz to 13 MHz
Models 3044A/3045A

3044A

3045A

• High accuracy and resolution digital amplitude measurements
• Synthesizer frequency accuracy and stability
• Wide amplitude range of 150 dB
• Narrow band analysis
• Full digital control via HP-IB

•
•
•
•
•
•

Full automation and low cost
Speed and precision in measurements
Data analysis and presentation of results
Simplicity and flexibility in operation
HP-IB systems interfacing flexibility
9825T Desktop Computer

3045 System with Option M40 (HP Model 12018 Oscilloscope)

Description
3044A Spectrum Analyzer
Meeting the demand for precise frequency and amplitude measurements in the 10Hz to 13 M Hz region, the 3044A is a spectrum anailyzer with tracking generator. This system uses a synthesizer with
Ileveled output and sweep capability to generate the local oscillator
1signal for the analyzer and the tracking generator output. This allows
,fast, extremely accurate "tuning" with the use of frequency up-down
keys or keyboard entry of center frequency. The input impedance is
'tront-panel switch selectable to SOf!, 7Sf!, and I Mf!. The units of the
digital display are also front-panel selectable to dBm, dBV and dB
:relative to a user-entered offset. Digital display of amplitude and frequency gives an unambiguous, high-resolution readout commensuriate with the wide dynamic range and high accuracy of this analyzer.

3045A Automatic Spectrum Analyzer

I While the 3044A is an excellent stand-alone spectrum analyzer, the
papabilities are greatly improved with the addition of the 9825T
Desktop Computer, which forms the 304SA system.
I The 9825T Desktop Computer allows program and data storage on
Its fast tape cassette. The tape cassette, short calculation times and

buffered input/output speed allow repeated, automated tests which
can greatly reduce production and quality-assurance test times. Also
the scope of possible measurements greatly increase with the 304SA
System. Logarithmic sweeps and limit tests are only two examples.
The calculator also allows data manipulation and presentation in
units familiar to the system operator in graphic or tabular form.
Because the user may not be familiar with HPL (the language of
the 982ST) or even with programming, a compiler is furnished with
the 304SA System. The compiler allows the calculator to converse in
terms understood by the test engineer,like start and stop frequencies,
plot results, and compare with limits. It also accepts and outputs in
units of Hz, kHz, MHz, dBm and dBV. The compiler enables the
execution of sophisticated tests, like intermodulation distortion measurements, with only a few minutes of initial "programming" time. It
can also record the test parameters, which can then be used repeatedly, as in a production environment. The compiler's versatility and ease
of use make the full power of the 3045A Spectrum Analyzer readily
available to the user.
The 304SA Automatic Spectrum Analyzer system is fully integrated, tested, verified and specified as a system. It is supplied with complete software and documentation.

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Automatic Spectrum Analysis From 10 Hz to 13 MHz (ConI.)

Applications
Sideband Analysis
This is a more traditional spectrum analysis measurement using
HP's 3044A and 1201 B Oscilloscope. Figure 2 is a picture of the spectrum. The carrier frequency was required to be at 10.7 MHz. Therefore, the synthesizer was set up with 10.7 MHz center frequency
and a ± 500 Hz sweep about the center frequency. From the display,
it is apparent that the carrier frequency is approximately where it
should be. It is possible to move the center frequency in 0.1 Hz steps
with the step keys and look for the peak response to more accurately
identify the carrier frequency.
Using the 3 Hz resolution bandwidth, 60 Hz spurious responses are
revealed. Noise products also appear very close to the carrier. Here
the wide dynamic range of the system exposes the responses that are
more than 70 dB below the carrier.

Distortion Measurements
The spectrum analyzer system can be very powerful for characterizing the complete response of amplifiers. Gain, noise, spurious distortion and frequency response can all be done with the one setup. This
example of distortion measurement is one part of the total characterization that can be done.
Distortion of audio frequencies as they pass through amplifiers is
measured by several methods. Total harmonic distortion is found by
measuring the harmonic output assuming a pure sinewave input.
Here again the 3045A offers benefits through calculation power.
After the user enters the fundamental frequency, the Desktop Computer makes measurements at the appropriate frequencies and calculates the percentage distortion. Figure 3 shows the type of useroriented printout that is possible using the 9825T Desktop Computer
and an HP printer.
Intermodulation distortion can similarly be measured as part of the
same system provided the sources are available.

Modulation Measurements
Both AM and FM modulation show up very well in the frequency
domain. Figure 4 shows a typical wideband FM signal. The Desktop
Computer is used to program the instruments for measurements at
the carrier and sideband frequencies. From the data, the modulation
index was calculated to be 1.53 with a Desktop Computer Bessel algorithm. This is a good example of using 3045A to make measurements that are not easy with a manual spectrum analyzer.

Figure 2. A 3044A was used to analyze close in spurious and
noise of 10.7 MHz carrier. The sweep covers 1 kHz around the
carrier.
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Figure 3. Using a 3045A system, an amplifier can be completely
characterized for total harmonic distortion as well as intermodulation distortion, noise, spurious, frequency response and gain.
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Figure 1. This bandpass filter was characterized using a 3044A
system and an x-y recorder. By expanding the Y-axis to cover
only 5 dB, the ripple and 3 dB points are very easy to identify.

Figure 4. Wideband FM modulation with a 5.3 MHz carrier.

Accurate and Repeatable Results
Whether the spectrum analysis environment is the R&D lab, production test or Q.A., the prime requirement is almost always for test
results that are both accurate and repeatable, and easily and quickly
acquired. The 3044A/3045A systems meet all of these testing
requirements. The analyzer with its synthesized source offers driftfree performance with high accuracy. Because the system is fully
programmable, a controller such as a Desktop Computer can set
analyzer RF and IF gains, bandwidths, sweepwidths, etc.-operations that would be time consuming and error-prone with a manual
system. Results are thus very repeatable and a highly trained operator
is not required.
High Resolution and Wide Dynamic Range
The spectrum analyzer systems offer 0.1 Hz tuning resolution and
0.01 dB amplitude resolution. The high resolution display, combined
with the analyzer's wide 80 dB dynamic range, allows accurate measurement of signal peaks and spurious responses in one sweep. The
analyzer also features a large amplitude range of 150 dB (+ 10 dBV to
-140 dBV), making it suitable for a wide range of applications.
Presentation of Results
Using the 9825T Desktop Computer, the 3045A system offers a
variety of formats for data presentation-from a simple pass/fail indication on the computer's alphanumeric display to more complete
presentations on a wide range of HP-IB printers and plotters. An
example print out is shown below.

Amplifier Test

SiN 12345

0.12 d13m output

Amplitude Accuracy
Frequency response: ± 0.25 dB (250 kHz reference).
Input range: ±0.07 dB/step, ±0.2 dB total accumulation.
Log linearity:
Oto-30dB ±O.ldB.
- 30 to -60 dB :t 0.25 dB.
-60to-80dB ±0.75dB.
Stability: (8 hr., 25°C ± 1°C, after I hr. warmup)
10 kHz, 3 kHz, 100 Hz, 30 Hz, 10 Hz, OW's

odO

I

-30 dO

PASSED

**************************.**************.* ••• *****************

I

I

:to.02 dB/oC

1 kHz, 300 Hz, 3 Hz OW's
-30 dO

OdS

I

:to 08 dB

-60 dB

I

:t015 dB

:tOM dB/oC

Amplitude Accuracy
Leveled frequency response (10 kHz reference)'
10 Hz

13 MHz

:t 0.05 dB
:to.l dB
:to.2 dB
:tOA dB

Freq. Response Test

3 dB Corner Freq.

temp. coefficient

-60dO

:to.05 dB

Tracking Generator (33308 output)
Frequency range: 0.\ to \3000999.9 Hz.
Frequency resolution: 0.1 Hz (9 digits).
Amplitude range: + 13.44 to -86.55 dBm (50fl).
+11.68 to -88.31 dBm (75fl option).

Gain Test
1 KHz ref.

Smoothing (video filter): provides smoothing with a bandwidth of
'!'oth the resolution bandwidth on all but the 3 Hz and 10Hz bandwidths.
Spurious responses: > 70 dB below input range setting.
Distortion responses: >80 dB below input signal at input range
setting level.
Power-line related responses: 70 dB below input range on + I0
dBY through -40 dBY ranges; 60 dB on -50 dBY; 50 dB on -60
dBV ranges.

PASSED

•• ******.** ••••• **************************.********************

+13.44 dBm
-16.55 dBm

-3655 dBm
-6655 dBm
-8655 dBm

•Add 0.5 dB for leveling switch in off position.

Linear ity Test
(lOdBm ref.)

1.13 dB compression

FAILED

UNIT FAILED----Check adjustment of R22
******************************************.********************

Test results printed on the HP 9871A

3044A/3045A Specifications
Frequency Specifications
Frequency range: 10 Hz to 13 MHz.
Scan width: any desired scan is possible in 10, 100 or 1000 steps of
frequency increments as small as 0.\ Hz and with 0.1 Hz resolution.
The 3045A is additionally capable of taking any number of steps with
direct calculator control of the sweep.
Resolution
Bandwidth: 3 Hz to 10 kHz in a 1,3, 10 sequence.
Bandwidth selectivity: 60 dB/3 dB bandwidth ratios 511:1.
Stability
Long term: ± I X IO-~day.
± 1 x 10-'/ month.
Phase noise: <50 dB below CW signal in a 30 kHz band around
signal.
Amplitude Specifications

Absolute amplitude calibration range: -130 dBm to +20 dBm
(50 or 75fl). -140 dBV to +10 dBV.
Digital amplitude readout: ± 199.99 dB with 0.0\ dB resolution.
Dynamic range
Average noise level: -127 dBY in I kHz resolution bandwidth.

Attenuator (10 kHz reference, 25°C ± 5°C): ±0.02 dB/ 10 dB step
of attenuation from maximum output.
Absolute accuracy: ± 0.05 dB at 10kHz and + 13.44 dBm (25°C
±5°C).
Amplitude stability (24 hr., 25°C ± 1°C): ± 0.0\ dB.
General
Input impedance: 50fl, 75fl >30 dB return loss.
I Mfl ± 5% shunted by 30 pF.
Maximum input level: +20 dBm.
Programmability: all controls, except power switches, are programmable using the HP-IB format.
3044A/3045A Options
The basic 3044A and 3045A system options are listed below. For
more information refer to the 3044A/3045A data sheet.
3044A Options
110: Standard 3571A
120: Standard 50fl 3330B w/lsol. HP-IB
121: Standard 75fl3330B w/lsol. HP-IB
122: 5 V Output
3045A Options
200: 50fl System
201: 75fl System
Ordering Information'
3045A Automatic Spectrum Analyzer consisting of:
3330B Synthesizer; 3571A Spectrum Analyzer; 9825T
Desktop Computer, 64 k bytes memory; ROMs,
Interface, documentation; 56" Rack.
•Hp·IB cabla nol aupplied. Sea paga 30.

Price
add $8750
add $8900
add $8900
add $310

N/C
N/C
$29,750

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Digital Signal Analyzers
Models 5420A and 5423A
• Dual-Channel Transfer Function
• Band Selectable Analysis
• Fully Calibrated Annotated Display

• Powerful Post-Measurement Processing
• Digital Data Storage
• Random Noise Generator

Operation
Operation of a digital signal analyzer has never been easier. A novel
"menu" concept replaces the rotary and toggle switches commonly
used to control an instrument's operation. The entire current set-up
state, including measurement type, bandwidth, input ranges, etc., is
displayed on the CRT at the push of a key. Changes to the set-up are
made by selection from displayed lists (menus) or by direct numerical
input from the control keyboard.
Once set-up, measurements are easily executed and may be paused
or continued at will. Results are always fully calibrated and annotated. A self-test feature verifies proper operation.

Data Display

5423A

The 5420A Digital Signal Analyzer and 5423A Structural Dynamics Analyzer are high performance dual-channel instruments capable
of a number of both time domain and frequency domain measurements over a 25 kHz range. In addition to broad measurement capability, the 5423A Structural Dynamics Analyzer provides complete
facilities for analyzing the vibration characteristics of mechanical devices and displaying the results in the form of an animated mode
shape. Both instruments are particularly adapted to solving problems
associated with structural vibration and noise, rotating machinery,
electro-mechanical control systems, acoustics and a host of similar
applications which call for advanced low-frequency analysis.
Among the important standard features are a fully annotated and
calibrated dual-trace display, permanent digital storage for measurement results, band selectable analysis, extensive data processing, advanced triggering capability, external sampling capability, calibration in engineering units and a built-in random noise generator. Capable of both stimulus-response and response only analysis, their measurement repertoire includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Transfer Function
Coherence Function
Impulse Response
Auto Spectrum
Cross Spectrum

•
•
•
•
•

Linear Spectrum
Time Record
Amplitude Histogram
Auto Correlation
Cross Correlation

Important capabilities such as independent pre and post trigger delay on each input channel, overlap processing, and external sampling
insure that each instrument's measurement power can be effectively
applied to a wide range of problems.
A built-in "waveform calculator" is useful for processing measured
or synthesized data and greatly extends the basic capabilities. Examples of useful computed functions include:
• Data Comparisons
• Resonant Frequency
• % Critical Damping
• Open Loop Gain
• Calibration in %
• Mechanical Impedance

•
•
•
•

Total Harmonic Distortion
Coherent Output Power
Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Transmissibility
• Function Synthesis
• Power

Both the 5420A and the 5423A feature a fully annotated and calibrated, dual trace, three-format display which provides for ease of
data interpretation. Each display trace is totally independent of the
other in terms of the data which the user selects for display, the horizontal and vertical ranges over which it is displayed, and the coordinate system chosen. The user may select from up to 13 available
coordinate systems. including complex plots such as Nyquist, at the
push of a key. Display traces may be viewed one at a time in full
format or simultaneously in either an upper flower or overlayed
format.
Dual X and Y axis cursors provide numerical data readout, in either absolute or relative terms, on both axes simultaneously in full
format. Any area of the display may be graphically expanded for optimum viewing. Cursors may be either swept or set explicitly, via numerical entry, to desired locations. Harmonic cursors are provided.
The X axis cursors may also be used to set the frequency range over
which the instrument will operate, thereby concentrating its resolution into the bandwidth of interest.
The display section also contains a digital recorder which provides
permanent storage of measurement results on small removable tape
cartridges and eliminates the need to repeat time consuming and expensive testing. Stored measurements may be easily recalled for display, plotting, or further processing.
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Dynamic Analysis

The 5423A provides, for the first time in a transportable, easy to
use, low cost instrument, complete dynamic analysis capability. Frequency response measurements are made at points of interest on the
test structure. The 5423A then analyzes the raw data to determine
the frequency and damping associated with the structure's natural
modes of vibration. In addition, the deflection pattern or mode shape
of the structure is calculated for each mode of vibration. Results are
available in tabular form or as an animated display with perspective
to ease interpretation.
Mode shape display features include the ability to view the structure from any desired direction and distance. Amplitude and speed of
animation are easily controlled and the structure can be made to rotate about any desired axis. A split-screen format facilitates compari-
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son of different modes of vibration and may also be used to observe
the structure in three dimensions with stereo viewers.
HP-IB'
Both the 5420A and 5423A include an H P-I B interface to provide
for instrument control and data transfer to and from external computing controllers. In addition, both instruments are directly compati·
ble with the H P 9872, 7245, and 7221/1760 I Digital Plotters. A
separate computing controller, with its attendant cost and programming requirements is not needed. The user merely presses the plot or
print key and the instrument will reproduce the desired information
in hard copy form on the plotter.

Ordering Information
5420A Digital Signal Analyzer
5423A Structural Dynamics Analyzer
·HP·IB cables not supplied, see page 30 {or descrip1ion and prices

Price
$30,500
$41.000

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Digital Fourier Analysis System
Model 5451C
• NEW Increased Mass Storage Capability
• Keyboard-Controlled Data Acquisition and Analysis
• > 75 dB Dynamic Range

~

~

• Multi-Channel Operation DC to 50 kHz (100 kHz
Optional)
• Dedicated Application Packages

i

---~----- ~~

measurement can be increased by a factor of over 400: I without increasing the amount of computer data space required. Also, frequencies outside the band of interest are attenuated by more than 90dB,
which means that the full dynamic range of the analyzer can be applied to the band of interest without interference from outside
frequencies.
Features include: all digital operation, on-line or off-line analysis,
keyboard operation, four-channel analysis for cross measurements,
and center frequency range from DC to 100kHz.

Mass Storage
New to the 5451 C Fourier Analysis System, the HP7906 Random
Access Disc Drive extends the operational capabilities of the system
and provides greater permanent storage for data and programs than
ever before. In addition, larger ADC Throughput files permit storage
of directly digitized time domain data at a real time rate better than
140kHz-ensuring that no important data will be missed. This data
can then be analyzed in a variety of ways at your convenience.

5451C Application Package8
Modal Analysis
Hewlett-Packard offers a comprehensive modal analysis system designed to meet the requirements of a wide range of modal testing applications. The Hewlett-Packard Modal System operates on
measured transfer function data to determine modal properties. In
addition, an animated isometric display of the structure under test is
generated to aid in understanding its dynamic characteristics. This
system offers significant time savings over traditional swept sine analog techniques and provides random, pseudo-random, transient, or periodic random excitation for transfer function measurements.

Signature Analysis

De8cription
The 5451 C Fourier Analysis System provides digital frequency domain analysis of complex time signals in the frequency range of DC to
50kHz (100kHz optional). The system is completely integrated and
consists of a mini-computer for digital processing, a keyboard for operator control of the system, a dual channel analog-to-digital converter (4 channels optional), a display control unit and CRT, a graphics
terminal, and an operating software package. It is a fully calibrated,
multi-purpose digital system for data acquisition, data storage, and
data analysis. The primary analysis functions which are controlled
from the system's keyboard include: forward and inverse Fourier
transform, auto and cross power spectrum, transfer and coherence
function and time or frequency domain averaging.
The ability to measure these functions quickly and accurately and
with large dynamic range makes the Fourier Analysis System a powerful tool for stimulus-response measurements, system identification,
vibration control, modal analysis, signature analysis, communications, and more.

Band Selectable Fourier Analysis
5451 C Band Selectable Fourier Analysis (BSFA) allows you to
perform digital spectrum analysis over a frequency bandwidth whose
center frequency and bandwidth are independently selectable. This
frees you from the DC to Fmax restriction of conventional baseband
digital signal analysis. With BSFA, the frequency resolution of a

Noise, vibration, and failure problems in rotating machinery are
easily analyzed using Hewlett-Packard's powerful Signature Analysis Package. It combines key rotating machinery measurements into a
dedicated user-oriented system that's used for preventive maintenance, production quality control, design analysis, and noise and vibration studies.
Six measurements are pushbutton selectable from the operator's
control panel: RPM and TIME Spectral Maps, Power Spectrum
Analysis, Composite Power Spectrum, Order Ratio, and Order
Tracking. This complete range of measurement and analysis features
helps you gain insight into the overall dynamic characteristics of the
device, eliminating time-consuming trial-and-error procedures.

Vibration Test Control
This package provides all the features present in Hewlett-Packard's
5427A Vibration Control System (see next page).

Hardware Options
In addition to the above software application packages, the following hardware options are available for increased system versatility:
• Programmable Low Pass Filters to automatically protect your
measurements from errors due to aliasing of out-of-band frequencies.
• Pre-Processor for fast, convenient Band Selectable Fourier Analysis on up to 4 channels simultaneously.
• Digital-to-Analog Converter to generate your own test signals directly from digital data created in the 5451 C.

5451C Base System Price

from $74,200

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Digital Vibration Test Control System
Model 5427A and 5451C Option 350

• Random Test Flexibility tor Use with MIL, IEC, and other
Standards
• Automatic Out-ot-Tolerance Detection Protects DeviceUnder Test

• Economical Expansion tor Sine and Transient Control
• Ultra-High Random Control Resolution: 512 Lines Standard (1024 Lines Optional on 5427 A, Standard on 5451 C
Option 350)

Description
Closed-loop control of environmental and/or developmental vibration test stimuli for random, transient, and sine testing is available in
either of two product concepts: Option 350 to the 5451 C Fourier
Analysis System or the 5427 A, a dedicated system offering essentially the same control performance but with reduced analysis capability.
The basic 5427 A Vibration Test Control system consists of: 2-channel (expandable to 4) analog-to-digital converter for processing feedback information; 21 MX-E series, microcoded digital processor;
1335A Persistence CRT display; 2648A Graphics Terminal; pushbutton control unit; 9885M Flexible Disc storage unit; cabinet and
programs for random control.
The 5427 A is the ideal vibration control system for production vibration testing where random, transient and sine testing are required
and offers a selectable set of analysis routines especially designed for
easy operation by laboratory personnel. 5451 C Option 350 would be a
natural addition for the developmental or research vibration laboratory where a full-capability Fourier Analyzer is required. The following
vibration test control capabilities apply to both Option 350 on the
5451 C and the 5427 A.
System Operation
Random, sine and transient control follow the same logical operational phases. First, the appropriate disc is loaded and the test program or setup (envelope, alarm and abort limits, test time,
calibrations, etc.) is loaded from disc storage in response to search
codes or names. If a new program or modifications are desired, a
friendly question-and-answer sequence is used. Once a new setup has
been generated or changes made, it can be assigned a new name and
stored for later use.
After a satisfactory setup is obtained, the operate phase allows control of the actual test via pushbuttons on the central control panel.
Removable snap-on overlay panels clearly label buttons for the type
of test desired. Choices of on-line displays and a 'save' button allow
saving of data for later plotting, including auxiliary PSD measurements during random control.
After the test, results and all saved data are availabl~ for review or
documentation. The graphics terminal or an optional HP-IB compatible digital plotter provide fully labeled, report-quality plots of test
results.

Specification Summary (5427A and 5451C
Option 350)

5427A

Sweep rate: 0.001 to 100 octaves/minute log, I to 100,OOOHz/minute linear, operator selectable.
Harmonic components: >60dB below full level fundamental
output
Sweep time accuracy: ± 2.5% or ± 52msec, whichever is greater
Amplitude accuracy: the greater of ± 2.5mV or ± I % of specified
reference value.
Output dynamic range: 72dB

Random Control
Resolution: 64, 128,256, or 512 lines (10241ines optional on 5427 A,
standard on 5451 C Option 350)
Bandwidth: M to 5000Hz
Loop time: <0.9 sec for 256 lines, 2500Hz bandwidth, one control
channel and full display
Dynamic range: >65dB
Accuracy:
rms PSD accuracy: ± 2%
Control PSD accuracy: ± 1.0dB (90% confidence level) Higher
accuracies are typically achievable with increased control spectrum
averaging.

Transient Control
Classical reference waveforms: Half-sine, terminal peak sawtooth, triangle or rectangle
Polarity: positive or negative
Duration range: 0.5 to 100msec
Duration accuracy: ± 5% for half-sine and terminal peak sawtooth
at pulse baseline crossover points
Shock response spectrum synthesis: Time domain waveforms
are synthesized from a user-specified shock response spectrum (SRS)
off-line in the setup mode
Resolution: I IN octave, N is any integer from I to 9
Frequency range: 2 decades nominal, 2.6 decades maximum
Maximum frequency: I /Nth octave below 10,240Hz

Sine Control

Ordering Information
5427A Vibration Test Control System
5451C Option 350 Vibration Test Software for Fourier

Frequency range: 0.1 to 5000Hz. Upper and Lower sweep frequency limits and starting frequency may be specified anywhere in the
frequency range (Resolution: 0.1 Hz).

Analysis System

Price
$50.000
$14,500

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Frequency Stability Analyzer
Sample of Model 5390A
• Phase noise measurements close to carrier
• Offsets from 0.01 Hz to 10 kHz
• Sensitivity as high as -140 dBc at 1 Hz offset

• Measures sources to 18 GHz
• Automatic Operation

•

pm "'"
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5390A Frequency Stability Analyzer

General
The 5390A Frequency Stability Analyzer will characterize oscillator
stability in either the time domain or the frequency domain. For time
domain characterization, the 5390A measures fractional frequency
deviation which represents the RMS deviation of the signal from the
nominal carrier frequency measured over a given time interval. For
characterization in the frequency domain, the 5390A presents results
in terms of the spectral density of phase fluctuations. The 5390A specializes in high resolution phase noise measurements close to the carrier where other techniques are difficult to use or are unable to make
the measurements at all.
The system can accommodate a wide frequency range of input signals from 500 kHz to 18 GHz. Provision is also made for external
mixers for broader frequency coverage or direct input in the range of
DC-IOO kHz. With this amount of flexibility, almost any oscillator
can be measured with the 5390A. All the signal processing capabilities needed to make measurements are built into the system, including
down-conversion, low-noise amplification, and bandwidth control.
The 5390A is a complete hardware and software measurement system, fully assembled and tested at the factory. Making measurements
only requires connecting the test and reference oscillators and specifying a few measurement parameters. Thereafter, the system runs unattended to the completion of the specified group of measurements.
Access to the interactive application programs is provided through
specially defined keys on the computing controller's keyboard.

Fractional Frequency Deviation Measurements
The 5390A system measures fractional frequency deviation Over an
exceptionally wide range of averaging times (tau values). Taus as
small as 10 liS and as large as 999 X 10" s can be accommodated by
the system. The measurement bandwidth is another parameter criticaito the validity of fractional frequency measurements. The 5390A
provides the choice of several bandwidths: 100 kHz, 25 kHz, 6.3 kHz,
1.6 kHz, 400 Hz, 100 Hz and 25 Hz. There is also provision for an
external filter.
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Measurement Technique
The basic system configuration uses a heterodyne down-conversion
technique to produce a measurable signal. Two oscillators, the test
oscillator at a carrier frequency vo and a reference oscillator at a frequency Vo ± "b, are connected to a double balanced mixer through
oneofthe sets of inputs on the 10830A Mixer/IF Amplifier. (Usually
two identical oscillators, one slightly offset, are used. In this case, the
noise measured is twice the contribution of either oscillator. The
5390A's software can compensate for this factor of two to produce the
correct result). The resultant difference frequency (or "beat" frequency), I'b, is filtered and amplified by a low noise limiting amplifier
and applied to the input of the 5345A Electronic Counter. The 5345A
makes frequency measurements of the beat frequency under the control of the 5358A Measurement/Storage Plug-in at measurement intervals also determined by the 5358A. The measurement results are
stored locally in the 5358A facilitating the taking of a large number
of measurements very rapidly and reducing "dead time" between
measurements to less than 17 liS.
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SYSTEMS

5390 opt 010 instrument cluster (shown with Digital Clock opt 004)

Phase Spectral Density Measurements

Option 010 Dual Mixer Time Difference

The measurement of close-in phase noise (spectral density of phase
fluctuations) at offset frequencies from the carrier below 10 to 100
Hz has traditionally been difficult or impossible. Now, with the
5390A, it is possible to make these measurements rapidly and easily.
The measurement technique is based on an N sample variance computed by the 9825 B from frequency measurements made by the
5345A. Phase noise spectral density is then determined from the measured N sample variance. The 5358A Measurement Storage Plug-In
controls gate time and dead time between frequency measurements.
This makes the 5345A look like a digital filter in the frequency domain whose center frequency and bandwidth are determined by gate
time, dead time, and number of measurements in the sample.

Measurements can be made with the 5390A using either the standard single heterodyne configuration or the dual mixer time difference configuration (Option 010). The primary application of the
single heterodyne method is where an offsettable reference oscillator
is available, whose noise over the range of interest is equal to or better
than the test oscillator. The primary application of the Option 010
configuration is for measuring non-offsetlable sources.
In the Dual Mixer Time Difference configuration of the system
(Option 010) a second 10830A Mixer-IF Amplifier is added. A third
difference oscillator is used in this set-up to produce two measureable
signals. The test oscillator at a frequency Vo and the reference oscillator at essentially the same frequency are each applied to the
10830A's. The difference oscillator's signal (vo + vb} is split and applied to both 10830A's. The resultant two difference signals (Vb) are
applied to the 5345A's inputs and time interval measurements are
made between the two at intervals T.
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Systems Options
3 Opt. 001 's may be added.
004 Adds 59309A Digital Clock and HP-IB cable.
010 Adds second 10830A, 59308A, power splitter, sys-
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$375 each
$1275
$6450

tem cabinet, and expands 5358A memory to 6K bytes.
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Price

001 Expands 5358A memory in 2K increments. Up to

-80

325 Deletes 9825B and 98034B
371 Deletes 9871 Printer/Plotter
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$8700
$4725
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Ordering Information

5

5390A Basic System includes:
5345A Option 011 Electronic Counter
5358A Measurement Storage Plug-in
10830A Mixer/IF Amplifier
10831A Test Tone Generator
98258 Computing Controller
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(This includes 32K memory, and all needed ROMs)
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Sample phase noise plot generated by 5390A.
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980348 HP-IB Interface
9871A Option 001 Printer/Plotter

Svstem Cabinet
S~stem Software

5390A Basic System

$31,675

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Distortion Measurement Set
Model 339A
• Ultra low distortion measurements
• Built-in low distortion oscillator

G

• Automatic
• True RMS detection
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Description
Hewlett-Packard's new Model 339A Distortion Measurement Set
is an ultra low distortion measuring system complete with total harmonic distortion (THD) analyzer, true-rms voltmeter, and sinewave
oscillator. This small, lightweight bench measurement set allows you
to make THD distortion measurements as low as 0.0018% over a 10
Hz to 110 kHz frequency band including harmonics to 330 kHz.
For fast and easy THD measurements the built-in tracking oscillator in HP's 339A saves test time because you tune one instrument
instead of two. Frequency and level measurements are easy to do with
HP's 339A's voltmeter, which offers you a I mY to 300 Y measurement range. The Relative Level mode has been included to further
simplify frequency response measurements. Just set a 0 dBm reference at any frequency from 10Hz to 110kHz. Gain measurements
can be read directly from the easy-to-read meter.

Operation Simplicity
Automatic frequency tuning and set-level features allow you to
make rapid, error free THD measurements. The 339A's built-in
tracking oscillator eliminates the need to find the fundamental frequency and tune the analyzer for a null. Just select your oscillator
frequency and the rest is automatic. Automatic set-level saves time by
automatically setting 0 dB (100%) reference in the distortion measuring mode. Front panel directional indicators light when the input
range setting is improper insuring accurate and repeatable measurements. Automatic set-level also greatly simplifies measurements
where distortion as a function of level (SINADt, for example) is desired. Without this feature, measurements are very time consuming
and tedious.
When an external stimulus is used, analyzer tuning is simplified by
directional indicator lights for reaching the fundamental null quickly
and easily.

IHF Standards
The ultra low distortion and true rms measuring capabilities of the

339A will be of significant interest to the manufacturers and sales/
service companies offering high performance HI-FI equipment. The
339A conforms to portions of a new standard method of measurement
for audio amplifiers (I H F-A-202 1978) published by the Institute of
High Fidelity, Inc. Particularly noteworthy is the rms measurement
of (TH D + N) according to sections 1.17 and 2.9.3.1.

SINAD 1 Measurements
Receiver sensitivity and selectivity are two of the most important
checks for a transceiver. Since both of these measurements are generally made by the SINAD 1 method, it is very important to use a distortion analyzer that automatically compensates for input variations and
provides an accurate indication of noise. Now, with the 339A's auto
set level feature and true-rms detection. a more accurate SINAD
measurement is possible.
Auto set level eliminates the need for continually checking the
100% set level reference while the receiver input is reduced during the
measurement, thus eliminating several tedious operator adjustments
with a considerable savings in test time. Also, the true-rms responding
339A more accurately determines the thermal noise and harmonic
components in SINAD since it is not subject to the same reading and
calibration errors as an average detector.

FCC Requirements
The FCC required features for broadcast testing are included in the
339A. They include an AM detector, 30 kHz low pass filter. and
switchable YU meter ballistics.

Other Features
-Hum and noise filters, a high level monitor output for further harmonic analysis, and floating input are standard features on the model
339A.
1SINAO is a sensitivity measurement computed from the ratio of signal plus noise and dislortion to
noise and distortion.
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Specifications
Distortion
Fundamental frequency range: 10Hz to 110kHz continuous frequency coverage in 4 decade ranges with 2-digit resolution. Distortion
analyzer and oscillator are simultaneously tuned.
Distortion measurement range: 0.0 I % full scale to 100% full scale
(-80 dB to 0 dB) in 9 ranges.
Detection and meter indication: True rms detection for waveforms
with crest factor :s3. Meter reads dB and % THD (Total Harmonic
Distortion). Meter response can be changed from NORMAL to VU
ballistics with a front panel switch.
Distortion measurement accuracy:
20 Hz to 20 kHz
± I dB
IOHzt050kHz
+1,-2dB
50 kHz to 110 kHz + 1.5, -4 dB
Note: The above specifications apply for harmonics :s330 kHz.
Fundamental rejection (3 V scale or above):
10 Hz to 20 kHz:
> 100 dB
20 kHz to 50 kHz: > 90 dB
50 kHz to 110 kHz: > 86 dB
Distortion introduced by instrument (input> 1V rms):
10 Hz to 20 kHz:
< -95 dB (0.0018%) THD
20 kHz to 30 kHz: < -90 dB (0.0056%) THD
30 kllz to 50 kHz: < -85 dB (0.01%) THD
50 kHz to 110 kHz: < -70 dB (0.032%) THD
Residual noise (fundamental frequency settings < 20 kHz, 80 kHz
filter IN, source resistance :S I KIl shielded): < -92 dB referenced
to IV.
Input level for distortion measurements: 30 mV to 300 V rms
(100 mV range minimum).
Input impedance: 100 H! ± I% shunted by < 100 pF input High to
Low.
Monitor: Provides scaled presentation of input signal after fundamental is removed for further analysis using oscilloscope or low frequency spectrum analyzer. Output voltage: I V rms ± 5% open
circuit for full scale meter indication, proportional to meter deflection. Output resistance: IHl ± 5%.
Auto set level: No set level adjustment required. Distortion measurements are made directly over 10 dB range selected by input range
switch. Two LED annunciators provide a fast visual indication to
change input range for valid distortion measurement. Correct range is
indicated when both annunciators are extinguished.
Automatic fine tuning: Using internal oscillator: No separate analyzer tuning necessary when using internal oscillator as signal source.
Oscillator frequency controls simultaneously tune the analyzer. Using external frequency source: Two LED annunciators provide a
quick visual indication for the operator to increase or decrease the
frequency. When the analyzer is rough tuned to within one least significant digit of the fundamental frequency, the indicator lights are
extinguished and the 339A auto-null circuitry takes over to provide a
fast, accurate null without tedious operator tuning.
Input filters (usable on all functions): Low Pass: 30 kHz-3 dB
point at 30 kHz, + 2.6 kHz, -3 kHz with 60 dB/decade rolloff. Provides band limiting required by FCC for proof-of-performance broadcast testing. 80 kHz -3 dB point at 80 kHz, + 7 kHz, -7.9 kHz with
60 dB/decade rollofr. Normally used with fundamental frequencies
< 20 kHz to reduce the effect of higher frequency noise present in the
measured signal. High Pass: 400 Hz - 3 dB point at 400 Hz, + 35
Hz, -40 Hz with 60 dB/decade rollofr. Normally used with fundamental frequencies> I kHz to reduce the effect of hum components
in the input signal.
DC isolation: Input low may be connected to chassis ground or floated to 30 V to reduce the effects of ground loops on the measurement.
Relative Input Level Mode
Provides a ratio measurement relative to an operator selected reference level with readout directly in dBV or dBm (6001l). Voltage
range, frequency range, accuracy specifications, and monitor are the
same as in Voltmeter mode. (Accuracy is relative to 0 dB set level
input.)
Oscillator
Frequency range: 10Hz to 100 kHz in 4 overlapping decade ranges
with 2 digit resolution. Frequency vernier provides continuous frequency tuning between 2nd digit switch settings.

Output level: Variable from < 1 mV to > 3 V rms into 6001l with 10
dB/step Level control and> 10 dB Vernier adjustment. OSC Level
position on function switch allows a quick check of oscillator level
without disconnecting leads to device under test. Off position on Oscillator Level control provides fast signal-to-noise measurement capability. Oscillator output terminals remain terminated in 6001l.
Frequency accuracy: ± 2% of selected frequency (with Frequency
Vernier in Cal position).
Level flatness:
20 Hz to 20 kHz:
:S ± 0.1 dB
:S ± 0.2 dB
10 Hz to 110 kHz:
Distortion (~ 6001l Load, :S 3V Output):
10 Hz to 20 kHz:
< -95 dB (0.0018%) THD
20 kHz to 30 kHz:
< -85 dB (0.0056%) THD
30 kHz to 50 kHz:
< -80 dB (0.01%) THD
50 kHz to 110 kHz: < -70 dB (0.032%) THD
Output resistance: 6001l ± 5%
Voltmeter
Voltage range: I mV rms full scale to 300 V rms full scale (-60 dB
to + 50 dB full scale, meter calibrated in dBV and dBm into 6001l).
Detection and meter indication: True rms detection for waveforms
with crest factor :S 3. Meter reads true rms volts, dBm into 6001l, and
dBV.
Accuracy (% of range selting):
20 Hz to 20 kHz: ± 2%
10 Hz to 110 kHz: ± 4%
Frequency range: 10Hz to 110kHz.
Input impedance: 100 H! ± 1'J'c, shunted by < 100 pF between input High to Low.
Monitor: Provides scaled presentation of input signal for further
analysis using oscilloscope or low frequency spectrum analyzer. Output voltage: 1V rms ± 5% open circuit for full scale meter indication,
proportional to meter deflection. Output resistance: I kll ± 5%.
Option 001
Voltage Range: 0.\ mV rms full scale to 300 V rms full scale (-80
dBV to +50 dBV full scale); (.1 mV and .3 mV ranges-external
source resistance must be < 10 kll.)
Accuracy: 1 mV to 300 V ranges:
20 Hz to 20 kHz ±2'1'0
10 Hz to 110 kHz
.1 mV and .3 mV ranges:
20 Hz to 20 kHz: ± 2%
IOHzt030kHz: ±4%
30 kHz to 80 kHz: +10/-30%
Noise Floor (GOOIl source impedance):
30 kHz filter <6 J.L V
80 kHz filter <8 J.L V
AM Detector
Frequency range: Carrier frequencies: 550 kHz to 1.6 MHz. Modulation frequencies: 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
Distortion introduced by AM Detector (with 30 kHz filter
switched IN): Up to 85% Modulation: < -36 dB (1.6%) THD
85% to 95% Modulation: < -30 dB (3%) THD
Input level: Maximum: 60V peak. Modulation signal level: 2V rms
minimum; 10V rms maximum.
Monitor (with Modulated RF Carrier Applied to AM Detector Input).
Distortion mode: Provides scaled presentation of demodulated input signal after fundamental is removed.
Voltmeter and relative input mode: Provides scaled presentation
of demodulated input signal. Output voltage and output resistance
are the same as in Distortion mode.
General
Power: 100/120/220/240 V + 5%, - 10% 48 Hz to 66 Hz line operation, 200 mA maximum.
Size: 146 mm H x 426 mm W x 375 mm D (5.75" x 16.75" x 14.75").
Weight: net 8.2 kg (18 Ibs). Shipping 11.3 kg (25 Ibs).
339A Distortion Measurement Set
Option 001

$2300
add $250

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Distortion Analyzers
Models 331 A, 333A, 334A
Fundamental Input Greater Than 30 V

334A

Description
Hewlelt-Packard's models 331 A, 333A and 334A Distortion Analyzers measure total distortion down to 0.1 % full scale at any frequency between 5 Hz to 600 kHz; harmonics are indicated up to 3 MHz.
These instruments measure noise as low as 25 microvolts and measure
voltages over a wide range of level and frequency. Refer to table below for available models and features.

Model No.

331A
333A
334A
334A Opt. 002

Auto
Nulling

Hi·Pass
Filter

X

X

X

X

Lo·Pass
Filter

AM
Detector

X
X

X

X

Option 001, for each model, features VU meter characteristics conforming to FCC requirements.

Range

±3%

06%

±12%

100%-0.3%

10 Hz-300 kHz

10 Hz-500 kHz

10 Hz-3 MHz

0.1%

30 Hz- 300 kHz

20 Hz-500 kHz

10 Hz-1.2 MHz

Elimination characteristics: fundamental rejection >80 dB. Second harmonic accuracy for a fundamental of 5 to 20 Hz; better than
+1 dB; 20 Hz to 20 kHz: better than ±0.6 dB; 20 kHz to 100 kHz:
belter than -I dB; 100 kH z to 300 kHz: better than - 2 dB; 300 kH z
to 600 kHz: better than - 3 dB.
Distortion introduced by instrument: > - 70 dB (0.03%) from 5
Hz to 200 kHz. >-64 dB (0.06%) from 200 kHz to 600 kHz. Meter
indication is proportional to average value of a sine wave.
Frequency calibration accuracy: better than ± 5% from 5 Hz to
300 kHz. Better than ± 10% from 300 to 600 kHz.
Input impedance: distortion mode; I MQ ± 5% shunted by <70 pF
(10 MQ shunted by < 10 pF with HP 10001 A 10: I divider probe).
Voltmeter mode: I MQ ± 5% shunted by <35 pF, I to 300 V rms; I
MQ ± 5% shunted by <70 pF, 300 /lV to 0.3 V rms.
DC isolation: signal ground may be ± 400 V dc from external
chassis.
Voltmeter range: 300 /l V to 300 V rms full scale (13 ranges) 10 dB
per range. Average responding calibrated in rms.
Voltmeter accuracy: (using front panel input terminals)
Range

±2%

±5%

300 ~V
) mV-30V

30 Hz-300 kHz

20 Hz-500 kHz

)0 Hz-) MHz

5 Hz-3 MHz

100 V-300 V

10 Hz-300 kHz

5 Hz-500 kHz

Noise measurements: voltmeter residual noise on the 300 /lV
range: <25 /lV rms, when terminated in 600 (shielded) ohms, <30
/lV rms terminated with a shielded 100 kQ resistor.
Output: 0.1 ± 0.0 I V rms open circuit.
Output impedance: 2 kQ.
Power supply: 115 or 230 V ± 10%, 48 to 66 Hz, approximately
4 VA.

Automatic Fundamental Nulling

333A Specifications

The automatic mode is used to complete rejection of the fundamentalon more sensitive ranges after manually nulling to < 10% of the
Set Level Reference.

Same as Model 331 A except as indicated below:
Automatic nulling mode: set level: at least 0.2 V rms
Frequency ranges: X I, manual null tuned to less than 3% set level;
total frequency hold-in ± 0.5% about true manual null. X I0 through
X 10k, manual null tuned to less than 10% of set level; total frequency
hold-in ± I% about true manual null.
Automatic null accuracy: 5 Hz to 100 Hz: meter reading within 0 to
+3 dB of manual null. 100 Hz to 600 kHz: meter reading within 0 to
+ 1.5 dB of manual null.
High-pass filter: 3 dB point at 400 Hz with 18 dB per octave roll off.
60 Hz rejection: 40 dB.

High-pass Filter
In order to reduce the effect of hum components, a switchable high
pass filter is provided which attenuates frequencies below 400 Hz.

Amplitude Modulation Detector
HP's model 334A Analyzer is provided with an amplitude modulation detector having a frequency range from 550 kHz to 65 M Hz. The
high impedance dc restoring peak detector measures distortion at carrier levels as low as I volt. Input to the detector is located on the rear
of the instrument.

VU Option Available
Option 00 I provides an indicating meter having VU ballistic characteristics which meets FCC requirements.

Model 344A Opt 002
The 334A Opt 002 has a switchable 30 kHz low pass filter to reduce
effect of unwanted high frequencies (noise, etc.) when measuring low
frequency signals with high accuracy.

334A Specifications
Same as Model 333A except as indicated below:
AM detector: frequency range: from 550 kHz to 65 MHz.
Maximum input: 40 V pop AC or 40 V peak transient.
Distortion introduced by detector: carrier frequency: 550 kHz1.6 MHz: <50 dB (0.3%) for 3-8 V rms carriers modulated 30%. 1.6
M Hz-65 MHz: <40 dB (I %) for 3-8 V rms carriers modulated 30%.
Note: Distortion introduced at carrier 1.,.ls as low as 1 Volt is normalty <40 dB (1 %) 550 kHz to 65

MHz for carriers modulated 30%.

General

331 A Specifications
Input level for distortion measurements: 0.3 V rms for 100% set
level or 0.245 V for 0 dB set level (up to 300 V may be attenuated to
set level reference).
Harmonic measurement accuracy (full scale)
Fundamental Input Less Than 30 V
Range

03%

±6%

100%-0.3%

10 Hz-l MHz

10 Hz-3 MHz

0.1%

30 Hz- 300 kHz

20 Hz-500 kHz

±12%
10 Hz-1.2 MHz

Size: 426 mm W x 126 mm H x 337 mm D (16.75" x 5" x 13.25").
Weight: net, 7.98 kg (17.75 lb). Shipping, 10.35 kg (23 Ib).

Ordering Information
33lA Distortion Analyzer
333A Distortion Analyzer
334A Distortion Analyzer
Option 001
Option 002 (334A only)
Option 003 (combined 001 and 002, 334A only)

Price
$1650
$1800
$1900
Jdd $25
add $125
add $150

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
15 Hz to 50 kHz Wave Analyzer
Model 3581A

Description
Hewlett-Packard's 3581 A Wave Analyzer resolves and measures
the amplitude and frequency of spectral components. This instrument
offers accurate amplitude and good frequency resolution in the form
of a portable, easy to use measuring tool. Since not all signals originate from a stable frequency source, the 3581 A incorporates an AFC
circuit which locks to a drifting signal for stable, accurate measurements.
HP's 3581A has other important features that are necessary when
making measurements of small voltages from transducers and harmonic signals. Its 30 nV sensitivity becomes important for these measurements. Battery operation can be used to reduce the line related
interference common in low level measurements so only the real spectrum is measured.
Digital readout of tuned frequency is located above the analog meter. It has been grouped with the meter for ease of reading. Resolution
of the digital readout is I Hz for any frequency between 15 Hz and 50
kHz. Readout is updated five times per second so delay between tuning and reading is minimized.
Four meter scales are used to provide a wide range of displays. Two
scales are used for linear voltage readings. Two log scales provide either a 90 dB or 10 dB display. In any case, the large meter with its
mirror backing can present readings in dBV, dBm or volts. A meter
was :;pecifically chosen for amplitude display rather than digital readout because it i:; easier to peak a meter reading and because it's much
ea:;ier to get a feel for noise or other amplitude variation:; by watching
the meter. The same voltage used to drive the meter is also available
on the rear panel for driving X- Y recorders.

Specifications·
Frequency Characteristics

Dynamic range: >80 dB.
Noise sidebands: greater than 70 dB below CW signal. 10 bandwidths away from signal.
Spurious responses: >80 dB below input reference level.

Sweep Characteristics
Scan width: 50 Hz to 50 kllz, adjustable in a I-2-5 sequence from 50
Hz to the full frequency range.
Sweep error light: this LED indicates a sweep that is too fast to
capture full response. When the light is on, response will be lower
than it should be.
External trigger: a short to ground stops the normal sweep. Opening
the short then enables a sweep.

Input Characteristics
Impedance: I MIl 30 pF.
Maximum input level: 100 V rms, ± 100 V dc.

Output Characteristics
Tracking generator output: (also known as BFO or tracking oscillator output).
Range: 0 to > I V rms into 600 ll.
Frequency response: ± 3% IS Hz to 50 kHz.
X-Y Recorder Analog Outputs
Vertical: 0 to + 5 V ± 2.5%.
Horizontal': 0 to +5 V ± 2.5%.
Impedance: I kll.
Pen lift: contact closure to ground during sweep.
Restored output: act:; as a narrow band amplifier.

General

Range: 15 Hz to 50 kHz.
Display: 5 digit LED readout.
Resolution: I Hz.
Accuracy: ± 3.5 Hz., 0 to 55°C.
Typical stability: ± 10 Hz/hr after 1 hour and ± 5 Hz/'C.
Automatic frequency control CAFe) hold-in range: ± 800 Hz.

Power requirements: 100 V, 120 V. 220 V, or 240 V + 5% - \ O{!r, , 48
Hz to 440 Hz, 10 VA typical.
Size: 412.8 mm H x 203.2 mm W x 285.8 mm D (16',1,," x 8" x 11'/4').
Weight: 11.5 kg (23 Ib). Opt 00 I: 13.5 kg (30 Ib).

Amplitude Characteristics

Options

Instrument Range
Linear: 30 V to tOO n V full scale.
Log: 30 dBm or dBV to -150 dBm or dBV.
Amplitude accuracy:
Log
Frequency respon:;e,
± 0.4 dB
15 Hz-50 kHz

001: Internal battery 12 hours from full charge. Internal battery is protected from deep discharge by an automatic turnoff. Useful batlery life is over 100 cycles.
910: Extra set manuals

+

Linear
±4%

3581A Wave Analyzer

Price
add $500

add $20

$4350

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Modulation Analyzer, 150 kHz to 1300 MHz

• Measures AM and FM to 1% accuracy
• Measures RF frequency
• Measures peak envelope power

• Low internal noise
• Completely automatic
• Optional built-in AM & FM calibrators

8901A (with Option 010)

8901A Modulation Analyzer
The 8901 A Modulation Analyzer combines the capabilities of several RF instruments to give a complete, accurate characterization of
modulated signals in the 150 kHz to 1300 MHz frequency range. It
very accurately measures modulation and recovers the modulation
signal. It determines RF frequency with 10 or 100 Hz resolution. It
also measures RF peak power and in many instances eliminates the
need for a power meter. The analyzer is ideally suited for characterization of transceivers and for metrology applications in calibrating
precision signal generators. Some other uses may be less obvious, for
example, it can be used to measure mixer compression or to measure
veo FM sensitivity. The fully automatic 890lA makes all major
measurements with the push of a single key or under HP-IB control.
Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB) control is a standard feature. Further description and example waveforms of the 890 I A are on
pages 578 and 579 of this catalog.

Modulation Measurement Accuracy
Very accurate modulation measurements along with very low internal noise enable the 8901 A to characterize even high performance
signal sources. Its detection system is configured for wide band recovery of the entire modulation spectrum so that highly precise measurements such as signal-to-noise or distortion can be made on the
modulation signal. Modulation depth and deviation accuracy is generally ± I % of reading. Residual A M noise in a 50 Hz to 3 kHz bandwidth is <0.01 % while FM noise is <8 Hz for 1300 MHz carrier
frequencies, decreasing linearly to < I Hz below 100 M Hz. Because
the A M and FM demodulators are independent and highly insensitive
to each other and because the analyzer has very low residual AM and
FM, accurate incidental AM and FM measurements can be made.
Three detectors are available for depth and deviation measurements: positive peak, negative peak, and an average-responding detector with rms (sinewave) calibration. The average detector is ideal
for the determination of residual noise on a signal. A PEAK HOLD

function captures and displays the maximum peak modulation of a
signal and is ideal for making transient measurements such as modulation limiting on mobile radios. It can capture even very short transients and hold their peaks indefinitely.
For measuring convenience, two high-pass (50 Hz and 300 Hz) and
three low-pass (3 kHz. 5 kHz, and >20 kHz) post-detection filters
for filtering the recovered modulation are included. The> 20 kHz
Bessel filter minimizes overshoot on square wave modulation. This
allows accurate measurement of signals which are digitally modulated, such as FSK.
Four de-emphasis networks commonly used in FM systems (25, 50,
75, and 750 I's) are provided. When chosen, the de-emphasis networks always affect the demodulated output but the user can select
whether or not the de-emphasis network affects the deviation measured and indicated by the display.
A modulation output provides calibrated signal levels relative to the
displayed modulation reading. Further measurements (frequency,
distortion, frequency response) can be made on this demodulated signal with the HP 8903A Audio Analyzer described on page 581.
Option 010 provides two precision modulation standards. One is an
amplitude modulated signal whose depth is calibrated to better than
0.1 % accuracy. The second standard is a frequency modulated signal
with peak deviation calibrated to >0.1 % accuracy. Because the calibrator can be included in the analyzer, metrology laboratories are not
required to purchase a separate standard for A M or FM accuracy
calibration. The 11715A AM/FM Test Source is necessary to fully
test and calibrate other modulation parameters of the 8901 A and is
described on the next page.

Complete Signal Characterization
The 890 IA Modulation Analyzer is more than just a high quality
modulation meter. It also performs as a frequency counter and RF
power meter. Resolution for the 150 kHz to 1300 MHz frequency
counter is 10 Hz below 1000 MHz and 100 Hz above 1000 MHz.
Sensitivity is -25 dBm (12 mV rms) below 650 MHz and -20 dBm

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Models 8901A, 11715A (Cont.)

(22 mV rms) above 6S0 MHz, with a dynamic range of > SO dB. The
standard instrument's time base stability is < 1X 1O-6/month or an
optional time base is available with < IxIO-'/day stability.
The Modulation Analyzer automatically adjusts the internal level
of the signal for optimum measurement. It can also selectively measure signals other than the largest with the approximate frequency
entered via the keyboard. This is done with an unprecedented sensitivity of 0.22 mV rms and dynamic range of >90 dB. Input protection
from damage is provided for signals up to 2S W with clamping diodes
and a relay.
The 890 IA uses a diode detection circuit to measure R F input power. This technique measures peak voltage and is calibrated from I
mW to IW for sine wave inputs.
Another function, TUN ED R F LEVEL, configures the modulation
analyzer as a selective R F power meter, allowing relative measurements of only signal levels in the tuned IF filter passband prior to
automatic leveling. The 8901A has two selectable IF filters: one at I.S
MHz with a 3 MHz nominal 3 dB bandwidth; the other at 4SS kHz
with a 200 kHz nominal 3 dB bandwidth.
Ease of Operation
The 890lA Modulation Analyzer provides unexcelled accuracy
while remaining extremely easy to use. Under control of an internal
microprocessor, the 890lA is fully automatic and autoranging. Most
measurements require only a single keystroke. There is no need to
tune the analyzer, adjust levels, or select the appropriate range. Data
processing routines of the microprocessor permit the user to make
measurements relative to a measured value or to one entered from the
keyboard by using the ratio keys.
Special Functions
Special functions entered using the numerical keys and the special
function key give the operator manual control of functions, operation,
and service aids. For example, one special function configures the instrument to continuously track the input signal as it changes frequency without losing frequency lock. Using this special function, a user
can continuously monitor modulation accuracy on a signal generator
while tuning across the signal generator's frequency band.

8901 A Specifications
RF Input
Frequency range: ISO kHz to 1300 MHz
Operating level:
ISO kHz-6S0 MHz: 12 mVrms to 7 Vrms
6S0 MHz-1300 MHz: 22 mVrms to 7 Vrms
Input impedance: SOil nominal
Tuning: Manual frequency entry, automatic, or
track (frequencies >\0 MHz only).
Acquisition time (automatic operation): - I.S seconds.
Maximum safe input level (typical): ac: 3S Vrms
(2S W for source SWR <4); dc: 40V.
Frequency Modulation
Rates:
ISO kHz-IO MHz: 20 Hz to 10 kHz
10 MHz-1300 MHz: 20 Hz to 200 kHz
10 MHz-1300 MHz: 20 Hz to 20 kHz with 7S0 J.LS filter.
Deviations:
ISO kHz-IO MHz: 40 kHz peak maximum
10 MHz-1300 MHz: 400 kHz peak maximum
10 MHz-1300 MHz: 40 kHz peak maximum with 7S0 J.Ls filter.
Accuracy':
2S0 kHz-I 0 MHz: ± 2% of reading ± I digit, 20 Hz to 10kHz rates.
10 MHz-1300 MHz: ± 1% of reading ± I digit, 30 Hz to 100 kHz
rates; ± S% of reading ± I digit, 20 Hz to 200 kHz rates.
DemodUlated output distortion:
2S0 kHz-IO MHz: <0.1% THD, deviations <10 kHz.
10 MHz-1300 MHz: <0.1 % THD, rates and deviations < 100 kHz.
AM rejection (for 50% AM at 400 Hz and 1 kHz rates)':
<20 Hz peak deviation measured in a SO Hz to 3 kHz BW.
Residual FM (50 Hz to 3 kHz BW): <8 Hz rms @ 1300 MHz,
decreasing linearly with frequency to <I Hz rms for 100 MHz
and below.
'Peek residuels must be eccounted for in peak readings.
'For peak measurements only, AM accuracy may be aflected by distortion generated by the Modula·
tion Analyzer. In the worst case, this can decrease accuracy by 0.1% of reading for 8ach 0.1% of

distortion.
'Alter 30 day warm·up.

Maximum deviation resolution:
I Hz, <4 kHz deviation
10 Hz, 4 kHz to 40 kHz deviation
100 Hz, 40 kHz to 400 kHz deviation
Resolution is increased one digit with 7S0 J.LS deemphasis
and predisplay "on."
Stereo separation (50 Hz to 15 kHz): >47dB typical.
Phase Modulation
Carrier frequency: 10 MHz to 1300 MHz.
Rates: 200 Hz to 20 kHz; typically useable from 20 Hz to 100 kHz
with degraded performance.
Deviation and maximum resolution:
z
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200Hz

1KHz

10KHz

20KHz

MODULATION RATE

Accuracy': ± 3% of reading ± I digit
Demodulated output distortion: <0.1 % TH D
AM rejection (for 50% AM at 1 kHz rate)'; <0.02 radian peak
(SO Hz to 3 kHz BW)
Amplitude Modulation
Rates:
ISO kHz-IO MHz: 20 Hz to 10 kHz
10 MHz-l300 MHz: 20 Hz to 100 kHz.
Depth: to 99%
Accuracy',':
150 kHz-10 MHz: ± 2% of reading ± I digit,
SO Hz to 10kHz rates, > S% depth;
± 3% of reading ± I digit, 20 Hz to 10kHz rates.
10 MHz-1300 MHz: ± 1% of reading ± I digit,
SO Hz to SO kHz rates, > S% depth;
± 3% of reading ± I digit, 20 Hz to 100 kHz rates.
Flatness (variation in indicated AM depth for constant depth on
input signal): 10M Hz to 1300 MHz: ± 0.2% of reading ± I digit,
90 Hz to \0 kHz rates, 20 to 80% depth.
Demodulated output distortion: <0.3% THD for sSO% depth;
<O.S% TH D for s9S% depth.
FM rejection (at 400 Hz and 1 kHz rates, 50 Hz to 3 kHz BW)':
2S0 kHz to 10 MHz: <0.2% AM for <S kHz peak deviation.
10 MHz to 1300 MHz: <0.2% AM for <SO kHz peak deviation.
Residual AM (50 Hz to 3 kHz BW): <0.02% rms.
Maximum depth resolution:
0.01% for depths s39.99%; 0.1% for depths ;:::40%.
Frequency Counter
Range: ISO kHz-1300 MHz.
Accuracy: reference accuracy ± 3 digits.
Internal reference:
Frequency: 10 MHz.
Aging rate: <I X 1O- 6 /month (optionaIJ:<1 X IO-"/day).
Maximum resolution:
I0 Hz for frequencies < I G Hz; 100 Hz for frequencies;::: I G Hz.
RF Level (Peak Voltage Responding, RMS Sine Wave
Power Calibrated)
Range: I mW to IW
Instrumentation accuracy: ± 2.0 dB (.,;6S0 MHz);
± 3.0 dB (>6S0 MHz); 1.0 dB typical.
SWR: < I.S in a SOil system.
Resolution:
0.1 mW for levels 0.1 to IW
0.0 I mW for levels 0.0 I to 0.1 W
0.001 mW for levels <O.OIW.
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Audio Filters
High pass (3 dB cutoff frequency): 50 Hz and 300 Hz
Low pass (3 db cutoff frequency except >20 kHz filter):
3 kHz, 15 kHz, >20 kHz
De-emphasis filters: 25 /lS, 50 /lS, 75 /lS, and 750 /lS.
Flatness:
50 Hz High Pass: < I% at rates :::::200 Hz
300 Hz High Pass: < I% at rates::::: I kHz
3 kHz Low Pass: < I % at rates :s I kHz
15 kHz Low Pass: <1% at rates :s10 kHz
> 20 kHz Low Pass: < I % at rates :s 10 kHz
Calibrators (Option 010)
AM calibrator depth and accuracy: 33.33% depth, nominal;
internally calibrated to an accuracy of ± 0.1 %
FM calibrator deviation and accuracy: 33 kHz peak deviation,
nominal; internally calibrated to an accuracy of ± 0.1 %
General Characteristics
Operating temperature range: 0° to 55°e
Power requirements: 100, 120,220, or 240V ac (+5, -10%); 48-66
Hz; 200 VA max.
Weight: net, 20 kg (44 Ib); shipping, 25 kg (55 Ib)
Size: 190 mm H x 425 mm W x 468 mm D (7.5 in. x 16.8 in. x
18.4 in.)

11715A AM/FM Test Source
The 11715A AM/FM Test Source provides very flat, wide-bandwidth, and low distortion amplitude or frequency modulated RF signals. Designed primarily for performance tests and adjustments of the
890 IA Modulation Analyzer, it will also serve as a high quality modulated test oscillator where its frequency ranges apply.
The major components of the 11715A are a low-noise voltage controlled oscillator (VeO), two digital dividers, and a double balanced
mixer. The veo is the primary signal source, with a typical frequency range of 330 to 470 MHz at the FM OUTPUT. FM is produced by
directly coupling the external modulation source to the veo's tune
input, providing very wide bandwidth modulation with low phase
shift. This design also ensures very little incidental AM. The digital
dividers derive the two lower frequency ranges from the FM modulated veo output. The AM mode routes the external modulation signal
directly to the mixer, which modulates the veo divide-by-32 signal.
This amplitude modulated carrier has very low incidental phase modulation. A separate crystal oscillator and frequency doubler provide a
low-residual FM output at 560 MHz.
The 11715A can also be used in conjunction with an 890lA as a
calibrated signal source for special applications. In particular, the
U.S. commercial FM broadcast band of 88 to 108 MHz is covered by
the FM + 4 OUTPUT of the l1715A. Typical stereo separation of 60
dB with very low distortion can be obtained over the full range of
broadcast modulation requirements.

11715A Specifications
FM Outputs
Frequency Range
AM FM + 32 output: I I to 13.5 MHz
FM + 4 output: 88 to 108 MHz
FM output: 352 to 432 MHz
Peak Deviation
11 to 13.5 MHz carrier: > 12.5 kHz
88 to 108 MHz carrier: > 100 kHz
352 to 432 MHz c'lmier: >400 kHz
Distortion
<0.025% THD «-72 dB) for
Modulation rate

Carrier frequency

Peak deviation

125 MHz

125 kHz

< 10 kHz

100 MHz

100 kHz

< 100 kHz

400 MHz

400 kHz

<100kHz

Flatness
dc to 100 kHz rates: ± 0.1 %
dc to 200 kHz rates: ± 0.25%
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11715A
Incidental AM (100 MHz carrier, <50 kHz peak deviation, 1 kHz
rate, 50 Hz to 3 kHz bandWidth): <0.08%
Residual FM (typical, 50 Hz to 15 kHz bandwidth)
12.5 MHz: < 1 Hz rms
100 MHz: <8 Hz rms
400 MHz: <32 Hz rms
Stereo separation (88 to 108 MHz carrier, 75 kHz peak
deviation, 1 kHz rate): >60 dB typical
AM Output
Frequency range (AM FM + 32 output): II to 13.5 MHz
Depth: to 99%
Distortion
50% AM, 20 Hz to 100 kHz rates: <0.05% THD «-66 dB)
95% AM, 20 Hz to 100 kHz rates: <0.1% THD «-60 dB)
Flatness
50 Hz to 50 kHz rates: ± 0.1 %
20 Hz to 100 kHz rates: ± 0.25%
Incidental 0M (12.5 MHz carrier, 50% AM, 1 kHz rate,
50 Hz to 3 kHz bandWidth): <0.008 radian peak
Linearity
:s95% AM: ±O.I%
:s99% AM: ± 0.2%
Residual AM (50 Hz to 3 kHz bandwidth): <0.0 I% rms
Low Residual Output
Residual FM (50 Hz to 3 kHz bandwidth): <3 Hz rms
Frequency: 560 MHz ± 50 kHz nominal
General
Line Voltage
48 to 440 Hz: 100 to 120 Vac (+5%, -10%)
48 to 66 Hz: 220 to 240 Vac (+5%, -10%)
Power dissipation: 40 VA maximum.
Weight: net 4.4 kg (9.5 Ib); shipping 6.5 kg (14 Ib)
Size: 102 mm H x 212 mm W x 444 mm D (4.0 x 8.4 x 17.5 in.)
Temperature
Operating: 0 to 55°e
Storage: -55 to 75°e
Price
Ordering Information
$8700
8901A Modulation Analyzer
(Note: HP-IB cable not supplied. See page 30.)
add $100
Option 001: Rear panel instead of front panel
connectors
add $650
Option 002: I X IQ-"/day internal reference
oscillator
add $200
Option 003: Rear panel connections for external
local oscillator
add $175
Option 004: Operation from 48 to 440 Hz power
line (100-120V ac only)
add $525
Option 010: AM and FM calibrators
add $40
Option 907: Front panel handle kit
add $30
Option 908: Rack mounting flange kit
add $65
Option 909: Front panel handle and rack mounting
flange kit
add $25
Option 910: Extra operating & service manual
$1750
11715A AM/FM Test Source
add $28
Option 907: Front panel handle kit
add $3.50
Option 910: Extra operating & service manual
add $30
Rack mounting kit: (P/N 5061-0072)

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Audio Analyzer, 20 Hz to 100 kHz
Model 8903A
• Measures distortion, SINAD, signal-to-noise
• Measures true rms volts, dc volts, frequency

• Programmable low distortion source
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8903A

8903A Audio Analyzer

Audio Testing

The 8903A Audio Analyzer combines the capabilities of several instruments under microprocessor control to yield accurate and rapid
characterizations of audio signals in the range of 20 Hz to 100 kHz, It
contains an audio source, measures distortion, SIN AD, and signal-tonoise ratio, ac and dc level, and counts frequency completely automatically with either a single front panel keystroke or under HP-IB
remote control. This combination reduces the number of instruments
and complexity of setup needed in many applications.
The analyzer is ideally suited for performing audio measurements
on transceivers. Along with <J suitable signal generator and modulation analyzer, receiver sensitivity and transmitter distortion measurements can bc made accurately and rapidly.
With the internal source and measurement functions enhanced by
microprocessor control, the 8903A has more measurement capability
and less display ambiguity than separate instruments. The Audio
Analyzer makes true rms measurements for ac level and distortion,
thus <Jssuring more accurate mcasurements of complex waveforms
and noise. The ability to perform swept measurements makes it an
extremely versatile stand-alone bench instrument for general audio
stimulus/response work. Its programmability over H P-I B is well suited to system applications.

The 8903A simplifies general audio testing by combining several
traditional audio instruments into one. It is fully automatic and autoranging, so most measurements take only a single keystroke. M icroprocessor control of all functions greatly enhances measurement
flexibility. For example, distortion can be displayed in either percent
or dB. In ac level you can choose between volts, dBV, or watts by
entering the load resistance from the keyboard. You can establish a
reference and make measurements in percent or dB relative to a measured or entered value. Using the source increment/decrement keys
and relative display mode it is easy to determine parameters such as
the 3 dB points of filters and amplifiers. With both low-distortion
source and analyzer built in, the 8903A makes stimulus-response
measurements. Internal processor control over all functions expands
this capability to powerful swept characterization. With only a few
keystrokes you can measure frequency response and swept distortion
characteristics of filters, high quality amplifiers, audio les, and other devices. Hard copy results are easily generated with an X-Y recorder connected to the analyzer's rear panel outputs.

Transceiver Testing
The Audio Analyzer performs several measurements and contains
various features specifically designed for receiver testing. The most
common audio measurements are SINAI) for FM receivers and signal-to-noise for AM receivers. In the 8903A, these measurements are
optimized for measuring the noisy signals encountered in receiver
testing. Measurements of SIN AD are indicated both by the analog
meter and the digital display. The specially marked meter for EIA
and CEPT sensitivity and selectivity results in fast, accurate, repeatable measurements. Also, a psophomelric filter allows testing to
CEPT standards.
By combining the 8903A with the 890 IA Modulation Analyzer,
you can make all common transmitter tests. The 8903A provides the
tone for microphone inputs, measures transmitter audio distortion,
and counts squelch tones. Distortion measurements can be made using the 400 Hz high pass filter to reject squelch tones. In rapid frequency count mode, counter measurements can be made at a rate of 8
ms/reading, allowing burst counting of squelch tone frequencies. In
rapid source mode, the 8903A can switch frequencies rapidly enough
to generate multiple tone squelch sequences. All functions are remotely programmable.

Systems Applications
The Audio Analyzer is a powerful HP-I B system component. Many
low frequency functions frequently required in automatic systems are
combined in the 8903A. In many cases it does the work of an audio
synthesizer, digital voltmeter, frequency counter, and custom interface with notch filters. All measurements are available at a single
input connector. As a result, interfacing requirements, hardware cost,
and software development time are reduced. The 8903A makes a major contribution by automa tically measuring distortion under H P-I B
control. It also provides a low distortion programmable source. Typical combined distortion of both source and analvzer at I V is
<0.003% between 20 Hz and 20 kHz.
.
Often systems applications involve measuring low level ac signals.
The 8903's most sensitive range features a full scale ac level display of
.300 mV with an accuracy of 4% of reading (2% of reading> 50 m V,
20 Hz to 20 kHz). The ac converter is true rms for correct noise measurements and the 3 dB bandwidth is greater than 500 kHz.
Large measurement systems often have troublesome noise problems. The 8903A has 30 kHz and 80 kHz low-pass filters to reject
high frequency noise. Also, the 400 Hz high-pass filter rejects line
related hum and noise more than 68 dB. Floating the input or output
can break insidious ground loops, and provide up to 60 dB of common
mode rejection.
Two special binary programming modes are available in remote operation. R<Jpid frequency count mode provides a packed four byte
output for fast counting. Also, the rapid source mode <JlIows the internal source to be programmed directly with five bytes.
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8903A Specifications
Source
Frequency range: 20 Hz to 100 kHz.
Frequency resolution: 0.3%
Frequency accuracy: 0.3% of setting.
Output level range: 0.6 mY to 6Y open circuit.
Output level resolution: 0.3% or better.
Output level accuracy (open circuit): 2% of setting, 60 mY to 6Y,
20 Hz to 50 kHz; 3% of setting, 6 mY to 6Y, 20 Hz to 100 kHz; 5% of
setting, 0.6 mY to 6 mY, 20 Hz to 100 kHz.
Flatness (1 kHz reference): ±0.7%, 20 Hz to 20 kHz; ±2.5%, 20
Hz to 100 kHz.
Distortion & noise: the higher of: -80 dB or 30 /lV, 20 Hz to 20
kHz, 80 kHz BW; -70 dB or 95 /lV, 20 kHz to 50 kHz, 500 kHz BW;
-65 dB or 169 /lV, 50 kHz to 100 kHz, 500 kHz BW.
Impedance: 600n ± 1%.
Sweep mode: logarithmic sweep with up to 500 points/decade or
255 points between entered start and stop frequencies, whichever is
smaller.
AC Level
Full range display: 300.0Y, 30.00Y, 3.000Y, 0.3000Y, 30.00mY,
3.000 mY, 0.3000mY.
Overrange: 33% except on 300Y range.
Accuracy: ± 2% of reading, 30Y to 300Y, 20 Hz to 1 kHz; ± 2% of
reading, 50 mY to 30Y, 20 Hz to 20 kHz; ± 4% of reading, 0.3 mY to
30Y, 20 Hz to 100 kHz.
AC Converter: true-rms responding for signals with crest factor.:S3
and harmonics up to 80 kHz typical. 3 dB measurement BW: >500
kHz typical.
DC Level
Full range display: 300.0Y, 48.00 Y, 16.00Y, 4.00Y.
Overrange: 33% except on 300Y range.
Accuracy: ±0.75% of reading, 400 mY to 300Y; ± 3 mY, <400
mY.
Distortion
Fundamental frequency range: 20 Hz to 100 kHz.
Display range: 0.001% to 100%,-99.99 dB to 0 dB.
Accuracy: ± I dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz; ± 2 dB, 20 kHz to 100 kHz.
Input voltage range: 50 mY to 300Y.
Residual noise and distortion: the higher of: 0.0 I %, -80 dB, or 30
/lV, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, 80 kHz BW; 0.032%, -70 dB, or 95 /lV, 20 kHz
to 50 kHz, 500 kHz BW; 0.056%, -65 dB, or 169 /lV, 50 kHz to 100
kHz, 500 kHz BW.
Displayed resolution: 0.000 I%, <0.1 % distortion; 0.00 I%,0.1 % to
3% distortion; .0 I%, 3% to 30% distortion; 0.1 %, > 30% distortion.
Detection: true rms.
SINAD1.2
Fundamental frequency range: 20 Hz to 100 kHz.
Display range: 0 dB to 99.99 dB.
Accuracy: ± I dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz; ± 2 dB, 20 kHz to 100 kHz.
Input voltage range: 50 mY to 300Y.
Detection: true rms (average detection selectable by internal jumpers).
Resolution: 0.01 dB for SINAD ratios> 25. for ratios <25 the display is rounded to the nearest half dB to reduce digit flickering of
noise signals. (full resolution is available by defeating this feature
using special function 16.1).
Analog meter: active in SIN AD only and for SINAD ratios < 18 dB
(or 24 dB using special function 7.1).
Tuning: notch filter is tuned to analyzer source frequency.

Input voltage range: 50 mY to 300Y.
Residual noise: the higher of -80 dB or 30 /lV, 80 kHz BW; -70 dB
or 95 /lV, 500 kHz BW.
Resolution: same as SINAD.
Operation: the analyzer displays the ratio of the input voltages as the
internal source is automatically switched on and off.
Frequency Counter
Range: 20 Hz to 150 kHz".
Resolution: 5 digits'.
Accuracy: 0.004% ± I digit.
Input sensitivity: 50 mY in distortion and SINAD modes, 5.0 mY in
ac level and sig/noise modes.
Counting technique: reciprocal with 2 MHz timebase.
Audio Filters
400 Hz high pass filter: 3 dB cutoff frequency, 400 Hz ±40 Hz;
140 dB/decade roll off.
Psophometric filter (CCITT recommendation P53): deviation
from ideal response: ±0.2 dB at 800 Hz; ± I dB, 300 kHz to 3 kHz;
± 2 dB, 50 Hz to 3.5 kHz; ± 3 dB, 3.5 kHz to 5 kHz.
30 kHz low pass filter: 3 dB cutoff frequency, 30 kHz ± 2 kHz; 60
dB/decade rolloff.
80 kHz low pass filter: 3 dB cutoff frequency, 80 kHz ± 4 kHz; 60
dB/decade rolloff.
Rear Panel Inputs/Outputs
Recorder output: X: 0-10 Ydc (typical) corresponding to log of oscillator frequency.
Y: 0-10 Ydc (typical) corresponding to displayed value and entered
plot limits.
Recorder output resistance: I kn nominal.
Monitor output: in ac level mode provides scaled output of measured
input signal. In SINAD, distortion, and distortion level modes provides scaled output of input signal with the fundamental removed.
General
Input impedance: 100kl1 ± I % shunted by <300 pf with low terminal grounded"";.
CMRR (@ 60 Hz): 60 dB for differential input <2Y; 36 dB for differential input <48Y; 30 dB for differential input >48Y.
Remote operation: HP-IB, all functions except the line switch, low
terminal ground switches, and the x 10+ 10 increment keys.
Hp·IB compatibility, as defined in IEEE-488-1978, is: SH I,
AH I, T5, TEO. L3, LEO, SRI, RLl, PPO, DCI, DTI, CO.
Temperature: operating, o·~ to 55°C; storage, -55°C to 75°C.
Power requirements: 100, 120,220. or 240 volts (+5, -10%); 48440 Hz; 100 YA maximum.
Weight: net, 12.3 kg (27 Ib): shipping, 16.4 kg (36 Ib).
Size: 146 H x 425 W x 440 mm D (5.75 x 16.8 x 17.3 in.).
HP System II Module Size: 5';' H x I MW x 17 D. See pp 714-719
for compatible accessories.
EMI: conducted and radiated interference is within the requirements
of methods CE03 and RE02 of MI L STD 461 A, YDE 0871, and
CISPR publication 11. Conducted and radiated susceptibility meet
the requirements of methods CSOI, CS02, and RS03 (I volt/
meter) of MIL STD 461A dated 1968.

Signal to Noise
Frequency range: 20 Hz to 100 kHz.
Display range: 0 dB to 99.99 dB.

Ordering Information
8903A Audio Analyzer
(Note: HP-IB cable not supplied. See page 30.)
Option 001: Rear panel connections instead of front
panel for source output and analyzer input.
Option 907: front panel handle kit
Option 908: Rack mount flange kit
Option 909: front panel handle plus rack mount
flange kit
Option 910: Extra Operating & Service Manual

Accuracy: ± I dB.

320 Hz to 100 kHz in SINAD and distortion.

lSINAD is a sensitivity measurement computed from the ratio of signal plus noise and distortion to
noise and distortion.

'Residual noise and distortion same as for distortion mode.

~Resolulion

is limited to 0.01 Hz tor input frequencies
sin dc level mode input resistance is 101k{}± 1%.
6'nput capacitance is <330 pF for Option 001.

< 100 Hz.

Price
$6200
add $50
add $32
add $25
add $55
add $30

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
General Information: PCM/TDM Measurements

Introduction
Measurements on digital communications
systems are often grouped into those performed on the terminal conversion process of
the analog signal to PCM and those on the
TDM muldex and transmission link carrying
the digitally encoded signal. However, with
the merging of switching, terminals and
transmission in an Integrated Digital Network (ION), and the emergence of other digitised services, for example digital data,
within the context of an Integrated Services
Digital Network (ISDN), this division of
"terminal" and "transmission" measurements is not always clear or convenient. For
example, a digital switch needs to be tested
analog-to-analog (A-A), analog-to-digital
(A-D) and digital-to-analog (D-A) on its
conventional analog voice ports and digitalto-digital (D-D) on the digital ports. With
the development of sophisticated conversion
devices like transmultiplexers which directly
convert signals in the FDM domain to the
TDM domain and vice versa, the need has
arisen for D-D tests of voice channel parameters such as channel gain, frequency response, noise and quantizing distortion. The
objective and subjective effect of transmission parameters such as error ratio and timing jitter on the decoded analog service
carried, for example TV, is also becoming
more important. It is convenient perhaps to
consider measurements of PCM performance separately from those of TDM performance.
PCM Measurements and Test
Equipment
Traditionally, primary PCM multiplex
equipment has been characterised in terms of
voice channel performance by either connecting two terminals back-to-back or looping a single terminal at the digital side. The
performance parameters and measurement
methods have been standardized by the International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT). While this
approach to terminal testing has been adequate for local junction or point-to-point systems, the introduction of an IDN requires AD, D-A and D-D tests to be made in addition
to the A-A measurements. The 3779C/D
Primary Multiplex Analyzer (PMA) provides this measurement capability in an integrated automatic test set. The instrument
can be programmed to execute a complete
measurement sequence to stored test limits
with pass/fail conditions and print out results on an external printer. Automatic testing of all voice channels in a multiplex can be
carried out via the 3777A Channel Selector
controlled by the PMA. The PMA also has a
general purpose single channel digital interface for testing single channel PCM codecs
and digital switching line cards.
TOM Measurements and Test
Equipment
Measurements on digital terminal and
transmission equipment are aimed at establishing primarily two performance criteriabinary error and timing jitter performance.
Error performance can be expressed in various ways, for example bit error ratio (BER),

ing the 3781A Pattern Generator and 3782A
Error Detector offers error distribution analysis and jitter tolerance testing with full HPIB control for 704, 2048, 8448 and 34368
kb/s systems to CEPT European standards.
A similar 3781 B/3782B system is available
for testing DS-l, DS·l C, DS·2 and DS·3 levels in the Bell North American digital hierarchy. This system includes the necessary
frame structures of the terminal multiplex
equipment (except the DS-IC level where it
can only be used on TI-C line systems). The
error performance measurement systems are
now complemented by a new 3785A/B Jitter
Generator & Receiver which can be used to
measure the jitter performance of CEPT and
Bell digital transmission equipment. Comprehensive features including full HP·IB
control and jitter analysis in the amplitude,
frequency and real-time domains are provided in a compact portable instrument. Error performance measurements on higher
speed systems up to 150 Mb/s can be made
with the 3762A Data Generator and 3763A
Error Detector. The system has specific op·
tions for interfacing at the 34368 and 139264
kb/s levels of the CEPT digital hierarchy.
The 3762A/3763A have also been designed
to operate in burst mode for Time Division
Multiple Access (TDMA) satellite applications. For in-service measurements on 2048
kb/s systems, the 3783A 30 Ch PCM Alignment Monitor & Error Detector provides error detection on the frame alignment signal
of the primary PCM/TDM muldex and
HDB3 line code. It also detects and displays
any alarm states present in the signal.

error-free seconds (EFS), or percentage time
for which mean error rate exceeds a given
threshold. The standard out-of-service technique of measuring error performance is to
stimulate the system with a test pattern, usually a pseudo-random binary sequence
(PRBS) and compare the received signal
with a locally generated, error-free reference
pattern on a bit-by-bit basis. In-service measurements usually monitor fixed known patterns carried within the traffic signal, for
example the frame alignment signal of the
terminal multiplex, or, in the case of line systems, monitoring errors in the line code.
However, the latter method is only valid
where no binary signal processing occurs between system input and output.
Jitter performance of a system or subsystem, regenerator, etc, is normally expressed
in three ways-input jitter tolerance (ie jitter
which can be applied without causing errors), intrinsic output jitter, and jitter transfer function (or jitter frequency response).
Jitter tolerance and jitter transfer function
are normally measured with the system out
of service and applying a jittered test pattern
while measuring errors and output jitter. Basic intrinsic output jitter can be measured
out-of-service or in-service provided that the
jitter meter has some means of recovering a
timing reference from the input signal.
HP has an extensive range of error and jitter performance measuring equipment. The
3780A Pa ttern Genera tor/ Error Detector
provides binary and code error measurements in a single portable instrument for bit
rates up to 50 Mb/s. A new system compris-
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Muldex/Channel Bank, Codec, and Digital Switching Line Card Analyzer
Models 3779C, 37790
• A-A, A-D, D-A and D-D measurements
• Automatic measurement sequencing
• User-level keyboard programming

• Non-volatile program store
• Automatic end-end testing via built-in data modem
• CCITT, CEPT, and Bell compatible
Table 1.

3779C

e

The 3779C Primary Multiplex Analyzer provides voice channel
measurements to CEPT recommendations. The digital option is designed to test PCM equipment conforming to CCITT Recommendations G.711 and G.732, ie 30 voice channels/32 time slots encoded
using the A-law and multiplexed into a 2048 kb/s stream. A single
channel TTL compatible interface is available for codec and digital
line card testing where clock and sync signals are separate from the
PCM data.
Model 3779D provides voice channel measurements to Bell recommendations. The digital option is designed to test PCM equipment
conforming to BSTR Pub 43801 and CCITT Recommendations
G.711 and G.733, ie 24 voice channels/24 time slots encoded using
the ,""law and multiplexed into a 1544 kb/s stream. A single channel
TTL compatible interface is also available.

Concept
The new 3779C/D Primary Multiplex Analyzer (PMA) is an enhanced version of the 3779A/B. Major improvements, including digital signal generation and filtering, allow the 3779C/D to offer a
complete range of faster, more accurate A-A, A-D and D-A measurements, and, in addition, a flexible D-D measurement capability.
The 3779C/D permits rapid, accurate, automatic testing of voice
channel and primary level digital equipment, the main applications
being in the areas of PCM and FDM terminals, codec, SUC and
other specialised telecommunications lC's or hybrid devices, and digital switching systems, especially line card testing. Separate tests of
analog-digital (A-D), digital-analog (D-A), and digital-digital (D-D)
peformance can be made in addition to overall measurements of analog-analog (A-A) performance of voice channels.
The instrument can automatically sequence through a number of
measurements to programmed limits, calculate and output results on
an alphanumeric CRT display. All measurement execution software
is preprogrammed into the instrument, but test levels, frequencies,
limits, etc, may be keyboard-modified if required. Measurements
may be assembled into a sequence which is stored in non-volatile
memory.
The PMA itself can control a number of 3777A Channel Selectors
to provide multi-channel access for voice and signalling measurements. It can also forma t results and print them out via a suitable
printer equipped with HP-IB. A built-in modem allows one PMA to
control another over the channel under test, faCilitating automatic
end-end (E-E) testing of a voice circuit. A new feature in the
3779C/D offers considerable improvements in E-E measuring speed
when testing on "wet" lines.

3779C/D PMA Measurement Capability

Measurements

A·A

A·D

D·A

E·E

Gain
High accuracy gain
Digital mW gain
Gain vs frequency
Gain vs level using noise (3779C only)
Gain vs level using tone
Gain vs level using sync 2 kHz
Coder offset
Peak codes
ICN weighted, 3 kHz flat & selective
NOise with tone
Quantizing distortion using tone
Quantizing distortion uSing noise (3779C only)
Intelligible crosstalk
Intermodulation using two tones
Intermodulation using four tones (3779D only)
Discrimination against out-of-band inputs
Spurious out-of-band outputs
Spurious in-band outputs
Return loss using swept tone (Tx & Rx)
Impedance balance (Tx & Rx)
Signal balance
E& Msignalling distortion
Tx/Rx

•
•

•

•

·

•
•
•

·•

•
•
•

·•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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•
•

•

•

•
•
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•
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In addition, facilities are available on the 3779C to test automatically the muldex alignment and alarm strategy.

New 0-0 Measurement Mode
Crosstalk measurements of both inter-channel and go-return type
can be selected. These allow, for example, evaluation of far-end D-D
crosstalk and transhybrid loss/echo return loss.
A Tx/Rx facility allows independent control of digital transmitter
and receiver. Thus, most of the measurements listed in Table I can be
performed either manually or, using an external controller, automatically in the D-D mode.

Options (3779C)
001: provides A-D, D-A, and D-D hardware
and software; 2048 kb/s PCM interfaces are ternary rectangular with 75ll unbalanced BNC
connectors; single channel digital interfaces are
serial or parallel, TTL compatible.
002: as Option 001 except PCM and clock connectors are Siemens 1.6/5.6 mm 75ll unbalanced.
003: as Option 001 except PCM and co-directional clock connectors are Siemens 3-pin 120ll
balanced.

Prices
Add $2225.00

Add $2225.00

Add $2225.00

Options (37790)

Specificatio ns

001: provides A-D, D-A, and D-D hardware
and software; 1544 kb/s PCM interfaces are bipolar rectangular with 100ll balanced WECO
connectors; single channel digital interfaces are
serial or parallel, TTL compatible.
002: provides A-D, D-A, and D-D hardware
and software for ,""law systems operating at
2048 kb/s; digital connections are via single
channel interfaces only, as specified for Option
001.
003: as Option 001 except PCM and clock connectors are BNC 75ll unbalanced.

The standard 3779C/D provides A-A and E-E measurement capability. A-D, D-A, and D-D capabilities are optional. The A-A, A-D,
D-A, and E-E measurements are summarized in Table I.

3779C Primary Multiplex Analyzer (CEPT)
3779D Primary Multiplex Analyzer (Bell)

Add $2225.00

Add $2225.00

Add $2225.00

Ordering Information
$26690.00
$26690.00

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EaUIPMENT
HP-IB Controlled Channel Selector; PCM Test Systems
Models 3777A, 3779
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

DC to 110kHz
2-wire / 4-wire balanced switching
Modular construction
Up to 30 4-wire channels

3779 multi-measurement capability
3779 ease of programming and operation
Extended operation using the HP-IB
Wide range of system controllers

SYSTEM
CONTROLLER

3779 SUBSYSTEM

3777A

3777A Channel Selector
The 3777 A is an H pol B controlled Channel Selector. It provides
test point access for maintenance and production testing of PCM and
FDM telecommunications systems.
The instrument contains two identical banks of relays, termed
'Transmit' and 'Receive.' Each bank comprises up to 30 balanced, bidirectional, two-pole changeover switches. The Transmit bank enables switching of a single source to anyone of up to 30 outputs. In the
Receive bank, anyone of up to 30 inputs can be switched to a common
output. To provide a quiet termination for telecommunications equipment. all unselected channels are terminated in 600n in series with
2.2/-LF. Alternative impedances can be provided on request.
The two switch banks are controlled independently via the HP-IB
from the 3779 Primary Multiplex Analyzer, a computer or a programmable calculator. For automatic test systems, the 3777 A can
scan, under external program control, through a number of channels
in any desired sequence.
For applications requiring more than 30 channels, several 3777A's
can be connected in a switch array. Other configurations can be rcalised by the appropriate interconnection of the Transmit and Receive
bank inputs and outputs.
Construction of the 3777 A is modular, with the 30 channels in both
Transmit and Receive banks arranged in 5 blocks, each block having
6 Transmit and 6 Receive channels. 12 and 24 channel versions with
only 2 or 4 blocks arc available as options.
Principal applications are in testing telecommunications equipment
where the 3777 A may be used to switch PCM primary multiplex
channels, FDM voice channels or groups, and voice frequency telegraph circuits, for measurements during production, installation, or
maintenance. The high quality relays employed in the 3777 A also
make it suitable for many other general purpose applications requiring an HP-IB controlled channel selector.

3777A Options
001: 24 channels in transmit and receive banks.

WECO 310 connectors used for transmit I/P and receive O/P.
002: 12 channels in transmit and receive banks. Siemens audio connectors used for transmit I/P and receive O/P.
003: 12 channels in transmit and receive banks.
WECO 310 connectors used for transmit I/P and receive O/P.

3777 A Channel Selector

Prices
less $295

less $865

less $865

$5005.00

I

I
I
I
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PCM Test Systems
The 3779 Primary Multiplex Analyzer (PMA) is itself a system
controller, containing operating software for a system comprising a
printer and up to nine 3777 A Channel Selectors. However, versatile
as the PMA is, some users may require more. The following examples
are just a few of the ways in which the PMA capability can be enhanced by using an external system controller.
• A worst-case channel can be identified, and then analyzed in detail.
Statistical analysis of results can also be performed.
• For testing different types of terminal equipment consisting of a
wide variety of channel cards, the desired measurement sequences
can be constructed in the PMA using the instrument's ease of programmability, then transferred into an external controller and recalled as required.
• In processor-controlled switching applications, the switch controller can instruct the PMA [0 perform a number of measurements on
the matrix path.
• Production test stations using PMA's can be controlled from a centralized computer system. This can be used to give increased test
throughput of specialized communications devices, eg codecs,
SLle's.
• A PMA subsystem may form part of a larger automatic test system
incorporating, for example, power supplies, DVM's, switches, etc.

System Components
• 3779 Primary Multiplex Analyzer
• 3777A Channel Selector
• Printer-must have 80-character field width and 128-character
upper and lower case ASCII printing set. Data storage preferable
to reduce "waiting time". Recommended Printers include 2631 A,
9876A, 2608A.
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1
1
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
30 CH PCM Alignment Monitor and Error Detector
Model 3783A
• Provides in-service error monitoring
• Counts frame or code errors

• Low-cost, portable unit
• Optional rechargeable battery

3783A 30CH PCM ALIGNMENT MONITOR AND ERROR DETECTOR
HEWLETT-PACKARD
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The 3783A is a low-cost, portable instrument for in-service measurements on 2 Mb/s digital transmission systems conforming to
CCITT Recommendation G.732 (European CEPT, 30 channel PCM
multiplex standard). The instrument can detect and count:
• Frame alignment signal errors
• Code viola tion errors
• External input error pulses from a multiplex
Frame alignment signal (FAS) errors are measured by decoding
the HDB3 2 Mb/s line signal and recovering the time slot allocated to
the framing signal, TSO, from which errors occurring in the FAS can
be detected and counted. Display of the measured result can be a binary bit error rate, based on the assumption that the overall signal
contains a Poisson distribution of errors, or a FAS error count over a
manually selected measurement period. While operating as a FAS
error detector, the instrument also detects and displays any system
alarm states which are carried in TSO and TS \6, the time slot allocated to signalling. These alarm states can be displayed on a priority or
free run basis with a latch/auto-reset facility.
In addition to monitoring FAS errors, the 3783A can check the input line signal for code violation errors according to the AMI or
H DB3 encoding rule. The instrument can also count low frequency
input pulses such as the error output signal found on some digital
transmission equipments.
The 3783A can be attached in terminated mode to the output of an
equipment (out-of-service measurement) or in monitor mode to the
high impedance monitor point provided on digital transmission equipment (in-service measurement). An optional rechargeable battery
pack allows portable field use where normal station ac main supplies
are unavailable. An audio indication of signal present or detection of
errors ca n be selected.

Specifications Summary
Signal input: switched digital signal or error count input.
Clock recovery: from the digital signal input at 2048 kb/s ±
100b/s.
Signal format: AMI or HDB3 with frame structure conforming to
CCITT Recommendation G.732 .
Impedance: 75 \I unbalanced (120 \I balanced, by special request).
Count input: maximum 4 kHz binary input.
Measurements: code errors, frame alignment errors, and external
error count.
Display: error rate exponent and 5 digit error count simultaneously.
Gating: automatic for error rate, manual for error count with start/
stop/reset control.
Alarm flags: line, AIS, frame, errors, multi-frame/signalling highway, distant, distant multi-frame; priority or free run selection with
auto-reset or latch plus overall reset facilities.
Audio indication: tone burst for signal or errors present, selectable.
Alarm outputs: two TTL outputs; each goes high when alarm state
detected.
Recorder output: current drive proportional to displayed result.
General
Power supply: I IS V
to 66 Hz.

+

10(1, - 22'1" or 230 V

+

10'7" - 18%, ac, 48

Options
001: operation from rechargeable battery pack.
002: 120\1 balanced input; 3 pin Siemens connector.

Price
add $60

3783A 30 CH PCM Alignment Monitor and
Error Detector

$2170

~/C

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
1 kb/s/50 Mb/s PCM/TDM Error Measuring Set for Field Use
Model 3780A
• Binary and code error measurements
• Internal crystal clocks and clock recovery
• Clock frequency offset generation and measurement

- - - - - FRf(.ll!l>Ky - - - -

• Ternary coded and binary interfaces
• PRBS and WORD pattern generation and detection
• Printer and recorder outputs
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The 3780A Pattern Generator/Error Detector is a comprehensive error measuring set in one portable package. The instrument
measures Binary Errors and Code Errors in digital transmission
equipment operating at bit rates between 1 kb/s and 50 Mb/s. Frequency offset generation and measurement are also provided at the
standard bit rates used in PCM/TDM transmission.
Binary errors are detected by stimulating the system with a test
pattern and comparing the output bit-by-bit with a separate
internally generated, error-free pattern. Code errors on interface or
line coded information are detected during decoding into binary data.
The errors can be counted over a chosen gating period and displayed
directly as bit error rate (BER) or total error count (COUNT).
Error measurements can be made with PRBS or WORD patterns
and the receiver has automatic pattern recognition and synchronization. Alternatively, the reference pattern can be preset by the pattern
switch which allows detection of systematic pattern errors. Zero add
facilities allow investigation of regenerator clock recovery performance. This capability can be extended by the optional addition of programmable word and alternating word generation.
The clock frequency in the pattern generator can be offset and measured in the receiver. The offset is displayed as a fraction of the nominal crystal centre frequency. In addition, the offset of external clocks
applied to the generator can be measured provided that the frequency
is within 25 kHz of one of the installed crystal frequencies.
BER or COUNT results can be displayed directly by LED's on the
front panel or monitored via a BCD printer and strip chart recorder.
This makes the 3780A ideally suited for unattended long-term measurements. Monitoring, display, and recording of the Alarm Indication Signal (AIS) is now included.
The 3780A has been designed principally for use in field trials,
commissioning, and maintenance of digital transmission terminal and
link equipment. It is particularly suited for testing digital multiplex,
radio, and line systems but will also find application in development
of more advanced systems such as optical fibre transmission and time
division switching.

T""C""~.

Specifications
Measurements
Binary errors: closed loop bit-by-bit detection on any pattern produced by generator, excluding added zeros or alternating words.
Code errors: viola tions of coding rule detected on any pattern with
AMI, HDB3, or HDB2 coding (optionally AMI, B6ZS, or B3ZS).
Frequency offset: measurement of fractional offset of generator
clock output from installed crystal rates.

Options
Word/Connector Options
001: all words replaced by a 16-bit front panel programmable word
002: Siemens 1.6 mm connectors
003: combination of 001 and 002
Frequency Offset Option
099: frequency offset capability-measurement only,
generation facility deleted
Frequency/Codec Options
Std: internal clock frequencies of 2048, 8448, and 1536
kHz; HDB3/HDB2 codec.
100: internal clock frequencies of 2048, 8448, and
34368 kHz; HDB3/HDB2 codec.
101: internal clock frequencies of 1544, 6312, and
44736 kHz; B6ZS/B3ZS codec.
102: internal clock frequencies of 1544, 6312, and
3152 kHz; B6ZS/B3ZS codec.

3780A Pattern Generator / Error Detector

Price
add $255
add $85
add $315

less $170

N/C
add $255
N/C
N/C

$9120

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
CEPT and CCITT Compatible PCM/TDM Error Measuring Set
Models 3781A, 3782A
3781A
• Bit rates of 704, 2048, 8448 and 34368 kb / s
• Standard CCITT test patterns
• Internal jitter modulator

3782A
• Binary and code error measurements
• Error ratio, error count, error seconds and error-free
seconds displayed
• Powerful error distribution analysis
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The 3781 A Pattern Generator and 3782A Error Detector form a
high performance error measuring system which complements the existing 3780A Pattern Generator/Error Detector. Designed to conform with CEPT and CCITT standards, the 3781A/3782A provide
four bit rates (up to 50 Mb/s) of the digital hierarchy in one compact
system. Applications of the system are in R&D, field trial and production testing, especial1y where an automatic and remote measurement capability via the HP-IB is required.
In the 3781 A, binary or code errors can be injected as single shot or
at 10- 3 or 10- 5 rates into a wide range of PRBS and 16-bit WORD
test patterns coded in AMI or HDB3. The test patterns provided include standard 2'-1, 2"-1, and 223 -1 bit PRBS to CCITT Recommendations, ful1y programmable l6-bit WORD, and two 8-bit
WORDS which may be alternated under the control of an external
signal. Zero substitution (up to 120 zeros) for PRBS patterns is included to examine, for example, the clock recovery performance of
regenerators. 75!2 unbalanced and 120!2 balanced pseudo-ternary
outputs and binary TTL monitor outputs are provided. A jitter modulation input facility is provided for simple oscillator connection, with
direct LED display of pk-pk bits of jitter. This can be used to measure
the input jitter tolerance of digital transmission equipment. A second
data output with 12 bits delay provides adequate simulation of an
independant sequence for thorough testing of 4</JPSK digital radio
systems. As an option, four extra data outputs coded in AMI or
HDB3 can be included on the rear panel for driving adjacent radio
channels.
The 3782A detects binary or code errors which can be displayed in
the form of error ratio, error count, error seconds, and error-free seconds over a wide choice of gating periods. AI1 four results are computed simultaneously over the same gating period. For ease of use there is
a built-in automatic check for compatibility of switch position combinations. An error code Oashes on the display if incompatibility is detected. When the monitor mode is used, the 3782A can be used for inservice monitoring of digital transmission links.
Measurement results are available on the HP-IB and a rear panel
result threshold switch al10ws pre-selection of an error threshold
above which results wil1 be printed. This provides useful data reduction and a first order error distribution analysis. With a built-in realtime clock, results can be output with time, if required.

Specification Summary
3781A Pattern Generator
Data outputs: RZ HDB3 or AMI on internal clocks, NRZ available
by internal links.

• ••
3782A

Internal clock: four crystal clocks at 704, 2048, 8448 and 34368
kHz.
External clock: I kHz to 50 MHz.
Patterns
PRBS: 2'-1, 2"-1, and 223 -1 to CCITT Recommendations.
WORD: 16-bit WORD (serial combination of 4-bit WORDS A B
C and D; contents of A, B, C and D can be set by pushbutto~s):
ALT WORD (8-bit WORD AB may be alternated with 8-bit
WORD CD under control of external1y applied signal), 1111/AIS
(Alarm Indication Signal).
Jitter modulation: timing jitter can be added to the clock and data
output signals by applying an external modulating source.

3782A Error Detector
Measurements: binary errors (closed loop bit-by-bit detection at binary level) and code errors.
Display modes: error ratio, error count, error seconds, error-free
seconds, error codes, real-time clock.
Options
3781A
001: adds four IV pk-pk HDB3/AMI outputs (BNC
connectors) to rear panel.
002: as standard but with Siemens 75!2 connectors in
place of BNC connectors on selected ports.
061: rack mounted.
062: rack mounted with Opt 001 outputs accessed from
front panel.
3782A
002: as standard but with Siemens 75!2 connectors in
place of BNC connectors on selected ports.
061: rack mounted.
062: rack mounted with front panel access to rear panel controls/connectors.
3781A/3782A
In-lid operating Instructions: English-std; GermanOption 031; French-Option 032; italian-Option
033; Spanish-Option 034.
Ordering Information
3781A Pattern Generator
3782A Error Detector

Prices
add $520
N/C
add $118
add $250

N/C
add $118
add $320

N/C

$8785
$7895

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EaUIPMENT
Bell Compatible PCM/TDM Error Measuring Set
Models 37818,37828
37818
• OS-1, OS-1 C, OS-2, & OS-3 all in one compact system
• Jitter modulation input facility
• Second OS-3 output with 22 bits delay

l-iJ

37828
• Binary, code, and parity error measurements
• Error rate, error count, error sees, and error free sees
displayed
• Preselectable error rate threshold for printing of results

M8ltl PATTERN GEN£RATOFl
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The 3781 B Pattern Generator and 3782B Error Oetector form a
dedicated error measurement system for testing and evaluating the
performance of Bell digital transmission terminal and link equipment, up to and including the OS-3 level in the digital hierarchy. The
3781 B/3782B can be used in production testing, field installation,
and maintenance of the Bell digital transmission system, including
PCM/l'OM transmission over cable, radio, satellite, and fibre optic
links. The principal application is at the OS-3 level in the Bell digital
hierarchy.
The 3871 B/3782B are designed to Bell standards with automatic
selection of the appropriate framing structure, ternary coding, and
interface voltage levels at each hierarchial level. At the OS-3 level, a
.choice of four data formats is available. Alternatively, binary ECL
interfaces can be used.
The 378\ B Pattern Generator provides a selection of standard 29 I ,2 15 - I, and 220 - I bit PRBS and fixed WORO test patterns
with a choice of single error or I in 105 error simulation on the digital
data stream for normal measurements and troubleshooting. A pattern
of 17 ones/IS zeros and zero substitution (up to 999 zeros) for PRBS
patterns are included to examine phase sensitive circuitry such as
clock recovery of regenerators. A jitter modulation input facility is
provided for simple oscillator connection, with direct LEO display of
pk-pk bits of jitter. This can be used to measure the input jitter tolerance of digital transmission equipment. A second OS-3 output channel with 22 bits delay provides adequate simulation of an independent
sequence for thorough testing of 4</> PSK digital radio systems. As an
optional extra, four OSX-3 BNC outputs on the rear panel can be
included for driving adjacent radio channels.
The 3782B Error Oetector detects any binary or code errors generated by the system under test. At the OS-3 level, it can perform inservice or out-of-service measurements of parity errors within the
digital transmission system. The 3782B can measure simultaneously
error rate, error count, error seconds, and error free seconds over a
single gating period. When the OS-3 MON facility is used, in-service
measurements (eg parity errors) of live traffic are possible. For ease
of use, there is a built-in automatic check for compatibility of switch
position combinations. An error code flashes on the display if incompatibility is detected. Hard copies of results can be obtained on a
printer via HP-IB control, either in the "talk-only" or "addressable"
modes. In addition, a preselectable error rate threshold and a real
time clock allows selection for printing results which exceed a defined
threshold (with local time, if required).

Specifications Summary
37818 Pattern Generator
Data Outputs: OSX-l, OSX-IC, OSX-2, and OS-3 compatible ternary outputs, and ECL compatible binary outputs.
Internal Clock: four crystal controlled clocks at 1.544 MHz (OS-I),
3.152 MHz (OS-I C), 6.312 MHz (OS-2), and 44.736 MHz (OS-3).
External Clock: I kHz to 50 MHz.
Patterns
PRBS: 29 - 1,2" - 1,220 -1.
WORD: 0000,1000, 1010, 1100, 1111: 17/15 (17 ones/ 15 zeros);
AIS (alarm indication signal - all ones without framing bits).
Jitter Modulation: timing jitter can be added to the clock and data
output signals by applying an external modulating source.

37828 Error Detector
Measurements: binary errors (closed loop bit-by-bit detection at binary level), code errors, and parity errors.
Display Modes: error rate, error count, error seconds, error free seconds, error codes, real-time clock.

Options
37818
001: adds four additional in-phase OSX-3 BNC outputs to rear panel; front panel OS-3 output connector changed from WECO 440A to BNC.
061: rack mounted.
062: rack mount allowing Option 00 I outputs to be
accessed from front panel.

+$450
+$110
+$340

37828
001: DS-3 Oata Input connector changed from WECO
type 440A to BNC
061: rack mounted
062: rack mount allowing front panel access to
Binary/Ternary Input and Real-Time Clock
switches, Binary Oata and Clock Inputs, and
External Gating

Ordering Information
37818 Pattern Generator
37828 Error Detector

N/C
+$110
+$250

Price
$7340
$6895

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Dedicated PCM/TDM Jitter Generator and Receiver
Models 3785A, 3785B
• Jitter generation and measurement on data and clock
• Jitter specifications designed to CCITT Recommendation 0.171
• Transient-free sweeping of internal CCITT defined jitter
tolerance masks
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• Single portable unit for up to 4 internal bit rates
• Built-in measurement filters to CCITT Recommendations
• Comprehensive jitter analysis against real-time and jitter
amplitude
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3785A (2048, 8448, 34368 and, optionally, 25776 kHz)

3785B (08-1, 08-1C, 08-2 and 08-3)

CEPT

Bell

e

The 3785A/B Jitter Generator and Receiver is a dedicated jitter
measurement system for testing and evaluating the performance of
CEPT or Bell digital transmission terminal and link equipment up to
and including the third level (34368 kb/s or DS-3) in the digital hierarchy. The 3785A/B can be used in production testing, field installation and maintenance of the CEPT or Bell digital transmission system
including PCM/TDM transmission over cable, radio, satellite, and
fiber optic links. The principle application is thorough testing to current CCITT Recommendations at each level in the digital hierarchy.
In addition to providing a comprehensive measurement capability
which includes in-service jitter measurements, the microprocessorcontrolled Jitter Generator and Receiver is easy to use with ergonomic layout of switches and connectors on the front panel. The instrument is designed to interface fully with the HP-IB, allowing buscontrolled operation and automatic measurement sequencing.
The Jitter Generator may be used to phase modulate an internally
provided crystal clock, an externally applied clock (at a nominal digi.
tal hierarchy bit rate) or an externally applied data stream. Sinusoidal modulation is provided by an internal synthesizer whose amplitude
and frequency can be set manually or swept, transient-free, through a
shaped mask (proposed by CCITT) programmed into the instrument.
Alternatively, external modulating signals can be applied. The amplitude of generated jitter in unit intervals (U .1.) pk-pk and the frequency of internal modulation are in accordance with CCITT Recommendation 0.171 and are displayed on the front panel.
The modulated clock output can be applied to an external pattern
generator such as the 3780A, 3762A, 3781 A or 37828. For jitter
transfer function measurements, the CCITT standard 1000 repetitive
pattern is provided within the 3785A/B. In addition, for demultiplexer jitter transfer function, jitter can be applied to an externally
applied data stream which has the necessary framing and justification digi ts.

Measurements
The Jitter Receiver offers six types of measurement:
• Absolute jitter amplitude in U.1. pk-pk
• Jitter peak, positive or negative
• Jitter hit count of the number of times received jitter exceeds a
user-defined hit threshold in U.1. pk

El ';' '.' ..;- 0
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• Jitter hit seconds count of the number of seconds in which one or
more jitter hits occur
• Jitter hit-free seconds count of the number of seconds which are
free of jitter hits
• Maximum absolute jitter amplitude in U.1. pk-pk is held during the
jitter analysis gating period
Simultaneous measurement of all six parameters is possible with
result display selection. In addition, the Receiver has a built-in interval timer and real-time clock to allow measurements of jitter distribution against time to be made.
The measurements can be made on clock or data inputs with or
without internal filtering. Two high pass filters and one low pass filter
as specified by CCITT are provided for each of the four bit rates. In
addition, external filters can be connected between the demodulated
jitter output and the measuring circuitry input. The demodulated jitter output can also be used to measure rms jitter amplitude on an
external voltmeter or to display jitter spectrum on an external analyzer.
The clock reference for the jitter measurements can be internally
derived from the applied data or clock via a narrow band phaselocked loop or externally derived from an applied reference.
The data input allows out-of-service or in-service measurements.
The MON facility for in-service measurements has built-in additional gain to compensate for the nat loss at the monitor points.

HP-IB Operation
The capabilities of the 3785A/B can be enhanced by using the HP·
IB to provide remote operation and automatic sequencing of results.
The HP-IB facility offers several principal features:
• Remote control of front panel switches and pushbuttons using programming codes
• Control codes which are set to default values on power-on and can
be user-defined with the controller
• The ability to transfer all desired switch positions and masks onto a
tape memory and reloaded back onto the instrument at a later time
• Output of the result data to a printer (eg 5150A Thermal Printer)
or tape memory (eg 9875A Cartridge Tape Unit)

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Models 3785A, 37858 (Cont.)
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Specifications Summary

Jitter Receiver

Jitter Generator

Data Inputs: conforms to CCITT Rec. G.703.
3785A: for use at monitor points -30 dB (2.048 and 8.448 MHz)
and -26 dB (34.368 MHz).
3785B: compatible with HI outputs and monitor points at OS-I,
OS-IC, and OS-3, and HI outputs at OS-2.
Clock Input: at internal rates ± 50 ppm or 2.0 to 34 MHz
(3785A)/ 1.5 to 45 MHz (3785B) using Receiver External Reference
Clock Input (rear panel).
Jitter amplitude measurement (pk-pk)
Ranges: I, 10 (and 20, 3785B only).
Max. Jitter amplitude reduced at 6 dB/ octave above a nominal corner frequency specified by CCITT Rec. 0.171.
Bandwidth: satisfies CCITT Rec. 0.171 (OS-3 upper frequency
limit 1.12 MHz).
Accuracy: ± 4% + additional intrinsic error.
Measurements: jitter amplitude pk-pk, jitter amplitude +pk or
-pk, jitter analysis. When used in conjunction with a pattern generator and error detector, jitter tolerance and jitter transfer function
measurements can be made.

Data outputs
3785A: CCITT Rec G.703 interfaces for CEPT rates.
3785B: OSX-I, OSX-IC, OSX-2 and OSX-3 ternary outputs.
Internal clock: crystal controlled clocks at
3785A: 2.048, 8.448, and 34.368 MHz.
3785B: 1.544,3.152,6.312, and 44.736 MHz.
External clock: at internal rates ± 10%.
Internal Jitter modulation: conforms to CCITT Rec. 0.171 (lower
frequency limit I Hz) (OS·3 only up to 1.12 MHz upper frequency).
External jitter modulation: conforms to CCITT Rec. 0.171 (lower
frequency limit de) (OS-3 only up to 1.12 MHz upper frequency).
Internal Jitter tolerance masks: conforms to the appropriate
CCITT G. series Recommendations.
Accuracy of jitter display:
U.1.

pk-pk
(AIIO Ipplios to 3785B rlngl 20)
10.0

Options

± 5% ± 0.01

3785A
001: fourth internal clock (25.776 MHz) in addition to
the three standard clocks.
002: Siemens connectors on all front panel interfaces.
061: rack mounted.
062: rack mounted with front panel access to rear
panel con troIs/ connectors.

2.0
±

5% ± 0.05

-0.00

I
I
I

Jitter
Frequency

low frequency

1% of

limit (depends
on Display RIte)

bit 'at8

Add $560

N/C
Add $118
Add $340

37858

0.2
± 5% -+{I.03

Prices

upper frequency
limit as CCITT
Roc 0.171

061: rack mounted.
062: rack mounted with front panel access to rear
panel controls/connectors.

Add $118
Add $340

Ordering Information
3785A Jitter Generator and Receiver (CEPT)
3785B Jitter Generator and Receiver (Bell)

$13065
$14455

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Dedicated 150 Mb/s PCM/TDM Error Detection System:
Models 3762A & 3763A
• Crystal clocks and clock recovery
• Frequency offset facilities
• Burst mode operation

• Binary and interface codes
• Input equalization
• Error detection on PRBS + Zeros
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The 3762A Data Generator and 3763A Error Detector comprise a
dedicated error rate measurement system for evaluating high-speed
digital transmission equipment. Basically, there are two versions of
the system available. One features CMI and binary data formats and
is specifically intended for use in field commissioning and maintenance of digital radio (terrestrial microwave, and TDMA satellite)
systems. The other version, with CMI and ternary (HDB3 and
B3ZS) data formats, is designed for digital multiplex and digital cable systems. Although optical fiber systems are still undefined, the
3762A and 3763A have sufficient built-in capability and flexibility to
cover applications in this rapidly developing area of telecommunications. Burst gating inputs allow the 3762A/3763A to be used in
TDMA applications.

Specifications Summary
3762A Data Generator
Internal clock: two crystal clocks in the range 30 to 150 MHz;

crystals fitted in standard unit are 139.264 and 141.040 MHz; offset
continuously variable up to ± 60 ppm.
External clock Input: 1 kHz to 150 MHz; 7sn.
Pattern8: 2 10 -1, 2" -I, and 223 -1 PRBS; two 10- or 16-bit programmable words; two 1010 ... repetitive patterns; two 8-bit words
alternated by an external signal; PRBS patterns can be gated off for 1
to 999 clock periods after trigger pulse (zero substitution); error add
facilities.
Data output A: PRBS or WORD A; DATA or DATA, in CMI,
NRZ or RZ format; 7sn.
Data output B: PRBS delayed, or WORD B, in NRZ or RZ format.
3763A Error Detector
Data Input: CMI, NRZ, or RZ formats; 7SIl DATA or DATA; 12
dB fixed equalization at 70 MHz on CMI inputs with clock recovery.
External clock: as 3762A.
Pattern8: all the patterns of the 3762A, including zero substitution,
but excluding alternating words.
Synchronization: automatic, manual, or external (ECL).
Error mea8urement8: closed loop bit-by-bit comparison at the binary level with an independent, error-free local reference.

BER: looks for 10 or 100 errors and takes reciprocal of clock

counter; result displayed as X.Y X 1O- n where n = 1 to 9, with
automatic scaling.
COUNT: totalizes errors over a selected gating period; internal
period can be 10', 10', 10 10 clock periods or 1 min to 24 h, repetitive
or single shot, manual start/stop or external (ECL) control; result
displayed as ABCD.
Mea8urement gating input: gates error and clock inputs to error
counter, providing a measurement "window"; son; ECL levels.
Frequency off8et mea8urement: measures deviation of received
bit rate from nominal rate; result displayed as ± BCD X 10-'.
Printer output (rear panel): 8-4-2-1 BCD, 10-column output of
result, plus local time, if required, and flags; TTL print command
pulse.
Recorder output (rear panel): constant current drive output of BER
or COUNT result, with flags.

Options (3762A; 3763A)
lOS: 751l interfaces changed to son. Frequencies are 60.032 and 30.016 MHz.
201: Data output B not delayed:
HDB3/B3ZS/AMI; 751l; ± I V. Second data
input (B) on 3763A; 751l; HDB3/B3ZS/AMI;
automatic equalization for up to 12 dB cable loss
at '/, bit rate relative to a ± I V signal; clock recovery at installed crystal frequencies. Channel
B cannot be used simultaneously with A. Frequencies are 139.264 and 120.000 MHz.
202: as for Option 201 except frequencies are
139.264 and 34.368 MHz.
330: as for Option 201 except frequencies are
137.088 and 44.736 MHz. In addition. clock and
binary data interfaces changed to SOil.
801: front cover.
Ordering Information
3762A Data Generator
3763A Error Detector

Prices

N/C

"/C:

+$420

N/C; +$350

N/C:

+$370

$10,565
$10.785

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
PCM/TDM Accessories
Models 15506A, 15507A,15508B,15508C, 15509A, 15509B, 15510A,15511A, 15512A,15513A, 15514A, 15515B

-

...........
15506A

15509A

c:;-~

15510A

15507A

155098

15513A

15511A

15514A

,
155088

15508C

15506A Frame Alignment Generator
The 15506A provides a 2048 kb/s PCM signal, complete with
framing structure, coded in AMI or HDB3 via a 75f! unbal or 120f!
bal output. It can be used for checking the operation of the 3783A 30
Ch PCM Alignment Monitor and Error Detector.

15507A Isolator
This unit provides isolation from longitudinal voltages which may
appear on test connections to digital transmission equipment. It can
also be used when the ground potential of the test equipment is different from that of the transmission equipment.

15508B Converter (75n unbal-110n bal)

15512A

155158

systems (75f!) for code violations when the system monitor point is
unprotected.

15511A 120n Cable Accessory
The 15511 A is designed to provide a protected monitor point to the
15508C input and, subsequently, the 15509A input. This allows the
Error Detector to monitor in-service systems (I20f!) for code violations when the system monitor point is unprotected.

15512A Cable
The 15512A is a I m length of 600f! balanced cable with a 3-pin
audio connector (Siemens type) at each end.

This unit provides a nominal I IOf! balanced interface conversion
from 75f! unbalanced interfaces on digital test equipment. This is required at the 1544 kb/s DS-I, 3152 kb/s DS-I C, and 6312 kb/s DS-2
levels of North American digital transmission systems.

The 15513A is a I m length of 600f! balanced cable with a WECO
310 jack plug at each end.

15508C Converter (75n unbal-120n bal)

15514A Transit Case

The 15508C provides a nominal 120f! balanced interface conversion from 75f! unbalanced interfaces on digital test equipment. This
may be required at the 2048 kb/s primary multiplex levels of European digital transmission systems.

The I 5514A is a transit case with moulded foam inserts for transporting the 3779 Primary Multiplex Analyzer.

15509A Amplifier
This unit is designed to provide sufficient gain on a digital signal
appearing at a standard digital equipment protected monitor point to
trigger the Error Detector input. This is required to monitor inservice systems for code violations. Power for the 15509A is supplied
from the 3780A front panel PROBE POWER socket.

15509B Amplifier
The I5509B is similar to the 15509A except that it is intended for
operation at the DSX·I, DSX-I C, and DSX-2 monitor points of
North American digital transmission systems.

15510A 75n Cable Accessory
The 15510A is designed to provide a protected monitor point to the
I5509A input. This allows the Error Detector to monitor in-service

15513A Cable

155158 Loop Holding Unit
Model 155 I 5B is a loop holding unit which provides 24mA loop
holding current sinking. It is supplied with WECO connectors.

Ordering Information
15506A Frame Alignment Generator
15507A Isolator
15508B Converter (75f! unbal-IIOf! bal)
15508C Converter (75f! unbal-120f! bal)
15509A Amplifier
15509B Amplifier
15510A 75f! Cable Accessory
1551lA 120f! Cable Accessory
15512A Cable
15513A Cable
15514A Transit Case
15515B Loop Holding Unit

Price
$385
$250
$208
$190
$330
$280
$84
$158
$75
$60
$775
$310

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
General Information: Data and Voice Testing

Data and Voice Testing
There are a wide variety of tests which can
be made on a data communications system.
Depending on the point in the system at
which the tests are made, quite different philosophies and techniques apply. These group
conveniently into three areas; protocol, digital and analog testing (Fig. I). Protocol testing is concerned with the control sequences
that establish the datacom link. Digital testing evaluates the accuracy of the data transmission. Analog testing measures the
characteristics of the transmission line such
as loss and noise.
Data communications troubleshooting involves some unique testing problems that are
different from the testing done on traditional

HP 1640B

,
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DATA TERMINAL
EQUIPMENT
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FRONT END
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Protocol Testing
A new serial analyzer, the HP 1640B, captures and displays the serial data at the RS232-C (V.24) interface. Data is displayed in
binary form using hexadecimal notation, or
in the actual high level code being transmitted, such as ASCII or EBCDIC. In addition,
the analyzer makes time interval measurements between events occuring at the interface. The 1640B can trap on invalid
character sequences, time interval violations,
or data errors, enabling the user to identify
problems quickly when troubleshooting a
computer communications network.
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in with different parameters. This constant
change requires more frequent testing.
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Figure 1. The three domains of data communication instrumentation.
equipment. The individual tests and parameters are simple because of the low bandwidths (about 3 kHz) and modest signal-tonoise ratios (about 24 dB). The difficulty
comes from the complex interrelationships of
these simple parameters. For example, how
does envelope delay distortion of the line
(Figure 2) affect the digital error rate of a
modem (Figure 3), and how does that affect
the throughput of the computing system?
The mathematical relationship between
these simple parameters is very difficult to
understand for terrestrial data links. Generally, specific limits for each parameter are
tariffed for different classes of channel
service.
Data communication systems require extensive handshaking between machines and
across the different domains. Handshake
problems are difficult to locate because they
are transient and because each machine
alone usually will test good. It is very difficult to isolate the handshake problem to one
interface.
The geographic size and multitude of subsystems in a telecommunication system make
it vulnerable to intermittent and transient
impairments as well as degradation and
change with time. Intermittent problems are
very difficult and time consuming to troubleshoot in any system. The size and complexity
of a data communication system aggravates
the problems.
Even private leased lines are in a constant
state of flux. When a trunk goes down for
testing or repair, a new trunk will be patched

The 1640B is also capable of simulating a
computer, terminal, or the digital side of a
modem by generating specific messages and
interface handshake signals, a capability useful not only during network troubleshooting
but also for developing and debugging systems software during systems integration
and installation phases.
The HP 1600S Logic State Analyzer,
when combined with the 10254A Serial-toparallel Converter, extends HP's 1600S capability to the serial buses within the CPU or
terminal. Comparative analysis can be made
across I/O interfaces to verify performance
of serial formatters for terminals and disc
drives. The 1600S/10254A system operates
to 10 MHz and displays data in its natural
binary format. Its application is intended primarily for synchronous interfaces or asynchronous interfaces where a bit clock is
available.

Digital Measurements
Data Error Analyzers are used to monitor
the quality of both the modem and transmission facility. They provide more information
about the modem and transmission line than
Logic State Analyzers, but no information
about the Data Terminal Equipment which
they replace.
The overall quality of the link is indicated
by its Bit Error Rate. A good link will have
an error rate better than I x 10-.1 errors per
bit. This measurement will include the effect
of both transmission line impairments and

the modem's ability to overcome them. Modems vary widely in their sensitivity to line
impairments. Low speed (less than 300 bps)
and adaptively equalized modems are less
sensitive than high speed (more than 4800
bps) and nonadaptively equalized modems.
Since data communications systems transmit data and control errors in blocks, these
instruments also measure Block Error Rate.
Bit Error Rate and Block Error Rate can be
used together to examine the statistics of the
error mechanism. If the Bit Error Rate and
Block Error Rate are both high, the impairment is random and probably due to noise. If
the Bit Error Rate is high but the Block
Error Rate is low, the impairment is more
sporadic. This happens when lines are
switched, sync is temporarily lost or impulse
noise is too high.
Error rates are qualitative checks of the
data communication system which can be
made in a few minutes. If the system is bad,
diagnostic measurements are provided' to
help isolate the problem. Dropouts, clock
slips, error skew, jitter and total peak distortion indicate some of the problems that can
occur on a link. These measurements are
made simultaneously with the error rate
measurements and can be printed out in
automatic, unattended mode if desired.
Catastrophic failures can usually be found
with self tests and loop back switches built
into the Data Terminal Equipment and Modem. A Transmission Test Set can find catastrophic failures of the transmission line.
Logic Analyzers and Data Error Analyzers
can find catastrophic failures that are not
illuminated by internal self tests.
Degradations of the modem or transmission line are more difficult to find and require more extensive test equipment. The
most common degradation is an excessive
error rate due to line impairments or a faulty
modem.
The transmission line will have a set of
steady state impairments (e.g., amplitude
distortion, envelope delay distortion, non-linear distortion, and frequency offset which
smear the modem's symbols and make them
harder to separate in the modem receiver).
The line will also have random impairments
(e.g., message circuit noise, impulse noise,
phase jitter, phase and gain hits which can
temporarily push the symbols into the wrong
slot, causing a digital error).

Analog Line Impairments
Transmission Line Analyzers and Transmission
Impairment
Measuring Sets
(TIMS) are used to measure the transmission distortion parameters which can cause
the modems to have a high error rate. These
instruments make measurements on the analog telephone line and therefore provide direct information of whether the line meets its
_specified parameters. These impairments fall
into two main types: steady state and transient. In most cases the transmission parameter measurements conform to CCITT or
Bell Standards both in the methods used and
results obtained.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
General Information: Data and Voice Testing (Cont.)

Typically a leased telephone line is conditioned to suit it to the type of service that it is
going to carry. There are three parameters
which must be considered if reliable transmission is to be achieved:
(a) effective channel bandwidth as given by
the attenuation and delay distortion.
(b) net circuit loss.
(c) noise.
The attenuation and delay distortions impose an upper limit to data transmission
speed and reduce the noise margin to errors
generated. Noise includes both steady-state
background noise and transient noise which
includes impulse noise, gain and phase hits
and dropouts.

Measurements
Data transmission at speeds below 2400
bps is usually achieved using asynchronous
modems employing frequency shift keyed or
FSK modulation. These modems are not as
sensitive to line impairments as high speed
modems and most maintenance requirements may be satisfied with basic test equipment such as the 4935A/4936A or the
3551A/3552A transmission test sets. Digital
test measurements may be made using the
1645S Data Error Analyzer which is designed for asynchronous and synchronous
testing.
At transmission rates of 2400 bps and
above it is necessary to reduce the bandwidth
of the transmitted signal so that it may be
carried within the 300 Hz to 3.4 kHz bandwidth of the telephone channel. This is accomplished using synchronous modems
which code several data bits in each transmitted symbol. These modems are more sensitive to line impairments than low speed
modems and consequently it is desirable to
control line quality to more tightly specified
limits.
High speed data modems working at 4800
bps and above generally include adjustable
filters called equalizers which are used to
modify the frequency and phase response of
the telephone circuit so that optimum performance may be obtained. Often these
equalizers are designed as transversal filters
which are automatically adjusted by the modem receiver so that slowly varying line
parameters may be compensated for, without
requiring frequent operator intervention.
Auto-equalized modems are often more sensitive to transient line impairments which
can cause the modem to lose synchronization, consequently, for example, a short dropout lasting only a few milliseconds may cause
a loss of data for several seconds or even
minutes.
The 4940A Transmission Impairment
Measuring Set is capable of measuring all of
the tariffed parameters in the U.S. The
4943A/4944A measure the parameters
needed for circuit routining and installation
testing to the standards required by Bell
PUB 41009. For measurements to European
standards the 3770B measures all of the
maintenance parameters laid down in
CCITT recommendation M.I060. This includes amplitude and group delay distortion
to CCITT rec. 0.81, noise to P.53 and impu Ise noise to 0.71 . The 3771 A / B is designed

for making troubleshooting measurements
on high speed voice band transmission systems. The 3771 A/B measures loss, noise,
phase jitter, frequency shift and the transient
impairments, phase hits, gain hits, dropouts
and three levels of impulse noise. The 3771 A
makes measurements to CCITT standards,
the 3771 B to Bell Standards. There is some
degree of overlap in the analog measurements. A 4935A or 4936A might be used to
make level and noise measurements on a high
speed circuit and a 4940A may be required to
investigate difficult problems on a low speed
asynchronous circuit.
There usually must be an "identical" or
equivalent test set at each end of the line e.g.
4940A/4940A or 3770B/3770B and a technician to operate the set in each direction.
The 3770B and 4943A/4944A may each be
used in master/slave configuration so that
the measurement may be controlled, and results obtained, at one end of the link. This
simplifies test procedures and often results in
more reliable measurements.
Sometimes lines can be looped around at
the far end to eliminate the need for an extra
technician and test set. This is ideal for half
duplex testing of experimental equipment in
the laboratory. In the field the loop around
results in testing a tandem line of twice the
normal length. Some measurements obtained
in this way are not valid because the impairment on the two halves of the circuit are likely to cancel for example: frequency shift and
phase jitter. Other measurements will show
whether the parameters of the circuit have
become degraded but the results are comparative, not absolute and cannot be used for
tariffing. System fault finding is generally
done by performing Bit Error Rate measurements both end to end and in loop around and
some modems are capable of gain restoration
in analog loopback to avoid the unrealistic 16
dB loss.
Only the Serial Data Analyzer is capable
of on-line testing with data traffic. The Data
Error Analyzer and Transmission Test Sets
generally require that the line be taken out of
service and tested at each end with a compatible test set. These test sets require a
known stimulus for all measurements except
signal level and message circuit noise.
The choice between digital and analog
measurements depends on the application. A
telephone company, for instance, may not
have access or responsibility for the digital
side of the modem and analog measurements
MODEM
TYPE

ASYNC

< 2000 bps

SYNC

> 2000 bps

DOS

are most suitable. A data communications
end user can make go/no go tests most quickly with bit error rate tests and will only need
to resort to analog testing where marginal
circuit quality is suspected. Since malfunctions know no boundaries, it's important that
the test equipment fit the problem.
MS
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Figure 2. Advanced test sets like the
4940A. 4943A / 4944A and 3770B can
measure envelope delay distortion.
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Figure 3. This classical performance characteristic for a modem shows how it is affected by line impairments. Data error
analyzers can measure bit-error-rate
(BER) in the digital domain. Transmission
test sets like the 4935A can measure signal-to-noise ratio in the analog domain. Advanced test sets like the 3770B. 4940A
and 4943A / 4944A can measure envelope
delay distortion (EDD). Further, the 4940A
and 4944A can measure non-linear distortion (NLD).
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Figure 4. Where to use the various HP instruments in a data communication system.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Telephone Line Analyzer
Model 3770B
• Delay and Attenuation Distortion measurements
• Compatible with CCITT Recommendation 0.81
• Rugged, portable, and really easy to use

• Makes all the maintenance measurements listed in
CCITT Recommendation M.1060
• Optional slaving facilities

Description

suits for both directions of transmission on a 4-wire circuit to be displayed at one end of the circuit. Also, the measurements in both directions can be controlled from one end of the circuit, leaving the slave
unit unattended.
The 37708 has X- Y recorder outputs to enable a permanent swept
record of the measurements to be made. A suitable portable X- Y recorder can be supplied as an option. Pre-printed graph paper showing
CCITT limits for group delay and attenuation distortion measurements can also be supplied.
The instrument also has a built-in telephone facility to allow voice
communication in a 2- or 4-wire mode over the line or lines under test.
An integral loudspeaker allows the operator to monitor either the receiver input or sender output.

The 37708 is designed for audio data line characterization to
CCITT standards. The 37708 makes, in one combined unit, all of the
routine maintenance measurements listed in CCITT Recommendation M.I 060 for high speed data lines.
The 37708 measures group delay, attenuation distortion, and absolute level in the frequency range 200 Hz to 20 kHz. It has automatic
ranging, zeroing, and synchronization, with simultaneous LED readout of measurement result and frequency. The sender and receiver are
combined in a single, rugged, portable unit.
The 37708, in addition, measures weighted noise, noise-with-tone
and impulse noise. Further. an optional slave facility for group delay
and attenuation distortion measurements allows the measurement re-

Ordering Information
When ordering a 37708, select ON E option from the table below
(i.e. select the standard instrument OR one option). This completely
specifies the measurements selected. Note that group delay, attenuation distortion and absolute level measurement facilities are provided with ALL instruments.

Measurement Facilities
Option

Noise

STO

•

001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
011
020

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

.'

Slaving

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

+10 dbm
Output

•
•
•
•
•
•

Tone
Blanking

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Price
$10785
-$170
+$435
+$70
+$205
+$205
-$375

N/C
N/C
+$435
+$595
+$595
+$595

-This Option provides impulse noise measurements to CCIIT Recommendation 0.71 in full, and 8
crosstalk measurement for balanced pair cables.

Opt 005: tone blanking
add $205
Range: two bands in the range 0.2 to 9.9 kHz.
Range limits: any multiple of 100 Hz.
Frequency range blanked (kHz): Opt # specifies range:

Opt
117:
101:
102:
115:
116:

kHz
04 to 0.6
05 to 07
0.6 to 0.9
0.8 to 1.2
1.4 to 1.8

Opt
103:
104:
105:
106:

kHz
1.9 to 2.2
2.0 to 24
2.1 to 2.5
2.2 to 2.6

Opt
107:
108:
109:
110:

kHz
2.3 to 27
2.4 to 2.8
2.6 to 3.0
28 to 3.2

Opt
111:
112:
113:
114:

kHz
3.0 to 3.4
3.2 to 3.6
3.4 to 3.8
3.6 to 4.0

Other renges available. Order Opt 100 and specify ranges.

Opt 012: loop holding for sender output receiver input.
Maximum dc loop holding current: 100 mAo
Voltage drop at maximum current: -12 V.
Dynamic output impedance: - 50 kfl.
In-lid operating instructions: English: std; German:
Opt 031: French: Opt 032; Italian: Opt 033; Spanish:
Opt 034.
Opt 061: rack mount version.
Opt 910: additional set of manuals.
Opt C01: 0.75" banana connectors.
70108 Option 143: X-Y Recorder in carrying case
suitable for use with Model 37708. Pre-printed graph
paper showing CCITT limits also available; Amplitude
Distortion (9280-0403), Delay Distortion (9280-0402).

add $185

N/C
add $220
add $70
add $70
$1930

$10,785

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Data Line Analyzer
Models 3771A, 3771B
• CCITT and Bell versions
• Simultaneous measurement of transients

• HP-IB option
• Optional printer output

•

3171A

~.
"*lAN

•

• •
•

---

31718

Description
The 3771A and 3771 B Data Line Analyzers have been designed for
making installation and troubleshooting measurements on telephone
lines used for carrying high-speed data. Two versions are availablethe 3771 A is compatible with CCITT standards, the 3771 B with Bell
Publication 41009 (May 1975).
The 377IA is a companion instrument to the HP 3770B Telephone
Line Analyzer. When used with the 377lA, it provides a complete
portable easy-to-use CCITT data line testing facility. Routine data
line maintenance measurements can be performed using the 3770B,
and troubleshooting measurements using the 3771 A. The 3771 Bean
be used with the HP 4943A/4A Transmission Impairment Measuring Set for complete data line characterization and testing where Bell
measurement standards are required.
The 3771 AlB measures two basic types of impairment affecting
data lines-steady state and transient.
The steady state parameters measured are:
• Level
• Phase Jitter
• Weighted Noise
• Noise-with-Tone
• Frequency Shift
The transients measured are (all measured simultaneously):
• 3-Level Impulse Noise
• Phase Hits
• Gain Hits
• Dropouts
Transient parameters are normally measured over 15-minute intervals and by measuring all of them simultaneously, the 3771 AlB saves
considerable operator time. Also, any comparison of results is statistically valid.
The 3771A/B can be used as a stand alone test instrument or as
part of an automatic test system. An option allows the 377IA(B to
be controlled externally via the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus
(HP-IB). Other optional features available are a printer output for
recording the results of unattended long-term transient measurements, and de loopholding for sender output and receiver input. In-lid

operating instructions are provided for the 3771 AI B, in addition to
the normal detailed operating booklet. In the 377\ A, the in-lid
instructions can be supplied in English, French, German, Italian, or
Spanish.

Options (3771 A and 3771 B)
Option 001-+10 dBm Output (3771A only)
Output level: maximum sender output level 0
or + I 0 dBm, selected by switch.
Option 002-Loopholding
Option 003-Frequency Shift (3771A only)
Range: 0 to 10 Hz.
Tone frequencies: 1020 and 2040 Hz, in
harmonic relationship.
Technique: compatible with CCITT Recommendation 0.111.
Option 004-Printer Output
Format: 8421 BCD.
Compatibility: HP 5150A, 5055A, 5050B.
Information: all transient data at end of each
timer interval.
Option 005-HP-IB Data Output and Remote
Control.
Option 006-LF Phase Jitter (3771B only)
Provides measurement of low frequency phase
jitter components in three ranges: 4 to 20 Hz or
4 to 300 Hz (by internal selection) and 20 to
300 Hz.
In-lid Operating Instructions: (377IA only)
English-std; German-Option 031; FrenchOption 032; Italian-Option 033; Spanish-Option 034.

Ordering Information
3771A Data Line Analyzer-CCITT
37718 Data Line Analyzer-North America

Prices
3771 Aj3771 B
+$58/NA
+$ I 40 1+$ 140

+$320/NA

+$220 1+$220

+$5901 +$590
NA/+$350

N/C/NA

Price
$8675
$8675

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Transmission Test Sets
Models 3551 A & 3552A

• Voice grade testing
• Data circuit testing

3551A
(North American)

3552A
(CCITT)

Description
Hewlett-Packard's 3551 A (North American Measurement Standard) and 3552A (CCITT) Transmission Test Sets are rugged, portable and ideally suited for measurements on voice, program and data
circuits up to 50 kb/s.
These four-function test sets are capable of measuring tone level,
noise level, and frequency, while simultaneously sending tone. Both
level and frequency are fully autoranging.
A normal sampling of 10/second in tone level and frequency allows
a "direct feel" between an adjustment and the ensuing reading. In
addition, a damped sample rate of 2/second is useful when reading
noisy signals. The digital LED (Light Emitting Diode) readout displays either the level or frequency of the input or output regardless of
terminal function selected.
Appropriate resolution, time constant and sample rate are automatically provided to simplify operation for the user.
These test sets can measure both two-wire and four-wire balanced
circuits. Impedances of 135,600, and 900 ohms can be selected on the
3551 A; impedances of 150, 600, and 900 ohms are available on the
3552A. In addition, the receiver may be either terminated or bridged.
The test sets may be powered by either ac line or internal rechargeable batteries and are suited for both inside and outside plant maintenance.
A full wave average detector is used for tone level measurements.
Automatic ranging eliminates the need to set attenuators and thus
reduces the possibility of errors due to faulty calculations. Direct digi-

tal readout gives a 0.1 dB resolution over the entire 85 dB dynamic
range.
For frequency measurements, a four-digit autoranging frequency
counter is provided. The readout is calibrated in kHz and features I
Hz resolution from 40 Hz to 10 kHz and 10 Hz resolution from 10
kHz to 60 kHz. The decimal point is automatically positioned to
avoid the possibility of errors due to overflow of the four digits.
Noise measurements are made with a QUASI RMS detector and
displayed in dBrn on the 3551 A and dBm on the 3552A, with 1.0 dB
resolution. Display rate is slowed to 2 per second to provide analog
feel of slowly changing noise levels. Both test sets have the capability
of measuring noise-with-tone, message circuit noise, and noise-toground. Four switch selectable weighting networks are provided; Cmessage, Program, 3 kHz, and 15 kHz Flat in the 3551 A; and Telephone (Psophometric), Programme, 3 kHz Flat and 15 kHz Flat in
the 3552A. In the noise-with-tone position, a notch is inserted before
the selected weighting network.
Send oscillator covers a frequency range of 40 Hz to 60 kHz in
three bands; 40 Hz to I kHz, 200 Hz to 6 kHz and 2 kHz to 60 kHz.
The output level is continuously variable from + 10 d Bm to -60 d Bm.
In addition, a fixed position is provided to be used as the holding
tone when making a noise-with-tone measurement.
A convenient set of clip-on dial terminals for connecting a lineman's
handset is provided. This allows a line connection to be dialed up and
then held in an off-hook (busy) condition while making either receive
or send measurements on a two-wire wet line.

3551 A Noise Measurements
Specifications, Model 3551A & 3552A
Receiver
Level Measurements
Frequency range: 40 Hz to 60 kHz.
Dynamic range: + 15 dBm to -70 dBm.
Resolution: 0.1 dB.
Sample rate: 10/second normal, 2/second damped.
Detector type: average responding.
Accuracy: at 25°C ± 10°C, temperature coefficient: ±0.005
dBrC beyond this range.
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Frequency Measurements
Frequency range: 40 Hz to 60 kHz.
Dynamic range: +15 dBm to -70 dBm.
Resolution: I Hz (40 Hz to 10 kHz). 10 Hz (10 kHz to 60 kHz).
Sample rate: 10 second normal, 2/second damped.
Accuracy: ± I count.
Transmitter 3551A & 3552A
Frequency range: 40 Hz to 60 kHz.
~anges: 40 Hz to I kHz. 200 Hz to 6 kHz. 2 kHz to 60 kHz. 800 Hz
fIxed, 3552A. (Other frequencies available.) 1004 Hz fixed, 3551A.
Resolution: I Hz (40 Hz to 10 kHz). 10 Hz (10 kHz to 60 kHz).
Sample rate: 10/second.
Harmonic distortion: < - 50 dB THO (100 Hz to 4 kHz); < - 40
dB THO (40 Hz to 100 Hz and 4 kHz to 20 kHz); < - 30 dB THO
(20 kHz to 60 kHz); < - 55 dB (all harmonics 100 Hz to 4 kHz)' <
- 60 dB THO (1004 Hz fixed).
'
Accuracy: ± I count.
Level range: + 10 dBm to -60 dBm (40 Hz to 60 kHz). +6 dBm to
-60 dBm. (1004 Hz fixed-3551 A; 800 Hz fixed-3552A).
Resolution: 0.1 dB.
Sample rate: 10/second.
Accuracy: at 25°C + 10°C temperature coefficient: ± 0.005
'
dB/DC beyond this rang~.
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Dynamic Range
Message circuit noise: 0 dBm to +85 dBm.
Noise-with-lone: 10 dBrn to +85 dBrn.
Noise-to-ground: 40 dBm to + 125 dBm.
Resolution: I dB.
Sample rate: 2/second.
Detector type: Quasi-RMS responding.
Accuracy
Message circuit noise: ± I dB (+20dBm to +85dBm). ±2dB (0
dBm to +20 dBrn).
Noise-with-tone: ± I dB (+20 dBm to +85 dBm). ±2 dB (+ 10
dBm to +20 dBrn).
Noise-to-ground: ± I dB (+60 dBm to + 125 dBm). ± 2 dB (+40
dBm to +60 dBrn).
Weighting filters: C-message, 3 kHz flat, 15 kHz flat, program.

3552A Noise Measurements
Dynamic Range
Message circuit noise: -90 dBm to -5 dBm.
Noise-with-tone: -80 dBm 10 -5 dBm.
Noise-to-ground: -50 dBm to +35 dBm.
Resolution: I dB.
Sample rate: 2/second.
Detector type: Quasi-RMS responding.
Accuracy
Message circuit noise: ± I dB (-70 dBm to -5 dBm). ±2 dB
(-90 dBm to -70 dBm).
Noise-with-tone: ± I dB (-70 dBm to - 5 dBm). ± 2 dB (-80 dBm
to -70 dBm).
Noise-to-ground: ± I dB (-30 dBm to +35 dBm). ±2 dB (-50
dBm to -30 dBm).
Weighting filters: Telephone (CCITT Psophometric), 3 kHz flat, 15
kHz flat, Programme.

General
Monitor: built-in speaker, monitors received or transmitted signal.
Balanced impedances: I35fl, 600fl, 900fl (3551 A).
Balanced impedances: 150fl, 600fl, 900fl (3552A).
Bridging loss: <0.2 dB.
Return loss: > 30 dB, 40 Hz to 4 kHz, > 20 dB, 4 kHz to 20 kHz.
Except 135 fl > 30 dB 500 Hz to 4 kHz.
Longitudinal balance: >60 dB at 6 kHz.
Hold circuit: 20 milliamps constant current. <0.2 dB holding loss
resistive fuse protection.
'
Input! output protection: blocks 300 V de.
Maximum longitUdinal voltage: 200 V rms.
Battery supply: >4 hours continuous operation on internal rechargeable ~atteries at 25°C. Battery drain is automatically turned off
when dIscharged below proper operating level. Complete recharge in
12 hours.
Power requirements: 100 V, 120 V, 220 V, 240 V ± 10%; 48 Hz to
440 Hz; 4 VA.
Temperature range: O°C to 55°C, operating; -20°C to +65°C
storage.
Relative humidity: 0 to 95% «40 u C).
Siz?: 133 mm H X 343 mm W X 254 mm 0 (5V4' X 13\12" X 10").
Weight: net, 6.6 kg (14.5 Ib). Shipping. 7.3 kg (16 lb) .
Options
C01-3551A, C01-3552A: 19 inch rack mount, ac
power only (no batteries)
H1003551A: Extends frequency range to 85 kHz

Price
N/C
add $355

Ordering Information
3SS1A Transmission test set
3SS2A Transmission set (CClTT)

$2750.00
$3005.00

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Transmission & Noise Measuring Set
Models 35558 & 3556A
• Voice and carrier testing
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Description
Hewlett-Packard's 3555B Transmission and Noise Measuring Set
is designed especially for telephone plant maintenance. It measures
attenuation, distortion, cross-talk coupling and noise. Weighting networks designed to comply with Bell System Technical Reference Publication number 41009, and include C-message, 3 kHz, 15 kHz flat
and program.
HP's 3556A performs the same tasks as the 35558. It also has builtin weighting networks designed to that comply with CCITT requirements, which include telephone (psophometric) 3 kHz flat, and 15
kHz flat, Programme (P53) weighting filters.
Operating instructions printed in the protective cover are available
in most languages at no extra charge.
Complementary equipment for the 3555B is HP 236A Telephone
Test Oscillator (236A Opt. H 10 for the 3556A). When used together,
they make a complete transmission test set for accurate, convenient
voice and carrier measurements.

Specifications
35558 (North American Standards)

3556A (CCITT Standards)

VOICE FREQUENCY LEVEL MEASUREMENTS: 20 Hz to 20 kHz
dB/volt range

-91 dBm to +31 dBm

Level accuracy"

±0.5 dB: ±02 dB, 40 Hz to 15 kHz, level >60 dBm

100 Hz to 5 kHz ±02 dB: 20 Hz to 20 kHz ± 05 dB

Input

Terminated or bridged 600!! or 900!1 balanced. Bridging loss
<03 dB at 1kHz. Balance >80 dB at 60 Hz > 70 dB at 6
kHz, >50 dB to 20 kHz. Return loss 30 dB min (50 Hz to 20
kHz)

Terminated: 600!! symmetrical. Non·termlnated: 10 k\l
symmetrical. Non·termlnated error: <0.4 dB at 800 Hz.
Symmetry >80 dB at 50 Hz. > 70 dB at 6 kHz, > 50 dB to 20
kHz. Return loss 30 dB min (50 Hz to 20 kHz)

Holding CIrCUit

700!! dc resistance, 60 mA max. loop line current at 300 Hz. With holding CirCUit

-78 dBm to +32 dBm/0.1 mV to 30 VFS

In,

above specs apply from 300 Hz 104kHz

NOISE MEASUREMENTS
dB/volt range

-1 dBrn to +121 dBrn

-78 dBm to +32 dBm/O I mV to 30 VF. S

Weighting filters

3 & 15 kHz lIat. c.message, and program
(Bell system technical reference pub "41009)

3 & 15 kHz IIat. Telephone and Programme (P53, CCITT)

Input

Same as lor vOice frequency measurements

CARRIER FREQUENCY LEVEL MEASUREMENTS:
-48 dBm to +12 dBmj3 mV to 3 VF.S.

dB/volt range

-61 dBrn to +II dBm

Level accuracy

600!! balanced (symmetrical) I kHz to 150 kHz ±0.5 dB: 10 kHz to 100 kHz, +02 dB. 135!! balanced (or 150!1 balancedlt 1kHz
to 600 kHz, ±O 5dB: 10 kHz to 300 kHz. ±0.2 dB. 75\1 unbalanced (asymmetrical) 100 Hz to 600 kHz, :':02 dB: 30 Hz to I MHz,
±05 dB: I MHz to 3 MHz. ±0.5 dB ~ 10% of meter reading

Input

Terminated or bridged 135!!t or 600\1 balanced (symmetrical) and 75!! unbalanced (asymmetrical)

Return loss

600!126 dB min. 3 kHz to 150 kHz: 135!!t 26 dB min. i kHz to 600 kHz 75!1 30 dB min to 3 MHz

Bal / symmetry

> 70 dB to 10 kHz. >60 dB to 100 kHz. >40 dB to 600 kHz

GENERAL
Meter

Linear dB scale

External battery

24 Vor 48 Voffice battery. < 15 mA

Internal battery

Single NEDA 202. 45 V"B" battery Option H03 uses
rechargeable balterles a9d similar to 3556A

Linear dBm scale
4 rechargeable batteries (25 Vtolal) or power line from 90 Vto
250 Vac, 48 Hz 10 440 Hz. <10 VA. Option 001 uses same
battery as 3555B

AC

115 or 230 V(specdy tor 3555B) (switch for 3556A) 48 Hz to 440 Hz. < 10 VA

DimenSions

299 mm HX 197 mm WX 207 mm D(II ],' X 73,' X81,')

Weight

Net. 68 kg (l5Ib). Shipping, 75 kg (17Ib).

Jacks

Will accept Western ElectriC 241. 309, 310, 358, 289 and 347
plugs: 10lIB hand·set or 52 type headset

Will accept Siemens 9 REL KLJ.6A, 4 mm diameter banana
plugs or lprong Siemens 9 REL SW6AC connector

"For levels> I dBm accuracy spec applies only for Ireq. above 100 Hz.
tl50!! for 3556A.

Ordering Information
HP 236A Telephone Test Oscillator (complementary
equipment for 3555B) see page 601

Price
3555B Transmission and Noise Measuring Set
3556A Psophometer

$1925,00
$1650.00

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Telephone Test Oscillators
Model 236A (Bell) Model 236A Opt H10 (CCITT)

• Voice and carrier testing

HP 236A Option H10

General
Hewlett-Packard's Models 236A and 236A Option H la/H20 Telephone Test Oscillators are particularly useful for lineup and maintenance of telephone voice and carrier systems when used with their
companion instruments 3555B and 3556A Transmission Noise Meters. The HP236A Opt HI 0 and HP 3556A are designed to meet
CCITT requirements, while the HP 236A and 3555A are designed to
meet Bell requirements when used together.

Ordering Information

Price

HP 236A Telephone Test Oscillator (North American)

SI400

HP 236A

Specifications
236A (Bell)

236A Option H10 (CCITT)
50 Hz to 560 kHz

Fr€Quency rang€

±3% of setting

Frequency dial accuracy
Frequency response

±0.3 dB from 50 Hz to 20 kHz

600U output
900U output

±0.3 dB from 50 Hz to 20 kHz

135U output

±O. 5 dB from 5 kHz \0 560 kHz

-

150 and 75U outputs

-

±05 dB from 5 kHz to 560 kHz

Output level/accuracy

-31 to +10 dBm In 01 dBm steps/ ±0.2 dBm from -31 to +10 dSm (1 kHz ref, Opt HlO, 800 Hz r€f.)

Noise

At least 65 dB below \otal output or -90 dBm-whlchev€, nOIS€ IS gr€ater. 3kHz bandwidth

Distortion

At least 40 dB below fundamental output.

Output circuit

Balanced (symmetrical) and floating. Can be operated up to ±500 Vdc above (earth) ground.

Output impedance
Output balance
(output symmetry)

600 and 9000 ±5% from 50 Hz to 20 kHz
13511 ± 10% from 5 kHz to 560 kHz

600 and 1500 symmetrical
75U asymmetrical

600 and 900f! outputs: 70 dB at 100 Hz. 55 dB at 3 kHz
135 and 1500 outputs: 50 dB at 5 kHz, 30 dB at 560 kHz

Output jacks

Accepts Western Electric 241. 309, and 310 plugs.

Dial Jacks

Accepts Western Electric 309 and 310 plugs
Clip posts accept Western Electric 1011 S
Iineman's hand-set clips

Accepts 3-prong Siemens 9 REL, 5TP
6 AC or 4 mm diameter banana plugs.

Binding posts accept banana plugs, spade lugs, phone tips or bare wires.
Accepts 3-prong Siemens 9 REL, 5TP 6 AC or
4 mm diameter plugs. Clip posts accept Imeman's hand-set clips as alligator clips

DC hOldmg coil

600 and 900!l outputs only. 700!l± 10% dc resistance; 60 mA maximum loop current at 100 Hz.

Power requirements

Line 115 or 230 V(switch)± 10% ac, 48 Hz to 440 Hz, <2 VA.
Internal battery: single NEDA 202 45 V"S" battery
236A Option H20 (same as 236A Option H10 except) five 6.25 Vrechargeable batteries;
90 Vac- 250 Vac, 48 Hz-440 Hz. <10 VA during battery charge.

Weight

Net. 6.1 kg (13.5 Ib). Shipping, 7.7 kg (17Ib)

Complementary equipment

HP 3555B TransmISsion and NOise Measuring Set

I

HP 3556A Psophometer

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
15 Hz to 50 kHz Selective Voltmeter
Model 3581C

•
•
•
•

Voice grade testing
Wideband data circuit testing
Single frequency interference
Spectrum analysis

Description
The 3581C Selective Voltmeter has found wide application in
testing special service circuits in both inside and outside plant maintenance. The 3581 C is used to do spectrum analysis, measure non-linear distortion (harmonic distortion) and to locate and measure
unwanted spurious and induced tones. The unit can be operated from
ac line or from optional internal batteries.

Specifications
Frequency range: 15 Hz to 50 kHz.
Display: 5 digit LED readout. Resolution: 1 Hz. Accuracy: ± 3.5 Hz.
Typical stability: ± 10Hz/hr. after 1 hour. ± 5 Hz;oC.
Automatic frequency control (AFC), hold-in range: ± 800 Hz.
Pull-in range: > 5 x bandwidth for 3 Hz to 100 Hz bandwidth; >800
Hz for 300 Hz bandwidth for full-scale signal.
Lock frequency: center of passband ± I Hz.
Amplitude
Instrument range
Linear: 30 V to 100 nV full scale.
Log: + 30 dBm or dBV to -150 dBm or dBV.
Amplitude accuracy:·
Log
15 Hz~50 kHz, frequency response
± 0.4 dB
Switching between bandwidths
± 0.5 dB
Amplitude display
± 2 dB
± 0.3 dB
Input attenuator
Amplitude reference level, Most sensitive
± I dB
range
± I dB
All other ranges

Linear
±4%
±5%
±2%
±3%
±IO%
±3%

Dynamic range: >80 dB.
Noise sidebands: greater than 70 dB below CW signal. 10 bandwidths away from signal.
IF feedthrough: input level> 10 V: -60 dB; input level < 10 V: -70
dB.
Spurious responses: >80 dB below input reference level.
Sweep
Scan width: 50 Hz to 50 kHz. These scans can be adjusted to cover a
group of frequencies within the overall instrument range.
Sweep error light: this LED indicates a sweep that is too fast to
capture full response.
•Note: these specifications cover the full temperature frequency and amplitude range, and represent
worst case, Accuracy is significantly better for messurements not at the extremes.

External trigger: a short to ground stops normal sweep. Opening the
short then enables a sweep.
Input
Unbalanced (UNBAL)
Impedance: I MIl/40 pF.
Balanced/bridged (BRDG)
Impedance: 10 kll.
Frequency response: 40 Hz-20 kHz, ± 0.5 dBm for signals <20
dBm.
Balanced/terminated (TERM)
Impedance: 6001l/9001l balanced.
Frequency response: same as balanced/bridging.
Input connector: accepts WECO 310 plug.
Output Characteristics
Tracking generator output (also known as BFO or tracking oscillator output). Switchable on rear panel to restored output (3581 C acts
as a narrow band amplifier).
Range: 0 to 2 V rms.
Frequency response: ± 3% 15 Hz to 50 kHz.
LO output: 100 mV signal from I M Hz to 1.5 M Hz as input is tuned
from 0 to 50 kHz.
Output connector: WECO 310, for connection to tracking generator output or restored output. In addition to monitoring restored
output with headphones, an internal speaker also provides an audio
indication of signal content.
Restored output: acts as a narrow band amplifier.
x-v recorder analog outputs: 0 to +5V ± 2.5%.
General
Operating temperature range: O°C to 55°C.
Humidity: 95% relative, maximum at 40°C.
Power requirements: 100 V. 120 V, 220 V, 240 V + 5% -10%, 10
VA typical, 48 Hz to 440 Hz.
Size: 412.8 mm H x 203.2 mm W x 285.8 mm D (16'14" x 8" x
II '14").
Weight: 11.5 kg (23 Ib); Option 001,13.5 kg (30 Ib).
Accessory available: 7035B Option 20, X- Y recorder.
Option 001: Rechargeable battery: used to make floating measurements; 12 hours to fully charge. Also includes front panel dust
cover.
Ordering Information
3581C Selective Voltmeter
Opt 001: Battery Pack, dust cover
7035B Opt 020: X- Y Recorder

Price
$4650
add $500
add $2450

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EaUIPMENT
Portable Test Set
Model 3550B

• Voice and carrier measurements

H02-3550B

Description
Hewlett-Packard's Model 3550B Portable Test Set is designed specifically to measure transmission line and system characteristics such
as continuity and attenuation distortion. It is particularly useful for
lineup and maintenance of multi-channel communication systems.
Model 3550B contains a wide range oscillator, a voltmeter, and a
patch panel to match both oscillator and voltmeter to 135,600, and
900 ohm lines. These instruments are mounted in a combining case
that is equipped with a splash-proof cover. In addition, the oscillator,
voltmeter, and patch panel may be used separately whether they are
in or removed from the combining case.
Both the oscillator and voltmeter are transistorized and operate
from their internal rechargeable batteries or from the ac line. Batteries provide 40 hours of operation between charges and are recharged
automatically during operation from the ac line.

Specifications
Oscillator HP 204C Opt H20
(Refer to Pagc 374)
Voltmeter, HP 4038 Opt 001
(Rcfer to Pagc 74)
Patch Panel, HP 353A
(Spccifications apply with oscillator and voltmctcr)
Input (receiver)
Frequency range: 50 Hz to 560 kHz.
Frequency response:
±0.5 dB, 50 Hz to 560 kHz.
Impedance: 135!1. 600\!, and 900\! and bridging (10 k\! ccntcr
tappcd).
Balance: bctter than 70 dB at 60 Hz for 600\! and 900\!; bcttcr
than 60 dB at I kHz for 600\! and 900\!; bettcr than 40 dB ovcr
cntire frequency range for I35\!, 600\!, and 900\!.
Insertion loss: less than 0.75 dB at I kHz.
Maximum level: +10 dBm (2.5 V rms at 600 ohms).
Output (send)
Frequency range: 50 Hz to 560 kHz.
Frequency response: ± 0.5 dB, 50 Hz to 560 kHz.
Impedance: I35\!, 600\!, and 900\! center tapped.
Balance: better than 70 dB at 60 Hz for 600\! and 900\!; better
than 60 dB at 1 kHz for 600\! and 900\!: bcttcr than 40 dB over
entire frequency range for 135\!, 600\!, and 900\!.
Insertion loss: less than 0.75 dB at I kHz.
Distortion: less than 1%, 50 Hz to 560 kHz.

Maximum level: + I0 dBm (2.5 V rms into 600 ohms).
Attenuation: 110 dB in 10 and I dB steps.
Accuracy, 10 dB section: error is less than ± 0.25 dB at any step.
Accuracy, 100 dB section: error is less than ± 0.5 dB at any step.
Connectors: two 3-terminal binding posts for external circuit connection and two BNC female connectors for oscillator and voltmeter connection.

Patch Panel, Opt H02-353A
(Same as Model 353A except as indicated below)
Hold Circuit (rec terminals)
'Frequency response: 300 Hz to 3 kHz ±0.5 dB, I kHz rcference.
DC resistance: 240 ohms nominal.
Maximum DC current: 100 rnA.
Maximum DC voltage: 150 volts.
Attenuation: 23 dB ± 0.5 dB (I-step slide switch).
Hold Circuit (send terminals)
'Frequency response: 300 Hz to 3 kHz ± 0.5 dB, I kHz reference.
DC resistance: 240 ohms nominal.
Maximum DC current: 100 rnA.
Maximum DC voltage: 150 volts.
Connectors: special telephone jacks to acccpt Western Electric
No. 309 and 310 plugs. Sleeve jack is connected to sleeve of jacks
309 and 310. Two 3-terminal binding posts for external circuit connection.
Two terminals (Tel Set) connector for Hand Set, two BNC female
connectors for oscillator and voltmeter connection.
Patch Panel, Opt H03-353A
(Same as Model H02-353A except Western Electric 241 connectors
replace 3-terminal binding posts)
General
Size: 489 H x 213 W x 337 mm D (19.3" x 8.4" x 13.3") with cover
installed.
Weight: net, 13.5 kg (30 lb). Shipping, 18 kg (40 Ib).
Ordering Information
35508 Portable Test Set (with 353A Patch Panel)
H02-35508 (with H02-353A substituted for standard
353A)
H03-35508 (with H03-353A substituted for standard
353A)

Price
$2350
add $375
add $350

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Transmission Impairment Measuring Sets (TIMS)
Models 4940A
• Complete analog testing of voice / data channels
• Compatible with North American Standard
• Low frequency phase jitter
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4940A Specifications
For detailed specifications ask your local HP sales office for a
4940A T1MS data brochure.

General
Power: 105 to 129 V AC, 60 Hz, 130 watts.
Dimensions: 464 H x 470 W x 32.4 mm D (18.3" x 18.5" x 12.8").
Weight: net, 18 kg (39 Ib). Shipping, 25 kg (54 Ib).

4940A

TIMS-Transmission Impairment Measuring Set
Most of the important analog parameters can be measured by a
combined assortment of analog test sets which measure only a few
parameters. However, TI MS are "stand alone" combination test sets
that measure 7 to 15 parameters depending on the model and options
selected. Thus TI MS can replace a large number of analog test sets.
The major advantages of TI MS are that they cost significantly less
and are more compact and more portable than a combination of test
sets required to do the same measurements.
In addition to its cost savings and portability, TI MS are easy to
operate. The switches on the front panel are logically arranged in
functional groups. Simple straight-forward operating procedures allow the craftsperson or engineer to quickly and easily analyze voice
band data channel.

4940A TIMS-Complete Analog Testing
The H P 4940A measures all the necessary parameters to completely describe the ability of a voiceband channel to carry medium and
high speed data. The 4940A is the ideal tool for analyzing and troubleshooting C and D-I conditioned lines.
With the H P 4940A it is possible simultaneously to observe all of
the transients that cause data errors. By counting phase hits, gain
hits, dropouts and three levels of impulse noise at the same time, a
more accurate analysis can be made of error causes and channel quality. All of these transients are totalled by TI MS during the selected
count time and stored in memory. The pushbutton-selectable count
times are 5, 15 minutes and continuous. During the test and at the end
of the count time, either the impulse noise totals or the hits and dropout totals may be displayed from memory.
The 4940A TI MS measures the peak-to-peak phase jitter in two
separate bands. Bell standard phase jitter is measured in the frequency band of 20 Hz to 300 Hz. and Bell low frequency phase jitter is
measured in the frequency band of 4 Hz to 20 Hz. By measuring the
peak-to-peak phase jitter in each band, you can identify positively the
existence of low frequency phase jitter from standard phase jitter.

Options
001: adds P/AR measurement
002: adds nonlinear distortion measurement
003: adds P/ AR and nonlinear distortion measurements
004: adds P/ AR, nonlinear distortion and low frequency phase jitter
010: Field carrying case
019: 19" Rack Mount Adapter, deletes cover
023: 23" Rack Mount Adapter, deletes cover
The nonlinear distortion technique is licensed under
Hekimian Laboratories, Inc.,
USA Patent No. 3862380.
4940A Transmission Impairment
Measuring Set

Price
add $500
add $875
add $1,350
add $1,950
add $300
NjC
N/C

$12,400

Measures level and frequency, message circuit noise (C-message
and 3 kHz flat), noise-with-tone, 3-level impulse noise, phase hits,
gain hits, dropouts, phase jitter, envelope delay, noise-to-ground.
Low frequency phase jitter can be retrofit at an HP Service Center.

4940A, 4943A and 4944A Comparison
Measurement
Messaee Circuit
Noise- -Message
3 kHz Flat

4940A

4943A

4944A

I

I

I

I

I

I

Noise with Tone
Attenuation Distortion
Envelope Delay Distortion

I

I

I
I

I
I

I
I
I

I Level
3 Levels

I
I

I

I

Impulse Noise

Phase Hits
Gain Hits
Dropouts
Phase Jiller
Low Frequency Phase Jitter
Non-Linear Distortion
Peak to Average Ratio
Noise to Ground
Signal to Noise Ratio
t Options

I
I
I
I
It
It

I
It
I

"t
I
I

I

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Transmission Impairment Measuring Set (TIMS)
Models 4943A and 4944A

• Master-slave for remote end-to-end testing
• Automatic self check

• Portable for field service tests
• Analog testing of voice / data channels
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4943A

4944A

4943A TIMS

4944A TIMS

Gives You a Permanent Record of Your Measurements

Measures All Parameters for C & 0 Conditioned
Channels

The analog output circuit allows you to display the measured signal
on a CRT display or record it on an X- Y recorder or strip chart recorder. Built-in storage and internally generated graticule lines allow
you to use non-storage oscilloscopes or uncalibrated CRT display.
MASTER-SLA VE operation allows remote end-to-end testing
without adding an external controller. The Slave unit operates unattended, with measurements in both directions controlled and displayed by the Master unit. Adding the HP-IB option provides
automatic testing.

4943A Specifications

The 4944A T1MS measures all parameters including nonlinear distortion, tariffed for C- and D-conditioned leased data lines. Non-linear distortion is measured using the four tone intermodulation
distortion technique. This technique is licensed under Hekimian Laboratories, Inc. USA Patent No. 3862380. The 4944A T1MS computes the 2nd and 3rd order products and automatically corrects the
readings for noise.
Applications for the 4944A TIMS include circuit routining, circuit
troubleshooting and installation testing. The portable 4944A is designed for both field service use and test center use.

For detailed specifications ask your local HP Sales Office for a
4943A TI MS Data Brochure.

4944A Specifications

General
Power: I00, 120, 220, 240 V AC +5% -10%, 48 to 66 Hz.
Size: 196 H X 338 W X 591 W mm D (7.7" X 13.3" X 23.3").
Weight: 12.2 kg (27 Ib).

Options
010: HP-IB Interface
012: Nonlinear distortion replaces phase jitter
015: 18055A Transit Case
019: 10491B 19" Rack Mount
910: Extra set manuals
4943A Transmission Impairment

Measuring Set
Measures level and frequency, message circuit noise
(C-message and 3 KHz Flat), I level impulse noise, signal-to-noise ratio, envelope delay, phase jitter. Analog
outputs with internal storage and internally generated

graticules, two holding coils, MASTER·SLAVE feature, and portable mainframe. Low frequency phase jitter, either 4-20 Hz or 4-300 Hz, available on special
order.

Price
$550.00
$600.00
$350.00
$150.00
$125.00
$9400.00

For detailed specifications ask your local H P Sales Office for a
4944A TIMS Data Brochure.

General
Power: 100, 120,220,240 V AC, +5% -10%, 48 to 66 Hz.
Size: 196 H x 338 W x 591 mm D (7.7" x 13.3" x 23.3").
Weight: 12.2 kg (27 Ib).

Options
001: Deletes nonlinear distortion
010: HP-IB Interface
015: 18055A Transit Case
019: 10491B 19" Rack Mount
910: Extra set of manuals
4944A Transmission Impairment

Measuring Set
Measures level and frequency, message circuit noise
(C-message and 3 KHz Flat), signal-to-noise ratio, 1
level impulse noise, envelope delay, non-linear distortion, two holding coils, MASTER-SLAVE feature, and
portable mainframe.

Price
$800.00
$550.00
$350.00
$150.00
$125.00
$9400.00

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Transmission Impairment Measuring Sets (TIMS)
Model 4935A/4936A
• Tests Level vs. Frequency to 110 kHz
• Tests Noise

• Test 3 Level Impulse Noise
• Tests P / AR (4935A Option)

• C Message/3 KHz
• Program / 15 KHz
• 50 k Bit (DDS)
• Noise to ground
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4935A

Qualify Circuits for Voice, Data, or Program
The 4934A/4936A Transmission Impairment Measuring Sets provide the basic tests to qualify circuits for voice, data or broadcast program transmission up to 110 KHz. The new 4936A, designed for the
CCITT world, has both quasi peak and quasi rms detectors to perform sound channel testing using the CCIR recommended techniques. Strip chart recorder outputs are standard. The 4935A does all
the required a.c. tests to qualify the local loop for Digital Dataphone
Service to 56 k bps. With the 4935A datacom system users can isolate
line faults from equipment faults and call the right vendor first. The
P/ AR measurement option on the 4935A gives system users a powerful yet simple measure of the combined factors which effect the overall data transmission quality of the line. The P/ AR test was
developed by Bell Laboratories and is useful as a benchmark of a
line's data transmission quality.
PABX and other telecommunications equipment service people will
find the 4935A has the analog testing capability they need. Independently selectable transmit and receive impedances make it convenient
to test switches at trunk to toll interfaces. For the new generation
switches that handle both voice and data, the 4935A offers all tests in
one instrument.

Easy To Use
The TIMS family from HP is noted for being easy to use. The
4935A/4936A upholds this tradition with features like being able to
store and then recall 4 independent test tone frequencies which are
easily changed by the user from the front panel.
4935A
Transmitter
Frequency range: 20 Hz to 110KHz
Resolution: ± I Hz to 100 KHz
± 10 Hz, > 100 KHz
Level range: -40 to + 13 dBm
Distortion:

Both the North American and CCITT versions offer SF SKIP
(tone blanking) which prevents the transmitter from sending unwanted frequency bands such as the disconnect tone. This 300 Hz band is
easily selectable from the front panel.

Portable for Field Use
The 4935A/4936A in its rugged polycarbonate case weighs only II
pounds (or 14 pounds) with a battery option). A rechargeable battery
pack option will provide power in remote areas.
Accessories Available (Fit Either 4935 or 4936)
• 18132A-19" Rack mount kit
Does not require removal of the instrument's handle.
Price $150.
Uses only 7" of rack space.
• 18134A-Vinyl soft pack carrying case.
The carrying case has a deep pouch for manuals and test
cords. The adjustable shoulder strap permits
hands-free carrying.
Price $125
Options
493SA Standard
001: Adds rechargeable battery pack
002: Adds P/ AR test, deletes noise to ground
003: Adds both the battery pack and P/ AR
4936A Standard (820 Hz Tone and Notch)
001: Adds rechargeable battery pack to standard
002: 1020 Hz tone and notch
003: 1020 Hz tone plus rechargeable battery pack

Specifications
Level and Frequency

4936A

Transmitter
Frequency range: 20 Hz to 110 KHz
Resolution: ± I Hz to 100 KHz
± 10 Hz, > 100 KHz
Level range: -40 to + 13 dBm
Distortion:
100 Hz

Output
Level
(dBm)
Distortion in hold tone @ 0 dbm is -65 dB

Output
Level
(dBm)

4 KHz

110 K
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Transission Impairment Measuring Sets (TIMS) (Cont.)
Model 4935A/4936A

e

•
•
•
•

Psophometric (P. 53)
Sound, unweighted (J. 16)
Sound, weighted (J. 16)
Quasi peak and quasi rms
detectors

4936A

4936A

4935A
Stored frequencies: 404 Hz, 1004 Hz, 2804 Hz, 2713 Hz
SF Skip Skips: 2600 Hz ± 150 Hz
Level flatness: from -40 to + 10 dBm
20-200 Hz
± 1.0 dB
200-15 KHz
±0.2dB
15K-85KHz
±0.5dB

Stored frequencies: 300 Hz, 820 Hz·, 2000 Hz, 3000 Hz
Tone blanking: SK Skip Skips 2280 Hz ± 150 Hz
Level flatness: from -40 to + 10 dBm
20-100 Hz
± 1.0 dB
200-15 KHz
±0.2dB
15 K-85 KHz
±0.5 dB

Receiver

Receiver

Frequency range: 20 Hz to 110K Hz
Resolution: ± I Hz to 10 KHz
± 10 Hz, > 10 KHz
Level range: -60 to + 13 dBm
Level accuracy: from -40 to ± 13 dBm
20-50 Hz
± 1.0 dB
50-200 Hz
± 0.5 dB
200-15 KHz
±0.2 dB
15 K-85 KHz
± 0.5 dB

Frequency range: 20 Hz to 110 KHz
Resolution: ± 1 Hz, to 10 KHz
± 10 Hz, > 10 KHz
Level range: -70 to + 13 d Bm
Level accuracy: from -40 to ± 13 dBm
20-50 Hz
± 1.0 dB
50-100Hz
±0.5dB
100-4 KHz
±O.I dB
4 K-15 KHz
±0.2 dB
15 K-85 KHz
± 0.5 dB
*1020 Hz tone and notch is available 88 an option.

Noise Measurements
4935A

4936A

Range:
Message Circuit Noise: 0 to 100 d Brn
Noise With Tone: 10 to 100 dBrn
Noise to Ground: 50 to 130 dBrn
Detectors: Quasi rms
Notch filter: >50 dB rejection from 995 to 1025 Hz

Range:
Noise: -90 to + I0 d Bm
Noise with tone: -80 to + 10 dBm
Detectors: Quasi rms
Quasi peak-Monitored by analog outputs
Notch filter: >50 dB rejection from 800-855 Hz·

3 Level Impulse Noise
Threshold ranges @ 600 n
Low
30 to 109 dBrn
Mid
4 dB above low to 109 dBrn
High
8 dB above low to 109 dBrn

Threshold ranges @ 600 n
Low
-60 to +16 dBm
Mid
3 dB above Low to + 16 dBm
High
6 dB above Low to 16 dBm

Range of tone: -40 to + 13 d Brn

Range of tone: -40 to + 13 dBm

Peak to Average Ratio
Transmitted level range: -40 to 0 dBrn
Received level range: -40 to + 3 d Brn
P/AR range: 0 to 120 P/AR units
Resolution: I P/ AR unit

General

Impedance: 135 n. 600
Filters: C Message

n,

900

n

Not offered

General

Impedances: 150 n, 600 n, 900 n
Filters: Psophometric (P. 53)
275-3250 Hz Flat (0.71 Impulse Noise)
Sound Unweighted (J. 16)
Sound Weighted (J. 16)

3 KHz Flat
15 KHz Flat
Program
50 k Bit

·Wilh oplion 1020 Hz Ion. notch i••• m••• 4935A.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Troubleshooting Computer Communications Networks
Model 16408

16408

16408 Description

Easy-to-Use

Selective transparent monitoring and interactive simulation make
Hewlett-Packard's 1640B Serial Data Analyzer a valuable tool for
quickly locating faulty components in computer networks and most
RS-232-C (V24) interfaces. Regardless of network size, system
downtime is minimized when the problem source can be isolated rapidly. Model 1640B combines the convenience of programmed operation in real time with the versatility of a variety of triggering modes:
character sequences, time intervals, transmission errors, and external.
Whether in design, systems integration, preventative maintenance, or
on-line debugging, the 1640B aids you in moving efficiently from the
symptom to the cause.

Operating Model 1640B Serial Data Analyzer is simple and easy to
learn because the 1640B uses interactive menus to set up the analysis
modes. Each menu presents the appropriate variables, and specific
parameters are chosen from a fixed set with the display cursor and
Field Select key, or set directly from the keyboard. The four menu
keys across the top of the keyboard are FORMAT, MODE (Monitor
or Simulate), TX ENTRY, and LIST. Once the menu is selected and
the parameters set, the actual operation of the 1640B is automatic,
freeing you from learning extensive instruction sets and writing programs for specific tests and simulations.
When the HP-IB interface is added, Option 001, you can further
simplify set up and operation of the Serial Data Analyzer with Model
10291 B PROMs. Each PROM holds two instrument setups for Format, Mode, and TX Entry menus. Up to five PROMs, ten setups, can
be installed in the HP-IB board and loaded into the 1640B by setting
rear panel switches and pushing the Load pushbutton. This reduces
the opportunity for operator error and is particularly convenient for
field applications.

As a passive monitor, the Serial Data Analyzer collects status information and serial data on the RS-232-C (V24) interface and records
up to 2048 characters in memory. You can monitor all data now, or
restrict your data window to specific data types by suppressing the
collection of nonpertinent information. Once connected, the 1640B
does not interrupt the communication links, permitting you to
troubleshoot the system at operating speeds.
In the interactive mode, Model 1640B can simulate the output of a
DTE (Data Terminal Equipment) unit or the output of a modem,
effectively exercising the entire system for analysis and troubleshooting. Configurations for simulation modes of operation are set quickly
on the patch panel matrix which defines the RS-232-C (V24) interface. A separate 1024-character transmission memory contains messages you construct from the 1640B keyboard, enter using a ROM or
the HP-IB option with a computer-controller, or "copy" from the
1640B monitor memory. Messages may be transmitted directly or
separated for sequential transmission. Branch modes are used to simulate a CPU polling sequence, with one of two simulated replies sent
conditional on the stimulus message.
Any character displayed on-screen can be selected with the display
cursor for decoding in the code in use, hexadecimal, octal, and binary.
The entire contents of memory are accessible by using the up/down
cursor keys. This feature was added for the convenience of the operator in entering the code from the 1640B keyboard or checking for
skipped bits.
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The matrix of the 16408 Serial Data Analyzer provides a versatile
interface to configure the analyzer for various applications. When
configured as shown here. the analyzer is set for most AS-232-C
(V24) applications.

Computer Network Troubleshooting
As a monitor, Model 1640B Serial Data Analyzer has analysis features which facilitate identifying and pinpointing network problems.
Most network problems belong to one of three categories: (I) software problems, most commonly protocol violations; (2) data errors;
or (3) interface problems such as incorrect timing relations. Three
internal trigger modes and an external trigger identify these common
problems readily. The character sequence trigger lets you select up to
eight characters in sequence on transmit or receive leads to trigger
data collection; this trigger locates protocol errors. For data errors,
parity or optional LRC/CRC checks can be used as triggers. Time
interval violations can be used as trigger points, and detect interface
problems. Examples of an external trigger are the RS-232-C (V24)
handshake ON conditions and a computer halt flag output.
Monitoring alone is sufficient to identify most network problems.
When you select the Monitor mode on the Mode menu, you will also
select Trigger Source and Suppression conditions. There are three
choices for the Run Mode: Continuous, Trigger Starts Display, or
Trigger Ends Display. In the Continuous mode, the 1640B collects
data until halted manually; then the last 2048 characters are retained
in memory. With the Trigger Starts Display mode, data collection
begins at the trigger event and stops automatically after the next 2048
characters are collected. Trigger Ends Display mode collects data
continuously and stops after 64 characters beyond the trigger event
are collected, giving you an overview of events preceding the trigger
event and an indication of system activity immediately following the
trigger. Following completion of any of the three Run modes, the display also shows the most recent time interval measurement and the
total count of trigger occurrences during the run.

Most network problems can be isolated using the Monitor mode.
Parameters for the Monitor menu set the trigger type, manner of
data collection, trigger, and specify characters to be suppressed.

Network Component Simulation
Because some network problems cannot be located without interactive testing, the 1640B can simulate both Data Terminal Equipment
(DTE) and Data Communications Equipment (DCE) at the RS232-C (V24) interface. Simulation allows loop-back testing so that
the precise location of a problem can be found after it is isolated to a
particular link. Also, system components can be checked at the site to
determine if they are operating properly. A simple matrix setup establishes the proper hardware interface, and the TX ENTRY and
Simulate MODE menus provide the software interface.
The TX ENTRY menu allows up to 1024 characters to be sent in
up to eleven separate blocks. Transmit data can be entered through
the keyboard, a "copy" or "learn" feature, or remote entry.
Messages can be composed directly from the 1640B's hexadecimal
keyboard with the characters displayed in any code set during composition. A cursor shows the position of the next character to be entered.
Only information bits have to be entered because parity or optional
CRC characters are automatically added during transmission. Edit
keys allow the composer to insert or delete characters during any
phase of the composition.

As a monitor. 16408 Serial Data Analyzer captures 2048 bytes on
a real-time basis, with 416 characters displayed. Two lines of old
data are erased to make room for incoming information. Transmitted characters are displayed in video and received characters
are shown in inverse video.

Complicated protocol sequences can be entered in the 16408
Serial Data Analyzer using the copy capability. This sequence is a
conversation between a CPU (video) and a terminal (inverse video). The code for a sync character is shown above the line in hexadecimal, octal, and binary codes.
Protocol sequences are often too long and complicated for convenient manual entry. If the I640B's monitor mode is used to record the
actual network protocol, its "Copy Transmit Monitor" or "Copy Receive Monitor" feature will automatically transfer appropriate data
to the transmit message buffer. After transfer, the message can be
edited, broken into blocks, syncs added, address changed, idles deleted, etc., through the keyboard.
Messages may be entered remotely using a teletype through the
current loop interface (HP Model 10284A) or with the optional HPIB interface (IEEE-488-1978) and a controller such as an HP Model
9825A Computing Controller. Model 10292A Application Software
package for a 1640B with HP-IB interface (Option 001) and an HP
Model 9825A Desktop Computer allows you to enter messages in the
TX ENTRY buffer from the 9825A's alphanumeric keyboard.
PROMs (10291 B) containing user-definable "canned" messages
can be installed on the HP-IB board and automatically loaded into
the TX ENTRY buffer with a rear panel pushbutton. This allows fast
and error-free message entry without an accompanying Computing
Controller-a feature especially useful in field service applications.
The 1640B's Simulate Mode menu allows selection of HDX/FDX
operation. the choice of Transmit First or Receive First, the Reply
condition and five different preprogrammed RUN (execute) modes.
In addition, you can specify any of the three internal trigger sources
and a suppression condition if desired.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Six Simultaneous, Automatic Data Measurements
Models 1645A & 10235A

10235A Specifications
Time Interval
Range: 999 ms full scale.
Resolution: I ms.
Accuracy: ± 2% of measured interval ± I count.
Start-Stop: TPI & TP2 input, LED indicates event start at TPI or
TP2.

DC Digital Voltmeter
Ranges: 19.99 V, 199.9 V full scale.
Accuracy: ± 1% of reading, ± I count.

10235A Interface Cover

16458

1645A Description
Hewlett-Packard's Model 1645A Data Error Analyzer quickly isolates data communications link problems through six simultaneous
measurements. During tests, the 1645A can be left totally unattended
because it automatically maintains synchronization even in the presence of dropouts. And for added convenience, the 1645A can be
equipped with a printer for hard-copy, permanent recordings of long
tests.
Bit-error and block-error rate tests are autoranged and displayed
directly on an LED readout, there is no need to perform any calculation. Additionally, the 1645A measures jitter or total peak distortions, (the sum effect of jitter and bias), counts the number of times
carrier loss or dropouts occur, measures data-error skew and counts
the number of clock slips resulting from phase hits on the link or
modem sync problems.
With all these measurements made during the same test interval,
you'll know precisely where your problem is.

1645A Specifications
Bit Rate
Internal
Transmitter bits per second: selectable 75, 150, 200, 300, 600,
1200,1800,2400,3600,4800,7200,9600.
External: transmitter and receiver, to 5 MHz.

The 10235A Interface Cover is designed for troubleshooting problems on the RS-232C interface bus. Common problems such as wrong
voltages and excessive turnaround times, which often occur during
installation, are easily pinpointed with the measurement capability of
the interface cover.
Measurements include time interval, voltage measurements, audio
monitoring, data set control signal monitoring, and the ability to send
control signals to the data sets. This measurement capability can be
easily patched through the 25 x 25 pin matrix to every pin of the
RS232C interface for complete testing.
Control information can also be exchanged between the 10235A
and the data set by using any of the eight data set control switches. In
addition control signals from the data set can be monitored through
the matrix on the eight control signal indicators.

Indicator and Control Functions
Indicators: eight light emitting diodes.
Audio: built-in loudspeaker and volume control.
Control switches: eight switches supply control signals.

General

Power requirements: + 15 V to 25 V and -15 V to - 25 V supplied
by the 1645A.
Dimensions: 132 H x 399 W x 48 mm D (5.2" x 15.7" x 1.9").
Weight: net, 1.8 kg (4 Ib). Shipping, 3.2 kg (7 Ib).
Accessories supplied: one 46 cm (18") RS-232C interconnecting
cable connects I0235A to 1645A (HP PIN 10235-61606); one accessory pouch, attaches to side of 1645A (HP PIN 1540-0385); one Operating Note.

Ordering Information
1645A Data Error Analyzer
Opt 908: includes rack mounting kit
Opt 910: additional set of manuals
I0235A Interface Cover
16458 Data Communications Test Set 0
Opt 910: additional set of manuals

Price
$3800
add $20
add $15.50
$2200.00
$6800
add $25

General
Power: 115 or 230 V ac, 48 to 440 Hz, 150 VA max.
Dimensions: 133 H x 425 W x 286 mm D (51;4" x 1M.. " x 11\14").
Weight: net, 8.2 kg (18 Ib). Shipping, 10.9 kg (24Ib).
Accessories supplied: one 3 m (10 ft) RS-232C interconnecting
cable to connect the 1645A to the modem. connects to 10235A when
used in the 1645S configuration (HP PIN 01645-61605), one 2.3 m
(7.5 ft) 3 wire power cord (HP PIN 8120-1378); one Operating and
Service Manual.

Interfaces

Indicators

cable connects the 1645A to H P Model 5055A or
5150A printers; 36 pin male connector on one end and
50 pin male connector on the other.

Out of lock; received data inverted; bit error; carrier loss; clock slip;
block error; data set ready (DSR); clear to send (CTS); loss of data;
test on.

Model
Model
Model
Model
Model

10387 A
10388A
10389A
18062B
18063A

Price
for Type 303 modems (with cable)
for CCITT V35 (with cable)
Breakout Box (RS-232C)(with cable)
MIL-STD-188C Interface
RS449 Interface

Accessories
Printer interconnecting cable: Model 10233A

°lnclude. 1645A. 1038lA. 10388A 10389A. 10235A, and interconnecting cable•.

$510
$510
$300
$240
$240

$100

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Cable Maintenance and Construction Test Sets
Models 4960,4961, 4910G, 4930A, 4904A, 4905A, 4918A

CMC Test Sets

Fault Isolation and Repair

For cable maintenance and construction (CMC), Hewlett-Packard
offers test sets that will locate any fault that is likely to occur in a
cable. In addition, advanced pair identifier systems provide simplified, fast identification of wire pairs. Mostly used by telephone operating companies, this test equipment is also employed in other areas
such as a power company, cable TV service, city government, military
and electrical contractors.
The easy-reference matrix (below) shows the areas that our test sets
are used most effectively. It cross-references the test sets to specific
tasks in aerial, buried and underground cables.

The flowchart (below) shows the sequence of steps necessary to isolate and repair a cable fault. Sometimes, given experience and knowledge of the cable route, it's possible to eliminate a step or combine
steps, but the testing sequence must still follow the flowchart. In addition, the trouble situation should be thoroughly analyzed at each step
to make sure you're still on the right track and provide additional
cI ues to the trou ble.
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ULTRASONIC DETECTORS
4905A
4918A
DIRECT READING FAULT LOCATORS
4910F
4910G
4930A

H

H

H

H

H

H

SHEATH FAULT AND CABLE LOCATORS
4900A
4904A
PAIR IDENTIFIERS
4960AlB
4961 AlB
H

~

Maximum sensitivity to high resistance faults

FAULT ISOLATION AND REPAIR FLOWCHART
SUBSCRIBER
COMPLAINT

PINPOINT FAULT

ROUTINE TEST

EXACT LOCATION
OF FAUL T

RESTORATION
MENT

""1

LOCATE ALL
FAULTS IF
MUL TIPLE TROUBLE.

TROUBLE REPORT

OEFINE WHETHER
FAUL T IS IN
CABLE OR OTHER
EOUIPMENT

FAULT
CLASSIFICATION

--.

THOROUGHLY
ANAL YZE AND
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PROVIDE CLUES
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CAUSE AND
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SECTIONALIZATION

-'
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49',OG'4930A

APPROXIMATE
LOCATION TO GET
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CLOSEST ACCESS

REPAIR OR
REPLACE
DECISION.

LOCALIZATION

--.

INDICATED
LOCATION FROM
CLOSEST ACCESS

-

_

VERIFICATION
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READINGS WITH 4910G/4930A,
TONE TECHNIOUES USING 4904A.
IN INDICATED FAULT AREA
~

DETERMINE
THAT AL L FAUL TS
AND CAUSE HAVE
BEEN CLEARED

PINPOINT CAUSE

~~~~~:~cgs~~~~~ABLE
FAULT WITH 4910G/49JOA.

...

LOCATE SHEATH
DAMAGE POINT
IF DIFFERENT
FROM CONDUCTOR
FAULT LOCATION.
REPAIR OR
REPLACE
DECISION
PERFORMED BY VISUAL
INSPECTION AND TONE
TECHNIQUES USING 4904A

~

PERFORMED AT FAULT
LOCATION AND CLOSEST
ACCESS TERMINAL.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Telephone Outside Plant Instruments
Models 4960, 4961, 4910G, 4930A, 4904A, 4905A, 4918A (Industrial Model)

4960

4960/4961 Automatic Pair Identifier System
An increasing need to rearrange telephone cables and pairs as well
as a higher labor content associated with such activities has resulted
in a need for fast, reliable pair identification equipment. The
4960/4961 System reliably identifies and tests working and nonworking telephone cable pairs in loaded or nonloaded telephone cables up
to 40,000 feet in length. The system consists of the 4960 Office Unit
and the 4961 Field Unit. The Field Unit is operated by the craftsperson in a manhole or other access point. A pushbutton starts the operation of testing, identifying and determining the status of each pair.
There are four operating modes: Self Check, Shoe Check, Scan
Mode and Select Mode. Self Check tests the operation of the units.
Shoe Check determines if all the pairs in the shoe are making good
contact to the mainframe. Scan Mode determines the pair number of
a randomly chosen pair within the hundred pair count. Select Mode
instructs the Office Unit to apply an audible tone to any selected pair
in the count for a specific pair identification. The Select Mode is useful for identifying pairs that do not identify in the Scan Mode and for
determining the problem on a faulted pair.
No control pair is required for communication between the Office
and Field Units. Other features include bad, busy and reversed pair
indications as well as large, lighted digital displays.
Direct Reading Fault Locators
Field instruments that provide a direct distance-to-fault reading in
feet (or metres) have the benefit of relieving the craftsperson of the
drudgery of performing manual calculations. Locating faults becomes faster, requires less training and is less error prone than with
manual bridge techniques. The 491 OG and 4930A provide these automatic readings.
4930A Conductor Fault Locator
The 4930A is an automatic. digital, direct reading test set operating
on the Wheatstone Bridge principle. It is designed to locate extremely

high resistance shorts, crosses and grounds, such as might occur from
minute amounts of moisture in plastic insulated cable (PIC). The
4930A is connected to the cable pairs at an access point and the farend of the cable is strapped to form a bridge configuration. Two nulling operations are performed and then either the distance to the fault,
distance strap to fault or the distance to the far-end is obtained on the
autoranging digital display. The 4930A includes pushbutton checks
of the fault resistance, the condition of the strap as well as of its 12 V
battery. A self check circuit is built into the set. The 4930A is housed
in a rugged polycarbonate case. 50 Hz noise rejection and metric options are available.

4910G Open and Split Fault Locator
The 491 OG is designed to provide direct distance readings to both
opens and splits. An open is a discontinuity in one or both of the wires
of a cable pair. Opens can be the result of bad splices as well as the
result of damage caused by shotgun pellets, squirrels, gophers or
shovels. A split is a splicing error in which one side of a pair is inadvertently cross-connected with one side of a second pair while the remaining sides are spliced correctly. The split is the only cable fault
that is virtually always man-made. The 491 OG operates on a capacitance charge sampling principle which relates the charge placed on a
length of wire to its capacitance and hence its length. A built-in microprocessor performs automatically the measurements and calculations necessary to locate opens and splits. The test set averages out the
effect of noise on the line by automatically taking several readings on
the pair prior to displaying the fault distance on its autoranging digital display. The 4910G is set automatically for standard .083Ilf/mile
exchange cable but can be reset to other types of cable by means of
the D Factor control. 50 Hz noise rejection and metric options are
available.

4904A

4918A

T

18100A

I

I

18002A

O·

4905A

18003A

4904A Cable Fault Locator
The 4904A is a pulsed tone system that accurately locates path and
depth of buried cables and pipes. It also can be used for locating
shorts, crosses and grounds in aerial, underground (ducted), and direct buried utilities cable. The sensitive narrow bandwidth receiver
rejects ac hum and permits locating high resistance faults. The tone
transmitter unit also has a built-in ohmmeter for analyzing faults.
The accessory earth contact frame is especially useful for locating
high resistance pinhole faults in the cable sheathing. It comes complete with transmitter, receiver, search wand, earth contact frame,
cables and ground rod. It is shipped with batteries installed.

Some applications require the use of a contact probe to pick up vibration transmitted through a solid medium. In piped steam systems
the operation of steam traps, heat exchangers, and valves can be
checked. Ultrasonic detection can be used for preventative maintenance on rotating mechanical equipment, and for energy loss control
on heating and cooling equipment.

Ultrasonic Leak Detection
The most common causes of pressure leaks in cable plant are corrosion (particularly in coastal areas), electolysis, squirrels, boring beetles, abrasion from wind and weather, hunters, and outside workmen.
Abrasion (during installation) and corrosion are the most frequent
causes of cable sheath trouble in cable installed underground in ducted passages.
To detect leaks in aerial cables, the craftsman merely scans the cable from the ground with the flashlight-size microphone, listening for
the characteristic hissing sounds of a leak. By simutaneously observing the level meter, he can "peak in" on the leak and determine its
exact location.
4905A Ultrasonic Translator Detector
The 4905A is a lightweight, portable ultrasonic detector whicl". includes an 18020A directional probe, focusing extension, a 6-ft. coil
cord and a leather utility case. It has a self-contained speaker, a logging meter, and provision for headphones. It is shipped with batteries
installed.
Pole mounted accessories are available for closer scanning of the
cable and the Ultrasonic Reflector accessory is a parabolic type dish
allowing exact aerial leak locating from ground level.
Leaks in ducted underground systems are located with a unique
"Duct Probe" accessory.
Industrial Applications
There are many applications for ultrasonic translators other than
detecting pressurized gas leaks. Using air as the conducting medium,
corona discharge and arcing from electrical equipment such as transformers, insulators, and contactors can be detected. In fixed head
magnetic disc memory units, the level of ultrasonic noise created by
the head riding on the disc can be monitored, giving advance warning
of possible "crashes."

18043A

4918A Ultrasonic Translator Detector
The 4918A combines near-laboratory performance with field portability. It is a complete system in a rugged aluminum cabinet, listed
by Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc., for use in Class I, Group D, hazardous environments. Using mercury cell batteries, the device will operate from 500 to 700 hours. Accessories can be stored in the
removable cabinet cover, which is designed to fit the instrument only
when the power switch is off.
This instrument is optionally available with dc recorder output.
However, with this option it is not Underwriter's Laboratories, Inc.
listed for use in hazardous environments.
The 4918A comes complete with headset, 18020A general purpose
probe, coil cord, and focusing extension. It is shipped with batteries
installed.
Accessories
18002A Quick Search Wand/18003A Mobile Reflector: when
used with the Model 4905A, these accessories increase sensitivity by
placing the microphone and pre-amplifier close to the cable. The
18003A is ideal for exploring high spans or long sections of cable.
Isolation up to 10kY is provided with each unit for protection when
exploring near power lines.
18043A Ultrasonic Reflector: this unit may be used with all ultrasonic detectors to allow location of leaks by simply scanning the cable
with the gun sight mounted in the reflector. It is useful in locations
where the cable can't be effectively approached with Model
18002A/18003A.
18021A Contact Probe: this contact style probe is designed for detecting conducted ultrasonic energy in lieu of radiated energy. It may
be used in lieu of the 18020A general purpose probe supplied with
Model 4918A.
18100A Underground Leak Location System (Duct Probe): this
system, designed for use with the Model 490SA, allows pinpointing
leaks in underground (ducted) cable sections. This truly unique system can save considerable money that would otherwise be wasted on
hit-and-miss excavation and unnecessary cable replacement.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
General Information: FDM/Carrier Systems Testing

FDM/Carrier Systems
FDM/carrier systems are used to transmit
large numbers of communications channels
simultaneously over a single transmission
medium, each channel being allocated a
unique part of the frequency spectrum. The
transmission media are generally microwave
radio networks, which typically carry up to
1800 channels on each RF carrier, and coaxial cable systems, which typically carry up
to 3600 channels on each coaxial 'tube'.
Higher capacity systems also exist (for example, 60 MHz coaxial cable) which can
carry 13,200 channels on each tube.
Each transmission spectrum is complex,
containing-in addition to the communications channels-residual carriers, pilot tones,
signalling and test tones which may be used
to monitor the working of the system while it
is actually carrying traffic.

Measurement Requirements
In the design, manufacture, installation
and maintenance of FDM/carrier systems
several types of measurement are necessary.
Some measurements use general-purpose
instruments such as network analyzers, power meters and frequency standards, but the
majority of measurements require a dedicated communications selective level meter
and a level generator.
H P offers a wide range of instrumentation
to satisfy your measurement needs.

FDM/Carrier System
Measurements
Of the many FDM measurements made,
the most common are:
Reference pilots
Line pilots
Channel power
Channel noise
Group power
Carrier leak
Signalling tone
Test tone
Supervisory tones
Inter-supergroup noise
Spectrum analysis
Broadband power
Frequency response
Gain/loss
Return loss
Crosstalk

Selective Level Meter
Requirements
When choosing a selective level meter
(SLM), there are several criteria to consider
in balancing cost and performance.

I. Frequency Accuracy: Ideally, tuning
should be accurate and stable, using a
synthesized local oscillator. This allows
precise tuning to the frequency at which
the measurement is to be made and, if required, remote control of the tuning.
Cost savings can be made using a freerunning local oscillator, with reduced frequency accuracy and stability. This approach needs manual searching in the
region of the signal and peaking the meter
on the signal of interest.
2. Sensitivity: An SLM as well as being able
to measure high level signals accurately
needs enough sensitivity to measure, for
example, channel noise at a low level test
point. In defining measurement range,
noise noor is typically the limiting factor
and generally - 115 dBm in 3.1 kHz is acceptable. Where greater sensitivity is required, external low-noise amplifiers may
be used.
3. Measurement Filters: It is useful to have a
selection of filters for measuring pilots
and other single-frequency tones, channel
power, channel noise and group power.
The pilot filter should have sufficient outof-band rejection to reject adjacent signals, for example, when measuring a
channel virtual carrier leak in the presence of a group pilot. If the SLM is synthesizer-tuned and the need for "peaking"
is to be avoided, then a nat top is necessary to allow for drift in the station master
oscillator and the SLM between calibrations.
The channel filter should ideally have a
nat top and a bandwidth equal to the
voice-channel (generally 3.1 kHz). At the
same time, it should have sufficient outof-band rejection to reject adjacent channels, residual carriers and pilots, thereby
ensuring an accurate measurement of all
signals within the voice-channel. To make
accurate noise measurements on all types
of signals, a true psophometric or "C"message weighting filter should be used
with an RMS detector. Account should be
taken of inverted channels, since weighting filters are asymmetric.
Cost savings can be made using the conventional 1.74 kHz effective noise bandwidth filters. The sacrifice with these is
that they give the correct result only if the
signals being measured are single tones or
white noise. If the channel contains, for
instance, V F signalling tones or data then
the measurement may be in error.

The group filter is useful both in measuring the power in a group and in speeding
up the search for high level users in the
multiplex. In the majority of cases it is
found that a high level user in one channel
of a group has a sufficiently large effect
on the group power to enable reliable detection with the group filter. Thus by
measuring blocks of 12 channels the
search is greatly speeded up.
4. RMS versus Average Detector: A true
RMS detector always gives the correct result regardless of the composition of the
signal being measured, but it is more expensive than an averaging detector. Usually the averaging detector is calibrated to
give correct power measurements with
sinusoidal signals and it will be in error
when signals with a different spectral
composition are measured. In order to
overcome this, in the case of the nominal
1.74 kHz bandwidth channel filter, this
bandwidth is increased to give the correct
results when measuring white-noise
signals.
5. Ease of Use: When making measurements
on an FDM signal with a conventional
manually-tuned SLM, the frequency of
the desired pilot or channel to be measured must first be determined from the
line frequency chart, a table containing
several hundred frequencies. The SLM is
then tuned to that frequency, its input and
IF attenuators adjusted and the meter
read, probably after fine tuning to peak
the signal. The meter reading must be
added to the attenuator settings to complete the measurement. The process is a
familiar one, but time consuming and
prone to error.
An alternative approach, made possible
by developments in microprocessors and
semiconductor memories, is to store the
tables of FDM frequencies in the SLM so
that, with the aid of a synthesized local
oscillator, measurements may be made,
with speed and confidence, directly in
terms of the FDM description.

Manual Testing
The 3586A & B SLM and its companion Level Generator, the 3336A & B, are
specifically designed for FDM system manufacture, installation and maintenance. The
units offer state-of-the-art performance in
both manual and programmable modes. The
SLM local oscillator and the frequency determining circuits of the Generator utilize
synthesis techniques that lead to 0.\ Hz

frequency resolution and corresponding frequency stability. The SLM offers absolute
amplitude accuracy and flatness of ± 0.2 dB
and Generator leveled output of ± 0.15 dB.
The 3586A/ 3336A combination is optimized
for testing to CCITT standards and the
3586B/3336B to Bell or North American
standards.
The accuracy standards of these instruments are enhanced by the resolution of the
SLM and the low distortion of the Generator. Filter bandwidths of 20 Hz, 400 Hz,
1.74 kHz, or 3.1 kHz, "C"-message or psophometrically weighted, are available. The
3336A/B Level Generator enjoys a harmonic distortion of -60 dB to I MHz and -50
dB to 21 MHz. These characteristics make
the 3586A/B and 3336A/B an ideal test set
for in-traffic use.
Programmability via HP-IB is standard on
both instruments. The 3336A/B Generator
can operate either in a stand-alone mode or
track the 3586A/B SLM via the HP-IB
without the need for an external controller.
The new 3746A and the 3747A/B Selective Level Measuring Sets and the
3335A/3336A/B Synthesizer/Level Generators provide an optimum solution to the
problems of measurements on FDM systems
for manufacture, installation and field maintenance. These selective level measuring sets
each have a synthesized local oscillator, wide
sensitivity range of +20 dBm (3746A) or
+ 15 dBm (3747 A/B) to -120 dBm (which
is adjusted automatically), and absolute
measurement accuracy of ± 0.25 dB including typical flatness of < ± 0.1 dB. The
measurement filters are specifically designed
for FDM systems: a 38 Hz flat-topped pilot
filter, a 3.1 kHz channel filter with an optional true psophometric or "C"-message

weighted noise filter and a 48 kHz group filter (optional on 3746A). True RMS detection is employed.
The sensitivity is automatically adjusted
and the measurement results displayed on a
digital LED display. CCITT and Bell frequency plans are stored in memory thus tuning is effected simply by keying in Channel,
Group, Supergroup number, etc.
Several automatic routines are also accessible from the simple keyboard. Examples
are scans of pilots, channel power, group
power, carrier leak and inter-supergroup
noise. These sets can also measure broadband power and, optionally, phase jitter,
weighted noise and noise-with-tone. Additionally, the 3746A can measure single-level
impulse noise (by option). The 3746A standard unit includes an Access Switch Controller (similar in capability to the 3755A Switch
Controller), a Frequency Counter and a nonvolatile Real-time Clock.

Automatic Testing
Hewlett-Packard manufactures a wide
range of HP-IB automatic system components. These make the implementation of
automatic system ideas relatively straight
forward from both the hardware and software standpoints. HP-IB systems make automatic testing more economically justifiable.
The 3046A/B is a low cost automatic
FDM Surveillance System built around the
3586A/B SLM and 3336A/B Level Generator. The HP 85F Personal Computer is used
as system controller, combining powerful
control and computational capabilities in a
lightweight, easy-to-use package. The system
has stored FDM plans and the ability to
automate virtually all system measurements,
including pilot scans, channel power and slot
noise. The system is very flexible, allowing

automatic sequential tests, voice channel impairments vs time, or spot frequency measurements. Results can be listed tabularly or
plotted using the 85 F's powerful graphics capability and internal printer. Measuring
automatically with the 3046A/B is as easy as
answering a series of simple questions. This
ease-of-use, along with the low cost of the
system, make the 3046A/B an ideal way to
bring automation to your FDM system.
The majority of the above facilities are provided on the 3746A SLMS, without the need
for an external controller, and with faster
measurement speed. For even greater capability, the 3746A and 3747A/B SLMS's can
be remotely controlled through the HP-IB
from a suitable controller such as the 85F
Personal Computer, the 9826A Desktop
Computer or the HP 1000 Computer System. This facilitates building a range of measurement systems from, for example, a
single-instrument automatic, production test
system to a fully automatic, multi-station, remote surveillance system. SLMS systems
based on the 3747A/B and the 3746A's predecessor (the 3745A/B) are already providing comprehensive automatic measurement
capability on FDM networks in many countries throughout the world.
An integral part of both large and small
surveillance systems is a means of both connecting test points to the measuring set and
connecting test signals to appropriate test inputs. This access switching is provided by the
3754A, 3756A and 3757A Switches which
are controlled by a Switch Controller. In the
case of 3747A/B and 3046A/B systems, the
switch control function is provided by a
3755A Switch Controller. With 3746A systems, the switch control function is included
within the SLMS. In either case, manual or
remote control is possible.

Summary of Selective Level Meters
_3586A
3586B
Frequency Range
Level Range

50 Hz to 32 MHz
t20 to -120 dBm

3747A
3747B

3746A
50 Hz to 32 MHz

10 kHz to 90 MHz

t20to -120dBm

t15 to -120 dBm

Detector

RMS

RMS

RMS

Filters

20 Hz
400 Hz
1.74 kHz/2.0 kHz
3.1 kHz"
Psophometric or
"C' -Message weighted'
Notch filters"

22 Hz
3.1 kHz
48 kHz"
Psophometric or
"C" -Message weighted"
2.5 kHz"
Notch filters'

22 Hz
3.1 kHz
48 kHz
Psophometnc or
"C" -Message weighted"
2.5 kHz"
Notch filters"

Broadband Power
Phase Jitter

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes"

Yes"

Impulse Noise

Yes'

Yes"

Yes"
No

SIN With Tone
Scanning

Yes'
Manualt

Yes'
Automatic

Yes'
Automatic

Companion

3335A (32 MHz)
3336A/B (21 MHz)

3335A (32 MHz)
3336A/B (21 MHz)

3335A

Level Generator

*Optional

refer to specificstions

tAutomatic with external controller

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Selective Level Measuring Sets
Models 3746A, 3747A, 37478
• Frequency range 50 Hz to 32 MHz
• Selective filters for pilot, channel and (optionally) group
power measurements
• Auto-ranging attenuators and automatic tuning to stored
frequency plans
• Out-of-limits alarm with hard-copy record on separate
printer

• Automatic routines for unattended measurements
• Built-in access switch controller, real-time clock and
frequency counter
• Ideally suited to HP-IB systems applications

3746A

3746A Selective Level Measuring Set
The 3746A Selective Level Measuring Set (SLMS) is designed to
make fast, accurate selective level measurements. A built-in frequency synthesizer gives accurate, stable tuning to the precise frequency
at which the measurement is to be made. The 3746A can be tuned
over its frequency range (50 Hz to 32 MHz) with a resolution of I Hz.
The SLMS measures true rms power between +20 dBm and -120
dBm with I dB, 0.1 dB, or 0.01 dB resolution. Fully auto-ranging
attenuators and amplifiers simplify operation further by eliminating
the need to set attenuators and add meter readings. Measurement
results are automatically displayed to the selected resolution, in dBm
or dB relative terms, on an LED display. The absolute accuracy of the
measurement over wide level and temperature ranges is < ± 0.25 dB
including a flatness variation of typically < ± 0.1 dB.
Many benefits are derived from the purpose designed filters contained in the SLMS. The 38 Hz pilot filter has a flat top over 22 Hz,
necessary for automatic tuning, and achieves high out-of-band rejection so that, for example, carrier leak and adjacent pilots can be measured on active systems. The channel filter is a flat-topped 3.1 kHz
filter which can be used for measuring all signals in the voice channel.
It provides high out-of-band rejection, thus ensuring that pilots, residual carriers, signalling tones, etc, do not interfere with measurements.
Optional weighted filters are available to make either true 'C'message or CCITT psophometrically weighted noise measurements.
These options, in addition to providing a weighted filter, give the following voice channel impairment measurements: single level impulse
noise, phase jitter on a I kHz channel test tone (3 measurement bandwidths) and noise-with-tone measurement. A 48 kHz filter for group
power measurements is available by option to facilitate fast location
of high level signals on a multiplex. Using the 48 kHz group filter the
SLMS can also perform supergroup power measurements by evaluating automatically the logarithmic average of the 5 group powers in a
supergroup. This measurement is useful for assessment of system
loading.

The 3746A is internally controlled by a microprocessor which provides many ease-of-use and time-saving features. As well as tuning
exactly to an entered frequency, the SLMS can refer to CCITT or
Bell multiplex frequency plans in its memory and automatically tune
to the correct frequency at any level in the multiplex. Other frequency
plans, as used for example on submarine cable or satellite links, can
be installed to special order. In cases where operation on a large number of non-standard plans is required, it is possible to down-load each
FDM plan from an external controller (for example a desktop computer). FDM plans are thus available to the SLMS processor from
fixed memory (ROM) or dynamic memory (RAM). Two additional
user-accessible storage areas are available: the random frequency and
FDM skip registers. The random frequency registers permit the storage, either from the keyboard or under remote control, of up to 145
unrelated frequencies. The SLMS can then be programmed to scan
through these frequencies, at the same speed as if an FDM plan were
being scanned. The FDM skip registers give the capability of specifying up to 30 areas of FDM plan where no measurements are to be
performed. This facility is useful when, as often happens, the multiplex is not fully loaded-it is then possible to miss out non-significant
measurements on, for example, an unloaded supergroup. The storage
of user-defined FDM plans, FDM skips, and random frequencies is
non-volatile-if line power is lost the stored data is preserved for several hours by internal battery back-up. The comprehensive FDM plan
and frequency storage capability of the SLMS eliminates the need for
the operator to refer to FDM plan charts and tables. The SLMS can
automatically step through pilots and supervisory tones, channels,
group powers, carrier leaks, etc, across the baseband of a multiplexcomparing levels with pre-determined alarm limits and providing a
print-out of limit violations on a separate printer. 250 pilot measurements can be made in about 2 minutes and 2700 channel powers can
be measured in about 6 minutes. Spectrum analysis measurements of
a voice channel, group, supergroup, or even the whole baseband can
also be made. Measurements can be made unattended, for example,
overnight.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Selective Level Measuring Set (Cont.)
Models 3746A, 3747A, 37478

3747A (CCITT)

37478 (8ell)

3746A (Cont.)

3747A/B Selective Level Measuring Set

In addition to its extensive selective level measurement capabilities,
the 3746A offers several additional functions. Control of test point
selection is provided by means of a built-in Access Switch Controller.
This performs a function similar to the 3755A Switch Controller:
control of 3754A, 3756A, or 3757 A Switches to select I from a possible 10 RF outputs. Up to III Switches can be cascaded under control
of a single 3746A to allow selection of I from up to 1000 RF outputs.
A 3-digit display on the SLMS front panel indicates the selected p~rt.
Another useful feature is the SLMS's integral Real-time Clock which
can display time or date and holds the correct time even whe.n the
SLMS is switched off. If a printer is connected to the 3746A via the
HP-IB, the SLMS can be configured to output measurement results
to the printer together with the date and time at which each measurement is made. The SLMS also incorporates a Frequency Counter
which can be used to count the frequency of an incoming signal. The
SLMS can then re-tune and capture the signal, provided the signal
lies within the 60 dB bandwidth of the selected filter.
The 3746A is fully programmable via the HP-IB, and can itself
assume the role of system controller. In this mode, selectable by a rear
panel switch, the SLMS can control a tracking Frequency Synthesizer (models 3330B, 3335A, and 3336A/B are compatible), a 20- or 80column Printer (for example, 5150A or 2631 B), and a CRT Display.
It is thus possible to assemble a self-contained test station for networ.k
maintenance and surveillance. For more powerful, fully automatIc
surveillance applications, the SLMS can be switched to its remote
mode and controlled via the HP-IB from an external controller (for
example, a desktop or mini-computer). In multiple SLMS systems.
where the instruments are controlled via HP-IB Extenders and a
modem link, the storage of FDM plans and limits within the 3746A
minimizes the interaction between controller and SLMS to give optimum system efficiency.

The 3747 A and 3747B Selective Level Measuring Sets (SLMS's)
are designed to make selective level measurements over the frequency
range 10 kHz to 90 MHz. Many of the original concepts in these
instruments are incorporated in the newer 3746A 32 MHz SLMS.
The 3747A and 3747B SLMS's include an accurate, stable frequency
synthesizer, and fully auto-ranging measurement of true rms power
between + 15 dBm and -120 dBm with better than ± 0.25 dB accura·
cy over wide level and temperature ranges. The SLMS's provide a
complete set of purpose-designed filters for pilot, channel, and group
power measurements. Optional channel filters are available for psophometric (3747 A) or C-message (3747B) weighted noise measurements or for measurements over 2.5 kHz bandwidth on multiplex
systems with 16-channel group structure.
Internally stored multiplex frequency plans in the SLMS memory
give the capability of automatic scanning through all levels of the
multiplex. The 3747A provides all the CCITT plans up to 60 MHz,
while the 3747B provides all the North American (Bell) plans up to
65 MHz. Other FDM plans, such as those used on high capacity submarine cables, can be supplied to special order.
The 3747A and 3747B SLMS's provide user-defined limits storage-measurements which fall outside these limits can be output via
the HP-IB to an external Thermal Printer. Bus connection of an externaltracking Frequency Synthesizer is also possible (models 3330B
and 3335A are compatible). For a graphical plot or display of measurement results. analog X, Y and Z outputs are available by option
on the SLMS rear panel.
The SLMS's are fully programmable via the HP·1B and so can
form the basis of a powerful, fully automatic surveillance system.

Options
001: Siemens series 1.6/5.6 mm 75n connectors
005: WECO 477B/223A (equivalent) connectors
1
011: 48 kHz group filter
\013: high stability frequency reference
015: channel impairments-CCITT
1016: channel impairments-North America
1907 : front handle kit
:908: rack nange kit
\909: rack and handle kit
910: extra set of manuals

G746A Selective Level Measuring Set

I

Prices
N/C
add $109
add $1060
add $1005
add $645
add $645

add $47
add $37
add $74
add $100

$18070

Options
001: Siemens series 2.5/6 mm 75n connectors
002: Siemens series 1.6/5.6 mm 75n connectors
004: WECO 560A/562A /223A (equivalent) connectors
021: phase jitter + psophometric weighted filter
022: phase jitter + C-message weighted filter
023: psophometrically weighted noise + tone
024: C-message weighted noise + tone
025: 2.5 kHz channel filter
040: X- Y recorder/display driver
908: rack flange kit
910: extra set of manuals

Prices
N/C
N/C
N/C
add $295
add $295
add $320
add $320
add $590
add $1150

add $53
add $105

Ordering Information
3747A Selective Level Measuring Set (CCITT)
37478 Selective Level Measuring Set (Bell)

$32805
$32805

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Access/Distribution Switches and Controller (8.5 MHz, 25 MHz, 90 MHz)
Models 3754A, 3755A, 3756A, 3757A

• Select 1 from a possible 10 RF Inputs / Outputs
• Cascade several Switches to allow selection from 1000
Inputs / Outputs
• Mix different Switches for the most cost-effective solution

3754A

• Single 3755A can control 111 Switches from a simple
keyboard
• Remote input selection using HP-IB
• 75n termination of unselected ports

-

-

3756A

3757A

3755A

The 3754A, 3756A and 3757A Switches and the 3755A Controller
have been developed to meet the requirements of three main areas.
I. Frequency Division Multiplex (FDM) System surveillance and
maintenance-the Controller/Switch combination is used in
conjunction with a Selective Level Measuring Set (SLMS), such
as the 3746A (32 MHz) or 3747A/B (90 MHz), to monitor pilot
and traffic levels at various points in the multiplex without manually connecting the SLMS to each point.
2. Production testing-where automatic selection of several RF signals is required.
3. Data logging-where large numbers of RF signals need to be
accumulated at one control point.

3754A 25 MHz Access Switch
The 3754A 25 MHz Access Switch is an ac-coupled, uni-directionai, ten-input switch with a frequency range from 10kHz to 25 MHz.
The 3754A incorporates a virtual-ground amplifier-giving an insertion loss of < ± 0.1 dB from 50 kHz to 20 MHz and high isolation
across the whole frequency range. The isolation between any unselected input and the output is > 85 dB and the isolation between any
two inputs is > 90 dB. In addition, pre-set gains of 1,2 and 3 dB are
internally selectable to compensate for losses in cables and equalizers.
(The 3754A can be powered from the ac mains or from a dc supply.)

3755A Switch Controller
The 3755A Switch Controller has a small, easy-to-operate keyboard with a 3-digit LED display to denote the input or output selected. Each Switch (3754A, 3756A or 3757A) is given a I-digit code, to
select the required port. In a large Switch network, involving 3 levels
of cascaded Switches, selection from up to 1000 inputs or outputs is
possible. This requires a 3-digit code (000 to 999) where each digit
represents the input or output of the appropriate Switch at each of the
3 levels.
Because the 3755A is a self-contained unit, separate from the
Switches, it is possible to locate the Switches remotely from the Controller. In the case of the 3754A and 3757 A, the control signal can be
transmitted over the same cable as the RF signal. This eliminates the
need for separate control cables and makes inter-connection changes
easier. Sending control signals over the RF path has no effect on the
RF signal source. (The 3755A is powered from the ac mains.)
The control signals can also be sent along a separate two-wire path.
This is necessary for the 3756A or when the continuous dc path between the Switches and Controller is interrupted, for example, by an
ac-coupled equalizer inserted to compensate the line-frequency response.
A combination of both methods of control signaling can be employed in the same Switch system. Also, if necessary, high and low
frequency Switches can be incorporated into the same system.

3756A 90 MHz Bi-directional Switch
The 3756A 90 MHz Switch is a dc-coupled, bi-directional, ten-way
switch with a frequency range from dc to 90 MHz. The 3756A offers
isolation of >80 dB between channels, and >75 dB between unselected input and output ports. It has an insertion loss of 1 dB with a
flatness of < ± 0.2 dB and> 28 dB return loss. (The 3756A can be
powered from the ac mains or from a dc supply.)

3757A 8.5 MHz Access Switch
The 3757A 8.5 MHz Access Switch is a low-cost, ac-coupled, unidirectional, ten-input switch with a frequency range of 10 kHz to 8.5
MHz. An option provides expanded frequency range from 200 Hz to
8.5 MHz. The 3757A has an insertion loss <0.1 dB from 10 kHz to 4
MHz and isolation of >95 dB between channels. In addition, pre-set
gains of I, 2 and 3 dB are internally selectable to compensate for
losses in cables and equalizers. (The 3757 A is powered from a ± 15 V
dc supply.)

HP-IB Control
The 3755A Switch Controller can be remotely controlled over the
Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB) by a desk-top computer. Selection of the RF input/output to be accessed is achieved using a 3digit code that defines the particular input/output required. Since it
is the 3755A which is controlled via the HP-IB, only one bus address
is used for up to III Switches.

Ordering Information

Price

3754A
3755A
3756A
3757A

$2615
$2780
$3340
$1115

25 MHz Access Switch
Switch Controller
90 MHz Bi-directional Switch
8.5 MHz Access Switch

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Access/Distribution Switches and Controller (8.5 MHz, 25 MHz and 90 MHz) (Cont.)
Models 3754A, 3755A 3756A and 3757A
Specifications
Parameter

3754A
25MHz
Access Switch

Frequency Range

10 kHz to 25 MHz

Insertion loss

< iO.1 dB (50 kHz to 20 MHz)
< ±03 dB (10 kHz to 25 MHz)

Pre-set Gain

3755A
Switch
Controller

<0.1 dB (lIP &
OIP on rear)
<0.2 dB (liP &
0IP on front)

odB

3756A
90 MHz
Bi-directional Switch

3757A
85 MHz
Access Switch

de to 90 MHz

10 kHz to 85 MHz
200 Hz to 8.5 MHz (Opt 200)

1dB ± 0.15 dB, de to 80
MHz
I dB ± 03 dB, 80 to 90
MHz

a dB iO I dB (10 kHz to 4 MHz)
a dB ±02 dB (10 kHz to 8.5 MHz)
a dB ±05 dB (200 Hz to 10 kHz 1dB i003 dB
2dB ±003dB
3dB =003dB

-

-

-

> 75 dB (between
I/P &COMMON)
>80 dB (any two unselected Inputs)

> 70 dB (any liP &alP over 10 kHz to B.5 MHz)
> 75 dB (any liP &alP over 10 kHz to 4 MHz
or 20 Hz to 10 kHz - Opt 200)
>95 dB (any two adjacent Inputs 10 kHz to 8 MHz)
> 105 dB (any two adjacent Inputs 10 kHz to 4 MHz
or 200 Hz to 10 kHz - Opt 200)

>30 dB (rear panel from
60 kHz to 25 MHz)

;>:24 dB (output. de to 80
MHz)
;>:20 dB (output. 80 to 90
MHz)
;>:28 dB (ports 0to 9. de to
80 MHz)
;>:20 dB (ports 0 to 9,80 to
90 MHz)

>35 dB (selected I/P from 10 kHz to 8 MHz)
>35 dB (unselected I/P trom 10k Hz to BMHz)
>35 dB (output from 10 kHz to 8 MHz)

-

-

-

+25 dBm (at each input)

ldB±O.ldB
2dB ~O.l dB
3dB ~O.I dB (75!1only)
Isolation

>B5 dB (between liP &O/P)
>90 dB (any two Inputs)

Return loss

>30 dB (selected liP from 60 kHz to 25MHz)
>23 dB (unselected liP from 60 kHz to
25 MHzl
>30 dB (output from 60 kHz to 25 MHz)

Overload level

a dBm (control over signal path)

Opt 200)

OdBm

+10 dBm (control over separate path)
+8 dBm (50\1 verSion only)
Maximum Ac Input Power

+25 dBm (at each Input)

Noise Power Ratio
(Typical)

> 70 dB (-10 dBm over any 8 MHz band)

Thermal Noise
(in 3.1 kHz bandwidth)

<- 115 dBm (from 60 kHz to 300 kHz)
<-120 dBm (from 300 kHz to 25 MHz)

>70 dB (-10 dBm over

-

any BMHz band)
-

+25 dBm (at each Input)
>50 dB (-10 dBm Input from 60 kHz to 8 MHz)
>58 dB (-10 dBm Inputtrom 60 kHz to 4 I MHz)
<-119 dBm (60 kHz to 4.1 MHz)
<-117 dBm (60 kHz to 85 MHz)
<-100 dBm (300 Hz to 3.4 kHz- Opt 200)

-

General
Power
Input Voltages (ae)
Tolerance
Consumption
Frequency
OR
Input Voltages (de)
Tolerance
Nominal Current

100,120,220240 V
±10%
<20 VA
48 to 66 Hz

100. 120,220,240 V
±10%
<20 VA
48 to 66 Hz

100,120.220,240 V
± 10%,-15%
<20 VA
48 to 66 Hz

-

Ripple

±15 V
±2%
150mA(-15 V)
300 mA (+15 Vi
<5 mV pk-pk

Weights
Net
Shipping

6 kg (13Ib)
II kg (24Ib)

5 kg (11Ib)
12 kg (26Ib)

6kg(13Ib)
11 kg (24Ib)

l.7kg (175Ib)
4 kg (7.5Ib)

Size
Width
Height
Depth

425 mm (16.8 In)
B9 mm (3.5 in)
350 mm (1l9 in)

425 mm (168in)
89mm (3.5 in)
350 mm (13.9 in)

425 mm (16B In)
89 mm (15 In)
350 mm (13.9 in)

483 mm (19 In)
44 mm(2In)
260 mm (10 In)

Options
BNC (7511)
Siemens Series
25/6 mm (75!!)
Siemens Serres
1.6/56 mm (75!!)
BPO Type IE (751))
Commercial eqUivalent of
WECO Type 560 A(75!1)
Commercial equivalent of
WECO Type 4778 (75!!)
BNC (5Ot1)
Suhner Hype (75111

-

200mA

20 'I
±5V
100mA

-

5mV pk-pk

<5 mV pk-pk

-

+15 V

±2%

Front
STO

Rear
010

Front

STO

-

001

011

001

002
003

012
013

004
005
006

-

Rear
010

Front
STO

Rear

STO

-

001

011

-

-

002
003

-

002

012

-

-

-

-

014

004

-

004

014

-

-

015
016

005
006

-

005

015

005

-

-

-

-

-

Rear

-

Front

-

-

007

017

-

-

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
FDM Network Surveillance System Software
Models 37013A, 37014A

Introduction
Hewlett-Packard offers remote-surveillance systems for use with
Frequency Division Multiplex (FDM) networks. There are two basic
types of system available, the choice being made according to the size
of the FDM network and the network management requirements.

37013A System Software
The 37013A FDM ~etwork Surveillance System Software is designed to provide a comprehensive solution to the problems associated
with performance monitoring of a complex and widely-spaced FDM
network. The 37013A Software, together with the necessary control
and measurement hardware, forms a complete automatic measurement system for use in the commissioning, surveillance, fault finding
and maintenance of FD M installations.
The system operates under the direct control of a central H P 1000
Computer, which gathers measurement information from up to 16
remote stations simultaneously. A 3745A/B or 3747A/B Selective
Level Measuring Set (SLMS) forms the basis of each station.
Capability of the 37013A
The 37013A Software provides a full range of automatic surveillance measurement sequences, together with the ability to print out,
or store for future analysis, all measurement results. Also provided
arc demand programs used to make measurements under the direct
control of an operator. Access to the computer may be gained from
any desired location using a suitable terminal connected via modems
and a dialled-up or dedicated telephone line.
The ease with which information about the FDM network can be
collected and processed enables performance trends and management
reports to be assembled with a minimum of effort.
Trend Analysis
The analysis of long-term trends in the net work allows performance
degradations to be found, and the necessary maintenance undertaken
before any serious problems develop. This can reduce radically the
time during which the network is inoperative if major failures have to
be first diagnosed and then repaired.
When failures do occur, the ability to localize the fault quickly and
accurately is of paramount importance. The 370 13A Software can be
configured to monitor continuously specific test points throughout the
network. If a problem then arises somewhere between stations, a message is output directly onto an operator terminal allowing immediate
action to be taken.
Management Reporting
The extensive data base which is a part of the 370 13A Software

forms an ideal base for the preparation of management reports. Information about the network obtained over a long period can be extracted from the data base by the HP 1000 Computer. This data forms a
concise and convenient basis for management reporting.
Measurement Hardware- The Heart of the System
The 37013A FDM Network Surveillance System is based on the
3745A/B and 3747A/B SLMS's. These instruments, with the addition of the HP 1000 Computer, become the heart of a powerful automatic measurement system.
Switching between test points is achieved with the 3754A, 3756A
or 3757A Switches controlled by the 3755A Switch Controller. Test
signals are generated by the 3335A Synthesizer I Level Generator. All
the instruments forming a measurement station are controllable from
the HP-IB.
Communication between stations is achieved over full duplex, dedicated telephone lines, with conversion of the parallel HP-IB information to an RS-232C compatible serial data form suitable for
transmission through voice channel modems.
System Software-The Power of the 37013A
The 37013A FOM Network Surveillance System Software consists
of system functional tests, a system diagnostic and measurement
programs.
The system functional tests are designed to verify, as fully as possible, that the instruments at a station function correctly. The diagnostic routine is intended to aid the user in identifying a fault condition in
the system.
Measurements can be made in either of two modes; automatic measurements, or measurements on operator demand at any time.
Automatic measurements are made under the control of the
"SFDM" program and consist of a sequence of surveillance-type
measurements such as group pilots, virtual carriers, channel powers,
etc. Measurements are made without operator intervention, apart
from initiation, and sequences may be strung together so that the system proceeds to the next and subsequent sequences automatically.
An operator works interactively with demand measurement programs, entering simple requests on a terminal to initiate spot tests
such as single point frequency, input power and FDM scan.
Information about each test point connected to the system is stored
in the station data base, which can also be used to store measurement
results. The stored results may be used as the basis of network management reports.
HP's distributed operating system DSIOOO can be incorporated if
required, enabling several distant computers to be interconnected,
thereby expanding the monitoring capability.
Documentation
Full documentation is provided in the form of the 370 l3A System
Library, which includes information on integrating the system hardware, entering details of the FDM network into the data base, running "SFDM" and the demand measurement programs. and using the
System Functional Test and Diagnostic programs. The System is supplied on an HP disc cartridge, ready for immediate use on the HP
1000 Computer.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EaUIPMENT
FDM Network Surveillance System Software
Models 31013A, 37014A

Support Services
A full training course on the use of the Surveillance System is available from Hewlett-Packard, along with an equipment verification
service whereby the computer, the instrumentation and the software
are assembled, and correct operation is verified.
All the individual components that make up the Surveillance System are designed and manufactured by Hewlett-Packard and are
backed up by HP's worldwide support. 37013A is in use around the
world, providing valuable service to FDM network operators.
Ordering Information
The 37013A FDM Network Surveillance System Software consists
of the Disc Cartridge for the HP 1000 Computer, the documentation
in the system library, and a diagnostic kit for use with the System
Functional Test and Diagnostic programs. The HP 1000 Computer
and all other instrumentation must be ordered separately. For further
information on the equipment required, and on the capability of the
37013A Software, see the 37013A data sheet or contact your local
Hewlett-Packard representative.

370 14A configuration for multiple point-to-point operation

37014A System Software
The 37014A FDM Network Surveillance System Software is
designed to provide a cost-effective system for monitoring the performance of an FDM network.
Description
The 37014A Software provides for a number of measurement sta·
tions controlled from a 9835A Desktop Computer. Each station is
based upon 3745A/B and 3747A/B SLMS's. with the 3754A, 3756A
or 3757 A Switches used to access test points under the control of the
3755A Switch Controller.
Point-to-point, Multi-drop or Dial-up operation over telephone
lines is achieved using the 3720 IA H pol B Extender and suitable voice
channel modems. All the instruments forming a measurement station
are controllable from the HP-I B.
The 37014A Software can control several remote measurement
stations one-at-a-time. Up to six such stations can be handled with
ease this way. In the absence of controller activity, the semi-automaticcapabilities of the 3745A/B and 3747A/B may be utilized in each
location.
System Software- The Versatility of 37014A
The 37014A System Software comprises system functional test
programs and measurement programs.
The system functional tests are designed to verify, as fully as possible, that the instruments at a station function correctly.

The measurement programs enable the Desktop Computer to acquire the results of measurements made by an SLMS at anyone station in the network. Measurement routines such as group pilot sean
group power and channel noise can be assembled in any order into an
automatic surveillance sequence. Additionally, interactive demand
programs are provided, enabling measurements to be made at any
time under the direct control of an operator. Typically, demand measurements may be used to investigate problems found by the automatic routines, or to aid in the commissioning of new links.
The software includes a data base containing details of each test
point in the network. This data is used by the system functional tests
and the measurement programs, both of which require information on
the FDM hierarchy, the test level at each point, and the configuration
of each station.
Documentation and Ordering Information
The 370 14A FDM Network Surveillance System Software consists
of a 9835A Data Cartridge, a System Library and a diagnostic kit for
use with the system functional tests. The 9!\35A Desktop Computer
and all other instrumentation must be ordered separately.
The 37014A System Library includes information on integrating
the system hardware, entering details of the FDM network into the
data base and running the system functional test and measurement
programs.
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Selective Level Meter and Synthesizer
Models 3586A!B & 3336A/B
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3586A Selective Level Meter (CCITT) (Shown with Opt 003)
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Measurement Mode Section, 3586B Selective Level Meter, North
American (BELL) (Shown with Opt 003)

Description
General
Hewlett-Packard's new 3586A/B Selective Level Meters and
3336A/B Tracking Synthesizers offer the high performance necessary to meet the demanding requirements in the design, manufacture,
commissioning and maintenance of Frequency Division Multiplex
(FDM) systems. The 3586 and 3336 "A" models meet CCITT requirements, and the "B" models meet North American (Bell) standards. Both are fully programmable over the HP Interface Bus. The
3586A & B Selective Level Meter provides a unique combination of
features, including wideband power and optional telephone impairment measurement of impulse noise, phase jitter, noise with tone, and
signal-to-noise with tone ratio. The 3586A & B's wide frequency
coverage to 32.5 MHz allows measurements to be made at
both voice channel and carrier frequencies. Microprocessor control
adds many ease-of-use features such as amplitude offset measurements of tone and noise level in units of dBmO, d BroCO, or d BpWO.
Convenience features include simultaneous analog and digital level

displays, precise frequency setting with HP's fractional N synthesized
local oscillator, accurate frequency counter and tone measurements
with automatic channel alignment for 800 Hz (CCITT) or 1004 Hz
(Bell) test tone or carrier frequency reference.

Carrier Frequency and Voice Channel
The 3586A & B can make both carrier frequency measurements to
32.5 MHz and voice channel measurements from 50 Hz to 100 kHz.
You can measure tone levels, idle channel noise or weighted noise at
voice channel, then compare at carrier frequency. Level measurements can be made with ±.2 dB accuracy up to 18 \1Hz and down to
-80 dBm. The built-in frequency counter can be used to measure
frequency within ± 1.0 Hz and 0.1 Hz resolution. When using the 20
Hz bandwidth to measure pilots accurately, an adjacent carrier leak
will be rejected by 50 dB.

Transmission Impairments (Optional)
The Transmission Impairments Option 003 permits phase jitter,
weighted noise, noise-with-tone, signal-to-noise-with-tone ratio, and
single level impulse noise measurements. The 3586A's capability to
make these transmission impairment measurements at both FDM
voice channel and carrier frequencies is unique.
Standard models include a 1740 Hz psophometric (CCITT) or
2000 Hz C-message (Bell) equivalent noise filter or you can make
weighted noise measurements directly with the 3100 Hz channel filter and noise weighting filter provided with the Transmission Impairments Option 003. The channel filter shape factor of < 1.2 provides
60 dB carrier and 75 dB adjacent channel rejection and synthesizer
accuracy aligns it perfectly-you know you're measuring only that
channel.

Precision Frequency Setting
Synthesizer accuracy and resolution is made possible with a fractional-N synthesized local oscillator-a unique HP development. 0.1
Hz resolution and ± I x 1O- 5 /year stability (± 2 x 1O-7 /year optional) means the 3586A/8 is tuned exactly where you want it. Or use the
counter to measure a frequency precisely, then tune to it with one
keystroke. This unique capability eliminates the need for "rocking"
the tuning control to peak the signal.

North American (Bell) and CCITT Requirements
The 3586A & B Selective Level Meter and 3336 A & B SynthesizerILevel Generator are designed to meet most world-wide connector
and impedance requirements for both carrier and voice channel measurements. Special or regional connectors can be provided by option
or special request.

3586A SlM

750/10 kO Unbalanced
150 0.600 0/10 kO Balanced

3336A Synthesizer

75 0 Unbalanced
150 n. 600 nBalanced

North American (Bell) Requirements:

33368 Synthesizer

75 O/iO kn Unbalanced
1240, t35 0,600 O/iO kll Balanced
750 Unbalanced
124 n. 135 n, 600 nBalanced

Thc 3586A SLM uses an 800 or 1010 Hz nominal tone frequency
reference for levcl measurements. A 1010 Hz notch for noise with
tone and impulse noise and 1010Hz for phase jiller measurements is
used when the Transmission Impairments Option 003 is included.
The 35868 SLM uses 1004 Hz for all tone and impairments measurements.

Wideband Power Measurement

HP-IB control is standard, allowing automatic operation to be controlled by a desktop calculator such as thc HP Model 85A, 9825T,
9835A or 9845B, or by a main frame computer, such as the HP 1000.
FDM tests such as surveillance can be made from a remote location to
reduce maintenancc costs and increase troubleshooting efficiency.
See page 628 for information on 3046 A/B selective level measuring
system.

Amplitude Offset
Make level measurements with respect to TLP or any offset level up
to ± 199.99 dBm. Or make.level measurements relative to a measured signal level, sueh as harmonics relative to a fundamental signal.

Frequency Tracking
The frequency of the 3336 A/B companion synthesizer will automatically be set to the frequency of the 3586A/B Selective Level
Meter when in the tracking mode and with their HP-IB* inputs connected together. Make "loop-around" measurements on a telephone
circuit or frequency response measurements on signal processing
networks.

High Impedance Accessory Probes
Models 15580A, 15581 B high-impedance probes arc available for
use with the 3586A/B for bridging measurements. See page 631 for
probe specifications.

3336 AlB SynthesizerILevel Generator
Description
The 3336 A/B Synthesizer/Level Generator is an cxcellent precision tracking signal source for the 3586A and B Selective Level Meter. When the Selective Level Meter and Synthesizer are in the
tracking modc, the frequency of the synthesizer is automatically set
to the frcquency of the SLM. Frequency covcrage is 10Hz to 20.9
MHz. making the 3336 A and B useful for telephone circuit loop testing on most FD.\1 systems, transfer function and distortion measurements in telecommunications manufacturing.

Frequency and Amplitude Precision
The 3336 AlB provides frequency resolution of one microhertz
(.000001 Hz) up to 100 kHz and one millihertz (.001 Hz) to 20.9
MHz. Level accuracy is ± .15 dB at full output over the full frequency range with ± .12 dB optional. Harmonic levels are more than 60
dB down up to I MHz and more than 50 dB down up to 20.9 MHz,
performance not previously available in a synthesizer.

FDM Testing

Input Configuration:
CCITT Requirements:

35868 SlM

Fully Programmable

+

R MS wideband power measurements from 20 to -45 d 8m can be
made from 20 kHz to 10M Hz with ± 1.0 dB accuracv and from 200
Hz to 32.5 M Hz with ± 2.0 dB accuracy. Use this capability to make
baseband power measurements.

The llexible output section allows differcnt connectors to be providcd either by option or special request. Frequency entry is accomplished by keyboard or analog control for manual tuning or frequency
stepping of any digit.
The Amplitude Blanking feature allows testing of operational
FDM systems without disturbing adjacent channels while the frequency is changed. The output is blanked to less than -85 dBm until
the next desired frequency is reached.

General Purpose Features
The 3336 A/B Synthesizer provides wide band sweep capabilitysweep the full frequency range (or as little as two microhertz), log or
linear, single or continuous. Single phase lock loop design means the
sweep is phase continuous and you can modulate with A\1to 50 kHz
or PM to 5 kHz. Ten storage registers can bc used to kcep different
test sellings available for repetitive tesl. All necessary functions on
the 3336 A/ B can be remotely programmed by H P-I B control for
automa tic testing.

Designed-in Serviceability
The 3586 A/B Selective Level Mcter and the 3336 A/B Synthesizer I Level Gcncrator havc been designed for relia ble operation and
excellent accessibility with many useful service features.

Abbreviated Specifications for 3586 A & B
(Sec Data Sheet or manual for complete specifications)

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Selective Level Meter / Synthesizer
.Models 3586A/B and 3336A/B (Cont.)
Intermodulation distortion: -70 dB below full scale, 200 Hz to 20
kHz offset; -75 dB below full scale, 20 kHz to I MHz offset.
Wideband power accuracy: after calibration. 100 dB range, averaging on, -45 to +20 dBm.

Freauency

Signal

3586A

Input
75 r! Unbalanced

35868

50 Hz to 32.5 MHz

1__±_2._0_d_B_-+I_ _%_"_0_d_B_ _1
200 Hz

150 r! Balanced
600 r! Balanced

4 kHz to 1 MHz
'::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
200 Hz to 100 kHz

The 124 n, 135 n, 150 nand 600 n inputs are usable over wider
frequency ranges, but are not specified in under and overrange
operation.
Frequency resolution: 0.1 Hz.
Center frequency accuracy: ± 1 x 10- c'/year, (± 2 x 10-'/year
with option 004).
Counter accuracy: ± 1.0 Hz in addition to center frequency accuracy for signals within the 60 dB bandwidth of the I F filter chosen or
greater than -100 dBm (largest signal measured).
Frequency display: 9 digit LED.
Selectivity
3 dB Bandwidth, ± 10%:
3586B (N. American)
Standard
Option 003

3586 (CCITT)
Standard

Option 003

20 Hz
400 Hz
1740 Hz

20 Hz
400 Hz
3100 Hz
Plophomet"c
NOise Weighting

-

20 Hz
400 Hz
2000 Hz

20 Hz
400 Hz
3100 Hz
C·Message
Nelle Weighting

-

1. Psophometnc EquIvalent NOise Weighting Filter

2. C·M•••• g. Equiv.l.nt Noi•• W.ighting Filt.r

Adjacent channel rejection: 75 dB minimum at ± 2850 Hz, 3100
Hz bw.
Passband flatness: ±.3 dB.
Amplitude
Measurement range: +20 to -130 dBm.
Amplitude resolution: .01 dB.
Level accuracy: 10 dB autorange, low distortion mode, after calibra tion.
75 I! Input
+20

o

Input Level
dBm
-80

%.40 dB

% .95 dB
-100
20 kHz
50 Hz

% .20 dB

%.25 dB

% .75 dB

•

18 MHz

32.5 MHz

1240 Input (3588B): :': ,35 dB. 50 kHz 10 5 MHz: :': ,50 dB. 10 kHz to 50 kHz. and 5 MHz 10 10 MHz lor
+2010 -80 dBm,
135011500 input (3588A or B): :': .35 dB 50kHz to 1 MHz. :': ,50 dB 10 kHz 1050 kHz for t20 to -80
dBm,
800 0 input (3586 AlB): :':35 dB 200 Hz to 108 kHz for +20 10 -80 dBm,

Level accuracy: 100 dB range (after calibration): add correction
to 10 dB autorange accuracy for dB below full scale. (Not required
when in 10 dB autorange).
dB Below FuJI Scale

Accuracy Correction

Oto -20 dB
-20 \0 -40 dB
-40 to -80 dB

,25 dB
: ,50 dB
: 20 dB

Dynamic Range
Spurious responses:
Image rejection (100-132 MHz): -80 dBc.
IF rejection: 15625 Hz, -80 dBc; 50 MHz, -60 dBc.
Residual spurious signals: > 1600 Hz offset, -80 dBc; 300 Hz to
1600 Hz offset, -75 dBc,
Distortion:
Harmonic distortion: -70 dB below full scale (>4 kHz on 75 n
and 600 II inputs), low distortion mode.

20 kHz

%2.0 dB

10 MHz

I

32.5 MHz

Noise Floor (Full Scale Setting -35 to -120 dBm):
Frequency

Bandwidth

100 kHz to 325 MHz

3100.1740,2000 Hz

-116 dBrr

20 Hz, 400 Hz

-120dBrr

Ail

-105 dBm

10 kHz to 100 kHz

Noise Level

The noise floor for full scale settings of -30 to +24 dBm will be 80
dB below full scale for> 100 kHz, or 60 dB below full scale for < 100
kHz,
Signal Inputs
Model

Impedance

Frequency

3586A

75 ohml unbalanced

50 Hz to 32,5 MHz

BNC

150 ohms balanced

10 kHz te 1 MHz

SieMens 3-p-ong

3586B

Mating Connector

600 ohms balanced

50 Hz to 108 kHz

9 Rel6 AC

75 ohml unbalanced

50 Hz to 325 MHz

WECO 439/ 440A

124 ohms balarced

10 kHz to 10 MHz

WECO 443A

135 ohms balarced

10 kHz to I MHz

WECO 241A

600 ohms balanced

50 Hz to 108 kHz

WECO 310

Connector options:
Opt 001 (3586A): 75 ohms mates with Siemens 1.6/5.6 mm
coaxial.
Opt 001 (3586B): 75 ohms mates with WECO 358A.
124 ohms mates with WECO 372A.
(Contact local sales office for other special connectors.)
Return loss: -30 dB (600 ohms -25 dB).
Balance:
Input
124 !!
135 \1 or 150 I!
600 !!

Frequency

Balance

10 kHz to 10 MHz
10 kHz to 1MHz
50 Hz to 108 kHz

-36 dB
-36 dB
-40 dB

Demodulated Audio Output
Output Level: 0 dBm into a 600 n load, adjustable.
Output Connector: mates with WECO 347A.
Transmission Impairments Option 003
Adds transmission impairment measurement capability to standard
instrument. Measures 2 band phase jitter, noise with tone, single level
impulse noise and weighted noise at voice channel and carrier frequencies. Compatible with N. American (Bell) or CCITT standards.
Additional Options
3586A (CCITT)
Opt 001: 75 n input connector option. Siemens 1.6/5.6 mm coaxial
connector replaces BNC.
Opt 004: High Stability Frequency reference 10M Hz oven stabilized reference oscillator improves frequency stability to ± 2 x
10-' /year.
3586B (N. American)
Opt 001: 75 II and 124 n input connector option. Changes 75 n
input connector to mate with WECO 358A and 124 n input to mate
with WECO 372A.
Opt 002: Psophometric equivalent noise filter option, Changes
2000 Hz filter (C-message equivalent) to 1740 Hz (Psophometric
equivalent). Not available with opt 003.
Opt 004: High Stability Frequency reference. Same as Opt 0043586A
Auxiliary Signal Inputs / Outputs
Tracking generator: 0 dBm rear panel tracking output.
External reference input: 1 MHz, 10 MHz or sub-harmonic input.
Reference output: 10M Hz, +8 dBm output.

Probe power: front panel DC output for HP active high impedance
accessory probes.
HP-IB Interface: rear panel interface meeting IEEE 488-1975 for
remote operation. Used for tracking synthesizer interface.
Additional outputs: rear panel demodulated audio; phase jitter
meter.

General
Operating Environment
Temperature: 0 0 to 55°C.
Relative humidity: 95%,0 0 to 40'C.
Altitude: .$15,000 ft; .$ 4600 metres.
Storage Environment
Temperature: -40°C to 75°C.
Altitude: .$50,000 ft; .$15,240 metres.
Power: 100/120/220/240 V, +5%, -10% 48 to 66 Hz, 150 VA.
Weight: 23 kg (50 tbs) net; 30 kg (65 Ibs) shipping.
Size: 177 mm H x 425.5 mm W x 466.7 mm D (7" x 16.75" x 18.38")

3336 A & B Abbreviated Specifications
(See Data Sheet or manual for complete specifications)
Frequency
Frequency range of signal outputs
Sign.1 Output
75

3336A

n Unbalanced

135

n Balanced

124

n Balanced

33368

10 Hz to 20.999 999 999 MHz

Options

150 II Balanced
600 II Balanced

All balanced outputs are usable over wider frequency ranges but are
not specified in under and overrange operation.
Resolution: I f.tHz for frequencies < 100 kHz, I mHz for frequencies 2:: 100 kHz.
Accuracy {instruments without option 004): ± 5 x 10- 6 of programmed frequency (20 0 to 30°e).
Aging rate: (Instruments without option 004): ± 5 x 10- 6 /year
(20 to 30°e).
Warm-up time: 30 minutes.
Amplitude
Range: 75 and 600 Q outputs; -72.99 to +7,00 dBm.
124, 135 and 150 Q outputs: -78.23 to + 1.76 dBm.
Level accuracy, 200 to 30°C:
75 fl output
75 fl output
With option 005'
0

dBm
+ 7.00

dUm
+7.00
:t.15 dB

-3. 00
:t .30 dB

-13.00
:t .30 dB

± .35 dB

:t.40dB

± ,35 dB

:t .40 dB

±.45dB

-33,00

:t .1B dB
-33. 00

10Hz

:t .22 dB

-72.
10MHz

General
Operating Environment
Temperature: 0 0 to 55°C.
Relative humidity: .$85%, 0 0 to 40°C.
Altitude: S 15,000 ft., .$4600 metres.
Storage Environment
Temperature: -50 0 to +65°C.
Altitude: .$50,000 ft., .$15,240 metres.
Power requirements: 100/120/220/240 V, +5%, -10%, 48 t066
Hz, 60 VA, (100 VA with all options), 10 VA standby.
Size: 132.6 high x 425.5 wide x 425.5 deep; 5W' x 16314" x 16314".
Weight: Net wt., 10 kg. (221bs). Shipping wt., 15.5 kg. (34Ibs).
Ordering Information

± .16 dB

:t .35dB
-13. 00

-72.99

Option 001, 3336A/B Synthesizer/Level Generator:
1.6/5.6 mm 75fl input, (3336A). 75fl mates with WECO 358A,
(3336B). 124fl connector mates with WECO 372A, (3336B).
Option 004, high stability frequency reference:
Accuracy: ± 5 x 10- 8
Aging ra'te: ± 5 x 1O-8/week after 72 hours continuous operation
± I x 1O- 7 /month after 15 days continuous operation.
Ambient stability: ± 5 x 10- 7 maximum, 0° to 55°C.
Option 005, high accuracy attenuator: Improves level accuracy
and spurious level. See main specifications.

:t ,12 dB

-3.00
:t.25dB

Spurious: all non-harmonically related signals will be more than 70
dB below the fundamental or -100 dBm (-115 dBm with option
005 except 150 or 600 fl), whichever is greater.
Phase Offset
Range: :!: 719.9° with respect to arbitrary starting phase or
assigned zero phase.
Resolution: 0.1 o.
Increment accuracy: ± 0.2 °
Ambient stability: :!: 1.0 degree of phase per degree C
Frequency Sweep
Sweep time: linear sweep, 0.01 s to 99.99 s, single log sweep, 2 s to
99.99 s, continuous log sweep, 0.1 s to 99.99 s
Maximum sweep width: specified frequency range of selected
output
Minimum sweep wlflth: log sweep, I decade; linear sweep, minimum sweepwidth (Hz) = 0.1 (Hz/s) x sweep time(s).
Phase ContinUity: sweep is phase continuous over full frequency
range.
Sweep flatness: :!:0.15dB, fast leveling, 10 kHz to 20 MHz,0.03
s sweep time; ±0.15 dB, normal leveling, 50 Hz to I MHz, 0.5 s
sweep time.
Amplitude modulation: modulation depth, 0 to 100%. Modulation
frequency range, 50 Hz to 50 kHz.
Phase modulation: range, 0 to ± 850 0 • Linearity, :t 0.5% from best
fit straight line. Modulation frequency range, dc to 5 kHz.
External leveling: input from an external voltage source to regulate
the signal amplitude at a remote point.

10MHz 20.9MHz

10 Hz

20.9 MHz

•high accuracy altenuator
124110ulpul: 60 kHz 10 10.9 MHz ± .16 dB -8,2310 1.76 dBm. ±0,3 dB - 18,2310 -8.24 d8m. ± ,36
dB -38.2310 -18.24 d8m ± ,4 dB -78.23 10 -38,24 dBm.
13511/150 II oulpul: 10 kHz 10 2,09 MHz. :t.17 dB -6.23 10 +1.76 dBm. ± ,32 dB - 18.2310 -8,24
dBm. ± ,37 dB -38,2310 -18.24 dBm. ± .42 dB -78.23 to -38.24 dBm,
600 oulpUI: 200 Hz 10 109.9 kHz. ±.3O dB -3.00 10 +7.00 dBm! ±.40 dB - 13.0010 2,99 d8m. ± .46
d8 -33,00 10 -12.99 dBm ± .50 dB -72,99 to -32,99 dBm,
1. Add ±.03 dB for O' 10 55'C operation,
2. Warm-up time is 30 minutes.

Amplitude blanking: < -85 dBm output during blanking
Spectral Purity
Phase noise: <-72 dB, Models 3336A and 3336B, for a 3 kHz
band, 2 kHz either side of a 20 MHz carrier.
Harmonic level: - 35 dB, 10Hz to 30 Hz; - 50 dB, 30 Hz to 50 Hz;
-60 dB, 50 Hz to 1 MHz; -55 dB, I MHz to 5 MHz; -50 dB, 5
MHz to 20 MHz.

3586A Selective Level Meter (CCITT)
Opt 001: 1.6/5.6 mm 75 fl Connector
Opt 003: Transmission Impairments Option
Opt 004: High Stability Frequency Reference
35868 Selective Level Meter (N. American)
Opt 001: 75 fl Connector mates with WECO 358A
and 124 fl Connector mates with WECO 372A
Opt 002: 1740 Hz Equivalent Noise Bandwidth Filter Replaces 2000 Hz. Not available with opt 003
Opt 003: Transmission Impairments Option
Opt 004: Same as 3586A
3336A Synthesizer /Level Generator (CC'TT)
Opt 001: 1,6/5.6 mm 75 fl Connector
Opt 004: High Stability Frequency Reference
Opt 005: High Precision Attenuator
33368 Synthesizer/Level Generator
(N. American)
Opt 001: 75 n WECO 358A. 124 n WECO 372A
Opt 004, 005: Same as 3336A

Price
$9900
add $100
add $475
add $625
$9900
add SI 00

N/C
add $475
add $625
$4400
add $100
add $550
add $550

$4400
add $100

TELECOMMUNICATION TEST EQUIPMENT
Selective Level Measuring System
Model 3046A1B
• Low cost FDM surveillance
• Stored CCITT or Bell FDM plans
• Synthesizer frequency accuracy

• 0,2 dB amplitude accuracy
• Voice channel impairments
• Plotting and storage of data

. ..
GD
ESIGNEDFOR

SYSTEMS

Introduction

The 3046A/B systems are designed to automate measurements
made on Frequency Division Multiplex (FDM) systems, These include tests such as pilot levels, carrier leaks and slot noise. The system, with all of its measurement power, requires no computer
background to operate. Surveillance programs are configured simply
by making choices from a series of measurement menus, The 3046A
is designed for CCITT applications, while the 3046B meets North
American (Bell) requirements.
This system is ideal for automating surveillance and routine maintenance on a local basis for small to medium capacity systems. Hewlett-Packard also provides automatic test equipment for large
capacity FDM systems, using a distributed approach. See page 622
for a description of these automatic test systems. With a distributed
system, remote selective level meters (SLMs) can be monitored from
a central computer. With a local system such as the 3046A/B, each
SLM and computer are independent, making installation and operation easier, and the system more mobile.

system test software can be used to verify proper system operation
and to help identify the faulty component in case of failure.
For applications requiring a precision signal source, a 3336A/B
Synthesizer/Level Generator can be added to the system. A 0 dBm
tracking source is standard with the 3586A/B.

AMP
dBmO

MASTERGPOUP 1
GROUP PILOTS

-19.5

-1:;',7
-' 1 9 ,9

System Configuration
A standard 3046A/B system consists of the following:
-3586A/B Selective Level Meter with Transmission Impairments
-HP 85F Personal Computer with 82903A Memory Module and
Matrix ROM
-System Software (CCITT P/N 03046-90001; Bell 0304690002)
The computer options listed are required for system operation. System software consists of FDM surveillance programs with stored
CelTT (3046A) or Bell (3046B) plans, and system test software. The

'564
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Tabular and Graphic Outputs

3084
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An automatic system will collect large amounts of data in a short
time, making effective presentation of the results vital. In addition to a variety of tabular listing formats, the Selective Level

Measuring (SLM) System provides graphics-the ability to plot
measured results. A plot of hundreds of data points can be analyzed in
seconds, providing real insight into the condition of the system. With
only a tabular listing, interpretation of hundreds of data points is difficult if not impossible. An active marker is provided to read the amplitude of any point on the graph to 0.0 I dB resolution, and also list
FDM number and frequency.
Storage of Tests and Data
Tests are performed with an automatic system in much the same
way they are done manually. First, the measurement parameters (frequency, bandwidth, etc.) are set, and then the measurement is made.
The SLM System provides for storage of test parameters on the computer's built-in tape. With this feature, often used test set-ups can
simply be recalled from tape, rather than having to be re-entered each
time the test is run. In addition, a program can be stored in a file that
will load and run when power to the computer is cycled. In this way, a
complicated series of tests can be run simply by turning the computer
off and then on.
The system can also store measured data for future reference. Short
term storage is automatic and has a capacity of 600 readings. This
means that measured data can be retrieved any time after a test has
been run. If an overnight test were run with only errors printed, this
feature would allow printing or plotting of all the data in the morning.
Permanent storage on tape is also provided. This storage allows
comparison of today's readings with those taken weeks or months earlier (limit is 600 readings). Data stored includes test limits, TLP, and
the time of day and date when the measurement was made.
Timed Measurements
Every printout of test results includes time from turn on or time of
day, and the date. The system also provides for delayed start of test
and/or repetition of the test at timed intervals. This makes it easy to
run a test at night or over a weekend, and to monitor system performance over time.
Provision for Custom Plans
An "array sweep" is available for testing of non-standard FDM
plans. Each of four al'rays has a ,capacity of 100 custom frequencies.
Carrier tests can be performed at each test frequency, tested against
limits and plotted or printed. Once an array of custom frequencies
and the test at each is entered, it can be stored on tape for easy access.

Access Switch: An access switch and switch controller can be added
to the system with simple program modifications. The recommended
controller is the HP 3755A, with several compatible switches available.
Printers and Plotters: For full size plots and printouts, an HP plotter, printer or printer/plotter can be added with a few simple program
modifications. Suitable models include the 7225A Plotter and 7245B
Plotter/Printer. A Plotter/Printer ROM (P/N 00085-15002) for the
85F is required for interfacing.

General
SYstem Specifications
(System accuracy specifications are identical to those of the
3586A/B. Please refer to page 625.)
Measurement speed: 0.5 seconds/reading with no range change;
I.3 seconds/reading with range change; 3.3 seconds/reading with
range change and Auto-cal.

System Tests
FDM Carrier Tests
Pilots:
3046A (CCITT): Group, Supergroup, Mastergroup, Super-mas.
tergroup, and Hypergroup
3046B (North American): Group, Supergroup and Mastergroup
pilots. Non-standard pilots can also be measured.
Carrier Leaks: Channel, Group and Supergroup.
Test Tones: 1010 Hz or 800 Hz (3046A) or 1004 Hz (3046B), and
custom tones
Signalling Tones: 2600 Hz (3046B)
Channel Noise and Slot Noise:
3046A: Flat or Psophometric weighting
30468: Flat or C-Message weighting
Other Tests
Transmission Impairments:
Phase Jitter
Weighted Noise with 3100Hz channel filter
Noise with tone (notched noise)
Impulse noise can be measured and graphed over any period of
time up to 90 minutes
Spot Frequency: In the spot frequency mode, the 3046 can measure
and print the level at a single frequency. The point to be measured can
be defined by frequency or FDM number. Wide band power can also
be measured and printed out in this mode.
System VerifIcation: The system verification program verifies operation of the 3586A/B and the 3336A/B, and can be used to locate the
source of a hardware failure.
Physical Parameters
Temperature: 5 to 40°C
Relative Humidity: 95%, 0 to 40°C
Altitude: 4600 meters, 15,000 feet

Ordering Information

Option 400 Cabinet with LOCking Drawer

Recommended Accessories
Disk Drive: A disk drive, such as an HP 82901 M, provides much
faster access to programs and data. This is highly recommended if the
level of system interaction is expected to be high. A mass storage
ROM (P/N 00085-(5001) for the g5F is required for interfacing.

3046A/B Selective Level Measuring System
3586A/B Options
001: Special Connector (3586A/B Option 001)
004: High Stability Frequency Reference
Synthesizer Options
100: 3336A/B Synthesizer/Level Generator
101: Special Connector (3336A/B Option 001)
104: High Stability Frequency Reference
(3336A/B)
105: High Accuracy Attenuator
Cabinet Options
400: Locking Cabinet for Standard System
450: Locking Cabinet for System with Synthesizer
480: 220 V Operation
Other Options
600: Delete 85F, Interface and ROMs
910: Extra Software and Documentation

Price
$15,300
$100
$625
$4,500
$100
$550
$550
$1,600
$\ ,850

N/C
-$4,425
50

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Synthesizer /Level Generator 200 Hz to 80 MHz
Model 3335A

0021004: Equipped with 7Sfl unbalanced and 124n and 13Sn balanced connectors per ta ble.

75P.

Option

Fit, WECO
Type

Spacing

Accepts
WECO Type

002

4778
560A
4778
560A
223A

N/A

358A
439A/440A
372A
443A
241A

004
124P.
13SP.

3335A

002
004
002/004

16 mm (.625")
12.7 mm (0.5")
16 mm (.62S")

003: 75n unbalanced BNC output and 150n balanced output using a
pair of BNC connectors at 20 mm (0.80 in.) spacings.

Abbreviated Specifications

Description
The 3335A is a 200 Hz-80 MHz Synthesizer/Level Generator with
performance characteristics that make it ideally suited for testing
low-density carrier, radio baseband and high-density cable carrier
systems as well as for R&D and production testing. It features precision level control, high frequency resolution (0.001 Hz from 200 Hz
to 80 M Hz), optional frequency stability of ± 5 X 10- 10 /day and high
spectral purity. The 3335A is fully HP-IB programmable.

Precision Amplitude Control
High capacity FDM systems are placing more stringent requirements on testing transmission parameters. One such area where new
standards of performance are required is amplitude control. The
3335A incorporates a state-of-the-art attenuator structure resulting
in attenuator accuracies of up to ± 0.04 dB over the 80 MHz frequency range. A true rms leveling loop provides ±O.IS dB nat ness over
the entire frequency range (± 0.1 0 dB from \ kHz to 25 MHz) and
0.0\ dB resolution over a 100 dB amplitude range. The 3335A can be
externally leveled.

Digital Frequency Selection
Frequency is controlled via the front panel or by remote control
with up to 0.00 I Hz resolution. Frequency can also be changed by
incrementing or decrementing the frequency by any arbitrary
amount. FDM testing is simplified by stepping from channel to channel with a single keystroke.

Amplitude Blanking
The 3335A has switch selectable amplitude blanking to prevent disturbing a pilot tone when testing FDM systems. The output is
blanked while the synthesizer tunes to the new frequency. This allows
response testing of FDM systems while in service.

Internal Storage For Repetitive Testing
The 3335A's internal microprocessor-controlled memory can store
any combination of parameters (frequency, level, etc.) of the instrument in 10 separate memory registers. The contents of these registers
can then be recalled for fast and repeatable testing.

SLMS Tracking Generator
The 3335A operates as a tracking generator with the HP 3745A/B
Selective Level Measuring Set (SLMS) and 3586A/B/C Selective
Level Meter for automatic or semi-automatic testing of FDM systems. For closed-loop tracking, (3335A and 3745A/B in the same
location), the frequency is controlled by the SLMS. The 3745A/B
and 3335A can sweep through any selectable frequency spectrum or
cycle through the channels of a multiplex system by calling up the
FDM frequency plans stored in the SLMS memory. The 3335A and
3745A/B can also operate in an open loop tracking mode separated
by the system under test or they can be interfaced via the HP Interface Bus (compatible with IEEE STD 488-1975) to a programmable
calculator or computer for a completely automatic test system.

Options
Standard: Equipped with switch-selectable son and 7Sf? outputs
(BNCconnectors).
001: High-stability frequency reference

(For complete specifications, refer to page 386 and the 3335A data
sheet.)
Frequency range:
Standard: 200 Hz-80 MHz;
Opt. 002/004: 75fl, 200 Hz-80 MHz; 124n. 10 kHz-l0 MHz;
135/150n, 10 kHz - 2 MHz.
Opt. 003: 75n, 200 Hz-80 MHz; ISOn, 10 kHz - 2 MHz
Frequency resolution: .001 Hz.
Stability, long term: ± I X 1O- 8 /day; ± I X 1O- 7 /month.
Opt. 001 (high stability frequency reference):
Aging rate: ±5 X 10- lo /day; ±2 X 10-8/ month; ± I x 1O- 7 /year
Warmup: Within 5 X 10- 9 of final value 20 minutes after turn-on at
25°C.
Spectral Purity
Harmonic distortion: 200 Hz~IO MHz: <-45 dB; 10 MHz-80
MHz; <-40 dB
Phase noise (30 kHz band, excluding ± 1 Hz, centered on the carrier): 9.9 MHz: <-63 dB; 20 MHz; <-70 dB; 40 MHz: <-64 dB;
80 MHz: <-58 dB
Spurious: '\Ionharmonically related signals 75 dB below the carrier
or -110 dBm, whichever is greater
Amplitude range:
Standard: son: + 13.01 dBm to -86.98 dBm; 75n: + 11.25 dBm to
-88.74 dBm.
Opt. 002/004: 75/124/ 135n: + 11.25 dBm to -88.74 dBm
Opt. 003: 75/ Ison: + 11.25 dBm to -88.74 dBm
Signal balance (124n, 135n, 150n balanced outputs): >40 dB
Resolution: 0.01 dB
Absolute level accuracy (max. output at 100 kHz, 20°C to
30°C): ± 0.05 dB
Flatness (relative to 100 kHz, full amplitude): 50/75n: I kHz
-25 MHz: ±0.07 dB; 200 Hz - 80 MHz: ±0.15 dB. 124n:10 kHz10MHz: ±0.15dB,IOkHz-IOMHz ±O.4dB; 135/150n: 10kHz2 MHz: ±0.18 dB
Attenuator accuracy (relative to 100 kHz, full amplitude)
Impedance

Amplitude
(dBm)

200 Hz

Frequency
25 MHz

+13.01 to -69B
50l!

-699 to -469B
-46 99 to 86 9B

+11.25 to - 874
7Sl!

-875 to -4874
-4875 to -S8 74

80 MHz

,,003 dB
~007 dB
,,0.20 dB

±004 d8
±009 dB
,O.20dB

±O.lSdB
±0.25 dB
±050 dB

NOTE: For 124(1. 135(1. and 1500, refer to dale sheel.

Options
001: Hi-stability reference
002: Connector option (75/124/135n)
003: Con nector option (75 /I SOn)
004: Connector option (75fl, miniature WECO on
124/135n)

3335A Synthesizer / Level Generator

Price
add
add
add
add

$580
$350
$200
$350

$8500

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
SLMS Accessories
15575A-H, 15580A, 155818, 15582A, 15584A, 15585A, 15589A

15580A

155818

Active and Passive Probes
Models 15580A and 15581 B High-Impedance Probes are used with
the SLMS for bridging measurements. The I 5580A is an "active"
device having an insertion loss of 0 dB. Model \558\ B is a passive
probe having an insertion loss of 20 dB. The 15581 B can also inject
signals from a Level Generator at points where a high impedance
source is required. See Data Sheet (5952-3218) for options.

15582A

Specifications

15575A-H

Pirameter

15580A

Frequency Range

20 kHz to 25 MHz

15581B
10 kHz to 25 MHz

Insertion LOll

OdB:::02dB
(50 kHz to 20 MHz)

20dB 10.2dB
(50 kHz to 20 MHz)

Tipping LOll
(In 750 system)

<0.15 dB
(50 kHz to 20 MHz)

<0.25 dB
(50 kHz to 20 MHz)

Max Input Power

tlO dBm

t25 dBm

Power Supply

tl5 V(25 mAl
$485

-

Price

$395

Return Loss Kit

$700

Model 15582A Return Loss Kit, with a suitable Level
Generator, allows the SLMS to make return loss measurements from 10 kHz to 25 MHz. Extended coverage
from 100 kHz to 90 MHz is possible with Model 872IA
Opt 008 Directional Bridge.

15584A

Cable Equalizers

$280

Models 15575A-H constitute a range of eight Cable
Equalizers, designed to equalize the Loss/Frequency
characteristics of different lengths of 75 Ohm coaxial
cable.

Transit Case

$550

Model 15584A is a fibre-glass transit case with custommoulded foam inserts to suit the 3745A/B or 3747 A/B
SLMS.

Diagnostic Kit

15589A

$1465

Model 15585A consists of several troubleshooting aids
which assist in servicing the SLMS.

Instrument Cart
Model 15589A is suitable for transporting the SLMS
and its auxiliary equipment.

$810

632

1

1

[hpJ

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Microwave Radio Testing

In many countries the main communication system consists of a network of FM
microwave radio links. Typically, these links
can carry up to 1800 FDM telephone channels, using a 70 MHz IF carrier and an RF
band in the range 600 MHz to 18 GHz.
However, some countries are now installing
140 MHz IF microwave links which can
carry up to 2700 FDM telephony channels.
All information signals (speech, television,
or data) carried by these links have a common objective-to convey the information
with maximum fidelity. Failure to keep distortion in a link within specified limits results
in an unacceptably high level of intermodulation noise. This prevents the link from
carrying the designated channel capacity
and the link operator incurs a severe financial penalty due to loss of revenue-earning channels.
Measurements required on a microwave
link are of two distinct types - qualitative
and diagnostic. Qualitative measurements,
often made using test signals which simulate
normal traffic, are intended to assure the
operator that the microwave link is performing correctly. Such measurements are normally made from baseband to baseband and

show the overall system performance without
giving much diagnostic information if discrepancies are found. Table I shows a list of
qualitative measurements for both video and
FDM traffic together with the capabilities of
the 3724A/25A/26A Baseband Analyzer.
This instrument provides, in addition to
White Noise tests, all the baseband measurements normally required in the design, production, installation, and maintenance of
FDM radio systems.
It is often desirable to make qualitative
measurements hop-by-hop along a microwave link to ensure that each individual section is set up correctly. In many cases this
requires the use of a 70 MHz modem since
baseband signals are not available in non-demodulating repeaters. The 3717A 70 MHz
Modulator /Demodulator provides this capability and, with its comprehensive range of
pre- and de-emphasis options, is a useful
companion instrument to the Baseband Analyzer. In addition, since it is fully specified, it
may be used as a standby for the link's own
modem. If the qualitative tests show that the
distortion in a microwave link is too high,
then diagnostic measurements are required
to discover the source of the problem.

Table 1. Qualitative tests to verify radio system performance
Test
1 Insertion Gain
2 Frequency Response

3 Envelope Delay Distortion
4. SPUriOUS Interlerence Tones
5. Thermal NOise
6. While No,se Loading
7. Video Waveform Tests
8. Video System Program Chacnel (Subcarner) Tests

FDM

Video

3724Aj25A/26A

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Table 2. Diagnostic tests to maintain radio system performance
Measurement
1 Module Power Levels. Garns and Losses

2. Modem Centre Frequencies
3 TX and RX Local OSCillator Frequencies

88

IF

RF

•

•
•

•
•

4. Transmitter RF Output Frequency

5 Spunous Tones
6
7.
8
9
10
11

FM Mod +Demod DeViation SenSitiVity
FM Mod +Demod Lineanty
Return Loss
Amplitude Flatness
Group Delay
Differential Gain and Phase

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

The main contributors to distortion in FM
microwave radio links are the modulators,
demodulators and carrier circuits at J F such
as amplifiers, and carrier circuits at RF such
as non-linear amplifiers. The distortion parameters of these circuits can be measured in
terms of nonlinearity, amplitude variations
and group delay variations. To do this, test
equipment must interface with the links at
BB, IF and R F. Commissioning microwave
link equipment involves minimizing these
circuit distortion parameters by adjustment
or equalization.
On lower capacity systems, these adjustments are normally enough to reduce intermodulation distortion to an acceptable level.
With increased traffic capacity, the tolerances imposed on the circuit parametersbecome more and more strict and normal
commissioning methods often do not produce
satisfactory results. Consequently, relating
the circuit parameters to the inter modulation
noise (measured by a noise-loading test set)
becomes increasingly more difficult.
The main source of discrepancy is the result of amplitude modulation to phase moduin
the
lation (AM/PM) conversion
transmission carrier path. This AM/PM
conversion occuring in non-linear networks
introduces additional intermodulation from
the signal deviations arising in preceding networks. These 'coupled' responses can be assessed only by differential gain/differential
phase (DG/DP) measurements with highfrequency test tones. HP Application Note
AN 175-1 'Differential Phase and Gain at
Work' covers this subject in considerable
detail.
HP microwave link analyzers (MLA's), at
70 MHz IF or dual 70/140 MHz IF, were
developed specifically for the purpose of
measuring various forms of distortion on terrestrial and satellite microwave radio links.
The measurement capabilities of HP link
analyzers, as shown in Table 2, were established in close cooperation with the telecommunications industry.
A valuable extension of the MLA measurement capability can be obtained using RF
up and down converters. The circuit distortions at RF have identical effects to the IF
circuit distortions when the carrier signal is
eventually demodulated. Hence, the RF distortions can be analyzed using an MLA, provided a transparent R F-to-I F interface is
available. A down converter provides such an
interface and allows independent measurements on microwave transmitters. A
so-called 'up-converter' in fact provides a
transparent BB-to-RF interface, allowing
independent measurements on microwave receivers. Both converters used with an
MLA provide an RF-to-RF measurement
capability.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
RF-IF Microwave Link Analyzer
Model 3707A
• For testing direct modulation digital radio systems
• RF-IF and RF-RF measurements

• Low cost

3707A

8620C

3712A

Increasingly popular direct RF modulation systems do not always require the IF transmitter sections of conventional microwave link analyzers. Hence, the 3707 A BB + Sweep Generator has been designed
to drive an 8620C Sweep Oscillator, giving a swept, frequency-modulated source in the range 0.5 to 18 GHz. This source, in conjunction
with a standard 3702B or 3712A IF IBB Receiver, allows measurement of transmission distortions in the radio link.
Although the principal area of application is in digital-radio testing,
the instruments are equally useful on analog radios which use direct
modulation. A single low-frequency test tone of 250 or 500 kHz (internally selectable) is provided which allows the measurement of linearity or group delay. The 3702B (F/BB Receiver is suitable for use
on systems with a 70 M Hz receive (F, while the 3712A provides, in
addition to 70 MHz, a capability at 140 MHz. A 3730B Down Converter, with appropriate R F plug-in, may be used to help isolate distortions in the RF parts of the link.
The complete system has been designed with low cost and ease of
use as primary considerations and so is ideal for routine maintenance
as well as installation and production applications.

37028

t-_3_7_07_A_-tr-'J
8620C
~

OR
3712A

37308
RF

OR
RADIO

IF

SYSTEM

UNDER
TEST

3707A BB + Sweep Generator

$2115

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Microwave Link Analyzers and Accessories
Models 3711A/3712A, 3710A/3702B, 3743A, 3750A
• Test analog and digital radios
• Isolate and characterize causes of intermodulation distortion in wideband FM microwave radios

• Baseband and IF interfaces
• 70 j 140 MHz or 70 MHz only IF capability
• Selectable combinations of BB test tones

70/140 MHz IF MLA System

70 MHz IF MLA System

3711A IF/BB Transmitter
3791 B BB Transmitter (Plug-in)
3712A IF/BB Receiver
3793B Difl. Phase Detector (Plug-in)

3710A
3715A
3702B
3703B

Two versions of the Microwave Link Analyzer (MLA) are available: the 70 MHz IF 371OA/3702B System. and the dual 70/140
MHz IF 3711A/3712A System. For microwave radio stations employing both 70 and 140 MHz intermediate frequencies, the dual IF
MLA is an economical way of providing a complete range of dedicated measurements at both IF's.
The 3710A/3702B and 3711A/3712A MLA's isolate and characterize causes of intermodulation distortion in wideband microwave
radios. They have applications in both analog and digital radio systems. Measurements performed by the MLA's include:

When used with the 8620C/86200 Series RF Sweeper system
(equipped with the MLA interface option) and the 3730B RF Down
Converter. the swept measurements of the basic MLA's can be extended to RF. Pages 636 and 637 give further details about this RF
instrumentation (3730B and 8620C).
Apart from the dual 70/140 M Hz I F capability. with the full range
of measurements available at both frequencies. thc 3711 A/3712A
MLA has many other refinements over earlier systems. These include
an improved marker system. an I F input frequency counter, improved
input sensitivity at -19 dBm, a slope contra\' a 16 dB dynamic display range. and X- Y Recorder facilities.
Another major contribution is the provision of an interface for the
8501 A Storage-Normalizer. Use of this instrument with the
3711A/3712A MLA provides digital averaging and normalizing facilities. Further. measurement limit masks and adjustment instructions can be displayed on the M LA screen when a desk-top computing
controller is used with the Storage-Normalizer.
A series of options are available with the MLA's, including:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BB power, gain, and loss
IF power, gain, and loss
modulator/demodulator deviation sensitivity
modulator/demodulator linearity
modulator/demodulator group delay
swept IF amplitude response
swept IF group delay
swept I F return loss
BB and IF differential gain (HF linearity)
BB and IF differential phase (HF group delay)
BB return loss

•
•
•
•
•

IF I BB Transmitter
or 3716A BB Transmitter (Plug-in)
IF IBB Receiver
or 3705A Group Delay Detector (Plug-in)

test-tone frequencies
connectors
balanced 124 Il baseband impedance
sweep frequencies
variable phase output of sweer signal

Options

(3711Aj3712A and 3710A/3702B MLA's)
To compile a suitable M LA System for your application, select one of
the following combinations:
70/140 MHz IF- 371IA/379IB/3712Aj3793B.
70 MHz IF with low- and high-frequency te&t·tone&3710A/3716A/3702B/3705A.
70 MHz IF with low-frequency test-tones only3710A/3715A/3702B/3703B.

LINE
C"-

INPUT - - - 75f> - - OUTPUT

-2Sd8rn MA.X

+SdBm MAX

30d8

45-95 MHz

Connector Options
(3711 A/3791 B/3712A/371 OA/3716A/3715A/3702B only)

Option
Std
002
003
004
005 8

8NC

Siemens
Large

Siemens
Small

WECO
4778

3743A IF Amplifier

WECO
560A

e
e
e
e
e

, Avallabla with 3711A/37918/3712A only.

Test-tone (88) Options
(3791 B/3793B/ 3716A/3715A/3705A/3703B only)
37918/
37938/
3716~/
3705~

Options
Std
010
011
012
013
014
016
018
019
021'
022

3750A Attenuator

Test·tone Frequencies (MHz except where Indicated)
83.333 kHz
250 kHz
&500 kHz

92.593 kHz
277.778 kHz
&555556 kHz

e

••
•

•
•e
e
e

•

e

2.4

e

•e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e

350 358 4.43 450 5.60 820 12.39

••
• •
•
•
•e

3715A/

e

e

•
•
•
••

e
e

•
••
•

• •
•••

·••
·•
··•
·

e

•
•
••
•
•
•
•

37038

Options
Sid
009

e

• Available with 37918/37938 only.

•

Miscellaneous Options
008 (371IA/3710A only) Variable phase sweep output.
015 (3793B/3705A only) Additional phase detector bandwidths of
90 and 180 Hz-must be used with 18 Hz sweep rate on 3711 A or
3710A IF/BB Transmitter.
020 (3712A only) CRT graticule illumination.
908 (371IA/3712A/3710Aj3702B only) Rack mounting kit.
910 Extra manuals.
3743A IF Amplifier
e Improve MLA IF input sensitivity to -40 dBm.
e Frequency range 45 to 95 MHz.
e Group delay <0.3 ns.
e Amplitude flatness <0.2 dB.
• Return loss> 26 dB (75 \1).
e Noise figure :::58 dB.
3750A Attenuator
elmpedance75\1.
• Attenuation range 0 to 99 dB. in I dB steps.
• Frequency range dc to 100 MHz.

Sweep Frequency Options (371IA/3710A only)
Opt
70 Hz

LINE

70 Hz

Std

e

e

006

•
•e

e
e
e
e

Option

007
015

50 Hz

100 Hz

18 Hz

e

•

e

Ordering Information
70/140 MHz system (3711 A/ 3791 B/ 3712Aj3793B)
70 MHz system with low- and high-frequency test-tones
(3710A/3716A/3702B/3705A)
70 MHz system with low-frequency test-tones only
(371 OA / 3715A/ 3702B/ 3703 B)
3743A IF Amplifier
37S0A Altenuator

Price
$3J.7'i'i
$24.HH5
$23.045
$1,450
$620

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
RF Down Converter
Model 37308
• RF to IF frequency conversion
• 1.7 to 14.5 GHz frequency range

• Extends test capability of MLA's to RF
• 70 or 140 MHz IF output

INPUT FREQUENCY
lFRANGE

Af'C

70MHz

,RACKiNG

I

I

If SECTION

RF" RANGE

SIDEBANO
lO,'AF

j 7

I

NQHMAl

l(l->:MF
INPUT

TUNE

65CHt

r

lfOUfl'llJT

37308 Option 010 Down Converter mainframe with 37378 RF Module plug-in

The 3730B Down Converter and plug-ins provide RF to I F conversion and RF test capabilities for Microwave Link Analyzers
(M LA's). The 1.7 to 14.5 GHz RF range is accommodated by a series
of local oscillator plug-ins, allowing easy tuning to the desired operating frequency.
The 3730B has dual IF capability which allows the I)own Converter to interface with single 70 MHz IF (eg the 371 OA/3702B) or
dual 70/140 MHz IF (eg the 37IlA/3712A) MIA's, or with wideband demodulators (eg the 3717A) when while noise loading.
A tracking AFC and recovered sweep facility causes the local oscillator in the 3730B to track the incoming swept RF signal, thus almost
eliminating the swept component of the IF signal. Note that because
of the effective sweep compression of the I F signal, the residual distortions of both the Down Converter and Microwave Link Analyzer
receiver are reduced considerably.
On a microwave radio route containing a number of repealer stations, the local oscillator can be positioned above or below the carrier
frequency and this can vary from repeater station to repeater station.
This can cause difficulties when comparing M LA responses between
stations due to frequency axis inversion of the swept response. Selecting upper or lower sideband operation on the 3730B overcomes this
problem.
Lengthy runs of RF cable between the Down Converter and the RF
test point can generate ripple responses which can mask the true measurement response. To avoid this problem, it is possible to remove the
Down Converter plug-in and mount this directly onto a waveguide
test point. The plug-in is then connected to the 3730B mainframe by
an umbilical cable. Only I F signals which arc less susceptible than RF
signals to lengthy runs of interface cable are transmitted along the
umbilical cable.
Option 0 I0 of the 3730B incorporates an additional I F section,
comprising a 25 dB fixed gain amplifier and a 30 dB stepped attenuator, to ensure that the IF signal level is sufficient todrive most MLA's
when operating at RF input levels below -12 dBm. Note that no degradation of the residual performance specifications occurs when this
option is fi tted.
Various connector types can be fitted on a special basis. Only BNC
connectors are offered on the standard product; to interface with
equipment fitted with other types of connector, the following adapter
cables arc recommended:
15525A
15525A
15525A
15525A

Opt
Opt
Opt
0 t

008:
009:
006:
007:

BNC
BNC
BNC
BNC

to
to
to
to

large Siemens cable.
small Siemens cable.
WECO 477B cable.
WECO 560A cable.

$72
$72

$84
$77

Specifications
37308

+ 37368118/88/98

Residual performance:

Amplitude Response
Group Delay
Diff Gain
(56 MHz test tone)
Diff Phase
(5.6 MHz test tone)

50 MHz Sweep
Width at 70 MHz
centre frequency
0.2 dB
0.2 ns

100 MHz Sweep
Width at 140 MHz
centre frequency
0.3 dB
0.3 ns

0.3%

0.5%

03°

05°

The residual specifications quoted are measured using the FM Sweep
Input to reduce the residual contributions of the RF test source, and
using storage normalizer techniques to remove M LA receiver contributions.
Min RF input level: - )5 dBm, typically (-40 d Bm when Opt 0 lOis
fitted), for correct operation of MLA; however, min input level dependent on input sensitivity of MLA and RF-IF gain conversion of
Down Converter (371 OA/3702B M LA-min input sensitivity -] 0
dBm; 3711A/3712A MLA-min input sensitivity -19 dBm).
Size: 141 mm H x 425 mm W x 467 mm D (5.5 x 16.75 x 18.38 in.)
Power supply: 100, 120,220, or 240V ac, +5 -\0%; 48 to 66 Hz;
consumption 100 VA max, including plug-in.
Weight: 11.9 kg (26 Ib) net, including plug-in.
Temperature range: 0 to 55°C. operating.

Options
010: 25 dB fixed gain amplifier, with 30 dB
(10 dB step) attenuator.

Price
add $1195

Accessories
15600A
15601A
15602A
15603A
15609A
cable.

Isolator: 3.7 to 4.2 G H z.
Isolator: 5.9 to 6.5 G Hz.
Isolator: 7.1 to 8.5 GHz.
Isolator: 10.7 to 11.7 GHz.
Remote Extender Cable: 3 metre umbilical

$660
$630
$560
$760
S420

Ordering Information
37308 Down Converter
37368 1.7 to 4.2 G Hz
373783.7 to 8.5 GHz
373885.9 to 11.7 Gllz
3739810.7 to 14.5 GHz

$4,060
$5,005
$6,675
$7,230
$10.565

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EaUIPMENT
RF Sweeper MLA Upconverter Simulation
Models 8350A, 8620C, 86200 Series RF Plug-ins
• MLA Upconverter Simulator Options 0.5 to 18.0 GHz
• Use with MLA or as a general purpose sweeper

• Swept and CW RF Source
• Test Digital & Analog Microwave Radio Systems & Components

8620CI86245A

Description
phase over the specified frequency range. All plug-ins can be used
with MLA sweep widths of 100 MHz or less. The following specifications supplement the standard 8620C system specifications (covered
on pages 435-441).

The 8620C Sweep Oscillator and 86200 Series of RF plug-ins provide a high performance, solid state source for Microwave Radio System tests via MLA Upconverter Simulation Options. These permit
accurate RF-to-BB, RF-to-IF and RF-to-RF distortion measurements to be made with the 3700 Series MLA Systems. The plug-ins
can also be used as standard sweeper plug-ins, with the only basic
difference being modified FM circuitry. The RF-to-RF measurements must be made in conjunction with the 3730B RF Down Converter. This allows group delay, linearity, differential gain and phase
measurements to be made on RF devices and components within the
Microwave Radio System. The 8350A Sweep Oscillator Mainframe
is also compatible with the 86200 series MLA option plug-ins through
the use of the 11869A Adapter (see page 434).

Specifications
The 8620C/86200 Series MLA Upconverter Simulation Plug-ins
are optimized for group delay, linearity, and differential gain and

Complementary Equipment

Price

8350A Sweeper Mainframe
11869A Adapter
8620C Sweeper Mainframe (required)
To properly interface the 8620Cj86200 Series plugin to the item under test, the following are recommended for optimal performance:
784C Directional Detector (1.7 - 12.4 GHz)
Flatness over any 30 MHz: < ± 0.1 dB
Equivalent source match: typically S 1.5
116758 Leveling Cable Assembly (1.7 - 12.4 G Hz)
Group delay: sO.25 ns pop (with 1.25 SWR at each
end)

$4250
$200
$2850

$1350
$450

MlA Upconverter Simulation Plug-in Specifications (25°C)
Model Number

MLA Option
Number

MLA Freq. Range
(GHz)

H80
05-24
86222A/B
1.7-4.3
86235A
008
86240C
3.6-8.6
86242D
008
59-9.0
59-124
86245A
008
86250D
80-124
008
86260A
H82
120-18.0
'Except 86222A/B & 86260A which are tested @ 24 MHz.

Group Delay
(ns) p-p

Linearity ('K)

Diff. Gain ('14)

<3
<2
<I
<1
<1
<I
<3

Diff. Phase (0)

FM Sens.
(MHz/V)

<3
<2
<1
<1
<1
<1
<3

N/5

@5.6MHz'

@277.7 kHz
Across Any 30 MHz BW
<25
<25
<2.0
<20
<05
<05
<0.5
<05
<0.5
<05
<0.5
<05
<25
<25

For applications requiring better distortion specifications, HP also
offers plug-in systems which include a leveling cable and directional
coupler. These systems are available in the following bands: 1.7-2.4
GHz, 3.6-4.3 GHz, 5.8-6.5 GHz, 7.0-8.6 GHz, 10.7-11.7 GHz,
and 12.2-12.7 G Hz. The system specifications are as follows:
Group delay @ 500 kHz: <0.5 ns pop

+20
+20
+20
+20
+20
N/S

Price W/MLA
Option
$5670/6650
$4250
$5450
$4000
$6600
$4100
$5350

Linearity @ 500 kHz: <0.25%

Flatness: < ± 0.1 dB
For more information consult your local HP Field Engineer.
The options shown after each plug-in provide the special MLA interface capability. Refer to pages 435 to 441 for details on other RF
Sweeper plug-in specifications and options.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
70 MHz Modulator IDemodulator
Model 3717A

• Built-in 15 dB open-ended attenuator
• Optional HP-IB control
• Optional balanced BB input and output

• Up to 5 pre- / de-emphasis networks
• Video and telephony inputs and outputs
• Service channel provided

3'711A 10MH. MODULATOR-DEMODULATOR
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SYSTEMS

The 3717A 70 MHz Modulator/Demodulator can be used in microwave radio link systems to enable BB qualitative measurements to
be made at non-demodulating repeater stations.
Standard measurement practice for the alignment and maintenance of microwave radio links involves two specific categories of
tests, i.e. swept response measurements and BB qualitative measurements. Normal practice is to align a microwave radio initially by using swept response techniques such as those provided by an MLA.
After these measurements have been completed successfully, qualitative measurements such as white noise loading, TV waveform testing,
and BB frequency response are performed at the BB terminals of the
microwave radio to verify operational performance.
However, the optimum swept response does not always produce the
best possible qualitative Figure. When this happens it may be necessary to isolate the faulty section by performing qualitative measurements from BB terminal stations to IF repeater stations, or vice versa.
To do this, a high quality wideband test modulator or demodulator is
required. The 3717 A provides this capability.

Specifications Summary
Back-to-Back Performance (Telephony)
BB Frequency Response (with or without Emphasis)
50 Hz to 10 MHz: ±0.2 dB.
50 Hz to 20 MHz: ± 3 dB.
Noise Loading Performance
At manual loadIng for all slots, 70 to 7600 kHz (1800 channels with emphasis): :525 pWOp (57 dB NPR).
Thermal: modjdemod is thermally dominated and will typically
tolerate a 6 dB overload with no degradation.
Spurious Response
300 kHz to 10 MHz: :5 -72 dBmO.
Back-to-Back Performance (Video)
BB Frequency Response
5 Hz to 10 MHz: ±0.2 dB.
Square wave tilt (50 Hz): < 1.0%.
Dltt. Gain (4.43 MHz)': :50.7%.
Dltt. Phase (4.43 MHz)': :50,70 .
•Measured on en HP Microwe.e Link Anelyzer with e te.t tone of 4.43 MHz.

Options
Connector options-select anyone.
Std: BNC
003: Siemens small.
004: commercial equivalent of WECO 477B balanced
input.
Emphasis networks-up to five may be installed and
should be specified with every order.
CCIR
011: 24 channel emphasis.
012: 60 channel emphasis.
013: 120 channel emphasis.
014: 300 channel emphasis.
015: 600 channel emphasis.
016: 960 channel emphasis.
017: 1260 channel emphasis.
018: 1800 channel emphasis.
021: 525 line emphasis.
022: 625 line emphasis.
023: 819 line emphasis.
Bell
031: Bell 600 channel emphasis.
032: Bell 900 channel emphasis.
033: Bell 1200 channel emphasis.
034: Bell 1500 channel emphasis.
035: Bell 1800 channel emphasis.
036: Bell 2100 channel emphasis.
037: Bell 2400 channel emphasis.
Miscellaneous
006: deletes Modulator section.
007: deletes Demodulator section.
100: HP-IB.
136: Combination of options 003 and 006.
137: Combination of options 003 and 007.
146: Combination of options 004 and 006.
147: Combination of options 004 and 007.
3717A 70 MHz Modulator/Demodulator

Price
NC
NC
+$885

+$195
+$195
+$195
+$195
+$195
+$195
+S195
+$195
+$195
+$195
+$195
+$195
+$195
+$195
+$195
+$195

-$2115
-$2335
+$285
-S2115
-$2335
-$1230
-$1450
$9455

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Baseband Analyzer
Models 3724A, 3725A, 3726A
• Automatic noise power ratio scan of up to four slot
frequencies
• SLMS scan routines with variable violation limits
• Spectrum analysis for spurious signal identification

• BB frequency response-locally or end to end with storage and normalisation
• Broadband power down to -70 dBm
• Easy conversion between level measurement units

3726A Filter Mainframe with 37264A Band Defining Filler and
37265A Band Slop Filter plug-ins
3725A Display
3724A Baseband Analyzer
A new approach to microwave radio maintenance, the
All measurement results appear on a CRT in both analog and digi3724A/3725A/3726A Baseband Analyzer provides in a single contal form, as appropriate. A hard copy of the information on the screen
venient, transportable package, all the qualitative measurements
may be obtained using an X-V plotter or a printer plotter via the HPcommonly performed on FDM microwave radio systems.
lB. No external controller is required for this function.
For portability, the Baseband Analyzer is manufactured in three
The full capability of the Baseband Analyzer covers measurements
separate cabinets. The basic instrument comprises two cabinets-the
traditionally performed by stand-alone products such as a Selective
3724A Baseband Analyzer and the 3725A Display module. Together
Level Measuring Set (SLMS), Broadband Power Meter, Spectrum
they provide all the measurement capability except white noise genAnalyzer, Tracking Generator, and White Noise Measuring Set. For
eration. For white noise loading the third cabinet, the 3726A Filter
the first time, these instruments have been integrated into a single
Mainframe, must be added. The 3726A houses the white noise
product offering state-of-the-art features for ease-of-use, high perforsource, the 37264A Band Defining Filter plug-ins, and the 37265A
mance, and cost effectiveness.
Band Stop Filter plug-ins. Various bandwidths and frequencies to
comply with CClR, CCITT, Intelsat, and Bell recommendations can
This measurement capability is enhanced by the ability to make
be provided as options. For the majority of white noise loading applicomplementary measurements on the same signal. For example, a
cations band pass filters, as required by conventional white noise respurious tone found using the Spectrum Analysis mode may have
ceivers, are not required. However, if a noise power ratio performance
both its level and frequency accurately measured by changing to the
better than 67 dB is required then 37266A Band Pass Filter plug-ins
SLMS mode. During the changeover, the tuned frequency is autocan be installed, offering a further 10 dB improvement in NPR.
matically retained.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Models 3724A, 3725A, 3726A (Cont.)

Measurement Summary
Level Measurements
Make accurate level and frequency measurements of pilots, carrier
leaks, channel power, spurious tones, and other measurements associated with Frequency Division Multiplex (Carrier) systems.
Wideband
Frequency range: 20 Hz to 18.6 MHz.
Power range: ± 20 dBm to -76 dBm.
Accuracy: < ± 0.5 dB.
Selective
Measurement bandwidths: 40 Hz; 400 Hz; 1.74 kHz; 3.1 kHz;
psophometric; 'C' -message.
Frequency range: 50 Hz to 18.6 MHz.
Power range: +20 dBm to <-130 dBm.
Accuracy: s ±0.2 dB.
Frequency measurement: 0.1 Hz resolution.
Features
• Synthesizer Based Tuning-for frequency accuracy and stability.
• Scan Routines---enables sequences of measurements on pilots or
channels within a supergroup; also tabulates frequency response
when used with a tracking generator.
• Fast High Level User Routine--<:hecks in 80 seconds a radio baseband of 1800 channels for signals above a specified level.

Spectrum Analysis
Make measurements on system traffic to check occupancy, or on
unloaded systems to check for spurious signals.
Spectrum Analysis
Frequency range: 100 Hz to 20 MHz.
Amplitude range (2 dB or 10 dB/em): +20 dBm to -130 dBm.
Dynamic range: 80 dB.
Frequency span: 20 MHz to 5 kHz.
Sweep time: 8 ms/div to 32 s/div.
Resolution bandwidth: 10 kHz to 100 Hz.
Video bandwidth: 5 kHz to 5 Hz.
Features
• Automatic or manual coupled controls ensure error free measurements along with nexibility.
• Digitally stored and refreshed CRT display-trace can be digitally
stored and at a later time recalled for visual comparisons.
• CRT readout of all control settings.
• X- Y plots via the HP-IB-noexternal controller is required for this
function.

BB Frequency Response Measurements
There are three methods of making frequency response measurements with the Baseband Analyzer, i.e. using the Power, Spectrum, or
BB Response modes in conjunction with the tracking generator
output.
Tracking Generator
Frequency range: 300 Hz to 18.6 MHz.
Amplitude range: +6 dBm to -60 dBm.
Flatness: <0.2 dB.
Harmonics and spurious: <-40 dB on output level.
Using the Power and Spectrum modes for BB amplitude response
testing offers wide display range coupled with fast response times.
However, these modes are limited to local applications. In contrast,
the BB Response mode offers:
• No connection needed between sender and receiver (apart from
item under test).
• Automatic point-by-point measurements with results presented
graphically.
• Trace storage and normalisation.
• Sweep time fast enough to allow adjustments.
• Display scaling of I or 0.1 dB per square.

White Noise Measurements
White noise measurements allow the overall performance of a radio
link to be assessed using test signals which simulate normal traffic.
The test signal used is white noise, band limited to correspond to the
baseband bandwidth of the particular radio under test.

White Noise Measurements
Frequency range: for measurements on systems with 12 to 2700
channels.
Noise power ratio range: 0 to 67 dB.
Signal to noise range: -18.8 to -85 dBmOp (1.3 x 10' to 3.16
pWOp); 72 to 5 dBrnCO (1.66 x 10' to 4 pWOc).
A full range of band defining and slot filters is available, consult Data
Sheet.
Noise power range: + 12 to -60 dBm.
Features
• Simultaneous measurement of broadband and slot power dispenses
with repeated reference checking.
• Full range of filters easily changed from front panel.
• Auto mode allows automatic scan of up to four slots even on an endend measurement.
• V curve and overload plotting made simple by offset key, or fully
automate with an external controller.
• Measures all commonly used units, i.e. N PR, dBmOp, and dBrnCO.
• Conforms to all relevant CCIR and CCITT Recommendations.

Options
3724A Baseband Analyzer
Input/Output

Standard

Option 003

Option 004

7SU
124U
13SUjlSOU
600U Audio
Head Phone

BNC
Blank
Siemens 3-pin Bal
Siemens 3-pin Bal
0.75" Banana

Siemens 1.6 mm
Blank
Siemens 3-pin Bal
Siemens 3-pin Bal
0.75" Banana

WECO 477B
WEC0477B
Large 223A
Large 310
0.75" Banana

3726A Filter Mainframe
301: delete noise source (for systems where more than nine filters are
required). N.B. Up to three 3726A Filter Mainframes can be controlled by one 3724A Baseband Analyzer.
37264A Band Defining Filter
311: 60 to 300 kHz
315: 60 to 4100 kHz.
318: 316 to 5600 kHz.
312: 60 to 552 kHz.
316: 316 to 4100 kHz.
319: 316 to 8160 kHz.
313: 60 to 1296 kHz.
317: 60 to 5600 kHz.
320: 316 to 12360 kHz.
314: 60 to 2600 kHz.
N.B. All nine plug-in compartments of the 3726A Filter Mainframe
must be filled for correct operation. The 37268A Dummy Plug-in
should be ordered to fill any empty plug-in compartments.
37265A Band Stop Filter
311: 70 kHz
314: 1248 kHz.
317: 5340 kHz.
312: 270 kHz.
315: 2438 kHz.
318: 7600 kHz.
313: 534 kHz.
316: 3886 kHz.
319: 11700 kHz.
37266A Band Pass Filter
Only required if a noise power ratio performance of better than 67
dB is required. NPR performance of instrument is extended to 77 dB
when Band Pass Filter fitted. These filters must be housed in separate
3726A Filter Mainframe.
311: 70 kHz.
314: 1248 kHz.
317: 5340 kHz.
312: 270 kHz.
315: 2438 kHz.
318: 7600 kHz.
313: 534 kHz.
316: 3886 kHz.
319: 11700 kHz.

N.B. Consult Baseband Analyzer data sheet for Band Defining, Band
Stop, and Band Pass Filters to meet Imelsat and Bell requirements.
37267A Adapter Case (for Marconi filters)
311: high or low pass.
313: band pass (including 750 fI/75 fI transformer).
314: band stop.
37268A Dummy Plug-in
Must be used to fill any empty plug-in compartments on the 3726A
Filter Mainframe.
37269A Plug-in With Front Panel Input Connector
To be used in conjunction with 37266A Band Pass Filter.
003: Siemens 1.6 mm connector.
004: WECO 477B connector.

Ordering Information

Prices

3724A Baseband Analyzer
3725A Display
3726A Filter Mainframe

$21685
$15011
$2670

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Baseband Analyzer System Software
Model 37018A
• Automate all baseband measurements
• Reduce test time in production, installation and maintenance
• Hard copy of all measurement results available

• Measurements checked against user input tolerances
• NPR 'V' curves plotted on HP 85 CRT and dumped to
plotter
• Desired measurement sequence easily and quickly set
up

The 370 18A Baseband Analyzer System Software, together with
an HP 85 or HP 83 Desktop Computer provides a means of automating Baseband Analyzer measurements. The program consists of two
parts. The first is used to create a sequence file which consists of a list
of measurements to be carried out together with all relevant measurement and tolerance information, while the second part uses the sequence file data to run the tests. Each measurement in the sequence

also stores two "next test numbers", the first of which defines the next
test if the current test passes, while the second is used in the event of a
failure. Thus, extra measurements may be incorporated to provide
diagnostic information in the event of a failure of one of the primary
tests. All measurement data is automatically checked for validity at
the time of input, ensuring that only acceptable data is sent to the
instrument.

MeasureMent

Wi deband ,; Ol.''2' PMeas~remen1

lmFewanc~

Eypected Level-21 dBm

750h~s

U~per

Limit 1 dB
Lo~er LiMit
1 dB
Generator Output lev~1-21 dBm

Fre~uencY

1234

k~z

TLP ~ d8r
Next .easureMent nUMber IF PASS
(-l=HAlT)

Humber 1

Wi deband Pot"e"
I_pedance 7S OhM
TLP e dB ..
Expected Level-21 dBM
Upper LiMit 1 dB
Lowe"- limit 1 dB
Next l'leasureMent - PASS
H""~t Heasure~ent - FRll
Generator Level -21 dBm
Fre~uencY 1234 kHz
Result -21. i7 dB~
U.< PASS UJ:

2

2
2

Hext MeaSureMent number IF FAIL
2

~-l"HALT)

Selec~ive

Fre~uency

4567 kHz

Me~sureMent

Band~idth

400 Hz

TLP e dB"
Hext lfteaSllrerU'nt nUtrlb"'r
(-1=HALT)
3
Next Mea~urement number
(-I-HALT!
3

IF PASS

IF FAIL

NPR-Sin<;li~

Measurement IMPedance 750nms
Expected L@vel 65 dBM
Limi t 1 dB
Gen@rator Output L~vel-15 dB~
Band Oefinin9 Filt~r PoSition
I'lainirall'le .. 1
Position' 2
Slot Filter Position
I'lainirahle • 1
Position. '3
Slot Fre~uencY ~34~ kHz
Channel Cap~city le00
TLP e dBr
Next .easureM@nt nUMber IF PASS
(-l=HALT)
5
Hext Meas~reMent 'lUMber IF FAIL
(-I=HALT)
4

S",ec t rUM
Measurement IMFedance 750hM5
Re~erence Level-5e dB~
Resolution Bandwidth AUTO
Video Bandwidth AUTO
DisplaY P.esolution l~ ~B/div
Fre~uencY 534e kHz
Span Width 5908 kHz
Sweep TiMe AUTO
Next Measure~@nt nu.ber
(-l=HfiLT) -1

HPR-Sin91e
MeasureMent IMPedance 750hMS
Expected Level 6~ deM
Lilli tIdE
Generator Output Le~el-15 dBM
Band Oe~inin9 Filter Position
Mainfra .... e • 1
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7
Next measurement nUMb~r IF FAIL
(-1 =HAL T)
6

Sequence file "EXAMPL"

Wideband Power
IMPedance 7S ohm
TLP e dB"
Expected Le~el-21 dEM
U~~er limit
1 dB
Lower LiMit 1 dB
Ne~t "~a$ureMen1 - PASS
Next MeasureMent - FAIL
Generator Level -21 dB.
Fre~~@ncY 1234 kHz
Resul~ -21,17 de~
:U:* PASS *t*

-

Sin~le

*U FAIL UJ:

2

2

Selective Power - Sin~le
I.Pedance 75 oha
TLP e dB ..
Exp@cted Level-56.S deM
Upper LiMit .5 dB
Lower lillit .5 dB
H@xt MeasureMent - PASS
3
Next Measure.ent - FRIL
3
Generator Leve! -51.5 dBIl
Fre~u~nc~ 4567 khz
Measure.ent Bandwidtn 488 Hz
Result -51.63 dBM
FiHL
Measure~ent Number 3

***

P~wer

IMPedance 7S oh.
TLP e dB,'
Expected Level-5f.5 dB.
Upper Limit .'5 dEl
Lower Lilllli t .5 dE
Heyt l1easureMent - PRSS
3
Next MeasureMent - FAIL
3
Generator Level -5l.~ dBm
Fre~uencY 4567 khz
Me~sure.ent Elandwidth 400 Hz
Result -132.98 dbM

Selective Power-Sin91e
Measurement IM~etiance 75~nms
Expected Level-56.~ dB~
Upper limit .5 dB
Lower Limit .5 d~
Generator Output level-51 5 dBm

***

HPI< - Sin~le
!apedance 75 OhM
Generator Level-IS dam
Band Oefinin~ Filter Position
t'tainfra.l\e • I
PosItion' 2
Slot Fre~ue~cY 5348 kHz
Slot Filter Position
MainfraMe' 1
Position' '3
H@x~ I'leasurement - PRSS
5
Nex~ MeasureMent - FAIL
4
Result 71 dB
PASS U*

**J:

HPR - S'in<;lleI.Peaance 75 ohm
Generator L@vel-15 dB.
Band Oefinin9 Filter Position
l'lainfralJle • 1
Position' 2
Slot Fre~uencY 1248 kHz
Sl~t Filter Position
t1airrfra.e .. 1
Pas i t ion • 7
H""". t "ea;su r<;!'lIlen t - PASS
7
Next t'teasure~ent - FAIL
6
R@su1 t 71. 2 dB
U . PASS

**J:

Result of running "EXAMPL" with measure·
ment 3 passing

HPR - Sin,""le
IMPedance 75 OhM
Generator Level-IS dBM
Band Definin9 Filter Fosltion
I'lainframe • 1
Position' 2
Slot Fre~uencY 5349 kHz
Slot Filter Position
"ainfraMo? • 1
Pasltion • 9

~~~~ ~:~~~f:::~~ ~ ~~~E ,~

Re$LJlt- ! dB
.<** FAIL **l

Measurement Humber

4

Spec'."uM
IMPedance 75 OhM
Re.erenc~ Level-50 d8M
Display Re;solu1ion Ie dB/Div
Resolution Bandwidth AUTO
Video eand~idth ~UTO
Sweep Ti.€, AUTO
Centre F,.e~uencY S34~ kHz
Fre~u@ncY Span 5eea ~Hz
Hext Measure:ent -1

."

U1n
':..Jill

"

"-3

"'-,

r

'.,

~

<

"':~.'"

'"

,-II"

'"

."

CD."

oro
.",

'"

"

:to-"":

oro
.",

0

..

"'~

C""

o~

~

Result of running "EXAMPL" with measurement 3 failing

TRANSCEIVER TEST EQUIPMENT
Automatic RF Test System
Model 8950B
• Designed for AM, FM and ¢M transceivers from 2 to 1000
MHz
• Automatically test RF modules and subassemblies
• Component stimulus/response test from de to 1000 MHz

surement subroutines allow complex measurements to be made by
writing only a single statement.

89508 System Specifications (Includes
Software Calibration)
SY8tem frequency range: 1-1000 MHz.
SY8tem power range: 0.5 - 100 watts.
Calculator controlled power 8upply voltage8: 0 to 30 V, 50 mV
resolution.
Current drain mea8urement range: 50 mA to lOA.

8950B RF Test System
The HP 8950B Transceiver Test System automatically tests AM
and FM communications transceivers over the frequency range of 2
to 1000 MHz, It is ideal for production line testing, R&D evaluation, quality assurance testing, incoming inspection, and user maintenance of many transceivers. The system consists of general purpose,
off-the-shelf instruments except for the 8951 B System Interface. The
HP 9825B desk top computer controls the stimulus and measurement
capabilities of the system via the HP Interface Bus (HP-IB). Using
the 8950B system, transceiver testing time can typically be reduced
by a factor of 10 or more, resulting in greatly increased productivity.
Operation of the 8950B under computer control offers better accuracy than a manual system. By automatically applying previously
measured calibration factors, repeatable system errors such as frequency response and insertion loss are virtually eliminated.
8951 B System Interface
The 8951 B System Interface contains all the signal switching and
conditioning needed to route signals to and from the proper instruments and the radio under test. All radio connections are made at a
single working panel.
In addition to switches, the 8951 B includes a 100 watt RF attenuator, a high quality FM discriminator, and a diode detector for AM
measurements. Three band-reject filters with provision for an external filter are used for distortion and SINAD measurements.
System Software
The system is controlled by the 9825B Desktop Computer. It employs HPL, a high-level programming language which offers power
and efficiency for handling equations and controlling instruments, yet
is easy to learn and use.
To perform a series of tests on a transceiver, a program must be
written for the 9825B which accesses the appropriate measurement
and instrument driver subroutines. Additional program statements
will provide a printed copy of the results which can include the chosen
test limits or a Pass- Fail indication of total test performance. Because
of the software flexi bility, special tests can easily be written using the
instrument drivers provided with the system.
The 8950B is furnished with a tape cartridge containing a comprehensive library of system programs: I) the verification program is a
short system self-test, 2) the calibration program generates calibration factors to correct repeatable errors in the system, 3) and the mea-

Transmitter Tests
Power mea8urement range (Antenna port): I mW to 100 watts.
Power mea8urement range (AU X RF Input): 10 /LW to I watt.
Power mea8urement accuracy (Antenna port): expected ± 0.3
dB ±7.2%).
Frequency mea8urement range: 0 to 1300 MHz.
AM mea8urement
Frequency range: 2-400 MHz.
AM depth range: 0.5 to 95%.
AM accuracy (1 kHz rate 10% to 80%): ± 2% AM DEPTH ± 5%
of reading.
AM rate range (3 dB): 50 Hz - 25 kHz.
AM re81dua' dt8tortlon (at 30% AM): (at 400 Hz, I kHz, 3 kHz
rates): :$2%
FM mea8urement (po8ltlve and negative peak detection)
Frequency range: 4-1000 MHz.
Peak deviation range: 300 Hz - 20 kHz.
SY8tem re8ldual: < 10Hz in I kHz BW.
FM accuracy (1 kHz rate): ± 3% ± 30 Hz.
FM rate range (3 dB): 50 Hz - 20 kHz.
FM re81dual dl8tortlon (at ~3 kHz peak deviation at 400 Hz, 1
kHZ, 3 kHz rate8): :$1 .0%.
¢M mea8urement
Frequency range: 4 - 1000 MHz.
Deviation: A¢max = 20/mod. rate (kHz).
¢M rate range: 50 Hz - 20 kHz.
¢M accuracy (1 kHz rate): ± 3%.
Spurlou8 mea8urement8 (> 1 MHz away from carrier): 0 to -40
dBc.
Receiver Tests
Minimum measurable 8ensltlvlty (typIcal): 0.2 /LV.
Output level range (Antenna port, Into 50 ohms): -145 to -19
dBm (-0.013 /LV to 25 mY).
Output leve' accuracy (1 to 1000 MHz, at Antenna port):
± 1.5 dB.
Audio power mea8urement accuracy: 0.5% ± speaker load
tolerance.
Audio distortion measurement: At 400, 1000, and 3000 Hz rates.
Residual distortion: RF generator distortion +0.3%.
Audio frequency range:
AM: 50 Hz to 50 kHz (RF freq >10 MHz)
FM: 50 Hz to 100 kHz.
ModUlation acceptance bandwidth mea8urement rsnge: I to
100 kHz.
Ordering Information
8950B Transceiver Test System (including controller
and programs)
89508 Optlon8
002: Additional Power Supply capability (Substitute
6268B Option 026/ J80 and 5950 I A for 6002A)
003: Reduced frequency (110 MHz)
004: 230 V. 50 Hz operation
005: Delete 9825B Controller and HP-IB interface

Price
$66,000
add $650
less $4500

N/C
less $8100

TRANSCEIVER TEST EQUIPMENT
Semi-Automatic Transceiver Test Set
Models 8903A·E85, 8903A·E62

To provide the necessary switching the 8903A-E85/62 Test Set includes the 8903A-K85 Switching Module and the 59306A Relay Actuator. These instruments interface the transceiver under test to the
test set instruments. They are controlled remotely by the HP 85F or
manually from the 59306A's front panel.

Easy-to-Assemble
Application Note 300 describes the simple setup and verification
procedure, and describes how to use the supplied 11723A Application
Pac software cassette. This starter software contains a main program
plus instrument, measurement, and utility subroutines-a modular
structure that is easily adapted to specific applications. You only need
to provide a power supply for the transceiver under test and the cables
between the 8903A-K85 Switching Module and the transceiver. Everything else is included.

Equipment List, 8903A-E85

8903A-E85 Semi-Automatic Transceiver
Test Set
The 8903A-E85 Semi-Automatic Transceiver Test Set performs
in-channel testing of AM, FM and <t>M communication transceivers
from 150 kHz to 990 MHz (Table I). The test set's measurement
capabilities range from simple tests such as frequency and distortion
through complex measurements such as usable sensitivity and audio
flatness. Automated in-channel radio tests using the test set's Application Pac test procedures typically take less than a minute. Being a
combination of standard HP instruments, it can be assembled from
on-hand instruments and purchased items from the equipment list, or
obtained as a complete test set.

Out·of-Channel Testing
The 8903A-E85 Test Set's capabilities are expandable to include
out-of-channel receiver measurements. The addendum to Application
Note 300 "Adding the 8662A to the 8903A-E85" describes how to
add the low phase noise 8662A Synthesized Signal Generator to the
8903A-E85 Test Set. The resulting 8903A-E62 test set has all of the
capabilities of the 8903A-E85, plus the tests listed under "Receiver
Out-of-Channel" in Table 1.

High Performance Instruments
The test set's three key components-the 8903A Audio Analyzer,
890lA Modulation Analyzer, and the 8656A Synthesized Signal
Generator-are general purpose fully HP-IB programmable instruments. For example, the 890lA Modulation Analyzer measures AM
depth or FM deviation with I % accuracy in less than two seconds with
a single front-panel key stroke or a single instruction from the test
set's HP 85F Instrument Controller. Using the HP 85F, the test set
combines its instruments' measurement capabilities to quickly perform more complex measurements such as transmitter microphone
sensitivity or receiver audio flatness.

8901A Modulation Analyzer, Option 001 Rear Panel Connections,
Option 002 High Stability Time Base
8903A Audio Analyzer, Option 001 Rear Panel Connections
8656A Signal Generator, Option 002 Rear Panel Connections
HP 85F Instrument Controller
8903A-K85 Switching Module
59306A Relay Actuator
8498A Option 030 Attenuator, 25 watt, 30 dB
10833A Low-RFI HP-IB Cables (3)
11500B 60 cm N Cables (2)
1l035A 30 cm BNC-Banana Cable (I)
1I170A 30 cm BNC Cable (1)
1I170B 60 cm BNC Cables (2)
1I170C 120 cm BNC Cables (2)
11723A Application Pac Program Cassette

Table 1. Basic Transceiver Measurements
Receiver In-channel

Transmitter

General

Sensitivity'
Audio Power'
Signal-lo-Noise'
Distortion'
SINAD
Quieting
Audio Freq. Response'
Hum and Noise

Power'
Frequency'
Frequency Error'
AM, FM, ¢M
Squelch Frequency'
Squelch Deviation'
Residual AM. FM, or r/JM
Incidental AM, FM. or <pM
Microphone Sensitivity'
Distortion'
Modulation limiting'
Audio Flatness
Hum and Noise'

AC volts
DC volts
Frequency
Distortion

Receiver
Out·ol-channel
Adjacent channel selectivity"
Image rejection"
IF rejection"

'Teete performed end d,eplayed by the 8903A·E85 I E82 Taet Sat .a,ng tha , , 723A Application Pac
atartar programa, Additional a.bro.tinaa ara providad lor tha othar maea.ramanta,
., Md~ional 'eata performed end diaplayed by the 8903A·EB2 Teet Set, Subroutinea for theaa mea'
a.ramanta ara providad with tha 8903A·E85 Taat Set.

Easy-to-Operate
The instruments automatically perform most intermediate operations for making transceiver measurements, from tuning and ranging to the input signals to displaying the results in the units desired.
Front-panel annunciators continuously indicate the measurement
modes in use, so the operator can monitor the state of the instruments
at all times.

Ordering Information
8903A·E85 Semi-Automatic Transceiver Test Set
8903A·E62 Semi-Automatic Transceiver Test Set
Separate 8903A-K85 Switching Module
Separate 11723A Application Pac
8903A·K52 Combining Cases (for E85)

Price
$30,600
$62.975
$1.600
$100
$2,000

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
General Information

Hewlett-Packard offers a complete line of
computational products ranging from inexpensive hand-held calculators and personal
computers to multiple-user, multiple-language computer systems. These computational products can be grouped into five
major categories: handheld calculators,
personal and desktop computers, technical
computer systems, business computer systems, and computer peripheral products.
Each product group is focused on hdping a
particular type of customer solve his specific measurement and/or computational
problem.
Programmable and non-programmable
calculators are available for both scientific/
engineering and business applications.
Personal and desktop computers are designed for professionals who may not be sophisticated computer analysts, but need
easy-to-use computer power at their fingertips to solve scientific and engineering problems requiring data acquisition and control,
technical computation, and graphics and
capabilities.
The H P 1000 series of technical computer
systems are designed to solve larger scientific
and engineering applications requiring intensive computation, instrumentation, and distributed system capabilities. The HP 1000's
range in size from computers-on-a board to
complete systems integrated with instruments and peripherals.
H P's business computer systems range
from personal computers to assist individual
businessmen improve their effectiveness to
larger multi-user systems designed specifically for terminal-oriented business data
processing in stand alone or sophisticated
distributed processing environments.
In addition to its computers, HP offers a
complete line of terminals and peripherals
which are compatible with its computational
products. These peripherals includes CRT

and hard copy terminals, digitizers, plotters
and sophisticated laser printing systems.
Support of our computer customers is extremely important to us. HP has defined a
full range of customer support capabilities
ranging from the ability to purchase computer supplies directly from our warehouse to a
full complement of support products ranging
from user training courses to dedicated onsite suport. It is possible for a customer to define specifically his own support program by
ordering a unique combination of standard
HP computer support products.

Handheld Calculators
Hewlett-Packard offers a wide range of
calculators for both technical and financial
applications. Each different model has its
own set of unique features designed to solve
particular problems. Common to all models
is the standard excellence by design. The use
of RPN logic, Continuous Memory and the
unparalleled HP support system are but a
few examples of this effort.
Since the introduction of HP's first calculator in 1972, its RPN logic system has
achieved universal acceptance as being the
most powerful and efficient logic system for
solving complex problems. The logical and
consistent methodology of RPN, as well as
its superior speed in operation, make it unsurpassed in user satisfaction.
In 1976 Hewlett-Packard pioneered Continuous Memory for handheld calculators
and today HP's CMOS technology prevails
as a standard in the industry. With the
CMOS feature frequently needed calculations and functions can be programmed once
and remain intact even when the calculator is
turned off. It saves time by eliminating program reloading and makes possible the addition of specialized functions. Added to these
features is a user support system unequaled
in the industry. HP handbooks and owner's
literature have long been respected for being

.:lear, thorough, and easy to understand. The
same is true of HP's extensive line of software.

Personal & Desktop Computers
HP personal & desktop computers are designed for scientific/engineering problems
that are too complex for calculators or that
require peripherals or interfacing capabilities for data acquisition or instrumentation
control. These self contained portable systems provide computing power when and
where you need it. They have full high-level
programming languages, much larger
memories than calculators, built-in mass
storage devices and I/O ports for interfacing
to peripherals or other instruments. Some
have impressive graphics capabilities for
plotting, drawing, graphing and lettering.
With large memories (up to 449K bytes
user read/write), powerful language, built-in
mass storage, versatile I/O and high-speed
processors, desktop computers are powerful
problem solvers and true computers. But
they are built with a turn-me-on-I'm-readyto-go simplicity that makes them easy to operate and program, even if you've never been
near a computer before. They're specifically
designed to provide computer power to professional people whose profession is not computer programming, but who have technical
problems to solve.
Many types of software development can
be much faster and less expensive on a desktop computer because of operating-system
features such as interpretive language; interactive syntax checking, editing and debugging; automatic tracing and automatic
variable allocation.
Applications involving the desktop computer's capability to interface with instruments that measure and record electrical,
mechanical or physical measurements fall
into the area commonly called data acquisition and control. Such applications range
from acquiring data from instruments that

convert analog output from transducers into
the digital information a computer can handle, to gathering and processing statistical
data for quality control or trend determination, to radioimmunoassay and blood gas
analysis in the clinical laboratory.
In production test applications, a desktop
computer can gather test data showing compliance with published specifications and
convert it to a permanent record. In monitoring temperature and humidity in a manufacturing plant, a desktop computer can help
plant engineers balance environmental conditions for maximum energy conservation
and worker comfort. In the c1inicallaboratory, a desktop computer system allows the
technician to identify and reject bad data to
maximize the accuracy of resulting log and
logit curves.
Quality control data monitoring can identify the point at which vendor items must be
rejected, or testing must be changed from
sampling to 100% to assure acceptable products. Using this data, the desktop computer
system can generate reports that identify
yield rates and causes of failure. These reports allow management to locate problems
before they affect product quality.
The desktop computer system designer,
who can also be the programmer without
needing special computer training, can create systems with a wide range of capability
and automation. Transducers are available
to convert nearly any measurable parameter,
such as temperature, pressure, humidity, velocity, distance, turbidity and pH into digital
quantities that can be measured and compared to limits or recorded for permanent
files. When physical or electrical parameters
must be continuously monitored, analyzed
and controlled, the desktop computer system
can do this economically, saving many hours
of manual testing, analysis and record
keeping.
Hewlett-Packard personal desktop computers offer a spectrum of capabilities for
data acquisition and control applications.
The 97S is an economical unit affording control using a BCD interface code. The H P85 is
Hewlett-Packard's personal computer for
professionals and it can also interface to instruments and computer peripherals. The
9B 15, 9826, 9835 and 9845 can interface
with peripherals and other devices using
HP-IB (Hewlett-Packard's implementation
of IEEE-488), BCD, RS-232-C or bit-parallel. A real-time clock interface providing
real-time reference and time-related control
activities is also available for the 9826, 9835
and 9845. With this range of interfacing capabilities, a large variety of data acquisition
and control system designs is possible and
they can be supported with color graphics
available on the 9845C.

Technical Computer Systems
HP 1000 Computers and Computer Systems are aimed at applications in science, engineering, and manufacturing. Typical uses
are modeling, instrument control, graphics,
factory automation, and scientific analysis.
To fit particular situations with precision,
H P 1000s are offered at four levels of speed

and power. M-Series are for cost-critical purposes, E-Series have about twice as much
speed and power, and F-Series models add
more precision and speed with hardware
floating-point operations and a range of other performance-accelerating options. Semiconductor main memory may be as large as 2
M bytes.
The H P 1000 L-Series uses the concept of
distributed system architecture to permit
1/0 processing to occur concurrently with
CPU processing to improve overall system
throughput for 1/0 intensive apJ1lications.
Further to fit individual needs, they are
available as circuit boards alone, in boxes, or
in a range of complete computer systems.
All 1000's are multi-lingual, multi-programming systems capable of supporting
multiple terminals. They are user-microprogrammable for further adaptability to special uses. Real-time executive operating
systems readily implement efficient programming for scientific and engineering applications. Application tools now include a
modern, friendly data-base management capability (IMAGEjlOOO with QUERY), a
menu-driven factory data collection system
(DATACAP/ I000) that can be set up with a
minimum of user programming, and
GRAPHICS/lOOO software to do 3-D
graphics as well as speed production of
graphs, charts, and diagrams. Languages include BASIC, FORTRAN and PASCAL.
With HP Distributed Systems Network software and hardware, HP 1000s can be interconnected in an almost unlimited variety of
network configurations, sharing files, programs and other resources with great ease.
H P 1000s may similarly be interconnected
with HP 3000 networks.

Business Computer Systems
Especially well-suited for on-line, interactive, distributed processing applications, HP
business computers arc offered in three series. The H P 125 Business Assistant is a personal computer to help improve the
effectiveness of a business manager. It features word processing, VisiCalc T. , graphics
and distributed system capabilities. The HP
250 is a low-priced computer with full database management capability and other powerful software tools for developing applications. With these, value may be economically
added by suppliers who tailor computer solutions for small businesses, and by larger users
needing systems that are easy to dedicate to
particular functions.
The HP 3000 is a family of totally compatible systems, sharing the same multiprogramming executive operating system
(MPEj, the same languages, and able to run
one another's programs interchangeably. Today, this evolving family's fastest and most
expandable system is the H P 3000 Series 44,
with main memory to 4 megabytes, and ability to support as many as 96 terminals, each
running or developing separate programs.
The SOS-based H P 3000 Series 33 and 30, at
less cost, offer much the same ability to handle simultaneously many transaction-processing, time-sharing, program-development,
and batch operations in any of five highVisiCaJc ™ is 8 trademark of Personal Software Inc.

level languages, COBOL, RPG, BASIC,
FORTRAN, and SPL (the HP systems programming language). All may be interconnected so as to command one another's
resources readily, sharing files and programs, with H P Distributed Systems Network DS/3000 hardware and software that
also can integrate HP 3000s with HP 1000
networks.

Computer Peripheral Products
Hewlett-Packard is a single source not only
for computers, but for the majority of peripherals used with HP systems. These peripherals include micro-processor-controlled
CRT terminals equipped with built-in mass
storage and specialized graphics capabilities.
Additionally, HP offers a range of printers
which utilize both traditional (drum/chainl
band/impact and dot matrix impact) and
non~traditional (laser) technologies.
The HP 2680 Laser Printing System
(LPS) offers users high quality output that is
easily tailored to individual user's needs. The
unique capabilities of the 2680A provide
cost-effective solutions to a wide range of
printing applications. The LPS combines the
2680A Intelligent Page Printer and two powerful application software packages. The two
software packages allow users throughout an
organization to take advantage of the unique
print quality and flexibility of the HP 2680A
Intelligent Page Printer. The Interactive Design System (IDS/3000) is used for design of
characters, symbols, and forms at a graphics
terminal. This easy to use. menu-driven software interacts with an H P 2647 A or H P
2648A graphics terminal to create any desired image. Optionally, an HP 9874A digitizer can be used to facilitate creation of
characters, logos, or symbols. The Interactive Formatting System (I FS/3000) is used
to configure output tailored to each user's
needs. Character fonts, logos, symbols, forms
and even signatures designed with I DS/3000
can be selected for use in any printing application. In addition, more than 40 predefined
character sets are supplied with the formatting software. The IFS/3000 software allows
users to specify which character sets and
forms are to be used in a printing application,
and how they are to be positioned on each
page. An HP 3000 computer provides data
base management. spooling, and intrinsics
that may be called from a user's program.
Once the desired format has been defined using I FS/3000 it can be electronically downloaded to the printer. Application data is
merged with the predefined electronic format on the HP 3000 to produce the desired
output.
In addition to the wide range of printers
available, monochrome and color plotters,
disc memories ranging to 120 megabyte capacity, magnetic tape, and digitizer equipment are all manufactured by the company.
The fact that Hewlett-Packard peripherals
are compatible with HP personal desktop
computers, H P technical and business computer systems, and with the equipment of
many other manufacturers makes HewlettPackard truly a one-vendor solution for
many customers.

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Personal Computation
Models Hp·12C, Hp·37E, Hp·38C

-l······_····.TI
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Why a Professional Calculator?
Proper selection of a calculator depends largely on careful analysis
of your current personal and professional needs, plus those you're
likely to face in the future. HP calculators have the most needed and
useful functions preprogrammed into the calculator, so, most simple
problems are solved at the touch of a key. And you can write your own
programs or choose from prewritten programs for today's solutions
and tomorrow's too.

HP-12C Slim-Line Financial Programmable with
Continuous Memory and Special Functions
At four ounces light and half an inch slim, the HP-12C puts more
financial solutions in your pocket than ever before. With its special
functions, programmability, Continuous Memory, and liquid crystal
display, this calculator is ideal for solving most business and financial
problems in or out of the office. The HP-12C features basic time and
money functions, NPV, IRR, plus a bond function which calculates
yield-to-maturity and price. For additional push-button solutions,
you can write your own programs, or, take advantage of HP's prewritten software solutions for specific applications.
The HP-12C comes complete with a detailed Owner's Handbook
and Problem-Solving Guide; long-life disposable batteries; and a soft
carrying case.
HP-12C Specifications
Financial Functions: n, i, PV, PMT, FV, amortization (accumulated interest and remaining balance), simple interest, NPV, IRR, bond
yield-to-maturity and price, depreciation (straight-line, decliningbalance, sum-of-years' digits), odd days' interest, beginning/end of
period selection.
Mathematical Functions: +, -, X, +, yx, VX, l/x, x', LN, ex'
round, integer/fraction truncation. _
_.
Statistical Functions: %, .:i%, %T, x, s, y, x, r, summation (n, ~x,
~x', ~y, ~y', ~xy), factorials.
Calendar Functions: 2000-year calendar, finds number of days between two dates, day of week, future or past date, all on 360- or 365day calendar basis.
Programming Features: SST, BST, GTO, R/S, pause, two conditional tests (x=O, xSy).
Clearing Options: CLEAR X, FINANCIAL, STATISTICAL,
PREFIX, PROGRAM, REGISTERS.
Memory: five financial registers, four-register stack, last-x register,
automatic memory allocation between storage registers and program
memory. A maximum of 99 program lines and 7 registers or 8 program lines and 20 storage registers.
Size: 12.7 X 8.0 X 1.5 Col (5 X 3 1/, X % in).

HP-37E Business
The HP-37E is the basic financial calculator for most business and
financial problems. In additon to built-in price, percent, and statistical functions, the HP-37E features the basic time and money functions. HP has developed a number of specific application books that
address a variety of financial problems.
The HP-37E comes complete with a detailed Owner's Handbook;
the informative "Your HP Financial Calculator: An Introduction to
Financial Concepts and Problem Solving"; recharger/ AC adapter;
rechargeable battery pack; soft carrying case; and your choice of one
of the optional application books.

HP-37E Specifications
Financial Functions: n, i, PV, PMT, FV, amortization (accumulated interest, payment to principal, remaining balance), begin/end
switch for ordinary- or annuity-due problems.
Mathematical Functions: +, -, X, +, l!x, VX, y', LN, eX.
Statistical Functions: %, .:i%, %T, price, X. s, r, L.R., X, 2:+, 2:-,
summations (n, ~x, 2:x 2, ~y, 2:y2, 2:xy), factorials.
Clearing Options: CLEAR X, FINANCIAL, ALL.
Memory: 7 storage registers, 5 financial registers, 4-register stack.
Recharger Power Requirements: 90 to 120 Vac or 198 to 242 Vac
(50 to 60 Hz).
Size: 30 X 75 X 140 mOl (1.2 X 3.0 X 5.6 in).

y,

HP-38C Advanced Financial Programmable with
Continuous Memory
The H P-38C combines a wide array of financial functions with
Continuous Memory, which allows you to retain data and programs
even when the calculator is turned off. This calculator has the advanced financial capability of discounted cash flow as well as basic
time and money functions. You can create your own programs or
choose from several application books containing prewritten programs.
The HP-38C comes complete with a detailed Owner's Handbook;
the informative "Your HP Financial Calculator: An Introduction to
Financial Concepts and Problem-Solving"; recharger / AC adapter;
rechargeable battery; quick reference card; soft carrying case; and
your choice of one of the optional application books.
HP-38C Specifications
Financial Functions: n, i, PV, PMT, FV, amortization (accumulated interest and remaining balance), simple interest, N PV, IRR, automatic entry for grouped or individual cash flows, begin/end switch
for ordinary- or annuity-due problems.
Mathematical Functions: +, -, X, +, I/x, VX, y" LN, eX, round,
integer /fraction truncation.
Statistical Functions: %, .:i%, %T, X. s, r, L.R., X, y, summations (n,
2:x, ~x2, 2:y, 2:y2, 2:xy), factorials.
Calendar Functions: 2000-year calendar, finds number of days between two dates, day of week, future or past date, all with 366- or
365-day calendar basis, M.D.Y.=D.M.Y.
Programming Features: SST, BST, GTO, R/S, pause, two conditional tests (x=O, xsy).
Clearing Options: CLEAR X, FINANCIAL, STATISTICAL,
PREFIX, PROGRAM, ALL.
Memory: 5 financial registers, 4-register stack, last-x register. Dynamic memory allocation between storage registers and program
memory.
Recharger Power Requirements: 90 to 120 Vac or 198 to 242 Vac
(50 to 60 Hz).
Size: 30 X 75 X 140 mOl (1.2 X 3.0 X 5.6 in).
Ordering Information
HP·)2C
HP-37E
HP-38C
HP-12C Solutions Handbook
HP·37E or HP-38C Optional Solutions Books

Price
$150.00
$75.00
$150.00
$20.00
$5.00

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Personal Computation
Models HP-11C, HP-32E, HP·33C
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HP-11 C Slim-line Advanced Programmable
Scientific with Continuous Memory
Hewlett·Packard's newest scientific programmable is four ounces
light and half an inch slim. This powerful slim-line calculator comes
with long-life disposable batteries and an easy-to-read liquid crystal
display. Your HP-IIC gives you shirt-pocket solutions when and
where you need them.
Programming on the HP-II C is easy to learn and easy to use. You
can master its fundamentals quickly, using the Owner's Handbook
and then modify your work with powerful HP-II C editing features.
The HP-IIC has subroutine and indirect addressing capability, conditional tests and flags. Insert new instructions by using the "Go To"
key to access any part of your program. Delete a program line instantly by pressing the Backarrow key. Other editing functions let you step
through a program one line at a time, so you can make changes or test
program execution line by line. And, the convenient user mode saves
time and keystrokes-at the touch of a single key, branch to anyone
of five independent programs. Even add the unpredictable to your
work or programmed games with the random number generator.
The HP-ll C also offers an extended function set that provides
push· button answers for two-variable statistics, trigonometrics, including hyperbolics, permutations and combinations, and more.
The HP-IIC comes complete with Owner's Handbook and Problem-Solving Guide, long-life disposable batteries, and a soft carrying
case.
HP-11C Specifications
MathematIcal Functions: SIN, COS, TAN, and inverses, SINH,
COSH, TANH, and inverses, DEG, RAD, GRAD, R=:P,
DEG=:RAD, H:='H.MS, 10" log, LN, e" y', \IX, x2, l/x, 11', +,-,
X, +, ABS, integer/fraction truncation, round.
Statistical Functions: %, ~%, X, s, L.R., x!, Py,x; Cy,x; RAN#, y, r,
summations (n, ~x, ~x2, ~y, ~y2, ~xy), Gamma functions.
Programming Features: la bel addressing, 5 user-definable keys and
15 la bels; indirect addressing of labels, data storage, program lines; 4
levels of subroutines, controlled looping, 2 flags, 8 conditional tests
(x=O, x"?"O, x>O, x<O, x=y, x"?"y, x.:sy, x>y); editing operations
include singlestep execution, single- and backstep inspection of a program, insert/delete editing, user mode, positioning the calculator at
any step in program memory, pause, conditional and unconditional
branching, backarrow, GTO.
Clearing Options: CLEAR X. REGISTERS, ~, PROGRAM,
PREFIX.
Display: fixed decimal, scientific, and engineering notation, display
mantissa, commas or periods separate thousands.
Memory: 4-register stack, last-x register, automatic memory allocation for 203 program lines arid I register (index register), or 2\ program lines and 63 storage registers.
Size: 12.7 X 8.0 X 1.5 em (5 x 311. x 51. in).

HP-32E Scientific with Statistics
Designed specifically for the scientist, engineering professional and
student who need to solve complex problems involving trigonometry,
logarithms, or statistics-all at the touch of a key. The HP-32E includes statistical functions such as normal distribution, summations,

two-variable means and standard deviations, linear regressions, and
correlation as well as percent calculations. Equipped with 9 user plus
6 statistical storage registers, the HP-32E is powerful and accurate,
yet easy to use.
The HP-32E comes complete with an Owner's Handbook; the informative "Solving Problems with Your Hewlett·Packard Calculator"; recharger/AC adapter; rechargeable battery pack and soft
carrying case.
HP-32E Specification!>
Mathematical Functions: SIN, COS, TAN, and inverses, DEG,
RAD, GRAD, R=:P, DEG=::RAD, H=::H.MS, SINH, COSH,
TANH, and inverses, log, 10', LN, e" y" ...;-;, x2, I/x, 11', +, -, x,
Statistical Functions: %, ~%, ~%, it, s, r, L.R., X, y, :E+, ~-, sum·
mations (n, ~x, ~x2, ~y, ~y2, ~xy), n!, 0, 0- 1•
Clearing Options: CLEAR X, REGISTERS, ~, ALL, PREFIX.
Memory: 15 storage registers, 4-register stack, last-x register.
Recharger Power Requirements: 90 to 120 Vac or 198 to 242 Vac
(50 to 60 Hz).
Size: 30 X 75 X 140 mm (1.2 X 3.0 x 5.6 in).

HP-33C Programmable Scientific with
Continuous Memory
The HP·33C provides fundamental programming as well as extraordinary problem-solving capabilities. With 49 lines of program
memory, the HP-33C's easy-to-master programming capability helps
you perform complicated technical calculations quickly and accurately. And the Continuous Memory feature allows you to retain pro·
grams and data even when the calculator is turned off. This not only
saves you time, but helps to conserve battery life.
To increase calculator versatility, HP offers these application
books: Mathematics, Statistics, Student Engineering, and Surveying.
They provide easy-to-understand, step-by-step procedures designed
to get you through even the toughest problems.
The HP-33C comes complete with an Owner's Handbook, the informative "Solving Problems with Your Hewlett-Packard Calculator", recharger/ AC adapter, rechargeable battery pack, quick
reference card, Standard Applications Book, and soft carrying case.
HP-33C Specifications
Mathematical Functions: SIN, COS, TAN, and inverses, DEG,
LN, e" y"
RAD, GRAD, R=:P, DEG=::RAD, H=::H.MS, log,
...;-;, x2, l/x, 11', +, -, X, +, ABS, integer/fraction truncation.
Statistical Functions: %, X, s, r, L.R., X, y, summations (n, ~x, ~x2,

10"

~y, ~y2, ~xy).

Programming Features: SST, BST. GTO, GSB, RTN, R/S, pause,
no-operation,3 levels of subroutines, 8 conditional tests (x=O, x *0,
x<O, x>o, x.:sy, x>y, x=y, x"?"y).
Clearing Options: CLEAR X, STACK, REGISTERS, PROGRAM, PREFIX.
Memory: 8 storage registers, last-x register, 49 program lines.
Recharger Power Requirements: 90 to 120 Vac or 198 to 242 Vac
(50 to 60 Hz).
Size: 30 X 75 X 140 mm (1.2 x 3.0 x 5.6 in).

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Personal Computation
Models HP-34C, HP-67, HP-97

HP-34C Advanced Programmable Scientific
with Continuous Memory
The HP-34C is designed for science students and professionals who
need the flexibility and power of advanced programming, as well as a
full set of preprogrammed scientific functions. Included are two
unique keyboard functions "solve," which finds real roots for a wide
range of functions, and "integrate," which computes that area of a
function bounded by upper and lower limits. Additionally, the HP34C has Continuous Memory, which lets you retain programs and
data even when the calculator is turned off.
The advanced programming features of the HP-34C include 12
addressable labels, insert/delete editing, and a dynamically controlled memory that varies between 210 program lines and 21 user
storage registers: To increase calculator versatility, you can write
your own programs. or use application books HP has developed.
The HP-34C comes complete with an Owner's Handbook, the informative "Solving Problems with Your Hewlett-Packard Calculator", recharger/ AC adapter, rechargeable battery pack, quick
reference card. Standard Applications Book, and soft carrying case.

HP·34C Specifications
Mathematical Functions: SIN, COS, TAN, and inverses, DEG,
RAD, GRAD, R~P, DEG~RAD, H~H.MS, log, 10', LN, e" y"
x 2, I/x, 1l', +, -, X, +, ABS, integer/fraction truncation.
Statistical Functions: %, ~%, X, s, r, L.R .. y, summations (n, ~x,
~x2. ~y, ~y2, ~xy), factorial, Gamma functions.
Programming Features: label addressing, 2 user-definable keys and
12 labels; indirect addressing of labels, data storage, and program
lines; 6 levels of subroutines, controlled looping, 4 flags, 8 conditional
tests (x=O. X*O, X<O, x>O, x=y, x*y, x>y, x:Sy), editing operations include singlestep execution, single- and backstep inspection of
a program, insert/delete editing, positioning the calculator at any
step in program memory, and pause.
Clearing Options: CLEAR X, REGISTERS, STATISTICAL,
PROGRAM, PREFIX.
Display: fixed decimal, scientific, and engineering notation, display
mantissa, commas separate thousands.
Memory: 4-register stack, last-x register, continuous dynamic memory allocation from 70 program lines and 20 storage registers to 210
program lines and I storage register (the indirect register).
Recharger Power Requirements: 90 to 120 Vac or 198 to 242 Vac
(50 to 60 Hz).
Size: 30 X 75 X 140 mm (1.2 X 3.0 X 5.6 in).

VX,

Ordering Information
HP-IIC
HP-32E
HP-33C
HP-34C
HP-IIC Solutions Handbook
HP-33C Optional Application Books
HP-34C Optional Application Books

Price
$135.00
$55.00
$90.00
$150.00
$20.00
$5.00
$8.00

HP-67 Handheld Fully Programmable
and HP-97 Desktop Fully Programmable
Printing
The HP-67 offers exceptional power to handle your lengthy and
repetitive problems. For those who prefer a desktop version, the HP97 has all the capabilities of the HP-67 plus the convenience of a
built-in printer-all battery-operable.
Keystroke programming with the HP-67/97 is push-button easy.
An editing feature in both calculators enables you to easily correct
and modify your programs. All commonly used mathematical, trigonometric and statistical functions are included. The HP-67/97 has
224 program lines, plus 26 storage registers.
These calculators come complete with an Owner's Handbook,
quick reference card (HP-67 only), Standard Pac complete with 40
magnetic cards, card holder, and manual, rechargeable battery pack,
recharger/ AC adapter, programming pad. soft carrying case. and 2
rolls of thermal paper (HP-97 only).

Hp·67/97 Specifications
Mathematical Functions: SIN, COS, TAN, and inverses, DEG,
RAD, GRAD, R:=;P, DEG~RAD, H~H.MS, integer/fraction
truncation. ABS, round, log. 10" LN, e" y', VX, x2, I /x.1l', +, -, X,
Statistical Functions: %, ~%, ii, s, summations (n, ~x. ~x2, ~y. ~y2.
factorials.
Programming Features: direct line branching, label addressing, 10
user-definable keys and 20 labels; indirect addressing of labels and
data storage; 3 levels of subroutines, controlled looping. 4 flags. 8 conditional tests. Singlestep execution, single- and backstep inspection of
a program. insert/delete editing. position the calculator at any step in
program memory. pause to review intermediate results. key in data,
or load magnetic cards.
Card Reader: record/load all data registers; load selected data registers; record/load entire program memory; merge program subsections; angular mode. flag settings, and display status are recorded
with program recording and reset with program loading; user is
prompted for proper operation when loading; card reader operations
can be initiated manually or under program control (except program
recording) .
Clearing Options: CLEAR X, REGISTERS. PROGRAM.
Display: fixed decimal. scientific. and engineering notation.
Memory: 224 program lines. 26 data storage registers. 4-register
stack. last-x register.
HP-67 Power Requirements: 86 to 127 Vac or 172 to 254 Vac, (50
to 60 Hz), or 3.75 Vdc nickel cadmium rechargeable battery pack.
HP-97 Power Requirements: 90 to 127 Vac or 200 to 254 Vac, (50
to 60 Hz), or 5.0 Vdc nickel cadmium rechargeable battery pack.
HP-67 Size: 18 to 34 X 81 X 152 mm (0.7 to 1.4 X 3.2 X 6 in).
HP-97 Size: 64 X 229 X 203 mm (2.5 X 9 X 8 in).
~xy).

Ordering Information
HP-67
HP-97
HP-67/97 Application Pacs

Price
$375.00
$750.00
$35.00

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Personal Computation
Models HP-41C, HP·41CV, Memory Modules

Hp·41 C or HP-41 CV Alphanumeric Full
Performance Programmable with Continuous
Memory
The HP-4l is the most powerful handheld, programmable calculator ever made by HP. You now have two calculator.> to choose from:
the H P-41 C with 441 bytes of program memory built in (expandable
to 2,233 bytes) or the HP-41 CV with 2,233 bytes built in.
The H P-4l communicates with words as well as numbers. You can
key in any combination of letters and numbers up to 24 characters
wide and display 12 characters at a time. A complete system of status
annunciators also helps to keep you firmly in control. Error messages
are displayed in plain, understandable English. For aural feedback,
you can use the HP-41 "beeper." Ten different tones will let you signal the end of a program or data entry point. Continuo'.'s Memory
saves your programs and data even when the calculator is turned off.
Over 130 separate operations comprise the total HP-41 function catalog. You can assign a function or program to almost any key. The·
HP-41 comes with keyboard overlays and a set of user labels to help
facilitate customization of your H P-41. With a few keystrokes, you
can actually create a "personalized" custom calculator for special
applications.
You can store more and longer programs in the HP-41 than you
ever thought possible. Each program is autonomous. Call it up by
name, edit it, even clear it without affecting other programs. And
each program can have up to 99 local plus! 5 local alpha labels for
addresses or subroutines. However, these independent programs can
also be interactive. Using global labels, you can summon one program
or branch to a subroutine (up to 6 levels) from another program.
Both the H P-41 C and HP-41 CV come complete with Owner's
Handbook and Programming Guide, quick reference guide, application book, 4 N -cell batteries, 2 keyboard overlays, I module or overlay holder, I set of function labels, and a soft carrying case.

Hp·41 C and HP·41 CV Specifications
Mathematical Functions: SIN, COS, TAN, and inverses, DEG,

RAD, GRAD, R~P, DEG~RAD, H~H.MS, octal/decimal conversions, sign, modulo, INT. FRAC, ABS, round, log, 10" e" In (I +
x), eX - I, y"
I lx, 1f, +,::' X, +, LN, H.MS±, C7S .
2
Statistical Functions: %, f:>%, x, s, summatiOns (n, ~x, ~x ,~y,1:y ,
2:xy), summation corrections, select summation registers. factorials.
Stack Functions: ENTERt, Rt, R~, x~y, X~REGISTER,
LAST-X.
Alpha Symbols: upper-case alpha A through Z, lower-case alpha a
through e, 1:, %, #-, <, >, t, <t, $, +, -, /, *, :,.: ,: ?, "', space.
User-Definition: alpha mode on and off, alpha store and recall, alpha
shift left, alpha view, append alpha.
Programming Features: 100 numeric labels, unlimited global alpha
labels, user-definable keys, indirect addressing of labels, data storage
and recall, storage register arithmetic, alpha storage and recall, viewing register contents, display formats. looping, audible tone pitch,
definition of accumulation registers, nag setting and c1eariIlg, catalog

VX,

list.. 6 levels of subroutines, controlled looping, 30 user nags, 26 system nags, 4 nag test functions in addition to set nag and clear nag, 10
conditional tests, 2 of which may be used with alpha strings (x=y,
x#-y).
Editing: singlestep execution, single- and backstep inspection of a
program, delete program memory lines, position the calculator at any
line in program memory, pause to review intermediate results, correction key to delete keystroke while entering data or alpha character,
change size of data storage register allocation, catalog positioning.
General: label program, alpha prompt, aural prompt, pack program
memory, stop, end, programmable OFF, go to end of program memory and prepare calculator for new program, advance paper, prompt,
catalog list, copy program from ROM to user memory.
Clearing Options: DISPLAY, X REGISTER DATA, REGISTERS, ALPHA, PROGRAM, FLAG, STACK, STATISTICS
REGISTERS.
Display: fixed decimal, scientific, and engineering notation.
Memory: last-x register, 4-register stack, alpha register, data storage
registers.
HP·41C: 63 registers and 0 program bytes or 0 registers and 44\
bytes (expandable to 2,233 bytes).
HP·41CV: 319 registers and 0 program bytes, or 0 registers and 2,233
bytes.
Power Requirements: 4 size N batteries, not rechargeable. Optional nickel cadmium battery pack.
Sizo: 33 X 79 X 144 mm (1.3 X 3.1 X 5.7 in).
Alone, the HP-41 is a powerful, programmable, problem-solving
calculator. But, by adding optional plug-in peripherals and modules,
you can expand the capabilities of the H P-41 to keep pace with your
growing computational needs. Four input/output (I/0) ports at the
top of the HP-41 accept peripherals, plug-in application modules, or
Memory Modules. Each quick-connect peripheral and module is selfcontained, with its own set of functions that is added to the calculator's existing function catalog. And each peripheral and module is
fully portable.

HP 82106A Memory Module
These Memory Modules can quintuple the HP-41C's memory.
Each module contains an additional 64 registers that can be allocated
as program memory or storage registers, or any combination. You
can add four Memory Modules to your H P-41 C for a total of 319
storage registers or 2,233 bytes. The Memory Modules, like the H P41C have Continuous Memory. However, memory loss will occur
whcn the module is removed from the calculator. (Use only with the
HP-41C)

HP 82170A Quad Memory Module
The equivalent of four Memory Modules, the Quad Memory Module contains 256 data storage registers or 1,792 program bytes and
expands the HP-4\ C's memory to full HP-41 CV capacity using only
one port. The Quad Memory Module, like the H P-41 C, has Continuous Memory. However, memory loss will occur when the module is
removed from the calculator. (Use only with the HP-41C.)

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
HP-41 Peripherals, Software, Accessories

HP 82104A Card Reader

Engineering:

Reads and writes programs and data onto magnetic cards with 32
registers per card. Adds over 30 card reader control functions to your
calculator, including prompts and program security. Also reads Hp·
67/97 program cards.

HP 82143A Thermal Printer /Plotter

•
•
•
•
•

Portable, quiet, thermal operation, and battery operable, the HP
82143A prints upper- and lower-case alpha characters, including spe·
cial characters you can create. The Printer/Plotter also does highresolution plotting routines.

• Geometry
• High-Level Math

HP 82153A Optical Wand
Inputs data by reading programs in the form of bar code. Most HP·
41 software is available in bar code, including Users' Library programs and solutions books.

HP-41 Application Pacs
Whether you're an engineer or technician, student or scientist, busi·
ness person or other professional, you'll find an application pac or
solutions book to solve many of the most common and difficult prob·
lems in your area.
Every application pac comes with a comprehensive manual, and,
when applicable, a keyboard overlay. Choose from:
• Aviation
• Clinical Lab & Nuclear
Medicine
• Circuit Analysis
• Financial Decisions
• Mathematics
• Games
• Home Management
• Real Estate
• Thermal & Transport Science

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Petroleum Fluids
Securities
Statistics
Stress Analysis-Mechanical
Engineers
Structural Analysis-Civil
Engineers
Surveying
Machine Design
Navigation

Hp·41 Solutions Books
Business:
• Business Statistics/
Marketing/Sales
• Home Construction
Estimating

• Lending, Savings, & Leasing
• Real Estate
• Small Business

Antennas
Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Control Systems
Electrical Engineering

• Fluid Dynamics & Hydraulics
• Heating, Ventilating, & Air
Conditioning
• Mechanical Engineering
• Solar Engineering

Computation:
• Test Statistics

Other:
•
•
•
•
•

Calendars
Cardiac/Pulmonary
Chemistry
Games
Optometry I (General)

•
•
•
•

Optometry 11 (Contact Lenses)
Physics
Surveying
Taxes

Ordering Information
HP·41C
HP-41CV
HP 82106A Memory Module
HP 82170A Quad Memory Module
HP 82104A Card Reader
HP 82143A Thermal Printer/Plotter
HP 82153A Optical Wand
HP-41 Application Pacs
HP-41 Solutions Books

Price
$250.00
$325.00
$30.00
$95.00
$215.00
$385.00
$125.00
$30.00 to $75.00
$12.50

Calculator Accessories
A Hewlett-Packard calculator purchase is a smart decision. Power,
convenience, and quality from a company you can depend on. But HP
calculators also have a versatility unequaled in the industry. There's a
complete accessory line engineered to provide the support you need.
No matter what type of Hewlett-Packard calculator you choose,
you'll find it supported by a full line of replacement accessories and
supplies to keep it operational.

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Personal Computation
Users' Library, Custom Services Program

e

HP Users' Library
The Users' Library is dedicated to making programs contributed by
HP-67, HP-97 and HP-41 users available to others. You'll discover a
wide variety of programs written for specific applications areas. The
solutions you need may already exist! As a subscriber to the Library.
you will receive the Catalog of Contrihuted Programs and the Contributor's Guide, periodic supplements, and coupons for four programs of your choice complete with pre-recorded magnetic cards.
You will also receive the HP Key Notes newsletter, which keeps you
abreast of programming techniques, Library activities, and notes of
interest.

Ordering Information

Price

First Year Subscription
Annual Renewal
HP-67, HP-97 Programs (Includes program descriptions/listings, and magnetic cards.)
HP-4IC, HP-4ICV Programs (Includes program descriptions/listings, magnetic cards. and bar code.)

$20.00
$10.00
$6.00
$6.00

Custom Services
HP Custom Services satisfies the growing need for specialization in
portable computing products. Through customization, the powerful
HP-41 C and HP-41 CV calculators can be tailored to do your dedicated complex or repetitious calculations when and where you need
them.
Using customer or third party written programs, the HP-41 or an
HP-41 with blank keys (Option 00 I), can be customized using one of
three options: custom ROM's, custom magnetic cards or custom bar
code. Each option is designed to suit particular information and problem-solving requirements. When selecting one of these alternatives,
consideration is given to: frequency of code alterations, desired program capacity, updating of variables in your data, required level of
privacy and initial investment. For assistance, consult your local HP
Field Engineer.

HP 82500A or B Custom Modules (ROM's)
4K or 8K bytes of memory with each module. Nearly 21,000 program lines with up to four 8K modules.
HP 82502A Custom Magnetic Cards
Used with the HP-4IC, HP-4ICV, HP·67, and HP-97. Each card
can be customized to load 175 to 200 instructions.
Custom Bar Code
Inexpensive way to load custom programs or data. Available from
an independent vendor.

The HP-4l saves time, lowers cost, and ensures accuracy for both
the technical and non-technical user. The standard HP-4\ allows you
to retain access to the full programmable capabilities and scientific
functions of the calculator even after it has been customized.
A custom HP-41 C or HP-4 ICV Option 001 with a blank keyboard,
is made as friendly as possible. This special calculator limits use to
those keys you have designated, minimizing potential user error. Custom overlays, (HP 8250IA), label keys for either calculator and provide the final, professional touch.
Already many companies have improved their productivity with
customized HP-41's. Proven applications, from banking to fuel savings, from media buying to heavy equipment sales and service, from
circuit design to diamond sales, give the same result, increased performance and improved productivity.

Ordering Information
Quantity

100

250
500
1000
5000

Custom Modules
8K
4K
NA
$102
$ 62
$ 42
$ 26

NA
$ 63
$ 39
$ 27
$ 17

Custom Mag Card
4K (18 cards/set)

Custom Bar Code
4K (6 cards/prog)
(3 prog)

$99/set
$46/set
$28/sel
$19/set
$12/set

$3.51/set
$3.02/set
$2.86/s,;\
$27i\/set
$2.72/set
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Conditional tests
Flags
Pause
looping (DSl, 151)
Indexed looping (05E, 15G)
Indirect control ot:
Data storage and recall
Alpha storage and recall
5torage register arithmetic
Branching and looping
Display format
Flags
Integer/fraction truncation
Alpha string manipulation
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Optical Wand (bar code
reader)
Gentrll Flltu",
+, -. X, +, y'• .,;;., 1/.. CH5
In x, eX
Logx. lOX
x2

•

Absolute value
Storage register arithmetic

B-w-FtItU",
Maximum number of
dedicated financial registers
501ves tor:
Number of periods (n),
compound interest
(i). present value (PV),
payment (PMD.
future value (FV)
5imple inlerest
Accumulated interest/
remaining balance
(amortiution)
Net present value (NPV) and
internal rate of return (IRR)
Price
Beginning/end of period
selection
Calendar functions
Bond:
Yield-to-maturity
Price
Depreciation (5L, DB, 50YD)

Sellntlflc Flltu",
Solve (root finder)
Integrate (numerical
integration)
Metric conversions
Trigonometric functions:
Modes (degrees, radians.
grads)
Sin. 5in-I, Cos, Cos-I,
Tan. Tan-I
Hyperbolics and inverses
Rectangular - polar
coordinates
Decimal angle - angle in
degrees (hrs)/min/sec
Degrees - radians
Fixed and scientrtic notation
Eng;neering notation
Automatic over/under flow
into scientific
Decimal I octal conversion

Statlltfcal Functlonl
Percent
Percent change
Percent total
Mean/standard deviation
(1- or 2- variable)
(n, ~x, );x2,
!,y, !,y2. ~xy)
linear regression /
estimate
Correlation coefficient
Normal distribution
Factorial function
Gamma function
Permutations and
combinations
Random number generator

Symbol.
• Built·in feature or function.
- Not. v.".ble,
, Th. HP-41C h•• 44t progr.m byt•• buih in (.xplnd.bl. to 2.233 byt••). Th. HP-41CV hIS 2.233 progr.m byt•• buih in.
+ To b. u••d with tho HP·41C only,
S AVIII.bl. in lo!tw.r. lorm
P P.riph.r.1 .v.i1.bl.
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Personal Computation
Models HP·83A, Hp·85A

e
Why a Personal Computer?
As a working professional, you need dedicated problem-solving
power. HP's Series 80 Personal Computers give it to you. Choose
from two powerful mainframes, the HP-83 or the integrated HP·85
with built-in thermal printer and tape cartridge drive. With Series 80
you can easily expand memory or add an exciting array of powerful
peripherals to enhance your computing system. But Series IW is much
more than computer hardware. Series 80 includes a wide range of
innovative software solutions. From the worksheet wizardry of
VisiCalc ™ PLUS to the professional-looking graphics of the Graphics
Presentations Pac, Hewlett-Packard is committed to providing you
with software tools that satisfy your computational requirements and
communicate your data in a meaningful manner.
VisiCalc'" is 8 trademark of Personal Software Inc.

Series 80 Mainframes
The HP-83 and BP-85 are powerful BASIC language, personal
computers with integrated graphics systems. Four ports allow you to
expand the memory, add enhancement modules. and attach peripherals. Application pacs on tape cartridges or flexible discs let you customize the system to fit your needs.
A Series 80 Personal Computer gives you enhanced HP BASIC (a
super-set of ANSI BASIC) with more than 150 commands and statements for problem solving. BASIC is easy to learn through HP's
friendly manuals and the HP BASIC Training Pac. And both computers are friendly and forgiving-if you make a mistake, you're able
to recover quickly and easily.
Enhancement ROM's (read-only memories) extend the capabilities
of both Series 80 Computers. They add commands and predefined
functions to the mainframes, increase the capabilities of existing commands, or allow you to interface the computers with peripherals.
Memory is expandable up to 112K bytes. It includes a 32K ROM
operating system, a 16K internal read/write memory that doubles to
32K RA M with a plug-in Memory Module. and the capacity for six
8K ROM's. And because the 32K ROM operating system is built into
the computer, you don't have to worry about loading it. All the
read/write memory (except \.5K bytes used for buffers) remains
available to you.

In addition to the operating system, other built-in features include a
typewriter-like alphanumeric keyboard, editing keys. debugging
tools. and a 20-key numeric keypad.

Additional Features and Benefits of the HP-85
The HP-85 is an integrated, compact, portable computing system.
The HP-85's quiet, bidirectional printer produces quality alphanumerics and graphics. It has adjustable intensity. and prints two 32character lines per second.
The HP-85 has a built-in tape drive too. Each magnetic tape cartridge provides high-density digital storage for 21 OK bytes of data or
195K bytes of programs. When traveling with the HP-85, you can
take along both data and software on tape cartridges.

HP-83/HP-85 Specifications
Memory: 16K bytes (10% overhead), expandable to 32K bytes with
the addition of the plug-in HP 82903A 16K Memory Module.
CRT: 5-inch diagonal with adjustable intensity, 256 x 192 dot resolution.
Thermal printer (HP-85 only): 32-character width. 2 lines per second, bidirectional printer, adjustable intensity.
Magnetic tape cartridge (H P·85 only): 210K bytes capacity, 42
separate files, search speed of 60" Is, read/write speed of 10 IPS.
Power requirements: 90 to 127 Vac ( I 15 Vac line), 200 to 254 Vac
(230 Vac line), switchable at rear panel. Frequency of 50 to 60 Hz.
Size: 15.0 x 4\.9 x 45.2 cm (6.25 x 16.5 x 17.8 in).

System Expansion Capability
Both the H P-83 and the H P-85 are designed as expansion-oriented
systems. The application of enhancement ROM's and interfaces provides advanced I/O capability usually found only in larger systems.
HP-IB and RS·232 Interfaces allow Series 80 computers to connect
to many powerful peripherals.
HP 82900-Serle8 and HP 9895A Flexible Disc Memory: these
disc drives use double-sided, double-density, HP-qualified flexible
discs. Connect the disc drives to your Series 80 Personal Computer
with the HP-JB Interface Module (HP 82937A) and the Mass Storage ROM (00085-15001) to add 30 operations for complete control
and utilization of the disc drives or other mass storage devices.
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HP 82901M Flexible Disc Drive: supplies approximately 540K
bytes of on-line storage. This unit consists of one master controller
with two drives.
HP 82902M Flexible Disc Drive: supplies approximately 270K
bytes of on-line storage. This unit consists of one master controller
and one drive.
HP 9895A Flexible Disc Drive: supplies up to 2,360K bytes of mass
storage capacity on two 8-inch discs. This unit consists of one master
controller and two disc drives.
HP 9895A Flexible Disc Drive Option 010: supplies 1,180K bytes
of on-line storage. This unit consists of one master controller and one
disc drive.
HP 9895A Flexible Disc Drive Option 011: supplies, as an add-on
unit, an additional 1,I80K bytes when connected to one of the two
master drives.
HP 9895A Flexible Disc Drive Option 012: supplies, as an add-on
unit, an additional 2,360K bytes when connected to one of the two
master drives.
HP 7225B Graphics Plotter
Produces high-quality plots on any size chart up to 210 x 297 mm
(8.3 x 11.7 in). The Plotter has exceptional line quality with addressable moves as small asO.32 mm (0.0013 in). An HP 1760lA Option
085 Personality Module, which plugs into the HP 7225B, is required
for interfacing with a Series 80 computer. The Plotter /Printer ROM
(00085-15002) completes the interfacing package.
HP 9111 A Graphics Tablet
The Graphics Tablet lets you interact with the graphics display on
your Series 80 computer, and, if desired, with the HP 7225B Graphics Plotter. As you move a pen-like stylus around the tablet, the tablet
translates your movements into digital code and transmits this code to
the computer. Utility software programs interpret these points in
ways specific to each program's application. Requirements for interfacing with a Series 80 Personal Computer include the HP 82903A
16K Memory Module, HP 82937A HP-IB Interface, and Plotter/
Printer ROM (00085-15002).

HP 82905A Printer
The HP 82905A Printer operates bidirectionally at 80 characters/s. In text mode, a logic-seeking feature finds the shortest lines,
permitting optional printing throughput. The 9 x 9 dot matrix provides a character set with true descending characters. Compressed
and expanded modes provide print at 5, 8.25, 10, and 16.5 characters/in., allowing up to 132 characters per line on an 8 ln-inch page. A
special graphics mode allows dot-by-dot control of the printing to provide either 72 x 60 or 72 x 120 dots per inch. Programmable line
spacing allows the printing of subscripts and superscripts, and specialized forms. Requirements for interfacing with a Series 80 computer include the HP 82903A 16K Memory Module, HP 82937A
HP-IB Interface, and Plotter/Printer ROM (00085-15002).
HP 2631 B Impact Printer
A full-size, high-speed, bidirectional, dot-matrix impact printer for
high-volume applications. It prints 180 characters per second on inexpensive computer paper or multipart forms. This printer has eight
print sizes and a forms tractor. The Plotter/Printer ROM (0008515002) and the HP 82937A HP-IB Interface integrate the printer
into the system.
HP 2671A Printer
The 2671 A features the full 128 USASCII character set, Roman
extension characters for international use, and line drawing characters to create forms. Print modes include normal at 10 CPI and compressed at 16.2 CPI for a maximum of 132 characters per line.
Additional features of the 2671 A include 120 character per second
speed, bidirectional thermal printing, a 9 x 15 dot matrix character
cell and true descending characters. Requirements for interfacing
with a Series 80 computer include the HP 82937 A HP-IB Interface
and the Plotter/Printer ROM (00085-15002).
HP 2671 G Graphics Printer
The 2671 G offers all the features of the 2671 A plus high-resolution
graphics printing of charts, tables, illustrations and graphs. Additional features include bidirectional thermal printing, 120 CPS, 9 x 15 dot
matrix character cell and true descenders. Requirements for interfacing with a Series 80 computer include the HP 82937A HP-IB Interface and the Plotter/Printer ROM (00085-15002).
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HP 2673A Intelligent Graphics Printer

Series 80 Enhancements

The 2673A includes all the capabilities of the 2671A(G plus autocentering, windowing, and offsets. Margins, tabs, print mode, character sets, page format, and data communications parameters are
selected via an expanded control panel. The 2673A offers bidirectional thermal printing at 120 CPS, with 9 x 15 dot matrix character
cells and true descenders. Requirements for interfacing with a Series
80 computer include the HP 82937A HP-IB Interface and the Piotter (Printer ROM (00085-15002).

HP 82936A ROM Drawer; plugs into a Series 80 Personal Computer
port. The Drawer has slots for six 8K ROM's.
Mass Storage ROM (00085-15001): adds 30 operations that enable complete control and utilization of HP 82900-Series and HP
9895A Flexible Disc Memory.
Plotter /Printer ROM (00085-15002): enables you to interface your
Series 80 computer with Hewlett- Packard's high-resolution graphics
plotters and full-width printers.
I/O ROM (00085-15003): provides BASIC language extensions for
general I/O capability for a variety of interfaces and devices.
Matrix ROM (00085-15004); provides a powerful set of statements
and functions for working with both matrices (two·dimensional arrays) and vectors (one·dimensional arrays).
Advanced Programming ROM (00085'15005): adds functions,
statements, and commands that give you extended control over data,
programs, and system operations.
Assembler ROM (00085-15007); provides the capability to write
customized Assembly language programs that can be executed from
random access memory.
HP 82928A System Monitor; provides the necessary hardware to
debug Assembly language software for Series 80 computers.
HP 82929A Programmable ROM Drawer: enables you to use, in a
Series 80 computer, EPROM's that you have created. In conjunction
with the Assembler ROM and the System Monitor, this product com·
pletes a package designed to supply tools necessary to develop
EPROM's for Series 80 computers.
HP 82937A Hp·IB Interface: implements the IEEE 488-1978 Standard Digital Interface for programmable instrumentation and is required for interfacing all HP·JB peripherals. It may communicate to
as many as 14 HP·JB compatible instruments per interface.
HP 82939A Serial Interface: provides RS-232 compatible I/O for
communication with devices such as printers and terminals.
Option 001: serial interface module with male connector for Series
80 computers, typically used with modems.
Option 002: serial interface module with current loop cable for Series 80 com pu ters.

Ordering Information
HP-83A Personal Computer
HP·8SA Personal Computer
HP 82903A 16K Memory Module
HP 8290lM Flexible Disc Drive
HP 82902M Flexible Disc Drive
HP 989SA 8-inch Master Flexible Disc Drive
HP 989SA Option 010 8-inch Master Flexible Disc
Drive
HP 989SA Option 011 8·inch Single Add-on Flexible
Disc Drive
HP 989SA Option 012 8-inch Dual Add-on Flexible
Disc Drive
HP n258 Graphics Plotter with HP 17601 A Option
085 Personality Module
HP 9111A Graphics Tablet
HP 82905A Option 001 Printer (Voltage 100V)
HP 82905A Option 002 Printer (Voltage 120V)
HP 82905A Option 003 Printer (Voltage 220V)
HP 82905A Option 004 Printer (Voltage 250V)
HP 16318 Option 885 Impact Printer
HP 2671A Printer
HP 2671G Graphics Printer
HP 2673A Intelligent Graphics Printer

Price
$2250.00
$3250.00
$29500
$2500.00
$1500.00
$6830.00
$4990.00
$3940.00
$5780.00
$2950.00
$2050.00
$995.00
$945.00
$995.00
$995.00
$3950.00
$1095.00
$ I295.00
$1895.00
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••• -"HP 82940A GPIO Interface: provides 16-bit general purpose
input/output operations for connection to TTL-type signals.
HP 82941 A BCD Interface: provides the hardware necessary for
connection to devices having BCD (binary coded decimal) outputs.
HP 82949A Printer Interface: standard 8-bit parallel printer interface module for connecting printers. with a Centronics-type interface.

HP-83F Interfacing System Option 004
Includes: HP-83A, HP 82936A ROM Drawer, I/O ROM (0008515003), and HP 82940A GPIO Interface.
Hp·83F Interfacing System Option 005
Includes: HP-83A, HP 82936A ROM Drawer, I/O ROM (0008515003), and HP 82941A BCD Interface.

Series 80 Interfacing Systems
HP-85F Interfacln9 System
Includes: HP-85A, HP 82936A ROM Drawer, I/O ROM (0008515003), and HP 82937A HP-1B Interface.
HP-85F InterfacIng System Option 001
Includes: HP-85A, HP 82936A ROM Drawer, I/O ROM (0008515003), and HP 82939A Serial Interface.
Hp·85F Interfacing System Option 002
Includes: HP-85A, HP 82936A ROM Drawer, I/O ROM (0008515003), and HP 82939A Option 001 Serial Interface.
Hp·85F Interfacing System Option 003
Includes: HP-85A, HP 82936A ROM Drawer, I/O ROM (0008515003), and HP 82939A Option 002 Serial Interface.
Hp·85F Interfacing System Option 004
Includes: HP-85A, HP 82936A ROM Drawer, I/O ROM (0008515003), and HP 82940A GPIO Interface.
Hp·85F InterfacIng System Option 005
Includes: HP-85A, HP 82936A ROM Drawer, I/O ROM (0008515003), and HP 82941 A BCD Interface.
Hp·83F Interfacing System
Includes: HP-83A, HP 82936A ROM Drawer, I/O ROM (0008515003), and HP 82937A HP-IB Interface.
HP-83F Interfacing System Option 001
Includes: HP-83A, HP 82936A ROM Drawer, I/O ROM (0008515003), and HP 82939A Serial Interface (female).
HP-83F Interfacing System Option 002
Includes: HP-83A, HP 82936A ROM Drawer, I/O ROM (0008515003), and HP 82939A Option 001 Serial Interface (male).
HP-83F Interfacing System Option 003
Includes: HP-83A, HP 82936A ROM Drawer, I/O ROM (0008515003), and HP 82939A Option 00 I Serial Interface, current loop.

Ordering Information
HP 82936A ROM Drawer
00085-15001 Mass Storage ROM
00085-15002 Plotter/Printer ROM
00085-15003 I/O ROM
00085-15004 Matrix ROM
00085·15005 Advanced Programming ROM
00085-15007 Assembler ROM
HP 82928A System Monitor
HP 82929A Programmable ROM Drawer
HP 82937A HP-1B Interface
HP 82939A Serial Interface
HP 82939A Option 001 Serial Interface
HP 82939A Option 002 Serial Interface
HP 82940A GPIO Interface
HP 82941A BCD Interface
HP 82949A Printer Interface
HP-85F Interfacing System
HP-85F Option 001 Interfacing System
HP-85F Option 002 Interfacing System
HP-85F Option 003 Interfacing System
HP-85F Option 004 Interfacing System
HP-85F Option 005 Interfacing System
HP-83F Interfacing System
HP-83F Option 001 Interfacing System
HP-83F Option 002 Interfacing System
HP-83F Option 003 Interfacing System
HP-83F Option 004 Interfacing System
HP-83F Option 005 Interfacing System

Price
$45.00
$145.00
$145.00
$295.00
$145.00
$145.00
$295.00
$295.00
$195.00
$395.00
$395.00
$395.00
$395.00
$495.00
$495.00
$295.00
$3985.00
$3985.00
$3985.00
$3985.00
$4085.00
$4085.00
$2985.00
$2985.00
$298500
$2985.00
$3085.00
$3085.00
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Series 80 Software

Series 80 Software
When equipped with Series 80 software, your Series 80 computer
gives you fast, powerful and convenient solutions. Choose from application pacs, solution books and programs from the Users' Library, or
offerings from third-party software suppliers. You'll find Series 80
software provides affordable programs in specific application areas
that enable you to concentrate on decision making.

Series 80 Software Catalog

Series 80 Application Pacs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BASIC Training
Graphics Presentations
VisiCalc PLUS
Information Management
Financial Decisions
Linear Programming
Text Editing
Math
Data Communications

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Statistics
Basic Statistics and Data
Manipulation
Regression Analysis
AC Circuit Analysis
Waveform Analysis
Surveying
Games
Games II

Series 80 Solution Books
Business
• Stocks & Bonds
• Securities & Investment
Analysis
• Budgeting & Finance I
• Budgeting & Finance II
• Management Science
• Real Estate

Educational Series
• Math Learning
• Science Learning I
• Science Learning II
• Electrical Engineer Learning

Engineering Series
• Electrical Engineering

Recreational Series
• Games

Scientific Series
• Math

• Numerical Analysis

•
•

Series 80 Utility Software
•

Data Exchange Utility

Series 80 Software Supplier Program
Third-party software solutions ex.ist for such applications as:
• Information Management • Structural Engineering
• Tex.t Preparation
• Chemical Engineering
• Accounting
• Design & Mapping
• Real Estate Analysis

General Probability
Decision Analysis

All programs available for Series 80 computers are described, in
summary form, in the Series 80 Software Catalog. The catalog is updated on a regular basis to include new software summaries and to
keep existing summaries current. As the authoritative source of Series 80 software, the catalog is available to members of the Series 80
Users' Library and to authorized HP personal computer dealers.

Ordering Information
00085·13002 BASIC Training
00085-13038 Graphics Presentations
00085-13042 VisiCalc PLUS
00085·13045 Information Management
00085-13004 Financial Decisions
00085·13011 Linear Programming
00085-13034 Text Editing
00085-13005 Math
00085-13044 Data Communications
00085-13003 General Statistics
00085-13036 Basic Statistics and Data Manipulation
00085-13037 Regression Analysis
00085-13006 AC Circuit Analysis
00085-13035 Waveform Analysis
00085-13046 Surveying
00085-13010 Games
00085-13057 Games II
Series 80 Solution Books
UP 88095A Data Exchange Utility

Price
$9500
$200.00
$200.00
$200.00
$95.00
595.00
595.00
$95.00
$200.00
$95.00
$95.00
$9500
$9500
$95.00
$200.00
$95.00
$95.00
$10.00 ea.
$95.00
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Model 9826

•
•
•
•
•
•

Multiple languages (BASIC, HPl, Pascal)
Graphics c&pability
7 -inch shaded CRT
Read I write memory up to 512K bytes
Typewriter-like keyboard with numeric pad
Built-in 260K-byte flexible disc

instruments, peripherals and even other computing systems. Installation is simply a matter of setting address switches and inserting the
board into one of the slots.
All I/O cards have been designed to be functionally compatible
with I/O cards used by the HP 9825, 9835 and 9845 at the peripheral
or device end. Built-in I/O drivers eliminate the problem of writing
drivers or low-level commands by automatically handling I/O formatting and communications with the interface cards.

Interfacing Capability

The HP 9826 Computer System
The HP 9826 is Hewlett-Packard's newest desktop computer. An
integrated system, it incorporates a 16·bit microprocessor, read/write
memory of up to 512K bytes, alphanumeric and graphics display,
multiple language capability, CRT, typewriter-like keyboard with
numeric pad, flexible disc drive and real-time clock.
The 9826 is an advanced power tool that finds ideal application in
computer-aided testing, although its high computation speed (two to
five times as fast as the HP 9825) makes it effective in such areas as
computer-aided engineering and manufacturing as well. It has proven
particularly useful in laboratory instrument automation, production
testing and quality control.
The 9826's data display graphics lets you view all computational
results. The computer can also output results as hard copy via an external printer or plotter. The 9826 has a 7-inch CRT with a raster of
300 by 400 dots, ten programmable softkeys (with shift), and 15 levels of priority program interrupt.

Multiple Languages
The HP 9826 features three languages-BASIC, HPL and
Pascal-allowing you to choose the language that best suits your
a pplica tions.
HP 9826 BASIC builds on earlier versions of BASIC and includes
enhancements from FORTRAN, ALGOL and APL. It is a high-performance language especially suited to the I/O-oriented user's needs.
HPL is a concise and effective language that meets the requirements of the engineer or scientist. Its features include formula-oriented syntax, explicit I/O control, and high speed I/O and computing. It
is upward compatible with programs written for the 9825 computer
system.
Pascal is a forward-looking language that provides "top-down" programming structure and ease of writing, debugging and maintenance.
All three languages are available in both RAM and ROM configurations.

The HP 9826 features a built-in HP-IB (IEEE 488-1978) interface
that allows the widest degree of flexibility when connecting with instruments and peripherals. The HP-IB control language is simple yet
powerful, allowing extensive control of external devices.
In addition to the built-in HP-IB interface, there are five external
interface cards: GPIO (98622A) for bidirectional information transfer, BCD (98623A) for bit-parallel, digit-parallel and binary coded
decimal devices, HP·IB (98624A) to augment the built-in HP-IB,
Serial (98626A) for bit-serial communication to some asychronous
devices, Data Communication (98628A) for other asynchronous devices, and a 2-channel DMA Controller (98620A) for high-speed
I/O.

Additional Features
Contributing to the speed and versatility of the 9826 are a new 16bit Motorola MC68000 CPU with a built-in 8 MHz clock, a 133mm
(5 ',4 inch) flexible disc with 260K-byte capacity, a rotary control
knob for "analog" program control, a 128-character (ASCII) keyboard with ten (20 with shift) softkeys. and special function keys for
program editing, cursor control and system control.
Keyboards are available in English, French, German, Spanish,
Swedish-Finnish and Japanese. A number of prewritten software
packages, such as numerical analysis, statistics and regression analysis, allow the user to quickly apply the 9826 to these areas. Graphics
and alphanumerics can be easily transferred to hard copy via an external printer.

Ordering Information

Opt. 001
Opt. 701

Opt. 004
Opt. 704

I/O Flexibility
Flexible I/O allows you to tailor the 9826 to your particular applications. A wide variety of data formats minimizes system alterations.
Insertable I/O cards provide easy interfacing to a wide range of

Price

The HP 9826 Computer System includes graphics, CRT, Internal
HP-IB and 260K-byte disc drive. It is available in the following
options:

Opt. 005

9826A with ROM-Based BASIC language
9826A with RAM-based BASIC language System (66 K bytes user r/w
memory)
9826A with ROM-based HPL language
System (56K bytes user r/w memory)
9826A with RAM-based HPL Language System (24K bytes user r/w
memory)
Pascal Language System (available early 1982)

$8,950
$11,950

$8,950
$8,950

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Modular Computer
Model 9915A
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• Heart of the HP-85 Desktop Computer-central processor, memory, operating system and I/O ports
• 16K bytes of read/write memory, expandable to 32K
bytes
• Rack-mountable for easy integration into total system
• Powerful BASIC-language operating system
• Same powerful graphics capability as the HP-85
• Custom operator interface-remote buttons, LEOs, keyboard and CRT can be added for more operator control

ESGNED"Of1

SYSTEMS

The HP 9915A is a modular computer that contains the heart of
the HP-85 desktop system, but without the associated keyboard,
CRT and tape drive. This makes it ideal for integration into an automated system, omitting features not needed in a preprogrammed controller. Its optimal applications are in automated testing,
measurement and control.
At one end of the spectrum, it provides an alternative to microprocessors and board computers that are inexpensive but difficult to
engineer, program and develop. At the other end, it supplants mini·
computer systems that are powerful and effective, but also more ex·
pensive and difficult to use. In the middle, it is a viable alternative to
desktop computers-ideal for the application but until now unavailable without the associated features and peripherals.
Efficient Program Development
The HP 9915A is designed to run programs developed on the
HP-85. With a program development ROM and an I/O ROM, the
HP-85, featuring a powerful, interactive, BASIC-language operating
system, becomes the perfect development station and emulator for the
9915A. A typical development scenario would include writing the application program and debugging it on the HP-85, transferring the
software to the 991SA via either EPROM or magnetic tape and running it on the 991SA. Applications can be running in half the time it
would take for a microprocessor or board computer, and at about half
the cost of the HP-85.
The 9915A can accept up to 32K bytes of EPROM-stored programs. Software is available for the HP-8S that makes it possible for
the designer to program EPROMs with any of several commercially
available PROM programmers.

Flexible Design for Operator Interface
The 9915A is designed for easy operator use, but more extensive
controls can be provided as needed. For applications requiring mini-

mal or no attention, the 9915A's extensive SELF TEST, AUTOSTART and front panel lights will suffice. For moderate operator
interface, there are eight software-definable functions (four shiftable
keys). For extensive operator control, a number of peripherals can be
added, including remote push buttons and/or LEOs, large or small
CRT displays and numeric typewriter or custom keyboards.
Since all of the HP-8S's sophisticated graphics capabilities are built
into the 991SA, charts, histograms, block diagrams and other graphics may be easily displayed via an external CRT. All necessary interfaces and I/O drivers are available with the operator interface option.
I/O Capabilities
The HP-85/9915A BASIC language includes a powerful set of
statements to simplify I/O, providing the user with interrupt, bit
manipulation, high-speed transfer, software control of interface and
easy data formatting. I/O drivers are built-in, and both machines use
the same plug-in interfaces: HP-IB (IEEE Standard 488-1978),
serial (8-bit/16-bit parallel) and binary coded decimal. With the
TIMEOUT and error-trapping features, subroutines can be written
to handle various problem situations, thus minimizing operator
intervention.
Additional Features
A complete line of peripherals is available for the 9915A, including
printers, plotters and flexible disc drives. HP multi programmers are
available for analog input and output, digital input and output, stepper motor control, timing and counting. An optional tape unit is available when it is necessary to change programs often or record test data;
its capacity is 200K bytes, depending on whether the stored information is programs or data.
Ordering Information
991SA
Modular Computer with 16K memory,
I/O ROM and Program Development
ROM
Opt. 001
Built-in Tape Drive
Opt. 002
Operator Interface Capability (for commercial video monitors, keyboards and
remote front panel control)

Price
$1675

475
350

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Desktop Computers
HP 9835A/B Computer System
•
•
•
•

Complete 110 capability
User R I W memory from 64K to 256K bytes
HP Enhanced BASIC
Assembly Language and Structured Programming
options

• Optional CRT
• Built-in thermal line printer (optional) and tape
cartridge drive
• Interactive keyboard
• Data Comm capability
• Wide range of periph~rals

HP 9835A

.:
~

HP 98358
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SYSTEMS

HP 9835A/B
The HP 9S35 is a powerful, integrated desktop computcr that is
ideal for many scientific, manufacturing and engineering applications
involving computation, data aCljuisition, instrument control, production/process control, engineering design, automation and statistical/
numerical analysis. It offers a large user-available memory (64K
bytes expandable to 256K bytes), a built-in tape. cartridge drive
(217K bytes/tape), an optional CRT display, a burlt-In 16 column
thermal line printer (optional) and an impressive array of interfacing
and I/O capabilities.
. .
.
The 9835 has the power you'd expect from a mini-COmputer, yct It
rctains the friendliness of an H P Desktop computer in both system
design and programming language.

Languages
BASIC

CRT
The optional 12 in. (diag.), monochromatic CRT (available on the
9835A) can display 20 lines of alphanumeric program or data at a
time. Each line can contain up to 80 characters. If a CRT is not needed, the 9835B has a 32-character single-line LED display.

Data Communications
An optional High Speed Asynchronous Datacomm package is
available to allow the 9835 to connect to a large host computer. It
provides for emulation of an alphanumeric or Tektronix 4010 graphics terminal. An RJ E Bisync package permits the 9835 to communicate with most host computers that support an IBM 2780 or 3780
terminal. Also, two new software/firmware packages allow connections to the H P 1000 and H P 3000 computer systems via H P distributed systems.
The optional I/O ROM (98332A) provides buffered I/O, DMA,
fast read/write, 15 levels of priority interrupt and built-in I/O drivers. A time-out feature avoids deadlocks.
Ready made, plug-in HP Interface Cards arc available to simplify
system hook-up. They arc thc HP-IB (IEEE 488-1978), Bit Parallel,
Bit Serial and BCD Cards. The 9835 has three I/O ports to accept
these cards. I/O expanders can provide six more I/O slots each to
interface to even more instruments and peripherals.
A complete line of peripherals is available: printers, plotters, paper
tape punches and readers, card readers, digitizer, cartridge tape
drives and flexiblc or hard disc drives.

The 9835's HP Enhanced BASIC is easy to learn and usc, yet it is
much more powerful than the standard ANSI BASIC. It offers many
of the convenient features of FORTRAN and APL including subprograms, multi-dimensional numeric arrays, string arrays, and multicharacter identifiers. An option provides the 9835 with several structured BASIC statements. These include looping constructs
such as REPEAT .... UNTIL, WHILE .... END WHILE, LOOP
EXIT IF.".END LOOP: decision constructs such as I~.
THEN ... ELSE and SELECT (CASE) statements; and two documentation aids, 11'DENT and XREF,

Ordering Information
9835A Desktop Computer, includes 65 536 total bytes read/write

Assembly. The 9835 can also be programmed in Assembly Language by experienced programmers. For certain specialized computational and I/O opcrations, Assembly programming can Increase
program execution speeds by a factor of 100 or morc. For more general applications, Assembly Language may be of little benefit. Assembly Language capability is available as a set of optIOnal 9835 ReadOnly Memories (ROMs).

9835A Desktop Computer
98358 Desktop Computer

memory of which 49 880 are available to the user, alphanumeric
CRT, ASCII character set and built-in tape cartridge drive.
98358 Desktop Computer, includes 65 536 total bytes read/write
memory of which 56772 are available to the user, 32-character LED
single-line display, ASCII character set and built-in tape cartridge
drive.

Price
$10,900
$9,150

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Desktop Computers·
HP 9845 Computer Systems
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HP 98458
HP 9845C

HP 9845 Desktop Computer

Thermal Printer

The 9845 is H P's most powerful desktop computer. it is ideally suited for engineering design, statistical/numerical analysis, mathematical modeling, dat" acquisition/control, business management and
process monitoring. It offers a totally integrated system with a CRT
display, built-in page-width printer (optional), tape cartridge drives,
interactive keyboard and dual processors.
The 9845 offers several models from which to choose, but there are
two basic configurations: the 9845B and the 9845C. The 9845B provides 56K to 449K bytes of user-available internal memory. a monochromatic CRT with full graphics capability, language-expanding
read-only memories (ROMs) and HP enhanced BASIC programming. A new high-performance version of the 9845B (9845B,
Models 2XX) features a bit-slice processor and high-speed CRT
enhancements.
The 9845C offers all the benefits of the 9845B plus a full-color
graphics CRT package that provides up to 4,913 different colors,
high-speed vector writing and an interactive light pen. There is also a
high-performance 9845C version (9845C, Models 2XX) that features the bit-slice language processor.

The 9845's optional built-in thermal line printer prints up to 80
characters per line at up to 480 lines per minute, and plots at about
25.4 mm/s (I in./s). The printer gives you high quality copy with
standard ASCII upper and lowercase characters, CRT screen graphics can be transferred directly to thc printer for fast, precise hardcopy output.

CRT
The 9845 CRT, whether it is monochromatic or color, is an integral
part of the 9845's chassis. It is a nicker-free, raster-scan device with a
refresh rate of 60 times/sec. It offers high-speed listing, upper and
lower case characters. inverse video, blinking and underlining. It features both alphanumeric and graphics modes. The alphanumeric
mode's 24 line by 80 character display lets you view data, list programs and display keyboard input. The graphics mode allows highspeed, interactive plotting within a 560 by 455 dot matrix.
The 9845's color CRT features a high-resolution. tri-color, shadow
mask tube with software-assisted color convergence tuning and a
high-speed vector generator. For interactive design applications, an
optional light pen offers a fast, easy way to pick, move and construct
objects right on the CRT screen.

HP Enhanced BASIC
The 9845's enhanced BASIC language is much more powerful than
typical BASIC languages. It offers many of the powerful features of
FORTRAN and APL. For example, it provides for unified mass storage operations. No matter which storage device you choose, you use
the same set of statements to address the medium, whether it is a
flexible disc, cartridge disc or the 9845's built-in 217K-byte tape
cartridge,
The 9845 can also be programmed in Assembly Language by experienced programmers. For certain computation-intensive or I/0
routines, Assembly Language can increase program execution speeds
by as much as 100 times.

Interfacing Capability
The 9845 has a wide range of interfacing capabilities for peripheral /
instrument control. It features 15 levels of programmable priority interrupt, DMA, buffered I/0 and overlapped processing. Interface
types include: BCD, bit parallel, bit serial (RS-232-C), H P-I B (I EEE
488-1978), real time clock, incremental plotter and disc interface. A
complete line of HP peripherals is also available.

Additional Capabilities
The 9845 also offers an IMAGE Data Base Management software/
firmware package that allows you to define. build, maintain, access.
restructure and back up a data base that can be tailored to your
unique needs. The package also includes QUERY /45, the primary data base manipulation software tool for programmers and
nonprogrammers.
The 9845 also offers a sophisticated Data Comunications capability
that can be configured to allow the desktop computer to connect to a
host computer via a hardwired or modem link. Asynchronous, RJ E
Bisync, Distributed Systems and Data Link connections are all available as software/ firmware packages.

Ordering Information
When ordering the 9845, be sure to specify the proper model
number.

Price

Product
98458 Desktop Computer
Model 100 (minimum system)
Model 150 (standard system)
Model 190 (expanded system)

$14,500
$24,500
$35,000

High Performance Models
Model 200 (minimum system)
Model 250 (standard system)
Model 270 (graphics system)
Model 290 (expanded system)
9845C Desktop Computer
Model 100 (minimum system)
Model 150 (standard system)
Model 190 (expanded system)

$20,000
$21\,000
$32,000
$31\,000
$33,500
$4\ ,500
$52.000

High Performance Models
Model
Model
Model
Model

200
250
270
290

(minimum system)
(standard system)
(graphics system)
(expanded system)

$35,500
$43,500
$47,500
$54,000

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Desktop Computers
Models 975,98155,98258, 9825T

98258/T
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98258/T
The 9825 B or 9825T Desktop Computer offers many features previously found only on minicomputers. It is particularly suited to controller applications and is a powerful stand-alone device. The 9825T
includes a larger memory than the 9825B.

975

Packaged System
975
Flexible and simple interfacing is a design feature that makes the
97S a cost-effective solution for low-cost BCD data acquisition applications. In addition to the features of the 97 A Scientific Programmable Calculator the 97S allows a reading of up to 10 BCD digits to
be input to the caiculator at about 1 reading pe~ second. Compariso.ns
of input data with standards or other computations can then be easIly
performed. Magnetic cards provide data or program storage and an
internal t'hermal printer provides hard copy output.
Instruments interfaced to the 97S include electronic balances,gaging and measurement systems, spectrophotometers, gamma counters,
and chemical analyzers. A manual with all technical data and examples is included. A data sheet and supplement describing the interfacing with examples is available.

Both the 9825B and the 9825T provide a compact computing system with built-in peripherals. The 9825B includes 23K bytes of
read/write memory and internally integrated ROMs (read-only
memories) for Strings, Advanced Programming, Plotters, General
I/O and Extended I/O. The 9825T has 62K bytes of read/write
memory, all the built-in ROMs of the 9825B plus a built-in Systems
Programming ROM.
A 32-character LED display and a built-in 16-character thermal
printer provide alphanumeric readout including both capital and lower case letters. The high-speed bidirectional data cartridge holds
250K bytes and has a n average access time of 6 seconds to any place
on the tape. File verification is automatic on recording.
Twelve Special Function keys on the keyboard, combined with the
shift key, can handle 24 different operations. They can serve as immediate execute keys, as call keys for subroutines, and as typing aids.

Powerful Programming
98155

d

..

The 9815S offers economical solutions to dedicated ata acquIsItion and computation problems. The integra.ti?n of peripherals int? a
small package, plus price/performance nexibillty, prOVide attractive
solutions for OEMs.
Single keystrokes provide math and transcendental functi?ns. For
repetitive problem solving, simply program ~he keystrokes Into the
computer memory. The 9815S offers 3800 program steps. ~en data
registers are always available and program steps can be: aSSigned as
additional data registers. The efficient RPN programming language
has enhanced features such as FOR-N EXT loops, symbolic and calculated branching and nesting of subroutines. Fifteen keys can be defined to provide special functions by simply pressing a key.
The tape drive allows up to 96K bytes of program or ~ata storage
and a numeric display and 16-character alphanumenc pnnter are included. With the Auto-start feature, simply inserting a tape cartridge
and turning on the machine will load the first program and run it,
prompting the user for interaction. Operation of a system thus requires minimal operator training.
. . .
.
Two I/O channels allow use in data acquIsition and control applications. The 98133A BCD interface allows 9-digit input at up to 2000
readings per second as well as an 8-bit output. The 981.3~A is a general purpose bidirectional 8-bit parallel mterface provldmg transfer
rates of up to 800 bytes/sec. The 98135A provides HP-IB compatibility. Up to 14 peripherals and instruments can be interconnected to
one H pol B interface. RS232C compatible serial I/O as well as current-loop receive-only capability is available with the 98136~: Peripherals are interfaced using standard interfaces. In addition to
printers and digitizers, a paper tape punch and a low-cost plotter are
available.
Software packages for Statistics and Financial Analysis and Electrical Engineering are also available.

The 9825 is programmed in HPL, a high-level, formula-oriented
language. HPL provides for subroutine nesting and flags and allows
26 simple variables and 26 multidimensional array variables, limited
only by the size of the 9825's memory. Fixed- and noating-point formats can be set from the keyboard. Syntax checking is simple: a nashing cursor in the display identifies error locations.
The 9825 offers.several contributions that make it a powerful and
nexible programmable computer. Live keyboard lets the user examine and change program variables, perform complex calculations, call
subroutines, and record or list programs while the 9825 is performing
other operations. The internal calculation range is ± 10'" to ± 10-"".
The tape cassette can be used to record and load the entire memory
automatically.

I/O Performance
Three I/O slots accept standard interface cards offering 16-bit parallel, BCD, serial, or HP-IB communication with instruments and
peripherals. Code conversion logic is available to interpret a variety of
machine codes. High-speed I/O handles data input speeds up to 400K
16-bit words/second. This is all accessible through formatted and binary read/write instructions in the HPL language.
With two-level priority interrupt, available in the Extended I/O
ROM, the 9825 will act as a controller for several instruments or peripherals requiring attention at unpredictable rates or times. Standalone controlling is enhanced with auto restart and interface status
testing.

Ordering Information

Price

97S I/O Calculator
97SD Five 97S I/O Calculators
98158 Desktop Computer
98258 Desktop Computer
9825T Desktop Computer

$1445
$6860
$3990
$8100
$8600

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Dedicated Real-Time Computer Systems
HP 1000 Systems

• Computation
• Industrial automation

HP 1000 L-Series Microcomputers: Lower cost, and increased flexibility, for OEM's and end users alike
The HP 1000 L-Series is a recent, low-cost addition to the HewlettPackard family of technical real-time computers. It is a new concept
in LSI-based computer products because it puts two kinds of advanced processors to work in one computer. Both processors are the
result of HP's CMOS/SOS (Silicon On Sapphire) Large Scale Integration manufacturing process.
One SOS circuit is the L-Series central processor. The other SOS
processor is used on each L-Series interface board. Placing a small
but powerful processor on every I/O board creates a new "Distributed Intelligence" architecture with vastly improved I/O efficiency and
flexibility. While priced like an LSI microcomputer, the L-Series provides a significant improvement in price/performance for this category of computers.
L-Series products are available in board, box and system configurations. For maximum packaging flexibility, OEM's can chooses from
card cages and both general-purpose and specialized I/O boards to
put the L-Series to work in their products.
HP 1000 Computers-Flexibility and Compatibility for
Your Application
With the HP 1000 family of real-time computers, tailoring a computer solution to your application is a simple matter of choice. You begin
by selecting the computer power you need from three series of HP
1000 computers. Then you choose from three levels of packagingfrom component-level board computers all the way up to a total-

• Instrumentation
• Automatic test systems

iy-integrated computer system. Then you can further fine-tune your
HP 1000 to your intended task by choosing from an array of specific
hardware and software products designed to help you get results over
a wide range of specific applications.
Compatibility of design throughout the HP 1000 family is the fundamental element that enables you to harness the specific level of
power you need to a specific application. It also gives you a clear
growth path. Once you've matched the proper combination of HP
1000 products to your initial needs, you remain free to choose an impressive number of options to keep pace with your growth. Or, if your
needs change or shift, you can smoothly reconfigure your HP 1000 to
handle new applications. This compatibility extends through:
• HP 1000 computers, Because the L, E, and F-series computers use
the same basic instruction set, you can change models with minimal
effect on software, peripherals and operator training.
• HP 1000 systems. You can upgrade from the smallest memorybased system to the largest disc-based system at any time you
choose, at once or in gradual increments.
• HP 1000 software. HP's Real-Time Executive (RTE) operating
systems are upward-compatible-your programming investment is
protected because application programs written for one RTE system will execute on the others with minimal modification.
• HP 1000 applications-oriented software. To wield more computer
power, you can superimpose HP 1000 applications software products on your system to move even closer to a computer solution for
your specific application.

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Dedicated Real-Time Computer Systems
HP 1000 Systems

HP 1000 Computer Systems

Operations Management

The H P 1000 system family consists of both memory-based systems
and disc-based systems for powerful computation and measurement/
control applications.
The ModelS uses the low-cost L-Series LSI computers. The Model
40 utilizes an E-series computer, while the Model 45 features the Fseries computer with hardware Floating Point Processor and Scientific Instruction Set which speed calculations.
HP 1000 systems feature a Real-Time Executive (RTE) operating
system and are programmable in FORTRAN, PASCAL, BASIC,
Assembly Language, and Micro-assembly Language.

Two optional software packages, OATACAP/IOOO-il and
IMAGE/IOOO, aid operations management. OATACAP/1000-11 is
designed for automatic factory data capture from multiple terminals
(e.g., test records, order entry, or inventory control). IMAGE/IOOO,
data base management software, simplifies building and maintaining
a large data base.

Computation
Model 45 combines the fast F-series computer with powerful RTEIVB software to provide processing speed and power unique for this
price range. The system can process data arrays as large as 2.048 M
bytes directly in physical memory, without time-consuming disc
swaps. GRAPHICS/IOOO software formats output in plots and pictures that are easier to interpret. The Model 45 also includes a Vector
Instruction Set which significantly reduces the time required for matrix and vector computations.

Instrumentation
HP 1000 systems are also designed for control and interaction with
HP-IB instruments. Up to 14 H P-I B devices connect to the system via
a single interface card, so that the system can control multiple test or
measurement stations. For small analog input needs, the 91000A
plug-in card adds a capacity of 16 single-ended or 8 differential ± 10
V fs analog inputs.

Distributed Systems Network
An important feature of HP real-time systems is their ability to be
linked together to form a large multi-system network. OS/IOOO-IV
software/firmware interfaces multiple HP 1000 systems to each other or to a larger HP 3000 system. RJE/ 1000 provides direct communication between HP 1000 systems and most IBM 360/370
installations.

A Choice of Computer Systems
Model 5 includes an L-series computer with 128 k bytes of memory,
RTE-XL software, a system console with CRT display, and up to a
19.6 M byte disc.
Model 40 includes an E-series computer with 128 k bytes of memory,
RTE-IVB software, system console with CRT and a 19.6 M byte disc.
Model 45 features the fast F-series computer with 128 k bytes of high
performance memory, RTE-IVB and GRAPHICS/IOOO software,
Vector Instruction Set, system console with graphics display terminal, and a 19.6 M byte disc.

Ordering Information
HP 1000/5 Computer System
HP 1000/40 Computer System
HP 1000/45 Computer System

Price
$10,600
$40,700
$50.700

HP 1000 System Compatibility Summary

Base system computer type
Type of memory
Memory cycle time
Operating system
System console
Memory: Base
(bytes) Maximum
Standard system disc
Optional alternate system discs

MODEL 5
2142A
L-Series
Std performance
680 ns
RTE-XL
2621A
128 k
512 k
None
7906
7910

MODEL 40

MODEL 45

217GC

2176D

2177C

21770

E-Series

F-Series

Std performance

High performance

595 ns

350 ns

RTE-IVB

RTE-IVB

2645A

2648A

128 k
2048 k

128 k
1280 k

128 k
2048 k

7920
(50 Mb) or
7925
(120 Mb)

7920
(50 Mb)
7925
(120 Mb)

7920
(50 Mb)
7925
(120 Mb)

7920
(50 Mb)
7925
(120 Mb)

7906 (19.6 Mb)

128 k
1280 k

7906 (19.6 Mb)

Flexible disc available?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

RJE/IOOO availble l

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

DS / 1000-IV available?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

IMAGE/1000 available 1

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

91000A/2313A Analog-digital Subsystem available?

No

Yes

Yes
Yes

2240A Meas & Control Processor available?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

GRAPHICS/ 1000-11 available 1

Yes

Yes

Yes

Inc!.

Incl.

12790A Multipoint interface available?

No

Yes

Yes

No
No

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes

12979B Dual-Port I/O Extender available?
12990B Memory Extender available?
Datacap/ 1000-11 available?

No

Yes

ATS/ 1000 Integration Services?

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
HP 1000 l-Series, E-Series and F-Series Computers

HP 1000 L-Series computer products are available in packaged or component form

HP 1000 L-Series
The low-cost L-Series, designed for I/O-intensive applications and
ease of integration into a wide range of OEM and cnd user products
or systems, includes the 2103LK board computer and 2103L rackmountable computer. Memory capacity is 512K bytes and I/O capacity is 8 channels. Standard features include memory protect, a
time base generator, self-test, integer arithmetic, automatic parity
generation and checking and virtual control panel. DMA rate is a
very fast 2.7M bytes/second.

HP 1000 E-Series
The E-Series computer provides variable microcycle timing, microprogrammable block I/O, a microprocessor port, asynchronous memory, and large control store address space. E-Series computers are
available in two models, HP 21 09E and 2113E, with a choice of maximum mainframe memory capacities from 640k to 1280k bytes and 9
or 14 I/O channels, expandable to 46 channels. (Also available as a
board computer, the HP 2109EK.)

HP 1000 F-Series
For users who need speed, precision and larger memory capacity,
HP offers two F-Series computers, 2111 F and 2117F. Both feature a
hardware Floating Point Processor that speeds calculations (2.5 to 6
times faster than E-Series) and a Scientific Instruction Set for rapid
execution of trigonometric and logarithmic functions (compute sine
in less than 48 IlS). A Fast FORTRAN Processor, also standard in FSeries computers, provides firmware microcode for more than a dozen instructions-c.g., array address calculations, parameter passing,
and other routines-that run 2 to 20 times faster than conventional
software execution speed. F-Series computers feature high-performance 350-ns memory and are fully user-microprogrammable.

Fault-control memory, optionally available for most HP 1000 computers, detects and corrects single-bit errors and detects all double-bit
errors, thereby improving memory MTBF three times or more.
For compatibility and prices of alternative memory packages, consult your HP field cngineer.

Ordering Information
2103LK L-Series Board Computer w/64Kb memory
2103L L-Series Computer w/64Kb memory
2109EK E-Series Board Computer w/64Kb memory
2109E E-Series Computer w/64Kb memory
2Il3E E-Series Computer w/128 Kb memory
211 IF F-Series Computer w/64Kb high-perf. memory
2117F F-Series Computer w/ 128Kb high-perf. memory
2142A L-Series Model 5 Microsystem w/128 Kb memory
120028 512 Kb Memory Card
12030A L-Series Board Computer IO-slot card cage
12032A L-Series Board Computer 5-slot card cage
1203SA L-Series Board Computer power module
12S39C Time Base Generator
12791A Filmware Expansion Module
128978 Dual Channel Port Controller
129448 Power Fail Recovery System
129918 Power Fail Recovery System
129798 I/O Extender
129908 Memorv Extender
I3047A User C~ntrol Store
13197A Writable Control Store
13306A E-Series Fast FORTRAN Processor

Price
$2,250
$4.675
$4,095
$9,560
$1 J,550
$14,700
$18,480
$10,600
$5,000
$445
$235
$1,445
$370
$605
$790
$895
$1.010
$6,300
$4.725
$735
$2,100
$685

Alternate Memory Systems
For configuration flexibility, the standard memory in any HP 1000
computer may be deleted at the time of the order, and you can select
an alternative memory system of equal or greater size. High-performance 350-ns memory is available as an option for the E-Series.

Quantity discounts are available.
A complete list of computer accessories is available from your HP
Sales Office.
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COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Technical Computer Peripherals
Interfacing Summary

Interface ports are included in each Hewlett-Packard technical
computer to provide compatibility with a wide variety of HP peripherals, as shown in the following table:

HP Technical Computer Interfacing Summary

Peripherals

Technical Computers

Ref
Page
911lA Graphics Tablet
9874A Digitizer
9885M/S Flexible Disc Drive
9895A Flexible Disc Drive
82901 M&82902M Flexible Disc Drive
7906M/S Hard Disc Drive
7908P /R Hard Disc Drive
7910H/R Hard Disc Drive
7925M/S Hard Disc Drive
79708 Tape Drive
7970E Tape Drive
37203A HP-18 Extender
9878A I/O Expander
7220C /T Eight-color Plotter
722IC/T Eight-color Plotter
9872C/T Eight-color Plotter
72258 Graphics Plotter
7580A Drafting Plotter
7240A Plotter/Printer
72458 Plotter/Printer
26318 Dot Matrix Impact Printer
2631G Graphics Printer
2671A Printer
2671G Graphics Printer
2673A Intelligent Graphics Printer
9876A Thermal Graphics Printer
9884A Tape Punch
1350S & 1351S Graphic Display System
2382A Office Display Terminal
2621A/P CRT Terminal
2622A Terminal
2623A Terminal
26248 Terminal
2626A Terminal
26358 Hard Copy Terminal
2642A Enhanced Display Station
2645A CRT Terminal
2647ACRT Graphics Terminal
2648A CRT Graphics Terminal
3076A Data Capture Terminal
3077AData Capture Terminal

654.692
692
675
654,674
674
678
680
679
678

••
••
33
675
686
686
686
654,688
690
693
693
677
677
676
676
676
675
675
243
668
668
669
669
670
670
677
671
671
671
671
673
673

• Depends on application; not all functions may be implemenlable.
•• Call local Hawlatt-Packard aalaa offica lor tachnical da'a ahaat.
t 9828 H HPL; B BASIC.
7910H only.
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COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Business Oriented Computer Systems
HP3000,HP300,HP250
HP 3000 Business Computer

HP3000

The HP 3000s are a compatible family of business computer systems for distributed data processing. All models share the same multiprogramming executive operating system (MPE) featuring virtual
memory, the same high-level languages, and are able to run one another's programs interchangeably. Full-function general-purpose capabilities include simlutaneous transaction-processing, data
communication, on-line program development, and batch operations
in COBOL, RPG, BASIC, FORTRAN, and SPL (the HP system
programming language). Fastest and capable of greatest expansion is
the HP 3000 Series 44, with main memory to 4 megabytes, and ability to support as many as 96 terminals, each running or developing
separate programs. The SOS (Silicon-on-Sapphire) -based HP 3000
Series 30 offers much the same capability at a less cost. The HP
3000s provide a complete data base management and inquiry facility,
IMAGE/QUERY, as well as a data entry/forms generation system,
HP VPLUS/3000. In addition, all may be interconnected to allow
one to command another's resources sharing files and programs, with
HP Distributed Systems Network, DSN/DS/3000, hardware and
software that can also integrate HP 3000s with HP 1000 networks
and main frames.
HP 3000 Series 44
from $117.940
from $57,690
HP 3000 Series 30

HP 300 Business Computer
The HP300 is a full capability, low cost computer system designed
for dedicated online business applications. It can address the overall
requirements of a smaller organization as well as the specialized
needs of a department in a large organization. In either case. the HP
300 can be tailored to optimize each dedicated application environment.
The basic unit includes the Information Display System, built-in
disc storage for over 12 million characters, a flexible disc drive for one
million character flexible discs, and 256 thousand characters of error
correcting solid-state memory.
The HP 300's Fundamental Operating Software includes the
Amigo/300 Operating System, the HELP online reference manual
and utilities (Sort/Merge, HP 300 Data Utility, Menu Facility,
Forms/300, Typist - a text editor, System Build, Diagnostic/Utility
Package, and Image/300 Data Base Management including the Data
Base Inquiry Facility). Optional languages include FORTRAN
77/300, Business Basic/300, System Language/300, and RPG
11/300 (which includes Conversion Utility).
The HP 300 has been designed to accommodate growth in a modular, step-by-step manner. Expansion potential allows up to I megabyte of error-correcting main memory, over 490 megabytes of on-line
disc storage, 16 application terminals, 2 printers, 2 HP 300 Workstations, and data communications.
HP 300 (12 Mb disc)
$ 38,325

HP 250 Business Computer

HP250/30

In today's business environment, sound business decisions demand
rapid access to information. The sales manager examining month-todate sales, the purchasing agent planning next month's purchases, the
order processing clerk responding to a customer's telephone inquiryall need accurate, timely information to do their job better. The HP
250 Office Computer Series can help to provide this information,
when and where it is needed.
Key features of the HP 250 computer system include:
Large System Capability: Extensive operating software and stateof-the-art hardware offer a powerful foundation for application design, with capabilities usually found only on much larger systems.
Ease of Operation: "Softkey"-driven* processing, and full-screen
display forms that closely resemble ordinary business forms simplify
and streamline applications use.
Interactive, Multi-user Processing: The HP 250, through its personal workstations, offers users on-line, responsive access to accurate,
timely information.
Expandability: The HP 250 has growth potential in storage, workstations, and printers, with modular expansion that matches growing
business needs.
Data Base Management: To manage complicated interrelationships between information elements, 1M AG E/250 offers advanced
features over traditional file management.
Dependability: The HP 250 provides reliable, worry-free operation
backed by a strong, worldwide support organization.
from $22.500
HP 250/30 System
•SaHkeys are unique to HP computer products.

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Interactive Display Terminals
Models 2382A, 2621A/P

e

2382A

Introduction

2382A Office Display Terminal

Hewlett-Packard's family of interactive terminals feature a wide
range of capabilities which are optimized to suit a variety of applications on HP computer systems and software packages. These applications include program development, data entry, document preparation
and graphics.
The new HP 2382A Office Display Terminal is a block/forms
mode display terminal for office use. The 2382A consumes less than a
cubic foot of space, which makes it ideal for the office desktop, yet
provides many of the high performance features available in larger
HP terminals. Non-computer professionals and infrequent computer
users, such as managers, will find the 2382A's small size, simple styling and easy to use features the correct solution to their data processing needs.
The H P 2620 family of interactive terminal range from the simplicity of the character mode 262IA/P, with its two pages of display
memory, to the sophistication of the 2626A which provides multiple
user defined workspaces and windowing plus a multipoint data communications capability. The newest additions to the 2620 family are
the 2622A low cost block mode terminal and the 2623A low cost
graphics terminal. The 2622 adds a block/forms mode capability to
the 2621 A/P while the 2623A provides the 2620 family with a graphics capability and supports all the features of the 2622A. The 2620
series features the convenience of built-in hardcopy across the entire
line including graphics hardcopy on the 2623A.
The HP 2640 series of interactive terminals support many of the
features and applications that are supported with our 2620 family.
The important distinction is that local mass storage is available with
the 2640 family. In addition more standalone operations; such as document preparation (HP 2642A), local programmability in BASIC
and graphics software (HP 2647A) for preparing graphics and slides
locally are available.
Terminals which are designed for OEM's are available in both the
2620 series (H P 2629 family) and the 2640 series (2649 family).

• Small Size
Requires less than I cubic foot of space
• High Resolution Display
• 80 Column x 24 lines
• Two pages of display memory
• Four display enhancements
• Block/Forms Mode
• Screen Labeled Softkeys
• Detached Keyboard
The 2382A Office Display features an 80 column by 24 line high
resolution display, two pages of display memory, an optional line
drawing character set, and four display enhancements including inverse video, half bright, underline and blinking. Screen labeled softkeys allow an application programmer to customize the keyboard to
perform several operations with a single keystroke. The detached
typewriter style keyboard is familiar and easy to use. The light weight
and small size of the 2382A allows it to be positioned where the operator desires so as to minimize operator fatigue. Also the sculptured
keycaps and cursor control keys make the operator's job easier.

2621A/P Interactive Display Terminal
•
•
•
•

High resolution display
Two full pages of memory
Built-in hardcopy
Modify mode

The 2621 A/P displays 1920 characters in a 24 line by 80 column
contains two full pages of memory for a backward look at
interactive dialogue. Local hardcopy is provided by an optional builtin printer and Modify Mode allows an operator to edit and then transmit any selected line from the terminals 48 line display memory.
forma~ and
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Interactive Display Terminals
Models 2622A, 2623A
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2622A

2622A Display Terminal
• High Resolution Display
7 x 11 dot matrix, 9 x 15 character cell
• Block/Forms Mode
• User Defined function keys,
screen labeled
• Six National Character Sets (optional)
• Built-in Thermal Printer (optional)
The HP 2622A has been designed to fit data entry needs. Two
pages of display memory, the optional line drawing set, and four display enhancements enable the HP 2622A to be tailored to meet data
entry form requirements. The display enhancements which include
inverse video, half bright, underline and blinking in all combinations,
can be used to depict an existing paper form and to facilitate data
entry. A familar and clear form provides ready acceptance by previous users and accelerates training of new operators. For the programmer, the H P 2622A has several advanced features that increase
user productivity. The two pages of display memory allow the programmer to scroll or page through 48 lines of code. Information can
be logged to an internal printer before it rolls out of memory. The
printer can copy a line, page, or the entire display memory in either an
80 or 132 column format.

2623A

2623A Graphics Terminal
• High Quality Display
512 x 390 dot resolution
TEKTRON IX® 4010 compatible (1024 x 780 dot resolution)
• Built-in Graphics Hardcopy
• Fast Vector Generation
9600 baud throughout
• Graphics Text Composition in US ASC II, and Six National Languages
• 2622A Compatible
The low cost 2623A is designed for the graphics user with an extensive on-line capability and system based software. The high quality
display features 512 x 390 dot screen resolution and is ideally suited
for many display graphics applications as well as some design applications. A built-in printer provides low cost graphic hardcopy in only 30
seconds by simply pressing a key.
The 2623A is supported on HP's Graphics 1000/11 and Decision
Support Graphics Software. The 2623A also works with other third
party software such as TEKTRONIX®'s Plot 10 and is compatible
with the TEKTRON IX® 40 I0 display terminal.
The 2623A can generate vectors at 9600 baud and graphs can be
quickly annotated locally in ASCII, or six other optionally available
national languages, before obtaining a hardcopy.
All of the alphanumeric capabilities of the low cost block mode
2622A are available in the 2623A.
®rEKTRONIX is s rsgistsred trademsrk of Tektronix Corporstion.
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Interactive Display Terminals
Models 26248, 2626A
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2626A

2626A Display Station
•
•
•
•
•

Multiple Workspaces
Multiple Windows
Dual Data Communications Ports
Multipoint Data Communications
Interactive Forms Design

26248 Display Terminal
•
•
•
•
•

High Resolution Display
Multiple Forms Storage
Advanced Forms Mode
Multipoint
Printer By-pass, in Multipoint

The 2624B represents the ultimate in a data entry terminal. Multipoint forms can be down loaded from the system and stored in display
memory for instant retrieval. This reduces the burden on the system
and improves system response time while lowering transmission costs.
The advanced edit checks which are supported by the HP 2624B improve data integrity and increase data throughput. In addition to protected, unprotected and transmit only fields the 2624B provides the
first level of data verification through field edit checks. The edit
checks allow the terminal to detect many data entry errors and notify
the user. By correcting errors at the terminal, system overhead is reduced. The checks include all characters, alphabetic, alphanumeric,
numeric, integer, signed decimal and implied decimal. The preprocessing capabilities are justify, fills and implied decimal. Required
and total fill fields provide entry control. These capabilities are an
asset to applications that do not do data checking today and they reduce system overhead in programs where the computer previously
performed all of the data verification.
The 2624B provides comprehensive point-to-point communications
as well as multipoint communication so that multiple terminals can
share an expensive communications line. The 2624B built-in printer
can operate in printer by-pass mode in multipoint. That is, the printer
can be designated as a destination device and information can be sent
directly from data comm. to the printer without disturbing the information on the screen or tieing up the terminal display.

The 2626A is a high performance terminal which provides unique
display capabilities and data communications flexibility. The 2626
display memory can be divided into four independent workspaces,
and the display screen into separate windows to examine and manipulate the contents of the workspace. Dual data communications ports
can be linked to workspaces to display data from two different computers. An optional integral printer provides copies of forms and up to
132 column reports on 81/2 inch wide paper.
Display memory may be divided into a maximum of four individual
works paces. Each workspace may be independently viewed, controlled and configured including attachment to a data comm port.
(For example memory lock, auto line feed, etc., may be set in a particular workspace.) Data may be transferred from one workspace to
another to the integral printer or to an external device. This capability
amounts to four virtual terminals which may be changed from application to application or system to system.
The number of lines in a workspace may vary; however, the total
number of lines in all workspaces must be less than or equal to the
total amount of memory available. The total amount of memory
available is 9520 displayed characters independent of control codes
for display enhancements, field definitions, and edits. The line length
for all workspaces may be set from 80 to 160 characters so that 132
column reports as well as double width pages may be handled. Viewing is via horizontal scrolling.
Two communications ports allow simultaneous communications
with two computers or with a computer and external RS232 serial
printer. Data may be communicated to the computer using block,
line, line modify, or character modes in point-to-point or multipoint.
The 2626A is ideally suited for program development or data entry
particularly when taking advantage of the easy to use function key
approach to forms design.
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Interactive Display Terminals
Models 2642A. 2645A. 2647A, 2648A

2647A Intelligent Graphics Terminal
•
•
•
•

Programmable in BASIC
Multiple Automatic Plotting
Shared Peripheral Interface
Integrated Mass Storage

The 2647 is the intelligent solution to a host of applications that
require both an on-line capability and local programmability. The
2647A is user programmable in BASIC, and offers a number of menu
driven application programs that generate slides and charts. The
2647A features a raster scan display and a full interactive alphanumeric capability.
The 2647A offers sophisticated local graphing capability while requiring little or no programming knowledge of the user. Menu driven,
the 2647A can plot columnar data in multiple formats chosen by the
user. Pie charts, bar charts and X- Y Cartesian and logarithmic
graphs can all be created without any host CPU graphics software.
Different types of shading patterns are available for highlighting the
various charts. Data may be submitted to the 2647 A from one of
three sources; host computer, tape cartridge or display memory. One
simply fills in the blanks on a menu form which appears on the terminal screen. Once the data parameters are defined, the data can then
be plotted with a single keystroke. This powerful feature makes
graphs friendly, easy to create, and system software independent.
The 2647A contains all of the above features in addition to the capabilities of Hewlett-Packard's first graphics terminal, the 2648A.
2647A

2648A Graphics Terminal
• Integrated Mass Storage (optional)
• Automatic Plotting
The 2648A is a lower cost alternative to the 2647A. The 2648A
provides less standalone capability.

Display Terminal Application Chari
2642A Display Station
•
•
•
•

Mininoppy Mass Storage
Text Preparation Mode
Forms Design Mode
Shared Peripheral Interface

The 2642A is a sophisticated and nexible terminal providing substantial ofnine capabilities. The 2642A retains most of the features of
the 2645A; high resolution display; user-defined soft keys; nexible
data communications; modular architecture and hard copy interface.
In addition the 2642A adds five other major features to the HewlettPackard 264X Alphanumeric Product Family: Flexible Mini Disc
Drive Support; Forms Design Mode; Text Preparation Mode; Screen
Labeled SoftkeysjCommand Channel and Shared Peripheral Interfaces.

Display
Terminal
2382A
2621A/P
2622A
2623A
2624A
2626A
2642A
2645A
2647A
2648A

Program
Development
0

•
0
0
0

••
•
•

Data
Entry

Document
Preparation

•
•••
•

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0

• Integrated Mass Storage
• Forms Mode
• Choice of Communications Capability
The 2645A is a high performance alphanumeric display station that
can operate at speeds up to 9600 baud in a fully interactive characterby-character mode or in a variable length block mode. Features such
as a high resolution display, forms mode, full editing capability, fully
integrated mass storage provided by cartridge tapes, user-defined soft
keys, nexible choice of data communications, modular architecture,
microprocessor control and hard copy interface make the 2645A the
perfect solution for many computer applications.

•

•
0
0
0

0
0

Os Compatible TermInal Wlth 3000 Software
• s Recommended Terminal with 3000 Software

Ordering Information
2645A Alphanumeric Display Station

Graphics

2382A
2621A
2621P
2622A
2623A
26248
2626A
2642A
264SA
2647A
2648A

Office Display Terminal
Interactive Display Terminal
Interactive Display Terminal
Display Terminal
Graphic Terminal
Display Terminal
Display Station
Display Terminal
Display Terminal
Intelligent Graphics Terminal
Graphic Terminal

Opt 007* Integrated Dual Cartridge Tape Unit
Opt 050" Integral Printer
opt 001* e.aileble with the 26451. and 264eA.
Opt 050* * available with the 26221., 26231., 26248. 262M.

Price
$1700
$1595
$2750
$2075
$3750
$2890
$4150
$6750
$3955
$9400
$6530
$1400
$1210
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DSN/Data Link

• Multipoint block mode protocol
• Up to 128 devices per link (depending on the computer)

• Simple installation
• Up to 8 km (5 miles) long

---- I~;;'--I

-

OR

HP 3074A

Computer

I

~e
i

,

HP 3074M

Up to 4 km (2.5 miles) between the computer and the last device.

DSN/Data link cable

-

HP 13264A

HP 264X
HP 262X

Introduction
The "DSN (Distributed Systems Network)/Data Link" provides a
data communications interface between a computer and a large number of devices. It is a low cost system ideally suited for applications
involving the collection of data from many widely distributed sources
in the same building. The Data Link is compatible with any computer
that uses RS232C data communications and supports the asynchronous multipoint block mode protocol (patterned after IBM's
BISYNC). In addition the computer is always the Data Link controller, initiating all transfers to and from the devices.
The Data Link employs a single cable to provide the interface connection between the computer and the devices. The "link-dedicated"
devices are directly connected to the cable. The computer and "non
link-dedicated" devices are connected to the cable via Data Link
Adapters. These adapters convert the device's RS232C electrical levels to those required by the cable.
A further feature of the Data Link is its immunity to extraneous
electrical noise, allowing it to be used in industrial environments. This
is achieved through the use of optical isolators and floating differential signal lines.

DSN/Data Link Cable
The Data Link cable comprises a single, low voltage computer cable
consisting of a twisted pair (data wires) and shield that may be up to 8
km (5 miles) long. Up to 128 devices may be connected in parallel
anywhere along the cable (depending on the computer), provided no
device is more than 4 km (2.5 miles) from the computer.
The Data Link installation has been simplified through the use of
Data Link Connection Boxes. These boxes are wired to the Data Link
cable and enable the devices to be plugged into and unplugged from
the Data Link as required. Consequently the installation can be easily
changed or upgraded as required, thereby increasing its versatility.
For further details, refer to the DSN/Data Link data sheet.

Data Link Adapters
The Data Link Adapters provide an interface between the computer/devices using multipoint protocol and the Data Link, converting

their RS232C electrical levels to those required by the link. They operate at the data transmission speed of the connected device, in the
range from 110 to 9600 baud. The adapters (except the 3074M) provide power-on/off detection to ensure that when a device is switched
off, it cannot generate spurious data onto the link. There are three
available Data Link Adapters; the HP3074A, HP3074M and the
HP13264A:
3074A Data Link Adapter: the 3074A may be used to provide a
hardwired connection between equipment fitted with an RS232C
data connector that uses RS232C electrical levels, and the Data Link.
This allows the connection of any computer equipped with an
RS232C interface and any CRT terminals, such as the H P 264X series. For further details, refer to the 3074A/M data sheet.
3074M Modem/Data Link Adapter: the 3074M may be used with
asynchronous full duplex modems to provide a connection between a
"remote" computer (using RS232C electrical levels) and the Data
Link. It may not be used between a remote terminal and the Data
Link.
13264A Data Link Adapter: the 13264A may be used to provide a
hardwired connection between the Data Link and equipment using
RS232C electrical levels but fitted with a non RS232C 50-pin connector, such as the H P 262X series of terminals. For further details,
refer to the 13264A data sheet.

DSN/Data Link Compatible Equipment
The following Hewlett-Packard devices may be connected to the
Data Link:
• 2624B and 2626A CRT terminals.
• 2642A, 2645A, 2647A and 2648A CRT terminals.
• 3075A, 3076A, 3077A and 3078A Data Capture Terminals.
• H P 1000 and H P 3000 computers.

Price

Ordering Information
3074A Data Link Adapter
3074M Modem/Data Link Adapter
13264A Data Link Adapter
92902A Data Link Cable

100m
300m

$715
$860
$345
$330
$936
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Data Capture Terminals
Models 307SA, 3076A, 3077A, 3078A
• Modular choice of displays, keyboards, readers, printer
and electrical interfaces
• Versatile data acquisition and control

• User definable keys I prompting lights for ease of use
• Simple, low cost installation

The terminals are compatible with RS232C communications and
may be connected to the computer using anyone of the following
three modes:
I) DSN/Data Link.
2) Multipoint.
3) Point-to-point.

3077 A Specifications

HP3076A

HP3078A

e

The 307X Terminal Family
The HP3075A/3076A/3077 A/3078A family of data capture terminals fulfills a wide range of data collection requirements in both
manufacturing and commerce; in applications ranging from stock
control to machine monitoring.
The HP3075A (desktop) and the HP3076A (wall mounted) terminals are both workstations equipped with user definable special function keys and prompting lights that may be individually labelled and
programmed for specific tasks. This allows people with little or no
experience of using computers to operate these terminals with no special training. The terminals may also be equipped with a choice of
displays, readers, printer and electrical interfaces.
The HP3077A is a wall mounted time reporting station equipped
with a time display and a badge/card reader. [t may be used, for example, to register personnel arrivals and departures or to control access 10 restricted areas.
The HP3078A is a desk/wall mounted data coupler that complements the range of 307X Data Capture Terminals by adding a remote, automatic electrical data acquisition capability. The 3078A
may be equipped with any three from a wide range of HP interface
cards that allow it to be connected to a variety of instruments commonly used in manufacturing environments.

3075A, 3076A Specifications
The 3076A is a wall mounted version of the 3075A and is supplied
with the HP92904A Wall Mounting Cradle as standard. The other
specifications for the 3075A and 3076A are identical.
Standard terminal: this includes:
• Standard numeric keyboard.
• Standard numeric display.
Terminal options: these include:
• Alphanumeric keyboard (option 004).
• Alphanumeric display (option 005).
• CRT display (option 006).
• Multifunction reader (option 007).
• Type V badge reader (option 008).
• Strip printer (option 009).
• HP low cost bar code reader (option 010).
• HP-IB controller (option 011).
• Magnetic stripe reader (option 012).
• Serial (RS232C) interface (option 013).
• [ndustriallow resolution bar code reader (option 054).
• [ndustrial high resolution bar code reader (option 055).

The 3077A is a wall mounted time reporting terminal and is supplied with the HP92904A Wall Mounting Cradle as standard. lts
standard features include:
• Clock display.
• Type V badge reader.
Terminal options: these include:
• Multifunction reader (option 001).
• Magnetic stripe reader (option 002).
• Alphanumeric display (option 005).
The 3077A may be connected to the computer in a similar manner
to the 30756A and 3076A. For further details, refer to the
3075A/3076A/3077A data sheet.

92904A Specifications
The 92904A holds one 3076A or 3077A terminal on a wall and
routes the electric power and data cables to the terminal. It also contains a relay that may be used to control an external device, e,g, electric door lock.

3078A Specifications
The 3078A Data Coupler is an automatic data capture terminal
(i.e. it does not require an operator) that may be mounted on a desk or
a wall. It may be equipped with any three of the following interface
cards in any combination:
• BCD input card.
• 8 bit parallel I/O card.
• HP-[B controller card.
• 4 channel serial I/O card.
• 8 channel logic and event sense card.
These cards allow each 3078A to control a variety of user devices.
They provide electrical interfacing capabilities in applications such
as:
• Machine monitoring.
• Automated production line testing.
• Remote interfacing to various user measuring instruments; e.g.
scales.
The cards interface the user equipment to the computer. They are
designed to comply with existing standards (e.g. IEEE 488-1978 for
the HP-IB card). When no standard is available, they may be configured by the program to match the interfacing requirements of the
connected device. In addition. the use of simple screw connectors for
cabling allows them to be easily connected to various types of instruments. This combination of interfacing capabilities makes the 3078A
a highly versatile tool for adapting to a particular requirement.
The 3078A must be connected to the computer via the DSN/Data
Link. This allows the data to be collected at distances up to 4 km (2.5
miles) from the computer.
For further details on the cards' specifications, refer to the 3078A
Data Coupler data sheet.

Ordering Information
3075A Desktop Data Capture Terminal
3076A Wan Mounted Data Capture Terminal
3077A Wall Mounted Time Reporting Terminal
92904A Wall Mounting Cradle
3078A Data Coupler

Price
$2710 to $5980
$3195 to $6465
$3605 to $4700
$505
$2525 to $5688
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Technical Computer Peripherals
Models 82901M, 9895A

Flexible Disc Drives
When you handle large amounts of information, you need the speed
and storage capacity of disc drives to perform timely, meaningful
analysis.
The flexible disc drive is the low-cost, entry-level device in the HP
Mass Storage Family.
Flexible disc drives combine the speed of random access with removable media. You can take your programs and data with you and
simply store them in your desk. So if you share your computer system
with a lot of people, you can maintain control over your own data to
use when you want.
And flexible disc drives use low-cost media. Typically much less
than the cost of today's tape cartridges.
Plus the flexible disc drive gives you vital backup capability in the
same unit so you can easily copy discs without the expense of any
additional backup device.
HP Qualified Media
HP provides a convenient source of approved, qualified media
through extensive testing, selection and control. HP's qualified selection not only assures the best, most reliable performance in HP disc
drives, but can also give you at least three times the media life as well.
Your Choice Among Family
You can choose from among a family of HP Flexible Disc Drives,
designed to match the power of HP's wide range of computers and
your varying application needs.
HP computers support the HP Family of Flexible Disc Drives with
easy-to-use Mass Storage Language statements and a file-by-name
system directory.

82901M
The HP 8290 IM is a 5 114" flexible disc dual-drive which supplies up
to 540K bytes of fast, reliable, random access storage. Each of the two
drives in the 8290 I M reads and writes double-sided, double-density
format on HP-qualified flexible discs. Each disc provides 270K bytes
of formatted storage.
The 82901 M's average access speed of less than two-tenths of a
second and 540K byte capacity are excellent for programs such as
VisiCalc@. Information Management and Graphics Pacs whose highperformance calls for fast and reliable on-line access to large amounts
of data.
If your present applications do not require large storage at this
time, a single-drive master, the 82902M, is also available supplying
270K bytes of information.
Features
• Increased Capacity
Double-Sided, double-density, 270K bytes/disc
• Fast Performance
Less than two-tenths of a second access to any file
• High Reliability
Extensive hardware and electronic testing to maintain less than I
error in 10' bits
Price
Ordering Information
$2500
8290JM Dual-Drive Master
$1500
82902M Single-Drive Master
$74
92J90A 5Y.' Double-Sided Media (IO/box)
ViaiCalc' is a trademark 01 Personal Software, Inc.

9895A

9895A
The Hewlett-Packard 9895A Flexible Disc Memory provides up to
2.36 million bytes of mass storage capacity. Each of the two drives in
the 9895 reads and writes double-sided, double-density format on HP
qualified flexible discs. The 9895 can store up to 590,000 bytes of
data per disc side for a total of 1.18 million bytes of storage per disc.
Featuring the HP-IB interface, the 9895 is compatible with the majority of HP computer systems including personal, desktops', business and mini-computers.
The 9895's built-in controller can recognize if the flexible disc has
been recorded on one or two sides. This capability enables the 9895 to
read single-sided discs written by the HP 9885M/S Flexible Disc
Memories. The controller of the 9895 also allows it to exchange data
with other systems which use the IBM 3740 single-sided, single-density format provided additional software exists on the host computer.
(Note: Since tolerance on IBM compatible media are not fully specified by vendors and do vary, HP cannot guarantee that IBM 3740
media can be read by the 9895 in every case.)
The 9895 can provide up to 4.72 million bytes storage capacity
through an optional dual-drive slave unit (without controller). This
option is one of several available designed to give the user price-performance flexibility. An optional single-drive slave offers an extra
1.18 million bytes storage, and the dual-drive slave provides an additional2.36 million bytes. The 9895 can also be ordered with one drive
installed for 1.18 million bytes capacity. These options can be easily
upgraded to 9895 full capability at a later date if the user so desires.
'The 9835 end 9845 Oeektop Compu'ere require e dedicated Hp·IB channe' (980341\) for maea

storage devices.

Features
• Double-Sided/double-density
• HP-IB Compatible
• Handles up to four drives
• Reads and writes 9885 single-sided discs
• Optional slave storage
• Single drive option
Ordering Information
9895A Dual drive with controller
9895A Opt. 010 Single drive with controller
9895A Opt. 011 Single drive with controller
9895A Opt. 012 Dual-drive slave without controller
92J95A 8" double-sided media (I O/bx)
9895A Opt. 145 (includes 9845 IBM Format Utility)
09845-10740 (9845 IBM Format Utility alone)
9895A Opt. 135 (includes 9835 IBM Format Utility)
09835A-J5230 (9835 IBM Format Utility alone)
9895A Opt. 185 (includes Series 80 Data Exchange
Utility)
88095A (Series 80 Data Exchange Utility alone)

$6830
$4990
$3940
$5780
$105
$7355
$525
$7355
$525
$6925
$95

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Technical Computer Peripherals
Models 9885, 9876, 9878

9885M/S
Low cost, high speed, large storage capacity, reliability and ease of
operation in data management are features offered by the 9885 Flexible Disc Drive. The 9885 provides a means of transferring data and
programs to and from the 9825, 9835 and 9845 Desktop Computers
as well as the HP 1000 M, E & F Series. Mass storage on the 9885
provides random access to approximately 500,000 bytes of data per
removable disc.
This reliable and easy-to-use flexible disc drive comes in two versions: the 9885M (master) and the 9885S (slave). The 9885M contains a built-in controller to handle data storage for the master and up
to three additional drives. Up to three slaves can connect to one master. This expandability provides a means of ensuring easy "backup" of
critical information or providing random access to nearly two million
bytes of data. The 9885S has no controller and must be connected to
the 9885M.
Average transfer rate between computer and disc drive is 23K
byte/so Double-density read/write on the flexible disc further enhances access rate and increases total storage capacity. Average access time on the disc is 267 ms. The 9885 is also self-contained and
incorporates a self-test feature.

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High speed data transfer
Double-density read/write
Write verify for greater reliability
Self-contained package
Approximately 500,000 bytes of total user-available space per disc
Low-cost, removable disc
Multiple flexible disc drive configuration
Data recovery routines

Ordering Information
9885M Flexible Disc Drive Master
9885M and Opt. 025' (for operation with 9825B/T)
9885M and Opt, 035' (for operation with 9835)
9885M and Opt. 045' (for operation with 9845)
98855 Flexible Disc Drive Slave
9164-01058" Single-Sided (I O/bx)

$3500
$4000
$4000
$4000
$2750
$89

speed listings, working reports or quick plots and graphics. The
9876 is quiet enough for labor office, and reliable enough to run unattended.
The raster graphics field contains 560 dots across an 18.5 cm field.
The standard ASCII character set is in a 5 x 7 dot matrix format with
additional dots available for ascenders and descenders, underlines
and overlines. The additional dots (in a 7 x 12 matrix) can be used to
define any special characters you may need for unique applications.
Underlines, overlines and characters 50% taller than normal let you
highlight elements of the output to make it more legible. Seven international character sets-French, German, Katakana, British, Spanish, Danish/Norwegian and Swedish/Finnish-reside in the printer
and can be accessed by software.
The 9876 thermal paper comes in fanfolded, perforated, standard
size packages of 330 sheets. either 8.5 x II in. (216 x 279 mm) English size or 210 x 297 mm (8.27 x 11.69 in.) metric size. The paper is
available for printing either in blue for utility use or in black for high
contrasts and fade resistance.
Built-in self-test features assure proper operation or help pinpoint
problems quickly to maintain the 9876's reliable performance.
Available with HP-IB (lEEE-488), 8-bit parallel or RS-232-C interfaces, the 9876 is compatible with a wide variety of computers and
terminals from Hewlett-Packard and other manufacturers.
The 9876 is also available as a caseless version (11479).

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fast printing and graphics
Quiet operation
Easy to read hard copy ou tpu t
Character generation flexibility
Nine software selectable character sets
Form control functions
English and metric perforated. fanfolded paper
30 dot/cm (77 dot/in.) graphics resolution

9878A I/O Expander-interfaced with the Hewlett-Packard 9825,
9835 and 9845 Desktop Computers, provides six additional I/0 ports
and will accommodate all the 9825, 9835 and 9845 interface cards.

·Ma•• memory ROM Not incl.dad.

9876A Thermal Graphics Printer

Ordering Information

Price

The 9876A Thermal Graphics Printer is a fast, quiet line printer
offering graphics capability as well as alphanumeric printing. Its
speed of up to 480 lines per minute makes it ideal for producing high-

9876A Thermal Graphics Printer
Caseless Version
9878A I/0 Expander

$4725
$4465
17

676
1
1

(hpJ

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Printers / Printing Terminals
Models 2671A, 2671G, 2673A

2670 Series Printers
All three printers feature fast 120 character per second bidirectional printing, a 9 x 15 dot matrix character cell and true descenders
for character sharpness, quiet operation, and interface flexibility for a
wide range of applications. Flat, fanfold paper eliminates the curl
problem normally associated with roll paper.

The 2671A Printer:
The entry level printer for text printing. The 2671A features the
full 128 USASCII character set, Roman Extension characters for international use, and Line Drawing characters to create forms. Print
modes are normal (l0 cpi) and compressed (16.2 cpi). Compressed
mode allows up to 132 characters to be printed on a line.
Margins, print mode, primary jsecondary character sets, and an underlining character enhancement are selected through simple escape
sequences transmitted from the host device. A convenient front panel
contains form feed, paper feed, self test, and printer reset buttons.

The 2671 G Graphics Printer:
Clean text printing and dot-for-dot graphics copies. The 2671G offers all the features of the 2671 A plus high resolution graphics printing of charts, tables, illustrations, graphs, etc. Single keystrokes or
convenient binary drivers control the transfer of graphics from HP
raster devices to the 2671 G. Software routines can be written to copy
dot-addressable graphics from non-HP devices.

ture~. Enhanced graphics. capabilities include auto-centering, windOWing, and offsets. MarginS, tabs, print mode, character sets, page
format, and datacomm parameters are selected via an expanded control panel and stored in the printer's non-volatile memory. Once selected, these features come up automatically at printer power-on.
Print modes include expanded (5 cpi) in addition to normal and
compressed. Enhanc~ments include triple-pass printing, underlining,
and character framing. The 2673A features 9 7-bit ISO national
character sets in addition to Roman Extension and Line Drawing
character sets.

Application Flexibility: The versatile HP-l B (I EEE-488) interface

is standard with all three printers. RS-232C serial and both H P and
Centronics-compatible parallel interface options provide convenient
interfacing to a broad range of products and systems.
. The 2671A is ideal for applications requiring fast, quiet text printIng: desktop and personal computers, development stations, and character mode terminals.
The 2671G and 2673A provide cost effective solutions for diverse
applications that require both text printing and precise graphics copy:
desktop and personal computers, graphics terminals, minicomputers,
small office and business systems, development stations, and test and
measurement systems.

The 2673A Intelligent Graphics Printer:

Ordering Information

Sophisticated graphics, full format text printing, and easy-to-use
non-volatile configuration. The 2673A offers all the capabilities of
the 2671 A and 2671 G plus many additional user-convenience fea-

2671A Printer
2671G Graphics Printer
2673A Intelligent Graphics Printer

Price
$1095
$1295
$1895

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Printers/Printer Terminals
Models 26318, 26358, 2631G, 2631G #200

e
2631B/2631G

2631G #200

HP 26318 Printer
from $3,900
The 2631 B is a smart bidirectional dot matrix serial printer with a
wide range of printing features to handle various printing requirements. The 2631 B utilizes a 7 x 9 wire matrix print head for crisp,
clear character formation at a speed of 180 cps. Multipart forms up to
6 parts can be printed. Form widths can range from 31 mm (1.22") to
400mm (15.75").
Print Features: The 2631 B offers versatile print features such as left
and right margins, horizontal and vertical tabs, programmable page
length, and twelve vertical line spacings. The 2631 B also has eight
different print modes including: normal (10 cpi), compressed (16.7
cpi), and expanded (5.0 cpi). Compressed print allows 132
columns to be printed on 8.5 inch wide paper, while other modes are
useful for headings, titles, and bold print.
Character Sets: The standard character set is a full 128 USASCII
set. For higher quality print, an optional 90 cps high density character
set is available. National language character sets are available in both
standard and high density. With any language option the 2631 B provides access to standard and high density versions of the other national languages plus Roman Extension, Line Drawing, and Math
Symbols character sets.
Variety of Interfaces: The 2631 B has a variety of interfaces available for configuration on HP systems. These include RS-232C with
full duplex modem control, ENO/ACK, X-on/X-off, and printer
busy protocols; 8-bit TTL interface for the HP 264X series of terminals; IEEE 488-1975 (H P-IB); and a parallel differential interface.
HP 26358 Printing Terminal
From $4,300
The 2635B combines the printing features and capabilities of the
263\ B with a typewriter-style keyboard for use in a variety of applications as a hardcopy printing terminal.
Configuration Keys: To facilitate use of the printing features available, the 2635B has a set of 12 configuration keys which allow the
user to set parameters with only a few simple keystrokes.
Print Features: The 2635 B utilizes the same print features which are
available in the 2631 B. These include left and right margins, horizontal and vertical tabs, programmable page length, eight print modes,

and twelve vertical line spacings. The 2635B output can be easily customized to handle different print requirements.
National Keyboards: The HP 2635B can be ordered with anyone of
six national keyboard options: Swedish/Finnish, Norwegian/Danish,
French, German, United Kingdom, or Spanish. Each option provides
keycap placements and character sets familiar to the national user,
making the HP 2635B well-suited for interactive text printing, forms
completion, and data entry.
Character Sets: USASClI, Roman Extension, Line Draw, Math
Symbols, and six national languages are all standard character sets on
the 2635B. for higher quality print, a high density version of each
character set can be accessed. To insure compatibility with most computer systems, both 7-bit and 8-bit versions of each character set are
provided.
Interfacing: The 26358 interfaces to asynchronous ports via an
RS-232C interface. ENO/ACK, X-on/X-off, and printer busy protocols are all available on the interface as standard protocols.
HP 2631G Graphics Printer
from $4,900
The 2631 G combines the capabilities of a high performance alphanumeric character printer with the ability to print raster data format
graphics.
Graphics Printing: The 2631 G offers 72 dot per inch vertical and
horizontal resolution graphics printing, ideal for medium resolution
graphics such as business, general scientific, and engineering data. As
the hardcopy output device for the HP 2647A and HP 2648A Graphics Terminals, the 263\ G prints a 10 by 5 inch copy of the CRT memory in 65 seconds.
Alphanumeric Printing: In alphanumeric printing, the 2631 G
shares many of the print capabilities of the 2631 B. It is a smart
bidirectional 180 cps serial printer with a 7 x 9 dot matrix cell, four
print modes, seven line spacings, and optional high density USASCII
print.
Bar Code and Mark Sense Printing: The Factory Data Printer
(HP 2631G #200) provides automatic bar code printing, mark sense
card printing, and forms generation capability. Three of the most
commonly used bar code types are resident in the Factory Data Printer: CODE 39 alphanumeric bar code*, Industrial 2 of 5, and Matrix 2
of 5. In addition to these, user-defined codes may be generated with
application programs.
•CODE 39 ia a t,adama'" ollntertaca Mechaniama, Inc.

Interfacing: The 2631G has an HP-IB (IEEE 488-1975) interface,
which is compatible with the HP 2647A and HP 2648A Graphics
Terminals, the HP 9845B, and the HP 9835B Desktop Computers.

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
MAC Disc Drive Family
Models 7906, 7925

• Performance
• Reliability
• Serviceability

7906MRISR

7906M/S

The Hewlett-Packard Multi-Access Controller (MAC) Disc Drive
family offers a wide range of reliable. high-performance mass storage
capabilities. Engineering and manufacturing excellence have been
emphasized in the HP tradition to insure that the entire disc drive
family exhibits the performance; reliability, and serviceability that
have established H P products as a marketplace standard.

Features
• Configuration nexibility from 20 Mbytes to 960 Mbytes of HPformatted usable storage
• High-performance disc drives, 25 ms average seek times
• Sophisticated microprocessor-based disc controller
• Systems engineered for optimum performance with HP computing
systems
• Designed and manufactured for exceptional performance and reliability over a wide range of environments
• World-wide service and support

Description
Hewlett-Packard offers a complete line of controller-compatible
disc drives for the minicomputer industry. The Multi-Access Controller (MAC) Disc Drive family is comprised of two high-performance
disc drives: the 120-Mbyte 7925, and the 20-Mbyte 7906. These mass
storage devices have been engineered and manufactured for reliability, performance and low cost of ownership.
The heart of the MAC Disc Drive family is a powerful Multi-Access Controller. Microprocessor-based architecture allows implementation of many sophisticated system features including access to as
many as eight disc drives, extensive error correction, multi-CPU access, and automatic alternate track switching to name a few. Plug-toplug compatibility across the entire family of disc drives permits up to
eight 7906 or 7925 disc drives, in any combination, to be connected to
a single controller. These features allow unmatched nexibility in configuring disc-based systems from 20 megabytes to 960 megabytes of
HP-formatted user storage capacity.

7906 Cartridge Type Disc Drive
19.6 Mbytes formatted capacity: The 7906 disc drive features 9.8
Mbytes of removable and 9.8 Mbytes of fixed media to provide singledrive users with a convenient backup capability. The cartridge type
media is exceptionally easy to store, use, and/or transport. An ad-

7925M/S

vanced temperature compensation circuit in each disc drive provides
start-up times of less than 60 seconds and allows accurate transfer of
data between the fixed and removable surfaces under diverse temperature conditions.

7925 Pack Type Disc Drive
120 Mbytes formatted capacity: Each 7925 removable pack type
drive provides 120 Mbytes of formatted storage capacity, which
means a total of 960 Mbytes (0.960 gigabytes) would be available
using eight 7925 drives on a single Multi-Access Controller.

Configuration
MAC- The maximum configuration for MAC Family disc drives is
eight 7906 and/or 7925 drives per controller. All cabling between
Master and Slave drives is included,

Electromagnetic Emissions / Safety
Meets or exceeds EMC/RFI emissions standards such as VDE
0871 and C.I.S.P.R. Consult the appropriate HP systems configuration guide for details.
Products have appropriate UL/CSA approvals. VDE certification
pending.

Performance Characteristics
Seek Time (All Models)
Track-to track: 5 ms
Average random: 25 ms
Full stroke (typical): 45 ms
Rotation
Speed: 7906 - 3,600 rpm
7925 - 2,700 rpm
Average latency: 7906 - 8.33 ms
7925-11.1 ms
Transfer Rates (Burst Only)
79XXM: 937.5 Kbytes/sec
79XXM-Opt 102: 0-1 Mbytes/sec
Ordering Information
79XXM Master Drive (includes Multi-Access Controller)
79XXS Slave Drive (Add-on disc drive with 79XXM)
7906XR Rack Mountable unit

Price
scc tablc

Controller
Included?

Max Power@

Drive

120V, 60Hz

Media

Available
Options

Base Price

7906M
7906MR
79065
79065R
7925M
79255
7925T

Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No

740W/8.0A
720W /7.8A
520W/5.7A
500W /5.5A
630W/6.7A
4IOW/4.4A
410W/4.4A

12940A
12940A
12940A
12940A
13356A
13356A
13356A

015,102
015,020.102
015
015,020
015,102
001015,250
001,015,250

$16000
$15.000
$12,000
$11000
$22,050
$17,850
$31.450

Options:
001 Changes cable lengths, (Substitutes 5.5 m (16ft.) Multi-Unil and 7,6 m (25ft.) dele cebles lor standerd lengths)
015 230V 150Hz operetion
020 Substitutes 30 inch rack slide kit
102 Add' Hp·IB adapter kit

250 Adds controller upgrade service required to support the first 79255 added to our existing MAC subsystem (may include the use and/or exchange 01 refurbished printed circuit assemblies)

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Fixed Disc Drives
Model 7910

• Low Cost
• Reliability
• Serviceability

7910H

~.~

'•. ','~~

The 7910 disc drive is an ideal solution for applications requiring
modest storage capacities and demanding lower cost.
Design features of the drive are totally unique from previous HP
disc drives. The 7910 is the first Hewlett-Packard disc drive to feature
both "Winchester" technology and fixed media. The mechanical simplicity afforded by this design is responsible for significant contributions to reliability and lower cost. The result is a low overall cost of
ownership.
The 7910 provides 12 megabytes of formatted storage in a compact,
lightweight package. The single disc platter in the 7910 is fixed within
a sealed module providing operating independence from ambient conditions. The drive's servoing technique eliminates the need for field
head alignment, and a comprehensive self-test diagnostic program
contained in controller firmware improves serviceability. These features, combined with the drive's medium performance, make the
7910 ideal for a wide variety of applications.
The HP 7910 is especially suitable for small business systems operating in office environments, technical systems operating under harsh
ambient conditions (laboratory or factory floor applications), or general purpose low cost systems requiring mass storage at a favorable
price.

Winchester Technology
The head and media system in the 7910 employs "Winchester"
technology. The Winchester head assembly is characterized by its low
mass and light loading, exerting almost no "weight" on the read/write
head as it "flies" over the surface of the disc media. Because Winchester disc media also has a thin film of lubricant deposited on its surfaces, limited head/media contact can occur during drive operation
without damaging heads or media. Head crashes are virtually eliminated, significantly enhancing reliability.

Specifications
Capacity
Formatted: 12.09 MB
Tracks per surface (2 surfaces)": 735 + 3 spares
Sectors per track: 32
Bytes per sector: 256
'Up to 10 additional tracka per aurlace may be apared althe factory'a option, and a,e not included In
capacity figu,aB.

Seek Time
Average track-to-track: 11 ms
Average random: 70 ms
Average full stroke (748 tracks): 100 ms
Rotation
Speed: 3,000 rpm
Average rotational delay (latency): 10 ms
Data Transfer Rates
Unbuffered burst: 526.5 kB/sec
Unbuffered average: 409.6 kB/sec
Buffered: System dependent
Temperature
Operating: 0° to 45°C (32° to 113°F)
Non-operating: -40°C to 65°C (-40° to 149°F)
Maximum rate of change: 10°C/hr (I8°F/hr)
Maximum operating wet-bulb: 26°C (79°F)
Relative Humidity
Operating: 8% to 80%
Non-operating: 8% to 80%

Features

Altitude
MaxImum operating: 4 572 m( 15,000 ft)
MaxImum non-operating: 15 240 m (50,000 ft)

•
•
•
•

Power Requirements
100/120/220/240 Vac, +5% -10%, switch-selectable on rear panel,
47.5 to 66 Hz, single phase.

•
•
•
•

Winchester head/media technology
Mechanical simplicity offered by fixed media and a rotary actuator
Embedded servo code
Self-contained HP-IB controller capable of buffered and unbuffered data transfers
Comprehensive internal self-test diagnostics
Modular design for serviceability
Environmental tolerance
Lower entry level price and cost of ownership

RFI Emissions/Safety
Meets or exceeds EMC/RFI emission standards such as VDE 0871
and C.I.S.P.R. Consult the appropriate HP system configuration
guide for details.
Products have appropriate UL/CSA approvals. VDE certification
pending.

Price
Ordering Information
$9,500
7910H Disc Drive (desk-top)
$9,200
7910HR Disc Drive (rack-mount)
NC
Option 015 (230V/50 Hz operation)
$105
Option 035 Utility Package for 9835 Desktop Computer
$105
Option 045 Utility Package for 9845 Desktop Computer
The 7910H/HR drives are fully configured mass storage systems,
ready for operation after simply being "plugged-in" to the host system. An HP-IB controller, power supply, cabling and packaging are
standard in both models.

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Integrated Storage Product
Model 7908
• Integrated tape drive for backup and user I/O
• Internal self test and diagnostics
• Fixed disc reliability

7908R

e
7908P

The 7908 Disc/Tape Drive is designed to satisfy all peripheral storage requirements in a single compact package. It utilizes a unique
integrated storage concept, featuring a reliable Winchester disc
mechanism for mass storage, and a '4 inch cartridge tape drive for
backup and user I/O.
The 7908 provides 16 Mbytes of mass storage, is based on 8-inch
media, and utilizes Winchester head and media technology. Winchester technology provides several advantages, such as:
• Eliminates all preventative maintenance and alignment of the
heads, disc, and spindles.
• Sealed head and media module prohibits handling of the media and
prevents exposure to external contaminants.
• Improves reliability through a nonremovable media module: media
cannot be improperly inserted or removed.

The built-in tape drive is a streaming mode 14 inch cartridge tape
designed to back up low and medium capacity discs. It is also suitable
for use as an I/O device on many HP systems. The media is a
'DC-600' type tape cartridge measuring 4 by 6 inches. Two cartridge
capacities are available, offering 16.7 or 67 Mbytes of formatted storage to the user. Both tapes are completely interchangeable, requiring
no reconfiguration or operator adjustments of the tape device. In
addition, each cartridge undergoes conditioning at insertion and
removal to position the head and tension the tape, contributing to tape
reliability.
Each 7908 employs a resident microprocessor-based controller to
manage both storage devices and provide many advanced capabilities
enhancing performance and serviceability. The major functions include:
I) Disc and tape drive management
2) Omine backup and/or restore
3) Internal verification testing and sophisticated diagnostic routines
4) CS /80 Instruction Set
Controller firmware has the capability to manage both disc and
tape operations, including disc-to-tape (backup) and tape-to-disc (restore) data transfers. These transfers can be performed without system supervision via an internal data path between the disc and tape
drive.
Serviceability contributions of the 7908, internal verification testing and extensive diagnostic capabilities, reside in controller firmware. The internal verification test automatically occurs at power-on
and provides a quick functional test to the replaceable assembly level.
The comprehensive diagnostic package provides:
I) Isolation of 95 percent of drive failures to the replaceable assembly
level
2) Automatic error Jogging onto dedicated maintenance tracks
3) Automatic data error rate verification
This package can be initiated on-line under system control, off-line
under local control, or remotely through H P systems which support a
modem link.
The 7908 is available in two packaging versions, a rackmount for
technical applications, and an attractive, quiet, stand-alone cabinet
for office environments. In both cases, the tape unit location is designed for easy tape cartridge insertion and removal.
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Integrated Storage Product
Model 7908

Features

Tape Drive

Disc Drive

Tape speed
Read/Write: 60 ips
Search: 90 ips
Data transfer rate
Burst: 1.0 Mbyte/s maximum
Average (over internal data path): 35 kbytes/s (over HP-IB): 35
kbytes/s maximum

• 16 Mbytes of formatted storage capacity
• Winchester head/media technology
• Fixed disc reliability

Built·ln Cartridge Tape Drive
•
•
•
•

16.7/67 Mbyte formatted data storage capacity cartridges
Easy to handle, reliable 1/4 inch cartridge tape media
Automatic error correction
2 Mbyte per minute average data transfer rate

Integral Microprocessor-based Controller
• Shared controller for disc and tape
• Internal firmware to execute offline disc-to-tape and tape-to-disc
data transfers (backup/restore)
• Automatic track and sector sparing
• Automatic seek and read retry
• Programmable sector interleaving and 4 kbyte buffer to allow
matching of data transfer rate to a wide variety of systems
• Automatic error logging
• Extensive internal diagnostics
• HP-IB
• CS/80 Instruction Set

Operational Specifications
Disc Drive
Seek time
Track-to-track: 5 ms
Average random: 42 ms
Full stroke: 70 ms
Rotation
Speed: 3,600 rpm (± 3%)
Average Rotational Delay: 8.3 ms
Data transfer rate
Burst: 1.0 Mbyte/s maximum
Average: 537.6 kbytesjs maximum
Capacity (formatted)
16.5 Mbytes minimum

Operational Characteristics
Electromagnetic Emissions
The 7908 meets the conducted and radiated interference requirements for VDE 0871 level A and FCC Technical Standard for Class
A Computing Equipment, September 18, 1978 Docket 20780 Part
15. On some HP systems, it meets VDE 0871 level B.

Safety
The 7908 meets all applicable safety standards of the following:
CSA 22.2 No. 143 and No. 154
IEC 380 and 435
UL listed (stand-alone cabinet) and recognized (rackmount) to
UL 114 and UL 478

Configurations
The 7908P includes a built-in cartridge tape drive, 16.7 or 67
Mbyte tape cartridge, controller, power supply, stand-alone cabinet
and 2 metre HP-lB cable.
The 7908R is the same as above except a rack-mountable package
replaces the stand-alone cabinet.

Computer Interfacing Summary
System

Di$C/Tape
Drive

HPl25

HP250S

9845

1000·l

1000EF

64000

7908P

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

7908R

Ordering Information
7908P/R (16 Mbytes)
Opt 015: 220-volt operation
Opt 140: Delete cartridge tape drive

Price
$9,900
NC
less $2,000
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Line Printer, Laser Printing System, Tape Subsystem
Model2608A

Model2680

2608A

Model7976A

2680

e
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HP 2608A Line Printer
The HP 2608A is a low cost, highly reliable, medium speed, dot
matrix line printer designed for use in most computer applications.
Printing at 400 lines per minute, utilizing a high resolution matrix,
the 2608A offers many special user features such as graphics, multiple character sets, 16 channel Vertical Format Control and double
size characters. Above all, the 2608A is a printer designed for today's
systems; rugged enough for many EOP applications, yet quiet enough
to be compatible with office environments.
High reliability-The printing mechanism has few moving parts, operates virtually without friction, and requires minimum maintenance.
In addition, the printer is microprocessor controlled for flexibility and
increased functional capabilitites as well as added reliability.
High quality prlnt- The H P 2608A uses a high resolution dot matrix character cell for crisp, clear, character formation. The matrix
size is automatically adjusted for different character sets to ensure
the readability of the selected language.
2608A Line Printer
Price $10,400.00

2680 Laser Printing System
The 2680 Laser Printing System (LPS) combines the 2680A Intelligent Page Printer and two powerful application software packages.
The printer utilizes a laser activated electrophotographic process to
print 45 pages per minute on plain, people-size paper (II X 8 1/2 inch).
A scanning laser beam allows the flexibility of positioning dot images
anywhere on the page.
The Interactive Design System (IOS/3000) is used for designing
characters, symbols, and forms at a graphics terminal via simple cursor movements.

The Interactive Formatting System (IFS/3000) is used to configure output tailored to each user's needs. Character fonts, logos, symbols, forms, and even signatures designed with IDS/3000 can be
selected for use in any printing application. The HP 2680A laser
printer features continuous paper feed for paper handling reliability;
non-contact fusing which is virtually maintenance free; and a data
control system capable of handling variable size characters, electronic forms, and multiple pages of print on one sheet of paper.
2680A Intelligent Page Printer IDS/IFS Price to be announced

HP 7976A Magnetic Tape Subsystem
The Hewlett-Packard 7976A magnetic tape subsystem provides
high speed, industry standard, one-half inch magnetic tape capability
for HP 3000 computer systems. The unit is configured for two tape
formats, and is able to read and write either ANS I standard 6250 bpi
Group Coded Recording (GCR) data or the 1600 bpi, phase encoded
(PE) format. The magnetic tape subsystem comes with an integral
formatter/controller and features a high speed HP-IB interface suitable for use with all HP-IB HP 3000 computer systems. This subsystem may also be added to HP 3000 Series III systems by using the
30341 A interface module. The tape subsystem is mounted in an attractive, upright rack cabinet, styled for use in all data processing
environments.
The features of the 7976A include:
• Automatic tape loading/threading
• 250 ips rewind speed
• Front Panel (operator accessible) "go/no go" self test capability
• Extensive subsystem diagnostics available via RS·232C port built
into the unit
• Oual channel error correction (6250 bpi only)
7976 Tape Orive 1600/6250
Price $52,250.00

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Short Haul Modem
Model 37230A

• 2.4, 4.8, 9.6 and 19.2 kb / s: four data rates cover a wide
range of applications
• Range: up to 22 miles at 2.4 kb / s
• Operates in point-to-point and multi-drop modes

• Automatic equalization: optimises performance and simplifies installation
• Built-in diagnostics: simplifies installation, maintenance
and testing
• Smaller and less expensive than conventional modems

37230A

The 37230A Short Haul Modem provides synchronous transmission of data at rates of 2.4, 4.8, 9.6, and 19.2 kb/s. The unit is designed for half-duplex, full-duplex, and multi-drop operation over
local circuits. It offers features similar to those of a conventional modem, but at lower cost. The 37230A is an economic alternative where
transmission within a limited area is required.
The modem can be used over unloaded metallic circuits which are
either installed privately or leased from the telephone company. The
modem operates half-duplex on 2-wire circuits, and half-duplex, fullduplex, and multi-drop on 4-wire circuits. Suitable circuits can normally be obtained from the telephone company but may be restricted
to within one end office (exchange) area. The 37230A complies with
BSTR Pub 43401 and is also designed to meet the technical requirements of other authorites including many European PTT's.
An automatic equaliser in the modem receiver compensates for
variable characteristics of the telephone circuit, optimising the performance throughout the specified range. This removes the need to
perform any adjustments on the modem and simplifies the installation procedure. In multi-drop systems the central modem automatically readjusts its equaliser to compensate for whichever of the
remote sites is transmitting.
The 37230A includes diagnostic test features similar to those found
on conventional leased line modems. These include local and remote
digitalloopback, local analog loopback, and a test pattern generator /
error detector. These facilities can be used for testing and fault-finding without the need for any other test equipment.
Range
The operating range of the 37230A depends on several factors including data rate, transmit signal level, and cable type used for the
circuit. Typical operating ranges are shown in Table I.

To meet the requirements of BSTR Pub 4340 I. the output level
from the modem must be reduced for data rates above 2.4 kb/s. The
required reduction in send level causes a corresponding reduction in
range.
Remote Control of Loopback
Option 001 of the Short Haul M.odem allows the diagnostic loopback facilities to be controlled via the DTE interface connector.

Specifications Summary
Operating mode: synchronous, 2-wire (half-duplex) and 4-wire
(full-duplex, half-duplex, and multi-drop)
Data rates: (nominal) 2.4,4.8,9.6, 19.2 kb/s.
Digital interface: EIA RS232C/CCITT V.24 V.2!! compatible.
Transmitter
Line coding: delay modulation (Miller code) plus scrambler.
RTS/CTS delay (nominal)
Constant carrier: 0 ms.
Switched carrier: ::525 ms at 2.4 kb/s
::5 J 5 ms at 4.8 kb/s
::5 I0 ms at 9.6 kb/s
::58 ms at 19.2 kb/s
Output impedance: (nominal) 140Q or 600Q by internal strap selection. The transmitter also has a high impedance non-transmit mode
for multi-drop operation.
Output spectrum: dependent on data rate. The output level may be
strapped so that the line signal conforms to BSTR Pub 43401.

Data
Rate

19AWG
O.9mm

22AWG
O.6mm

24AWG
O.5mm

26AWG
O.4mm

Receiver
Input impedance: (nominal) 140n, 600Q, or high (2: I OHl) by internal strap selection.
Line signal detector
Dropout level: -46 ± 3 dBm (measured with I kHz tone).
Pull-in level: 6 ± 2 dB above dropout level.
Dimensions: 102 mm (4.0 in) high
213 mm (8.4 in) wide
285 mm (11.2 in) deep

24kb/s
4.8kb/s
9.6 kb/s
19.2 kb/s

22 miles
18 miles
13 miles
9 miles

15 miles
12 miles
9 miles
6.5 miles

12 miles
10 miles
7miles
5 miles

10 miles
8 miles
6 miles
4miles

Options
001: Remote Control of Loopback
301: Rack Mount Kit
302: Dual Rack Mount Kit

Prices
Jdd $140
add $30
add $50

37230A Short Haul Modem

$1190

Table I Operating Range (max output level)

Note: test conditions: maxImum send level; 1400 lermlnatlng Impedance; polythene Insulated tWisted
pair cable simulator.

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Design Graphics
Model. 1351 A, 9111 A Option 050
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Interactive Graphics
An interactive graphics system utilizing the 9111 A/Option 050
Graphics Tablet, a 1351S Graphics Display System, a plotter, such as
the HP 9872A/B/C, and a controller, is ideal for a number of applications. One such is in the area of design. Design graphics involves the
generation, manipulation, and portrayal of an object or objects. The
graphic object(s) is usually associated with non-graphic information,
such as calculations or software, which is stored in the controller (or
computer). Both the generation and manipulation can be aided with
the use of an interactive device like the 9111A Graphics Tablet.
At some point in a design cycle, a need will arise to manipulate
existing data. With an interactive system the existing design can be
quickly recalled and changed. This could include deleting or adding
whole sections which would require a large amount of time to change
by purely manual methods.
An interactive system involving the 9111 A/option 050 and the
1351 S gives the ability to create or change by selecting symbols or
functions which the programmer has defined for the application.
Rather than having to draw an often used symbol each time (like a
resistor in a schematic), the representation can be defined, stored, and
then recalled by the user. This symbol can then be combined with
others to make larger and more complex blocks which can also be
moved about or combined with others. All of this combining and
building can be done without having to deal with the individual symbols which make up the whole.
The 9111 A/Opt 050 utilizes some of the benefits of distributed intelligence by talking directly to the 1351 A on several functions. This
helps to free the host controller for other tasks since the controller
need not 'babysit' the system. Not only does this speed up the updating process on the local level, it allows several interactive systems to

be used on the same computer (provided the computer has the capability to do so). This architecture eliminates the need for an expensive
controller to handle each interactive system.
The 9111A option 050 Graphics Tablet 1351S system gives both
the operator and programmer a great deal of control since the tablet
is designed to carryon several functions with the 1351 A independent
of the controller. For instance, a cursor can be generated on screen by
outputting the cursor's (tablet stylus) current location and then updating the location to the 1351 A as the stylus is moved. The
9111 A/Option 050 can update the 1351 A as many as 60 times per
second, so cursor movement appears smooth and continuous. This
function's speed is aided by the lack of controller interaction. The
9111 A/Opt 050 sends the X- Y coordinates to the 1351 A in units it
can understand when it is assigned as the talker and the 1351 A as the
listener. Data transfer is speeded because the controller doesn't need
to 'massage' data from the Graphics Tablet into a form compatible to
the 1351A.
The functions the 9111 A/option 050 and the 1351 A can carryon
independent of the controller are:
Symbol cursor
Drawn cursor
Rubber-band rectangle
Single rubber-band line
Double rubber-band line
Forced horizontal ine
Forced vertical line
These functions can be software combined to create new functions
which are even more powerful. By using the technique of interrupt
driven operation the controller is called when the tablet stylus is
pressed on the platen. This makes transition from the seven functions
listed above to those requiring the controller fast and easy, placing no
responsibility for understanding what is happening on the user. In
addition, by using the programmable beeper on the 9111 A/Opt 050,
a user can be prompted audibly whether the action taken is inappropriate, or to confirm that the proper sequence has been performed.
The 911 IA opt 050/1351 S Interactive Graphics System allows you
to interact very comfortably with a computer system. Writing on the
Graphics Tablet with a stylus is more natural and less fatiguing than
using a light pen on a CRT screen. The 1351S provides the fast information throughput, rapid picture manipulation, and complex vector
drawing capability needed in interactive computer graphics. The
1351 A can draw and update up to 8192 Vectors and/or characters,
and 64 addressable memory files are available for selective blanking,
erasing, or manipulation. A 14-inch directed beam electrostatic display is standard with the 135 \ S with optional display sizes of 17, 19,
and 21 inches available. When the system is combined with an H P-IB
plotter, hardcopy and softcopy are available.

System Applications
Some Applications include:
Schematic generation
Engineering design and evaluation (mechanical, electrical, chemical, etc.)
Radar/Sonar control/monitoring
Real-time instrumentation systems (data acquisition/analysis,
production testing)
Architectural design
Materials for graphics presentations (drawings, graphs, etc., for
overhead slides, handouts).

System Advantages
Easily programmable with HPGL (Hewlett-Packard Graphics
Language) via HP-IB
Can be assembled using only one HP-IB bus
High speed, high resolution
Optional screen sizes, phosphors
Gives ability to change and edit information quickly

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Introduction to Hardcopy Graphics & Text
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peripheral. HP-GL provides the user with up to 60 straightforward
commands to produce basic and sophisticated graphics.
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User-Oriented Subroutines Minimize Plotting Effort
HP also offers two high-level graphics software packages to develop
simple or complex graphics with minimum user effort and maximum
efficiency in the use of computer time. One package called
HP-PLOT /21, offers a set of graphic subroutines for the 7221 series
compacted binary language plotters. The second package, called
HP-ISPP, provides the user with a means of developing plots on all
RS-232-C and HP-IB versions of HP's graphics plotters with HP-GL
language capabilities. Both software packages permit simple installation on almost any ASCII based computer system. Refer to page 694
for package details and ordering information.
Printer Commands Provide Sophisticated Text
Simplified printer control commands produce a range of sophisticated text formats with the HP 7240A and 7245B. There are also
commands to highlight text with underlining and alternate character
sizes.
The increasing variety of Hewlett-Packard plotters and plotter/
printers give disciplines, such as engineering. business. finance. and
medicine a wide choice of graphic presentations. Because of this
choice, data for each discipline can be interpreted with the type of
graphics and text that will best produce clarity and professionalism.
Depending on the HP plotting device, data relationships can be clarified with 8-color graphs; combined text and plots; 16!h foot long axis
plots; or 7-color overhead transparencies. HP printing peripherals can
simplify data with formatted text, selection of character sets, and
many other effective. highly illustrative methods of presentation.

HP-GL Simplifies Graphics Programming
Most HP graphics plotters and plotter /printers accept the HewlettPackard Graphics Language (HP·G L). This powerful. but simple-touse. plotter command set is comprised of 2-letter mnemonics with
extensive parameters, designed specifically to draw, enhance, rotate,
label. and color-highlight presentations. Depending on the plotting

Interface Selection Makes Graphics More Accessible
HP graphics plotters and plotter/printers are designed to add
graphics capabilities to the widest possible range of controllers designed by HP and other companies. Depending on the peripheral,
these interfaces are available: Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus
(HP-IB) which conforms to ANSI/IEEE 488-1978; EIA RS-232-C
(CCITT V.24); General I/O (l2-bit parallel); and 8, 12, 16-bit
parallel.
HP Provides Supplies and Accessories
Hewlett-Packard plotters and plotter/printers are supported by HP
quality controlled paper, pens and other supplies. For a complete listing of HP graphics supplies. request the Computer Supplies Catalog
(part no. 5953-2450) from the local HP Sales and Service Office.

Chart Simplifies Peripheral Selection
The major features of a variety of HP hard-copy graphics devices,
including the new 7580A drafting plotter are available below for
comparison.

Interface

Model #

Page #

HP-GL commands; buffer memory

RS-232-C
(CCIIT V,24)

7220C/T

686

Compacted binary language for efficient data transmission at low baud
rates; buffer memory

RS-232-C
(CClITV.24)

722IC/T

686

HP-GL commands

HP-IB
(ANSI/IEEE 488)

9872C/T

687

Low-cost. high-resolution vector plotting; fast manual
pen changes; 216 x 280 mm (8Y, x II in.) paper

Five user changeable I/O interfaces

HP-IB
(ANSI/IEEE 488);
RS-232-C
(CClITV.24)
(2 versions):
8,12,16-bit
parallel; GI/O

7225B

688

Thermal plotting and printing on one page; high-resolution moves; new sharp contrast output: unattended operation; 5 m (l6Y, it) long-axis bidirectional plotting

HP-GL commands; buffer memory

RS-232-C
(CCIITV.24)

7240A

693

HP-GL commands; raster capability

HP-IB
(ANSI/IEEE 488)

7245B

Large format automatic 8-color plotting; high resolution
four quadrant vector graphics on paper, vellum, or polyester film with fiber tip, roller ball, or liquid ink drafting
pens; 203 x 267 mm (8 x lOY, in.) to 622 x 1190 mm
(24.5 x 46.85 in.) media

HP-GL commands; buffer memory

RS-232-C
(CCIITV.24)

7580A Option 001

HP-GL commands; buffer memory

HP-IB
(ANSI/IEEE 488)

7580A Option 002

Features in Common

SpeCial Features

Automatic 8-color plotting; high resolution vector
graphics; 6separate models; T models with paper advance, cut, and stack for unattended operation; 280 x
432 mm (II x 17 in.) paper

690

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Eight-Pen Vector Plotters
Models 7220C/T, 7221C/T, 9872C/T
• Programmable 8-color presentations
• Choice of 6 plotter designs

e

• Simplified programming of complex charts
• Available programmable paper advance with cutter

Six versatile a-pen vector plotters are presently available. Each
plotter has the same basic plotting features. providing quality
graphics for controllers with different I/O interfaces.
Hewlett-Packard offers six powerful plotters that can produce publication quality eight-color graphics on all page sizes up to ISO A3 or
280 x 432 mm (II x 17 in.). With a single program command, or by
pushbutton selection, a pen of another color can be specified to draw
the next character or line. The pen stable on the front panel stores and
caps pens automatically, keeping them fresh and ready for use. A special damping mechanism lowers pens gently, but quickly, onto the
chart, preserving the fineness of the tip.
Some of the important plotting features of these units are: limits set
by pushbutton, or under program control, to produce plot sizes up to
280 x 432 mm (II x 17 in.); 36 programmable pen speeds to plot on
many media, including clear film to make vivid 7-color transpar,encies; and programmable choice of character sets to produce documentation in many languages.
Publication quality graphics are achieved through microprocessor
control that has an addressable resolution (step size) of 0.025 mm
(0.001 in.) and plotting accuracy of ±O.2% ±0.2 mm. Proper operation of the units can be verified by a user-actuated Confidence Test
that checks the basic electronics and mechanics and draws a test
pattern.
The models with a "T" model number suffix are also equipped with
a programmable paper advance and self-sharpening cutter. These

"T" models store a 280 mm x 61 m or II in. x 200-foot roll of paper
which is advanced and cut, if required, under program or pushbutton
control.

The 7220C/T and 7221C/T Explained
The 7220C/T and 722IC/T are designed with an EIA RS-232-C
(CCITT V.24) asynchronous serial ASCII interface, so they can be
connected through a modem, or hardwired, to desktop computers, terminals, computer systems, and microprocessor-based systems. The
plotters have a user-selectable baud rate from 75 to 2400 and over
900 bytes of buffer memory.
The 7220C/T are programmable with an extensive set of easy-touse Hewlett-Packard Graphics Language (HP-GL) commands. This
command set, designed specifically for graphics production, provides
over 50 logical two-letter commands to produce a wide range of professional graphics. ISPP (17580A), HP's Industry Standard Plotting
Package, supports the 7220C/T plotters. Refer to page 694 for package details and ordering information.
The 7221 CIT are programmable with a data-efficient compacted
binary language, designed to be particularly effective at low baud
rates, such as used on standard telephone lines. HP-PLOT 121
(72021 C) supports the 7221 CIT plotters. Refer to page 694 for package details and ordering information.

Power Requirements: Source-IOO, 120,220, 240V -10%, +5%
(factory set); Frequency-48-66Hz single phase; Consumption180 watts maximum

Eight-Pen Plotter Acessories Supplied

The rear panel interface sections of the 7220C/T and 7221C/T
are the same. Mounted on these sections are user-oriented
switches that select one of eight baud rates, from 75 to 2400
baud; activate a Confidence Test that affirms the operation of the
plotter and draws a diagnostic pattern; plus other switches that
select terminal or plotter DTR control; odd, even, or off parity
mode; hall or full duplex; and hardwired or modem contiguration.

The 9872C/T Explained
The 9872C/T have the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB)
that conforms to ANSI/IEEE 488-1978: SHI, AHI, n, L2, SRI,
RLO, PP2, DC I, DTO. With this interface, the 9872C/T can be controlled by H P terminals, desktop computers, computer systems,
microprocessor-based instruments, and non-HP systems that communicate through the IEEE 488 interface. Like the 7220C/T, the
9872C/T are programmed with HP-GL commands. In addition, the
9872C/T are supported by higher level graphics language commands
available in H P desktop computer firmware and computer system
software.

The rear panel interface sections of the 9872CIT are the same.
These sections offer user-oriented switches to set up to 31
unique addresses for controller interfacing; a listen-only mode to
interface with microprocessor controlled instrumentation or data
storage devices; and activate a Confidence Test that affirms the
operation of the plotter and draws a diagnostic pattern. The HP-IB
connector provides interfacing for an HP-IB (IEEE 488-1978) compatible controller.

Eight-Pen Plotter Specifications
Plotting sizes: Media up to ISO A3 (297 x 420 mm) or 280 x 433
mm (II x 17 in.)
Mechanical limits: Y axis-2l;5 mm (11.2 in.); X axis-400 mm
(15.75 in.)
Plotting accuracy: j: 0.2% of deflection j: 0.2 mm (0.008 in.), including linearity and repeatability (based on plotter being "zeroed" to
exact lower left (0,0) coordinates)
Repeatability: For a given pen, 0.10 mm (0.004 in.); Pen-to-pen,
0.020 mm (0.008 in.)
Addressable resolution (step size): 0.025 mm (0.00 I in,)
Plotting speed: Maximum-360 mm/s (14 in./s) in each axis or
509 mm/s (20 in.js) on 45° angle, Programmable to 36 speeds from
10 mm/s (004 in.js) to 360 mm/s (14 in.js) in 10 mm/s (004 in./s)
increments
Environment range: Temperature-O°C to 55°C; Relative humidity-5% to 95% (below 40°C)
Size/Weight:
C Model
T Model
Height
189 mm (7.4 in.)
210 mm (8.3 in.)
Width
497 mm (19.5 in.)
858 mm (33.7 in,)
Depth
477 mm (18.7 in.)
477 mm (18.7 in.)
Net weight
18 kg (39 Ib)
30 kg (66 Ib)
'Shipping weight
31 kg (69 Ib)
50 kg (110 Ib)

Part No.
Item
Digitizing Sight
09872-60066
Operating and Programming Manual
07220-90003
7220C/T
072 21-90024
722IC/T
09872-900 I I
9872C/T
Pocket Guide
07220-90005
7220C/T
09872-90013
9872C/T
Dust Cover
C model
9222-0742
T model
9222-0741
Male to Male Interface Cable
07221-60157
7220C/T
07221-60157
722IC/T
17072-60251
Paper Tray Assembly, T models only
Fi ber Tip Plotter Pens
5-pen pack, black
Quantity 1, regular tip (0.3 mm)
5060-6787
Quantity I, broad tip (0.7 mm)
5060-6890
4-pen pack (I pen each of black, red, blue, green)
Quantity 2, regular tip (0.3 mm)
5060-6810
Quantity I, broad tip (0.7 mm)
5060-6858
6-pen pack (I pen each of gold, brown, burnt orange,
lime green, turquoise, violet)
Quantity I, regular tip (0.3 mm)
5060-6894
5060-6895
Quantity I, broad tip (0.7 mm)
Plotter Paper (Metric or English sized paper is induded
with each plotter depending on area to which the plotter
is shipped)
C model:
300 sheets, unprinted, 279 x 420 mm (II x 16.5 9280-0518
in.)
and 300 sheets, unprinted. either 2\ 0 x 297 mm 9280-0519
(metric), or
8Y, x II in. (English)
9280-05 I7
T model:
300 sheets, unprinted 279 x 420 mm (I I x 16.5 in.)
9280-0518
and I roll, unprinted, either 297 mm x 61 m (met- 9280-0494
ric) or
279 mm x 61 m (II in, x 200 ft English)
9280-0493
Ordering information for additional supplies is contained in the HP
Computer Supplies Catalog (5953-2450).

Options for 7220C/T or 7221C/T
Option no.
001

Description
2048-byte additional buffer memory

Price
$225

Options for 9872C/T
(The following options are for purposes of documentation)
Option no. Description
025
For use with HP 9825
045
For use with HP 9835 and HP 9845B
085
For use with HP 85
100
For use with HP 1000
145
For use with HP 9845C
300
For use with HP 3000

Price
N/C
1\/C

':'./C
N/C
N/C
N/C

Ordering Information
Voltage will be set and power cables and
will be supplied in accordance with area
shipped.
7220C, 7221C, or 9872C Eight-Pen Vector
7220T, 722IT, or 9872T Eight-Pen Vector

metric or English paper
to which the plotter is
Plotters
Plotters

$5300
$7250

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Low-Cost Plotter With Plug-In Interfaces
Model 7225B
• 5 user plug-in I/O interfaces
• Cost-effective graphics
• Superior line quality and repeatablity
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The 7225B is a compact and cost-effective plotter that produces
professional graphics on ISO A4 or 216 x 280 mm (8'/2 x II in.)
paper.
The design principles that govern the production of the 7225B are
high performance without high price; low cost of ownership through
modular construction; and flexibility through user-changeable Personality Modules.
All interface capabilities for the 7225B reside in the plug-in Personality Module; so, with a simple change of Module, the user can configure the unit to provide graphics for a wide variety of desktop computers, computer systems, and microprocessor-based systems.
The 7225B is FCC certified as meeting Class B RFI standards
when connected to a certified Class B personal computer, such as the
HP-85.

Motors Designed as Durable Modules
The 7225B contains two stepper motors. Combining rugged simplicity with state-of-the-art technology, the motor modules are designed without pulleys, cables, gears, or slidewires to avoid the need
for scheduled maintenance or adjustments. The motors also accept an
addressable microstep of 0.032 mm (0.0013 in.) which increases both
plotting accuracy and appearance.
Besides ruggedness and microstep size, the motors are designed to
control accuracy to ±0.25 mm (0.01 in.), including linearity and repeatability. Because of these and other design features, the 7225B
continues to produce quality graphic representations, even under
long-term heavy use.

Features Provide Ease of Use
The 7225B has a number of sophisticated features that simplify operation. For example, the user-oriented front panel contains push buttons that provide manual control of plotting limits; pen raising and
lowering; pen movement in four orthogonal directions and at any chosen 45 0 angle; plus lamps that automatically signal error and out-oflimits conditions. A back panel pushbutton activates the Confidence
Test that verifies the basic mainframe and Personality Module
performance.
Because the 7225B depends on the Personality Module for its capabilities, a mainframe can be configured to simplify the programming
of sophisticated graphics by a high-level of compatibility between the
power of the controller and the responsiveness of the plotter with the
appropriate Personality Module.

Plug-in Modules Provide Interfaces
At the present time five Personality Modules are available: General
I/O (12-bit parallel), Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB) which
conforms to ANSI/ IEEE Standard 488-1978, two versions of the
RS-232-C (CCITT V.24), and 8, 12, 16-bit parallel. When purchasing a 7225B, one of these modules must be ordered.
General I/O (12-blt Parallel)-17600A
Adapts the 7225B to HP desktop computers, such as the 9815,
9820, 9821, 9825, 9830 and 9831. The I7600A decodes computeroriginated commands; sends pen positioning and status data to the
7225B; and includes the Module in the Confidence Test. The capability of the 7225B with the I7600A Module is enhanced by the desktop
computer in the configuration.
HP-IB (ANSI/IEEE Standard 488-1978)-17601A

Adapts the 7225B to HP and other desktop computers, computer
systems, intelligent terminals, and microprocessor-based systems
with interfaces that are compatible with ANSI/IEEE Standard 4881978: SHI, AHI, n, Ll, SRI, RLO, PP2, DCI, DTO. The l760lA
accepts the full Hewlett-Packard Graphics Language (HP-GL) instruction set that includes commands to specify five built-in character
sets, seven dashed line fonts, user-defined symbols, point digitizing,
and user-specified integer scaling. The panel of the 1760 IA includes a
plotter address switch and a Listen Only-Addressable switch to make
the 7225B useful in computer-based configurations. The Listen Only
mode allows a group of plotters to accept commands from a single
controller. Testing of the basic electronics in the 1760 IA is also done
by the Confidence Test.

72258 Options
The 7225B mainframe order requires the specification of one power
option (001-004), one Personality Module, and the applicable operating and programming manual for the Personality Module.

Option no. Description
001
002
003
004
006

8, 12, 16-blt Parallel - 17602A
Adapts the 7225B to computer systems and microprocessor-based
systems with an applicable interface. Position data can be 4 or 8·bit
words in BCD or Binary. This Personality Module is particularly useful with plotter controllers, such as those in the OEM market, because all control panel pushbutton logic is available at the back panel
connector. The 17602A controls absolute and relative coordinate
moves; raises and lowers the pen; and includes the Module in the Confidence Test.
RS-232-C (CCITT V.24) Compatible - 17603A
Adapts the 7225B to be hardwired to in-house computer systems
and desktop computers with RS-232-C (CCITT V.24) capabilities.
The 17603A provides switch selection of seven baud rates: 110, ISO,
200, 300,600, 1200, and 2400. In addition, there is a switch position
to allow baud rate selection by the controller. A second switch is used
to select odd, even, or no parity. The 17603A accepts Hewlett-Packard Graphics Language (HP-GL) instructions and a software "handshake" procedure, made even more efficient by a standard buffer of
630 usable bytes. A hardwired handshake is included in the connector, providing hardware plotter control from a wide range of OEM
controllers. The Module is included in the Confidence Test.
RS-232-C (CCITT V.24) with Eavesdrop - 17604A
Adapts the 7225B to RS-232-C interface systems configured with a
modem. The 17604A also provides an "eavesdrop" feature, so a
7225B on the communications line between a terminal and a computer, or modem, can react to instructions from either controller. The
17604A is designed with seven switch-selectable baud rates (110,
150, 200, 300, 600, 1200, and 2400), plus a switch position to allow
baud rate selection by the controller. A second switch is used to select
odd, even, or no parity. The 17604A accepts the Hewlett-Packard
Graphics Language (HP-GL) and provides firmware to make arcs
and circles with a single command. In addition, the I 7604A is configured with a built-in software "handshake" procedure that includes
630 usable bytes of buffer, plus a hardwired handshake integrated
into the rear connector. This dual handshake capability, plus eavesdrop, greatly increase the I/O power and versatility of the 72258.
The Module is included in the Confidence Test.

007
010

100 Vac power
120 Vac power
220 Vac power
240 Vac power
Paper/pen supplies kit: 15 pads
(50 sheets/pad)lSO A4 (210 x 297 mm)
paper, 6 each 5-pen pkgs (0.3 mm nib
width; 2 blk, 2 red, I blu, I grn), and a
sturdy pen holder.
Same as 006, except paper is
216 x 280 mm (8lf2 x II in.)
Vinyl carry case (not for shipping use)

Price
N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C
$95

95
220

17600A Personality Module Options
The following options are for operating and programming manuals
and interface cables for HP desktop computers.

Option no. Description
001
002
003
004
015
020
021
025
030

Cable for 9815
Cable with plotter ROM for 9820
and 9821
Cable for 9825
Cable for 9830
Manual for 7225A/B with 9815A/S.
9815A must have option 002 (2 I/O
channels) or 98122A field kit.
Manual for 7225 with 9820, using piotter ROM supplied with 17600A option
002.
Manual for 7225 with 9821, using piotter ROM supplied with l7600A option
002.
Manual for 7225 with 9825, using
98212A or 98214A ROM.
Manual for 7225 with 9830, using existing 11271B or 11271F ROM.

Price
$300
420
420
300
N/C
N/C

'l/e
N/C
N/C

17601A Personality Module Options
The 98034 cable should be available to connect the 7225B/ 17601 A
(HP-I B) plotter to an HP desktop computer.

Option no. Description
001
025
026
035
045
085

Manual for 7225 with HP desktop com·
puters, intelligent terminals, and com·
puters not listed below.
Manual for 7225 with 9825 using plotter
ROM
Manual for 7225 with 9826A (HP-IB
and graphic language support).
Manual for 7225 with 9835
Manual for 7225 with 9845
Manual for 7225 with HP-83/85

Price
N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C

72258 Specifications

17602A Personality Module Options

Plotting sizes- Paper: Upto ISO A40r 216 x 280 mm (8lf2 x II in.).
Plotting area: 203 x 285 mm (8.1 x 11.2 in.)
Plotting accuracy: :to.25 mm (0.01 in.), including linearity and repeatability. based on plotter being "zeroed" to exact lower left (0,0)
Repeatability: 0.1 mm (0.004 in.) from any given point.
Addressable resolution (step size): 0.032 mm (0.0013 in.)
Vector length: Any length within plotter's mechanical limits
Plotting speeds: Vectors: 250 mm/s (10 in./s) in either axis or 350
mm/s (14 in./s) at 45°. Characters: Up to three 2.5 mm (0.1 in.)
characters/s
Power requirements: Source: 100, 120,220,240 V - 10% +5% (selected internally). Frequency: 48-66 Hz. Consumption: 70 W maximum
Size: 140 high x 413 wide x 379 mm deep (5.5 x 16.3 x 14.9 in.)
Weight: Net: 8 kg (17.6 Ib). Shipping: 11.4 kg (25 Ib)

General operating and programming manual furnished with the Personality Module.

Accessories and Supplies

I Refer to the HP Computer Supplies Catalog (5953-2450) for ordering information.

Option no. Description
001

Male I/O connector

Price
$30

17603A Personality Module Options
General operating and programming manual furnished with the Personality Module.

17604A Personality Module Options
General operating and programming manual furnished
with the Personality Module.

Ordering Information

Price

72258 Graphics plotter mainframe
17600A Personality Module
17601A Personality Module
17602A Personality Module
17603A Personality Module
17604A Personality Module
OEM discounts available.

$2450
150
750
200
750
900

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Eight-Pen Drafting Plotter
Model 7580A
• Accommodates media sizes up to ISO A 1 (ANSI D)
• Choice of pen I media combinations
• Quality labeling in two style fonts

• Suitable for most work environments
• HP-IB or RS-232-C (CCITT V.24) interface
• Fast, high quality output

7580A

The Model 7580/\ Drafting Plotter is designed to produce highquality graphics on individual sheets, including pre-printed forms,
made of paper, vellum, or double matte polyester film. Plots can be
drawn on media sizes ranging from ISO A4 through AI (ANSI A
through D) with a choice of roller ball, fiber tip, or liquid ink drafting
pens of various colors and line widths. Up to eight pens can be used
without operator intervention. Pens are capped when not in use so
that pens last longer and write without repriming. Another innovative
feature is the drive mechanism, which offers savings in both physical
size and cost. The plotter is available with either an H P-I B or
RS-232-C (CCITT V.24) interface to permit its use in a variety of
computer environments.

Media Drive Mechanism
The compact size of the plotter is achieved using the micro-grip
drive technology developed in Hewlett-Packard laboratories. This
drive system uses a low mass, low inertia mechanism to grip and move
the drawing medium. This permits the use of smaller, less expensive
motors and lighter parts. You get impressive resolution and repeatability, high throughput, quality output, and reliability for less cost.

Advanced Writing System
The basic value of any plotter lies in the capabilities of its writing
system. Starting with perhaps the easiest media loading of any plotter
made, the 7580's writing system automatically senses paper size and
sets the limits of pen motion. Even the pen height is automatically
controlled, eliminating the need for the manual adjustments required
on many other plotters. Precision control over the settings of velocity,
acceleration, and pen force ensures high quality output on various
ink/media combinations.

High Quality Output
Resolution and repeatability are two important factors which affect
line quality. While the addressable resolution of the plotter is 0.025
mm (0.001 in.), pen and medium movements actually occur on a finer
grid to create lines of the highest visual quality. These pen and medium movements are controlled by DC servos for a mechanical resolution of 0.003 mm (0.00012 in.). Repeatability, the ability of the
plotter to return to a given point, is within 0.05 mm (0.002 in.), truly
amazing when you see how quickly the medium moves.

High Throughput
Acceleration and velocity are key ingredients of high throughput.
At 60 cm/s maximum velocity and 4 g's acceleration, the 7580A is
the fastest plotter in its price range. Even when slower pen-down
speed is required because of the drawing medium, thoughput remains
high because pen-up moves are always executed at maximum speed.

Pen Carousels
There are three different pen carousels--one for each type of pen.
Each carousel holds up to eight pens and is coded so that the plotter
electronically senses carousel type each time a carousel is loaded.
After determining the carousel type, the plotter sets values for velocity, acceleration, and pen force which are suitable for most plots using
pens of that type. Since all this is automatic, it is remarkably easy for
the operator to set up the plotter. Yet, if an application requires it, the
values of force, acceleration, and velocity can be changed from the
automatically-set values using front panel controls or by programmed
plotter instructions. Because pen force and velocity can be set for each
pen individually, pens of different types may even be mixed in the
same ca rouse\.

Intelligent Pen Control System
Another innovation is the pen control system. For instance, on descent, pen motion is damped as the pen approachs the surface of the
medium so that delicate pen tips are not damaged and pen bounce is
minimized. Pens last longer and plotted lines are uniform from their
inception. Two different pen-lift heights have been implemented to
maximize throughput by minimizing pen-lift delays. The pen is raised
only slightly for small moves, as when labeling, and attains its maximum height only for long moves. Finally, pen height above the media's surface is electronically controlled so the operator nevcr needs to
make mechanical adjustment in pen height, even when changing pens
or media.
Quality Labeling
Six different character sets in two style fonts provide the plotter
user with a large range of annotation capabilities including mapping
symbols, special centered symbols, and foreign-language characters.
Simple, Powerful Command Set
Programming is easy using the Hewlett-Packard Graphics Language (HP-GL). The 60 commands implemented on the 7580A are
simple, yet powerful. In addition to single commands to draw lines,
there are commands to draw a circle or arc, to position labels, change
character size, slant, and direction, digitize, and more. It's even smart
enough to adjust dashed line patterns to fit between any two points. It
can also rescale the plotting area in convenient user-defined units,
rotate your plot 90 degrees, or "window" and plot only a portion of the
data.
Software Support
The 7580A is supported on a number of Hewlett-Packard computer
systems, desktop computers, and intelligent terminals. This support,
consisting of high-level graphics programming instructions, enhances
programmer productivity and ease of use. Several graphics application software packages support the 7580A on HP computers.
For users of industry-standard Fortran subroutines, a software
package, ISPP, Industry Standard Plotting Package, is available. Refer to page 694 for package details and ordering information.
Applications
The HP 7580A is well suited for a variety of applieations including
computer-aided design of printed cireuit boards, integrated circuits
and mechanical parts, automated drafting, civil cngineering, mapping and cartography, as well as business and management. Its small
physical size makes it suitable for almost any work environment. It
can even be rolled easily from one room to another to serve more than
one work station or application.
Specifications
Plotting Area
Medium size:

Maximum plotting area:
Margin size:
Expanded mode:

Normal mode:

Resolution
Smallest addressable move:
Mechanical resolution:
Repeatability
Speed
Pen down:
Maximum:
Programmable:
Front panel selectable:
Pen up:

Accommodates media from 203 x 267
mm (8 x 10'12 in.) to 622 x 1190 mm
(24.5 x 46.85 in.)
Medium size less margins
Three margins of approximately 5
mm, fourth margin is approximately
29 mm
Three margins of approximately 15
mm, fourth margin is approximately
39 mm
0.025 mm (0.00 I in.)
0.003 mm (0.00012 in.)
For a given pen: 0.05 mm (0.002 in.)

60 cm/s (24 in./s)
vector direction
1 to 60 cm / sin I cm
to 24 in./s)
from 10 to 60 cm/s
ments
60 cm/s (24 in./s)
vector direction

independent of
increments (0.4
in 10 cm increindependent of

Acceleration
Maximum:
Programmable:
Pen Force
Pens
Number of pens:
Pen types:
Media
Buffer size
Power requirements
Source:
Frequency:
Consumption:
Environmental range
Operating:

Non-operating:

Size/weight
Height:
Width:
Depth:
Net weight:
Shipping weight:
Interface

4 g's (39 m/sec', 129 ft/sec')
I to 4 g's in I g increments (9.75 to 39
m/sec', 32 to 129 ft/sec')
Programmable and front panel selectable: 10 to 66 gram weights in 8 gram
increments
8/carousel
fiber tip, liquid ink, roller ball
Most standard paper, vellum, and double
matte polyester film, 3 or 4 mil thick
1024 bytes
100Y, 120Y, 220Y, 240Y -10% +5%
48-66 Hz single phase
170 watts max
Temperature O°C to 55°C
Relative humidity 5% to 95% (below
40°C)
Temperature -40°C to 75°C
Relative humidity 5% to 95% (below
40°C)
1188 mm (46.8 in.)
1087 mm (42.8 in.)
557 mm (21.9 in.)
591 kg (130 Ib)
approximately 114 kg (250 Ib)
HP-IB (IEEE 488-1978): SHl, AHI,
T6, L3, SRI, RLO, PP2, DCI, DTO
or
RS-232-C[CCITT Y.24 asynchronous
serial ASCII with switch selectable baud
rates of 110, 150, 300, 600, 1200, 2400,
4800, 9600

Accessories Supplied
HP Part No.
Operating and Programming Manual
07580-90000
Operator's Manual
07580-90002
Programmer's Reference Card
07580-90003
3 Pen Carousels
liquid ink carousel
07580-60081
roller ball carousel
07580-60082
fiber tip carousel
07580-60035
Digitizing Sight
09872-60066
Male-to-male RS-232-C/CCITT V.24 cable
(supplied with 7580A option 00 I only)
8120-3258
An assortment of pens and various drawing media and a brush are
also provided with the plotter.
Drafting media, various pens and other plotter supplies are available from Hewlett-Packard. Please refer to the H P Computer Supplies Catalog (5953-2450) for a complete listing. Media and liquid
ink plotting pen tips may be purchased from your local engineering
supply store. Refer to the HP 7580A Operator's Manual for information on suitable pen tips and media.
Options
Option no.
001
002
025
045

047
085
100
145

300

Description
RS-232-C/CCITT Y.24 interface
HP-IB interface
for use with H P 9825 desktop computer
for use with HP 9835A/B or HP
9845A/B desktop computer
for use with HP 2647 graphics terminal
for use with HP 85 personal computer
for use with H P 1000 computer
for use with HP9845Cdesktopcomputer
for use with H P 3000 computer

Ordering Information
7580A Drafting Plotter
OEM discounts available

Price

'/C

~/C

,-,/C

N/C
N/C
~/C
~/C

N/C

N/C
Price
$15.450

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Graphics Tablet & Digitizer
Models 9111 A, 9874A

Options for 9111 A
Option no.

045
050
085
100
145

Description
Tutorial manual for use with H P 9845B
Specially designed 9111 A for use with
1350S/135IS: includes manual
Software and manuals for use with
HP 85
For use with H P 1000
Manual for use with HP 9845C

Price

N/C
$525

N/C
N/C
N/C

Ordering Information

Price

9111A Graphics Tablet
88100A 9111A-9845B Utility Software
88101A 9111A-9845C Utility Software

$2050
$500
$500

9874A Digitizer

9111A Graphics Tablet
Hewlell-Packard's 9111A is a graphics tablet which can open up
new fields of user interaction in graphics and menu applications.
The 9111A can be used as a cursor mover in interactive graphics.
Single point or continuous digitizing modes may be used to enter raw
graphics data into a host computer. The binary cursor transfer combined with the single point digitizing mode are a perfect combination
for cursor moving and "picking" in interactive graphics.
A programmable cursor position update rate of up to 60 updates per
second allows matching the cursor update to your display refresh rate.
A binary cursor transfer is provided for maximizing the data transfer
rate, allowing inputting the cursor location without having to translate from ASCII characters to internal integer representation. This is
in addition to the standard HP-IB character string which is easy to
use with high level languages.
The 9111 A's 16 softkeys provide a "hardware" menu, with interpretation built into the graphics tablet. The user selects a key by positioning the stylus in one of the 16 softkey boxes and pressing down to
activate the digitizing switch.
Quality and durability are apparent from the 9111 A's platen and
stylus. The hard ceramic material will not easily scratch or pit. The
stylus is slim and lightweight with good tactile feedback on the switch
position. Interchangeable inked and non-inked refills are available.
A four-octave beeper, with programmable frequency, duration and
loudness, is provided for an audio response channel.
Through the standard H P-I B interface (H P's implementation of
I EEE-1978), the 9111 A is compatible with a wide variety of computers and terminals from HP. The 9111A's repertoire of 25 HP-GL
commands provides the user with precise control of all its functions.

9111 A Graphics Software Utilities
Utility software is available for use with HP-85, HP 9845B, and
H P 9845C computers. The 91 II A-9845 B software utilities include a
drawing program, a graphics editor which allows the user to pick and
place elements from a menu, and a menu driver for user-designed
menus. The 9111 A-9845C software utilities include color fill of polygons, but are otherwise nearly identical to the 9111 A-9845B utilities.
9111 A·H P 85 software utilities include 'a drawing program, a graphics entry program for digitizing, and a planimeter program for measuring line lengths and areas. Each 9111A software utility includes a
manual, tape cartridge(s), and menu overlays.

9111A Option 050 Graphics Tablet
The 9111 A option 050 tablet is specially designed for use with the
HP 1350S or HP 1351S graphics display system. This combination
provides for direct interaction between the display and tablet for cursor movement and rubber banding of lines and rectangles. The benefit
of this configuration is high performance, quick response time, and
minimized computer overhead. Since the option 050 command set is a
superset of the 9111 A, it can be used on any system which supports
the 9111A. The 135X/9111 graphics display system is supported on
the graphics 1000-11 software.

The 9874A Digitizer provides a convenient method of entering
graphic information into computers using the HP-IB (IEEE Standard 488-1978) interface including any HP Series 9800 Desktop
Computer, the HP 1000 Minicomputer and the 2647 A Intelligent
Graphics Terminal.
Used in numerous applications-strip chart analysis, mapping and
resource management, medical research and treatment, and destructive and non-destructive test analysis-the 9874's advanced features
make it easy to control an entire application right from the digitizer.
Features include an adjustable glass platen that enables digitizing
exact images without distortion from a wide variety of projectable
media such as X-rays, movies and 35 mm slides.
A unique vacuum cursor adheres to any area of the platen. It is
lighted, and has an open-circle target, 0.250 mm in diameter, giving
pinpoint precision to accurately position and move.
In addition, the 9874 has microprocessor intelligence. It also has a
control pad with digitizer control, Special Function and numeric entry keys, and a self-test feature. Points may be digitized one at a time
or continuously (based on the time or distance increments) by simply
pressing the appropriate key. An axis align key automatically aligns
the X and Y axes of the digitizer with those of the document, matching the digitizer coordinate system to the document being used.
Forty different instructions, available on the 9874, simplify programming and increase communication efficiency. Additional ROMs
are available for HP desktop computers to simplify and expand the
language capability. Although not required, these language ROMs
are helpful when programming the desktop computers.

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adjustable glass platen
Automatic alignment of the coordinate system
Free-moving cursor or stylus
Cursor Vacuum System
Rear projection of graphic images
Microprocessor intelligence
Axis extension capability for large documents
Special function keys
Auto-sampling by time or distance increments

Options for 9874A
Option no.

015
025
030
035
045

Description
Manual for use with HP 9815
Manual for use with H P 9825
Manual for use with HP 9830
Manual for use with HP 9835
Manual for use with H P 98458.
Includes software programs for strip
chart digitizing. distance and area
measurement, and curve fitting.

Price

N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C

Ordering Information

Price

9874A Digitizer

$9500

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Versatile Thermal Plotter / Printers
Models 7240A, 72458
• Quality graphics and printing on the same page
• New high-contrast output

• 5m (16.4 ft) long-axis plots
• HP-IB or RS-232-C (CCITT V.24) interface

7240A

The HP 7240A and 7245B thermal plotterjprinters are compact
desktop units that produce high quality graphics and fast clean text
on the same page. Designed for quiet in-office use or rugged laboratory conditions, these plotter jprinters are ideal peripherals to produce
professional documentation for engineering, scientific, financial, and
business use. Either unit can draw plots with one axis up to 5 metres
(16.4 feet) long; produce unattended graphics and text; and draw circles and arcs with a single command. Both units have the sophisticated HP thin-film print head and soft-platen writing surface that
produce page after page of sharp, high-contrast text and graphics
documentation on black or blue-trace thermal paper.
The 7240A and 7245B accept over 55 Hewlett-Packard Graphics
Language (HP-GL) plotter commands, plus over 41 printer commands to simplify the generation of complex graphics and formatted
text. The plotter commands produce both basic and enhanced graphics, so even the new user can start to draw vector plots with labels, pie
charts, and bar graphs. Print commands can format the text; set up
tables; and print a selection of character sets, including a number of
special characters, to produce documentation in many languages.
With all these capabilities, users can generate formatted pages with
text and graphics to provide professional quality documents, without
cutting and pasting.
The design of the 7240A and 7245B also provides an excellent selection of front and rear panel pushbuttons, switches, and indicator
lights that further simplify operation. For example, pushbuttons can
be used to set scaling points and left margin; move paper; turn on and
off the print head; and add control characters and escape sequences to
program listings for faster debugging. Switches can be used to set the
number of lines per inch for text, paper length, and scaling mode.
Indicator lights alert the user to error conditions, and paper and plotting limits. Both units have a user-activated Confidence Test that
checks both the electronic and mechanical operation.
ISPP (17580A), HP's Industry Standard Plotting Package, supports the 7240A and 7245B plotters. Refer to page 694 for ordering
information.

The 7240A Differences Explained
The 7240A is designed with an EIA RS-232-C (CCITT V.24)
asynchronous serial ASCII interface. Baud rate is user-selectable
from 75 through 2400 and there is a I236-character input buffer.
This model is ideal for use with a modem for remote computer systems or in a hardwired configuration with an in-house computer system or with a RS-232-C (CCITT V.24) desktop computer.

72458
The 72458 Differences Explained
The 7245B is designed with a Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus
(HP-IB) that conforms to ANSI-IEEE Standard 488-1978: SH I,
AH I, n, Ll, SR I, RLO, PP2, DC I, DTO. This model is a highly
useful peripheral for computer, desktop computer, and microprocessor-based systems with HP-IB or other interfaces that are compatible
with the ANSIjIEEE 488 specification. With this interface, the
7245B has a selection of up to 30 unique addresses and a Listen-only
switch to allow a group of 7245B units to accept commands individually, or as a group, from a single controller. In addition to the plotting and printing features available on the 7240A, the 7245B has a
raster graphics image printing capability that can be used with HP
graphics terminals and a 132-column condensed character set.
Specifications
Plotting/printing sizes (maximum): 188 mm x 5 m (7.4 in. x 16.4
ft) with full paper return; 188 mm x 61 m (7.4 in. x 200 ft) without
full paper return
Perforated page sizes: English-216 x 279 mm (8.5 x II in.); metric-2l0 x 298.5 mm (8.3 x 1l.75 in.)
Addressable dynamic range: ± I X 10:<99 scaled units
Plotting accuracy: ± 0.2% of deflection ± 0.35 mm (± 0.014 in.).
Includes linearity and repeatability
Repeatability: 0.25 mm (0.01 in.) from any given point
Motor resolution: 0.016 mm (0.0006 in.)
Maximum plotting speed: Pen-off velocity-513 mmj s (20.2
in.js)-in either axis and 725 mmjs (28.6 in.js) at 45° angle. Pen-on
velocity-256 mmjs (10.1 in.js) in either axis and 363 mmjs (14.3
in.js) at 45° angle. Selectable from 10 to 480 mmjs (0.39 to 18.9
in.js)
Print head positioning: Arrow pushbuttons-6.l mmjs (0.24
in.js). Arrow and Fast pushbuttons-95.5 mmjs (3.76 in.js)
Power requirements: I OOV, 120V, 220V, 240V -10% + 5% 300 W
maximum
Environmental range: Temperature-O to 55°C. Relative humidity-5 to 95% (below 40°C)
Dimensions: 201 mm (7.9 in.) H x 442 mm (17.4 in.) W x 483 mm
(19 in.) D. Net weight-19.\ kg (42Ib)
Accessories and Supplies
Refer to the HP Computer Supplies Catalog (5953-2450) for ordering information.
Ordering Information
7240A Thermal Plotter jPrinter
72458 Plotter jPrinter
OEM discounts available.

Price
$6,200
$6,200

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Overhead Transparency Kit, Graphics Software
Models 17055A, 17580A, 72021C
• Transparencies with 7 vivid colors
• Normal & broad stroke transparency pens
format depending on the option specified. Each package permits simple installation on almost any ASCII-based computer system.

17580A-lndustry Standard Plotting Package "ISPP"
HP-ISPP's thirteen user-accessible subroutines support all HP-GL
graphic plotters-7220A/S/C/T, 7240A, 7245B, 7580A, 9872B/
S/C/T, and 7225A/ B with 1760 I A, 17603A, or I7604A personality
modules. ISPP subroutines are very similar to existing industry plotting subroutines and permit users to support an HP plotter on existing
applications software with only minor modifications. Some of the features which make ISPP an excellent tool for data plotting are listed
below.

ISPP Features
•
•
•
•
•

17055A

Scales user data to fit on a graph of a given size
Draws and annotates axes for a graph
Optionally generates special centered characters at data points
Draws symbol strings at various angles and sizes
Scales the plot larger or smaller

72021C-HP-PLOT /21

Overhead transparency kit
The HP Overhead Transparency Kit contains all the supplies necessary to prepare up to 200 transparencies 216 x 267 mm (8'h x 10'/2 in.)
on the H P graphics plotters 7220, 7221, 9872 and 7225 with velocity
select capability and a 1760 I A, 17603A or 17604A Personality Module. With this kit, graphics can be made at a price significantly lower
than usually paid to outside vendors.
The Kit contains 16 pens in two pen widths: regular (approximately
0.3 mm) and broad (approximately 0.6 mm). The colors in each width
are black, red, green, blue, violet, orange, and brown. The ink formula
was created specifically to adhere firmly to the plastic film surface;
dry to a hard finish in minutes at temperatures of 20°C and above;
and maintain vivid hues when projected.
The 200 transparent sheets of plastic film are packaged in lots of
100 with protective paper between each sheet. The protective paper
can be used to shield the charting surface of the film from scratches
and body oil deposits. This is done by simply leaving the paper on top
of the film until it is held firmly by the plotter's electrostatic holddown mechanism.
Overhead transparencies can be drawn with the same programs
used to prepare graphics on chart paper. The finished transparency
can have clean color lines, filled-in blocks of color, or both. However
it is drawn, the completed transparency is virtually smearproof. providing professional graphics for use after use.
The contents of the Overhead Transparency Kit are packaged in a
clean-line, durable box that can be stored vertically or flat. Each box
includes step-by-step instructions, plus part numbers for reordering
separate items as needed.

Supplies Provided
Description
4-pen package: Black, red, blue, green; regular tip
4-pen package: Black, orange, brown, violet; regular tip
4-pen package: Black, red, blue, green; broad tip
4-pen package: Black, orange, brown, violet; broad tip
Solvent: 29.6 ml (I fl oz)
Transparency film: Two 100-sheet packages of transparency film (order in packages of 100)

Ordering Information
17055A Overhead Transparency Kit

Part no.
5060-6818
5060-6834
5060-6819
5060-6835
5060-6828
9270-0639

Price
$125

Graphics Software Packages
Two user-oriented graphics software packages are available to
minimize the effort required to develop simple or complex data plots
on any of Hewlett-Packard's graphics plotters with RS-232-C or
HP-IB interface. Both software packages are written entirely in
ANSI Standard FORTRAN (X3.9-1966). They are supplied in
source language form either on magnetic tape or flexible diskette

HP-PLOT/21 is a set of seventy-seven user-accessible graphics
subroutines that support the 7221 B/S/C/T compacted binary language plotters. In addition to providing the features listed below,
HP-PLOT /21 utilizes the powerful intelligence of the 7221 series
plotters to provide single-command arc and circle generation, programmable line types, special symbols, and centered markers, and
programmable pen selection and velocity control.

Hp·PLOT /21 Features
•
•
•
•

Data scaling in any of four unit systems
Automatic axis/grid positioning and plot rotation
Area masking
Labeling in any of six plotter-resident character sets or in four
software-generated sets
• Polygon shading
• Control of paper advance capability on "S" and "T" models

Options for ISPP
Magnetic tape, 9-track, unlabeled, unblocked. ASCII character code.
Option no. Description
Price
001
800 CPI, 72 byte fixed-length records
N /C
002
1600 CPI, 72 byte fixed-length records
N/C
Flexible diskette
003
Format compatible with Digital EquipN /C
ment Corporation RXOI or RX02 dual
drive

Options for HP-PLOT /21
Magnetic tape, 9-track, unlabeled, unblocked. ASCII character code.
Option no. Description
Price
001
800 CPI, 72 byte fixed-length records
N/C
002
1600 CPI, 72 byte fixed-length records
N/C
008
800 CPI, 512 byte fixed-length records
N/C
in Digital Equipment Corporation DOS
format
009
1600 CPI, 512 byte fixed-length records
N/C
in Digital Equipment Corporation DOS
format
Flexible diskette
010
Format compatible with Digital Equipment Corporation RXOI or RX02 dual
drive. Two source discs and one
compiled, ready-to-use library disc for
RT -II V03 operating system
N/C
030
Double-sided, double-density, for use on
N/C
HP 300 computer system

Ordering Information
17580A ISPP Software
n02lC HP-PLOT/21 Software

Price
$200
$500

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CAL.CULATORS
Computer Supplies, Accessories and Software

The quality of supplies used in HewlettPackard computer products not only affects
operating performance, but also product life
and reliability. For example, the rate of wear
on thermal print heads is directly related to
contact abrasion with the paper used. Therefore, H P carefully selects and tests thermal
papers to help ensure that the correct paper is
used to promote the longest possible print
head life. High performance products such as
HP disc drives have an even more critical interrelationship with their operating supplies
(disc cartridges and disc packs).

between the media and head is obtained for
longest possible life.

Mini Data Cartridge
Hewlett-Packard is the only computer and
peripheral manufacturer that makes its own
minicartridges for terminals and desktop
computers. Since the manufacturing processes and the materials are closely controlled, the result is a quality data storage device which enables the best product
performance. Every cartridge is 100% tested
for mechanical and electrical performance
after it has been aged.

Furniture
HP Disc Media

I Every rigid disc pack and cartridge is 100%
tested and certified for use on HP drives. The
Ipacks are dynamically tested to reduce sur'face imperfections or imbalances and elec'tromagnetically tested to reduce data
'transfer errors. Total disc drive performance
~nd the drive head/media interface are
~niquely interdependant, therefore, disc
tlrive specifications and reliability can be asI~ured only when using HP media products.
Flexible disc media are also manufactured
~nd tested to meet H P's rigid standards.
trhese standards ensure that optimum match

Along with quality supplies, HP offers convenient storage cabinets and other furniture
items for your media, documentation and
equipment. The cabinets and storage products are optimized for the broadest range of
requirements and are the result of consultation with many HP users-ranging from
those with smaller desktop computers and related systems to those with complete HP
3000 computer installations. Workstation
furniture offering a variety of features is also
available. Due to modular design, it provides
a means of composing an attractive and comfortable work environment to complement

your HP systems configuration. Mobile units
and HP designed tables are available to
provide a place for terminals, printers and
plotters.

Cables and Other Accessories
HP-IB (lEEE488) cables, RS-232C cables
for HP terminals and kits to help you make
your own connections are available. Other
accessories offered include static control
mats, media desktop storage items and sound
absorbing products for your HP printers.

Catalog Available
To help you in selecting the HP supplies,
accessories and software necessary for operation of your system, ask your local HP sales
office for publication number 5953-2450, the
HP Computer Users catalog. It contains information on all HP supply items plus much
more. Easy ordering and timely shipments
from stock in our distribution center as well
as toll-free direct phone ordering in the U.S.
and Germany are some of the services available through the catalog. If you prefer to request a copy directly, please write to:
Hewlett-Packard, Computer Supplies Operation, P. O. Box 60008, Sunnyvale, Ca
94088.

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Computer Support
Overview/Software Training and Consulting
• Assured lasting value for your HP computer products
• Broad range of services worldwide

• Expert instruction from the company who designed and
built your system
• Specialized solutions for planning and integrating systems

Software Training and Consulting
Today's capable software systems require training and expert consulting in order to be used most effectively. HP training courses enable users to better understand the system, its utilization, and
capabilities. This instruction can improve their productivity and significantly reduce implementation time.
To aid in planning and installing a complete computer system, HP
makes available the consulting services of an experienced HP Systems Engineer (SE). The SE can offer suggestions for enhancements,
new uses for your specific application, and recommendations for improving efficiency of operation. Skilled advance planning means good
integration of product with application and ensures early end user
satisfaction.

Software Training-Proficiency for Users and Programmers

Overview
HP's support services ensure the lasting value of your H P computer
products. Throughout their lifetime, your HP products will be maintained to meet their performance specifications. More important,
training, consulting, and ongoing user support will help you make
your HP products an answer to your application needs. In short, HP
support services provide the resources you need to use your products
successfully.
Cost effective: customers can tailor the most effective support program for the lowest cost using HP's broad range of support services.
Compare the performance features of HP's support programs to
your cost as a percentage of the equipment's list price. Or calculate
your five year cost-of-ownership, including hardware, software, and
support costs. You'll find HP ranks well against the competition in
both areas.
New service programs: our goal is to introduce innovative support
services which better meet customer needs. Programs like Guaranteed Uptime Service for the new HP 3000 systems and System Information Service for desktop and personal computers are examples of
HP's leadership in providing effective support solutions.
Lasting value: for services to provide lasting value, they must consistently meet or exceed customer expectations. How do customers rate
HP support? In 1981, a major survey asked over 2,000 customers to
rate systems and service from 28 minicomputer vendors. For statistically significant responses, HP maintenance services and mainframe
reliability both received the highest ratings in the survey.
Consistent support worldwide: specified services ensure that you
receive consistent support no matter which HP office provides the services, no matter where their location. Customers receive a detailed set
of specifications for every service purchased. You can clearly understand what to expect from HP's support programs.

HP offers training courses to instruct users in the theory and operation of HP software so that they can more fully and effectively utilize their systems. This training includes a full complement of
standard courses which range from introductory to advanced levels
and emphasize both lecture and laboratory.
Regularly scheduled courses are offered at well-equipped training
centers in most area sales offices. Companies with large prgramming
staffs may find optional, on-site courses a cost-effective alternative.
In addition, self-paced courses have been developed for the HP 3000
which provide low-cost instructional material on selected topics.

Ordering Information
Consult a customer training schedule for information on course
price and availability. Or call your local HP sales office or sales representative.

ConSUlting Services-Specialized Assistance
Consulting is a service delivered by a Systems Engineer, customized
to your specific application and needs. It can range from helping you
personalize HP training course material to your specific application;
to developing techniques for addressing a unique or complex problem;
to troubleshooting a system.
Consulting services are not a substitute for training, but rather a
technical resource to augment the knowledge a customer gains from
standard training programs. Two types of consulting services are
available: unstructured assistance billed on a daily basis and standardized consulting services. Standard programs include commonly
requested tasks for a fixed duration and price.

Ordering Information
You may request consulting from the nearest H P sales office or by
conferring with your HP sales representative or an HP systems engineer. Charges for consulting are invoiced upon completion of the service or at the close of each calendar month if the service period
extends beyond one month.

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Computer Support
Software Support Services
• Contracts to support desktop and systems owners
• Up-to-date information for managers, operators, programmers
• Flexible options to suit your budget

Benefit

Feature
Acccunt-Assigned SE

Personal
assistance

On-Site SE Assistance
Pies

Software
updating &
Maintenance
Application
notes & tips

Software/Firmware Updates
Software Problem Reporting

Communicator
SoJlware Status Bulletin

Status and
documentation
updates

Software Update Notice
(HP 1000)
Manual Updates

CSS SIS SSS SNS MUS

•
•
• •
•
•
• • •
• • • •
• • • •
•
• •
• • •
•

Figure 1: Contractual Software Support

Software Support Programs-Personalized
Assistance for Your Staff
Not only does HP help you get started using your equipment; contractual services are available to answer your questions speedily in the
months that follow. Other forms of software assistance, such as manual and software updates, are also conveniently packaged into contractual services. The variety of standardized services allows you
to choose the level of support you need for continuing efficient
operation.

Customer Support Service-Comprehensive
Systems Support

H P systems soft ware support begins even before the computer is
ordered. During the selection process, a Systems Engineer (SE) provides technical advice to make sure the system, software products,
and support will fit your business needs both current and future.
After you purchase Customer Support Service (CSS), an HP Systems Engineer is assigned to your account to help you with applications software development, resolve any software bugs and
discrepancies, and preview new and enhanced HP software for your
potential use. SE assistance is available to you via both a Phone-In
Consulting Service (PICS) and on-site assistance.
In addition to valuable, personalized assistance from your SE. the
CSS program includes one copy of HP software/firmware updates,
plus updates and revisions for your HP software reference manuals.
Periodic bulletins and newsletters provide information on current
software problem reports and their solutions; plus operational tips,
programming techniques, and items of general interest. These publications include:
• HP COMMUNICATOR-four times per year
• SOFTWARE STATUS BULLETIN-twice monthly, plus a
cumulative quarterly issue
• SOFTWARE UPDATE NOTICE-quarterly, to HP 1000
customers

System Information Service-Ongoing Support for
Desktop and Personal Computer Users
System Information Service (SIS) is a software and firmware support service especially designed for owners of desktop and personal
computers. It provides the technical and applications assistance needed by users and programmers for the effective and productive use of
their HP computers. Early proficiency and confidence, during the
first months of operation, can mean increased productivity and efficiency. Features of SIS include:
• Phone-In Consulting Service (PICS)
• Software Problem Reporting
• COMMCNICATOR
• Software Status Bulletin
• Manual Updates
With SIS, you can use the Phone-In Consulting Service to request
telephone assistance regarding technical difficulties you may encounter in using HP software products. Hewlett-Packard assures a response to your phone call within four hours, by a skilled technical
specialist. Call-in hours are from 8:00 A M to 5:00 PM, for the nearest
PICS center (excluding HP holidays).

Software Subscription Service-For Self-Support
Customers

If you have an application which changes little over time, the Software Subscription Service (SSS) provides all software and documentation described under the CSS. SSS includes the following features:
• Software/Firmware Updates
• Software Problem Reporting
• Software Status Bulletin
• COMMUNICATOR
• Manual Updates
A customer who selects SSS can use consulting services for supplemental assistance from a Systems Engineer.

Software Notification Service and Manual Update
Service-Documentation for a Large Staff

Routinely available in both CSS and SSS described above, the
Software Notification Service (SNS) is also available separately. If
you have a large programming staff or multiple sites, SNS allows you
to obtain multiple copies of periodic HP documentation.
Large programming staffs also frequently require multiple copies
of manuals. Manual Update Service (MCS) is a valuable supplement
to both CSS and SSS, since it relieves customers of the administrative
burden of monitoring and ordering manual updates.

Ordering Information
Software support services are normally purchased for a 12-month
period, payable in advance, quarterly, or yearly as desired. The minimum purchase is three months. SNS and MUS are each purchased
separately for a period of 12 months, renewable annually. Detailed
ordering information can be obtained from an HP Sales Representative or by referring to the appropriate HP Computer System Price/
Configuration Guide.

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS & CALCULATORS
Computer Support
Hardware Service Agreements

• Cost-effective maintenance agreements
• Flexible options for desktops and systems
• Installation services

Contractual Hardware Services-Maximize
Performance and Lower Ownership Costs.

Field Repair Center Service-Economical Maintenance
Insurance for Standalone Workstations

With Hewlett-Packard service plans your equipment is kept in top
working condition by HP-trained customer engineers. Service coverage hours and reponse times can be selected to fit your business needs,
including budget as well as time requirements.
There are HP service plans which provide fast, convenient on-site
service. If your business requires it, seven-days-per-week 24-hour coverage can be purchased for computer systems. Maintenance costs can
be controlled with lower priced plans, which permit skilled service
and turnaround within a few days at an HP Field Service Center. In
either case, budget planning is facilitated by consistent monthly,
quarterly, or annual payments.

Guaranteed
Uptime

Standard

Basic

On-Site
PrOduct

FRC

Monthly Maintenance
Charge

GMMC

SMMC

BMMC

PMMC

FMMC

Response Time

4 hrs

4 hrs

Next day

Next day

3·day TA

Coverage Hours

8arn-8am

8am-9pm

8am-5pm

8am-5pm

8am-5pm

·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·

Feature

Account·Asslgned CE
Scheduled PMs & ECs
Work-Io-Completlon
Add-on Installation
Site EnVIronmental Survey
Extended Coverage Hours
Guaranteed Uptime

Figure 2:
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Hardware Maintenance Agreements Summary

On-Site Product Service-Fast and Convenient
Workstation Maintenance
The On-Site Product Service is an economical on-site support service ideal for customers who purchase desktop computers or have several terminals or desktop printers connected to their systems_
Products placed under On-Site Product Service are maintained for
about one-third less than under a Standard Systems Service.
A product-specialized Customer Engineer will respond to your service call by the next working day if you are located within 100 miles of
an H P service office. On-site service is provided beyond 100 miles
with an increase in response time and cost. Specific hours of coverage
are from 8 AM to 5 PM, Monday through Friday (excluding HP
holidays).

The Field Repair Center (FRC) Service is the lowest price hardware service for HP computer products (about half as much as on-site
service). Remedial repairs for desktop computers, terminals, desktop
printers, and plotters are performed by a product-specialized Customer Engineer at the local field repair center.
This service is ideal for customers who can operate without a unit
for one to two weeks, or who have spare or redundant units available
as backups. It is preferable to per-incident charges, because HP covers all hardware problems resulting from normal product use for a
low monthly fee; insuring you against expensive maintenance "surprises" after the 90-day warranty period.
Eligible products are shipped to the local FRC by the customer.
They are repaired with three working days and returned via normal
land freight by HP.

System Maintenance Services-Customer Engineer
Personally Responsible to Your Account

When you purchase an HP Systems Maintenance Agreement, a
Customer Engineer is personally assigned to your account. When
your system requires service, your CE will respond within the length
of time designated on your support contract. And the CE will stay on
the job until your system is restored to normal operation, regardless of
the coverage hours of your agreement.
On a scheduled basis, your Customer Engineer will visit your site
and run diagnostic tests on your system. If a potential problem is discovered, your CE will make the necessary adjustments and replace
any worn parts.
Levels of system maintenance vary with the application needs of the
customer. The variables are cost, hours of coverage, and CE response
time.
The "Guaranteed Uptime Service" is designed for customers who
need a very high level of system availability. It ensures 99% uptime on
system critical elements (or money refunded), on-site maintenance
services, and round-the-clock continuous coverage. It is currently
only available for the new HP 3000 systems.
The "Standard System Maintenance Agreement" provides coverage from 8:00 AM to 9:00 PM Monday through Friday. This coverage allows all scheduled maintenance services to be performed after
normal working hours. For customers located within 100 miles of a
~ervice Responsible Office, same-day response is assured if customer
requests are received during a normal 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. shift.
For minimal interruption to your operations, you can increase the
hours of coverage up to 24 hours a day, seven days a week_ Extended
coverage can be tailored to the requirements of critical system uses.
A "Basic System Maintenance Agreement" plan provides economical coverage from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM Monday through Friday.
Next-day response is assured to customer requests for service if customers are located within 100 miles of a Service Responsible Office_
"Out-of-Coverage Service" provides 24 hours per day, seven days a
week access to the HP Computer Support organization, on occasion,
for phone consultation or on-site assistance outside the coverage
specified by your maintenance contract.
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Hardware Service Agreements (Cont'd) a:~

Optional Time and Materials/Standard Repair Service
-Per-Incident Maintenance

-

For customers not using contractual maintenance services, hardware support is available on a "Time and Materials" basis. Customers
purchasing T &M Services receive a three-day response during coverage hours of 8:00 AM-5:00 PM Monday through Friday. The customer is billed for all travel, parts and Jabor used during the service
call.
If the computer product is sent to a Field Repair Center, "Standard
Repair" (STREP) charges are defined for per-incident service.
STREP charges are also available for on-site service (parts and labor)
with additional charges for CE travel time. STREP charges can help
control T &M maintenance costs because the repair charge is preset
for many products, regardless of parts and labor used in your particular incident.

:Jr

Self Support-Maintenance Training and Hardware
Exchange
While self support is expensive, customers with a very large base of
installed HP equipment and a staff of proficient engineers may find it
cost-effective. In countries with no HP presence, it may be the only
alternative.
Maintenance training courses are available from HP for desktop
computers, HP 1000 computers, and some peripherals. They are
taught in Cupertino and Grenoble; or the customer may opt for onsite training.
HP also provides Self Support customers with an assembly exchange service, toots, and parts.

HP 35030A Power Line Conditioner

Systems Installation Services
For systems customers, field engineering services begin even before
your system is installed. A Customer Engineer routinely provides site
planning, site environmental survey, and installation services. These
services ensure that your HP computer system is installed properly at
an acceptable, designated site.
The site survey may indicate a need for regulation of the power
source. HP markets a power treatment device applicable to many
such sites (described below).

Ordering Information
You may procure a Maintenance Agreement by contacting your
HP Sales Representative of your nearest HP computer systems Service Responsible Office (see list at the back of this catalog).
Invoices will be submitted monthly, quarterly, or annually in advance at your option. Invoices for services provided which are not included in the agreement will be submitted at the time they are
performed.

Power Line Conditioner

Price

Warranty Services-gO-Day Coverage

For protection from power disturbances during computer operation, the Computer Support Division markets the HP 35030A power line conditioner. It
attenuates noise and compensates for fluctuations of
voltage on the power line; these combined functions
protect against 99% of typical power line disturbances.
Easily installed, the PLC is recommended for protection against downtime in older buildings and areas
where electrical storms occur.

$1050

HP warrants its computer products against defects in materials and
workmanship for a period of 90 days. (For more information on the
HP warranty, see the "Post-Sale Support Service" section of this
catalog.)

HP Service Locations Worldwide
HP maintains computer sales and support offices in 39 countries.
For a listing of addresses, see the back of this catalog.

CIVIL ENGINEERING / MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT
Surveying Instruments

HP 3808A Medium Range Distance Meter

HP 3810B Medium Range Total Station

HP 3820A Electronic Total Station

Hewlett-Packard, long recognized as the
leading supplier of electronic measuring and
computing instruments for the engineer, has
developed a similar position in electronic distance/angle measurement and computation
instrumentation for the surveyor. These instruments are brieny described on this page.

HP 38108 Medium Range Total

cally display both horizontal and zenith angles to one second. Both horizontal and zenith angles are automatically dual-axis compensated for instrument mislevel-an H P exclusive. The instrument also displays relative
direction-that is-the clockwise angle from
the previous direction to the current direction. In addition to angle measuring capability, the HP 3820A has the ability to measure
slope distance, zenith angle, and automatically compute and display horizontal distance. Vertical distance and slope distance
can also be displayed at the touch of a button.
The HP 3820A features a built-in atmospheric correction to one part per million plus
a snap-in battery pod that fits into the instrument's left standard for a lightweight, compact, easy to use field instrument. A built-in
output plug allows the operator to electronically transfer any of its measured components
to an external Data Collector or calculator.

HP 3808A Medium Range Distance

Meter
The HP 3808A Distance Meter is a mediurn range, one-push button, slope distance instrument with a range of 10 km (6.25 miles)
to two triple prism retro-renector assemblies.
The HP 3808A is designed for surveyors to
use in applications such as land, construction, and control surveys; as well as precise
traversing, photo control, structural monitoring, and land slip studies. In addition, its versatility will allow its use in many other
applications, such as precision control of industrial fabrication operations, and other
areas where the measurement of distance is
critical. The HP 3808A features digital input
and output capability allowing simple control
and recording of distance meter results,
When properly interfaced, the distance meter can be controlled remotely by simple calculators or complex computers. This feature
enables automatic distance monitoring to be
achieved.
Measured distance may be displayed in either metres or fcet (switch selectable), A
"tracking" mode permits continuous updating of distances or return signal strengths.
Target acquisition is facilitated by an audio
aiming feature.
A number of special accessories and options are available for the HP 3808A to enhance its performance in surveying,
monitoring, and industrial control applications.

Station
The HP 381 OB Medium Range Total Station is an automatic, direct reading, electrooptical distance and angle measuring instrument utilizing an infrared light source. The
range of the HP 3810B is 8 km (5 miles) with
the measured distance displayed in metres or
feet and angles displayed in degrees or grads.
The key to the Medium Range Total Station's power is a built-in microcomputer and
a vertical angle sensing device. The instrument has the ability to measure the slope distance, zenith angle, correct for curvature and
refraction, and automatically compute and
display the horizontal distance. Four parameters are selectable for display: zenith angle, slope distance, horizontal distance, and
vertical distance. The communicative display
indicates the quality of the measurement, on
target indication, and notifies the operator of
a low battery. Horizontal angle measurements are made with the 20 second or 50 cC
least count horizontal angle base with estimation to 5 seconds or IOcc on the micrometer scale. The HP 3810B also features a
built-in atmospheric correction to I part per
million, a snap-in battery, and a "tracking"
mode for rapid point setting to one-hundredth of a foot with updated measurements
every two seconds, Precise measurements to
three-thousandths of a foot can be made in
approximately nine seconds.
HP 3820A Electronic Total Station
The HP 3820A Electronic Total Station is
a medium range, automatic, direct reading,
electro-optical distance and angle measuring
device utilizing a lasing diode light source.
Solid state electronics gives the HP 3820A its
high accuracy plus a range of 5 km (3+
miles) which means long shots can be made
without intermediate set ups. The operator,
by merely pressing a button, can electroni-

Versatility and Simplicity
Hewlett-Packard's versatile Distance Meters and Total Stations are suited for such
applications as geophysical, layout, location,
boundary, hydrographic, topographic, control, and mine surveys. A short demonstration is all that is necessary for operator
training on these instruments.

Surveying Calculators
The Civil Engineering Division also markets Hewlett-Packard's line of desk top computers and peripherals filling the surveyor's
requirements for distance/angle measurements and computation instrumentation.
Application and programming specialists
have developed libraries of surveying programs for these systems.
For detailed specifications and prices on
these instruments and optional accessories,
contact the Civil Engineering Division, P.O.
Box 301. Loveland, Colorado 80537.

Note: Photographs and descriptive texts describe complete Distance Meter and Total Station systems. Accessories such as Prisms. Tripods, and Adaptors are optional equipment. Please contact your local Hewlett-Packard
Sales Office for a complete list of standard equipment supplied with Distance Meters and Total Stations

DISTANCE MONITORING AND CONTROL EQUIPMENT
Industrial Distance Meter
Model 3850A

• Non-contact measurement-replaces
mechanical measurement systems

• Distance and time data-allowing velocity
and acceleration computations

• Universal proportional control software
-enables optimum close loop position
control

Tracking

Telemechanical Measurements

Thc 3850A Industrial Distance Meter outputs accurate distance
and time data from a reflecting target mounted to an object. Noncontact measurement eliminates the design, installation, and maintenance required by mechanical measuring systems.

The 3850A Industrial Distance Meter is a powerful tool for tracking a wide array of objects. Combined with a controller, the information can be formatted as distance/velocity/acceleration plots.
Typical applications include the tracking of ships, automobiles, and
aircraft.

Monitoring
Utilizing optical contact, the 3850A is useful in monitoring objects
which may move only millimeters (hundredths of an inch) at a time.
The 3850A may be used at a remote location to provide input to
alarms and/or corrective action when unwanted movement occurs.

Length
Close Loop Positioning of Dynamic Objects
Combined with a controller and HP's proportional control software, the 3850A enables critically damped positioning of any size object.

The 3850A Industrial Distance Meter may be used as an excellent
linear measurement tool. Typical examples are measuring lengths of
pipes, I-beams and steel cables in a production facility. In addition,
the 3850A can be used for measurements normally made by surveyors.

Typical HP 3850A Control System

I.. . .

- -----Measuremenl
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3850A Industrial Distance Meter Specifications
Range:(1) .5 m-8 km (1.6 ft-26,240 ft) to two triple prisms (HP
114110)
Positional Accuracy (RMS):(2) ± (5 mm + I mm/km) or ± (0.20
in + 0.06 in/mi)
Positional Repeatability (RMS): ± 1 mm (± 0.04 in)
Velocity Range: 0-40 m/s (0-133 ft/sec)
Velocity Accuracy (RMS): ± 0.05 m/s (± 0.167 ft/sec)
(OOther renectors sveilebls with decreeeed renge cepebilities
(21Accuracy can ba improved bY conlrolling apecific environmentel parameters.

Ordering Information
UP 3850A Industrial Distance Meter
HP 38001A HP-IB Distance Meter Interface
UP 114358 Industrial Mounting Fixture
UP 1l410D Single Prism Retro-Reflector Assembly
UP 38050A Industrial Distance Meter Software
and Documentation

Price
$14,500
$1,850
$595
$295
$800

DIMENSIONAL INSPECTION EQUIPMENT
Coordinate Determination System
Model 3822A

e
• Large Scale Dimensioning
• Non-Contact Measurement
• Portable
• Real Time Measurements
• Accurate
• Friendly Software

HP 3822A Coordinate Determination System

Description
The 3822A Coordinate Determination System provides accurate,
non-contact measurement, with a repeatability of I: 165 000, to a variety of objects. Designed to be portable, the 3822A may be transported quickly and easily to the object to be measured, thus eliminating
the need to move large objects to a coordinate measuring machine.
The 3822A Coordinate Determination System requires operator
aiming of two 3820A Electronic Total Stations (digital theodolites)
to a target point. The 9845T System Computer then automatically
reads the instrument angles, translates the spherical angle information into X, Y, and Z coordinates, and prints the results along with
system status information. The time tested methodology, based on
triangulation, is combined with electronic digital theodolites and a
powerful system computer resulting in a measurement tool designed
to solve difficult coordinate determination equations and display virtually instantaneous results.

Equipment
The 3822A Coordinate Determination System uses two 3820A
Electronic Total Stations (digital theodolites) as the angle measuring
instruments. The electronic sophistication of the 3820A provides ICC
grad (0.3 arc second) resolution at speeds of more than 100 points per
hour. The angle data collected by the digital theodolites is automatically transferred to a 98458 System Computer. The 98458 was selected due to its ease of programming, large memory, graphics
capability, and available accessories. The special 38020A Software
contains all the programs necessary to display X, Y, and Z coordinates. Power supplies, data interfaces, cables, and optical accessories
are conveniently housed in a neat, highly portable transport cart.

Accuracy

In coordinate measurement, two terms are often confused with accuracy-resolution and repeatability. Resolution is a measure of how
fine a graduation any measurement process will display. Repeatability is a measure of how well today's and tomorrow's measurements of
the same object agree. In a triangulation based measurement process
such as the 3822A Coordinate Determination System: resolution is a
function of the angle instrument resolution; repeatability is a function
of the angle instrument accuracy; and coordinate accuracy is a function of how well the user can provide a measured control distance.

To put the coordinate repeatability specification of 1:165 000 in
perspective, keep in mind that steel has an expansion rate of 1:93 000
(per DC) and aluminum is even more drastic with an expansion rate of
1:42000 (per DC). This means the 3822A Coordinate Determination
System is usually more accurate than the thermal stability of the object being measured.

Software
The 38020A Software automatically steps through the coordinate
measurement process prompting the novice operator on how to perform the necessary tasks. Experienced operators can bypass the sequential mode and customize their measurement procedure for
maximum performance. The 38020A Software continually talks to
the operator through the 98458 CRT. Messages are in plain English
and instruct the user thru visual prompting.
In any measurement situation, there is always the possibility of error. The 38020A Software makes every effort possible to trap errors
and give the operator an opportunity to correct them. Keyboard entry
errors are trapped, and the operator is encouraged to try again. Data
entry errors are also caught and an alarm is sounded. The 98458 immediately starts beeping and flashing the error message. Measurements cannot continue until the problem is cleared up, usually by
reshooting the point. Even the problem of two operators aiming at
different targets can be identified and is called out.
The measurement of one hundred points from two independent locations could be a confusing operation unless some method of "keeping score" is used. When shooting points, the 98458 CRT
automatically "keeps score" of each operator's progress. To further
simplify the process, the system software is structured so that each
operator may measure at his own rate with no need to synchronize
sightings. Points may even be randomly numbered from the theodolites, letting operators measure in an optimum order.
Once a given point has been observed from both 3820A's, the
98458 immediately calculates and prints an X, Y, and Z coordinate.
Also printed is a number representative of how well the two 3820A's
were aimed. Using this "mis-aim" number, operators can refine their
technique for greatest accuracy. The printout is complete with an indication of geometrical strength for X, Y, and Z coordinates. These
quantities provide the skilled user with a technique to optimize his
coordinate accuracies.

HP 3822A Coordinate Determination
System Block Diagram
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Systems Specifications
Coordinate Repeatability (RMS) X, Y, Z
Based on a single direct and single reverse sighting with HP 3820A's leveled
within ± 33 ce ( ± 10 sec). For setup with
triangle strength = I for each dimension
(X, Y, z)
731J, inches per foot of baseline
61J, metres per metre of baseline
1: 165 000 precision ratio of baseline
Coordinate Resolution (RMS) X, Y, Z
Based on a single direct and single reverse sighting with HP 3820A's leveled
within ± 33ce (± 10 sec). For setup with
triangle strength = I for each dimension
(X,Y,Z)
Grads mode = 51J, inches per foot of
baseline
0.41J, metres per metre of baseline
Degrees mode = 151J, inches per
foot of baseline
1.31J, metres per
metre of baseline
Rectangularity of Axes
X, Y - Absolute X, Z - 1.4 sec (RMS)
Y, Z - 1.4 sec (RMS)
Dimensions; 671 x 511 x 1581 mm (26.4 x
20.\ x 58.3 in) (HP 11\7B Option C 15
System Cart and HP 98458 Computer
included)
Weight: 152 kg (335 Ibs)
Power Requirements; 100, 120. 220. 240
volts +S% 10%,48 to 63 Hz, 470 VA

Angle-3820A Electronic Total
Station
Resolution
Grads mode: I"
Degrees mode: 1 sec
Accuracy
RMS error of direction with telescope in
direct and reversed position.
-20°C to 55°C (-SOF to 130°F)
± 6" (± 2 sec) horizontal
± J2" (± 4 sec) vertical
NOTE: Accuracy includes accuracy
of automatic level com pensa tor, sighting, and angle
electronics
Display Rate
2.0 sec/reading-with automatic level
compensation
0.5 sec/reading-without automatic level
compensation
Automatic level Compensation
Type: Dual-axis liquid surface reflection
Range: ± 340cC (± 110 sec) approximately
Use: automatically compensates horizon-

tal and zenith angles for residual
mislevel of instrument
Telescope
Focus: 2 metres (6 feet)
Power: 30 X

Computation-9845B Option 150,
312 Desktop
Computer*
Features
HP enhanced BASIC language
Read/Write memory expandable from
187 146 bytes to 448 906
Typewriter-like. alphanumeric keyboard
with 32 definable Special Function keys
High-resolution CRT display with 310
mm (12.3 in.) diagonal screen, 80 characters x 24 lines
Full graphics capability
-Rapid plotting on the CRT
-High level graphics language
-Hard-copy transfer to the internal
thermal line printer
Two integral tape cartridge drives, each
cartridge providing 217 000 byte storage capacity
Built-in 80 column thermal line printer
Complete interfacing capability with IS
assignable levels of priority interrupt
plus direct memory access
Optional Read Only Memories (ROMS)
*1/0 ROM required-order HP 96412A for field instsllstion .e'sion or ordsr HP 96458 with options 150 end 312 for tetlory instellstion of 1/0 ROM.

PHYSICAL & OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS
General Information

Laser Measurement

Quartz Crystal Technology

The Hewlett-Packard 5526A Laser Measurement System utilizes a precisely-known
wavelength of light to provide a portable,
easily used dimensional measurement tool
for such parameters as length, angle,
straightness, squareness and flatness.
The 5526A Laser Measurement System is
used in a wide variety of applications where
very accurate physical measurements are required, such as characterizing the positioning
accuracy and geometry of machine tools and
measuring machines.
A wide variety of output devices are available to record the measurement data including digital printers and X-Y recorders. The
measurement data can be transferred directly from the Laser Measurement System to an
HP desktop computer and immediately processed by prewritten metrology programs.
The reduced data is then presented in either
printed format or plotted to provide reportquality graphs of the measurements.

Hewlett-Packard laboratories have developed quartz crystals which respond to temperature or pressure with amazing linearity,
stability, accuracy, and sensitivity. Quartz
crystals resonate in electronic oscillator circuitry at a very precise frequency. HewlettPackard has discovered a way to produce
quartz crystals whose resonant frequencies
vary extremely linearly with temperature or
pressure. For example, the resonant frequency of a 2804A temperature sensing crystal
varies 1000 Hz (nominal) per 0c. These resonant frequencies are conditioned by electronic circuitry to produce exceptionally high
resolution temperature or pressure measurements.

Digital Thermometer
HP's 2804A Quartz Thermometer provides extremely precise, reliable measurements with standard resolution of 0.0001 °C
over the range -80 to +250°C. The excellent
sensing characteristics of the quartz ther-

mometer are enhanced by the advantages of
direct digital readout (no bridge balancing,
or reference-to-resistance or voltage-temperature tables or curves), immunity to noise
and cable resistance effects, and no requirment for external equipment such as a reference junction. Temperature can be measured
up to 1.37 km (4500 feet) from the 2804A
with optional amplifiers.

Quartz Pressure Probe
The Hewlett Packard 2813 B Quartz Pressure Probe can detect pressure changes as
small as 0.0 I psi in I 1,000 psia. Precision
pressure measuring capability and rugged
construction make the H P 2813 B Quartz
Pressure Probe ideal for applications requiring surface readout such as oil well logging,
oceanographic research, and studies of subterranean hydrodynamics. The 2820A Pressure Recording System connects directly to
the Quartz Pressure Probe. With it, pressure
test data is displayed, printed and stored on
magnetic tape and a strip chart.

PHYSICAL & OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS
Laser System for Dimensional Measurements

Laser Transducer for "Build-in" Applications
Model 5501A

Model 5526A
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General Capabilities

Systems description

The 5526A Laser Measurement System is a major advance in machine tool calibration and economical dimensional metrology. A
choice of optics allows the measurement of length, angle, flatness,
straightness. squareness and parallelism. In addition. measurements
ean be automatically printed and/or plotted.
The system is a highly accurate displacement measuring tool with a
resolution of one millionth of an inch (0.01 I'm) for linear measurements and 0.1 arc-second for angular measurements. Fully automatic
tuning. instant warm-up and remote interferometric meaurement
techniques assure drift-free accuracy from the moment of switch-on.

The 550 IA Laser Transducer is a smaller interferomtcr intended as
a built-in position sensor for servo control of linear motion of systems
such as X- Y stages, machine tools and measuring machines. Using a
single laser source, up to 4 axes of motion may be monitored simultaneously. This feature, plus numerous other design innovations, significantly lowers the cost of laser interferometer feedback. A range of
output devices offers the choice of feedback control or digital display.
Although the Laser Transducer is designed for original equipment
manufacturers (OEM), simple installation techniques make it attractive for retrofit by end-users as well.

Specifications
Laser: Helium-Neon type. Fully automatic tuning. Instant warm-up.
Resolution: normal and smooth modes.
Normal: 0.1 I'm. English: 0.0000 I inch. Angular: I arc-second.
Xl0: 0.01 I'm. English: 0.000 001 inch. Angular: 0.1 arc-sec.
Maximum allowable signal loss: 95% (-13 dB).
Maximum measuring velocity: 18.3 m/min. (720 inch/min.)
Atmospheric and material compensation: manual input from tables. 5510A Automatic Compensator optional.
Linear Measurement
Accuracy:
Metric: ± 0.5 parts per million ± 2 count in last digit.
English: ± 0.5 parts per million ± 1 count in last digit.
Maximum measuring range: up to 60 m (200 ft) depending on conditions.
Angular /Flatness Measurement
Accuracy: ± 0.1 arc-second (± I count in last digit) up to 100 arcseconds. ± I arc-seconds (± I count in last digit) up to 1000 arc-seconds. ± 4 arc-seconds per degree (± I count in last digit) up to ± 10
degrees using correction table.
Short-Range Straightness Measurement
Accuracy
Metric: ± 0.4 micrometre/metre ± 2 counts in last digit.
Inch: ± 5 microinches/foot ± 1 count in last digit.
Resolution: same as above.
Lateral range: ± 2.5 mm (± 0.1 inch)
Axial range: 3 m (10 feet)
Long-Range Straightness Measurement
Accuracy: same as Short-Range version.
Resolution: one-tenth that of the Short-Range version.
Axial Range: 30 m (100 ft)
Automatic Compensation (worst case):
I. For air temperature within range 20-30°C (68-85") 1.3 ppm ± 2
counts (English 1.3 ppm ± I count.)
2 For air temperature within range 13-40'C (55-105 c F) 1.5 ppm
± 2 counts (English: 1.5 ppm ± I count.)
Ordering Information
5500C Laser Head
5505A Laser Display

5510AAutomatic Compensator
105508 Retroreflector
10558A Beam Bender
10559A Reflector Mount
10563A Material Temperature Sensor
105658 Remote Interferometer
I0579A Straightness Adaptor
10690A Short-Range Straightness Intcrferometer
10691A Long-Range Straightness Interferometer

Price
$7500
$6200
$5800
$1265
$1275
$710
$485
$3810
$1710
$3400
$3400

Specifications
Resolution: 0.16/Lm (6 microinches) or 0.08 I'm (3 microinches) using Plane Mirror Interferometer. Resolution Extension can increase
measurement resolution up to a factor of 10.
Accuracy: ± 0.5 parts per million.
Range: up to 60 metres (200 feet) depending upon conditions (sum of
axes for multi-axis configurations).
Number of axes: up to 4 depending on system configuration and
environmental conditions. Maximum allowable measurement velocity: 18.3 meters/min (720 inches/min.)
Accessories
A wide variety of Interferometers, Retroreflectors, Beam Splitters,
and Beam Benders allow application of the 550lA Laser Transducer
to the most complex measurement problems.
Linear interferometer: most economical and widely used for linear
displacement measurements.
Plane mirror interferometer: used for precision measurement and
control of X- Y stage motion.
Single beam interferometer: extremely small linear measuremcnt
interferometer for applications where size and weight are critical.
Beam splitters and benders: optional components to divide and direct the laser beam to the individual measurement axes.
Electronic Outputs
A range of output formats are available for the 550 I A Laser Transducer which provide compatability with a wide variety of measurement applications.
Computer interface electronics: interface the 550 I A Laser Transducer to virtually any digital processor or controller. This universal
binary interface is ideal for position control systems with the most
demanding response requirements.
Calculator Interface electronics: based on Hewlett-Packard Desktop Computer and the Hewlett-Packard-Interface Bus provide completely integrated measurement packages. Designed for acquiring,
reducing and displaying measurement data. this interface allows simple application of the 550lA Laser Transducer to a wide variety of
measurement oriented machines.
English/metric pulse output electronics: provides a universal interface to almost all numerical controls for machine tools. Designed
primarily to facilitate installation of the 5501 A Laser Transducer on
machine tools by Original Equipmcnt Manufacturers. this interface
provides inch or metric value pulses over a wide range of resolutions.
Ordering Information
5501A Laser Transducer
10780A Receiver

I0700A 33% Beam Splitter
10702A Linear Interferometer
10703A Retrorellector
10707A Beam Bender

Price
$6500
$520
$370
$1460
$620
$270

PHYSICAL & OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS
Quartz Pressure Gauge
Models 28138, 2816A
• 0.01 psi resolution (69 Pal
• 0.025% Full Scale Accuracy
• Direct Surface Readout

• Simple Operation
• Long Term Stability
• 200-11000 PSIA Range

2816A Pressure Signal Processor,
28138 Quartz Pressure Probe

0.01 psi Resolution at 11,000 psi (69 Pa @ 69 MPa)
The HP quartz pressure gauge measures well bore pressure with a
resolution of 0.01 psi over a dynamic range in excess of 11,000 psi.
This capability makes it possible to measure pressure changes that
cannot be detected with conventional gauges using bourdon tube
transducers.
This ability to detect and record small pressure changes allows sophisticated test techniques to be used economically. For example,
since the super-sensitive HP quartz pressure gauge can detect small
pressure transients at observation wells, pulse tests can be conducted
with extremely short pulse cycle times at the stimulus well. Because
the shut-in time is reduced, the permeability and formation thickness
between wells can be determined at a substantially lower cost.
With the gauge, pressure transients can be observed and recorded
on the surface while the test is in progress. When the surface readout
indicates the test is completed, the gauge can be retrieved immediately. Pressure data can be read directly without intermediate scaling or
other calculations, when used with the 2820A Pressure Recording
System.
The quartz pressure gauge was specifically designed for pressure
measurement in oil and gas wells and it is used by many oil companies
and well service companies. However, its high resolution pressure
measuring capability and rugged construction also make it ideally
suited for oceanographic research and subterranean hydrodynamic
studies.

Description
The gauge consists of a 2813 B Quartz Pressure Probe and a 2816A
Pressure Signal Processor. A frequency signal proportional to pressure is transmitted from the bOllom-hole pressure probe to the signal
processor on the surface. It travels through a single-conductor, armored electric line. The processor conditions the pressure-related signal to drive a separate electronic frequency counter for direct
readout. An HP Desktop Computer may be used to calculate bottom
hole pressure from the probe frequency and temperature. If a preset
counter is used well bore pressure will be displayed in psi. No scaling
or intermediate calculations are necessary.

For field use, the 2820A Pressure Recording System is available. It
provides a convenient method of obtaining direct visual display and a
permanent record of pressure data. Test pressure data is recorded on
a strip chart recorder, digital printer, and magnetic tape. All instruments are shock mounted in a rugged field case to withstand rough
handling.

System Specifications
Sensitivity: (lOS Hz/psi) lOS Hz/6.9 kPa nominal output of signal
processor.
Probe operating pressure range: 0-82.7 MPa (0-12,000 psia.)
Probe operating temperature range: 0 to 150°C (32° to 302° F.)
Signal processor operating temperature range: 0° to 55°C (32°
to 131°F.)
Calibrated pressure range: 1.4-75.8 MPa (200-11,000 psia.)
Resolution: 69 Pa (0.01 psi) when sampling for a I-second period.
Repeatability: ±2.76 kPa (±0.4 psi) over entire range.
Accuracy (at thermal equilibrium) if operating temperature is
known
within 1°C (1.8°F): ± 3.45 kPa or ± 0.025% of reading ( ± 0.5 psi
or ± 0.025% of reading.)
within 10°C (18°F): ± 6.89 kPa or ± 0.1 % of reading (± I psi or
±O.I% of reading.)
within 20°C (36°F): ± 34.5 kPa or ± 0.25% of reading (± 5 psi or
±0.25% of reading.)
Dimensions and Weights
28138 Probe: 36.5 mm (1.4") OD by 1000 mm (39.4") long.
Weight: 5.0 kg (II lb.)
2816A Signal Processor: 154 mm H x 197 mm W x 279 mm D
(6.1" x 7.8" x II".)

28138 Quartz Pressure Probe
2816A Pressure Signal Processor

Price
$19,850
$1,600

PHYSICAL & OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS
Pressure Recording System
Model 2820A
• Surface readout and recording for the 28138 Quartz
Pressure Probe
• Failsafe operation protects test data
• Autorestart after power interrupt minimizes data loss

• No set-up calculations or interpolation
• Connects directly to wireline from pressure probe
• Flexible system can be expanded

2820A
System

Description

2820A Operating Characteristics

The HP 2820A Pressure Recording System provides surface readout and recording for the 2813 B Quartz Pressure Probe. Pressure test
data (time, bottom hole pressure, and temperature) is automatically
displayed, printed, and recorded on magnetic tape and a strip chart
while the test is in progress. The system is simple to set up and operate, Many built-in checks are provided to protect against accidental
operator entries and other conditions that would cause an error and
halt operation. The user can add other HP-IB compatible instruments
and peripherals to the 2820A system to display and plot the pressure
test data for extensive analysis after the test.

Data display: real or elapsed time, pressure, temperature, logging
time remaining on magnetic tape.
Printed data: real or elapsed time, pressure, temperature.
Tape recorded data: real time, pressure, temperature.
Real time: current month, day, hours, minutes and seconds.
Elapsed time: days, hours, minutes, seconds since START TEST
key was pressed.

Display and Chart Recorder Update Time Interval
Pressure Resolution

Nominal Display and Chart Recorder Update Time
Min

Max

Easy to Use

0.01 Psi

1 Sec

The 2820A Pressure Recording System is easy to set up and operate, even by an operator that has no experience in programming. Programs are run by simply pressing function keys on the computer and
making entries that are requested by its program. The operator is
guided by the computer display and printed messages.
While setting up for a test, the operator can print out a detailed list
of instructions to help check system wiring, switch settings and function keys to run the programs.

0001 Psi

1 Sec

2 Sec
10 Sec

Printing and Magnetic Tape Recording Time Interval
Selected By User
Pressure Resolution

Min
001 Psi

Auto Restart After Power Interrupt
In case of a power interruption. the quantity of lost test data is minimized with the automatic restart capability of the 2820A. The system
automatically restarts and resumes logging pressure data without an
operator when power returns. This feature is enabled by pressing the
START TEST function key. A backup battery inside the realtime
clock insures continuous operation.

Failsafe Operation Minimizes Errors
The 2820A Pressure Recording System has several "failsafe" features that bypass many operating conditions that would halt operation due to non-data errors. For example, the program checks all
operator entries for validity and rejects any entry that would cause an
error. The program even protects against pressing function keys out
of sequence by ignoring the invalid function key.
The computer is programmed to automatically skip logging program instructions to print data (or record it on magnetic tape) if the
printer runs out of paper (or the tape files are full). Recovery is also
automatic when the error condition is cleared.

Flexible System Can Be Expanded
The 2820A Pressure Recording System is a standard system that
can be expanded easily to meet individual needs. For example, the
time and effort required to analyze pressure test data is reduced dramatically when field tape data is automatically plotted or displayed
on HP-IB compatible plotting and display instruments added by the
user.

Nominal Printing and Magnetic Recording Time
(Print Interval)

0.001 Psi

2Sec
10 Sec

Max
99999 Sec

Increment

99990 Sec

10 Sec

1Sec

Data recording capacity: each field tape stores 24 hours (nominal)
of test data with 10 second Print Interval.
Temperature input: keyboard entry by operator or calculated from
a continuous frequency input to counter.

2820A System Operating Modes
(Factory settings are in italics) Pressure data in psi or kg/em'. Temperature data in degrees Farenheit or Celsius. Temperature input
from 9825 keyboard or frequency counter. Test data printed on 9825
printer or 9866B printer after test. Maximum resolution of 0.01 psi
(0.001 kg/em') or 0.001 psi (0.0001 kg/em'). Strip chart recorder on
or off.

2820A System Operating Variables
(Changed during test by keyboard entry)
Print interval: pressure data is printed every 2 to 99999 s (or 10 to
99990 s).
P:T ratio: I to 99 lines of time and pressure data are printed before
each line of temperature data.
Well temperature: 32 to 302°F (0 to 150°C).
Chart scale: full scale on the strip chart recorder can be set between
I psi and 10,000 psi.
Instruments: program flags are to enable/disable the record instructions for DACjchart recorder, printer, and magnetic tape.

2820A Pressure Recording System
Includes instruments in shock isolated fiberglass transit
case and 9825 computer in padded aluminum case.

$23,100

PHYSICAL & OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS
Quartz Thermometer
Model 2804A
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± 0.04 °C Absolute Accuracy
0.0001 °C or 0.001 of Resolution
-80° to +250°C Range
Display of Absolute or Differential Temperature
Flexible HP-IB System Interface
Variable Resolution Analog Output
Easy Ice Point or Triple Point Adjustment

u
The 2804A Quartz Thermometer allows you to easily measure temperature with exceptionally high accuracy and resolution. Absolute
accuracy is ±40 millidegrees Celsius over the range of -50°C to
150°C, NBS traceable to IPTS-68. The useable resolution of
0.0001 °C allows you to measure temperature changes that could not
be detected by other digital thermometers.
The 2804A can be used with one or two temperature sensing
probes. The temperature of either probe, or their difference, can be
measured and displayed under pushbutton control. Display resolution
is selectable from 0.01 to 0.0001 °C (0.1 to 0.001 OF) by push buttons.
An internal switch allows you to easily select measurement in the Celsius or Fahrenheit temperature scale.
Temperature is measured and displayed automatically with the microprocessor and electronics provided in the 2804A package. There is
no need to balance a bridge, perform calculations using resistance- or
voltage-temperature tables or curves, or to use calibration correction
tables. The only adjustment necessary to remove effects of thermal
history on the sensor is a simple ice point or triple point calibration
adjustment using the front panel thumbwheel switches.

How It Works

selected for conversion allowing you to change the full scale value on
the recorder.

2804A Specifications
Performance
Range: -80 to 250°C.
Absolute accuracy: 2804A with 18110A, l8111A, 18l12A or
18l17A Quartz Probe±0.040°C from -50 to l50 a C
±0.075°C from -80 to 250°C
NBS traceable to IPTS-68
Resolution: Three levels can be selected level of
selection
Low
Medium
High

The 2804A temperature sensor is a quartz crystal whose precise
angle of cut gives a stable and repeatable relationship between resonant frequency and temperature. Each quartz sensor is individually
calibrated at the factory over the full temperature range. The calibration data for each sensor is processed and stored in a calibration module which is supplied with the probe.
In operation, a microprocessor in the thermometer performs the
complex control and calculation operations to accurately measure
temperature from the quartz sensor frequency and probe calibration
information in the calibration module. The microprocessor also performs self-checks to detect fault conditions. If a problem occurs that
would give an improper measurement, an error message is displayed
to indicate the source of the problem.

General

System Oriented Design

18107A
18108A
18109A
18110A
18111A
18112A
18115A
18116A
18117A

The HP-IB option offers you a simple, yet flexible, way to connect
the Quartz Thermometer to either an HP computing controller or
printer. Temperature data can easily be sent to a calculator or computer for processing and recording. All front panel controls can be
operated automatically by commands sent on the bus.
The optional analog output converts any three consecutive digits to
a voltage between 0 and + I0 volts to drive a chart recorder. Front
panel controls allow easy adjustment of pen zero and full scale as well
as normal or offset (center-zero) operation. Any three digits can be

Resolution

°C

of

0.01
0.001
0.0001

0.1
0.01
0.001

Nominal time between
readings in seconds
11 orT2
11-T2
0.1
0.2
2
I
10
20

Display: 7 digit LED with polarity, decimal. and degree C or F annunciator.
Probes: a variety of probes are available for use with the 2804A.
Refer to the data sheet for specifications and sheath configurations.

Power Required
100,120,220, or 240 VAC, +5%-10%, 48 to 66 Hz, <30 VA.

Options
006: Analog Output
010: HP-IB Interface

Price
$525
$450

Accessories and Probes
External Oscillator
Line Amplifier
Diagnostic Kit
Laboratory Probe and cal module, 25 mm (I ")
Laboratory Probe and cal module, 230 mm (9.1 ")
Laboratory Probe and cal module, 460 mm (18.1 ")
Heavy Duty Probe and cal module, 30 mm (1.2")
Heavy Duty Probe and cal module, 100 mm (3.9")
Heavy Duty Probe and cal module, 180 mm (7.1")

2804A Quartz Thermometer

$225
$225
$575
$1300
$1300
$1300
$1400
$1400
$1400

$3200

X-RAY SYSTEMS
Scientific and Industrial X-ray Systems

Scientific Applications
Oceanography, geology, marine biology, paleontology, pathology, botany. forestry and
agricultural research are a few examples uf
scientific disciplines that use X-rays. Applications range from the study of the interior
anatomy of fossils to determining the viability of seeds.

43700 Series Flash X-Ray SYStems

Faxitron

Cabinet Systems

Radiography, the art and science of making
pictures with X-rays, has an important place
in modern technology. It is one of the major
nundestructive test methods available to industry, provides an indispensable tool in scientific investigations and is a valuable aid to
law enforcement agencies. Hewlett-Packard
makes a major contribution to these activities with X-ray equipment that offers a "better way" through advanced technology and
design. This equipment makes radiogra phs
easier and safer to take.

ity to "see inside" provided by radiography.
Porosity. gas voids, tramp metal inclusion
and other common defects can be easily detected and the cause determined. Expensive
machining time can be avoided for castings
found to be defective through X-ray inspection. The integrity of welds, alignment of
connectors, inspection for proper assembly
and mechanical defects are further examples
of tests which radiography performs for industry. The benefits of X-ray testing are reduced production costs, better qualilty
assurance and product safety. The results are
increased profits.

Industrial Inspection

Law Enforcement Applications

Industrial quality control and inspcction procedures, especially in the field of electronics,
benefit from nondestructive testing by radiography. The advantages of a testing method
which does not harm the test objects are obvious. Radiography, therefore, offers benefits
in design engineering, incoming inspection,
productiun quality control, product reliability and failure analysis. X-rays are used to
detect misregistration or plate-thru problems
in multi-layer P.c. boards; porosity, poor
substrate bonding and wiring or lead location
in transistors and integrated circuits; voids
and other encapsulation problems in potted
components; and solder balls or other defects
in sealed relays.
Die casting is another industry that benefits from the nondestructive aspecls and abil-

Radiography aids many law enforcement
groups. Crime labs use X-rays to visualize
certain types of latent fingerprints, for powder and lead splatter patterns in ballistics
and for questioned-document examination.
Medical examiners use X-rays for cause-ofdeath investigations and identification of remains. X-rays aid in examining parcels or
mail to identify dangerous devices and to verify bomb circuitry.
These are among the many applications
served by liP Faxitrun" Cabinet X-ray Systems. They offer a unique combination of
high quality radiographic capability, simplicity of operation and convenience of use
which is expanding the capabilities of scientific and industrial concerns throughout the
world.

R.

High-speed (flash) radiography is used to record and study dynamic events where interposed material, smoke, flame, debris, or
pressure varia tions exclude the use of highspeed cameras. Typical events include ballistics, shaped charges, explosives, behind-armor studies, shock waves in solids, aerospace
phenomena, and crash-injury studies.
The basic performance requirement of a
flash X-ray system used for the study of transient mechanisms is to provide high resolution radiographs with exposure times short
enough tu eliminate motion blur. H P Series
43700 flash X-ray systems produce X-ray
pulses of sub-microsecond (3-70 nanosecond) duration and are designed specifically
for "stop motion" radiographic applications.
All Model 43700 Series systems utilize the
same basic components, the same electrical
theory, and are modular in concept. Standard systems include 150 kY, 300 kY, 450
kY, and I MY Models.

An HP basic single "channel" flash X-ray
system, composed of a pulse generator. highvoltage powcr supply, cold-cathude field
emission X-ray tube, and associated controls,
provides a single radiograph per event. Additional pulser jX-ray tube sets (add-on channels) may be combined with the initial singlechannel system to provide multiple-channel
"systems." Multiple channel systems may be
of identical output voltage or may use varied
output voltage pulserjtube combinations.
For specific informatiun and consultation
regarding H P X-ray systems, contact Hewlell-Packard,
1700 S. Baker Street,
McMinnville, Oregon 97128, telephone:

(503) 472-5101.

MEASUREMENT ACCESSORIES
AC/OC Meter Calibrator
Model 6920B

• Calibrate/test DC ammeters up to 5 amps
• Calibrate/test average-reading AC ammeters up to 5
amps

• Calibrate/test DC voltmeters up to 1000 volts
• Calibrate /test average-reading AC voltmeters up to
1000 volts

Specifications
Output Voltage Ranges
0.01-1 V: current capability 0-5 A.
0.1-10 V: current capability 0-1 A.
1-100 V: current capability 0-100 rnA.
10-1000 V: current capability 0-10 rnA.
Above output voltage ranges and maximum current capabilities for
each range apply for either dc or ac operation.
Output Current Ranges (5 A maximum output)
1-100 J1.A: voltage capability 0-500 V (uncalibrated in AC).
0.01-1 mA: voltage capability 0-500 V.
0.1-10 mA: voltage capability 0-500 V.
1-100 mA: voltage capability 0-50 V.
O.Ol-lA: voltage capability 0-5 V.
0.1-10A: (5 A max. output) voltage capability 0-0.5 V.
Above output current ranges and maximum voltage capabilities for
each range apply for either dc, 50 Hz or 60 Hz operations.
Output accuracy: DC-0.2% of set value plus I digit. AC-O.4% of
set value plus I digit (when used with average-reading meters).
Above accuracy applicable over a temperature range from 15°C to
35°C, over full input voltage range, and after I-hour warmup.

Description
Model 6920B is a versatile acjdc meter calibrator, capable of both
constant-voltage and constant-current output. Its absolute accuracy
makes it suitable for laboratory or production testing of panel meters,
multi meters, and other meters having accuracy on the order of 1.0%
or higher. This calibrator has been designed for convenience, and
combines in one instrument all the outputs needed to test the most
commonly used meters.
Output Switch
The output switch has two ON positions. The ON TEST position has
a momentary contact and output is obtained only while the switch is
held ON. This is convenient when several full scale readings are being
checked successively and the meter and calibrator are being switched
through their ranges. The ON HOLD position is used when continuous output is desired.
AC Output Waveshape
When the function switch is set on AC, the output wave-shape is sinusoidal (to a first approximation) and has the same frequency as the
input line power applied to the instrument (except when an external
ac reference is used). The feedback loop, which controls and regulates
this ac, is actually monitoring the average value of the ac output although the front panel controls are calibrated in terms of rms. Thus,
this calibrator is suitable for use with average-reading ac voltmeters
scaled in rms. In addition, the calibrator can be used with true-rms
meters, provided allowance is made for the total output distortion.
This distortion is approximately equal to the line input waveshape
distortion (or distortion of the external ac reference) plus 3%.

Controls
Function switch: 3-positions: OFF, AC, and DC. In the OFF position the ac power input is disconnected from the unit. In the AC position the meter calibrator produces an ac output, and in the DC
position the calibrator produces a dc output.
Range switch: 10 positions, one for each voltage and current range.
Calibrated output control: digital potention meter readout control
(3 significant digits) determines exact value of output.
Output switch: switch described at left.
Output terminals: two front panel terminals are provided; these are
the output terminals for both ac and dc operation. In voltage ranges,
the negative terminal is grounded.
Ripple: in dc operation the output ripple is typically less than 1.0%
rmsj 5% pop of the output range switch setting.
Input: liS V ac ± 10%, single-phase, 58-62 Hz, 0.7 A, 65 W max.
(See Options 005 and 028 for 50 Hz and 230 V ac operation).
Operating temperature range: 0°C-50°C; convection cooled.
Size: 172 H x 198 W x 279 mm D (6%" x 7I:~6" x II").
Weight: net, 6.8 kg (15 lb). Shipping 7.71 kg (17 Ib).
Options
005: 50 Hz output regulation realignment
028: 230 V ac ± 10%, single phase input
Accessories
5060-8762 Rack kit for mounting one or two 6920B's in
a 19" rack
5060-8760 Filler panel to block unused half of rack
adapter

69208 Meter calibrator

Price
NjC
NjC
$72.50
$26
$1600

MEASUREMENT ACCESSORIES
Instrument Accessories
Models 11473A-11476A, 15104A, 15115A & 15116A

15104A Pulse Adder/Splitter
50 ohm delta network decouples two loads for stimulation from com-

mon source. or combines two pulse forms.
Step response: 150 ps
Reflection: .:S 10% with 160 ps step (bandwidth dc

to

2 G Hz).

15115A Pulse Splitter / Inverter
50 ohm delta network splits a single input pulse in two output pulses;

inverted (via transformer) and non-inverted (direct).
Inverted
Non-inverted
Step response:
400 ps
200 ps
Reflection (160 ps step)
:s I0%
:s I0%
Droop (300 ns pulse width)
:s5%
:s3%
Delay between inverted and non-inverted output: I ns

15116A Pulse Inverter
Transformer coupling. common ground, converts incoming pulse to
opposite polarity.
Step response: 400 ps
Reflection (200 ps step): :'5 10%
Droop (300 ns pulse width): :'55%

Price

Ordering Instructions

$110
$220
$220

15104A Pulse Adder/Splitter
15116A Pulse Inverter
15115A Pulse Splitter/Inverter

11473A-11476A Description
Balancing transformers provide a balanced output from a singleended input. or a single-ended output from a balanced input. Impedances available are 75 ohms unbalanced to 124n, 135n. 150n, and
60011 balanced. Frequency response is ± 0.5 dB.

(Each module contains two transformers with the following specifications)
11473A
750

114738
750

11474A
750

11475A

Unbal

750

750

Bal

6000

6000

1350

1500

1240

Model No.
Impedance'

Mating
connectors
Frequency range:

11476A

Unbal

BNC

BNC

BNC

BNC

BNC

Bal

WECO
310

Siemens
9 REL: STP·6AC

WECO
241

Siemens
9 REL: STp·6AC

WECO
408A

20 Hz-50 kHz

20 Hz-50 kHz

2 kHz-2 MHz

=0.5 dB

±0.5 dB

+0.5 dB

2 kHz-2 MHz
+0.5 dB

5kHz-5 MHz

Frequency response:
Insertion loss:

<075dB
at I kHz

<075dB
at 1kHz

<0.25 dB
at 50 kHz

<0.25 dB
at 50 kHz

<025 dB
at 50 kHz

+05 dB

Longitudinal balance:

>40 dB

>40dB

>40dB

>40 dB

>35 dB

Max input power:

+13 dBm

+13 dBm
$400

+27 dBm
$450

+27 dBm
$425

+27 dBm
$450

Price

$400

'500 unbalanced to balanced transtormer available on special basis. Above specitications apply.

MEASUREMENT ACCESSORIES
Cables

Cable Assemblies

mJ------i.d r==

10501A Cable Assembly

10501A: 112 em (44 in)

Price

$10

112 em (44 in.) of 50-ohm coaxial cable terminated on
one end only with UG-88CjU BNC (m) connector.

10502A Cable Assembly

10502A L=23 em (9 in)
10503A L= 122 em (48 in)
10519A L= 183 em (72 in)

10503A Cable Assembly

tI[[::!

ae

10519A Cable Assembly

11170A Cable Assembly

r=v~
11000A: 112 em (44 in)

~

d~

L

1100", 112 om (Wo)
11035A: 30 em (12 in)

;:t;
L

~
-

--J

U

111708 Cable Assembly

~

-------J

J

11000A Cable Assembly

I."

112 cm (44 in.) of 50-ohm coaxial cable terminated on
both ends with a dual banana plug, for (314 in.) binding
posts.

1.91 em
(0.75 in)

LJ

LJ

- - - - 11143A: 112 em (44 ir,)- . - - - -

~~6?'----@I

[mil
I

11035A Cable Assembly

$20

30 em (12 in.) of 50-ohm coaxial cable terminated on
one end with a dual banana plug and on the other end
with a UG-88CjU BNC (m) connector.

11002A Test Leads

$17

152 cm (60 in.) test leads alligator clips to dual banana
plug.
1.91 em
(0.75 in)

11003A Test Leads

$15

11500A Cable Assembly

$75

183 cm (72 in.) of 50-ohm coaxial cable terminated on
both ends with UG-2IDjU Type N (m) connectors.

115008 Cable Assembly

dq[TI

11501A Cable Assembly

I

$70

112 cm (44 in.) test leads, dual BNC to alligator clips.

I

11501A:183cm(72in)

$20

112 cm (44 in.) of 50-ohm coaxial cable terminated on
one end with a dual banana plug and on the other end
with a UG-88CjU BNC (m) connector.

11143A Cable Assembly

~----.:::.:..:

11500A: 183 em (72 in)
115008: 61 em (24 in)

$20

152 cm (60 in.) test leads, probe and alligator clip to
dual banana plug.

~L-.L~
I

11001A Cable Assembly

1.91cm

HI

I

$23

122 cm (48 in.) of 50-ohm coaxial cable terminated on
both ends with BNC (m) connectors.

7~ ftW75iOI

11003A: 152 em (60 In)

11170C Cable Assembly

0=0

LJ

$20

61 em (24 in.) of 50-ohm coaxial cable terminated on
both ends with BNC (m) connectors.

1.91 em
(0.75 in)

~

$20

30 cm (12 in.) of 50-ohm coaxial cable terminiated on
both ends with BNC (m) connectors.

7~~

11002A: 152 em (60 in)

L

---J

$30

183 em (72 in.) of 50-ohm coaxial cable terminated on
both ends with UG-88CjU BNC (m) connectors.

11170C: 122 em (48 in)

L

$15

122 cm (48 in.) of 50-ohm coaxial cable terminated on
both ends with UG-88CjU BNC (m) connectors.

I~
11170A:30cm(12in)
.1
111708: 61 em (24 in)

I.

$15

23 cm (9 in.) of 50-ohm coaxial cable terminated on
both ends with UG-88CjU BNC (m) connectors.

$70

Identical with 11500A except 61 cm (24 in.) long.

183 cm (72 in.) of 50-ohm coaxial cable terminated
with UG-21 DjU Type N (m) and UG-23D Type N (f)
connectors.

$80

MEASUREMENT ACCESSORIES

1m3

"

I[]]]l

1250-1158

1250-0077
1250-1534
1250-1477

~
1250-1159

ll!Irm

~

1250-0216
1250-1288

~_

1250-1474
1250-1536

Itm

1250-0780
1250-1535
1250-1476

~
1250-0831

lZ:m

1250-0781

~

~

1250-1263

1250-1236

~
1 __

1250-0076
1250-1286

1250-0080
1250-1287

IL111m
I I

~,

[IT]]

1250-0082
1250-1533
1250-1473

'I

Adapters

1250-0832

~
1250-1264

;='tb

1250-0176

11'
[l
~~~

S~

0·

L-.-J

-~--

IC2J

1251-2277

l\11~r:

1250-0559

"

Goo

rrtl----,

'1.

1250-0846

CJI
1250-0777
1250-1529
1250-1472

'~J

.

~
l,

)

~

11524A

~

11525A

1250-0778
1250-1528
1250-1475

J'_l

10110B

~

10111A

~

n
I'"

$10.50
$23.00
$37.00
$23.50
$10.50
$\ 1.50
$9.00
$14.00
$41.00

Adapters Type N, Precision' 50n
Part Number
1250-1472 N (f) to N (f)
1250-1473 N (m) to BNC (m)
1250-1474 N (f) to BNC (f)
1250-1475 N (m) to N (m)
1250-1476 N (m) to BNC (f)
1250-1477 N (f) to BNC (m)

$22.50
$24.50
$15.00
$33.00
$21.00
$19.00

Adapters Type N, Standard 75122
Part Number
1250-1528 N (m) to N (m)
1250-1529 N (f) to N (f)
1250-1533 N (m) to BNC (m)
1250-1534 N (f) to BNC (m)
1250-1535 N (m) to BNC (f)
1250-1536 N (f) to BNC (f)

$35.00
$28.00
$28.00
$20.50
$21.00
$18.00

Adapters SMA
Part Number
1250-1158 SMA (f) to SMA (f)
1250-1159 SMA (m) to SMA (m)

$12.00
$18.00

Adapters 5MB,SMC
Part Number
1250-0831 SMC (m) to BNC (m)
1250-0832 SMC (f) to BNC (f)
1250-1236 5MB (f) to BNC (f)

$27.00
$32.00
$33.00

Price

Adapters APC-7®
Part Number
11524A APC-7 to N (f)
11525A APC-7 to N (m)
11533A APC-7 to SMA (m)
11534A APC-7 to SMA (f)

$125
$125
$175
$175

Adapter Banana Plug
Part Number
1251-2816 Dual Banana plug

$4.80

Adapters BNC, Standard 50\1
Part Number
1250-0076 Right angle BNC (UG-306jD)
1250-0080 BNC (f) to BNC (f) (UG-914jU)
1250-0216 BNC (m) to BNC (m)
1250-0781 BNC Tee (m) (f) (f)
1250-1263 BNC (m) to single banana plug
1250-1264 BNC (m) to dual banana plug
1251-2277 BNC (f) to dual banana plug
101108 BNC (m) to dual banana plug
10111A BNC (f) to shielded banana plug
10113A Dual BNC (f) to triple banana plug

$8.50
$5.00
$8.00
$10.50
$10.00
$20.00
$12.50
$40.00
$25.00
$25.00

Adapters BNC, Standard 75\1 3
Part Number
1250-1286 Right Angle BNC
1250-1287 BNC (f) to BNC (f)
1250-1288 BNC (m) to BNC (m)

$12.50
$6.75
$11.00

- i __

10113A

11533A

~

[)m

:J§

1250-1250

11534A

1251-2816

~

Adapters Type N, Standard 50\1
Part Number
1250-0077 N (f) to BNC (m)
1250-0082 N (m) to BNC (m)
1250-0176 N (m) to N (f) right angle
1250-0559 N tee, (m) (f) (f)
1250-0777 N (f) to N (f)
1250-0778 N (m) to N (m)
1250-0780 N (m) to BNC (f)
1250-0846 N tee (f) (f) (f)
1250-1250 N (m) to SMA (f)

@

"Precision": typically ~36 dB return Loss to 1.3 GHz.
Type N outer conductor; center pin sized for 750 characteristic.
3 SHe outer conductor; center pin sized for 750 characteristic.
" A registered trademark of the Bunker Ramo Corporation
1
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CABINETS: TRANSIT, OPERATING & COMBINING CASES
Cabinet Identification

SYSTEM I

SYSTEM II

The two disassembly drawings above are for
identification only. They illustrate differences between SYSTEM I and SYSTEM II
cabinets (instruments come assembled from
the factory).

SYSTEMS I and II
SYSTEM I was Hewlett Packard's first modular enclosure system.
SYSTEM II, introduced in the early 1970's, superseded SYSTEM I
and is now the standard package in which all instruments are being
introduced. Compatibility of the two systems was carefully considered, but they are basically different in design and have similar but
non-interchangeable accessories.

System Differences
The notable difference in the two systems is that SYSTEM I has
cast aluminum side frames while SYSTEM II has cast aluminum
front and rear frames. The SYSTEM I side frames are secured together by sheet metal panels, while the SYSTEM II front and rear
frames are secured by cast aluminum struts then enclosed in sheet
metal.
Another distinguishable feature is in the front handles on the full
module cabinets. SYSTEM I front handles extend straight forward,
have rounded corners and are an integral part of the side frames.

SYSTEM II front handles flair outwards slightly, have square corners and are separable from the cabinet.

Proper Ordering
These differences in design necessitate separate lines of accessories.
When ordering, it is most important to identify your cabinet system.
For specific reasons (like disc memories, as an example) Hewlett
Packard also manufactures enclosures different from either SYSTEM lor SYSTEM II. If your HP device enclosure is far different
from those pictured here, please see the accessories listed with that
device shown elsewhere in this catalog.

Sub-module Cabinets
Hewlett Packard also uses cabinets of smaller width than the full
module size. SYSTEM I design called for sub-modules to be VJ or V2
of the full module dimension. SYSTEM II, designed for miniaturized
circuits, uses sub-modules of v.. or V2 of full module size. You can
identify your cabinet system using the same basic concepts as outlined in "System Differences" above. It is important to do so for the
accessories in each system are different and not interchangeable.

Rack Mounting
SYSTEM I and SYSTEM II products can be mounted vertically in the same rack cabinet, or stacked on one another. However, the rack mounting hardware is not interchangeable, nor
can SYSTEM I and SYSTEM II sub-modules be combined in
the same horizontal rack space.
SYSTEM II module size and rack mounting hole spacing meet
the specifications described in EIA Standard RS-310-C for
Racks, Panels and Associated Equipment.

SYSTEM II

SYSTEM I
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Summary of Nominal and Actual Sizes and
EIA Specifications for SYSTEM II Modules

Summary of Nominal and Actual Sizes for SYSTEM I Modules
Nominal Instrument
Height'
mm
inches

mm

inches

76
89
114
133
152
178
222
267
311

77.0
857
1159
1278
1547
1723
2167
261.1
3066

1031
1375
4.562
5031
6.093
6781
8531
10281
12031

3
3l/,
4V,
51J,
6
7
83/,
10 ';'
12 1;,

Actual
Height'

Nominal Instrument
Width'

IJJMW3
l/,MW
1 MW'

mm

inches

130.2
1976
425.5

5125
7781
16750

mm

inches

203
279
279
406
406
483
559

2012
279.4
285.6
406.4
415.9
4921
5683

8000
11.000
11.250'
16.000
16375'
19375
22.375

Actual
Depth

3lJ,
5'/,
7
8%
10'/,
12 '/,

89
133
178
222
267
311

EIA 'U'
Equivalent'

2U
3U
4U
5U
6U
7U

3.469
5219
6969
8719
10469
12.219

Actual Front
Frame Width
mm
inches

'/, MW'
IJ,MW
J/,MW'
1 MW5

105.7
212.3
318.9
4255

Nominal Instrument
Depth'
mm
inches

279
356
432
508
584

Actual Front
Frame Height
mm
inches

881
1326
1770
2215
265.9
310.4

Nominal Instrument
Width

Actual
Width'

Nominal Instrument
Depth'
mm
inches

8
11
11
16
16
19
22

Nominal Instrument
Height'
mm
inches

4.160
8.360
12550
16.750

Actual Instrument
Depth
mm
inches

11
14
17
20
23

269
345
422
498
574

10.6
13.6
16.6
196
226

lThis is the nominal front frame height only and does not include feet.

'This is the nominal height only and does not include feet. Add O.5~ for cabinet height with feet.

'u =Penel Height increment. Actuel pene, height is aquaI to 44.45 xU· 0.8 mm (1.750 xU· .031

2Combining Cases or Rack Adapter Frames ara required if 8 SYSTEM I cabinet, which isles8 than 8
full module width (1 MW) is to be reck mounted. See SYSTEM I eccessories.
'l.4W = Module Width ot 425.5 mm (16.750 inch) os stenderd.
'Adding SYSTEM I rack lIangea extenda the 1MW dimenaion to Ihe width necesssry for mounting in a
stendard 482.6 mm (19.000 inch) rsck.
~Oeplh dimenaon includes basic instrument only, does not include protrusions such 88 controls, Irant
hendlas, etc.
6Full Module cabinet aiza

inch). See EIA RS·310·C or IEC 297·1975.
'MW = Module Width to lit e standerd 482.6 mm (19.0 inch) rack.
~HP Products are not 8vailable in SYSTEM II csbineta
MW, but this is 8 useful dimension to indicate
frOnt panel widths to fill.
'Adding SYSTEM II rack flenges extends Ihe 1 MW dimension to the width neeesury for mounting in
e standerd 482.6 mm (19.0 inch) reck.
6{)spth dimension includes basic instrument only; does not include protrusions such a8 controls, Irani
hendlss. etc.

*

CABINETS: TRANSIT, OPERATING & COMBINING CASES
SYSTEM II-General Accessories 1

Bail Handle Kit
Cord Wrap Feet Kit
Bail Handle Kit
Application

V, MW (Half
Module) Only

Description

Size

Convenient carrying
handle for lightweight
cabinets this high:

3V, H
5V, H
7H

Part No.
5061-2001
5061-2002
5061-2003

Price

$22.50
33.00
29.00

Cord Wrap Feet Kit
Application

Description

Part No.

Price

Recommended for
products only V, MW
and V, MW weighing
less than 11 kg
(24Ibs.)

Kit of four flanged posts on
which power cords or signal cables may be wrapped
for transport/storage. It
provides flanged cord wrap
posts as aconvenient way
to keep power cords and
signal cables with an instrument (not designed for
heavy duty support; use kit
5061-2009 for such applications.)

5061-0095

$11.50

Rear Panel Stand-Off Kit
Rear Panel Stand-otf Kit
Application

Description

Part No.

Price

For all cabinets-except
does not normally fit cabinets which are V, MW by
31/, H.

Kit of four special feet
which provide 25.4 mm
(I in.) stand-off protection to rear panel.
Used when instrument
is operated in vertical
position, or when it is
transported/stored on
its rear panel.

5061-2009

$8.75

Rear Panel Lock Foot Kit
Full Module Cabinet Lock Foot Kit
Description

Part No.

Price

Combines Full Modules vertically. Used in combination
with Rear Panel Standoff (5061-2009) only. Kit consists of right and left foot pairs, front lock links and
fasteners-order 5061-2009 separately.

5061-0099

$40.00

lAII kits are supplied with appropriate mounting screws.

Notice: SYSTEM II accessories will not fit SYSTEM I cabinets. See Page 714.

CABINETS: TRANSIT, OPERATING & COMBINING CASES
SYSTEM II-General Accessories 1

Lock Link Kit

~
I

Lock Link Kit
Application

Description

Part No.

Price

For use with all subModule cabinets, provided they are of equal depth. 1

Kit consists of lock hardware and screws for joining instrument cabinets
in several different configurations. Enough horizontal links (12 front,
6 rear) for three side-by-side joints (up to 4 instruments), and enough
vertical links (4 front, 4 rear) to form two over /under joints (up to 3 instruments). 2

5061-0094

$40.00

It is easy to group instruments together horizontally or vertically by using simple lock links. The links can be installed by using threaded holes
already provided in the framework, allowing quick assembly and separation of instruments.

Cabinet Feet

Front Handle Kits
Option 907
Full and Half Module Cabinet Feet

Front Handle Kit
Application
For use with all cabInets-but principle use
is on 1MW (Full Module) cabinets, or on
sub-Module cabinets
locked together to
form. width of 1MW.

Description

Size

Kit includes two
front handles to
fit on each side
of front panel
frames, for
cabinets this
high:

31, H
5'1, H
7H
83,14 H
10'1, H

12 1/, H

Part No.

Price

5061-0088
5061-0089
5061-0090
5061-0091
5061-0092
5061-0093

$ 46.00
62.50
62.50
65.00
77.50
100.00

Will be shipped with instrument, if ordered as
Option 907 at same
time. OtherWise available separately per
Part Numbers listed at
right

Application

Part No.

Price

Standard foot (1): fits bottom of 1 MWand \2 MW
cabinets (requires 2 front, 2 rear).

5040-7201

$1.75 ea.

Tilt stand (I): fits onto standard foot and is used in
pairs (front or rear).

1460-1345

$0.85 ea.

Non-skid foot (1): used (in pairs) in lieu of standard
rear or front foot, to minimize bench-tap creeping.

5040-7222

$3.40 ea.

Cabinet Foot

Quarter Module Cabinet Foot

I'AII k~a ara auppliad with appropriate mountiny screws.
I'Locking cabinet a together horizontally in a conliguralion wider than 1 MW (Full·Module) ia not recommended.

Application

Part No.

Price

Standard foot (1): fits botto~of '14 MW cabinet (requires 1 in front, 1 in rear).

5040-7205

$5,00 ea.

Tilt stand (1): fits onto '14 MW standard foot (only 1
used, for front or rear).

1460-1369

$1.35 ea.

718
1
1
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CABINETS: TRANSIT, OPERATING & COMBINING CASES
SYSTEM II-Rack Mounting Accessories 1
For full Module Cabinets

Rack Mounting
Flange Kit
with Handles
Option 909

Rack Mounting Flange Kit
Option 908

Rack Mounting Flange Kit
Application
Will be shipped
with instrument,
if ordered as Op·
tion 908 at same
time. Otherwise
available separately per Part
Numbers listed
at right.

Description

Size

Kit includes two
rack flanges to fit
on each side of
front panel
frames, for cabinets this high:

3V, H
3V, H
5V. H
7H
8% H
lOll, H
12 1/. H

Rack Mounting Flange Kits with Handles

Part No.

Price

Application

5061-0074
5061-0076*
5061-0077
5061·0078
5061-0079
5061-0080
5061-0081

$16.50
22.50
25.00
26.00
29.00
34.00
39.00

Combination kit.
Will be shipped
with instrument,
if ordered as Op·
tion 909 at same
time. Otherwise
available sepa·
rately as Part
Numbers listed
at right.

Note: 5061-0074 has 1.75' hole spacing and has the standard flange. 5061-0076
has 3.00' hole spacing and has aspecial flange.

Description

Size

Kit includes two
rack flange Ifront
handle combinations to fit on
each side of
front panel
frame, for cabi·
nets this high:

3V, H
3112 H
5V. H
7H
8% H
IOV, H
12V. H

Part No.

Price

5061-0075
5061-0082*
5061-0083
5061-0084
5061·0085
5061·0086
5061-0087

$ 55.00
72.50
85.00
85.00
92.50
105.00
130.00

Note: 5061·0075 has 1.75' hole spacing and has the standard flange. 5061-0082
has 3.00' hole spacing and has aspecial flange.

HP Rack
Heavy Duty
Slide Kit

"

Rack Mounting Flange Kit
for Instruments with Previously
Mounted Handles
Option 913

:"

- ~~ ~

Non-HP Rack Heavy Duty
Slide Adapter Kit

Rack Mounting Flange Kit for Instruments with Handles
Application
Will be shipped
with instrument.
if ordered as Op·
tion 913 at same
time. Otherwise
available sepa·
rately as Part
Numbers listed
at right.

Description
Kit includes two
rack flanges to fit
on each side of
front panel
frames and prop·
er replacement
screws for cabi·
nets this high:

Size
3'12 H
3V, H
5V. H
7H
8¥. H
10Yl H
12 1/. H

Slide Kits and Adapter Brackets

G---~",:
~ '"

'::

...

'"

Part No.

Price

Application

Description

Size

Part No.

Price

5061·2069
5061-2070*
5061-2071
5061·2072
5061-2073
5061·2074
5061-2075

$23.00
36.00
33.00
35.00
41.00
49.00
50.00

Kit of 2 slides
that fit side han·
die recess of instruments for
mounting in HP
Racks

Standard slides.
Max loading:
38.6 Kg (85 Lbs.)
for cabinets this
deep:

140&170
200 &230
140 & 170
200 &230

1494-0018"
1494·0017**
1494-0025#
1494-0026#

$ 90.00
75.00
160.00
150.00

Hvy duty slide.
Max 79.6 Kg
(175 Lbs.)

200 &230
only

1494-0016**

175.00

Std. Slide
Hvy. Slide

1494-0023
1494-0042

Note: 5061·2069 has 1.75' hole spacing and has the standard flange. 5061·2070
has 3.00' spacing and has aspecial flange.
'As a apecial kit, it is not included in Option 913. Order by part number only.

Brackets to adapt above slide kits to
most Non-HP Racks
, 'Non-tilting slide

#Tilting alide

45.00
65.00

CABINETS: TRANSIT, OPERATING & COMBINING CASES
System II-Rack Mounting Accessories 1
For Sub Module Cabinets
If combined sub-module cabinets equal a full module width, use
"Full Module" kits shown on previous page.

Support Shelf
Slide Kit

Rack Mounting Adapter Kill
Description

Size

Part No.

Price

Kit includes one rack flange and one extension adapter V, MW. For mounting one
System II cabinet V. MW, of 3W height.

3V2 H

5061-0073

$37.00

Support Shelves and Slide Kits
Size

Descrlplion

3Y, H

Support Shelf for mounting one or more
cabinets which are V2 MW or V, MW, and
up to 20 D. Cabinet depths need not be
equal, but heights must match support
shelf height, except where top tiller pan·
els are used. Maximum shelf projection
behind front mounting panel is 534 mm
(21 in.). Maximum combined instrument
weight is 22.7 kg (50 lb.)

5V, H
7H

Slide Kit includes two slides tor slide·
mounting any of the above three support
shelves in HP rack enclosures. Shelf can
easily be removed from rack.

Part No.

Price

5061-0096
5061-0097
5061-0098

$250.00
280.00
280.00

1494-0041

210.00

Rack Mounting Adapter Kit'
Description

Size

Kits include one rack flange and one extension adapter V2 MW. For mounting one
System II cabinet V2 MW or two cabinets
'/, MW. having these heights:

t

3h H
5Y, H
7H
10'/2 H

Part No.

Price

5061-0072
5061-0057
5061-0060
5061-0066

$34.00
44.00
44.00
72.50
FILLER PANELS
Support Shelf Filler Panels
Description

Size

Part No.

Price

For 3'h Hsupport shelf partially filled
with instruments, and having the following front panel space to fill:

V4 MW to fill
'/2 MWto fill
%MWtofili

5061-2021
5061-2022
5061-2023

$46.00
31.00
36.00

For 5V4 Hsupport shelf. and having
the followmg front panel space to fill:

V4 MW to fill
V2 MW to fill
%MWto fill

5061-2024
5061-2025
5061-2026

$52.50
45.00
48.00

For 7 Hsupport shelf, and having the
following front panel space to fill:

1/. MW to fill
V2 MW to fill

5061-2066
5061-2027

For V, MW and having the following
vertical space to fill:

P/4 H
3V2 H

5061-2035
5061-2036

$44.00
48.00
$39.00
40.00

For '/2 MW and having the following
vertical space to fill:

1% H
3V2 H

5061-2037
5061-2038

$41.00
42.00

Rack Mounting Adapter Kit 2
Description

SIze

Part No.

Price

Kits include one rack flange and one extension adapter V4 MW. For mounting one
System 11 cabinet Y, MW together with
one cabinet Y, MW, or for mounting three
cabinets V4 MW together, having these

W, H
5'/, H
7H
10'/, H

5061·00713
5061-0058 3
5061-00613
5061-00673

$32.00
60.00
57.50
75.00

heights.

Note: Mounting hole patterns conform to EIA Standard RS-31Q.C for Racks, Panel., and Aaaociated
Equipment end the equivalentlEC standard
'AII kits are supplied with proper hardware for aUaching kits to instrumenta but do not include rack
front panel mounting screws.

'Cabinet lock-together kit (5061-0094) ia also required whenaver two. threa or four aub-modulea
(!4 MW and or Y.I MW) are to be joined in a configuration using rack mounting adapters or rack
118nga8. "180, 8ub-module8 muat be of equa' dapth.
3Requires two kitl if one cabinet \Ii

MW ia to be center-mounted.

Notice: SYSTEM \I accessories will not fit SYSTEM I Cabinets. See Page 714.

CABINETS: TRANSIT, OPERATING & COMBINING CASES
SYSTEM I-Rack Hardware and Accessories

'l=:::::~\

D

1051A

,

5060·8758

)

'-----0
5060-8759

5060·8757

5060·8760

5060·8761

5060-8756
Accessory
Drawer

5060·8540

Filler Panels, 5060-8540, 5060-8757 to
5060-8761
Filler panels can be used to close off any leftover space after instruments are mounted in combining cases or adapter frames. Panels are
made in a variety of widths and heights. Available widths are 'I., 1/"
and '/2 modules; heights are II., '/2 and the full 155 mm (6'/"").

Specifications, Filler Panels

Combining Cases, 1051 A, 1052A
Models 1051 A and 1052A combining cases conveniently rack or
bench mount combinations of small modular Hewlett-Packard SYSTEM-I instruments. In addition, these cases can be stacked on each
other or on any full module instrument. Both cases accept II, or '/2
instrument modules, 130mm or 198 mm wide (5t,~ or 7"/" inches).
The basic difference is that the I052A is 130 mm (5'1s") deeper, and
will accept modules up to 416mm deep (16'/,'). The extra depth provides more space in the rear for wiring. The 1051 A accepts instruments up to 286mm deep (11'1."). Each case is furnished with two
dividers.

1051A, 1052A Specifications
Size
1051A: 178 H x 482.6 W x 337 mm 0 (7"xI9"xI3'1.").
1052A: 178 H x 482.6 W x 467 mm 0 (7"x 19"x 18%").
Weight
1051A: net, 4.5 kg (10 Ib); shipping, 6.7 kg (15 Ib)
1052A: net, 5.4 kg (12 lb); shipping, 8.1 kg (18 Ib)
Opt 908: Rack Mount Kit
Opt 910: Extra Manual

Price
$450.00
450.00

Part No.

Module Case
Height xWidth

5060-8540
5060-8757
5060-8758
5060-8759
5060·8760
5060-8761

'/, x,/,
,/, x 'h
%x'/'
full x 'h
full x,/,
full x 'is

Dimensions
Mllilmetres
Inches

38 x 198
38 x 130
77 x 130
155 x 130
155x 198
155 x63

I'/' x ]25/32
I '/,x 5'/a
3:62 x 5'Ia
6'h2 X 5'/8
6'h2 x 715h2
6'h2 x2 31,{;,

Price
Accessory Drawer, 5060-8756
$105.00
The accessory drawer can be used in place of a 1/3 width filler panel
to finish off unused space in the HP 1051 A and 1052A Combining
Cases. Size: 77 H x 130.2 W x 279.4 0 (3'/32" x 5'1s" x II ")
5040·6678

~

22.50
1.00

'~
Rack Mounting
Kit

With these kits all Hewlett-Packard products in full rack-width
cabinets of the integral side frame-handle style (see 1051 A, 1052A,
Combining Cases above) can be easily prepared for rack mounting.
Each kit contains two flanges, a filler strip, and mounting screws.

Rack Mounting Kit Ordering Information

5060-8739
5060·8740
5060·8741·
5060·8742
5060·8743
5060·8744

Nominal Cabinet Height
Millimetres
Inches

88.1
132.6
177
221.5
265.9
3104

3'/'
5'1.
7
8,/,
10'/'
12'/,

'Also used to rack mount Combining Kits 1051A & 1052A shown abova.

5040·6680

Rack Adapter Frames, 5060-8762, 5060-8764

Rack Mounting Kits, 5060-8739 to 5060-8744

Part Number

Price

$25.00
28.00
32.00
24.50
30.00
29.00

Price

$27.00
23.50
26.00
31.00
34.00
34.00

These Frames can be used to hold combinations of '/3 and '/2 module·
width HP instruments. Each frame is furnished with mounting hardware and dividers. Two models are available for different instrument
heights. Adapter frames are for permanent or semipermanent rack
mounting. Where quick removal and reinstallation of instruments is
desirable, the 1015A and 10152A should be used.
Note: Instruments in full rack·width cabinets can be rack mounted
with kits described above; they do not require rack adapter frames.
Price
$97.50
5060-8762: Equivalent to EIA 4U (7" ) rack height.
Accepts instrument heights of 38, 77, or 155 mm (I W',
31/32",6',1,,").
$135.00
5060-8764: Accepts only instrument heights of 38 or 77
mm (lW', 3'/,,"). EIA 2U narrow (131.") rack height.
Extra Divider Panels
Part Number
For Frame
5040-6678
5060-8764
5040-6680
5060-8762

Price
$10.50
12.50

Remove Handles
and Feet

Attach
Adapter

Mount
Slides

Rack Mount Slide Kits, 1490-0713 to
1490-0720
Cabinet
Depth
All Sizes
All Sizes
279.4 (II)
406.4 (16)
279.4 (II)
406.4 (16)
482.6 (19)
558.8 (22)

Extension
Length
482.6 (19)'
635.0 (25)'
482.6 (19)'
482.6 (19)'
533.4 (21)'
558.8 (22)'
635.0 (25)'
635.0 (25)'

Part
Number '
1490-0713'
1490-0714'
1490-0715#
1490-0716#
1490-0717#
1490-0718#
1490-0719#
1490-0720#

Price
$125.00
125.00
170.00
145.00
225.00
120.00
185.00
140.00

Holea: 'Fixed type alide; #Till type alide
1. Cebinat Adapte.., below. muat be added to alidea
2. Slide'a a'etlonery mounting depth: 408.4 (16)
3. Slide'a atetionery mounting dapth: 558.8 (22)
Maximum inatrument weight 31.7 Kg (70 Iba)

Cabinet Adapters for Above Slides 1490-0721
and 1490-0722
Cabinet Height
88.9 (3.5)
All others

Part Number
1490-0722
1490-0721

Price
$115.00
110.00

Joining Bracket Kits, 5060-8541 to 5060-8545
These kits join HP SYSTEM I instruments of the same width and
length into easily handled single stacks. Each kit consists of two
brackets, mounting hardware and trim. They are available to fit the
three most common instrument depths:
Price
5060-8541: 279 mm (II") EIA panel depth
$120.00
5060-8543: 406 mm (16") EIA panel depth
110.00
185.00
5060-8545: 480 mm (19") EIA panel depth

Cooling Kits, 5060-0789 and 5060-0796
These cooling kits are designed to be easily installed in the 1052A
Combining Case. They can be installed in the 105 IA, at the factory
upon special request, but installation in the shorter case limits the
depth of instruments the case can accept, and makes it impossible to
use the accessory drawer.
Price
5060-0789: 115 V, 50 to 60 Hz
$625.00
5060-0796: 230 V, 50 to 60 Hz
625.00

.~

II
Module Instrument Cases, 11075A, 11076A

Control Panel Covers, 5060-8766 to 5060·8771
A series of control panel covers equipped with carrying handles are
available for full rack width instruments. These covers protect instrument front panels and make rack mounted instruments tamper-proof.
One of these covers, the 5060-8768, fits both the 105 I A and the
I052A Combining Case (page 692). Other covers are available to fit
the six modular enclosures with front panel heights ranging from 88.1
to 3 I0.4 mm (3'/, to 12'/,"). Cover locks securely to front handles.
5060-8766:
5060-8767:

5060·8768:
5060-8769:
5060-8770:
5060-8771:

88.1 mm (J'/,')EIA panel height
132.6 mm (5'N') EIA panel height
177 mm (7") EIA panel height
221.5 mm (8 %") EIA panel height
265.9 mm (10'/,') EIA panel height
310.4 mm (12'/,") EIA panel height

Price
$235.00
195.00
215.00
250.00
250.00
340.00

Rugged, high impact plastic instrument cases for HP '/, module instruments. Instruments can be operated, stored or carried in this
splash proof case. Storage compartment for power cord in rear of case
is accessible through a removable hatch. Front lid contains adequate
storage space for cables, test leads, etc. The dual purpose tilt stand
also serves as a carrying case handle. t 107 5A is 203 mm D (8");
11076A is 279 mm (II") D.
Price
11075A: Module Instrument Case
$200.00
11076A: Module Instrument Case
200.00
RACK MOUNTING
SYSTEM I and SYSTEM II products can be mounted vertically in the same rack cabinet, or stacked on one another.
However, the rack mounting hardware is not interchangeable,
nor can SYSTEM I and SYSTEM 11 sub-modules be combined in the same horizontal rack space.
SYSTEM II module size and rack mounting hole spacing
meet the specifications described in EIA Standard RS-310-C
for Racks, Panels, and Associated Equipment.

CABINETS; TRANSIT, OPERATING & COMBINING CASES
Rugged Protection for Instruments
Modular instrument transit cases

Typical cushion
full size (425.5 mm) module

v=

Valise Style

Typical cushion
half size module (197.6 mm wide)

S = Split Style

Transit Case Styles
The HP transit cases are rugged protective outer shells for use when
instruments must be frequently transported and used away from laboratory conditions. They are molded of strong fiberglass-reinforced
plastic. All are sealed tightly with O-ring gaskets and clamping
latches. They are rainproof under the test conditions of M IL-STD108. Carrying handles are conveniently placed, fold flat when not in
use.
Transit cases are typically provided with foam cushions, custom
formed to fit the standard HP modular cabinets. This arrangement
provides maximum protection against damage from handling, dropping, or crushing. A selection of case sizes is available to accommodate nearly any instrument and combination of accessories.

Typical System I transit case

Transit Cases - System I
Instrument Size
(inches)
H
W

'3 1]
514
7
81 4
31•
51/4
7
814
10',
1
12 "
514
7
12',
6',
6',
61,
6' ,
6',
6' ,

16',
16',
16',
16 3,
16 3,
16 3,
16 3.,
16 3,
16 3,
16 3,
16 3,
16 3,
16',
51;.
5:,
]1 4

73'4
73. 4
10',

0
13 1,
13',
13',
13',
18h
18 3••
18",
18 3,
18 3•
18 3.,
2l'!.
21',
24 3••
8
11
8
11
16
11

Instrument Size
(mm)
H
W

881
132.6
1770
2215
881
1326
1770
221.5
265.9
3104
1326
1770
3104
1651
1651
1651
1651
1651
1651

425.5
4255
4255
425.5
4255
4255
4255
4255
4255
4255
425.5
4255
4255
1302
1302
1969
1969
196.9
2667

0
336.6
3366
3366
3366
4667
4667
4667
4667
4667
4667
542.9
5429
5429
2032
2794
2032
2794
4064
279.4

Case Size' (inches)
Not including hardware
0
L
W

20',
20',
20"
20'.,
23
23
23
23
23
23
25',
25',
24
)41',

16'.
16'.
16'.
20'"
16',

17 1,
17',
17',
17'/,
21
21
21
21
21
21
231;,
23v,
19
9
10".
lOh
10".
12':,
)41:,

9
10 3.,
12':,
14':,
9
10',
12 1,
14'/,
16
17'.,
10%
121;,
29 3:,
II',

11',
11':,
11':,
11'·,
8L2

Case size (mm)
Not including hardware
L
W
0

5207
5207
5207
5207
584.2
5842
5842
5842
5842
5842
647.7
647.7
6096
3620
4286
428.6
4286
5207
4191

444.5
4445
444.5
4445
5334
5334
5334
5334
5334
5334
5969
5969
4826
2286
2635
2635
2635
3175
3683

2286
2731
3175
3620
2286
2731
3175
3620
4064
4509
273.1
317.5
7557
2858
2858
285.8
2858
2858
215.9

Style

V
V
V

S
V
V
V
V

S
S
V
V

S
V
V
V
V
V
V

Shipping
Weight
Lbs.
kg

15
16
17
18
18
19
20
21
22
22
24
24
32
8
11
11

11
15
12

68
73

77
82
82
86
91
95
100
100
110
110
150
36
50
50
50
68
55

Prices

HP Part
Number

1-4

>.uP

9211-1288
9211-1289
9211-1290
9211-1291
9211-1292
9211-0839
9211·1293
921H294
9211-1295
9211-1313
9211-1296
9211-1735
9211-1297
9211-1317
9211-1318
9211-1316
9211-1315
9211-1734
9211-1895

$380
$390
$390
$420
$400
$420
$430
$430
$440
$450
$440
$450
$530
$330
$340
$340
$340
$380
$350

$345
$360
$360
$380
$370
$380
$390
$390
$400
$410
$400
$410
$480
$300
$310
$310
$310
$345
$320

723

1

1

[hpl
Full-Module Width Instruments
Transit Cases-System II:
Appropriate Front Handle Kit (HP Part Number 5061-0088 to -0093) must be installed on instruments for adequate protection.

Dimensions in inches and mm
Instrument size
In
H mm
31,
88.1
51'4
\326
7
177.0
8'",
221.5
10',
265.9
12',
3104
31 ,
88l
51'4
1326
7
177.0
8J 4
2215
10 1,
265.9
\2',
310.4
3',
88.1
5L4
132.6
7
177.0
83. 4
221.5
10',
265.9
12 1,
3104
3',
881
5L4
132.6
7
177.0
8'/,
221.5
10 1,
2659
12',
310.4

in
W
16),
16]"
16],
1630,
16',
16]/,
16',
16'"
16',
16',
16',
16]..
16'"
16'"
16',
16],
16',
16',
16',
16 3"
\6'.
16]"
16'",
16'"

mm
4255
4255
4255
4255
4255
4255
4255
4255
4255
4255
4255
4255
425.5
4255
4255
4255
4255
4255
4255
4255
4255
4255
4255
425.5

In
D
13),
13],
13],
13',
13',
1330,
16],
16'"
16',
16]·,
16'".
16'",
19]/,
19]/,
19',
19],
19'".
19'",
22',
2230,
22'/.
22'"
22'".
22',

"For overpack size to hold case add Po", 31.8 mm, to L&II' and

mm
349.3
349.3
349.3
349.3
349.3
349.3
4255
4255
4255
4255
4255
425.5
50U
501.7
SOU
501.7
501.7
501.7
5779
5779
5779
5779
5779
5779

In
23
23
23
23
23
23
24',
24'"
24 1,
24'"
24',
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
30' ,
30'"
30',
30'/1
30',
30'/1

Case size' (nol including hardware)
In
W mm
5842
21
5334
5842
21
5334
5842
21
5334
584.2
21
533.4
5842
21
5334
584.2
21
5334
24'/,
622.3
622.3
24v,
622.3
622.3
24'/,
622.3
622.3
24'/,
622.3
622.3
24'/,
622.3
622.3
7112
24
609.6
7112
24
6096
711.2
24
609.6
7112
24
6096
7112
24
609.6
7112
24
6096
7112
24
6096
24'/,
7747
622.3
7747
622.3
24'"
774.7
24'/,
622.3
774.7
26'/,
666.8
7747
26 v,
666.8
774.7
26'/,
6668

mm

Style
In

D

mrJ
222.3
266.7
3112
3556
4001
444.5
222.3
266.7
3112
3556
4001
4445
222.3
266.7
3\12
3556
4001
4445
2223
266.7
3112
3556
4001
4445

8"4

\0'/,
12',
14
15]/,
1]1/,
83;4

lOv,

12'/,
14
1530,
17 v,

83,4

10'/,
12'"
14
15],
J 7'"
814
10'"
12',
14
\5'",
17 1,

V
V
V
V

S
S
V
V
V

S
S
S
V
V
V

S
S
S
V
V

S
S
S
S

HP Part
Number
921\-2642
92\1-2643
9211-2644
9211-2645
921\-2646
9211-2647
9211-2648
9211-2649
9211-2650
9211-2651
9211-2652
9211-2653
9211-2654
9211-2655
9211-2656
9211-2657
9211-2658
9211-2659
9211-2660
9211-2661
9211-2662
9211-2663
9211-2664
9211-2665

Prices
)-u

1-4
$440
$450
$460
$500
$510
$530
$460
$500

$390
$400
$410
$450
$460
$480
$410
$450
$480
$480
$500
$540
$450
$480
$490
$500
$530
$540
$480
$490
$520
$550
$580
$600

mo

$530
$550
$590
$500
$530
$540
$550
$580
$590
$530
$540
$570
$610
$630
$660

n,", 6.4 mm to D.

Half-and Quarter-module Width Instruments
Transit Cases-System II:
Dimensions in inches and mm
Inslrument size
In

3',

51'4
7
8"4
10 1,
3',
514
7
81.4
10',
31"
514
7
81.J

10',
3,
5,
7
8J 4
10',
3',
514
7
3 12

514
7
3',
5',
7

H

mm
881
1326
177.0
221.5
2659
88.1
1326
177.0
221.5
265.9
881
1326
177.0
2215
265.9
881
132.6
177.0
221.5
2659
881
132.6
177.0
88.1
132.6
1770
881
1326
1770

In

83,
8'",
8'",
81 s

8],
8'",

8 18

8',
8',
83 8

8',
8',
8',
8].
818

8'",
8'.
81a

8',
8'.
4 18

4',
4:,
4',
41.8
41,8

41.8
41,
41'8

W

mm
2042
2042
204.2
204.2
2042
2042
2042
2042
2042
2042
2042
2042
2042
2042
2042
204.2
2042
2042
2042
2042
104.8
1048
104.8
1048
104.8
1048
1048
104.B
104B

In

10 3,
10 3,
1030,
10'",
10]"
13",
13],
13],
13 3"
13]"
16],
16 3,
16',
16',
16],
19],
19]"
19',
19',
19'4
10',
10'"
10],
13 3 ,
13',
13',
16",
16'"
16],

D

10m
2731
273.1
2731
273.1
273.1
349.3
3493
3493
3493
349.3
4255
4255
4255
4255
425.5
5017
5017
5017
5017
5017
273.1
273.1
273.1
349.3
3493
3493
425.5
4255
4255

in
14',
14',
14'i
14'"
14),
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
24 1,
241;,
24

14

24",
24 1,
14
14
14
16'.
16",
16',
20 1,
20',
20 1 4

Cae size' (not including hardware)
\n
W mm
377.8
1330,
349.3
377.8
13",
349.3
377.8
13%
349.3
IJ~/4
3778
349.3
377.8
13%
349.3
508.0
3429
13"
508.0
13'/,
342.9
13'1,
508.0
342.9
1
508.0
3429
13 "
5080
13'/,
342.9
5080
13",
3429
508_0
3429
n"
508.0
3429
13"
508.0
13/,
3429
508.0
342.9
13"
5160
13
330.2
616.0
13
3302
6160
13
330.2
6160
13
330.2
516.0
13
3302
3556
10
2540
3556
10
2540
3556
10
254.0
428.6
10',
2667
428.6
10',
2667
428.6
10',
2667
5144
Il'o
2985
11',
5144
29B5
514.4
Il'o
2985

10m

Style
in

D

711•

9
II
12 ' 4
14'/,

14

7 1/,

91/4
9\.4

12",

14',
71;,

91 J

11
12',
Wi
7L~

91/4
11
12'"

14',

6',
81,
10

6',
81'4
10
5i/,
BI 4
10

10m
1905
2350
2794
3239
368.3
1905
235.0
235.0
3239
3683
1905
2350
279.4
3239
3683
1905
2350
2794
3239
3683
1651
2096
254.0
1651
2096
2540
1651
2096
254.0

v
v
"

v
"

v
v
v
v

v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

'For overpack Size to hold case add \,,", 31.8 mm. to L& Wand '" ,64 mm to 0

Cases for other size instruments or
!special applications are available through
HP Service Center

Caster kit 1490-0913 can be field installed
to provide (4) 3 V. " diameter swivel casters
mounted with quarter turn fasteners

HP Part
Number
9211-2666
9211·2667
9211-2668
9211-2669
9211-2670
9211·2671
9211·2672
9211·2673
9211·2674
9211-2675
9211·2676
9211-2677
9211·2678
92\ 1·2679
921/·2680
9211 ,2681
9211-2682
9211·2683
9211-2684
9211-2685
9211-2686
92l1·2687
9211·2688
9211-2689
9211·2690
9211-2691
921/·2692
9211-2693
9211-2694

Prices
1-4
$350
$350
$350
$370
$370
$370
$370
$370
$380
$390
$370
$370
$380
$380
$390
$370
$380
$390
$420
$430
$330
$340
$350
$340
$350
$350
$350
$350
$370

)-u
1320
1320
$320
1335
$335
$335
$335
$335
$345
$360
$335
$335
$345
$345
$360
$335
$345
$360
$380
$390
$300
$310
$320
$310
$320
$320
$320
$320
$335

724
1
\

[hpJ

CABINETS; TRANSIT, OPERATING & COMBINING CASES
Operating Cases: Rugged Protection for Instruments

Fitted foam drawer cushions to accommodate various HP accessory combinations are available.

Operating Case with instrument and drawer.
H P cases are rugged protective outer shells for use when instruments must be frequently transported and used away from laboratory
conditions. They are molded of strong fiberglass and have conveniently placed carrying handles that fold flat when not in use. All are
sealed tightly with O-ring gaskets and clamping latches and are rainproof under the test conditions of MI L-STD-I08.
Operating cases are equipped internally with shock-mounted
frames that accept any standard 19-inch rack-mounting instruments
up to the maximum height of the frames. This arrangement offers the
convenience of operation without removing the instrument from its
carrying case. At the same time, environmental protection is
afforded.
More than one instrument may be combined in a single operating
case for convenience in setting up and operating. Patch-cable interconnections may then be left in place within the case, so that when the
unit has been transported to its place of use the covers are removed
and the instruments inside are ready to put into use with a minimum
of delay.
Drawers are available in three different heights so that small accessories, tools, etc., can be kept inside the case with the instruments.
Fitted foam cushions can be made up to accommodate nearly any
shape articles.

A caster kit is available to fit the operating case allowing it to
become a mobile rack. Once the kit is installed, the casters themselves may be attached or removed in seconds. With casters removed, the attaching hardware adds nothing to the overall
dimensions of the case.

Equipped with elastomeric shock mounts, these enclosures provide outstanding shock and vibration attenuation. A set of standard shock mounts can be provided for any equipment weight and
fragility.

Operating Case showing T-Bars installed.

Weight
Nominal
rack hI.
in
ISO

51/4
8~id

10 /2
1

12'/,
14
151',
171;,
19'/.
21
22%

24 1/1
261;.
28
29%
31 V,
33V~

47\;.

3U
5U
6U
7U
8U
9U
IOU
I1U
13U
14U
15U
16U
17U
18U
19U
20U
21U

Instrument Weight
Maximum
Minimum
Ib
kg
Ib
kg

Case Size (inches)
Not including hardware
0
W
H

75
75
130
100
130
130
130
130
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
320

240
240
24.0
24.0
24.0
24.0
24.0
24.0
24.0
24.0
240
24.0
24.0
24.0
24.0
240
24.0

340
34.0
590
454
590
590
590
59.0
113.4
1134
1134
1134
1134
1134
113.4
1134
1452

20
20
30
25
30
30
30
30
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
70

9.1
91
136
113
136
13.6
13.6
136
227
227
227
227
227
227
227
22.7
31.8

10.8
15.2
170
189
20.6
224
241
25.9
281
2975
310
33.1
351
364
37.6
39.9
53.9

28.5
27.0
285
28.5
28.5
285
28.5
28.5
28.5
28.5
285
28.5
28.5
285
285
28.5
285

Case Size (mm)
Not including hardware
W
H
0

609.6
609.6
609.6
609.6
609.6
6096
609.6
609.6
609.6
609.6
609.6
609.6
6096
609.6
609.6
609.6
6096

Standard Features
Inner rack frame with provision for infinitely adjustable T -bar instrument support brackets. Standard 20"
depth.
Inner rack frame with RETMA hole pattern drilled
in rear rails. Standard color: tan

7239
685.8
7239
723.9
7239
723.9
723.9
7239
7239
7239
7239
723.9
7239
7239
7239
7239
723.9

Case
kg

Shipping
kg
Ib

40
46
53
55
57
60
64
69
75

181
209
240
24.9
25.9
27.2
290
31.3
34.0
349
363
37.6
395
408
42.6
44.0
63.5

50
56
64
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
105
110
115
120
125
175

77
80
83
87
90
94
97
140

287
25.4
290
295
37.8
340
363
386
40.8
43.1
454
47.6
499
522
544
567
79.4

HPPart
Number

9211·1302
92111303
9211·2635
9211·1163
9211-1241
9211-1242
9211·1243
9211-1244
9211-1245
9211·2636
9211-1911
9211-2637
9211-2638
9211-2639
9211-2640
9211-1713
9211-2641

Special Features Available (Continued)
N/C

N/C

Special Features Available
A. Mating feet for stacking one case on top of another.
B. Special color other than tan. Please specify.
C. Modified inner rack frame depth. Standard depth
20" from front panel mounting surface to rear surface
of frame. This option includes an appropriate change in
the overall depth of the enclosure. Please specify desired inner frame depth. Maximum 23", minimum 12".
D. Chassis trak C-300 instrument slide pair to mount
on either side of inner frame using RETMA hole pattern drilled in front and rear rails.
E. Special shock mounts for unusual instrument
weights. Please specify weights.
F. Increased front cover depth. Maximum depth 6",
Please specify.
G" Increased rear cover depth. Maximum depth 6".
Please specify.
H. Latches recessed into the surface of the case.
I. Handles recessed into the surface of the case.
J. Hermetically sealed case tested by the hot water
method.
K. MIL-C-4150 cl;rtification with the exception of design and preproduction testing. Case will have increased wall thickness, hardware anodized to military
specification, and will be hermetically tested using the
hot water method.

274.3
381.0
431.8
4801
523.2
5690
6121
657.9
711.2
7493
787.4
7823
8763
9246
9652
9957
13691

Ib

Prices
5
1
to
or
4
more
$1,200
$1.350
$1450
$1.300
$1,500
$1.650
$1.750
$1.600
$1,650
$1.800
$2,000
$1,800
$2,000
$1.800
$2050
$1,850
$2,100
$1900
$2,150
$1.950
$2,200
$2,000
$2,200
$2,000
$2,250
$2,050
$2,300
$2,100
$2,300
$2,100
$2,250
$2450
$3,900
$3,500

$40
$30
$90

$65

L. Addition of an automatic pressure relief valve.
Manual pressure relief valve.
M. Addition of four permanently mounted, 3 W' diameter swivel casters.
N. Addition of four removable, 3Vz" diameter swivel
casters. Also available in kit form PIN 1490-0913,
0, Addition of two aluminum hat-section skids to the
case bottom.
P. Addition of lift rings to either side of the case,
Q. 3 1/z H (88.1 mm) Drawer with ball bearing slides.
R. 5114 H (132.6 mm) Drawer with ball bearing slides,
S. 7 H (177 mm) Drawer with ball bearing slides,

$185
$185
$185
$65
$65

$110
$90
$40
$2\ 0
$210
$210

Accessories (When Ordered Separately)
9211-11643\1z H (88, I mm) Drawer with ball bearing

$30

$40
N/C
$90

slides.
9211-11655 114 H (132.6 mm) Drawer with ball bearing slides.
9211-11667 H (177 mm) Drawer with ball bearing
slides.
0950-0122 AC power receptacle strip with four outlets mounted on bottom rear of inner rack frame. Power
cord I m (3.3') long, NEMA connectors.
9211-1173 Pair T-Bar instrument support brackets.
1490-0913 Caster kit, four removable 3Yz" (88.9 mm)
swivel casters.

$390
$400
$410
$100

$50
$220

$2\5
On special order, complete transportable field instrument groups
can be assembled to suit individual requirements, On request, cases
can be fabricated that meet the environmental requirements of Military Specifications.

SOLID STATE COMPONENTS
Optoelectronics
Hewlett-Packard Optoelectronic Components offer exceptional performance in consumer, industrial, military and OEM equipment. With sophisticated semiconductor
processing equipment and the industry's
most extensive hybrid thin-film microcIrcuit
manufacturing facilities, Hewlett-Packard
applies newly developed technologies to component manufacturing. This results in high
performance solid state numeric and alphanumeric readouts, display systems, plus
LED lamps, light bars, fiber optics, emitter j
detector systems, PIN photodiodes and
optocouplers.

Fiber Optics
Fiber optics has emerged as a practical,
cost-effective technology for data communications. Pulses of light travel down hair-thin
fibers replacing electrical signals transmitted
over copper wire. The light signals are impervious to electrical or magnetic interference
and therefore generate no electrical or magnetic noise. This makes them ideal for linking
computers or control devices and their peripherals in different environments such as
those found in factories, aircraft, hospitals
and large power plants.
Elements of H P's fiber optic product family include modular optical transmitters and
receivers, single fiber optical connectors,
compatible optical fiber cables, and a connector assembly tooling kit. H P's newest addition to the fiber optic family is a low cost,
short distance (S-metre) Snap-in Fiber Optic
Link. This Link is also TTL compatible.
Currently, Hewlett-Packard's fiber optic
system, H FBR-OO I0, is fully specified and
guaranteed for transmitting any pattern of
digital information, from dc to 10 Mbaud, to
1000 metres.

Snap-In Fiber Optic Link

HPBK-2000

Digital Bar Code Wands
Optical Shaft Encoder

e

Emitters/ Detectors
Hewlett-Packard has entered the fast
growing bar code data entry market with the
introduction of two Digital Bar Code Wands.
The HP Wands are designed to read black
and white bar codes and most colors. The
Wands consist of a precision integrated optical sensor, amplification, and an analog to
digital converter. They are fully compatible
with TTL and CMOS circuitry.
In addition to the complete bar code system described above, Hewlett-Packard also
offers the designer the choice of both integrated and discrete emitter jdetector components. A genuine unfulfilled need is
addressed by H P's high resolution optical
sensor, the H EDS-l 000. The small, self contained reflective sensor combines a light
source and detector with focused optics in a
single package. This unique component can
detect an object as fine as a human hair as
well as the precise edge of large objects such
as paper or printed lines and marks. It therefore becomes ideally suited in such applications as pattern recognition, optical limit
switching, tachometry, defect detection, and
bar code scanning.
Hewlett- Packard also offers high radiant
intensity emitters in the near infrared range.
These emitters are available in both floodlight and spotlight configurations, and are
ideally suited for use in optical transducers,
optical encoders, smoke detectors, and fiber
optic transmitters.

Hewlett-Packard PIN photodiodes are excellent light detectors with an exceptionally
fast response of I ns, wide spectral response
from I\ear infrared to ultraviolet, and wide
range linearity (constant efficiency over 6
decades of amplitude). Some applications include fiber optic receivers, laser scanners,
range finders, and medical diagnostic equipment. High reliability test programs are also
available.

Optical Shaft Encoders
As an extension of our emitter jdetector
systems capability, Hewlett-Packard is developing optical shaft encoding systems.
HP's optical encoder is a motion sensor that
provides a digital link between mechanical
shaft rotation and the control electronics in a
closed loop servo system. Encoders are used
in a wide variety of applications varying from
computer peripherals and professional audiovideo systems to automated production
equipment.

Optocouplers
Hewlett-Packard's family of optocouplers
provides economical, high performance solutions to problems caused by ground loops and
induced common mode noise for both analog
and digital applications in commercial, industrial, and military products.
Hewlett-Packard's approach toward integrated output detectors provides performance not found in conventional photo-

Full-Range Optocoupler Line

transistor output optocouplers. With 3000
VDC isolation, the types of optocouplers
available include high speed devices capable
of 10M bits and high gain devices which are
specified at 400% CTR at input currents as
low as O.SmA. In addition, highly linear optocouplers are useful in analog applications.
HP's ACjDC to logic interface optocoupler contains an input IC for threshold
detection processing electrical signals before
they are passed onto the LED's. This reduces
a user's external component count for sensing an AC or DC signal.
Most of these devices are available in dual
versions, as well as in hermetic DIP packages. For military users, Hewlett-Packard
has an established hi-rei capability.

SOLID STATE COMPONENTS
Optoelectronics

Integrated numeric and hexadecimal displays (with on-board lC's). available in plastic and hermetic packages and in colors solve
the designer's decoding/driving problem.
These displays have been designed for low
cost and ease of application in a wide range
of environments.

Bar Graph Arrays

14.1 mm (.56") LED Display

Hewlett-Packard's indicator product line
has expanded to include a Ten-Element Bar
Graph Array. This compact new array allows
information to be displayed in easily recognizable bar graph form. It is also compatible with most HP front panel display components.

Solid State Lamps

Yellow Alphanumeric Display

Light Emitting DIOde Light Bar Modules
are Hewlett-Packard's answer to the problem of how to effectively backlight legends.
The Light Bar's large, uniformly illuminated
surface provides a bright light source available in high efficiency red. yellow. or green.
The universal pin-out arrangement allows
connecting in parallel. series, or series/parallel configurations. Hewlett-Packard's Light
Bar Modules come in four sizes, are available
in single. twin, and quad arrangements. are
Y stackable. and flush mounting is easy
and convenient.
Hewlett-Packard LED lamps are available
in a wide variety of plastic and hermetic
packages to satisfy almost any application.
Many styles can be mounted on a front panel
using clips and all are suitable for P.c. board
mounting. Hewlett-Packard military screened hermetic lamps are very popular in applications demanding hi-reliability.
Products with wide or narrow viewing angles, and a range of brightnesses, are available in red. high efficiency red, yellow and
green. Package styles include the traditional
T-I-3/4. T-I. and TO-18 packages. as well as
our own subminiature [stackable on 2.54mm
(0.100") centers]. subminiature arrays, rectangular. and panel mountable hermetic
packages.

x-

5-Y and 12'Y Resistor Lamps
10·Element Bar Graph Array

Light Bar Modules

Solid State Displays
Hewlett-Packard's completely supported
alphanumeric display systems allow freedom
from costly display maintenance. require
very low operating power, and minimize the
interaction normally required for alphanumeric displays. The display systems arc TTL
compatible, require a single 5 V supply. and
easily interface to a keyboard or micro·
processor. They are ideally suited for instru·
mentation, process control equipment. and
terminal applications.
Hewlett·Packard's four character 5 x 7 dot
matrix displays with on-board shift registers
and constant current drivers are the answer

for applications that require compact packages, end-stackability, and proven ruggedness and reliability. Available with character
heights of 0.150",0.200", and 0.270", the displays come in three colors: red, high efficiency red, and yellow. The 0.200" device is also
vertically stack able. High reliability screening can be arranged.
Available in four- and eight-character endstackable modules are Hewlett-Packard's
18-segment solid state LED alphanumeric
displays. Magnifications of the LED by an
integral lens results in a character size of up
to 3.8mm (0.15") making these displays ideal
for use in computer peripheral products,
automotive instrument panels, portable
terminals and systems requiring low power
consumption.
Low cost numeric displays. packaged single or clustered, are available in character
heights from 0.22" to 0.8". Low power small
character displays have been designed for
portable instrumentation and calculator applications. Other seven-segment display units
are available in red, yellow. and green colors
for usc in instrumentation, point of sale terminals. and TV indicator applications. High
power. sunlight viewable, large character
displays are readily adapted to outdoor terminals, gas pumps and agricultural instrumentation. For these displays, HewlettPackard has successfully integrated a gray
package design with untinted segments. This
results in excellent bright ambient contrast
enhancement.

Write for More Information
Hewlett-Packard Optoelectronic capabilities are described in data sheets and application notes and bulletins. The 1981 Optoelectronics Designer's Catalog combines the
technical infomation available in the application notes and data sheets into one book. This
catalog is free. All literature. prices, product
availability and information can be obtained
from any Hewlett-Packard Sales Office or
authorized distributor.

Optoelectronics Applications
Manual
A vastly expanded version of the original
Optoelectronics Applications Manual published by McGraw-HilI in 1977. this new edition provides the electronic engineer with upto-date design techniques on state of the art
optoelectronic products. This book can be
purchased from a Hewlett-Packard authorized distributor or from the McGraw-HilI
Publishing Company.

SOLID STATE DEVICES
Microwave and RF products

Hewlett-Packard RF and Microwave components, utilized in consumer, industrial,
military and other OEM equipment, assure
optimum system perFormance. Advanced
processing techniques are employed to produce highly sophisticated Silicon and Gallium Arsenide devices. The product line consists of silicon bipolar and GaAs field-eFFect
transistors; a new Family of Power MOS
field-eFFect transistors; Schottky, PIN, Step
Recovery Diodes; and Integrated Products.

Transistors
Power MOS Field Effect Transistors:
H P's new Power MOS FETs are designed
primarily For use in oFF-line switching power
supplies, power inverters and convertersbut are also ideal For ultrasonic transducer
drivers, audio amplifiers and general industrial applications.
Called Hewlett-Packard's H PWR-6501
Family, these high-perFormance power FETs
Feature high breakdown voltage (VDSS):
450 V minimum; low on-resistance (R(on»:
0.85 n maximum; and Fast switching speed:
50 nanoseconds typical. They operate at high
Frequencies (200 kHz or more), with simple
drive circuits and are not limited by "second
breakdown" phenomena in their rated saFe
operating area.
These Power MOS FE fs are available in
the industry-standard TO-3 steel hermetic
package, rated at 90 watts dc dissipation.
Chips are Fabricated with planar, doublediFFused ("DMOS") design. They all Feature
guard-ring structure For high-voltage capability, providing reliable operation in industrial applications.
Silicon Bipolar Transistors: Device-todevice uniFormity and superior perFormance
are combined in the HXTR series of microwave devices which have been individually
designed For low noise (HXTR-6000 series),
high gain (HXTR-2000 series), low distortion linear power (HXTR-5000 series), or oscillator perFormance (HXTR-4101). In
addition, new low cost, big pad general purpose chips (HXTR-3001/3002) are available. With guaranteed perFormance specifications From 1.5 GHz to 4 GHz, these devices are well suited For high reliability space,
military, and industrial applications at Frequencies up to 6 G Hz. Examples of products
in this series of devices include the low noise
HXTR-6104, which typically oFFers 1.4 dB
NF with 14 dB associated gain at 1.5 GHz,
and the HXTR-51 02 linear power transistor,
Featuring 27.5 dBm typical PldB linear power with 7 dB associated gain at 4 G Hz. All
devices in this Family are available in package or chip Form.
In addition to the extensive line of bipolar
devices described above, HP oFFers two new,

low cost N PN bipolar transistors For high
gain up to 400 MHz (HXTR-3101/3102).
Both are general purpose UHF silicon transistors in the HPAC-IOOX hermetic metalceramic package. They are specially designed For use in radar, ECM and communications applications. Typical perFormance
characteristics For the HXTR-3101 includes
1.8 dB noise Figure and a maximum available
gain of 19.5 dB at 1 GHz. The HXTR-3102
has a 1 dB compressed gain of 11.5 dB with
an output power of 21 dBm at I G Hz.

GaAs Field Effect Transistors: H P oFFers
a wide range of GaAs FETs to meet your application needs For low noise, high gain, and
linear power From I GHz to 20 GHz. This
Family of GaAs FET's includes both chip and
packaged devices For use in communications,
satellite, radar and military systems. All devices are available with high reliability testing. Examples of products include the low
noise H FET-2201 with 2.4 dB typical noise
Figure at 10 GHz; the dynamic range H FET500 I with 100 mW typical output power at 8
GHz; and the general purpose HFET-IOOI

chip which is suitable For low noise, high gain
or medium power application.
Hewlett-Packard silicon bipolar and GaAs
Field eFFect transistors are supplied in chip
Form, or in various stripline packages. Complete data sheet characterization and excellent processing uniFormity make it possible to
design your circuit by calculation instead of
by trial-and-error.

Diodes
Schottky Barrier Diodes: Schottky diodes
combine extremely high rectification eFFiciency with pico-second switching speeds,
low series resistance, and low noise characteristics. This combination makes the
Schottky an excellent mixer/detector diode.
At HF, VHF, and UHF Frequencies, HP
delivers glass-packaged devices in million
piece quantities at economical prices. These
same diodes have many digital circuit applications such as clipping and clamping where
switching speed is important. The most popular of the glass packaged diodes are available
in JAN qualiFied types.

SOLID STATE DEVICES
Transistors, Diodes and Integrated Products

optimIZIng the circuit around any specific
harmonic, high efficiency multiplication can
be accomplished.
Diodes For Hybrid Integrated Circuits:
Hybrid Integrated Circuits are used to
achieve circuits with light weight, small size,
operation to high frequencies, repeatable
characteristics and lower end product costs.
HP offers a wide range of PIN, Schottky and
SRD single diodes in beam lead, chip and
LID configurations as well as Schottky beam
lead quad diodes.

Integrated Products
Hewlett-Packard manufactures a broad
line of components for the control, conversion, and generation of R F and microwave
signals. This line of integrated products
(combinations of chip and beam lead diodes
with hybrid thin film circuit technology) includes SPST switches, absorptive modulators, attenuators, limiters, comb generators,
double-balanced
mixers,
and
mixer j
detectors.
High Reliability Testing
Many Hewlett-Packard components are
space qualified. The reliability of these devices is established by one of the finest high
reliability testing facilities in the microwave
component industry. Hewlett-Packard's
High Reliability Test Group maintains military approved JAN and JANTX parts in
stock and can recommend HP standard
screening programs, patterned after MIL-S19500, for any H P component. Those who
wish to design their own screening specifications can consult with and obtain quotations
from Hewlett-Packard's staff of dedicated
field sales engineers.
Write for More Information
Hewlett-Packard RF and microwave component capabilities arc described in individual data sheets and application bulletins. All
literature, prices, product availability and information can be obtained from any Hewlett-Packard Sales Office or authorized
distributor.
At microwave frequencies, their low noise
and repeatable R F impedance lead to outstanding performance either as mixers or detectors. A series of zero bias Schottky
detector diodes offers improved detection efficiency without the DC bias requirements of
conventional detector diodes. Package configurations for mixer jdetector diodes include
beam-leaded devices as well as conventional
micros trip, ceramic and axial-leaded packages.
PIN Diodes: PIN Diodes function as variable resistors at microwave frequencies. By
controlling the DC bias, the RF resistance of
a PIN diode can be varied from I f! to about
IOkn. This property of the PIN diode makes
it extremely useful as a switch, attenuator,
modulator, phase shifter, limiter or AGC element at all frequencies, from I MHz to 18

GHz and above. Package configurations include conventional microstrip, ceramic and
axial headed packages; as well as beam leaded devices, the newest being the HPN D4005.
The HPND-4005 is specifically designed
for extremely low capacitance and low series
resistance. Its rugged construction includes a
polyimide surface layer for scratch protection, and leads with six gram typical pull
strength.
Step Recovery Diodes: SRD's are intended for use as comb generators and harmonic
frequency multipliers. When used as a comb
generator, the abrupt termination of the diode's reverse recovery current generates voltage pulses up to tens of volts with pulse
widths as narrow as lOOps giving useful power at· frequencies in excess of 20 GHz. By

Diode and Transistor Designer's Catalog: This catalog contains detailed, up-todate specifications on our complete product
line. It is divided into the following major
sections: Silicon Bipolar Transistors, Gallium Arsenide Field Effect Transistors,
Schottky Barrier and High Conductance
Diodes, PIN Diodes, Step Recovery Diodes,
Devices for Hybrid Integrated Circuits and
High Reliability Devices.
Microwave Integrated Products Catalog: This 80 page designer's catalog contains
complete specifications of our broad line of
components for the control, conversion, generation and amplification of R F and microwave signals. Special testing, screening and
electrical or mechanical modifications arc
also included.
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Gas Chromatographs
Whether you require the maximum in
chromatographic capability and data handling or simply an instrument for precise routine analysis, Hewlett-Packard has the gas
chromatogra ph to meet your needs.

HP5880A
The 5880A, Hewlett-Packard's most sophisticated gas chromatograph, offers expandable levels of advanced GC capability.
Configurations range from a single column,
single detector instrument with an isothermal
oven, to a programmable oven, four-detector
GC with dual integration and computation.
You can augment this system with a tape
cartridge unit and BASIC language programming capable of interacting with the
Gc. Clearly the 5880A design is completely
dedicated to helping you solve your analytical problem.
Reproducibllity- You can count on the
5880A to give the consistent dependable results you require. Extraordinary retention
time stability is the result of new oven design
coupled with sophisticated electronics and
software control.
Automation-Ail 5880A GC's have Run
time, Clock Time, and Keystroke Programming. Complete automation is achieved with
the addition of automatic valves and/or an
automatic sampler.
Data Handling-Peak integration, preprogrammed chromatographic calculations and
BASIC programmming are optional. You
can store programs, instrument set points and
other data on the tape cartridge unit and recall the information when you need it.
Communications-Options are available
that allow the 5880A to output an analog detector signal for processing by an external
data system or integrator. It can also accept
an analog signal from another GC and process it as though it came from a 5880A detector; or output a digital signal for use by an
HP 3350 Series Lab Automation System. In
addition, the 5880A can communicate analysis report information to a central computer
system or calculator for archival storage or
further processing.

HP 5840A
The Hewlett-Packard 5840A is a complete
analytical GC system which produces a
comprehensive chromatogram and report including peak retention times, area, and calculated amounts. A wide range of detectors,
valves, and accessories can help you get solutions to almost any GC problem. An optional
capillary inlet system facilitates high resolution work. Magnetic card storage of complete analytical methods simplifies setup of
routine procedures.

HP5700A
The 5700A Series gas chromatographs are
low-cost, reliable answers to your analytical
needs. Along with dual column and multi-detector capacity, options include specific detectors, dual input/output electrometer,
electronic baseline compensation and glass
capillary inlet system.
In addition, you can interface the 5700A
GC's with Hewlett-Packard's popular low-

cost 3390A Reporting Integrator for an economical well-balanced chromatographic system giving you a full range of GC capabilities
from routine to high resolution or trace
analyses.

the data produced by the LAS routines.
In addition to FORTRAN Programming,
the HP 3356 can handle up to 60 instrument
interfaces.

UV IVIS Spectrophotometers
Laboratory Automation
Systems
HP3350 Series Laboratory Automation
Systems can increase your sample throughput, provide easy-to-use, yet sophisticated
data reduction, perform record keeping tasks
and automate your analytical procedures.
Ascending levels of laboratory automation
give you the freedom to configure an affordable system to meet your present needs, and
grow easily and economically to meet future
requirements. Software capability can grow
from the turn-key chromatographic package
to include automatic sampler control, simulated distillation, and LAB BASIC. Optional
IMAGE/ 1000 software facilitates data-base
creation and management. Up to I megaword of mainframe memory, 370 megabytes
of on-line disc storage, and four 9-track magnetic tapes are available.
The state-of-the-art in automation, lab
data handling, and data management, the
HP 3356 Lab Automation System is designed for the analytical customer whose
computational and data handling needs are
extensive. Operationally, the HP 3356 is a
combination of LAS software and the RTEIVB Real Time Executive Operating System, using the SESSION MONITOR capability. The RTE users can be assigned
capability levels restricting access to system
commands depending on their own level of
expertise, and can write programs to access

HP8450A
This powerful, computer-controlled UV /
VIS instrument measures and displays in
seconds: multiple components, a full spectrum, list of analysis conditions and concentrations.
The H P 8450A has an innovative reversedoptics design which disperses the light that
has passed through a sample simultaneOUSly
across two parallel arrays of light-sensitive
diode detectors-one array measuring visible, the other ultraviolet light. Resulting
spectra are shown instantly on the instrument's built-in video display.
The H P8450A offers high precision, high
productivity and versatility in single and
multicomponent sample analyses with easy
keystroke programming of operating parameters and measurement of virtually any sample with only minimum preparation.
Because of its high sensitivity, speed, and
ability to monitor several component concentrations simultaneously, the 8450A is particularly well suited for kinetics work. From
the keyboard, which is sealed to prevent
damage from chemical spills, the spectrophotometer can be programmed to alter many
operating parameters at specified times during an analysis.
Internal diagnostics shorten down time and
lower service costs. Peripherals offered for
the HP 8450A include plotters, printer/plotters, and a cartridge tape drive for external
da ta storage.

Liquid Chromatographs
HP 10848
The HP 1084B is designed to meet the exacting requirements of research and analytical
method development.
Key product features keep the needs of researchers in mind. The variable volume injector handles sample sizes between 10 and
2001'1 and the 60-bottle automatic sampler
uses either 2-ml vials or where only small
quantities are available-microvials. Solvent
flow and composition are programmable.
Refractive index, fixed (245nm) and variable (190-600nm) wavelength detectors are
available. The variable wavelength detector
can be programmed to change wavelengths
automatically either during or between runs.
The I084B can also change separation parameters, calibration factors and calculation
procedures between runs, enabling greater
ease of method development.
The microprocessor controls and monitors
all subsystems according to the analyst's
instructions. The I084B injects the sample at
full column pressure without interrupting
solvent flow, controls solvent composition,
generates flow gradients, and collects, computes, and reports chromatographic dataall automatically.
The new 79885A interface provides
BASIC programmability using the HP 85
Personal Computer. Random sample injection control, sophisticated post-run calculations, and automated method development
are possible with this new capability.

HP 10818
The H P 1081 B is a new compact, isocratic
liquid chromatograph which is simple to use
and offers the precise control of parameters
needed to operate efficiently for repetitive
quantitative analysis.
Only six keys on the 1081 B are needed to
access, set, and check all the microprocessorcontrolled functions, including operation of
the optional 60-vial automatic sampling
system.
The flow system uses a single-head diaphragm pump with closed-loop processor
control. Actual and set flow rates, along with
all other functions, can be monitored on a
three digit numeric display. The 1081 B operates erficiently with both integrator and data
systems. It is the first LC to offer total twoway communications with a laboratory automation system; up to ten 1081 Bs can be
connected in series and controlled by a single
laboratory automation system (RS232C
interface) .

Reporting Integrators
HP's integrators satisfy almost any ana-

Iytical requirement from simple area % reporting to sophisticated data handling and
automation.

HP 3388A
The H P 3388A Reporting Integrator provides the chromatographer with extensive
analytical capabilities for data handling. The
dual channel option allows for simultaneous
operation of two instruments, each with its
own printer/plotter. Standard calculation
procedures include area %, external standard, normalization, and internal standard.
Other features of the 3388A include
BASIC programming, alphanumeric and
functional keyboards, multiple reference
peaks, automatic recalibration, multiple internal standards, time-selectable area slices,
and retention time labeling to 1/1000 of a
minute.
HP automatic sampler control and cartridge tape unit are available as options.

HP 3390A
The compact, economical HP 3390A Reporting Integrator detects and integrates
peaks with a flexibility adaptable to all forms
of chromatography as well as many non·
chromatographic techniques. Calculations
can be made by peak area or peak height, and
signal filtering systems minimize noise for
enhanced reproducibility.
The HP 3390A performs all standard chromatographic calculations, calibrations, and
stores up to 9 methods.
Use with the 19400A Sampler/Event Control Module provides automated control of
HP automatic samplers and external devices.
Also available as an option is the HP 85 Personal Computer, for report manipulation,
storage, and a host of calculator functions.

GC/Mass Spectrometer
Systems
All HP systems are of advanced design and
include innovations such as hyperbolic quadrupole mass filters, the theoretically ideal
design which provides improved peak shapes
and higher sensitivity, compared to roundrod filters.

HP 5992 Series
Compact HP 5992A or B Series Systems offer excellent performance at an economical
price. Features include an HP 9825B Desktop Computer Controller with HP 9876B
Printer, easy-to-use software with AUTOTUNE (automatic tuning), and a wide range
of accessories including the Purge/Trap
Sampler unit for measuring organics in water. HP 5992B Systems include automatic,
rather than manual, valving for control of effluent and calibration compound to the ion

source, plus provision for C02 sub-ambient
cooling. Mass range to 800; I ng scanning
sensitivity.

HP 5995A
This versatile benchtop GC/MS has all the
features of the H P 5992 plus direct insertion
probe, turbomolecular pump, and independent temperature control for transfer line,
source, and analyzer.
It uses the same controller and printer as
the HP 5992B with an expandable, flexible
disc system. Software programs (including
AUTOTUNE) control the gas chromatograph, scan the mass spectrometer, monitor
up to six ions in the selected ion monitoring
mode, plot and tabulate normalized spectra,
search libraries, and perform self-diagnostics. FID and split/splitless capillary are
options.

HP 59938 Series
This middle-priced system combines the
compact GC/MS of the HP 5992B with a
powerful data system very similar to that
provided with the HP 5985B. A full line of
computer accessories including 9-track magnetic tape are available. The HP 5993A Systems have manual valving; the B-Series has
automatic valving. Mass range is 10 to
800 amu.

HP 5986A
The HP 5986A has dual CI/EI source and
other GC/MS features of the HP 5985B. It
is controlled by the HP 9825B Desktop Computer operating with the expandable, flexible
disc system available on the H P 5992. Its 800
amu mass range can be increased to 1000
and a powerful data system can be added by
upgrading to the HP 5985B Hardware/
Software Operating System.

HP 59858
Top-of-the-line research system provides the
ideal answer for collecting, storing, and
processing the vast amount of data produced
from GC/MS measurements. It includes
CI/EI dual source, mass range to 1000 amu,
and direct insertion probe operation. The
microprocessor-controlled dual column HP
5840A GC can operate independent from the
MS for use as a stand alone GC with integrator, time and run programming and methods
analysis. The data system in the 5985B includes 10 million words of disc storage, a program for automatic sampler control,
Probability Based Library Search, and simultaneous data acquisition/reduction operation. Options include negative ion detection,
LC/ MS interface, and turbomolecular
pum s.
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MEDICAL INSTRUMENTATION
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Ultrasound Imaging
• Real-time phased array systems for echocardiography and radiology • Small lightweight transducers. Image recording combines
with recording of ECG, pulse and heart sounds.

Cardiography Instrumentation
• New 4700A PageWriter Cardiograph. ECG Management
Systems for computer-aided interpretation of electrocardiograms
• ECG Stress Testing Systems.

Cardiovascular Instrumentation

Pulmonary Instrumentation

• Computerized catheterization data analysis system automates online data collection analysis. Complete choice of plug-in signal conditioners, transducers, meter and numerical displays.

• Pulmonary Calculator System. Measurements for spirometry,
lung volumes and distribution, diffusion. Modular pulmonary function testing instruments. Ear oximeter.
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Patient Monitoring and Resuscitation
• Stand-alone monitors. Modular instruments • ECG telemetry
• Arrhythmia detection, storage and recall. Patient Data Management • Mobile resuscitation Systems. Battery / AC operating
defibrillator /monitor.

CO 2 Monitor (Capnometer)
• New 4721 OA Capnometer • For operating room and respiratory
care units. Calculates and displays the partial pressure of carbon
dioxide and respiration rate. Comprehensive alarms, audible and
visible.

Radiology
• For pathology specimens, radiography, Model 43805P shielded
cabinet X-ray system with automatic exposure control • Model
43807P for practicallabora tory training of radiological technologists.

Perinatal Instrumentation
• Fetal/ maternal monitoring equipment includes bedside fetal monitors and central stations. Telemetry for birthing centers. Neonatal monitoring includes heart rate, temperature, respiration, ambient
oxygen.

For Additional Information on H P medical instrumentation, request from following brochures, data sheets, and catalogs:
• Patient Monitoring :tt5953-1391 • Resuscitation #5953-120 I
• Perinatal #5953-4877 (fetal monitoring), #5953-4823 (telemetry)
• Cardiography #5953-4937 (PageWritcr), #5953-4915 (ECG
Management Systems) • Ultrasound Imaging #5953-4936 (Radiology), #5953-4932 (Cardiology). Pulmonary #5952-5257
• Capnometer #5953-1344 • Radiology #5952-6839 and 59526843 • Medical Instrumentation Supplies Catalogs: #5953-4802
Critical Care Supplies, #5953-480 I Cardiography Supplies, 59534800 Labor and Delivery Supplies, #5953-4803 Multi-Channel Recording Supplies, #5953-4804 Pulmonary Diagnostic Supplies.
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Hewlett-Packard Application Notes are a compilation of applications research and ex·
perience which have been written in collaboration with HP engineers and our customers.
Some are tutorial, while others describe specific "how to" procedures. Listed below are
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Training Alternatives
With Hewlett-Packard's extensive product
line and worldwide customer mix there are
two main avenues for technical customer
training. These are live training sessions and
video tapes. Live training sessions fall into
three subcategories: applications, service and
tutorial. Application seminars aimed at increasing your utilization of general purpose
test instrumentation are often available at no
charge. On the other hand, seminars on the
operation of dedicated systems are more specific in nature and generally have a fee for
tuition. Service seminars are available on a
supply-and-demand basis and also have a tuition fee. For detailed information on all HP
seminars, contact your Hewlett-Packard
field engineer or call the Hewlett-Packard
office nearest you-see pages 715-720.

HP Video Tapes
A Better Way to Learn
Part of the "extra value" which comes with
each Hewlett-Packard product is our continuing commitment to provide HewlettPackard customers with useful training information in the areas of applications and
service. In the past, this information has often been in the form of classroom seminars,
either at your nearby Hewlett-Packard sales
office or at one of our training facilities in
California.
Now our capability is expanding by offering you both service and applications training via video tape. Video tape training is
exceptionally convenient and readily available for your own use at any time or any
place, including within your own facilities.
Effective: Hewlett-Packard has found that
video tape is a highly effective training medium. Video tapes can convey more information in less time, and with higher retention,
than even the best live instruction. Hewlett-

Packard programs are professionally produced and are based on measurable instructional objectives. They consider what the
student already knows, emphasize what he
needs to know, and omit what he does not
need to know. Many video tapes utilize splitscreen techniques, allowing students to
watch a procedure on one part of the screen
while observing its effect on another part.
Most Hewlett-Packard video tapes are 100%
visualized, as opposed to conventional, partially visualized video taped "lectures."
Flexible: With video tapes, you can tailor
your training program to suit the many needs
of your organization. You may select training programs for individuals with different
backgrounds and specific needs, present effective programs to audiences of just one or
hundreds, and offer a library of technical
programs your staff members can easily cohsuit on their own . . . for new information or
for refresher purposes.
Faster: It has been our experience that Hewlett-Packard video programs compress learning time by a factor of up to 6-to-l. A video
tape library also reduces the time needed to
organize and schedule your training. You
can schedule highly professional presentations anytime and anywhere, without arranging for outside instructors or juggling the
detailed logistics that are often required for
live training sessions. More effective training
in one-sixth the time!
Convenient: Video tape programs come on
small, easy-to-file magnetic tape cassettes.
Inexpensive playback equipment is easily operated by unskilled personnel. Programs may
be viewed on small portable monitors or on
full-screen TV sets. Video tapes can be
quickly searched for specific information using "fast forward" or "fast rewind," and
many recorders can stop on a single frame for
more detailed study.
Time-tested: All the video tapes offered in
the Hewlett-Packard Videotape Catalog

were developed to serve Hewlett-Packard's
needs for a practical, low cost source of upto-date training in a wide variety of subjects.
Now, after having been tested in HewlettPackard training activities throughout the
world, many of these video programs are
available to help meet your training objectives.

Understanding
Microprocessors
90301 RD
This videotape training module, developed
to train H P technicians, provides a practical
introduction to microprocessor systems.
Microprocessors are now found in the most
familiar places: automobiles, kitchen appliances, toys, home entertainment devices, as
well as in modern electronic instruments.
Soon all electronic technicians must be able
to troubleshoot and repair this type of
equipment.
Understanding Microprocessors consists of
5 videocassette lessons in color, a textbook/
experiment book, and a study guide. Each
lesson concludes with a self-scoring quiz. The
HP 5036A Microprocessor Lab is recommended for performing assigned experiments. The lessons are directed to
technicians who already are able to troubleshoot and repair equipment using digital circuitry. After completing this module,
technicians should be well prepared for more
advanced microprocessor troubleshooting
modules. The more advanced modules presently are offered as live tutorial training
courses (see photo above). They are being
produced in video format for future release.
What is a Microprocessor?
90302R D
Lesson 1
17 Mins.
This first lesson reviews the history of computers and microprocessor systems and provides an overview of the microprocessor video
series. Microprocessor systems are graphically demonstrated along with the elements
of microprocessor systems. Lesson I con-
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cludes with a summary and a short self-scoring quiz.
Analog vs Digital Systems

90303RO

Lesson 2

40 Mins.

The differences between analog and digital
systems are never more apparent than when
studying microprocessor systems. This program clearly describes these differences and
goes on to explain the three-state bus concept, talkers and listeners, and bus troubleshooting techniques.
Introduction to Programming

90304RO

Lesson 3

19 Mins.

This brief review of programming defines a
few terms, describes what a program is, why
programs are necessary, and how to develop
them. The concepts of low and high level programs and a review precede the self-scoring
quiz.
Processor Registers and Instruction Set

90305RO

Lesson 4

30 Mins.

This lesson describes the many registers
contained on the microprocessor chip, including their uses in the operational sequence: fetch, execute and increment. The
instruction set is described briefly to enable
the viewer to follow the succeeding lessons.
Simple Assembly Programming

90306RO

Lesson 5

33 Mins.

Using the knowledge of the instruction set,
the viewer is led through simple examples of
assembly language programs. Translating
the assembly language into machine language is shown, as well as how the program is
stored in memory and executed by the processor. A program review precedes the selfscoring quiz.

Digital Troubleshooting

904200

Developed to train HP's own technicians.
this course is especially useful in showing
how to approach real problems in real equipment.
• Practical demonstrations
• Proven teaching techniques
• Flexibility of use for classroom or individual study
• Latest in digital troubleshooting tools
• Most recent logic symbology
• Useful troubleshooting tips
Digital troubleshooting was made for technicians. It is an appropriate transition from
transistors to digital electronics. It also can
be used as a refresher course. Equivalent in
coverage to a college term of 13 weeks, the
course is presented in color on 14 videocassettes having a total running time of 5 hours
and 31 minutes. The lab demonstrations
shown in video are from the workbook included with the series. Also included is a 180
page text and a study guide.
There is ample use of reinforcement in the
presentation and in the self-scoring quizzes
at the end of most of the modules.

Digital Troubleshooting Videotapes
Introduction to Digital Electronics/

904210

Lesson I

12 Mins.

Digital products and techniques are becom-

ing more popular and widely used. This lesson looks at some of the areas where digital
techniques are used-areas such as computers, communications, telemetry, test equip-

ment, industrial control, and consumer
electronics. It also points out how the integrated circuit (lC) has caused a virtual explosion in the use of digital techniques.
Widely used terms and concepts such as binary, digital, analog, gates, and memory are
explained. The lesson concludes with a comparison of digital and analog techniques, a
summary, and a short, self-scoring quiz.
Binary Nature of Digital Circuits

904220

Lesson 2

18 Mins.

Digital circuits operate using the binary or
two-digit number system. Binary digits (bits)
are introduced in this lesson covering the operation of the pure binary and Binary Coded
Decimal (BCD) systems. Mechanical or
transistor switches can be used to control the
two logic levels used to represent binary data.
Either positive or negative logic systems can
be used to represent binary numbers, and
they can be transmitted in either serial or
parallel fashion. This lesson concludes with a
summary and a short, self-scoring quiz.
Basics of Transistors and IC's

904230

Lesson 3

18 Mins.

Integrated Circuits have revolutionized digital electronics. An IC contains many transistorized circuits deposited on a tiny silicon
chip. These transistorized circuits switch between two voltage levels that represent binary I's and O's. Because of their importance,
this lesson reviews the basics of transistors
and diodes. PN junction diodes are covered
first, then PN P and N PN junction transistors are reviewed. The lesson then discusses
how transistors can be operated as either
saturated or non-saturated switches. Metal
Oxide Semiconductor (MOS) transistor
switches are also covered. Packaging and
classification of Integrated Circuits are the
final topic in this lesson followed by a summary and a short, self-scoring quiz.

Logic Gates and Symbols

90420

Lesson 4

25 Mins.

Logic gates and tiip-flops are the two main
digital building blocks. This program covers
six basic logic gates and their symbols. The
logic circuits covered are the AND, NAND,
OR, NOR. Exclusive OR, and Inverter.
After the operation of each logic element is
explained using logic symbols, the operation
of a circuit is demonstrated. Next, troubleshooting of gate circuits is covered, then the
use of logic troubleshooting tools is demonstrated. The lesson ends with a summary and
a short, self scoring quiz.
Note: The logic symbols included in this series are based on
ANSI Y32. 14/IEEE 91·193. This industry standard documant .u·
parceda. MIL·STD·806 BIC and i. approvad for usa by tha U.S.
Department of Defense.

Introduction to Digital IC Families

904250

Lesson 5

29 Mins.

This is the first of two lessons dealing with
digital IC families. In this section DCTL,
RTL, and DTL are covered.
This videotape begins with a review of logic
gates consisting of the ci'rcuit diagram, truth
table, logic diagram, and Boolean expression.
Several schematics from an actual instrument are explained. Equivalent gates, shown
on these scheniatics, are discussed according
to function. This is followed by a discussion
of the history of gate design as it applies to
the digital troubleshooter. so that bad troubleshooting practices can be avoided. The lesson concludes with a short, self-scoring test.
Modern Digital IC Families

904260

Lesson 6

27 Mins.

This is the second of two lessons dealing with
digital IC families. In this section TTL,
HTL, ECL and CMOS are covered.
This videotape begins with a review of the
principles introduced in Lesson 5, then explains how the five subfamilies of TTL work
(Standard TTL, Low Power TTL, High
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In the troubleshooting section typical
faults the technicians might encounter are
discussed. Each of these faults is demonstrated and solutions are suggested.

Ie Manufacturing
904330

Lesson 13

11 Mins.

A basic knowledge of IC manufacturing
should prove helpful to anyone involved in
servicing digital equipment.
Manufacturing Ie's involves a photographic process, and a series of masks is used
to control the areas where impurities are allowed to diffuse forming semiconductors.
This program shows the steps in the manufacture of Ie's, starting with an actual wafer
and following it through to a completed IC
package.
Memories

904340

Speed TTL, Schottky TTL, and Lower Power Schottky TTL. Also explained are opencollector TTL and three-state logic. Similar
discussion occurs about HTL, ECL, and
CMOS families. The lesson concludes with
troubleshooting as applied only to families.
Simple Troubleshooting Techniques

904270

Lesson 7

18 Mins.

Experienced service technicians use a number of simple troubleshooting tools and techniques to help reduce repair time and
eliminate the need for electrical measurement, when servicing integrated circuit assemblies.
This program focuses attention on logical
approach to troubleshooting, highlighting
simple techniques of isolating and replacing
defective components on integrated circuit
assemblies.
Troubleshooting Digital IC's

904280

Lesson 8

27 Mins.

Fundamental differences between analog
and digital circuits make traditional troubleshooting tools inefficient. Products design'ed
especially for testing digital circuits include:
The Logic Clip, Logic Probe, Logic Pulser,
Current Tracer, and Logic Comparator. This
program takes a close look at these IC
Troubleshooters. Also covered are the types
of failures found in digital integrated circuits
and how to troubleshoot them.

Counters and Shift Registers

904300

Lesson 9

31 Mins.

Flip-flops are one of the main building blocks
of digital circuits. This program covers both
the NAND and NOR RS, closed RS, D, T,
and JK flip-flops. The theory of operation
of each flip-flop is covered using ANSI Y32.
14/IEEE 91-1973 logic symbology. Then,
the flip-flop is demonstrated and its operation summarized. Clocked logic, edge and
level triggering, direct set and reset inputs,

Lesson 10

30 Mins.

Counters and Shift Registers are the two
most popular uses of flip-flops. This program
covers binary and decade counters, both ripple and synchronous types. Also covered are
up and down counters, presettable counters,
frequency dividers, circular shift registers
and strobed displays. The operation of each
circuit is first explained using logic symbols,
then demonstrated. Troubleshooting is the final topic in this program. The lesson ends
with a short, self-scoring quiz.
Combinational Logic Circuits

904310

Lesson 11

30 Mins.

The basic building blocks of combinational
logic circuits are gates. In this videotape we
see how gates are combined to form line drivers, three-state drivers, one-shot multivibrators, multiplexers, adders, and code
converters.
After an overview of the operation of these
devices, they're shown in actual use in a production line device.
The program concludes with a section on
troubleshooting, which deals with typical
problems which may arise in combinational
logic circuits.

25 Mins.

Practical Transistors

901000

The widely used Practical Transistor Series is a definitive, monochrome, 15-tape excursion into the exceedingly important (and
mysterious) world of transistors. As outlined
below, each highly informative program in
the wide-ranging series is primarily concerned with examining the many practical
aspects of transistors rather than just dwelling on theory and math. The end result, after
viewing this popular series, will be a deeper
working understanding of transistors which
will make maintenance and troubleshooting
problems far easier and more efficient. The
series is therefore highly recommended for
electronics students, service personnel and
engineers.
A supplementary textbook by transistor
authority George Stanley Jr. (who also hosts
the series), plus a complete set of homework
problems and answers, is included with the
nearly nine hours of video taped material. *

Display Technologies

904320

Flip-flops

904290

and troubleshooting flip-flops are also covered.

Lesson 14

Due to the many unique demands of today's
users of computers and calculating devices,
many different configurations for different
types of memory are required. This lesson
considers six types of memory-punched paper tape, punched cards, magnetic (reel-toreel and cartridge), magnetic disc (hard and
floppy), ferrite core, and semiconductor.
This lesson defines and describes the use of
sequential access and Random Access Memory (RAM), volatile and nonvolatile memory, Read/Write Memory, Read-Only
Memory (ROM) and Programmable ReadOnly Memory (PROM). Tips on handling
the various types of memory conclude the
program.

Lesson 12

30 Mins.

A large variety of display technologies is
used with digital circuits. This program looks
at the types and configurations of displays,
then discusses typical troubleshooting problems specific to them. Some of the types covered are neons, gaseous discharge tubes, and
light emitting diodes (both segmented and
dot matrix forms). Included is a discussion
on planar tubes, incandescent displays, and
liquid crystals.

Transistors vs. Tubes

900300330

Lesson 1

30 Mins.

The first program in the 15-part series introduces author George C. Stanley Jr., who defines the objectives of the course, describes
the text upon which the course is based and
explains the use of the homework problems.
The rest of the program then reviews and
builds upon the student's prior knowledge to
make comparisons between vacuum tubes
and transistors.

745
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Temperature Effects
90030D316 Lesson 2
41 Mins.
Part 2 develops the various common techniques of biasing transistors. and emphasizes
the effects of heat on transistor circuits with
demonstrations.
Current/Voltage Drive
90030D317
Lesson 3
41 Mins.
Part 3 is concerned with the comparison between voltage drive and current drive in transistor circuits. During this program, several
concepts are developed which become important building blocks for the rest of the course.
Answers by Inspection
900300318 Lesson 4
43 Mins.
Part 4 develops the first of several valuable
timesaving rule-of-thumb formulas: a simplified expression for voltage gain. Demonstrations serve to illustrate the usefulness and
effectiveness of this formula.
Answers by Inspection
90030D319 Lesson 5
40 Mins.
Part 5 develops additional rule-of-thumb formulas for the calculation of voltage gain with
feedback, input impedance, output impedance, and distortion in common emitter circuits.
Answers by Inspection
90030D331
Lesson 6
37 Mins.
Part 6 concentrates on the emitter follower
circuit and develops expressions for its voltage gain, and input and ouput impedance.
Multistage Amplifiers
90030D322 Lesson 7
44 Mins.
Part 7 is devoted to applying the knowledge
gained in Parts 4, 5, and 6 to an analysis of a
three-stage transistor amplifier. Demonstrations on an actual circuit illustrate the accuracy of the approximations involved.
Troubleshooting
90030D323 Lesson 8
43 Mins.
The information obtained in preceding programs is further clarified in Part 8, which
covers troubleshooting on both single-stage
and multi-stage transistor circuits. Class
problems are presented and solved using actual circuits.
Feedback Amplifiers
90030D324 Lesson 9
27 Mins.
Part 9 first reviews single-stage and multistage circuits with feedback. Valuable troubleshooting tips for feedback circuits are
then illustrated with demonstrations.
Why a Transistor Amplifies
90030D325
Lesson 10
27 Mins.
Part 10 illustrates how and why transistors
amplify electrical signals. Discussion of the
roles of majority and minority carriers leads
to an intriguing example of the effect of nuclear radiation on transistor performance.
Troubleshooting
90030D326
Lesson 11
33 Mins.
Part II is devoted to more practical applications of what has been learned so far. Demonstrations of troubleshooting are given on
an actual multistage transistor amplifier to
illustrate common failure patterns.
Fets and Unijunctions

900300327

Lesson 12

34 Mins.

Part 12 provides explanations of the operation of both junction and MOS field-effect
transistors. Troubleshooting tips and the ef-

fects of nuclear radiation on these devices are
given. The program concludes with the operation of the Unijunction transistor.
Breakdown Diodes
90030D328 Lesson 13
37 Mins.
Part 13 compares Zener and avalanche diodes in terms of their temperature coefficient
of voltage. This leads to a discussion of the
use of various kinds of diodes for temperature compensation networks.
SCR's and Tunnel Diodes
90030D329 Lesson 14
28 Mins.
Part 14 covers the operation and the uses for
silicon controlled rectifiers and tunnel diodes. Special video effects help to explain the
complexities of tunnel diode operation. Comparisons are then drawn to other semiconductor devices.
PIN, SRD, and HC Diodes
90030D332 Lesson 15
28 Mins.
Part 15 explains step recovery diodes, hot
carrier diodes, and PIN diodes, and outlines
their typical applications. The series concludes with a short presentation on how the
many special video effects were created for
the various tapes in the series.
How to Use an Oscilloscope Series
907410
1 hr, 16 Mins.
The oscilloscope is one of the most versa tile
and widely used electronic test instruments.
However, for best results it must be used
properly. The purpose of this 3 videotape series, in color, is to train electronic technicians
in the basic techniques of waveform measurement, using an oscilloscope. The
HPI740A general purpose scope and the
H PI741 A storage scope are used in this series. However, the information presented will
also help you operate other scopes.
Front Panel Controls
90742D
Part I
27 Mins.
This videotape will show you how to:
(a) measure the peak-to-peak ac voltage,
time period, frequency and dc component (if any) of a waveform;
(b) measure low level signals such as power
supply ripple;
(c) trigger or synchronize the scope to obtain a stable display on the CRT; and
(d) avoid errors in control settings that could
lead to measurement inaccuracies.
Front Panel Controls (cont.)
90743D
Part II
24 Mins.
This program completes the coverage of the
front panel controls of a general purpose oscilloscope. In Part I, only single channel operation was covered. This program covers
dual channel operation. You will see how to
operate a scope in the dual trace, A + B,
A - B, and A versus B modes. Also covered
are selectable and composite triggering, trigger view mode, bandwidth limit and delayed
sweep opera tion.
Oscilloscope Measurements
90744D
Part III
25 Mins.
This program completes the series. It shows
you how to check your scope and probe to
make sure they are operating properly.
You'll see that one probe cannot be used for
all measurements, so the three types of commonly available voltage probes are covered.
Then you will see how to make some typical
oscilloscope voltage and time measurements.

Finally, storage scopes are covered. You will
see how they can help you solve the problem
of viewing low rep-rate signals and one-shot
events. The program ends with a short
summary.
How to Solder
907510
35 Mins.
This program is especially useful for training
new hires who will work in electronic manufacturing and servicing-including those
persons who believe they already know how
to solder and unsolder properly.
Part I (16 minutes) covers:
What is soldering Flux
Wetting
Soldering Irons
Solder
Tinning
Part 2 (19 minutes) shows:
How to clean parts to be soldered
The four basic soldering steps
How to recognize a good solder connection
How to unsolder, using the vacuum bulb,
the solder-sucker, and the desoldering
wick.
The program ends with a summary and a
self-scoring quiz.
Ordering Information
To order video programs, books, the HP
5035T Logic Lab or the 5036A Microprocessor La b, please contact your local HewlettPackard sales office, addresses are listed on
pages 715-720.
HP Product Number
Price
90301RD Understanding Microprocessors (5 videocassettes. plus a
textbook/experiment book, and
study guide).
$ 1,700.'
Lab experiments are used to reinforce
learning. They require access to a microprocessor lab such as the H P 5036A.
90420D Digital Troubleshooting
(14 videocassettes, plus a textbook, lab workbook, and study
guide)
$4,000'
Lab experiments are used to reinforce
learning. They require access to a digital experimenter's kit such as the H P 5035T Logic
Lab.
90100D Practical Transistors
(15 monochrome videocassettes plus a textbook. work$1,950.00'
book problem sets)
90741D How to Use an
$750.00'
Oscilloscope Series
$395.00
9075 I D How to Solder
22958B RTE Fortran Independent Study Course (6 videocassettes (color) and workbook).
Access to an H P 1000 with an
RTE IVB operating system is
required.
$1000
Local taxes, shipping and handling will be
added to a II orders.
Midterm examinations, final examination,
examination solutions and certificates of
completion are supplied with the purchase of
90100D and 90420D, but are shipped separately. See your local HP field engineer for
details.
Video programs are supplied in NTSC
Standard only.
Available formats are 3,4" U Matic,
VHS and '12" Beta I.

'I,'

Domestic U.S. Prices only.
• Not eligible for quantity discount

POST-SALE SUPPORT SERVICE
Warranty, Certification, Parts, Publications
When you purchase a Hewlett-Packard
product, you also receive the assurance that
it will continue to perform to its published
specifications today, tomorrow, and for a
reasonable number of years in the future.
We firmly believe that our obligation to
you as a customer goes beyond delivery of
your new HP product. This philosophy is implemented in two ways: (I) by designing and
building excellent products with good serviceability, and (2) by backing those products with customer support programs which
quickly respond to all your needs.
HP customer support service programs
provide responsive support services from HP
and distributor organizations in countries
throughout the world. (Their support capabilities are specified in the sales/support office listing inside the back cover of this
catalog.) These programs are one of the major reasons for Hewlett-Packard's reputation
of integrity and responsibility.

Warranty
As an expression of confidence that our
products will continue to meet the high standards of reliability and performance that our
customers expect, Hewlett-Packard products
carry the following warranty:

Hewlett-Packard (HPJ products are warranted against defects in materials and
workmanship. The warranty period for each
product will be provided on request at the
time of sale. and is specified in documentation supplied with the product. During the
warranty period. HP will, at its option. either repair or replace products which prove
to be defective.
Warranties requiring return-to-HP are not
limited to the country ofpurchase. Parts and
labor are provided during the warranty period when the customer returns the product
to any office designated by HP for repair of
the product.
HP warrants that its software and firmware designated by HP for use with a CPU
or instrument will execute its programming
instructions when properly installed on that
CPU or instrument. HP does not warrant
that the operation of the CPU, instrument,
software. or firmware will be uninterrupted
or error free.
Installation services provided during warranty and on-site warranty services are
available only in HP Service Travel Areas,
and only in the country of initial purchase,
unless buyer pays HP international prices.
On-site warranty service for those products
requiring installation services is provided
only at the initial installation point.
If the buyer transports his product from
the initial country of purchase without paying HP international prices, then any remaining warranty covers parts and labor
only. The customer can return the product to
any office designated by HP for repair of the
product. In this case, the customer can obtain on-site warranty service ifthe location is
one where HP can normally provide on-site
service for the product by paying HP established travel charges and. ifrequiredfor the
product, purchasing all necessary installation services from HP.
Buyer shall prepay shipping charges for
products returned to HP for warranty ser-

vice; and HP shall pay for return of the
products to buyer. However, buyer shall
pay all shipping charges, duties and taxes
for products returned to HP from another
country.
limitation of warranty

Theforegoing warranty shall not apply to
defects resulting from:
1. 1mproper or inadequate maintenance by
buyer;
2. Buyer-supplied software or interfacing;
3. Unauthorized modification or misuse;
4. Operation outside of the environmental
specifications for the product; or
5. 1mproper site preparation or maintenance.
NO OTHER WARRANTY 1S EXPRESSED OR 1MPLlED. HP SPEC1FlCALLY D1SCLA1MS THE 1MPLlED
WARRANTlES OF MERCHANTAB1LlTY AND FlTNESS FOR A PARTlCULAR PURPOSE.
Exclusive remedies

The remedies provided herein are buyer's
sole and exclusive remedies. HP shall not be
liable for any direct, indirect. special, incidental, or consequential damages. whether
based on contract, tort or any other legal
theory.
Certification
Hewlett-Packard testing and quality assurance programs are documented in a Certificate of Conformance which is available upon
request at the time of purchase. This certificate states:
Products. materials, parts and services
furnished on this order have been provided
in accordance with all applicable HewlettPackard specifications. Actual inspection
and test data pertaining to this order is on
file and available for examination.
Hewlett-Packard's calibration measurements are traceable to the National Bureau
of Standards to the extent allowed by the
Bureau's calibration facilities.
Replacement Parts and Supplies
Replacement parts playa key role in Hewlett-Packard's customer support services program. Hewlett-Packard's strategically locat-

ed parts centers supply parts to both HP field
operations and our customers. HP's field operations maintains extensive parts inventories at repair centers and local service
responsible offices to assure prompt repair of
your product.
The reliability and product life of HP products can be enhanced by the use of quality
operating supplies. Hewlett-Packard provides a complete selection of high quality
supplies for electronic instruments, medical
products, and computer systems. Separate
catalogs describing the supplies offered for
each product line are available from your local HP office.
When ordering replacement parts or supplies from your local office, please specify the
correct HP part number and description obtained from product documentation, a parts
price list, or the appropriate supplies catalog.
If you do not know the part number, please
include the product model number, serial
number, and a complete description of the
item, its function and location within the
product. These orders are generally shipped
from HP parts centers on the next working
day. Replacement parts are not available for
the handheld calculator line.

Service Publications
The Operating and Service Manual supplied with each Hewlett-Packard test and
measuring product contains maintenance,
calibration, diagnostic and repair procedures, with troubleshooting charts and circuit diagrams. All replaceable parts are
listed. Extra manuals are available from your
nearby Hewlett-Packard field office. Most
operating and service manuals, manual updates, and Service Notes are now available
on COSATI standard, positive microfiche.
Bench Briefs, a periodic newsletter, has
.service tips, new modifications, and other
suggestions to help repair and maintenance
personnel get maximum performance from
Hewlett-Packard instruments. It describes
new Service Notes and other company publications as they become available. To become
a regular subscriber, ask your local HP office
to place your name on the mailing list.

mally provided. Normal on-site response to a
service request is I day.
Computer Products/Systems
A wide variety of hardware and software
support programs are available for computer
systems, desktop computers, terminals and
related peripherals. Sufficient Oexibility exists to allow you to tailor a comprehensive
program for your site at a reasonable cost.
See Computer Support (pp. 696-699) for
more information or contact your HP Sales
Representative.
Medical products systems
Specialized service plans are available for
medical products and systems under the
CSSA. In addition to an agreement covering
on-site repairs, H P offers options for Safety
Assurance Checks, Performance Assurance
C.hecks, or both.

Service Responsible Offices
Providing complete support services when
and where you need them is one of HewlettPackard's primary goals. Throughout the
world, Hewlett- Packard has established H P
Service Responsible Offices (SROs) to meet
the support requirements of all H P
customers.
Hewlett-Packard's worldwide support is
further enhanced by the use of privatelyowned companies operating as distributors
for the sale and support of selected products.
You should contact these companies directly
or through your nearest H P SRO for information on available services.
Since it is impractical for offices to support
products not marketed within their assigned
territory, all products within a given product
category are not supported by every HP office. The office list in the back of this catalog
identifies the product lines supported by each
office. For more specific information about
office capability, contact your nearest HP
Sales/Support office.
Travel for on-site services
Each Hewlett-Packard Service Responsible Office is surrounded by defined travel
zones which are used to quote both response
times and travel charges for specified on-site
services. Hewlett-Packard routinely provides
its on-site support services within defined
travel areas of each country where the products are sold. In many instances these travel
areas encompass the entire country. However, there are instance·s which prohibit routine travel such as geographical obstacles,
underdeveloped roads, or unsuitable public
transportation. In such cases these areas will
be excluded from routine travel. Your HP
SRO will be able to provide information regarding excluded travel areas, as well as response times and charges for on-site service.

Customer Support Services
Agreement
Hewlett-Packard offers a wide range of
service programs for products and systems
under a Customer Support Services Agreement (CSSA). This ongoing agreement features a known cost billed on a periodic basis.
Products and service programs can be added
to the agreement as required. On-site services can be provided at multiple locations
within a country under a single CSSA.
Electronic Instruments/Measurement
Systems
Hewlett-Packard offers a variety of service
programs for instruments and measurement
systems. H P instrument repair centers located around the world support HP instrument products under several CSSA programs. A Calibration Agreement assures
ongoing instrument performance checks at
either H P or customer recommended intervals. A Repair Agreement provides an insurance policy for instrument failures resulting
from normal use. Both these services can be
obtained under a Full Service Agreement.
H P also offers a number of on-site support
services under CSSA for HP measurement
systems products. These programs provide a
choice among optional levels of response,
hours of coverage, critical instrument sparing, installation and training. Additional information is available from your H P Sales
Representatives.
Analytical Instrumentation
Analytical on-site Product Maintenance
Service includes comprehensive repairs (all
parts except certain expendables and consumables), labor and travel. Routine customer maintenance training can be provided at
customer request and, as an option, installation for instruments where it is not nor-

Per-call Service
Per-call service can meet your need for repairs, installation, site planning, site surveys,
calibrations, preventive maintenance, safety
and performance checks, overhauls and technical assistance. These services are available
at your site, or at HP Repair Centers located
around the world.
For many Hewlett-Packard products, the
labor and parts costs for repair of failures resulting from normal use have been-combined
into a convenient Standard Repair Charge
which can be quoted prior to the repair. If a
Standard Repair Charge has not been established, per-call services are performed on a
time and material basis.

Maintenance and Customer
Training
Maintenance training is available on both
a formal and informal basis for specific HP
products. Product Service Seminars, covering theory of operation, service techniques,
and component level repair are provided for
some electronic instruments. Scheduled
training courses for selected computer products cover theory of operation, and assembly level troubleshooting in a classroom and
lab environment. Depending upon availability, HP personnel can provide maintenance
training at your facility on a time and material basis.
For more efficient utilization of HP products, systems and software, H P offers a
wide variety of customer training courses at
HP Customer Training Centers located
around the world. Experienced Systems Engineers teach courses ranging from general
introductions to advanced training on specific products or applications. Contact your local HP office for a training schedule which
lists course descriptions. training locations
and dates.

ORDERING INFORMATION
Shipping, Prices, and Terms of Sale

Budgetary Prices
Price information which may be supplied
with this catalog provides you with helpful
budgetary guidance.
Prices appearing in this catalog, unless otherwise specified, are F.O.B. U.S.A. factory
or shipping point and apply only to domestic
U.S.A. customers for use in the U.S.A.
Please call your nearby Hewlett-Packard
sales office to determine a product's delivered price outside of the U.S.A
Prices furnished with this catalog are net
prices prevailing at the time of printing.
Hewlett-Packard reserves the right to change
prices, and those prices prevailing at the time
an order is received will apply.

Quotations and Pro Forma Invoices

Communicating With HP
Hewlett-Packard is committed to providing convenient local support and the best possible attention to customer needs on a
worldwide basis. There are more than 172
sales offices and representatives, many of
which provide service, located in 65 countries; a listing of these offices commences on
page 749.
Your entry point to the resources of Hewlett-Packard is through the local HP office
nearest you. Our sales representatives and
order support specialists there are wellequipped to provide you with pre-sale assistance in product selection, as well as related
business information such as current product
availability and price delivered to your
location.
Many H P sales offices are tied into a
sophisticated intra-company communications system. This not only means prompt
transmission of orders to any H P product responsible division-it also speeds the /low of
regular messages among H P sales offices and
factories. The objective, of course, is to provide the fastest possible response to your
product interests.

Placing Your Order
Hewlett-Packard people at the sales office
nearest you will be pleased to provide assistance in selecting the H P equipment most appropriate to your needs, and to help you prepare your order.
The information in this catalog will, in
many cases, be sufficient for you to decide to
buy a particular HP product. In those instances, a telephone call to the nearest H P
office will provide you with (I) information

on product availability, and (2) the product's
price.
H P wants to be sure the product delivered
to you is exactly the one you want. Therefore,
when placing your order, please specify the
product's catalog (model, accessory, or part)
number, as well as the product's name. Be as
complete as possible in specifying exactly
what you'd like, including standard options.
In the event you want special features or
capabilities such as different color or a nonstandard power line voltage, ask your H P
sales representative about availability and
cost of these "specials" first-and then, to
prevent misunderstandings, include special
instructions and specification details with
your order.

Shipping Methods
Inside the USA: Shipments to destinations
in the USA are made directly from factories
or local warehouses. Unless specifically requested otherwise, express or truck transportation is used, whichever is less expensive and.
most sevicea ble to you. Small items are sent
parcel post or UPS. If fast delivery is needed,
we gladly ship by air freight, air express, or
air parcel post, when specified on your order,
at prevailing rates. In many parts of the
USA, a consolidated air freight service provides the speed of air transport at surface
rates. Ask your HP sales representative for
details.
Outside the USA: Shipments to destinations
outside the USA are made from the appropriate Hewlett-Packard facility by either
surface or air, as requested. Sea shipments
usually require commercial export packaging
at a nominal extra charge.

Destination prices and other details you
may need to know before ordering can be
quickly obtained via telephone. Just call your
nearest HP office.
If you are an international customer requiring formal paperwork such as pro forma
invoices or quotations, please contact the
Hewlett-Packard office or representative
serving your area. Exportation or importation assistance is also available.

Terms of Sale
Inside the USA: Hewlett-Packard's standard credit terms for established customers
in the USA are net 30 days from invoice date.
If credit with Hewlett-Packard has not already been established, shipments will be
made COD or on receipt of cash in advance.
Leasing and extended financial terms are
available. However, the associated costs are
not included in any product prices furnished
with this catalog. Your nearby H P office will
be pleased to discuss your requirements and
work with you in setting up an appropriate
program.
Outside the USA: Terms for orders placed
on Hewlett-Packard Company by customers
outside the USA are irrevocable letters of
credit or cash in advance-unless other
terms have been previously arranged. Please
contact authorized Hewlett-Packard international subsidiaries or distributors regarding terms for orders placed with them.

U.S. Government Sales
Some products in this catalog are covered
on GSA federal supply schedule multi-award
contracts.

Product Changes
Although product information and illustrations in this catalog were current at the
time it was approved for printing, HewlettPackard, in a continuing effort to offer excellent products at a fair value, reserves the
right to change specifications, designs, and
models without notice.

NOTES: I. Minimum order in USA $20, except where cash is received with order on over-the-counter or direct mail sales.
2. Not all HP-IB instruments are furnished with interconnecting cables; see page 30.

SALES & SUPPORT OFFICES
Arranged alphabetically by country

Product line Sales/Support Key
Key Product Line
A
Analytical
CM
Components
Computer Systems Sales only
C
CH
Computer Systems Hardware Sales & Services
Computer Systems Software Sales & Services
CS
Electronic Instruments & Measurement Systems
E
Medical Products
M
MP
Medical Products Primary SRO
Medical Products Secondary SRO
MS
P
Consumer Calculators
Sales only for specific product line
Support only for specific product line

.

IMPORTANT: These symbols designate general product line capability.
They do not insure sales or support availability for all products within
a line at all locations. Contact your local sales office for information
regarding locations where HP support is available for specific products.

Teleelra
Empresa Teeniea de Equipamenlos
Eleelrieos, S.A.RL
R. Barbosa Rodrigues, 41-1 DT.
Caixa Poslal6487
LUANDA
Tel: 35515,35516
E.M,P

ARGENTINA
Hewlell-Packard Argentina SA
Avenida Santa Fe 2035
Martinez 1640 BUENOS AIRES
Tel: 798-5735, 792-1293
Telex: 122443 AR CIGY
Cable: HEWPACKARG
A,E,CH,CS,P
Biolron S.A.C.I.y.M
Av Paseo Colon 221, 9 Piso
1399 BUENOS AIRES
Tel: 30-4846,30-1851, 30-8384
Telex: 17595 BION/AR
M

Fale S.A. I.C././Eleelroniea
Venezuela 1326
1095 BUENOS AIRES
Tel: 379026, 379027
Telex: 18137, 22754 AL VAR AR
P

Sydney, New South Wales
Office
Hewlett-Packard Australia Pty.L1d.
17-23 Talavera Road
P.O. Box 308
NORTH RYDE, N.S.w. 2113
Tel: 887-1611
Telex: 21561
Cable: HEWPARD Sydney
A,CH,CM,CS,E,MS,P

AUSTRIA

HP dislribulors are prinled in ilalics.

ANGOLA

Perth, Western Australia
Office
Hewlett-Packard Australia Pty.L1d.
261 Stirling Highway
CLAREMONT, W.A. 6010
Tel: 386-5455
Telex: 93859
Cable: HEWPARD Perth
A,CH,CM"E,MS,P

AUSTRALIA
Adelaide, South Australia
Office
Hewlell-Packard Australia Pty.L1d.
153 Greenhill Road
PARKSIDE, SA 5063
Tel: 272-5911
Telex: 82536
Cable: HEWPARD Adelaide
A' ,CH,CM"E,MS,P
Brisbane, Queensland
Office
Hewlell-Packard Australia Pty.L1d.
5th Floor
Teachers Union Building
495-499 Boundary Street
SPRING HILL, Queensland 4000
Tel: 229-1544
Telex: 42133
Cable: HEWPARD Brisbane
A,CH,CM"E,MS,P
Canberra, Australia
Capital Territory Office
Hewlell-Packard Australia Pty.L1d.
121 Wollongong Street
FYSHWICK, A.C.T. 2609
Tel: 80 4244 Telex: 62650
Cable: HEWPARD Canberra
A'CH,CM,E,MS,P
Melbourne, Victoria Office
Hewlell-Packard Australia Pty.L1d.
31-41 Joseph Street
BLACKBURN, Victoria 3130
Tel: 89-6351
Telex: 31-024
Cable: HEWPARD Melbourne
A,CH,CM,CS,E,MS,P

Hewlell-Packard Ges.m.b.h.
Grollenhofstrasse 94
Verkaufsburo Graz
A-8052 GRAZ
Tel: 21-5-66
Telex: 32375
CH,CM,E'
Hewlell-Packard Ges.m.b.h.
Wehlistrasse 29
P.O. Box 7
A-1205 VIENNA
Tel: (222) 35-16-210
Telex: 135823/135066
A,CH,CM,CS,E,MS,P

BAHRAIN
Green Salon
P.O. Box 557
BAHRAIN
Tel: 25503-250950
Telex: 84419
P

Wael Pharmacy
P.O. Box 648
BAHRAIN
Tel: 256123
Telex: 8550 WAEL GJ
M

BELGIUM
Hewlell-Packard Belgium SA/N.v.
Blvd de la Woluwe, 100
Woluwedal
B-1200 BRUSSELS
Tel: (02) 762-32-00
Telex: 23-494 paloben bru
A,CH,CM,CS,E,MP,P

BRAZIL
Hewlell-Packard do Brasill.e.C.
L1da.
Alameda Rio Negro, 750
ALPHAVILLE 06400 Barueri SP
Tel: 421-1311
Telex: 011 33872
Cable: HEWPACK Sao Paulo
A,CH,CM,CS,E,MS
Hewlell-Packard do Brasil l.e.C.
L1da.
Avenida Epilacio Pessoa, 4664
22471 RIO DE JANEIRO-RJ
Tel: 286-0237
Telex: 021-21905 HPBR-BR
Cable: HEWPACK Rio de Janeiro
A,CH,CM,E,MS'p'

CANADA
Alberta
Hewlell-Packard (Canada) LId.
210, 7220 Fisher Street S.E.
CALGARY, Alberta T2H 2H8
Tel: (403) 253-2713
A,CH,CM,E' ,MS,P'
Hewlell-Packard (Canada) LId.
11620A-168th Street
EDMONTON, Alberta T5M 3T9
Tel: (403) 452-3670
A,CH,CM,CS,E,MS,P'

British Columbia
Hewlett-Packard (Canada) LId.
10691 Shellbridge Way
RICHMOND, British Columbia V6X
2W7
Tel: (604) 270-2277
Telex: 610-922-5059
A,CH,CM,CS,E' ,MS,P'
Manitoba
Hewlell-Packard (Canada) LId.
380-550 Century Street
WINNIPEG, Manitoba R3H OY 1
Tel: (204) 786-6701
A,CH,CM,E,MS,P'
New Brunswick
Hewlell-Packard (Canada) LId.
190 Wilbur Street
MONCTON, New Brunswick E2B
2VQ
Tel: (506) 386-1677
Telex: 01931470
CH"
Nova Scotia
Hewlell-Packard (Canada) LId.
P.O. Box 931
900 Windmill Road
DARTMOUTH, Nova Scotia B2Y
3Z6
Tel: (902) 469-7820
Telex: 01931470
CH,CM,CS,E' ,MS,P'
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SALES & SUPPORT OFFICES
Arranged alphabetically by country

Product Line Sales/Support Key
Key
A
CM
C
CH
CS
E
M
MP
MS
P
•

Product Line
Analytical
Components
Computer Systems Sales only
Computer Systems Hardware Sales & Services
Computer Systems Software Sales & Services
Electronic Instruments & Measurement Systems
Medical Products
Medical Products Primary SRO
Medical Products Secondary SRO
Consumer Calculators
Sales only for specific product line
Support only for specific product line

IMPORTANT:.These symbols designate general product line capability.
They do not Insure sales or support availability for all products within
a line, at all locations. Contact your local sales office for information
regarding locations where HP support is available for specific products.
HP distributors are printed in italics.

CANADA (Con't.)
Ontario
Hewlell-Packard (Canada) Ltd.
552 Newbold Street
LONDON, Ontario N6E 2S5
Tel: (519) 686-9181
Telex: 610-352-1201
A,CH,CM,E' ,MS,P'
Hewlell-Packard (Canada) Ltd.
6877 Goreway Drive
MISSISSAUGA, Ontario L4V 1M8
Tel: (416) 678-9430
Telex: 610-492-4246
A,CH,CM,CS,E,MP,P
Hewlell-Packard (Canada) Ltd.
2670 Queensview Dr.
OTTAWA, Ontario K2B 8K 1
Tel: (613) 820-6483
Telex: 610-563-1636
A,CH,CM,CS,E' ,MS,P'

Quebec
Hewlell-Packard (Canada) Ltd.
17500 South Service Road
Trans-Canada Highway
KIRKLAND, Quebec H9J 2M5
Tel: (514) 697-4232
Telex: 05821521
A,CH,CM,CS,E,MP,P'
Hewlell-Packard (Canada) Ltd.
Les Galeries du Vallor
2323 Boulevard du Versant Nord
STE. FOY, Quebec G1N 4C2
Tel: (418) 687-4570
CH

CHILE
Jorge Calcagni y Cia. Ltda.
Arturo Burhle 065
Casilla 16475
SANTIAGO 9
Tel: 222-0222
Telex: Public Booth 0001
A,CM,E,M

Olympia (Chile) Ltd.
Rodrico de Araya 1045
Casilla 256- V
SANTIAGO 21
Tel: 225-5044
Telex: 40565 OLYMP CL
C,P

CHINA, People's Republic
of
CEtEC Inc.
44 Beiwei Rd.
BEIJING, China
Telex: 22475 CElEC CN
A,CH,CM,CS,E,P

COLOMBIA
Instrumentaci6n
H. A. Langebaek & Kier S.A.
Apartado Aereo 6287
BOGOTA I, D.E.
Carrera 7 No. 48-75
BOGOTA, 2 DE
Tel: 287-8877
Telex: 44400
Cable: AARIS Bogota
A,CM,E,M,P

COSTA RICA

EGYPT

Cientilica Costarricense S.A.
Avenida 2, Calle 5
San Pedro de Montes de Dca
Apartado 10 159
SAN JOSE
Tel: 24-38-20, 24-08-19
Telex: 2367 GALGUR

International Engineering
Associates
24 Hussein Hegazi Street
Kasr-el-Aini
CAIRO
Tel: 23-829
Telex: 93830

CM,E,M

CH.CS,E,M

CYPRUS
Telerexa Ltd.
P.O. Box 4809
14C Stassinos Avenue
NICOSIA
Tel: 62698
Telex: 2894 Levidocy
E,M,P

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Hewlett-Packard
Obchodni Zastupitelstvi v CSSR
Post. schranka 27
CS-118 01 PRAHA 011
Tel: 66-296
Telex: 121353 IHC

DENMARK
Hewlell-Packard AlS
Datavej 52
DK-3460 BIRKEROD
Tel: (02) 81-66-40
Telex: 37409 hpas dk
A,CH,CM,CS,E,MS,P
Hewlell-Packard AlS
Navervej 1
DK-8600 SILKEBORG
Tel: (06) 82-71-66
Telex: 37409 hpas dk
CH,CM,E

Inlormatic For Systems
22 Talaat Harb Street
CAIRO
Tel: 759006
Telex: 93938 FRANK UN
CH,CS.P

Egyptian International Office
lor Foreign Trade
P.O.Box 2558
CAIRO
Tel: 984935
Telex: 93337 EGPOR
P

EL SALVADOR
IPESA de EI Salvador S.A.
Boulevard de los Heroes 1148
SAN SAL VADOR
Tel: 252787,259621
Telex: Public Booth 20107
A,CH,CM,CS,E,P

FINLAND
Hewlell-Packard Oy
Revontulentie 7
SF-02100 ESPOO 10
Tel: (90) 455-0211
Telex: 121563 hewpa sf
A,CH,CM,CS,E,MS,P

FRANCE

A,CM,E,P

Hewlell-Packard France
Le Ligoures
Bureau de Vente de Aix-enProvence
Place Romee de Villeneuve
F-13090 AIX·EN·PROVENCE
Tel: (42) 59-41-02
Telex: 410770F
A,CH,CM,E,MS,P'

Hospitalar S.A.
Robles 625
Casilla 3590
QUITO
Tel: 545-250, 545-122
Telex: 2485 HOSPTL ED
Cable: HOSPITALAR-Ouito

Hewlell-Packard France
Boite Postale No. 503
F-25026 BESANCON
28 Rue de la Republique
F-25000 BESANCON
Tel: (81) 83-16-22
CH,M

ECUADOR
CYEDE Cia. Ltda.
Avenida Eloy AI/ara 1749
Casilla 6423 CCI
QUITO
Tel: 450-975, 243-052
Telex: 2548 CYEDE ED

M

